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STRESSES IN BEAMS.
By Prof. DeVOLSON WOOD.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

Mr. D. H. Clark, in his Manual of

Rules, Tables and Data, makes a state-

ment in regard to the " Theory of Flex-
ure," which, in our opinion, ought not to

go unnoticed. He is an authority of such
high character that his statements on
such problems are liable to be accepted
"without being questioned ; and hence it

is the more important that any error

should be corrected. Assuming that

many of our readers have not the work
conveniently at hand, we make the fol-

lowing lengthy extract from pp. 504, 505,

from the work above referred to, that

the reader may the more conveniently get
that author's argument and statement as

presnted by himself:
" These, the normal stresses or resist-

ances due to the absolute horizontal com-
pression and extension of the beam are

supplemented by diagonal resistances by
which each of them is augmented 75 per
cent.

" To elucidate the origin of diagonal

resistance, it may be observed that the

upper and lower portions of a beam

—

above and below the neutral axis—may
be considered as two individual members
of a frame united at their surface of con-

tact—the neutral one. Let cBd, Fig. 1,

be a triangular frame fixed at ca and
loaded at B. The pieces ca" and del" of

the upper and lower members are re-

Vol. XXX.—No. 1—1

spectively extended and compressed,
when the load is applied to the length

e'e"

L_
d d d'

Fig.l r
, o

cc" and dd." If the members of the
frame are placed parallel to each other
in close contact, as in Fig 2, extension

e'e"

d"d'

Fig.2 6
and compression take place as before.

Let now the two members be united in

the line nop, Fig. 3, and so consolidated
as to form a semi-beam ; the extension
and the compression partially neutralize

each other : at the neutral line nop, they
are absolutely neutralized and the
amounts of extension and of compression
are represented by the triangles cV o
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and d'd" o. The structure is thus, in a

certain sense, crippled, and the extension

c b'c"

M d
s

9

d d"d'
Fig.3 J

"^

and compression, instead of being recti-

lineal, are curvilineal, and the semi-beam
is deflected, as in Fig. 4. The counter-

action here pointed out is necessarily ex-

erted diagonally, at an angle of 45° with
the neutral line ; as in the line c'o', Fig.

5, with the transverse section c'd''.

d'" d"d'

Fig.5

"In the intervention of the diagonal

stress in deflected rectangular beams, ac-

cording to the analysis in the text, is

found the solution of the mystery of the
* resistance of flecture,' which has been
so denominated, and has been experi-

mentally demonstrated by Mr. W H.
Barlow. The contrast between the ac-

tion of the diagonal bracing of lattice

girders, and that of the solid web of web
girders, throws a flood of light on the

recondite strains in webs and in solid

beams."
"^The assertion that the " diagonal re-

sistances' augments the absolute hori-

zontal compressions and extensions 75
per cent., is entirely gratuitous. No
argument is presented to support it.

Every student of the flexure of beams
knows wherein the difficulty lies. The
computed value of the stress on the

most remote elements of a beam at the

instant of rupture, does not agree either

with the tensile or compressive strength.

If the tensile strength T of cast iron be
15,000 pounds, per square inch, and the

crushing strength G be 100,000 pounds,
it will be found, that the modulus of rup-

ture E, for beams will be some interme-
diate value, say, about 35,000 pounds per
square inch. To account for this dis-

crepancy, Barlow proposed his "resist-

ance of flexure" and made experiments
upon beams of various forms, and with
different materials, and many of the re-

sults of which seemed to substantiate his

theory. But certain elements of his the-

ory are in direct conflict, with well-es-

tablished principles of statics, and it is

certainly unsafe to hold to any theory,

however plausible it may appear by itself,

which violates other known laws. We
will indicate these points.

He assumed that the shearing stress

was uniformly distributed over the cross-

section ; but for homogeneous materials,

the theory shows that it is greatest at the

neutral axis and zero at the upper and
lower elements, as shown in the writer's

Resistance of Materials, article 179,

where also the specific law for rectangu-

lar beams is deduced. In the light of this

fact it cannot be claimed that the shear-

ing stress will be uniform over the cross-

section.

Again, it is well known in statics that

a longitudinal shear is accompanied by an
equal transverse shear at any point; just

as one couple necessitates an opposite
couple of equivalent moment to produce
equilibrium. In case, then, there is no
transverse shear there will be no longi-

tudinal shear. If a beam be supported
at its ends and loaded with two equal

weights equidistant from the supports,

there will be no transverse shear between
the loaded points, for the algebraic sum
of the loads on the middle portion will be
zero. But Barlow assumed that shear

exists wherever there is bending, and
hence, in this case, is in direct violation

of established principles. We are not
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aware that any experiments have been
made under these conditions for the pur-

pose of testing theory.

Again, he assumed that the ultimate
" resistance of flexure '' varied directly as

the ultimate stress on the remote ele-

ments. According to his experiments, it

nearly equals t (the tenacity) for cast

iron, and about \t for wrought iron.

Also that this resistance was due to the
difference in the elongation of contiguous
fibers. But these principles appear to be
in conflict since the value of t is abso-

lute, and a deep beam will not be bent so

much at the jDoint of rupture as a more
shallow one, and hence the relative elon-

gations will be less in the former than in

the latter case.

The remark of Mr. Clai'k, in the last

sentence above quoted, does not remove
the difficulty. Even admitting that the
combined transverse shear and longitudi-

nal pull produces an oblique stress, it

does not follow that the latter will pass
in a right line from the surface to the
neutral axis, as illustrated in Fig. 5 ; and
even if it did, we fail to find how it could
reinforce the tensile resistance 75 per
cent. Every computer of a truss bridge
assumes that when the stress on the
lower chord exceeds its tensile strength,
the bridge will fail. He does not pre-
sume to add anything to the strength of

the chords on account of the diagonal
bracing. Again, admitting that the longi-
tudinal puil and transverse shear pro-
duces a diagonal resultant, it follows that
the direction of the resultant will be
nearly parallel to the surface of the beam
at the outer elements, since the trans
verse shear is very small in that vicinity,

and the direct pull the greatest, and will

be the diagonal of a square only on the
neutral axis, where the only forces are
equal rectangular shears.

" The direction of the resultant stresses
will be tangent to the lines in Fig. 6 at
any point.

But a closer examination of Barlow's

theory fails to indicate how the diagonal
stresses are produced in accordance with
it. Barlow seemed to consider that his

" Resistance to Flexure" was caused by
a longitudinal force, or shear, acting be-

tween contiguous elements unequally
elongated, and if this view be correct, it

is not easy to see how a diagonal result-

ant can be found, much less the grounds
for the assertion that " the counteraction
here pointed out is necessarily exerted
diagonally at an angle of 45° with the
neutral line."

But it still remains that the computed
stress on the remote elements of a beam
at rupture exceeds the tenacity of the
material. The reason why the strength
of a beam exceeds its computed strength
when T, the modulus of tenacity, is used
in place of the tabulated value of B in

the formula for the strength of a beam,
is due to the fact that the hypotheses
upon which the analysis is founded are

not realized in the experiment. The laws
for elastic resistance are extended to

that of ultimate strength, although it is

well known that the laws fail when the
elastic limit is passed. The outer fibers

in the latter condition become relatively

weakened, so that the effective depth—or
more strictly, the depth which would rep-

resent the strength according to the as-

sumed laws, is less than the measured
depth of the beam. Thus, if T be the
modulus of tenacity, its value for a rect-

angular beam supported at its ends, and
broken by a load P at the middle, should
be found by the formula

2bd2 '

in which, if a value for d less than that

of the measured depth be used, the re-

sulting value will exceed T, as is actually

found in practice. It is possible that

this way of stating the case is original.

There is another reason for the dis-

crepancy. It is assumed that the section

of rupture is a plane—a condition never
realized. The section of rupture being
irregular, more elements must be sepa-

rated than if it were plane, a condition

which might give an apparent increase of

strength.

It thus appears that the cause of the

discrepancy between computed and ob-

served values may be fully accounted for

without involving hypotheses in conflict

with other known principles.
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SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING.
From " Nature.

In the address delivered by Mr. West-
macott, President of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, to the English
and Belgian engineers assembled at

Liege last August, there occurred the
following passage : "Engineering brings
all other sciences into play ; chemical or

physical discoveries, such as those of

Faraday, would be of little practical use
if engineers were not ready with mechan-
ical appliances to carry them out and
make them commercially successful in the

way best suited to each."

We have no objection to make to these

words, spoken at such a time, and before
such an assembly. It would, of course,

be easy to take the converse view, and
observe that engineering would have
made little progress in modern times but
for the splendid resources which the dis-

coveries of pure science have, placed at

her disposal, and' which she has only had
to adopt and utilize for her own purposes.

But there is no need to quarrel over two
opposite modes of stating the same fact.

There is need, on the other hand, that

the fact itself should be fairly recognized
and accepted, namely, that science may
be looked upon as at once the hand-
maid and the guide of art, art as at once
the pupil and the supporter of science.

In the present article we propose to give

a few illustrations which will bring out
and emphasise this truth.

"We could scarcely find a better in-

stance than is furnished to our hand in

the sentence we have chosen for a text.

No man ever worked with a more single-

hearted devotion to pure science—with a
more absolute disregard of money or

fame, as compared with knowledge—than
Michael Faraday. Yet future ages will

perhaps judge that no stronger impulse
was ever given to the progress of indus-
trial art, or to the advancement of the
material interests of mankind, than the
impulse which sprang from his discoveries

in electricity and magnetism. Of these
discoveries we are only now beginning to

reap the benefit. But we have merely
to consider the position which the dyna-

mo-electric machine already occupies in

the industrial world, and the far higher
position which, as almost all admit, it is

destined to occupy in the future, in order

to see how much we owe to Faraday's
establishment of the connection between
magnetism and electricity. That is one
side of the question—the debt which art

owes to science. But let us look at the
other side also. Does science owe noth-

ing to art ? Will any one say that we
should know as much as we do concern-

ing the theory of the dynamo-electric
motor, and the laws of electro-magnetic

action generally, if that motor had never
risen (or fallen, as you choose to put it)

to be something besides the instrument
of a laboratory or the toy of a lecture-

room. Only a short time since the illus-

trious French physicist, M. Tresca, wTas

enumerating the various sources of loss

in the transmission of power by elec-

tricity along a fixed wire, as elucidated

in the careful and elaborate experiments
inaugurated by M. Marcel Deprez, and
subsequently continued by himself.

These losses—the electrical no less than
the mechanical losses—are being thor-

oughly and minutely examined in the
hope of reducing them to the lowest
limit ; and this examination cannot fail to

throw much light on the exact distribu-

tion of the energy imparted to a dyna-
mo machine, and the- laws by which this

distribution is governed. But would this

examination ever have taken place—would
the costly experiments which render it

feasible ever have been performed—if the
dynamo machine was still under the un-
disputed control of pure science, and
had not become subject to the sway of

the capitalist and the engineer ?

Of course the electric telegraph af-

fords an earlier and perhaps as good an
illustration of the same fact. The dis-

covery that electricity would pass along
a wire and actuate a needle at the other

end was at first a purely scientific one,

and it was only gradually that its impor-
tance, from an industrial point of view,

came to be recognized. Here, again, art
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owes to pure science the creation of a

complete and important branch of en-

gineering, whose works are spread like

a net over the whole face of the globe.

On the other hand, our knowledge of

electricity, and specially of the electro-

chemical processes which go on in the

working of batteries, has been enor-

mously improved in consequence of the

use of such batteries for the purposes of

telegraphy.

Let us turn to another example in a

different branch of science. Whichever
of our modern discoveries we may con-

sider to be the most startling and impor-
tant, there can, I think, be no doubt that

the most beautiful is that of the spectro-

scope. It has enabled us to do that

which, but a few years before its in-

troduction, was taken for the very type
of the impossible, viz., to study the

chemical composition of the stars ; and it

is giving us clearer and clearer insight

every day into the condition of the great
luminary which forms the center of our
system. Still, however beautiful and in-

teresting such results may be, it might
well be thought that they could never
have any practical application, and that

the spectroscope, at least, would remain
an instrument of science, but of science

alone. This, however, is not the case.

Some thirty years since Mr. Bessemer
conceived the idea that the injurious con-

stituents of raw iron, such as silicon,

Sulphur, &c, might be got rid of by
simple oxyelation. The mass of crude
metal was. heated to a very high temper-
ature ; atmospheric air was forced
through it at considerable pressure, and
the oxygen, uniting with these metal-

loids, carried them off in the form of acid

gases. The very act of union generated
a vast quantity of heat, which itself as-

sisted the continuance of the process
;

and the gas, therefore, passed off in a

highly luminous condition. But the im-

portant point was to know where to stop;

to seize the esact moment when all, or
practically all, hurtful ingredients had
been removed, and before the oxygen
had turned from them to attack the iron

itself. How was this point to be ascer-

tained ? It was soon suggested that

each of these gases in its incandescent
state would show its own peculiar spec-

trum ; and that if the flame rushing out
of the throat of the converter were viewed

through a spectroscope, the moment
when any substance, such as sulphur,
had disappeared would be known by the
disappearance of the corresponding lines

in the spectrum. The anticipation, it is

needless to say, was verified ; and the
spectroscope, though now superseded,
had for a time its place among the reg-

ular appliances necessary for the carry-

ing on of th# Bessemer process.

This process itself, with all the mo-
mentous consequences, mechanical, com-
mercial and economical, which it has en-

tailed, might be brought forward as a

witness on our side ; for it was almost
completetely worked out in the labora-

tory before being submitted to actual

practice. In this respect it stands in

marked contrast* to the earlier processes
for the making of iron and steel, which
were developed, it is difficult to say how,
in the forge or furnace itself, and amid
the smoke and din of practical work. At
the same time the experiments of Besse-
mer were for the most part carried out
with a distinct eye to their future appli-

cation in practice, and the value for our
present purpose is therefore not so great.

The same, we believe, may be said with
regard to the great rival of the Bessemer
converter, viz., the Siemens open hearth :

although this forms in itself a beautiful

application of the scientific doctrine that

steel stands midway as regards its pro-

portion of carbon, between wrought iron

and pig iron, and ought, therefore to be
obtainable by a judicious mixture of the

two. The basic process is the latest de-

velopment, in this direction, of science

as applied to metallurgy. Here, by sim-

ply giving a different chemical constitu-

tion to the clay lining of the converter,

it is found possible to eliminate phos-
phorus—an element which has success-

fully withstood the attack of the Besse-

mer system. Now, to quote the words
of a German eulogizer of the new meth-
od, phosphorus has been turned from an
enemy into a friend, and the richer a

given ore is in that substance, the more
readily and cheaply does it seem likely to

be. converted into steel.

These latter examples have been taken

from the art of metallurgy ; and it may
of course be said that, considering the

intimate relation between that art and the

science of chemistry, there can be no
wonder if the former is largely depend-
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ent for its progress upon the latter. I

will therefore turn to what may appear
the most concrete, practical and unscien-

tific of all arts—that, namely, of the me-
chanical engineer ; and we shall find that

even here examples will not fail us of the

boons which pure science has conferred

upon the art of construction, nor even,

perhaps, of the reciprocal advantages
which she has derived from the connec-
tion.

The address of Mr. Westmacott, from
which I have already taken my text, sup-
plies in itself more than one instance of

the kind we seek—instances emphasized
by papers read at the meeting where the

address was spoken. Let us take, first,

the manufacture of sugar from beet-root.

This manufacture was forced into promi-
nence in the early years of this century,

when the continental blockade maintained
by England against Napoleon prevented
all importation of sugar from America

;

and it has now attained very large dimen-
sions, as all frequenters of the Continent
must be aware. The process, as ex-

haustively described by a Belgian en-

gineer, M. Melin, offers several instances

of the application of chemical and physi-

cal science to practical purposes. Thus,
the first operation in making sugar from
beet-root is to separate the juice from the

flesh, the former being as much as 95 per
cent, of the whole weight. Formerly
this was accomplished by rasping the

roots into a pulp, and then pressing the

pulp in powerful hydraulic presses ; in

other words, by purely mechanical
means. This process is now to a large

extent superseded by what is called the

diffusion process, depending on the well-

known physical phenomena of endos-

mosis and exosmosis. The beet-root is

cut up into small slices, called " cos-

settes," and these are placed in vessels

filled with water. The result is, that a

current of endosmosis takes place from
the water towards the juice in the cells,

and a current of exosmosis from the juice

towards the water. These currents go
on cell by cell, and continue until a state

of equilibrium is attained. The richer

the water and the poorer the juice, the

sooner does this equilibrium take place.

Consequently the vessels are arranged in

a series, forming what is called a diffu-

sion battery ; the pure water is admitted
to the first vessel, in which the slices

have already been nearly exhausted, and
subtracts from them what juice there is

left. It then passes as a thin juice to the

next vessel, in which the slices are richer,

and the process begins again. In the

last vessel the • water which has already

done its work in all the previous vessels,

comes into contact with fresh slices, and
begins the operation upon them. The
same process has been applied at the

other end of the manufacture of sugar.

After the juice has been purified, and all

the crystallizable sugar has been separ-

ated from it by boiling, there is left a

mass of molasses containing so much of

the salts of potassium and sodium that

no further crystallization of the yet re-

maining sugar is possible. The object of

the process called osmosis is to carry off

those salts. The apparatus used, or os-

mogene, consists of a series of trays filled

olternately with molasses and water, the

bottoms being formed of parchment
paper. A current passes through this

paper in each direction, part of the water
entering the molasses, and part of the

salts, together with a certain quantity of

sugar, entering the water. The result of

thus freeing the molasses from the salts

is that a large part of the remaining
sugar can now be extracted by erystalli-

za/tion.

Another instance in point comes from
a paper dealing with the question of the

construction of long tunnels. In Eng-
land this has been chiefly discussed of

late in connection with the Channel Tun-
nel, where, however, the conditions are

comparatively simple. It is of still

greater importance abroad. Two tunnels

have already been pierced through the

Alps ; a third is nearlv completed, and a

fourth, the Simplon Tunnel, which will

be the longest of any, is at this moment
the subject of a most active study on the

part of French engineers. In Ameri-
ca, especially in connection with the deep
mines of the Western States, the problem
is also of the highest importance. But
the driving of such tunnels would be
financially if not physically impossible,

but for the resources which science has
placed in our hands, first, by the prepara-

tion of new explosives, and, secondly, by
methods of dealing with the very high
temperatures which have to be encoun-
tered. As regards the first, the history

of explosives is scarcely anything else
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than a record of the application of chemi-

cal principles to practical purposes—

a

record which, in great part has yet to be
written, and on which we cannot here
dwell. It is certain, however, that but
for the invention of nitroglycerine, a

purely chemical compound, and its devel-

opment in various forms, more or less

safe and convenient, these long tunnels

would never have been constructed. As
regards the second point, the question of

temperature is really the most formidable
with which the tunnel engineer has to

contend. In the St. Gothard Tunnel,
just before the meeting of the two head-
ings, in February, 1880, the temperature
rose as high as 93° Fahr. This, combined
with the foulness of the air, produced
an immense diminution in the work
done per person and per horse employed
whilst several men were actually killed

by the dynamite gases, and others suf-

fered from a disease which was traced to

a hitherto unknown species of internal

worm. If the Simpion Tunnel should be
constructed yet higher temperatures may
probably have to be dealt with. Al-

though science can hardly be said to have
completely mastered these difficulties,

much has been done in that direction. A
great deal of mechanical work has, of

course, to be carried on at the face or far

end of such a heading, and there are va-

rious means by which it might be done

.

But by far the most satisfactory solution,

in most cases at least, is obtained by
taking advantage of the properties of

compressed air. Air can be compressed
at the end of the tunnel either by steam-
engines, or, still better, by turbines where
water power is available. This com-
pressed air may easily be led in pipes to

the face of the heading, and used there

to ' drive the small engines which work
the rock-drilling machines, &c. The effi-

ciency of such machines is doubtless
low, chiefly owing to the physical fact

that the air is heated by compression,
and that much of this heat is lost whilst

it traverses the long line of pipes leading
to the scene of action. But here we
have a great advantage from the point of

view of ventilation ; for, as the air gained
heat while being compressed, so it loses

heat while expanding; and the result is

that a current of cold and fresh air is

continually issuing from the machines at

the face of the heading, just where it is

most wanted. In consequence, in the
St. Gothard, as just alluded to, the hot-

test parts were always some little dis-

tance behind the face of the heading.
Although in this case as much as 120,000
cubic meters of air (taken at atmospheric
pressure) were daily poured into the
heading, yet the ventilation was very
insufficient. Moreover, the high press-

ure which is used for working the ma-
chines is not the be'st adapted for ventil-

ation ; and in the Arlberg tunnel sepa-

rate ventilating pipes are employed, con-

taining air compressed to about one at-

mosphere, which is delivered in much
larger quantities, although not at so low
a temperature. In connection with this

question of ventilation a long series of

observations have been taken at the St.

Gothard, both during and since the con-

struction ; these have revealed the impor-
tant physical fact (itself of high practical

importance) that the barometer never
stands at the same level on the two
sides of a great mountain chain ; and so

have made valuable contributions to the
science of meteorology.
Another most important use of the

same scientific fact, namely, the proper-

ties of compressed air, is found in the
sinking of foundations below water.

When the piers of a bridge, or other
structure, had to be placed in a deep
stream, the old method was to drive a
double row of piles round the place and
fill them in with clay, forming what is

called a cofferdam. The water was
pumped out from the interior, and the

foundation laid in the open. This is al-

ways a very expensive process, and in

rapid streams is scarcely practicable. In
recent times large bottomless cases,

called caissons, have been used, with
tubes attached to the roof, by which air

can be forced into or out of the interior.

These caissons are brought to the site

of the proposed pier, and are there sunk.

Where the bottom is loose, sandy earth,

the Vacuum process, as it is termed, is

often employed ; that is, the air is

pumped out from the interior, and the

superincumbent pressure then causes the

caisson to sink and the earth to rise

within it. But it is more usual to em-
ploy what is called the Plenum process,

in which air under high pressure is

pumped into the caisson and expels the

water, as in a diving bell. Workmen
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then descend, entering through an air

lock, and excavate the ground at the

bottom of the caisson, which sinks grad-

ually as the excavation continues. Un-
der this system a length of some two
miles of quay wall is being constructed
at Antwerp, far out in the channel of the

river Scheldt. Here the caissons are

laid end to end with each other, along
the whole curve of the wall, and the mas-
onry is built on the top of them within a

floating cofferdam of very ingenious con-

struction.

There are few mechanical principles

more widely known than that of so-called

centrifugal force ; an action which,

though still a puzzle to students, has
long been thoroughly understood. It is,

however, comparatively recently that it

has been applied in practice. One of the

earliest examples was, perhaps, the ordi-

nary governor, due to the genius of

Watt. Every boy knows that if he takes

a weight hanging from a string and twirls

it round, the weight will rise higher and
revolve in a larger circle as he increases

the speed. Watt saw that if he attached
such an apparatus to his steam engine,

the balls or weights would tend to rise

higher whenever the engine began to run
faster, that this action might be made
partly to draw over the valve which ad-

mitted the steam, and that in this way
the supply of steam would be lessened,

and the speed would fall. Few ideas in

science have received so wide and so suc-

cessful an application as this ; but of late

years another property of centrifugal

force has been brought into play. The
effect of this so-called force is that any
body revolving in a circle has a continual
tendency to fly off at a tangent ; the
amount of this tendency depending
jointly on the mass of the body and on
the velocity of the rotation. It is the
former of these conditions which is now
being taken advantage of. For if we have a
number of particles all revolving with
the same velocity, but of different specific

gravities, and if we allow them to follow
their tendency of moving off at a
tangent, it is evident that the heavi-

est particles having the greatest mass
will move with the greatest energy. The
result is, that if we take a mass of such
particles and confine them within a cir-

cular casing, we shall find that, having
rotated this casing with a high velocity

and for a sufficient time, the heaviest

particles will have settled at the outside

and the lightest at the inside, whilst be-

tween the two there will be a gradation

from the one to the other. Here, then,

we have the means of separating two
substances, solid or liquid, which are in-

timately mixed up together, but which
are of different specific gravities. This

physical principle has been taken advan-

tage of in a somewhat homely but very

importan' process, viz., the separation of

cream from milk. In this arrangement
the milk is charged into a vessel some-

thing of the shape and size of a Glouces-

ter cheese, which stands on a vertical

spindle, and is made to rotate with a ve-

locity as high as 7,000 revolutions per

minute. At this enormous speed the

milk, which .is the heavier, flies to the

outside, while the cream remains behind
and stands up as a thin layer on the in-

side of the rotating cylinder of fluid. So
completely does this immense speed pro-

duce in the liquid the characteristics of a

solid, that if the rotating shell of . cream
be touched by a knife it emits a harsh,

grating sound, and gives the sensation

experienced in attempting to cut a stone.

The separation is almost immediately
complete, but the difficult point was to

draw off the two liquids separately and
continuously without stopping the ma-
chine. This has been simply accom-
plished by taking advantage of another
principle of hydromechanics. A small

pipe opening just inside the shell of the

cylinder is brought back to near the

center, where it rises through a sort of

neck and opens into an exterior casing.

The pressure due to the velocity causes

the skim-milk to rise in this pipe and
flow continuously out at the inner end.

The cream is at the same time drawn off

by a similar orifice made in the same neck
and leading into a different chamber.

Centrifugal action is not the only way
in which particles of different specific

gravity can be separated from each other

by motion only. If a rapid " jigging "

or up-and-down motion be given to a

mixture of such particles, the tendency
of the lighter to fly further under the

action of the impulse causes them gradu-
ally to rise to the upper surface ; this

surface being free in the present case,

and the result being therefore the re-

verse of what happens in the rotating
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chamber. If such a mixture be examined
after this up-and-down motion has gone
on for a considerable period, it will be
found that the particles are arranged
pretty accurately in layers, the lightest

being at the top and the heaviest at the
bottom. This principle has long been
taken advantage of in such cases as the

separation of lead ores from the matrix
in which they are embedded. The rock,

in these cases, is crushed into small
fragments, and placed on a frame having
a rapid up and-down motion, when the
heavy lead ore gradually collects at the
bottom and the lighter stone on the top.

To separate the two the machine must
be, stopped and cleared by hand. In the
case of coal-washing, where the object is

to separate fine coal from the particles of
stone mixed with it, this process would
be very costly, and indeed impossible,
because a current of water is sweeping
through the whole mass. In the case ,of

the Coppee coal washer, the desired end
is achieved in a different and very simple
manner. ' The well-known mineral feld-

spar has a scientific gravity intermediate
between that of the coal and the shale,

or stone, with which it is found inter-

mixed. If, then, a quantity of feldspar in

small fragments is thrown into the mix-
ture, and the whole then submited to
the jigging process, the result will be
that the stone will collect on the top
and the coal at the bottom, with a
layer of feldspar separating the two.
A current of water sweeps through the
whole, and is drawn off partly at the
top, carrying with it the stone, and
partly at the bottom, carrying with it the
fine coal.

The above are instances where science
has come to the aid of engineering. Here
is one in which the obligation is re
versed. The rapid stopping of railway
trains, when necessary, by means of
brakes, is a problem which has long oc-

cupied the attention of many engineers
;

and the mechanical solutions offered have
been correspondingly numerous. Some
of these depend on the action of steam,
some of a vacuum, some of compressed
air, some of pressure water ; others again
ingeniously utilize the momentum of the
wheels themselves. But for a long time
no effort was made by any of these in-

ventors thoroughly to master the theo-
retical conditions of the problem before

them. At last, one of the most ingenious
and successful among them, Mr. George
Westinghouse, resolved to make experi-

ments on the subject, and was fortunate

enough to associate with himself Captain
Douglas Galton. Their experiments,

carried on with rare energy and perseve-

rance, and at great expense, not only

brought into the clearest light the physi-

cal conditions of the cpiestion (conditions

which were shown to be in strict accord-

ance with theory), but also disclosed the

interesting scientific fact that the friction

between solid bodies at high velocities is

not constant, as the experiments of

Morin had been supposed to imply, but
diminishes rapidly as the speed increases

—a fact which other observations serve

to confirm.

The old scientific principle known as

the hydrostatic paradox, according to

which a pressure applied at any point

of an inclosed mass of liquid is transmit-

ted unaltered to every other point, has

been singularly fruitful in practical appli-

cations. Mr. Bramah was perhaps the

first to recognize its value and import-

ance. He applied it to the well-known
Bramah press, and in various other direc-

tions, some of which were less success-

ful. One of the-e was a hydraulic lift,

which Mr. Bramah proposed to construct

by means of several cylinders sliding

within each other after the manner of

the tubes of a telescope. His specifiea-

eation of this invention sufficiently ex-

presses his opinion of its value, for it con-

cludes as follows :
" This patent does not

only differ in its nature and in its

boundless extent of claims to novelty,

but also in its claims to merit and supe-

rior utility compared with any other

patent ever brought before or sanctioned

by the legislative authority of any na-

tion." The telescope lift has not come
into practical use ; but lifts worked on
the hydraulic principle are becoming
more and more common every day. The
same principle has been applied by the

genius of Sir William Armstrong, and
others, to the working of cranes and

other machines for the lifting of weights,

&c. ; and, under the form of the accumu-
lator, with its distributing pipes and hy-

draulic engines, it provides a store of

power always ready for application at

any required point in a large system, yet

costing practically nothing when not actu-
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ally at work. This system of high-press-

ure mains worked from a central accumu-
lator has been for some years in exist-

ence at Hull, as a mears of supplying
power commercially for all the purposes
needed in a large town, arid it is at this

moment being carried out on a wider
scale in the East End of London.
Taking advantage of this system, and

combining with it another scientific prin-

ciple of wide applicability, Mr. J. H.
Greathead has brought out an instru-

ment called the "injector hydrant,"
which seems likely to play an important
part in the extinguishing of fires. This
second principle is that of the lateral in-

duction of fluids, and may be thus ex-

pressed in the words of the late William
Froude :

" Any surface which, in passing
through a fluid, experiences resistance,

must, in so doing, impress on the part-

icles which resist it a force in the line of

motion equal to the resistance." If, then,

these particles are themselves part of a

fluid, it will result that they will follow
the direction of the moving fluid and be
partly carried along with it. As applied
in the injector hydrant, a small quantity
of water derived from the high-pressure
mains is made to pass from one pipe into

another, coming in contact at the same
time with a reservoir of water at ordi-

nary pressure. The result is, that the
water from the reservoir is drawn into

the second pipe through a trumpet-
shaped nozzle, and may be made to issue

as a stream to a considerable height.

Thus, the small quantity of pressure-
water, which, if used by itself, would per-

haps rise to a height of 500 feet, is made
to carry with it a much larger quantity to

a much smaller height, say that of an or-

dinary house.

The above are only a few of the many
instances which might be given to prove
the general truth of the fact with which
we started, namely, the close and recip-

rocal connection between physical science

and mechanical engineering, taking both
in their widest sense. It may possibly

be worth while to return again to the
subject, as other illustrations arise. Two
such have appeared, even at the moment
of writing, and though their practical

success is not yet assured, it may be
worth while to cite them. The first is

an application of the- old principle of the
siphon to the purifying of sewage. In-

to a tank containing the sewage dip a
siphon pipe some thirty feet high, of

which the shorter leg is many times larger

than the longer. When this is started,

the water rises slowly and steadily in the

shorter column, and before it reaches the

top has left behind it all, or almost all,

of the solid particles which it previously

held in suspension. These fall slowly

back through the column, and collect at

the bottom of the tank, to be cleared out
when needful. The effluent water is

not, of course, chemically pure, but suf-

ficiently so to be turned into any ordi-

nary stream. The second invention rests

on a curious fact in chemistry, namely,
that caustic soda or potash will absorb
steam, forming a compound which has a

much higher temperature than the

steam absorbed. If, therefore, exhaust
steam be discharged into the bottom of

a vessel containing caustic alkali, not

only will it become condensed, but this

condensation will raise the temperature
of the mass so high that it may \>e em-
ployed in the generation of fresh steam.

It is needless to observe how important
will be the bearing of this invention upon
the working of steam engines for many
purposes, if only it can be established as

a practical success. And if it is so

established, there can be no doubt that

the experience thus acquired will reveal

new and valuable facts with regard to

the conditions of chemical combination
and absorption, in the elements thus

brought tog'ether.

An experiment on the loss of press-

ure of steam in a long steam pipe was
lately made in the Gould and Curry
mine, California, by Mr. Pi. G. Carlyle,

engineer. The pipes used were four-

inch gas pipes connected with flanges

and placed in a long trough made of

twelve-inch by two-inch planks, and thus
eight inches square inside. The space
between pipe and wood was filled up
with wood. Although the pipe was one
thousand three hundred and forty-one

feet in length there was practically no dif-

ference between the pressure at the boiler

and at the engine, and this was proved
by several gauges and mercury columns.

Mr. Carlyle concludes that there is no
limit to the distance to which steam may
be carried.
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PRESSURE ATTAINABLE BY THE USE OF THE
"DROP PRESS."

Bt ROBERT H. THURSTON, EOBOKEN, N. J.

The writer has recently taken occasion
to determine the magnitude of the press-

ures attainable and not infrequently util-

ized in the use of the " drop press," now
so extensively employed in the process of
" drop forging," and in the manufacture
of small parts of sewing machines, fire-

arms and light machinery.
The opportunity was offered to make

this determination in the course of an in-

vestigation of the efficiency of drop
presses lately made by the Mechanical
Laboratory of the Stevens Institute of

Technology. It was found that the most
efficient presses experimented with had
an " efficiency," as the term is technically

used, of 80 per cent.

—

i. e., the work done
by the drop was 90 per cent, of that
which was clue to the weight falling

through the measured height. The table
given below is based upon the assump-
tion that this efficiency can be reached,
and exhibits the mean pressure attained
when the piece attacked is crushed to the
amount of +, £,

-Jg- inch respectively.

The maximum pressures must exceed
those given. The mean pressures are
calculated by determining the amount of

energy of the falling drop at the instant
before stopping

—

i. <?., of the quantity of

work done upon it by gravity and stored
in it, and dividing that measure in foot-

pounds by the distance through which
the crushing of the "work" takes place.

These figures are seen to be simply enor-
mous, and the power of this form of

press is evidently limited only by the
rigidity of its parts and their strength.
The figures given for the pressuies

reached when the compression is ^ inch
can only be obtained when the anvil is so
set and of such material that the yielding
there occurring cannot absorb more than
the allowed 10 per cent, of the total

work of the falling mass. The same re-

mark applies to the table generally, but
the loss may always be expected to fall

within the assumed, figure for the smaller
weights and lesser heights fallen

through. If the machine is well built

and the anvil and foundation are of

ample size and rigidity for good work, it

is not improbable that the higher figures

can be readily obtained ; also, if proper

precautions are taken in the setting of

the press.

The intensity of pressure attainable is

evidently determined by the area of the

surface exposed to the action of the

drop, and this in turn determines the

distance through which crushing may
occur. The figures given in the table

are total pressures, and the mean inten-

sity of pressure corresponding to these

amounts is to be obtained by dividing the

total pressure as shown in the table by
the area of section of the crushed piece,

or by the mean area opposed to the

crushing action during the operation.

The proper comparison is that of the en-

ergy of the falling weight with the "resil-

ience,'' elastic or total, or both, of the

mass on the anvil or in the dies.

The limit to the resistance of any mass
on the anvil is found at the pressure at

which the metal will "flow" continu-

ously. This pressure varies with not
only the kind of metal, but with every

variation in the chemical composition^

the physical structure or the form and
method of support of the piece. For
general use the value of this " modulus"
may be taken at about the value of the

shearing resistance of the material. For
soft wrought iron, for example, it may be
taken at about 50,000 pounds per square

inch (3,515 kg. per sq. cm.) for moder-
ately hard iron at a figure 20 per cent.

higher, and for pure copper at about one-

half the latter figure. There is, however.

a great difference in the behavior of the

two metals under pressure. The former
has a distinct elastic limit in its original

state, which becomes " exalted," as was
shown by the writer some ten years

when the piece is distorted, and becomes
approximately equal to the maximum
force, producing change of form, remain-

ing permanently altered. The metal

thus transformed does not yield subse-
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Press cjres of the Drop Press.—(Efficiency 90 per Cent.)
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quently to any less pressure. It will

not flow under any pressure less than
that which is required to produce distor-

tion immediately upon its application.

Copper, however, has no true and meas-
urable elastic limit in its original condi-

tion as found in the market, and it does
flow under the continued action of forces

far less than those required to produce
rapid and continuous distortion by
steady pressure. A load which produces

no visible effect when first applied will

after a time be found to have caused a
very decided, and often a very extensive,

alteration of the form of the mass. This
is also a now well-known property of

some kinds of brass and of many other
metals belonging to what the writer has
called the tin class, to distinguish them
from the metals of the iron and steel

class, which do not exhibit this treacher-

ous behavior. This difference is of some
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importance, not only as indicating the

best method of working them, but also

as shuwirg tbat the first of these two
classes is a safer class to deal with where
the metal is to be used in the carrying

of heavy and unintermitLed stress than is

the second class.

Another important distinction between
these two classes is, as indicated by the

results of investigations made by the

writer, that the " iron class,'' which in-

cludes all the irons and all of the steels,

offers more resistance as the rupturing

action is slower, while the " tin class,"

which includes nearly all the other

metals, and very nearly all of the alloys

tbat the writer has ever tested, yields the

more readily the more slowly the distor-

tion goes on. The second class is thus

subject to that singular kind of change
of form under heavy, continuous stress

which is illustrated in the movement of

all viscous solids— ice, for example, as

seen in its flow in the glacier. This, it

seems probable, may often occur under
pressures far within those which are re-

quired to cause change of form in the

testing machine in the ordinary methods
of test. Iron has been found by Vicat,

and later by the writer, to exhibit some-
thing of such a phenomenon, but onlywhen
the pressures are considerably above one-

half those usually found for the moduli
of rupture, and this action is only seen

in serious degree when the iron has been
annealed and thus softened. Common
merchant iron, so far as the writer is

aware, does not show any tendency to

such slow and imperceptible yielding un-

der moderate loads.

The bearing of these facts upon the

value of the drop press as a means of

working iron and other metals into shape
is obvious. Change of form can only
begin when the elastic limit of the ma-
terial is passed, and flow can only pro-

gress steadily and uninterruptedly when
the pressure applied is in excess of the

resistance of the metal to flow. The soft

metals which belong to the " tin class"

are best attacked by processes which
cause a comparatively slow motion of

their particles in changing form; iron
and steel, on the contrary, being less re-

sistant at high than at low velocities of

flow, are best worked by methods which
produce rapid distortion. Professor
Kick, of Prague, has shown very plainly

that this difference in the amount of

work demanded by the soft metals under
the two kinds of treatment may amount
to a very important quantity. He finds

that the distortion of bodies by the

action of the hydraulic press and by the

action of a hammer dealing a sueee-

of blows to produce the same change of

form consume power in the ratio, in

some cases, of one to ten. It is thus
evident that the hammer or the drop is

to be used for those special cases in

which the pressure desired cannot be
reached by ordinary methods, and that it

is best adapted to the working of iron

and steel. The hydraulic press and auto-

matic machinery are to be preferred

where they can be conveniently and
cheaply used. For much of the work
that is now done in our smaller kinds of

manufacturing, the drop has been shown
by experience to be the only machine
which will give the recprired enormous
pressures and do the work rapidly and
cheaply.

The maximum area of surface exposed
to pressure which will be allowable for

any given amount of compression can be
determined approximately by dividing

the total mean pressure due to the action

of the drop, with the given fall, and the

proposed compression by the maximum
resistance of the material. The maximum
area which will permit any action upon
the surface is to be ascertained by divid-

ing the same maximum pressure due the
fall of the drop by the elastic limit of the

metal in compression.
The total work absorbed, or the resi-

lience of the mass, up to the elastic limit

is to be measured by multiplying the
elastic resistance by one-half the percent-

age of compression which marks the elas-

tic limit ; the result measures the resil-

ience in inch-pounds when the unit of

measure is the inch, and in centimeter-

kilo'grams when the units are metric.

The total work done in any permanent
change of shape is proportional to the
volume affected and to the maximum re-

sistance of the material to such deforma-
tion.

What figures shall be adopted for the

resistance to be calculated upon in the

production of flow in metals subjected to

the action of the drop press is a ques-

tion which the writer is unable to answer
definitely. It would seem probable that
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the effect of the blow may be, in the
case of cold metal, somewhat similar to

that of cold rolling, and, this being the

case, the initial resistance to flow must
be taken as at least 70,000 pounds per

square inch 4,921 kg. per sq. cm.), and
the resilience during flow at as high as

70,000 inch-pounds per cubic inch (4,9'21

kg. m. per cubic centimeter) for good
common wrought iron. It may be safe

to take the figure for hot iron, as usually

worked, at less than one-half this

amount. For copper the writer would,

in the absence of exact data, take the

work of deformation to be two-thirds that

of iron for pieces of small section, and
would expect a great increase of resist-

ance with either metal when the surface

acted upon by the drop becomes large in

proportion to its thickness. Probably no
very reliable figures can yet be given.

Whatever the resistance may be, the
drop will be very certain to overcome it,

and the variation in its amount will

simply determine how many blows mast
be struck to obtain a given amount of

change of form.

HYDRAULIC ARCHITECTURE.
From "The Builder.

No portion of the duty of either the

architect or the engineer is so difficult as

that which relates to hydraulic construc-

tions. There are many reasons for this,

such as the great cost and trouble of

obtaining foundations below water, the

different behavior of various kinds of

cement, and of other materials, in the air

and in the water, the variation in the

stability due to weight, from the buoyant
action of the water, and other causes.

But probably the chief difficulty lies in

the absence of satisfactory theory. For
all kinds of terrestrial structures, from
the simplest form of cottage to the lofti-

est vault, burdened with impossible pen-

dants, or soaring between flying but-

tresses and pinnacles, the definite mathe-
matical law can be detected and ex-

pressed. It is true that the draughts-

man rather leans on practice and experi-

ence than on geometric or algebraic anal-

ysis. But if the latter be wanted, in the

case of any new and unprecedented con-

struction, it is attainable ; and within the

last few years, as those columns of our
own which are devoted to reviews bear
ample witness, so much thought has been
given to the subject of the graphic solu-

tion of structural problems that there is

hardly a question which can be put to

the architect of which he cannot work
out the answer on the drawing board.

The case is far otherwise when water
has to be taken into account. Instances

of the disastrous failure of costly works

for hydraulic purposes are not so rare as

might be desired. Thus in May, 1847,

the Government of India directed that

the works on the Ganges Canal, designed
by Sir Proby Cautley, should be vigor-

ously carried out. Water was admitted
into the canal in April, 1854, but during
the next few years defects in the work
came gradually to light, the chief of

which was the " excessive declivity in the

bed of the main channel, which caused a

velocity of currer.t greater than the sandy
soil was calculated to withstand without
erosion" (Buckley's " Irrigation Works of

India," p. 101) ; yet the gradient was
only 18 inches per mile. In 1863 Sir

Arthur Cotton estimated the alterations

and additions to this canal at £2,725,-

000 ; and proposed to reduce the inclina-

tion of the bed of the canal by from 3

inches to 6 inches per mile. But there is

no doubt that Sir Proby Cautley had fol-

lowed the formula of Dubuat, which at

the time was, and indeed still is, an ac-

cepted authority for the setting-out of

canals.

But we need not go to India for an il-

lustration of the imperfect acquaintance
with hydraulic law which is as yet char-

acteristic of the state of science. As re-

cently as 1864 the Mersey Board so far

completed the . works of the Low Water
Basin at Birkenhead that water was run
for the first time through the sluicing

conduits. " But from some cause,'' says

Mr. Ellacott, in his description of the
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basin (Mm. Proc. Inst. C E., vol. xxviii.,

!

p. 525), " which was never clearly ac-

counted for, such a violent shock was
communicated to a jjortion of the ma

\

sonry forming the back of the landing-

stage recess, that the wall was instantly

forced over 5 inches out of the perpendi-

cular. Except for the purpose of sluic-

ing under the landing-stage, no further

attempt was made to run the water
through the calvert. No trial was ever

!

attempted of the corresponding culvert

•on the north side of the basin.'' Again,
" on January 25, during the fourth trial

j

•of the sluices, the gates of the north
channel were torn from their fastenings,

and swept into the chamber. On the

21st of July the gates of the south sluic-

ing chamber were carried away in a

similar manner." After the 15th of No-
vember, 1864. when the last trial of the

sluice was made, it was found that the

sheet piling in front of the apron was
bare on the face to a depth of 4 feet,

that a hole 9 feet deep below the finished

bottom of the basin had been excavated
by the water, so that the piling had
parted from the masonry of the apron.

On the 23d of November the water was
pumped out of the chamber, when it was
found that a large part of the floor had
been torn up, and the concrete and piles

laid bare in several places. It became
clear that the action of the sluices was
attended not only with much inconveni-

ence and hindrance to business, but also

with a considerable amount of danger.
In fact, so unmanageable were these
sluices, with a head of only 14 feet 3

inches of water, which gave to the issuing

current a velocity of twenty miles per
hour, that the low-water basin, on which
£470,252 had been spent, had to be
abandoned and converted into a wet dock.

It is true that Mr. Rendel, the original

designer of the sluices in question, was
unfortunately no longer surviving to

carry out his plans. But the law of the
flow of water from an orifice under a

definite head is so well known that it is

not to be thought possible that the velo-

city of the current exceeded that antici-

pated. What was wanting was experi-

ence as to the inability of even the most
carefully-constructed masonry to resist

the" effects of such a flow of water. From
this point of view the failure of the
Birkenhead sluices is highly instructive.

Scarcely less significant were the casu-

alties that occurred in 1855, during the
construction of the Victoria Docks, de-

signed and executed by Mr. Bidder.

These docks are entered from the
Thames through a lock 80 feet wide at

the bottom, 326 feet 6 inches long from
gate to gate, and with a depth of 10 feet

on the cill at low water. The wails of

the dock are of concrete, faced with pil-

ing, and 20 feet thick at the bottom.
The portion of the chamber containing

the gates is of brickwork, and the bot-

tom between the walls is lined with 7

feet 6 inches of concrete, or with 6 feet

of brickwork. The top of this continuous
invert is 25 feet 6 inches below Trinity

high- water mark. On Sunday, 17th June,

1855, great progress had been made on
the works ; the upper and lower gates

had been lifted into their places, the cais-

son was nearly completed, the bottom of

the large dock of 74 acres had been
puddled; and the removal of the river

bank, and dredging at the entrance, was
nearly all that remained to be done.

There had been no symptom of weak-
ness, nor any jn-emonition of what was
about to take place, except that on the
previous day some joints in the coping
on the south side were observed to be a

little open, but to so slight an extent

that the circumstance was not reported.

The next day, however, in the afternoon,

the "portion of the north side between
the upper and lower gates began to give

way, moving forward bodily into the

lock, pushing up the thick puddle to-

wards the center, bending and breaking
the tie bars behind, dragging the tie

piles forward, and, in some instances,

breaking them off. A few hours after-

|

wards the south side failed in the same
|
way, but the brick walls and platforms

j

remained intact.

This large and sudden failure was ac-

counted for (Proc. Inst. C. E., vol. xviii.,

i p. 463) on the ground that the continu-

ous pumping which had been carried on
for two years, night and day, in order to

get in the foundations of the lock walls,

had drained the country over a consider-

able area. The water in a well at a dis-

tance of 2J miles from the docks had
been lowered dining this pumping, and
rose when it ceased. At the time of the

accident the pumping had been discon-

tinued for some weeks, and 3 feet of
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water had beeu allowed to collect in the

dock, to test the puddle. It was ex-

cluded from the lock chamber, and it

was thought that the hydraulic pressure
accumulated at the back of the wall, and
forced them bodily inwards. Fractures
of the pivot casting, and abrasion and
splitting of the roller-}:>ath, also took
place.

The Avonmouth Dock was designed

by Mr. Brunlees ; commenced in Au-
gust, 1868, and opened for traffic in

February, 1877. It has an area of 16
acres, being 1,400 feet long and 500 feet

wide, and is entered from the Severn by
a lock, which has a clear length of 454
feet between the inner and 'outer gates,

and is 70 feet in width. The range of

tide for which the gates have to provide
is 43 feet 10 inches ; the width of the

dock wall at the base, 2 feet above the

dock floor, is 16 feet, and the width at

the top is 10 feet 6 inches. When about
247 lineal yards of this section of wall

had been built up to the level of the cop-

ing, and the backing was well advanced,

a failure of about 90 yards occurred.

The wall broke through from top to

bottom in the middle of this distance,

slid forward 12 feet, and sank 4 feet 6

inches. Where not affected by this slip,

the wall showed no tendency to slide

out of place, but an inclination to over-

turn by coming forward at the top. Jt

was built with a batter of 3 feet 4 inches

from floor to coping, but when the for

ward movement ceased, the batter meas-
ured only 1 foot 4 inches. The part of

the wall that slipped forward maintained
its original batter.

When the east wall was finished and
backed up to nearly its full height, and
within a few days from the date fixed for

letting water into the dock, a subsidence

of about 140 yards of the most recently

completed portion took place. The
movement was of a similar kind to that

which had occurred on the opposite side.

At the apex or breach, the wall slipped

forward 15 feet 6 inches, and sank 7 feet

6 inches. The dock floor in front was
thrown up 10 feet in height for a dis-

tance of about 60 feet. The breach in

the wall was much larger than in the

other case, and extended through the

foundations. This portion of the wall

was founded at an average depth of 9

feet below the bottom of the dock, and

i the whole of the foundation moved for-

;
ward with the slip. Both accidents oc-

curred on a Sunday night, when no men
were at work, and two hours before the
occurrence of the latter failures nothing
unusual was to be seen in the wall.

In the discussion which took place on
the Avonmouth Dock at the Institution

of Civil Engineers on December 12,

1878, Mr. Walmsley Stanley remarked
that before designing the walls of a dock,
the exact nature of the strata on the
line, and for some distance on each side

of the walls, should have been ascer-

tained. He regarded the foundation for

the docks at Avonmouth as exceptionally

good. They rest on a bed of fine grey
sand underlying the clay at an almost
uniform level throughout its length, and
at a depth of 6 feet below low water of
equinoctial spring tides. The trial bor-
ings were only carried 10 feet deeper,

and the pile driving gave no signs that

the sand had been passed through at a
depth of 25 feet. Springs were frequent
in this sand. A layer of 6 inches of clay

had been sufficient to keep these down,
but when this was removed they burst
out in various places, and in some had
to be provided with permanent outlets.

The question is very pertinent. " Were
these failures through any new elements
of danger, or new combination of ele-

ments, or did they arise from want of

proper examination before the design
and execution of the work?" Whatever
reply be given to this question the
special study that is requisite for works
of the kind is abundantly proved by these

serious failures.

In the year 1864 it was found neces-

sary to extend the do"ck accommodation
at Belfast. The foundation for the wall

of the new Abercorn basin was firm

sand, so that it was not considered
necessary to do more than drive in front

of the wall a close row of sheet piles, 12

feet long and 6 inches thick. At the

Dufferin and Spencer docks the substrata

were soft and unreliable, and 15 feet

bearing piles of round larch were intro-

duced. Battens and sleepers were laid

on the heads of these piles, and covered
with 18 inches of concrete, on which the

masonry, 16 feet in width at the bottom,
was built. These walls showed weak-
ness from the first. As the backing pro-

ceeded, the symptoms became more seri-
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ous. Two years after the erection of the

entrance to the Spencer tidal dock, a

length of 70 yards of the wall fell bodily

forward into the entrance. It fell out-

wards at the top, pivoting on its toe, and
broke the bearing piles across about their

middle, 6 feet or 7 feet below the bottom
of the wall. The sleepers, concrete, and
tops of the piles adhered to the masonry,
which had to be removed by divers. The
nature of the backing used, which seems
to have exerted on the back of the wall a

semi-fluid pressure perhaps double of

that due to hydraulic head, together with

the soft foundation, are enough to ac-

count for the Belfast failures. Still the

same question recurs: Was not the na-

ture of these materials known before-

hand? and should they not have been
more skillfully dealt with ?

Closely combined with the important
question of the security of the founda-

tion of hydraulic works is that of the

true princijDles on which their dimensions
should be determined. W hile adequate
size is demanded by the exigencies of

traffic, any undue or unused excess of di-

mensions is at the same time a cause of

increased cost and of increased risk. In
hydraulic works the ruling dimensions
must be determined in consistence with
those of the craft which it is intended to

accommodate. As to this, the present

course of shipbuilding is, to some extent,

in favor of restricted rather than of in-

creased width, although in those dimen-
sions which provide for the length of

craft there is advance rather than de-

cline. The gates of the Canada Dock
at Liverpool, 100 feet wide, were con-

structed for paddle-box steamers. So
great a width is not needful for a screw-

ship. It is plain that the extreme di-

mensions in length, breadth, and width,

plus a certain allowance for clearance, of

the craft which it is designed to accom-
modate, should be taken as the ruling

dimensions for hydraulic works. For
locks, a foot or two of clearance in each
direction may suffice ; for docks, basins
and canals, 25 per cent, of width and

[

depth will hardly be too much to allow
j

for clearance. Koom in excess of this '

will involve waste. The present propor-
tions used by shipbuilders give from

!

eight to ten beams to the length, and
locks that are not in this proportion
either for one or for a pair of vessels in-

[
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volve great waste, both in construction
and in supply of water. Thus the 454
feet lock at Avonmouth could accom-
modate the largest vessel that is now
likely to pass it, if it were 45 feet, or at

the utmost, 50 feet wide. A dock en-

tering from the tideway can hardly be
expected to admit two vessels at a
time, convenient as this arrangement is

on a canal ; but if two vessels, say of 38
feet beam, were docked at the same time
at Avonmouth, there would be a useless

length of 50 feet or 60 feet in the lock.

The want of intelligent foresight in the-

adoption of dimensions that shall be
adequate, and not more than adequate,,

for the work that a structure is intended
to facilitate, is remarkably evinced in the
dimensions of our canal locks. Thus the
line of canal communication between the
water of the Thames and that of the
Trent is made by two different lines. A
boat arriving at Northampton by the
Grand Junction Canal has to use the
Grand Union Canal in order to go on to

Leicester. But while the locks on the
Grand Junction are 87 feet 6 inches long,.

and 15 feet wide, those on the Grand
Union are only 78 feet long, and 7 feet

2 inches wide. As to the width, it may
be urged that the narrow locks will ad-
mit a single boat, while the wide lock
will admit either a barge or a pair of
boats of the same width as will pass,

singly, through the narrow lock. But as
to length there is a positive discrepancy.
A boat built for the Grand Junction
lock will not pass through the Grand
Union lock. A boat built for the latter,

if it pass on the former canal, loses 10 or
15 per cent, in capacity, and involves a

corresponding unnecessary loss of water
at each lockage.

In no case is this absence of pr per
engineering consideration more conspicu-
ous than in that of the Suez Canal.
After an expenditure of £20,000,000 on a
water way of eighty-eight geographical
miles in length, extreme difficulty is felt

in passing a traffic of 7,000,000 tons of

shipping through the canal in a year. In
1882, 3,198 ships, of an average tonnage
of 2,150 tons each, made the transit of
the canal. This is not quite nine vessels

per day, and yet it has been decided to

expend a million sterling on the ineffi-

cient palliatives of intermediate basins.
" For all steam ships, or vessels towed,
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varying between 2S0 feet and 300 feet in

length," reported the Hydrographer to

the Navy, in February, 1870, " with 35

feet beam, and a draught of 20 feet, it

will, with the improvements and appli-

ances earlier described, be a convenient

highway. .. .For the transit of vessels

larger than those described, the canal is

not so well adapted." That the Indian

transports, of "about 400 feet long, with

a draught of 22 feet of water, and beam
of nearly 50 feet, can pass through the

canal is undeniable ; but no practical sea-

man need be told that in steering

through what may be called a continuous

dock ninety miles in length, less than

100 feet wide, and with nothing showing
above water to mark the center of it, fre-

quent grounding and consequent delay

may ha anticipated, though every pos-

sible care and precaution be taken. It is

to be considered, also, that the midship
section of one of these vessels bears about

an average proportion of 1 to 4 to the

deep water of tiie canal."

And yet the cross section of the Suez
Canal, according to the final determina-

tion, contains 3,862 square feet beneath

the water line. The midship section of

H. M. S. Warrior is 1,219 square feet.

This is a much closer fit than the pro-

portion named by the Hydrographer to

the Navy. The Warrior made one of

the fastest passages on record through
the canal, viz., in 12 hours 50 minutes.

But her speed at sea was 14.35 knots per

hour. But of the entire cross section of

the canal, not more, in many parts, than

66 per cent, is in any way available for

navigation. The only function performed
by at least one third of the area is that of

allowing the water displaced by the pass-

age of a vessel to return to the wake of

the same, or that of the protection of the

banks from wash (as to the latter, how-
ever, revetting with stone is being par-

tially carried out). The passage of ves-

sels is restricted to a speed of five knots,

and no two vessels are allowed to cross

in the canal unless one of them be
moored in a lay-by.

Of these " gares," or passing places,

there are fourteen. It will thus be seen

that thirty vessels are the utmost that

can at one time be in course of transit

through the canal, viz., fifteen under
steam and fifteen in the lay-byes or ter-

minal basin. At five miles an hour (and

allowing only twelve hours in the day) it

would thus take nearly two days to go
through 100 miles of canal. But, as for

half the time of transit, the vessels are

in the lay-byes, the speed is reduced to

2^ knots, and the time of passage is ex-

tended to four days. Hence the just

complaints of the shipping trade.

By the use of a scientific cross section,

of equal area to that actually excavated,

but with revetted sides, the capacity of

the Suez Canal would have been in-

creased in a proportion which it may
seem fabulous to state. In the first

place two 2,000-ton vessels would have
been able to pass one another in any
part of the canal, the vessel which had
the wind against her slacking or stop-

ping for the time of passing. This
would at once raise the capacity of the

canal from 30 fo 200 vessels—as a line

of ships might follow one another, in

each direction, with perfect ease a mile

apart. In the second place the time

consumed in passing would have been re-

duced by one-half ; as no time would be
lost in lay-byes. In the third place the

cost of propulsion would have been re-

duced, as the hydiaulic mean depth of

the scientifically designed canal (the

area of water divided by the wetted peri-

meter) which is taken by hydraulicians as

a measure of resistance, is double that of

the actual cross-section. And in the

fourth place, as a curved bottom would
be substituted for the present flat bot-

tom, vessels of 4 feet more draught than

could pass the French canal could pass

one constructed with the true hydraulic

cross-section.

Important as these considerations are

to the shareholders who have sanctioned

the expenditure of another million for

the construction of intermediate basins,

which will little, if at all, increase the ac-

tual capacity of the canal for traffic, as

above shown, we have but little hope that

any remonstrance expressed in the Eng-
lish language will be likely to reach them.

But if traffic is impeded by the contempt
shown by politicians for hydraulic rules,

it is to be hoped that this will not be al-

together the case in England. Not a

week now passes without signs of the re-

vival of the public interest in canals.

What has been done in England by
canals is now being investigated ; and
the return of a certain portion of traffic
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to these cheap and silent high roads is

now anticipated by every writer who
touches on the subject.

Since the days of Brindley and of Tel-

ford great advance has been made in me-
chanical and in hydraulic knowledge. ' It

is sufficient to compare the experiments
of Mr. Fronde, as they are described in

volume xviii. of the Transactions of the

Institution of Naval Architects, with
those of Mr. Palmer and Sir John Mac-
Neill, as described in volume i. of the

Transactions of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, to see how much has been
done to determine the true dimensions
of vessels, and how little has been done
to determine the true dimensions of

•canals.

According to the formulae now ac-

cepted, the resistance to the passage of

a vessel through the Suez Canal is just

double that which would be encountered if

the cross section, when of the same area,

was of abetter shape. We do not say that

this is the case—we only say that it is so

according to the accepted forcnulEe. But
with millions in the course of expendi-
ture on the waterways of Europe, is it

not lamentable that we should have to

look in vain for the inauguration of those
experiments, for the guidance of the hy-

draulic architect and engineer, of which
every member of the profession who has
turned his attention to the subject at

once acknowledges the importance and
deplores the absence %

EESISTANCE ON RAILWAY CURVES AS AN ELEMENT OF
DANGER.

By JOHN MACKENZIE, Assoc. M. Inst. C. E.

From Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

The friction caused by the unequal and
indirect action of the wheels of a loco-

motive engine or carriage on curved rails

is a source of additional fractional resist-

ance, and also of a considerable amount
of danger, from the tendency of the

wheels to run off the rails ; and it is en-

tirely with regard to this danger that the

subject is treated in this paper.

On looking over the Board of Trade
Returns of Railway Accidents for several

years, it will be found, in most of the

cases in which engines left the rails with-

out a tolerably obvious cause, that the

engines were six-wheeled with parallel

axies, and in some cases were running at

low speeds ; indeed in one case the speed
was so low that the centrifugal force was
more than balanced by the cant of the

rails, so that some other agency than
centrifugal force was evidently at work.
The tendency which a wheel has to

mount the rail on a curve is evidently

caused by the adhesion or friction be-

tween the rail and the flange of the wheel,

and this adhesion will bear some propor-
tion to the side pressure with which the

flange is forced against the rail. In the

case of the wheel most likely to mount

the rail, namely the outer leading wheel,
this side pressure, at low speeds, is prin-

cipally caused by the resistance which the
treads of the wheels oppose to the slid-

ing motion which takes place in running
round a curve.

Taking the case of an engine with six

cylindrical wheels on three parallel axles,

all coupled, the middle or driving axle be-
ing midway between the other two : when
such an engine is running on a curve,

and the clearance is the least possible, so
that the flanges of the wheels just fill

the space between the rails, then the
driving axle is radial, the wheels on the
leading axle tend to run outwards, and
those on the trailing axle to run inwards.

The flange of the outer leading wheel
is pressed hard against the rail. The
flange of the inner driving wheel is

parallel to the rail, and has of itself no
tendency to press against it, but is kept
close to it by the trailing wheels : the

outer trailing wheel, although the flange

is kept close to the rail by the outer lead-

ing and inner driving wheels, has a tend-

ency to leave the rail ; and the inner trail-

ing wheel, notwithstanding the tendency
to run against the rail, has the flange
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kept clear of it by the outer leading arid

inner driving "wheels.

When the coning of the wheels exactly

suits the curve, the leading wheels, and
in this case the trailing wheels, do not

slide along but only across the rails ; but
the sliding of the driving wheels is in-

creased if the wheels are coned, unless

indeed they are coned in the opposite di-

rection to the others.

When the clearance between the rails

and the flanges of the wheels is increased

to just a sufficient extent to allow the in-

ner trailing-wheel flange to run against

the rail then the driving axle is not ra-

dial, but has the inner end slightly in ad-

vance of a radial line, and the trailing

axle has the inner end slightly behind a

radial line, and the sliding motions of the

wheels take place round a point P, situ-

ated between the driving and the trail-

ing wheels, in this case the sliding of

the trailing, as well as of the driving,

wheels is increased if the treads of the

wheels are conical.

When the clearance is increased, or the

radius of the curve increased, to a still

further extent sufficient to allow the in-

ner trailing wheel to run with the flange

just clear of the rail, then the position

which the engine takes up on the rails

. depends somewhat upon the comparative

loads on the wheels. The driving wheels,

in following the leading wheels have a

tendency to assume a position with their

axis radial ; but the trailing wheels have
the same tendency, and it is impossible

that both axles can be radial. If one
pair of wheels is much more heavily

loaded than the other, the more heavily

loaded pair will run with the axis radial,

but the tendency of the trailing wheels

to run forward is increased by the tend-

ency of all the inner wheels to outrun

the outer ones, so probably the trailing

axle is generally radial, and the sliding

motions of the wheels take place round a

point situated where the inner wheel
touches the rail.

In order to cause these sliding mo-
tions, the outer leading-wheel flange ex-

erts against the rail a pressure sufficient

to overcome the adhesion or friction of

the treads of the wheels ; this pressure
being exerted directly on the leading

wheels, and transmitted to the other

wheels through the medium of the en-

gine framing acting as a lever with its

fulcrum at the point of contact.

The resistance which a wheel opposes
to sliding across the rail probably does
not differ much from its adhesion for

traction ; and the pressure exerted by the

leading-wheel flange to overcome this re-

sistance or adhesion will, for each wheel,

be approximately equal to the adhesion
of that wheel multiplied by its distance

from the wheel which acts as fulcrum,

and divided by the distance of the lead-

ing axle from the axle on which is the

wheel acting as fulcrum. These pressures

being taken for each wheel, the sum of

them will be the total side pressure oil

the outer leading-wheel flange.

When the flange of the outer leading

wheel is on the point of mounting the

rail, the tread, being relieved of pressure-

and adhesion, need not be taken into ac-

count in estimating the pressure on the

flange.

The distances which the several wheels
slide vary with the sharpness of the
curve, but the adhesion remains constant;

so that although the energy expended in

causing the wheels to slide while the en-

gine runs a certain distance along the

rails increases with the sharpness of the
curve, the pressure in the line of the axle

required to effect this sliding is nearly

constant, whatever may be the radius of

the curve. The pressure exerted by the
flange on the rail is, however, slightly

greater than that in the line of the axle,

as that line is not at right angles to the

rails, and this pressure increases as the

secant of the angle at which the wheel
stands on the rails. As this angle can
never in practice exceed 2° 30', and the

secant of 2° 30' does not exceed the ra-

dius by one-thousandth part of its length,

the additional pressure arising from in-

creasing sharpness of curve may be neg-
lected.

On a curve the point of contact be-

tween the outer leading-wheel flange and
the rail is in advance of a perpendicular
from the wheel's axis, so that the motion
of the wheel at that point is downward,
imparting a downward pressure to the
rail, and an upward pressure to the wheel.

Thus, when the adhesion between the

flange and the rail is greater than the
weight upon the wheel, the flange would
rise and mount the rail even if the sur-

faces at the point of contact were ver-
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tical ; and when they are inclined (as

they always are), the tendency of the

wheel to rise is augmented.
Owing to the downward motion of the

flange at the point of contact, the side

pressure required to cause the flange to

mount the rail is, not the pressure which,

when the wheel is at rest, would force it

over the rail in opposition to friction as

well as to gravitation, but the very much
smaller pressure which, when the wheel
is at rest and the tread slightly raised

above the rail, would cause friction suffi-

cient to prevent its falling into its place

With a wheel and rail whose surfaces

at the point of contact do not apprecia-

bly vary from the vertical, the wheel
would be caused to mount the rail by a

side pressure bearing the same propor-
tion to the load on the wheel which the

oad bears to the adhesion.

When the surfaces at the point of con-

tact are inclined (as they always are), the

pressure required to cause the wheel to

mount the rail diminishes rapidly as the

angle of inclination increases ; as with an
angle flatter than that down which the

one surface would just slide on the other,

the flange, if raised, would not slide back
into its place even if there were no side

pressure.

When the outer leading wheel begins
to rise, the increasing deflection of the

spring opposes a greater resistance to its

rising further. This tendency to rise,

while the conical part of the flange

touches the rail, is nearly constant so long
as the proportion of adhesion to pressure
is constant ; but if this proportion raises

the wheel to such an extent that the

rounded edge of the flange begins to

come into contact with the rounded
corner of the rail, the tendency to rise

increases more rapidly than the resist-

ance of the spring, and the wheel, which
has then passed its maximum of stability,

mounts the rail.

The higher tension of the spring adds
to the load on the outer leading wheel,
and at the same time raises the center of

gravity of the engine, and alters the dis-

tribution of the remaining weight on the
other wheels, this redistribution varying
with different arrangements and propor-
tions of springs.

It has not been proved experimentally
whether the friction of the flange against

the rounded corner of the rail is the
same, in proportion to the pressure, as is

that of the tread against the crown of

the rail. The surface of a cylindrical

tread may run on a straight rail without
any sliding motion whatever; but the
highly inclined surface of the flange can
never run against the rounded corner of

the rail without.some portion of even the
very small surfaces in contact sliding. It

is therefore possible that the flange-fric-

tion partakes of the nature of the friction

of a skidded wheel, or of a wheel against
a brake-block which has been found to

diminish at high velocities ; and this pos-
sibility is almost rendered a probability

by the circumstance that, of the cases re-

ported of engines leaving the rails, com-
paratively few occurred at high speeds.

This is the most doubtful part of the
question ; or rather it is the only really

doubtful point ; the rest is a mere me-
chanical problem, but an extremely com-
plicated one. In the absence of informa-
tion on this point, it will be assumed that,

at moderate velocities, the flange friction

bears the same proportion to the press-

ure as does the adhesion of the tread, and
that the two vary together "when the
state of the rails varies. This being so,

with a doubled coefficient of friction the

side pressure on the leading-wheel flange,

required to make the other wheels slide,

is doubled : at the same time the propor-

tion which the flange's own adhesion
bears to that side pressure is also doubled,

so that the adhesion of the flange is ionr-

fold. In other words, the tendency to

mount the rail increases as the square of

the fraction representing the coefficient

of adhesion ; or rather it would increase

in this ratio if the surfaces were vertical.

but Avhen they are inclined the ratio is

less rapid.

When the leading flange is rubricated,

its friction is nearly constant, so that the

tendency to rise increases only in the

simple ratio of the adhesion, instead of in

the duplicate ratio.

It is evident that if there were no fric-

tion between the rails and the treads and
flanges of the wheels, the oiiter leading

wheel, wdien running slowly on a curve.

wrould have no tendency to mount the

rail ; and it is equally evident that if the

friction wTere infinitely, or very, great, the

engine would run straight forward over

the rails. Between these extremes there
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must be a certain proportion of friction

which will just balance the weight on the

wheel, and any addition to this friction

would cause the wheel to rise over the

rail. This differs in different engines

;

and if for any engine the proportion of

friction which will cause it to leave the

line is one that may occur in certain con-

ditions of the rails, then that engine is

dangerous in the extreme ; and any en-

gine is so to some extent, which has not,

in this as in other respects, a consider-

able margin of safety.

Captain Douglas Galton, Assoc. Inst.

C. E., in giving the results of his experi-

ments on the adhesion between wheels
and rails, states that, " On dry rails it

was found that the coefficient of adhesion

of the wheels was generally over 0.20.

In some cases it rose to 0.25 or even
higher. On wet or greasy rails, without
sand, it fell as low as 0.15 in one experi-

ment, but averaged about 0.18. With
the use of sand on wet rails it was above
0.20 at all times ; and when the sand was
applied at the moment of starting, so that

the wind of the rotating wheels did not
tend to blow it away, it rose up to 0.35,

and even above 0.40."

Thus an engine could not be considered
safe if, when the adhesion rose to 40 per
cent, of the weight, the side pressure on
the flange of the leading wheel were suf-

ficient to prevent the flange, when raised,

from sliding clown again on the side of

the rail.

To apply the foregoing to the case of

an engine which actually left the rails,

the following example may be taken from
the Board of Trade Returns as to railway
accidents, where the circumstances are
thus reported :

" The branch leaves the
main line on a curve to the right, with a
radius of only 640 feet. . . . There
is a cant of 2£ inches. The engine is a

four-wheel-couplecl tender engine, with a
wheel base of 14 feet 4 inches. The
weights on the three pairs of wheels
are

—

Tons. cwt.
'

' On leading wheels 7 8
" driving " 10 13
" trailing " 7 12

Total 25 13

"The engine itself is in good order,

and there is no reason to attribute the ac-

cident to any fault in the rolling stock.

The speed was, no doubt, as much as 15
miles an hour, the authorized speed, but

. . . there is no reason for suppos-
ing that this speed was exceeded.

" The road did not gauge very evenly
from the facing points southward, being
in some places as much as T

9
-g- inch slack,

and in others exact to gauge."
The Inspector goes on to say : "I am of

opinion that this accident was due to the
want of a proper check-rail at this curve
of under 10 chains radius, and to the-

somewhat slack state of the permanent
way."
Assuming that each wheel had an inde-

pendent spring which (not to overesti-

mate the danger) may be assumed to have
been stiff enough to deflect only 2 inches

with its usual load ; and that the driving

axle, with its wheels, weighed 1^ tons,

and the leading and trailing axles, with
their wheels, 1 ton each ; and that the
outer leading wheel rose ^ inch before
the rounded edge of the flange came into

contact with the rail,—then this addition-

al deflection of its spring probably in-

creased the load on this wheel to about 4
tons 1 cwt., and caused the remaining
weight to be distributed on the other
wheels somewhat as follows, namely

:

Tons. cwt.
On the inner leading wheel 3.10

" outer driving " 5
'

' inner " " 5 7
" outer trailing " 3 15
'

' inner " " 4

Assuming that the inner driving-wheel
flange was pressed against the rail, and
also, as a preliminary, that the adhesion
was \ of the weight, the pressure exerted
by the outer leading-wheel flange in caus-
ing the treads of the outer wheels to

slide on the rails (its own tread being
lifted clear of the rail), was probably :

For the outer leading wheel Ton.
= 0.0(4.05x7.16 =29=N) =0.0000

" the inner leading wheel

[(

=0.2(3.5 x71.6 =25.060)^7.16=0.7000
the outer driving wheel
=0.2(5.0 x4. 916=24. 580)^-7. 16=0. 6866

" the inner driving wheel
= 0.2(5.35x0.00 = 0.000)h-7. 16=0. 0000
the outer trailing wheel
=0.2(3.75x8 61 =32. 287)-=-7. 16=0. 9018

" the inner trailing wheel
=0.2(4.00x7.16 =28. 640)-=-7. 16=0. 8000

M= 110. 567 foot-tons.

15 44=110. 567 -s-7. 16
0.2x15.44= tons 3.0884
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or say a little over 3 tons.

Next, assuming that the flange formed
an angle of 75° with a horizontal plane,

or 15° from the vertical, then, with an
adhesion of -§, the load of 4 tons 1 cwt.

on the outer leading wheel would pre-

vent its rising unless forced against the

rail by a side pressure equal to

:

|=0-2= cotangent 78° 41'; then

Tangent (78° 41'- 15° 0') X4.05 tons

=2.02x4.05= 8.18 tons or, say,

8J tons, or nearly three times the side

pressure which would cause the other
wheels to slide ; so that with this pro-
portion of adhesion, there would have
been a considerable margin of safety un-
less other forces were at work.

It is uncertain from the report whether
or not the steam was shut off when the
engine left the rails ; but in order to

leave the case as simple as possible, it will

be assumed that it was so, and that the
engine was exerting no tractive force.

Taking the speed at 15 miles an hour,
or 22 feet per second, the centrifugal
force was

:

Tons.

25.65X22
2

32 x 640 feet

Ton.

= 0.606.

or only about 12 cwt., which was con-
siderably more than counteracted by the
cant of 21 inches ; the inward force due
to which was

2i inches x 25-66 tons

59 inches
- =0.97 tons.

or slightly exceeding 19 cwt., being about
7 cwt. more than the centrifugal force.

As indicated by the loads on the wheels,
the center of gravity was about ^ inch
behind the center of the driving axle ; so,

assuming the inner driving-wbeel flange
to have been pressed against the rail, the
excess of cant would have thrown on the
outer leading-wheel flange a side pressure
of

86 inches : ^ inch : : 7 cwt. : 0.04.,

or about 5 lbs., which need not be taken
into consideration. To this small extent,
however, the engine would have been less

likely to have left the rails had it been
running at the speed at which the cant
would balance the centrifugal force.

There is no probability that the engine

was running at the very high speed at
which the centrifugal force, after counter-
acting the cant, would have been suffi-

cient to cause the flange to adhere : the
accident cannot be accounted for under
the conditions mentioned.

Assuming, however, that the adhesion,
instead of \, or 20 per cent., Lad been 37
per cent, of the weight : then in order to
cause the other wheels to slide, the outer
leading-wheel flange would have required
to exert a side pressure equal to

0.37x15.44= 5.7 tons.

or about 5 tons 14 cwt. ; and this side

pressure is just equal to that which, with
37 per cent, of adhesion, would cause
the flange to adhere and rise over the
rail, namely,

0.37 being cotangent of 69° 42',

Tangent (69° 42' -15°) x 4.05 tons

= 1.41x4.05= 5.7 tons, 5 tons 14 cwt.

Thus the accident might have been
caused by the rails being in such a con-
dition that the adhesion was 37 per cent,

of the weight, assuming that it happened
at a place where the gauge was suffi-

ciently tight to allow the flange of the

inner driving wheel to come into contact

with the rail before that of the inner
trailing wheel. This might have been
the case, as the curvature of the rail in

the length of the wheel base amounted to

about -\ inch.

The tractive force, the centrifugal

force, and the cant have been left out of

consideration, as their effect in this case

was so small as hardly to influence the

result.

It may have been noticed that the co-

efficient of the friction which would just

cause the flange to adhere and mount the
rail was assumed to be 37 per cent, in

order more easily to explain the process
of calculation, as the formula for ascer-

taining this coefficient is somewhat long,

though quite elementary, being

N

(tan«X^W^L±* x^Lz*)
\ 2 cos a! f \2cos.a 2 /

X M + N M •

2 cos a

+ N \

2 /

= coefficient,
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where N=product of the weight on the

outer leading wheel multiplied

by its distance from the wheel
acting as fulcrum.

M=sum of the similar products of

all the other wheels ; and

a= angle formed by the working
face of the flange and the plane

of the wheel. ,

In the case in question

—

N= 29 foot-lbs.

M=110.567 foot lbs.

a=15° ; and

29

(tan 15° X 69.78)

+
i/(^8 +40.78)x(^-40.78)

\cos 15 / Vcos 15 /

=0.37.

The foregoing case was selected for an
example as being comparatively free from
disturbing elements, and not on account
of the percentage of friction causing the
engine to leave the rails being exception-

ally low. In another accident reported on,

adhesion would have been less than 36
per cent, if the engine had been tight to

gauge and about 46 per cent, if slack. In
this last case the Inspector considered
that the accident was due partly to some
defect in the permanent way, and partly

to the load on the wheel which left the
rail being less than on the other wheels,

the load on the leading wheels being 8
tons 12 cwt., on the driving wheels 12
tons 13 cwt., and on the trailing wheels
10 tons.

The following tables are calculated, as

far as possible, exactly in a similar man-
ner to the case given as an example, and
are merely intended to indicate the com-

Influence of Distribution of Load on the Coefficient of Derailing Adhesion.

Ti2;ht to Gauge, with Inner Slack to Gauge, with Inner Trailing-

Normal Load on Driving-wheel Flange wheel Flange touching Rail ; or

touching Rail. with Flangeless Driving W heels.
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Tons. Tons. Tons. Lbs. Lbs.
1 28 1 12 0.10 4.48

With these loads the adhesion of2 26 2 0.18 0.19 4.96
3 24 3 0.24 0.28 5.47 the driving wheels prevents

the trailing-wheel flange from4 22 4 0.28 35 5.98
5 20 5 0.31 0.41 6.50 touching the rail.

6 18 6 0.33 0.47 7.05
7 16 7 0.35 0.51 7.58 0.40 0.63 9.56
8 14 8, 0.36 55 8.11 0.44 0*75 9.85
9 12 9 0.38 0.58 8.64 0.48 0.87 10.11
10 10 10 0.39 0.61 9.20 0.52 1.00 10.50
11 8 11 0.40 0.64 9 74 0.55 1.14 10.84
12 6 12 0.41 0.66 10.28 0.59 1.28 11.23
13 4 13 0.41 0.67 10 82 0.63 1.43 11.35
14 2 14 0.42 0.70 11.35 0.66 1.61 11.79
15 15 = four w heels. 0.70 1.79 11.99
8 14 8 36 0.55 8.11 0.44 0.75 9.85
8 11 11 0.34 0.48 9.00 0.46 0.82 9.92
8 8 14 0.32 0.43 • 9.90 0.49 0.90 9.89
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Influence of the Width of Gauge on

the Derailing Adhesion.

Width of

Gausre.

Feet. Inches.

2 42
3 0.41
4 8i 0.39
7 36
35 0.20
75

Coefficient of Derailing Adhesion.

Slack to Gauge,
Tight to Gauge, with Inner Trail-

with Inner Driv-jing-wheelFlange
ing-wheelFlange:touching Rail,
touching theor with flange-

Rail, less Driving
Wheels.

0.55
0.54
0.52
0.49
0.29
0.20

Influence of the Length of Wheel-base
on Derailing Adhesion on a Curve of 5

Chains (330 feet) Radius.

Coefficient of Derailing Adhesion.

Slack to Gauge,
Length of Tight to Gauge, with Inner Trail-

Wheel-hase. with Inner Driv- ing-wheelFlange
ing-wheelFlange touching Rail,
touching the or with flange-

Rail. le ss D riving
Wheels.

Feet.

1 0.20
2 0.20 0.29
5 0.29 41

10 0.36 0.49
12 0.38 0.50
15 0.39 0.52
20 0.40 0.53
25 0.41 0.52
30 0.42 0.52
35 0.42 50
40 0.41 0.48
50 40
200 0.20 0.20

parative influences which variations in

the proportions of an engine have in in-

creasing or diminishing its tendency to
leave the rails. These influences are
measured by the coefficient of the friction

which will just cause the flange of the
outer leading wheel to adhere and mount
the rail, referred to in the tables as the
" coefficient of derailing adhesion."

Influence of the Number of Wheels
on the Derailing Adhesion.

Coefficient of Derailing Adhesion.

Tight to Gauge,
with the Flange

Number of of the Inner
Wheels. Wheel in the Slack to

middle,, or near- Gauge.
est the middle,
of the length
touching the

Rail.

4 0.70 0.70
6 0.39 0.52
8 0.39 0.39

10 0.29 • 0.35
18 0.20 0.24

It will he noticed that the danger is greatest
in engines which have an axle in the middle of
the length of their wheel-base.

Influence of the Angle of Flange on

the Derailing Adhesion

C o mplement
of the Angle
between the
working face

of the Flange
and a hori-

zontal Plane.

Coefficient of Derailing Adhesion.

Slack to Gauge,
Tight to Gauge, with Inner Trail-

with Inner Driv- ing-wheelFlange
ing-wheelFlangej touching Rail,

touching the or with flange-

Rail, less Driving
Wheels.

0.53
5 0.48
10 0.43
15 0.39
16 30 0.37
20 0.35
22 30 0.33
25 0.31
30 0.28
35 0.25
40 0.22
45 0.19
50
55

0.68
0.62
0.56
0.51
0.50
0.46
0.44
0.42
0.38
0.34
0.30

27
0.23
0.20

The engine is supposed in all cases to

weigh 30 tons. Where not otherwise

stated, and not inconsistent with the

other particulars, this weight is consid-

ered, when the wheels are level, to be

equally distributed on the treads of six
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coupled wheels 4 feet in diameter; the

leading axle with its wheels weighing 1

ton, the driving axle and wheels 1^ ton,

and the trailing axle and wheels 1 ton,

the deflection of each of the springs with
its ordinary load being 2 inches. The
load stated in the tables is this normal
load, and not the load as altered by the

rising of the outer leading wheel ; but
the alteration caused by this rising is al-

lowed for as before.

Similarly the wheel base is taken as 15
feet, the gauge 4 feet 8^- inches, the angle

between the face of the flange and the

plane of the wheel 15°, and the treads of

the wheels are assumed to be cylindrical.

In most cases the circumstances differ

from the above in one particular only.

"When described as " tight to gauge,"
the curve and clearance are supposed to

be such that the inner driving-wheel

flange touches the rail. Where described
as " slack to gauge," the curve is sup-

posed to be easy enough, or the clear-

ance and end ,play of the bearings to be
sufficiently great, to allow the inner trail-

ing-wheel flange to touch the rail ; or the

driving wheels are supposed to be flange-

less, which would have the same effect.

As it is particularly desired to avoid
exaggerating the danger, the circum-
stances as above stated are perhaps rather

more favorable than would usually exist;

for instance, the springs would generally

be deflected more than 2 inches, and the
angle of most flanges probably exceeds
15°. The centrifugal force also would
generally increase the tendency to mount
the rail, and in some cases this tendency
would be increased by high winds and by
oscillations.

In most cases the proportions are car-

ried, in the tables, to their extreme limit

in one direction, being that at which the
derailing adhesion becomes less than one-
fifth of the load, or 0.20. As might
have been expected, this limit is gener-
ally far beyond what occurs in practice.

Restricting the subject strictly to six-

wheeled engines with parallel axles, and
referring to such engines only, the follow-

ing inferences may be drawn from the
foregoing remarks

:

1. That the danger of leaving the rails

increases when the adhesion increases.

2. That the greater the portion of the
weight of the engine resting on the lead-

ing wheels, the less is the danger of leav-

ing the rails at low speeds.

3. That when tight to gauge the dan-
ger is increased to the greatest extent by
augmenting the load on the trailing

wheels, at low speeds.

4. That when slack to gauge, or the

driving wheels flangeless, or the radius

of the curve large, the greatest danger is

brought about by increasing the load on
the driving wheels.

5. That the danger increases when the
radius of the curve decreases ; but at low
speeds, the clanger increases very slowly,

until the curvature becomes such that

the inner driving-wheel flange is brought
into contact with the rail, when the dan-
ger increases suddenly ; and the danger
is aggravated by tightness of gauge.

6. That this sudden increase of danger
is obviated by making the driving wheels
flangeless ; and that flanges on the driv-

ing wheels are worse than useless.

7. That the danger increases when the

gauge is widened in proportion to the
length of the wheel-base.

8. The danger of leaving the rails di-

minishes when the length of wheel-base

increases in proportion to the width of

gauge ; but when the length of wheel-

base increases in proportion to the ra-

dius of the curve, the danger increases ;

so that there is a certain length of wheel-

base giving a minimum of danger : but
wTithin the limits of practice, the longer

the wheel-base, the less the danger of

leaving the rails. Nevertheless the Pac-
tional resistance always increases with

the wheel-base.

9. The danger is increased by increas-

ing the number of wheels; but the Pac-
tional resistance diminishes when the

number of wheels is increased.

10. That the danger increases when
the angle formed by the working side of

the flange and the plane of the wheel in-

creases beyond that necessary to keep

the rounded edge of the flange clear of

the rail on the sharpest curve it has to

j
run on.

11. That the danger is increased by
1

enlarging the diameter of the leading

j
wheels.

3 2. That the danger is increased by di-

minishing the projection of the flange.

13. That the danger is increased by
making the springs of the leading wheels

!
more flexible.
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14. That the danger is considerably di-

minished by lubricating the flanges of

the leading wheels ; and increased by ap-

plying sand to these wheels.

15. That, when the center of gravity is

behind the driving axle, the danger is in-

creased by an excess of super-elevation

of the outer rail beyond that required to

counteract the centrifugal force.

16. That the danger may be increased

by shutting off steam and reducing speed
while running on a curve.

17. That, although one engine or car-

riage may run round a curve with less

tractional resistance than another, it is

not therefore necessarily in less danger
of leaving the rails. In many cases it is

quite the reverse.

Lastly. That, assuming an adhesion of

40 per cent, of the weight to be possible,

some engines of not unusual proportions
have, as regards leaving the rails, a very
narrow margin of safety : so narrow that,

in any other matter connected with the
running of a train, a similar margin of

safety would be considered insufficient.

Appendix I.

The paper was suggested by an unin-

tentional experiment, in which the

springs of the driving wheels of a six-

wheeled engine were tightened to in-

crease the available adhesion. This was
overdone, and when the engine was
pushed slowly along to remove it to

another line of rails, the leading-wheel
flange, on coming to a curve, mounted
the rail. The springs were then slack-

ened back to their old bearings, and the
engine ran safrly afterwards, as it had
done before. The rails were dry, and
owing to the nature of the ground they
were in places sprinkled with sand, so
that probably the adhesion was great in

proportion to the weight.
This incident seemed not only to point

to the recognized necessity of having a
considerable portion of the weight of a
six-wheeled engine resting on the leading
wheels, or rather the outer one of them,
to guide the other wheels around a curve,

but also to suggest that it would be de-

sirable to ascertain the limit of safety in

this respect, as it appeared possible that,

in practice, this limit is sometimes ex-

ceeded, and may account for many hith-

erto unexplained accidents.

The most satisfactory way of ascertain-

ing this limit of safety would be by direct
experiment ; but an exhaustive series of
such experiments would be an undertak-
ing which would require the resources
of a railway company.

In the absence of such experiments,
and to afford an opportunity for prelim-
inary discussion, it may therefore be ad-
visable to attempt to estimate this limit

of safety by inferences from experiments
made for other purposes, and from the
experience of accidents recorded in the
Board of Trade Returns.
The subject is not devoid of public in-

terest, as, according to the Board of
Trade Returns of Railway Accidents in

1880, the deaths of passengers resulting

from "passenger trains, or parts of pas-

senger trains, leaving the rails," were
more numerous than those from any
other class of accident enumerated in che

summary at p. 3.

Appendix II.

A single narrow wheel rolling freely

on a level surface at low speed runs in a
straight line ; but it is turned out of that
line so as to run in a curve by an ex-

tremely small force ; and, when the axis

is kept in the direction of a radius to any
curve, the wheel traverses that curve
with very little resistance. Two wheels
of the same size, keyed fast on the ends
of the same axle, roll, upon aflat surface,

in a straight line at right angles to their

axis ; and they cannot be turned out of

that line without causing one wheel to

slide backwards or forwards. When only
the outer one of two such wheels is

guided around a curve by a rail the inner
wheel outruns the outer until the axle

becomes parallel with the rail, or at such
angle that the wheels cease to revolve.

To enable two wheels on the same axle

to run around a curve without sliding, it

is necessary to make one of them larger

than the other, or to make one or both of

them loose on the axle.

Two wheels, mounted one in front of

the other (as in a bicycle), on parallel

axles, also roll in a straight line at right

angles to their axes, and any deviation

from this straight line can only be ac-

complished by causing one wheel to slide

sideways. If two such wheels on paral-

lel axles are caused to run in a curve by
a rail or guide acting on the front wheel,

that wheel on first entering the curve
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slides sideways in an inward direction

toward the center of the curve, but still

with a direction giving it a tendency to

run outwards. The hind wheel by this

motion is turned inwards, until the axis

assumes a radial direction, when it fol-

lows the fron t wheel, though not exactly in

the same track, being nearer to the center

of the circle. This seems to be the only

combination of equal and parallel wheels
in which, the front wheel being guided in

a curve, the other or others take up a defi-

nite relative position, whether they are

loaded equally or unequally. In all

other combinations, the positions of the

wheels depend upon their loads and the

state of the. surfaces as regards friction,

owing to the sometimes conflicting ten-

dencies of all the wheels, except the front

ones, to run with their axles radial, and
of all the inner wheels to outrun the cor-

responding outer ones.

To allow two wheels, one in front of

the other, to travel around a curve with-

out slipping, the axles must be made to

converge towards the center of that

curve. When three wheels, on the same
plane, are mounted on parallel axles, and
the front wheel is caused to move in a

circle, the middle and hind wheels have
each a tendency to run with its axis in a

radial direction ; but as it is impossible

that thfy can both do this, they take up
positions such that their plane forms a

tangent to the curve, either at the more
heavily loaded of the two wheels, or at a

point somewhere between them, nearer

to the more heavily loaded wheel. Thus
a carriage on four or more equal wheels,

fixed on two or more parallel axles, will,

on a plane surface, run in a straight line,

and can only be turned out of that line

by at least two of the wheels being
made to slide backwards and forwards,

and at least two to slide sideways, one of

which is at the same time sliding back-

wards or forwards ; so that at least three

wheels (or rather all the wheels but one)

must be sliding.

As stated in a former discussion, " A
model carriage, having two pairs of

wheels fixed on parallel axles, the diam-
eter of the wheels on one side of the car-

riage being less than those on the other

side—this model carriage being placed
on a board, and one end of the board
lifted until gravity caused the carriage to

run down—it was found that the can iage

ran straight, and not, as might have
been expected, in a curve." This, how-
ever, is the case only when the carriage

has a comparatively long wheel-base.

"When the wheel-base is less than the

width between the wheels, the carriage

travels in a curve. The shorter the

wheel-base, the more nearly does the

curve seem to approach that proper to

the cone formed by a pair of wheels, and
the carriage turns in this direction even
although the wheel-base is longer on the
side next the small wheels than on the
other side. The model thus seems to

travel in the direction which causes the

smallest amount of sliding, whether this

sliding takes place in the direction of the

planes of the wheels, or of their axes

;

that is to say, along or across the rails.

Therefore, in a carriage or engine with a

long wheel-base, it would be a greater

advantage to have the axles radiate than
the wheels to run loose on the axles;

while, with a broad gauge and a very
short wheel-base, it would be better to

have loose wheels than radiating axles.

This is more evident if the proportions of

wheel-base and gauge are carried to their

extreme limits.

Suppose the wheel-base of a four-

wheeled carriage to be the longest pos-
sible, namely nearly equal to twice the

radius of the curve on which it runs, and
the gauge to be very narrow, then, if the

axles are parallel, the wheels will be
nearly at right angles to the rails, and
will not roll, their whole motion being
sliding sideways ; while, if the axles are

radial, the wheels on each, though of the

same sjze, being close together, will roll

around the curve without much friction.

Suppose the gauge to be the widest
possible, namely nearly equal to the ra-

dius of the curve, and the wheel-base ex-

tremely short, then the axles will be so

nearly radial, that the wheels will roll

around the curve with very little sliding

in the direction of their axes, or across

the rails ; but if they are all of one size,

to enable them to run without an exces-

sive amount of sliding in the direction of

the rails, they would require to be made
loose on their axles, since the inner

wheels, being close to the center of the

curve, have hardly any distance to travel,

and so hardly need revolve.

When a carriage or engine with four

equals on two parallel axles is running on
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a curve at slow speed (or at such speed
that the cant of the rails balances the

centrifugal force), the carriage not being
attached to a train, and there being no
play between the flanges of the wheels
and the rails, then both axles are parallel

to a radius half-way between them, and
none of the wheels are parallel with the

rails on which they run, the leading

wheels standing across the rail in a di-

rection giving them a tendency to run
outwards, and the trailing wheels at an
equal angle in the opposite direction,

with a tendency to run inwards. Sup-
pose, now, the flanges were removed
from all the wheels, the carriage would
run straight forwards at a tangent to the

curve, and the path traced by the rail on
the circumference of each wheel would,

for a short distance, be a helix or screw,

with an obliquity or pitch corresponding
with the angle formed by the wheel and
rail. If the helix is right hand in the

case of the leading wheels, it will be left

hand in that of the trailing wheels. The
wheels, however, being prevented by
their flanges from running straight on,

slide across the rails to the extent of the

pitch of the helix during each revolution,

the leading wheels sliding inwards to-

wards the center of the curve, and the

trailing wheels outwards. The flange of

the outer leading wheel is thus forced

against the rail by a pressure sufficient

to cause both the leading wheels to slide

inwards across the rails ; and the flange

of the inner trailing wheel is acted on by
a pressure sufficient to cause both trail-

ing wheels to slide outwards across the

rails.

Owing to the difference of the lengths

of the inner and outer rails, either the

wheels on the inner rail, besides sliding

across the rail, will also slide backwards,
or those on the outer rail forwards. The
former is probably the case in ordinary
working, when an engine with all wheels
coupled is dragging a load, and the lat-

ter when running by momentum or down
an incline with steam shut off. For the

present purpose, however, it is only
necessary to consider which will be the

case when the flange of the outer leading
wheel is in the act of mounting the rail.

At that time, the whole of the load on
that wheel is borne by the adhesion of

its flange, and the tread is relieved of all

load and adhesion, so that the wheel is

running on a diameter larger than that
of the tread, and larger, on almost any
curve, to a sufficient extent to allow the
inner wheel to revolve at the speed due
to its tread, running on the shorter
length of the inner rail. If all the wheels
are coupled, the inner trailing wheel also

revolves at the speed due to its tread,

leaving the outer trailing wheel revolving
at a speed slower than that due to its

tread, running on the greater length of

the outer rail. In this case it is probable
that this one wheel slides forward on the
rail, the whole of the wheels thus revolv-

ing at the speed due to their treads, travel-

ing over the length of the inner rail.

The outer leading wheel thus slides

forwards, and at the same time inwards
across the rail ; the inner leading wheel
slides only inwards across the rail ; the
outer trailing wheel slides forwards and
outwards across the rail ; the inner trail-

ing wheel slides only outwards across the
rail. The sliding motions of the wheels
are thus similar to those which would
take place if the engine, without moving
forwards, revolved horizontally about a

center situated half way between the two
inner wheels ; and the distance which
any wheel slides along and across the
rail while the engine makes a complete
revolution, is the same, or nearly the

same, as that which it slides while the

engine is running around a complete
circle of any diameter, however large.

Thus the energy expended in overcoming
the friction of the treads of the wheels
in going around a circle is a constant
quantity, whatever may be the size of

that circle. From this it follows that, as

generally admitted, the additional frac-

tional resistance due to that friction

varies inversely as the radius of the
curve ; but it does not follow that the
tendency to leave the rails increases in

anything like this ratio. -

When, by the force of traction, the in-

ner wheels are caused to slide backwards,
the sliding motions of- the wheels will

take place around a point situated be-

tween the two outer instead of the inner

wheels.

Again, when the clearance between the

flanges of the wheels and the rails is suf-

ficient, the trailing axle runs forwards un-

til it assumes nearly the direction of a

radius to the curve. It may be slightly

in advance of this position, or slightly
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behind it, the precise position depending
upon the comparative loads on the wheels,

.and the proportion of wheel-base to

gauge. In this case, supposing as before

that the outer wheels slide forwards, the

outer leading wheel" slides inwards across

the rail and at the same time forwards
;

the inner leading wheel slides only inwards
across the rail ; the outer trailing wheel
slides only forwards ; and the inner trail-

ing wheel does not slide at all. The
sliding motions of the wheels on the rails

are thus nearly the same as those which
would take place if the engine revolved

about the inner trailing wheel. The
flange of the inner trailing wheel is thus

relieved of all side pressure, and the

only flange pressing against the rail is

that of the outer leading wheel, which
must thus exert the whole of the side

pressure required to cause the sliding of

its own wheel, of the inner leading wheel,

and of the outer trailing wheel. The
leading wheels now run at a greater angle

with the rails than they did when the

gauge v. as tight ; and the distance which
the wheels slide in going around a

circle is greater.

A carriage with four, six, or more
wheels on parallel axles, does not abso-

lutely require flanges on any except the

leading wheels, which being thus guided,

the other wheels will follow them, and,

if wide enough, will keep on the rails.

Thus, when there is clearance enough,
or the curve is easy, the whole of the

flange friction comes on the outer leading

wheel.

Appendix III.

In the case of a six-wheeled engine
running, without exerting tractive force,

with the inner driving-wheel flange in

contact with the rail, it is even more
probable than in the case of a four-

wheeled engine, that the outer wheels
slide forwards, and that the inner ones
do not slide backwards. Assuming the
wheels to be nearly equally loaded, the

weight upon the driving wheels is not
sufficient to enable their adhesion to

cause them to form a fulcrum to move
the trailing wheels across the rails. Thus,
the inner driving-wheel flange is pressed
against the rail, causing additional adhe-

sion, to overcome which, in the event of

the inner driving wheel sliding back-

wards, an additional pressure would be
exerted by the flange of the outer lead-

ing wheel. This, in turn, causes an ad-

ditional pressure on the inner driving-

wheel flange, so that the two wheels act

and react upon each other, and the side

pressure on the inner driving-wheel

flange causes the adhesion of that wheel
to be greater than that of the outer one.

Appendix IV.

With a tire having a flat or conical

flange sharply joined to a cylindrical or
slightly conical tread, or with almost any
tire running on a rail considerably round-
ed on the top, there are two points of

contact, one between the top of the rail

and the tread vertically under the wheel's

axis, and the other between the side of

the rail and the flange some distance in

advance of the axis when running to-

wards the rail on a curve.

With a tire whose flange is joined to the
tread by a curve of considerably greater
radius than that of the rounded corner of

the rail, or with almost any tire running
on a flat-topped rail, the two points of

contact merge into one when the wheel
is running towards the rail on any ordi-

nary curve, the wheel resting on the
rounded corner of the rail at some point
determined by the proportion of weight
to side pressure, and this point is slightly

in advance of a perpendicular from the
wheel's axis. In this latter case flange-

friction can hardly be said to have a sep-

arate existence.

Appendix V.

Had the engine been exerting a con-
siderable amount of tractive force, the
case would have been altered, perhaps,

somewhat as follows : The tractive force

being, as regards the adhesion of the

wheels, equivalent to a strain pulling the

wheels backwards, the inner driving and
trailing wheels would slide backwards,
instead of the outer ones forwards. The
backward pull would therefore relieve

the outer leading wheel of the side press-

ure required to effect the longitudinal

sliding motion, leaving only that required

to effect the cross sliding. This press-

ure would thus be reduced :
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For the outer leading wheel
0.0(4.05 x7.16=29=N) =0.0

For the inner leading wheel
0.2(3.5 x 7.16=25.0GO)-h7.16=0.70

For the outer driving wheel =0.0
For the inner driving wheel =0.0
For the outer trailing wheel

0.2(3.75x7.16) -7.16=0.75
For the inner trailing wh^el

0.2(4.0 x7.16) -=-7.16=0.80

Tons 2.25

Assuming, however, that the drag-link

was attached to the engine at a consider-

able distance behind the driving axle,

then the backward pull would give this

part of the train a tendency to straighten

out, and so increase the side pressure on
the outer leading wheel. Assuming the

backward pall to be equal to one-fifth of

25 65
the weight of the engine, or '

' — 5.13

tons, acting at J 1 feet behind the driving

axle, where the coupling would form an
angle of about 179° with the center line

of the engine, it would cause an inward
pressure at the coupling of 5.13 /sin.
179° =0.089 ton, which, supposing the
engine to be revolving about either driv-

ing wheel, would cause an additional out-

ward pressure on the outer leading-

, lfl ,0.089X11 feet
wheel flange or

—

„ „„ „
—

;
= 0.14 ton,5

7.16 feet

which, added to 2.25 tons brings up the

pressure to only 2.39 tons. Thus the

side pressure on the outer leading-wheel
flange is considerably less when an en-

gine is exerting its tractive force, than
when running with steam shut off.

THE SUEZ CANAL-ITS ENGINEERING, COMMERCIAL, AND
POLITICAL ASPECTS.

By Lieut.-Gen. F. H. RUNDALL, C.S.I., R.E., late Inspector-General to the Government of India.

From the "Journal of the Society of Arts."

The Suez Canal has of late occupied,

.and is still occupying largely, the atten-

tion of all Europe—and, perhaps it may
not be too much to say, of the whole
civilized world. At the same time not-

withstanding so much has been written

and talked of about it, beyond the fact

of its being the great thoroughfare to

India for the ships of all the Western na-

tions, but little comparatively regarding
it is known to the public generally.

The mercantile world, and those more
particularly interested in the Canal, can
of course obtain from the Parliamentary
Blue-books a mass of important informa-
tion and statistics not otherwise available,

more especially as regards the official

negotiations which have' passed between
the various Governments in reference to
the commercial and political aspects of

the undertaking. But Blue-books are
not attractive reading, even to those who
have leisure, while business men seldom
have time sufficient to devote to their

study. The Society of Arts, therefore,
being desirous of procuring a succinct,

and at -the same time correct and com-
prehensive, account of the Suez Canal in

all its aspects, an endeavor is made, in the

following remarks, to meet that desire,

by collating, from official and other

publications, the most important of the

particulars available, and, at the same
time, to consider the various bearings of

a question which is now attracting such

universal attention, and which is gener-

ally felt to be of primary importance to

England at the present time.

The Suez Cand has to be viewed in

three aspects :

1. As an engineering work.

2. As a commercial undertaking.

3. As a political problem.
Before commencing to discuss these

three points in detail, I propose to give a

short history of the scheme, from the

period of its first incubation, to its pres-

ent stage of development.
The first idea, in modern times, of con-

necting the Mediterranean with the Red
sea seems to have originated with Xapo-
leon I., but before he could give any
practical shape to that idea, the Emperor
had to evacuate Egypt.
Nothing further was attempted till the

year 1842, when Captain James Yeteh. of
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the Royal Engineers, published a pam-
phlet, in which he indicated the direction

a canal should take across the Isthmus, and
its vast importance to this country ; but
the Government of the day were opposed
to the construction of any canal, and
Captain Vetch's suggestions fell to the

ground. Subsequently, in the year 1846,

a Commission of engineers assembled to

discuss certain proposals, which, how-
ever—beyond exposing the error as to a

difference of level of thirty feet between
the Mediterranean and Red Sea—came
to nothing, and so the subject dropped
until 1854, when it was revived by Mon-
sieur de Lesseps putting forward his

project for a direct canal between the two
seas. His proposals met with consider-

able opposition in England, strangely

enough from commercial authorities, who
foresaw the total revolution that would
be made in the carrying trade, but who
were apparently unable to appreciate or

believe in the enormous advantage that

would accrue to them from such a revolu-

tion. But there was likewise a formid-

able political opposition, based on certain

objections which the Government of the

day foresaw would, unless duly safe-

guarded, be likely to give rise to con-
siderable difficulties in the future. That
those objections were not destitute of

foundation, every statesman of the pres-

ent day will readily admit ; and the diffi-

culties which are now attendant on cur-

rent negotiations only too plainly

indicate that a scheme which at first

apparently concerned only a small body
of speculators, has turned out to be a

political problem, perplexing more or
less the whole continent of Europe ; but
the difficult task of solving which has,

by a general consensus of opinion, de-
volved, and rightly so, upon England.

This phenomenon is not without its

prototype. Our Eastern Empire, as is

well known, had its first beginnings in the
ventures of a few enterprising merchants,
whose marvelous prosperity, in spite of

themselves, raised the East India Com-
pany to the highest importance as a

political factor, stimulated its acquisitive

energy until its operations got beyond
control, and the Merchant-princes of the
East found themselves overturned in the
great convulsion which, in 1857, shook
the Empire to its foundations, and so
nearly involved the whole of the gigantic

fabric in ruins. It is, to say the least, a
curious coincidence that, ere India had re-

covered from the throes of that convul-

sion, an enterprise like the Suez Canal,

originated by private speculators, and
the interests and prosperity of which are

so closely dependent on those of India,

should be started into existence, and,

after nearly foundering, should, in a
brief time, enter on such a career of

prosperity, become a link between gigan-
tic interests, and in its turn rise to be an
important factor in the political world

;

and what is stranger still, instead of prov-
ing, as was anticipated, a spear for pierc-

ing its armor, it has been converted into

the first line of defence for England—

a

veritable covered way for safe-guarding

its Eastern possessions ! Is the parallel

to be pursued any further ? Doubtless
the projector would exclaim, " Dii omen
avertant !

"

But to return to the history. In 1859,

Monsieur de Lesseps' scheme was actu-

ally begun, and after successfully com-
bating many difficulties, both physical

and political, the Canal, though incom-
plete, was finally opened from sea to sea

ten years afterwards, in the year 1869,

with great pomp and ceremony, in the

presence of a brilliant Imperial assem-
blage. Erom 1869, to the present time,

the Canal has been in constant use, with-

out a day's intermission. Its career has

not been altogether unchequered ; but it

has emerged from its difficulties, and has
now reached a pitch of prosperity ex-

ceeding the most sanguine expectations

of its projector.

To pass on to the consideration of the

Canal as an engineering work. It is un-

necessary, as well as out of place here,

to enter into minute details of construc-

tion, and therefore only its most general

features will be brought under review.

There is little room to doubt but that the

engineers who were entrusted with the

surveys, selected, on the whole, the most
favorable line for the Canal, as regards
economy of first construction. The en-

trance from the Mediterranean is between
two long piers, or moles, run out from
the coast, with the idea partly of creat-

ing a species of harbor, in which vessels

approaching the Canal might lie in quiet

water. The western mole, however, was
also intended to serve as a protection

against the entrance becoming silted by
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the Nile deposit, which is transported

during the floods of that river in enor-

mous quantities along the coast for many-

miles.

It may be open to comment whether,

instead of placing the entrance from the

Mediterranean at Port Said, it might not

have been better made more to the east-

ward, and further removed from the in-

fluence of the silt-laden waters of the

Nile. It is said that the difficulties con-

nected with the silt deposit at that en-

trance have been overcome, but that as

sertion must be received with caution
;

for it is quite certain that the coast line

between the Damietta mouth and near
the Canal has advanced considerably,

while the 5-fathom line had receded, as

noticed in Sir John Stoke's Eeport in

1874, 1,200 yards in three years. The
diagram on the wall is on too small a

scale to show the present position of that

line, and the rate at which the interven-

ing space is being filled up, or how far the

statements of Monsieur Lemasson, the

French engineer, are borne out, as to the

effect that a deposit of 7^- million cubic

meters per annum was likely to produce.

The western mole has, it is believed, now
reached a length of nearly 3,000 yards,

and to where the 5-fathom line used to

he. Of course, as deeper water is reached,

the process of silting up will become
slower, but that it cannot be wholly, ar-

rested by mere extensions of the western
pier, though accompanied by dredging, is

incontrovertible. Hence it may be ad-

mitted that the further the entrance

could have been removed to the eastward,

the less inconvenience would have been
experienced from the translation of the

Nile deposits.

With the exception of some unneces-

sary curves, especially that near the town
of Ismailia, the general alignment of the

Canal is satisfactory ; but since the traffic

began to increase, the mistake of making
those curves has become apparent. It

must be admitted, however, that the mis-

take has been aggravated rather by the

continually increasing length given to

vessels which have been (and are still be-

ing) built for the navigation of the Canal.

The total length of the line from Port
Said to Suez measures 88 geographical,

or 100 land miles, of which 39 miles only

are in cuttings through land, the other

61 miles running through a succession of

Vol. XXX.—No. 1—3

lakes. The northern half of the CanaL
as far as Lake Timsah, had to be ex-

cavated by manual labor, until sufficient

depth could be obtained to admit of

dredging operations ; but the portion
south of Lake Timsah was excavated en-
tirely by dredgers, as water was ob-
tained on a high level from the Fresh-
water Canal, which had, meanwhile, been
constructed ; and thus by filling up the
line of the Suez Canal to that level, suffi-

cient depth was obtained for floating the
dredgers. At El Guisr, Serapeum, and
the Chalouf plateaux—in all, about
eighteen miles of cutting—rock (more or
less hard) was encountered, rendering
excavation both difficult and costly, as
blasting operations had to be resorted to.

Though along the rest of the line the
material to be excavated consisted prin-

cipally of sand, with an occasional admix-
ture of clay, yet the task of not only ex-

cavating soil to a depth of 26 feet below
water, but of conveying it away, involved
some difficulty, which was finally over-

come by some very ingenious adjuncts
and appliances to the ordinary dredgers.
The excavated material could not, as in

the case of river or harbor, dredging, be
simply lifted into hopper barges, and be
towed out and discharged into the sea;
it had to be deposited on banks on either

side, the height and breadth of which
were, of course, continually increasing.

According to Lieut.-Colonel (now Sir

A.) Clarke's report, written in February,
1870, it was originally intended to con-
struct the Canal with a surface width of

325 feet, and a bottom width of 141 feet

;

but the latter', at the present time, does
not average more than 70 ftet. The side

slopes, which vary according to the soil

passed through, are being now faced
with stone, by which means a consider-

able length of the Canal is protected from
the erosion which used to take place
from the wash of the steamers.

A minimum depth of 26 feet is main-
tained throughout the Canal. The bot-

tom width being only half that originally

intended is, of course, insufficient to al-

low of vessels passing one another, and
obliges a low speed to be maintained.

Sir John Stokes observes, in a report
dated April 20, 1876, that, in his opinion,

the narrow width is not altogether a dis-

advantage, inasmuch as by necessitating

the Canal bein°- worked on the block svs-
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tem the risk of collision is greatly re-

duced, and the passage of vessels is, in

the long run, performed in a shorter

space of time than if vessels were allowed

to navigate independently. Unquestion-
ably, the risk of collision is especially to

be avoided where large vessels are con-

cerned, for the momentum of masses

2,000 to 4,000 tons in weight, moving
even at a low velocity, is exceedingly

great, and when brought into collision

must be attended by disastrous results.

But the narrowness of the section oper-

ates disadvantageously in retarding the

speed of vessels below the economical
unit. When the difference between the

sectional area of the Canal and that of

the -vessel's midship section is so small,

the piling of the water caused by the

vessel's displacement is greatly increased

;

the friction on the sides of the vessel, as

well as on those of the Canal, so retards the

flow of the water that the void created

by the vessel's onward movement cannot
be filled sufficiently fast, and hence the

steering power is destroyed, and the ship

either takes the ground astern or runs

bow on to the bank.

By experiment on the Indian Canals, it

was found that when the relative section-

al area of the vessel and canal were in

the proportion of from 1 to 12 or 14, with

a depth of 3 to 4 feet under the steamer's

keel, there was no perceptible piling, and
a speed of from 8 to 10 miles an hour
could be maintained, but wherever that

relative proportion fell short, piling be-

gan to take place, and the speed was
proportionately diminished. If, there-

fore, the Suez Canal were finished more
nearly to its original dimensions, or

say, to 320 on the water line, and 200 at

the base, with slopes of 2 to 1, it would,
if 30 feet deep, contain a sectional area

of 7,800 square feet, and yield a propor-

tion of 13 to 1 to all vessels whose mid-
ship section did not exceed 600 square

feet, and which would probably include

all ships registering 2,000 tons. The
block system, if found absolutely neces-

sary, might still be maintained, but it

would give the opportunity for such ves-

sels to accomplish the passage of the

Canal in twelve hours of daylight. The
narrowness of the bottom width of the

Canal not admitting of large vessels

passing one another, side-cuttings, called

" Gares " or stations, have been made at

intervals of five miles, wherein large ves-

sels can lie moored during the night, or

whenever the necessity may arise. As ob-

served before, the method of working
the Canal is that known on railways as

the block system, no vessel being allowed
to proceed from one station to another
until the line is signaled clear, for which
purpose a perfect telegraphic communi-
cation is kept up through its entire

length. The arrangements for carrying
this out are described in Sir J. Stoke's

report, as follows :

"Each of the superintendents of the

transit at Ismailia, Suez, and Port Said
has a model of the canal in his office,

with miniature vessels, which enable him
to fix the position of each ship as it

passes through. As soon as a vessel en-

ters the canal, either at Suez or Port
Said, its counterpart is launched on the

models with name affixed. As it passes

each siding, which is also a telegraph

station, its position is made known to

the superintendents, who fix its place on
the model, and the chief transmits orders

for the guidance of the pilot on board.

Then, whenever a vessel approaches a
siding, it finds a signal directing its

movements, whether it is to remain or

move ; if to remain, the orders are strict

that it is to make fast to the bank in the

siding, and to leave the navigable chan-

nel quite free."

If these orders are acted up to, it is

impossible for two vessels to meet in the

section between two sidings, and so col-

lision is rendered impossible. The canal

is also furnished with every accessory in

the shape of light-houses, beacons, buoys,

telegraphs, &c, for facilitating the navi-

gation as far as possible.

It would have been impossible to carry

on the work of the Maritime Canal with-

out a supply of fresh water, which was
wanting along the whole line. The com-
pany was therefore empowered by the

Egyptian Government to construct a

canal for irrigation and navigation from
the River Nile, at a point below Cairo to

Timsah, and thence to furnish a supply
for the towns of Port Said and Suez.

This canal has since been enlarged and
completed with locks, and is the work
which proved of such invaluable aid in

the late military operations in Egypt.
The extensive tract of land granted to

the company, and for which irrigation
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had to be supplied, was subsequently

taken back by the Government, and the

company empowered only to use the

water for domestic purposes.

So far, then, as an engineering work, it

would leave little to be desired, had ves-

sels of the type in vogue before its con-

struction continued to be used. But as

the science of shipbuilding progressed,

it has been found possible and necessary,

in order to keep up with the require-

ments of trade, to construct vessels of

much larger dimensions, and on different

lines ; and, consequently, ships have out-

grown the existing dimensions of the

canal, and demand increased accommo-
dation. It has been seen that the orig-

inal intention was to construct the canal

of double the present dimensions, but
the financial necessities of the company
prevented them from carrying out that

intention. Though forced upon them,

the course adopted was quite the right

one ; for the canal, on the smaller scale,

has thoroughly served its purpose for

thirteen years ; and now that it is placed

in a highly satisfactory and flourishing

financial condition, the time has arrived

when additional capital may prudently
be laid out, to increase the accommoda-
tion which a rapidly -increasing trade de-

mands. The best means of providing
additional accommodation is still a mat-

ter under consideration, notwithstanding
certain measures have been publicly an-

nounced in some of the daily papers as

having been definitely settled. Probably
the company, finding that it will be to

their own interest not to postpone any
longer meeting the demands made upon
them, have decided on carrying out
meanwhile certain obvious improve-
ments ; but the larger and more perman-
ent provision, that must sooner or later

be made, has yet to be settled. The pos-

sible alternatives that present themselves
will be explained hereafter. Meanwhile,
there only remains to be noticed, under
this head, the items of cost of original

construction, repairs and supervision.

The total capital expenditure up to 1869,

the year in which it was opened,
amounted to £18,000,000. The sum
spent annually on repairs and improve-
ments carried out from revenue, does not
vary very much, amounting, in 1880, in-

clusive of supervision, to £218,900;
and, in 1881, to £212,490, thus averag-

ing less than 1^ per cent, on the first

cost—a very moderate and satisfactory

outlay.

Passing on now to consider the canal

in its second aspect, as a commercial un-
dertaking, there is much of a very inter-

esting character to be explained. The
first fact is one which, outside official

circles, will probably be entirely new to

99 persons out of 103, and that is that

La Compagnie Universelle du Canal
Maritime de Suez (The Universal Suez
Maritime Canal Company) is not a

French but an Egyptian company, hav-
ing its principal office at Alexandria,

amenable to the laws and customs of not
the French, but of the Turkish Empire,
and, therefore, subject to the jurisdiction

of its local tribunals. The importance
of this fact will be sufficiently evident,

when the disputes which subsequently
arose between the directors of the com-
pany and the Egyptian and Turkish
Government come to be noticed. It is

not too much to add that, but for this

precaution at the time of the formation
of the company, it would not only have
been impossible for the nations of

Europe to make use of the canal, but
that the subsequent attempted exactions

of the company might have led to very
serious misunderstandings, if not to ac-

tual embroilments, amongst some of the
European Powers. Before proceeding,
however, to explain the more especial

commercial features of the canal, it is

necessary to draw attention to the nature
and terms of the variuus "concessions''

granted by the Egyptian Government.
and subsequently ratified in a firman by
the Sultan as suzerain. Eight conces-

sions were granted by the Viceroy of

Egypt between the years 1854 and 1869,

the details of which have been published
in the Parliamentary Paper, " Egypt,
No. 6 (1876)." In the first of these, dated
November 30th, 1854, the Viceroy con-

fers on Monsieur de Lesseps " exclusive

power to form and direct a universal

company for piercing the Isthmus of

Suez, and the working of a canal between
the two seas within, and subject to cer-

tain specified restrictions and condi-

tions,'' the most important of which, as

regards the constitution of the company,
were

:

1. That the director of the company
was to be always named by the Egyptian
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Government, chosen, as far as possible,
!

proceeds were to be applied in the fol-

from amongst the shareholders most in-
j

lowing order:
terested in the undertaking. 1. To expenses of maintenance, work-

2. That the duration of the concession ! ing and administrative, and generally all

was to be for 99 years from the date of
J

charges of the society.

the opening of the canal throughout. 2. To interest and sinking fund of

3. That the Government reserved to such loans as mi^'ht be contracted.

itself the power to erect any fortifications

it pleased in the neighborhood.

4. That the Egyptian Government
were to receive, yearly, 15 per cent, of

the net profits shown in the balance-

3. Five per cent, on capital of society

to be applied to provide for shares re-

deemed and not redeemed, and an an-
nual interest of 25 francs per share ; the
interest attributable to shares redeemed

sheet of the company, without prejudice i
being carried to the sinking fund.

to any dividends belonging to the shares

which the Government reserves a right

to take on its own account, and without

any guarantee on its part.

6. That the rest of the profits were to

be divided as follows : 75 per cent, for

the benefit of the company ; 10 per cent,

for the benefit of the original promoters.

7. That, on the expiration of the con-

cession, the Government to succeed to

the company, enjoy all its rights, and
enter into full possession of the canal.

8. That no alterations could be made
in the statutes of the company without

4. Four hundredths per cent, on the
capital to be applied to the sinking fund.

5. To the amount required for creating*

and keeping up a reserve fund for unfore-
seen expenses. The excess over the
above proceeds to constitute the net
profits, which were to be distributed as

already stated.

Concession No. 3, dated 6th of August,
1860, is a financial agreement contain-

ing the first settlement of accounts with
the Egyp tian Government respecting its

subscription ; and, in March, 1863, con-
cession No. 4 contained another financial

receiving the previous approbation of the
I

agreement for settling the balance pay-

Viceroy
The second concession, dated 5th

January, 1856, is an amplification of the

first one, explaining, in more detail, the

nature of the charges and concessions,

the most important of which are

:

1. The limitation of the power of the

company to carry out a canal east of the

Nile, from the Gulf of Pelusium, and
authorizing the construction of a fresh-

water canal from Cairo to Lake Timsah.
2. The solemn declaration of the Vice-

roy, subject to ratification by the Sultan

able on shares subscribed for by the
Egyptian Government.
At this period intervenes an important

act by the Porte, which perceiving in the
concession of the fresh-water canal, and
of vast tracts of land, a menace to its in-

dependence, and in the stipulations for

the providing of workmen, a violation of

the laws under which the Ottoman Em-
pire is governed, declared by a diplomat-
ic note, dated 6th April, 1863, addressed
to its representatives in Paris and Lon-
don, its opposition to the continuance of

of the Maritime Canal audits ports being
j

the works. The same notification was
always open as neutral passages for all

merchant ships on payment of clues, with-

out preference to any vessel, company,
or person.

3. The dues on vessels navigating the

canal not to exceed 1 francs per ton of

capacity and per head of passengers.

This concession was made over to

Monsieur de Lesseps, previous to ratifi-

cation by the Sultan
3
to enable him to

constitute the financial company.

made to the Viceroy, who communicated
it to Monsieur de Lesseps, expressing his

intention to treat on and settle these

questions with the company, and accred-

iting Nubar Pasha to come to an un-
derstanding- on the proposals to be sub-

mitted. The Council of Administration
rejected the proposals, and then the
Khedive begged the intervention of the

Emperor of the French, who, after re-

ceipt of the report of the Commission
Amongst the statutes of the company which he appointed to examine into the

approved by this concession was one I questions involved, gave his decision

;

appointing its seat at Alexandria, and its
f

awarding to the. company a sum of 84
administrative domicile at Paris. i millions of francs, or £3,360,000, the

The statutes direct that the annual I
payment of which was to be spread over
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a period of fifteen years, ending with
1st of November, 1879.

Consequent on this award, a sixth

convention was drawn tip, dated 30th

January, 1866, in which the following

important articles occur

:

1. Egyptian Government to keep all

strategical points.

2. Power for the Government to oc-

cupy sites for post-offices, customs, bar-

racks, and other services.

4 and 5. The Government to take pos-

session of the fresh-water canal, on the

terms specified.

A further agreement was drawn up in

the following Februaiw, and received

the sanction of the Sultan in a firman,

dated 19th March, 1866, which stated
the conditions to which such a sanction

was subjected. One important article

being to the effect:

" That the Maritime Canal and its ap-

purtenances remain subjected to the
Egyptian police, which shall exercise its

functions freely, as at every other point
of the territory, so as to secure good or-

der, the public peace, and the execution
of the laws and regulations of the conn-
try."

In Article 16 occur the words :
" The

Universal Company of the Maritime
Canal of Suez, being Egyptian, it is

governed by the laws and usages of the
country:" and the articles which follow
declare its complete subjection to the
Egyptian Government. Two agreements,
dated 23d April and, 26th January, 1869,
complete the negotiations prior to the
opening of the canal, and in them is the
arrangement by which the Viceroy as-

signs fifty coupons from each of the
176,662 shares belonging to> the Egyp-
tian Government, for the space of

twenty-five years, in settlement of the
30,000,000 francs, the value awarded for
the resumption of the fresh-water canal
from the companj^.

'I he recapitulation of the concessions
though somewhat tedious, is essential

to the right understanding of certain

events which occurred shortly after the
opening of the canal, as also of the obli-

gations that regulated the amount of di-

vidends which the company paid to the
shareholders, as well as of the status of
the company generally.

Turning now to the cost of the canal,

already stated to be £18,000,000, it ap-

pears that of this, the amount of capital

originally subscribed was onlv £8.000.-

000, in 400,000 shares of £20 each. That
amount was subsequently augmented by
the loan of J 867 for £4,000,000, being
debentures (''obligations") redeemable
in fifty years, bearing 5 per cent, inter-

est, and having a first charge on the
profits. After these, the loans of 1871
were contracted by the issue of thirty

years bonds, bearing 6.7 per cent, inter-

est, which, in their turn, were succeeded
by £1,360.000, representing consolidated

arrears of interest on ordinary shares, in

the shape of seven coupons of 5 per cent,

yearly. Lastly, came the advance on de-

tached coupons of the Egyptian Govern-
ment shares amounting to £1,200,000,
styled '• delegations," and entitled, for

twenty-five years, to 5 per cent., and a

dividend (if any) on those shares. The
balance of the cost of the canal was
made up from the indemnities which had
been paid by the Khedive under the late

Emperor's award. In 1870, the year
after the opening of the canal, the pros-

pects of the company being doubtful, a
suggestion was made by the Khedive
that it should be transferred to some
English company.
The negotiations which followed this

suggestion belong rather to the political

than the commercial aspect of the canal,

and will be better adverted to hereafter.

The doubtful prospects of the com-
pany, however, led to a very objection-

able proceeding on the part of the Board
of Administration, viz., in determining
arbitrarily the interpretation of the term,
" ton of capacity," on which the author-

ized due of ten francs was leviable. That
due had been for the past three years.

levied on the net register tonnage, as

shown in the ship's papers, and calcu-

lated on the Moorsom system, which.

after reckoning the gross tonnage of the

ship, deducted the space occupied by the

engines, fuel, &c. The term, "ton of

capacity," not having, however, been
actually defined at the outset, the com-
pany took upon themselves to interpret

that term as signifying the " real capa-

city" of the ship, which, by a commission
of their own appointment, they declared

to be greatly in excess of the net register

tonnage, the result being that the dues

were levied on the gross tonnage, and
consequently the tolls payable by every
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ship traversing the canal were raised 30
per cent. The burden of such an inter-

pretation at once made itself felt in the
case of steamers, in which the machinery
occupies one-third of the tonnage, and
was therefore equivalent to levying 50
per cent, more from steamers than had
been levied in the three previous years.

Remonstrances were immediately put
forward by the principal maritime com-
panies in England, and the Messageries
Nationales actually brought an action

against the Canal Company in France.
A decree was first given in their favor,

but it was afterwards reversed on appeal.

The protest, however, by the British

Government led to the assembly of an
International Commission at Constanti-

nople, and to the adoption of a style of

measurement according to what are

known as the Constantinople Rules. It

was not, however, without great discus-

sion, in which the tact and firmness of

the English delegates, Sir John Stokes
and Sir P. Francis, were eminently con-

spicuous, that the proceeding of the
Canal Company were set aside, and the

Moorsom system of measurement de-

clared to be correct, and adopted accord-

ingly.

Finding themselves entirely in the
minority, the French delegates eventu-
ally joined in signing the report of the
Commission, which set forth the rule to

be followed in the measurement of ves-

sels, and the deductions to be made in

order to arrive at the net tonnage. As
a set-off, however, against the diminished
revenue which it was supposed would
follow the first introduction of the new
rules, the Commission recommended
permission being given to the company
to levy temporarily a graduated surtax

of 3 francs per ton on vessels provided
with the prescribed certificate of net ton-

nage measurement, on condition that the

deduction did not exceed 50 per cent.

Vessels not measured according to the

Moorsom system were to have their ton-

nage reduced by calculation to the scale

of the Danube, and to pay a surtax of 4
francs per ton, as also vessels measured
according to Section A, Clause 23, of the
British Merchant Shipping Act of 1854.

The surtax of 3 francs to be reduced
in the following proportions : To 2^
francs per ton, as soon as the net ton-

nage passing through the canal reached

2,100,000 ; to 2 francs when^'it reached
2,200,000 ; and so on, ^ franc for each
annual increase of 100,000 tons up to

2,600,000 tons, at which figure the surtax

was to cease altogether, and the original

due of 10 francs per ton only to be
levied. Vessels of war, transports, and
vessels in ballast to be exempt from the

Surtax. tUlt^'
The Porte was pleased to approve of

the report of the Commission, and de-
sired the Khedive to inform the company
of the same, and direct it to be put in

force in three months time.

Monsieur de Leoseps first protested,

and then refused to accept the new
rules ; but, as in the event of his persist-

ing in his refusal the canal was to be
seized by the Egyptian Government, he
submitted, but under a protest, which
was not withdrawn till some years after-

wards.

Towards the close of the following-

year a rumor got abroad that a project

was on foot to purchase the shares of the

Canal Company belonging to the Egypt-
tian Government. This led to the cor-

respondence which is given in detail in

Parliamentary Paper, Egypt, No. 1

(1876), and which ended eventually in

the purchase of those shares, 176,602 in

number, for a sum of £4,000,000.

In 1876, after the purchase had been
concluded, and in consequence of a new
convention, the company withdrew all

opposition, accepted all that had been
laid down by the Constantinoj)le Com-
mission, and agreed to the decrease of

the surtax at fixed dates, and to its total

abolition in 1884, and consented to ex-

pend one million francs per annum for

thirty years in improving the canal.

That convention, which is known as the

Stokes-Lesseps Convention, has conse-

quently been in force up to the present

time.

It is time, now, to turn to that part of

the subject which possesses the greatest

interest for the English public, and that

is the traffic passing through the canal,

and the revenue derived therefrom ; for

it indicates not only the relative import-

ance of the canal to the several nation-

alities which make use of it, but it in-

contestably proves that were it not for

the trade carried by British vessels,

the Canal Company must, long ere this,

have entirely collapsed, and were it now
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to be withdrawn through any other chan-

nel, the Suez Canal could not possibly be
maintained.

Seven years ago an interesting paper
was read before the Society, by Mr.
Charles Magniac, on the "Commercial
Aspects of the Canal," in which, on the

whole, he took rather a depressing view

of the prospects of British trade at the

time, saying :
" That the returns up to

that time showed that the great expecta-

tions entertained of a large increase of

trade due to the canal, had not beeu
borne out;" "that the imports into

India were feebly stationary " "that the

falling off from France was immense,
but greatly due to the effects of war ; ''

" that the item most deserving of atten-

tion was that of the Mediterranean
ports."

Similarly, in regard to the exports, the

United Kingdom told the same story of

stagnation, and it was only the Mediter-

ranean ports that showed a buoyant and
increasing trade, and that principally in

the staple articles of Indian produce.
But he summed up his description with
the words, " Whatever we may say or

do, however much industries or indi-

viduals may suffer at first, one thing we
do know, that India has been brought
within three weeks journey of England.
We gained our supremacy there when a

letter and its reply were frequently 12
months on the road. The same thing can

now be done in 12 minutes. Is it to be
supposed that this energetic nation will

not find its advantages in such facilities

as these? I am sure it will, and that

even many here will live to see it." Mr.
Magniac has doubtless ere this already

satisfied himself of the verification of his

prediction; but as possibly many are

present who have not had the same op-

portunity, I propose briefly to call atten-

tion to the figures in the several tabular

statements of the trade of India with
England and the world generally, ob-

tained from published official records of

the Indian Government.
First, in regard to the imports of the

United Kingdom ; these show a steady
increase from 1874, when they stood
somewhat over 29^ millions, to over 32
millions in 1879-80, with the exception
of the previous year, when, in conse-
quence of the depression caused by the
famine, they fell just below 29 millions.

In 1880-81 they rose to £41,300,000, or
an increase of over 33 per cent. In the
foreign trade, France increased from
£36^,400 to £705,000, and Italy from
£334,000 to £576,000.

From the rest of Europe the import
trade is insignificant. The export trade

to the United Kingdom does not show a
similar increase in value, owing to the

great fall in prices, but an examination of

the quantities exhibits a satisfactory prog-

ress, while the exports to the principal

European countries is more marked as

regards increase in value. France having
risen from £3,134,000 to £6,500,000;
Mediterranean ports—Italy, £1,400,000
to £2,781,000; Austria, 1,428,000 to

£2,226,000.

In five of the most important staples,

cotton, rice, seeds, tea and wheat, the

progress in exports has been as follows

:

Cotton, raw.
Rice
Seeds
Tea
Wheat

1876-77. 1880-81.

Quantity Value Quantity Value.

Cwt.
4,557,914

19,548,731

9,582,865
27,784,124
5,583,336

£. Cvrt. £.
H.746,184

1

4,541,539 13,241,734

5,742,540 26,769,344 8,971,661

5,319,124 10.229.109 6.345.209

2,607,425 46,413,510 3.054.240

1,956,333, 7,444,375: 3,277.942

Of the quantity, 4,541,539 cwts. of

cotton 3,818,557 cwts. were taken by Eu-
rope; that is, 2,019,612 cwts. by Eng-
land, 633,891 cwts. by Italy, 605,954

cwts. by France, and 559,100 cwts. by
Austria.

Of the total quantity, 26,769,344 cwts.

of rice, about half, or 13,582,300 cwts.,

were conveyed to Europe; of which,

England and Malta took all but 300,000

cwts.

Of 10,229,109 cwts. of seeds, 9,705,200

were brought to Europe, nearly 5.600.000

cwts. coming to England, and 3,256,180

cwts. going to France.

Of the 46^ million pounds of tea, only

one million went to the Australian mark-
et, all the rest being brought to Eng-
land. In 1879-80, the price of tea was
ruinously low, and a collapse in that in-

dustry was imminent ; but happily, the

Australian market was partially opened,

and gave just sufficient stimulus to prices

to avert disaster.

In 1875, only If million cwts of wheat
were shipped from India. In 1SS0-S1,

there were 7^- million cwts., of which
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England took 4,800,000 cwts., l£ million

went to France, and 790,000 cwts. to the

rest of Europe.
The proportion of the whole trade

which came to and left India by the Suez
Canal, during the last five years, has been
as follows:

Whole
Trade.

1876-77
1877-78.
1878-79.
1879-80
1880-81.,

113,920,539
126,252,968
109,777,084
122,068,908
138,108,657

Via Suez
Canal.

60,243,259
68,380,719
53,398 875
63,033,231
81,175,876

Per
Cent.

52.88
54.16
48.64
51.64
58.78

The imports from the United Kingdom
into India constitute 82.08 per cent, of

the whole, and 42.33 per cent, of the
produce shipped from India. The import
trade is thus practically monopolized by
Great Britain, the reason being that the

only articles which the people of India
largely consume are English products, in

which other nations have not at present
the capacity of competing with her for

the supply of foreign markets.
On the other hand, the reason of her

taking a smaller proportion of the ex-

ports arises from some of the most valu-

able Indian produce being shipped to

other countries—notably, opium to China
and the Straits; indigo, hides, and seeds
to France, Italy, and the United States.
v From these figures, it will be readily

gathered that the commercial interests of

England have not suffered from the canal,

but, on the contrary have been largely

augmented, and that while India has
benefited by the opening of additional

markets in Europe, England has also

gained largely, and still maintains, a vir-

tual monopoly of the Indian market for

the disposal of her own merchandise, the
value of which, in 1880-81, amounted to

over 41^- millions sterling.

Passing on to the general trade through
the canal, a reference to the tabular

statements will show that, first, as regards
the total tonnage, the number of vessels

which passed the canal in 1870 was 486,
and the tonnage 435,911 tons. In 1879,

the vessels numbered 1,477, and meas-
ured 3,236,942 ; that is, while the vessels

had increased threefold, the gross ton-

nage increased more than sevenfold. In

1870, the vessels averaged 900 tons each

;

whereas, in 1879, the average size reached
2,180 tons. In 1877, however, the great-

est number of vessels, viz., 1,663, passed
through the canal, but they only meas-
ured 3,418,950 tons, giving for the aver-

age of each vessel 2,056 tons. During
the same period, the receipts of the com-
pany increased from £256,000 to £1,214,-

520. Great as that increase was, it is

nothing compared to the increase within
the last three years. In 1880, the vessels

numbered 2,026, with a gross tonnage of

4.344.519 tons ; and in 1881, the number
rose to 2,727 vessels, measuring 5,414,-

050 tons.

Now, as to the nationalities of the ves-

sels indicated in Table II. In the dec'ade,

ending 1879, out of 12,454 vessels, no
fewer than 9,154, or three-quarters, were
British; conveying 17,555,500 tons out
of the total quantity, 23,105,535 tons.

'

In like manner, out of the 2,026 ves-

sels in 1880, 1,592 were British, meas-
uring 3,446,431 tons, out of a total of

4.344.520 tons ; and, in 1881, the British

numbered 2,251 out of a total of 2,727

vessels, and the tonnage, 4,792,118, out
of 5,794,400, thus increasing the propor-
tion of vessels and tonnage from two-
thirds to four-fifths. The trade of 1881,

then, of vessels other than British,

amounted to only 1,002,282 tons, and
would, at 10 francs per ton, have yielded

a revenue of only £400,915.
In 1880, the total expenditure on the

canal was about £218,900 ; interest and
sinking funds of loan, £531,560; total,

£750,460. So that, but for the British

trade, instead of 13^ per cent, interest

accruing to the original shareholders,

there would not have been sufficient to

pay even a moiety of the interest of the

loans

!

Similarity, with regard to the revenue
realized. In 1879, it amounted to £ 1,214,-

520; 1880; £1,672,836; 1881, £2,187,-

047. The actual returns obtained from
the canal will be seen from the following

figures

:

In 1880, the expenditure on repairs

was £218,898
Amount set aside for interest and

sinking funds 531,559
To provide for the interest at 5
per cent, on share capital and
sinking fund 403,215

Total £1,153,972
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Which deducted from the total re-

ceipts £1,672,836

Leaves a balance of. £519,164

to be allotted to reserve funds, and other

purposes, as enjoined in the statutes

above quoted, after deducting the 15 per

cent, appropriated to the Egyptian Gov-
ernment. Of this sum, £350,176 was
divided among the original shareholders,

raising their profits to 5+4.3= 9.3 per
cent.

In 1881, the cost of working the canal

was somewhat less than in 1880, viz.,

£212,490, while the interest and other

charges remained about the same, but
the total receipts were £2,187,047 ; so

that the sum to be divided reached £700,-

856, and the original shareholders pock-

eted 5 + 8.76= 13.76 per cent. By ar-

rangement, a certain number of shares

are drawn to be paid off each year ; those

shareholders, therefore, who have got
back their capital, cease to receive the

annual 5 per cent, interest but are en-

titled to the dividend of 8.76 per cent,

on it, and will continue to receive the en-

hanced dividend, whatever it may amount
to, till the charter of the company ex-

pires in 1968. The dividend for 1882 is

expected to reach 16 per cent.

Little comment is required on these

figures, and there can be little doubt as

to what nationality the future manage-
ment of the canal should be entrusted,

when four-fifths of the revenue is con-

tributed by British trade. One cannot
be surprised that there should arise a cry

from British shipowners, that the time
has arrived when the tax of ten francs

per ton should be lowered. Abstractedly,
it is a heavy burden, but relatively, it is

less so, when it is remembered what
economy in the expenses of transport
has been effected by the saving in dis-

tance, and, therefore, in time, as well as

in diminished risks and insurances. It

is true that freights have fallen somewhat
in proportion, and it may be said that,

one year with another, the profits of the
carriers are by no means so great as

formerly ; and it may be fairly urged,
therefore, that the whole community is

interested by the cost of transport, being
kept at the lowest figure possible. A tax
which represents so considerable a frac-

tion of the whole freight, 16 per cent., I
am informed, ought to be reduced, es-

pecially when it is no longer needed for

the security of the capitalists from lo:-.s.

In approaching the consideration of

the Suez Canal as a political problem, the

difficulties which surround a satisfactory

solution of it must at once be acknowl-
edged. It has been seen, how, though
originating in a commercial speculation,

the scheme contained, from the very first,

elements of a political character, which
the British Government of the day could

not possibly ignore; and how, as its

operations progressed, sharply accentu-

ated differences of international policy

have been manifested, requiring the best

efforts of diplomacy to arrange. Though,
happily for England, no rupture in

friendly relations has occurred, yet recent

events have only too plainly shown " how
great a matter a little fire kindleth," and
how small a circumstance might vitally

affect the interests of England, as re-

gards her Eastern possessions, by the

closure of this great thoroughfare to

India. The immense importance to this

country of those clauses in the conces-

sions in which the Government declares

the company to be Egyptian, subjects it

to all the laws and usages of the Turkish
Empire, and reserves to itself entire con-

trol in all particulars, military and civil,

have been unmistakably manifest. Still

more so, in the action of the Porte in in-

sisting on the restoration of large tracts

of land along the canal's course, which
had been at first made over, without due
consideration, to the company ; for had
that land still remained in their hands, it

is extremely doubtful whether national

susceptibilities might not have interfered

with the able and successful strategic

movement of our troops from Alexandria

to Ismailia.

Again, the overwhelming preponder-
ance of British trade over that of all

other nationalities, added to the fact that

its magnitude alone enables the Canal
Company to exist, and the canal itself to

be maintained, renders it imperative that

that trade should not be imperilled, or

its safety left dependent entirely on such

strategic movements, the success of

which a small error in judgment or a

trifling miscalculation of time might
wholly frustrate. It was pointed out. in

a recent able article in the AFineteenth

Century, that of all the naval powers
England was furthest off from the Suez
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Canal, and in the event of hostilities, her
enemies might be first on the scene, and
occupy it some clays before her fleet

could possibly arrive ; but on the other
hand, to be forewarned is to be fore-

armed and England possesses harbors
nearer the canal than Portsmouth,
and erasing ground nearer than the

British Channel. If advantage be duly
taken of these, and England is true

to herself, the rest may be left safely

to the judgment of Lord Alcester (late

Sir Beauchamp Seymour), and such
men as he has the good fortune to com-
mand.
But though such eventualities cannot

be altogether ignored, yet there are, per-

haps, other means left for procuring a

more desirable solution of the desired
end.

As far as can be judged from the senti-

ments expressed in the various organs of

public opinion throughout Europe, there
seems, with one exception, to be a toler-

ably unanimous desire that the manage-
ment of the Suez Canal should be vested
in British hands

; just as there was at

the time when Monsieur de Lesseps was
anxious for the maritime powers jointly

to purchase his scheme. The correspond-
ence on that subject is published in

Parliamentary paper Egypt, No. 2 (187G),

and goes to show how nearly the canal

was changing hands. As the practicabil-

ity of that transaction was once seriously

discussed, there is really nothing quixotic
in a similar suggestion at the present
time. To acquire the remaining shares,

even at their enhanced value, would not
be a financial operation beyond the power
of England, which has, within the last

few years, paid a much larger sum in

wars than would probably be required to

satisfy the demands of even the public-

spirited and patriotic shareholders of

the Suez Canal. England could well af-

ford to take over the whole of the ob-
ligations and liabilities connected with it,

as, with the prospect of an increase of

traffic such as is now opening up, the sur-

plus of the receipts over and above the
necessary current expenses would quickly
furnish the means of discharging those
obligations and liabilities, while the mer-
cantile community and public generally
would not grudge a continuance of even
the present high due of 8s. per ton, so
long as there was the certain prospect

before it of its diminution to the small

figure requisite to defray the necessary

expenses of the up-keep of the canal.

Eor obvious reasons, details of calcula-

tions and figures cannot be entered into

at the present time. If, however, inter-

national exigencies or individual suscepti-

bilities should bar the way to such an
amicable solution, and one profitable alike

to all concerned, there remains a sugges-
tion, which has elsewhere been made, of

enabling the Ruler of Egypt to become
the proprietor of a grand public work,

which should never have been allowed to

become the property of any private body
of shareholders, but ought decidedly to

have been undertaken solely and simply

by the State. It is true that it is easy to

be wise after the event, but it would
equally be folly not to avail oneself of

the wisdom when gained ; and if, as was
wittily remarked by the writer of the
article in the Nineteenth Century, already

adverted to, we are not only in the
t
posi-

tion of the beati, but the beatissimi

possidentes, it will be odd if, with nine-

points of the law in our favor, we are not

able to justify our proceedings. But
even should this position be rendered un-

tenable by a force majeure, there is yet

a thud resource, and that is, the con-

struction of an alternative line of canal.

This will, of course, be opposed on the

ground that the several concessions con-

ferred exclusive power on Monsieur de

Lesseps for the construction of a canal

across the Isthmus of Suez, east of the

Damietta mouth. The exclusive power
actually conferred, however, was that of

forming a company for the purpose. If

it excludes any other private individual

from' forming a company, it most as-

suredly did not exclude the Egyptian
Government itself from making another

canal anywhere it pleased within its

dominions ; and, therefore, the Egyptian
Government is at perfect liberty to take

whatever action it pleases in such a mat-
ter. But is it possible to make another

maritime canal ? Decidedly so ; either

east or west of the Damietta mouth. On
the east, as far as can be judged from the

line of coast surveys, a favorable ap-

proach and entrance could be formed in

or about longitude 32.55, where the

5-fathom line runs nearest the coast, and
from whence a pier, carried at an acute

angle to the coast line on to the adjacent
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shoal, would form a protection against

the littoral currents, while the Bay of

Pelusium would afford an enormous area

for receiving so much of the Nile deposit

as would be arrested by the pier. As,

however, the pier would run not perpen-
dicularly, but at an acute angle to the

coast, its interceptive action would be
much smaller than that caused by the

Western pier at Port Said. The line of

the canal could be taken through Lake
Sirbon, and then through more or less

cutting to the Bitter Lakes ; from whence
a course could be found more or less

parallel to the present canal. The diffi-

culty with regard to the supply of fresh

water, which immediately suggests itself,

could be overcome by pipes led from the

Ismailia canal, under the maritime canal,

into a reservoir, and pumped up from
thence to every part of the new line.

The probable cost of such a canal it is

impossible to conjecture, in the absence
of detailed surveys, but the difference

between it and the existing line, if any,

would be confined to the northern half.

The economy which would be effected in

the excavations by the experience already
gained, would probably fully compensate
for the increased depth of cutting, which
might be unavoidable. A line to the
westward could be found skirting the
coast through the lagoon, and crossing
the tidal rivers near their mouths as is

now being done between Calcutta and
Orissa.

A scheme for a fresh-water canal from
Alexandria to Suez, via Cairo, attributed

to the late Khedive, has lately been put
forward, and advocated on the merits of

its combining irrigating capabilities with
those of navigation ; but independent of

its practicability, or otherwise either

technically or financially, it is simply out
of the question that England could haz-
ard its present trade of 4| million tons,

much less its future trade of possibly five

times that amount, on a canal which
would be exposed to such contingencies
as are likely to occur to any fresh-water
canal, whose navigability depends upon
a series of locks, a class of works con-
tinually liable to derangement and in-

jury.

An inter-oceanic canal ought, if pos-
sible, to be unencumbered throughout its

entire length. Accidents, such as the

wreck of a vessel, or the creation of
shoals, may occur, of course, at any time;
but a few days would, at the most, suffice

to clear a passage through them ; whereas,
the subsidence of a lock could not be
remedied under many months ; and if

the existing maritime canal be in un-
friendly hands, as it assuredly will be
were a rival line constructed, then what
will become of England's trade ?

There is no more zealous advocate of

canals combining the two properties of

.irrigation and navigation than the writer

of this paper ; but works suitable for the
requirements of inland navigation come
under a wholly different category to

those adapted for the oceanic traffic. The
late enlightened and shrewd ruler of

Egypt would not have failed to appreci-

ate the difference had it been clearly ex-

plained to him, and would have quickly
seen that the interests of Egypt would
not be advanced by such a work ; while
one of the chief ends desired, viz., to

supply irrigation to the Delta direct and
by gravitation, can be attained at one-
fifth of even the estimated outlay of a
ship canal, and all the requirements of

internal navigation be simultaneously
secured. In properly devised schemes
of delta works, such as those in India,

several alternative navigable lines are

led to the chief port, so that, in the
event of one being blocked, others are

still available; but deliberately to leave

the traffic of distant countries dependent
on a single line of canal, the masonry
works of which a few charges of gun-
powder in time of war, or an unforeseen
accident in time of peace, might destroy,

would, to say the least, be the gravest of

mistakes—tantamount to an act of com-
mercial, if not national, suicide.

In the event, however, of a satisfactory

arrangement being come to as regards
the existing canal, there remains the

question how it can be best adapted
to meet the reqiurements of the traffic,

which has already outgrown its capabil-

ities. Opinions seem to be divided as to

the alternative of enlarging the present

course, and that of constructing a paral-

lel line. At first sight, it would seem as

if there could be no doubt as to the for-

mer being the most economical, both in

regard to first outlay and subsequent
working expenses. If there is not much
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of the excavated material in the banks to

be removed, there can be no question as

to the economy of widening the present

canal over excavating a new one, while

the cost of supervision for working the

traffic would remain the same ; whereas,

if there is a double line, there must be

an increased establishment, though not
necessarily a doubling of its numbers.
On the other hand, there would doubt-

less be an advantage in having a double
line, both in minimising the chance of

accidents, and in expediting the transit

through the canal, by almost entirely

still be necessary, unless very perfect ar-

rangements can be made for avoiding
collisions ; but it would be safest to con-
fine the voyage to daylight hours, and to

make it feasible to pass through the
canal between dawn and dusk.
There is yet one other phase in the

political as|3ect for consideration, and
that is, what are the principal dangers to

which, in time of war, the Suez Canal
would be exposed ? They are

:

1. A blockade at either end.

2. The removal of buoys, beacons, and

4. The destruction or scuttling of ves-

sels.

5. Last, but not least, cutting off the
supply of fresh water from the Ismailia

Canal.

The remedy for the first lies, of

course, in the hands of the nation that

commands the seas : and, if it is only

obviating the necessity for stopping in necessary adjuncts to the navigation.

sidings ; though, as a low speed would
|

3. Blocking up the canal with ob-

still have to be maintained, ships would \ stacles of any kind,

not be able to accomplish the voyage in

twelve hours, and would therefore be ob-

liged to spend, at least, one night in the

canal, as at present. An additional ad-

vantage of a double canal would be, that

in case of either becoming temporarily

blocked, the whole traffic would not be
suspended ; a point of very great im-

portance when the number of vessels in-

creases so rapidly, as it seems likely to
i

careful to keep that command, it can
do.

!

equally anticipate and prevent any of the

It is concluded the expense of sep- j
other dangers besetiing the course of

arate entrances at either end are not : the canal itself. Cutting off the fresh-

contemplated, but the present arrange- water supply could only occur in the

ments would be common to both lines,
j

event of another such eruption in Egypt
These, of course, could only exist, if the [

as has lately been extinguished ; and it

control is in the hands of England, or i would, no doubt, be done again, and
otherwise arranged for beyond the pos- done more effectually than it was on the

sibilities of risk in the time of war. last occasion. It rests entirely with
On the whole, however, after weighing England whether such an eruption shall

the matter from all poiuts of view, my be again possible ; and whether, with
own recommendation would be to en- the forewarnings she has received, and
large the existing canal to a width of the experience which India has afforded

200 feet at bottom, the dimensions of her of a somewhat similar, though far

the great canal from the River Sutlej, graver, character, she shall not accept

recently opened in North India, with ' the position now thrust upon her, and
such slopes to the sides as the nature of i herself keep the key of the Water Avenue
the soil admits of at different points of i that leads to her Eastern Empire.
its course, and substantially revetted It would be presumption on the part

with stone where necessary. The speed ,
of the writer of this paper to offer

of vessels might then be increased to further detailed suggestions on a matter

a maximum of eight miles per hour, but i
which is intrusted to one of the ablest of

limited to four miles When passing one diplomatists at England's command

;

another in opposite directions. As few but he cannot conclude without express-

steam vessels have a lower speed than ing his hope that the rumors of possible

eight miles, there would be no necessity, ! arrangements, as recently put forth in

except in a few instances, of their over-
j
the daily journals, may prove to be inac-

taking each other ; especially if an inter-
[

curate, and that it will soon become pa-

val between the starting of each vessel ; tent to the world that Egypt's extremity

at daylight is made compulsory. A re -j having made England's opportunity, the

striction of traffic during the night may I Suez Canal will no longer be allowed to
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remain an apple of international discord,

and that it will prove to be the particu-

lar link in a chain of providential cir-

cumstances leading to the land of the

Pharaohs once more recovering prosper-

ity, with the help of England's guidance,

and maintaining it under the eegis of

England's power.

DEFLECTIVE FORCES ON A REVOLVING SPHEROID.
By RD. RANDOLPH, C. E.

Written for Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

In the discussion of this subject objec-

tions and answers have been made hav-

ing reference to the principal points of

the problem, but which did not require a

complete formula, embracing both East-

ern and Western movements, and the cor-

rection of latitude required for the sphe-

roid. The following is a brief statement

of the whole problem, and the formula
expresses the horizontal force of a body
moving over the surface of a revolving

spheroid acting at right angles to the

line of the independent movement of the

body. The form of the spheroid being
adjusted to the force of its revolution.

P=the point on the surface where the

force is required.

L=the angle between a line normal to

the surface at P and the equatorial

plane.

R=the length of the normal from P to

its intersection with the axis of the
• spheroid.

PtXcos L=the radius of the circle of

revolution at P.

a=the angle between the line of the in-

dependent movement and the meri-

dian tangent at P.

V=the velocity of revolution at P.

v— the independent velocity of the body
on the surface. <7= gravitation at

P.

vXsine a=the eastern or western com-
ponent of the independent velocity.

V-f-v. sin a

=

the actual eastern velocity

when a is east of the meridian
plane.

V— v. sin a=the actual eastern velocity

when a is west of the meridian
plane.

V2 + 2 V. v. sin a + v.
2
sin a2

= centrifugal
R. cos L. g

force when a is east of the meridian.

V 2— 2 V. v sin a + v.'
2

sin a2

-= centrifugal
R. cos L. g

force when a is west of the meridian.

The horizontal component of these
centrifugal forces is obtained by multi-

plying them by sin L= -r-=r. Therefore
cot L

V2 + 2 V. v sina + z/.
2
sin t<

2
.^ r-^F = horizontal

K. cot. JL. g
component when a is east of the
meridian.

-2 V. v sin a±v. 2
siy . — = horizontal

R. cot .L. g
component when a is west of the
meridian.

The component of these which is at
right angles to the line of independent
movement is obtained by multiplying by

sin a. As — — is the centrifugal
R. cot L. g

°

force of the surface at P, which is balanced
by the curve of the spheroid of revolu-
tion, it will no longer be considered.
Therefore

2 V. v. sin « 2 + v.
2
sin a

3

= component at
R. cot L. g

r

right angles with line of easterly

independent movement.
— 2 Y.v. sin « 2 + i'.

2
sin a 3

= component
R. cot L. g

at right angles with line of westerly
independent movement.

The rotation of a horizontal plane which
is a part of the surface of the spheroid
is measured by the angle of the sector,

which is developed from the cone de-

scribed by a meridian tangent at the point
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about which the plane rotates. Conse-
quently this is the measure of the deflec-

tion of any of the hues of that plane.

When a body is moving along a deflect-

ing line it is subject to a deflective force

equal to the centrifugal force upon a cir-

cle whose tangent, accompanying the

body, deflects at the same rate.

Let TYC be the sector described in

one revolution by the meridian tangent

VC=E. cot L, and let the arc vv be the

distance which the independent velocity

v would accomplish in the same time.

Then the tangent of the arc vv accom-
panying the body moving with the veloc-

ity v deflects at the same rate as the radius

VC. Therefore the centrifugal force on
vv is the same as the deflective force of a

body moving with the velocity v along

the radius VC. As these arcs are in pro-

portion to the velocities with which they

are described, then V : v : : R. cot L : Cv,

the radius of the arc vv=——==——, and

•• i
R-cotL.u.

the centrifugal force is v -. ^ Xg
V. v

V -

Ft. cot L. g

'

As the eastern or western component
of the independent velocity is involved in

the centrifugal force and the body can
move along the meridian line only with
its meridional component, v in the above
equation must be substituted by this

component = v. cos a. The deflective

force would then become

R. cot L. v cos a.g_V. v. cos a2

V ~~R. COtL.^
This must be multiplied by cos a for

that component of it which is at right

angles to the line of the independent
XT aj ("»OS ft

movement, making it -^—'—-=—

.

R. cot L g

v. cos a

As the reaction against this deflective

force is to the left of the indejDendent
movement in the southern hemisphere
and to the right of it in the northern, it

is towards the equator in either with an
eastern movement, and towards the pole
in either with a western movement.
Therefore, if the independent movement
is westerly, the component last found is

a minus quantity when added to the cen-

trifugal force which is always towards
the equator.

The whole force acting at right angles
with the line of independent movement
is then

2 V. v. sin a2 + v.
2
sin a3 + V. v. cos a 3

R. cot L. g

when a is east of the meridian, and

— 2 V. v. sin a? + u.
2
sin a 3 —V. v. cos a 3

R. cot L. g

when a is west of the meridian.

In the latter case the force in question

will be affected with a minus sign when
reduced to its numerical value, showing
it to be towards the pole. When multi-

plied by the weight of the body at P, the

result is in pounds.

A soft alloy which attaches itself so

firmly to the surface of metals, glass, and
porcelain that it can be employed to sol-

der articles that will not bear a very high
temperature, can, according to Amateur
Mechanics, be made as follows : Copper
dust obtained by precipitation from a

solution of the sulphate by means of zinc

is put in a cast iron or porcelain lined

mortar and mixed with strong sulphuric

acid, specific gravity 1.85. From 20 to

30 or 36 parts of the copper are taken,

according to the hardness desired. To
the cake formed of acid and copper there

is added, under constant stirring, 70 parts

of mercury. When well mixed, the

amalgam is carefully rinsed with warm
water to remove all the acid, and then
set aside to cool. In ten or twelve hours
it is hard enough to scratch tin. If it

is to be used now, it must be heated so

hot that when worked over and brayed in

an iron mortar it becomes as soft as wax.

In this ductile form it can be spread out

on any surface, to which it adheres when
it gets cold and hard.
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ON THE EFFECT OF THE EARTH'S ROTATION ON BODIES
MOVING ON ITS SURFACE—A CORRECTION.

By J. B. HENDRICKS.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

In the October number of this Maga-
zine there was published an article by me
" On the Effect of the Earth's Rotation
on Bodies Moving on Its Surface," which
contains several errors that I desire to

correct.

In that article I obtained for the com-
ponent of the deflecting force resulting

from the earth's rotation about a normal
axis at P, the equation,

s^m 9 24 v sin A
J~ 2^R '

{Z)

and I there stated that this equation was
only correct on the supposition that the
body did not change its longitude. I
neglected, however, to determine the

to be continued on the tangent plane,

while the tangent plane makes one com-
plete revolution about PT as an axis, the
locus of the body on the tangent plane
will be a circle touching the normal axis

at P, and the circumference of which will

be v multiplied by the time occupied by
the plane in making one complete revolu-

tion about PT, viz., one day divided by
sin A ; whence we find, as a measure of

the deflecting force at P, the centrifugal

force in a circle which is the locus of the
body on the tangent plane, or

/'=/,_-g-|7
g24tv sin A

2ttR
(2')

therefore the total deflecting force at P,

•component of the force resulting from
the rotation of the earth about its polar
axis, which will be found to be exactly
the same as that resulting from its rota-

tion about the normal axis at P, as fol-

lows :

Let C represent the center of the earth,

EE' a part of the equator, EP= A, the
latitude of P, and let EE'=wR^ be a
very small arc of the equator.

If we suppose the meridian at P to be
a material plane fixed in the sphere and
revolving with it about the polar axis,

and if the body passes P with a uniform
velocity, v, it will be deflected at right
angles to its line of motion by the uni-
form motion of the meridian plane about
its polar axis, and will, therefore, in the
very small time, dt, describe the circular
arc, PP'; and if we suppose this motion

when the direction of the motion is in

the meridian, is

J
' TTR

' {)

If the direction of the motion at P is

not in the meridian but makes an angle

(3 with the meridian, then the velocity of

the body, in the direction of the tangent
TP, is v cos /?, instead of v, which being
substituted for v in equation (a) gives

/ I

^- irhr 9 2^ v cos (5 sin A

When (3 is 90°, cos (3=Q, and f+f
becomes zero ; but in this case we have
from the body's motion in longitude a

centrifusral force
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F= ^ ,

—

-=(o R cos A— 2wv
R cos A.

+
V

R cos A'

and resolving this in the direction of the

tangent plane it becomes

t^ t • t c . n y
2 sinA

co R cos A sin A— 2 w y sm A + ——^-v ;R cos A

but of this force, the first term is just

what is required to sustain the spheroidal

figure of the earth, so that we have left

for the efficient deflecting force, when the

motion is to the west,

_,, _ . - v' sin
2 A

F'=— 2 coy sin A + =: =
,R cos A

and when the motion is to the east,

y.
2
sin

2 A
F'=2ujv sin A +

Rcos A

Or substituting for to its equivalent,

V-^R, and writing g-^- g for V2
-^R, we get

H±2 +^
24 y

2/rRcos A,
X F^24y sin A

2ttR
" 0)

If the direction of the motion at P is

not perpendicular to the meridian, but
makes an angle (3 with the meridian, the
motion of the body in longitude at the
point P will be v sin /?, instead of v,

which being substituted for y in equation
(b) gives

H*F= +2 +
24 y sin ft\ s^g24:Vsm/3sm.XX —
27rRcosA 2?rR

-
, 2Ta9 24y sin/? sinA 24 v sin f3

ttR

X 1""8 9

27rRcosA

g 24 y sin /3 sin A

2ttR
(6)

As the -deflecting force represented by
{a') is the same whether the body moves
north or south at the point P, it may be
written either plus or minus. Hence,
adding the right hand member of {a') to
the first term of the right hand member
of {(/), we get, for the resultant of the
two forces when the motion of the body
at P makes an angle /3 with the meridian,
supposing the deviation from the meri-
dian to be westward,

2(f)=- ^-g-ff 24y sin A 24 v sin (3

7rR 27tRcosA

g \-§ g 2 4 y sin /3 sin AX

Now as the first term of the right hand
member of this equation, which represents
the sum of all the deflecting' forces, what-
ever the direction of the motion may be, is

minus when the motion is westward, and
plus when it is eastward from the meri-
dian, and the second term is always plus,

it follows that the deflecting force is least

when the motion is to the west, and
greatest when the motion is to the east.

2ttR

Note.—Since the foregoing was writ-

ten I have received the December Maga-
zine, in which I find a, very fair, and
somewhat elaborate, criticism, by Mr. Rd.
Randolph, of my paper in the October
number, of which the foregoing is be-

lieved to be a correction. To most of
Mr. Randolph's criticism I fully assent,

as it agrees with the foregoing correc-

tion; but he has failed to supply the
principal omission in my paper published
in the October number, viz., the force /
in equation (2'), above, and, therefore,

his result is still incomplete, and does
not represent the entire deflecting force.

The only part of Mr. Randolph's criti-

cism, which demands any reply by me, is

his charge that my method of determin-
ing f is "unphilosophical," "and will

prove a stumbling block."

This charge is not warranted from the
conception embraced in the method em-
ployed by me, but is, to a certain extent,

by. a verbal inaccuracy in my statement
of the case. Instead of saying, as I did,

"and hence will be compelled to describe

a circle, and will return to P, &c." I
should have said, " and hence will, at the
point P, describe an indefinitely small arc

of a circle, in which, if the body should
continue to move, it would return to P,
&c."

The actual curve described by the body
on a tangent plane, if deflected by the
revolving meridian, would, of course, be
the spiral of Archimedes, of which P is

the pole ; but we only have to deal with
the curve at the point P, where we know
the velocity of the describing body and
the amount of its angular deflection, and,

consequently, know all the elements of

the circle in which it is moving when in

the point P. Its deflection at the point

P is, therefore, the measure of the cen-

trifugal force due the circle in which the
body is moving at the point P.
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THE HOWE TRUSS BRACE, AND THE GENERAL EQUATION
OF THE FOURTH DEGREE.
By JOHN D. CREHORE, Cleveland, Ohio.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

The inscription of a rectangle of given
width within a given rectangle is not a

new problem ; but the following solution,

II, accurate far beyond the working limits

of the Howe Truss brace and block, I
have nowhere seen.

In the accompanying figure let ABCD
be the given rectangle, or panel of the
truss between the top and bottom chords

;

FGMNthe required rectangular surface of

brace; and FGB=MCN=the required
brace-block section. Let O be the
common center of the two rectangles ;

draw the diagonal BOC, also the lines OE
and OH in the centers of their respective

rectangles.

Take EB=AE= a=given half-width.

EO=OL= 6=given half-length.

OH=Z=required half-length of

brace.

PH=HG=c=given half-breadth

of brace.

Angle BOE=a, given.

BOH=£, required.

EOH=;/, required.

I. From the figure we have angle

BFG=EOH= ;K= a-f, (1)

a=c cos y + l amy (2)

b=l cos y + c sin y (3)

cc—ccosy b— c sin y
(4)

0.(5)

h
sm y cos y

csin
2

;/— c cos^y—b sin y+ a cos y
But sm~y=l— cos

2
;/ ; therefore equation

(5) after reducing becomes

a? + b
2

c
VTI

4c
2

cos;/

Take a= 5 feet

b= 7.5 "

C— 0.5 "

then equation (6) gives

Vol. XXX.—No.

1) cosy+
(

-

cos
4/— 10 cosy + 80.25 cos

3
}/

+ 5 cos y- 56= 0, (7)

Solving by Horner's method, we find

cos^=.84498498=FB= 2c cos y.

.: sin;/=.53479004=BG=2c sin. y
since FG=2c=l foot=radius in FBG.

.-. r=32° 19' 46."82.

But tan a=——. a=3S° 41' 24."25

b'-c*

4c
2

1—4

2c

=o. (6)

€=a—y= l° 21' 37. "43.

sin a=. 554700196.
cosa=.832050294.

From (4), 2Z= 17.118896 feet.

= required length of brace.

This is the ordinary solution, and is

exact so far as we please to carry out the
decimals.

II. If we put a— e for y in equation

(5), and take the well-known trigono-

metrical values of sin (a— £) and cos (a—
£), and also substitute 1— sin

2
£ for cos 2

£,

remembering that a cosa=b sin a, we find,

after reducing,

. , a sin a + b cosa—4ccosa sina cos£
sm2 e+ — ——.^—

2 (cos a— sin a)

sin £=i (8)

Now, since s is always a small angle in

practice, and c is also small, no appreci-

able error will be committed if we put
cos £=1 in the small third term of the

numerator, equation (8). Making this

substitution, and making no other valua-

tion from strict rule, we have

. , a sin a + b cos a—4c cos a sin a
sin

3 s+ ^— rnj-^
2c (cos a—sm a)

sin£=|, "(9)

which is of the second degree with re-

spect to the unknown quantity, and gives,

using the above values of a, b, c, and a,

sin £=.02374189, nearly.

.-. £=1°21'37."57, "

r=a-£=32°19'46."68. «
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From (4), 22=17.118910 ft.
"

siny=.5347894=BG, "

cos?/=.8449854=FB, "

since FG=2c=l foot.

III. In the May number of this Maga-
zine for 1881, Professor P. H. Philbrick
has given, together with the exact solu-

tion by Horner's method, an approximate
solution based upon the substitution of

sin a for sin y, and cos a for cos y, in the
second member of one of his fundament-
al equations, thereby avoiding expres-
sions of a degree higher than the second.
He also puts (continuing my notation)

the length of brace,

2J=BC-2BI,

if BI in my figure were drawn at right

angles to FG, as it is not.

His fundamental equations, using my
figure and notation, and reducing, are

(10)sin
2

;/ + cos
2 ^—1

cos y b—c sin y
(11)

sin y a—ccos y

Putting a for y in the second member
of (11), and combining with (10), he
gets

b—c sin a
cos y= / . ..,

,
,, . "fa

(l^)
r V(a— c cos a) + (b—c sin ay
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a— c cos a

^~V(a— c cob af + (b—c sin a)
2

which give cos v=.84430985=2c cos y—
FB,

sin x=.53585528=2c sin r=BG,

with the above values of a, b, c, and a.

.-. r=32° 24' 7. "01.

e=a-y=r 17' 17".24.

2^— 2y'(a_ c C0B yf-\- {b— o sin;/)
3
(14)

=17.118357 ft.

Or,

2^=2^/ a2
_)_^

2_4c gin ^/ cos ^ (15)

=17.122901 ft.

Arranging results in tabular form for

comparison, we have

:

FB. BG. 7- MF. Error assumed.

By equation (6) .

.

" (9)..

Error resulting. .

.

Byeq. (12)(13)(14)
Error resulting . .

.

Error resulting . .

.

ft.

.84498498

.84498540
+.00000042

.84430985
—.00067513

ft.

.53479004

.53478940
-.00000064

.53585528
+.00106524

32° 19' 46."82
32° 19' 46. "68

- 0."14
32° 24' 7. "01

+ ....4'20."19

ft.

17.118896
17.118910

+ .000014
17.118357—000539
17.122901
+.004005

0.

cos e .0002820

sin y,+ .0199102
cos 7, -.0129347

From this example, which is an ex-

treme case since the depth of brace is 1
foot and the panel comparatively small, it

will be seen that equation (9) is almost
absolutely exact, while equations (12),

(13), (14), give results practically accu-
rate.

The reader will smile at the precision
implied in the remote decimals of this

table ; but he will also see that these deci-

mals were necessary in order to show the
error resulting from the use of equation
(9).

IV. Again in this Magazine for De-
cember, 1878, Professor W. Allan has
discussed this problem and given the
graphical solution indicated at CPL in
my figure.

He inscribes the two rectangles FGMN,
G3MQ, having the common vertices G
and M, and gets the fundamental equa-
tion

y°-x2-2by + 2ax=0, (16)

where x=2c cos y=FB,
y= 2c sin ;'=BG,

of my notation, and eq. (16) is identical
with equations (4), (5), (11).

Then, after pointing out certain rela-

tions of the areas of the rectangles,
Professor Allan makes this strange re-

mark:
" The face or hypothenuse of the block

s equal to the breadth of the brace, and
is the dimension given. The relation be-
tween this and one of the sides of the

block leads, as Professor Woods remarks
in his book, to an equation of the fourth

degree, which is insoluble."

Now I suppose it is widely known that

even the general equation of the fourth

degree is solvable, and that numerical
equations of any degree yield to such

methods as Horner's. But it may be
helpful to some to insert at the end of

this article a solution of the general

equation of the fourth degree, which I

invented in 1865, before I knew that it

was essentially Descartes' method in-

vented long ago.

Professor Allan finally constructs the

equilateral hyperbola CSP, from equation

(16), the origin being at C, since, if

y=o, x=o or 2a,

x=o, y=o or 2b;

showing that one branch of the hyper-

bola passes through C and D, the other

through A and B.

Then with C as a center and a radius

=2c=the chord CS, find the point S,

whose co-ordinates are "manifestly x and

y. This is a neat and sufficient solution,

provided great care be taken in drawing

the hyperbolic arc.

V. The Mathematical Monthly for

March, 1859, edited by Professor J. |D.

Runkle, contains a practical solutdonTof

this problem, by Professor D. H. Mahan,
which is shown in my figure at A.

With O as a center and a radius, or

radii, about equal to half the unknown
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length of the brace, describe the arcs 1,

2, 3, etc., near A. Then with these points

1, 2, 3, etc., as successive centers, and a

constant radius= 2c= width of brace, de-

scribe arcs intersecting the former arcs'.

Through these points of intersection draw
a curve ; the point where this curve

meets the side AC, is one vertex of the

inscribed rectangle required ; the other

vertex 3 is easily found.

VI. In conclusion, I would suggest an
easy solution by means of the graduated
T square shown in place in the lower
right hand quarter of my figure. The
drawing is a sufficient explanation of the

construction and use of the instrument,

when it is stated that, along the gradu-
ated edge of the scale at O, there is a

very narrow slit exactly in the center of

the long arm of the square, in which a

very fine needle point piercing the paper
at O, slides as the other scale is adjusted

to the given width of brace at Q- Of
course the needle may be attached to a

sliding Vernier plate at O, and the end-

scale may also have a Vernier reading.

VII. A method of reducing the general

equation of the fourth degree to the gene-

ral equation of the third degree, believed

to be unpublished hitherto.

Let the given equation be

x* + mx* + dx2 + hx + n= o. (17)

As this equation contains two pairs of

roots, real or imaginary, we may suppose
its first member resolved into two factors

of the form

(x
2 + sx + t) (x'+s^+ tjzzzo (18)

x2 + sx + t=o (19)

a?
,+ «

1
se+ *

1
=o (20)

each of which contains one pair of the

required roots, each pair being both real

or both imaginary.

The assumed co-efficients s, s
x
, t, t

x
, are

to be determined.

The product of (19) and (20) is

V + (s + s
x
) x* + {t + ss

l
+ t

t)
x2 + (sj + stj x

±tt=o (21)

which must be identical with the given
equation (17). Therefore,

d=t+ ss
1
+tA

h=sJ Jt-st
1

r

n=tt
'

(22)

Eliminate s and s, from (22).

.-. mh{t+ t
l
)—m2n—h2=d{t2— Ztt

l
+ t

l

2

)
—

{f-ft-US + t,*) (23)

Form (22) 4dn=4*ttt
l (24)

and -±{t + t,)n=-U2t-Ut* (25)

The sum of (23), (24), and (25) is, after

reducing,

(t + ty-dit + ty + fah-ln) (t + tJ +Mn
—m*n—h*=o (26)

which is of the third degree as required,
and gives t-tt

x
, so that t, t

t
, s, sv may be

found from (22), and therefore x, from
(19) and (20).

It will be noticed that this reduction
differs from that of Descartes in these
particulars :

1. The second term of (17) is not made
to disappear. 2. Tour undetermined
quantities are assumed instead of three.

3. The resulting equation (26) is of the
third degree involving two undetermined
quantities, instead of involving only one
to the sixth degree.

We may continue this solution by the
use of the well-known Cardan's formula,
which in the present case becomes

d2

if we put —— +^(mh—4:?i) =r,

, 2d
3 d

and -jr=- — -(mh-4:n)-4:dn Jrm'2n + h'
i =v.

Comparing equations (7) and (17), we
find

£E= COS y
m=—10

d=80.25
A=5
7i= -56

.-. r= -657.5625

y=46029.09375

From(27),« + *
1
=80.012392809

From (22), 4«
t
=-224

.-. t-t= -81.400141296

t= -.6938742435

t =80.7062670525
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From(22),s + s
1

--10
ss

l
= d--(t + t

l )

.-. 5-^= 9.952365107

*= -.0238174465

s
l
= -9.9761825535

From (19), cos>-0.0238174465 cos y=
.6938742435.

.-. cos ^=.844984987;

which is sufficiently near to the value

found by Horner's method, to establish

the correctness of both solutions.

Only such values of the undetermined
quantities as conduct to the desired re-

sult, have been retained, and the " ir-

reducible case " of Cardan's rule, happily
not being required in this example, has
not been discussed.

However gratifying it may be to work
by a complete formula, it is easy to see

that Horner's method of approximation
for numerical equations requires far less

labor than the general solution when
many decimals must be used and you
have only seven decimals in your loga-

rithmic tables.

MANGANESE BRONZE.*
By Mr. P. M. PARSONS, M.I.C.E.

From "Iron."

Befoke entering on the immediate sub-

ject of this paper, I propose to give a

brief description of what has previously

been done in the same direction, and to

review the theoretical considerations

which have led to the production of

manganese bronze. Many samples of

bronze made by the ancients have been
found on analysis to contain a small per-

centage of iron, but, as far as I am
aware, no traces of manganese have ever

been discovered. It is not unlikely the

ancients knew that the addition of iron

to bronze would increase its hardness,

and introduced it with that view. In
more recent times, the combination of

iron with the brass alloys seems to have
engaged the attention of inventors con-

siderably, and a few have also introduced
manganese by reducing the black oxide,

and combining it with the copper, but
none of these alloys appear to have
shown sufficient advantages to lead to

their permanent adoption. Among the

earliest of these inventors was James
Kier, who, as far back as the year 1779,

proposed an alloy of 10 parts of iron

with 100 of copper, and 75 of zinc. Al-

loys of a similar character to this, but
containing less iron and different pro-

portions of copper and zinc, were sub-

sequently introduced under the name of

sterro metal and Aitch metal, and Sir

* A paper read at the meeting of the British Asso-
ciation at Southport.

John Anderson, late superintendent of

the Royal Gun Factories and inspector

of machinery to the War Department,
carried out a number of experiments
with similar alloys, and with some very
good results, but no practical applica-

tions of any of them appear to have
been made. The addition of iron un-
questionably increased the strength and
hardness of these alloys, but the experi-

ments I have made show that they ac-

quire these qualities at the expense of

ductility and toughness, and it is prob-

ably on this account that they have not
come into general use. Besides these,

various other inventors have proposed to

combine iron with the brass alloys ; but
only Mr. Alexander Parkes and the late

Mr. J. D. Morris Stirling, both eminent
metallurgists, proposed the use of man-
ganese, and appear to have carried their

ideas into practice. Mr. Parkes' inven-

tions consisted in combining manganese
alone with copper, and using this alloy

instead of ordinary copper with zinc, to

form improved alloys of brass, yellow

metal, &c, of which to make sheathing,

rods, wire, nails, and tubes, &c. Mr.

Everitt, of Birmingham, has also lately

brought forward an alloy made in a

similar manner.
No comparative experiments as to the

strength, hardness, or ductility, or other

qualities of these alloys, have come un-

der my notice, but I believe the only ef-
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feet of the manganese alone, is to add
somewhat to the toughness and ductility

of the alloys, and allow copper and zinc,

of a somewhat inferior quality, to be
used in the manufacture of brass and
other similar alloys, which without the

manganese would not stand the working
necessary to shape them into the various

articles for which they were destined.

Mr. Morris Stirling, in 1848, however,
proposed to use manganese in various

brass alloys, in which iron was present,

but in a very different manner from that

employed by me. Mr. Stirling first com-
bined about 7 per cent, or less of iron,

with the zinc, and added to the copper a

small percentage of manganese, by re-

ducing the black oxide of manganese
with the copper, in the presence of car-

bonaceous materials, and then added to

it the requisite quantity of the iron and
zinc alloy to make the improved brass re-

quired. Mr. Stirling described a method
of combining the iron with the zinc by
fusion, but in practice he found a more
ready way of procuring the zinc and iron

alloy by employing the deposit found at

the bottom of the tanks used for contain-

ing the melted zinc for galvanizing iron

articles ; this product consists of zinc

with from 4 to 6 per cent of iron, but
this percentage is very variable, and this

material is useless if the amount of iron

is required to be adjusted with accuracy.

A variety of metal made by this process
was in use for some time for carriage

bearings, on the London and Northwest-
ern Railway and others, with very good
results ; but it has long since been sup-
erseded, and I feel satisfied it was never
introduced for any purposes where the
requirements were great strength, hard-
ness, ductility, &c, which may be partly

accounted for by the defect which all

these alloys possess in common, viz., the
great difficulty of producing sound cast-

ings of them in sand moulds with any
certainty.

These, then, were the chief inventions
that have come under my notice at all

approaching mine in character or similar-

ity, at the time I introduced it, and
which I will now proceed to describe

:

The manganese bronze is prepared by
introducing and mixing with the copper
(to be afterwards made into alloys, simi-

lar to gun metal, brass, bronze, or any
other alloy of which copper forms a base)

a small proportion of ferro-manganese.

The ferro-manganese is melted in a sep-

arate crucible, and is added to the cop-

per when in a melted state, and at a suf-

ficiently high temperature. The effect

of this combination is similar to that

produced by the addition of ferro-man-

ganese to the decarburised iron in a

Bessemer converter; the manganese in

a metallic state, having a great affinity

for oxygen, cleanses the copper of any
oxides it may contain, by combining
with them and rising to the surface, in

the form of slag, which renders the

metal dense and homogeneous. A por-

tion of the manganese is utilized in

this manner, and the remainder, with the

iron, becomes permanently combined
with the copper, and plays an important
part in improving and modifying the

quality of the bronze and brass alloys,

afterwards prepared from the copper
thus treated ; the effect being greatly to

increase their strength, hardness, and
toughness, the degrees of all of which
can be modified at will, according to the

quantity of the ferro-manganese used,

and the proportions of the iron and
manganese it contains. By these varia-

tions, together with variation in the pro-

portion of copper, tin, and zinc em-
ployed, a most valuable range of new
alloys have been produced, possessing

qualities in the way of strength, hard-

ness, and toughness, &c, far beyond any-

thing yet obtained in any similar alloys.

It will be seen that the process described

of making the manganese bronze is al-

together different, both in principle and
effect, from Stirling's or Parkes' inven-

tions. By Stirling's method, combining
the iron with the zinc, in order to intro-

duce it into the alloys, altogether pre-

cludes its use in any but those alloys in

which a considerable portion of zinc is

employed, such as brass or yellow metal.

It could not be applied to any of those
important alloys, of the nature of gun
metal, or bronze, in which copper and tin

are the chief ingredients, and which form
some of the most important qualities of the

manganese bronze ; but an equally im-

portant difference in the manufacture of

manganese bronze consists in adding the

manganese in its metallic state, in the

form of ferro-manganese, to the copper,

by which the copper is cleansed from ox-

ides as before explained, which can
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never be the case when the manganese
is reduced from the black oxide and com-
bined with the copper by one and the

same operation, in the manner pursued
by Parkes and Stirling.

Another point of great importance is

the very great nicety with which both
the iron and manganese can be adjusted,

and the effect controlled by adding the

ferro-manganese to the copper, as pur-

sued in the manufacture of manganese
bronze. The amount of manganese re-

quired for deoxidizing the copper, and
for permanent combination with it, hav-

ing been ascertained by experience, it is

found that very slight variations in quan-
tity have a perceptible and ascertained

effect in modifying the qualities of the

alloys produced ; that is to say, the

toughness can be increased, and the

hardness diminished, or vice versa, at

will, precisely as is done in the manufac-
ture of steel, by increasing or diminish-

ing the dose of carbon and manganese. In
preparing the ferro-manganese for use,

that which is rich in manganese, contain-

ing, say, from 50 to 60 %, is preferred;

this is melted with a certain proportion
of the best wrought-iron scrap, so as to

bring down the manganese to the various

proportions required. About four quali-

ties are made, containing from about 10
to 40 per cent, of metallic manganese.
The lower qualities are used for those
copper alloys in which the zinc exceeds
that of the tin, and the higher qualities

in which tin is used alone, or exceeds
that of the zinc used in combination

;

and the amount of ferro manganese
added varies generally from about 2 to 4
per cent. After a number of experi-

ments and tests, the Manganese Bronze
and Brass Company, who are the sole

manufacturers of the manganese bronze,
have adopted the manufacture of five dif-

ferent qualities of manganese bronze, al-

though other varieties can be produced
for special purposes. The distinctive

features, peculiarities, and purposes for

which these qualities are suited, are as
follows

:

No. 1. In this quality the zinc alloyed

with the copper is considerably in

excess of the tin.

It is cast into ingots in metal moulds,
and then forged, rolled, or worked hot,

and made into rods, plates, sheets,

sheathing, and it may also be worked
cold, and drawn into tubes, wire, &c.

When simply cast it has a tensile

strength of about 24 tons per square
inch, with an elastic limit of from 14 to

15 tons. When rolled into rods or
plates it has a tensile strength of from 28
to 32 tons, with a limit of 15 to 23 tons

per square inch, and it stretches from
20 to 45 per cent, of its length before

breaking. When cold rolled, the elastic

limit rises to over 30 tons, and the
breaking strength to about 40 tons, and
it still elongates about 12 per cent, be-

fore breaking.

No. 2 is similar to No. 1, but still

stronger, and it can, with the re-

quired care, be cast in sand when
it is required to produce castings

for special purposes, possessing

the greatest strength, hardness,

and toughness, but it must be
melted in crucibles ;

passing it

through the reverberatory furnace

injures the metal, and causes un-
sound castings. It is not, there-

fore, adapted for general brass-

founders' purposes, and those

only who understand its peculiar-

ities, and are experienced in its

use, should attempt casting it in

sand.

One of the most important applica-

tions of this quality is that of producing
articles cast in metal moulds under press-

ure. Blocks of this metal thus simply

cast have all the characteristics of forged
steel, as regards strength, toughness,

and hardness, without any of its defects.

It is perfectly homogeneous, and, while

not possessing a fibrous texture derived

from rolling or hammering, it is still

fibrous in character, and this in not one
but in all directions alike, and when
broken shows a beautiful silky fracture.

Its tensile strength is from 32 to 35
tons per square inch, and its elastic

limit from 16 to 22 tons, with an ultim-

ate elongation of from 12 to 22 per cent.

It can be cast on to any object, and will

shrink on to it with a force equal to its

elastic limit, and when released will show
an amount of resilience of about double

that of steel. Thus a hoop, shrunk on to

a solid cylinder of iron, gave the follow-

ing results : It stretched when hot "03 of

its diameter, in the process of contraction,
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and when cold and released sprang back
about -003 of its diameter. As regards

hardness, it is about equal to mild steel.

„To ascertain its efficiency in this respect,

and to compare it with gun metal,

wrought iron and steel, the following

tests were made, by forcing a knife

edged angular die into the flat surface of

each of these metals, and the No. 2 man-
ganese bronze cast under pressure. To
make a dent of equal length in each of

these, the following pressures were re-

corded :

Gun metal 12 cwt.

"Wrought iron 15 „
Mild steel 20 „
Mild steel, oil hardened 25 „
Manganese bronze as cast 20 „
Manganese bronze as cast, hard-

ened by pressure 22 to 23 „

All these results point to this material

as a most suitable one for the construc-

tion of hydraulic and other cylinders,

required to stand great strains, and par-

ticularly for ordnance. The Manganese
Bronze and Brass Company are now
making arrangements for casting a block
in this metal to be made into a gun, and
the results are being looked forward to

with much interest, as, should this prove
successful, the material is hkely to be-

come a formidable rival to steel and iron,

for the construction of artillery, as, al-

though the metal itself is more costly,

the simple way in which it can be manip-
ulated will make the total cost less, and
the time required to construct a gun of

it will probably be less than one-fourth

of that required to build up iron or steel

guns.

No. 3. This is an equally important
alloy with the last, but possessing
altogether different qualities, and
suited to different and more va-

ried applications.

It is composed principally of copper
and tin, in about the proportions of gun
metal, combined with a considerable
dose of ferro-manganese. Its chief char-

acteristics are very great transverse
strength, toughness and hardness, the
facility with which it can be cast, and the
soundness and uniformity of the castings

produced, without any special care hav-
ing to be taken beyond what is ordinar-

ily given in casting gun metal. It also

possesses this very important advantage
in the production of large castings, that

it may be melted in an ordinary rever-

beratory furnace without injury to the
metal ; very careful analysis of this alloy

before and after passing through the
reverberatory furnace, showing that there
is no appreciable alteration in its consti-

tuents. A bar of this metal cast in sand
in the ordinary way, one inch square,

placed on supports 12 inches apart, re-

quires upwards of 4,200 lb. to break it,

and before breaking, it will bend to a
right angle, and it will sustain from
1,700 to 1,800 lb. before taking a per-

manent set. These results are in every
respect fully up to those of the best

rolled wrought iron, as some test bars
of both exhibited will show ; we have,

therefore, in this a material which can be
cast with facility into any intricate form,
which it would not be possible to forge

in iron, yet possessing all its strength,

toughness, and hardness. This quality

of manganese bronze is used for a vari-

ety of purposes, including spur, bevel,

and all kinds of toothed wheels, gearing,

worms, and worm wheels, framing brack-

ets, and all kinds of supports and con-

nections of machines, crank pin brasses,

the shells of main and other bearings of

marine and other engines, axle-boxes,

and other parts of locomotive engines,

and it has been found admirably adapted
for statuary and art purposes generally,

being much admired for its fine color,

but the latter quality is quite a matter of

taste, and the members of the associa-

tion will be able to form their opinion
thereon by examining the beautiful

clock and ornaments, kindly lent by
Messrs. Elkington & Co., made of the

manganese bronze. The metal also

seems to be peculiarily adapted for large

bells. The advantages in this- latter ap-

plication are that bells cast from it pos-

sess the same or greater sonorousness,

with a more mellow tone, and are at the

same time so tough that they cannot by
any means be cracked like bells made of

ordinary bell metal, which is obliged to

be made brittle in order to acquire the

requisite sonorousness. The sound of a

bell is also, to some extent, a matter of

taste, and those who take an interest in

this question may form an opinion as to

the suitableness of the manganese bronze
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for this purpose by sounding the one ex-

hibited.

But the most important application

from a commercial point of view is un-

doubtedly that of steamship propellers.

Owing to the great strength of this

metal, and its non-liability to corrosion,

propellers of it can be made thinner than
even those of steel ; the surface is

beautifully smooth, and when cast they
are theoretically true to form, whereas in

steel propellers allowance has to be made
against the corrosion which takes place,

and their deficiency in toughness, by in-

creasing their thickness, and their form
becomes distorted in the annealing oven
they have to pass through after being
cast. For these reasons the manganese
bronze has a great advantage over steel.

It has been proved conclusively by the
logs of a number of steamships that have
had their steel propellers replaced by
manganese bronze blades that their

speed has been increased, and the con-
sumption of coal diminished, while the
weight, vibration, and strain on the ship

and machinery is considerably reduced.
In addition to this, all these advantages
are secured at a considerably less ultim-

ate cost than by the use of steel, taking
it upon the average life of a vessel ; for

although the first cost of a manganese
bronze propeller, or a propeller with
manganese bronze blades, is double that

of steel, it is indestructible, whereas at

the end of about every three years, the
steel blades become so pitted and cor-

roded that their renewal will be indis-

pensable, which brings up the total cost
of the steel blades on an average to two
or three times that of manganese bronze.
That the manganese bronze propellers

are incorrodible, and in every other
respect efficient, has now been proved by
experience, as some have been at work
approaching three years, and are as per-
fect in every respect as when first ap-
plied. Some time after introduction of
the No. 3 quality for propellers, the No.
2 was used for some propeller blades, as
fears were entertained as to the No. 3
setting up galvanic action and corroding
the stern frames. Most of these pro-
pellers stood well, but some of the blades
failed, and it was found on examination
that the castings were unsound, owing
to the metal having become deteriorated
by melting in a reverberatory furnace.

In consequence, it has now been deter-

mined to adhere solely to the No. 3, as

this quality has always given the greatest

satisfaction, both as to its facility in cast-

ing and efficiency under trial ; and
further experience proves the supposed
galvanic action to be only a myth, or if

there should be a tendency to it, it is

effectually prevented by lining the inside

of the stern frame with zinc strips. A
proof of its soundness and tenacity was
shown in an accident which occurred to

one of the blades of the Garth Castle,

at its launch from the yard of Messrs.
John Elder & Co., in 1880, when one of

the blades came in contact with the
jetty, and was bent round without even
a crack to nearly a right angle, and was
afterwards hammered back cold to its

original form without detriment.

The other qualities, Nos. 4 and 5, of

the manganese bronze, have no particular

claims to strength, but are most effective

for the purpose of bearings, slide valves,

slide blocks, piston rings, &c, and in all

situations where friction occurs, and
much more durable than ordinary gun
metal. Before concluding, I may add a
few words on the art of brass founding
generally, and I cannot help saying that,

as at present practised, it is very far behind
what might be expected in these days of

progress. In the manufacture of iron and
steel an amount of scientific knowledge
has been brought to bear, which elevates

these industries into scientific processes,

but I can discover nothing of the kind in

bronze and brass founding—everything
is there done by the rule of thumb, and
that in a most clumsy manner. The idea

of combining the various metals to form
the alloys required in atomic proportions,

does not seem to have been ever enter-

tained, and even the books written for

the practical guidance of brassfounders,

ignore this important principle altogether.

I must not be understood as applying
this remark to Dr. Percy, or Mr. Mallet,

and other scientific metallurgists, who
have drawn attention to the subject, and
made valuable suggestions respecting it

in their well-known works, but I allude

to that class of books generally termed
handbooks, and the like, which contain

instruction of the most clumsy and un-
scientific character, for making different

alloys,thus for gun metal the proportions

given are 1 lb. of copper to 2 ozs. of tin. or
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if required to be harder 2^ ozs., or 2^ ozs.,

aud so on ; then, as regards brass, it may
be 70 lb. of copper and 30 lb. of zinc, or
60 lb. of copper and 30 lb. of zinc, or 60
lb. of copper and 40 lb. of zinc, for yel-

low metals. Now, not one of these al-

loys or others described are in atomic
proportions, and that is the reason why
unsatisfactory results are constantly oc-

curring in ordinary brass founding ; not
only are the copper alloys thus produced
weak, soft, spongy and porous, but it is

a constant occurrence that the constitu-

ents vary in different parts of the cast-

This is the case principally in the
gun metal and bronze alloys. The sur-

plus tin above that forming a definite al-

loy in atomic proportions, seems to be
held in mechanical suspension, which
separates by liquation, and collects at the
top of the casting as it cools and solidi-

fies, causing the well-known tin spots,

sponginess, &c. The only remedy the
ordinary brassfounder has for this, is to

use as large a proportion of scrap metal
as he can get—he does not know why, he
only knows that he gets better castings

by using it, but the true reason is that

the scrap metal has adjusted its constitu-

ents in atomic proportions during the
several re-meltings it has undergone, any
surplus tin or zinc being got rid of by
liquation and oxydation, but if in the
original manufacture of the alloy the
metals are combined in atomic propor-
tions, nothing of this kind happens, the
castings are sound and the alloys homo-
geneous. In the manufacture of manga-
nese bronze, this principle is always kept
in view, and all the different qualities

produced have the metals they are com-
posed of combined in atomic propor-
tions.

Whether by this a really chemical com-
bination is effected it is difficult to say,

but this much I can vouch for, that the
alloys thus produced are finer in texture,

more homogeneous, stronger, and of a
very much more stable character, than
when not so combined ; thus in the No.
3 quality the addition of ^ per cent, of

tin, instead of making it harder and
stronger, as it ought to be, according to

the ordinary accepted ideas, actually

makes it softer, weaker, and the grain

coarser, and the same thing occurs if the
additional tin is increased ^ or 1 per cent.

until the tin arrives at another definite

atomic proportion, when an alloy of a

different character appears, but it then
again becomes close grained, sound,
homogeneous and stable. As a further

proof ef the soundness of this theory,

the No. 3 quality may be passed through
an ordinary reverberatory furnace, and
although, in being thus treated, it is ex-

posed for a considerable time to the ac-

tion of an oxydizing flame, no appreci-

able diminution of the tin in its composi-
tion has been detected. Then, again,

both the No. 1 and No. 2 may be re-

melted several times in the crucible, if it

is done with care, without any alteration

of their components. It is well known
how difficult it is to melt brass and yellow

metal, even in a crucible, when every
precaution is taken, without some of the

zinc escaping in fumes ; this also, to a

certain extent, occurs in melting the No.
1 and No. 2 manganese bronze, but the

zinc apparently carries with it its atomic
complement of copper, so that the pro-

portions of what remains are not dis-

turbed. I am led to this belief, not only

by examining the metals after re-melt-

ing, but by the color of the condensed
fumes, which, instead of being white as

they are when produced from zinc alone,

have a beautiful pink color, which I can
only attribute to the presence of copper.

Another and perhaps still more palpable

proof of the value of combining the

metals in their atomic proportions, is

that, when this is done, the specific grav-

ity of these alloys is perceptibly increased

over those not so combined, even though
in the latter case the heavier metal be in

excess. I was much struck by this fact

in taking the specific gravity of some No.
1 manganese bronze, which contains a

large amount of zinc, and which, judging

by its constituents, ought to be a com-
paratively light metal ; but the trial

proved that it was about equal to that of

ordinary gun metal, composed of copper

and tin, and very considerably above the

mean weight of the metals composing it,

indicating to my mind that these metals

must have combined in such a manner as

each to fit into and fill up the infinitesi-

mal spaces between the molecules of the

other, and if not actually forming what
chemists would admit to be a perfect

chemical combination, certainly more
nearly approaching it than when the
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metals are mixed together in the haphaz-

ard maimer usually prevailing. I have

no doubt that these combinations and the

stable quality of the manganese bronze
alloys is also due very materially to the

action of the metallic manganese on the

copper, in freeing it from the oxides it

contains, and thus bringing the metals
added to it into actual contact, and enabl-

ing them to combine in a more perfect

manner than has been accomplished hith-

erto.

ACCOUNT OF SOME TESTS OF RIVETED JOINTS FOR
BOILERWORK.

Bt CHAKLBS HENRY MOBEELY, M. Inst. C. E.

Prom Selected Papers of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Having to design the joints for some
steel boilers which the author's firm had
to construct, in the spring of 1881, he
decided to be guided by the following, as

the most suitable data of which he had
any knowledge

:

H 1. Some double-riveted lap joints of -^w
-

inch Landore S plates, with Landore steel

rivets, tested by Mr. Kirkaldy for the au-

thor's firm in 1879, giving results as

under:

The discrepancy between these two
sets of conclusions is considerable, but
not greater, perhaps, than is continually

met with, as yet, in experiments on
riveted steel-plate joints. The joint

designed for the boilers in question was
a double -riveted butt-joint with double
covers, the inside cover being T

7g-inch

thick, and the outside one ^ inch thick,

to bear the caulking, as shown in Fig. 1,

Breaking strength of the solid plate

per square inch=25.85 tons.

Breaking strength of the plate in the
joint per square inch of original area
fractured— 23.21 tons.

Shearing strength of rivets in the
joints per square inch=19.4 tons.

2. Professor Kennedy's experiments on
steel-riveted joints, made for the Re-
search Committee of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, from which the
following is taken as a fair conclusion

:

Breaking strength of the solid plate
per square inch=29 tons.

Breaking strength of the plate in the
joint per square inch of original area
fractured

=

'6 3 tons.

Shearing strength of rivets in the
joints per square inch=22 tons.

4 *• s A \, >>''

\Y Diameters give,

of the punches <

are tl

nd dii

Pitch of rivets, 3.775 inches.

Distance between rows of rivets, 1.5

inch.

From centre of rivets to edge of plate,

1.125 inch.

Lap, 3.75 inches.

Diameter of rivets, f-inch nominal.
" punch, if inch=0.8125 in.

" H + iX TV=0.925
inch.

Mean diameter of holes = ^ (0.S125

+ 0.925) = 0.8687 inch, say O"^ inch.

Net length between the holes along the

straight line=3.775— 0.87= 2.905 inches

for each pitch; and along zigzag line=2
(2.41— 0.87)=3.08 inches.

Area of one rivet +§• inch in diameter
= 0.5185 square inch; hence rivet area
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to resist shearing =4 X 0.5185 = 2.074

square inch per pitch. Net area of the

plate between the holes along the straight

line^^X 2.905=1.634 square inch, and

area of solid plate per pitch^^x 3.775
= 2.123 square inches.

The breaking strength of the joint

came out as follows :

Solid plate

Through holes
Shearing rivets

Least ratio of strength

By tests of T
5
^- inch plate joints.

2.123x25.85=54.88 tons.

1.634x23.21=37.93 "

2.074x19.40=40.24 "
37 93

54.38
-= 0.69 "

By Professor Kennedy's data.

2.123x29=61.57 tons.

1 634x33=53.92 "
2.074x22=45.63 "

45.63

61.57
-= 0.74

These results are all with punched and
unannealed plates ; and as it is generally

admitted that the strength of joints is in-

creased by drilling the holes and anneal-

ing the plates—and either or both opera-

tions could be resorted to if necessary

—

the author considered the joint, as de-

signed, satisfactory for the purpose for

which it was intended. But, having re-

gard to the uncertainty still attaching to

the strength of steel-riveted joints for

boilers, it seemed desirable to have some
tests made, and sample joints were pre-

pared accordingly. The result of these

tests was so different from what was ex-

pected, and so unsatisfactory otherwise,

that further experiments were made in

order to determine the proper proportion

for these particular joints. All these

tests, taken together, make a fairly com-
plete series for the form of joint of T

9
-g-

inch steel plates in question.

In order to determine the rules which
should regulate the proportions of all

descriptions of riveted joints, a sufficient

number of results of tests must be com-
pared. Although a good many such re-

sults have, from time to time, been made
public, many of them are incomplete,

and more appear to be required before
safe conclusions can be deduced for

practice.

The author offers the present account
of tests as a contribution towards such a

collection. The plates tested were all of

Landore S quality, T^-inch thick, and the

rivets were of Landore rivet steel. A
few tests of single-riveted lap-joints for

the circular seams of the same boilers

were made together with the others, and
will be included in this account. The
whole of the tests were carried out by
Mr. D. Kirkaldy, copies of whose reports

are annexed (numbered 1 to 7).

The first set of specimens consisted of

nine joints (marked A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H and I), and six rivets (Annexed Re-
ports, Nos. 1, 2 and 3). Joints A, B and
C bad all the holes punched as already

described and shown in Fig. 1. Joints

D, E and F had the holes in the covers

punched, but those in the joint-plates

were punched with a -f-inch punch, and
drilled out to i|-inch in diameter, as

shown in Fig. 2. Joints G, H and I also

Fig.2

had the covers punched, whilst the holes

in the joint-plates were punched with

a | -inch punch, and drilled out to f-inch

diameter, so that the larger side of the

holes was barely cleaned out by the drill,

as shown in Fig-

. 3.

Fig.3

- 3.025-

-j-oi b-
-ss-er—"-e-—©—

—o-i-
—-p~

s?rw_Uii

__ fe-

lt was intended to have all the joints

shaped like B, E and H, Fig. 4 ; but Mr.
Kirkaldy objected to this form, because

he considered the results would not be
reliable, and wished to have them all

shaped like A, D and G, Fig. 5. It was
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REPORT No. 2.—Summary of the Results op Experiments to Ascertain the Elastic

also op Srx Steel Rivets, received

Plates—all cut Lengthway

en
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o o

6
ft

te
03

mm
a

o

Stress.

o
+^

to ©

•p
el

03
<ou
< .

+-> S-l

O •HI

£ cs

a
o
O

Stress

per

Square

IDch

of

fractured

Area.

Extension-set in

5 Inches. CM
o .

133 £

<33 oj

gl
S.fc

OQ

Elastic per
Square Inch.

Ultimate per
Square Inch.

O q;

u _Q C3

O 03

CO

a!

"eS

B

5

CI -u
05 O
m a
C3,M

Oh
o,

P 2, 125. j

P

2,126
2,127

Mear

2,136

2,137

In.

.53

.55

t. . .

.

.56

.54

Lbs. Tons.

33,300
36,200

Lbs. Tons.

58,455
66,620

%

55.0
54.3

%

48.6
48.5

Lbs.

133,386
129,473

%

4.52
5.48

9.64
12.04

%

36.4
36.8

Silky
f

f

37,250 = 16.6 67,537= 30.2 54.6 48.5 131,429 5.00 10.84 36.6

P 2, 135. j
D 1

35,800
35.800

67,440
67,320

53.0
53.1

42.1
49.6

116,561
133,648

5.08
5.22

11.38
11.46

35.6
36.8 ft

Mean. . .

.

35,800= 16.0 67,380= 30.1 53.0 45.8 125,104 5.15 11.42 36.2

P 2, 143. j

G 1

2,144
2,145

.55

.53

37,800
36,700

69,920
68,290

54.0 46
53.7 46.9

129,699
128.802

3.18
4.76

6.98
10.48

34.2
36.0

ft

ft

Mean 37,250= 16.6 69,105= 30.8 53.8 46.4 129.250 3.97 8.73 35.1

P 2, 128. j

B \

2,129
2,130

.54

.55

35,800
35,300

66,835
66,660

53.5
52.9

53.2

47.3
49.1

131,957
130,189

4.96
5.34

11.38
12.38

35.2
35.8

f I

ft

Mean. . .

.

35,575 = 15.8 66,747= 29.7 49.2 131,073 5.15 11.88 35.5

P 2, 137. )

E j"

2,138
2,139

Mean

2,148
2,147

.55

.54

.55

.54

35,400
35,200

67,415
67,105

52.5
52.4

46.4
47.9

125,901
128,955

4.64
5.02

10.04
11 10

35.6
36.4

f f

f f

35,300 = 15.7 67,260 = 30.0 52.4 47.1 127,428 4 83 10.57 36.0

P 2, 146. )

H \

37,800
36,500

69,990
67,235

54.0
54.2

41.8
52.7

120,279
142,378

3.48
5.10

7.06
11.42

33 6

37.2

ft

f <

Mean 37,150= 16.5 68,612= 30.6 54.1 47.2 131,328 4.29 9.24 35.4

Total Jlean 36,337= 16.2 67,773 = 30.3 53.5 47.3 129,268 4.73 10.38 35.8

finally arranged to try both forms, and
the joints were shaped accordingly, as

shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Finding that the plate broke in all

these joints, the remaining three, C, F
and I, were used to ascertain the shear-

ing strength of the rivets by drilling out

four rivets, and leaving three only on
each side, as shown in Fig. 6 (Report

No. 3).

The riveting in all these experimental

joints was done by a hydraulic riveter,

with an accumulator placed next to the

machine, and the pressures given are

those in the accumulator. In the nine
joints now under consideration this

pressure was 35 tons.

The plates were not annealed in anyfof
the joints tested. "~^

It will be most convenient to consider
the results of the rivet shearing tests

first (Reports Nos. 2 and 3).

The rivets happened to be rather bare
in diameter, so that, the same rivets be-
ing used in all cases, those for the -^f-inch.

holes had to be longer than would other-
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and Ultimate Tensile Strength and Quality of the Steel in Six Riveted Joints
;

from Messrs. Easton and Anderson.

Rivets.
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Differ-
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U
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a) O
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P In.

trnd
Sq.
In.

Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Tons. % In. *

(fin.)
(dia. f

2154 .504 .200 37,500 66,120 56.7 .32 .080 .120 60.0 165,300 o
o
CD

Silky.

£< 2153 <C ««
37,400 65,880 56.7 .33 .085 .115 57.5 155,011

O

O
i-j

P
GO
n

•.«

c< 2155 » »
37,400 65,060 57.4 .31 .075 .125 62.5 173,493

2.5'

5"

cr=5

C(

< £ 2152 <£ «
36,800 64,510 57.0 .31 .075 .125 62.5 172,026

ffl

X

B
CO

(c

<( 2157 <c <<
36,200 64,320 56.2 .31 .075 .125 62.5 171,520

C
t
>

3

(«

(f 2156

Mea n. .

.

34,500 60,280 57.2 .30 .071 .129 64.5 169,802 c<

36,633=16.3 64,362= 28.7 61.6 167,859

wise have been the case. Thus the rivets

for the J-|-inch holes were upset much
more than those for the f-inch holes.

The tensile breaking strain (Report
No. 2) was 28.7 torts per square inch,

whilst the shearing strains were :

In C, with holes punched xf-in.

,

23 . 8 tons per sq. in.

InF, with holes punched f-in.,

and drilled out to }§-in. 24.2 " " "

In I with holes punched f-in.

,

and drilled out to f-in. 25.8 " " "

Mean shearing strain. .. .=24.6 " " "

(Signed) DAVID KIRKALDT.

In these cases, therefore, the shearing
24.6

strain was ^—- X 100=85.7 percent, of

the tensile strain. But it will be ob-
served that the lowest tensile strength
in report No. 2 is considerably below all

the others ; it may, therefore, be more
fair to take the mean of the four middle
tests only omitting the highest as well a s

the lowest. This gives the tensile

strength=29 tons per square inch: and
24.6

the shearing strength becomes—=- x 100
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REPORT No. 3.

—

Results of Experiments to Ascertain the Ultimate Shearing Strength

of Three Riveted Joints received from Messrs. Easton and Anderson.

Steel Plates, nominal thickness, nine-sixteenths of an inch.

Rivets were drilled out

These Rivets Sheared
/ ° ° ° °
'0 o o n

as requested hy Mr. MoberlY

Test.

No.
Description.

Rivets. Shearing Stress.

Diameter Area and
Number.

Sect.

Area. Total.
Per Square

Inch.

P

2131

;2140

2149

( Punched )

j
holes, if I

( Punched f ,
">

bored ff >

( F )

( Punched f , )
1 drilled f

-

1 (I) )

Inch. Sq. In.

Steel .81=515x3x2

Steel .81=515x3x2

Steel .75=441x3x2

Sq. In.

3.090

3.090

2.646

Lbs. Tons.

164,880=73.6

167,810=74.9

152,790=68.2

Lbs. Tons.

53,359=23 8

54,307=24.2

57,774=25.77

Fig.4

» o o o

6 o o o

o

2.831*.

o o Q
91'

o o

^0 0-
Holes 1 diam.

*k <& 7,"© O-

4e—-e—'--e-

=84.82 per cent, of the tensile strength.

Thus the shearing-strength of the rivets

may be considered to be 85 per cent, of

their tensile strength.

The breaking of joints A, B, D, E, G
and H must be considered next. Here
it may be explained that all the joints for

these experiments were riveted up for

the full width of the plates, as shown in

dotted lines, and caulked on the edges as

they would be in boiler work ; they were
afterwards shaped to the required form.

(Signed) DAVLD KIRKALDY.

Fig.5

"O o
1.8SJ

<K''CQ o

o o
o o o

-Or-0— --G-
vV 2? Holes f'diam.

It -O--40--.,rO----Q--

-e%-Q-—o-

Report No. 1 gives the results of the
tests, and shows the lines of fracture in

each case, and, with the assistance of

Figs. 1 to 5 and the particulars of the

holes already given, the length of the

line of fracture, the original sectional

area along that line, and the original

sectional area of rivets sheared is ob-

tained.

1. Joints A and B, with -^J-inch holes,

punched in the ordinary way.
A broke through the rivet holes with
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117.5 tons; length of fracture= 9.24

inches ; area of fracture =9.24 X
0.54=5 square inches ; strength of plate

per square inch of fracture =—=^ =

23.5 tons: -

23 - 5-0 778.___0.778 of solid plate

;

ratio of strength of joint to solid plate
=64.19 per cent.

B broke through the rivet-holes with
128.8 tons; length of fracture=10. 27
inches; area of fracture= 10.27 X 0.545=
5.6 square inches ; strength of plate per

128 8
square inch of fracture = „ '„ =23 tons

23

29.7

5.6

:0.774 of solid plate; ratio of

strength of joint given in report No. 1

60.02 per cent.

Fig.6

IS

The Rivets which are line-ahacled

were drilled out, the remaining
six were left for Shearing

Holes /}£ diwm.

But this is not the correct ratio of the

strength of the joint, when used in a

boiler, because it may fairly be assumed
that the fracture would have continued in

a zigzag line in the continuous joint, in-

stead of running along the straight line

of rivets from the two outer rivets to the

edge, as it did in this case. The specimen
being 13.22 inches wide, the length of

fracture along .the zigzag line would have
been 10.77 inches, instead of 10.27
inches, and its breaking strength would

10 77
have been _'^ x 128.8 =135 tons,

10.27
making the strain per square

135
gross area of joint =— = 18.75

Vol. XXX.—No. 1—5

inch of

tons.

Hence the ratio of strength of the joint
1 ft 7^

becomes -^-k X 100 = 63.13 per cent.,

which corresponds fairly with the result

of joint A.

2. Joints D and E, with holes punched
§ inch, and drilled out to \f inch in di-

ameter.

1) broke with 117.7 tons, by sheaiing

one rivet and breaking along a line of

fracture =6. 72 inches ; area of fracture

=

6.72x0.545=3.66 square inches ; sheared
area of one rivet=2x 0.515= 1.03 square
inch ; shearing strain of ditto=1.03 X
24.6= 25.34 tons; leaving 117.7-25.34
=92.36 tons to break 3.66 square inches

of plate ; hence, strength of plate per

square inch of fracture = n '„„ = 25.23
3.66

Fig.7

~37J<T.l~.
X -

\ __ |;_Jr
l3..W6_r_-3.7_75_5_2.827.

\-<&—re

-m

Q n JL Q „*.{'« 9 »<,<»

o __
_o_

^.421,Qt2.962S^©c-2.9625-fV

.-<?

Holes drilled Ldiam.out of solid Flats

-oj^—g-—-e—--©-

-e—-fe—e—e—e-

tons =25.23
=0.838 of solid plate; ratio

o\j. JL

of strength of joint to solid plate =
63.83 per cent., as per report No. 1.

But it must be observed that all the

four half-rivets were more or less dis-

placed sideways, though they were not

entirely forced out of the joint. The
holes were, of course, elongated. The
half-hole on the right side measured -*-

inch, and the hole in which the rivet had

been sheared measured J-|-inch full

lengthways, after testing, as shown in

Fig. 8.

E broke with 144.3 tons, by shearing

one rivet and breaking along a line of
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fracture=9. 2 inches ; area of fracture

=

9.2x0.545=5 square inches; shearing

strain of one rivet=25.34 tons ; leaving

144.3-25.34=118.96 tons to break 5

square inches of plate ; hence, strength

of plate oer square inch of fracture =
118.96 *

oryft , 23.79 . ___ ,—-—= 23.79 tons =—577- = 0.793 of
5 o\)

solid plate; ratio of strength of joint of

solid plate=66. 7 per cent. This joint is

remarkable, because the second half was
nearly broken through at the same time

that the first half gave way altogether.

Fig.

8

3. Joints G and H, with holes punched

f inch, and drilled out to f inch in diam-

eter.

G broke with 114.3 tons, by shearing

two rivets and breaking along a line of

fracture=4.82 inches; area of fracture

=4.82x0.54=2.6 square inches ; sheared

area of two rivets = 4 X 0.441 = 1.764

square inch ; shearing strain of ditto

=

1.764x24.6=43.4 tons; leaving 114.3-
13.4 = 70.9 tons to break 2.8 square

inches of plate ; hence, strength of plate

70.9
per square inch of fracture =-n~B =27.27

27.27
tons = =0.885 of solid plate ; ratio

of strength of joint to solid plate=61.02
per cent., as per report No. 1.

Bat the four half-rivets were again

displaced sideway, and the holes elon-

gated, as in joint D. The measurement
of the elongated holes, after testing, was

:

half-hole on left f-| inch (half-rivet nearly

sheared); half-hole on right £ inch ; hole

in which the rivet was sheared on left £
inch bare, and on right 1 inch full, as

shown in Fig. 9.

H broke with 142.8 tons, by shearing

two rivets and breaking along a line of

fracture= 7.47 inches; area of fracture

= 7.47x0.545=4.07 square inches ; shear-

ing strain of two rivets=43.4 tons ; leav-

ing 142.8-43.4=99.4 tons to break 4.07
inches of plate; hence, strength of plate

99.4
per square inch of fracture=—^-= 24.42

24.42
tons =-—— =0.798 of solid plate; ratio

oU.b

of strength of joint to solid plate=64.71
per cent.

Before drawing any conclusions it ap-

peared desirable to try the effect of drill-

ing the holes in the joint-plates out of the
solid, the covers being punched as before.

Two joints, K and L, were therefore

prepared in this way, the arrangement of

rivets being the same as before. A
further difference was also introduced in

the form of the specimens, which were
shaped as in Fig. 7 (Report No. 4). The
holes were drilled

^-f-
inch in diameter.

The pressure used in riveting was 35
tons, as before.

K broke with 128.6 tons, by shearing
one rivet and breaking along a line of frao
ture=7.3 inches ; area of fracture=7.3x
0.56=4.09 square inches ; shearing strain

of one rivet=25. 34 tons, as in D; leaving
128.6-25.34=103.26 tons to break 4.09

square inches of plate ; hence, strength
of plate per square inch of fracture

103.26 np or L 25.25
^-m = 25 -25 tons =-m = °-833

of solid plate ; ratio of strength of joint

to solid plate=66.9 per cent.

L broke with 130.7 tons, by shearing
two rivets and breaking along a line of

fracture =5. 55 inches ; area of fracture

=

5.55x0.56= 3.1 square inches; shearing
strain of two rivets=50.68 tons ; leaving
130.7 - 50.68 = 80.02 tons to break 3.1

square inches of plate ; hence, strength
of plate per square inch of fracture

= ?*»=25.81 tons = 2M.1 = 0.86 of
o.l 60

solid plate ; ratio of strength of joint to

solid plate=68. 6 per cent.

The results may now be considered
with reference to

—

I. The effect of the form of the
specimen.

II. The effect of the mode of making
the holes.

III. The general arrangement or pro-

portions of the joint.

1. The effect of the form of the speci-

men may be judged by a comparison of

A, D and G, Fig. 5, with B, E. H. Fig.

4, as shown in the following table

:
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Mark of joint

Breaking-strain of section per square)

inch in tons )

Ratio of same to that of solid plate. . .

.

Ratio of strength of joint to that of)

solid plate, per cent )

A D G B E

23.5 25.23 27.27 23.00 23.79

0.778 0.838 0.885 0.774 0.793

64.19 63.83 61.02 63.13 66.70

H

24.42

0.798

64.71

Comparing joints A and B, which not

;

only were riveted, but also broke in the

same way, namely, through the rivet-

holes only, it will be seen that the

strength per square inch of the plate,

along the line of fracture, as well as the

ratio of this strength to that of the solid I

plate, were practically identical in both

cases. The ratio of the strength of the

joint is slightly greater in A than in B,

but the difference is not greater than
may fairly be expected between similar

test pieces. But as a correction has to be
applied to the direct result obtained from
B, it is fair to infer that the form of A
gives a more reliable result than the fcftrn

of B.

T> and E, which were riveted in the

same way, give more discordant results.

As regards the strength of the section

and the ratio of this to that of the solid

plate, E compares very well with B and
A. The ratio of strength of the joint is,

however, different. In D the strength

of the solid plate (30.1 tons per square

inch) was practically the same as in E (30

tons per square inch), but the strength

of the plate along the line of fracture

appears to be 0.838 of that of the solid

plate in D, compared with the ratios

0.778, 0.774, and 0.793 in A, B and E.

The line of fracture in D passes behind
the half-rivet on the left side, and to the

inside of the one on the right side of the

joint (Fig. 8). It is clear that the right-

hand half-rivet must have been forced

out of place, so as to allow the parts of

the broken plate to separate, by part of

the strain applied to break the joint ; but
as the half-rivet was not sheared, it is im-

possible to say how much strain it bore,

though this must, of course, have been
less than the strain that would have
sheared it.

Whatever the amount of this strain, it

is all credited to the section of the line

of fracture, and hence the apparent in-

creased strength of the plate in the joint

and its ratio to the solid plate, given in

the table. But, by whatever amount
the strain sustained by the right-hand
half-rivet fell short of its full shearing
strain, by that same amount was the

total proper breaking strain of the speci-

men joint reduced ; hence the ratio of

the strength of the joint also appears to

be less than it really is. It seems, there-

fore, that the form of E gives as reliable

results, in regard to the strength of the

fractured plate and its ratio to the solid

plate, as A and B did ; but that the form
D does not give reliable results.

Lastly, take G and H, which were
again riveted in a similar manner. The
plate in H was slightly stronger than the

previous ones, but the ratio of its strength

to that of the solid plate was nearly the

same as in E. In short, H compares very

well with A, B and E. In G the line of

fracture passed inside both the half-rivets

(Fig. 9), and the remarks made in refer-

Fig.9

S Shaded rivets were sheared

T
(3

) o o c

O o o

ence to the right-hand half-rivet in D ap-

ply to both half-rivets in this joint ; the

more so as the left-hand one was nearly

sheared. The effect would therefore be
greater than in D. Accordingly, the

strength of the plate in the joint end its

ratio to the strength of the solid plate is

still more increased than in D, whilst the

ratio of strength of the joint is further

diminished.

The conclusions drawn are :

1. When none of the rivets are sheared,
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and fracture takes place through all the

rivet holes, the specimens, shaped through
the centers of the rivets, give the most
accurate result.

2. When rivets are sheared at the same
time that fracture takes place, the speci-

mens, shaped along a line between the

rivets give, the most accurate results.

3. The correct way of estimating the

strength of the joint is, to compute it

from the strength of the plate along the

line of fracture, as obtained from the

tests.

4. The best way of getting a direct re-

sult would be to have two sets of joints

prepared, one set being one pitch wider
than the other set. The difference be-

tween the mean breaking-strain of these

two sets of joints would at once give the

breaking-strain for one pitch, which is

what is wanted.

II. The effect of the mode of forming
the holes.

The holes were formed in four differ-

ent ways, as already stated.

1. By punching with a punch -\f inch
in diameter, as in A and B.

2. By punching with a f-inch punch
and drilling out to

J-f-
inch in diameter,

as in D and E.

3. By punching with a f-inch punch
and drilling out to f inch in diameter, as
in G and H.

4. By drilling
jf- inch in diameter out

of the solid, as in K and L.

As the results obtained from D and G
are not reliable, for reasons already
stated, they are not used in the present
comparison.
The mean results from A and B, and

K and L, and also those from E and H
separately, are shown in the following
table

:

Marks of joints

Breaking-strain of section in tons per square inch.

Ratio of same to that of solid plate

A and B E H

23.25 23.79 24.42

0.776 0.793 0.798

K and L

25.53

0.846

It is unfortunate that only one speci-

men of each of the classes 2 and 3, with
punched holes, drilled out, can be used

;

the more so as it seems rather anomalous
that H, with the holes drilled only to -§-

inch in diameter, so as barely to remove
the punched surface, gives a slightly bet-

ter result than E, in which the holes were
drilled out to -ff inch in diameter, and
the punched surface was well cleared out.

No comparison can be instituted between
E and H, but they are so nearly alike that

they may be classed together, and the

mean ratio of 0.795 may be taken for the

strength of the plate in the joint, as com-
pared with the solid plate in both cases.

Thus the ratio of the strength per
square inch of the plate along the line of

fracture, compared with the strength of

the solid plate, is

:

1. For punched holes 0.776

2 & 3. " holes punched small and
drilled out 0.795

4. " holes drilled out of the solid. 0.846

It appears that little is gained over the

ordinary punching, by punching the holes

small and drilling them out larger ; but
by drilling the holes out of the solid

the strength of the plate is increased 9

per cent., as compared with the punched
holes.

III. The general arrangement or- pro-

portions of the joint.

For the purposes of this comparison,

it is assumed that the fracture takes

place along the zigzag line. The strength

of the joints is then computed, from the

data of the experiments, as follows:

Multiply the net length of the line of

fracture, per pitch, by the breaking-

strength per square inch of the metal in

the joint, and by 100, and divide the

product by the length of the pitch multi-

plied into the, breaking-strength per

square inch of the solid plate ; the quo-

tient is the strength of the joint in a

percentage of the strength of the solid

plate.

Omitting D and G as unreliable,; the

following results are thus obtained :
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Strength of joint.

per cent.

Mean of A and B—holes punched Cl-
inch 63 . 23

E, holes punched f-inch, and drilled

out toff-inch • 67.12
H, holes punched f-inch, and drilled

out to f-inch 70.18
Mean of K and L—holes drilled Cl-

inch 71.67

These results are not quite the same as

those previously obtained, because they

are computed for a supposed uniform line

of fracture, as stated. It will be seen

that the drilled holes in K and L give an
excess of strength of more than 13 per

cent, over the punched holes in A and B,

but do not give much excess of strength

over the punched and drilled holes in E
and H. The strength of the weakest of

these joints was sufficient for the pur-

pose in this particular case ; but even the

strongest of them was not satisfactory,

"as it should certainly be 75 per cent, of

the solid plate. It is clear that the rivets

were stronger than the plate, although
calculation shows that when the diameter

was reduced to f inch, as in G and H, the

shearing strength of the rivets was
" nearly the same as the tensile strength of

the plate in the joint.

By increasing the pitch of the full-

sized rivets, the joint would be strength-

ened, but 3| inches pitch is quite wide
enough for ^-inch plates to ensure tight-

ness. If D and E be excepted, as the

fracture in these two joints went past
the rivet holes instead of through them,
all the joints broke along the zigzag line,

or from the rivet-holes to the edge of the

plate. This was probably due to the
rows of rivets being too close together,

as well as too near the edge, and also to

the pressure used in riveting having been
too great.

To settle this point it was determined
to have four more joints tested, two with

f-f inch drilled holes (U and P), to be 75
per cent, of the strength of the solid

plate, and two (Q and R) of the same
proportions, but with holes punched f
inch and drilled out to -ff inch in diam-
eter. All the joints were made from
similar plates and rivets to those pre-

viously tried, but the accumulator-press-
ure was reduced to 25 tons. The pitch

was 3.775 inches as before, and the
breaking-strength of the solid plate 30

tons per square inch. Then for 75 per
cent, strength of joint the breaking-strain

per pitch should be 3.775 x0.75x T
9eX 30

=47.78 tons. For a shearing strength

of rivets=24. 5 tons per square inch, the

area of each rivet=-—^—— =0.49 square
4x24.5

l

inch, so that |f -inch diameter, giving a

shearing area of 0.5185 square inch, will

do for the rivets.

As not one fracture occurred from hole

to hole along the straight line, the
strength of the plate is assumed to be
sufficient in that direction. Taking the
strength along the zigzag line to be 0.85

of that of the solid plate, the riet length

u i «. v, 'i i t/iw 3.775x0.75
between the holes should be pr-—

O.o5

=3.33 inches, and this would be obtained

by a distance between the rows of the

centers of the rivets of 1.606 inch. This
distance was made If inch, so that the

net length of zigzag line of fracture was
3.354 inches per pitch. The distance

from the center of the holes to the edge
of the plate was increased from 1^ inch

to 1J inch.

This joint is shown in Fig. 10, and the
result of the tests given in report No. 6r

whilst the tensile tests of the rivets are

stated in report No. 7.

Fig.lO

=©„'' O ,JLQo
8.77S_>S-3..7.75_^2.827-.

--Q O O

LftrSS ;- Q- f-2.i21.7N2.%25 >Qi2 962fi->Q

! 's *;%, ;V
Q=i>* O CHf

H' H-32-—

In 0. it P. Hales drilled 18 diam. out of Solid Plate

.

hi Q.6= B.Eolea punched s/%& drilled out to
13

/ us dia.

Holts i diam.

H3~-

-

;rQ—--0-

-GH-—G-— -O- G-

-e—te- -e—e— -e-

The calculated strength of joint with

44-inch drilled holes is

—

'- _'__ •

16 3.775
= 75.52 per cent, of the solid plate.
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REPORT No. 5.

—

Summaky of the Results of Experiments to Ascertain tiie Elastic and

Ultimate Tensile Strength and Quality of the Steel in Four Riveted Joints received

from Messrs. Easton and Anderson.

Plates—all cut Lengtkway.
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52.1
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%
44.5
45.7

Lbs.
123,389
124,326

%
3 71
3.55

%
7.61
8.40

%
26.6
26.8

Silky

Mean 35,600=15.9 67,940=30.3 52 3 45.1 123,857 3.63 8.00 26.7

P 2,948.

L
2,949
2,950

Mean

2,953
2,952

0.57
0.55 -

0.55
0.56

35,600 168,140

35,600 66,420

52.2
53.6

41

48.1
115,595
128,179

3.52
3.88

7.39
9.08

25.5
27.1 c<

35,600=15.9 67,280=30.0 52.9 44.5 121,887 3.70 8.23 26.3

P 2,951.

M
31,800
31,800

65,445
64,560

48 5

49.2
49.1
47.4

128,783
122,762

4.48
4.46

9.80
11.10

29.4
29.6

(<

((

31,800=14.2 65,002=29.0 48.8 48.2 125,772 4.47 10.45 29.5

P 2,954.

N
2,956
2,955

0.55
0.56

32,600
32,400

65,110
64,690

50.0
50.0

34.3
46.6

99,198
121,361

4.03
4.55

9.20
11.10

26.5
29.3

cc

<<

Mean 32,500-14.5 64.000-29.0 50.0

51.0

40.4 110,279 4.29 10.15 27.9

Total Mean. 33,875=15.1 66,280=29.6 44.5 120,448 4.02 9.21 27.6

The tensile strength of the rivets in

report No. 7—varying from 31.45 to 38
tons per square inch—shows such irreg-

ularity, and is so much in excess of the
former tests (the rivets being taken from
the same lot), that it cannot be accepted
as trustworthy. The shearing strength
of the rivets will therefore be taken as

before, at 24.6 tons per square inch.

O broke with 133.6 tons, by shearing
one rivet and breaking aloug a line of

fracture=7.8 inches ; area of fracture

=

7.8 X 0.555 = 4.33 square inches. The
strain that sheared one rivet was 24.6 X 2

X0.515=25.34 tons, leaving 133.6-25.34
=108.26 tons to break 4.33 square inches
of plate; hence, strength of plate per

108.26
square inch area of fracture =

=25 tons
25

29.6

433

= 0.845 of solid plate.

The strength of this joint is given at

72 per cent, in report No. 6 ; but com-

(Signed) DAVID KLRKALDY.

puting it in the manner already explained,

the strength becomes ' _ - X84.5 = 75
O. I I o

per cent. If this joint had broken along
the zigzag line throughout, like the next

one P, the line of fracture for the pitch

in which the rivet was sheared would
have been 3.354 inches long, requiring a

strain of 3.354x0.555x25=46.5 tons to

break it ; whereas that pitch is here

credited with a breaking-strain for the

plate of 1.6875x0.555x25= 23.4 tons,

and for the rivet of 25.34 tons, or a total

strain=48.74 tons.

It is, therefore, fair to conclude that

the rivet offered less resistance to shear-

ing than has been assumed, and, conse-

quently, that the strength of the plate

along the line of fracture, as also the

computed strength of the joint, was
greater than given. But, considering the

uncertainty of this conclusion, and the

fact that the strength of the fellow-joint
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P is so much greater than that of K and
L (which also had ^-| inch drilled holes),

it seems preferable to adhere to the com-
puted strength, and to use it together
with the results of joint P, for comparison
with other joints.

P broke with 128.3 tons, by shearing
through the rivet-holes along a line of

fracture=9.46 inches ; area of fracture

=9.46x0.54=5.1 square inches; strength
of plate per square inch of fracture =
128.3 __ , 25.15 _ „_ „ ,. n—j- =25.15 tons =-s5-s =0.89 of solid
5.1 Jio.Z

plate.

The ratio of strength of joint given in

report No. 6 is 74.3 per cent. But, com-
puted from the strength of the plate in

the joint as explained, it becomes ,,' „„J l '

3.775

X89= 79 per cent., or more than was ex-

pected.

Q broke with 124 tons through the
rivet-holes, like P ; length of fracture

=

9.46 inches; area of fracture = 9.46 X
0.535= 5.06 square inches; strength of

plate per square inch of fracture =

24.5 tons = 24.5

28.3'
: 0.866 of solid

124

5T06
:

plate.

The ratio of strength of joint in re-

port No. 6 is 72.2 per cent. But, com-
puted from the strength of the plate in

3.354
jomt, the ratio becomes o~~=^- X 86.6 =
76.9 per cent.

R broke with 139.8 tons through the
rivet-holes, like Q and P ; length of frac-

ture=9.46 inches; area of fracture=9.46

X 0.555=5.25 square inches; strength of

plate per square inch of fracture =
26.63 tons =?J?= 0.856 of solid

31.15.25

plate.

The ratio of strength of joint in re-

port No. 6 is 71.6 per cent. But, com-
puted from the strength of the plate in

the joint, the ratio becomes n
-:== X 85.6
3.775

= 76 per cent.

The following table gives the results

for comparison of the means of K and L
with O and P ; and E with Q and R :

Marks of joints

Ratio of strength of metal in joint to solid plate

Computed ratio of strength of joint per cent

K and L Oand P E

0.846 0.867 0.793

71.67 77.0 67.1

Qand R

0.861

76.45

Thus the widening of the distance be-

tween the rows of rivets and between
the rivets and the edge of the joints re-

sulted in 7 '57 per cent, increase of

strength of the joint in the case of the
drilled holes (K, L, and O, P), and 13.9
per cent, in the case of the punched
holes (E and Q, R) drilled out ; whilst
the drilled holes in O and P show an ad-
vantage of only 0-85 per cent, over the
punched and drilled holes in Q and R.
In every case the metal in the joint is

weaker than in the solid plate ; and this

reduction of strength is least with the
holes drilled out of the solid, and great-
est with the punched holes. This result
has very generally been obtained by
most experimenters. Possibly the di-

minished pressure in the accumulator for
riveting the four last joints, O, P, Q, and
R, may have contributed to reduce the
weaking of the metal in the joint ; but

as the experiments1 do not supply any
data for considering this point it cannot

be noticed here, except to suggest that,

if the pressure is too great for the diam-

eter of rivet, thickness of plate, and num-
ber of plates riveted, the metal round the

holes may be injured and the strength of

the joint weakened. This is a point that

appears worthy of special investigation.

Whatever the true explanation may be
of the diminution of strength of the

metal in the joint, it is clear that the

presence of the holes in the plate must
somehow produce this result.

Supposing that the metal round the

hole is not competent to bear the full

strain due to its section, it may be as-

sumed, without appreciable practical

error, that a zone of metal round the

whole does no work at all, and the rest

of the section of the plate bears the full

breaking-strain of the solid plate.
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REPORT No. 7.

—

Summary of the Resdxts of the Experiments to Ascbrtain the
Joints and Eight Rivets received

Plates— all cut Lengthway.
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^ . u° Zi a

O a)

° . o° b, a

2 . «

<0 (T>

3

c3 03

P 4,035.

&P \

\

\

}

P.

4,036

4,037

Meai

4,039
4,040

Mear

4,042
4,043

Meat

4,046
4,045

Meai

In.

.56

.55

....

.54

.54

.. . . .

.52

.53

i. . .

.

.55

.56

i. ..

.

Lbs. Tons.

36,500
35,600

Lbs. Tons.

66,655
65,740

%

54.7
54.1

51.4
53.5

Lbs.

13 7231
141,514

3.49
4.11

7.79
9.39

28.5
29.8

Silky

36,050=16.1 66,197=29.6 54.4 52.4 139,372 3.80 8.58
;

29.8

P 4,038.

O&P
33,700 63, 310
33,700 ! 63, 205

53.2
53.3

52.0
53.0

131,998
134,637

5 35
5.54

5.44

12.8 28.6
12 5 27.8 (C

33,700=15.0 63,257=28.2 53.252.5 133,317 12-8
j

28.2

P 4,041.

Q&R
33,800 63,710
33,800 63,415

53.0
53.3

52.5
52.0

134,397
132,322

4.66
4.81

11.1
i

31.2
11.3 30.4

33,800=15.1 63,562=28.3 53.1 52.2 133,359 4.73 11.2 1
30.8

P 4,044.

Q&R
39,200 69,720
39,500 69,455

56.2
56 8

52.9 148,054
52.1 147,369

2.08
1.59

5.61
5.19

27.5
25.9 »

39,350=17.6 69,587=31.1 56.552.5 147,711 1.83 5.40 26.7

Total Mean 25,725=15.9 65,651=29.3 54.3 52.4 138,439
i

3.95 9.49 28.7

Let d = diameter of the hole.

d =
zone of metal.

inoperative

p=distance from center to center
of the holes diagonally.

f= ratio of the strength of metal
in the joint to the solid plate.

Then (p—d)xf=p—d
1
, and d

x
=p—

(p-d)Xf.

inch.

ForKandL^ =2.41 -1.5975x0.846
=1.060 and d

1
-d=0.24JI5

« O " P "=2 49-1.6770x0.867
=1.036 and d—d=0.22S5

inch.

For E and ^=2.41—1.5975x0.793
= 1.143 and ^-^=0.3305

" Q " B" =2.49-1.6770x0.861
=1.046 and ^-^=0.2335

a A u B" =2.41— 1.5400x0.776
= 1.215 and rt^-tf=0.3450

" H "=2.41-1.6600x0.798
= 1.085 and d—d= 0.3350

If this view is correct, the net effective

section thus obtained should, for the

joints ttsted, be greater along the

straight line than along the zigzag line,

as none of them broke along the straight

line. The net effective length of plate

per pitch is thus

:
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Elastic and Ultimate Tensile Strength and Quality of the Steel in Focr Riveted
from Messrs. Easton and Anderson.

Steel Rivets.

o

d

H

P.

Original Stress.

'M
OS
o&
'is

Fractured.

Stress

for

Square

Inch

of

fractured

Area.

\*\

fl °

.905

a

S

In.

trnd

cS

<

Sq.
In.

Elastic per
Square Inch.

Ultimate per
Square Incft. c8

s

eg
<DU
<

Differ-

ence.

M g g

— si

C3

<
3

—
Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Tons. % In.

Sq.
In. 9

(fin.)
} dia. f

4,055

4,053

.504

.504
.200

.200
47,300
47,100

85,130
84,810

55.5
55.5

.36

35
.102

.096

.098

.104
49.0
52.0

166,921

176,687

O

4,054
4,056

.504

504
.200

200

.400

.400

44,400
42,'JOO

73,620
70,460

60.3
59.8

.32

.30

.45

.45

.080

.071

.159

.159

.120

.129

.241

.241

60.0
64.5

56.4

184,050
198,478

181.534

a "

9

Mean 46,550==20.1 78,505=35.1 57.8
B'

( 1 in. )

{ dia. [

4,057
4,059

.714

.714
34,700
34,600

65,740
64,110

52.7
53.9

60.2
60.2

165,383
161,283

4,060

4,058

Mean

.714

.714
400
.400

34,200

34,100

62,330
61,280

43.8
55.6

54.2

.44

.44

.153
j

.153
.248

.248

62.0
62.0

61.1

164,026
161,263

162,980

B
OB <t

S"
B "

1

34,409==15.3 63,365=28.2

inches.

For K and L, along the straight line 2.715

along zigzag 2.700

" O " P, along the straight line 2.739

along zigzag 2.900

*
" E along the straight line 2.632

along zigzag 2.534

'• Q " R, along the straight line 2.729

along zigzag 2.888

" A " B, along the straight line 2.560
along zigzag 2.390

" H along the straight line 2.690
along zigzag 2.650

(Signed) DAVID KIRKALDY.

zone of metal round the hole, as in two
cases, namely O and P and Q and E, the

zigzag length is greater than the straight

one. But these joints were made with

an increased distance between the rows
of rivets ; and it seems fair to infer that

the metal along the zigzag line is weaker
than that along the straight line. More
experiments should be made to clear up
these two points.

Meanwhile, as regards the proportions

of the joints experimented on, with a

pitch of 3 -775 inches, the distance be-

tween the rows of rivets might probably

be increased to If inch, with a slight ad-

dition of strength to the joint.

At first sight these results do not bear The ratios of strength are summarized
out the supposition of an inoperative I in the following table :
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Description of Joints.

1J inch between rows of")

rivets, and 1^ inch from >

center of rivet to edge.)

If inch between rows

A and B with holes punched yf-in. in diameter.
E with holes punched f-inch and drilled out)

to |f-inch in diameter ]"

H with holes punched f-inch and drilled out)
to f-inch in diameter )

K and L with holes drilled Tf-in. in diameter.

.

of | (O and P with holes drilled |f-inch in diameter .

.

rivets, and 1^ inch from>- -<Q and R with holes punched f-inch, and)
center of rivet to edge.) ( drilled out to ^f-inch m diameter ]"

Ratio of

Strength
of Plate
in Joint
to Solid

Plate.

0.776

0.793

0.798

0.846

0.867

0.861

Ratio of
Strength
of Joint
to Solid
Plate.

Per cent
63.23

77.12

70.18

71.67

77.00

76.45

The obvious conclusion is that the

punched holes make the weakest joint,

and the drilled ones the strongest,

whilst those with holes .punched small

and drilled out come between the two.

Another conclusion is that widening the

distance between the rows of rivets ma-
terially increased the strength of the

joint. But there is yet a third conclu-

sion of some importance, which appears
to be justified by these results, namely,
that increasing the distance between the

rows of rivets reduces the difference in

strength between the joints with drilled

holes and those with holes punched
small and drilled out.

"Would a further increase of distance

between the rows of holes practically

abolish this difference in strength ? And
furthermore, would it increase the
strength of the joint with punched holes

so much as to make it little inferior to

that with drilled holes ? These are

questions which require further experi-

ments for their answer, and they appear
to be well worthy of consideration. One
point has still to be noticed in reference

to these experiments, namely, the mode
of attachment of the specimens to the
machine. Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10, show
how this was effected in each case. In
joints B, E, H, A, D, G, ten 1-inch holes

were used, namely, three in the first row,
four in the second, and three in the third

or back row. In all cases these holes

were elongated by the test strain, the
elongation being greatest in the first

row, and rather less in each of the suc-

ceeding rows. It was also almost always
greatest in the holes on or nearest the

center line of the joint, diminishing to

either side as the holes recede from the
center line. The elongation of the front

center hole varied from T\ inch bare to
jJg- inch full, whilst that of the holes in

the back rows was only the difference

between an easy and a tight fit of the

callipers. Joints K, L, O, P, Q, and R,
were each held by twelve 1-inch pins,

two more being put in the back row than
before, with the effect of diminishing the

elongation of the holes, so that it was
hardly perceptible in the back row. But
again the elongation appeared to be
greatest at the center of each row of

holes. Joints C, F, and I, in which the

rivets were sheared, were attached by
four 1^- inch pins. The elongation of

the holes was slight, rather more in the

two middle holes than in the side ones.

Thus in the joints B, E, H, A, D, G, with
ten 1-inch holding pins disposed in three

row, where the greatest elongation oc-

curred, the bearing pressure under break-

ing strain varied from 20 to 26 tons per
square inch. In the joints K, L, O, P,

Q, R, with twelve 1-inch holding pins,

disposed in three rows, when the elonga-

tion was less, the bearing pressure was
18 to 21 tons per square inch. And in

the joints C, F, I, with four 1^ inch hold-

ing pins, all in one row, the bearing

pressure was 20 tons per square inch,

with hardly any elongation of the holes.

The last four tests of the series were
with single-riveted lap joints, of the pro-

portions of the circular seams in the

boilers. The strength of the joint was
evidently sufficient for the purpose, and
it was not intended to test either this or
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the strength of the plate in the joint.

The object of the tests was twofold

—

first, to ascertain the shearing-strength

of 1 inch rivets, and secondly to ascer-

tain the effect on the same of the plates

being curved transversely to the direc-

tion of the strain, which is the condition

of these joints in boilers.

Two joints were made with the plates

curved as in the boiler shell to a diam-

eter of 10 feet 3 inches, and marked M
and N, Fig 11; and two others, exactly

the same in all other respects, were left

flat, and marked S and T, Fig 12. The
particulars of the tests of these joints

are given in Reports Nos. 4 and 6, and
those of the plates and rivets in Reports
Nos. 5 and 7.

The diameter of the rivets was 1 inch
nominal, the pitch 2.84 inches, and the
lap 3 inches nominal. The holes were
punched and the joints riveted with an
accumulator pressure of 35 tons.

The results were as follows:

Mark of joints

Total breaking strains in tons

Shearing strain of rivets, tons per square inch ,

Mean tensile strength of rivets, tons per square inch,

Ratio of shearing to tensile strains

Curved.

M N

Flat.

101.4 102.4 98.7

23.9 24.1 23.25

28.3 28.3 28.3

0.843 0.852 0.822

99.0

23.32

28.3

0.824

In each case the plate was bent in the

usual way, in the width of the lap, from
the straight line, as shown in Figs. 11
and 12, namely, in M f inch bare, in N
fa inch bare, in S f inch, and in T fa

Fig.! I

!
Curve to iO.'s'di,

-S-f+ <&3#-e--e-e

sstei

Holes punchedfor 1 rivets

Boles / diam.

-0--J0
— -e—-e-

-ot—e-77-o-

been very much less. The mean shear-
ing strength of the rivets was: in the
curved joints=24 tons per square inch=
0*848 of tensile strength ; in the flat

joints=23 -28 tons per square inch=

Fig. 12
rfK

30--wQ—-e—o—
: |<-2.84-i

Boles punched for f' rivets

Boles f'diam.

-e-V-o-—e-

e-—-to-—0—e

-823 of tensile strength. The mean re-

inch, or slightly more in the flat joints
j

suit was the f-inch rivets in double
than in the curved ones. If the curved i shear was 246 tons per square inch=
specimens had been wider no doubt this 857 of tensile strength,
bending back would have been less, The conclusions drawn are as follows :

whilst in a complete circle it would have I 1. The curved lap-joint is stronger
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than the flat one,'even in the compara-

tively narrow specimens tested. In a

complete cylinder the excess of strength

over a flat joint would probably be

greater.

2. The 1-inch rivets are slightly weaker

to resist shearing than the f-inch rivets
;

but probably this difference in strength

would disappear in a complete circular

joint, as the curved specimens give a

greater strength than the flat ones.

3. Taking the tensile strength of rivets

at 28 to 29 tons per square inch, it seems

fair, for practical purposes, to assume

the shearing strength to be 85 per cent.

of the tensile strength for double-

riveted, double- cover, butt-joints, and

also for the complete circular lap-joints,

and 82 per cent of the tensile strength

for flat lap-joints.

In conclusion, the attachment of the

four last joints to the machine has now
to be noticed, as shown in Figs. 11 and
12.

Joints M and N were attached by ten

1-inch pins, and placed between curved

blocks to retain the plates in shape.

The elongation of the holes was hardly

perceptible.

Joints S and T were attached by nine

1-inch pins, but with two pins only in

the front row, and the elongation

(though still very slight) was greater

than in joints M and N, whilst the

elongation of the holes in the front row.

was perceptibly greater than in the back

row.
The bearing pressure of the pins on

the plate at the breaking strain was 18^-

tons per square inch of surface for joints

M and N with ten pins, and 20 tons per

square inch for S and T with nine pins.

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS.
By Mb. W. H. PEEBCE, F.K.S., M.I.C.E.

From "Iron."

The first aerial conductors were made
of copper, and the first gutta-percha-
covered wires were of iron ; but the posi-

tions were soon changed, copper being
universally used for insulated conduct-
ors, and iron, until lately, for overhead
lines. Sir William Thomson detected

great variations in the quality of copper,

and Matthiessen detected the causes,

and established a standard of purity.

Such improvements have been made in

the quality, that copper wire was now
twice as good as it was in 1856. In-

creased speed of working, improved effi-

ciency of apparatus, and reduced waste
of energy had followed the great increase

in the purity of the copper. Tempera-
ture was a disturbing agent in the con-

ductivity of the wire. Resistance in-

creased more than 20 per cent, between
winter and summer temperatures. Cop-
per had recently been much used for

aerial lines, it was less attacked by acids,

and had great durability. Hard-drawn
wire was now produced which had a
breaking strain of 28 tons on the square
inch, iron wire giving only 22 tons on

the same area. Age did not seem to affect

its quality, nor did it appear to be in-

fluenced by the currents of electricity

employed for telegraphic purposes. The
conductors of all cables remained con-

stant. Lightning was supposed to ren-

der it brittle. The ultimate effect of the

powerful currents employed for electric

lighting was not yet known. The size of

conductors was controlled by commer-
cial considerations. Sir William Thom-
son had laid down the law that should

control the size of leads for electric light,

while that for cables followed strictly

theoretical conditions. The best copper
for electrical purposes came from Japan,

Chili, Australia, and from Lake Superior

;

but much pure copper was obtained by
electro-deposition, either directly from a

solution,, or by using impure copper as

the anode in a depositing bath. Electro-

deposited copper had not the strength of

ordinarily refined cop23er. The electrical

resistance of commercial iron was from
six to seven times that of copper, but its

variation, due to the presence of impuri-

ties, was even greater. The weight of a
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cylindrical wire one mile in length, and
giving one ohm resistance at 60° Fahr.,

was called an ohm-mile. While the first

iron wire was specified to give an ohm-
mile of 5,500 lb., it was now obtained as

low as 4,5201b., and the maximum resist-

ance was specified at 4,800 lb. The or-

dinary best puddled iron was at present

used only for fencing purposes, but a

mild English Bessemer steel was largely

used for railway telegraphs and for

stays ; however, the resistance was very

high, owing to the presence of man-
ganese.

The wire used by the Post Office was
made from Swedish charcoal iron, with

an ohm-mile resistance of about 4,520

lb. Swedish Bessemer, or a specially

prepared low-carbon English Bessemer,
was adopted by the Indian Government,
with an ohm-mile resistance of about
5,000 lb. Cast-steel wire, with a break-

ing weight of about 80 tons to the square

inch, had been adopted on the Continent
for telephone currents, with an ohm-mile
resistance of 8,000 lb., while in England,
where speed of working was the prime
consideration, and length of span was
negligible, electricians were satisfied with

a breaking- strain of 22 tons on the

square inch ; in the colonies, where long
spans were essential, and speed of work-
ing was not so important, the specifica-

tion of 30 tons on the square inch. The
electrical conductivity of iron wire in-

creased with the percentage of pure iron,

except where the percentage of mangan-
ese was high ; an increase in the per-

centage of manganese augmented the
electrical resistance considerably more
than an increase in the percentage of sul-

phur or phosphorus. The durability of

iroh wire was maintained by galvanizing.

"When the galvanized wire was to be sus-

pended in smoky districts it was addi-
tionally protected by a braided covering,

well tarred. In some countries galvaniz-

ing was not resorted to, but dependence
was placed on simple oiling with boiled
linseed oil. Such a wire was erected in

1856 between London and Crewe, but
the result was very unsatisfactory. More
recently (1881) the experiment had been
repeated with a similar result. In this

climate galvanization was imperative.
But it was not alone in smoky districts

that iron wire decayed. It suffered
much along the seashore. The salt spray

decomposed the zinc oxide into soluble

compounds, which were washed away and
left the iron exposed, and this was speed-
ily reduced to mere thin red lines. "Where
external decay was not evident time
seemed to have no apparent effect on iron

wire. Thirty-nine years of incessant

service in conveying currents for teleg-

raphy had not apparently altered the
molecular structure of the iron wires in

the open country on the London and
South-Western Kailway. Swedish char-

coal iron was imported either in bloom or
in rods, principally in rods. Each rod
was rolled down to about 0.26 inch in di-

ameter, and weighed on the average
about 1 cwt. Iron wire could be rolled

and drawn into coils 0.171 inch in diam-
eter, weighing 400 lb. and measuring 1
mile ; but 110 lb. was about the best
practical limit for transport and use. The
Swedish iron owed its value, not only to
its comparative purity, but to the fact

that it was smelted and puddled entirely

with charcoal. The best qualities were
a mixture of various ores, and they were
known by various brands, the conditions
determining those brands being secrets.

The operation of testing was a most
important one, and requisite not only for

the user, but also for the manufacturer.
Flaws, impurities, faults, notwithstanding
the greatest care, would occur, and they
could be detected only by the most rigid

examination and tests. Tests were me-
chanical and electrical. The mechanical
tests embraced one for breaking strain,

another for elongation, and a third for

resistance to torsion. For hard steel

wire, in place of the torsion test it was
usual to specify that the wire should bear
wrapping round its own diameter and
unwrapping again without breaking. The
electrical test was simply that for resist-

ance— gLj- of a mile of the wire to be ex-

amined was wound round a dry wooden
drum, and its electrical resistance was
taken in ohms by means of a Wheat-
stone's bridge. Galvanization was tested
by dipping in sulphate of copper, and by
bending or rolling round a bar of vary-

ing diameter, according to the size of the
wire. Special machines were constructed
for the mechanical tests, the condition to

be fulfilled being that for the breaking
strain the increasing load or stress should
be applied uniformly, without jerks or
jumps, and the elongation machine should
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correctly register the actual stretch with-

out the wire slipping. The resistance to

torsion of the wire was determined by
an ink mark which formed a spiral on the

wire during torsion, the number of

spires indicating the number of twists

taken before breaking. The perfection

to which the manufacture of iron wire

had been brought was very much due to

the care bestowed upon the specifications

by the authorities of the Post Office.

The standard had been gradually raised,

until it had attained a very high one.

Many administrations objected to the ex-

pense of thorough inspection, with the

result that they were the recipients of

the rejected material of those who did

rigidly inspect. One break in the wire

cost far more than its insjiection, and
one extra ohm per mile affected the

earning capacity of the wire in inverse

proportion. It was, however, necessary

to remark that the mechanical quality of

charcoal-iron wire sometimes changed
with time—its electrical quality remain-

ing unaffected. Tests repeated at some
subsequent period might therefore be
deceptive unless allowance were made
for the effect of time. Bessemer or

homogeneous iron wire as a rule im-

proved in its mechanical properties by
being kept in stock. The Post Office

authorities had decided to abandon a

gauge altogether as applied to conduct-

ors, and to define size by diameter and
weight. In future, all copper wires

would be known by their diameters in

"mils," or thousandths of an inch, and
all iron wires by their weight in lb. per
mile. Steel wire was used for long spans,

or for places where great tensile strength

was needed ; but it was for the external

strengthening of deep-sea cables that

steel wire was principally adopted. It

was first employed in the Atlantic cable

of 1865 for this purpose. It had since

been generally used for deep-sea cables.

The usual diameter was 0.099 m., and it

was specified to bear a breaking strain of

1,400 lb., which was equivalent to 81
tons on the square inch. Steel wire had
been produced giving a much higher
tensile strength. A compound wire of

steel and copper was introduced in

America about 1874, and it had been ex-

tensively tried in both hemispheres, but
without success. Recently a compound
wire had been erected between New

York and Chicago, a distance of 1,000
miles, giving only 1.7 ohm resistance per
mile. It had a steel core 0.125 inch in
diameter, and was coated with copper
electrolytically to a diameter of 0.25 inch.

It weighed 700 lb. per mile. Hard-drawn
copper, or silicious bronze of a much
lighter character, would be equally effi-

cient.

Phosphor-bronze, the hard mechanical
qualities and great resisting powers of
which were well known, was introduced
for telegraph wire about five years ago.
Several lengths were erected by the
Post Office. Two long spans crossed
the channel that separated the Mumbles
Lighthouse from the headland near
Swansea. The object in view was to ob-
tain great tensile strength with a power
to resist oxidation, especially active where
the wire was exposed to sea spray. This
was done in 1879, and in November,
1883, not the slightest change was
noticeable in the wire. But phosphor-
bronze, though extensively used, b«"i

high electrical resistance ; its conductiv-
ity was only 20 per cent, that of copper.

Moreover, the phosphor-bronze supplied
was irregular in dimensions and brittle

in character. It would not bear bends
or kinks. A new alloy, silicious bronze,
had recently been introduced to remedy
these disadvantages. Phosphor-bronze
had disappeared for telegraph wire, and
had been replaced by silicious bronze.

The electric resistance of silicious bronze
could be made nearly equal to that of

copper, but its mechanical strength di-

minished as its conductivity increased.

Wire, whose resistance equalled 90 per
cent, of pure copper, gave a tensile

strength of 28 tons on the square inch ;

but when its conductivity was 34 per
cent of copper, its strength was 50 tons
on the square inch. Its lightness, com-
bined with its mechanical strength, its

high conductivity and indestructibility,

rendered it eminently adapted for tele-

graphs. If overhead wires were erected

of such a material, upon sight sup-

ports, and with some method, there

would be an end to the meaningless cru-

sade now made in some quarters against

aerial lines. These, if constructed judi-

ciously, and under proper control, were
far more efficient than underground lines.

Corporations and local authorities should
control the erection rather than force ad-
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ministrations to needless expense and to

reduced efficiency by putting them un-

derground. Not only did light wires

hold less snow and less wind, but they

produced less electrical disturbance, they

could be rendered noiseless, and they al-

lowed existing supports to carry a much
greater number of wires. German-silver

was employed generally for rheostats, re-

sistance-coils, and other parts of appara-

tus in which high resistance was re-

quired. It consisted of copper four

parts, nickel two parts, and zinc one
part. It possessed great permanence,
and the variation in its resistance due to

changes of temperature was small. The
effect of age on German-silver was to

make it brittle. Mr. Willoughby-Smith
had found a smilar change with age even
with wire drawn from an alloy of gold
and silver. The form and character of

electrical conductors must vary with the

purposes for which they were intended.

For submarine cables and for electric-

light mains, where mechanical strength
was not required, and where dimensions
were of the utmost consequence, the con-

ductors must be constructed of the pur-

est copper producible, for copper was
the best practical material at command.
For aerial lines they must not only have
great tensile strength, but in these days
of high-speed apparatus they must have
high conductivity, low electrostatic capa-

city, expose to wind and snow the least

possible surface, and must be practically

indestructible. Iron had hitherto occu-

pied the field, but- copper and alloys of

copper seemed destined in many in-

stances to supplant that metal, and to

fulfill all the conditions required in a

more efficient way, and at no greater

cost per mile.

REPORTS OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

American Society of Civil Engineers,
November 21, 1883.

The Society met at 8 p.m., Director Geo. S.

Greene, Jr. , in the chair, John Bogart, Secre-
tary.

A paper by E. H. Keating, M. Am. Soc.
C. E., upon the Shubenacadie Canal, was read.
This canal is located between the City of

Halifax, Nova Scotia, and the Basin of Mines,
an arm of the Bay of Fundy. It was com-
menced in 1826, and the intention was to build
it so as to accommodate vessels drawing 8 feet of
water, with the idea that at comparatively small
additional expense it could be used by vessels
drawing 11 feet. It was to have 15 locks, 87
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feet in length and 22 feet in width, with a lock-
age ascending from Halifax of 95 feet 10 inches,
and descending to the Bay of Fundy of 95 feet

4 inches. The total length is about 54 miles,

the greater portion of which was to be in the
Shubenacadie River, and in a chain of lakes
existing along the line of the canal.

Mr. Thomas Telford, the celebrated engineer,
made a very favorable report upon the proposed
canal and its prospects. Up to the close of

1831, £72,000 had been expended upon the
work which was, however, in an entirely uncom-
pleted state. Some of tlie locks near Halifax
had not been commenced, and large and ex-

pensive work remained to be done upon the
line of the canal. All the available capital be-
ing exhausted, the works were abandoned and
fell into ruin, never having been completed on
the original plan. In 1856, a report was made
by Mr. W. H. Talcott, C. E., upon a scheme
for completing the works upon a very much
smaller scale than at first proposed, substituting

for certain of the locks, an incline plane near
Halifax, with a lift of 55 feet, and a similar

plane with a lift of 33 feet at another point.

The planes to be worked by hydraulic machin-
ery. This report was adopted, and the work
was completed in 1862, at a cost of $200,000.
The diminished canal has, however, proved a
failure as a commercial enterprise, and since

1870 no trade of any account has been carried

on through it.

There was also presented a description, bv
Charles C. Smith, M. Am. Soc. C. E., of a hy-
draulic canal built at Minneapolis, Minn,, dur-
ing the severely cold winter of 1881. This canal
is under Main Street, Minneapolis, its entrance
being at right angles to the street. It is covered
with a semi-circular rubble stone arch of 17i
feet span, and where the line turns the angle of
90° the abutments of the arch were built of

curved lines of the radius of 31^ and 48J feet.

The arch was built of rubble masonry of stone

varying from 4 to 6 inches thick, and from 18

to 36 inches long ; the joints at the soffit being
slightly hammered off to approximately form
beds conforming to the radial lines of the arch.

The mortar was made of one part Louisville

cement to two parts of sand, and was mixed in

hot water without salt. During its construc-

tion the weather was extremely cold, the frost

having penetrated the ground to the depth of

six feet.

An examination of this work having been made
quite recently, it was found to be perfectly

sound and free from any indication of settle-

ment or rupture two years after its construc-

tion.

A discussion followed by the members pres-

ent, more particularly in reference to the best

methods of laying masonry in very cold

weather, the experience of a number of mem-
bers being favorable to the use of a strong solu-

tion of salt in the water with which the mortar
was made.
The recent adoption of a system of time

standards by the railwavs was discussed, and
Prof. Julius E. Hilgard, M. Am. Soc. C. E..

gave a statement as to the measures which were
in progress in reference to securing a standard

prime meridian, together with other measures
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pertaining to the determination of standard
time by the various nations of the world.
He also described the results of the recent

meeting; at Rome, Italy, of the Superintendents
of the Geodetic Surveys of various nations.

TT^ NGINEEES' CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA—PiECOED
J'J OF REGULAR MEETING, NOVEMBER 17th,

1883.—Vice-President Win. A. Ingham in the
chair.

Mr. Edward I. H. Howell presented a
sketch, based upon his personal observation
while in England on. a business visit, of the
practice and peculiarities of the English ma-
chinists, with regard to machine tools.

He also exhibited specimens of polished
shafting, from 1^" to 3f" in diameter, cold
drawn, like Avire, but omitted full description,

as he expected the inventor to be present at a
later meeting.
The Secretary read an illustrated paper by

Mr. G. T. Gwilliam, upon the methods of mak-
ing and placing the mattresses and fascines at

the extension of the Delaware Breakwater Har-
bor.

The Secretary presented notes, by Mr. John
J. Hoopes; to illustrate methods of computing
tables by successive additions instead of separ-
ate calculations. Illustrations are given for the
first, second, third and fourth powers, triangles
and circles.

Mr. John Haug presented illustrated notes
upon boiler construction, touching especially

upon what should be shown in drawings and
specifications for boilers.

Mr. George S. Strong exhibited specimens
of cylindrical and corrugated flues. The for-

mer readily yielded to the pressure of the
fingers, while the latter was trampled upon
without injury.

The Secretary read, for Mr. C. J. Hexamer,
a description of his experiments upon, with a
discussion of the causes of, dust explosion in

mills. Mr. William A. Ingham considered
that some explosions in coal mines are prob-
ably attributable to the immense quantity of
fine dust in the air, and Mr. T. Mellon Rogers,
in response to Mr. Hexamer's comments upon
the general absence of adjustable rolls in Phil-
adelphia mills being a common cause of igni-

tion, by the friction of foreign metallic particles

in the stock, spoke of their general use in the
West.

ENGINEERING NOTES.

rpHE Panama Canal.—According to a state-

JL ment by M. Dingier, Director-General of
the Panama Canal work, the amount of earth-
work will be 100 millions, instead of 80 millions

as previously estimated. These, however, it is

now said, will cost less than 80 millions would
have done had the rock expected been met
with. It is now affirmed that the very hard
rock does not exist, and even the hard rock is

much less thick than a survey had indicated.

The soil being thus much less refractory than
was originally supposed, the mode of cutting
has been changed. The embankments of the
canal, which in the rocky part would have
been almost like vertical walls, will be flatter,

involving the removal of more cubic meters
This accounts for the total of 100 million
meters instead of 80. But the first excavations,
according to the engineers, would have cost
lOf. a meter, whereas the new work will only
cost on an average a-third of this sum. The
100 millions of cubic meters to be removed,
with the accessory labor, expenses of .adminis-
tration—in short, with everything included,
may be expected to cost in all 500, 000, OOOf.
With 100,000, OOOf. for meeting the unforeseen,
a total of 600, 000, OOOf. is the expenditure in-

dicated by M. de Lesseps for the completion of
the canal, provided, of course, there is no new
miscalculation. It was believed at the outset
that the canal might be ready in 1888, viz., five

years. Last year this calculation became a
certainty. The unexpected fact is reported that
at some sections whither machines had been
brought to perform the excavations, the negro
workmen hired in great numbers merely as hod-
men, asked to be allowed to do the excavating
themselves, and have, in fact, succeeded in do-
ing it cheaper. The machines were, therefore,
conveyed to another yard.

T^he Arlbeeg Tunnel.—The piercing of the
mountain was, we are glad to hear, suc-

cessfully competed as far as the advance head-
ing is concerned, on Tuesday, the 13th ult.

The tunnel proved to be 3 meters shorter than
had been calculated, and thus the meeting took
place a day sooner than was intended. A simi-

lar miscalculation in the St. Gothard Tunnel
was attributed to the attraction of the mountain.
The official ceremony of leveling the rock is to

take place on Monday in presence of the Aus-
trian Minister of Commerce and other dis-

tinguished guests from Austria, Switzerland
and Italy. Another great Alpine highway will

then be preliminarily opened up, just two years
after the first experimental trip conveyed abont
sixty passengers—contractors, engineers and
their friends—through the tunnel of the St.

Gothard. The new tunnel is 10,270 meters in

length, while the Mont-Cenis Tunnel is 12,323,
and the St. Gothard 14,900 meters. The first

took fourteen years and a-half , and the second
about eight to bore ; the Aiiberg Tunnel will

have taken, when vaulted and ready to receive
the first locomotive, about four years. Dyna-
mite has been largely used, and the Brandt re-

volving rock drill has been employed, as well
as the Ferroux percussion drill. For these

drills several streams from the heights of the
snow-covered Aiiberg, were gathered on the
eastern side into reservoirs from which turbines

which compressed the air to five atmospheres,
for the Ferroux borers, were worked ; while on
the western side pumped water was passed
through pipes to the pressure of over a hun-
dred atmospheres, to work the Brandt revolv-

ing borer, which cuts cylindrical blocks of rock
from the mountain. The gallery has been
driven on a level with the bottom of the future

tunnel, and not on the Belgian system, as was
formerly done, on a level with the top. Large
money premiums were granted for completing
the work before the stipulated time—in which
premiums the contractors allowed their work-
men to share. The two halves of the work
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were allotted on December 21st, 1880, to two
contractors—Ceconi for the eastern part, and
the Brothers Lapp for the western side ; but
the piercing of the galleries, effected in the
beginning by ordinary tools, as the nature of

the stone did not allow the employment of bor-

ing machines, had already begun in June, 1880.

On November 13th and November 17th respect-

ively, the percussion and the rotating borers
began their work, which advanced on each side

at an average of from 5 to 7 meters daily, the
greatest effort having been achieved in 1882,
when 3590 meters were bored, while the St.

Gothard Tunnel had a maximum of boring in

1878 of only 2530 meters. The whole cost, in-

cluding the double-tracked railway through the
tunnel, will not exceed eighteen million florins,

or one and a-half million pounds, including the
premium to the contractors for early comple-
tion ; while the cost of the whole railway line

from Innsbruck, in the Tyrol, to Bludenz, in

the Austrian province of Vorarlberg, passing
through the Arlberg Tunnel, will be forty mil-
lion florins. The third Alpine Tunnel connects
parts of the same country, and not foreign
countries as in the case of its forerunners.

'be New Eddystone Lighthouse.—At the
meeting of the Institution of Civil En-

gineers, held on November 27, Mr. Brunlees,
president, in the chair, a paper was read on
"The New Eddystone Lighthouse," by Mr.
William Tregarthen Douglas, Assoc. M. I. C. E,
The necessity for the construction of a new
lighthouse on the Eddystone rocks had arisen
in consequence of the faulty state of the gneiss
rock on which Smeaton's tower was erected,
and the frequent eclipsing of the light by heavy
seas during stormy weather. Thelatter defect
was of little importance for many years after
the erection of Smeaton's lighthouse, when in-

dividuality had not been given to coast lights
;

but with the numerous coast and ship lights now
visible on the seas surrounding this country, a
reliable distinctive character for every coast
light had become a necessity. The tower of
the New Eddystone was a concave elliptic

frustum, with a diameter of 37 feet at the bot-
tom, standing on a cylindrical base 44 feet in
diameter, and 22 feet high, the upper surface
forming a landing platform 2 feet 6 inches above
high water. The cylindrical base prevented in
a great measure the rise of heavy seas to the
upper part of the tower, and had the further
advantage of affording a convenient landing
platform, thus adding considerably to the op-
portunities of relieving the lighthouse. With
the exception of the space occupied by the fresh
water tanks, the tower was solid for 25 feet 6
inches above high-water spring-tides. At the
top of the solid portion the wall was 8 feet 6
inches thick, diminishing to 2 feet 3 inches in
the thinnest pait of the service room. All the
stones were dove-tailed both horizontally
and vertically, as at the Wolf Rock Light-
house. Each stone of the foundation courses
was sunk to a depth of not less than one
foot below the surface of the surrounding rock,
and was further secured by two Muntz metal
bolts H inch in diameter, passing through the
stone and 9 inches into the rock below, the
top and bottom of each stone beino- fox-wedded.

Irrigation Works in Italy. The irrigation

system of Italy is probably the mosl com-
plete in the world, and still it i

- y be-

ing increased; it forms a part of the elaborate
system of defense against floods necessitated by
the conformation of the northern provinces.
According to the latest official statistics the irri-

gation canals of Piedmont alone give 125. -"50

gallons per second, distributed over 1,340,000
acres; and those of Lombardy 35.355 gallons

per second, distributed over 1,680,400 acres.

These great works iiave not been, comparatively
speaking, expensive. The Cavour canal, con-
structed within the last few years draw- its

supply from the rivers Po and Dora Baltea. It

gives a flow of 29,200 gallons per second, waters
nearly 40,000 acres, and cost £1,600,000. about
£32,200 per mile. It was constructed in four
years, and measures are now under considera
tion for increasing its debit by 5,300 gallons per
second. A smaller canal subsidiary to it,

gives 18,540 gallons per second, and cost

£24,154 per mile. The largest canals are

the Cavour and its subsidiary canal just

mentioned ; the Muzza, Agliano, and Naviglio
Grand. The smaller of these gives 13,200 gal-

lons per second. Below this point the canals
become very numerous, and interspersed all

over the country. These canals are not only
used for purposes of irrigation, but also to sup-
ply motive power, by which again the water is

raised to districts lying upon a higher level. On
the steep slope of the Dora Baltea, not far from
Turin, three canals (the Torea, Agliano, and
Rotho) flow parallel to each other, on different

levels, while the water is used at the top of the

hill, 62 feet above the highest of them. The
arrangement adopted is as follows : A stream
of 154 gallons per second is diverted from the

Torea canal and carried down the hill in a lead-

en pipe until it meets the Agliano canal. Here
it is pumped up to the summit level by
eight pumps, worked by four turbines driven

by a fall of water taken from the Agliano
canal, and allowed to flow down into the
Rotho. By joining this latter it is used
for irrigation, and thus not a drop is

wasted. The great principle of Italian en-

gineers is to work on a large scale, thus attain-

ing at the same time efficiency and economy,
and avoiding constant alterations and additions:

and it is by such means that the extraordinary
fertility of Northern Italy is produced and main-
tained.

IRON AND STEEL NOTES.

On the Conditions in Which Carbon Ex-
ists in Steel.—Abel and Deering have

made a series of experiments in the hope of

obtaining information on the condition in
which carbon exists in steel as it is left by the
cold-rolling, as well as in its hardened, annealed.
and intermediate conditions. Two series of

experiments were made. In the first series the

steel was in the form of 12 disks 2.5 inches in

diameter, and 0.01 inch thick, each weighing
about 6.5 grams. In one disk, hardened, the

silicon was determined to be 0.20 per cent. A
cold-rolled disk gave 1.108 total carbon, a

hardened one, 1.128 ; an annealed inside disk
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0.924, and a similar outside one, 0.860. Three
disks were used for estimating the so-called un-
eombined carbon, by gently heating them for

three hours in lOOcc of hydrochloric acid of sp.

gr. 1.10. The cold-rolled one left 0.096, the

annealed inside one 0.052, and the hardened
one 0.085 percent, carbon. Three others were
placed in a cold saturated solution of potas-

sium dichromate acidulated with -
2\ of sul-

phuric acid, being supported on sieves of

platinum gauze. The cold-rolled, the annealed
and the hardened disk each left a small quan-
tity of black particles which appeared spangly
under the microscope, and which were at-

tracted by the magnet. Upon analysis the

particles from the cold-rolled disk gave 1.039

percent, carbon, and 5.87 per cent, of iron;

those from the annealed outside disk 0.830 and
4.74, and those from the hardened disk 0.178

and 0.70 : calculated on the total weight of the

disks. Thus the chromic acid treatment has
left nearly the whole of the carbon from the

cold-rolled and the annealed disks in the
form of a carbon-iron compound corresponding
closely to the formulae Fe 6C 5 . But, on the

other hand, in the case of the hardened disk
only about one-sixth of the total carbon was
left undissolved by the chromic treatment. The
last disk was submitted to the action of a

chromic solution containing a large excess of

sulphuric acid. The black residue gave on
analysis 0.84 carbon, and 1.104 iron, showing
that the carbide had broken down. ' To study
the carbon-iron compound more carefully, and
especially to learn (1) whether it is independent
of the strength of the chromic solution, (2)
whether the percentage of carbide in the steel

is constant, and (3) how much of its carbon re-

mains unconverted into hydrocarbons upon
treatment with hot hydrochloric acid, a second
series of experiments was made. The steel

used was in the form of a thin sheet 0.008

inches thick, weighing 175 grams, cold-rolled

from an ingot melted from cemented blister

steel. On analysis it contained 1.144 carbon,
0.166 silicon,' and 0.104 manganese. Four ex-

periments were made, from 7 to 7.5 grams of

steel being used in each, the strength of the

chromic solution varying. The results seem to

show that the material separated from cold-

rolled steel by the action of chromic and sul-

phuric acid below a certain strength contains
an iron carbide approximating to the formula
Fe 3C or its multiple. Hence these experiments
appear to sustain the view that the carbon in

this steel is not simply diffused mechanically
through the mass of steel, but exists in the

form of an iron carbide, a definite product
capable of resisting the oxidizing effect of an
agent which exerts a rapid solvent action upon
the iron through which the carbide is distrib-

uted. Future experiments must decide
whether the carbide varies in its composition in

different descriptions of steel similarly treated,

though the experiments above given suggest
that hardening diminishes the power of the car-

bide to resist the decomposing effect of the
chromic solution.

On the Effects of Compression on the
Hardness of Steel.—By M. Lan.—Ex-

periments were made at the ironworks of Saint

Jacques, at Montlucon, confirmatory of the re-

sults already presented by Mr. Dumas in the
name of Mr. Clemandot, that in compressed
steel there was an increased hardness as com-
pared with uncompressed. Further results

have been obtained. Steels have been analyzed,
compressed, and uncompressed, containing
different proportions of carbon. The proportion
of combined carbon, as regards the total car-

bon, has always been found to be greater in the

compressed as compared with the non-com-
pressed steels. The experiments were made on
elongated shot, the samples being taken from
four different points in the depth, and the com-
bined carbon was tested by the Eggertz pro-

cess, and the total carbon by Boussingault's.

The comparative results are so constant that

one table of results will suffice :

Compressed. Uncompressed.

Carbon, total percent, 0.70 0.70

Combined carbon at A 0.60

1

0.49 ^
B 0.59 { Mean 0.50 ( Mean
C0.55 (0.585 0.47 (0.49
DO. 60J 0.50 J

Free carbon by difference 0.115 0.21

Thus the compressed steel has more com-
bined and less uncombined carbon. The same
results were obtained by sudden cooling in the

ordinary manner of hardening. Hence com-
pression produces the same physical effects as

sudden cooling; in steels.

RAILWAY NOTES.

A Railroad in Palestine.—The first rail-

road in Palestine is being laid out, and
the preliminary survey has been completed as

far as the Jordan. It is to be run between Acre
and Damascus, and is called the Hamide line,

being named after the Sultan AbdulHamid, and
probably one reason why the firman has been
granted so easily lies in the fact that it passes

through a great extent of property which he has
recently acquired to the east of the plain of

Esdraelon. The concession is held by ten or

twelve gentlemen, some of whom are Moslems
and some Christians, but all are Ottoman subjects

resident in Syria. Among the most influential

are the Messrs. Sursock, bankers, who own the

greater part of the plain of Esdraelon, and who
have therefore, a large interest in the success of

the line.

Starting from Acre, it will follow the curve of

the bajr for ten miles, in a southerly direction,

at a distance of about two miles from the beach.

Crossing the Kishon by a 60 foot bridge, it will

turn east at the junction of a short branch line,

two miles long, at Haifa. Hugging the foot of

the Carmel Range, so as to avoid the Kishon
marshes, it will pass through the gorge which
separates that mountain from the lower ranges

of the Galilee Hills, and debouch in the plain

of Esdraelon. This plain it will traverse in its

entire length. The station of Nazareth will be

distant about twelve miles from that town ; there

may, however, be a short branch to the foot of

the hills. So far there has only been a rise from
the sea level in twenty miles of 210ft., so that
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the grade is imperceptible, It now crosses the

watershed and commences to descend across

the plains of Jezreel to the valley of the Jordan.

Here the Wady Jalud offers an easy incline as

far as Beisan, the ancient Bethshan, and every

mile of the country it has traversed so far is pri-

vate property, and fairly cultivated.

At Beisan it enters upon a region which has,

partly owing to malaria and partly to its insecur-

ity, been abandoned to the Arabs, but it is the

track of all others which the passage of a rail-

way is least likely to transfigure, for the abun-

dance of the water, which is now allowed to

stagnate in marshes, and which causes its un-

healthiness, is destined to attract attention to its

great fertility and natural advantages, which
would, with proper drainage, render it the most
profitable region in Palestine. Owing to the

elevation of the springs, which send their copi-

ous streams across the site of Beisan, the rich

plain which descends to the Jordan, 500ft. be-

low, can be abundantly irrigated. There is a

little bit of engineering required to carry the

line down to the valley of the Jordan, here 800ft.

below the level of the sea,which is then followed

as far north as the Djisr el Medjomich.

Near this ancient Roman bridge of three

arches, which is used to this day by the cara-

vans of camels which bring the produce of the

Hauran to the coast, the new railway bridge

will cross the Jordan, probably the only one in

the world which will have for its neighbor an
actual bridge in use which was built by the

Romans, thus, in this now semi-barbarous coun-

try, bringing into close contact an ancient and
a modern civilization. After crossing the Jor-

dan the line will follow the banks of that river

to its junction with the Yarmuk, which it will

also cross, and then traverse a fertile plain of

rich alluvium, about five miles long and four
wide, to the banks of the ridge which overlooks
the eastern margin of the Sea of Tiberias. This
is the extent to which the survey has been com-
pleted.

It is not decided whether to rise from the

valley by the ridge which overlooks the Yarmuk,
or to follow the east shore of the Lake of Ti-

berias to the Wady Semakh, which offers great

advantages for a grade by which to ascend
nearly 3,000ft. in about fifteen miles. This is

the toughest bit of engineering on the line, and
is in close proximity to the steep piace down
which the swine possessed by the devils are

said to have rushed into the sea. Once on the

plateau, it will traverse the magnificent pasture
lands of Jaulan and the grain growing coun-
try of Hauran, with probably a short branch
to Mezrib, which is the principal grain empo-
rium, and one of the moat important halting
places on the great pilgrimage road from Da-
mascus to Mecca. It is calculated that the trans-

port of grain alone from this region to the coast
will suffice to pay a large dividend upon the
capital required for the construction of the
road, which will be about 180 miles in length.
The grantees have also secured the right to put
steam tugs upon the Lake of Tiberias, and un-
der the influence of this new means of transport-
ation, the desolate shores will undergo trans-

formation.
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Publications Received.

The Magazine of American History. Edited
by Mrs. J. Lamb.

Third Annual Report of the United States

Geological Survey. By J. W. Powell, Direct-

or."*

Proceedings of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers. Iron and Steel in Tension, Compres-
sion Bending, Torsion and Shear. By Percy
Vavasseur Appleby, stud., Inst. C. E.

Abstracts of Papers in Foreign Transactions
and Periodicals.

Monthly Weather Review for October.

Washington: Signal Office.

The Elements of Military Administration.

Part I. By Major J. W. Buxton. London;
Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.
The title of this book sufficiently explains

its scope to the military profession. The divi-

sions of the subject are somewhat intricate,

doubtless necessarily so. The five chapters

which form this part are

:

Chap. I. Introductory; Chap. II., The War
Office and Central Administrative Department

;

Chap. III., District Administration; Chap.
IV., Regimental Administration; Chap. Y..

Conclusion of First Part.

The second, third, and fourth chapters are

subdivided three times into numbered and let-

tered sections.

The treatise bears marks of careful and pa-

tient labor.

ilitaey Law : Its Procedure and Prac-
tice. By Major Sisson C. Pratt, R. A.

London ; Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.
This is the fifth volume of the Military Hand-

Book Series. The editor of the series, Colonel

C. B. Brackenbury, says of the present manu-
al :

' %

It has been compiled by an acknowledged
authority on the subject, in order to aid officers

and non-commissioned officers in overcoming
the many difficulties which attend the study of

the legal part of their profession. It must be
looked upon as an aid to, and not a substitute

for the ordinary legal code."
The whole subject is presented in twenty-

seven chapters, which are subdivided into

numbered paragraphs.

fP LECTRICITY, MAGNETISM, AXD ELECTRIC
Ll Telegraphy. By Thomas D. Lock-

wood. New York : D. Van Nostrand. Price

$2.50.

The advance sheets of this book are alone
available at the moment of reviewing.
The author, with a full comprehension of

what is already published upon these subjects,

and with a thorough appreciation of what a

learner, who is inclined to be practical, desires

to know, has set forth the elementary prin-

ciples of electrical science in a manner easily

comprehended by an unscientific reader.

The work is not offered as a substitu:,

such books as Fleeming Jenkins' Electricity

and Magnetism, aud Culley's Hand-Book of

Practical Telegraphy, but as an aid to the

learner in comprehending them.
The catechism method has been employe.!

throughout; the principle or fact to be ex-
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plained is demanded in the form of a brief

question, which is immediately answered in

that direct and concise way which this plan ot

presenting truths demands.
An author who constantly maintains the at-

titude of answering the questions of a learner
is bound to avoid wearying his pupil by prolix-

ity. The learner will have no cause to com-
plain here. The elucidations are all brief, but
sufficient for the proposed object. The stu-

dent who is possessed of but a small stock of

scientific knowledge may become quite famil-

iar with the theory and practice of telegraphy.

T3 EPOET OF THE NEW YORK STATE SURVEY
JLA foe the Yeae 1882. By James T. Gard-
ner, Director. Albany : "Weed, Parsons & Co.

All engineers who are interested in accurate
methods of surveying must surely regard with
interest the progress of this survey.
The brief text of the present report makes

mention of the fact that on account of the

unsteadiness of the air in the day time between
8 a. m. and 4 p. m. , night signaling has been
resorted to. This has been done by quite inex-

pensive apparatus, and in the opinion of the
Director promises to give even for distances of

forty or fifty miles satisfactory results.

Large additions have been made to the geo-
graphical locations, and to the list of elevations

of stations.

ITi leoteicity in Theoey and Peactioe, oe
~}j the Elements of Eleoteioal Engineee-

ixg. By Lieut. Bradley A. Fiske, U. S. N.
New York : D. Van Nostrand, publisher.

(Abstract from Electrical Review.)

We are constantly in the receipt of letters

from all parts of the country asking us to ex-
plain the theory of this or that application of

electricity. Many of these come from persons
whom we would really like to accommodate.
Unfortunately for us, however, there are but
seven days, of which one is usually a day of

rest, and the space of a newspaper, like the
duration of human existence, is limited. We
are, therefore, not always able to satisfy those
who are, perhaps, not inclined to be pleased,
since we are not always able to satisfy our-
selves.

This being the case, we were not a little

gratified, as we turned from page to page of a
recent production, in which the theory and
practice of electrical engineering go, as one
might say, hand-in-hand, and where neither are
administrated ad nauseam. Its author, Mr.
Bradley Fiske, is a conscientious, able work-
man, and we cordially recommend his work to

the attention of the multitude of ambitious and
ingenious electricians and amateurs through-
out the country, who are not so fortunate as to

possess a theoretical education.
Like many objects which are shown us as

evidences of the handiwork of remote ages, the
theories, which from time to time are presented
to us, as explanatory of certain natural laws,
are apt to mislead us, unless we have confi-

dence in those who introduce them.
There are those who form theories before the

evidence is all in, and having once made up
their minds are wont to look upon the very evi-

dence, which should haye served to set them
right, as a corroboration of the fallacy which
they have adopted as the truth. The evil done
by such persons is incalculable ; it misleads the
unskilled, casts a doubt upon the work of in-

telligent thinkers, and adds still further to the
number, already very large, of inaccurate text-

books.
Judging from the work before us, the author

is one of those men, unhappily somewhat rare,

who are by no means quick to accept theories
unless well sustained, and only then after care-
ful examination. The caution and lack of pre-
cipitation, which is evinced where dangerous
ground is trodden, is at once his best recom-
mendation and the student's safeguard.
A portion of the work is, as its title indicates,

rudimentary ; but we think it all the more valu-
able on that account. Those who have ex-
perience with electricians and mechanics are
aware how inaccurate is technical information
many of these possess, and need not be told

that some of them know little of the theory of

their work. Such persons have here in com-
pact form and reguiar order a large amount of
theoretical information concerning the most
recent electrical work of the day.
We have heard professors in the colleges

hereabouts expatiate for hours upon electrical

themes of the last century, whilst the major
portion of their audience sunk into pleasant
slumbers, and the lesser went out to sleep un-
der the trees where it was cooler. Had they
had such a book as this before them, they could
have so interested their audience, that it would
have been very glad to remain awake.

If you want to go through any of the old
and white-haired electrical tricks with amber
and gutta-percha and friction machines, and
frogs' legs, &c, you needn't look in this book.
It is devoted to other purposes. Again, we have
seen some books, containing valuable informa-
tion, too, such as the "Linear Algebra," and
the like, which, to a certain extent fail of their

object because they are not sufficiently explana-
tory and clear. A man who has made mathe-
matics a life's study, and talking to another
with a similar contempt for life's objects, may
not unreasonably begin in the middle of a com-
plex explanation with the remark, "It is ob-
vious that the nth power " of so and so is equal
to so and so ; but when he is addressing a mis-
cellaneous audience, composed of but indiffer-

ent mathematicians, he should know that the
computation is obvious only to himself.

Fortunately for the reader, Mr. Fiske has
not the bad habit of presupposing in his aud-
itor an experienced and skillful electrician;

but takes the trouble to explain the theory care-

fully and lucidly as he goes along, and one has
not to read far to discover that he is thoroughly
familiar with that which he essays to de-

scribe.

Passing over the more elementary chapters
in which magnetism, frictional electricity, work
and potential voltaic batteries, and the laws of

currents are dwelt upon, we come to a chapter
on secondary or storage batteries, in the ex-

planation of which we could have wished the
author had devoted more space. % For the pos-
sibilities of the secondary battery are very
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great ; many able men are devoting themselves
towards lessening their defects, and the small
successes which from time to time are recorded,
would indicate that the secondary battery of

to-day bears about as much resemblance to the

future secondary battery as the bladder which
Dr. Clayton used as a gas-holder in 1688 does
to the gasometer of city gas works, or as James
Watt's crude engine does to the Atlantic
steamer.
We are not surprised to find that Mr. Fiske

devotes much space to that very important and
often neglected department of electrical science,

measurement. Nor are we surprised to find

that he treats the subject skillfully. We have,
if we are not very much mistaken, seen some
work of this kind before in '

' Van Nostrancfs
Engineering Magazine,'''' which had his name
appended ; work which, if Mr. Fiske is, as we
suppose, commencing his career, promises a
position in that part of the profession which in

this country has never yet been known to be
crowded, viz., the top. So far as we could see,

the author makes no attempt to devise new
methods of measurement, but wisely contents
himself with giving clearly and succinctly the
theories upon which those in vogue are
founded.
While there is absolutely nothing new in the

author's "Measurement of Electrical Resist-
ance," we do not remember ever to have seen
the measurement so clearly demonstrated in so
few words, and where a tangent or sine gal-

vanometer is used his explanatory formulae,
considering how complex they might have
been made, are models of neatness.
The paragraph following the title, "Limit

to Telephonic Transmission," is like all the
theoretical handiwork of the author, lucid and
to the point ; but it is to be regretted that Mr.
Fiske, who seems to be an adept in the matter,
did not dwell longer on this point, and since
this work is likely to find much favor, as well
with the public reader as with the practical
engineer, he had opened to him a fine oppor-
tunity to disabuse the public of the prevalent
idea that the telephone is about to supersede
the telegraph in long-distance transmission,
which, outside the laboratory, is not likely to

be the case.

In treating the incandescence system of elec-

trical lighting, we think Mr. Fiske has, unin-
tentionally, of course, done grave injustice to

the man who, in these 'later days, succeeded,
after nights and days of toil, in perfecting a
mechanism which should make incandescent
lamps of small intensity a practical success.
The credit he gives to Star is just, but the im-
pression lie gives that the modern incandes-
cence lamp is but an adaptation of the me-
chanism put together by Star outside of the
use of carbon in a vacuum, will not stand the
test of a comparison. Again, such persons as
Lane-Fox, who made an alleged improvement
in something he had no hand in thinking out,
should not be mentioned in the same breath
with the man whose property they have
filched, any more than in speaking of a high-
wayman and his victim we should say, '

' these
two gentlemen differ as to who is the rightful
owner of the loot."

It is not necessary that one should be a parti-

san in order to render unto each man bis own .•

a just man can allow the claims even of his

bitterest foe, and openly deny the claim- of his

nearest friend as opposed to them.
Mr. Fiske seems to espouse the cause of one

who, though making some valuable improve-
ments in the telephone could no by bis

firmest ally be credited with having invented
it; but when he finds that another man, many
years ago, made some Only partially succe
experiments in incandescence lighting, he
seems inclined to disallow the claims of one
who has made a tangible success out of a little

more than a crude conception.

We are sure that this is not intentional, but
we speak of the effect Mr. Fiske's book is

likely to produce in the mind of the public
reader, who is inclined to adopt the opinions
contained in the books he reads.

Under the heading, "Electrical Efficiency of

Machines," Mr. Fiske gives some interesting

and valuable formulae, and as these seem the
most direct way of ascertaining the electrical

efficiency of machines, they are likely to prove
of service to all working electricians.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Hp HE COURSE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AT
JL Cornell University.—It was announced
last spring that Cornell University would, at the

opening of the fall term, receive students for a
course of instruction in electrical engineering.
The requirements of admission are the same

as to the other technical courses, civil and me-
chanical engineering, etc., that have been so
long established, viz. : algebra and geometry,
in addition to the common English branches.
The course in the university includes the

higher mathematics, the French or German lan-

guage, rhetoric, descriptive geometry and me-
chanical drawing, physics, chemistry, the steam
engine and other motors, besides the special

work in electricity, which constitutes the special

features of the course.
The instruction in electricity includes the use

of all the instruments employed in making elec-

trical measurements, with the means employed
in testing their accuracy, and determining their

constants ; the construction and testing of tele-

graph instruments ; the methods of testing tele-

graph lines and cables; the theory, construction,

and testing of dynamo machines ; the study of

the different S3rstems of electric lightning, etc.,

etc.

The course is designed to give a thoroughly
practical, combined with a theoretical training,

and the electrical engineer Avill find use for

every subject named. The higher mathematics
and pure sciences will be found of especial im-
portance, now in the infancy of the applications
of electricity, when so much is in the tentative

stage.

The facilities for this institution at Cornell
are of the best. A large new building has jusl

been completed, in which are several rooms
specially equipped for electrical tests and meas-
urements. All the important instruments for

measurements are provided. Dynamo machines
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and systems of electric lighting are in practical

operation in the building, and, as far as possible,

all the applications of electricity are exemplified.

The student spends a considerable portion of

his time in the laboratory, making experiments
with various instruments. He determines the

laws and constants of galvanometers ; measures
the resistances of various conductors ; measures
the cm-rents used for electric lights

; determines
the energy expended in charging, and that de-

veloped in discharging storage batteries ; deter-

mines the efficiency of machines and motors

;

in short, does exactly what the engineer needs
to do in the factory or office.

The Meteorological Society.—Cloud Ob-
servations.—At a meeting of the Meteoro-

logical Society, the Hon. F. A. Rollo Russell,

M.A., read a paper upon "Cirrus and Cirro-

Cumulus." By way of preface to some of his

remarks, we may state that the attention of

meteorologists is now being seriously drawn to

the phenomena presented by the higher clouds,

it having been discovered that they often afford

trustworthy clues to the nature of coming
weather. As a celebrated example it may be
mentioned that the Rev. Mr. Ley, who is an
authority on the subject, one fine bank holiday
happened to be in London, and noticing certain

indications given by the upper clouds, he tele-

graphed from the Strand to Mr. Robert Scott,

of the Meteorological Office,
'

' Heavy thunder-

storm ordered for four o'clock this afternoon,"

and surely enough at four o'clock a thunder-
storm of the heaviest type was crashing over
London. One reason why cirrus clouds give

early indications of approaching changes in the

weather is that the axis of a cyclone is not ver-

tical, but the upper part is inclined in the direc-

tion in which the whole cylone is moving, con-
sequently it sometimes affects the upper clouds
before the influence of the cyclone is felt at cer-

tain places on the earth below, from which
these clouds are within view.
Mr. Rollo Russell said that next to frequent

readings of the barometer and a knowledge of

the distribution of atmospheric pressure, cloud
observations, especially of cirrus, were of great

use in forecasting the state of the weather.
Cirrus is generally supposed to float at heights

varying from 16,000 ft. to 40,000 ft., and more;
but according to Mr. Glaisher's balloon obser-

vations, the height may probably be sometimes
more than fifteen miles. It is not easy to defin-

itely describe cirrus. Its appearance suggests
electrical influence in the determination of form;

it is the only cloud which presents angular
forms and nearly parallel threads, apparently
kept apart from each other by repulsion ; it is

the only cloud which is not normally rounded
in outline, and which is sometimes composed
of striae nearly at right angles to each other. It

is also the only cloud which sometimes appears
to radiate from a point near the horizon, thus
showing that the lines are parallel to each other,

and their real length in their apparent direc-

tion.

The speaker then proceeded to classify the

cirrus clouds observed by him during the last

eighteen years, chiefly in the neighborhood of

London and the South of England. He divided

them into twelve classes, and in some cases
stated what kind of coming weather the pres-

ence of one or other of the forms of cirrus indi-

cated. He said that "bar or ribbed cirrus,"

though somewhat uncommon, is at least equal
in value to the falling barometer as a danger
signal; it consists of nearly parallel bars of

dense cirrus, separated by intervals through
which the sky is visible ; sometimes this form
is so developed as to remind the observer of a

gridiron. This kind of cirrus generally gives
from twelve to forty-eight hours' notice of an
approaching storm.
Mr. Russell then argued that the Government

should incur some little expense in establishing

daily cirrus observations. He stated that a
great and terrible loss of life occurred on the

east coast in the storm of the 14th of October,

1881, and as this storm was traveling with
great rapidity, and broke upon the west coast

during the night, when the office was closed, a
warning from London was out of the ques-
tion. The barometer had sunk to a low point

on the Berwickshire coast when the fishermen
went out, but this warning seems to have been
altogether neglected on the spot.

The cirrus observed on the 13th of October
gave earlier information than the barometer of

the coming storm, and with a regular system all

the ports might have received warning on the
afternoon of the 13th. It may be stated gener-
ally, he said, that cirrus of a long, straight,

feathery kind, with soft edges and outlines, or
with soft delicate colors at sunset and sunrise,

is a sign of fine weather. Curly wisps and
blown back pieces are not a bad sign, but their

exact appearance should be noted, the rapidity

of their movement, and the definiteness of then-

outlines. When the tails are turned downwards,
fair weather or slight showers often follow.

Misty, confused, and cm-died cirrus should be
carefully noted, but does not always foretell bad
weather. The harder and more distinct in

outline, and the more particular forms are re-

peated, the worse the result. Long, hard, greasy-
looking streaks, with rounded edges or knobs,
whether crossed with fibres at right angles or
not, are a sign of storms ; but the storm may
pass at some distance from the point of obser-

vation. Cottony shreds, either by themselves
or detached from a long streak, rounded and
clear in outline, something between cirrus and
cirro-cumulus, indicate dangerous disturbances.
Regular wavy tufts, with or without cross-lines,

are bad, especially if the tufts end not in fibres,

but in rounded knobs. Feathery cirrus in thick
patches at equal distances apart is a sign of a
storm, or any appearance of definite waves of
alternate sky and cloud. So is any regular repe-
tition of the same form. Slightly undulating
lines of cirrus occur in fine weather, but any-
thing like a deeply indented outline prcedes
heavy rain or wind. Cirrus simply twisted or
in zigzag lines of a fibrous character often ap-
pears in fine weather, and if not hard or knotted
or clearly marked off from a serene sky, does
not often precede any important change ; but
detached patches, like little masses of wool or
knotted feathers, in a clear sky and of unusual
figure, moving at more than the average rate,

precede disturbances of great magnitude.
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Introduction.

The following report on the trials

of the Otto Gas Engine, by Messrs.
Brooks and Steward, embodies a very
careful examination, both theoretically

and experimentally, of the performance
of that form of motor, made with a view
to determine, not only the actual effi-

ciency and economy of the machine, but
also the extent and the proportions of the
losses met with in its ordinary operation.

Some earlier investigations had been di-

rected into this line of research, and a

fairly good idea had been obtained of the
causes of waste in the gas-engine. It

seemed to the writer, however, that the

collection of other data bearing upon this

subject was desirable, and he had already

obtained some figures from experimental
work that were instructive and interest-

ing. Among the latter may be mentioned
a series of results obtained during the in-

vestigations, made under his direction,

and which included trials of the Otto
engine as well as other forms of gas-en-

gine, in which the distribution of heat in

* We take pleasure in acknowledging our obligations
to Mr. A. W. Schleicher, of Schleicher, Schumm & Oo.,
Philadelphia, for tke use of the ten horse-power engine,
supplied at the request of Prof. Thurston, for our
work, and upon the performance of which our results
are based. We are similarly indebted to the Ameri-
-ean Meter Co., of New York City, for the loan of
standard meters used during the tests.—M. B. and
J. E. S.

Vol. XXX.—No. 2—7

useful and lost forms of energy was
determined with care.

In these cases, the consumption of

water-gas varied from 21.2 to 23.4 cubic

feet per hour and per horse-power in

engines of 6 or 7 indicated horse-power,

up to 23.5 to 24.5 with engines of two
horse-power or less. The friction of

mechanism ranged from 4 to 5 per cent

of the total energy of combustion, and
from 40 $ power, in the smaller to 20 per

cent in the larger engines ; the waste at

the exhaust was from 12 per cent of the

total heat of combustion, in the small to

24 per cent in the large engines, and from
100 to 200 per cent of that transformed
into useful work.
The water-jacket carried off from 45

to 55 per cent, of all the heat supplied

by the combustion of the gas. For ex-

ample: the distribution of the heat of

combustion, in one case worked for the

writer by his senior assistant, Mr. Cart-

wright, was as below:

Useful dynamometric work . . 14 . 27
Work of the pump . 42
Friction of mechanism 4 . 10
Lost in exhaust . 23 . 55
Ditto in water-jacket 46 . 90
Radiation, &c 10 . 76

Total heat supplied 100 . 00
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This engine developed seven horse-

power at the brake, and indicated 8.9

H. P., consuming 21.2 or 27.6 cubic feet

of gas, accordingly as the indicated or

the dynamometric horse-power was made
the basis of the calculation.

It seemed to the writer desirable that

this method of investigation should be
further developed, and that a comparison
of the actual with the thermodynamic
performance of the gas engine should be
made, systematically determining all the

data needed to make such a comparison
complete, and as nearly exact as possible.

This work was undertaken by Messrs.

Brooks and Steward. These gentlemen
had already had sufficient experience, and
had shown themselves sufficiently skill-

ful, in work of this character to insure

exact results. They were given every
facility that the Stevens Institute of

Technology could furnish, and, at the

request of the writer, Messrs. Schleicher,

Schumm & Co., the builders of the en-

gine, prepared one of their 10 horse-

power Otto engines for trial, and for-

warded it to the writer from Philadel-

phia. This engine was set up at the

Stevens Institute of Technology, as de-

scribed in the report, and connected as

shown in the plan, Pig. 1. At the request

of the writer, the American Meter Co.

promptly and cheerfully supplied meters,

including one of unusual size for the

purpose of measuring the air. as well as

the gas supplied, a measurement never
before undertaken, so far as the writer is

informed. The Meter Co. also afforded

all needed facilities for testing the meters,

before and after the trials.

The results of the investigation are

given with all necessary detail in the body
of the report. It will be seen, as one re-

sult of the precaution taken to measure
the supply of air, that the relative vol-

umes of air and gas are found not to be
precisely determinable from figures ob-

tained without the use of an air meter.

This precaution was also found to have
value as permitting a correct determina-
tion of the effect of varying the supply of

air and of gas independently, either with
or without change of proportions. (Sec-

tion 5.)

The determination of the proper pro-

portion of air to gas is important and
interesting (section 9) ; and the compari-
son of the lines of the indicator with

theoretic curves is still more interesting

and novel, as well as very instructive

(sections 12 and 13). The fact that com-
bustion is progressive, even into the ex-

jDansion period, is probably here, for the
first time, exhibited by direct investiga-

tion (section 15). The analysis of the

efficiency of the engine affords a means
of making a comparison of the thermo-
dynamic with the actual efficiency of this

class of heat-engine. It is seen that the

total heat accounted for thermodynamic-
ally, consisting of that transformed into

work and that expelled with the exhaust,

amount to 34 per cent, of the total heat ac-

tually supplied, and that the other wastes,

by way of the water-jacket and otherwise,

amount to 66 per cent. The thermodyna-
mic efficiency is therefore about 17-32ds,

and the actual efficiency 17-100ths, or 52
and 17 per cent., respectively. It may
probably be stated, as a general fact, that

in gas engines having water-jackets, about
twice as much gas is demanded by even
good machines, as thermodynamic calcu-

lation would indicate, and it would seem
equally evident that, could this loss by
the jacket be evaded, the gas-engine

would at once assume a vastly more im-
portant position as prime-motor than it

to-day occupies- Even now, the gas-en-

gine has found innumerable applications;

and, as its economy is increased by im-

provements in design and construction

and by the introduction, as suggested in

the closing paragraph of the report, of

special heating gases, costing sometimes
but 50 cents per thousand feet, and bring-

ing down the cost per day to but about
$2.50, its field will indefinitely widen. Its

convenience and its safety are advantages

which go far also toward compensating
every economical disadvantage.

Kobeet H. Thurston.

Stevens Institute of Technology,
January, 1884.

1. The Engine and Accessories.

Below are the dimensions of the prin-

cipal parts of the engine, and of such ac-

cessories as are involved in the calcula-

tions.*

* For complete description see U. S. Letters Patent,

No. 196,473, dated October, 1877.
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Stroke 14 in. (356 mm.)
Diameter of piston 8.5 " (216 " )

" " piston rod 1.75
" (44 "

)
" •' connecting rod

(crankend) ..
.

2.5 " (63 ")
Diameter of connecting rod

(piston end) 2.25 " (57 " )

Diameter of crank shaft .. . 4 " (102 " )

"fly-wheels 66 " (1680")
"brake pulley.. 30 " (762 " )

Length of brake arm 16.5 " (420 " )

Weight of both fly-wheels. 1650 lbs. (750 kilos)

Clearance (compression chamber) 38$ total

cylinder volume.

The ground plan (Fig. 1) shows the gene-

ral arrangement of the engine, piping, and
apparatus employed in making the tests.

A sixty-light dry meter was used, con-

nected directly with the street gas main,

to measure the gas used by the engine,

exclusive of the igniting flames. As the

engine takes gas suddenly and at inter-

Tals, it is necessary to insert a flexible

rubber bag in the gas supply pipe be-

tween the meter and engine, to act as a

gas reservoir, and so relieve the meter of

all strain.

The supply of air was also measured.

A three-hundred light meter was used for

this purpose, and a pair of large rubber
bags was inserted in the air pipe for a

purpose similar to that of the gas bag as

just described. A small fan-blower, run-

ning at about 3,000 revolutions per min-

ute, kept these bags constantly filled

"with air, the pressure of which was con-

trolled by a check valve in the pipe near

the blower. A three-way cock in the air

pipe under the engine (not shown in the

figure) allowed the air to be taken either

through the large meter or directly from
the room.
The water required for the water-jacket

was measured by a Crown water meter
placed near the gas meter, and its tem-
perature, both before entering and im-

mediately after leaving the water jack-

et, was measured by a standard ther-

mometer.
The three meters used were tested just

before they were put in place, and an al-

lowance has been made for the readings
of the air meter, the only one appreciably
inaccurate.

A Bulkley pyrometer was placed in the
exhaust pipe as near as possible to the
engine, giving the temperature of the dis-

charged gases.

For the purpose of measuring the use-
ful work of the engine a Prony brake,

consisting of two iron hoops with blocks
of wood fastened at short intervals, was
clamped around a thirty-inch pulley on
the crank shaft of the engine. A strut

transmitted the pressure derived from
the brake directly to a Fairbanks' plat-

form scale. This brake worked very
smoothly without use of water.

The indicator used was of the Tabor
pattern. It was placed directly upon
the cover of the exhaust passage, and
motion was taken from the cross-head by
means of a cord running about a stepped
pulley to reduce the stroke.

To measure the speed of the engine a
speed counter was attached to the link

moving the slide valve, thus recording
the number of double revolutions.

2. Summary of Tests.

The observations from which the re-

sults given in the tables were obtained;

were usually made at intervals of five

minutes during the tests, but oftener

when any marked variation was noticed.

The gas pressure was about 30 millimeters

(lj inches) water column, and the air

pressure, when the large meter and
blower were used, averaged 50 milli-

meters (2 inches).

All results have been reduced to horse-

power, as being the most convenient foral

for ready comparison. The " horse-power
in gas burned" was calculated from
the analysis of Hoboken gas, and is the
dynamic equivalent of the heat capacity

of the gas. The " horse-power lost by
exhaust" and "by water jacket" were
calculated from the sj)ecific heats of the

discharged gases and of water. The in-

dicated horse-power was computed in the
ordinary way from the number of explo-

sions and the mean effective pressure.

The area of the cards between the com-
pression and expansion lines was meas-
ured with an Amsler planimeter. An al-

lowance was made for the area between
the exhaust and admission lines, repre-

senting work done in expelling the
burned gases, and in drawing in the

fresh charge. This allowance is equiva- .<

lent to a little more than one-tenth of an
atmosphere mean effective pressure.

The figures given for gas consumed do'
not include the amount burned by the

two igniting flames. An allowance of 7

cu. ft. (200 liters) per hour will cover

this.
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3. Friction of Engine. The average of all the tests at full power

The difference between the indicated
j

is 18-6 per cent friction, a remarkably

and the actual work gives the amount of
j

good result,

friction in the engine. In tests 10 and 4. Gas Consumption.

17 this falls below 15 per cent, of the in- 1 The consumption of gas per horse-

dicated work, a somewhat doubtful figure, power per hour is larger than that usu-
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ally obtained for the •' Otto " engine.

This is due chiefly to the poor quality of

the gas used. The calculation given

further on shows that only 5,495 calories

can be obtained from the combustion of

1 cu. meter. For average quality illu-

minating gas, 6,000 calories is usually

taken as a fair figure. Consequently,

with 8^- per cent, less gas of average

quality an equal amount of heat would
be obtained.

An allowance should also be made for

the temperature of the gas. In these ex-

periments the gas had a temperature of

about 24°C. Now, in winter the tem-

perature of the gas would be reduced
nearly, or perhaps quite, to the freezing

point as it passed through the meter.

From the law that the volume of a per-

fect gas varies directly as its absolute

temperature, pressure remaining con-

stant, it is found that a unit of volume at

273
24° becomes^—-—— = 0.92 volume at

273 + 24
0°C. That is, at 0°, 0.92 vol. has the same
weight, and consequently the same heat-

ing power that 1 vol. has at 24°. It will

be readily admitted that 5 per cent., or

more, difference in the volume of gas con-

sumed might easily result from the time
of year at which the experiment was
made.

'1 he following table shows the effect of

making these allowances. The first col-

umn gives the average of all the tests at

full powei', being the actual consumption
of the gas used. The other columns
give the calculated equivalent values.

The temperature 0°C was taken as a coi*-

venient standard

:

Gas Consumption (hourly).

ENGINE EXERTING ITS MAXIMUM POWER.

Zl 03

£ fcfl

o C
to®
C3^S
•- O

Gas per indi- <cubic ft. 24.5
cated H. P. \ liters. 694
Gas per ef- <cubic ft. 30.1

fective H. P. \ liters. 853

° -2

§^

E2^

i? b
i
cr a

« O (

> o
'B ^

22.5

637
27.7

784

1°
o o

22.4 20.6
634 583
27.6 125.4

781
j
719

It is safe to say that 21 cubic feet (000
liters) per hour of good quality illumin-

ating gas at ordinary temperature is suf-

ficient to develop one horse-power with
the Otto engine. In fact, this result has
frequently been obtained.

The pressure in the gas mains has no
appreciable effect upon the volume of the
gas, as it causes a contraction of not
more than g^-g-.

The table of results at varying power
gives the results of tests made when
there was not sufficient resistance to

make the engine take gas every time.

This is the ordinary condition of running,

for it is well to have a reserve of power
for the governor to call upon. The gas
consumption with varying power is seen

to be nearly constant per indicated horse-

power ; but, per actual horse-power the

amount of gas used necessarily increases,,

since the friction becomes greater in pro-

portion to the useful work. These re-

sults display the merit of the governor.

"Whenever there is an excess of speed the

supply of gas is cut off until the speed
diminishes. In this way the governor
insures the greatest possible economy
when the engine is exerting less than its

maximum power.

5. Ratio of Air to Gas.

The ratio of air to gas was found,,

by actual measurement of both, to be
about seven to one, when the engine was
working most economically. Although
with better gas the ratio would be
slightly increased, yet it could not equal

that usually given for the "Otto" engine
—ten to one, or thereabouts. The ratio

is commonly obtained from a measure-
ment of the gas consumption alone, the
air being reckoned as the volume of the

piston displacement, less the measured
amount of gas. This is not an accurate

method, as is shown by the indicator dia-

gram (Fig. 4). The pressure in the cyl-

inder is sensibly below the atmospheric
at the end of the out stroke, and it is

manifestly unfair to compare volumes
when the pressures are different. Ifr
however, the volume represented on the
indicator card between the points 1 and

3, (at which points the gases enclosed in

the cylinder are at atmospheric press-
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nre) be used in calculation, instead of

the entire piston displacement, a much
closer result will be obtained. The ratio

determined by means of two meters is,

however, much more satisfactory than a

calculated result.

When the proportion of air is increased

by partly closing the gas valve, the card

obtained is like B or C, Fig. 6 ; the ex-

plosion line is much more inclined, the

mean effective pressure is less, conse-

quently also the indicated horse-power.

The gas consumption per indicated horse-

power is not much changed, but per effec-

tive horse-power it becomes considerably

greater, showing the false economy of

throttling the gas supply. A comparison
of tests 16 and 20, in which the condi-

tions other than the ratio of air to gas
are nearly identical, shows very plainly

the disadvantage of using too little gas.

6. Temperature of Water Jacket.

From the tables it appears that the

amount of heat carried off by the water
jacket is about half of the total heat of

combustion of the gas burned. When
the cylinder is kept cool by a plentiful

supply of water, the quantity of heat car-

ried away appears to be greater than
when less water is used, and the cylinder

allowed to become warmer.

From this, one is led to expect a

greater per-centage of useful work with
less water. But a careful comparison of

the results fails to show that any marked
difference in either the indicated or the

actual work is caused by varying the tem-
perature of the water jacket.

It is probable that much more heat is

lost by direct radiation when the cylinder

is warm than when it is cool, and that

this accounts in part, at least, for the ap-

parent difference in the quantity of heat
carried away by the water jacket in the
two cases.

7. Thermal Constants for the Gas used.

Analysis of Gas.

The analysis of the gas used in the
tests, as determined by Thomas B. Still-

man, Ph. D. of the Stevens Institute of

Technology, is given on next column

:

By volume.

H Hydrogen 395
CH

4
Marsh gas 373

N Nitrogen 082
C

3
H

6
, &c. Heavy hydrocar-

bons .066

CO Carbonic oxide . . .043

O Oxygen 014

H
a
O

l
,CO„H

9
S,&c.'Water-vapor, im-

purities, &c. . . .027

1.000

By weight its composition is found to

be

:

Cu. Densi- Kilos, per W't p.

meters. ties* ou. m. unit.

H .395 X .087 = .035 .058

CH
4

.373 x .694 = .258 .426

N .082 X 1.215 = .099 .163

C
3
H

6
, &c. .066 x 1.84 = .121 .200

CO .043 x 1.215 = .052 .086

O .014 x 1.388 = .019 .031

H,O
l5
&c. .027 X -.8 = .022 .036

1.000 x .606 = .606 1.000

By " density " is meant the weight of

one cubic meter in kilogrammes. As will

be seen from the above, one cubic meter
of the gas in question weighs 0.606 kilos.

8, Heating Power of the Gas.

Upon complete combustion the gas

develops heat per cubic meter, as fol-

lows :

Calories.t Calories.

fromH 29060 x -035 = 1020
" CH

4
11710 x .258 = 3020

" C
3
H

c
,&c. 11000 x .121 = 1330

" CO 2400 X .052 = 125

per cu. m. 5495c

5495
and per kilog. gas nrin =9070 calories.

1 & & .606

Expressed in British measures, one
cubic foot of gas develops 617.5 heat

units.

9. Air necessary for complete Combus-
tion and the Products of Combus-
tion.

In order to determine the amount of air

to be supplied for complete combustion, it

is necessary to ascertain the quantity of

oxygen that is taken into chemical com-

* SchOttler : Die Gasmascliine, p. 77.

t Same, p. 80.
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bination by the several combustible con-

stituents of the gas.

2H + =H
3

by volume 2 + 1 =2
by weight 2 + 16 =18

CH
4
+ 40=CO, + 2H

2

by volume 2+4=2 +4
by weight 16 + 64 =44 +36

C,H
6
+90=3C0 2

+ 3H
2

by volume 2 + 9 =6 +6
by weight 42 + 144=132 + 54

CO + O =CO,
by volume 2 + 1 =2
by weight 28 + 16 =44

The combining proportions per unit of

the several constituents is :

By volume

—

1H + 10=1H
2

1CH
4
+ 20= 1C0

2
+ 2H„0

1C
3
H

6 + 4^0=3C0 2
+ 3H„0

ico + |o=ico;

By weight

—

1H +80= 9H
2

1CH
4 + 40=VC0 2 + 1-H

2

1C
3
H

6 + V O=-2T2CO, + ^H„0
ICO + 40=VC0,

The volume of oxygen required for

the combustion of 1 volume of gas is :

H .395 X £=.197
CH

4
.373 x 2=.746

C
3
H

6 .066x4^ =.297
CO .043 X £=.022

less in gas .014

1.262

.014

1.248

Taking oxygen as 21 per cent, in at-

mospheric air the volume of air required

is

= 0.94 per volume gas.

Since air weighs 1.251 kilos, per cu.

meter the ratio by weight is

5.94x1-251
=12.26 an to gas 1.

1X.606

From the combustion of 1 unit weight
of gas with 12.26 air there results 13.26

units weight of a mixture the composi-
tion of which will be :

(CHJ . 426XV-= 1.171)
CO., \ (C

3
H

a). 200x-y= -629 r 193
(CO) . 086xy= -135)

((H) . 058X 9= .522
)

H,0 1 (CH
4)

. 426x 1= .958 [ 1.74

((C.H.). 200 x *= .257)

v ffrom the air 9.407) Q -_
^ \ in gas itself 163 j

y " '

Impurities in gas 0.03

13.27

Per unit weight of mixture the com-
position will be

:

CO„ 146
H,0 131

N. 721
Impurities 002

1.000

The volume which 13.27 kilos, of prod-
ucts of combustion will occupy is found
from the known volumes of the constit-

uent gases as follows

:

cu. m. per
kilos. kilo. cu. m.

1.93x.524=1.011
1.74x1.28=2.227
9.57 X.823= 7.876

co
2

H
3

N
Impurities .03X— .9= .027

11.141

The products of combustion then oc-

cupy 11.141 cu. m. to every kilog. of gas.

To find the ratio per cu. meter of gas we
have simply to multiply by .606, the num-
ber of kilos in a cubic meter, and we get
6.751 as the result. As there is necessary
6.94 cu. m. of mixture of air and gas to

every cu. m. gas, it is seen that by com-
bustion a contraction of 2.7 per cent,

takes place.

When there is an excess of air present,

as is always the case in practice, the con-
traction becomes less in proportion, and
may be considered to be about 2 per
cent. In the following thermodynamic
computations no account is taken of this

contraction.

10. Specific Heats and their Ratio..

The specific heats of the products of

combustion are determined from the

specific heats of the several component
gases as follows :
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Specific heat at constant pressure

(water=1).

f .2169X.146(C0 2 )
=.0317]

J
.4805X.131(H

t
O) =.0629 1

up-
j .2438X.721 (N) =.1758 f

I ~.4x.002(impurities)= .0008
J

.2712

Specific beat at constant volume (water 1)

f .1714x146 (CO,) =.0250
~ J .3694X.131 (H

90) =.0484
^

} .1727 X.721 (N) ' =.1245
-.3 X .002 (impurities)= .0006

.1985

The ratio of these specific heats is the

exponent of adiabatic expansion and is

found to be

:

Cjj .2712
^
/=

C:
=

I985
=:1 -366 -

cv
(.1985X13.26)+ (.1684X 1.42)_

14.68

.268

.196
:

The Working Cycle.

_ Cp •

Cy
= 1.37

11. The Indicator Diagram.

The indicator diagram (Fig. 2) is a fan-

sample of those taken during the tests

at full power.
Beginning at the point 1, the lowest

line of the diagram represents the press-

ure during the first forward stroke, while

gas and air are entering the cylinder.

This line lies at a nearly uniform distance

below the atmospheric line, as is shown
more clearly on the diagrams (Figs. 4

and 5) taken with a very light spring.

Normal Indicator Diagram.

Since there is always an excess of air

present, these values will be somewhat
modified by that fact. From the meter
records of test 19 the ratio of air to gas
by volume was found to be 6.63 to 1 ; by
weight the ratio is

6.63X1.251

lX-606"
= 13.68.

Since for complete combustion only 12.26
parts of air by weight are needed, there
are 1.42 parts in excess. The specific

heats of air being C^=.2375 and C„=
.1684; the effect of the excess of air will

be to reduce the specific heat slightly.

C„ = (.2712X13.26) + (.2375X1.42)

14.68
:.268

This line, 1, 2, shows a negative pressure

of about 0.15 atmospheres. At 2 the

inlet valve closes, and by the return

stroke the gases are compressed into the

clearance space at the back end of the

cylinder. This compression is repre-

sented by the line 2, 3, 4, 5, which crosses

the atmospheric line at 3, and shows a

pressure of 2 atmospheres at 5.

One revolution of the engine is now
completed, and the charge is ignited just

as the crank is passing the center. The
rapid burning of the gas liberates a large

amount of heat, increasing the tempera-
ture and pressure, which reaches about 9

atmospheres as a maximum. The line, 5,

6, is called the explosion line, although
the action is better described as rapid
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combustion than as an explosion. The
gases now expand during the second for-

ward stroke, and exert upon the piston

energy which, by means of the fly wheels,

carries the engine through the remainder
of the cycle. At 7 the exhaust valve

opens, allowing the burned gases to

escape.

The line 8, 1, shows the pressure

while these gases are being expelled by
the second return stroke of the piston.

When the governor prevents the ad-

mission of gas to the cylinder the cycle

is somewhat modified. After compres-
sion of the air no explosion can take

place since there is no combustible mix-

ture present. The expansion line then
follows closely the previous compression

larger charge of gas could thus be
drawn into the cylinder and still have
sufficient oxygen for combustion. The
result is shown by the greater area of

diagram A. The mean effective pressure
is not, however, proportionately greater,

since the correction for work done in

drawing in gases has to be applied five

times to A, and only once to B.

It will be noticed, especially by the

light spring diagram (Fig. 4), that the

pressure between the points 9 and 10
falls below the atmospheric. This is un-
doubtedly due to the rapid cooling of the
hot discharged gases in the exhaust ves-

sel and pipe outside the engine. The
contraction of these gases from this cool-

ing is greater than the piston displace-

Diagram with Regular and with Intermitted "Action.

line, and the cycle is completed by expul-
sion of the ah-

. Two revolutions are re-

quired to complete the cycle when the
engine takes gas every charge, and four,

six, eight, or sometimes ten revolutions

may occur before the engine returns to

its original state.

In Fig. 5 are given copies of two
cards, one A, taken during test 1, when
the engine took gas once in five times

;

the other, B, during test 14, when the
engine took gas every time. Since in test

1 four charges of air passed through the
cylinder after every explosion, the prod-
ucts of combustion were almost com-
pletely expelled, leaving the clearance
space filled with nearly pure air at a tem-
perature little above the atmospheric. A

ment during the early part of the return

stroke, thus causing a partial vacuum
within the cylinder. To show that this is

the real cause, and that it is not due to

any inaccuracy of the indicator, a dia-

gram (Fig. 5), taken when the engine was
running without taking gas every time,

is inserted.

After an explosion the pencil follows

the line a, b, c, d, the same as 8, 9, 10, 1,

on the other diagram. During the next

forward stroke no gas is taken in, and the

line d, e, corresponding to 1, 2, is drawn.
Then follows the compression line e,f,g,Ji,

the same as 2, 3, 4, 5. Since there is no
explosion this time, the pencil returns

along the wavy line i, j, k, I, nearly co-

incident with the compression line, At
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Diagram taken with Light Spring.

Light Spring, Intermitted Action.

Fis.6

Series of Indicator Cards.

m the exhaust valve opens, allowing air
j

exhaust line n, o, p, q, immediately rises

to enter from without. The pencil does
|
above the atmospheric, as would be infer-

not return to e, but moves to n, nearly
on the atmospheric line. Since the gases
have not been heated, there can be no
contraction to counteract the piston dis-

placement, and on the return stroke the

red. That it keeps above the other ex-

haust line b, c, d, for the whole length of

the stroke is a still further confirmation

of this reasoning-.
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12. Pressures and Temperatures.

Before the indicator card can be used
in thermodynamic calculations, it is nec-

essary to determine the absolute volum-
etric relations represented on the dia-

gram.
The volume of the clearance space was

determined by weighing the water re-

quired to fill it. It was found to be
7.94 liters. The piston displacement is

13.015 liters. Consequently the clear-

ance space is 38 per cent, of the total

cylinder volume, and is represented on
the scale of the diagram by 73 milli-

meters. The line of zero volume, there-

fore lies 73 mm. to the left of points 1

and 5 (Fig. 2).

The compression line 2, 3, 4, 5, crosses

the atmospheric line at 3, 170 mm. from
the zero line, representing a volume 0.885

of the total cylinder space.

It is necessary first to determine the

temperature of the contents of the cylin-

der at the point 3 before compression.
The meters show that 1.40 liters gas and
9.25 1. air, at a temperature of 22° C,

were admitted to the cylinder every
charge during test 19, the one chosen for

calculation. There were in the clearance

space 7.94 1. products of combustion
from the previous charge at a tempei'a-

ture of 410°, as given by the pyrometer.
Volumes at constant pressure are pro-

portional to absolute temperature. These
volumes reduced to 0° C become,

273
for entering gases 10.65 X ^7; = 9.82

liters.

273
for product of combustion 7.94 X-^5 =

000
3.18 liters.

The weight of 1 liter of entering gases
(air 6.63 vols., gas 1 vol.) at 0° is 1.16

grams. The weight of 1 liter of products
of combustion (burned gases 9.6 vols.,

excess of air 1 vol.) at 0° is 1.19 grams.
.". The entering gases weigh 9.82 x

1.16=11.3 grams., and the products of

combustion weigh 3.18 X 1.19 = 3.78
grams. The temperature at constant
pressure of a mixture of 11.3 grams
entering gases at 296° absolute, and
3.78 grams burned gases at 683° absolute,

considering the specific heats the same
for the two components, will be,

(11.3X296) + (3.78x683)

pv
From the thermodynamic formula

: const, for perfect gases, we find for

the various points numbered on the card

the values given below.

For the point 3,

p3
=l at. v

3
= 0.885 cylinder volume.

r
3
=393° abs. T

3
= 120°C.

.
•

.
^3=0.002252= da const.

For the point 5,

j!?,=3.09 at. v
5
=0.38 cyl. vol.

••- r--:^io#=5220abs - T^ 249
°

For the point 6,

p 6
=10at. v

s
=0.44 cyl. vol.

10x0.44
'

*
6 .002252

For the point 7,

£>_=3.5at.

3.5x0.92

= 1930° abs. T
6
=1657°

«
T
=0.92cyl. vol.

: 1432° abs. T =1159°

11.3 + 3.78
'=393° abs.

' 7 .002252

Upon the opening of the exhaust valve

at point 7 the gases begin to escape from
the cylinder, and the absolute volumes
are no longer shown by the indicator dia-

gram. If, however, the expansion from
7 be considered adiabatic, values can be
found for the point where the pressure

becomes atmospheric. Designate such
point as 9' since it corresponds to the

point 9 on the diagram. The exponent
of adiabatic expansion y, has been al-

ready determined.

pvy = const.

p9
'=l at. £>

7
=3.5 at.

v
7
=0.92 cyl.

i_

.-. t'
9
'=p

7
?u

7
=3.5°-'!3 X0.92=2.33cyl.

1x2.33
,002252'

1035° abs. T/= 762
:

For the case in which the engine

does not take gas every time the values

for pressure and temperature are quite

different. This case is represented by
diagram A. (Fig. 3). Taking the tem-

perature of the charge before compres-
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sion at 300° absolute, instead of 393° as

found above, the maximum temperature

reached is 1727° abs
.
, instead 1930, al-

though the pressure in A is one-half an

atmosphere higher at the maximum.

13. Equations of Lines.

Since the compression and expansion

lines are nearly adiabatic, the general

formula, pvx = constant, gives very ac-

curate equations for those lines when the

values of x are determined.

For the expansion curve x, is deter-

mined as follows,

Using Naperian logarithms,

log

p

c
+ x. log v=\ogp\-\-x. log v

n

„ log^
fl

-logp
7

Let B=the area under the adiabatic

from point 4, indefinitely extended

.

Then the A—B + (area 4, 5, 6) will be

the area sought

.

The equation of the adiabatic from 6

is,

p t
vy =pvy =const. . . p=2> 6

vy v~'<

A= //>c?u= f P<Pt? v ~ ydv

r
zw b i

(C-O

logy, -log v

log 10-log 3.5
:1.363

log 0.92—log 0.44

For the compression line,

l°g P b
—l°gPi l°g 3.09—log 1

logu
3
— log v

5
log 0.885

-

-log 0.38

1.335

l—i

=0, since 1— y is negative, .hence,

y-
\P 6

v <?v e i/Wr" 6 y—Y
In the same way it can be shown that

B=
y-

\Pf>*>

A-B:
y-1(PJ>,-PP*)>

14. Indicated Heat.

and since v^=v

A-B=
r-

(p6
—p

i ) v
6
=96.5 sq. centi-

" The mechanical equivalent of the heat meters, taking y as 1.37.

absorbed or given out by a substance in

passing from one given state, as to press-

ure and volume, to another given state,

through a series of states represented by
the coordinates of a curve on a diagram
of energy, is represented by the area in-

A-B + area 4, 5, 6=96.5 + 4.2=100.7
sq. cm.

Reduced to calories per charge, this be-

comes 4.67 calories.

With our present knowledge of the be-

cluded between the given curve," and two havio
.

r * the permanent gases, if
,

is^not

curves of no transmission of heat drawn
j

certam that the specific heats of these

through its extremities, and indefinitely |

gases remM* constant at the high tern-

prolonged in the direction of increase of
peratures attained in the gas engine. If,

volume ''* however, we consider their ratio constant.

The above theorem furnishes a method I

a comparison of y with the exponent x

for finding- the amount of heat received or I

for the expansion line 6, 7, shows that

rejected along the several lines of the
diagram.

The heat received along the explosion
line 5, 6, is the thermal equivalent of the

this line is almost exactly adiabatic, and
that there is no appreciable transmis-

sion of heat along it.

The compression line 2, 3, 4, 5 is also

area between the indefinitely extended nearly adiabatic, but a calculation simi

adiabatics from 5 and 6. This area is, for

convenience, divided by the vertical line

6, 4 ; the area 4, 5, 6 was measured on
the card, and found to be 4.2 sq. centi-

meters.

Let A=the area under the adiabatic
from point 6, indefinitely extended.

* Rankine's "Steam Engine," p. 303.

lar to that given for the explosion line

shows a rejection of 0.05 calories.

The total amount of heat received dur-

ing that part of the cycle represented by
the lines 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, and 6, 7 is 4.67 +
— 0.05=4.62 calories per charge.

This indicated heat disappears in two
ways :
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1 . As indicated work.
2 . As heat wasted after the exhaust

valve opens.

1. The indicated work measured by a

planirneter and reduced to calories gives

1.33.

2. When the exhaust valve begins to

open at 7, t.=1432°. If the contents of

the cylinder be supposed to expand adia-

batically, the absolute temperature at at-

mospheric pressure becomes 1035°. The
temperature obtained from the pyrom-
eter in the exhaust pipe was 683° abs.

This difference in temperature shows that

heat is lost by the gases cooling in the

cylinder and exhaust pipe, and shows
that the expansion beyond point 7 was
not adiabatic.

The amount of heat included in (2)

may, for convenience of calculation, be
separated into three parts :

a. "Work of adiabatic expansion of the

cylinder contents to atmospheric press-

ure.

b. Heat given out by the cylinder con-

tents cooling from 1035° to 683° abs. at

constant pressure.

c. Heat given out by that part of the

cylinder contents representing one charge
in cooling still further from 683° to 296°.

a is found to be equivalent to 0.58

calories.

b. The contents of the cylinder weigh
11.3 grams for the charge of gas and
air, and 3.78 grams for the gases remain-
ing in the clearance space, making 15.08
grams in all. The specific heat of this

mixture at constant pressure may be
taken at .27

.01508 X-27 X (1035-

calories.

•683)=1.44

c. .0113x.27x(683-296)= 1.18

calories.

Adding a, b, and c, we find for (2) .58

+ 1.44 + 1.18= 3.2 calories.

Adding (1) and (2) we find,

1.33 + 3.2=4.53 calories accounted for

out of 4.62 calories indicated as heat re-

ceived, as near an agreement as could be
expected.

15. Discrepancy Explained—dissociation.

The total heat of combustion of one
charge, .0014 cu.Jmeters of the gas used, is

7.69 cal. The difference between this

and the indicated heat, 4.62 cal., is 3.07

cal., or 40 per cent, of the total heat
which is left unaccounted for by the in-

dicator card.

As we find from the tests that about
half of the total heat of the gas goes into

the water jacket, a considerable quantity
of heat must be so given out during that

part of the cycle represented by the line

6, 7, where the temperature of the gases
in the cylinder is high. Since this line

is very nearly adiabatic, an amount of

heat equal to that absorbed by the water
jacket must be received from some
source, necessarily from the gas itself.

It is a well established fact that heat
decomposes chemical compounds. Car-
bonic acid is thus separated into carbonic

oxide and oxygen at a comparatively low
temperature. At the temperature at-

tained after an explosion in the gas en-

gine, it is almost certain that this action,

known as dissociation, occurs and pre-

vents the complete combustion of the gas
taking place instantly . As the tempera-
ture gradually decreases from expansion,

further burning ensues. It is quite pos-

sible that the gas is not fully burned
until after the opening of the exhaust
valve

.

16. Efficiency.

As the cycle in which a gas engine
works does not even approximate to the

theoretical cycle of Carnot, it seems fu-

tile to apply his formula for efficiency.

The indicated work represents 18 per
cent, of the total heat of combustion of

the gas.

per cent
An efficiency sometimes given for the

gas engine, derived from the indicator di-

agram alone, is the indicated work di-

vided by the indicated heat, giving about
30 per cent. This is manifestly incorrect,

since the indicated heat is not the whole
heat of the gas.

The best steam engines utilize only 10

per cent, of the total heat of combustion
of the coal, and small engines rarely ex-

ceed 5 per cent., so that the gas engine

is by far the more perfect heat engine.

17. Disposition of the Heat.

Heat is disposed of in a gas engine in

these ways :

The actual useful work is 14^
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(1) . As indicated work, including use-

ful work and friction.

(2) . In the hot expelled gases.

(3). In the water jacket.

(4) . In radiation, etc

.

Taking the figures directly from test

19, but making allowance for probable

error in the figure for water jacket, it is

found that

(1)= 1 .33 calories or 17 per cent.

(2)= 1.18 " 151 « «

(3)=4.00 " 52" " "

(4)= 1.18 " 151 " "

the sum 7.69calories,beingthetotalheat

of combustion of the e-as

.

COMMEECIAL Efficiency

Engine .

OF THE Gas

18. Belative Economy of Gas, Steam and

Hot-Air Engines.

In making a comparison of this kind it

is necessary to consider,

(1) . The cost of gas or coal consumed.

(2) . The cost of water used

.

(3) . Lubrication

.

(4) . The cost of attendance. -

(5) . Depreciation and repairs

.

(6) . Interest on capital invested.

(1) . The average consumption of gas
in a gas engine per effective horse-power
per hour, including igniting flames, is

about 30 cubic feet.

The consumption of coal per effective

horse-power per hour by small steam en-

gines is about 7 lbs.

(2). The water used in the water
jacket of a gas engine will not enter into

the estimate, since by the use of tanks
the same water may be used contin-

uously.

The water supplied to the boiler of the
steam engine here considered amounts to

|- cu. ft per horse power per hour.

(4) . A gas engine requires little or no
attendance . A man can accomplish -| of

a day's work and still take full charge

.

Steam engines of this size require
from ^ to 1 day's attention, depending
upon the proximity of the engine and
boiler.

(5) . As regards depreciation, it is safe

to say that gas and steam engines have
about equal terms of life ; for, while gu.s

engines have less complication of work-
ing parts than steam engines, yet they

are subject to more severe and abrupt
strains

.

(6). The interest will necessarily be
directly proportional to the amount of

capital invested

.

The following summary shows the

relative cost of a day's running

:

Gas Engine, 8 H. P. actual, 10 hours.

(1) 2,400 cu. ft. gas ® $2.50 per 1,000. . . $G.OO

(2) Water 0.00

(3) Lubrication 0.20

(4) i day's labor @ $2.00 0.33

(5) Depreciation, &c, at 12$ per year

iiJe on $1,075 0.36

(6) Interest at 5^ per year ^% on $1,075 0.15

Daily expense $7.04

Steam Engine, 8 H. P. actual, 10 hours.

(2 Feed water 65 cu. ft. @. $1.25 per
1,000 0.08

(3) Lubrication 0.15

(4) * day's labor at $2.00 1.00

(5) Depreciation, &c, at 12$ per year

(6) Interest at 5 per year s^% on

Daily expense

0.27

0.11

$2.86 =

The following figures have been ob- ,

tained for the expense of running a small -

hot-air engine. This engine has been
running in a printing office in New York
City for 18 years . It uses 4^ lbs. of coal

per H. P. per hour ; every third year re-

lining costs $100.

Hot-Aie Engine, 2i H.-P. actual, 10 hours.

(1) Coal ^VA tons @ $5 $0.25

(2) Water 0.00

(3) Lubrication 0.10
?4) Attendance same as for gas engine.

.

0.33

(5) Depreciation &c, @ 10£ per year
%%% on $750 0.21

(6) Interest @, &% per year gf^jg on $750. 0.10

Daily expense $0.99

The cost of one horse-power per hour is,

with gas engine. . . . . .8J cents.

with steam engine. . .Si "
with hot-air engine . . 4 "

For intermittent work the gas engine
is much more economical than the above
figures indicate ; and this fact, together

with its safety, cleanliness and conven-
ience, makes the gas engine veiy desirable

where small powers are required.

75
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19. Cheaper Gas.

With cheaper kinds of gas it becomes
possible to reduce the figures for gas

engines as low if not lower than those

obtained for steam engines. In England
and Germany, where the cost of illumin-

ating gas varies from $0.50 to $0.75 per

1,000 cu. ft., the above figures would be
reduced 60 per cent., making the daily

expense of the gas engine about $2.75.

It should be rememberedt hat illumin-

ating gas is not required for the gas

engine. The manufacture and distribu-

tion in cities of some cheap gas especially

adapted for use in gas engines may soon
become a prominent industry ; and, with
economy added to its other merits, the

gas engine may largely supplant steam
for manufacturing and other purposes.

At the British Association meeting a

paper by Prof. J. A. Ewing was read, on
the magnetic susceptibility and retentive-

ness of iron and steel. This paper was a

preliminary notice of some results of an
extended investigation which the author

had been conducting for three years in

Japan. Experiments with annealed rods

and rings of soft iron wire showed that

that material possesses the property of

retentiveness in a very high degree. As
much as 90 and even 93 per cent, of the

induced magnetism survived the removal
of the magnetizing force. The extra-

ordinary spectacle was presented of pieces

of soft iron entirely free from magnetic
influence, nevertheless holding an amount
of magnetism, per unit of volume, greatly

exceeding what is ever held by perman-
ent magnets of the best tempered steel.

The magnetic character of the iron in this

condition was, however, highly unstable.

The application of a reverse magnetizing

force quickly caused demagnetization, and
the slightest mechanical disturbance had
a similar effect. Gentle tapping removed
the residual magnetism completely. Vari-

ations of temperature reduced it greatly,

and so did any application of stress. On
the other hand, the magnetism disap-

peared only very slowly, if at all, with the

mere lapse of time. The residual mag-
netism in hardened iron and steel was
much less than in soft annealed iron.

The maximum ratio of intensity of magnet-
ism to magnetizing force during the mag-
netization of soft iron was generally 200

or 300, and could be raised to the enor-
mous figure of 1590 by tapping the iron
Avhile the magnetizing force was being
gradually applied. A number of absolute
measurements were made of the energy
expended in carrying iron and steel

through cyclic changes of magnetization
;

and the effects of stress on magnetic sus-

ceptibility and on existing magnetism
were examined at great length. The
whole subject was much complicated
by the presence of the action which, in

previous papers, the writer had named
Hysteresis, the study of which, in refer-

ence both to magnetism and to thermo-
electric quality, had formed a large part
of his work.

An Asphalte Mortar. — The Central-

Matt cler JBauverwaltung describes a pat-

ented composition made at a factory in

Stargard, Pomerania, which has for some
years past been used with perfect success
on the Berlin-Stettin railway for wall cop-
ings, water-tables, and similar purposes
requiring a water-proof coating. The
material is composed of coal tar, to which
are added clay, asphalte, resin, litharge

and sand. It is, in short, a kind of arti-

ficial asphalte, With the distinction that

it is applied cold, like ordinary cement
rendering. The tenacity of the material

when properly laid, and its freedom from
liability to damage by the weather, are

proved by reference to an example in the
coping of a retaining wall which has been
exposed for four years to the drainage of

a slope 33ft. high. This coping is still

perfectly sound and has not required any
repair since it was laid down. Other
works have proved equally satisfactory.

In applying this mortar, as it is termed,
the space to be covered is first thoroughly
dried, and after being well cleaned is

primed with hot roofing varnish, the basis

of which is also tar. The mortar is then
laid on cold to thickness of about -§ inch,

with either wood or steel trowels, and is

properly smoothed over. If the area

covered is large, another coating of var-

nish is applied, and rough sand strewn over
the whole. The water-proof surface thus
made is perfectly impregnable to rain or

frost, and practically indestructible. The
cost of the material laid is estimated at

5d.per sq. ft.; and thisprice can be reduced
at least Id. for large quantities put down
by experienced workmen.
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COVERED SERVICE-RESERVOIRS.

By WILLIAM MOERIS, M. Inst. C. E.

Prom Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

The author, in treating of this subject,

has confined himself to those reservoirs

of which he has some practical knowl-

edge. For this reason he has not at-

tempted a description of those ancient

reservoirs, of which Puteoli and Con-
stantinople are examples, which prove
that the Roman and other ancient na-

tions, who lived in warm climates, long
ago appreciated the importance of keep-

ing water pure and cool for potable pur-

poses, and that although the use of

covered reservoirs in connection with

the waterworks of the present day is of

somewhat recent date, it is by no means
a modern refinement.

Another example of covered reservoirs,

on a small scale, consists in underground
tanks, for the storage of rain-water.

These are largely used for keeping such
water sweet and wholesome ; indeed, the

cities of Venice and Cadiz are almost en-

tirely dependent on underground cisterns

for their supply of water, and as there is

practically no smoke in these cities, if

the roofs, pipes and tanks are kept clean,

the water is palatable.

Covered Service-reservoirs, as technic-

ally understood, are intended for the dis-

tribution rather than for the storage of

water; but if attention be confined to

the description of Covered Service-Re-

servoirs in connection with modern
waterworks, the subject is still a wide
one, and the author must apologise for

his inadequate treatment of it.

Without attempting to trace the in-

troduction of covered reservoirs into this

country, it does not appear, from official

returns, that any were used by the Lon-
don Water Companies till after the year

1850 ; at which time filtration had been
partially introduced. With the adoption
of filtration, however, it soon became
evident that covered reservoirs were
necessary for the storage of filtered

water, and accordingly the Metropolis
Water Act, 1852, which required all water
(except water pumped from wells) to be
filtered, specially enacted that all reser-

Vol. XXX.—No. 2—8

voirs for filtered water within 5 miles of
St. Paul's should be covered. It would
appear that this enactment was more
particularly intended to preserve the
water from contact with the sinok}- and
polluted atmosphere of Lond< n ; but the
objection to uncovered servic .--reservoirs

is by no means confined to those exposed
to the smoky atmosphere of large towns.
at least, such is the author's experience
in the case of water from the Chalk,
whether pumped directly from wells or
from rivers, such as the Thames and its

tributaries which are fed from chalk
springs.

When comparatively shallow open res-
ervoirs are filled with such water, vege-
table and animal life is quickly developed,
especially in summer ; the lower forms of
vegetation first make their appearance,
consisting of myriads of zoospores of
algas. The following note relates to the
effect of this growth on the color of
water from the River Ravensboume, from
which the Kent Waterworks formerly
took their supply. "August 11th, 1851.
This day a remarkable change took place
in the water in the old filter bed, it be-
came of a greenish milk color: when
mixed with alum, it precipitated a laro-e

quantity of white substance, which, be-
ing examined with the microscope, was
found to contain zoospores, pulpy mat-
ter and crystals of alum. Boilino- had
no effect on the color. The next day the
water in the filter turned green.''

The zoospores subsequently develop
into green blanket weed, which is apt
to form stoppages in the house service
pipes, if it should find its way into the
mains ; with such forms of vegetation
are usually associated water fleas, cyclops,
and other animalcules.

The following extract from a report of
the author's father, the late Mr. W. R.
Morris, M. Inst. C. E., bears on this
question

:

" The Service-Reservoirs of the Kent
Company being without the limits of the
Act of Parliament of last Session the
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covering is not compulsory, but is not
the less necessary. In the summer
months the improvement from filtration

is lost in the present uncovered reser-

voirs
;
just so much as the company's

filters have raised the water in the public

estimation, equally so will be the dis-

satisfaction of the tenants, particularly

when wholly supplied from these reser-

voirs."

The reservoirs referred to in this re-

port were the Greenwich Park and Wool-
wich Common reservoirs, constructed
under an agreement between the Admi-
ralty and Kent Waterworks Company, by
which it was agreed that these two reser-

voirs should be constructed at the cost

of the Admiralty, the former for the pro-

tection in case of fire of Greenwich Hos-
pital and the Dockyard and Victualling

Yard at Deptford, and the latter for the

protection of the Dockyard and Marine
Barracks at Woolwich, these establish-

ments being connected with the reser-

voirs by special fire mains ; under this

agreement the Company are bound to

maintain a given head of water in the

reservoirs, but subject to this condition

are at liberty to use them for the supply
of their district.

These reservoirs, which contain 1,125,-

000 gallons and 1,750,000 gallons respec-

tively, were uncovered service-reservoirs,

only intended for the purpose of storing

water for use in case of fire or accident

to the pumping machinery ; they hold
sufficient water to keep the mains
charged at night when the pumping en-

gines are not working, they regulate the

pressure in the mains and maintain it

practically uniform. Thus, when the

draught of water from the mains is in

excess of the quantity pumped the reser-

voirs supply the deficiency ; and, on the

other hand, when the quantity of water
pumped exceeds the draught the excess

flows into the reservoirs.

Before these reservoirs were con-

structed there was no pressure in the

mains by night, and it was necessary to

start the pumping engines in case of

fire, which involved considerable delay.

In some waterworks a special pumping
main is laid down from the engines to

reservoir, and the whole of the water
supplied is pumped into the reservoir

before it is distributed ; this is not the

case at the Kent Waterworks ; the mains

are all connected with the reservoirs, but
a very small portion of the water sup-
plied actually passes into them.
On account of the small quantity of

water taken from it, the covering of the
reservoir in Greenwich Park was post-

poned from 1853 till 1871 ; it was, how-
ever, determined to cover the reservoir

on Woolwich Common, but, on tenders
being invited, the cost was found to be
greater than had been anticipated ; the
project was abandoned for the time, and
the bottom of the reservoir was con-
verted into a filter, which arrangement
continued for eighteen years, till the
draught of water from the reservoir in-

creased beyond its power of filtration

;

the reservoir was ultimately handed over
to the War Office, who granted the Com-
pany another piece of land on Woolwich
Common for the construction of a cov-

ered reservoir.

The first covered reservoirs used by
the Kent Waterworks were two, which
had been built for the Woolwich, Plum-
stead and Charlton Pure Water Con-
sumer's Company, from the designs and
under the direction of Mr. S. C. Homer-
sham, M. Inst. C. E.
In the reservoir excavated on Plum-

stead Common the water line is below the
original surface of the ground. The
structure is of concrete faced with brick-

work in cement. The side walls are 2 feet

6 inches thick at the top and 4 feet thick

at the bottom ; the back of the wall is

vertical, while the inside face is battered

to a slope of 1 in 8. The reservoir is

divided into two compartments by a

center wall 5 feet wide at the top, and 7
feet at the base ; the length of each com-
partment at the water line is 100 feet,

the width of the one being 52 feet and
of the other 50 feet. The floor of the

reservoir is also of concrete about 18
inches thick, paved with brick : the cor-

ners of the reservoir are curved to a ra-

dius of 3 feet 6 inches; the covering

arches, thirteen in number, are built with
two rings of brickwork, having a span of

7 feet 2 inches and a rise of 1 foot ; they
spring from cast-iron girders which rest

in the center on a wall 18 inches thick

with arched openings built to a height of

6 feet above the division wall, and they

slope down to and rest on the exterior

walls ; they are also supported by two
cast-iron columns which rest on brick
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piers built in the floor. The arches are

covered with 9 inches of puddle, to carry-

off the rain water and prevent it soaking

into the reservoir, and finally witb gravel-

ly earth laid to a regular slope and
covered with grass.

The center wall is paved with York
stone about 6 inches above the water
line, and forms a gangway through the

reservoir to which access is obtained by
an entrance door and a flight of steps at

the south end ; the water enters through
an inlet pipe in each compartment 16
inches in diameter, with sluice cocks in-

side the reservoir, over which York land-

ings are fixed to form platforms for

working the same. There are overflow

pipes which discbarge into a dry well

sunk in the gravel. The water-level

was indicated by floats, the gauge-rods
connected with which are enclosed by
brick columns ; they are not at present

in use, owing to the columns having set-

tled out of the perpendicular.

The reservoir is built on the pebble
bed of the Lower Eocene formation,

consisting of small rounded pebbles and
fine sand. It is perfectly watertight,

and contains 650,000 gallons ; when full

the level of the water is 170 feet above
ordnance datum. The cost of this reser-

voir, which was built in 1854, was £3,442,
including boundary wall, &c.

The reservoir on Constitution Hill,

Shooter's Hill, was built at the same
time as that on Plumstead Common ; it

was never used by the Plumstead Com-
pany, but remained empty for some
years till it was purchased by the Kent
Waterworks. It is coffin-shaped, the

full dimensions being 120 feet by 35 feet,

the depth of water is 13 feet. The top-

water level is 320 feet above ordnance
datum. The roof is similar to that of the

Plumstead reservoir, and consists of

brick arches springing from fourteen cast-

iron girders, supported in the center by
cast-iron columns. The side walls are of

brick, built with a batter, and stiffened

by counterforts ; the base is 2 feet 3
inches thick, which is reduced in steps to

1 foot 10^ inches, 1 foot 6 inches and 9

inches. The footings of the wall rest on
concrete 18 inches thick. The floor con-
sists of layers of tiles placed on 1 foot

of concrete. The whole of the interior

surface is rendered in Portland cement.
The reservoir is built on ground which

slopes rapidly from south-east to north-

west, so that whilst the south end of the

embankment is level with the original

surface, the north end is 20 feet above
it ; the slope of the embankment, \\ to

1, is rather too steep for the soil, which
is London clay, and it has slipped in

places. For this reason it has not been
considered desirable to retain a greater

depth of water than 8 feet, to which
height the overflow pipe has been ad-

justed. The reservoir has a capacity of

300.000 gallons, but has never been quite

watertight owing to various cracks in

the floor ; these have been repaired from
time to time. Its total cost has been
£1,948.

The first covered reservoir constructed

by the Kent Company was made from
the designs and under the direction of

the author's father in 1866, at Chisel-

hurst. It is of irregular shape, being
built on a small corner plot of land in

Bickley Park. The reservoir is excavated
in ground, which consists of pebble bed,

as at Plumstead Common. It is formed
with four vaults, each 16 feet wide, of the

following lengths : 113 feet, 103 feet, 93
feet and 55 feet; the depth of water is

11 feet ; the exterior walls are 14 inches

thick, stiffened by piers 2 feet 3 inches

square. The piers in the center of the

reservoir are 3 feet by 18 inches, sup-

ported by longitudinal and cross inverts

:

arched ribs spring from the top of the

piers to support the side walls. The
vaulting springs from cast-iron girders

resting on the piers and side walls, and is

formed of two rings of brickwork at the

crown, and of three rings at the haunches.
The girders are tied together by wrought-
iron rods, 10 feet from center to center.

The floor is formed of a layer of con-

crete, one course of bricks laid flat, and
two layers of plain tiles in cement ; the

whole of the floor and side walls is ren-

dered with cement. In the course of

construction some heavy rain caused
part of the gravel to fall in at the end
marked B, buttresses were therefore

added to stiffen the end walls. The top-

water line is 315 feet above ordnance
datum. The reservoir contains 450,000

gallons. The work, which was executed
by Messrs. Aird, cost £2,246.
The Dartford reservoir formed part of

the waterworks, constructed by the Dart-

ford Local Board of Health in 1S54. The
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works comprised an artesian well, pump-
ing engine, and a complete system of

pipeage, bvit on starting the engine some
mishap occurred to the well, and the op-

ponents of the waterworks being success-

ful at an election of the Local Board,
they determined to spend no more
money on the works, and allowed their

creditors to seize, sell and remove the

pumping engine and boilers ; these were
sold for £300. The works then remained
dormant till 1868, when they were pur-

chased by the Kent Company, the Local
Board having obtained parliamentary

powers to sell their waterworks to the

Company.
The reservoir is circular on plan, 60

feet in diameter at the bjttom and 64

feet at the top, with a depth of water of

20 feet. There was neither covering nor
artificial bottom to the reservoir when
the Company took possession ; the bot-

tom has been paved with one course of

stock bricks and two courses of plain

tiles laid in cement. The roof is formed
of arches of hollow gault bricks 5 inches

thick, springing from nine rolled joists

12 inches deep, radiating from the center,

where they are supported on a cast-iron

column ; the outer ends rest on the walls

of the reservoir. These girders have a

slope of 4 feet from the center. The
covering arches at the outer end next the

wall have a span of 22 feet y inches, and
a rise of 4 feet ; the crown of the arch is

level, whilst the span gradually diminishes

to nothing in the center ; the spandrels

are strengthened by brick inverts, and
the whole of the upper surface of the

roofing is rendered in cement mortar.

The cost of the roof was about £375.
The Greenwich Park reservoir was

built as an uncovered reservoir from the

designs of the late Mr. Thomas Wick-
steed, M. Inst. C. E., in 1845, for the pro-

tection of the Government establish-

ments at Greenwich and Deptford in case

of fire. It is circular on plan, the diam-
eter at the bottom being 154 feet, and at

the top 184 feet, with a depth of 8 feet

when full ; it contains 1,125,000 gallons

of water. The top-level of the water is

158 feet above ordnance datum.
It is excavated in the Blackheath

gravel, which consists of rounded pebbles
mixed with fine sand, forming an excel-

lent foundation ; the sides and bottom
were of lime concrete 12 inches thick on

9 inches of puddle. They were after-

wards paved with bricks laid flat in ce-

ment, in consequence of the decayed
state of the lime concrete, which was
partially destroyed by the action of the
weather and the wash of the water
against the sides.

The covering, which was completed in

1871, consists of five concentric rings of
9-in. arches, having a span of 16 feet and
a rise of 4 feet 6 inches. The outer
ring springs from a concrete foundation
3 feet wide and 3 feet deep half way
down the sloping bank, and carried 18
inches into the solid ground ; the other
arches spring from rings of rolled

wrought-iron girders of I -shaped section,

12 inches deep, bent to the proper
curves, and resting between joggles on
cast-iron caps, supported by brick piers

1 foot 10^- inches square, 8 feet high,
and about 12 feet from center to center.

The foundations of the piers are carried
through the bottom of the reservoir to
the solid earth, and are built with two
double courses of footings ; the piers

are further supported and connected by
rings of 18-inch inverts. The inner cov-

ering arch rests on a central well-hole

8 feet in diameter, domed over ; a hole

3 feet in diameter in the center gives ac-

cess to the interior ; a backing of puddle
1 foot thick is carried up outside the ex-

terior arches to render them watertight.

The spandrels are filled in with a layer

of 1 foot of concrete and 2 feet of earth,

and together with the sloping bank are

covered with turf, but the crown of the
arches is bare, the outside ring being
formed of hollow gault bricks.

The cost of covering the reservoir

was £3,153, including £464 for the iron-

work. An electric gauge, supplied by
the General Post Office, indicates the

level cf the water in the reservoir on a
dial fitted in the engine house at Dept-
ford. The rent paid by the company for

this gauge is £20 per annum.
The covered reservoir at Deptford

was formerly a filter bed ; the dimen-
sions at the top of the slope being 250
feet by 140 feet, and at the bottom 230
feet by 120 feet, the depth is 9 feet in the

center, the bottom has a rise of 6 inches
towards the sides ; the bottom and sides

consist of a layer of 12 inches of puddle,
and of 5 inches of concrete made with 9

parts of Thames ballast to 1 part of blue
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lias lhne. The bottom is paved with

brick laid flat in cement, and the sides

with brick on edge. The filtering ma-
terial consisted of a layer of rubble stone,

four layers of gravel, one layer of shells,

and 1 8 inches of Hardwich sand ; the

total tbickness was 4 feet 3 inches. It

was formerly used for filtering the

water from the river Ravensbourne ; but
on the company abandoning this source

in favor of a supply from chalk wells, it

was obviously desirable that the water
should be pumped into a covered reser-

voir, rather than on to a filter bed, and
put through a process of filtration, which
exposed the water to the heat of the sun,

depriving it of its freshness and coolness

in summer, whilst frost rendered it un-
necessarily cold in winter.

As it was necessary before converting
these filters into covered reservoirs to

remove the filtering material, it occurred
to the author's father that a great saving
in expense might be effected by using the
gravel and sand for a concrete covering
instead of brickwork. The idea was suc-

cessfully carried out by the company's
workmen, aided by a couple of brick-

layers for building the piers and longi-

tudinal arched wall which supports the
concrete arches. This wall is 18 inches
thick, and the piers are 18 inches by 22.

|

inches ; the distance between the jaiers

is 12 feet, and the rise of the brick arches
is 2 feet 6 inches. The concrete arches
have a similar span and rise ; the thick-
ness at the crown is 10 inches, and at
the haunches 20 inches. The concrete
was made from the gravel and sand of
the filter bed mixed in the proportion of

7 parts of ballast to 1 part of Portland
cement.

There was another filter bed ] 60 feet
long and 100 feet wide, covered at the
same time in a similar manner, the same
centering being used for both. The cost
of covering the two reservoirs, which
have a superficial area of 51,000 square
feet, including the cost of centering, was
£2,669. These reservoirs, which contain
about 2,000,000 gallons of water, were
covered in 1872. Water from the wells
is pumped into them, and is then pumped
into the mains for the supply of the
district.

One of the reservoirs attached to the
Plumstead Works, formerly used in con-
nection with the lime-softening process,

is now used as an intermediate reservoir

between the lift pumps and force pumps.
The covering, Bunnett's flooring, con-

sists of two flat arches, having a rise of

only 3 inches in a span of 19 feet,

formed of two layers of hollow arched
bricks rebated to fit into each other ; the

thickness of the arch is 6 inches. The
arches rest in the center on a rolled

joist, supported by six cast-iron columns
;

the outer ends of the arches are sup-
ported by angle-iron abutments in the

side walls ; the angle-iron abutments are

each bolted to the central joists by four-

teen tie- rods. The reservoir at the top
is 73 feet long by 38 feet wide ; the

cost of the roof was £242.

The Woolwich common reservoir was
built as a substitute for the old uncov-
ered circular reservoir, constructed at

the cost of the Admiralty in 1845, as it

was found impossible to cover the latter

without seriously deranging the supply
to the district. The Government, there-

fore, on the application of the company,
granted a site adjacent for a covered res-

ervoir in exchange for the old reservoir.

It was one of the conditions on which
the site was granted that the top of the

reservoir should not project above the

original surface of the ground.

The foundation was excellent, the soil

consisting of solid London clay. A pond
occupied part of the site, but no difficulty

arose in connection with it, as a drain-

pipe had, in the first instance been laid

at a sufficient depth to carry off rain or

surface water from the excavation. The
reservoir is rectangular, 200 feet long by
100 feet wide, with a depth of 12 feet of

water when full. It is covered by eight

arches, consisting of two rings of brick-

work, having a radius of 8 feet and a rise

of 2 feet, springing from seven rolled

iron I girders 12 inches deep with 6-inch

flanges. The skew-backs are formed of

gault bricks fitted between the flanges,

and the two exterior arches of three

rings of brickwork, which are carried

down till the springing is level with the

center from which the arch is struck.

They rest with three courses of footings

on the side walls, which are of concrete,

3 feet thick and 5 feet 6 inches high,

faced with 4^ inches of brickwork.

The wrought-iron girders rest on one

hundred and five brick piers, 1 foot 10^

inches square, 12 feet 6 inches from
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center to center ; they are built with
four courses of footings, and are also

supported by a series of brick inverts,

running across the reservoir, -which serve

as struts for the side walls ; the inverts

are only 18 inches wide and rest on two
courses of footings. The end walls are

formed of concrete, faced with 4^ inches

of brickwork in 8 bays, having a radius

of 7 feet, and a batter of 3 inches in

10 feet, and are 3 feet thick; the apices

of the curves consist of brick piers 3

feet square, set diagonally ; the four cor-

ners of the reservoir are supported by
T-shaped brick piers 5 feet 3 inches by 3

feet, with projections 2 feet 7^- inches by
9 inches. The floor consists of 6 inches

of concrete laid on 6 inches of puddle.

The surface is curved to correspond
with the sweep of the cross inverts, and
has a fall of three inches towards the

western end. The whole of the brick-

work is of the best hard stocks, laid in

cement mortar of 3 parts of sand to one
part of Portland cement. The concrete

is formed of six parts of Thames ballast

to one part of Portland cement.
The reservoir is connected with the

company's mains by two 18 inch pipes

built in the wall of the western end ; the

sluice cocks are in a pit outside the

reservoir ; a 12-inch overflow pipe is

built into the wall at high-water level.

• There is also a drain pipe with a 4-inch

scouring cock for use in cleaning out the

reservoir.

The interior is reached by two man-
hole doors with an iron ladder; small

air shafts are fixed for ventilation, and
a Richmond's float-gauge indicates the

height of water.

The reservoir contains 1,500,000 gal-

lons ; it was designed by the author's

father, and was executed by Messrs.

J. Aird & Son, at a total cost of

£5,500.

In ] 874 a covered reservoir was built

on Telegraph Hill, New Cross, under the
author's direction. It is 200 feet long
by 100 feet wide ; the depth of water is

14 feet, and the top-water line is ] 63 feet

above ordnance datum. The construc-

tion is almost identical with that of the
Woolwich Common reservoir, but in this

instance the wrought-iron girders were
omitted, and their place supplied by
brick arches springing from the piers,

similar to the Farnborough reservoir.

The reservoir is not entirely below the
level of the ground, the top of the em-
bankment being from 6 feet to 9 feet

above the original surface of the land.

The foundation is excellent, the excava-
tion being in the London clay, which,
however, when exposed, forms a bad em-
bankment. The banks have, therefore,

a slope of 24 to 1. The concrete was
made of 1 part of Portland cement, to 4
parts of river ballast and 2 parts of burnt
ballast.

In constructing this reservoir it was
found tbat the thrust of the longitudinal

arches tended to force back the top of

the end walls, which were only supported
by the made earth ; at the same time the
wall turned on the edge of the solid

ground as a center, and the toe was thrust

forward into the reservoir. The movement
was so slight as to be barely perceptible,

and was promptly arrested by the intro-

duction of inverts to support the toe of

the wall. The reservoir holds about
1,750,000 gallons. The cost, including
the boundary wall, was £5,280.

In 1877, the Kent Waterworks Com-
pany, at the invitation of the Bromley
Rural Sanitary Authority, applied to Par-
liament for powers to supply water to
the Cray Valley and to other parishes,

namely, the parishes of Stone, Swans-
combe, Darenth, Wilmington, Sutton at

Hone, Farningham, Eynsford, Foot's
Cray, North Cray, St. Paul's Cray, St.

Mary's Cray, Orpington, Chelsfield, Farn-
borough,Keston, Hayes and West Wick-
ham ; the Company also applied for

parliamentary power over a portion of

the parish of Beckenham already sup-
plied by them, in which their Shortlands
pumjoing station is situated, it being a

few yards beyond their former water
limit.

The author was directed -to prepare
plans showing the works required for the
supply of the district. These included

a service-reservoir, for which he selected

a site on Cowlass Hill, in the parish of

Farnborough, about \ mile south-west of

the high road to Sevenoaks and Tunbridge,
having an elevation of 445 above ord-

nance datum, sufficiently high to com-
mand all but a few isolated points.

The plot of land is an irregular ob-

long, approximately 400 feet long by 220
feet wide ; the levels vary from 428 feet

above ordnance datum in the north-west
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corner to 445 feet, the highest point to-

wards the southeast. The geological

formation consists of the Lower Eocene
Beds of tbe Tertiary Series, which rise

up from the London Basin and terminate

at this point in a steep escarpment over-

lying the Chalk.

The present reservoir occupies about
one-half the land, leaving sufficient for

another reservoir should it eventually be
required ; it is square in plan, the length

of each side being 125 feet; the depth of

water is 15 feet, the highest water-level

is 440 feet above ordnance datum, and it

contains about 1,400,000 gallons.

One of the principal difficulties attend-

ing the construction of the reservoir was
the necessity of making a proper road
up to the site, which is 900 yards from
the high road ; the existing road over

heavy clay land being little more than a

cart track; while the ascent about 90

feet, is in some parts rather steep. This,

and the fact that all the materials bad to

be carted a distance of over 2 miles from
the Orpington Station on the South-

Eastern Railway, added considerably to

the cost of construction, which was
£8,207.

Before commencing the reservoir a 14-

inch pipe was laid along the line of pipe

No. 1 in communication with the Short-

lands pumping station, in order that

water should be on the spot for the use
of the contractor ; and at the same time

a 12-inch stoneware pipe was laid in the

same track, as far as a brook which
crosses the line of pipe, to act as a drain

pipe whilst the work was in process, and
as an overflow and emptying pipe for the

reservoir. The laying of these pipes had
been completed and did not form part of

the contract.

The contractors, Messrs. J. Aird and
Son, at once proceeded to lay down a line

of tramway from the high road to the

reservoir for the purpose of bringing the

materials on the ground. The reservoir

was staked out and the work commenced
on the 6th of May, 1879. A trench was
in the first instance excavated, in which
the side walls of the reservoir were to be
built ; it was 8 feet 3 inches wide with
an average depth of 11 feet 6 inches, and
was closely timbere ,1. The nature of the
soil was remarkable ; that in the eastern
trench consisted of bright Thanet Sand,
which extended for a short distance along

the north and south trenches ; to the

west of this succeeded gravelly clay, with
shelly clay and good yellow clay above,

blue clay with veins of lignite below;
the bottom of the trench on the westei*n

side was entirely in peat or lignite, which
also returned about half way round the

northern and southern trenches, the

whole of the stratification being of a

most irregular character. As the lignite

was too thick to be dug out, and was
fairly solid when not disturbed or ex-

posed to the weather, it was determined
to build the wall upon it, but to make
the foundation somewhat wider than was
at first intended. The whole of the bot-

tom of the trench was therefore covered
with puddle varying from 9 to 12 inches

thick, made of the clay excavated from
the reservoir. "When tempered and
passed through a pug mill it made first-

rate puddle. A space of 12 inches was
left on the external side of the trench for

puddle backing, and the remainder of the

trench was filled to a depth of 18 inches

with concrete formed of 6 parts of clean

Thames ballast to 1 part of Portland ce-

ment. The concreting was commenced
on the 26th of June.

On this footing, which was 7 feet 3
inches wide, the side walls were built of

4^-inch brickwork, 1 foot high, to form
the inside face of the reservoir, with a

layer of concrete behind, 4 feet I J inch

wide and 1 foot thick, thus making the

thickness of the wall 4 feet 6 inches. The
construction w*s thus proceeded with in

layers 1 foot at a time, with a header for

every fourth course of brickwork to tie

it into the concrete. The top of the wall

was reached at 6 feet 6 inches from the

footing or 8 feet from the piaddle.

Meantime, three cast-iron pipes were
laid in separate trenches under the west-

ern wall. One pipe in connection with

the 14-inch pipe, line No. 1, already in-

serted, the second in connection with the

overflow and emptying pipe, the third in

reserve ready to be connected with the

line of main No. 2, if it should eventu-

ally be required. These trenches were
filled with well-rammed puddle, and cov-

ered with York landings, 6 feet square

and 6 inches thick, where the pipes passed

under the side wall.

The outside wall having been brought

to springing height, the timber at the

back of the wall was withdrawn, and the
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puddle backing rammed in. It was in-

tended by the author that the wall should

be temporarily strutted against the

dumpling of earth in the interior, till

permanently supported by the cross in-

Terts from east to west, and by the

foundations and inverts of the bull's-eyes

at the northern and southern ends; but
as it would have entailed some extra ex-

cavations and timbering, the contractors

delayed this part of the work and pro-

ceeded with the excavation of the dump-
ling, some of the earth being used to

form the banks of the reservoir, and the

remainder being wheeled to spoil on the

Company's surplus land.

The earth had been removed down to

the level of the 18-inch concrete footing

all along the eastern side and northern
end of the reservoir without any ill ef-

j

feet, and the cross inverts were being
commenced, when the western side wall,

from which the earth was being removed,
cracked, on the 26th of August, and
bulged forward about 2^ inches in the
center. Struts were at once put in, and
about half of the cross inverts were com-
pleted, when, after heavy rain on the 14th
of September, the western wall, with the
exception of about 30 feet at the north
end, slid bodily forward some 5 feet into

the reservoir, doubling up three of the

cross inverts which should have sup-

ported it. The contractors thereupon
proceeded to break up the concrete wall,

which proved to be of very good quality,

and to excavate the earth which had
fallen in behind it. When the debris

had been removed, a small land-spring

was found at the back of the wall ; this

spring aud the trenches which had been
cut through the bank for the purpose of

laying the pipes under the wall, no doubt,
contributed to its destruction.

Although the puddle under the wall

had not shifted, it was thought desirable

to remove it, and to excavate the ground
to an additional depth of 18 inches. The
soil was still peat and lignite, on which a

layer of 9 inches of puddle was placed,

the thickness of the footing of the con-

crete wall being increased from 18 inches

to 3 feet. The foundations of the inverts

which had been upset were similarly in-

creased, and the inverts throughout were
strengthened by making them of three

rings instead of two rings of brickwork.

Before filling in at the back of the re-

instated wall, a stoneware drain pipe was
laid to collect the land- spring, and lead it

into the 12-inch drain-pipe. Seeing that

this new piece of wall was without a
backing of solid earth, the author thought
it desirable to strut the wall by seven
cast-iron columns 12 feet long, which
happened to be in hand, with one end
against the solid earth, and the other

against the back of the wall behind each
invert, to prevent the wall being forced

outward by the internal pressure of the

water, and the thrust of the covering

arches.

The footings for the end bull's-eyes

and cross inverts are built on concrete

foundations, 4 feet wide and 9 inches

thick, on a 9-inch layer of puddle de-

posited in trenches 18 inches below the

floor of the reservoir, to prevent the pud-
dle being squeezed out from under the

concrete. The central cross inverts,

which are 12 feet 6 inches from center to

center, are 1 foot 10^ inches wide,

formed of three rings of brickwork sup-

porting brick piers 1 foot 1(H inches

square, 12 feet 6 inches from center to

center, and 10 feet high. From the top

of these spring the arches of the longi-

tudinal wall carrying the covering

arches ; this wall is 18 inches thick ; the

arches are formed of two rings of brick-

work, having a radius of 8 feet and a rise

of 2 feet ; 18 inches above the soffit of

these arches spring the covering arches,

resting on concrete skew-backs. These
are built of two rings of brickwork tied

together by the insertion of headers at

convenient distances ; they have a radius

of 8 feet and a rise of 2 feet, the span-

drels being filled in with a bed of 15

inches of concrete. The external arches,

which carry the thrust of the covering

arches down to the concrete side walls,

consist of three rings of brickwork, and
have a radius of 9 feet 6 inches. These
arches have been backed up on the out-

side with concrete, which not only stif-

fens them but forms a better surface for

the puddle to rest against. The puddle
backing 1 foot thick is carried 1 foot

above the top water-line.

The north and south walls also have
covering arches resting on the concrete

walls, which the author believes to be an
unusual form of construction. To sup-

port these end arches and strengthen the

work, he has interposed an arched cross
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wall of 2 feet 3 inches between them and
the covering arches, and has further stiff-

ened the structure by bull's eyes to take

the thrust of the longitudinal , arches,

and at the same time to act as struts to

prevent the concrete wall being forced in-

ward by external pressure. The bull's-

eyes are 12 feet 6 inches in diameter, 2

feet 3 inches thick, and are formed of

three rings of brickwork, which is toothed

into the brickwork of the covering arch,

the whole being tied together by two
stout hoop-iron bands which extend
along each of the longitudinal walls from
one end of the reservoir to the other.

The floor of the reservoir, the surface of

which is level with the inverts, is slightly

undulating- and has a fall to the center

for drainage. It is formed of 9 inches

of concrete laid on 9 inches of puddle ; a

9-inch trench was dug down to the pud-
dle beneath the foundations, and a proper
connection made between the two layers

of puddle The surface of the reservoir

is covered with earth to the depth of 1

foot above the crown of the arches, and
is sown with grass. The side slopes

have an inclination of 2^ to 1 ; at the

north-east corner, the top of the bank is

14 feet above the foot of the slope ; an
ordinary post and rail fence round the

Company's land was included in the con-

tract.

The sluice cocks, on the 14-inch main
and on the 12-inch emptying pipes, are

fixed in circular pits inside the reservoir

;

at the back of the emptying cock a branch
pipe is carried up, terminating in a bell

mouth at the top water-lint j
, which acts

as an overflow and allows surplus water
to escape. The bricks used were red,

wire-cut gault bricks from Dunton Green,
laid in Portland cement mortar, 3 parts
of sand to 1 part of cement ; the sand
was partly Thames sand, but chiefly pit

sand from Dartford Heath. The reser-

voir is fitted with twenty-four air pipes
for ventilation, access to the interior is

by two manholes formed in the covering
arches, closed by two heavy cast-iron

doors and frames resting on York land-
ings. The descent to the bottom of the
reservoir is by a wrought-iron ladder.

Severe frosts, during the months of De-
cember and January, considerably de-
layed the completion of the work, which
was finished on the 7th of February,
1880.

The Hornsey Wood Reservoir was
built for the East London Waterworks in

1868, from the designs and under the
direction of Mr. Charles Greaves, M. Inst.

C. E., by Messrs. Aird & Son. The in-

ternal dimensions are 454 feet 6 inches
by 180 feet ; with the maximum depth of

water, 11 feet 6 inches, it contains about
5,000,000 gallons. The site is on the
London clay, the earthwork being for

the most part excavation, the pot-water-
line is wholly below the original surface

of the ground.

The side and end walls are of brick-

work in cement 18 feet high, built on a
foundation of concrete 5 feet 6 inches wide
and one foot thick ; the internal faces of

the walls are vertical, but the thickness

diminishes at the back in half-brick steps

from 3 feet 9 inches at the base to 1 foot

10£ inches at the top ; the walls have a

backing of concrete parallel with the in-

terior face of the wall and 4 feet 6 inches
from it.

The roof consists of fifteen vaults

springing from the sides, and running
longitudinally from end to end of the
reservoir ; the span of the arches is 11
feet 4 inches, and the rise 2 feet 10
inches : they are formed of two rings of

brickwork, and the spandrels between the
arches are filled with concrete to the
height of 2 feet 6 inches. The vaulting
is supported by fourteen longitudinal

walls 18 inches thick, with footings

3 feet wide resting on the solid earth :

these walls are pierced with twenty- seven
arched openings, 13 feet 6 inches wide,
with semicircular soffits ; the arches are

formed of three rings of brickwork, the
inverts have a versed sine of 18 inches,

and the height of the openings from the
bottom of the invert to the soffit of the
arches is 9 feet 9 inches ; the piers be-

tween these openings, which are 3 feet 4i
inches wide, are stiffened by 18-inch but-

tresses, which diminish from one and a-

half brick at the base to one-half brick at

the top.

The floor consists of brick inverts 9
inches thick, having an internal radius of

11 feet 1 inch, resting on concrete ; there
is an extra ring of brickwork 18 inches

wide between each of the piers. The
height from the springing of the inverts

to the springing covering arches is 12

feet 6 inches. The reservoir is covered
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with earth to the depth of 2 feet 6 inches

above the crown of the arches.

The Haggar Lane Reservoir was re-

cently constructed for the East London
Waterworks Company, from the designs

and under the direction of the late Mr.
George Seaton, M. Inst. (J. E.

The earthwork consists one-half of ex-

cavation and the other half of embank-
ment. The top water-line, which is 167.50

feet above ordnance datum, ranges from
8 feet 6 inches to 6 feet 6 inches above
the original surface of the land. The di-

mensions of the work, to the outside of

the puddle walls, are 191 feet 6 inches by
121 feet 6 inches, the inside dimensions
being 182 feet by 112 feet. The exterior

walls are built in curved bays, 18 inches

thick, but the footings, which rest on 9

inches of concrete, are straight on plan.

The bays have a versed sine of 18 inches,

and are carried to the top in the end
walls, but in the side walls the brickwork
is corbelled over to form a straight skew-
back for the covering arches. The brick-

work is backed with concrete, which fills

in the spandrels, and is 3 inches thick at

the thinnest place ; the concrete has a

straight exterior face, between which arid

the earthwork there is a layer of 18
inches of puddle. The floor is formed of

brick inverts 9 inches thick ; the inverts

have a span of 15 feet, a rise of 2 feet,

and rest on concrete, which has a mini-
mum thickness of 6 inches ; beneath tbe
concrete there is a layer of puddle 18
inches thick. The vaulting is supported
by six 14-inch longitudinal walls, strutted
and stiffened by six 14-inch cross walls ;

these walls divide the reservoir into

forty-nine sections, each measuring 25
feet by 15 feet. In order to permit the
water to flow through these sections, the
side walls of each section are pierced
with circular openings 8 feet 3 inches in

diameter, and the cross walls with cir-

cular openings 6 feet in diameter. The
longitudinal walls rest with three courses
of footings on 9 inches of concrete ; at

the top they are thickened to 18 inches
to form skew-backs for the springing of

the vaulting ; the cross walls are built

on the inverts to the height of 7 feet 6
inches ; for 7 feet in the center the top of

the wall is level, whence the brickwork
slopes up to the springing of the cover-

ing arches. The vaulting, which has a

span of 14 feet 3 inches and a rise of 3

feet 9 inches, is formed of two rings of
brickwork ; the spandrels are filled up
with 18 inches of brickwork, and 18
inches of concrete ; the arches are cov-

ered with 2 feet of earth. The banks of
the reservoir have a slope of 2^ to 1.

The vault, next the side of the reser-

voir from which the water flows through
the pipe to the engine, is an exception to

the other longitudinal walls ; it has only
one circular opening at the further end,
the object being to induce a circulation

of water through the reservoir. This
wall is lightened by 9-inch panelling.

There is a recess in the floor 2 feet 6

inches wide, with openings under the

longitudinal walls to collect the drainage,,

and lead it to the pipe at the corner of

the reservoir. The maximum depth of

water is 14 feet from the bottom of the
invert ; the reservoir contains about
1,500,000 gallons.

The author has been favored by Mr.
Alexander Fraser, M. Inst. C.E , the En-
gineer of the Grand Junction Water-
works Company, with drawings of the
Kilburn and Hampton reservoirs.

The Kilburn reservoir is 300 feet long
by 175 feet wide ; with the depth of

water of 20 feet it contains 6,000,000
gallons. It is excavated to a depth of

about 14 feet in the London clay ; the

embankment rises about 13 feet above
the original surface of the ground, which
is nearly level ; the side walls rest on a
concrete foundation 5 feet wide and 2

feet thick, and are built of brick-

work 1 foot 10J inches thick, in curved
bays 20 feet across, having a ra-

dius of 18 feet and a versed sine of 18
inches. The spandrels are filled in with
concrete so that the back of the wall is

straight ; behind the wall is puddle back-

ing 3 feet thick. The brick piers carry-

ing the roof are cruciform in plan, 4 feet

6 inches across by 18 inches thick; they

are built with four double courses of

footings, and rest on blocks of concrete

6 feet square and 2 feet thick, sunk 4 feet

below the level of the floor ; the piers are

21 feet 6 inches from center to center.

At 15 feet from the floor-line the arches

which support the cross walls spring from
these piers; they have a span of 17 feet,

a rise of 3 feet, and are 18 inches thick.

The covering arches spring from the

cross walls at 20 feet above the floor-line ;

they have a span of 20 feet, with a rise
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of 4 feet, and are formed of two rings of

brickwork. They are stiffened internally

by an arched rib of 18 inches square,

springing from each of the cruciform

piers. Where the arches rest on the end
walls the brickwork of the curved bays is

corbelled out to a straight skew-back for

the arches to spring from.
The outer wall is supported against

the pressure of the external earth by
buttresses between each of the curved
bays, which extend as far as the foot of

the first of the cruciform piers ; they are

1 foot 10^ inches thick, and are built

with four double courses of footings on
a concrete base 6 feet wide and 2 feet

thick. The floor is concrete 12 inches
thick. The reservoir is covered with
earth to the depth of 1 foot 6 inches
above the crown of the arches. The cost
of the reservoir, which was built in 1872
by Messrs Aird and Son, was about £23,-

000. The brickwork is very similar to
that of the Nunhead reservoirs, except
that in the latter, bull's-eyes are used for

the support of the external walls instead
of buttresses. The earthwork, however,
is of an entirely different character, the
Nunhead reservoirs being built on slop-

ing ground.
The reservoir at Hampton is 240 feet

long and 155 feet wide ; the maximum
depth of water is 12 feet, and it contains
2,750,000 gallons. It is built entirely of
concrete; the foundation rests on blue
clay, above which the soil consists of ex-

cellent clean sharp ballast, admirably
suited for concrete. The side walls are
6 feet thick at the base, 3 feet thick at

the top, and 14 feet high ; the back of
the walls is vertical, the whole of the lat-

ter being on the internal face.

The walls are backed with 18 inches of
puddle. The piers are 12 feet from cen-
ter to center, and 13 feet high ; they are
taper, being 2 feet square at the base and
18 inches square at the top ; they are
capped with York stone, on which rest

wrought-iron rolled joists 8 inches deep,
with 4-inch flanges ; the joists are tied

with f-inch galvanized wrought-iron rods
6 feet apart, which fasten the whole of
the roof together, and relieve the side
walls from any outward thrust.

The roof consists of arches, with a
span of 12 feet and a rise of 2 feet 6
inches, springing from the wrought-iron
joists ; the concrete is 9 inches thick at

the crown and 18 inches thick at the
haunches. The concrete is covered with
6 inches of earth. The floor is formed of

concrete 1 foot thick. The reservoir is

not rendered internally ; but the surface

of the concrete was smoothed over with
cement mortar as the moulds were
removed. The concrete was made from
ballast dug out of the excavation, from
which all stones that would not pass
through a lj-inch sieve were removed
before mixing, or broken to a proper size.

The proportion was 6 measures of bal-

last to 1 measure of Portland cement.
This reservoir is entirely below the orig-

inal surface of the ground. The concrete
in the jners takes some time to set suffi-

ciently hard to be loaded, and on this ac-

count, if time is an object, it is in Mr.
Eraser's opinion, questionable whether
brickwork would not be preferable for

the piers, although concrete is somewhat
cheaper. The reservoir was built in 1880,
at a cost of about £8,000.
The Burton-on-Trent reservoir has

been constructed for the South Stafford-

shire Waterworks Company from the
designs and under the direction of Mr.
W. Vawdrey, M. Inst. C. E.

It is built on a hill to the south of the
town on stiff clay soil ; about one-half

of the earthwork consists of excavation
and one-half of embankment. It is rect-

angular on plan, covered by brick arches,

springing from cast-iron girders, sup-
ported on cast-iron columns. The di-

mensions at the floor-line are 224 feet 6
inches by 145 feet 10 inches, and at the
top 229 feet 6 inches by 150 feet 10
inches ; the depth of water is 21 feet.

The external walls are of concrete faced
with brindled Stafford brickwork built in

Portland cement. On plan the brick

walls are formed of a series of brick

piers with curved bays between them ; the
distance between the centers of the piers

in the side walls is 13 feet 6 inches, and
in the end wall 15 feet. The versed sine

of the curves is 1 foot ; the brickwork,

which is built with every alternate four

courses, 14 inches and 9 inches thick, has

a batter of 1 in 8 ; it is carried down 3

feet 6 iuches below the floor, and rests

with four courses of footings on a found-

ation of 18 inches of concrete. The back
of the concrete wall is straight in plan,

and is carried down vertically with the

exception of a 6-inch set-off at the June-
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tion of the solid ground and the embank-
ment. The total height of the wall is

25 feet 6 inches ; the minimum thickness

of the concrete and brick in the center of

the bays is 3 feet H inch at the top, and
6 feet 7 A inches at the bottom ; the base

of the concrete, which extends under the

footings of the brickwork, is 11 feet

wide ; the concrete wall is backed with,

and rests on, puddle 12 inches thick

;

the floor is a bed of 10 inches of concrete,

on 18 inches of puddle. There are one
hundred and forty-four hollow columns,

which rest on stone blocks 3 feet square

by 15 inches thick. These stones pro-

ject 3 inches above the level of the floor,

and are supported on blocks of concrete

5 feet square by two feet thick, below
which there is a 12-inch layer of pud-
dle.

The columns are cylindrical, of east

iron, 10 inches in external diameter, and
1 inch thick ; they are made in two
pieces, each piece being 10 feet long,

bolted together in the center. The gird-

ers, which are bolted to the top flanges

of the columns, are 15 feet long, I shaped
in section, the depth at the ends being
10 inches, and in the center 20 inches

;

the bottom and top flanges are of equal
width throughout, viz., 8 inches and 16
inches ; the thickness of the top flange

is 1 j inch, of the bottom flange 1^ inch,

and of the web 1 inch. Each girder is

bolted at the end to the one next it ; the
girders are tied together by two 1^-inch
galvanized tie-bars to each length of

girder, and the sidewalls are thus relieved

of any thrust from the roofing.

The covering arches have a span of 13
feet 6 inches and a rise of 18 inches, and
are formed of two rings of brickwork in

cement. The spandrels of the arches are

filled in with concrete and the concrete
is covered with asphalt to prevent the
percolation of rain-water through the
roof. The rain-water is collected in

drains which discharge at each side of

the reservoir. The roof is covered with
about 1 foot of soil and turfed over. The
parapet which retains this covering is

curved to a height just level with the soil

over the arches ; it rises 3 feet above the

top of the earthwork, and is neatly

formed of blue bricks with panels of blue
and red chequer work. The top of the
bank is about 10 feet wide, with a slope

of 4 to 1 to the original surface. The

reservoir contains about 4,000,000 gal-

lons, and cost about £15,000.

Covered Reservoirs in Germany and
Austria.

The author had an opportunity, during
a short tour with Mr. Alexander Aird,

Assoc. Inst. C. E., of Berlin, of seeing

something of the waterworks of the prin-

cipal cities of Germany. He therefore

proposes to give some description of

their reservoirs, together with a few inci-

dental notes on other points.

The reservoirs of the Berlin Water-
works at Charlottenbnrg are built of

brick, and are very similar in construction

to the Kilburn reservoir, cruciform piers

being used ; but the sidewalls are

straight on plan, and wholly of brick, 10
feet thick at the base, and battering to 4
feet at the top. The span of the arches

is 20 feet, the depth of the water 14 feet

9 inches, and the contents of each reser-

voir are 2,541,000 gallons.

Instead of buttresses, bulls'-eyes are

built between the side walls and the first

row of piers, the spaces between the

bulls'-eyes being arched over ; conse-

quently, the arches in front of the end
walls are at right angles to the main cover-

ing arches across the reservoir, and form
groynes where vaults intersect. By this

arrangement only four abutments, one
abutment for each of the four corner 20-

feet compartments, are necessary.

The site of the reservoirs is very fine,

loose sand, so absorbent that it was nec-

essary to spread bitumenized paper over

the bottom of the excavation before con-

crete could be laid on it. The floor con-

sists, first, of bitumenized paper ; sec-

ondly, of a layer of 15 inches of concrete;

thirdly, of 15 inches of puddle ; fourthly,

of 6 inches of concrete, the surface of which
is rendered. The reservoirs are fitted with

an electric water-level indicator, with an
automatic graphic recorder, by Messrs.

Hipp & Co., Neuchatel, Switzerland, of

which Mr. Henry Gill, M. Inst. C. E., the

chief engineer, has favored the author

with the following description :

" The Charlottenburg reservoirs are dis-

tant from Tegel about 7,500 yards, and
two wires are laid between the respective

engine houses ; that at Charlottenburg

contains the battery. The float in the

reservoir at each rise or fall of 4 inches

completes the circuit, and actuates the
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registers at the engine-houses at Char-

lottenburg andTegel. At Tegel an elec-

tric clock drives a drum which revolves

once in twenty-four hours ; on this drum
an endless roll of paper is wound ; in

front of this horizontal paper-covered

drum runs a small trolly carrying an ink-

fed style or pointer. The trolly is caused

to advance or recede by the currents pro-

duced by each contact made by the rise

and fall of the float in the reservoir, and
as the style is in contact with the paper
on the revolving drum, a diagram is

traced which records the height of water
in the reservoir at any given time. Its

accuracy is checked once a day by Morse's
dot and dash telegraph. The apparatus

is found to work very satisfactorily. The
water which is pumped into the reservoir

from Tegel is derived from a series of

wells, sunk near the margin of the Tegel
lake, which yields an abundant supply of

water, (10,000,000 gals, per diem) ; but un-

fortunately the water contains filaments of

an alga {Grenothrix Polyspora), which,

on passing through the iron water mains,

is thrown down in the form of a brown
deposit. This accumulates in the reser-

voirs and water mains to such an extent

that the water as delivered to the consum-
ers is frequently much discolored. It is

remarkable that it was not till the works
had been in action for six months that

any sign of the alga made its appear-

ance."

Mr. Gill has favored the author with
drawings of the Berlin covered niters

;

they are covered reservoirs, which only

differ from others in containing filtering

material.

Mr. Gill makes the following observa-

tions on the climate of Berlin :
" Frost

usually sets in here about the 15th of No-
vember ; if it lasts about ten days, the av-

erage duration of the first attack, the

earth is frozen to the depth of 12 inches,

and open reservoirs and filters are cov-

ered with ice from 4 inches to 6 inches
thick ; then there comes a relaxation of

the grip of winter for three or four weeks,
so that during the day the thermometer
rises to 45° or 50° Fahrenheit, but falls

to freezing point at night. The days are

too short, however, for the mid-day tem-
perature to have much effect upon the
frozen ground or the sheets of ice on the
reservoirs, and these remain increasing
in thickness to about the middle or end

of February ; but even when, say about
the end of February, the ice has become
thin, and early in March has disappeared,
the night frosts prevailing till the end
of March prevent the laying dry and
cleansing of the filters."

It is in Berlin seldom possible to
cleanse an uncovered filter in the period
from the 15th of November to the 15th
of March. It is therefore indispensable,

if the necessity of giving unfiltered water
is to be avoided, to construct filters so
that they can be cleansed even during
the prevalence of the severest frost.

Hence the vaulted filters of the Berlin
Waterworks, which have been copied in

the Magdeburg Waterworks. Each di-

vision of the filter measures 175 feet by
125 feet, and is divided into sections 11
feet 6 inches square by the piers, which
are two bricks or 20 inches square. These
sections are domed over with Bohemian
vaulting (Bomische Kappen), in the apex
of which there is an opening for a win-
dow. Each dome which is a segment of

a hollow sphere, rests on longitudinal
and transverse arched ribs springing
from the piers referred to above. The
arched ribs are kept low, so that there is

only just room for a man to wheel a bar-

row under the center, which prevents the
barrow striking against the piers. The
size of the window is so regulated that
the surface of sand in every separate sec-

tion gets a direct ray of light. This is

necessary in cleansing the filter. The
window is covered loosely with a sheet
of glass ^ inch thick, and during severe
frosts a wooden shutter is laid over the
glass ; in summer the glass and shutter
lie off at the side. The barrow road, for
which a special inclined archway is built,

consists simply of movable planks resting
on supports ; when not in use the planks
are laid on brackets above the water-line.

The foundation of this filter is a layer
of 18 inches of puddle ; but the base of

the side walls, and the inverts which sup-
port the piers, rest on gravel puddle 6
feet 6 inches wide under the side walls.

and 5 feet 4 inches wide under the in-

verts. It is made as follows : First, a

layer of 6 inches of puddle, then of 3
inches of metal or broken stone as used
for macadamized roads ; this is rammed
into the clay till the clay rises to the sur-

face ; similar layers succeed, each of pud-
dle and metal, till the required thickness
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is obtained, the stone being thoroughly
rammed into the day. The floor con-
sists of 9 inches of concrete rendered.
The walls are of brick 3 feet 3 inches
thick and 11 feet high. Tbe water-line

is 8 feet above the floor, which is also the
springing-line for the arched ribs. The
roof of the filter is covered with 2 feet

of earth.

These filters are rather expensive, the

cost at Berlin, including valve-chambers,
valve-regulators, &c, is about 90s. per
square meter, but the covering is indis-

pensable.

The reservoir at Breslau consists of

two wrought-iron tanks fixed inside a

water-tower 130 feet above the ground.
The tower is built of brick, square on
plan with cross walls to stiffen the struc-

ture. These divide the building into

four compartments, which are utilized as

engine houses, and contain a pair of

single-acting Cornish pumping engines
and a vertical direct-acting double cylin-

der fly-wheel pumping engine ; there is

still vacant space for another engine: The
wrought-iron tanks are each 84 feet long
by 41 feet wide and 20 feet deep, con-
taining about 900,000 gallons. They rest

on expansion plates, so that they are free

to expand or contract without affecting

the brickwork. The tower which entirely

encloses the tanks is covered with a slate

roof, and presents a bold and massive ap-

pearance. It stands on the bank of the

river Oder, from which the city is sup-
plied with filtered water.

The reservoirs of the Vienna Water-
works are computed to contain about
21,000,000 gallons, which at the time
when the author visited the work (Octo-

ber) was equal to three days' consump-
tion. This is sufficient to permit of re-

pairs being made to the aqueduct with-

out interfering with the water-supply to

the city ; the emptying and filling of the
aqueduct occupies about thirty-six hours,

leaving thirty- six hours for the actual

repairs. The aqueduct is about 55 miles

in length, and eight hours are occupied
in the water flowing from the source at

Kaiserbrunnen to Vienna. The quantity
of water supplied by the two springs
which feed the aqueduct, the Kaiser-
brunnen and the Stixenstein, varies from
145,000 cubic meters per diem in sum-
mer to less than 29,000 cubic meters in

winter, when the snow and other sources

from which these springs are fed are

frost bound. This quantity is less than
half the estimated water-supply. In
order to supplement the supply, wells

have been sunk in the gravel beds of

the valley of the Schwarza at Pottschach,

from which 17,000 cubic meters per
diem are pumped into the aqueduct dur-

ing winter; these supplemental works
were designed and executed by Baron
Schwarza and Mr. Aird's firm.

The author is indebted to the Oberin-
genieur Mihatsch for the particulars of

the Schmelz reservoir. It is 347 feet

square, with a depth of 12 feet of water,

and contains about 8,000,000 gallons.

The foundation is cut out of the solid

rock. The side walls are of brick 5 feet

thick ; the piers are of masonry 3 feet

6 inches square on brick footings ; the

cross vaulted roofs rest on these piers,

the span of the vaulting being about 22
feet. The floor consists of one course
of brickwork laid flat on the surface of

the rock, over which is a layer of con-

crete. The bottom and sides are ren-

dered with Portland cement. Great care

is taken to ensure circulation of water
through the reservoir, it being consid-

ered very undesirable that any portion

of the water should be allowed to be-

come stagnant; hence there are division

walls connecting the piers.

The new waterworks at Munich, which
were in course of construction by Mr. A.
Aird's firm, comprise a high-level reser-

voir about 7 miles from that city, and an
aqueduct or conduit about 19 miles in

length from the springs in' the Mangfall-
thal to the reservoir. These springs

issue from the west side of the valley

about half way up the slope, where an
extensive bed of porous limestone-gravel

rests on a bed of impervious clay, and
are at a sufficient elevation to supply
Munich by gravitation.

The reservoir is divided into two com-
partments by a division wall; each com-
partment is 272 feet square, with a dejDth

of water, when full, of 10 feet, the con-

tents altogether being about 8,800,000
gallons. The bottom is 10 feet 6 inches
below the original surface of the ground

;

the soil is limestone gravel, consisting for

the most part of smooth water-washed
pebbles. The side walls are of concrete

3 feet 8 inches thick and 7 feet 6 inches

high, built in a trench 6 feet 6 inches
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wide ; these walls have a stepped toe or

footing on the inside, which not only

gives a wider foundation, but is useful in

breaking the joint with the concrete floor.

The floor itself has a uniform thickness

of 2 feet over the whole area of the ex-

cavation, the piers and division wall be-

ing built upon it. The end walls on
which the covering avches rest are carried

up in brickwork to the height of 3 feet

10 inches above the concrete, diminishing

from 30 inches at the base to 15 inches

at the top, which corresponds with the

level of the water in the reservoir when
full. The piers supporting the cross

arches are also of brick 26 inches by 20
inches (Grerman bricks are somewhat
longer and wider than English bricks).

The height from the floor to the spring-

ing is 4 feet 3 inches ; the cross arches

for supporting the vaulting are formed
of three rows of brickwork, with a span
of 10 feet 2 inches and a rise of 30
inches. The vaulting is semi-circular and
has a span of 10 feet 3 inches, the spring-

ing being 7 feet 8 inches above the floor

;

it is formed with one ring of brickwork
about 5 inches thick. The spandrels are

filled in with concrete to the height of 3
feet, and the ends of the vaults are closed

with brickwork, battering from 3 feet to

15 inches, built on the concrete wall.

The division wall between the two com-
partments of the reservoir is of brick-

work to the level of the springing of the
vaulting, being 4 feet 10 inches thick at

the base and 3 feet at the top ; the span-
drel between the two vaults which rest

on it is filled in with concrete to the
height of 2 feet 8 inches. The crowns
of the arches are covered with earth to

the depth of 3 feet 9 inches ; and the
banks of the reservoir have a slope of

1^ to 1.

The concrete used in the construction
of the above is made of 5 parts of washed
and screened gravel from the excavation
(all large stones being broken), 1 part of

washed siliceous sand, brought from a
distance, and 1 part of Portland cement.
The sides and bottom of the reservoir
are rendered in the following manner

:

As soon as the moulds have been with-
drawn from the concrete after it has set,

the surface is rendered with cement
mortar made of 1 part of Portland ce-

ment to 1 of sand, only just sufficient

mortar being used to give a smooth face

to the work ; it is then coated with a film

of neat cement, and rubbed with irons

till it takes a high polish. The finished

work rings like solid marble.

The inlet and outlet pipes are built

into the concrete walls. The conduit
from the Mangfall thai terminates in a

29^-inch pipe. There is a double line of

mains from the reservoir to the city,

each line of pipes being 27£ inches in

diameter.

Frankfort-on-the-Maine is supplied
with water from springs in the Vogels-
berg and Spessart mountains, distant

about 40 miles from the city. The water
from the springs flows through an aque-

duct by gravitation to a high-level reser-

voir in the Friedberger warte, which con-

tains 37,500 cubic meters or 8,500,000
gallons.

The reservoir consists of three com-
partments, the longest of which is a re-

cent addition ; an arched gangway is

formed on the center division wall, which
extends from one end of the reservoir to

the other. The two old compartments
consist of sixteen vaults, with alternate

openings in the cross walls, which cause
the water to flow in a zigzag manner from
one end of the compartment to the
other, the object being, as at Vienna, to

ensure thorough circulation of the water.

The vaulting has a span of about 15 feet,

and is formed with four rings of brick-

work. The depth of water in the reser-

voir, when full, is about 12 feet.

The water from these mountain springs

is excellent in quality, but the quantity is

far below the requirements of the city,

especially in summer, when it is necessary

to shut off the water from the city at

noon to accumulate sufficient in the res-

ervoir for the next morning's consump-
tion.

The reservoir at Darmstadt is built of

brick. The foundations only are below
the original surface of the ground. It

consists of two compartments, each 80
feet by 72 feet, with a depth of water of

13 feet. The bottom is concrete, 20
inches thick, overlaid by 9 inches of

brickwork, the surface of which is ren-

dered with cement mortar. The side

walls are 8 feet thick at the base and 4

feet thick at the top. The piers of the

cross arches for supporting the vaulting

are 6 feet 6 inches wide and 25 inches

thick ; the arches have a span of 13 feet
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1^ inch, and a radius of 10 feet. The
vaulting is semicircular, with a span of

13 feet 1£ inch ; the springing- is ±1 feet

8 inches from the floor, and is formed of

two rings of brickwork ; the division wall

between the two compartments is 6 feet

6 inches thick: the spaudrels of the vault-

ing are filled up with concrete. The
reservoir is covered with earth to the
depth of 3 feet 3 inches above the crown
of the arches; the banks, which are of

sandy soil, have a slope of 1£ to 1. The
inlet and outlet pipes are so arranged
that the water flows in at the top of the

reservoir, but passes out through self-

acting valves from the bottom. The
reservoir is fitted with a ball-float, con-

nected by a wire to the pumping station;

when the reservoir is full an electric bell

rings in the engine-house ; there is also a

communication between the reservoir and
engine-house by means of a telephone.

The cost of this reservoir has been 168,-

000 marks. It holds about 900,000
gallons.

The water with which Darmstadt is

supplied is obtained frem six tube wells,

about 16 inches in diameter, driven to a

depth of from 150 feet to 200 feet in the
sandy plain between the river Ehine and
the Odenwald Mountains at Griesheim,
about 5 miles from Darmstadt. The
general character of the sand is too fine

to yield much water, but it is traversed

by permeable veins of coarse sand and
fine gravel, which afford an anrple supply.

The normal water level is 10 feet below
the surface of the ground. The engine
pumps direct from the wells into the
mains, the suction-pipe from the pump
having branches which dip into each of

the six wells ; when pumping the maxi-
mum quantity required for the town,
500,000 gallons per diem, the water in

the tube- wells is depressed 11 feet, but in

testing the yield of the wells double the
quantity has been obtained.

The project for the supply of Darm-
stadt was submitted to the Town Coun-
cil by Mr. A. Aird's firm, in 1874, who
called in an engineer to supervise the ex-

ecution of the work. The latter, however,
instead of so doing, persuaded the Town
Council to carry out a project of his own,
and instead of tube-wells, substituted a
well 26 feet in diameter, which he sank
to a depth of 105 feet, by the pneumatic
system ; but the large well only yielded

one-tenth of the required supply. Mr.
A. Aird's firm were thereupon applied to,

and successfully carried out their original

scheme.
The covered reservoir at Cologne is

erected on a tower in the center of the
city, about 100 feet above the ground.
It is a circular cast-iron tank, containing
about 800,000 gallons, divided into two
concentric compartments ; the inner one
is 75 feet in diameter, and the outer,

which is annular, has an outside diameter
of 105 feet ; there is an opening in the
center for the staircase. The depth of

the tank is 15 feet ; it is covered with a

wrought-ircn trussed roof, which rests

on the tank itself, and is boarded over and
covered with zinc.

The tank is supported on a series of

concentric and radiating brick walls.

The author is informed by the engineer,

Director Hegener, that when he took
charge of the works there were leaks in

the bottom of the tank, and that, in con-

sequence of the above walls being built

without openings, holes had to be cut

through them to ascertain where the de-

fects were. Eventually the whole of the

bottom was covered with Portland ce-

ment concrete of sufficient depth to cover
the flanges, which has been effectual in

preventing further leakage. Only a frac-

tion of the water consumed passes into

this tank, which holds about one-seventh
of the daily supply.

Cologne derives its water supply from
two brick wells sunk within 28 yards of

the river Rhine ; they are 18 feet in di-

ameter, and have a depth of 60 feet, or

36 feet below the lowest water level of

the Rhine. The strata consists of sand
and gravel mixed with boulders. At the

depth of 46 feet, under a layer of large

boulders, a bed of gravel 6 feet thick was
met with, which was extremely hard, and
took the divers many months to sink

through ; under this came clean, coarse

gravel, from which the water is pumped.
The daily yield is 5,000,000 gaUons, with

a depression of 21 feet in the wells. Al-

though the wells are so close to the

Rhine, the spring water obtained from
the gravel is supposed to be without any
admixture from the river, as the tempera-

ture of the spring water varies only 5°

Fahrenheit compared with a variation of

38 degrees in the Rhine water, viz., from
32° to 70°. The spring water is also
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much harder, being from 17° to 18°,

whereas the Rhine water is only 7°.

The author has ascertained the particu-

lars of the Dresden reservoir from " Das
Wasserwork der Stadt Dresden,'' pub-
lished by the engineer, Mr. B. Salbach.

It is built in the form of a parallelogram,

divided by a wall into two compartments,
each 172 feet long by 122 feet wide ; the

depth of water is 16 feet 6 inches, and the

reservoir contains 4,400,000 gallons. The
side walls, piers, cross arches and division

walls are built in coarse masonry of sand-

stone, with cement mortar ; the vaulting

is formed of two rings of hard burnt
porous bricks in cement, which is ren-

dered externally to prevent the percola-

tion of rain water into the reservoir. The
side walls are 6 feet 9 inches, and the di-

vision wall 7 feet 6 inches thick ; the
piers are 40 inches wide by 20 inches
thick ; the span of the cross arches is 16
feet; the vaulting, which springs from
top water-level, has a span of 16 feet, and
a rise of 47 inches.

The excavation is in compact fine sand,

over the bottom of which, including the
foundations of the walls and piers, &c,
a uniform thickness of 2 feet of concrete
was laid. This consisted, in the first

place of a layer of rough pieces of granite,

with the flat side on the sand; above
this a thin bed of concrete was spread
and lightly rammed to fill the interstices

betweeen the stones, and over this the
concrete was deposited in the usual man-
ner in 6-inch layers, and solidly rammed.
The concrete under the foundations of

the walls and piers was laid first, and the
rest, which forms the bottom of the reser-

voir, subsequently, and the surface was
protected during the progress of the
work by a course of brick-on-edge in ce-

ment ; on the completion of the work two
courses of bricks were laid flat, and the
suface rendered in cement. The whole
of the internal surfaces of the reservoir,

including the piers, are rendered over
with cement, with a hard, polished sur-

face, partly for the purpose of making
them watertight, partly to prevent the
deposit of mud or slime in the inter-

stices of the porous sandstone.
The Hanover reservoir, is situate on the

Linden er Berg. In order to maintain a
pressure in the city due to a height of

33 meters (108 feet) it was built entirely

above ground, only sufficient soil being
Vol. XXX.—No. 2—9

excavated to obtain a good foundation on
the solid limestone.

The reservoir is completely exposed,
without any embankment to support it,

principally on account of the great ex-

pense which would have been involved in

carting earth from a distance none being
available near the site. Moreover, an em-
bankment has its disadvantages, as it

may possible cover up defects or leak-

ages in the brickwork, which may do con-
siderable damage before discovery;

whereas, in a reservoir with the walls

exposed the slightest leakage is at once
detected. The reservoir consists of two
divisions, each 106 feet long by 98
feet wide ; the depth of water is 1 9 feet

6 inches, and it contains altogether about
2,400,000 gallons. It is built of hard
burnt bricks in Portland cement mortar.

The side walls have a trapezoidal profile,

and are strengthened by buttresses : the

inner side is vertical ; the thickness at

the base is 14 feet 9 A- inches, and at the

level of the springing of the vaulting,

which corresponds with the top -water-

line, it is 7 feet 6 inches thick. The di-

vision wall, which has vertical faces and
is stiffened by piers, is 9 feet 6 inches

thick. The interior surface of these

walls is rendered with Portland cement.
The bottom of the reservoir is formed

of a layer of concrete from 3 feet 3

inches to 4 feet 6 inches thick, on which
piers are built for supporting the arched
cross wall to carry the vaulting. The
piers are 4 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 6

inches, 15 feet high, and stand about 16

feet apart from center tu center, trans-

versely dividing the breadth of the reser-

voir into six equal parts, and about 15
feet from center to center longitudinally,

so that each division of the reservoir is

covered by seven vaults, which have a
span of 12 feet, and a rise of 3 feet 3

inches. The upper surface of the vault-

ing is covered with sloping brickwork
in cement, and rendered, above which
there is a layer of 3 feet 3 inches of

sand, over which succeed 6 inches of

mould turfed over. The rain water per-

colating through this covering is con-

veyed into the reservoir through drain-

pipes. The total height of the reservoir

above the ground-level is 30 feet.

That part of the brickwork above the

vaulting which merely serves to support
the covering earth, is built with Roman
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cement. The reservoir is fitted with four-

teen ventilators. The floor is finished

with four layers of Hanoverian clinker

bricks laid in Portland cement mortar,

and rendered in Portland cement hard-

ened under the trowel, i.e., the cement is

worked under the trowel and pressed un-

til it becomes hard and smooth.

The description and drawings of this

reservoir are taken from " Das Neue
Wasserwork der Koniglichen Residenz-

stadt Hanover," by Oberbaurath Berg.

The author was struck by the marked
preference of the Germans for spring

water as compared with lake or river

water. In England it is generally as-

sumed that the water from mountain
lakes, such as Loch Katrine or Thirlmere,

is the purest and most wholesome. The
Germans object to such waters as being
stagnant and dead ; they prefer water as

it gushes fresh and sparkling from the

mountain side, and which Las a constant

temperature ; whereas lake water is too

cold in winter and warm and vapid in

summer. Where natural springs are not
available they prefer to tap the subter-

ranean streams of water which, in many
parts of Germany, flow either parallel

with the rivers or down towards them
from the surrounding country, rather

than to use the water from the rivers,

however well filtered or soft it may be.

In fact, an equable temperature is deemed
of the first importance in choosing po-
table water, a moderate degree of hard-

ness not being objected to.

The following towns, the whole of

which have populations exceeding 50,000,

are supplied with water pumped from
underground springs : Aix-la-Chapelle,

Augsburg, Berlin, Cologne, Crefeld,

Dantzig, Dresden, Dusselldorf, Elberfeld,

Essen, Gratz, Halle, Hanover, Cassell,

Konigsberg, Leipzig. Niirnberg, Stras-

burg.

As compared with similar towns sup-
plied from rivers : Altona, Berlin, Bruns-
wick, Bremen, Breslau, Brunn, Hamburg,
Magdeburg, Posen, Stettin.

These two lists comprise all the large

towns of Germany and Austria, except
such as are supplied from natural springs,

as in Vienna and Frankfort, and those
which have no properly organized sys-

tem of water supply.

Design for Covered Service-Reservoir.

Having laid the foregoing examples of

covered reservoirs before the Institution,

the author proposes to conclude the

paper with a sketch of his idea of a model
Covered Service-Reservoir.

It should, if possible, be built on a level

piece of ground, and the soil should be
perfectly solid and homogeneous. These
conditions are assumed to exist. The
reservoir as designed is 100 feet square
on plan, with a maximum depth of 17
feet, and would contain 1,000,000 gallons

of water.

The design is so arranged that the

earth dug from the excavation is utilized

in covering the reservoir and forming the

necessary embankments ; the depth of

the excavation will therefore depend on
the slope given to the embankment. In
this case, a slope of 2^- to 1 is adopted

;

and it is calculated that an excavation 11

feet deep will furnish sufficient earth to

form an embankment 13 feet above the

ground-line, including a layer of soil 2

feet thick over the roof of the reservoir.

The author has adopted a similar con-

struction to that of the Munich reservoir

for the lower part of the structure, it be-

ing assumed that there will be no diffi-

culty in obtaining good ballast for con-

crete in the neighborhood of the site.

The work should be commenced by
digging trenches 7 feet wide and 11 feet

deep for the reception of the outside

walls (it will be convenient to designate

the outer walls, which are parallel with

the vaulting, the side walls, and those at

right angles to the vaulting, the end
walls). The bottom of these trenches

should be covered with 18 inches of con-

crete, on which concrete side walls, 4 feet

thick, and 7 feet 6 inches high, should be
constructed, the concrete being rammed
between the moulds for forming the in-

ternal face and the external earth. The end
walls should be similar, except as regards

the internal face which should have six

curved bays, the radius of the curve

being 11 feet 6 inches. As soon as the

concrete in these walls has set, the

moulds should be taken down, and the

surface rendered with Portland cement

worked with the trowel, till it becomes
hard and smooth, and then finished with

a film of neat cement worked to a fine

polish.
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HALF PLAN B

LONGITUDINAL SECTION ON A.B.

CROSS SECTION ON CD.

DESIGN FOR RESERVOIR

If the ground be firm, the toe of the
wall, supported by the internal earth, will
be sufficient to sustain the wall against
external pressure without strutting ; but
care should be taken not to load the
ground outside the reservoir by the prem-
ature construction of the embankment.
The internal earth or dumpling should
now be removed down to the level of the
toe of the wall, but in removing the
earth below this level, which should be
done piece-meal, the layer of concrete
forming tbe floor of the reservoir should
be at once substituted, the thickness of
which, 2 feet, would when set be ample
to resist any ordinary external pressure

tending to thrust forward the toe of the
Wall. ;;

The floor having been laid, the brick
piers for supporting the vaulted roof
should be built on it. These are 1 foot
10| inches square on plan, and 16 feet 8
inches from center to center in each di-

rection. From these piers, at 13 feet
from the floor, spring the arches which
support the vaulting ; the arches in the
center have a radius of 11 feet 6 inches,
but the two end arches, which have a
radius of 9 feet 6 inches, are brought
down, so that the thrust of each row" of
arches is carried below the ground-line.
The vaulting, which, is built with a
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radius of 11 feet 6 inches, is similar to

that of the Farnborough reservoir, but
the ends of the covering arehes are

brought down with a curve of 12 feet 6

inches radius, till they rest on the corre-

spondingly curved bays of the concrete

end walls already described. The two
exterior arches, being brought down at

each end in a similar manner, form the

rounded corners of the reservoir.

On the completion of the brickwork,

the 2-feet space between the top of the

concrete wall and the surface of the soil

should be filled with concrete backing,

which should be carried up to the height

of 6 feet above the ground line. The
earthwork of the embankment should
now be proceeded with, and the floor

and internal faces of the side arches ren-

dered with Portland cement, to make the

structure water-tight.

By the above arrangement, the thrust

of the roof is carried down to an abut-

ment, resting against undisturbed ground.
The pressure of the water is not only

supported by the same abutment, but it

is also counterbalanced by the pressure

,
of the made earth forming the embank-
ment which rests on the exterior arches

; of the reservoir, in addition to the press-

ure of the earth, which would have to re-

|

sist the internal pressure if the walls

were vertical.

The author believes the above system
of construction to be secure and economi-

|

cal, and that, by its adoption, the water-

|
line may be raised higher above the
original surface than could safely be done

I

with vertical walls, unless such walls be
> made sufficiently thick to resist the press-

|

ure of the water without the aid of earth-

j

work, as in the Hanover reservoir, which
would add considerably to the cost.

Where favorable conditions of site do
not exist, some modification of the above
model would be necessary ; such, for in-

\
stance, as the use of puddle, should any

j

settlement of the foundations be appre-

I

hended which might cause cracks in the
1

structure.

THE GENERAL THEOBY OF THERMODYNAMICS.
By Prof. Osborne Reynolds, M.A., F.E.S.

From " The Engineer."

Thermodynamics is a very difficult sub-

ject. The reasoning involved is such as

could only be expressed in mathematical
language ; but this alone would not pre-

vent the leading facts and features of the

subject being expressed in popular lan-

guage. The physical theories of astron-

omy, light and sound involve even more
mathematical complexities than thermo-
dynamics ; but these subjects had been
rendered popular, and this to the great
improvement of the theories. What
rendered the subject of thermodynamics
so obscure was, that it dealt with a thing
or entity (heat), which, although its ef-

fects could be recognized and measured,
was yet of such a nature that its mode of

operation could not be perceived by
any of our senses. Had clocks been a

work of nature, and had the mechanism
been so small that it was absolutely im-
perceptible, Galileo, instead of having to

invent a machine to perform a definite

function, would have had, from the ob-

served motion of the hands, to have dis-

covered the mechanical principles and
actions involved. Such an effort would
have been strictly parallel to that re-

quired for the discovery of the mechani-
cal principles of which the phenomena
of heat were the result. In the imagined
case of the clock, the discovery might
have been made in two ways. By the

scientific method ; from the observed
motion of the hands the fact that the

clock depended on a uniform intermit-

tent motion would have led to the dis-

covery of the principle of the uniformity

of the period of vibrating bodies ; and
on this principle the whole theory of

dynamics might have been founded.

Such a theory of mechanics would have
been as obscure, but not more obscure

than the theory of thermodynamics based
on its two laws. But there was another
method, and it was by this that the
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theory of dynamics was brought to light

—to invent an artificial clock, the
action of which could be seen. It was
from the actual pendulum that the prin-

ciples of the constancy of the periods of

oscil]ating and revolving bodies were
discovered, whence followed the dynami-
cal theories of astronomy, of light, and
of sound.
As regarded the action of heat, no

visible mechanical contrivance was dis-

covered which would afford an example
of the mechanical principle and motions
involved, so that the only apparent
method was to discover by experiment
the laws of the action of heat, and to ac-

cept these as axiomatic laws without
forming any mental image of their dy-
namical origin. This was what the
present theory of thermodynamics pur-
ported to be. In this form the theory
was purely mathematical, and not fit for
the subject of a lecture. But as no one
who had studied the subject doubted for
one moment the mechanical origin of
these laws. Professor Eeynolds would be
following the spirit if not the letter of
his subject if he introduced a conception
of the mechanical actions from which
these laws sprang. This he should do,
although he doubted if he should have
so ventured, had it not been that while
considering this lecture he hit upon cer-

tain mechanical contrivances, which he
would call kinetic-engines, which afforded
visible examples of the mechanical action
of heat, in the same sense that the pen-
dulum was a visible example of the same
principles as those involved in the phe-
nomena of light and sound. Such ma-
chines, thanks to the ready help of Mr.
Foster, his assistant in constructing the
apparatus, he should show, and he could
not but hope that these kinetic engines
might remove the source of the obscurity
of thermodynamics on which he had
dwelt. The general action of heat to
cause matter to expand was sufficiently

obvious and popularly known ; also that
the expanding matter could do work was
sufficiently obvious. But the part which
the heat played in doing this work was
very obscure. It was known that heat
played two, or it might be said three,
distinct mechanical parts in doing this
work. These parts were : (1) To supply
the energy necessary to the performance
of work. (2) To give to the matter the

elasticity which enabled it to expand

—

to convert the inert matter into an acting

machine. (3) To convey itself, i. <s., heat,

in and out of the matter. This third

function was generally taken for granted

'

in the theory of thermodynamics, al-

though it had an important place in all

applications of this theory. The idea of

making a kinetic engine which should be
an example of action such as heat had no
sooner occurred to him than various very
simple means presented themselves.

Heat was transformed by the expansion
of the matter caused by heat. At first

he tried to invent some mechanical ar-

rangement which would expand when
promiscuous agitation was imparted to

its parts, but contraction seemed easier

—this was as good. All that was wanted
was a mechanism which would change
its shape, doing work when its parts were
thrown into a state of agitation. In or-

der to raise a bucket from a well either

the rope was pulled or the windlass
wound—such a machine did not act by
promiscuous agitation; but if the rope
was a heavy one—a chain was better

—

and it was made fast at the top of the

well so that it just suspended the buck-
et, then if it was shaken from the top
waves or wriggles would run down the
rope until the whole chain had assumed
a continually changing sinuous form.

And since the rope could not stretch,

it could not reach so far down the well

with its sinuosities as when straight, so

that the bucket would be somewhat
raised and work done by promiscuous
agitation. The chain would have changed
its mechanical character, and from being
a rigid tie in a vertical direction would
possess kinetic elasticity, i. e., elasticity

in virtue of the motion of its parts, caus-

ing it to contract its vertical length
against the weight of the bucket. Now,
it was easy to see in this case that to per-

form this operation the work spent in

shaking the rope performed the two
parts of imparting energy of motion to

the cbain and raising the bucket. A cer-

tain amount of agitation in the chain

would be necessary to cause it to raise a

bucket of a certain weight through a cer-

tain distance, and the relation which the

energy of agitation bore to the work
done in raising the bucket followed a

law which, if expressed, would coincide

exactly with the second law of thermody-
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namics. The energy of agitation im-

parted to the chain was virtually as much
spent as the actual work in raising the

bucket, that was to say, neither of these

energies could be used over again. If

it was wanted to do further work, the

raised bucket was taken off, and then
to get the chain down again it must be
allowed to cool, i. e., tbe agitation must
be allowed to die out; then attaching

another bucket, it would be necessary to

supply the same energy over again. He
had other methods besides the simple
chain, which served better to illustrate

"the lecture, but the principle was the
same. In one there was a complete en-

gine with a working pump By mere
agitation the bucket of the pump rose,

lifting 5 lb. of water 1 foot high ; before

it would make another stroke the agitated

medium must be cooled, i. e., the energy
which caused the elasticity must be
taken out. then the bucket descended,
and, being agitated again, made another
stroke. He felt that there was a childish

simplicity about these kinetic engines,

which might at first raise the feeling of
" Abana and Pharpar" in the minds of

some of Lis hearers. But this would be
•only till they realized that it was not now
attempted to make the best machine to

raise the bucket, but a machine that

would raise the bucket by shaking.

These kinetic engines were no mere illus-

trations or analogy of the action of heat,

but were instances of the • action of the

same principles. The sensible energy in

the shaking rope only differed from the

energy of heat in the scale from the er.-

«rgy of heat in a metal bar. The tem-
perature of the bar, ascertained from ab-

solute zero, measured the mean square of

ihe velocity of its parts multiplied by
some constant depending on the mass of

these parts. So the mean square of tbe
velocity of the links of the chain multi-

plied by the weight per foot of the chain,

really represented the energy of visible

agitation in the chain. The waves of the

sea contributed a source of energy in the

forni of sensible agitation; but this en-

ergy could not be used to work continu-

ously one of these kinetic machines, for

exactly the same reason as the heat in the

bodies at the mean temperature of tbe

earth's surface could not be used to work
heat engines. A chain attached to a

ship's must in a rough sea would become

elastic with agitation, but this elasticity

could not be used to raise cargo out of

the hold, because it would be a constant
quantity as long as the roughness of the
sea lasted. Besides the waves of the sea,

there was no other source of sensible

agitation, so there had been no demand
for kinetic engines. Had it been other-

wise, they would not have been left for

him to discover—or had they been, he
might have been tempted to patent the
inventions. But there had been a de-

mand for what might be called sensible

kinetic elasticity, to perform for sensible

motion the part which heat elasticity per-

formed in the thermometer. And it had
not been left for him to invent kinetic

mechanism for this purpose, although it

might be that its semblance to the ther-

mometer had not been recognized. The
principle was long ago applied by Watt.
The common form of governors of a

steam engine acted by kinetic elasticity,

which elasticity, depending on the speed
at which the governors were driven,

caused them to contract as the speed in-

creased. The governor measured by
contraction the velocity of the engine,

while the thermometer measured by ex-

pansion the velocity in the particles of

matter which surrounded it ; so that it

could now be seen that having to per-

form two operations, the one on a visible

scale, the other on a molecular scale,

the same class of mechanism had been
unconsciously adopted in performing both
operations. The purpose for which these

kinetic engines was put forward was not
that they might be expected to simplify

the theory of thermodynamics, but that

they might show what was being done
The theory of thermodynamics could be
deduced from the laws of motion from
any one of these kinetic engines, just as

Rankine deduced it from the hypothesis

of molecular vortices. Nothing had yet

been said of the third part which heat

played in performing work, namely, in

conveying heat in and out of matter. It

was an innovation to introduce such con-

siderations into the subject of thermo-
dynamics, but it properly had a place in

the theory of heat engines. It was on
this part that the speed at which an en-

gine would -perform work, depended.
The kinetic machines showed this. If

one end of a chain was shaken the

wriggle ran along with a definite speed,
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so that a definite interval must elapse be-

fore sufficient agitation was established

to raise the bucket ; further, an interval

must elapse before the agitation could be
withdrawn, so that the bucket might be
lowered for another stroke. The kinetic

machine, with the pump, could only

work at a given rate. He could increase

this rate by shaking harder, but then he
expended more energy in proportion to

the work done. This exactly corre-

sponded with what went on in the steam
engine, only owing to the use of separate

vessels, the boiler, cylinder, and condens-
ers, the connection was much confused.

But it was clear that for every horse-

power (2,000,000 foot-pounds per hour),

15,000,000 foot-pounds had to be passed
from the furnace into the boiler, as out
of the 15,000,000 no more than 2,000,000
could be used for work, the remaining
13,000,000 were available for forcing the

heat into the boiler and out of the steam
in the condenser, and they were usefully

employed for this purpose. The boilers

were made as small as sufficed to produce
steam, and this size was determined by the
internal temperatures of the gases in the

furnaces, and the water in the boiler

;

and whatever diminished this difference

would necessarily increase the size of

the heating surface required, i. e., the
weight of the engine. The power which
this difference of temperature repre-

sented could not be used in the steam
engine, so it was usefully employed in

diminishing the size of the engine. Most
of this power, which in the steam engine
was at least eight times the power used,

was spent in getting the heat from the
gases into the metal plates, for gas acted
the part of conveyance far less readily

than boiling water or condensing steam.
If air had to be heated inside the boiler

and cooled in the condenser with the
same difference of temperature, there
would be required thirty or forty times
the heating surface—a conclusion which
sufficiently explained why attempts to

substitute hot air for steam had failed.

In one respect the hot air engines had
an advantage over the steam engine.
During the operation in the cylinder the
heat was wanted to be kept in the acting
substance; this was easy with the air,

for it was such a bad conductor of heat
that unless it was in a violent state of in-

ternal agitation it would lose heat but

slowly, although at a temperature of

1000 deg. and the cylinder cold. Steam,
on the other hand, condensed so readily

that the temperature of the cylinder-

must be kept above that of the steam.

It was this fact which limited the tem-
perature at which steam could be used.

Thus, while hot air failed on account of

true economy, the practical limit of the
economy of steam was fixed by that

which a cylinder could bear. These
facts were mentioned because at the
present time there appeared to be the
dawn of substituting combustion engines
in place of steam engines. Combustion
engines, in the shape of guns, were the

oldest form of heat engine. In these,

the time required for heating the expan-
sive agent was zero, while they had the

advantage of incondensible gas in the
cylinder, so that if the cylinder was kept
cool it cooled the gas but slightly, al-

though this was some 3000 deg. in tem-
perature. The disadvantage of these en-

gines was that the hot gas was not suffi-

ciently cooled by expansion, but a con-

siderable amount of the heat carried

away might be used again could it be ex-

tracted and jput into the fresh charge

;

to do this, however, would introduce the

difficulty of heating surface in au aggra-

vated form. However, supposing the
cannon to have been tamed and coal and
oxygen from the air to be used instead

of gunpowder. Thermodynamics showed
that such engines should still have a
wide margin of economy over steam en-

gines, besides the advantage of working
with a cold cylinder and at an unlimited
speed. The present achievement of the

gas engine, stated to be some 2,000,000

foot-pounds per ton of coke, looked very
promising, and it was thus not unimpor-
tant to notice that whatever the art diffi-

culties might be, thermodynamics showed
no barrier to further economy in this di-

rection, such as that which appeared not
far ahead of what was already accom-
plished with steam engines. But how-
ever this might be, he protested against

the view, which seemed somewhat largely

held, that the steam engine was only a

semi-barbarous machine, which wasted
ten times as much heat as it used—very

well for those who knew no science, but
only waiting until those better educated

had time to turn their attention to prac-

tical matters, and then to give place
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to something better. Thermodynamics
showed the perfections, not the faults of

the steam engine, in which all the heat

was used, and could only enhance the

admiration in which the work of those
must be held who gave us, not only the
steam engine, but the embodiment of the
science of heat.

ON THE COMPAEATIYE ENDURANCE OF IRON AND MILD
STEEL WHEN EXPOSED TO CORROSIVE INFLUENCES.

By DAVID PHILLIPS, M. Inst. C. E.

From Proceedings of the Destitution of Civil Engineers.

I.

Iron and so-called mild steel have been
subjected from time to time to such elab-

orate mechanical tests, at the hands of

so many practical men, as to render
further investigation into their compara-
tive strength and ductility almost un-

necessary ; but the endurance of these

metals when exposed to corrosive influ-

ences, a subject scarcely second in im-

portance to that of their strength, has
been almost entirely neglected. Except-
ing the work of the late and the present

Boiler Committees of the Admiralty, and
of some government officers, there are,

the author believes, the results of only a

very few experiments on record.

Having regard to the numerous discus-

sions which have taken place during the

last three years respecting the materials

best suited for the construction of ships,

boilers, and bridges, and remembering
the efforts that have been made to per-

fect mild steel for those purposes, it is

extraordinary that the subject should
have received so little attention. Even
the opinions advanced by experts are

conspicuous by their lack of reliable in-

formation, opinions emanating neverthe-
less from those who would doubtless be
able to give valuable information were
the question fairly treated. But recent

discussions, the author thinks, have af-

forded evidence of partiality, mild steel

finding advocates in abundance, while
the question of its endurance when ex-

posed to corrosive influences, as compared
with iron, appears, from the consumer's
point of view, to have been purposely
neglected.

The author had the honor to serve on
the committee appointed hy the Admi-

ralty in June, 1874, to inquire into the
causes of corrosion in boilers, and since

its dissolution he has made further ex-

periments with the same objects in view.

He trusts that his efforts to throw light

on the matter may be of advantage to
the profession. It will be necessary for
the purpose he has in view to refer to
several of the experiments made by the
late Boiler Committee, as well as to his

own ; and it may be remarked in passing
that it would have been satisfactory to

all interested in engineering matters, had
the results of the last twelve months of

the labors of the committee, and of the

experiments continued at Devonport after

its dissolution, been published before
this.

In this paper it is proposed to treat

chiefly of the comparative durability of

iron and mild steel when exposed to
similar influences. The action on these
metals of various kinds of water in the
presence or absence of air, alkalies, &c,
is too wide a subject to include, even if

it had not already been treated by the
Chairman of the late Boiler Committee,
Bear-Admiral C. Murray Aynsley, C. B.

The first experiment to be mentioned
is that referred to in the third report of

the late committee, p. xi. Six sets of

tubes of different brands of iron and
steel, prepared for the purpose, were
tested in a special apparatus in Sheerness
dockyard, with the view of ascertaining

their comparative durability. The sets

were numbered from 1 to 6, but as some
of the tubes became unfit for testing,

sets 1 and 6 will be only incidentally re-

ferred to. The remaining four sets con-
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sisted severally of tubes of one of each of

the following brands, viz.:

A. i. Lloyd and Lloyd's improved met-
al (iron.)

B.w. "Whitworth's compressed steel.

B.f. Fagersta Bessemer steel.

C. Bolton Iron and Steel Co.'s Bes-
semer steel.

D. Crampton's thrice-hammered iron.

E. Lloyd and Lloyd's improved ho-

mogeneous metal (iron.)

F.f. Firth and Sons' crucible steel.

F.s. Ordinary iron (not specially pre-

pared.)

G. Cammell and Co.'s special steel.

Sets 2 and 3 had each in addition a

Yorkshire iron tube (A.y. 15 and 19)
thus making the total number of tubes
thirty-eight, eighteen being of iron and
twenty of steel. The Whitworth, Fa-
gersta, and Firth's steel, and the Cramp-

ton iron tubes, were cold-drawn, the
others were welded. The cold-drawn
tubes had originally a smooth and clean

surface, with only a film of oxide, the re-

sult of annealing, whilst the welded
tubes, especially those of iron, were
rather rough, with the usual coating of

oxide. This would be in favor of the
steels in calculating the losses of weight.
All the tubes were carefully weighed be-

fore and after each experiment, and were
8 feet in length and 2^ inches in diam-
eter, representing an exposed surface in-

side and out of 9.58 square feet, with the

exception of the ordinary iron tubes
(Fs), which were 2 inches in diameter,

and had 7.68 square feet of exposed sur-

face.

The testing apparatus consisted of two
cylinders, 3 feet 7 inches in diameter,

and 6 feet in height, the tubes being
screwed tightly through the top ends.

Taiile I.

Kind of "Water, Alkali, &c. , in Tubes,

Set 2.

^ • bl

CD© o> 5Q §S£

Set 3.

CD <J CD

CO .-H
^

u cj 5 >1

<D ^ g
-3 O 73
CO fl rt

Set 4.

rrt O CD

sCO £^3

- o^1 o
a . m
a g °

Set 5.

•^k. SorH H"^ r-5
J^

Rco

Loss of Weight.

Tubes.
Loss of

Weiglit.
Loss of

Weight.
Loss of

Weight.
Loss of

[Weight.

Total
Loss of

Weight.

Mean
Loss per
Tube.

Average
Loss per
Sq. Ft. of

Surface.

Average
Loss per

Square Foot
of Surface.

Steel B.w...
" B.F..
" C, ,

" F.F. ..

" G....

Oz.
21.25
24.00
23.75
21.25
20.25

Oz.
28.00
27.25
23.00
16.50
16.25

Oz.
20.25
15.75
22.00
17.00
18.75

Oz.
11.25
12.50
13.25
18.25
16.50

Oz.
80.75
79.50
82.00
73.00
71.75

Oz.
20.19
19.87
20.50
18.25
17.94

Oz.
2.1072
2.0746
2.1398
1.9050
1.8723

Grs.

921.90
907.63
936.16
833.43
819.13

Total loss . .

.

110.50 111.00 93.75 71.75 387.00 169,312.50

Mean loss. .

.

22.10 22.20 18.75 14.33 19.35 2.0197 883.66

Iron A.i
" D
" E
" F.8....
" A.T....

12.75
15.50
14.00
6.00
14.25

11.75
16.00
17.25
7.00
11.50

14.50
17.25
25.25
5.00

13.25
12.25
12.00
3.75

52.25
61.00
68.50
22.25
25.75

13.06
15.25
17.12
5.56
12.87

1.3635
1.5918
1.7876
0.7113
1.3440

596.53
696.41
782.07
311.19
58S.00

Total loss . .

.

62.50 63.50 62 50 41.25 229.75 100,515.62

Mean loss. .

.

12.50 12.70 15.62 10.31 12.77 1.3890 607.71
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The lower parts of the tubes, 5 feet 8

inches in length, thus confined in the

cylinders and filled with various kinds of

water, were exposed during the working
hours in the yard to an average steam
pressure of 50 lbs. per square inch, the

steam being supplied from one of the

factory boilers close by ; whilst the up-

per parts, representing, as it were, the

steam spaces of boilers, were inclosed in

a chamber open to the air, and supplied

with sufficient cold water to insure par-

tial condensation of the steam within.

The average steam pressure in the tubes

was thus kept at about 38 lbs. per square

inch.

In table I were the conditions of

working, and the losses of weight of the

tubes after a little more than two years'

trial.

Taking all the four sets, representing

191.6 square feet of steel, and 165.4

square feet, of iron, the results are as fol-

lows :

Table II.

Total
No. of

tubes.
Metal.

loss

of

weight.

Oz.

20 Steels 387.00

18 Irons 239.75

Average loss

per sq. ft. of

surface.

Grs.

883.66

607.71

Percent-
age in

favor of

irons.

45.4

Taking sets 2 and 3 only, representing

95.8 square feet of steel, and 92.28

square feet of iron, the following is the

result

:

Table III.

Total
No. of

tubes.
Metal.

loss

of

weight.

Oz.
10 Steels 221.5

10 Irons 126.0

Average loss

per sq. ft. of

surface.

Grs.

1,010.50

597.36

Percent-
age in

favor of

irons.

69.2

The tubes in each set were under pre-
cisely similar treatment; consequently
the loss of weight of each of the different

brands is a fair criterion of their compar-
ative durability.

Illustrations are exhibited of gutta-

percha impressions taken from parts of

some of the tubes at different levels.

They give a fair idea of the nature, as

well as of the severity, of the corrosion.

The specimens are arranged in order, ac-

cording to the severity of the corrosion,

as deduced from the examination of their

interior surfaces, but in weight the or-

dinary iron lost the least, and the Fager-
sta and the "Whitworth steels the most;
and they represent respectively set 2;

the exterior suface at about the water-

level in the condensing chamber, the in-

terior surface in the steam space, at the

water-level, and the bottom ends of the

tubes.

The Barrow steel tubes, H 2 and 3,

were tested only half as long as the

others ; taking this into account, it will

be seen by the impressions that the cor-

rosion was exceptionally severe. The
group marked A and G represents set

4 : and that marked Fs and Bw, set 5.

The A and Fs were the least, and the G
and Bw the most affected of the two last

sets, which compare favorably with sets

2 and 3. The impressions in the center

of the top row were taken from the in-

terior surfaces of Ay and I tubes at the

water-line and at the bottom ends. Only
two of these tubes, 15 and 19, were un-
der similar conditions to sets 2 and 3,

and are included in the four sets before

mentioned.
Small disks of iron and steel of vari-

ous brands were also tested in another
group of tubes in the apparatus. Im-
pressions taken from these, and from
some pieces of the same metals, which
were tried in boilers at Devonport, are

likewise illustrated. Full particulars of

these experiments will be found in the

third report of the committee, append-
ices G and H, pp. 267-268, and 281-284.

All the specimens, tried in boilers,

from which the impressions were taken,

had originally bright surfaces. The top
row represents the disks in contact with
zinc ; the second row those with no zinc

present.

There was a striking difference be-

tween the iron and steel disks, and also

between the several steels as regards
the nature and severity of the corrosion.

While the disk O (steel) was very uni-
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formly affected, the disk V was deeply

pitted ; yet the loss of weight in the lat-

ter was 19 grains less than in the for-

mer. The O 2 from the same plate as the

O disk was much rougher, while the loss

of weight was 18.8 grains less. The A
disk (steel) was peculiarly affected, being
pitted, in small deep holes, whilst the in-

tervening surface was scarcely touched.

Again, the edges of some of the disks

were corroded uniformly, whilst others

were affected in a most extraordinary

manner, especially the R, A, and Y steel

disks. The edges of the Y iron disks

were corroded in ridges and grooves,

showing plainly that the bloom had been
made up by ordinary piling, and that the

piles could not have been of uniform
quality.

The metals in this experiment were
doubtless exposed to a severe test. They
were suspended in copper tubes, filled

with water of -^ density, with tallow as

a lubricant, air being admitted weekly.
The duration of the experiment was six

months only.

Impressions taken from pieces of iron

and steel of various brands, which were
suspended for twelve months in one of

the boilers of the Trusty, a tug having a

jet condenser, and worked at a low press-

ure, are also shown. The bottom row
represents the set that was in the water,

and the other the duplicate set that was
in the steam space. These pieces were
cut from plates which were subjected to

cold bending and other tests, as de-

scribed in the Reports of the Boiler

Committee. Excepting the edges, the
surfaces were rough. The Whitworth
compressed and the Siemens' steels were
not included in this group, on account
of the delay in their production. In this

experiment again, the loss of weight in

the steels, and the nature of the oxida-

tion were remarkable. The percentage
in favor of the irons was 32.7; in the
disk experiment it was 56.7.

The same set of plates, with others of

Whitworth's, Simens', and Attwood's
steels added, were tried for another
twelve months in a feed-water heater
supplied with fresh water, and a dupli-

cate set in one of the boilers of the Per-
severance, a tug worked at a low press-
ure and fitted with surface condensers.
The surfaces of the specimens had all

been made bright. The percentage in

favor of the irons was 27.5 in the tug,

and 11.8 in the feed-water heater. The
pieces of metal tested in these experi-

ments were very small, but the results

are not without significance.

Plates of Bolton steel and Lowmoor
iron, 10 inches long by 8 inches wide, by

j\ and -^ inch thick respectively, were
also placed in the boilers of the two tugs
before mentioned. They were suspended
with the view of ascertaining the com-
parative effects of fastening together
plates of steel and iron with brass and
with iron stay ; and also the action of

zinc on two plates, steel and iron, con-

nected together, when attached to only

one of them. Eight plates of each
metal, representing 9.9 square feet of

steel, and 9.68 square feet of iron, were
tested. The result from one-half of the

specimens after thirteen months' trial

was as follows

:

Table IV.

No. of

plates.

Total

Metal.
loss

of

weight.

Oz. Grs.

Steels 7 209.3

Irons 5 218.7

, i Percent-
Average loss,

{n
per sq.ft. of

f
»

f
surface.

{

Grs.

659.63

497.14
32.7

The corrosion in the steel plates, in

the form of ''pitting," was so marked,
and the difference between the plates

from the Trusty and from the Persever-

ance so great, that all these eight plates

were forwarded to the Admiralty for in-

spection. The result of the trial of the

other eight, four for twenty-one and four

for twenty-two months, was as follows

:

Table V.

No. of

plates.
Metal.

Steels

Irons

loS Average loss

of '

per sq
-
ft of

weight.

Oz. Grs.

10 382.9

surface.

Grs.

959.25

8 109.4 745.74

Percent-
age in

favor of

irons.

28.6
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The impressions taken from one-half

of these plates, though slightly distorted,

give a fair idea of the corrosion sustained

by the two metals. N 5 was taken from
one of the steel, and DD6 from one of

the iron plates.

Plates of the same metals, 15 inches

long by 8 inches wide by ^ inch and §
inch thick respectively, was also tested

in the feed-water heater before men-
tioned.

The result after thirteen months was :

Table VI.

No. of

plates.

Total

Metal.
loss

of

weight.

Oz.Grs.
Steels 19 327,9

Irons 17 218.7

Average loss

per sq. ft. of

surface.

Grs.

2,453.9

2,212.2

Percent-
age in

favor of

10.9

The impressions were only taken from
a part of each of the plates in conse-
quence of their size; but they show
fairly well the nature of the extraordin-
ary corrosion which occurred. The cor-

rosion in the steel plates was only a
little more marked and irregular than
in the iron. Impressions 5 and 6 were
taken from the tieplate, and 7 and 8 from
the shell of a small steel boiler doing
harbor duty at Chatham, which show
very deep pitting. One group of im-
pressions represents plates of Lowmoor
iron and of Landore steel, 4 inches
square by f inch thick, which were sus-
pended in pairs in vessels under slightly

different conditions for a period of six

months. Those marked 3 were in the
same feed-water heater as the last-named
plates. The result was :

Table VII.

No. of

plates.
Metal.

Total
loss

of

weight.

Steels

Irons

Oz. Grs.
1 85.0

1 73.5

Average loss

per sq. ft. of

surface.

Grs.

506.24

483 17

Percent-
age in

favor of

irons.

4.8
nearly

The only peculiarity worth noticing in

this experiment is that, while the two
plates in the feed-water heater lost 381.8
and 394.2 grains, the two in the boiler

fed from the heater lost only 8.0 and 3.4

grains respectively. In a former experi-

ment, when iron only was placed in the

feed-heater and boiler in question, the

plate in the heater lost 405 grains,

whilst that in the boiler lost during
thirteen months only 20 grains. The
heater was an open vessel, and the boiler

was worked at a pressure of about 55
lbs. to the square inch.

The next experiments to be mentioned
are a series made with iron and steel

plates, 4 inches square by § inch thick,

suspended in the boilers of different

ocean and coast-going steam vessels be-

longing to various ship owners.
The results are interesting from more

points of view than one ; but in this

paper they will be treated chiefly as-

affecting the subject under consideration,

the effects of the different treatments
they experienced having been already

dealt with by Admiral Aynsley. How-
ever different the treatments, and what-

ever the effects, it should be remembered
that the five plates, all of different

metals, of which each set consisted, were
always under precisely similar condi-

tions, whether in or out of the boiler.

The exposed surface of each plate was
37.89 square inches, and the aggregate
surface of each kind of metal in the fifty-

six sets which have come under the au-

thor's notice was 14.74 square feet, or
44.22 square feet of steels, and 29.48

square feet of irons. The five metals
were crucible, Bessemer, and Siemens
steels, and B B Staffordshire and best

Yorkshire irons. The periods of trial

varied from five months to two and a

half years.

The gross results are given in table

VIII.
The impressions taken from a few of

these sets are shown, and are interesting

as illustrating the character of the corro-

sion caused by a change of conditions,

such as the waters used, different prac-

tices of blowing off, &c, as well as the
comparative effects on the different

metals.

To venture a little beyond the subject

of the paper, it may be observed that

the difference in the condition of some
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Table VIII.

Number
of

plates.

Metal.

Total loss

of
weight.

Average loss per
square foot of

surface.

Percentage in

favor of the
irons.

56
56
56

56
56

J.

N.
Y.

B.B.
D.D.

Siemens "

Staffordshire Iron.

.

Yorkshire " .

.

Oz. Grs.

97 70.8
118 229.4
116 166.8

92 163.0
101 115.7

Grs.

2,885.83
3,520.32
3,456.67

2,743.58
3,007.68

14.3 good.
Or over.

N and Y only
(mild steels).

21.3 good.

of the sets is remarkable. For example,

in sets 2 and 43 the character of the cor-

rosion was quite different ; and whilst

the mean loss of weight of set 43, after

being in the boiler two hundred and
eighty-five days, was 347.7 grains, that

of 2, after being in the boiler three

hundred and eleven days, was 825.4

grains, or per day as 1 to 2.1.

The boiler in which set 43 was sus-

pended was filled fourteen times with

fresh water, 2 inches of water being
blown off daily, whilst that in which set

2 was hung was filled eight times with
fresh and five times with sea water, 3

inches of water being blown off daily at

sea, and 12 inches at intermediate ports.

A. limited quantity of zinc was cer-

tainly present, though only suspended
loosely, in the boiler with set 43, and to

this its better condition may perhaps be
attributed ; but on comparing set 62
with 43, it would appear that the zinc

had no influence on the plates.

Boiler 62 was employed in the same
trade as boiler 2, namely, India and
China. The plates were in the boiler

two hundred and ninety-eight days, dur-

ing which period it was filled five times
with fresh water, 1 inch being blown off

daily, and no zinc present, yet the mean
loss of weight was only 364.9 grains as

compared with 825.4 grains in set 2 ; or

per day as 1 to 2.1.

Again, comparing set 84 with 62, the
bad effects of much blowing off are mani-
fested. Set 84 was only forty-three days
in the boiler, which was filled during
that period four times with sea and once
with fresh water, whilst, extraordinary as

it may seem, an average of 73 inches of

water ws blown off daily. This, with the
waste from other sources, was made up

from the sea. The mean loss of weight
in this set was 575.7 grains, as against

364.9 grains in set 62, being at the rate,

per month of thirty days, of 401.7 grains

in the former against 36.7 grains in the

latter, or nearly twelve times as much.

As the boilers in these cases were fed

from surface condensers and worked at

a high pressure, it may be of interest to

compare the results with those obtained
from two jet-condensing low-pressure
boilers, though this type is almost a

thing of the past. Referring then to set

9, and set 63, the mean loss in each was
practically the same, viz., 1,332 and
1.333.8 grains. Set 63 was one hundred
and seventy-four days in the boiler;

there is no record of the time that set 9

was in the boiler, but the total time was
nearly the same as for the former set.

Comparing these results with those
obtained from set 2, which was subject

to the old, or perhaps the ordinary sur-

face-condensing treatment, the loss from
corrosion was nearly three times as much
in the jet-condensing boilers, or per day
as 2.8 to 1. Again, comparing these

two sets, 9 and 63, with set 62, which
was subjected to something like the
most improved method of working, the
loss in jet-condensing boilers was about
six times that in the boiler with surface-

condensers, namely a mean loss of

1.332.9 grains as compared with 364.9

grains, or per day as 6.2 to 1.

These results clearly prove that the

conclusions arrived at by many experi-

enced engineers and chemists as to the

causes of corrosion in boilers, previous

to the appointment of the Boiler Com-
mittee, were erroneous ; but the conclu-

sions are nevertheless still believed in to
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Table

O
u

Metal. Water.

Loss of weight.
Percentage in

favor of the

—

& a>

gee First

twelve
months.

Second
twelve
months.

Average
Total, pr. sq.ft.

iofsurfce

r

98 <

I

N. Bessemer \

Y. Siemens )

B.B.Stafford- )

shire ironj

D.D. Yorkshire \
iron . ...)

Rain water. <

Grs.

186.7

174.1

165.3

185.1

Grs.

141.4

147.0

119.0

136.2

Grs.

328.1

321.1

284.3

321.3

Grs.

1,246.9

1,220 3

1,080.5

1,221.1

Irons = 7.2,
> including J,t

9.4 nearly

[i

99-

N. Bessemer

)

Y. Siemens )

steel )

B.B. Stafford- )

shire iron
J

D.D. Yorkshire [
iron j

] r

i

) Sea water. <

42.4

33.5

35.4

36.9

36.9

34.7

35.6

31.6

79.3

68.2

71.0

68.5

301.4

259.2

269.8

260.3

Iron = 5.7

100 <

N. Bessemer

)

B.B. Stafford- )

shire iron)

Y. Siemens \

steel r

D.D. Yorkshire)
iron |

1 Exposed to f

I weather and J

|
dipped in sea 1

J
water daily. [_

I Exposed to J

|
weather only 1

1,044.7

417.9

234.4

147.6

501.6

259.1

135.9

52.7

1,545.6

677.0

370 3

200.0

5,874.0

2,572.9

1,407.3

761.2

)

< Iron = 128.3

[Iron = 84.8

r

101 <

N. Bessemer

)

B.B.Stafford- )

shire ironj

Y. Siemens \

steel j

D.D. Yorkshire).

1 Exposed to r

1 weather and
J

(dip'd in fresh 1

J water daily. [_

|
In kitchen

|

} tank along <

with J. 99.
j

227.9

84.5

134.5

125.2

866.1

321.1

511.2

475.8

tlron=169.7
)

) Iron =7.

4

j
good

102 <

N. Bessemer

)

steel. . . . . j

Y. Siemens )

B.B.Stafford- )

shire iron)

D.D.Yorkshire)
iron* . . . . j

J. Crucible )

steelf. . . . j

J. Crucible )

J. Crucible )

steel j

[
Rain water |

direct from
J

the clouds 1

filtered.

L

28.5

28 8

30.7

38.1

108.3

109.5

116.7

144.8

> Steels=20

1

J

t98

99

100

"1 Rain in water
butt.

Samewaterin
kitchen tank. -L

Samewaterin
|

kitchen boil-
j

er. [_

198.4

166.3

118.9

146.2

119.8

107.6

3-

2

2

14.6

36.1

36.5

1,309.6

1,087.3

860.8

( 99 over 98

1 =20.4
j 100 over 98
(=52.1 good
( 100 over 99

t=26.3 good

* Cinder removed after the plate was weighed and included in the loss given.

some extent, and the mode of working
consequent thereon followed.

The author will now describe the ex-

periments he made with five sets of
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IX.

Remarks on the appearance
of the

surfaces before testing.

Clean and bright all over.

Very dirty on one face . .

.

(Slightly dirty on both faces)

{ (cinder) j

Clean and bright all over.

Very dirty on one face. .

.

(Slightly dirty on both faces)

{ (cinder) j

Clean all over

Slightly dirty

Clean all over

Slightly dirty all over

.

Clean all over.

(One face very dirty; the\

( other better j

Clean all over ; . . .

.

(One face very dirty; the)

( other one half only )

Perfect all over.

") Very dirty over; laminated in

one corner. One face slightly

V dirty; the other very dirty.

I

Cinder picked out and impres-

J sion taken of it

Remarks on the appearance of the sui faces after testing.

("Slightly pitted in small spots, and corroded in large
< patches, the Y. being the least and more generally cor-

( roded of the two, but not very much discolored.

Less affected and more generally of any of the set.

(Much the same as Y., but more generally affected of the
( two, and only slightly discolored.

("Scarcely at all affected, except at top corners, which are
-,' black ; the Y. is slightly touched under the hole on one
( face ; both are nearly bright otherwise.

(Top corners of both black ; one face of the B.B. slightly

< touched under the hole ; crystalline appearance, but finer

( than D.D. ; otherwise both appear dirty.

Very rough and deeply marked all over.

(Very much less marked ; no comparison between the
( two.

^Slightly marked all over, the Y. being more affected under
' the hole on both sides; generally the difference is not
much.(

{Marked all over ; slight at top, increasing in severity down-
wards in both; but much more severe in N. than B.B.

;

the latter has a few very minute bright specks on one
face after cleaning (something like minute blisters).

{Corroded in patches, which are very local in both ; nearly
half the surface scarcely at all affected. Slightly more
locally affected and marked in the Y., but very similar

to the J. 99.

j Very slightly affected along the top edges, the corners are-

( black, the rest being nearly bright.

fThese are a little more marked, due no doubt to cinder,-

J
surface generally crystalline, the B.B. having blight spots

]
much more prominent than 99, projecting in the form of

[_ minute blisters above the surface.

{ Corroded similarly to N. and Y. 98, but slightly more
( marked.
Similarly affected to the last, but a little more local.

fGenerally unaffected, but black, with small patches of pit-

ting, and pin-holes here and there. Bottom edge on both
sides severely affected for three-eight inch up, with a few
deep pit-holes on edges.

t Comparable with the other 98 specimens.

plates, similar to those tested in ocean I of these plates were subjected, and the

steamers. The conditions to which some
|
results obtained, are scarcely, if at all,
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less important than those of the experi-

ments last described. They are given in

table 9 (see pages 134 and 135). To
avoid even a suspicion that galvanic ac-

tion had any influence in these cases,

all the plates were suspended on glass

rods, and each plate was separated from
its neighbors by glass ferrules. Sets

98, 99, and 100 were under test for two
years ; sets 101 and 102 for only half

that period. During the first twelve
months set 98 lost considerably more
than 99, and as this might have been due
to the action of soot brought down from
the roof, or of the lead of the water-butt,

or both, set 102 was suspended in an
earthenware pan similar to that contain-

ing 99, but filled with rain water direct

from the clouds, and filtered.

Taking the aggregate losses of the

irons and steel, omitting the crucible

steels, the result was as follows :

Table X.

No. of

plates.
Metal.

Total
loss

of

weight.

Average loss

per square
foot of

surface.

Percent-
age in

favor of

irons.

10

10

Steels

Irons

Oz. Grs.

7 69.8

4 150.6

Grs.

1190 41

722.42

\u 8
l nearly

Impressions taken from these sets of

plates, after twelve months' exposure,

and at the end of two years, are shown.
There is little to remark concerning the

results, except that the corrosion is

strikingly local and severe in set 98,

which was placed in rain water; also

that wetting the metals daily, especially

with sea water, and exposing them to the

weather, causes very severe corrosion,

which the irons, as shown by the table,

resisted much better than the steels.

The crucible steels illustrate further

the action on metals of the same sort of

water under slightly different condi-

tions : The specimen J 98 was in a butt
which received water direct from the

roof, 89 was in a small tank in the kitch-

en, supplied by hand with water from
the butt, and 100 in a small boiler sup-

plied with water from the tank, for culi-

nary purposes.

In years gone by tbe rapid and some-
times sudden deterioration of boilers

was attributed to galvanic action, sup-
posed to be set up between the copper
or brass tubes of the condensers and
the iron of the boilers. Although this

theory may be regarded as obsolete,

others equally speculative have taken its

place. Galvanic action is now said to be
set up between steel and steel, or iron
and iron, if they differ in the slightest

degree in composition ; between metals
and the cinders too frequently found un-
fortunately pressed into them by the
rolls ; but especially between iron and
steel, and between the metals compos-
ing boilers and the oxides with which
they are coated. The galvanometer is a

very sensitive instrument, and would, no
doubt, show whether one metal were
negative to another, or whether such
differences existed between metals and
their oxides as would produce galvanic

action ; but practically these theories are

in the author's opinion unworthy of much
consideration. They are advanced by
the ardent advocates of mild steel, and,

as the author thinks, are only a cloak to

cover the too indiscriminate advocacy of

that material.

It is easy to say that the purer classes

of metals ought to offer greater resist-

ance to corrosion than the impure kinds.

Accepting the theories advanced by the

advocates of mild steel, this is un-
doubtedly a necessary conclusion ; for

all classes of iron, and especially the
commoner brands, have invariably a
thicker coating of oxide than the steels,

and moreover have the great drawbacks,
cinders and laminations, which it is pro
fessed are unknown in steel. But in

spite of these reasonings, it is un-
doubtedly a fact, that under almost all

circumstances iron, and particularly the

harder classes, is far superior to the finer

steels in its resistance to corrosion, and
this the experiments described by the

author incontestably prove.

As regards uniformity of composition,

and temper also, steel has probably more
than its fair share of praise. Lamina-
tions and cinders are undoubtedly the

great objection to iron as now made, and
this is well illustrated in the Cv. group of

impressions taken from one of the tubes
tested. The center impression shows
the inner layer of a blister corroded
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through, and a large cavity thus formed
in the tube ; the one just above shows a

blister punctured by a sharp-pointed in-

strument, while that below shows blist-

ers untouched. It will be seen from
these how easily original defects in the

manufacture of tubes or plates, such as

cinder, may be mistaken for what is

called "pitting."

In these respects mild steel is no
doubt much superior to iron, but that it

is not without original defects, such as

want of homogeneity and uniformity of

temper, will be seen from another series

of impressions. Here in some of the Y
and J plates, there was to all appearance
a small hard spot, which seems like a

small pit surrounded by a slight ring.

It should be borne in mind that these

marks in the impressions appear the re-

verse of reality, the pits being spots

much less acted upon, and the rings sur-

rounding them grooves much more acted

upon", than the rest of the surface of the

plates.

Another plate (also Y), placed in the

feed-water heater before referred to, had
a spot, about f inch in diameter, un-

touched by corrosion. After the plate

had been six months under water the

spot was quite bright, had its edge well

denned, and was surrounded by a very
slight groove; but the corrosion gen-

erally was trifling in this plate.

Some of the steel disks and tubes, es-

pecially the Whitworth's and Firth's,

presented after testing a damaskeen ap-

pearance, being marked, very similarly to

gun-barrels, with slightly arjd beautifully

formed ridges and grooves.

Want of uniformity on the part of the
steels wiU also be seen in Table 1 in the

appendix, giving the results of the cold-

bending test of the metals tested in the

tube apparatus. Although three out of

the five brands of steel had stood the

severe test of being drawn cold from
blooms, with only a small hole drilled

through the center, there were surpris-

ing differences of temper, not only be-

tween the various brands, but also be-

tween the different tubes of each brand.

Some of them, especially the Firth's,

Barrow and Whitworth's, split up in

various directions, and broke in several

pieces whilst going through the ordeal of

cutting open longitudinally, for the in-

spection of their interior surfaces, whilst

Vol. XXX.—No. 2—10

others of the same brands showed
scarcely any distress. It was on account
of tbis that strips were cut from the
tubes and subjected to the tempering
test.

On comparing also the behavior of the
tempered with that of the annealed
specimens under the cold-bending test,

the results are unsatisfactory. For
whilst three of the metals after annealing
were bent, doubled and then hammered
flat, without exhibing any but the slight-

est signs of distress, after tempering the
same metals only stood bending to the
following angles before showing distress,

viz., four strips from the Br tubes to
35°, 34°, 11°, and 5°, the last two then
breaking ; three strips from the C tubes
to 74°, 72° and 36°; and four from the Ff
tubes to 12°, 11°, 9°, and 0°, the last

breaking suddenly.

The other three steels stood the test

as follows, after annealing. The G steel

was bent to a semicircle at the crown of
^-inch in diameter, when half of it broke
through, the other half remaining per-
fect. The Bw was bent to an angle of 147°,

when it began to yield in the center of
the crown, the edges being perfect. The
H was bent#to a semicircle T

5^ inch in
diameter at the crown, when it broke
half through. After tempering, the same
metals only stood bending as follows

:

Five Bw strips to 11°, 8°, 6°, 4°, and 0°,

all being broken through ; four G strips

to 40°, 16°, 0°, 0°, the last two breaking
suddenly. The two H strips also broke
without bending.

Of all the six brands, the Bw were the
most uniform in temper and in grain of
fracture, though hard ; the C being the
softest, while the Bf, Ff and G showed
the greatest contrasts, especially in the
appearance of their fractures. The Bf
and Ff varied from fine to very coarse in
grain, one edge of each being much
coarser than the other. One of the G's
was ductile and the fracture rather silky

in appearance, the next was hard and,

fine in grain, the third hard but coarse
in grain, and the fourth fine and silky at
both edges, but laminated and dirty in
the center. The annealed strip of the G
was also remarkable ; for, while it broke
through halfway across long before the
crown was hammered flat, the other half

showed no signs of distress. In another
case a strip of Bf broke after bendino-
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to 34°, when it exhibited a very coarse

fracture ; a second strip, cut from the

same tube, bent only to 18°, and showed a

fine steely fracture. It is certainly pos-

sible that these great contrasts may to

some extent be due to want of care in

the manipulation of the metals, and not

entirely to want of uniformity in their

composition ; but it must be admitted,

on the other hand, that such metals as

will harden considerably when only

moderately heated and plunged into

water of ordinary temperature, are unfit

for boilers, especially for furnaces and
combustion chambers. It should also be
remembered, that the tubes in question

were made specially for testing, and it is

therefore fair to suppose that more than

ordinary care was taken to supply good
material. In that case, what could be ex-

pected from tubes or plates supplied

wholesale ?

It is important to ascertain how far

want of uniformity in composition has to

do with local corrosion in metals, and
particularly in steel ; also how far the

presence in a medium degree, or ab-

sence in a minimum degree, of impuri-

ties in iron and steel can affect their

durability. #
It may be observed that local corro-

sion cannot have been caused in any of

the specimens of metals dealt with in

this paper by the imperfect adhesion of

their oxides, as, with the exception of

the small pieces of plate tried in the

Trusty, and the welded tubes, all' the

specimens were either planed, filed, or

ground bright all over.

It has often struck the author that the

manufacturer and the chemist, in their

anxiety to produce a metal containing

the least possible amount of impurities,

and thus to attain a high standard of

ductility, in depriving it, perhaps to a

greater degree than necessary, of ele-

ments such as phosphorus, carbon, &c,
or adding to it manganese, probably thus
render it more liable to corrosion. If

the metals tested in sea-going boilers

be compared (the results are given in

Table VIII.), it will be found that the or-

dinary BB Staffordshire iron has a per-

centage in its favor of 9.6 over the best

Yorkshire iron, and that the harder
steel, J, is 20.9 per cent, better than the

two mild steels, N and Y. Comparing
the two irons with the two mild steels

there is a difference of 21.3 per cent, in

favor of the irons. On the other hand,
it should be mentioned that in one or
two cases the harder metals suffered con-
siderably more than the softer metals in

sea water; but generally the reverse was
the case. In the irons laminations and
cinder, no doubt, caused these excep-
tions, but in the steels they were in all

likelihood due to want of homogeneity.
It will not be out of place to give the

results of the trial of three of these sets

of plates to show how great the differ-

ences were between the loss sustained
by one or more of the metals compared
with others of the same set (see Table
XI.)
The thirty-first set of plates was in

one of the boilers of the Duke of Suther-
land, a Holyhead boat belonging to the
London and North-Western Railway
Company; the time occupied was the
longest of all the ocean experiments,
namely, two and a half years. This ves-

sel has two iron and two steel boilers ;

and as they are about five years old, and
as the steel was manufactured at the
company's works at Crewe, it would be
interesting to know how the steel boilers

now compare with the iron boilers.

In set 78 the Yorkshire iron DD shows
a loss a little over twice that of the hard
steel J; but in this instance the iron

indicated plainly that a thin layer at the

edge of one side, no doubt the result of

lamination, had got disengaged, or cor-

roded through. Again, in set 91 the

hard steel J lost nearly 35 per cent, more
than the mild steel N, and the soft iron

DD lost 26.3 per cent, more than the
hard iron BB.
The tensile test of the irons and steels

supplied by the firms from whom these

plates were obtained are given in the ap-

pendix, Table 2. Though the pieces

tested were not from the same plates as

some of those tried in the boilers, the re-

sults, coupled with those since supplied,

furnish a fair idea of the softness or duc-

tility of those metals, and may bear

some relation to the losses sustained by
them.
Turning again to the results of the

tube experiments given in Tables I., II.,

and III., it will be observed that the

four Fs ordinary tubes only lost 311.19

grains per square foot of surface, whilst

the twelve, consisting of Ai, D and E
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Table XI.

Number Letter marked with, Total loss Average loss per Percentage in

of and of square foot of

sets. kind of metal. weight. surface. favor of the

—

Grs. Grs.
31 J. Crucible steel 2,027.5 7,704.5 "1

31 2,630.2 9,994.7
31 Y. Siemens " 2,437.3 9,261.7

[
Irons = 104.3

31 B.B. Staffordshire iron.

.

1,085 4,123.0
31 D.D. Yorkshire " .. 1,230.1 4,674.3 J

78 657.9 2,500.0 1
78 839.4 3,189.7
78 718.1 2,728.7 r Steels = 51.4
78 B.B. Staffordshire iron.

.

891.6 3,388.0
78 D.D. Yorkshire " .. 1,344.6 5,109.4 J

91 J. Crucible steel 124.5 473.1 1
91 92.3 350.7
91 111.6 424.0 r Irons =18.5
91 B.B. Staffordshire iron.

.

81.6 310.1
91 D.D. Yorkshire " 103 1 391.7 J

tubes, specially prepared, lost 691.68

grains, the difference being 122.2 per
cent, in favor of the former. Again,
whilst the four A 1 tubes named " Im-
proved metal" lost 596.53 grains per
square foot of surface, the E tubes
called "Improved Homogeneous Metal,"

by far the most ductile and expensive of

the two, and made by the same firm,

lost 782.07 grains per square foot of sur-

face ; the difference in favor of the coars-

er metal being 31.1 per cent., the condi-

tions of working being the same. On
looking at the results of the cold-bending
test of the "Improved Metal"—the
coarser of the two last-named—it appears
that while two of the pieces were doubled
and hammered together flat without
showing any signs of distress, the third

began to give way when bent to 26° only.

So great was the difference that it was
hard to believe that the tubes were
manufactured by the same firm and as

of one brand.

Recent analyses of some of the brands
of metal under consideration confirm the
conclusions the author has drawn from
the results of these experiments, viz.,

that the commoner sorts of iron, con-
taining the most phosphorus, resist cor-

rosion far better than the superior
kinds ; and also that the harder steels,

containing the greatest amount of carbon
and phosphorus, are better in this re-

spect than the softer and finer sorts.

In the cruder classes of iron the per-

centage of phosphorus appears to range
from 0.20 to 0.21, while in the better

sorts it ranges from 0.07 to 0.14 In the

milder steels it varies from 0.16 to 0.04
only. The percentage of carbon appears
to be much about the same in all irons,

varying only from 0.0545 to 0.074, while
in the mild steels it ranges from 0.131 to

0.273. From 0.0649 to 0.1080 per cent,

of manganese is found in the irons, and
from 0.238 to as much as 0.75 per cent,

in the steels.

Taking three brands of iron and three

of steel, it appears that while the total

amount of carbon in 3 tons of the irons,

1 ton of each brand, amounts to only 4
lbs. 1^ oz., in a similar quantity of the

steels it amounts to 14 lbs.; and that

while 3 tons of the irons contain 10 lbs.

1£ oz. of phosphorus, the same quantity

of the steels contains only 2 lbs. 0J oz.

It would seem, therefore, that much
yet remains to be done, both by the

manufacturer and the chemist, in order
to produce a niefcal possessing strength

and ductility, but at the same time much
better able than the present mild steel

to resist corrosion. On the other hand,
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the treatment of boilers might be so

modified, especially with the aid of zinc

properly applied, that the purer metals

might be used for their construction

without suffering the severe corrosion

to which they are now liable.

With regard to the experiments quoted
in this paper, it may be said that more
definite results would have been ob-

tained from more extensive trials ; but
to this it may be replied, that all experi-

ments in which the conditions are not
precisely similar cannot be considered
satisfactory. Even when a steel boiler

is worked side by side with an iron

boiler, and is treated as nearly as pos-

sible in the same manner, causes arise,

and will arise, to make the conditions

somewhat different and the results un-

satisfactory. And again, there is the

difficulty in such matters of obtaining

reliable evidence from mere observations,

however carefully and honestly they may
be made. Therefore it is contended that

for cases such as have here been dealt

with, and especially for short periods,

the weighing scale is by far the most
truthful means of ascertaining results.

The author has made a point in this

paper of giving facts, and not indulging

in assumptions and theories; in discus-

sions on this important subject, there

has hitherto been too great a tendency
to follow up fanciful opinions, and to

disregard ascertained facts.

Before concluding, mention may be
made of the composite boilers con-
structed by the Admiralty in accordance
with the recommendations of the late

Boiler Committee. The shells of these
boilers are of alternate rings of iron and

,
steel, and in each there is a steel and an

• iron furnace. In one boiler the front
end and the front tube-plate are of iron^

'• and the back tube-plate of steel ; in the

;

other boiler the reverse is the case. Two
sets of two each were made, but unfortu-
nately much delay ensued before they
were sent to sea. It will be admitted,
setting aside the galvanic action theory,

that this is a thoroughly practical experi-

ment, and well worthy of careful atten-
tion. Perhaps it would have been still

better if the iron shell-plates had been
of a brand in ordinary use, and not of

the best Yorkshire iron. The furnaces
and combustion chambers would have
been quite sufficient to test the latter

metal against steel. Two of these boilers

have now been about three years in com-
mission, and it would be interesting to

know their present condition.

For the courtesy always shown by the
Engineer-in -Chief of Her Majesty's
Navy, and the assistance rendered by
the Secretary to the Boiler Committee to

the author in the preparation of this

paper, especially with regard to the
ocean-plate experiments, he takes this

opportunity of tendering his best thanks.

SANITARY DEFECTS IN HOUSES.
From "The Building News."

At the Parkes Museum of Hygiene,
Dr. Charles Kelly, of "Worthing, delivered

an address upon the connection between
zymotic disease and the sanitary defects

in houses. He began by saying that the

sanitary defects in houses which caused
disease were those which permitted
sewer gas to pollute the air or water of

a house. Taking his instance from a

south coast town, the author traced out-

breaks of various zymotic diseases that

had occurred during the last few years,

and showed that although many of them
were due to the milk or water supply
some could undoubtedly be attributed to

sewer gas, which found its way into

houses where the sewers were unventi-

lated. In some cases the ventilation of

sewers had proved the cause of evil by
the sewer gas escaping from the street

ventilators, especially where the outfall

of the sewer was tide-locked. This was
shown by outbreaks occurring directly a

new system of ventilated sewers had been
laid down in a place where they had pre-

viously been without either regular

house drains or sewers. The lecturer

gave instances of enteric fever arising

from polluted water, which had received

the pollution from one person. In these
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cases the houses were well ventilated,

had a good soil, and the drainage was
good ; the water supply was the sole

cause of nearly 30 persons having the

fever. Another outbreak of fever oc-

curred in a place with all sanitary re-

quirements, with the exception that

there were openings from the sewers, and
those exposed to the air from these open-

ings had enteric fever. This fever, he
said, apeared sometimes to arise without
imported cases. Some persons thought
that there must be an imported case

when the fever broke out, but careful in-

quiry would show that it frequently

broke out without there being any prior

case. It did not come so much to cot-

tages as to the first-class houses, where
the drain pipes were brought into the

houses, and hence it was that the people
who lived in cottages did not have this

fever so much as those who lived in pre-

tentious houses. Though not thought
to be catching, yet, treated in close houses,

it undoubtedly did spread. Outbreaks
of scarlet fever in connection with de-

fective houses exposed to sewer gas had
frequently occurred. Diphtheria, again,

was a disease which seemed to be in

some cases due to sewer gas ; but he had
little doubt that cold and damp were
predisposing causes in many cases, if

not the origin. Besides the more severe

forms of disease, there were other dis-

orders due to sanitary defects which
made little or no impression upon the
death rate, but yet which affected the
general health. Persons exposed to

sewer gas in a dilute form were pale and
anaemic ; they often suffered from head-
ache, sore throats, and from diarrhoea

;

the appetite was impaired, and they fell

into a feeble state of health. Women
and children were more liable than men,
because they lived more at home, and are
therefore more exposed.

To prevent the occurrence of these dis-

eases, of which enteric fever may be
taken as the type, it is essential : (1) That
the drinking water should be pure

; (2)
That no sewer gas should enter the
dwelling. Water, though delivered pure
by a company, might become polluted
in various ways after it has entered a
dwelling. To prevent such pollution
regulations were now laid down by most
companies. If the constant system was
in use all the drinking water should be

drawn from a tap direct from the main
;

if the intermittent system was in use
there should be a sepai'ate cistern for

drinking water, and this should have no
conn ection with any drain s whatever. An
overflow or wastepipe should not be at-

tached to any cistern ; but, as a precau-

tion against overfilling, a tell-tale or

warning pipe should be fixed, discharg-

ing in the open air. Every closet sup-

plied with water should only be so sup-

plied by means of a cistern, by which
about two gallons of water could flow at

each discharge. The supply pipe should
not be less than 1^ in. in diameter, so

that the water must descend as rapidly

and in as straight line as possible. To
prevent the entrance of sewer gas it wa3
needful that all sink and bath pipes

should deliver into the open air outside
the dwelling ; their course should be as

short as possible, and in many cases

the pipe would only have to pass through
the wall-sink or bath. The contents
would then pass into a trap or gully

about 1£ ft. distant from the house-wall,

so that if any gas happened to be forced
through the trap it would pass into the
atmosphere, and not into the house.

The soil pipe should be outside the
house, and from its upper end there

should be a ventilating pipe carried up
above the eaves of the dwelling. Some
recommended that between the house
drain and the main sewer there should
be an intercepting trap so as to prevent
the foul air, as from public sewers, from
making its way into house drains. Two
untrapped openings should be made in

the drains so as to provide for a free

circulation of air. In the model by-laws
two methods were given for ventilation

of house drains, but in all cases a trap

was placed between the house and the

sewers. Dr. Kelly said he was not sure
that this plan was a good one. It made
no provision for the ventilation of the
main sewer other than by openings at

the street levels. There was no statu-

tory power to erect ventilating shafts by
the side of houses without the leave of

the owners, and such leave was not often

given. In sea-side towns where the

sewer was tidelocked twice a day, or in

places where the sewer was laid nearly

level, the means of ventilation by open-
ings in the road was not sufficient. In
some towns where these ventilators
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were very offensive enteric fever had
been found to be on the increase dur-

ing the last two or three years.

Every house drain should be directly

connected with the sewer so as to do
away with any disconnecting chamber
or trap. Every soil-pipe being carried

up above the house in its full diameter,

would then act as a ventilator to the

main sewer. In a street half a mile long

with houses on each side there might be

as many as 150 or 200 ventilators, in-

stead of only having eight or nine on the

road level. Sewer gas was often less in-

jurious than the air which was met with

in the house drains if they were not
well flushed. Any traps or contrivances

which hindered the rapid flow of sewage
were dangerous to health. That house
could alone be considered fit to live in

which within its four walls or beneath
its basement contained no drains what-
ever. In many a village enteric fever

was unknown, unless it happened to be
imported. But in houses where the
sanitary arrangements were very com-
plex illness was frequently met with. In
most places it was far healthier to live

in a clean, well-built cottage, with no
drains whatever, than in more preten-
tious dwellings where the drains were
too often defective. In the simplicity of"

their dwellings the poor enjoyed an im-
munity often denied to the rich.

FRENCH METHODS OF CALCULATING THE PRESSURES IN
AN ARCH.

By E. SHERMAN GOULD, C. E.

Written for Van Nostrand's Magazine.

In a previous paper (December No. of

Van JVostramVs 3Iagazine) I gave some
of the routine methods employed by
French constructors in building arches.

These methods give results which, as far

as design is concerned, can be guaran-

teed, for they are, in fact, nothing more
nor less than precedent reduced to for-

mulas. But this is by no means to say
that arches built upon lines other than
those therein laid down are necessarily

defective.

In order to establish a test by which
any given design for an arch may be tried

as regards its strength, many able and
well qualified men have labored to inves-

tigate the theory of the arch, for the pur-

pose of deducing rules by which the
strains in the various parts of an arch
may be calculated, and the proper pro-

portions of the structure determined.
The calculation of the stability of ma-

sonry arches is frequently spoken of as

if the subject were one admitting of the

application of rigorous mathematical
principles. Such, however, is not the

case. When dealing with the strains in

girders, trusses, and the like structures,

composed of elastic materials, we know
with a fair degree of determinateness not

only the amount and distribution of the
weights, but also the lines along which
their strains are transmitted to the abut-

ments ; while in the reaction of the abut-
ments, given in degree, direction and
position, we possess a sure starting*

point from which all the other reactions
may, step by step, be traced.

In the case of the vousssoir arch, the
problem loses its determinate character.

We know, indeed, the amount, position
and vertical line of action of the weights
of each voussoir, but this is all. We can
not even tell how the surcharge is dis-

tributed, and it is often difficult to say,

in this respect, which is the side of safety

upon which to err, for the stability of an
arch depends upon its equilibrium ; and
if we assume a system of distribution, or
a degree of weight, which does not actu-

ally obtain, we may thereby be led to reck-

on upon a balance of pressures which
does not exist.

Some idea of the difficulties which be-

set this subject may be gained from the
fact that the efforts of the many distin-

guished men, who for the last 150 years
have lent their talents to the task, have
so far failed in eliminating the indeter-

minate character from the problem, and
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so establishing the true theory of the

arch. Their labors have not, however,

been wholly fruitless, for many impor-

tant principles have been developed.

Among the most valuable contributions

to our knowledge of the matter are the

experimental researches of Boistard, who
demonstrated the fact that the tendency
of all arches, with their abutments, is to

yield by breaking into four principal

masses, and rotating around the five

ensuing points of contact. Unless the

arch be in perfect equilibrium, in which
case the pressure is uniformly distributed

over the faces of the joints, there is al-

ways a shifting of the center of pressure

at these points, even when the joints do
not in the least open, and it is principally

owing to the impossibility of accurately

locating the position of the center of

pressure that the problem of the arch

lacks determinate character.

Of all the practical methods proposed
as approximate solutions, that of Mery,
known as the curve ofpressure, is the one
which, in France, has been received with

the most favor, for, since its announce-
ment in 1840 to the present day, it has,

with various modifications, been almost
exclusively employed in the designing and
testing of arches in that country.

Fig.l

Before describing this important meth-
od in detail, it will be well to glance at

its underlying principles. Let Fig. 1

represent the half of a segmental arch,

kept from falling forward by the horizon-

tal thrust Q. If the arch were complete
this thrust would be furnished by the

reaction of the other half, which we now
supposed to be removed. If we knew
the amount and point of application of

the thrust Q, the simple graphic proc-

ess of combining the same with the
weights of the successive voussoirs, would
enable us to obtain at once the curve of
'pressure, shown by the dotted line.

As regards the amount of Q, this ele-

ment might be determined by the for-

mula of Navier, to be described further on,

but, as we have just seen, unless the

arch be in perfect equilibrium, there is a

tendency, slight or marked, according as

the arch approaches or recedes from a

state of perfect equilibrium, to open at

the crown, and this causes the point of
application of Q to rise or fall vertically

along the face of the (imaginary) joint at

the center.

Again, let Fig. 2 represent a half arch,

and let ab be the joint of rupture (see

article in December No. of magazine).

Let P represent the weight of the mass
situated above the joint of rupture, pass-

ing through its center of gravity, and Q
the horizontal thrust. The mass above
ab is held in equilibrium by Q, P, and the

Fic,.2

reaction of the joint of rupture along o c.

Of these three forces we can easily deter-

mine P in degree and position. If we
knew the points of application c, d of the

other two, a simple calculation or graphi-

cal construction would give us at once the

value of Q in terms of P, and the curve

of pressure could be accurately described.

But the same tendency exhibited by
the thrust Q to concentrate itself at some
point other than the center of the joint

at the crown, is repeated by the compo-
nent o c at the joint of rupture a b, so we
are equally unable to fix the position of

the point c.

In order to give determinateness to the

problem, it is necessary to fix, arbitrarily,

the position of the points d and c.

M. Mery places the first at the distance

e d from the extrados, equal to one-third

of the depth at the crown, and the second

at the distance c b from the intrados,

equal to one-third of the joint a b. He
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does so, from the following considera-

tions : He assumes that the horizontal

pressure at the crown is nil at the intra-

dos, and that it increases in arithmetical

progression, reaching a maximum at the

extrados. The total pressure is there-

fore represented by the area of a triangle

constructed upon the vertical joint, with
its apex at the intrados. The resultant

passes through the center of gravity of

the triangle ; hence the point d is at ^ of

the altitude of the triangle, measured
from the base. Reasoning in the same
way for the joint of rupture, the maxi-
mum pressure being here at the intrados,

the point c falls at the distance cb=—
o

from h. To ascertain if the thickness at

wholly upon undemonstrable assump-
tions, but as it invariably leads to dimen-
sions which practice proves to be suffi-

cient, and is moreover of an extreme sim-

plicity in its application, the wisdom of

the French engineers in adopting its use
is fully justified.

In order to make this important meth-
od quite clear, I will work out an ex-

ample by it. For convenience I take an
example from Dubosque, in which the
measures are given in French units. Fig.

3 shows half a full-centered arch, span 10
meters, rise, consequently, 5 meters. As
it is not necessary that the real voussoirs

enter into the calculation, we divide it so

that a joint occurs at the center. The
weigfhts of the fictitious voussoirs above

the crown is sufficient to resist the press-

ure of the thrust, he assumes that § of

the total pressure is sustained by ^ the
depth at the crown. In other words, he
assumes the keystone to be subject to a
strain double of what would be produced
if the pressure or thrust was evenly dis-

tributed over the whole depth. And the
same way for the pressure upon the joint

of rupture. As this assumption magni-
fies the actual strain—provided the points

c and d fall where Mons. Mery places

them—we may accept it with safety.

Of this method and its use the shortest

criticism is the best. It is founded

the joint of rupture are 2,820 kilos., 3,500

kilos., 4,875 kilos., and 5,500 kilos., as

shown in the figure passing through
their respective centers of gravity. Their
total weight is 16,695 kilos., which passes

through the center of gravity of the

whole mass above the joint of rupture.

It must be borne in mind that, the

French unit being the meter, we are now
dealing with a slice 3.28 ft. thick, instead

of 1 ft. only, as would be the case if we
were working in English measures.
Hence the greater weights.

The depth of keystone is 0.80 meters

(Dubosque uses Desjardin's formula).
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Length of joint of rupture, 1.60 meters.

Passing the horizontal thrust through a

point 0.53 meters (=§ of 0.80) from the

intrados at the crown, and producing it

till it cuts the vertical line in G, and join-

ing G with a point in the joint of rupture

distant 0.53 meters (=J of 1.60) from the

intrados, we may readily construct the

triangle of forces shown in the figure,

having sides proportional to the weights

16,695, 10,000, and 19,500 kilos. All the

rest of the work is sufficiently apparent

from the figure, where the points at which
the curves, or rather the broken lines, cuts

the joints are marked by little circles. It

is usual to commence at the crown, com-
bining the horizontal thrust with the

weight of the first voussoir at the line

passing through its center of gravity.

"We could, however, just as well com-
mence at the joint of rupture, and com-
bine the oblique resultant with the

weight of the voussoir next above the

joint of rupture. Also the curve may be
continued below this joint, down through
the entire abutment, if desired.

This example is certainly that of an ex-

ceedingly well-conditioned arch, and
there is no need to test the dimensions,

either of the key or of the joint of rup-

ture. If, however, in verifying the pro-

portions of any given arch, we should find

the curve of pressure to approach very
closely to the extrados or intrados at any
point, we should be obliged to see if the
area comprised between the curve and
the nearest bounding line of the arch was
sufficient to bear the strain of § of the

entire resultant pressure at that point.

Thus supposing, merely as an illustration,

that we feared the curve approached
too near the intrados at the joint of rup-
ture, the resultant passing through
this point is 19,500 kilos., two-thirds of

which are 13,000 kilos. The area sus-

taining this pressure is 100x53=53,000
square centimeters, or 2.5 kilos., nearly,

per square centimeter, or not quite 35

f

lbs. per square inch.

There is another, quicker way of get-
ting the horizontal thrust. This is by
the rule of Navier, already referred to,

which reads that, in an inch in equilib-

rium, the horizontal thrust at the crown
is given by the product of the radius of

the curve of the intrados at the crown
into the weight upon the unit of surface
at tiie crown. The thrust thus obtained

can be placed at the upper third of the

depth of keystone, as before, and the

curve worked out, as already shown.
This rule is often used by French en-

gineers. At first sight it would seem a

very bold jump at a conclusion, for it

sets out by assuming the arch to be what
we want to ascertain if it is. But it must
be borne in mind that the whole investi-

gation rests upon assumptions, more or

less plausible, and that the tendency of a

loaded arch, or of one in which the thick-

ness is progressively augmented from the

crown to the haunches, is to approach the

form of equilibrium, so the assumption is

not so audacious as would at first appear.

It is certainly a very convenient rule, and
is probably a-very near guess at the truth,

in a large majority of cases.

Let us apply it, for instance, to the

example just worked. Taking the aver-

age weight of a cubic meter of masonry
at 2,500 kilos, we would have for the

weight per unit of surface at crown,

0.80x2,500=2,000 kilos.

Multiplying this by the radius, 5 meters,

we have,

5x2,000=10,000 kilos.

Exactly what we found by Mery's
method.

It would be a very interesting and in-

structive exercise to test a number of

arches of different forms by the two
methods. It must be borne in mind that

the radius at the crown is what is used.

In full-centered and segmental arches,

this is the radius with which the intrados

is struck. In basket-handled arches it

would be the radius of the central arc.

In elliptical arches the proper radius can
be found by trial.

It will be observed that all of the above
applies only to the arch proper, without
extrinsic load or surcharge. When the

surcharge is to be taken account of, it is

necessary to combine it with the weights
of the voussoirs, individually and collect-

ively, which leads to a somewhat trouble-

some research of the centers of gravity.

A surcharge introduces an additional

confusing element into the calculation, at

least in many cases. When it consists

of a bank of earth it is customary to con-

sider such bank as devoid of cohesion,

and pressing vertically downward over

the whole extent of the horizontal pro-

jection of the arch. If this assumption
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were correct there would certainly be in

the case of a very high bank, an immense
crushing strain upon the masonry, but
on the other hand, the arch could not
yield except by direct crushing, for one
part, the crown for instance, could not
sink without a corresponding rise at the

haunches, which would be prevented by
the immense weight upon them. Now,
we know there are cases where the crown
of arches so loaded settles, which would
seem to prove that compensating press-

ure on the haunches must be wanting.
The question would seem to depend upon
how far the earth " arches itself," and
how large a mass on each side of the cen-

ter tends to detach itself aud press upon
the arch.

It would be repeating a twice-told tale to

reiterate here the fact that the main cause
of failure in an arch is the settling or
spreading, or both, of the abutments.
If these can be prevented from moving,
either vertically or horizontally—and by
"abutment" we must in this case under-
stand everything below the ]ine of rap-
ture—arches of very slight dimensions
can sustain surprisingly heavy loads
without altering their shape, and their

safety and rigidity will be then found to

depend upon workmanship rather than
design.

NOTE ON WEYEAUCH'S "VARIOUS METHODS OF
DETERMINING DIMENSIONS."

By WM. CAIN, C. E., Charleston, S. C.

Written for Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

In this Magazine for October, 1883,

appears an article on determining dimen-
sions taken from " selected papers of the

Institution of Civil Engineers," in which
the author, Professor Weyrauch, of the

Polytechnic of Stuttgart, has given a

resume of many proposed formulae for

determining unit strains when the ex-

tremes of strain to which the piece is

liable are given. In quoting me on p.

317, Weyrauch says :
" for alternate ten-

sion and compression Cain simply
makes q)=Q. v This is a mistake, for I

did not mention this case in the article

in this Magazine for November, 1877, re-

ferred to, and in a subsequent series of

articles on "Maximum Stresses, &c."
(Science Series, No. 38), I used " the
American method," as Professor Wey-
rauch styles it, which I still think about
as sound and practical as any proposed.
If the reader will compare the results

given on p. 393 of the issue of Novem-
ber, 1883, he will notice that the Ameri-
can method does not differ in the results

so largely from the purely theoretical

formula? as to cause us to change our prac-

tice, even if the latter were based on
more correct data. However, as these
data are of the most meager kind the
formulae can hardly be said to be based
on any experimental data ; therefore, we

shall pass on to the case of simple ten-

sion or compression.
For this case, singularly enough, the

last theoretical speculation is based on
ideas advanced before Wohler's experi-

ments were made, i. e., that a suddenly
applied load causes twice the increase of

stress due to the same load gradually ap-

plied.

In a paper presented by Messrs. John
Griffen and Thomas C. Clarke to the
American Society of Civil Engineers,

June 5, 1872, this very principle, as de-

duced in mechanics, was used in the

rule proposed—"multiply the live load

by two and add it to the dead load,'' and
treat the sum as dead load alone. Cleri-

cetti ("Vol. 29, No. 5) starts with this as-

sumption, and first shows the principle

to agree with Wohler's results, but to

differ very greatly from the English ex-

periments mentioned. He then deduces
very easily the stress per unit ofarea (by

dividing the sum of live and dead loads

by the cross section).

b.-_ /
2-< (1)

where 6 = ratio of dead load to sum of

live and dead loads, and / represents

some stress less than the primitive

strength that must be chosen to answer
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the needs of practice. This formula
agrees for certain constants with Hitter's

and Lippold's. Gerber, in place of mul-
tiplying the live load by two, endeavors
to ascertain from Wohler's experiments
the factor to multiply by, but it is plain

that these experiments are on too small

a scale to decide this matter ; in fact,

they do not agree with the English ex-

periments.

The formula proposed by the writer in

Van JN~ostrand's Magazine for Novem-
ber, 1877, is,

6= 7500(1 + 0) ... (2)

Here b= stress in pounds per sq. in.,

And, 6= ratio of smallest strain the

piece ever bears to the great-

est.

This is a modification of the Laun-
hardt Weyrauch formula that is supposed
to allow for impact.

If, in formula (1), we make f= 15,000,
the extremes of safe unit stress for 6=0,
or 6=1, are the same by formulae (2)

and (3).

*-£S •

"
'

<»

b is here expressed in pounds per square
inch. Neither of these formulae, (2) or

(3) are correct, nor agree with all the ex-

periments that have been made ; besides
they are based upon different principles,

yet the form of both is simple, both aim
to include the effect of impact, and both
embody Wohler's law—that the mini-

mum strain sufficient for rupture de-

creases as the difference between the ex-

tremes of strain to which the piece is

liable increases. Hence, I thought that

it would be interesting to compare the
results.

Thus, assuming the values of 6=6
,

as in the table below, drawn from the
article quoted (in the November, 1877,
issue of this Magazine), we deduce for

trusses of various spaces the following
values of b and b n for the lower chords

:

Span. e=e
a

b 5,

10 ft. 7,500 7,500
100 " 9,325 8,540
200 " 3

8 10,300 9,230
300 " 17 11,250 10,000
400 " 1 12,190 10,910

Dead load only. 1 15,000 15,000

The Weyrauch formula would give, if

the constant is so chosen, 6= 15,000
lbs. per square inch for dead load only,

and 6= 10,000 lbs. for 6= 0, and inter-

mediate values for other values of 6. I

submit that the extremes are not great

enough for practice, which is to be ac-

counted for from the fact that the Wey-
rauch formala is deduced directly from
Wohler's experiments, and does not
otherwise, even empirically, include im-

pact.

When we go to the web members of a

200-ft. span Pratt bridge, Weyrauch's
formula gives as the safe strain for

counters 10,000 lbs. per sq. inch, and for

the end ties 11,750 lbs. per square inch ;

whereas formula (2) above gives for a 16
panel truss, the safe unit stress for ties :

in 1st panel. .. 10,000

2d " . . . 9,940

3d " . . . 9,780

4th " . . . 9,460

5th " . . . 8,900

6th " . . . 7,950

7th and 8th " . . . 7,500

. . 7,500

In this computation the maximum
strain on tie was found for load extend-

ing from farthest abutment to foot of

tie, the minimum when load extends

from nearest abutment to top of tie.

without entering into the computation of

strains from dead load alone, the mini-

mum to be used in the value of 6 in

formula (3) it is plain that whilst the

values by (3) would still differ from those

just given, yet the differences would not

be so great as in the case of the chords,

where the minimum strains in both cases

are due to dead load only.

#
Considering the totally different devia-

tion of the formulae, the difference in the

values is not so great ; so that in prac-

tice either formula could be chosen, and
form the basis of any short rules that

might suggest themselves.

The formulae have this to recommend
them ; that they are systematic, partly

based on experiment, aim to include im-

pact, and embrace Wohler's law.

It is plainly indefensible, as Weyrauch
says, to disregard this law, for experi-

ments and experience both sustain it.

Now, although American engineers

acted on this principle in certain cases

before the law was even derived by Woh-
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ler, yet it has not been uniformly applied.

Thus, I am not aware of the first specifi-

cation where b for web members is made
to vary from panel to panel according as

the difference between the extremes of

strain of the piece changes as we go from
panel to panel.

Generally all, or nearly all, of the main
ties are designed for the same maximum
unit stress, though it is very easy to

specify a varying stress in accordance
with Wohler's law. None of the formu-
lae yet proposed are accurate, as Wey-
rauch says, for the actual conditions

met with in practice. So that, if engi-

neers decline to follow any of the form-
ulae strictly, still some simple rule that

gives results within the bounds of safety,

and that follows Wohler's law, should be
used.

Thus, for any bridge, having given a

unit stress for the lower chord and the
main ties at the end, also another unit

stress for the counters and middle ties,

then make the unit stress on the inter-

mediate ties increase regularly from the
first panel where a counter is needed to

the end panel.

Thus, in the example just given, the
7 th is the first panel requiring a counter,
so that, subtracting 7,500 from 10,000,
and dividing by 6, we get 417, the com-
mon difference, from whence we find, by

addition, for 6th panel, l>= 7,917

5 th " = 8,334
4th " = 8,751
3d " = 9,168

2d " = 9,585

1st " = 10,000

These unit stresses are all less, by
several hundred pounds than those given
above by the formula, 6=7,500(1 +d), so

that the results are safer, at least, than
by this formula, and approximate those

given by the other formula (3).

Crude as this method is, it recognizes

Wohler's law, and is better than the old

method. For very large bridges, espe-

cially, there is such a large difference

between the unit strains given the

end web members and the counters,

that it is totally inconsistent not to vary
the unit strains on the intermediate
web members in some fashion.

Where other styles of truss, as the

Fink, bowstring, etc., are used, the

simple rule suggested above cannot be
used, but a resort to some formula in-

volving maximum and minimum strains

is necessary. In fact some formula or

formulas of this kind must form the ra-

tional basis of any short rules, not sim-

ply for bridge members, but for the com-
putation of the sizes of pieces hi any
structure or machine whatever.

ECONOMY OF STEAM POWER AT WORKS OF NATIONAL
RUBBER CO., BRISTOL, R. I.

By JOHN W. HILL, M. E.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

The following paper is a resume of a
vseries of investigations made by the
writer during the months of August and
September, 1883, for the National Rubber
Co., at Bristol, R. I., with a view to sug-
gesting improvements in the steam
plant, calculated to increase the economy,
and comprehending a general examination
of all the principal appliances for making
and using steam in the works.
The Works of the National Rubber

Co.—the largest of the kind in the United
States— cover more than forty acres of
ground, employ over two thousand oper-
atives, and consume for power and steam-

heating purposes alone upwards of sixty

thousand dollars worth of coal per an-

num.
To reduce this coal consumption by

well-advised changes in the plant, was
the object of the experiment: the results

of which are given in narrative form in

the following paper.

The investigations embraced the fol-

lowing machinery :

North Boilers. —Steam used for curing

rubber goods, heating north building,

driving small engine, furnishing power
to the sewing machines, and driving ele-

vator engine.
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Main Boilers.— Steam used for curing

rubber goods, heating rolls and presses,

driving 36" X 72'', condensing engine,

driving 26'' X 48" and 28''x48", non-con-

densing coupled engines, driving 10'' X
24" non-condensing machine-shop engine,

driving feed pumps and fire pumps and
heating buildings.

Pump Souse JBoilers.— Furnishing
steam to 1,000,000 gallon Worthington
Compound Duplex Pumping Engine.
Harris Corliss'

1 Condensing Engine.—
Furnishing motive power to machinery
of new works.

Harris Corliss Non- Condensing
Coupled Engines.—Furnishing motive
power to machinery of old works.
Harris Corliss

-1 Non- Condensing En-
gine.—Furnishing motive power to ma-
chine shop and box factory.

Worthington Compound Duplex
Pumping Engine.— Supplying sea water
to the works.
The boilers in the North house and in

the Main house were tested for economy
in the following manner

:

All water supplied during the interval

of trial in each instance was carefully

weighed in a large tank mounted upon a

new Fairbanks' dormant scale, capable of

weighing 3,500 pounds in gross. From
the weighing tank the water was drawn
into a supplemental tank connected with
the suction of the feed pump, from
which it was pumped as required into

the boilers.

In the North house the feed water was
taken from the return pipe, from the cur-

ing ovens and radiators. In the Main
house the feed water was drawn from the

city mains.

In order to check the quantities of

water delivered to boilers during certain

fixed intervals of time, the levels in the

glass gauges were carefully read at begin-

ning of trials, and at end of trials ; and
in all instances when the original levels

were not fairly restored at end of trial,

corrections have been made by adding or

subtracting a weight of water equivalent
to the volume in excess or short of true

level at temperature of evaporation.

The feed water was tested for temper-
ature just before its entrance to boilers,

and in all instances where it passed
through heaters it was tested for temper-
ature before and after it passed the
heater.

The coal burned during interval of

trial was weighed in uniform charges of

300 pounds upon tested platform scale,

and dumped as required in front of boil-

ers. Trials were begun and ended with
strong charges upon the grates and clean
ashpits, and all ash, clinker and unburnt
coal found in the ashpits at end of trials

were weighed back and credited as non-
combustible.

The temperatures of air in boiler-

house, and hot gas passing in the smoke
connection, were taken at regular inter-

vals of fifteen minutes.

The steam pressure, temperature of

feed to boilers, water levels, and pressure
of atmosphere were read at regular in-

tervals of fifteen minutes.

Calorimeter observations for quality

of steam were made at regular intervals

of fifteen minutes or half-hourly in the
several trials.

In the trial of boiler at Pump house,
the feed water supplied was measured in

a large storm water tank, capable of

carrying several days' supply, by taking-

levels at beginning and at end of trial,

and at regular intervals of one hour, dur-
ing the trial from which volumes (com-
puted from differences of heads and
known diameter of tank) the weight cor-

responding to observed temperatures was
calculated. The coal for the trial at

Pump house was weighed in uniform
charges of 100 pounds and dumped in

front of boiler as required.

In the test for economy of Harris Cor-
liss' condensing engine the consumption
of steam was measured by weighing the
condensation as it was pumped from the
condenser (surface) by the air pump.
The discharge of the air pump was

conveyed through a tight rubber hose to

the weighing tank previously mentioned
for weighing feed water to boilers, and
weighed for hourly delivery.

The quality of steam, meanwhile fur-

nished by the boilers, being tested by
calorimeter at regular intervals of thirty

minutes.

Indicator diagrams were taken from
each end of cylinder by Thompson indica-

tors, set with short connections, at regular
intervals of fifteen minutes. The steam
gauge in pipe, engine counter, barometer
vacuum gauge, and thermometers in in-

jection, and overflow pipes, and hot well

of condenser, and atmospheric thermom-
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eter were read regularly every fifteen

minutes.

In the test for economy of Harris -Cor-
liss' non-condensing coupled engines, and
Harris Corliss' non-condensing machine-
shop engine, the consumption of steam
was measured by weighing the feed

water to the plain cylinder boilers of

Main house, all the evaporation of which
was confined to the coupled engines and
to the machine-shop engine during the

interval of trial. The arrangement of

steam pipes in the Main house is such
that steam to the machine-shop engine
could not be furnished independent of

the main pipe supplying steam to the

coupled engines, and as it was inconven-
ient to stop the machine-shop engine
for a day at time of test, the latter was
indicated for power during this trial, and
an estimate was made of steam consump-
tion upon precedents from engines, in

similar condition and developing similar

powers.
The feed water to boilers similar for this

trial was reported in hourly quantities.

The data for quality of steam fur-

nished by the boilers were taken half-

hourly during trial.

Two Thompson indicators were used
upon each cylinder of coupled engines,

and a single Elliott-Richard's indicator

was used upon the cylinder of machine-
shop engine.

Diagrams from all cylinders were
taken regularly every fifteen minuter.

The pressure in pipe and engine
counter were read regularly every fifteen

minutes.

In the tests of Harris Corliss' condens-
ing and Harris Corliss' non-condensing
coupled engines for distribution of

power, the only data taken were the indi-

cator diagrams which were lettered to

correspond with the known machinery
driven.

In the test of Worthington compound
pumping engine, for capacity, the data

taken were the heads at fixed intervals of

time in the sea water tank in the factory

yard, the engine counter connected with
pumps for same intervals, and the length

of the stroke made by plungers during

the period of test.

In the test of same machine for duty
the data taken were the pressures of

steam in boiler, water in rising pipe, and
of atmosphere in pump house, vacuum in

condenser, engine counter, temperatures

of injection, overflow and condensation

from condenser, rise and fall of tide in

the harbor, weights of coal and water
supplied to boiler and quality of steam
furnished by boiler, temperatures of

waste gases from smoke connection tem-

peratures of feed water to heater in

smoke connection, and in feed pipe be-

tween heater and boiler, and water levels

in boiler.

The tests of Pump house boiler for

economy, and of Worthington pumping
engine for duty, were made at one and
the same time, but for convenience of

reference of boiler performance to boiler

performance in North and Main houses,

will be reported separately.

North Boilers.

The North boiler house contains five

return tubular boilers, set in independent
furnaces, with independent feed water

connections, and independent connec-

tions of steam spaces of boilers with two
steam mains, one leading to the curing

ovens, and one leading to the steam ra-

diatoi's in North building.

The boilers are provided with smoke
extensions, from which vertical legs or up-

takes lead into a horizontal flue of sheet

iron running above and in front of boil-

ers to the brick chimney. Each uptake

is provided with an independent pivoted

damper.
Each boiler is furnished with a pop-

safety valve, steam gauge, glass water

gauge, test cocks, and separate regulating

cock and check valve in feed pipe.

The boilers were constructed by the

Whittier Machine Co., Boston, Mass.

The following dimensions are taken

partly from the contractor's drawing and
partly from personal measurements.

Dimensions North Boilers.

Style Tubular.

Number 5

Diam. of shells inches 48
Length " feet 14

Tubes number 60, diameter 3"

Grate 4'X4'
Heating surface each boiler sq. ft. 747.701

Grate " " "...." 16

Tube vent " 2.475

Ratio heating to grate surface 46.731

Ratio grate surface to tube vent 6.464

Total heating surface 5 boilers.. sq. ft. 3738 5

Total grate surface 5 boilers .. .
'* 80

Chimney Height feet 101

Chimney cross section sq. ft. 12.25
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Ratio total grate surface to cross sec-

tion of chimney 6.53

Space over bridge wall inches 12
" grate " " 18.5

Of above boilers the four nearest chim-

ney were tested together for economy.
The trials were made of these boilers

upon the work of curing ovens.

The East boiler meanwhile running
separately to furnish steam to the radi-

ators and sewing machines engine.

The first trial, August 20-21, with

maximum consumption of steam, repre-

sented the requirements of the nine (9)

new curing ovens with open stop valves

and maximum loss of heat by contact of

air and radiation for subsisting temper-
atures of steam and air and oven walls,

and as many of the five (5) old curing

ovens as were then in use under ordinary

conditions.

The steam to the elevator engine is

taken from the same main which supplies

the curing ovens, and this additional

work, however slight, was upon the boil-

ers (4) operated for economy.
The second trial, August 21, for econ-

omy under ordinary daily conditions of

work, represents the requirements of so

many of the five (5) old curing ovens as

were in use at that time, together with
steam consumption by elevator engine as

before.

The coal fired was Cliffield, a mixture
of bituminous nut and slack.

In the following table are given the

principal data, averages, totals, and cal-

culated results from the log of first

trial.

First Trial of North Boilers.

Date of trial Aug. 20-21

Boilers used 4
Heating surface sq. ft. 2990.8
Grate surface sq. ft. 64.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Duration of trial hours. 16
Average steam pressure. . . . pounds, 87.367
Average temperature of feed water

to boilers 161.547=162.295
Average temperature of air in boiler-

room, Fahr 100.375
Average temperature of waste gases,

smoke connection, Fahr 345. 20
Average temperature of waste gases,
-.boiler extension, Fahr 387.72
Barometer inches, 29.943

CALORIMETER.

Average water heated pounds, 200
Average steam condensed, .pounds, 10.389
Average initial temp,. Fahr. . . 77.444= 77.479
Average final temp., Fahr 130.222=130.556

Average heat units per lb. of steam.

.

1.152.043
Thermal units per pound r>f steam

at observed pressure 1,214.28
Difference 61.637
Latent heat at observed pressure. . .

.

881.87
Percentage of water entrained in the
steam 6.989

TOTALS.

Total water to boilers pounds, 91,473.000
Total water entrained in the steam,

pounds, 6,393.048
Total steam furnished pounds, 85,079.952
Steam per hour pounds, 5,317.497
Total coal burned pounds, 11,100.000
Total ash and clinker and unburned

coal weighed back pounds, 942
Percentage of combustible 91.514
Coal per hour pounds, 693.75

ECONOMY.

Steam per pound of coal from tem-
perature of feed water. . . .pounds, 7.6648

Steam per pound of coal from and at

212 Fahr pounds, 8.349
Steam per pound of combustible from
and at 212 Fahr pounds, 9.123

Steam per square foot of heating
surface per hour pounds, 1.778

Coal per square foot of grate surface
per hour pounds, 10.84

The trial of sixteen (16) hours was di-

vided into two runs of, eight (8) hours
each, the day run to Hammack, and the
night run to West, to compare the work
of firemen.

No material change occurring between
day and night in condition of coal, feed
water, and steam consumption, the re-

sults for the separate runs are a very cer-

tain index of the comparative qualities of

firemen. In the following table are given
the necessary averages, totals and calcu-

lated results for day run by Hammack

:

DAY RUN, HAMMACK, 8 HOURS.

Coal burned per hour pounds, 675.00
Steam per hour " 5,522.53
Temperature of feed water, Fahr., 163=163.773
Steam pressure pounds, 91.46
Steam per pound of coal from tempera-

ture of feed water pounds, 8.1815
Steam per pound of coal from and at 212
Fahr pounds, S.8998

In the following table are given the
averages, totals and calculated results

for the night run by West

;

NIGHT RUN, WEST, 8 HOURS.

Coal burned per hour pounds, 712.5
Steam per hour " 5,112.466
Temp, of feed water, Fahr., 160.09=160.275
Steam pressure pounds, 82.75
Steam per pound of coal from tempera-

ture of feed pounds. 7.1754
Steam per pound of coal from and at 212
Fahr i pounds, 7.8327
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It will be observed that the demands
for steam were greatest by eight (8) per

cent during the day run, with a differ-

ence of 3.5 degrees in temperatures of

feed water in favor of day run. The dif-

ference in temperature of feed water day
and night, is roughly 0.3 of one per cent

or too small to affect the comparison if

neglected entirely.

For the day run Hammack carried an
average pressure of 91.46 pounds, with
an evaporation (net) of 8.9 pounds of

steam per pound of coal from and at 212
Fahr.; while West for the night run car-

ried an average pressure of 82.75 pounds
(a loss of 8.75 pounds) with an evapora-

tion of 7.83 pounds of steam per pound
of coal from and at 212 Fahr. With
odds in favor of the night run, Hammack
develops a better average performance
by nearly fourteen (14) per cent.

Hammack's economy in this trial is

good, and as a matter of note at the

time, fired his coal with less exertion than
did West during the night run.

The fires were cleaned one hour before

Hammack left and West started, and the

latter had the benefit of a pressure of 94
pounds to start with, and no unfavorable

conditions calculated to make his economy
inferior to Hammack's. The writer is of

the opinion that West could scarcely be
relied upon to push these boilers for

maximum requirements with economy,
but with two firemen the equals of Ham-
mack in skill and assiduity, the boilers

(4) can be worked to furnish all steam re-

quired for old and new curing ovens, un-

der ordinary conditions, with an economy
at least good, if not excellent. It is not
possible to develop a high economy with
these boilers subject as the log shows to

great fluctuations in the demands of

steam from hour to hour.

In the following table are given the

averages, totals and calculated results for

second trial of North boilers
;

Second Trial North Boilers.

Date of trial Aug- 21.

Boilers used 4
Heating surface sq. ft. 2990.8
Grate surface sq. ft. 64

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Duration of trial .«. . . .13 hrs. 45 min.
Average steam pressure pounds, 98.86
Average temperature of feed water to

boilers 153.87=154.496
Average temperature of air in boiler

room, Fahr 95.41

Average temperature of waste gases,
smoke connection, Fahr 313.86

Average temperature of waste gases,
boiler extension, Fahr 371.73

Average barometer inches, 29.963

CALORIMETER.

Circulation per hour 8,819.81
Condensation per hour. . .

.
, 352.4

Temp, of injection, Fahr 71.563= 71.586
Temp, of overflow, Fahr 114.809=115.013
Temp, of condensation, Fahr. 88.209= 88.276
Thermal units per pound of steam. . . .1,175.160
Thermal units per pound of steam at

observed pressure 1,216.700
Difference 41.54
Latent heat at observed pressure 876.00
Percentage of water entrained in the
steam 4.742

TOTALS.

Total water to boilers pounds, 39,009.2
Total water entrained in the steam,

pounds, 1,849.81

Total steam furnished pounds, 37,159.31
Steam per horn pounds, 2,702.509
Total coal burned pounds, 4,416.5
Total ash and clinker and unburnt

coal weighed back pounds, 533
Percentage of combustible 87.93
Coal per hour pounds, 321.2

EOONOMY.

Steam per pound of coal from tem-
perature of feed water. .. .pounds, 8.414

Steam per pound of coal from and at

212 Fahr pounds, 9.2554
Steam per pound of combustible from
and at 212 Fahr pounds, 10.5259

Steam per square foot of heating sur-

face per hour pounds, 0.9036
Coal per square foot of grate surface
per hour pounds, 5.0187

The trial of thirteen (13) hours and
forty-five (45) minutes was divided into

a day run of 7:45 hours for Hammack,
and a night run of 6 hours for West, with
the following results

:

DAY RUN, HAMMACK;, 7 HOURS 45 MINUTES.

Coal burned per hour pounds, 286.516
Steam per hour , pounds, 2,587.083
Temp, of feed water, Fahr 147.21=147.742
Steam pressure pounds, 102.37
Steam per pound of coal from tem-

perature of feed pounds, 9.0294
Steam per pound of coal from and at

212 Fahr 9.995

NIGHT RUN, "WEST, 6 HOURS.

Coal burned per hour .pounds, 366
Steam per hour pounds, 2,851.58
Temp, of feed water, Fahr 161.66=162.41
Steam pressure pounds, 94.33
Steam per pound of coal from tempera-

ture of feed pounds, 7.7912
Steam per pound of coal from and at

212 Fahr pounds, 8.5056

In the comparison of Hammack and
West for second trial the average hourly
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demand for steam was ten per cent, less

for the day run than for night run, and
the difference in temperature of feed
water 1.21 per cent, in favor of night
run.

The results show Hammack's economy
to be 1.75 per cent, better than West's;
which corrected for difference of tempera-
ture of feed water, makes a gain of 18.75
per cent, for Hammack over West.
Although the demand for steam per

hour was least during day run, the writer
is not inclined to ascribe Hammack's ex-

tra economy to this cause ; the rate of

evaporation being too low for good econ-
omy during the whole trial, and the re-

duced demand for steam during Ham-
mack's run being rather against than in
favor of his economy.
Assuming the boilers to be run for one

year at a rate midway between first and
second trials, or with an hourly consump-
tion of coal, based on Hammack's record,

of 480.75 pounds, then the coal burned
per day (24 hours) would be 5.769 tons,

and for a year of 300 days, 1,730.7 tons,

or a cost at $5.50 per ton, or $9,518.84,
exclusive of coal required to start fires

and raise steam Monday mornings

;

(which should be 1.25 tons, or 62.5 tons
for entire working year of fifty weeks).
Under the same conditions, but estimat-

ing from hourly consumption of coal by
West of 539.25 pounds, then coal burned
peryear of 300 days would be 1,941.3 tons,

costing $10,677.15, exclusive of Monday
mornings coal to raise steam, which
would be no greater, and possibly less,

with two firemen of Hammack's standard,
than with two firemen of West's stand-
ard.

Assuming, however, that a new fire-

man be substituted for West, equal in
efficiency to Hammack, then the annual
saving to*the Rubber Co., under condi-
tions of work midway between the work
of first and second trials, would be
$579.15, this amount being the saving
Hammock makes (by his record) over
West.
Referring to the trials as a whole, the

economy is fair considering the dimen-
sions of boilers, but these are small for
tubular boilers and should have been
not less than 60 inches diameter of shell

with 50—4" tubes or 75—3" tubes each.

_
Tubular boilers of less than 60 inches

diameter of shell seldom give a high
Vol. XXX.—No. 2—11

economy, from the fact that the shell is

the most efficient surface, and the larger

it is for a given length the more complete
the absorption of radiant heat from the
grate ; more than 75 per cent, of the total

steam is made by the heating surface of

shell, and this surface, always consistent

with safety, should be as large as pos-
sible.

An excellent change, however, would
be the substitution of three boilers simi-

lar to the tubular boilers in Main house
E G 6' diam., 15' long, with 100—3"
tubes each ; by the latter change an im-
provement of 20 to 25 per cent, in the
economy would be obtained, with ample
heating surface for most exacting re-

quirements.

The latter improvement should furnish

the Rubber Co. a saving of $2,000 in

round numbers in the coal bill per year
for North house, a very handsome in-

come for the investment represented by
the three 72" tubular boilers, besides the
labor will be reduced by the fewer fires

to manage, and the fireman should be
able to wheel both coal and- ashes with
this arrangement.
The present stack is admirably adapted

to the proposed change of boilers.

Main Boilers.

The boiler plant in the Main house
consists of a battery of six tubular boil-

ers, and four sections of sixteen plain

cylinder boilers, the evaporation from
which mingles in one system of distribut-

ing steam mains.

The tubular boilers are similar in

general design to those of the North
house, but are of larger dimensions, and
set in independent furnaces, provided
with independent uptakes and dampers,
separate feeds, steam and water gauges.

The feed water is taken from the city

mains, and pumped through a fuel econ-

omizer placed in the flue leading to the
chimney.
The smoke connections of sheet iron

pass aft over the boiler setting and bend
down at rear end of brickwork into a

brick flue, common to all the (tubular)

boilers, and leading into the base of brick

chimney.
The boilers are well designed and set

and show a gratifying economy.
In the following table are given the di-

mensions of tubular boilers, taken partly
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from the contractor s drawing and partly

from personal measurements.

Dimensions of Tubular Boilers.

Main House.
Style Tubular.
Number 6

Diameter of shells inches 72
Length of shells feet 15

Tubes 100—3"
Grate 6T'X4'6"
Heating surface, each boiler.. . .sq. ft. 1319.472
Grate surface, each boiler. ..... " 27.75
Tube vent " 4.125
Ratio heating to grate surface 47 .548

Ratio grate surface to tube vent 6 . 727
Total heating surface, 6 boilers. sq. ft. 7916.832
Total grate surface, 6 boilers.. " 166.5

;

Chimney height feet 113.5
;

Chimney cross section sq. ft. 25 ;

Ratio total grate surface to cross sec-

tion of chimney 6 . 66

Space over bridgewall inches 12
Space over grate " 27

Builder, Whittier Machine Co., Boston.

Two trials were made of the tubular

Tooilers ; the first trial owing to breaks in

the record was unreliable, and a second
trial was made with the following results.

This trial represents the daily work of

boilers as at date, August 27th, with no
known changes either in the management
of fires or in the consumption of steam
from the daily average performance.

The coal fired was Cliffield, of the

same quality as that used under the

North boilers.

Performance of Tubular Boilers.

Main House.
Date of trial Aug. 27
Boilers used 6

Heating surface sq. ft. 7,916.832
Grate surface " 166.5

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Duration of trial hours 10
Average steam pressure pounds, 70 . 545
Average temperature of feed water

to heate., Fahr. . . 66.4
Average temperature of feed water

to boilers, Fahr 107 .59= 107.746
Elevation of temperature by heater. 41 . 346
Gain by heater, per cent 3 . 613
Averag e temperature of air in boiler

room, Fahr 95 . 050
Average temperature of waste gases

in flue front of heater. . 295 .

5

Average temperature of waste gases
in flue behind heater 233 .

1

Average temperature of waste gases
boiler extension 318.600

Average barometer inches, 30.214

CALORIMETER.

Average water heated pounds, 200
Average steam condensed, .pounds, 10.157
Average initial temp. , Fahr.74 . 286= 74 . 314

Average final temp., Fahr.l27.952= 128.264
Average heat units per pound of

steam 1190.585
Thermal units per pound of steam at

observed pressure 1210.33
Difference • • 19.745
Latent heat at observed pressure. . . 891 . 29
Percentage of water entrained in

the steam 2.215

TOTALS.
Total water to boilers pounds, 127,555
Total water entrained in the steam,

pounds, 2,825.343
Total steam furnished pounds, 124,729. 657
Steam per hour 12,472.967
Total coal burned pounds, 12,361.00
Total ash and clinker and unburnt

coal weighed back pounds, 1,650.00
Percentage of combustible 86 . 6G
Coal per hour pounds, 1,236 .

1

ECONOMY.

Steam per pound of coal from tem-
perature of feed water.. pounds, 10.091

Steam per pound of coal from and
at 212 Fahr pounds, 11.5208

Steam per pound of combustible
from and at 212 Fahr. ..pounds, 13.2933

Steam per sq. ft. of heating surface
per hour pounds, 1 .575

Coal per sq. ft. of grate surface per
hour pounds, 7.724

Coal for Banking and Starting Fires.

Tubular Boilers, Main House.

Coal to start fires Monday, a. m.,

Aug. 27th pounds, 6,839
Coal to start fires Tuesday, a. m.,

Aug. 28th ' pounds, 6,000
Coal to start fires Thursday, a. m.,

Aug. 30th pounds, 4,246

The economy from above trial is excel-

lent, and considering the fact that no ex-

ertions were made to improve the per-

formance above the daily average, it

shows a result seldom equaled and never
to the writer's knowledge excelled. By
this the writer does not mean to say that

the economy is equal to the best he ever
had, but in every instance, and the in-

stances are rare, where better work has
been done, it has been under "*vhip and
spur " as it were, and not under the con-
ditions of ordinary factory practice.

In brief, omitting special test trials,

this is the very highest economy within
the writer's experience, and exhibits an
excellent proportion of boilers, a good
setting, and a careful management of the
fires.

The most important remark to be made
in connection with this trial is, that it ex-

emplifies an economy which should be
made a standard, and which may be ob-
tained in the North house by the change
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of boilers previously suggested. The
coal required to start fires Monday and
Tuesday, August 27-28, is excessive, and
represents a thickness of fire of six to

seven inches over entire grate.

The coal used to start fires Thursday
morning, August 30th—4,246 pounds —
represents a fire four inches thick on
whole grate, which is ample and should
not be exceeded.

"When small quantities of steam are

required for power or heating buildings

at night, it will be found much more
economical to make it with one or two
boilers and an active fire than with six

or more boilers and a slow fire.

All boilers not in active use at night
should have the fires banked, and ashpit

doors, fire doors and dampers closed. If

closing the fire doors with banked fires

is calculated to make steam during the

night, then the fire doors may be opened
just enough to prevent this, but dampers
and ashpit doors should be kept closed.

It costs nothing but vigilance to guard
the avenues of loss in steam boilers,

while it costs dollars to supply the losses

if the means to prevent them are neg-
lected.

After it has been determined how much
steam is properly required of the main
boilers, then the excess beyond a favor-

able capacity for the six tubular boilers

should be made with more tubular boil-

ers of same dimensions.
The plain cylinder boilers are arranged

in three sections of four (4), one section

of three (3), and a single boiler set in an
independent furnace to burn the refuse

from the box factory.

During the test for economy, coal was
burned under the single boiler as well as

under all the rest.

The glass gauges on these boilers were
clogged with sediment, and the water
levels were taken from the register gauge
cocks.

Each section of boilers is furnished
with its own feed connection, smoke con-
nection and steam gauge, and a large
drum set transversely over each section,
collects the steam from the several boil-

ers preliminary to its delivery to the dis-

tributing mains.
A long brick flue running transversely

of boilers behind the setting collects the
hot gases and delivers to the base of
brick chimney.

In the following table are given the
dimensions of the plain cylinder boilers.

Dimensions of Plain Cylinder Boilers.

Style Cylinder.
Number 6
Diameter of shells inches, 30
Length of shells feet, 30
Heating surface, each boiler. . . sq. ft. , 117 . 801
Grate " " " .. " 44.000
Total heating surface 4 boilers " 471.204
Ratio heating to grate surface " 10.700

One trial of these boilers was made
using same quality of coal as before (for

North boilers and Main tubular boilers)

under the ordinary factory requirements,
as at dite Aug. 29th.

Performance, Plain Cylinder Boilers,
Main House.

Date of trial Aug. 29
Boilers used ' 16
Heating surface sq. ft. 1884.816
Grate surface 4i 176.

general observations.

Duration of trial hours, 10
Average steam pressure pounds, 69,358
Average temperature of feed water to

heater, Fahr 66.5
Average temperature of feed water to

boiler, Fahr 152.73=153.339
Elevation of temperature by boater . . . 86.839
Gain by heater, per cent. . . . 7.594
Average temperature of air in boiler
room, Fahr 80.727

Average temperature of waste gases in
flue 494.024

Average barometer inches. 29.881

CALORIMETER.

Average water heated pounds, 200
Average steam condensed " 10,118
Average initial temperature, F., 67.446=67. 4626
Average final temperature, F., 119. 865=120.1065
Average heat units per lb. of steam. . .1,160.706
Thermal units per pound of steam at

observed pressure 1.210.07
Difference 49.37
Latent heat at observed pressure 891.88
Percentage of water entrained in the
steam 5.535

TOTALS.

Total water to boilers pounds. 136,215.0
Total water entrained in the steam," 7,539.5
Total steam furnished pounds, 128,675.5
Steam per horn- pounds. 12,867.5
Total coal burned pounds, 19.073
Total ash and clinker, and unburnt

—

coal weighed back pounds, 2.813
Percentage of combustible 8-5.4

Coal per hour pounds. 1,907.3

ECONOMY.

Steam per pound of coal from tempera-
ture of feed water pounds, 6.746

Steam per pound of coal from and at 212, x

Fahr pounds. 7.382
Steam per pound of combustible from and

at 212 Fahr pounds. $.044
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Steam per square foot of heating surface
per hour pouuds, 6.827

Coal per square foot of s;rate surface, per
horn- pounds, 10.837

Coal for Banking and Starting Fires.

Cylinder Boilers, Main Hodse.

Wednesday rooming, August 29th,

pounds, 4,627.*

The low rate of evaporation by the
Main tubular boilers, and the very low
temperature of waste gases in the smoke
extension, seem to indicate that an im-
proved economy may be had by causing
the plant to do more work.
The rate of work for trial of Aug. 27

was in round numbers 12,500 pounds of

steam per hour if the evaporation for the
boilers as a whole, was increased to 14,500
pounds per hour. The writer believes

the economy would be sensibly enhanced.
The difference in work is about equiva-

lent to that of three of the plain cylinder
boilers.

The economy of the plain cylinder
boilers is good for the class. The writ-

er's experience, however, with this type
j

of boiler, is very limited, their use in the
West being confined to blast and pud-
dling furnaces, where the waste gases

|

from the furnaces are conducted under
|

the boilers in transit to the chimney. In
!

these cases the steam made is clear gain,
|

for otherwise the waste furnace gases
j

would pass into the chimney at a high
temperature, and a large percentage of I

the thermal power of the fuel be lost.

The writer knows, however, from English
data upon the plain cylinder boiler,

that high economy is not had ex-

1

cepting with shells of large diameter,
and then the economy is always inferior

'

to well-designed tubular boilers, owing
j

to the naturally high temperatme of'

waste gases passing into the flue, repre-
senting a large percentage of loss of
heat, a portion of which is bound to be
absorbed in the tubes of a tubular
boiler, and made to assist in the produc-
tion of steam.

Of the total heat of combustion with
the plain cylinder boilers of the Kubber
Company, from 20 to 25 per cent, is car-

ried off by the waste gases into the
stack, whilst 12 to 15 per cent, is known
* The coal 4,627 pounds to start fires Wednesday

morning, Aug. 29th, under plain cylinder boilers, is a
fair quantity and represents a fire four inches thick
upon whole grate.

to be sufficient to produce good chimney
draft.

The writer respectfully suggests that

no possible change in the plain cylinder

boilers could improve their economy up
to a fair standard.

The shells (30") are too small in diam-
eter to hope for any excellence, even if

the boilers were divided into two lengths

of 15' each, and filled with tubes, the

only way in which the economy can be
increased.

The writer's experience leads to the

opinion that long boilers of small diam-

eter are not as safe against rupture as

short boilers of large diameter ; the lat-

ter are more compact, stronger for trans-

verse strains, less liable to injury from
expansion and contraction, and with
equal factors of safety more liable for

continuous use.

Pump-House Boilers.

These boilers, of which there are two,

set in independent furnaces, are of same
general dimensions and plan as the boil-

ers of North-house, but with fewer tubes.

Each boiler has its own feed and smoke
connection, check and stop valves, and
steam and water gauges.

In the smoke connection which passes

aft over the top of setting, a fuel econo-

mizer is placed, through which the feed-

water is pumped in transit to the boilers.

The feed pump is now driven by the

Worthington pumping engine, but, as

demonstrated during the trial, is entirely

inadequate to the requirements of boilers,

and should be replaced by an independ-

ent boiler feeder set in the boiler-room,

capable of furnishing a delivery against

boiler pressure of 300 gallons per hour.

The present feed pump is not equal to

the requirements of one boiler by nearly

15 per cent.

In the following table are given the

dimensions of boilers, partly from con-

tractors drawing and partly from personal

measurements.

Dimensions of Boilers, Pump House.

Style Tubular.
Number \ 2
Diameter of shells inches 48
Length of shells feet 14

Tubes 49-3"
Grate 4'X4' 6"

Heating surface eacli boiler. . . .sq. ft. 626.742
Grate surface, each boiler " 18.000

Tube vent " 2.021

Ratio heating to °'rate surface 34.819
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Ratio grate surface to tube vent 8.906
Total heating surface, 2 boilers, sq. ft. 1,253.484
Total grate surface, 2 boilers. " 36
Chimney height feet 73.5
Chimney cross section sq.ft. 5.444
Ratio total grate surface to cross sec-

tion of chimney 6.613
Space .over bridge wall inches 12
Space over grate . . " 23

Builder . . .Whittier Machine Co., Boston.

Two trials were made with these boil-

ers, the second of which alone is reported.

The steam pressure and management
of the coal for first trial, not fairly repre-

senting average performance.
The second trial should have been of

greater duration, but the inability of the
feed pump (furnished with the Worthing-
ton engine), to supply the boiler, limited

the trial to eight hours during which
time all the delivery of the feed pump
was evaporated, besides boiling down the
level of water in the boiler nearly 1500
pounds.
The boiler exhibits a good economy,

size considered, and the size is ample for

the work required.

Performance of Pump-House Boiler.

Date of trial Sept. 3
Boilers used 1

Heating surface sq. ft. 626.742
Grate surface " 18.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Duration of trial 8 hours.
Average steam pressure pounds 67.422
Average temperature of feed water

to boiler, Fahr 69.333
Average temperature of feed water

to boiler 157.906=158.595
Elevation of temperature by heater. 89.243
Gain by heater per cent. 7.824
Average temperature of air in boiler
room, Fahr 80.531

Average temperature of waste gases,
smoke connection 292.937

Average barometer inches 29.935

CALORIMETER.

Average water heated pounds 200.
Average steam condensed. . " 10.423
Average initial temperature, Fahr..72.5=72.525
Average final temperature, Fr.120.797=121. 046
Average heat units per lb. of steam. 1,052.082
Thermal units per pound of steam at
observed pressure 1,209.56

Difference 157.478
Latent heat at observed pressure. . . 893.09
Per centage of water entrained in

the steam 17.63

TOTALS.

Water pumped into boiler. . .pounds 8,817.186
Water level reduced .6.25''=pounds 1,484.966
Total water to boiler " 10,302.152 i

Total water entrained in steam " 1,816.269
Total steam furnished " 8.485.883

157

1.000.735

1.000.000

38.00

96.2
125.0

8.486

9.233

9.5977

1.692

0.944

Steam per hour "

Total coal burned "

Total ash and clinker and unburnl
coal weighed back pounds

Per centage of combustible
Coal per hour pounds

ECONOMY.

Steam per pound of coal from tem-
perature of feed water . . .pounds

Steam per pound of coal from and at

212 Fahr pounds
Steam perpound of combustible from
and at 212 Fahr pounds

Steam per square foot of heating sur-

face per hour pounds
Coal per square foot of grate surface

per hour pounds

The Storm water tank collecting the

water from the roof of pump house was
measured for delivery of feed to the boil-

er and found to be of following dimen-
sions :

Diameter of tank feet 10
Height of tank " 9

Capacity gallons 5,287 . 313
Capacity at 60 F pounds 44,043.31
Weight per foot of depth " 4,893.66

In the following table are given the
economic and capacity data from the
several trials of boilers :

Steam per Pound of Coal from Temperature
of Feed.

First trial,North boilers (tubular) Pounds,
temperature feed 161 .547 7.6648

Second trial, North boilers (tu-

bular) temperature feed 153.87
Second trial, Main boilers (tu-

bular) temperature feed 117.59
First trial, Main boilers (cylin-

der) temperature feed 152.73
Second trial, pump house (tubu-

lar) temperature feed 157.906

8.414

10.091

6.746

8.486

Steam per Pound of Coal from and at
,212 Fahr. Pounds.

First trial, North boilers (tubular) 8.349
Second trial. North boilers (tubular) . . . . 9.2554
2d trial, Main boilers(tubular) < Main (11.5209
1st trial, "

, (cylinder) "(House ( 7.;;^2

Second trial, Pump house (tubular) .... 9,233

Steam per Pound of Combustible from and
at 212 Fahr.

Pounds.
First trial, North boilers (tubular) 9.123
Second trial. North boilers (tubular) . . .10.5259

2d trial, Main boilers (tubular) i Main > 13.2934
1st trial,

" (cylinder) (Housej S.644
2d trial Pump house boilers (tubular) . . 9.597

Coal Burned per Square Foot of Grate pbb
Hour. Pounds.

First trial, North boilers (tubular-) 10.84
Second trial, North boilers (tubular') 5.01S7
Second trial, Main boilers (tubular

1

) .... 7.424

First trial, Main boilers (cylinder") 10.837

2d trial Pump house boilers ^tubixlar"). . 6.944
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Steam pek Square Foot of Heating Surface
per Hour.

Pounds.
First trial. North boilers (tubular) 1.778

Second trial, North boilers (tubular) . . . 0.9036

Second trial. Main boilers (tubular). . . . 1.575

First trial, Main boilers (cylinder) 6.827

2d trial, Pump-house boilers (tubular). . 1.692

In the following table are recapitulated

the I'ates per hour, at which the coal was
fired in the several trials

:

Pounds.
1st trial. North boilers, all day, 1 fireman 693.75

day run, 1 " 675.

night " 1 " 712.5

2d trial,
"

all day, 1 " 321.2
day run, 1 " 286.516
night " 1 " 366.

2d trial, Main tubular boilers, 2 " 1,236.1

1st trial, Main cylinder boilers, 2 " 1,907.3
2d trial, Pump house boilers, 1 " 125.

Omitting any changes calculated to di-

minish the consumption of steam for

power, which the writer will discuss un-
der the head of engine peformance, and
assuming a production of steam in the
north house midway between the work
of first and second trials, and the produc-
tion of steam in the main house the same
as for second trial, of tubular boilers and
first trial, of cylinder boilers, then the
total daily steam from these plants, be-

comes

—

Pounds.
North house, August 20-21, 24 hours. . . 96,240
Main house, tubular, Aug. 27 (in , (125,000

cylinder, " 29 \
w ms

* ,128,600

Per diem, pounds steam 349,840

representing upon basis of trials, a con-
sumption of coal per diem exclusive of

that required to bank and start fires, of

—

12,179.5 lbs., 24 hours, North house (tubular).

12,361.0 lbs., 10 hours, Main house (tubular).

19,073.0 lbs., 10 hours, Main house (cylinder).

43,613.5 lbs., per diem, pounds coal.

Add to this the coal required to start

fires Monday morning north house, 2,500
pounds, equivalent to 420 pounds per day,

the coal to bank and start fires night and
morning daily. Main house, of 4,246
pounds (Aug. 30th), for tubular boilers,

and 4,627 pounds (Aug. 29th), for plain
cylinder boilers, then total daily consump-
tion as per logs of trials, becomes 52,

906.5 pounds, or 26.5 tons in round num-
bers, for North house and Main house
under assumed conditions of load and
present conditions of performance for

North house, and present conditions of

load and performance for Main house,

representing an annual cost of 26.5 X $5.-

50x300=$43,725.00.
Assuming that the boilers of North

house are replaced with three six foot

tubulars ( same dimensions as of Main
house), and that the sixteen cylinder boil-

ers of Main house are replaced with six

six-foot tubulars ( same dimensions as

present tubular boilers), then the con-

sumption of coal per diem for same work
as before with same temperature of feed

as obtained by trial, will be

—

For proposed three (3) new tubular

boilers for North house temperature of

feed.

161.547 + 153.87

2

then

= 157.708 = 158.4 true

heat,

(1210.33-107.746) x 10.091

1215.49-158.4
of steam per pound of coal upon evapor-

ation of present six-foot tubular boilers,

, 96,240 • , _ . .

and -

'

- = 9,144 pounds of coal per
10.525

diem of 24 hours, exclusive of coal to

start fires Monday morning, which should

average 2,400 pounds or 400 pounds per
day, distributed through the week; and
total daily consumption will be 9,544

pounds.
For present six (6) Main tubular boil-

ers as per trial (Aug. 27th) 12,361 pounds
for the day of 10 hours, and 4,246 pounds
for banking fires and steaming up in the

morning, or a total of 16,607 pounds per

diem of 24 hours.

For proposed six (6) new tubular boil-

ers, to do the work now accomplished by
the sixteen (16) plain cylinder boilers in

Main house.

Temperature of feed to boilers 152.73=
153.34 true heat then,

(1210.33-107.746)X10-091_
1210.07-153.34

10.529 lbs. of

steam per pound of coal upon evapora-

tion of present six-foot tubular boilers in

Main house, and -^TrWo =12,214 lbs.

per day of 10 hours, and 1,246 pounds of

coal for banking fires and steaming up
in the morning, or a total consumption of

16,460 pounds per diem of 24 hours.

And total consumption of coal per diem
24 hours.
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North boilers (3) tubulars, 9,544, steam 96,240

Main boilers (6) tubulars
(present) 16,607, steam 125,000

Main boilers (6) tubulars
(new) 16,460, steam 128,600

42,611 349,840

or a total consumption per annum of

^^=21,305x300 = 6,391.5 tons at

$5.50 per ton=$35,153.25 or a saving of

$8,571.85 based on present work for Main
house, and an increase over present work
for North house of fifty per cent.

But it will appear upon investigation

of the motive power, that changes can be
made which will diminish the consump-
tion of steam from Main house very
materially, and increase the saving of fuel

over above estimate by several thousand
dollars per annum.

Motive Power.

The motive power of the new works is

furnished by a Harris Corliss condensing
engine, fitted with a pair of Gannon sur-

face condensers, the condensation and
air from which is removed by an inde-

pendent air pump of the Deane pattern.

The power is taken from the pulley fly-

wheel by two four-foot double leather

belts, ( running upwards of a mile a min-
ute ) ; to two main line shafts, from
which it is distributed to the different

parts of new works, principally by belts

and pulleys, with two line shafts lying at

right angles to main lines which are

driven by bevel gearing.

The motive power of the old works is

furnished by a pair of Harris Corliss non-
condensing engines, running coupled, and
connected by a spur gearing to the main
line shaft.

The principal machinery driven by the
condensing coupled engines- is

4 Calendering machines
6 Washing "

8 Warming "

20 Grinding

The principal machinery, driven by the
non-condensing coupled engines is

8 Calendering machines
8 Warming "

20 Grinding "

In the following table are given the di-

mensions of the condensing engine:

Dimensions Haebis Coeliss Engine.

Style Condensing.
Diameter of cylinder inch* §6
Stroke of piston " 72
Diameter of piston rod " 5.25
Steam ports (each) " 1.5 X36
Exhaust ports (each) " 2.875x36
Area, front side of piston. ..sq. inches 996.251
Area, back side of piston. .. " 1,017.9
Nominal revolutions per minute. . 50.

Nominal piston speed per minute, feet 600.

Actual piston speed, economy trial,

Aug. 28 feet 601.8635
Factor of H. P., front side piston,

nominal speed 9.057
Factor of H. P., back side piston,

nominal speed 9.253
Piston stroke to release in parts of

stroke . 0.9888
Piston stroke from ex. 'closure in parts

of stroke 0.0902
Clearance in parts of stroke 0.025

Data from Economy Trial.

Piston displacement per hour to re-

lease cu. feet 249,901.45
Piston displacement per hour to ex.'

closure cu. feet 22,796.44
Clearance volume, per hour. " 5,054.64
Pulley fly-wheel diameter feet 27.

Pulley fly-wheel face inches 96.

Pulley fly-wheel weight tons 39.

Surface Condenser, 36"X72'' Engine.

DOUBLE DIMENSIONS.

25 rows of brass tubes, 8 tubes in each row.

Tubes 200 -
(0

-?
7
f

'

tT^d
f
diameter-

( 6 feet 1.5 long.

Returns 25, radius of bend, 1.875'',

diameter, 1.25 inches.

Returns 25, radius of bend, 4.25",

diameter, 1.00 inches.

Returns 25, radius of bend, 6.875'',

diameter, 1.00 inches.

Returns 25, radius of bend, 8.75",

diameter, 1.00 inches.

Cooling surface in tubes. sq. ft. 280.525
Cooling surface, 100 returns " 38.062
Total cooling surface, 1 condenser, " 318.587
Total cooling surface, 2 " iC 637.174

Maker. . . .Gannon, Jersey City, N. J.

Two trials for economy were made of

the condensing engine : the first trial

was unreliable by leakage of hose used
to convey the discharge of the air pump
to the weighing tank, and second trial is

alone reported.

In the following table are given the

principal data from second trial

:

Harris Corliss, 36X72", Condensing Engine.

Economy Trial, Aug. 28th.

Duration of trial .hour?. 10

averages.

Average steam pressure in pipe .pounds 70.137

Average barometer inches 30.194

Average barometer pounds 14.822
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Average vacuum condenser inches 20.473

Average vacuum, condenser . . . .pounds 10.050

Average temperature of injection, Fahr. 72.225

Average temperature of overflow, " 97.675

Average temperature of condensation" 104.037

ENGINE COUNTER.

Counter at 7.02 a.m 35G.

Counter at 12.00 M 15.285.

14.929

Counter at 1.00 p.m 15,626

Counter at 6.00 p.m 30,688
15,062

Revolutions, 9 hours 58 minutes 29.991

Revolutions per minute 50.155

Piston speed 601.8635

FROM THE DIAGRAMS.

Average initial pressure,., pounds 68. 795

Average terminal pressure absolute, " 8.933

Average counter pressure at mid-stroke,
absolute pounds 5.383

Average vacuum realized " 9.439

.

' „ .. (front (,, 21.069
Av. mean effective pressure ;Mck j mm

LOAD.

Average indicated horse power 392.862

RATIO OF EXPANSION.

Apparent cut-off in parts of stroke .... 0.084

Actual cut-off in parts of stroke 0.104

Theoretical cut-off 0.10895
Expansion by volumes 9.718

Expansion by pressures 9.36

CALORIMETER.

Average water heated > . . * . . .pounds 200.
" steam condensed.... " 10.162
'

' initial tem'ture, Fahr 79.45=79.489
" final

" " ..130.150=130.481
" thermal units found in steam 1,134.020

Thermal units in steam at observed
pressure 1,210.33

Difference 76 309
Latent heat of steam at observed

pressure 891 .29

Per-cent. of water entrained in steam. 8.561

ECONOMY.

Total water weighed from condens-
er pounds 82.088

Actual saturated steam to engine " 75,103.426

Net steam to engine per hour.pounds 7,510.342
Steam per ind. H.P. per hour " 19.095
Coal per ind. H.P. per hour, based

upon main tubular boilers . 1.892
Per-centage of steam accounted for

by indicator 74 . 048
Steam per indicated H.P. per hour

. by diagrams 14.139

SURFACE CONDENSER.

Steam condensed per sq. foot of cooling
surface per hour pounds 11,787

The economy of the engine is excel-

lent, but is scarcely up to the standard of

Harris Corliss' engines. With an in-

crease of load to about 600 horse power,
the writer is of the opinion that the con-

sumption of steam per horse power will

be reduced about fourteen per cent.

With 80 pounds pressure in the pipe,

and a mean initial pressure of 79 pounds,
the mean effective pressure with a cut
off at 12 per cent, of the piston's stroke,

and vacuum of 26 inches, would be about
33 pounds, equivalent to a load of 600
horse power in round numbers. The
terminal pressure under these conditions

will be 13 pounds absolute, and counter
pressure 3.5 pounds absolute, corre-

sponding to a consumption of stean per
hour by the diagrams of 8,367 pounds,
or 13.995 pounds per indicated horse
power; under the proposed conditions, I

expect the diagrams to account for not
less than 85 per cent, of net steam de-

livered to engine, whence actual consump-
tion of steam per horse power per hour
would be 16.416 pounds, and gain over

,
... 16.416

present economy would be 1
19

1365
or nearly fourteen per cent.

10000

The estimated economy upon a load of

600 horse power is within personal pre-

cedent from Harris Corliss' condensing
engines, and can be obtained, and pos-

sibly improved, by the Eubber Co's. en-

gine.

The writer's belief is, that with a load
of 600 horse power, pressure of 80
pounds in pipe at engine, and a vacuum
of 26 inches in condenser, the economy
will excel the best he has ever obtained
from condensing single cylinder engines,

and he has placed the gain at fourteen
per cent, as a maximum to be expected.

The expenditure of condensing water
for the 36'' X 72" engine has been rough-
ly estimated in the following manner :

Thermal units taken up per pound of

condensing water 97.675-72.225=25.45
thermal units per pound of steam, dif-

ference between observed total temper-
ature of steam as it entered engine and
as it left the condenser 1,134.02—104.037
=1,029.983, of which quantity the heat
converted into work, and that lost by
radiation and conduction during expan-
sion in the cylinder, represents about ten

per cent, (all heat converted into work or

lost by conduction and radiation prior to

cut off being supplied direct from boil-

ers), leaving 926.98 thermal units to be
taken up by condensing water, corre-
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sponding to 36.42 pounds per pound of

steam condensed; the weight of steam

condensed per hour was 8,208.8 pounds,

and weight of condensing water due this

quantity of steam was 299,964 pounds,

or 36,010 gallons, or about 68 per cent,

of capacity of Worthington pump at

wharf based upon delivery during the

duty trial (53,790 gallons per hour), 36,000
gallons of sea water pumped 100 feet

high equals 3.6 million gallons one foot

high, and will cost for fuel alone, not in-

cluding coal to start fires, $0,216 or21T
6
¥

cents for 393 horse power, or at rate of

$2.16 per day of ten hours, or 1.82 horse

power per one cent of cost. The coal

for ten hours per horse power is 0.25

bushels, and costs 5^- cents or a total

cost per horse power per diem (10 hours)

of 6 cents in round numbers for fuel.*

The writer is of the opinion that few
establishments, in or out of the United
States, can exhibit a similar economy for

motive power.

In the following table are given the di-

mensions of the non-condensing coupled
engines.

Harris Corliss' Non-Condensing Engines.

Two coupled cranks set on one shaft at

quarters.

RIGHT ENGINE.

Diam. of cylinder inches, 28
Stroke of piston " 48
Diam. of piston rod " 4. 125
Area front side of piston sq. in., 602.386
Area back side of piston " 615 . 75
Nominal revolutions per minute 70

.

Nominal piston speed per minute, .ft., 560.
Actual piston speed economy trial

Aug. 30th ft., 555.344
Factor horse power front side piston

nominal speed 5.111
Factor horse power back side piston

nominal speed 5 . 224
Piston stroke to release in parts of

stroke 0.9906
Piston stroke from exclosure in parts

of stroke 0489
Clearance in parts of stroke (esti-

mated) 0.025

DATA FROM ECONOMY TRIAL.

Piston displacement per hour to re-

lease cu. ft., 137,317.49
Piston displacement per hour to ex-

closure cu. ft., 6,778.54
Clearance volume per hour. . " 3,465.51

LEFT ENGINE.

Diam. of cylinder inches, 20

.

Stroke of piston " 48

.

Diam. of piston rod " 3.875
Area front side of piston. . .sq. inches 519.137
Area back side of piston .. " 530.93
Nominal revolutions per minute 70.
Nominal piston speed " " ...ft., 560.

Actual piston speed economy trial Aug.
30th ft., 555.344

Factor horse power front side piston

nominal speed 4 .405

Factor horse power back side piston

nominal speed 4.505
Piston stroke to release in parts of

stroke . 9926
Piston stroke from exclosure in parts

of stroke 0.0448
Clearance in parts of stroke (esti-

mated) 0.025

DATA FOR ECONOMY TRIAL.

Piston displacement per hour to re-

lease cu. ft, 120,588.04
Piston displacement per hour to ex-

closuie cu. ft., 5,442.62
Clearance volume per hour. . " 3,037.17
Fly wheel diam ft,, 20.
" " weight tons, 18.5

One trial for economy of coupled engines
was made Aug 30th, under ordinary conditions
of work in the old mill, with the following re-

sults :

ECONOMY TRIAL COUPLED ENGINES.

Date of trial August 30th.

Duration of trial 10 hrs. 45 min.

PRESSURES.

Average pressure in pipe pounds 68.488
Barometer estimated inches, 29.9

" " pounds, 14.67S

ENGINE COUNTER.

Counter at 7.01 : a. m 17,917
Counter at 6 : p. m 62,622
Revolutions for 10 hours 44 minutes . . 44,705
Revolutions per minute. 69.418
Piston speed ft., 555.344

FROM THE DIAGRAMS 28"X48" ENGINE.

Average initial pressure pounds, 60.415

Av. terminal pressure absolute " 13.094

Av. counter pressure above atrn. " 0.914
Mean effective pressure front side of

piston pounds, 14.915

Mean effective pressure back side of

piston pounds, 13.954
Indicated horse power 147.886

FROM THE DIAGRAMS 26"X48' ENGINE.

Coal for steam per H. P. per hour.. 1.90 pds., $0.0055
Coal for Worthington pump at wharf to sup-

ply condensing water per H. P, per hour,
0.2 pounds, 0.00055

Total coal 21 pounds per 10 hours 0.0605
or say, in round numbers six cents 6

Average initial pressure pounds, 60
Av. terminal pressure absolute " 15

Av, counter pressure above atmos-
phere pounds, 1

Mean effective pressure front side of

piston pounds,
Mean effective pressure back side of

piston pounds,
Indicated horse power
Total load average all day H. P 348.875

22
200

.953

.794

.787

.484

.026

980
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RATIO OF EXPANSION 28" X 48'' ENGINE.

Apparent cut-off in parts of stroke 0.1299

Actual " " " " 0.155

Theoretical " " " " 0.1743

Expansion by volumes 6.613
" " pressures 5.735

RATIO OF EXPANSION 26'X48" ENGINE.

Apparent cut off in parts of stroke. . . . 0.235

Actual cut off in parts of stroke 0.26

Theoretical cut off in parts of stroke. . . . 0.209
Expansion by volumes 3.942
Expansion by pressures 4.788

CALORIMETER.

Av. water heated pounds, 200

.

Av. steam condensed pounds, 10.159
Av. initial temperature, Fahr.. .77.386=77.421
Av. final temperature, Fahr. .129.75=130 079
Av. thermal units found in steam,. . . .1166.759
Thermal units in saturated steam at

observed pressure 1209.82
Difference thermal units 43.061
Latent heat of steam at observed press-

ure 892.49
Percentage of water entrained in the

steam 4.824

TOTALS.

Total water weighed to boilers, .lbs. 125,745.
Total water and steam to calorim-

eter pounds, 234.5
Total water and steam to engine lbs. 125,510.5
Total saturated steam to engine. lbs. 119,455.9
Estimated steam to machine-shop

engine pounds 8,806.0
Net steam to coupled engines " 110,649.9

ECONOMY.
Steam per hour poimds, 10,293.014
Steam per hour per indicated

H. P pounds 29.503
Coal per horse power per hour

upon performance of tubular
boilers, Main House 2.924

STEAM ACCOUNTED FOE BY DIAGRAM.

By 28"X48" engine per hour, .pounds 4,377.6
By 26"X48" engine per hour. . " 4,712.5
By both engines . " 9,090.1
Percentage accounted for 88.313
Steam per indicated H. P. per hour

by diagrams pounds 26.054

Of above load, 46.285 horse power is

due to friction of engine and load, and
302.59 horse power represents average
load of machinery, including friction of

line shafting and gearing, which wTould
be the net average load if the old works
were driven by the condensing engine.
The aggregate average load in old and

new works, now driven by condensing
(36"x72") engine, and non-condensing
coupled engines, is 741.737 horse power,
and the aggregate maximum load in the
old and new mills from accompanying
tables of power per diem, is 949.551
horse power.

In providing for capacity of engine
the maximum possible loads should be
considered, and in prospecting for econ-
omy, the average loads should be con-
sidered.

Suppose the total load of old and new
mills is divided between the 36"x72''
condensing engine, and the 28"x48'' en-

gine (made condensing), and that the
loads are proportioned for best mean
effect for the two engines.

Calling the whole load 100, then of

this there should be carried by the 36"x
72'' engine 64 per cent., and by the 28"x
48" engine 36 per cent. ; or if the 36''x
72'' and 26''x48'' were run together,

which (with the two engines in same
condition), is to be preferred for econ-

omy ; then 68 per cent, of the load to the
36"x72'' engine, and 32 per cent, to the
26"x48" engine, both engines condensing
and producing as nearly as possible simi-

lar diagrams.
The writer's recollection now is that

the 28''x48" engine is in much the better

|

condition of the coupled engine, and

I

would probably be a better engine to

carry the proportional part of total load.

Of the aggregate average indicated

power of condensing and coupled en-
' gines, 32.042 horse power is the friction

; of the 36"x72" engines running without
lload at mean speed, 18.086 horse power

|

is the friction of 28''x48" engine running
without load at mean speed, and 15.592

I horse power is the friction of 26"x48"
!
engine under similar conditions.

If the 26"x48'' engine is stopped, then
of the aggregate average load (7.42 horse

power in round numbers) 15.6 horse

power of load would be removed, leaving

726.4 horse power to be furnished

jointly by the 36"x72'' engine, and 28"x
48" engine, of this the former engine
should carry 465 horse power, as a mean
load, and 600 horse power as a maxi-
mum load, and the 28''x48" engine
should carry 261.4 horse power as a

mean load, and 335 horse power as a

maximum load (while working condens-
ing). Under these conditions both en-

gines would be so moderately loaded as

to warrant excellent wear through many
years of continuous service.

The consumption of steam for power
alone under proposed arrangement, will

be 12,348.8 pounds per hour, or 123.481

pounds per diem of ten hours, correspond-
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ing to a consumption of coal, upon basis

of 72" tubular boilers in main house of

12,237.4 pounds, or 6.1187 tons.

The consumption of steam from main
house at time of trials, August 27th to

September 4th, was :

From 6 tubular boilers, 124,729.66

pounds.
From 16 plain cylinder boilers, 128,-

657.50 pounds.
Total steam for 10 hours, 253,405.16

pounds.
Representing a coal consumption for

same time of 12,361 pounds for tubular

boilers, and 19,073 pounds for plain

cylinder boilers, or a total per diem of

31,434 pounds, or 15.717 tons, exclusive

of coal to bank and start fires.

Of above quantity of steam as at pres-

ent working, the 36"x72" condensing
engine consumed (August 28th) 75,103,-

426 pounds per day (10 hours), the
coupled engines, as run August 30th,

consumed 110,650 pounds per day, the
machine shop engine consumed 8,806
pounds per day, and the steam pumps
and various heating and curing appara-
tus taking steam from main boilers, con-
sumed the remainder, or 58,845.73
pounds per day; of this the consump-
tion by pumps alone will not exceed
10,000 pounds per day, leaving consump-
tion of steam by heating, devulcanizing
and curing apparatus, as at date of trial,

of 48,850 pounds in round numbers.
The hourly quantities which is the bet-

ter method of stating' steam consump-
tion, is :

For 36" x 72" engine.392.86 H. P. 7,510.34 lbs.

For coupled engines. 348. 87 H. P. 11,065.00 "

For machine-shop engine
31.45 H.P 880.60 "

For steam pumps if
boiler feeders) lmQQ tl

*
(1 nre pump ) '

For heating rolls, devulcanizing
and curing apparatus 4,884.573 "

The above, as working at dates of
trial, represented an annual (300 days)
consumption of fuel for all purposes
(banking and starting fires, and run-
ning), of 6,046.2 tons, or an expenditure
of $33,254.
Under proposed arrangement with

28''x48'' engine, condensing, the expendi-
ture of steam per hour will be

:

For 36" x 72" engine 465 HP... 7,905.0 lbs.
For 28" x 48" engine 261.4 H.P 4,443.8 "

For 10" x 24" engine 31.45 H\ P.... 880.6 "

For 3 steam pumps S }:
ed*ce* d^y I 800 "

1 x (of boiler feeders)
UUVJ - U

For heating, devulcanizing and cur-

ing 4,884.5 "

or a total consumption of steam per day
of 10 hours, of 189,285.5 pounds, equiva-

lent to an expenditure of 18,758 pounds,
or 9.379 tons of coal, and an annual
(300 days) consumption of 2,813.7 tons
at a cost of $15,475.35 running time, to

which add coal for banking and starting

fires, as follows

:

For present six tubular boilers per
day 4,246 lbs.

For proposed 3 additional tubular
boilers to take the place of

present 16 plain cylinder boil-

ers 2.123.0 "

Total 6,369.0
,;

or 3.184 tons per day, or 955.2 tons per
annum, costing $5,253.60, making a total

cost for fuel under proposed arrange-

ment of $20,728.95 in main boiler house.

To recapitulate the proposed changes,
contemplate:"

First—The removal of the 16 plain

cylinder boilers, and substitution of 3
tubular boilers of same chmensions as

present tubular boilers, videlicit, 72"
diameter of shell 15' long, with 100-3"

tubes to be set, and otherwise arranged
as present (6) tubular boilers.

Second—The addition of a condenser
to the 28''x48'' Harris Corliss non-con-
densing engine.

Third—The division of the whole mo-
tive power between the 36"x72" con-
densing engine, and the 28"x48" con-
densing engine, in the proportion of 64
per cent, to the former, and 36 per cent,

to the latter, making a difference in cost
of power between arrangement as at date
of trial, and proposed arrangement of

$12,526.05 per annum, from which we
must deduct the extra cost of fuel at

pump house to supply condensing water
to condensers of 36"x72'' engine, and
28"x48" engine, which upon basis of es-

timate for 36"x72" engine with present
load (August 28th) will be $550, leaving
a net difference of $11,976.05. By sub-
stituting for the present 5-48 inch tubu-
lar boiler in the North house, 3.72
inch tubular boilers of same size as the
tubular boilers in the Main house,
and estimating the average requirements
of said boilers to be midway between
the ordinary work as per trial of August
21st, and the maximum consumption as

per trial of August 20th and 21st, then
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the difference in cost of steam in favor of

the 3-72-inch boilers will be $2,524.50,

and a total possible improvement (in

sight) of economy of $14,500.55.

The suggested improvement in boiler

economy is based upon precedent in the

Rubber Company's own works, and the

suggested improvements in engine econ-

omy is based upon personal experience
with Harris Corliss and other cut-off

steam engines.

The testing of the 10"x24'' machine-
shop engine was incidental to the test of

coupled engines, and furnishes valuable

information only in the power developed,
and probable cost of operating the ma-
chinery of machine-shop and box-factory.

Machine-Shop Engine.

dimensions.

Diam. cylinder inches 10
Stroke of piston " 24
Diam. of piston rod " 1.9375
Diam. of fly wheel feet 7.5
Width of fly-wheel face inches 16.
Weight of fly wheel pounds 3880.
Clearance estimated .per cent. 3.

Area front side piston sq. inches 75.592
Area back side piston " " 78.540
Estimated revolutions per minute 100.
H. P. front side piston 458
H. P. back side piston 476

The mean speed during trial was 100.-
749 revolutions per minute, and mean
effective pressure front end of cylinder,
28.057 pounds, and for back end of
cylinder, 38.583 pounds, equivalent to a
mean load of 31.45 horse power. The
estimate of 28 pounds of steam net, per
horse power per hour, is justified by the
general condition of the engine and the
load carried, and any error in estimating
the economy of this engine is calculated
to enhance rather than diminish the
economy of coupled engines, which were
tested simultaneously with this engine.
The power developed by the machine-

shop engine is relatively so small, that
an error of several pounds in steam con-
sumption per horse power per hour,
might subsist, with no practical effect
upon the economy of coupled engines.

Distribution of Power.

Subsequent to the trials for economy
of

^
engines, tests were made upon

36'Y72" condensing engine, and 28"x48''
non-condensing engine for distribution
of power, with the following results :

Distribution of Powee 36" x 72" Engine.

New Work's.
A load, average as at 2 p.m. Aug. 31.

B load consisting of 4 calenders, en-
gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

G load, consisting of 3 calenders, en-
gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

D load, consisting of 2 calenders, en-
gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

E load, consisting of 1 calender, en-
gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

F load, consisting of engine, line shaft-

ing and (44) empty rolls

G load, consisting of 8 warmers, en-
gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

H load, consisting of 30 grinders, en-
gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

/load, consisting of 6 washers, engine,
line shafting and empty rolls

J load, consisting of 10 grinders, en-

gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

K load, consisting of 10 grinders, en-

gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

L load, consisting of 10 grinders, en-

gine, line shafting and empty rolls.

H. P.
415.316

118.207

103,510

98.528

82.193

77.000

234.84

502.352

114,959

198.004

259.096

238.297

The friction of empty engine at mean
speed the writer has estimated at 1.75

pounds per square inch of piston, or

32.042 H. P. Deducting this amount from
any of above loads, gives the gross load

on engine, which consists of the ma-
chinery driven and extra friction of engine
due to load; as the machinery cannot be
operated without developing this extra

friction, the writer thinks it is proper to

charge it to the machines as part of the

power required to drive them ; of course
the actual power consumed at the machine
is as much less than that shown as is

represented by extra friction of engine
and connectors (line shafting and gearing),

due to load ; but if the load of machine
is removed this extra friction disappears,

and as in any particular instance, this

extra friction is due to the load of ma-
chine, the writer thinks be^t to charge it as

necessary part of the power to drive

machine.
With this explanation the preceding

table shows

:

First—That the frictional resistance at

mean speed of line shafting and gearing,

forming the connectors between engines

and machinery, and of the rolls running
empty in new works requires, 43.159

horse power.
Second—That the average load (all

machinery in new mill), exclusive of en-

gine friction and extra friction of engine

due to load, is 367.943 horse power.
Third—That 4 calenders require, 41.207

horse power divided as follows:
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H.P.
1st calender, as per supt's mem 14.697

2d " " " " 4.982

3d " " " " 16.335

4th " " " " 5.193

Average per calender 10.302

Fourth, that 8 warmers require 157.84

Average per warmer 19.73

Fifth, that 30 grinders require 425.352

Average per grinder. . . . .« 14.178

Sixth, that 6 washers require 37.959

Average per washer 6.326

Seventh, that 10 grinders require 121.004

Average per grinder 12.100

Eighth, that 10 grinders require 182.096

Average per grinder 18.210

Ninth, that 10 grinders require 161.297

Average per grinder 16.130

The average for last three loads, or

loads J, K and L is 15.48 horse power
per grinder, while the average for same
machines all on load A, shows 14.178

H. P. per grinder, the difference must
have been due to different conditions of

work in the two cases; that is, the grinders

when run in gangs of ten were more care-

fully charged with gum, than when oper-

ated as a whole in load H.

Distribution of Power 28" x 48" Engine.

old WORKS.
H.P.

A load, average at 2:00 p.m., Sept. 4th. 401.541

B load, consisting of 8 calenders, en-

gine gearing, line shafting and
empty rolls 119.482

Cload, consisting of 7 calenders, en-

gine gearing, line shafting and
empty rolls 112.475

I) load, consisting of 6 calenders, en-

gine gearing, line shafting, empty
rolls 105.819

E load, consisting of 5 calenders, en-

gine gearing, line shafting, empty
rolls 102.188

i^load, consisting of 4 calenders, en-

gine gearing, line shafting, empty
rolls

' 100.407

G load, consisting of 3 calenders, en-

gine gearing, line shafting, empty
rolls 87.761

jffload, consisting of 2 calenders, en-

gine gearing, line shafting, empty
rolls 76.222

/load, consisting of 1 calender, en-

gine gearing, line shafting;, empty
rolls 61.609

J load, consisting of 8 warmers, engine
gearing, line shafting, empty rolls. 213.938

K load, consisting of 10 mixers, engine
gearing, line shafting, empty rolls. 176.908

L load, consisting of 10 mixers, engine
gearing, line shafting, empty rolls. 151.780

M load, consisting of 20 mixers, engine
gearing, line shafting, empty rolls. 288.498

N load, consisting of 8 warmers and 20
mixers, engine gearing, line shaft-

ing, empty rolls 389.207

load, consisting of engine gearing,

line shafting, and (28j empty rolls 54.421

The order in which the calenders were

tested for power, was:

1st. Machine taken off. 1st. Empress calender.

2d. " "
2d.

3d.
" " Sole

4th.
" "

1st. 3 roll sheet "

5th.
" "

2d.

6th.
•' " 4 roll sheet

7th.
" 4 roll cloth

8th.
" " Friction cloth

The preceding table shows :

—

First—That the frictional resistance at

mean speed of gearing and line shafting,

forming the connectors between engine

and machinery of old works and of the

rolls running empty, requires, 34.883

horse power, as against 43.159 horse
powrer, for same losses in new works,
but the new works contain a greater

number of rolls permanently connected
with line shafting, and a greater length
of line shafting. ( The number of rolls

always driven in the old works is 28, and
omitting difference of line shafting in the

two cases, the average frictional resistance

of gearing line shafting and empty roils,

per roll, is 1.246 horse power and for new
works with 44 rolls always driven is 0.9809
horse power.
The power is transmitted in the old

works to the line shafting by spur gear-

ing, and in the new works by belting and
the demonstration in the preceding para-

graph shows conclusively that the loss of

effect between engine and machinery is

least with the belting connectors.

The fact is well established by numer-
ous experiments however in flour mill

practice, that the loss of power by fric-

tional resistance of gearing is much
greater than with belting, and no gearing
which can be avoided is used in the large

mills of the West to-day.

Second, that the average load (all ma- H. P.

chinery in old mill on), exclusive

of engine friction, and extra fric-

tion of engine due to load, is 333.234
Third, that 8 calenders require 65.060

divided as follows

:

1st Empress calender 7.007
2d " " 6.656

Sole " " 3.631

1st 3 roll sheet calender 1.7S1*
2d 3 " " " 12.746

4 " " " 11.539

* It is to be presumed there is an error in the power
for first 3 roll sheet calender ; where it subsists the
writer cannot tell, but it is due, in all probability, to
changes in the load of the machines on, at time E and
.Floadswere indicated.
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4 roll cloth calender 14.013

Friction cloth calender 7.187
Fourth, that 8 'warmers require 159.516

Average per warmer 19.940

Fifth, that 10 mixers require 122.486
Average per mixer 12.248

Sixth, that 10 mixers require 97.858

Average per mixer 9.736

Seventh, that 20 mixers require 234.076
Average per mixer 11.703

Eighth, that 8 warmers and 20 mixers
require 334.785
Average per machine 11-957

In considering the tables of power ob-

tained as these were, with work going
into and out of the machines, and with
possible variations of stock requiring

more or less power, it should be under-

stood that the results can only be approx-
imative as at the particular time when
diagrams were taken, and in some instan-

ces the power per machine must be above
the average and in other instances below
the average. Taken as a whole, however,

it is believed the tables will prove of

value.

"WoKTHINGTON PUMPING ENGINE.

The engine is located in a neat pump
house on the wharf, and delivers sea

water into a large iron tank in the yard
of tbe factory to supply the circulation to

the engine condensers, water to urinals

and hoppers, and if required, to furnish

water for fire purposes.

The steam end of the engine is com-
pound condensing fitted with a Lighthall
surface condenser,taking circulating water
from the force pump on one side of the
condenser and returning the overflow to

the force pipe on the opposite side of con-
denser, with a regulating valve in the
force pipe intermediate of the injection

and overflow pipes, aftera system patent-
ed by the writer Sept. 6th, 1883.

The water end consists of two double
acting plunging pumps with central solid

packing glands.

In the following table are given the
principal dimensions of engines and
pumps

:

Dimensions of Pumping Engine.

Builder H. R. Worthington, N. Y.

DUPLEX COMPOUND CONDENSING.

Diam. H.P. cylinders (2) inches 12
Diam. L.P. cylinders (2) " 18.5

Stroke H.P. pistons (2) " 10
Stroke L.P. pistons (2) " 10

DOUBLE ACTING PLUNGER PUMPS, CENTRAL
GLAND.

Diam. of plungers (2) inches 14
Nominal stroke of plungers (2). .. " 10
Contact stroke of plungers (2) " 10.375
Diam. pump rods, front (2) " 1.875
Diam. pump rods, hack (1) right. " 1.25

Diam. pump rods, back (1) left... " 1.375
Calculated discharge per quadruple

stroke U. S. gallons 26.3
Diam. suction pipe inches 8
Diam. discharge pipe " 10

Condenser Surface.

Builder. . . .Wm. Lighthall, N. Y.

The preliminary test of the Worthing-
ton pumping engine was for capacity, or

more properly speaking for relation of

actual to calculated delivery of pumps.
To this end the iron tank in the factory

yard, which receives the discharge of

pumps, was carefully measured for capa-

city, with the following results

:

Internal diam. mean of 4 measure-
ments feet 20.08

Total vertical depth 12' 10.875

Net vertical depth to overflow pipe. 12' 7.

5

Total contents in cu. feet 3,998.06

Total contents in U. S. gallons 29,905.51

Contents per vertical foot..U.S. gals. 2368.75

The calculated delivery of pumps for

nominal stroke, I have estimated in the

following manner

:

Sq. in.

Area 14-incfr plunger 153.94
Area of 1.875-inch plunger rod 2.7612
Area of 1.25-inch air pump rod, R en-

gine 1.2272

Area of 1.375 feed pump rod, L engine 1.4849

Mean area of plunger right engine

(153.94-2. 7612)+(153.94-1.2272) _ 94gg
2

Mean area of plunger left engine

(153.94-2. 7612)+(153.94- 1.4849) *„ -„—_ — = 151. oli
a

and mean area both plungers

151.9458+151J17 = ^^
And delivery of both pumps per revolu-

tion, or for four (4) single strokes of

10 inches each

151.8814X40 op _ „ _ ..—t^-, =26.3 L. S. gallons.
231 °

The tank in yard was drawn down
until the head of water measured from
a given datum in bottom of tank, 5T

3
y

inches= 0.4323 foot when all outlets

were carefully closed, and head pumped
up to overflow, or 12.525 feet, showing
an increase of head of 12.1927 feet, cor-

responding to an addition of 2,368.75 X
12.1927=28,881.48 gallons. Meanwhile
the tank was filling the engine counter
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was read at intervals of five minutes,

and head in tank noted for correspond-

ing intervals, tlie observers' watches at

pump house and tank being first made to

agree, and directly the water in tank

broke over the edge of overflow pipe, the

observer at tank noted the time to sec-

onds, from which is obtained by log of

engine counter 1103.6 quadruple strokes

of engine, corresponding to interval of

time during which head in tank was
raised from 0.4323 foot to 12.1927 feet,

or a plunger displacement based upon
nominal stroke of 26.3x1103.6= 29,024.-

68 gallons, showing a delivery of

28,881.48 inn 995 . . ..

2P2468
Xl00=

i000
OI Plunger dlS"

placement, or a loss of action of .5 of 1

per cent. As a matter of fact the left

pump actually worked to contact stroke,

or 10.375 inches instead of 10 inches,

while the right pump fairly worked to

nominal stroke, whence the plunger dis-

placement for above delivery was 29,-

662.26 gallons, and the loss of action

really 2.59 per cent.

The loss of action is low, not so low
as the writer has seen reported for some
large "Worthington engines, but likely as

low as has ever been obtained when
plunger displacement is based upon ac-

tual instead of nominal stroke. In this

case the contact stroke is 3.75 per cent,

greater than nominal stroke, this being
the double clearance of steam cylinders,

and in all those cases of losses of action

under 2 per cent, for direct-acting en-

gines, the writer is quite sure the nom-
inal stroke has been exceeded by all or

part of the clearance, and the calculated

delivery has been based upon nominal
stroke, which in such instances was short

of true stroke, and leads to a false state-

ment of pump efficiency.

The writer makes this statement not
in criticism of the pump at the Rubber
Company's works, but in criticism of the

practice of builders of this class of

pumping machinery, claiming an effici-

ency of water discharge which the writer

is sure is incorrect, and calculated to

mislead their patrons.

The trial for duty of Worthington
pumping engine was made September
3rd, with the following results :

Duty Trial Worthington Pumping Engine.

Date of trial Sept. 3
Duration of trial hours 8

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Average steam pressure pounds
temperature of injection. Falir.

" " overflow
" " hotweJl "
" " air "

vacuum incln-s

barometer "

67.432
66.625
91.25

107.437

80.531
22.219
29.935

HEAD PUMPED AGAINST.

By water-pressure gauge on force

pipe pounds 3G.182
By diff. tide in harbor and center

water-pressure gauge pounds 7.388
Allowance for extra frictional resist-

ance pounds 1.000
Total head " 44.57

Total head feet 102.868

Mean area of plungers sq. inches 151.8814
Moment of water load. ...inch pounds 6769.354

ENGINE COUNTER.

Counter at 8:00 a. m 1543.

Counter at 4:00 p. m 17905.

Revolutions in 8 hours 16362.
Total plunger travel feet 54540.

Foot-pounds work for 8 hours. . 369,200,567.05

TOTALS.
Pounds.

Total water pumped into boiler.

.

10,302.152
Total water and steam to calorim-

eter 243.2
Equivalent coal to calorimeter ... 23. 607
Total coal to boiler 1000.

Net coal to engine 976.393

Duty of engine per 100 pounds of

coal ft.-pounds 37,812,701.14

Average temperature of feed
water 157.906 158.595

Steam per pound of coal from
feed 8.486

It will be observed from the table, that

with an expenditure of 976.393 pounds
of coal during running time, the engine
and pumps made 16,362 quadruple
strokes, or 16.76 strokes per pound of

coal, equivalent to a delivery of 438 gal-

lons of water into the tank at the

works ; and the corresponding delivery

per ton of coal (running time), 877,200
gallons, or 90.236 million gallons 1 foot

high at a cost of 6 cents per million gal-

lons for fuel alone.

The probable daily consumption of

coal in starting tires, will be 500 pounds,
the amount of which should be kept
separate from that used in running.
The cost of engineer, coal for starting

fires, and interest on investment, being a

constant quantity independent of water
pumped per diem, it is obvious that as

the demands upon the engine increase

the economy of performance will increase
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also, the writer does not mean that the

duty of engines based upon coal burned
during the running time will be en-

hanced, but that the duty based upon all

expenses reduced to a coal basis will be
increased.

By separating the weights of coal

(daily) to start fires, from the weights of

coal burned for running time, it can be
determined with a slight calculation,

how well the pumping house is man-
aged in the following manner : If a divi-

sion of the coal used for starting fires

(for any length of time), by the number
of days is in excess of 500 pounds per

diem, and the number of quadruple

strokes (revolutions) by counter for same
time divided by the coal burned (ruu-

ningtime), is less than 16.76 per pound,
then the works are not well managed.
In other terms the standard for coal

per day for starting fires should be 500

pounds, and the standard of quadruple

strokes of pumps per pound of coal

burned while pumping water, should be

16.76 ; which standards may be exceeded

or improved by skillful management
upon the part of the engineer.

The air pump furnished with the

Worthington air pump engine is insuffi-

cient to properly void the condenser of

air and condensation, and another should

be supplied with ample capacity to keep
in advance of the actual maximum re-

quirements.

During the progress of the writer's dis-

cussion of the results, he has suggested
sevei'al improvements which were used
only to illustrate the particular portion

of plant under consideration, and were
not intended as improvements which
should be inaugurated in fact, e. g., the

change in setting of present tubular boil-

ers in North house, and substitution of

six 72" tubular boilers for present plain

cylinder boilers in Main house.

The improvements which the writer

submits to the Rubber Co's consider-

ation, are

:

The removal of the plain cylinder boil-

ers entirely, and substitution of three

(3) 72" tubular boilers instead.

The addition of condenser to 28''x48"
engine, arranged to work with 26"xl8"
engine if desired. -

The stoppage of 26"x48" engine en-

tirely.

The division of lead between 36'' X 72"

engine, and 28"xl8 engine in the pro-

portion of 61 per cent to the former, and
36 per cent to the latter.

The substitution of three (3) 72" tubu-
lar boilers for the present 5— 18'' tubular
boilers in North house.

By making these changes in a proper
manner the writer confidently believes the

Rubber Co. will reduce the coal bills

$15,000 a year, besides a reduction of

labor in wheeling and handling coal.

There are, no doubt, other sources of

loss about the works in the consumption
of steam, which partly for lack of time,

and partly because of the high normal
temperatures during his visit, were not
investigated.

It is advisable to put a permanent
pyrometer in the flue leading to chimney
of each battery of boilers, also to furnish

convenient dormant platform scales in

North house, Main house andPump house,

for the actual weighing of coal, and the

coal should be reported so much for

banking and starting fires and so much
for running. The writer would also have
an indicator permanently attached to cyl-

inder of 36" X 72" and 28" x48" engines,

for periodical diagrams to be read for load

and economy.
The 28''x48" engine should be fur-

nished with a permanent counter for daily

report of revolutions, and daily reports of

counters from 36" X 72" engine, and from
Worthington Pumping engine, should be
had to check the economy at the several

points of coal consumption or steam use.

The night men in Main boiler house, and
each fireman in North house should be re-

quired to brush the boiler tubes each night
and at end of each watch respectively.

The foregoing narrative which is an
extract from the report to the Rubber
Co., may be crude in form and diction,

but is, nevertheless, valuable as showing-

how meritorious improvements may be
made in the steam power plants of large

establishments, where no losses are sup-

posed to exist. The engines and boilers

of the National Rubber Co. are, strictly

speaking, first class, yet with precedents
from its own works, it appears that the

consumption of fuel is
-J-
more than it

should be for equal effects. What is

shown to be the losses of this concern,

may be repeated, ad infinitum, in many of

the large establishments of the country
using steam power.
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ON THE BEST METHOD OP RAPIDLY CONSTRUCTING LONG
TUNNELS.
By G. BRIDEL.

From Selected Papers of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

The facts from which the author draws
his deductions relate principally to the

Mont Cenis, St. Gothard, and Arlberg

tunnels, a comparison being made be-

tween the modes of tunnelling adopted,

divisible into two systems, viz., first,

that of driving the advance-heading near
the level of the roof of the intended tun-

nel; and secondly, where it is driven at

the invert-level. The comparative merits

of these two methods are reviewed, as

regards speed of execution, suitability

under various conditions, and economy.
In the St. Gothard tunnel, where the

first-mentioned or " crown-heading

"

(Belgian) system was adopted, the pierc

ing was effected in much less time than
in the case of the Mont Cenis, where the

advance-heading was driven at the low
level, or on what may be termed the

"base-heading" (English) system. This

advantage, however, was neutralized by
the fact, that after this stage had been
attained the completion of the Mont
Cenis tunnel was effected in nine

months, as compared with twenty-two
months in case of the St. Gothard.

The author attributes this discrepancy

to the facilities afforded by the " base-

heading" system, in the subsequent
excavation and transport, and the non-

necessity for the frequent shifting of the

temporary running-road and the air-con-

duits.

At the Arlberg tunnel, commenced
about two years ago, the base-heading

system has been adopted, with the result

that although the rate of advance of the

heading is 50 per cent, more than that at-

tained at the St. Gothard, the comple-
tion of the tunnel section follows as close

upon the heading as was the case at

Mont Cenis.

The mode of procedure in this in-

stance was to excavate a series of vertical

shafts (about three chains apart) from
the roof of the heading upwards, until

reaching the level of the crown of the in-

tended arch ; the upper portion of these
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shafts was then widened out, the exca-
vation being shot, as through a funnel,

into the wagons on the base-heading
track.

On the 31st December, 1881, the east
heading of this tunnel had been driven
for a distance of 2,031 yards, and the
length of the finished tunnel was 1,170
yards, or 861 yards in arrear of the for-

mer. In July, 1882, the lengths of com-
pleted tunnel and heading were 2,514,
and 3,288 yards respectively, the differ-

ence being 744 yards, or 117 yards less
than six months previously. At the
west end the amount of arrear was
slightly greater, due to the bad charac-
ter of the ground traversed. This differ-

ence, however, is being lessened, and the
base-heading system is considered to
have been thoroughly successful.

A diagram showing the order in which
the various portions of the tunnel area
are excavated is given. The ventilation
was effected by a special set of air-pipes
(independent of their supplying the bor-
ing machinery) varying from 1 foot 3J
inches to 1 foot 7f inches in diameter in
the finished portion of the tunnel, and
reduced to 1 foot where the work was
proceeding. The air was delivered at a
pressure of 3 lbs. per square inch.

The base-heading system was adopted
at the Mont Cenis, and at first worked
in the same manner as the above-de-
scribed (Arlberg) ; but afterwards the
excavation from above the advance-head-
ing was worked out in two cores, from
the face instead of by shafts. This
method necessitated the use of very
strong timbering for the base heading
(advance), but as the fissured nature of
the rock would have made this requisite
under any circumstances, no additional
expense was entailed. Mention is made
of the Laveno tunnel, where continuous
base and crown headings, with occasion -

al communicating shafts, were pierced bv
mechanical boring throughout the length
of the tunnel, the excavation bein^- re-
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moved through the lower heading. The
tunnel was 3,210 yards long, and was con-

structed in sixteen and a half months.

This last method is recommended where

the motive power sufficient for actuating

the additional boring machinery is ob-

tainable.

The crown-heading system is then con-

sidered. The adoption of this system at

the St. Gothard was principally due to

the contractor, who, having his choice,

preferred working on a system to which
he had been accustomed. It was also

hoped that with a crown-heading a better

ventilation for the workmen would be

procurable than had been the case in the

Mont Cenis tunnel.

The advance-heading is followed by
the removal of the excavation on each

side, and as -soon as springing-level is

reached, the arch is constructed, and
progressively underpinned with timber,

permitting the erection of the side, walls

one at a time. The temporary way is

first laid in the crown-heading, and 'as

the various tiers of excavation below this

are removed, the difference of level be-

tween each tier is surmounted by inclined

planes of timber framing. Hydraulic

elevators were introduced, but had to be

abandoned on account of their being af-

fected by the gases from the tunnel. A
diagram shows the order in which the

various cores of excavation are removed,

and another compares the length of tun-

nelling under construction (Chantiers),

at one and the same time, in the St.

Gothard and the Arlberg tunnels. The
distance from the completed portion to

the heading of advance (crown-heading

system) is in the former instance 3,007

yards, whereas in the Arlberg tunnel it is

reduced to 1,258 yards.

A third diagram shows the progress of

the excavation of the headings and the

various cores, and of the masonry from
end to end of the St. Gothard tunnel.

From this it is seen that the progress

of the arch is irregular, and is accounted

for by the desire on the part of the con-

tractor to avoid expense, sought to be
attained by shifting as seldom as pos-

sible the inclined planes connecting the

tiers of excavation, stretching from the

face of the advance heading to the forma-

tion-level at the finished tunnel. The
author, after estimating the lengths oc-

cupied by the various processes of exca-

vation, of blasting, and the inclined

planes, &c, concludes that the normal
length of the tunnel under construction

(Chantiers) at one and the same time,

with this system, cannot be less than
2,586 yards, and that the crown-heading
is not suitable for cases where mechanic-
al boring is resorted to and expedition of

importance.
The most suitable system to be

adopted in passing through ground ex-

erting great pressure is considered,

whether by constructing the arch first

and then the side walls, or the reverse.

When the arch is constructed first, al-

lowances should be made for its settle-

ment, as however carefully it may be un-

derpinned, in ground of this character

subsidence and an inward movement of

the springing is almost certain to ensue
as soon as the whole excavation of the

tunnel section has been removed. An
instance is mentioned where the allow-

ance for settlement was as much as 3

feet 3 inches in the " windy stretch " of

the St. Gothard, and of the difficulties

encountered and distortions of the arch-

ing which occurred in the Foggia-Naples
tunnel, where the ground was of a plas-

tic nature ; the opinion being that under
such circumstances the Belgian method
of constructing the arch prior to the side

walls should not be attempted.

The cost of excavation to the full sec-

tion of a tunnel constructed by means of

the crown-heading, where the boring is

done entirely by hand labor, is 10 per
cent, less than the same work where the

base-heading is adopted ; but when me-
chanical boring is resorted to, the saving

in this item is reduced to 1.82 per cent.

The cost of transport, however, is less

with the base-heading system, and, as be-

fore mentioned, it is not necessary to shift

the temporary track and the air-conduits,

as is so frequently requisite in the

crown-heading system ; also the drain-

age is much better under control. A
diagram shows the number of changes
of the temporary track (including turn-

outs and lie-byes), air-pipes, &c, on 1

kilometer of the St. Gothard tunnel

during the term of construction (thirty-

nine months). The percentage of the

total number of men employed in con-

nection with these latter items is 10 per
cent., and this expense is reduced to
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comparatively nil where the base-heading
system is adopted.
In the St. Gothard tunnel, up to the

time of the junction of the north and
south headings, the ventilation was very
imperfect ; air was supplied to the length
under progress by piercing the pipes

conveying air at a pressure of 90 lbs.

(six atmospheres) to the boring machin-
ery, but the motive power was insuffi-

cient to maintain a sufficient supply at

that pressure, so that neither proper
ventilation nor supply to the boring ap
paratus was attained.

The contractor for the Arlberg tun-

nel was paid

£. s. d.

At the rate of 79 17 7 per lineal yd.

Interest on plant
supplied by the
company 17 5 „ „

£97 2 7

The contractor of the St. Gothard
Tunnel was paid

£ s. d.

At the rate of 133 4 3 per lineal yd.

The rock formation of the St. Gothard
was harder than at the Arlberg.

In conclusion, the author is of opinion
that for tunnels required to be executed
with rapidity, the method of base-head-
ing is preferable to crown-heading.

REPORTS OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

A merican Society of Civil Engineers.—
_i.A. January 2, 1884.—The Society met at 8
p. m., Vice-President Wm. H. Paine in the
chair ; John Bogart, Secretary.
The following candidates were elected niern-

hers

:

William Hammond Hall, Sacramento, Cal.
;

Charles Warren Hunt, New York City ; Still-

man W. Robinson, Columbus, Ohio ; trans-
ferred from junior to member, Frederick
Brooks, Boston, Mass ; elected junior member,
Edward E. Magovern, Hoboken, N. J.

The death, on December 27th, 1883, was an-
nounced, of General A. A. Humphreys, U.S.A.,
Honorary Member of the Society. Arrange-
ments for the annual meeting of the Society on
January 16th and 17th were read.
A paper by Mr. A. V. Abbott, on '

' Some Im-
provements in Testing Machines," was read by
the author, and illustrated by a stereopticon.
A 200,000 pound testing machine was first de-
scribed, its general construction providing for
weighing the forces applied by means of plat-
forms and levers somewhat similar to those
used in ordinary scale work, with special ar-

rangements to reduce friction. To secure the
direction of the pressure upon the test pieces in
the axis of the machine, both ends of the piece
are conneeted with segments of spheres moving
freely in spherical sockets, which take the
proper position upon the first application of
the stress. Arrangements are also made by
means of wedges to grip and hold uniformly
the ends of the test pieces. The machine is

arranged to test in tension compression, for
transverse stress, for shearing, bulging and tor-

sion. In the machine illustrated, the action of

applying stress is automatic, and at the same
time the same power gives an autographic rec-

ord of the stress applied, and of any variations

which may occur during the continuance of the
stress, and with an instantaneous autographic
record of the result at the conclusion of the test.

The stresses are applied by means of weights
which slide upon two parallel lever beams, the
one registering up to 10,000 pounds and the other
up to 200,000. By means of a remarkably in-

genious electrical attachment, connected with
clockwork, the movement of these weights is

continuous and automatic, and the registering

apparatus is also controlled by the same electric

current. It is impossible in this abstract, and
without the aid of a diagram, to fairly describe
the details of these movements, but they seem
to be very complete and accurate. Diagrams
automatically made by the machine were ex-
hibited and described.
A number of broken pieces of steel were ex-

hibited, and also specimens of woods which
had been tested in various ways. Machines of

smaller powers Avere also described, and a num-
ber of briquettes of cement were broken upon
a small automatic machine which was ex-

hibited.

The discussion of the paper was postponed to

a subsequent meeting.
At the annual election, held on the 16th of

January, the following officers were elected

:

For President, Don. J. Whittemore ; Vice-
Presidents, Wm. H. Paine, Joseph P. Davis

;

Secretary and Librarian, John Bogart ; Treas-
urer, James R. Croes; Board of Directors, Geo.
S. Greene, William Metcalf, Theodore Cooper,
Fred. Graff, Wm. R. Huttou.

ENGINEERING NOTES.

The trusses of the old part of the roof of the
Basilica of St. Paul, at Rome, were framed

in 816, and were sound and good in 1814, 1,000
years later. These trusses are of fir. The tim-
ber work of the external domes of the Chinch
of St. Mark, at Venice, is more than 840 years
old, and is still in a good state. Sound logs are
dug out of bogs where they have lain for an in-

definite period.

A trial has been made by the Consolidated
J_A_ Electric Company with an accumulator
used to light up a carriage of Mr. A. de Roths-
childs. A test journey from Halton to Tring
Station and back was made again on Sunday
evening. The light is under thecommand of the

occupant of the" carriage, who can light or ex-

tinguish either of the lamps. An incandescent
light is placed in each of the ordinary outside
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carriage lamps, and one arranged with a small

bracket and globe inside. The current is ap-

plied from rive cells, containing six metal plates

in each, which can be recharged without dis-

turbing the arrangements by simply connecting
two wires. The whole, being contained in a

small mahogany case, weighing a little over 1

cwt., can be easily removed from the carriage,

if necessary.

IP xi-eriments have been made at J. W. Pease
JJ & Co.'s limestone quarries, Weardale, in

drilling the rock with Cranston's steam-power
machines in the blue mountain limestone. The
trials have been regularly and systematically

carried on during the past twelve months, and
a correct statement of the work accomplished
has been kept the whole of the time, in which
many hundred feet of holes have been put
down from 4ft. to 18ft. deep each by 2in. to 3in.

diameter, some of the holes having been drilled

5ft. deep in one hour with a 2in. gauge drill.

One of the holes 18ft. deep, by an excellent sys-

tem of blasting, is estimated to have removed
3,000 tons of rock, using 4^ barrels of powder;
some 9ft. holes, being 2-jin. diameter at the bot-

tom of hole, have displaced over 400 tons with
a little less than £ barrel of powder. These
quarries are very extensive, being close upon
500 yards long, with a fore breast of splendid
rock about 50ft. deep. The average output at

the present is about 2,000 tons per week. The
rock is principally used in the blast furnaces of

Cleveland. A line of railway, 4ft. 8Ain. gauge,
has been specially laid down from one end to

the other on the quarry top, so that a portable

boiler runs along it and supplies steam to the

rock drills at any desired part.

Keeite Telegraph Cable.—Kerite is the
. invention of an American manufacturer,

Mr. A. G. Day, who was impelled by the in-

creasing cost of india-rubber to seek a substi-

tute for it as an insulating material for electric

wires. The invention is patent, and the sub-
stances of which kerite is composed are not made
public, but it is known that it is composed of

various bodies. It may be combined with india-

rubber, sulphur, and oxides of metals in the usual
manner ; renders the india-rubber more durable,

while reducing the cost, and is applicable to

the whole class of goods into the manufacture
of which caoutchouc enters. At Mr. Day's fac-

tory at Seymour, Conn., the whole process of

the manufacture of cable is carried on, except
that of making the wire. The ingredients of

the kerite are thoroughly mixed, put into boil-

ers, and allowed to stand until ready for use.

When hot the composition is of about the consist-

ency of thick treacle ; it is run into cakes,

which, when cool, are kept separated by a thin

layer of soapstone, in order to facilitate hand-
ling. Pure Para gum, cleansed by a process of

Mr. Day's invention, is then thoroughly mixed
with the kerite by the usual grinding operation,

and the whole carefully strained. It is after-

wards cut into strips about an inch square, and
fed into a machine, which covers it on to the
wire as the latter passes through. The wire is

then coiled in layers in large pans, fine soap-
stone dust being used to prevent adhesion, and
is vulcanized. The coils are afterwards rewound

upon "testing reels," and submerged in water
for forty-eight hours. The wire is most care-
fully tested while in the bath, and the process
is then complete. Wire for single lines is

wound and despatched at this point,, while
that for cables is woundup for the cable-making
machines. Submarine cables have a coating of

prepared tape over each strand, they are then
surrounded with an envelope of jute fiber, and,
lastly, enclosed in an armor of the best "B. B."
galvanized iron wire.

rpowAGE bt Endless Chains.—An interest-

J_ ing experiment in the towage of vessels by
means of endless chains has been made on the
Khone by M. Dupuy de Lome. That river is

troubled with rapid currents and stony shal-

lows, hence navigation is troublesome on it, and
it has not, therefore, been utilized to its utmost.
The state of the bed is improving every day,
however, owing to the dredging and other en-
gineering operations now carried out ; but after

these are executed the Rh6ne will still remain
too swift at several parts for ordinary sailing.

Towage by means of ordinary chains is also

open to several objections which do not hold in

the case of towage by endless chains worked in

the following manner : A tug boat is provided
fore and aft on each side with an endless chain,
sufficiently heavy, and plunging into the water
so as to rest on the bottom for a space, the part
on board being sustained by pulleys. These
pulleys being turned by hand or by an engine,
the chain moves with them, propelling the boat
against the stream. The chain on each side is

actuated by a separate motor, the craft is steered

by making one chain move faster or slower than
the other. The chains are disposed in such a
way that for the greatest depths, the weights
resting on the bottom produce an adhesion to the
latter still greater than the drag of the tugs and
its convoy. The experiment of M. Dupuy de
Lome was made at the instance of the Minister
of Marine, M. Zede, director of naval construc-
tions in France, and took place at the Port-de-

Bouc. The tug was a vessel 33 meters long
by 7.50 meters wide, and 2.10 meters deep.
The two strong chains employed weighed 46
kilogrammes per running meter. Each was
worked by an engine of 15 horse power, and
the two machines were completely independent,
but the valves and starting gear were under the

control of one man. The trials showed that the
barge could be properly steered and propelled
in this manner in varying depths. The proper
length of chain for the depth was regulated by
increasing or diminishing the distance between
the front and rear pulleys.- The depth varied
from 1 to 6^ meters, and provision was made ac-

cordingly. The coefficient of friction of the

chain on the bottom was found to vary with
the nature of the bottom from 80 to 120 per
cent, of the weight of the chain in air. It was
thus possible to calculate what the current
should be in order that the chains should not
slip on the bottom. Currents of 3 meters per

! second were successfully encountered and over-

come, and the vessel could be properly manipu-

j

lated in these rapids with a safety unknown to

other methods of navigation. The new plan of

I M. Dupuy de Lome is in fact highly interesting
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and ingenious, and may be useful in mounting
rapid rivers in many other countries.

IRON AND STEEL NOTES.

"F^iESPiTE the fact that the steel trade has not

J_y of late been advancing with as rapid

strides as could be desired, the promotion of

extension of works and the establishment of

new works continue. The Glasgow Iron Com-
pany has acquired 15 acres of ground at Wi-
shaw, near its ironworks, for the purpose of

erecting a steelworks. The contracts have
been placed for the machinery and buildings,

part of the machinery to be supplied by an
English house, part by the Vulcan Foundry,
Glasgow, and the roofing of the buildings by
Messrs. P. and W. M'Lellan, of Glasgow. It

may be stated here that the last-named firm

have secured the contract to supply the iron-

work to be used in the erection of the Glasgow
Municipal Buildings.

T pHE iron trade of Belgium is in an excep-

JL tionally depressed state for want of or-

ders ; and ironmasters have been casting

about for something just to keep their works
open during the winter. They observe that

iron sleepers are largely used in Germany,
where they are ordered in lots of 20,000 and
30,000 tons at a time, whereas in Belgium the

trials made were not considered to give good
results. They attribute this circumstance to

the attempt to make iron permanent way for
the same price as one with timber sleepers.

The economy due to the use of the iron results

from the greater duration and the reduction in

labor for renewals, while the old iron is always
worth something for working up again. M.
Sadoine, of the Cockerill Works, convened a
meeting of ironmasters at the Grand Hotel,
Brussels, when it was agreed to petition the
Minister of Public Works to institute on the
State railway a fresh series of experiment's
with iron sleepers, and to intrust a trial order
of 1,500 to 2,000 tons to each of the principal
ironworks, one-third of the price to be spread
over five years, at the rate of interest to be
agreed upon. M. Victor Gilliaux, President of
the Association de Maitres de Forges de
Charleroi, undertook to hand the petition to the
Minister. The ironmasters rely upon the Min-
ister's well-known solicitude for the welfare
of the working class to give this proposition a
favorable consideration.

RAILWAY NOTES.

rj^iiE Railway Commission appointed to in-

_L vestigate the management of the passenger
traffic of the Queensland railways have recom-
mended that a board be appointed to supervise
the management and construction of railways,
and to see that safety, convenience, and the
interests of the public are duly regarded. The
commission have also recommended that ap-
pointments to the railway service should be
vested in a board. An inquiry into the man-
agement of the freight traffic is strongly ad-
vised.

Railway Matters.—The largest locomotive
ever built in America is now being made

in Sacramento by the Central Pacific Railroad.
The engine and tender will weigh 105 tons, and
will be 65ft. Sin. long.

r
I ~*wo engineers of the Paris, Lyons and Med-
1 iterranean Railway have made the dis-

covery that the rails on the line between Mar-
seilles and Rognac have become strongly mag-
netized by the friction exerted by the passing
trains. The magnetization is not appreciable
until the fish-plates are removed and leaves the
rails soon after they are taken up.

r I^he railway from Liege to Maestricht, says a
J_ Belgian paper, has obtained permission to

put on its track, between Liege and Vise, small
trains, made up of cars, of the tramway pat-
tern. These trains stop between stations, and
thus are a great convenience for the small vil-

lages along the route. They are much appre-
ciated, and, not the least striking fact, the
railway company adopted this system in order
to prevent the establishment of any competing
tramway line. This, says the Railroad Gazette,

is an idea that perhaps might be advantageously
adopted by some lines in our own country.

In a paper on " Compressed Air Locomotives
for Mines," published in the " Genie Civil,"

M. Edmond Boca claims for them the following
advantages over chain haulage : (1) Greater
simplicity of installation, owing to the suppres-
sion of pulleys, rollers and guides. (2) The
dispensing of a double line of way and a spe-

cial road for workmen. (8) Their capability of

serving several galleries, of being easily trans-

ported from one working place to another, and
of avoiding the risk of stoppage. (4) The
facility of apportioning the power to the work,
while the driver always' has his engine under
command.

"
T

^\ URI>:G a recent visit to Darjeeling," writes

8 ) a Times correspondent, " I was much im-
pressed by the great advance visible in the pros-

perity of the station and district since they were
brought into connection with the Indian rail-

way system two years ago. Within a few days'

march of the terminus of the mountain railway
lines is the richest and most populous part of

Tibet, inhabited not like the trans-frontier dis-

tricts of the Punjab, by Mahomedan cut-throats,

but by a peaceable and trade-loving people. At
present the bulk of the trade between India and
Tibet is obliged to follow a most circuitous

route, through Nepaul, and it is charged duty
on entering and leaving that country. Not-
withstanding these difficulties, the trade con-
tinues to increase. The direct route lies un-
questionably through Darjeeling, and goods
can now be conveyed by rail to within a week's
journey from the frontier. The removal of the

existing restrictions would open new and enor-

mous markets for tea, indigo, tobacco, and
other Indian products, as well as for hardware
and the cotton goods of Manchester. This
market would supply us in return with inex-

haustible quantities of the finest wool, and with
musk, borax, &c." Cheap railway extension
works would, it would appear, promise a good
future return.
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The question of the junction of the network of

the Austro-Turkish railways now occupies

the attention of the Ministry. Austria raises

objections to the point of junction chosen by
Turkey, while the admission into the protocol

of the invidious phrase that the junction should

be made "par le trace le plus convenable"
places the Porte in a dilemma out of which it is

difficult to escape. The shortest, cheapest, and
most direct "trace" is from Vranje to Uskup,
and this is therefore "le trace le plus conven-

able," adopted in principle in the protocol

signed by the Turkish Minister, who is now
instructed to oppose it.

Experiments have of late been carried out

on various Prussian railways with a view
of deciding the relative merits of petroleum
torches and of those made from pitch or resin.

The results arrived at indicate that, although
the former give a clear light, and are especially

convenient in some respects, they are more de-

pendent upon the weather, and are not well

adapted for casting light for a little distance
around where they are placed. While of ser-

vice in repairs connected with the maintenance
of the permanent way, it is considered that in

accidents pitch or resin torches are preferable.

With a view of these latter being always avail-

able upon an emergency, orders have been is-

sued for a supply being kept at all stations,

signal cabins, &c, and every luggage van and
tender will carry several of them.

rr^HERE is a fiction that engines on the Metro-
_L politan railway are not as other engines,
and that they never leave the rails. Board of

Trade reports tend to destroy this fiction, and
to show that rigid wheel base and sharp curves
are as evidently the cause of derailment on the
subterranean as on other lines. Colonel Yollard
has written a report on the accident which oc-

curred on the 3rd October, between Farringdon
Street and Aldersgate Street, when the four
leading bogie wheels of a Metropolitan District

engine mounted the rails, and ran for a distance
of about thirty-eight yards off the rails before
the train was stopped. No damage was done
to the engine or carriages in the train or to the
permanent way, and no complaints have been
received from any of the passengers in the
train. A precisely similar accident occurred on
the 10th May last, at the same spot, to a Metro-
politan District Railwaj'' Company's passenger
train, and it was then recommended that the
Metropolitan Railway Company should insert

check-rails on all their lines on curves having a
radius of ten chains or less, and not permit
such curved lines to be laid tight to gauge.
Since this second accident in the same place in

one year, check rails have been put in.

will be 4.8 meters. The two bi-cylindrical

compound engines, each driving a screw, have
together an indicated horse power of 2,800,

and ought to give the vessel a speed of fifteen

knots an hour. The displacement of the

finished ship will be 2,355 tons. Her armament
will comprise two turret Krupp cannon of 21

centimeters, another Krupp gun of 15 centi-

meters, four torpedo guns, and six Hotchkiss
cannon. The vessel will be manned by a
crew of 180 officers and men.

A1

ORDNANCE AND NAVAL.

TJ^he third ironclad, the Help in Need, cor-

JL vette, built for the Chinese Government,
has been launched at Stettin. She has a water-
line length of 72 meters, a breadth of 10.5

meters, and a depth of 7.20 meters, while her
greatest draught of water when fully equipped,

the official trial of the little twin steam-
ships Jeanne and Louise, on the Mer-

sey, a speed of 8 knots was obtained with a

load of 18 tons on a draft of 2 feet 6 inches.

The vessel, which is built of steel, is 60 feet

long, 12 feet beam, and 4 feet 3 inches deep,

with raised forecastle, and deck-house amid-
ships. She is fitted with two single-crank

tandem compound engines, having cylinders

5 inches and 10 inches diameter, by 8 inch

stroke, fitted with a wrought iron surface con-

denser, and a separate engine for air and cir-

culating pumps. The boiler is of Cochran's

patent multitubular type, 4 feet diameter by 8

feet 6 inches high, and is made of mild steel

throughout. The vessel and machinery were
built for service on the Gaboon River, on the

West Coast of Africa.

The 3,660 shipping disasters which occurred

off the coasts of the United Kingdom
during the year 1881-82, comprised 4,367 ves-

sels. Unfortunately, the number of ships is

larger than the total of the previous year by
70 ; it exceeds the casualties reported, because

in cases of collisions two or more ships are

necessarily involved in one casualty. Thus,

686 were collisions, and 2,974 were wrecks and
casualties other than collisions; 523 of these

latter disasters weie wrecks, &c, resulting in

total loss ; 719 were casualties resulting in

serious damage, and 1,729 were minor acci-

dents. In the previous year, 1880-81, the

wrecks and casualties other than collisions

on and near our coasts, numbered 2,862, or

112 less than the number reported during the

year 1881-82. We observe that out of the

2,974 casualties, other than collisions, 2,623

occurred to vessels belonging to this country

and its dependencies, and 351 happened to

foreign ships. Of these 2,623 British vessels,

1,663 were employed in our own coasting

trade, 720 in the—oversea—foreign and home
trade, and 240 as fishing vessels. There were 8

casualties to ships belonging to foreign countries

and States employed in the British coasting

trade, and 275 to foreign vessels which, al-

though not engaged in our coasting trade, were
bound to or from British ports; while there

were 68 casualties to foreign ships which were
not trading to or from the United Kingdom.
Excluding collisions, the localities of the wrecks
are thus given : East Coast of England, 809

;

South Coast, 586 ; West Coasts of England and
Scotland, and East Coast of Ireland, 1,046

;

North Coast of Scotland, 99; East Coast of

Scotland, 161 ; other parts of the coast, 273

;

total, 2,974.
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Publications Received.

/"Circulars of information of the Bureau of

KJ Education, Nos. 2 and 3. Washington:
Government Printing Office.

Report on the Waters of the Hudson River.

By C. F. Chandler, Ph. D. Albany : West,

Parsons & Co.
Professional Papers of the Corps of Royal

Engineers, containing

:

Provisional Fortification, Errors in Gradu-

ated Arcs, Lord Lake's Campaigns, 1804-6

;

Blasting Operations, Demolition of Barque
Caroline Z. , Bridges of the Kabul River, Rail-

way Curves, Railways for Military Communi-
cation in the Field, Tables of Service Ordnance.

Professional Papers of the Signal Service :

No. VIII.—Motion of Fluids and Solids on
the Earth's Surface. By Professor William
Ferrel.

No. IX.—The Geographical Distribution of

Rainfall in the United States. By H. H. C.

Dunwoody, First Lieut. 4th Artillery.

No. XL—Meteorological and Physical Obser-

vations on the East Coast of British 'America.

By Orray Taft Sherman.
No. XII.—Popular Essays on the Movements

of the Atmosphere. By. Professor - William
Ferrel.

A Text-Book on Physics. By Henry
Kiddle, A. M. New York : Wm. Wood

& Co.
This is an abstract of Ganot's Physics,

adapted for the use of academies and high
schools.

It has been arranged by a skillful instructor,

and the illustrations are made to appear with
all of the original excellence which made the

original edition so attractive.

A Treatise on the Motion of Vortex
Rings. By J. J. Thomson, M. A. Lon-

don : Macmillan & Co.
This essay earned the Adams prize at Cam-

bridge University in 1882.

The discussion involves mathematical analysis

of a difficult order, and will prove profitable

reading only to students who are well advanced
in pure mathematics.
The literature of this line of research is not

extensive, but the subject has of late excited a
deep interest among physicists everywhere.

~VTotes on Gunpowder and Guncotton. By
_1_N Lieut.-Col. W. H. Wardell, R. A.
This is prepared for the use of the gentlemen

cadets of the Royal Military Academy, Wool-
wich.

In separate chapters the writer treats of Con-
stitution and Action of Explosive Substances,
Ingredients and Properties of Gunpowder, Fired
Gunpowder, Preparation and Purification of
the Ingredients of Gunpowder, Manufacture
of Gunpowder, Examination and Proof of Gun-
power, Guncotton, its Chemical and Physical
Properties

; Manufacture of Guncotton at Wal-
tham Abbey.

ASummary of Tactics. By H. F. Morgan.
London : Marcus Ward & Co.

This is a companion to " A Summary of Mili-

tary Law," compiled by the same writer. It is

arranged in the question and answer style, and
includes the following topics :

Characteristics of the Three Arms. Ground
in Relation to Tactics, Space and Time Re-
quired, Marches, Advanced Guards, Out]-

Reconnoitring, Employment of Infantry. Em-
ployment of Cavalry, Employment of Artillery.

The Three Arms Combined, Attack and De-
fense, Rearguards, Defiles, Rivers, Woods,
Villages, Convoys, Inferences drawn from
Tactics in late Wars. A few very neat dia-

grams illustrate the text.

HPhe Topographer : His Instruments and
-*- Methods. By Lewis M. Haupt, A. M.,
C. E. New York, J. M. Stoddard. Price 84.00.

A book which treats of the improved methods
of topographical surveying has long been needed.
Learners have been obliged to seek for such
instruction in scientific journals and to search
through many scattered articles to acquire a
fair summary of the best modern practice.

We find this manual of Prof. Haupt. all that

seems necessary for a complere treatise.

The improved instruments are described and
their adjustments and use explained.

Mapping, modeling, and recording notes are
fully described.

The illustrations are numerous and pretty
good. The work is a valuable supplement to

the common treatises on surveying.

Knight's New American Mechanical Dic-
tionary. Section 4. Boston, Houghton.

Mifflin & Co.
This is the concluding part of the new edition.

It concludes articles from "Printing Press"
through to " Zoogyroscopie."
The former edition was an excellent reference

book, indispensable to the mechanical engineer.
The present edition is an improvement inas-

much as it contains descriptions of later devices
and a larger proportion of good illustrations.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A course of lectures on " Meteorologv," bv
Mr. W Marriott, F. R. M. S., was delivered

at Westminster. This lecture was devoted to
the consideration of atmospheric pressure.
Having referred to Torricelli's experiment,
proving that a column of water 32ft., or of
mercury 30in., is in equilibrium with the press-
ure of the atmosphere, the lecturer explained
the construction of the barometer, and de-
scribed the Fortin, Kew siphon, aneroid, and
other forms of this instrument. As the press-
ure decreased with altitude, it was shown how
the barometer could be nsed for the nieasure-
ments of heights. It was pointed out that
there is a diurnal range of atmospheric press-

ure, which consists of two minima about 4
a. m. and 4 p. m., and two maxima at about 10
a. m. and 10 p. m. This phenomenon is most
remarked in the tropics. Having referred ro

the connection existing between the changes of
atmospheric pressure and the flow of under-
ground water, and also colliery explosions, the
lecturer explained the construction of isobaric

charts, and by the aid of such charts showed
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the distribution of pressure over the globe dur-
ing the months of January and July.

Conversion of Light into Electricity.—
The conversion of electricity into light is

now a fact of every-day utility, but the reverse
process has been very slow of accomplishment.
It has, however, been effected by Heir Sauer.
whose sunlight battery has been described in the
ElectrotecltnUclie Zeitschr/ft. The chemical rays
furnish the power, and the battery will only act
in sunlight. It consists of a glass vessel, con-
taining a solution of fifteen parts of table salt

and seven parts of sulphate of copper, in 106
parts of water. In this is placed a porous cell

containing mercury. One electrode is made of
platinum, and the other of sulphide of silver,

and both are connected with a galvanometer.
When not in use the whole is enclosed in a box.
When in use, the platinum electrode is immersed
in the mercury, and the other in the salt solu-
tion; the battery is placed in the sunlight, and the
galvanometer needle is then found to be deflect-

ed, the sulphide of silver being the negative pole.

If the sun is clouded, or any other change in
the intensity of the light occurs, it is indicated
by the needle. The exact effect produced by
the light rays does not as yet appear very clear,

but their presence distinctly produces electrical

action, and their absence suspends it.

A New Compass. —M. Mascart, the well-
-£^- known electrician, has devised a new com-
pass which finds the magnetic meridian by the
well-known experiment of moving a coil of wire
across the lines of magnetic force of the earth
and inducing a current in them. M. Mascart
employs an azimuth circle on which is mounted
a ring movable round a horizontal axis. The
angle made by the ring with the horizon is

measured by a vertical circle. A coil of 0.21

metres in diameter is carried by the ring and
can turn round an axis perpendicular to that of
the ring. The size of the apparatus is not greater
than an inclination compass. It acts on the
principle that when the axis of rotation of the
coil is in the magnetic meridian the induced
currents in the ring when rotated will be nil.

A sensitive galvanoscope is employed to show
the induction currents. In using the apparatus,
a series of trials show that the axis of the ring
is perpendicular to the magnetic meridian. A
second series place the axis of rotation of the
coil in the line of the inclination needle. The
observation, with checks, occupies half an hour
which is less time than is necessary to find the
inclination by a magnetic needle. From obser-
vations made at the Observatory of the Pare
Saint Maur, by M. Mourceaux, the new com-
pass seems to be as correct as the inclination
compass.

A t a recent meeting of the Royal Society,
-^- Edinburgh, Sir William Thomson read
two papers on gyrostatics and on oscillations

and waves in an adynamic gyrostatic system.
The papers were in great part experimental il-

lustrations of the theorems regarding gyrostatic
stability which are laid down in Thomson and
Tait's "Natural Philosophy." It was thus de-
monstrated to the eye that a system when under
gyrostatic domination is stable in positions for
which, statically considered, the system is un-

stable as regards an even number of degrees of
freedom ; so that, to take a particular "case, a
gyrostat which is unstable, because statistically

unstable as regards one mode, is rendered
stable by making it statically unstable as re-

gards two modes. Hence also an ordinaiy
spinning top is stable because it is statically

unstable in two of its degrees of freedom. The
curious behavior of a g}

7rostat resting hori-
zontally on gimbals with its axis of rotation
vertical was also shown, viz., its instability as
soon as the framework on which it rested was
moved in the opposite rotational sense to the
spin of the gyrostat. The author then pro-
ceeded to point out that all phenomena of
elasticity which are ordinarily treated by assum-
ing forces of attraction or repulsion between
parts or stresses through connections, can be
as readily explained by the assumption of con-
necting links subject only to gyrostatic domina-
tion. The gyrostatic hypothesis led to other
consequences which the ordinary dynamic as-

sumption did not involve ; but it had not been
found as yet that elasticity had properties cor-
responding to these.

HPhe Chinese Foot Rule.—A writer in the
-*- North China Herald gives some curious in-

formation respecting the foot measure in China.
At present it varies largely in different parts of

the country, and according to different trades

;

thus the foot of the carpenter's rule at Ningpo
is less than ten, while that of the junk builders
at Shanghai is nearly sixteen inches. But a
medium value of twelve inches is not uncom-
mon. The standard foot of the Imperial Board
of Works at Peking is twelve and a half inches.

A copper foot measure, dated a. d. 81, is still

preserved, and is nine and a half inches in length.

The width is one inch. The small copper coins,

commonly called cash, were made of such a size,

sometimes, as just to cover an inch on the foot

rule. In the course of two centuries it was
found that the foot had increased half an inch,

and a difference in the dimensions of musical
instruments resulted. Want of harmony was the
consequence, and accordingly in a.d. 247 anew
measure, exactly nine inches in length was made
the standard. Among the means employed for

comparing the old and new foot are mentioned
the gnomon of official sun-dials, and the length
of certain jade tubes used according to old regu-
lations as standards. One of these latter was
so adjusted that an inch in breadth was equal to>

the breadth of ten millet seeds. A hundred mil-

let seeds or ten inches, was the foot. The
Chinese foot is really based on the human hand,
as is the European foot upon the foot. It strikes

the Chinese as very incongruous when they hear
that we measure cloth,woodwork, masonry, &c,
which they regard as especially matters for the
hand, by the foot. Of the jade tubes above
mentioned there were twelve, and these formed
the basis for the measurement of liquids and
solids four thousand years ago. They are men-
tioned in the oldest Chinese documents with the
astrolabe, the cycle of sixty years, and several

of the oldest constellations. It is likely that
they will be found to be an importation from
Babylon, and in that case the Chinese foot is

based on a Babylonian measure of a span, and
should be nine inches in length.
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THE SUN MOTOR AND THE SUN'S TEMPERATURE.
By J. ERICSSON.

From "Nature."

The annexed illustration (Fig. 1) repre-

sents a perspective view of a sun motor
constructed by the writer, and put in

operation last summer. This mechanical
device for utilizing the sun's radiant heat
is the result of experiments conducted
during a series of twenty years ; a succes-

sion of experimental machines of similar

general design, but varying in detail,

having been built during that period.

The leading feature of the sun motor is

that of concentrating the radiant heat by
means of a' rectangular trough having a
curved bottom lined on the inside with
polished plates so arranged that they re-

flect the sun's rays towards a cylindrical

heater placed longitudinally above the
trough. This heater, it is scarcely neces-

sary to state, contains the acting me-
dium, steam or air, employed to transfer

the solar energy to the motor ; the trans-

fer being effected by means of cylinders
provided with pistons and valves re-

sembling those of motive engines of

the ordinary type. Practical engineers,
as well as scientists, have demon-
strated that solar energy cannot be
rendered available for producing motive
power in consequence of the feebleness
of solar radiation. The great cost of
large reflectors and the difficulty of

producing accurate curvature on a
large scale, besides the great amount
of labor called for in preventing the

polished surface from becoming tarnish-

ed, are objections which have been sup-

posed to render direct solar energy prac-

tically useless for producing
4mechanical

power.
The device under consideration over-

comes the stated objections by veiy
simple means, as will be seen by the fol-

lowing description : The bottom of the
rectangular trough consists of straight

wooden staves, supported by iron ribs of

parabolic curvature secured to the sides

of the trough. On these staves the reflect-

ing plates, consisting of flat window
glass silvered on the under side, are fast-

ened. It will be readily understood that

the method thus adopted for concentrat-

ing the radiant heat does not call for a

structure of great accuracy, provided the
wooden staves are secured to the iron
ribs in such a position that the silvered

plates attached to the same reflect the
solar rays towards the heater. Fig. 2 re-

presents a transverse section of the lat-

ter, part of the bottom of the trough,

and sections of the reflecting plates ; the

direct and reflected solar rays being indi-

cated by vertical and diagonal lines.

Referring to the illustration, it will be
seen that the trough, 11 feet long and 16
feet broad, including a parallel opening
in the bottom, 12 inches wide, is sustain-

ed by a light truss attached to each end

;

the heater being supported by vertical
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plates secured to the truss. The heater

is 6^ inches in diameter, 11 feet long, ex-

posing 130 X 9.8= 1 274 superficial inches

to the action of the reflected solar rays.

The reflecting plates, each 3 inches wide
and 26 inches long, intercept a sunbeam
of 130x180= 23,400 square inches sec-

tion. The trough is supported by a central

pivot, round which it revolves. The
change of inclination is effected by means
of a horizontal axle—concealed by the

trough—the entire mass being so accur-

ately balanced that a pull of five pounds
applied at the extremity enables a person
to change the inclination or cause the

whole to revolve. A single revolution of

the motive engine develops more power
than needed to turn the trough, and reg-

ulate its inclination so as to face the sun,

during a day's operation.

The motor shown by the illustration

is a steam engine, the working cylinder
being 6 inches in diameter, with 8 inches
stroke. The piston rod, passing through
the bottom of the cylinder, operates a
force pump of 5 inches diameter. By
means of an ordinary cross-head secured
to the piston rod below the steam cylin-

der, and by ordinary connecting rods,

motion is imparted to a crank shaft and
fly-wheel, applied at the top of the en-
gine frame ; the object of this arrange-
ment being that of showing the capabil-

ity of the engine to work either pumps
or mills. It should be noticed that the
flexible steam pipe employed to convey
the steam to the engine, as well as the
steam chamber attached to the upper end
of the heater, have been excluded in the
illustration. The average speed of the
engine during the trials last summer was
120 turns per minute, the absolute press-
ure on the working piston being 35 lbs.

per square inch. The steam was worked
expansively in the ratio of 1 to 3, with a
nearly perfect vacuum kept up in the
condenser inclosed in the pedestal which
supports the engine frame.

In view of the foregoing, experts need
not be told that the sun motor can be
carried out on a sufficient scale to benefit

very materially the sun-burnt regions of

our planet.

With reference to solar temperature,
the power developed by the sun motor
establishes relations between diffusion

and energy of solar radiation which show
that Newton's estimate of solar tempera-

ture must be accepted. The following

demonstration, based on the foregoing
particulars, will be readily comprehend-
ed.

The area of a sphere whose radius is

equal to the earth's mean distance from
the sun being to the area of the latter as

214.

5

3
: 1, while the reflector of the solar

motor intercepts a sunbeam of 23,400
square inches section, it follows that the
reflector will receive the heat developed
by 23400 A CAO . , . ,.

zm-^i =0.508 square inch of the solar
214.5

surface. Hence, as the heater of the mo-
tor contains 1274 square inches, we es-

tablish the fact that the reflected solar

rays acting on the same are diffused in

the ratio of 1274: 0.508=2507:1.
Practice has now shown that, notwith-
standing this extreme diffusion, the ra-

diant energy transmitted to the reflector

by the sun is capable of imparting a

temperature to the heater of 520° Fahr.
above that of the atmosphere. The prac-

tical demonstration thus furnished by the

sun motor enables us to determine with
sufficient exactness the minimum temper-
ature of the solar surface. It also

enables us to prove that the calculations

made by certain French scientists indi-

cating that solar temperature does not
exceed the temperatures produced in the

laboratory are wholly erroneous. Had
Pouillet known that solar radiation, after

suffering a two thousand five hundred
and seve?i fold diffusion, retains a radi-

ant energy of 520° Fahr., he would not
have asserted that the temperature of

the solar surface is 1760° C. Accepting
Newton's law that "the temperature is

as the density of the rays," the tempera-
ture imparted to the heater of the sun
motor proves that the temperature of the
solar surface cannot be less than 520° X
2507= 1,303,640° Fahr. Let us bear in

mind that, while attempts have been
made to establish a much lower tempera-
ture than Newton's estimate, no demon-
stration whatever has yet been produced
tending to prove that the said law is un-
sound. On the contrary, the most care-

ful investigations show that the tempera-
ture produced by radiant heat emanating
from incandescent spherical bodies di-

minishes inversely as the diffusion of the

heat rays. Again, the writer has proved
by his vacuum-actinometer, inclosed in a

vessel maintained at a constant tempera-
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ture during the observations, that for

equal zenith distance the intensity of so-

lar radiation at midsummer is 5°48 Fahr.
less than during the winter solstice.

This diminution of the sun's radiant heat
in aphelion, it will be found, corresponds
within 0°.40 of the temperature which
Newton's law demands. It is proposed
to discuss this branch of the subject more
fully on a future occasion.

The operation of the sun motor, it will

be well to add, furnishes another proof
in support of Newton's assumption that

perature during the transmission, it will

be asked : What causes the observed in-

crease in mechanical power ? Obviously,

the energy produced by the increased

density of the rays acting on the heater.

The truth of the Newtonian doctrine,

that the energy increases as the density

of the rays, has thus been verified by a

practical test which cannot be question-

ed.

It is scarcely necessary to observe

that our computation of temperature

—

1,303,640° Fahr.—does not show maxi-

the energy increases as the density of the
rays. The foregoing explanation concern-
ing the reflection of the rays (see Fig 2),
shows that no augmentation of tem-
perature takes place during their trans-
mission from the reflector to the heater.
Yet we find that an increase of the num-
ber of reflecting plates increases propor-
tionably the power of the motor. Con-
sidering that the parallelism of the rays
absolutely prevents augmentation of tem-

mum solar intensity, the following points,

besides atmospheric absorption, not hav-
ing been considered: (1) The diminution
of energy attending the passage of the
heat rays through the substance of the
reflecting plates

; (2) the diminution
consequent on the great amount of heat
radiated by the blackened surface of the
heater; (3) the diminution of tempera-
ture in the heater caused by convec-
tion.
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COMPENSATION FOR CURVE RESISTANCE ON RAILWAYS.
Bt BEVERLY R. RANDOLPH.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

In the construction of railways where
curves occur upon the heavier grades, the

reduction of the rate of grade, in order to

compensate for the increased resistance

due to curvature is generally considered
necessary in order to attain the most
economical results in transportation.

The argument being that, if the total

resistance which is necessarily opposed
to the movement of trams is distributed

evenly over the entire line the locomo-
tives will be able to haul larger trains,

and, consequently, freight can be carried

at less cost. The amount of grade re-

duction which is necessary or advisable

on the various curves to accomplish this

result is not established with any cer-

tainty. So great is the diversity of

opinion on this subject that many engi-

neers still cling to the old practice of no
compensation whatever. While this is

frequently due to a prejudice against
" book engineering," or results from a
desire to remain in the old beaten paths,

a little consideration of the subject ap-

pears to indicate that there are many
cases in which it is the true policy.

In the location of every road we find

what may be called " controlling points."

A stream cannot be crossed at more than
a certain height above the water, and the
cutting in the next ridge cannot be made
greater than a certain depth, and the dif-

ference between these two elevations, to-

gether with the horizontal distance be-

tween them, establishes the character of

grade. If, in order to distribute the re-

sistance evenly, the rate of grade is les-

sened on curves, it must be correspond-
ingly increased on tangents. This even
distribution would produce the best re-

sults if a locomotive could be made which
would make steam as fast as it could use
it ; but every machine yet contrived, if

worked anywhere near its utmost capa-

city, must ultimately fail for want of

steam. In view of this fact it has been
suggested that long grades be divided
into sections, with short levels in be-

tween, on which the locomotive would
have an opportunity to make a surplus of

steam for use on the next grade section.

This would involve an increase in the

rate of grade, which the advantage gained
for steam making is expected to make up.

On a grade line on which no reduction is

made, the irregular resistance obtained
by the broken grade just mentioned is

furnished in a lesser degree. The curves

representing the grade sections, and the

straight lines the level sections or resting

places where steam can accumulate. If

on a line with evenly distributed resist-

ance the load must be lessened, on ac-

count of the steaming ability of the loco-

motive, to an amount which does not ex-

ceed the load which can be hauled round
the maximum curve on the evenly dis-

tributed grade, then the advantage of

compensation is lost. Provided, of course,

that the straight portions of the line af-

ford sufficient relief to make up for the

additional steam required on the curves.

I am not aware of any experiments
which will throw light on this subject,

though the following computations may
assist toward a conclusion

:

Suppose two grade lines A and B, each

two miles long, having a total of one
mile each on 8° curve, or 42240° of curva-

ture, the total elevation overcome being
132 feet. Suppose line A to be compen-
sated on a basis of .03 per degree per one
hundred feet, then

Resistance on
A=1.37 per cent, regular grade.

Resistance on
B (straight)=1.25per cent, regular grade.

Resistance on
B (curve) =1.49 per cent, regular grade.

With a load of 400 gross tons we will

have lbs.

10,960
Resistance A (Due to grade

"i[Due to friction, wind, etc. 1,400

12,360

Resistance B \

^aight) Due to grade.
.
10,000

( Due to friction, etc 1,400

11,400
Resist- j (curve) Due to grade and curve 11,920
ance B ( Due to friction, etc 1,400

320
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Ratio of driving rod leverage to wheel
diameter 4.10
Total piston area, 309 square inches.

lbs. per in

.

Pressure (A 30,900 lbs = 100
on 1 B (straight) 28,500 lbs = 92.2

piston. (B (curve) 33, 300 lbs = 107 .

7

Let n represent the number of cubic

feet of steam used in making ascent on
line A, then \n will represent that used
on B (straight) and B (curve) respective-

ly. If, now, we suppose engines to be
worked at the proper point of cut-off, so

that the steam is admitted to the cylinder

at the pressure indicated above in each
case, a thing which must be accomplished
either with the cut-off or throttle, in

order to maintain an even speed, we will

have the following number of units of

heat absorbed in the work :

A 17.529%
B (straight). . ..17271. 8X^=8635.972.
B (curve) 17697 Xi%=8848 . 5%

17,484.4%

Excess required by compensated line 44.6%

The number of heat units here given
are from " Nystrom's Mechanics," 1880.
The uncompensated line would there-

fore require a lower duty from the boiler,

and the same locomotive could haul a
larger load than on the line where the
resistance is evenly distributed.

Further investigation proves this dif-

ference to vary approximately as the
square of the amount of curvature.

It may be observed that, following this

line of reasoning, the greater the varia-

tions in the resistance the greater would
be the capacity. Under certain circum-
stances this is true, as mine managers
find it is much more economical to haul
their output to the foot of a shaft and
then hoist it, than to biing it out by a

slope, though part of this is, of course,

chargeable to more extensive repairs and
additional friction. This fact would in-

dicate that the method first suggested
with grade and level sections would be
productive of good results. On the other
hand, the difference in the amount of heat
required is relatively so small that it

would be inappreciable in practice. The-
oretically, however, it is clearly on the
side of no compensation. Where the
steaming ability of the locomotive con-
trols the load, compensation for curva-
ture would therefore be worse than use-

less. To what extent this is the case can

only be roughly determined in practice,

though discussion of it may convey some
idea.

We will take, for example, the consoli-

dation locomotive, exhibited by the Bald-

Locomotive Works at the Chicago Expo-
sition. This machine is described in the

Mailroad Gazette, June 22d, 1883, the

characteristics with which we are con-

cerned being,

Total weight lbs. 114,000
" weight on drivers lbs. 100,000

Cylinders inches 20 X24
Diameter of driving wheel inches 49
Grate surface sq. feet 30

From which it will be seen that the tract-

ive force is sufficient in average weather
for the assumed load.

Contents of each cylinder . . cubic feet 3 . 63
Steam per revolution cubic feet 15.52

No. of revolutions in two miles
'

—823
12. 83

Amountof steam used. ..15.52X823= 10949.96
10949 96

Cubic feet of water evaporated—-^
~— = 412

Supposing the boiler to evaporate 15

cubic feet of water per square foot of

grate surface per hour, we have 30 X 15=
450, or 112.5 cubic feet in 15 minutes con-

sumed in ascending the supposed grade
at eight miles per hour. There would be,

therefore, a heavy draft on the amount of

heat previously stored in the boiler. By
reducing the speed to two miles per hour
the steam could be furnished, if the boil-

er could still produce at the same rate,

but as we would then considerably reduce
the draft, we could not expect the same
rate of production.

Among practical engine runners there

seems to be a prevailing impression that

a locomotive fails for want of steam in

about two miles, or, in other words, that

the surplus energy which can be accumu-
lated on a level at the foot of a grade will

supply what the boiler fails to provide

for this distance. Some experiments
made on the East Tennessee, Virginia

and Georgia Railroad, February 15th,

1882, and reported in the Railroad Ga-
zette, March 31st, 1882, will show a much
lower limit.

In this trial four different locomotives

of nearly the same class were tried over

the same ground, with the same trains

being run up the grade until stalled.

The following extracts from the tabu-

lated report will give a fair idea of the

results attained:
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No. of

engine. Maker. Type.
Cylin-
der.

Weight
on ! Total

drivers Weight,
in lbs.

!

Gross
load.

Dis-
tance
made.

Curva-
ture Time
where —min-
stalled. utes.

92
82
34
79

Baldwin.
Kogers.
Baldwin.
Kogers.

Ten-wheel.

Mogul.
Ten-wheel.

GO

X
to

60,000
62,100
66,000
62,100

82,750
86,600
78,000
86,600

1,003,900
same,
same,
same.

3820
3600
3394
3376

6° 7
6° 6

Tang. 5
Tang. 6

Both grade and curvature are reported,

the former being very irregular, and
ranging from level to 79.7 feet per mile

on the portion included above, while the

latter ranges from 3° to 10°. Unfortu-
nately for the purpose of this paper the

situation of the curves is not reported,

though from some remarks made in the

editorial of the same number it may be
assumed that in the trials here given, the
10° curve was not reached, though it was
passed in some further trials with lighter

loads, it being 100 feet long and be-

tween 4,200 and 4,300 feet from the foot

of the grade.

Two additional sets of trials were
made, one with 903,100 lbs. gross load,

with which neither locomotive reached
the top of the grade, though all but No.
82 passed the 10° curve on a 98 feet

grade ; the other with 851,700 lbs. gross

load, in which all four locomotives

reached the top, 5,700 feet.

Here it is very evident that some fac-

tor, other than the tractive power, con-

trolled the load, since the locomotive

with least weight on drivers, passed the

points where the heavier ones stalled,

and three locomotives passed the point

of greatest resistance, but were unable to

reach the top. Since the object of reduc-

ing the grade on curves is to increase the

tractive capacity of locomotives, it would
here, in a grade 5,700 feet long, have had
no effect in increasing the load which
could be carried over the grade, and the

arrangement which would require least

steam would undoubtedly be best.

Leaving this subject we will now pass

to the matter of compensation without
regard to its advisability.

The numerous discussions of this sub-

ject which have appeared in the various

technical journals and books in the last

few years, seem to have done compara-
tively little to clear up the difficulty, and
the inquiring engineer finds a different

opinion in each authority which he ex-

amines. From one he gets a constant

which is to be multiplied by the degree

of the curve, another tells him this con-

stant should increase with the degree of

the curve, while a third gives him a long
formula, and when he comes to make the

substitutions for the unknown quantities

he finds as great a variety of values in the
practical data as he has previously found
opinions in authors.

A little consideration of the various

factors which must enter into any formu-
la, whether theoretical or empiric, will, I

think, disclose good reasons for this dis-

agreement.
The common truck or bogie with

which we have to deal may be described

as a four-wheeled wagon, all wheels rigid

on the axles, the propelling power applied

at the central point of the wagon, the

guiding being done by the rails. The
force required to drag this wagon
through a curve will vary,

First. With the length of the truck,

since the wheels are rigidly attached to

the axles, and consequently to one another
the effort to preserve the straight line in

their motion causes the flange of the for-

ward outside wheel and the after inside

wheel to impinge on the rail. For ex-

periment on this subject see Van JSTos-

trancCs Magazine, Vol. XXIV., page
390.

This flange friction is a fruitful source

of resistance, and is decreased by the

draught, acting with the flange contact of

the after inside wheel as a fulcrum to

draw the forward flange away from the

rail. Its effect in so doing will depend
on the angle which the line of draught
makes with a line drawn from the pin to

the point of contact of the flange of the

after inside wheel, and on the distance

from this same point of contact to the

front wheels, the former controlling the

lever arm of the power, and the latter of

the resistance or weight to be moved,
both being dependent on the length of

the truck, though not bearing the same;
ratio to it.
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Second. "With the tightness or loose-

ness of the gauge. The additional width
or " play " allowed in the gauge on some
roads, by permitting the truck to assume
a greater or less angle with line of

draught, varies the resistance. For prac-

tical demonstration see Van JSTostrancVs

Magazine, Vol. XXIV., page 517.

Third. With the length of the train.

The draft acting on each truck of a train

is the resultant of the traction exerted

through the truck ahead of it and the re-

sistance from the truck behind. Since

there is approximately a regular incre-

ment added at each truck, the ratio of

these two forces will continually decrease

toward the head of the train, and the re-

sultant will therefore continually ap-

proach a direction radial to the curve,

thus continually varying the angle of

draught and the resistance, as before ex-

plained. Up to a certain point this will

diminish the resistance by drawing the

forward wheels from the outer rail and
lessening the flange friction. After this

point is reached the forward wheels will

come in inner contact, and the flange fric-

tion will increase from this point for-

ward.

Fourth. With the velocity of the train.

Owing to the unequal length of the two
rails on a curve, and the fact that the

wheels are rigidly fastened, one wheel
must slip, and we have resistance in the

force required to produce this slipping.

With sufficient velocity the centrifugal

force throws so much of the weight on
the outside wheel that the inner wheel
slips more or less readily, in addition to

which the flange friction is also effected

by the extent of the centrifugal force.

Fifth. With the super elevation of the
outer rail. By means of this super-eleva-

tion the force of gravity is brought in to

counteract the centrifugal force, and also

to effect the direction of the draught
through its horizontal component, which
would cause the truck to slide down the
inclined plane toward the center of the
curve. This super-elevation varies con-
stantly with the opinions of the parties
who have charge of the maintenance, and
with the attention it receives from the
section men.
Here we have five factors all effecting

the result of any experiments made to de-
termine curve resistance, and all varying
for different roads and parts of roads,

through frequently very wide limits.

Hence it would seem that anything in the

shape of an exact universal formula is

scarcely to be expected in the present

state of railroad construction. But rail-

roads must be built, and the practical en-

gineer must find some way out of the dif-

ficulty, however rough it may be.

In the matter of the length of truck we
may hope for some uniformity, as the in-

fluence of the Master Car Buiders' Asso-

ciation grows and their standards are

adopted, provided they do not change
their standard as the years pass by, and
leave us with a mixture of old and new
standard trucks.

For uniformity of gauge we have not

so hopeful an outlook. Opinions will

probably differ on this subject so long as

railroads are used, and even should the

necessity for widening be universally ad-

mitted the amount will still be a question

of dispute, and as the man who builds is

not often the man who maintains, the

construction will be without any definite

guide as to what is best for him to do.

In determining the length of trains we
have two important factors to consider,

one, the constantly increasing size and
tractive power of the locomotives tending

to long trains, and the other, in the con-

stantly increasing load per car without a

corresponding increase in the length of

the car, which results in shorter trains.

Here, again, we are at sea, and the best

thing to be done in view of future con-

tingencies must depend a good deal on
bold guessing.

In the matter of velocity, the coast is

more clear, since, if the other elements

are fixed, an intelligent operator would
not be long in finding the best speed at

which to run his trains, which, supposing

the entire calculation to have been cor-

rect, would be the speed originally in-

tended. There is, however, an element

of uncertainty in the future for this mat-

ter. As before explained, the principal

cause of resistance which is effected by
the velocity is the slijDping of one wheel,

owing to the rigidity of the wheels on the

axle. Experiments show that after a

speed of twenty-five miles per horn* has

been attained the effect of this slipping

disappears. Unfortunately I have not

the data which would enable me to state

whether they were made with long or

short trains, or both.
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If with short trains they are very read-

ily explained, on the supposition that the

centrifugal force takes all weight off the

inner wheel at that speed, thereby allow-

ing it to slip without resistance. With
long trains, on the other hand, we would
expect the flange friction from the inner

contact in the forward part of the train,

produced by the draft as before explained,

to cause the inner wheel to slip with dif-

ficulty. However this may be, the speed
at which the majority of cars pass over a

railroad, especially up heavy grades, is

near eight miles per hour, and we must
expect a considerable increase of power
to be required in order to produce the
necessary slipping of the wheel. This
difficulty a good "loose wheel " would of

course, obviate, and would also do away
with a great deal, if not all of the flange

friction from the outer contact of the
leading wheels. Just why something of

the kind has not come into use, I have
never been able to find any one who could
explain. The objection seems to be
largely a practical one, simplicity of con-

struction and cheapness of maintenance
being the main points. There have been,

however, several patents secured for

wheels which seem exceedingly simple,

and though the repairs would, of course,

exceed those of the common wheels and
axles, yet, on the other hand, the advan-
tage gained for freight service especially

would be considerable. If a good con-
trivance of this nature should be invented,

or one of the present ones come into use,

roads on which the grades were reduced
on curves to satisfy the present condition
would reap no benefit from the new state

of affairs, since the grades on which their

straight portions are built establishes

their maximum resistance. It may be
argued that as nothing of the kind has
yet appeared, nothing is likely to, but the
same argument has been used against the
steam-boat, railroad, telegraph, and innu-

merable other contrivances which are

every day demonstrating their practica-

bility. The thing may even now be in

existence, and only awaiting the energy
of some railroad officer sufficiently san-

guine and strong to give it a fair trial.

The present furor for cantilever bridges
gives an idea of how a thing of the kind
is taken up when once made a success.

When we come to compare the duty of

locomotives drawing 1 fixed and loose

wheels, with reference to their steaming
capacity, the advantage of the loose
wheel seems to disappear, although very
apparent in detail experiment. Tests
with the loose wheels of the Miltimore
Car Axle Company, made on the Central
Vermont Railroad, in 1874, by Mr. Henry
Waterman, show a saving of 23 to 48 per
cent, in the power required to pass a 3°

curve on a grade of 32 feet per mile, and
a 4° curve on a grade of 41 feet per mile,
the percentage of resistance being calcu-
lated on the total resistance while passing
the curve, after deducting the influence
of grade, without deducting that which is

due to journal friction, wind, etc., and is

found on straight as well as curved line.

Making allowance for the fact that the
experiments were made for the Car Axle
Company, and that the experimenter
naturally desired to make as good a show-
ing as possible, we will call the saving 30
per cent.

Applying'this to line "B," mentioned in
the earlier part of this paper, we have,

B (straight) jS
Ue

,

t0
f ?

r
?-
de •••••;•;•

^ffijv ° J (Due to friction,wind, etc 1,400

11,400

"R ^lirvpN
(Due to grade arid curve.. 11,344(gui vej |-Due tQ friction) windj etc> 1400

12,744
lbs.

Pressure on pistons |(
straigh 28,500

v ((curve).. 31,860
Area of pistons, 309.

Pressure ner so in |(straiSnt) 92-2nessm e per sq. in.
j (curve) 1QB1

Units of heat per cubic feet of steam
(straight) 17271.8

Units of heat per cu. ft. of steam (curve) 17627.5

2)334899.3

Average 17449.7
Average with rigid wheels, as pre-

viously calculated 17484.8

Saving per cubic feet of steam . 35 .

1

This is about .002 of the total number
of heat units required, and would there-

fore allow an increase of .8 of a ton to

the assumed load of four hundred tons.

This is, of course, a mere nothing, and
will account for the lukewarmness of the
railroads in adopting the Miltimore Axle,

since it has been quite thoroughly tested,

and, so far as I know» is still in use with-

out having been generally adopted.

In the matter of super- elevation, the
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constructing engineer is, of course, com-
pletely in the dark as to what will be
done by the operating department, so his

estimate of this factor is a mere guess.

From the foregoing, it would seem
that the chances of obtaining an exact ex-

pression of the additional resistance

caused by curvature is exceedingly re-

mote, if not altogether in infinity. Even
if a thoroughly correct formula could be
constructed, the uncertainty of the data
to be obtained would render its practical

application more or less misleading, and
the end would probably be as well ob-

tained by a rough general average of all

opinions as in any other way.

After reviewing the whole field the
question still remains—What is best to

be done by the working engineer who
must build at once ? The case seems
scarcely to be made out either for or
against compensation for curvature. The
arguments in favor of compensation ap-
pear to have confined themselves to the
supposition that a locomotive can ex-

ert its full tractive force throughout
the gradient, and have thus constructed
general results out of detail experiments.
The other side has also proceeded in

much the same way, having accepted lab-

oratory experiments as to the number of

units of heat required to produce certain

effects. Both need practical verification,

which will no doubt be furnished in the
future from some of the numerous roads
recently built with compensated curves.

So far, the two sides seem about evenly
balanced, though there are still argu-
ments on the side of no compensation.

The constructing engineer should bear
in mind that he is not building for the
present alone, but for all time. He
should therefore consider the probable
future of his work in connection with the
actual present. If we take a common
four-wheel road wagon on a smooth, hard
road, we find that the friction on the
shortest turns is not appreciably greater
than on a straight line. With a railroad
truck we have the smooth, hard road, but
owing to the rigid wheels and the method
of guiding, we have a very much increased
friction. it would therefore seem but
natural to expect that the future will
bring a contrivance which shall pass a
curve with as little frictional resistance as
road wagon does now. There is certainly

no little incongruity in building a practi-

cally everlasting structure, like the per-

manent way of a railroad to satisfy the

evanescent conditions of its rolling stock,

which lasts at most, but a few years, and
is almost always replaced by a different

type. Let the rolling stock conform to

the permanent way.

A more present and tangible advantage
of no compensation is the fact that for

descending trains the acceleration is more
regular, and the trains can therefore be
handled with more safety and less wear
of rolling stock.

All things considered, it would seem
that an exceedingly conservative policy is

the safest, and that if compensation is at-

tempted at all, it should be to as small

an extent as is consistent with any results

of reliable experiments. If, however, it

should be necessary to locate a sharp
curve very near the top of a grade it

would be good policy to reduce the grade,

if it could be done without much in-

creased expense, since the boiler pressure
would here be near the lowest limit at

which it could move the train, and a very
slight additional resistance might deter-

mine whether a train could pass over the

summit or not.

Another point of interest in this con-
nection, though scarcely gerniain' to the

subject of the paper, is, that since the

steam pressure is high at the foot of the

grade and low at the top, considerable

economy can be effected by using the

steam expansively from a high boiler

pressure at the foot of the grade, hence
sharp curves and consequent high resist-

ance is not so objectionable on the lower
as on the upper j^ortions of the grade.

Asbestos Enamel.—Powdered asbestos is

used by M. Erichsen, of Copenhagen, for

making an enamel or coating to be applied to

pipes, walls, and so on. The powder is mixed
with 'soluble salts, such as silicate of potash, and
mineral or other colors which combine with
silicic acid, so as to form a product which re-

sists the action of oxygen, heat, cold, or damp.
The coating furnishes a refractory glaze, which
protects the material it is applied to, whether
wood, gas or water-pipes, and stone or brick
buildings. When applied to masonry or wood
the surface of these is first washed with soap
and water. In preparing the enamel the refuse

asbestos only need be employed. It is also pro-
posed to apply the coating to boilers in order to

protect the plates against a too intense fire.
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ON THE COMPARATIVE ENDURANCE OF IRON AND MILD
STEEL WHEN EXPOSED TO CORROSIVE INFLUENCES.

By DAVID PHILLIPS, M. Inst. C. E.

From Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

II.

• DISCUSSION.

Dr. C. "W. Siemens said, it perhaps
would have been better if the discussion

had been commenced by persons more
interested in the use of iron and steel,

than by those who, like himself, were in-

timately connected with their produc-
tion ; but in another respect it might
possibly save the time of the Institution,

if he took that early opportunity of refer-

ring to some conclusions in the paper
with which he could not agree. The au-

thor had given the results of elaborate

experiments on a subject which was of the

utmost importance to engineers ; and if

his conclusions were to be relied upon,
engineers were daily committing a grave
error in using a material which gave so

slight a guarantee of endurance. But
while he accepted every one of the ex-

perimental facts adduced by the author,

he thought he was in a position to prove,

from the author's figures alone, that his

conclusions were entirely erroneous. He
had referred, in the first place, to a long
series of experiments made by the Ad-
miralty, under the direction of Admiral
Aynsley, and as far as the collection of

facts was concerned, nothing could be
more conscientious or thorough than that

series of experiments ; but as regards
proof, they went no further than to show
what every experimenter ought to avoid,

and how he ought not to conduct his ex-

periments in the future. The author had
placed before the Institution the appara-
tus then used. It consisted of thirty-

eight tubes of iron and steel riveted in

metallic contact with the shell of a boiler,

and exposed partly to air and partly to

hot water and solutions. Although the
author had a very poor opinion of elec-

tricity and its effects, Dr. Siemens had a
strong belief in electricity wherever it

had a chance of acting for good or for

evil, and he was convinced that the re-

sults obtained in those experiments were
rendered entirely unreliable through gal-

vanic agency. The results were most

variable. Whereas one iron (common
iron seemed to be the best) gave a cor-

rosion of only 7 grains, on an average
per square foot, Bessemer steel gave 21
grains, or three times the amount during
the time of exposure. The author was
really most merciful when he stated that

the result was only 69.3 per cent, in

favor of iron, because it was really 300
per cent, in that instance. Notwithstand-
ing these experiments, the Admiralty had
adopted a mode of action which seemed
strangely at variance with the conclusions

to which the experiments would point.

They now used steel almost to the exclu-

sion of iron, and he hoped that some one
connected with the Admiralty would
state the result of more recent experi-

ments undertaken with a better knowl-
edge of the conditions under which they

should be made. He believed the con-

clusions since arrived at were very differ-

ent from those deduced by Admiral Ayn-
sley some years ago. At Table VII. the

author had compared Landore metal and
iron, the one giving an average loss per

square foot of 506.24 grains, and the

other of 483.17 grains, showing a differ-

ence of only 4.8 per cent, against tha

steel, and that was, at any rate, a great

deal better than 69 per cent. On the

same page the author stated :
" The only

peculiarity worth noticing in this experi-

ment is that, while the two plates in the

feed-water heater lost 381.8 and 394.2

grains, the two in the boiler fed from the

heater lost only 8.0 and 3.4 grains re-

spectively." Therefore in the boiler the

iron lost by corrosion about one forty-

eighth, and the steel about one hundred
and twentieth of what they respectively

lost in the feed-water heater, the loss of

iron in this case being about two and a

half times that of the steel. In Table
IX., set 98, the Y steel produced by the

Siemens process gave a corrosion of

1.220 grains, and the DD. Yorkshire iron

1.221 grains, in each case per square
foot of surface; the corrosion in those
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instances being practically the same. In

the next set, 99, the Y steel gave a cor-

rosion of 259 grains ; Staffordshire iron

269 grains, and DD. Yorkshire iron 260
grains, showing that the steel came out

best in that series. In set 102, the Y
steel gave 109.5 grains (in rain water),

and the DD. Yorkshire iron 144 grains.

And yet the author followed up these

facts with the conclusion that steel cor-

roded on an average 64.8 per cent, more
rapidly than iron. He entirely objected

to the mode of reasoning adopted; he
contended that averages were only ap-

plicable to errors of observation. If an
observer was not certain of his weigh-
ings, and he made a hundred weighings
of the same piece of iron, he would be

pefectly justified in taking the average.

IJut nothing could be more unscientific

or erroneous than averaging several ma-
terials, one group of which he chose to

call iron, and another which he called

steel. It was as if a moral philosopher

wanted to find out whether fair com-
plexioned people were more virtuous

than dark complexioned people, and were
to take six fair people and six dark
people promiscuously ; then finding that

they were all very well behaved, except

one of the fair people, who happened to

have just escaped from gaol, and had
committed six murders, h'e were to draw
his average and say: "I find that fair

people have committed, on an average,

one murder each, and should therefore

not be trusted." That was the kind of

•argument which the author appeared to

have adopted. There were substances,

compounds of iron, manganese and sili-

con sold for steel, which no doubt cor-

roded very rapidly; but it was for the

consumer not only to select the proper
material, but also to see that it was prop-
erly used. He believed it was in regard
to the proper selection and use of the

materials that the enormous discrepancies

with which they had to deal would be
found. The author stated that there was
more cinder in iron than in steel, and
therefore that there was prima facie
ground for supposing that iron would
corrode more than steel. There was,
however, an essential difference between
cinder in iron and the scale of steel. The
cinder in iron was a glassy substance,
which was a dielectric, and therefore had
no effect upon the corrosion of the metal,

whereas the scale on steel, which was
produced in rolling, had a very deterior-

ating influence ; it was a magnetic oxide,

which was negative to the steel, and
wherever the metal was exposed in the
presence of such magnetic oxide, corro-

sion took place rapidly. Again, if the

scale should be rolled into steel plates,

as was sometimes the case, rapid corro-

sion ensued, for the same reason. But
he need hardly say that with proper care

those causes of undue corrosion could
be and were prevented, and the extensive

use to which steel was now put proved
sufficiently that there was, at any rate in

ordinary practice, no such destructive

effect going on. The author stated that

those interested in steel had been singu-

lary negligent in not following up the
question of corrosion. Being himself

much interested in steel, Dr. Siemens
had for some years caused a running set

of experiments to be carried out by Mr.
Willis, the chemist at Landore, which
told a very different story from the au-

thor's. In one series, extending over
six months, made partly in a boiler sup-
plied with salt water, and partly by ex-

posure in a tidal river—the plates being
exposed to the air for six hours, and
then immersed for six hours in salt water
—the result was in some instances of

open exposure slightly in favor of iron,

but, in the cases of boilers, always very
much in favor of steel. He had just re-

ceived a report from Mr. Willis, in which
reference was made to a point of import-
ance, the perfect cleaning of the surfaces.

It had been found that if the surfaces

were carefully cleaned of oxide by dip-

ping the plates in the first instance in an
acid solution, the corrosion was always
much diminished. The evil effects of

scale on steel were pointed out at the In-
stitution of Naval Architects, by Mr.
Barnaby, on the 5th of April, 1879, when
he clearly showed that the magnetic oxide
scale was very deleterious in its effects.

He believed that it was now the practice

of the Admiralty to clean the scale off

before using the plates for shipbuilding.

During the past week he had received a
number of letters, quite unsolicited, from
gentlemen interested in the use of steel,

all speaking in the most definite manner
in favor of steel as a metal not liable to

corrode under ordinary circumstances.
One of them was from the Clvde Bank
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Foundry, in which it was stated by Mr.

Thompson that forty steel boilers had
been at work for more than two years.

and that their examinations had led to

the conclusion that no active corrosion

was going on. He believed it woaid be

found, from general experience, that steel

under proper conditions lasted at least

as well as iron. He hoped that the dis-

cussion would bring out such further

facts as would put the question practically

at rest. That there was, under certain

conditions, a very active corrosion going

on both upon steel and iron was clearly

proved by the paper, and by other experi-

ments ; but the conclusions drawn by the

author in favor of iron were, he thought,

unjustified by the results of his own ex-

periments as well as of others.

Mr. B. Martell thought engineers were

much indebted to the author for bring-

ing his valuable experiments before them.

When it was remembered that at the

present time 82,000 tons of steel ships

were being built, the great importance of

the subject would be at once recognized.

The question of the mechanical proper-

ties of mild steel was no doubt well un-

derstood. It was known that it could be

produced possessing all the qualities re-

quired for ship purposes (he referred es-

pecially to the hulls of ships), with all

the ductility and strength, as compared
with iron, that could be hoped for in a

material of tbat kind. The question of

corrosion, however, was one that re-

quired to be solved, and for that pur-

pose more information was needed than

had been hitherto obtained. Many ship-

owners were anxious to build ships of

steel, but an opinion was abroad that it

deteriorated more quickly than iron

;

hence the importance of having reliable

facts upon which to form a correct

opinion on that branch of the subject.

About eighteen months ago a steel ship

in the North of England, not a year old,

was hauled up on a slip-way ; he went
there for the purpose of examining her,

and his examination appeared to bear out

in a striking manner one of the results

mentioned by the author, who had shown
the rapid deterioration that took place

where steel was exposed alternately to

salt water and to air. The vessel was
riveted with iron rivets, and he found
that between the light water mark and
the load water mark, which was alter-

nately wet with sea-water and then dry
and exposed to the air, a rapid deteriora-

tion had taken place as compared with
the other parts of the vessel, and with
iron vessels ; in fact, the steel round the

rivets had wasted to a considerable ex-

tent, so that the rivet points were pro-

truding some distance beyond the steel.

He thought it might probably be due to

galvanic action. Dr. Siemens had re-

ferred to magnetic oxide, but that could
not have been the explanation, because
by hammering the rivets the whole of

that would have been certainly beaten
off. He attributed it more to the gal-

vanic action taking place to some extent

between the iron rivets and the steel

plates. The result seemed to show that

under such conditions as those to which
he had referred a more rapid deteriora-

tion ensued than under other circum-

stances. Two months ago, however, that

same vessel, which had been continuously

running since, was hauled up again and
thoroughly examined, and owing to the

greater care taken in protecting that

part, no deterioration of any moment had
taken place more than in any other part

of the vessel. A striking and important
fact was at the same time brought out.

The vessel was constructed with a double
bottom, or water ballast tank, extending
fore and aft, and inside that no deteriora-

tion had taken place beyond what would
have occurred in iron, and possibly less.

That seemed to show that where steel

was entirely immersed in water no more
rapid deterioration followed than in iron.

He was of opinion that the results stated

by the author might be correct, but they

would not prevent his adopting steel for

ships in preference to iron. Mild steel

was superior to iron for every purpose
for which it was used mechanically, and
by continually coatiug the surfaces it

could be protected as much as iron.

With regard to chemical action, he had
known an iron vessel carrying sugar, in

which some of the bottom plates had
been eaten through in a few months, and
nothing could be worse than that with
the use of steel. But there, again, there

existed an excellent preservative in Port-

land cement, which would protect the

bottom from any action of that kind.

The inside was open to observation, and
it could always be coated. By the use

of steel the ship was stronger, and mos^
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of the parts could be protected from de-

terioration, with the exception of that be-

tween the light and the load line, and
that only required a little closer atten-

tion in keeping it coated so as to prevent
rapid corrosion. He hoped the result of

the paper and of the discussion would not
be to scare shipowners from the use of

steel. He trusted it would not be con-

sidered, as the result of experience, that

steel had deteriorated 120 per cent, more
than iron, as would appear to be the case

from some of these experiments ; but
that the facts derived from the actual

wear and tear of ships would be consid-

ered before any decisive conclusion was
arrived at.

Mr. N. Barnaby, C. B., drew attention

to the statement in the paper : "In spite

of these reasonings, it is undoubtedly a

fact, that under almost all circumstances
iron, and particularly the harder classes,

is far superior to the finer steels in its re-

sistance to corrosion, and this the ex-

periments described by the author incon-

testably prove." When he saw that para-
graph he remarked to the engineer-in-

chief of the Admiralty, Mr. Wright, who
was a member of the first Boiler Commit-
tee (of which the author was also a mem-
ber), and had continued the experiments
to the present time, "it is necessary that
there should be some explanation with
regard to this, because we are using steel

shells for boilers very largely, and people
will expect that some one from the Ad-
miralty should say whether this state-

ment, derived from Admiralty experi-

ments, has been borne out by later

work." Mr. Wright replied :
" We have

continued the experiments from the time
when Mr. Phillips left the Boiler Com-
mittee, and we have come to the conclu-
sion that there is no difference in the
rate of corrosion between iron and the
mild steels we are using. By such ex-

periments as those which he conducted,
and which have been continued since, so
far as we can make out, the results are
pretty nearly the same." He stated,

moreover, that steels could be as well
protected as iron by zinc suspended in
boilers. That was the justification for
the present practice of the Admiralty in

using mild steel for the shells of boilers.

That practice was a very recent one, the
Admiralty having commenced making
steel boilers only within the last few

years ; and it was hardly right that he
should speak of it when there were so
many others who had had a long experi-

ence of the use of steel in boilers. His
only justification in alluding to the sub-

ject was that engineers might wonder
how it happened that the Admiralty re-

port, as the author had presented it,

should not be in accordance with the
present Admiralty practice. With regard
to what Dr. Siemens had said as to the

effect of the hard black oxide upon the
surface of steel, it was true they discov-

ered a long time ago that the effect of

that oxide was very strong indeed, al-

most like that of copper, yet they were
foolish enough (he could use no other
word) in building two ships at Pem-
broke, to allow them to be coated with
anti-fouling composition before the black

oxide was completely removed. His ex-

cuse was that the portions of black oxide
remaining were very small, and that the
officers who were charged with the duty
of getting the bottoms quite clean

thought they had done so. It was not
until the Iris had been at sea for some
months that it was discovered that rust

was forming under the coat of paint

with which the bottom had been covered.

The Admiralty had learned wisdom by
that occurrence, and he believed it would
not happen any more. They now took
pains to clear the oxide off completely.

He thought the reason why they had
found it out before others had discovered

it was, that it was the practice in private

trade to build vessels of that kind in the

open air, and it was there easier for the

black oxide to get removed from the sur-

face of the steel. The Admiralty built

their ships under cover, where it did not

come off so easily.

Mr. J. Farquharson said he had a

memorandum showing the importance of

removing the oxide. The Admiralty were
aware of the view set forth in the paper,

that mild steel was much more liable to

corrosion in salt water than iron, long
before the Report of the Boiler Commit-
tee was printed, and they determined to

test that point specifically. In looking

at the diagrams he was of opinion that

no reliable inference could be drawn from
such a combination ; it was so compli-

cated and was affected by so many con-

ditions. By Mr. Barnaby's directions it

was arranged that they should tiy—not
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surfaces partly covered with oxide and
partly uncovered, in an apparatus the

condition of which they knew nothing'

.about, and which was itself a different

metal—but plates of iron and steel of a

considerable size carefully prepared, the

oxide being entirely removed by two pro-

cesses, first pickling it off by chemical

means, and secondly, planing it off to see

how far the process of removing it af-

fected the result. The plates had been

tried under conditions which had led

.to the inference that iron corroded a

great deal more rapidly than steel ; but
the result of the experiment when the

plates had been divested of oxide on the

surface, was that they were practically

alike ; if there was any difference it

pointed in favor of iron. It was a rather

extended series of experiments carried

<on at Portsmouth with great care. It

was then determined to ascertain some-
thing about the electric effect of the

•oxide, and another series of plates was
prepared, each 2 feet long, 1 foot wide,

and i^- inch thick of mild steel. Some
of the plates were prepared in the way he
Jiad described—the oxide being removed
by two processes. The plate from which
the oxide had been pickled lost 4 oz. and
70 grains ; the one from which it had
been removed bj planing lost 3 oz. and
390 grains. That was the case with two
pieces of the same plate. In another ex-

periment, one plate with the oxide re-

moved as he had described was combined
with another plate of the same size, 2

feet long and 1 foot wide, which had
been cut from the same piece of Landore
:steel ; they were placed parallel to each
other, 3 inches apart, in a wooden frame,

and were connected by wire, one with
the oxide on, the parts where the oxide
was not on being touched over with a

protective vai*nish to prevent local action.

The plate with the oxide on lost nothing

;

the plate in contact with it, combined
electrically, lost 10 oz. 95 grains. He had
before him the record of another series

treated in the same way, but he would
only refer to a few instances to show that

there was a great amount of harmony in

the results. A plate with the oxide
pickled in contact with another with the

oxide on, held parallel to each other 3
inches apart, immersed in the same way
in Portsmouth Harbor, lost 12 oz. and
34 grains ; that with the oxide on lost 75

grains—that happening from minute
j>arts unobserved and unprotected by the

varnish pitting. With another pair of

plates, one with the oxide removed, com-
bined with a copper plate of the same
size, and placed in precisely the same re-

lation to it as had been the plate with the

oxide on, lost 11 oz. 345 grains—less than

one of the other plates where steel alone

was used, showing that a tolerably com-
pact coating of oxide was as 'detrimental

to steel exposed with the oxide on as to

copper. There were a number of other

experiments, the general result of which
was the same. He was considerably sur-

prised when he read the paper. He
knew that the experiments of the Boiler

Committee had been continued, and he
could only suppose that the author was
not aware of what had happened. Mr.
Barnaby had rather understated the case

in favor of steel. In most of the cases

that had been tested by the late Boiler

Committee the results were strongly in

favor of steel. Having a full knowledge
of all the experiments conducted for the

Admiralty for some years, his opinion

was greatly at variance with that of the

author as to the general result of the

comparison between iron and steel. No
one acquainted with the electrical effects

of the combination of metals would ex-

pect to find any reliable inference from
such a combination as had been present-

ed. Copper, gun-metal, zinc, iron, steel,

had all been combined electrically, and at

various distances, some in contact, some
supported on metal rods, some on iron,

some on steel ; and it was stated that the

results were so much per cent, in favor

of iron. For himself he would not un-
dertake to say what the particular result

was in any of those tests with any such
combination.

Mr. John Donaldson could corroborate

the remarks of Dr. Siemens and Mr.
Barnaby, as to the evil influence of the

presence of black oxide on steel jjlates,

by mentioning two cases which had come
under his notice. The practice of his

firm, at the time when the boats were
built, was to preserve, as far as possible,

the oxide on the plates, with a view to

prevent them from getting rusted, the

oxide itself protecting the plate covered
by it from rust. The first case was that

that of a boat built for service on the

west coast of Ireland. For some time
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after leaving the yard they had most
favorable accounts of her performance,

Taut suddenly they received a letter, stat-

ing that she had one day gone out fish-

ing, and it was as much as two men
could do to keep her from sinking. The
boat was examined, and it was found that

the plates in the bow and in the stern,

and others in the boiler and engine-

room, were pitted with very small holes.

It appeared as if some of the black oxide

had been knocked off in the process of

working the plates, and that the oxide

left on had contributed to increase the

rusting of those parts. At first he
thought it was due to the engineer not
clearing away the ashes from the stoke-

hole, and the soot from under the smoke-
box ; but an examination of the second
case, that of a boat built for the Zoologi-

cal Station at Naples, seemed to show
that it was more the action of the black
oxide, helped largely, perhaps, by the

plates not being kept well painted. In
that case the principal pitting took place

at the bow and stern, and scarcely any in

the neighborhood of the engine-room.
He therefore concluded that it was the

black oxide that had been acting galvani-

cally in oxidizing those parts of the

plates that were exposed. When the
plates of a boat were well painted and
kept clean, very little of that action took
place, as was shown in the case of the

Lightning, which his firm built some
years ago, and the bottom of which they
had lately scraped and painted, the plates

j

being found in excellent condition, due
no doubt to the great care taken of the

vessel while in the hands of the Admir-
alty. Their practice now was not only
to remove the scale from the plates, but
to galvanize the whole of the hulls, and
since that had been done there had been
no trouble as far as oxidation was con-
cerned.

Sir Henry Bessemer was sure no one
could help feeling that the question
brought forward in the paper seriously

affected a great deal that had been done
within the last twenty years, and was
well worthy of investigation. As a pre-

liminary to his remarks he desired to say
that he accepted unreservedly all the
iigures which had been given by the au-
thor; he accepted his experiments as
stated, and had no doubt of their entire
fairness. But if he were asked from
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those experiments to draw the inference

that mild steel in the form of a boiler

such as was ordinarily used would not en-

dure half the amount of use and resist

corrosion as well as common Staffordshire

plate, and that phosphorus being present

in the commoner irons, was the cause of

its standing so well as compared with
mild steel, he must entirely demur to any
such conclusion. In the first place, the

experiments on plates suspended inside

a steam boiler appeared to him to be

under totally different conditions from
those to which a steam boiler was ex-

posed when in use. A steam boiler in

use had its internal flue exposed to a

very high temperature on the inside, and
on the outside of the water only, subject

more or less to a deposit on its surface,

and to a great many strains continuously

by the raising and lowering of the tem-
perature, which a suspended and insu-

lated plate in the water did not feel or

come in contact with. The external

shell of the boiler also was exposed on
the inside to the corrosive action of the

water, and on the exterior to the corro-

sive action more or less of the gases of

the furnace passing along the flues, and
also to the escape of water occasionally

from the weeping at the rivets, and so

on, sometimes cutting large notches, or, if

the boiler was well riveted, not affecting

it at all. To these violent changes of

temperature the suspended plate was
not subjected. The deposition of scale

upon the surface would not take place on
the suspended plate in the same manner
as in the case of a boiler. The conditions,

therefore, were in reality very different,

and that difference would sufficiently ac-

count for the fact that boilers in actual

use did not corrode at the rapi derates
that the suspended plates appeared to

have done, from the evidence given in the

paper. Some twenty-three years ago he
manufactured a great many boiler-plates

for a gentleman who was about to make
experiments upon their use, and who de-

sired to know what was the actual work-
ing condition of those new steel plates.

In one instance 50 tons of plates were
made into boilers, and the result, after

twenty-two years' use, was very different

from that which had been described with
regard to the suspended plates, in conse-

quence of the different conditions to

which they were subjected. As intro-
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ductory to the experiments, he might be
permitted to refer to the remarks made
by Mr. Daniel Adamson, M. Inst. C. E.

(than whom there was no more thorough

and practical man connected with boiler

work), and by Mr. William Richardson.

The occasion was the discussion on a

paper which he had read on the 31st

July, 1861, in Sheffield, before the Insti-

tution of Mechanical Engineers, Sir

William Armstrong occupying the chair.

Some specimens of flanging for locomo-

tive boilers were then exhibited, and after

they had been examined by the chair-

man, the remarks he had referred to

were made in reply to an inquiry whether
the plates from the new steel were much
used. The plates of some of the boilers

were exceedingly thin, and if anything

like rapid corrosion took place in those

plates, they would soon have become too

weak to sustain the pressure of 85 lbs. to

which they were subjected, and would
have given way. It had occurred to him
that it would be well to ascertain the con-

dition of those boilers at the present mo-
ment, inasmuch as, if corrosion had gone
on at the rate stated in the paper, in con-

nection with some of the Bessemer steel,

the plates would have been entirely de-

stroyed in about eight and a half years,

and as the boilers were made twenty-two

years ago, it might be supposed that a

second or third set would now have taken

the place of the original ones. He ac-

cordingly sent the following telegram to

Mr. Richardson :
" A paper on corrosion

of steel boilers will be discussed to-mor-

morrow at Civil Engineers ; are the six

boilers of my steel, made twenty-two

years ago, still in use ?" To which Mr.
Richardson replied: "The six boilers of

youv steel, made twenty- two years ago,

are still in use, and have no appearance

of corrosion." That was the best answer
he could give to the assumption that

Bessemer steel lasted about one-third the

time of common Staffbrdshire plates.

Had common Staffordshire plates been
used twenty-two years ago he fancied that

the boilers would be in a rather queer
condition at the present time. Mr.
Richardson's practice was to overhaul his

boilers annually, and thoroughly investi-

gate them ; and as the boilers in question

were experimental ones, and put up so

long ago, he had no doubt that a strict

examination had gone on in connection

with them, so that Mr. Richardson would
well know wjaether they were corroded
or not. This statement was, he thought,
the best evidence that could be given
that Bessemer steel, and other mild
steels of a similar character, were
thoroughly well adapted for the manu-
facture of steam boilers, and might be
relied upon quite as well as Staffordshire

iron, notwithstanding the results arrived

at by the author.

Mr. E. Matheson said the author had
dwelt entirely upon boiler tubes and
ships ; but there were other matters in

connection with the corrosion of steel

and iron which were interesting to many
members of the Institution ; he referred

to structures like bridges, exposed not
to salt water or steam, but to the
weather. The corrosion of wrought iron

was very serious, especially in cities and
in railway tunnels, and if steel were still

more sensitive to corrosion, it would, in-

deed, be a grave matter. It would be
interesting to compare the means taken
to preserve wrought iron with those
used in connection with steel, and to

see how one would be suited for the
other. He thought that the means taken
to protect wrought iron from rust were
imperfectly understood. There always
appeared to be an attempt to preserve
the skin of the iron as it left the rolling

mill, and he ventured to say that that

was impossible, and was to a large ex-

tent, a mistake. Wrought iron, in pass-

ing through the rolls, coming in contact

with the atmosphere, was at once oxi-

dized ; it got a black scale or oxide upon
it which must ultimately fall off; and
although elaborate specifications were
prepared for oiling or painting such
wrought iron, that ti'eatment only post-

poned the evil. Oiling wrought iron was,

he thought, a better protection than
painting, but even that did not fulfill the
purpose intended. He believed there
were only two, or perhaps three, modes
of protecting wrought iron from rust.

One was to keep it entirely from the air.

Iron built into lime or brickwork or
masonry would remain for centuries al-

most in the same condition as when it

was put in. The second plan was that

of Professor Barff, exposing the iron to

superheated steam, but this was possible

only with pieces of moderate size. A
third plan was to remove the thin scale
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entirely before the painting was applied,

and he thought that was seldom, if ever,

done in England in any sort of structure.

The only place where he knew of its

being done was in Holland, where the

specifications of the engineers generally

described, with the greatest minuteness,

how the iron was to be treated before

the oil and paint were applied. The
iron was treated as the galvanizers treat-

ed it in this country ; it was dipped in

baths of dilute acid, which removed all

the black scale. After washing it was
painted, and if the paint was renewed
from time to time, the iron might be
permanently preserved. In this country
the plan was followed necessarily by gal-

vanizers, but he believed by no one else.

If the structure had parts that were in-

accessible to the painter's brush, rust

would be sure to destroy it. He had
lately seen a curious instance of the way
in which rust deteriorated structures.

He had taken down a beautifully-made

bridge that had been put up twenty-five

years ago by Messrs. Fox and Hender-
son ; it was the first pin-bridge made in

England, and was placed over the Com-
mercial Road at Stepney. The upper
boom or box of the bridge had been
riveted and calked like a boiler, and
was perfectly air-tight ; and the inside

plates, which had never been painted,

were as good as the day when they were
first put in, while some of the parts ex-

posed to the atmosphere, and ineffectu-

ally painted, had deep pits bitten out in

all directions, materially weakening them.
The worst part was where the iron had
been brought in contact with wood, the

acid of which had so destroyed it that

an angle iron \ inch thick was worn
down to a knife edge. It was not often

that one had the opportunity of dissect-

ing an existing bridge, and he thought
it might be interesting to mention the
facts to which he had referred. Another
bridge, an approach to a large terminus,

put up some twenty years ago, was now
being taken down (having to be widened)
in the City of London; the rivet-heads
were eaten away, and the T-iron stiffen-

ers were nearly rusted away. At the
present rate, in ten years he imagined
the bridge would have begun to sink un-
der its load. When he saw it there were
four locomotives on it, so that it had to
undergo severe strains. It would be in-

teresting if some steel-maker or chemist
would compare steel with cast iron. Like
cast iron, it had been in a molten condi-
tion, and had not undergone the inter-

mediary process of piling and laminating
which wrought iron had to undergo. Cast
iron, when run into a sand-mould, got a
skin on it, which was a very valuable pro-
tection, and might be permanently pre-

served. Steel was cast in an ingot, and
it might be useful to be informed, by
those cognizant of such matters, how far

steel cast in a sand mould was like iron
cast in a sand mould ; what difference

there was on the surface of the steel, be-
cause it was cast in an iron ingot mould,
instead of in sand, and what alteration

took place in the steel by its being re-

heated and passed through the rolling

mill. Apart from any chemical differ-

ence, there were these differences be-
tween iron and steel, and he felt sure
there was a difference of surface caused
by the way in which they were manu-
factured.

Professor F. A. Abel said the author
had stated "that the commoner sorts of
iron, containing the most phosphorus,
resist corrosion far better than the su-
perior kinds ; and also that the harder
steels, containing the greatest amount of
carbon and phosphorus, are better in
this respect than the softer and finer

sorts." The author had further remark-
ed that the conclusions at which he had
arrived from the results of experiments
had been confirmed by the recent analy-
sis of some brands of metal under consid-
eration. The subject being one of great
interest to him, he had searched the
paper, but in vain, for any facts upon
which those conclusions were based. The
author had very justly stated that " It is

important to ascertain how far want of
uniformity in composition has to do with
local corrosion in metals, and particularly
in steel ; also how far the presence in a
medium degree, or absence in a mini-
mum degree, of impurities in iron and
steel can affect their durability." Another
statement made by the author was, "that
the manufacturer and chemist, in their
anxiety to produce a metal containing
the least possible amount of impurities,
and thus to attain a high standard of
ductility, in depriving it, perhaps, to a
greater degree than necessary, of ele-

ments such as phosphorus, carbon, &c,
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or adding to it manganese, probably thus
render it more liable to corrosion." It

was stated as a probability, but further

on it was given as a decided fact ; and
he confessed that he was unable to con-

jecture how the probability had been con-

verted into a matter of certainty. The
author had made a general statement
with regard to the proportions of phos-
phorus, carbon, and manganese in irons

and steels. In regard to phosphorus, his

argument might be to some extent borne
out by that statement ; with reference to

carbon, the proportion in steel, accord-

ing to his statement, was from two to

three times that existing in wrought
iron, and he had given the proportion of

manganese as three or four times greater
in steel than in iron. He imagined that

the author wished to compare the two
materials together, since, in the case of

phosphorus, he had referred, not to the
different proportions of phosphorus con-

tained in one and the same material, but
to the different proportions contained in

the two materials. Those were the only
facts bearing on the above conclusion
which he had been able to find in the

papers, and as, according to these, car-

bon and manganese were present in larger

proportion in steel than in wrought iron,

he should have imagined that they ought,
according to the author's conclusions, to

exert their protective influence to a far

greater degree upon steel than they did

upon wrought iron. That was the ex-

tent to which he had received instruc-

tion in reference to the impurities con-

tained in wrought iron and steel, which
the chemist was so anxious to remove;
and he confessed the conclusion at which
he had arrived was that, as regarded
"assumptions and theories," the author
did not stand upon much higher level

than those whom he had condemned.
The author had been very severe upon
those who indulged in the view that pos-

sibly galvanic action might have some-
thing to do with the deterioration of

boiler plates, whether iron or steel, but
he thought there were very few persons,

even among those who were not what the

author had called indiscriminate partisans

of mild steel, who shared that view, and
who were not convinced that even in one
and the same piece of plate galvanic ac-

tion might come into play very decidedly

in promoting the corrosion of the metal.

In reply to the possible objection that

more definite results would have been ob-

tained from more extensive trials, the au-

thor had stated that all experiments in

which the conditions were not precisely

similar, could not be considered satisfac-

tory ; and Professor Abel thought there

were few who had experimented with
a view to obtaining precision of results,

who would not most heartily agree with
him in that respect. But there, again,

he could not quite understand how such
very strong conclusions as the author
had drawn could be based upon the re-

sults of experiments made by the distri-

bution of large numbers of plates to dif-

ferent ships, in which they had received

all possible kinds of treatment, especially

when he found that the results of those

various experiments with fifty-six sets of

plates were lumped together afterwards,

and that the conclusions were drawn
from the average loss of weight of the

plates in those remarkably various ex-

periments. He was one of those who
considered that among the most, danger-

ously misleading figures with which prac-

tical and scientific men could have to

deal were so-called averages. No doubt
the results of the various experiments
were interesting, as illustrating the char-

acter of the corrosion caused by different

treatment, such as the water used, the

different practices of blowing off, and the

comparative effects of chemical agents.

It was, however, from those various ex-

periments that a definite conclusion was
drawn with regard to the stability of

steel as compared with iron, for the au-

thor stated, "These results clearly prove
that the conclusions arrived at by many
experienced engineers and chemists as

to the causes of corrosion in boilers, pre-

vious to the appointment of the Boiler

Committee, were erroneous." He should
have been glad if a statement of those

conclusions had been given, in order that

their fallacy might have been demon-
strated ; for he should have been most
anxious to learn from such an extensive

and instructive series of experiments as

the Boiler Committee had the power to

institute, and did institute, to what ex-

tent previously existing conclusions were
wrong. The author had also stated that

"in spite of these reasonings, it is un-

doubtedly a fact, that under almost all

circumstances iron, and particularly the
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harder classes, is far superior to the finer

steels in its resistance to corrosion, and
this the experiments described by the

author incontestably prove." That was
a very strong statement, but he had no
doubt that the author had considered
himself perfectly justified in making it.

He must, however, pardon those who
were unable, from the summary of experi-

ments which he had given, to arrive at

the same conclusion. Taking even the
averages upon which the author relied,

this statement was not at all well carried

out, for he could hardly consider that 10
per cent, difference in average loss would
be so great in practical experiments as to

constitute an "incontestable proof" of

the difference between the durability of

two descriptions of material. Further
on he found that there was only a differ-

ence of 5 per cent, to establish the same
point " incontestably." With regard to

the averages of the experiments made on
board the many ships, there were differ-

ences, in one case between crucible steel

and Staffordshire iron, amounting to 0.3

per cent, only upon the weight of the
total metal employed, and in another case
between Siemens steel and Yorkshire iron
of less than 1 per cent, upon the total

weight. He could hardly accept results

of that kind as " incontestable " proof
that the superiority of iron over steel had
been established. Again, in some of the
special experiments made by the author,

it had been "incontestably proved " that
iron was on an equality with steel, and
even that steel was superior to iron. Tak-
ing all these points into consideration,

although he had read the paper with
great interest, he could not admit that
the author had in the least degree estab-

lished, by the "facts" with which alone
he proposed to deal, the " incontestable "

superiority of wrought iron over steel as
a material for boilers.

Mr. E. A. Cowper wished to say a few
words in reference to the bridge to which
Mr. Matheson had alluded. He had con-
structed it more than thirty years ago
for the late firm of Fox, Henderson and
Co. It was in the Commercial Road,
and was 120 feet span, and had been
lately pulled down to increase the width
of the bridge. He believed it was the
first bow-and-string bridge made of iron
in this country ; the bow flange was of a
box form, with an overhanging top sec-
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tion. The span of the bridge did not re-

quire that the rib should be large enough
to let a man pass through. There were
vertical ties and large bolts which would
prevent this ; therefore the box was built

as air-tight as it could be—not absolute-

ly, but so close that the air could not
work in and out with freedom. In that

way the inside plates, he believed, were
protected very fairly, until it had been
lately pulled down. Mr. Matheson had
not said whether the inside plates were
in a perfect condition, but he believed

that they were so. In some of the out-

side plates, where wood had been placed
against the side of the box, the iron was
corroded, and in some cases very badly,

no doubt from the tannic or gallic acid in

the wood. But where bridges were made
with laminated plates, as they were in

many instances'—notably in one near at

hand where corrosion was going on
rapidly—he imagined that in a few years

there would be no plates left. It was
impossible, with a number of plates rivet-

ed together, to get them all so air-tight

at the edges as entirely to exclude the at-

mosphere, and especially the damp air

coming from the chimneys of locomotives.

The mode of protection suggested by Mr.
Matheson was no doubt a good one, but
he would suggest that a further protec-

tion should be adopted by forcing var-

nish or boiled oil, or whatever might be
the best material, between the plates by
a powerful syringe ; the oil might not go
all the way in, but it would go as far as

the air would, and two or three injections

might entirely stop the entrance of air.

In that way he believed that many
bridges of laminated plates which were
now in a state of deterioration might be
preserved from further deterioration be-

tween the plates. Thirty years was too

short a life for a bridge, and some im-

proved method of protection ought to be
adopted.

Mr. Peter Samson remarked that the

paper was bristling with facts which were
exceedingly interesting and useful to En-
gineers, especially to those who were en-

trusted with the maintenance of such
structures as bridges, ships and boilers.

At the same time engineers ought to be
exceedingly cautious in drawing deduc-
tions from those experiments, otherwise

they might, without ground, get alarmed
and scared from the use of mild steel.
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He thought it would have added to the

value of the paper if the loss from corro-

sion had been given per unit of time as

well as per unit of surface, because it was
impossible to compare one experiment
with another, or to compare the experi-

ments with the actual corrosion going on
in boilers unless that were done. He
had calculated the loss of weight of the

iron plates as given in the tables per
square foot of surface per month, and he
had found that it averaged 55.6 grains,

the greatest loss being 170 grains, and
the lowest 10.9 grains. That corrosion,

although it might appear large,was small
in amount when compared with the act-

ive corrosion going on in some boilers.

Taking the average corrosion of the ex-

perimental plates as a standard by which
to arrive at the durability of a ^-inch

plate, 1 foot square, if corroded on one
side only, he found that it would take

more than two hundred years to corrode
the plate entirely away. Comparing this

with the average life of a well-kept marine
boiler, which was only about ten years—
although it was not an uncommon thing
for a ^-inch plate in a boiler to be cor-

roded away in a very few years—it was
evident that the conditions under which
the experiments were made, and those
actually going on in boilers were entirely

different ; and the question arose, what
effect the difference of conditions had on
the results of the experiments ? It was
important to note that the percentage in

favor of iron was 45.4 in the case of the

tubes referred to in Table II. , and only
10.9 in the case of the feed-water heater

plates, where the rate of corrosion was
about 70 per cent, greater. It would be
exceedingly interesting to know the au-

thor's views as regarded the corrosion

being so little in the experimental plates

compared with that in actual boilers.

Referring to the experiments which the

author had made at home, he thought
those results would be found useful and
interesting, but they required some ex-

planation. In those referred to as set 98
the corrosion in the first twelve months
was considerably higher than that during
the second twelve months, and as there

was no apparent reason why it should be
so, especially as the plates must have
been scraped and cleaned for weighing at

the end of the first period, he thought it

would be useful to have the author's ex-

planation on that point. It would also be
interesting to have his opinion as to why
the corrosion in the experiments marked
102 was so much less than in those
marked 98. Possibly it might be due to
the water in the former series being kept
in a vessel without being changed, and if

that was the case it would tend to prove
that the water in boilers should be blown
out as seldom as possible. Referring to

the experiments with the crucible steel,

it would be found that the plate which
was placed in the water-butt corroded
more than that placed in the tank, and that
the plate in the kitchen boiler corroded
less than the plate in the tank. The dif-

ference might have arisen in this way : in

the water-butt, the corrosive agents were
very active, owing to their not having
previously come in contact with a sub-
stance for which they had an affinity, and
combined freely with the experimental
plates suspended therein. They were
then earned on to the tank, where the

second set of plates were placed, but be-

ing weakened by their first attack, less

corrosion occurred, and they finally

passed into the kitchen boiler weaker
still, and therefore less able to combine
with the last set of plates.

Mr. D. Phillips in reply observed that

his sole purpose in writing the paper had
been to lay before the Institution facts

which had come to his knowledge regard-

ing the comparative corrosion of iron and
mild steel. He had no wish to depreciate

mild steel. True, the paper showed that

that metal had defects ; but these, he was
of opinion, could be counteracted with
further knowledge. It would not do the

cause of mild steel any good to conceal

its faults, for without clear knowledge of

the defects of steel it would be impos-
sible to remedy them. Many of the

criticisms had been wide of the mark.
Whilst the paper dealt chiefly with the

corrosion of iron and steel having bright

surfaces, considerable time had been
spent in discussing the mechanical quali-

ties of steel, and its liability to corrode

with or without black or magnetic oxide.

He could not but admire the conve-

nient way in which Dr. Siemens had at-

tempted to prove from the figures in the

paper that its conclusions were erroneous.

Dismissing the tube and disk experi-

ments as worthless, and skipping the ex-

periments in the two tugs and the feed-
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'water heater, and those with Lowmoor
iron and Bolton steel, he observed that

in the test of the Landore steel and the

Lowmoor iron, the latter proved only 4.8

per cent, better than steel ; but this was
in fresh water, and only for six months.
Referring to Table VII. and the remarks
following, he said that in this case the

iron lost more than twice as much as the

steel ; but then the iron mentioned as

having been tested in a former experi-

ment was under trial over twice the time
that the steel was. Ignoring the ex-

periments in ocean and coast-going
steamers, perhaps the most important of

all to those engaged in steam-shipping,
Dr. Siemens proceeded to pick out from
Table IX. such results as suited his pur-
pose. In set 98, he compared the Land-
ore steel with the Yorkshire iron, whilst
in set 99 he compared it with Stafford-

shire iron. Passing over sets 100 and
101, in which both the steels gave bad
results, he wound up with set 102. Now
this was hardly an impartial way of treat-

ing the matter. To take into considera-
tion only such facts as confirmed one's
own opinions was a species of special
pleading upon which Dr. Siemens could
not be congratulated. In sets 99 and
102 the corrosion was scarcely percep-
tible. The D.D. 102, to which Dr. Sie-

mens drew attention, had a patch of cin-

der in it, which was picked out before
testing, but after it was weighed ; the
loss of weight should therefore have been
approximately reduced. In calculating
the percentages in Tables VIII. and IX.,
the two steels and the two irons were
compared, the difference between each
steel being but trifling. The results ob-
tained, after a little over two years' trial,

from the metals tested in the tube ap-
paratus, were considered by Dr. Siemens
to be valueless ; but when he was better
acquainted with the conditions to which
the apparatus and the tubes had been
subjected, this opinion would probably
be modified. Mr. Phillips possessed,
from a scientific point of view, only a
scanty knowledge of the effects of elec-

tricity on metals, but he claimed to have
a fair amount of knowledge as to the na-
ture of corrosion in marine boilers and
its causes, and he failed to see why, in
the tube experiments, with metals so
closely allied to each other, one metal
Jiould feel the effect of electricity more

than another. He thought it would be
admitted that neither in the steam cham-
ber nor in the condensing chamber were
there present conditions such as would
promote galvanic action between the iron

of the apparatus and the tubes, or be-

tween the tubes themselves, nor after

the experiment was any such action to

be perceived. At, and a little above, the

water level in the condensing chamber
the tubes suffered severely, but below
and above that point there was scarcely

any corrosion. Again, in the steam
chamber the surfaces, especially of the

cold-drawn tubes, were scarcely affected.

There were no disks or rods in any of

these tubes. The conditions necessary

to promote galvanic action inside the

tubes were also absent, except, per-

haps, in set 2, which contained salt water.

The other three sets contained fresh

water. In set 2, galvanic action could

only take place between the iron plugs

and the bottom ends of the tubes, but
there were no signs of such action. If,

as Dr. Siemens remarked, the common
iron alone was compared with the Bes-

semer steel tubes, the difference was
nearly 200, not 300, per cent, in favor of

the iron ; but in Table II. the losses in

all the tubes were given, and in Table

III. the losses in ten samples of each

metal, under precisely similar conditions.

In calculating the percentages resulting

from them, he had given the true results.

The tube apparatus had been designed

by him at the suggestion of the Chair-

man of the Boiler Committee, Admiral C.

Murray Aynesley, for testing tubes of

various kinds of metals. Mr. Farquhar-

son had nothing to do with it, and his re-

marks as to magnetic oxide showed that

he did not understand the conditions

under which the tubes had been tested.

Mr. Phillips could not understand Dr.

Siemens when he said " there were sub-

stances, compounds of iron, manganese,

and silicon, sold for steel, which no
doubt corroded very rapidly." The metal

apparently referred to by Dr. Siemens
was made by the Bolton Steel and Iron

Company, on the Bessemer principle,

and was considered by most practical

men to be as good, in every way, as

Landore steel. The weighing of the

specimens in the experiments had been

carefully done, chiefly by Mr. Tookey,

one of the members of the first commit-
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tee, and by Mr. Ireland, one of the mem-
bers of the secondjcomrnittee, every plate,

disk, or tube having been separately

weighed.
As regarded the effect of magnetic

oxide on steel, Dr. Siemens did not make
it clear whether iron suffered from its

oxide in the same manner and proportion

as steel was said to do, nor as to the con-

ditions under which this action took

place. From what Mr. Phillips had been
able to gather in this direction, the oxide

could only affect a metal to which it was
partially attached in salt water at ordi-

nary temperatures, its effect in cold fresh

water, and in fresh and sea water of high
temperatures, such as in marine boilers

being absolutely nil. Further, every

practical engineer knew only too well

that this magnetic oxide in a marine
boiler, especially below the level of the

water, soon disappeared, much sooner,

indeed, than could be wished. With the

exception of the small plates and the

welded tubes, all the specimens in the

experiments were effectually freed of

their oxides, either by planing, filing, or

grinding, so that the remarks of some of

the speakers as to the black oxide were
hardly to the point. According to Dr.

Siemens, the fact, if fact it were, that

black oxide materially assisted the corro-

sion of steel, was a recent discovery of

Mr. Barnaby, or of one of his staff, but not
in connection with the working of marine
boilers. Professor Williamson had, how-
ever, pointed it out to the committee in

1874. It might prove of value to ship-

owners and builders, but if not it would
not want companions in the limbo of

neglected discoveries. The first volume
issued by the Boiler Committee was full

of theories as to galvanic action, which,
with the better knowledge now existing

of the working of boilers, were consid-

ered unworthy of serious consideration.

The remarks of Mr. Traill and Mr.
Martell contained nothing new and noth-

ing to comment upon, except, perhaps,
the instance of extraordinary corrosion
mentioned by the latter. Mr. Martell,

attributed this, as many others would do,

to galvanic action between the iron rivets

and the steel plates. Had the action

taken place below the light water-mark,
there would be some reason for attribut-

ing it to galvanic action, but in his opin-

ion, had the rivets been of the same ma-

terial as the plates, a similar corrosion

would have taken place. Mr. Martell
had remarked, in May, 1879, " that it was
not uncommon to find soft iron rivet

points in iron ships somewhat pitted or
worn within the surface, but the converse
action of the plate wearing around the
rivets was peculiar.'' This seemed to

confirm Mr. Martell's view that the softer

or purer metals did not resist corrosion

so well as the harder sorts, though the
action would, in such cases, be assisted

by a sort of breathing or springing of

the plates in a line with the rivets, espe-

cially if the plates were thinner than they
would have been if of iron, by which, and
friction, the paint was soon removed. Mr.
Martell had no doubt often seen the
sides of iron ships corroded similarly,

though not to such a serious extent,

after a long voyage in the tropics ; he
had himself seen many, amongst others
two old iron hulks in Bombay harbor,
completely riddled, a little above the
water line from the effect now of air, now
of salt water and want of attention. Ac-
cording, however, to the experience of

Messrs. Martell, Barnaby, and Donald-
son, deterioration went on in steel hulls

which never occurred in iron hulls. In
one case this was attributed to galvanic

action between the iron rivets and the
steel plates ; in the other two cases to

galvanic action between the steel plates

and their oxides. Mr. Barnaby got over
the difficulty by removing the magnetic
oxide by pickling the plates, and Mr.
Donaldson by galvanizing them with zinc.

Why should this be necessary with steel

hulls, and not with iron hulls ? Practical

men, he thought, would pause before they
adopted either plan, and would consider
how it was that the oxide on iron plates

did not produce the same effect as that

on steel plates.

It had been mentioned by Mr. Bar-
naby, not for the first time, that the results

of some experiments carried out by the
Admiralty contradicted those given in the
paper. In Paris, in 1878, Mr. Barnaby
said that the Admiralty "had made some
experiments extending over four years,

and although at first the pieces of steel

suffered more loss than the pieces of iron,

when they were put unpainted on the
bottom of the ship in salt water, as times
went on they discovered that the loss did
not continue, and that, so far a& these
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experiments went, steel was at least as

good, and it appeared to him to be bet-

ter, than iron." In London, in 1879, he
said " in the matter of oxidation in salt

water, we have found by a series of trials

extending over about three and a half

years, that the rate of oxidation of three

plates of iron of the same brand, differed

more among themselves than they dif-

fered from steel ; that when the surfaces

of steel plates are carefully freed from
the black oxide produced in the rolls by
a wash of weak acid, or otherwise, the

surface corrosion in salt water is very
uniform ; that when the surface oxide is

left on, the effect of the oxide on the

neighboring bared metal is as strong and
continuous as copper would be." Now,
he was curious to know what experi-

ments Mr. Barnaby referred to. Experi-
ments had been made by the Admiralty
with iron and steel plates at Portsmouth
and Devonport, between 1874 and 1877,
to test their comparative durability in

sea water and in bilge water. The speci-

mens tested and the results obtained
came under the notice of Admiral Ayns-
ley, Mr. Tookey, and himself ; they as-

certained that the steel plates tried at

Portsmouth lost 80 ozs. 341 grains, and
the iron plates 61 ozs. 52 grains, or 24
per cent less. In the experiment at

Devonport, which lasted a much shorter

time than that at Portsmouth, the steel

plates lost 43£ ozs., the iron plates 26£
ozs., or 64 per cent, in favor of the iro*n.

The dockyard officers reported that the
corrosion in the steel plates was more
severe and irregular than in the iron.

Surely these experiments were not those
to which Mr. Barnaby alluded. In a

letter addressed to the Controller of the
Navy, dated the 6th of June, 1877, the
committee pointed out the confirmation
the results obtained at Portsmouth gave
to their own conclusions. He would ask,

too, why these results, and those of other
experiments since carried out by the
Constructor's Department, had not been
made known ? In such an important
question the Mercantile Marine was as
much interested as the Admiralty.
Some time had been devoted by Sir

Henry Bessemer to show the different

conditions to which plates suspended in

boilers, and boilers themselves, were sub-
jected. That was hardly necessary. One
of the objects of the committee's experi-

ments was to ascertain the comparative
endurance, as regarded corrosion, of dif-

ferent metals when under similar condi-

tions, and this object they had attained.

Sir Henry Bessemer had quoted Messrs.

Richardson and Adamson, and it was al-

ways interesting to hear the experience

of such practical men. But these gentle-

men had to deal with land boilers, work-
ed with water comparatively harmless to

the materials of which they were com-
posed. Mr. Adamson had been princi-

pally concerned with the construction of

boilers ; and he would ask why the re-

sults of the experience of these gentle-

men, or of others, with iron boilers and
steel marine boilers, had not been given t

Mention had also been made by Sir

Henry Bessemer of some steel boilers at

Oldham, which had lasted twenty-two
years, and which were now said to show
no signs of corrosion, though this last

remark could hardly have been seriously

meant, and he opined that had these

boilers been made twenty-two years ago
of Staffordshire iron they would now
have been in a very dilapidated condition.

When the Boiler Committee visited Old-

ham in November, 1874, Mr. Richardson
was engaged in removing and resetting

iron boilers which had already done duty
for more than eighteen years, and which
were, he had been told, still at work. The
shells of these boilers were, as usual, of

ordinary iron. Again, at Wigan, in 1875,

he had seen some iron boilers which were
more than thirty-one years old, working
at pressures of from 60 lbs. to 70 lbs. to

the square inch, the front ends of the

flues only, over the fires, having been re-

newed; these, he was informed, were
still at work. The following was a copy
of a letter, dated 7th April, 1881, which
he had received from Mr. Mason, Super-
intendent Engineer of the Furness Rail-

ways: "Dear sir, replying to your favor

of yesterday's date, the boiler of Firefly,

paddle steamer, Lake Windermere, was
put in in 1848, that of the Dragonfly in

1850 ; both were broken up last year.

Plates (internally) good, having the

bloom still on them. Boilers of Walney
were put in in 1868, taken out in 1878.

Steel boiler completely done. Iron boiler

might have lasted three or four years

longer with care. Yours, &c, R. Ma-
son." This vessel had since been fitted

with two iron boilers. In 1876 he brought
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with him from one of the boilers on Lake
Windermere a piece of iron tube which
had been in use rather more than
eighteen years. On the water-side of the

tubes, furnaces, &c, there was very little

corrosion, but the surfaces exposed to the

action of fire, sulphur and the atmos-

phere, had suffered a great deal, especi-

ally round the lower part of the fronts.

Here were cases of iron boilers lasting

over thirty jeavs on board steamers, as

well as on land.

It had been remarked by Mr. Raven-
hill that if steel wasted as quickly as the
specimens in set 100, " there ought now
to be little of the original steel left " of

the Dover boats. These boats made
runs of about one hour and three-quar-

ters' duration, allowing of their sides

being examined and painted daily, if

necessary, whilst the set of plates (100)

were under a very severe test, and not
protected—not even by their oxides

;

both sides of the experimental plates

were wetted daily and exposed to the
weather, and it was only to be supposed
that they would suffer more from corro-

sion than plates in ships' sides painted
and taken care of. He could not admit
that the report received by Mr. Raven-
hill from Captain Dent gave such evi-

dence as was desirable in these matters.

Indeed, he had heard that the steel boil-

ers in the Duke of Sutherland, one of

the Holyhead boats, had suffered more
than the iron boilers.

With regard to Mr. Matheson's re-

marks, if iron and steel were kept dry,

or well looked after and painted, they
would suffer but little, if any, corrosion

;

also with care the magnetic oxide would
remain attached to the surfaces of iron
structures, under ordinary conditions, for

years, and would, while it remained, ef-

fectually retard corrosion.

In reply to Professor Abel he contend-
ed that the results of the experiments he
had described confirmed his conclusions.
If the method of giving averages were
unfair, the gross results would still up-
hold this view. He would refer any one
desiring fuller information concerning
the ocean plate and tube experiments,
and the experiments in the tugs, &c, to

the Blue Book just issued by the second
Admiralty Boiler Committee. Professor
Abel went on to say that since there was
more carbon and manganese in steel than

in iron, these elements should afford

steel greater protection than iron. Carbon
undoubtedly did so, but the part man-
ganese played in this respect was doubt-
ful, probably the reverse ; taking, how-
ever, all the so-called impurities in iron

and steel together, there was a greater

sum total of foreign matter in common
iron than in mild steel, and these foreign

impurities or ingredients might be the

cause of common iron corroding less

than mild steel. Professor Abel said

that he stated this as a fact ; that was
not so ; he stated as a fact that the met-
als which contained most impurities, es-

pecially those containing the most phos-

phorus, resisted corrosion better than
the more refined sorts. More than one
scientific man supported the views he had
advanced as to the class of metal which
suffered most from corrosion ; and Dr.

Prankland held the same opinion as him-
self regarding galvanic action in boilers.

He would refer to the summary of the

evidence given before the Boiler Com-
mittee in 1874. by such authorities as the

late Dr. Letheby, Dr. A. W. William-

son, Dr. E. Frankland, Dr. J. Percy,

Mr. G. J. Snelus, and Mr. W. Weston,
and from speeches made at the meetings
of the Iron and Steel Institute in 1878-9,

by Mr. I. Lothian Bell, Dr. Siemens,

and Mr. E. Riley, and it would be seen

what different conclusions such gentle-

men came to. He regretted that Profes-

sor Abel should have confined his re-

marks to criticism without endeavoring

to throw any light on the subject of the

paper.

Two of the experiments described by
Mr. Phillips showed only 5 and 10 per

cent, in favor of the iron, and this it was
said was not " proof incontestable,'' that

iron was superior to steel as regarded
corrosion. If even these percentages

were added to the 13, 20, or 25 per cent,

reduction in the sectional area of steel

plates and scantlings in ships or boilers

accepted by the Board of Trade and by
Lloyd's, which matter had been conveni-

ently forgotten in the discussion, or if the

corrosion we're assumed to be equal in

the metals, the result would be, if not
fatal, very damaging for steel.

The greatest care was taken that the

specimens in each experiment should be
exposed to exactly the same treatment.

With regard to the ocean-plate experi-
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ments, when fifty-six sets of test plates

had been subjected to the various sorts

of treatment of boilers now in practice,

and furnished a percentage of 21.3 in

favor of the irons over the mild steels, it

was not only fair, but reasonable, to infer

that iron on the whole withstood the cor-

rosive effects of those treatments better

than steel. That the treatment of boilers

might be so modified as to alter this

state of things he had already suggested,

and indeed had often put practically to

the proof.

In reply to Mr. Samson's queries re-

garding the results of the experiments
given in Table IX., the greater corrosion

in sets 98 and 100 during the first period

of their trial than in the second period,

was due in his opinion to the weather in

the summer of 1879 being so much more
changeable than in 1880. Mr. Samson
had furnished the reply he should have
given as to the greater corrosion in set

98 than in set 102, viz., that the vessel

containing set 98 was much larger than
that containing set 102, and that the

water in it was constantly changed. The
tank and boiler containing the crucible

steel were small, and the water in the
boiler was kept at a temperature of from
120° to 212° during about thirteen hours
daily, which would account for the differ-

ence in the corrosion in the three plates.

It had been calculated by Mr. Samson
from some of the experiments described
in the paper, that it would take two hun-
dred years to corrode boilers entirely

away; several cases were mentioned in

the Blue Book in the ocean-plate experi-

ments, when a f-inch plate would be en-
tirely gone in from two and a half to five

years, while other plates would last more
than thirty years, both sides of the plates
being exposed to the water in the boilers.

In other instances extraordinary differ-

ences would be found as regarded the
amount of corrosion sustained by one
metal compared with, others of the same
set, besides those given in the paper. In
set 24 the loss of the steels was more
than twice that of the irons ; in set 32
more than half as much again ; in set 33
the loss of the Landore steel was more
than twice that of the Bolton steels ; in set
66 the steels lost nearly three times, and
the Lowmoor iron nearly twice as much
as the Staffordshire iron.

He had been informed that the experi-

ments carried out and concluded some
time ago by Mr. Parker, Chief Engineer
Surveyor to Lloyd's, confirmed the re-

sults given in the paper, the percentage
in favor of the irons, taking all the re-

sults, being over 19, and in favor of the

rough over the bright specimens 12. It

was to be regretted that the conditions

and results of these experiments in de-

tail were not made known to those inter-

ested immediately they were obtained.

In conclusion he would ask why it was
that iron tubes had been nearly always

substituted for steel tubes in steel boil-

ers, and why iron tubes were now put
into almost every boiler, even though
made otherwise of steel ? Why the Ad-
miralty should now be going back (as

stated by Mr. Barnaby) to the use of

iron furnaces and combustion chambers,
whilst making boiler shells of steel?

And why composite boilers of iron and
steel should be made at all, especially by
the Admiralty, after Mr. Farquharson's
discovery as to the effect of magnetic
oxide on steel, and the galvanic action

which was asserted to be set up
between iron and steel? Neither Mr.
Farquharson nor Dr. Siemens threw
light on the effect, if any, of this

oxide on iron, nor as to the action

between iron and steel, nor between
these metals and their oxides at high
temperatures in marine boilers. If Mr.
Farquharson's discovery, or the the-

ories of galvanic action were to be relied

on, there would by this time have been
very little steel left in the composite boil-

ers made by the Admiralty and mention-

ed in the paper. He believed that when
the question as to the effect of magnetic
oxide had been more practically consider-

ed, it would be found that the local cor-

rosion was not due in iron or steel to

galvanic action, but to other causes,

frequently to perfect protection being
afforded, for a time, to parts of the sur-

face by the now much abused oxide, the

adjoining parts being unprotected, or to

want of homogeneity, or uniformity in

composition, or both. When portions

of surface were so protected as to be
comparatively unaffected, the difference

between them and the adjoining affected

parts was most pointed, and to unpractis-

ed eyes very deceptive. Some of the long-

est-lived marine boilers had either brass

tubes or back copper tube plates, or both.
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TESTING MACHINES, THEIR HISTORY, CONSTRUCTION AND
USE.

By ARTHUR V. ABBOTT.

Written for Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

I.

HISTORY.

To a celestial visitor, approaching the
globe toward the Western Hemisphere,
the American Continent would appear like

the web of some gigantic arachnid. Long
lines of glistening black threads, running
from point to point, and here and there

converging to a focus, would, on a nearer
examination, be decomposed into parallel

lines of railway, with accompanying tele-

graph wires. Spider-like bridges of

wood and iron span the rivers, while over
the waters, under them, glide all sorts of

naval structures, bearing the commerce
of a nation. A still closer inspection

would decompose the foci of the rail-

ways into busy towns and cities, whose
substantial buildings, of wood and
stone and iron, bear testimony to the
truth of the saying; that the prosperity of

a nation may be measured by the success
of the people as constructors. Thus, to

conquer time and space by joining the
two oceans with the railway and the tele-

graph ; to drive a five thousand ton ship
across the Atlantic in the face of adverse
gales ; to erect the structures that now
span the Mississippi, the Niagara and the
East River ; and to dot the continent
with buildings, such as may be seen in

the streets of any of our cities ; would
seem to require the most intimate con-
ceivable knowledge of all the properties
of all the materials used in construction.
Yet such is far from being the case. In-
deed the art of construction, perhaps
more than all others, is involved in mys-
tery and obscurity ; unless the fact that
engineers, having arrived at a point where
they are ready to say that they do not
know, may be credited with having gained
a long stride toward perfect knowledge.
This unacquaintance with the subject is

by no means unaccountable, for a little

consideration will show that it is one of

the greatest complexity. In designing
an iron bridge, the engineer is at once

brought face to face with such a
catalogue of operative causes affecting

the quality of the material to be used,

each one having the power to vary so

greatly the iron, that only the keenest

foresight, and the most subtle analysis,

can predict the result. A slight varia-

tion in the ore changing the relative pro-

portion of carbon, phosphorus or sulphur,

may give rise to the greatest differences

in the refined metal. Changes of manip-
ulation in the rolling mill, apparently
slight, such as differences in the temper-
ature at the time of rolling, or variation

in the rapidity of the reduction of the

rolls, are capable of enhancing or spoil-

ing the value of the product. The knowl-
edge of materials is at present, at least,

an absolutely empirical one, for those
who are most skilled do not hesitate to

admit that any predictions from existing

data regarding a new material, or the ef-

fects of a new process on an old one, are

hazardous in the extreme, and should be
received with the greatest caution. " Ex-
perimenta docet " seems to be the only
motto for this science. Before the con-

structor makes use of either a new ma-
terial, or an old one in a new form, the

only safe method is to experiment with
the piece in question, carrying the re-

searches far enough to demonstrate all

the physical properties, so that the
qualifications for the work in question

may be accurately known. Thus, and
thus only, can the engineer inspire con-

fidence in the structures that he plans,

and by a knowledge superior to that of

his competitors exhibit such an economy
and fitness of design as shall ensure
success.

To make experiments on large pieces

of iron and steel, having a tenacity of

from fifty to one hundred thousand
pounds per square inch of section, re-

quires the use of very expensive and pon-

derous machinery, to which may be at-
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tributed the slow progress that has

attended investigations of this character.

The entire history of tests, and testing

machines in this country may be com-

prised within the last thirty years. One
of the first machines for making physical

tests was designed and built by the late

Major Wade, for the United States Gov-
ernment, in 1855 and 1856, and was used
in making experiments on the cast iron

intended for the ordnance service. A
little later this machine was remodeled
and improved by Capt. Rodman. Two of

the Rodman machines are now in use by
the Government, one being in the Wash-
ington Nary Yard, and one in the Army
Building New York City. These machines
consisted of a heavy frame of cast iron

carrying three levers, the last and small-

est one being used as a scale beam. One
end of the specimen (which was turned
so as to have two collars on each end)

was secured to the iron frame, and the

other end to the large lever of the scale

system. This whole scale system was
then lifted by means of a screw and com-
pound gearing, thus producing stress on
the specimen, which was estimated by
placing weights on the scale beam. Co-
temporaneously, the late John A. Roeb-
ling was engaged in making experi-

ments on the properties of wire at

his works in Trenton, and investiga-

ting the qualities of rolled iron beams at

the works of the New Jersey Iron and
Steel Co. A little later Geo. W. Plymp-
ton, now Professor of Physical Science
in the Brooklyn Polytechnic, made num-
erous experiments on some full-sized

rods designed to be employed in bridges
built by Murphy & Whipple. This was
one of the first testing machines built to

make experiments on full-sized bridge
members, and was of unusual dimen-
sions. It consisted of a heavy frame-
work composed of yellow pine timbers 16
ins. by 20 ins., and thirty feet long, set

18 ins. apart, and secured against side

springing by the pieces of oak. The
stresses were applied by a screw, three
ins. in diameter, working through a thick
iron plate, and one of the oak end pieces.

The outer end of the screw was furnished
with a rachet wheel 12 ins. in diameter,
which worked on the extended screw as
a fulcrum. A stout rachet on the lever
completed the movable outside portion
on the head of the machine. Inside the

head-piece the screw terminated in a

stout cast iron cross-head, in which it

turned freely. The cross-head carried a

pair of parallel flat bars to which the rod
under test was made fast. To facilitate

the fastening, and to render the machine
adjustable for testing rods of different

lengths, the parallel bars were furnished

with holes 6 ins. apart, and a sh'ding

cross-head that could be attached to the

bars by means of pins placed in these

holes. At the other end of the machine the

stresses were measured by a balance beam
10 ft. long. A heavy iron bolt carried

through the head-piece was (after being
passed through a thick iron plate which
formed the end of the balance beam)
forked so as to hold securely a steel block,

with a face at right angles to the axis of

the rod ; this face was made to bear
against a knife edge when the machine
was in operation. The balance beam was
constructed like a king-post truss, with
an extra rod following the line of the in-

clined studs. At the end next to the

machine the plates above referred to

were secured by bolts so as to form the

extreme end of the lever. The plate had
two blunt knife edges, one on each side

;

the one toward the machine rested on a

plate attached to the oak head-piece ; the

knife edge on the other side, which was

T
*
¥ of a foot higher up, had for a bearing,

the steel block which received the stress

from the rod under test. To the extrem-

ity of the balance beam was hung a plat-

form to receive weights. It will be seen

that the tensile forces were measured by
a bent lever, whose arms were respective-

ly -^ of a ft. and 10 ft. The machine
was designed and built by Mr. J. W.
Murphy of Philadelphia.

The outbreak of the war diverted the

thought of the country to other channels,

and little more was heard of testing ma-
chines till shortly after its close, when the

scale apparatus of a large machine was
built for Colt's armory by Fairbanks & Co.

This machine is illustrated in Fig. 1, and
had a capacity of 100,000 lbs. It has a

platform a,with a central opening, through
which pass two screws, b, entering the

cross-head c, and connected at their lower
ends to two arms of a forked lever below
the floor. The long arm of this lever is

coupled with the differential levers d, e, f,

which act on the scale beam in such a

manner that by depressing the free end
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Fig. 1.

of the lever d, the cross-head is pulled

down. This same effect may be produced
by raising the fulcrum of the lever with
the hydraulic jack g. The machine was
fitted with appliances to make test in ten-

sion, compression and transverse stress.

This was the first platform testing ma-
chines ever built.

cross-head for holding the upper end of

the specimen. Through the platform

run two screws operating the lower
cross-head, and moved by the gearing

and hand wheel at the side of the -ma-

chine. The force produced by the

screws, whether in tension, compression
or transverse stress, is brought on the

Fig. 2.

Another machinewas soon buiit by Fair-

banks & Co. for Columbia College, New
York. Fig. 2 presents a view of this ma-
chine. A large platform supports four

platform and estimated by the beam.
This machine is fitted with a clockwork
attachment for automatically moving out
the poise on the beam as fast as the

heavy timber columns that carry a top J stress increases in the test piece. From
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these machines as a starting point, Fair-

banks & Co. have continued with constant

improvements the manufacture of testing

machines. Much interest was now mani-

fested in the subject of testing, and the

firm of Riehle Bros., of Philadelphia, start-

ed in the manufacture of all kinds of ma-
chines as regular articles of commerce.
At a convention of the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers held at Chicago,

June 5, 1872, it was, on motion of Gen.

Sooy Smith, resolved, that

:

^ Whereas, American engineers are now
mainly dependent upon formulae for the

calculation of strength of the different

forms of iron and steel not based on ex-

periments upon American materials and
manufacture ; and, whereas, these differ

greatly in many of their characteristics

from those of foreign production, both in

their nature and form ; therefore,

Resolved, that a committee of five be ap-

pointed to urge upon the United States

Government the importance of a thorough
and complete series of tests of American
iron and steel, and of the great value of

the formulae to be deduced from such ex-

periments.

Pursuant to this resolution a committee
was appointed by whose efforts Congress
was induced to pass a law for the ap-

pointment of a United States board to

test iron and steel, and an appropriation

of 75,000 dollars was made for that pur-

pose. This board consisted of Col. T. T.

S. Laidley, Ord. Dept. U. S. A.; Command-
er L. A. Beardslee, U. S. N. ; Lieut-Col.

Q. A. Gillmore, U. S. A. ; Chief Engineer
D. Smith, U.S.N, j Gen.W. Sooy Smith, C.

E. ; A. L. Holley, C. E., and R, H. Thurs-
ton, A. M. C. E., Secretary. One of the

first steps of the board was to secure an
adequate machine for making the intend-

ed tests ; for at that time there were no ma-
chines in the country capable of making
accurate experiments on specimens of

more than a square inch of steel. After
a thorough investigation of the subject a
contract to build a machine having a

capacity of 1,000,000 lbs. was awarded to

Mr. A. H. Emery, of Chicopee, Mass. Dur-
ing the four years that elapsed prior to

the completion of the machine the board
did a very large amount of very valuable

work in investigating with the Rodman
machine, and the large chain-testing ma-
chine at the "Washington navy yard, the
character of wrought iron rods commonly

used for chains ; and under the direction

of Prof. Thurston, at Stevens Institute,

the properties of the different bronzes. In
1879 the Emery machine was completed,
and the government came into possession
of a machine having a capacity of 100,-

000,000 lbs., and capable of testing speci-

mens (in tension and compression) up to

30 ft. of length. Unfortunately the act

incorporating the board limited its life to

the duration appropriation of 75,000.

With the completion of the testing ma-
chine this appropriation was exhausted
and the board ceased to exist without
having had an opportunity to demon-
strate the value of the new testing ma-
chine to the community.
At the Centennial Exhibition in 1876,

Professor Thurston exhibited a testing

machine for making experiments in tor-

sion,which was provided with an apparatus
whereby the amount of the stress applied
to the specimen and the resulting strain

were graphically recorded by the machine
on a sheet of cross-section paper. This
was the first testing machine arranged to
autographically record the results pro-
duced by the experiments, and marks a
great step in the improvement of such
apparatus.

In 1877, in connection with the inspec-

tion of the steel intended for the super-
structure of the East River bridge, the
author of this essay designed, and con-
structed what is believed to have been
the first testing machine for autographi-
cally recording the results of the tests

inade in other than torsional stresses.

This machine was not a large one, having
only a capacity of 100,000 lbs., and sus-

ceptible of experimenting on pieces in

tension, compression and transverse
strains up to 2 ft. in length, and in shear-

ing to capacity of machine. Briefly de-
scribed, it consisted of a cast iron base
supporting two cast iron columns, on
which was placed a differential scale beam.
The end of this beam was connected with
a swinging weight, so that the stress pro-
duced on the specimen caused the end of

the beam to rise, swinging the weight
through a measurable arc. Connected
with the scale beam was a cylinder,

carrying a sheet of cross-section paper,
over which was mounted a little car-

riage, sustaining a pencil or stylographic
pen. This carriage was caused to move
along the axis of the cylinder by means
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of a steel tape, connected with the speci-

men under examination. As fast as the

stress was applied to the specimen, the

scale beam rose, the cylinder rotated,

and caused the pencil to make a mark,

parallel to the axis of y, while as fast as

the stress produced any deformation in

the specimen, the pencil was drawn along

the paper parallel to the axis of x. The
combination of these two movements
gave a curve, whose abscissae and ordi-

nates indicated the amount of stress and
strain produced in the specimen.

About two years ago Messrs. Fair-

banks & Co. conceived the idea of estab-

lishing, in New York City, a physical

laboratory completely equipped with

testing machines of the most approved
pattern, and supplied with such gauges,

and instruments for making all kinds

of physical investigations, so that

engineers, and those interested in

construction, could be afforded an
ample opportunity to make investi-

gation in any desired direction. The
many improvements in testing ma-
chines, now to be described, had their

origin in the desire of that firm to equip

their " Department of Tests and Experi-

ments " so completely that it should be
speedily accepted as a standard of scien-

tific accuracy, and should become to

America what the laboratory of Kirkaldy
has been to England.

Scientifically speaking, a testing ma-
chine is a piece of apparatus for the pur-

pose of breaking samples of material, and
registering the amount of stress required,

as well as the strain produced thereby

;

and an analytical consideration of the

subject divides testing machines into two
general classes, namely, machines for

special tests and those for general work.

Each of these classes may again be sub-

divided, according to the position that

the specimen occupies into horizontal

and vertical machines.

With regard to the method of applying

the stress, testing machines may be

classified as screw or hydraulic machines.

While having reference to the method
employed for measuring the stress ap-

plied, they may be classed as lever, hy-

draulic scale or hydraulic gauge ma-
chines. These several classes will now
be treated in their respective order.

GENERAL TESTING MACHINES.
The machines under this class are

those so planned as to make experiments
on material in at least three or four dif-

ferent ways, as for example : machines ar-

ranged to make tests in tension, com-
pression, transverse stress, and in shear-
ing, bulging, punching and torsion.

There are, however, very few machines in

the country that aim to make tests in all

of the above varieties of stress. Gener-
ally speaking, the investigations have
been confined to tests made in tension,

compression, transverse and shearing
stress. While the appliances for torsion,

bulging and punching are less frequently
added. The classifications into horizon-
tal and vertical machines, simply depends
upon the position that the specimen has
with reference to the machine. In a
vertical testing machine the specimen is

placed vertically. Machines of this kind
are to be preferred for many considera-
tions, whenever the specimens are not
over 5 or 6 feet in length, so as to ren-
der this method of construction j feasi-

ble. In such cases the machine may
be built small enough, so as to be placed
in an ordinary room, and may be conven-
iently manipulated from the floor ; where-
as, when the specimen exceeds the above
length, a special building would be neces-
sary; and when large and heavy specimens
are to be tested it is exceedingly difficult

to handle and place them in the machine
with requisite care. Vertical machines
may be built of any capacity that may be
desired ; but of course in making experi-

ments on short specimens it is rarely de-

sirable to carry this capacity above 300,-

000 or 400,000 lbs. .For testing bridge
columns, eye-bars, full-sized members of

all kinds ; angles, channels, etc., a hori-

zontal machine, wherein the specimen
may be placed parallel with the floor of

the building, becomes almost a necessity.

In a machine of this type the weighing
apparatus is generally placed at one end
of a long frame-work, designed to carry
the reactionary stresses of the machine,
while the mechanism for applying the
stress, either a powerful hydraulic press
or corresponding screws, is placed at the
other. Over head, a traveling grip or
crane may be conveniently arranged, and
by this device specimens of any size or
weight, may be readily and conveniently
placed in the testing machine, supported.
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during the application of the stress, and
the pieces removed as soon as rupture

takes place.

The classification according to the

method of applying stress into screw or

hydraulic machines, simply indicates the

method by means of which the force is

applied to the specimen. In machines
of capacity under 200,000 or 300,000 lbs.,

intended especially for experimental work,

on the qualities of materials, screw ap-

paratus is to be preferred for the follow-

ing reasons :

First, the screw is absolutely positive.

By arranging the driving mechanism, so

as to turn the screws either rapidly or

slowly, rapidity with which the stress

applied to the specimen may be va-

ried at pleasure. As soon as the screws
stop turning, the whole apparatus re-

mains absolutely rigid, and the stress

may be continued on the specimen for

an indefinite length of time. It will

be readily seen that this is of especial ad-

vantage in the investigations calling the
elastic limit and modulus of elasticity into

question. For example, should the prob-
lem be presented to determine what load
a specimen will, for a long time, sustain

without detriment, the piece may be
placed in the testing machine, the screws
turned until the requisite load is indi-

cated on the beam, and the poise left,

with positive assurance that unless the
machine is wilfully touched from the ex-

terior there can be no yielding or spring-

ing from its position, and the load on the
piece will not be in any way changed.
Again, the method of applying stress by
means of the screw is perfectly uniform
and steady, provided that the gearing,

driven by the engine or other motor, be
run in a steady manner. The piece is,

therefore, never subjected to any shocks
or jerks or to any variation in the steady
increase of the stress. The screw, how-
ever, is liable to some disadvantages, for

example, the co-efficient of friction is so

large that even in the best built testing

machines, on this plan, an efficiency of

more than ten per cent, is scarcely, if

ever, realized. Again, in order to ob-
tain the requisite speed for making tests

rapidly, it is necessary to drive the aux-
iliary gear very fast, so that the screws
may be rotated with sufficient speed.
For machines of more than 200,000 or

300,000 lbs. capacity, especially those
Vol. XXX.—No. 3—15

designed for making experiments on full-

sized members, where extreme accuracy
of the testing machine is not so rigidly

required, hydraulic power is far prefer-

able. By means of a hydraulic press,

and an accumulator, or three piston
pumps, for continuously supplying fluid

under a maximum pressure, stress up to

any desired capacity may be readily and
easily applied,as rapidly as may be wished.
By means of an accumulator, the fluid

forced in the jack may be maintained un-
der a continuous and uniform pressure,

so long as the accumulator will run. This
piece of apparatus is, however, extremely
bulky, if it be designed to supply fluid to

a large or highly strained press. By
means of a three-piston pump, the fluid

may be supplied to the press with almost
as steady a flow as that obtained from the
accumulator, and of course by supplying a

sufficient quantity of fluid to the pump that

piece of apparatus may be made to work
continuously so that a jack of any length
of stroke may be operated without bulky
machinery. Testing machines operated
by hydraulic power have the advantage
of extreme rapidity of action. For ex-

ample, in making many thousands of

tests for the East River bridge, conduct-
ed by the author, at the Cambria Iron
Co.'s works, in Johnstown, it was custom-
ary to break a bar of steel an inch square
and 1 foot long, stretching some 3 or 4
inches in from 6 to 10 minutes ; a rapid-

ity which it would be hardly possible to

equal in a machine worked by screw
power. There is, however, a serious

disadvantage in the hydraulic testing

machine, from the fact that the pressure
is constantly varying, even with the best
regulated pieces of apparatus. If it is

wished for a moment to stop the action

of the pump, either to take a reading on
the stretch gauge, or for any other pur-
pose, the beam drops almost immediately,
showing that even the pistons of the best

packed jacks do leak quite appreciably,

and allow the stress to be relieved, unless
some means is arranged for retaining a

constant pressure on the fluid. Of course,

in machines so constructed, it is impos-
sible to ascertain the effect of a long
continued stress, unless some means
of clamping, or securing the piston rod
can be arranged, to prevent this release

of stress by leakage around the piston.

The co-efficients of friction in the hv-
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draulic machines are comparatively slight,

so that in well-built machines of this

class it is possible, as has been demon-
strated by numerous experiments, to ob-

tain an efficiency in the machine from 30
to 50 per cent. However, the constant
leakage of fluids, around the joints or

packings in various parts of the appara-

tus, gives rise to continued annoyance,
and is apt to render the test room a dirty

and disagreeable place.

The most important classification of

testing machines is, that involving the

apparatus for estimating the amount of

stress to which the specimen has been
subjected. The older machines of large

capacity were generally arranged to have
a fixed cross-head at one end of the frame-

work, to which one end of the specimen
was attached, while the hydraulic press

for applying the stress was furnished

with some form of gauge for estimating

the amount of fluid pressure per square

inch, to which the ram of the jack was
subjected. By knowing the area of the

piston, a simple example in multiplica-

tion gave the amount of stress to which
the ram was subjected, and deducting
therefrom an estimated quantity for fric-

tion, the result was assumed to be the

stress to which the specimen was sub-

jected. This, it has been recognized,

was an exceedingly crude and only

approximate method of obtaining that

stress. The co-efficients of friction in the

jack are exceedingly variable quantities.

If the interior of the jack is smooth and
well polished, if the packings have been
in for a long time ; and have become fitted

to the cylinder, and are working at that

part that has been most frequently used;

if the jack is driven at a comparatively
low rate of speed, and if the fluid is a

good lubricator and free from grit and
from any foreign substance, the co-effi-

cient of friction may fall as low as -h or \
per cent, of the entire force exercised

by the fluid. But if the interior be
rough, the packings, new or working,
in a part of the cylinder not often

used, the co-efficients may rise to the
extraordinary amount of 40 per cent, of

the entire pressure placed on the ram.

If this co-efficient of friction were a con-

stant quantity and susceptible of being
determined once for all, it would oppose
no serious obstacle to the accuracy of the

testing machine. But, unfortunately

new packings and new supplies of fluid

are necessary, and varying conditions of
the same are essential, consequently this

co-efficient is constantly changing, and
may give rise to results on one day that

are totally different from those on the
succeeding one, so that no machine de-
pending solely and entirely on the regis-

tration given by a gauge, of the hydraulic
pressure of the fluid can be accepted as

giving results that are constantly reliable

and accurate. As an example of this

may be mentioned the following experi-

ment : A ram having an area of 90 square
inches, was on one day worked at a press-

ure of 1,000 lbs. to the square inch, giv-

ing an effect on the scale placed at the
other end of the testing machine of only
50,000 lbs., whereas, according to gauge
pressure, there should have been a result

of 90,000. On the day succeeding the

experiment detailed above, and without
there having been any change in any of

the parts of the jack, a gauge pressure of

1,000 lbs. gave a scale reading of 85,000
lbs. What was the cause of difference

has been an unsolved problem.
The next most common method of esti-

mating stress is by means of the lever or
combination of levers. In machines of

this class the straining apparatus is so

arranged as to be attached to one end of

the specimen, while the other end is held
in a cross-head directly attached to the

levers forming the weighing apparatus.

The following examples from some of the

most prominent testing-machine makers
in the country may be selected as ex-

ponents of this system of estimation :

Fig. 3 represents a 100,000 lbs. testing

machine, built by J. L. Gill, of Pitts-

burgh. The machine consists of a heavy
cast iron frame-work, supporting the
driving mechanism, consisting of some
gears and band wheel, seen at the right

hand, which are arranged to drive a
powerful screw directly at the left of the

machine. This screw carries a cross-head

to which one end of the specimen may be
attached, while directly over it may be
seen a second cross-head suspended from
the large lever on the top of the machine.
This lever connects, by a link at the left

hand, with a secondary lever directly over

the band wheel, which in turn is connect-

ed to the third lever, carrying two small

poises and a weight counterpoise. The
stress applied by the screws and the gears
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Fig. 3.

to the specimen is transmitted through

i't to the upper cross-head, then, acting

on the poises and second levers, it causes

the third, which is graduated as a beam,

In. Fig. 4 may be seen a very compact
form of testing machine, built by Olsen
& Co., of Philadelphia. Here one of the

cross-heads of the machine, to which one
end of the specimen is attached is support-

ed on a large cast iron plate by means of

four columns. This iron plate rests on the
bearings of a large lever seen directly un-
der the frame-work of the machine, which
in turn transmits its stress to the beam
at the right hand, where, in a similar

manner to the previously described ma-
chine, the weight may be estimated by
sliding the poises to and fro. Directly

under the first mentioned cross-head
may be seen a second cross-bead, car-

ried by means of four screws placed be-

hind the columns supporting the upper
head. By means of the crank and the
gear at the left hand of the machine, this

cross-head may be run up and down at

pleasure, producing on the specimen the
stress which is transmitted to the weigh-
ing apparatus.

Figure 5 gives a style' of testing

machine adopted by the Riehle Brothers,
of Philadelphia. Here the frame-work
of the machine carries a hydraulic ram

Fig. 4.'*

to rise. By sliding the poise in and out,

and by adding weights to the weight
counterpoise, the exact weight or stress

applied may be readily ascertained.

supported at the bottom. On the frame-
work stand the columns carrying the
cross-head on the top, to which, as in the
previous cases, one end ofJthe specimen
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Fig. 5.

may be attached. Directly underneath
the cross-head are four adjusting screws

carrying a second cross-head. The ob-

ject of these screws is simply to furnish

a means of adjustability for raising the

cross-head independent of the jack, so as

to adapt the machine for a great variety

of length of specimen. These screws

are attached to a main lever concealed in

the base of the machine which, as in tbe

previous instance, also transmits its stress

to the weighing beam at the right hand,

where the stress, as previously, may be
estimated by sliding the poises.

In Fig. 6 may be seen a typical illustra-

tion 'of the system employed by Messrs.

Fairbanks & Co. A heavy frame-work of

I-beams is arranged to carry the strain-

ing screws with their driving mechanism,
and to support a scale system consisting

of 7 levers. Four levers are arranged
so as to support quite a large platform.

From the ends of these 4 main levers,

(technically so-called) the stress is con-

veyed to the central lever C, extending
beneath the platform. From the end of

this lever the stress passes to two multi-

plying levers, simply used for the pur-

pose of reducing the amount of stress

that is transmitted to the weighing beam.
From the end of the last of these multi-

plying levers, the stress runs directly to

the beam and may be estimated by the

poises in the customary manner. On the

top of the platform there stand two
columns, supporting on their tops a large

cross-head, to which one end of the

specimen may be attached.

In the preceding machines it will be
clearly noted that the straining mechan-
ism has no connection at all with that

part of the apparatus used for estimating

the stress,except such as exists through the
piece itself—the specimen forming the

only connection between the weighing
apparatus and that for producing the

stress—consequently, it is obvious that

only the stress which affects the piece

can by any means (if the testing machine
is properly built) produce an effect on
the scale beam. Thus it will be seen

that all co-efficients of friction, excepting

such as may be involved in the levers and
pivots themselves, is entirely eliminated

from the testing machine, and only the

stress used for rupturing the specimen is

ever indicated.

The remaining class of testing ma-
chines, viz., those that estimate the force

applied to the specimen by a hydraulic

scale has but a single representative—

'

that of the famous Emery testing ma-
chine.

Fig. 7 gives representation of the ma-
chine now at the Watertown Arsenal.

Here it may be seen that at one end there

is an exceedingly large and heavy-weigh-

ing mechanism, from whence proceed two
screws extending nearly the whole length

of the room and carrying on them the hy-

draulic straining jack with the jaws for

holding the specimen. Essentially, the

weighing mechanism consists of a large

receptacle called a hydraulic support,

covered with two thin flexible dia-

phragms. This receptacle is filled with a

fluid made of a mixture of alcohol and
glycerine, and connected to a similar re-

ceptacle of much smaller dimensions,

placed under the weighing beam. Ac-
cording to the elementary principle of

hydrostatics, the total pressure on a sur-

face is proportional to the pressure per
square inch and the area of the sur-

face. If, consequently, it be supposed
that in the main hydraulic support there

is an area of one thousand square inches,

and if in a similar miniature hydraulic

support under the beam end, there is an
area of only 1 square inch, a thousand
pounds on the main support will only

produce 1 lb. under the beam. It will

thus be seen that by varying the relative
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sizes of the two hydraulic supports any
desired multiplication may be obtained
under the beam. The weighing beam,
instead of being supported on the custom-
ary knife edges, is hung by one or more
metal strips. This arrangement will be
seen to constitute an absolutely friction-

less piece of mechanism, for the pressure

coming on the large diaphgram is trans

mitted by the fluid column to the weigh-

ing beam, and simply operates to slightly

bend the metal constituting the dia-

phragm and the suspending strips of the

scale beam. Thus, in the true sense of
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the word, the weighing' is affected by no
friction whatsoever, the only opposing
force being the molecular resistance to

flexure of the diaphragms and the sus-

pending strips. The great merit of this

ingenious device is its extreme sensibil-

ity, the enormous machine at the Water-
town Arsenal being perfectly sensitive
to the application of a few ounces of
stress between the cross-heads.

ON SECONDARY batteries and the electrical storage
OF ENERGY.

Bt Professor OLIVER LODGE, M.A., D. Sc.

From the "Journal of the Society of Arts."

The ordinary methods of storing en-

ergy at present in use may be divided

roughly into mechanical, chemical and
electrical. As an example of the first

kind, we may take the raising of weights,

which is accomplished on a large scale

hydraulically, and is applied to the work-

ing of cranes and dock-gates ; another ex-

ample is the coiling of springs, as in clocks

and musical boxes. An example of a chem-
ical store of energy is gunpowder; another

is zinc or other smelted metal ; and a third

example is vegetation, whence arises all

the energy of coal and gas engines. The
charging of a Leyden jar, and the decom-
position of dilute acid, furnish examples

of electrical storage, and the explosive

gases derived from the last-mentioned

operation coitld doubtless be used to drive

some form of gas-engine.

All these methods of storing energy in-

volve some loss, and many of them are

aecompanied with a great deal of loss.

The advantage of being able to store en-

ergy frequently outweighs the disadvan-

tage of a considerable amount of loss of

energy in the process ; and there are three

main cases in which this occurs.

One is when regularity and continuity

of supply of energy is needed, and when
the source of energy to be utilised is ir-

regular and fitful. For instance, it would
be convenient to be able to store wind or

wave power, and utilise it in equable and
dependable manner.

Another case is when occasional power
is needed at times when the source of en-

ergy is not acting, or when a very great

power is required for a short time, where-

as the source of energy at your command
has a steady but insufficient power. This

|

would be exemplified in the utilisation of

a small engine for lighting purposes.
The third case is when the power at

your disposal is so great and so unutilised

that the saving of even a fraction of it is

a clear gain, no matter what becomes of

the rest. This case frequently occurs
when natural water-power is utilized.

Processes of vegetation also utilize but a

meagre proportion of the solar radiation,

but the small proportion saved and stored
up in the coal fields represents so much
clear gain.

The mode of electric storage which has
recently excited so much interest involves

the use of a secondary battery, which may
be defined as an instrument for receiving

the energy of an electric current, and for

giving it out again in the same form.
This is a case of storage without trans-

mutation, such as is also accomplished in

the simple operation of winding a clock,

where mechanical energy is taken in, to

be subsequently given out in the same
form. But in the electro-chemical de-

composition of acid, the energy of an elec-

tric current is stored in such a way as to

give sound, and heat, and light, and mo-
tion, but not an electric current under
ordinary circumstances. There is one
arrangement for making the evolved gases

directly furnish an electric current, and
that is a time secondary battery, viz.,

Grove's gas battery, or a voltameter.

A primary battery means one in which
the plates have been made, or prepared
and rendered active, by chemical means ;

a secondary battery means one in which
the activity of the plates depend upon
electrical energy having been first ex-

pended upon them. Any two conducting

bodies, immersed in a conducting liquid
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able to chemically attack one of them
more than the other, constitutes a battery;

and the difference in the attackability of

the two bodies or " plates " may be caused

either by making them originally of dif-

ferent materials, or else by modifying
their surfaces in some way, permitting the

main bulk of them to remain identical.

Most run-down batteries can be re-ex-

cited by forcing a reverse current through
them, and they then become true second-

ary batteries.

The polarization of voltameter plates

was studied by Gautherot, Bitter and
Grove, in the earlier years of the century

;

and more recently and exhaustively by
Plante, who found that plates of lead

acted extremely well, and retained their

energy for a long time.

The gas battery consists of two similar

platinum plates, one soaked, or coated,

or alloyed with hydrogen, the other with
oxygen. But the quantity of oxygen
which platinum can store up is very mi-

nute ; the advantage of using a metal ac-

tually oxidizable is manifest. Platinum,
and still more palladium, have consider-

able holding power for hydrogen, but by
the use of a salt or an oxide as a recip-

ient of the hydrogen, a far greater amount
of reversible action can be stored up than
by attempting to store up the hydrogen
itself by any power of occlusion.

A Plante cell, from the beginning, fur-

bishes an oxidizable plate on the positive

side, but its negative plate has at first no
practical occluding power for hydrogen.

Reversing a once charged Plante cell,

however, we get metallic lead for the oxi-

dizable plate, and an already oxidized,

and therefore reducible, plate to receive

the hydrogen ; the oxide gradually being
reduced to metallic lead, of a porous or
spongy consistency. By many reversals

of this kind, Plante " formed " his cells,

until the lead plates were deeply acted
on, and a considerable storage capacity
obtained.

The modification of Faure consisted in

providing both an oxidizable and a reduc-
ible porous material from the very first,

by coating the plates with minium or
litharge. The plates could then be per-
oxidized, and reduced respectively to a
considerable depth, without any tedious
process of "formation." A considerable
storage capacity was thus obtained, but
difficulties presented themselves con-

nected with the adhesion of the coatings

to the plates, and these were not got over

until perforated plates were employed to

hold the applied substances. Perforated

plates, by rendering unnecessary any
jacket of cloth or felt to keep the coating

on, and by thus permitting a free circula-

tion of the liquid, no doubt are a consid-

erable improvement ; and cells, as now
made, often work extremely well ; at the

same time, a layer of uniform thickness

spread all over the plate, and not locally

distributed in a non-homogeneous man-
ner, would seem theoretically to be pref-

erable, if the practical difficulties con-

nected with such a uniformly spread
layer had not seemed too great. Plates

made in the old manner did not safely

bear transport and rough usage, and a

film of insulating sulphate of lead was apt

sometimes to creep between the metallic

lead and the peroxide coating, and to

destroy all electrical connection between
them over large patches.

The process of manufacture, as now
carried on, is here illustrated by a num-
ber of specimens of plates in different

stages, kindly lent for the purpose by the

Electrical Power Company, of Millwall.

The first operation is the casting of the

lead grid, the holes in the plate being
from £ in. to § in. square. The positive

grid is made a little thicker than that

which is to be the negative, for reasons

which will shortly appear. The thickness

of the grids at present most employed are,

positive, ^ in. to i in.; negative, TV in. to

^ in., and they are made in two sizes, one

7^ in. by 5^ in., the other 9 in. by 10 in.;

the former being used in the small or

"half horse-power" boxes, the larger

plate being used in all other sizes, it be-

ing found more convenient to vary the

number of plates in a cell than to have in

stock a number of different sized plates.

The weights of the formed plates are,

small size negative, 15 oz.; small size posi-

tive, 21 oz.; large size negative, 50 oz.;

large size positive, 70 oz., about.

The next operation is the filling of the

grids with a paste of oxide of lead mixed
with dilute sulphuric acid. The negative

plates are filled with litharge, PbO. the

positive with minium, Pb„
4
, since there

is an evident economy in having to reduce
only the lower oxide, and to peroxidize

only the higher one.

The plates are then taken to be "form-
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ed" by the electric current, for which
purpose they are packed alternately in

square stoneware jars rilled up with di-

lute sulphuric acid, and a current of about
two or three amperes per pair of plates

supplied. At the first instant of immer-
sion in acid, a darkening of the minium
occurred, owing to a partial formation of

peroxide in it by the action of the acid

;

and this darkening continues, under the
influence of the nascent oxygen liberated

by the current, until the whole of the
composition is converted into peroxide.

The litharge is, on the other hand, grad-
ually reduced to metallic lead by the ac-

tion of the nascent hydrogen produced by
the current, the reduced lead having a
slightly porous or spongy consistency.

No gas is evolved from the cells for

some time ; it is all consumed in effecting

these chemical changes. A few minute
oxygen bubbles do, however, make their

appearance on the positive plate, much of

it being in the form of ozone. Ultimately,

as the surface of the positive plate gets
peroxidised over, a good deal of oxygen
escapes, and it is only after a long-contin-
ued current that the portions of minium
in the interior get acted upon. In time
all the minium is attacked, however deep-
ly buried; the reason being that less

E.M.F. is needed to send the current to

an oxidizable substance than to saturated
peroxide. The reduction of the litharge

is a somewhat slower process, but the
plates being thinner, it is accomplished in

approximately the same time, which may
be taken as between three days and a
week. When the process is approaching
completion, torrents of both kinds of gas
rise from their respective plates. The
plates are then removed from the forming
pot, rinsed plentifully with water to re-

move the excess of acid, and then stacked
till wanted. Unless the rinsing operation

is carried out, the spongy lead j^lates are

found to heat considerably, by reason of

the acid in their pores combining with
the lead.

In order to keep the plates from touch-
ing each other when subsequently used
in battery cells, various devices have been
tried. The one now most in favor is to

punch out the composition from a toler-

able number of the holes of each negative
plate, and to insert instead a block of vul-

canised India rubber in each. These
plugs project nearly a quarter of an inch

on either side the face of the plate, and
effectually prevent the adjacent positive

from coming into contact with it.

Another matter which has given some
trouble to determine is the best method
of connecting the plates together. All

the positive and all the negative plates in

a cell have to be electrically connected in

the most complete and permanent man-
ner. Clips and clamps of various kinds
have been tried ; but, to guard against

all possibility of corroded surfaces and
imperfect connection, it is now thought
wise always to use solder, whether in

combination with screw clamps, or other-

wise, and to protect the joint from the ac-

tion of acid spray by a varnish, or by a

mass of paraffin. It is curious to notice

how persistently the junction of the 4-

plates tend to corrode, showing how the

oxidizing action creeps up liquid films on
the lugs.

When the plates are to be used, they

are packed alternately in glass or ebonite

boxes, the India-rubber plugs keeping
them apart, and wooden supports keep-

ing them off the bottom of the cell. Their

lugs are connected together, and the box
is filled with dilute sulphuric acid, say, of

specific gravity 1.100 or 1.150. A charg-

ing current is then supplied, so as to

freshen up the plates, and they are then

discharged, and charged up again once

or twice, to bring them into good condi-

tion. It is not a good plan to discharge

them too completely, nor to let them re-

main idle for very long together ; neither

should they be charged or discharged too

rapidly, so as to heat them above a gen-

tle warmth. The more regularly they

are worked—as for instance, when they

receive a charge every day and discharge

every evening—the better they behave.

Regularly and carefully worked cells will

keep in good order for a very long time,

but if they remain idle for weeks together,

some of the plates are apt to warp, and
otherwise give trouble and require atten-

tion. They must not be overcharged

very excessively either. When full, they

indicate the fact by evolving a good
deal of gas, and it is best not to continue

the charging power much longer when
this stage is fully reached, partly because

nearly all the charge then put in is wasted,

but principally because a little of the oxy-

gen is absorbed by the lead of the grid,

and it therefore gets slowly peroxidized,
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so that, after a sufficient lapse of time, it

may get actually eaten through, and the

plate become friable. AVhen a plate has
got into this state, the only plan seems to

be to melt it down with a flux, and recov-

er the lead. But the complete peroxida-

tion of a plate by overcharging is a work
of time, by far the greater quantity of gas
being harmlessly, though wastefully, set

free ; and it is not necessary to be
alarmed at a slight evolution of gas
which usually goes on from the positive

plate when being charged, more especial-

ly as the cell is getting full. Alarm at

the appearance of bubbles may lead to

the cell never being properly filled up, in

which case the battery will fail to work
satisfactorily.

The number of plates which are packed
into each box depends entirely upon the

size of the box, and it is in this way that

the different sized cells are constructed,

not by varying the size of the plates ; ex-

cept that the smallest cells are made with
half-sized plates.

Taking the full-sized plates, we may
reckon that each pair is able easily to re-

ceive and give out electricity at the rate

of four amperes per day. This, of course,

reckons both faces of each plate as active.

This process may be continued for say 8
hours on the average, consequently the

storage capacity of a cell is 32 ampere
hours per pair of plates. The E. M. F.

of discharge is as nearly as possible 2

volts ; consequently the power of a cell

is 8 watts per pair of plates ; and the

total available energy per pair of plates,

when full, is 8 watts for 8 hours, or

170,000 foot-pounds ; which may be
also, though clumsily, expressed as

l-12th of a horse-power-hour per pair

of plates. Consequently, a box which
is to give 1 horse-power-hour should
contain 12 pair of plates ; a 2 horse-,

power box 24 pair, and so on. But
each box will not really give a horse-

power for an hour, it will rather give

an eighth of an horse-power for 8 hours.

If a horse-power is wanted, all you need
do is to take 8 cells, and then they will

give you a horse-power and will last 8
hours ; 16 cells will give 2 horse-power
for the same time, and so on. By draw-
ing off the power more slowly, the dis-

charge will last longer, and it is more
economical thus to work, except as re-

gards first cost of batteries. This lat-

ter item it is which usually causes them
to be called upon to exert power up to

their maximum reasonable capacity. It

is true that a cell will give a much
higher power for a short time if called

upon—thus a single cell might possibly

be made to give a horse-power, but
then it would not last out its propor-
tionate time. I have found some cells,

which I discharged at a very moderate
rate, continue discharging an extraor-

dinary time, and give out sometimes
even more thanwas put in, which, of course,

means that the effect of previous charges
was being drawn upon.
When a cell which is being rapidly dis-

charged has apparently run completely
down, a few minutes rest will suffice to

recover it a little ; and after an hour or

two's rest a cell will commonly have re-

covered sufficiently to enable it to dis-

charge with something of its old vigour
for a period comparable with that of the

rest. This recuperative power of the

cells is in some respects advantageous,
but, on the whole, it would be better if

they gave out the whole of their energy
continuously without needing intervals

for refreshment. The more slowly a cell

is discharged, the less noticeable is this

temporary falling off and subsequent re-

covery.

When a cell has run down, it is inter-

esting to examine which of its three

constituents is the one that has failed

;

the positive plate, the negative plate, or

the acid. Sometimes, especially in cells

too crowded with plates, there is not
enough acid present ; the free acid is ab-

sorbed by the lead, and only water is left.

The specific gravity of the acid may, how-
ever, be easily watched by floating a little

hydrometer in the cell. More frequent-

ly the negative plate is the first to fall off;

as may be shown by removing it and in-

serting a fresh one, when the cell will go
on again. The cause of this, and of sev-

eral other peculiarities observed in bat-

teries, may be readily made out by
experiments on a small scale, on two little

plain lead strips, held in a convenient

clamp, and immersed in dilute acid.

To a pair of such strips of sheet lead

supply a current, from a couple of Groves,

say, for half an hour or so. The positive

plate is seen to become coated with a pure
layer which gradually darkens to black.

The other plate seems unchanged. Gas
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is evoked from both plates. On now con-

necting them with an electric bell, it will

ring for a minute or more. Now re-

charge, but this time, instead of discharg-

ing the cell, remove the negative plate,

and insert instead a bit of clean lead, the

same in appearance as the one against

which hydrogen has been so long liber-

ated, and then discharge the cell ; it will

only ring the bell for about two seconds.

Depress the plain lead plate further into

the acid, so as to expose a fresh surface,

and the bell will give a few more strokes.

Remove this plate altogether, and re-in-

sert the hydrogenized plate which had
been used for charging the cell, and the
bell rings vigorously for as long a time as

it did in the first experiment, showing
that the peroxide plate is perfectly vigor-

ous, and showing also that the nascent
hydrogen has modified the lead in some
way or other.

The natural supposition is that the
lead has occluded hydrogen, but Dr.
Frankland has shown that, if such hydro-
genized lead be melted down, it gives off

no hydrogen worth mentioning. It is not
easy to see wherein the change consists.

Under the microscope, the hydrogenized
plate looks a little darker than the plain

plate, but no real porosity is noticeable.

The fact, however, is certain, that it be-
haves in a very different manner to plain

lead, and that it retains this singular
power long after it has been removed
from the liquid and rinsed.

To avoid misunderstanding, it might
have been well to state earlier that I use
the term " positive plate '' to signify that

at which the charging current enters, and
from which the discharge current leaves.

It is that one whose terminal is colored
red in the cells of commerce. It is that
which must be joined to the + pole of a

magneto-machine, whether the latter is to
act as a generator or a motor. I make
no distinction between positive plate and
positive pole, because all such distinc-

tions end in confusion.

The plain lead plate which refused to

give a current when opposed to peroxide,
did not fail because of its high position

in the electro-chemical series, as may be
proved by opposing it to the hydroge-
nized plate, when it is equally inert ; it

fails simply and solely on account of

a film of some non-conducting substance
which spreads over its surface the in-

stant it is used as one electrode of a bat-

tery, the substance appearing to be
sulphate of lead. The internal resistance

of the cell thus becomes enormous, and
the current ceases. On standing idle for

a time, the film has a chance of dealing
off—though from a plain lead plate I do
not notice much tendency to clear—or it

may be wiped off with a cloth at once

;

but a fresh film speedily forms. If amal-
gamated lead be used, the white scum
can be seen, and it sometimes drops off

in a filmy sheet. One remarkable way of

instantly clearing off the scum is to

touch the lead under the liquid with a

scrap of amalgamated zinc. The effect is

magical : the scum vanishes, and the bell

again rings for several seconds after the
zinc has been removed. So long as the

zinc is present the current will continue,

until indeed the positive plate becomes
exhausted.

To examine whether the positive plate

also exhibits the temporary falling-off,

and to eliminate the concurrent action of

the negative, the best plan is to use a

piece of amalgamated zinc for the latter
;

for since sulphate of zinc is soluble, it

remains perfectly clear, and all variation

is traceable at once to the behavior of

the positive. Under these circumstances,

the cell, if rapidly discharged, does show
a slight recuperative power, recovering

somewhat on standing. So far as I can
make out, this appears to be mainly due
to a temporary exhaustion of the acid

close to the surface, and in the pores of

the peroxide, so that the power falls un-
til, by rapid diffusion, the absolved acid

has been replenished. The insulating

scum of sulphate on the negative plate is,

however, by far the most powerful cause

of the ordinary running clown of a cell.

When we come to try the hydrogenized
plate employed in charging the cell in-

stead of the plain plate, we find that it

also ceases to act before the positive is

exhausted, though it is able to go on for

a considerable time ; it ultimately ac-

quires a scum. On standing, the scum
clears off partially, and the cell recovers.

A piece of zinc made to touch the plate

under the liquid clears it, and in a short

time restores it to its original power,

having precisely the same effect as a re-

application of the charging current. The
fact is not surprising, since the zinc

naturally causes nascent hydrogen to be
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liberated on the plate, just the same as a

current would ; but the quick and prompt
action of the merest scrap of zinc is some-

what striking, and some practical appli-

cation of the fact would seem to be
possible.

Instead of a plain lead plate, lead

sponge may be employed for the nega-

tive plate, such as is made by Watt, of

Liverpool, by blowing high pressure

steam through a jet of molten lead, or

such as Mr. Desmond FitzGerald has

brought me here, made in some other

way. The enormous surface of this

spongy lead enables it to go on acting for

a much longer time than plain lead, with-

out being stopped appreciably by a scum.
This effect is due to the extent of sur-

face, and it appears to be owing to a sort

of potential hydrogenation caused by the

ability of acid to attack, spongy lead, or

any metal in a fine state of division, more
easily than when massive ; and the sul-

phate of lead formed, though it certainly

clogs up the pores, is not readily able to

form a continuous protecting film.

A thin coat of peroxide formed on a

lead plate rapidly becomes lighter in

color when the current is stopped, being
evidently reduced to a lower oxide by
local action with the lead underneath.
When the coat is very thin, the changes
go on so rapidly that, by quickly press-

ing the charging battery key down and
up, flashes of peroxide appear and disap-

pear on the surface. It is by this local

action effect, no doubt, that peroxidation
eats deeper and deeper into metallic lead,

for otherwise, as soon as a complete layer

of peroxide was once formed, all subse-
quent gas would be given off from its

surface (it being a conductor), and the
lead beneath would be protected.

The local action proclivity between
lead and peroxide has two unpleasant
consequences, however ; one is that the
peroxide gradually disappears on long
standing, and the cell thus loses its

charge ; the other is that the metallic lead
of the plate gets gradually eaten into,

and corroded away. These two results
are modified in practice by the fact that,

whereas local action destroys the peroxi-
dation of thin films in an instant, in the
deeper layers of thick films it goes on

j

very slowly, partly because fresh acid
i

cannot so easily penetrate, but principal-
ly because the sulphate and lower oxides

|

formed, being non-concluctors, exert a

clogging and protective action.

Instead of using a lead negative plate,

a copper-plate may be used, and will give

a strong and lasting current. It lasts, of

course, because copper sulphate is solu-

ble, and no insulating scum is formed
;

but that this Sutton cell has a fairly high
E. M. F., is a striking proof of the value

of peroxide of lead as the electro-nega-

tive element of a battery.

Even platinum gives a current when
opposed to peroxide of lead, though of

course it is a feeble one. But if zinc is

used, we have the strongest practicable

battery I know, each cell having an E. M.
F., of U volts.

I must now say a few words about the

methods and instruments for practically

measuring the various quantities involved

in the storage of energy by secondary
batteries. We need current or ampere-
meters, potential or volt-meters, quantity

or coulomb-meters, and energy or erg-

meters. The well-known dead-beat am-
meters and volt-meters of Professors

Ayrton and Perry are exceedingly con-

venient instruments, especially the for-

mer ; the only objection to them is the

frequent calibration they require, because

their permanent magnet changes in

strength. When portability is not es-

sential, I find a high-resistance galvan-

ometer, of the form known on the

continent as the " Wiedemann," a most
accurate and convenient volt-meter. The
needle has a thick copper damper, which
makes it almost dead-beat, and a resist-

ance of 30,000 ohms or so has to be added
to the circuit, in order to bring the de-

flection given by one cell within moder-
ate range. It thus taps off an absolutely

infinitesimal fraction of the current.

The deflections are immediately inter-

preted by observing, at the same time,

the reading produced by a couple of com-
mon Daniell cells in series, each of these

being assumed to be 1.12 volts. There is

a trifle of uncertainty about the absolute

E. M. F. of even a freshly set up Daniell,

and this uncertainty will continue until

an authoritative standard of E. M. F. is

issued by the British Association Stand-

ards Committee ; but variations in E.

M. F., one-thousandth part of the whole,

can be readily detected ; and a sensitive

volt-meter is somewhat important, if foul-

ing- cells are to be detected in their
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early stages, and before the cell is serious-

ly injured.

As a meter for tbe quantity of electri-

city supplied or withdrawn to the cells, I

use a large copper drum, suspended in

sulphate of copper on the end of a bal-

ance arm, in such a way that it can be
weighed at any moment without with-

drawing it from the solution. Contact is

easily made with it by means of mercury,
and it is surrounded with a larger cylin-

der of copper, to act as the other pole.

Allowing for the buoyancy of the solu-

tion in which it is weighed, every gramme
increase or diminution of the drum means
1.04 ampere-hours put into or taken out
of the cells. Frequent weighings of the

drum enable one to get a very good idea

of the cells as regards charge, and they
keep an accurate record of the loss, or

discrepancy between the charge and
discharge quantity.

A copper-drum coulomb-meter may
also be made floating, so as to indicate by
its height the quantity of electricity which
has passed through. If such a vertical-

moving quantity indicator carries a sheet

of sensitised paper, on which the horizon-

tal spot of light from a volt-meter records

a trace, the arrangement will give an
indicator diagram of the charge and dis-

charge precisely analogous to the indi-

cator diagram for the steam engine,

except that the area enclosed by the

curve represents the loss of work instead

of the balance of useful work. The use-

ful work is indicated by the area between
the discharge curve and the two straight

lines of reference.

Many plans can be devised for com-
bining the two traces, the quantity and
the E. M. F., at right angles to one an-

other, and the continued use of some
such instrument would, I believe, assist

in detecting the peculiarity of cells, and
in improving their manufacture and sys-

tem of treatment, almost to the same ex-

tent as the indicator throws light on the
peculiarties of different steam engines.

But even without such an instrument for

automatically constructing the diagrams,
a curve plotted in this way (with quantity
for abscissa and E. M. F. for ordinate) is

the readiest mode of exhibiting the re-

sults of measurement taken with ordinary
meters, and making the value of the cell

manifest at a glance.

A highly ingenious quantity-meter has

been devised by Dr. Hopkinson, and since

it indicates precisely like a gas-meter, it

is easily intelligible, and may come into

general use. But at the present, I believe,

it only works one way, hence it is not so

directly applicable to secondary batteries
;

it would add up both charge and dis-

charge in one continuous record, drawing
no distinction between them. The sim-

plest power or watt-meter is the Siemens
dynamometer, arranged with one sei-ies

and one shunt coil; and it indicates at

any instant the power which is being
supplied or withdrawn from the cells.

An erg-meter, or energy integrator, can
be made in various forms. The one I

have here to show is Ayrton and Perry's

modification of an eight-day clock. They
substitute a fine coil of wire for the bob
of the pendulum, and surround this with
another larger and thick coil. A current
sent in the same direction round two
nearly concentric coils, causes the smaller

one to move to the centre of the large

one. Thus, if the pendulum is oscillating,

and the clock keeping good time, a cur-

rent sent round the two coils will cause
the clock either to gain or lose, according
as the currents are opposed or agree in

direction. If the two coils are both in

series in the circuit, the gain or loss of

the clock will indicate the coulombs
passed through. But if the small fine

coil is a shunt, while the other is a series,,

the force acting on the bob will be a func-

tion of the power, and the gain or loss of

the clock will indicate the energy in some
more or less arbitrary way, which can be
made simple proportion by empirically

adjusting the relations among the parts.

To determine the internal resistance of'

a battery cell, or of a whole battery, the

plan is to measure its electromotive force

when driving two different strengths of

current, as different as possible and both
known. One strength of current is most
conveniently zero ; the other must be
measured, say, by an am-meter in the

circuit. A volt-meter, such as the high
resistance Wiedemann, is connected to

the terminals of the battery and read. Its

indication will be a scrap higher if the

current was being supplied by the cells,

but lower if the current was being sup-

plied to them. The difference of the

indication of the volt-meter, when a cur-

rent is passing and when no current is

passing, is proportioned to the resistance
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of the battery, and for a secondary bat-

tery cell in good order, the difference is

surprisingly small, so much so that an
ordinary volt-meter will often fail to de-

tect it. To get the resistance of the

battery in ohms, you must divide the dif-

ference in the readings of the volt-meter

(interpreted into volts) by the strength

of the current passing in the main" cir-

cuit, reckoned in amperes. A moment's
inteiTuption is sufficient with a good
dead-beat volt-meter, and the current

may be immediately switched on again

before the disturbance in the circuit has

had time to show itself, except indeed
where the current is being used for light-

ing purposes, in which case no tricks

may be played unless there are several

batteries in multiple arc, and one of them
can be disconnected without detriment.

This, indeed, is a good plan of connect-

ing batteries, as it allows measurements,
examinations and repairs to go on while

the current is being used. The resist-

ance of one of the small sized (half horse
power hour) cells with nine pan of plates

averages .002 ohm. Large cells have a

still lower resistance, of course, and it is

to this extremely low internal resistance

that the secondary battery owes much of

its great practical value. The current
from an ordinary Grove's battery is by no
means proportionate to the external re-

sistance of the circuit unless this is high

;

in other words, the driving power of a

cell, or the difference of potential between
its terminals, falls off greatly when strong
currents are demanded. But a secondary
battery, from its enormous area of sur-

face, not only gives a higher E. M. F.
than a Grove ever does, but it keeps this

two-volts difference of potential between
its terminals for pretty nearly any reason-
able strength of current. Hence the
current does within wide limits vary with
the external resistance, and the current
which such a cell will drive through a

piece of thick copper wire is simply tre-

mendous.
I must now say a few words about the

uses to which secondary batteries can be
applied; and, first of all, for general
laboratory purposes they are invaluable.

A small gas engine and shunt dynamo are
necessary to charge them up occasionally,
but they then retain their charge for days
or weeks, according to the demand made
upon them, and they are ready at any

moment to produce a current, strong or

weak, according to wish. They thus save
a deal of trouble in setting up Grove bat-

teries, and, moreover, the current they
give is much steadier, for unless they are
run too near their falling-off point, their

E. M. F. continues very constant, and no
compunction is felt at leaving them con-

nected up to the circuit for a long time
together—for such a time as would make
Grove cells heat violently and boil over.

When they are run down, a few days'

charging replenishes them again.

As regards durability, the cells repay
cleanlness and attention. I mount them
in front of a window, on a slab of thick

glass raised above the bench ; one can
then see all over and through them, the
light being reflected from below the glass

slab by an inclined bit of looking-glass

which can be moved about. It ought also

to be possible to get on both sides of the

bench, so as to be able to detect and re-

move any attempt at contact between the

plates of a cell.

If a lump of composition tumble out
and bridges across from one plate to the

next, it can be removed with a paper-
knife. Plenty of light, easy access, and
clear vision through between the plates

of each cell are highly desirable. The
glass cells and the slab should also be
kept clean, and free from acid splashes

and spray, for all this moisture promotes
leakage, and causes the cells to lose their

charge more rapidly than they would by
ordinary and unavoidable local action.

When cells are stowed away in dirty

dark cellars, on wooden shelves, like wine
bottles, the leakage must often be con-

siderable, and the cells may get into any
state of dilapidation without detection or

attempt at remedy. A light attic or glass

house, with crockery slabs at a convenient
height, is a much more suitable place for

secondary batteries than a wine cellar.

It is important to be able to detect an
incipient flaw in a cell before it has had
time to damage the ceil perceptibly. A
sensitive volt-meter may do this, but an
ordinary one will not show any difference

for a long time, and if the cell is in series

with others, as soon as it begins to run
down in E. M. F., the others rush it

down to and past zero, and begin to

charge it up wrong way. This reversal

is very bad for a cell, besides its very
weakening effect upon the main current.
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It is very important to keep all the cells

of a series as exactly alike as possible. A
bad short circuit often causes a hissing-

noise which can be heard with a stetho-

scope applied to the cell, even when it is

not loud enough to call your attention,

as it sometimes is. But the most deli-

cate detector of an incipient short circuit

is the thermometer. All the cells heat

by their proper current, bat any abnor-

mal action going on in a cell, whether it

be short current or local action, or any
other dissipation of energy, must result

in heat, and the thermometer is the na-

tural detector of this. Any cell warmer
than the others should be examined, and
set right or else replaced.

The lugs and contacts should be wiped
clean occasionally from the acid spray

which collects on them, and they may
also be recoated with paraffin and shellac.

This acid spray is thrown up by the bab-

bles of gas which %ise when the cell is

getting full. The hydrogen bubbles

throw up largish globules, which bound
two or three inches into the air, and fall

all over the slab and terminals ; but when
hydrogen comes off freely, the cell is

commonly quite full. The oxygen which
comes off slightly during the greater part

of the charging throws up much more
minute globules, which float about as an
acid spray, very irritating to the nostrils

and very provoeative of leakage. The
spray may be very greatly diminished by
a layer of oil spread over the surface, in

which the bubbles collect and break in a

different way, and it also checks evapora-

tion ; but the oil introduces difficulties

of its own when the plates have to be
lifted out of the cell, though indeed it

may be first flooded off. The contacts of

the positive plates are very apt to be cor-

roded by the spray and creeping film,

together with the per- oxidizing action of

the current crawling up wet lugs, and
they require occasional attention. Unless
absolute uniformity of contact is secured,

some of the plates will take nearly all the

current, and get peroxidized to pieces,

while the others are nearly idle.

I use pans of very dilute ammonia, or
perforated boxes of carbonate, to neutral-

ize the acid spray. The atmosphere is

then much improved, and instead of acid

films, white crusts of ammonia sulphate
collect, which are less harmful and may
be cleared off. Another precaution is

always to keep the cells filled with acid

above the level of the plates, so that they

are completely immersed, else the part

above the liquid will be exposed to the

influence of non-concentrated acid, from
the evaporation of the water out of the

acid film covering it. It is important to

remember that all these exposed layers

of add are likely to become pretty con-

centrated, and hence, that they may be
expected to corrode more rapidly than

the mass of the solution.

Another advisable precaution is to stir

or agitate the liquid occasionally, more
particularly during charging. The bub-

bles of gas, fortunately, do this to some
extent, if the cells are well filled up
electrically; but if no such agitation is

excited, the acid at the bottom of the cell

is apt to become very much more con-

centrated than that at the top. Not that

gravity is able to pull down strong acid

out of once thoroughly mixed dilute acid.

Gravity cannot undo diffusion like this.

But it is the acid freshly formed during
re-charging, by decomposition of the sul-

phate of lead on both plates—it is this

acid which falls to the bottom and ac-

cumulates there, frequently corroding,

the bottoms of the plates. One great

advantage of the present cells over the

old flannel-swathed Faure, is that they

permit free circulation of the liquid. To.

make the cells answer various laboratory

requirements, I have a sort of resistance-

box, made with uncovered spirals of

German silver wire, in a stoneware water
trough, so that the wires do not melt,,

and I can then throw in any resistance

from a quarter ohm upwards, otherwise-

the current would be frequently too

strong. For working a Serrin lamp no
extra resistance is necessary, and from
eighteen to twenty-two cells work it

admirably. Even when one drives the

lamp direct from the dynamo, the bat-

tery is still connected as a shunt circuit,,

to act as a regulator and steady the

current. Moreover, it has the great ad-

vantage of preventing the engine from
racing away when one puts out the lamp.

A well-governed engine, of course, ought
not to do this in any case, but I have not
found a gas-engine behave well, when
work is thrown on and off it in such an
irregular and fitful manner as a lamp is

commonly used in a lecture. It is much
better for it to be pumping into the cells.
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whenever the lamp is put out. More-

over, one can get a far more powerful

current through the lamp in this way
than from a small dynamo direct. An-

other advantage of having the battery

connected is, that#it will not permit the

locking of the carbons, and thus the short

circuiting of the field magnets of the

shunt dynamo, which is a not infrequent

occurrence when a shunt dynamo alone

is used to feed an arc lamp.

If, however, only a regulator is wanted,

and not a store of energy, a set of zinc

and lead plates can be easily arranged,

which will do all that is wanted in the

way of regulation ; and as the lead gets

gradually more and more " formed," the

battery will gradually acquire more and
more actual storage capacity. The cells

were very useful once when the gas-en-

gine was being repaired. I took the

dynamo over to a neighbouring steam-

engine, and laid its comparatively full

current with spans of common wire to

the battery. From the battery thus

charged, the powerful occasional currents

needed for some magnetic researches

then going on were readily obtained. To
bring such currents from the distant

dynamo would have necessitated the use

of very thick and expensive cable, and
would in fact have seriously damaged its

armature.

The battery thus acted as a transmuter
of weak currents into strong ones, and
this illustrates on a small scale one of its

very important future functions, viz., a

receiver of energy transmitted from a

distance, as Sir Wm, Thomson has
pointed out. Currents generated at a

distant station, to be conveyed to a dis-

tance, ought not to be strong ; they
ought to be feeble currents at a high
potential. They can be received by a

great number of batteries in series, and
the batteries so charged can be used for

any local purposes, and made to give any
reasonable desired current by altering

their connections. Moreover, they can
be coupled up to a number of independ-
ent circuits, so that irregularities in one
shall not interfere with the others. The
great advantage of a set of batteries as a

receiver, over a set of dynamos in series,

is that the latter would need such a high
internal resistance to give the necessary
back E. M. F., whereas a battery, even
of small cells, can give 1,000 volts E.M.

F., with an internal resistance of only 2

ohms. Hence the waste in heating the
receiver is next to nothing. There is an-

other kind of waste, no doubt, for the

work got out of a battery can never be
anything like that put in. The E.M.F.
of charge is about 2.3 or even 2.4 volts,

while that of discharge is scarcely above
2 ; besides this, there is a slight loss or

discrepancy between the quantity sup-

plied and that afterwards withdrawn.
Notwithstanding this waste, they must
come into use when made in a satisfactory

and quite dependable manner, for then-

great convenience and steadiness. And
when the power at the distant station is

water or wind- power, as I doubt not it

often will be, waste becomes of secondary-

importance, and a convenient method of

storing is the first consideration.

So plainly is high E.M.F. pointed at

as the requisite for the economical trans-

mission of energy, that I cannot help
thinking that, in some cases, a use will

be found for electrostatic machines as

generators instead of dynamos. Not
exactly a Holtz machine—which has a

high internal resistance, and must dis-

sipate energy, from its use of non-con-
ductors and sparking intervals—but some
gigantic form of Thomson's rej)lenisher

with metallic contacts. A large machine
is needed to give a current of one am-
pere, but not outrageously large, and a

clear separation of the parts by a milli-

metre will enable 4,000 volts E.M.F. to

be obtained. No great horse-power is

here represented, but it would be trans-

mitted by a well insulated wire with very
small loss.

In using a waterfall running con-

tinuously to light a town for, say, eight

hours, batteries are evidently desirable.

Three sets might be used, each charging
for eight hours—one or other of them
always charging, and two of them dis-

charging during the eight hours the light

is required. Or two sets would be suffi-

cient if the water-power itself could be
used for lighting direct. But the use of

three sets of batteries would enable a
reasonably distant waterfall to be used,

and would, for the eight hours the light

is needed, give an actually greater horse-

power than the fall itself possesses.

For locomotion in cases where the
current cannot easily be supplied to the
moving carriage by metallic conduction.
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as in tram-cars on common streets, bat-

teries carried by the tram-car afford an
obvious, and, moreover, an economical
form of motive power. It is sincerely

to be hoped that electric tram-cars may
speedily come to perfection, and that the

excessive wear and tear of horseflesh in

this monotonous and severe labor may
be checked.

[A number of motors were exhibited,

some lent by the Electrical Power Stor-

age Company, and some by Professors

Ayrton and Perry. A De-Meritens
motor, driven by 18 storage cells, was
used to drive a small Siemens' dynamo
by a strap, the current from this being
used to drive anotber motor, which
worked a lathe, or was used to light four

small Swan lamps. A Pilsen arc-lamp
was shown, working very steadily with
the current from the battery, and a

number of Swan lamps were also excited,

so as to show how entirely any one was
unaffected by the turning out of the

others, a battery behaving in this respect

like a very good compound wound dy-

namo. Diagrams of the mode of con-

necting up cells and dynamos for trans-

mission of power and curves representing
the charge and discharge of cells, as

tested by Dr. Hopkinson and Messrs.

Ayrton and Perry, were also exhibited,

but it is thought unnecessary to repro-

duce them here.]

For driving boats electrically, secon-

dary batteries are obviously necessary,

because the laying on of a current by a

wire is not only inconvenient but impos-
sible. The storage cells will act as

ballast, and can be charged while the

boat is moored. For swift short voyages,

and for pleasure vessels, nothing better

than electrical propulsion is likely to be
devised. For long voyages and big
ships, the weight of secondary batteries

would need all the floating power the

ship possesses, and perhaps more. The
energy consumed in propelling the pres-

ent Atlantic liners is something almost
incredible.

When motors are driven by secondary
batteries with very short connecting wire,

the question arises, is high E.M.F. still

desirable, as it is when transmission
across great distances is concerned, or

may powerful currents be now used with

advantage ? The answer is that, neg-
lecting the resistance of battery and con-

necting wires, there is neither gain nor
loss in using powerful currents, provided
the dynamo is properly wound, and has
brushes that will not burn up.

But if we do not neglect the resistance

of the batteries—a thingwe have no right

whatever to do—the answer is, that high
E.M.F. is of very great advantage. A
large number of cells in series, driving

1 a high E.M.F. dynamo at its highest
possible speed, and with as small a cur-

I

rent as is needed for the power, is by

j

far the most economical arrangement.
Now, a screw for a ship has always
needed a high speed for economy, and
in the old days gearing used to be em-

|

ployed between the steam-engine and the

screw, because no high-speed engine was
[

sufficiently economical. I understand
i
that slow engines are still the best, but
the disadvantages of gearing are so great

that high-speed direct-acting engines are

always used. But a high speed is abso-

lutely essential to economy in an electric

motor, and no screw, as ordinarily made,
would work at such a speed ; conse-

quently there is a temptation to use
gearing the other way, and to gear down
the dynamo to suit the screw. I hope
the attempt will be resisted, and high-

speed screws made of small size, smooth
surfaces, and low pitch, so that the

electric motor axle may be coupled direct

to the screw shaft. The direct rotatory

action of a dynamo used as a motor, as

opposed to the oscillating action of a

steam-engine, is a great simplifier of

mechanism, and will be found extremely
convenient.

For all kinds of short transit locomo-
tion, electric power will, probably, prove
to be the most suitable, and the improve-
ment in the atmosphere of the Under-
ground Railway, which would result from
the adoption of such a means of propul-
sion, would be far more remarkable than
anything which ventilators, whether or-

namental or the contrary, are able to

effect. In fact, there can be little doubt
that the practical development of elec-

trical appliances in the near future will

be something extraordinary, and the

consequence of this, and of the extensive

use of gaseous fuel, will be, I most sin-
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merely hope, and not unreasonably be-

lieve, not only the abatement, but the

compulsory abolition, of smoke and all

other artificial pollution of the atmos-

phere, and such an improvement in the

air of towns as will change them from
stifling purgatories into wholesome and
refreshing centres of life and work.

THE ALGEBRA OF ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS.
By WM. CAIN, C. E., South Carolina Military Academy, Charleston, S. C

Written for Van Nostrand's Magazine.

1. The object of the following paper is

the discussion of negative quantities as

found in algebra, or rather the finding a

logically developed system, which shall

include such quantities as special cases,

and thus tend to the great generalization

of problems and theorems.

F^ In the older algebras the fundamental
theorems were established on the sup-

position that the various letters, used as

symbols, denoted pure arithmetical or

absolute numbers, and the results were
assumed to be general or true for the so-

called negative quantities as well as ordi-

nary numbers. But there are so many
objections to a method without a rational

basis, even though it gives true results,

admitting of a proper interpretation, that

of late years attempts have been made to

substitute an algebraic series of numbers,
involving both plus and minus quantities,

for the ordinary series, so that a definite

meaning may be given to a minus num-
ber, and the ordinary algebraic processes

be given a rational basis for all cases.

We shall endeavor in what follows to de-

duce the ordinary laws of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division, for

such a series, calling especial attention to

difficulties which naturally occur to any
one in the development of the common
system, and pointing out how these diffi-

culties are overcome by the " symbolical

algebra," as it has been termed.

It will conduce to a better appreciation

of the subject if we first give very briefly

the usual method of deducing the ground
rules for arithmetical numbers and point
out their limitations.

We shall first then regard the letters

used as symbols to denote ordinary num-
bers.

Vol. XXX.—No. 3—16

2. Addition.—Let it be required to

add (8a— 9b) to {5b -4a).

It is tacitly assumed that (8a— 9 b) is

positive and denotes a real number, also

that (5b —4a) is positive and denotes an
ordinary arithmetical number, whole or

fractional. That is, we assume that if the

proper numerical values are substituted

for a and b, that 8a is greater than 9b,

and that 5b is numerically greater than
4a.

Now, if we simply add 5b to (8a— 9b),

we have (5b + 8a— 9b), but this sum is

too great by 4a, as we had to add 5b di-

minished by 4a, so that we must subtract
4a from this first result to get the cor-

rect sum, which is therefore,

55 + 8a—9b—±a.
In order to reduce this expression to

its fewest terms, we have to make use of
the law, that is easily proved for num-
bers, that the order in which we combine
the terms is immaterial. Thus, if from
(5b + 8a) we subtract 9b, the result is

(8a

—

<Lb), since we evidently reach the
same value by adding 5b to 8a and then
subtracting 9b, as in simply subtracting
4& from 8a. From 8a—46, we have now
to subtract 4a, giving 4a

—

ib for the cor-
rect answer.

In practice we set down the terms and
add thus

:

8a—9b
—4a + 5b

4a-U
But it must be distinctly understood

that —4a by itself means nothing, and
that we have only written for conveni-
ence like terms under each other, so that
(— 4ta + 5b) must be interpreted (5b—ia),

which is agreeable to the law mentioned.
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Froni a consideration of such examples
we deduce the law in addition : Combine
like terms by adding those of like sign

and prefixing the common sign, and
when of unlike signs take the difference

of the sum of the positive and the sum of

the negative terms and prefix the sign of

the greater.

3. Subtraction.—Suppose we have to

subtract
56—4a from 8a— 9b.

If we take 5b from the minuend, the in-

dicated result is

8a—9b—5b;

but we have taken away too much by 4a,

for we had only to subtract 5b less 4a, so

that we must increase this result by 4a,

giving for the correct answer

8a—96-56 + 4a= 12a-146.

Combining the terms as mentioned above
by adding 8a and 4a and subtracting

146, which is the same thing as first sub-

tracting 9b and then 5b. This result is

briefly represented thus :

From 8a

—

9b

Subtract —4a + 56

Remainder = 12a—146

which is thus equivalent to the rule

;

change the signs of the subtrahend and
proceed as in addition.

We again note that the minuend and
subtrahend are tacitly assumed to be
real positive numbers, whole or fraction-

al, and further that the subtrahend is

numerically in value less than the minu-
end. There is, besides, no sense in sub-

tracting—4a from + 8a by itself, for—4a
has no existence by itself. Neither can
we subtract 5b from —96 since the last

term is an absurdity by itself in arith-

metical algebra. Neither can any mean-
ing be attached to adding the same
terms (—4a to 8a or 56 to —96), in article

2, though we get so accustomed to using
the well-known rules in apparently add-
ing or subtracting such single terms that

we lose sight of our tacit assumptions, that

it is only when combined into two ex-

pressions, both numerically positive and
in the case of subtraction, the minuend
greater than the subtrahend, that we can
apply such rules at all.

4. Multiplication.

(a + b)c=ac + bc

(a— b)c=ac—6c

(a + 6) (c + d)= (ac + be) + (ad+ bd)

(a—6) (c + d)= (ac—6c) -1- (ad—bd)

These four results are obvious enough
since (a + 6)c means the number (a + b),

repeated c times, and is equal to a (one

part), repeated c times, added to 6 (the

other part), repeated c times. Similarly

we go through. In the next case we have
to multiply ' (a + 6) by (c—d) or repeat

(a + 6) c times and diminish the product
by (a+ 6) repeated d times

.*. (a + b)(c—d)= ac + bc—(ad+bd)

= ac+ be—ad—6a*

Similarly,

(a—6) (c—d)= ac—be—(ad—6o*)

=ac—6c

—

ad+ bd

Now, in place of going through the
successive steps given here, we shall

reach the same result by multiplying each
term of the multiplicand by each term of

the multiplier, noting a rule that like

(prefixed) signs give plus, unlike minus,
in the product. It is again tacitly as-

sumed that both multiplicand and multi-

plier are positive (arithmetical) numbers.

There is no sense, per se, in

—bxc= — be

or in

—6 x—d= + bd

It is only in connection with the other

terms that such results have any mean-
ing so far as expressions containing only
arithmetical numbers are concerned.

5. Division.—In division the aim is to

find a factor called quotient that multi-

plied by the divisor will give the divi-

dend, so that the rules of signs and limit-

ations hold as in multiplication.

6. We see, therefore, that with such

an algebra of ordinary numbers, con-

nected by addition and subtraction signs,

that we are very much circumscribed, for

we have seen that the expressions we
treat must be essentially positive, where-

as, in numerous investigations, it is im-
possible to say whether all the expres-

sions we combine by addition, subtraction,

multiplication or division, are positive or

negative, so that we are, perforce, obliged

to apply our rules to negative quantities
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without having defined them or proved
any rules with respect to them.

In certain problems, too, the unknown
quantity is found with a negative sign

before it, and we have to go back and vary

the statement of the problem to make the

result intelligible, when that is possible.

The great value that lies in the con-

ception of the true, real, negative quan-

ties, consists in the wonderful generality

given to general formulae, which may be
deduced, say, on the supposition that all

the letters denote plus quantities, when
a simple substitution in the final result

of the actual values (in any case) of the

letters (for that case) will give a correct

formula.

In the applications of algebra to geom-
etry we shall find still stronger reasons

for an early consideration of + and —
quantities.

We thus see that it is not only necessary
in certain cases but highly important that

the greatest generality should be given

to algebraic processes, and we shall now
proceed to the consideration of the alge-

braic series of numbers, which, together
with an extension ci meaning given to the

signs plus and minus, will enable us to

give the generality desired.

7. The algebraic system of numbers is

supposed to increase from zero in the

opposite directions as in the scale below.

In this case direction to the right is

called + , that to the left — , but we can
just as well assume the positive direction

to the left when the negative way of

counting will be to the right.

As illustrations of quantities having
opposite directions, we may mention mo-
tion forward and backward, or degrees
above and below zero on a thermometric
scale. Thus, if a moving point, starting

at in the scale, moves 5 units of dis-

tance to the right and 9 to the left, we
reach (—4) on the scale which thus indi-

cates that the final position of the mov-
ing point is 4 units to the left of the
starting point or zero of the scale.

Again, if it moves 5 units forward,
then 9 units backwards, then 6 units

forward, its final position will be 2 units

from in a forward direction, or to the
place denoted by ( + 2). If direction

forwards is called + , then direction back-
wards will be — as we see illustrated in

this case.

8. Addition of Algebraic numbers.—
Rule. To add two algebraic numbers, toe

start at the point in the series indicated
by the first number and count in the di-

rection given by the sign of the second
number the number of absolute units in
that number.

This operation is indicated by putting
the + sign between the algebraic num-

—3 -2 -l + 1 + 2 + 3

Those numbers to which are prefixed

the + sign are called positive numbers,
those with the negative sign minus num-
bers ; so that (

—

a) means a quantity or
number of real units, but measured in a
direction opposite to the positive one.

There is no meaning in the statement
that (

—

a) is " less than zero " without a
new definition of " less than," so let the
reader bear in mind that in dealing with
(—a) he is dealing with a real arithmeti-
cal number, though taken in the opposite
sense to ( -J- a).

For the present it is well to indicate
an algebrajc number by enclosing it in a
parenthesis.

The + and — quantities above may be
conceived as measuring distances right and
left from 0, so that the line drawn will be
considered as divided into equal parts
and may be called the scale

{ of numbers.

bers ; thus to add ( + 3) to (—5) we start
at ( + 3) in the scale and count in the
negative direction 5 units, thus bringing
us to (—2). The symbolical representa-
tion is as follows

:

( + 3) + (-5)= (-2).

Similarly, in " adding " any number of
algebraic numbers, we add the first two
as just explained, then the third to the
previous result by the same rule, and so
on.

Thus,

(+3) + (—5) + (+3)=(+i).

Here we start at ( + 3), go 5 units to
left to (—2), then 3 units to right to

( + 1), the result of the algebraic addi-
tion-

We see that the rule for adding two
algebraic numbers is consistent with the
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definition, that (

—

a) means absolute

u?iits measured in the opposite direction

on the scale of numbers to the plus direc-

tion, so that when combined by the

sign of addition with ( + a), the result is

zero.

9. By the consideration of examples
like the following:

(+3)+(+2)=(+5);
(-3)+( + 2) = (-l);

( + 3) + (-2)= (-l) ;

(_3) + (_2)= (-5;

"We easily deduce the rules

:

I. To add two numbers with like signs,

find the arithmetical sum of their abso-

lute values and prefix the common sign

to the sum.
II. To add two numbers with unlike

signs, find the arithmetical difference of

their absolute values and prefix the sign

of the greater.

Where there are many numbers to add
of different signs, we place the + num-
bers in one column, and the — numbers
in another column, add separately and
combine the sums. It is evident that the i

result is the same in whatever order we
j

add algebraic numbers, since the total

number of units we go to the right, by the

successive steps, equals the sum of the

absolute values of the positive numbers.
Similarly for the minus numbers ; so that

the final position is given by the relation

between the two sums.
10. Let a and b denote the absolute

values of any two numbers, then the
four cases given in article 9 can be gene-
ralized and written in the following

forms.

( + a) + ( + b)= a + b; •

(—a) + ( + b)=—a + b.

(+«)+ (—b)=a— b;

(— a)-\— b) = —a—b.

The interpretation to be given to the

right members must follow from some
convention, and this convention is, that

when a quantity, as a, has no sign before
it, the plus sign must be understood y so
that a is the same thing as the algebraic

number ( + a); likewise, that if a quan-
tity a has a + or — sign before it, that

sign will indicate lohether it is a + or —
algebraic number, to be combined by ad-

dition with any other numbers in the
same expression.

Thus, a— b is the same as ( + «) + (— b),

and —a— b the same as (—«) + (
— b).

This convention enables us to dispense
with parentheses and a multiplicity of

signs when desired ; though for the sake
of clearness we shall retain them in estab-

lishing fundamental rules, whilst indi-

cating, at the same time, abreviated
forms. However, if an expression is

given in the abbreviated forms, shown by
the right members of the above equa-
tions, we can always express it in the
manner shown by the left members,
when desirable.

II. We will now show how the use o^

algebraic numbers enables us to general-

ize by expressing all the cases of a cer-

tain problem by one equation.

We must always premise by stating

what class of quantities are to be regard-

ed as + , and which (those opposed to

the + one) minus. Thus, in the case of

the moving body in art. 7, let us count
distances forward +, those backward,
minus.

Then, if a person walks say 5 feet for-

wards from a given origin, then 9 feet

backwards along the same straight line

produced when necessary, we can say he
moves successively +5 and —9 feet, thus

stopping 4 feet back of the origin, or at

—4. Thus, if we call X his final distance

in feet from the origin, + if forwards, —
if backwards, we can write,

X=( + 5) + (-9)= (-4),

or, more simply,

X=5-9= -4.

Again, if the person moves 5 feet for-

wards, then 9 backwards, then 6 forwards,

we have his ultimate position,

X=£—9+6=+2;
or two feet in front of the origin.

Now, no matter how many movements
forwards and backwards are made, we see

that we can state generally that the final

position of the moving body is the alge-

braic sum of his successive movements,
so that,

X={a) + (b) + (c)+ . . .

where a, b, c, . . . represent the succes-

sive movements which are essentially

negative when backwards, otherwise posi-

tive, as written.

Again, as to dates, let dates reckoned
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after Christ be designated as +, those

anterior — , and let any interval of time

be regarded as + if reckoned forwards,
— if reckoned backwards ; then having
given a date D and the interval I to

another date D', we can find the letter by
the formula,

D + I=D'.

What is the date 20 years after 240
B.C. ?

(-240) + (20)= -220,

or 220 b.c.

What is the date 20 years before 240
B.C.?

(-240) + (-20)= -260,

or 260 b.c

What is the date 40 years after 20 b.c. ?

(_20) + ( + 40)= ( + 20), or 20 a.d.

Julius Csesar died a.d. 14, aged 77
years ; when was he born ?

( + 14) + (-77)= -63,or63B.c.

Similarly for any series of successive
intervals we shall always have,

D + sum of intervals=D'.

Thus one formula comprehends every
case. Other illustrations of such gener-
alizations can be made in the case of

quantities that stand in opposition, as as-

sets and debts, gain and loss, &c. The
algebraic sum of assets taken as plus, and
sum of debts as minus, gives total as-

sets if the result is + , or total indebt-
edness if — , &c.

Examples of a far more complicated
character wiU be given further on, as we
deduce rules for subtraction, multiplica-

tion, &c, of algebraic numbers.

SUBTKACTION.

12. We have previously only used the

+ sign before an algebraic number, hav-
ing clearly defined the process of addition
intended by it. We shall similarly give
a definition of a minus sign before an al-

gebraic number, consistent with the use
already made of it to indicate a negative
number, and will remark that everything
that follows will be strictly deduced from
the consequences of these definitions.

Definition.—A minus sign before an
algebraic number indicates that the num-
ber is to be counted in an opposite direc-
tion to that indicated by its sign, or it

indicates a reversal of direction of the

line representing that 'number.

Thus,

_(+ 5)=(-5),

-(-5)= ( + 5).

This process involves no absurdity for

single numbers ; for the results (— 5) and
( + 5) in the two cases are perfectly in-

telligible ; meaning algebraic numbers,
the one plus, the other minus, that will

cancel each other if added together.

From the definition, a — sign before an
arithmetical number causes it to be
counted in the opposite direction to the
usual or + direction, as the number may
be regarded as a + number.

13. When this minus sign is placed be-

tween two numbers, as ( + 8)— ( + 5), it

indicates what is called algebraic subtrac-

tion. The quantity before which it is

placed is called the subtrahend, the other

one the minuend.
From the definition, it follows that to

subtract one quantity from another, we
change the sign of the subtrahend and
add.

Thus,

( + 3)-( + l)=3-l= 2,

( + 3)-(-2)=3 + 2= 5,

(-3)-(+ l)=(-3) + (-l)= (-4),

(_3)_ (_l )
= (_3

) + ( + l)= (-2).

We have left the parentheses around
certain minus quantities in the right

numbers, though it is not necessary if we
attend to the meaning given in art. 10.

It is seen from a consideration of these

cases that the absolute number given as

the result of the algebraic subtraction of

two algebraic numbers, gives their dis-

tance apart on the scale of numbers, and
that the prefixed sign is the direction

from the subtrahend to the minuend.
Hence the result is called the algebraic

difference.

As in art. 10, we can write briefly.

( + a)-( + b)=a-b ;

(-a)-( + b)= -a-b,

( + a)-(-b)= a + b
;

(—a)— (-b)= —a+b.

In the right numbers of these equa-

tions the a's and b's are to be taken

with the sign prefixed to each, or under-

stood according to the convention given
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in art. 10, and added by the rules given
in art. 9.

14. We see from the foregoing that we
employ the same rules exactly as in ad-

dition and subtraction of polynomials in

the arithmetical algebra, and that when
+ single numbers are taken, the alge-

braic sum or difference of any two of

them is exactly as in the arithmetical al-

gebra. As before explained, arithmetical

algebra cannot handle single minus num-
bers or expressions that are essentially

minus ; but now there are no limitations

as to signs, for the operations on nega-
tive quantities are just as intelligible and
as clearly defined as on positive quanti-

ties.

15. On comparing the formulae just

given in art. 13 with those in art. 10, we
notice the relation

:

( + a) + ( + b)= ( + a)-(-b),

( + a) + (-b)=(+ a)-( + b),

or a + b=a— (— b),

ai-(—b)=a—( + b)= a—b.

So that algebraic additions can always be
written as algebraic subtraction by
changing the sign of the term, which is

to appear as the subtrahend. We can
thus go from one form to the other at

pleasure. In fact, from the comprehen-
sive definition given to a minus sign be-

fore an algebraic number (article 12), we
can write,

a +b=a—(—b)=a—[— (+ i)]

=a_[_(_ ( _j))], etc.

Similarly,

a—b=a— [—(—#)]
=a~[-i -(-(-£))}>]•

There is thus choice in the form in

which a given value can be expressed.

16. The principles deduced for alge-

braic numbers apply equally to algebraic

expressions, composed of several num-
bers combined in any way, since, if the
numerical values are assigned to the let-

ters and the indicated operations per-

formed, the expression reduces to a single

number when the rules apply.

Thus to subtract 5b—4a from 8a— 9b,

we have,

8a—9b-(5b—4a)

=

8a—9b— 5b + ±a=
12a- 145.

Compare the result in art. 3, where it

was premised that 8« was greater than
9b, and that 5b was greater than 4a, also

that the subtrahend (5b—4a) was less

than the minuend (8a— 9b). By the use
of algebraic numbers there are no limita-

tions of this kind whatever. As in this

example, we shall generally, in what fol-

lows, leave off the parentheses to indicate

the algebraic numbers. From a consid-

eration of the results in art. 15, the ex-

pressions can be transformed so as to

contain them when desired.

Multiplication.

17. In multiplying any number by a, we
understand that the number is to be re-

peated a times, so that we only have to

define what is meant by multiplying by
+ a or — a ; in other words the signifi-

cance of the + or — signs before a mul-
tiplier.

Now, since a -f sign before an alge-

braic number do'es not reverse the direc-

tion of counting (art. 10), and a —sign
does (art. 12), we shall define,

1. Multiplication of an algebraic num-
ber by ( + a) means that the number is to

be repeated, a times, the direction of

counting being unchanged.
2. Multiplication of an algebraic num-

ber by ( — a) signifying that the number
is to be repeated a times, and the direc-

tion of counting reversed.

Thus,

( + a)x( + b)=+ab,

(-a)x(—b)=+ab,

( + a)x{—b)——ab,

(-a)x( + b)= —ab.

From the first two results we deduce
the rule, ''like signs give phis" and from
the last two the rule, that " unlike signs

give minus."

18. Since division may be defined as

finding the factor called quotient, when
the other factor (the divisor), and the

product of the two factors, called the

dividend, is given, it is seen that the

same rules for signs hold for division.

Thus,

( + ab) ( + ab)——^=a; v—rz=— a;
+ b —b

T~ a;-b + b
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19. Since a fraction may be considered

an indicated quotient, the same laws as

to signs bold for fractions.

20. Having denned multiplication of

single numbers by plus and minus quanti-

ties, we must now ascertain if these rules

can be utilized for the multiplication of

polynomials by polynomials.

Now,

(a— b)?i=(a— b) + (a + b) . . . n times,

=«+ « + . . . n times, —b—
b— . . . n times,

=na— nb.

This is called the distributive law. Sim-
ilarly, to multiply (a—b) by — n, we
get the same result by definition, except
that the direction of counting of the re-

sult is changed, so that

(a—b) x —n= —na + nb.

Hence the rule : multiply each term of
the polynomial by tha monomial, accord-
ing to the laws laid down for single num-
bers, and add the results. Next suppose
the multiplier, (+n) or (— ri), is itself ex-

pressed as a polynomial. Thus, if 10 is

to be multiplied by 8— 3 or 5, it is evi-

dent that we get the same result by re-

peating the 10 8 times in the positive di-

rection and 3 times in the negative di-

rection, and adding the results as by mul-
tiplying the 10 by 5.

This operation is recorded thus:

10
+ 8-3

+ 80-30=50
That is we multiply the multiplicand

by each term of the multiplier according
to the laws for single numbers, and add
the partial products.

Similarly we multiply 10 by— 8 + 3 or

-5,

10
-8 + 3

-80 + 30=-50
Here the direction of the 10 is reversed

on multiplying by —8, giving —80 ; but
not reversed on multiplying by the +3,
which gives +30, which added to —80
gives —50 ; exactly what we should ob-
tain by repeating the 10, 5 times in the
negative direction. There is no differ-

ence in principle in multiplying a nega-

tive multiplicand by a polynomial.

In fact we are not limited, as in the

case of arithmetical numbers, but both

multiplicand and multiplier can be essen-

tially negative, and the results are as

perfectly intelligible as in the case of

absolute numbers. The laws just de-

duced, by combination enable us to

apply the usual rules to the multiplica-

tion of any polynomial by another poly-

nomial. Thus to multiply (—a—b) by

(c — d), we obtain,

—a—b
c—d

—ac—bc + ad+ bd.

That is, we multiply the (—a—b) first

by *c, by the distributive law, without

reversing, and then by d, reverse the last

result,- and combine with the other.

21. The rules for the division of poly-

nomials by polynomials, are deduced

from these in the usual manner.
22. The rule for multiplying by a poly-

nomial may be illustrated graphically as

follows : Let it be required to multiply

8 by (3 + 2), or generally m by (a + b).

There are 8 units in each vertical row,

and 8x3 and 8x2 units in the two
columns, making 8x5=8 (3 + 2) units in

all.

. -.8(3 + 2)=8x3 + 8x2.
Similarly,

8(5-2)=8x5-8x2;

for 8x5 gives the whole number of

units and 8 + 2 those of the right column,
so that their difference equals the num-
ber in the left column =8X3 =8(5— 2).

23. We shall note a special case of mul-

tiplication, {—a)' as the form often oc-

curs. Now by the rule, article 17, we
have

(-a)s=(-fl)X(-a)=X«-
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for (— a)
3
, means that (— a) is to be re-

peated a times and the direction of count-

ing reversed.

If this result is again multiplied by
— a, by the same rule, we obtain,

(— a)
s=+a-x—a—

Similarly

(-ay=(-a°)X + aA

;

so that a negative quantity raised to an
even power gives a + result ; to an odd
power a — result.

24. We shall group together some of

the fundamental formulae so far deduced,

and note an important fact resulting from
the comprehensiveness of the definitions

relating to the influence of signs.

The following formulae have been
drawn from articles 10, 13, 17 and 18 ;

and it is to be observed that the left

members indicate the addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication and division of alge-

braic numbers, and the right members
are intended to show the indicated oper-

ation performed, as far as this can be
done where numerical values are not

assigned to a and b.

We have put parentheses around the
algebraic numbers, in the left members,
as before, for without them, in the case
of a— b, we might be in doubt whether
we are to include it under the rule of

addition and write it, ( + «) + (— b) or to

consider it a case of subtraction and
write it ( + a)— ( + b). The parentheses
around the plus quantities as well

as the sign + enclosed, can be omitted, if

desired, since a quantity is assumed as

+ , when it has no sign before it, so that

a + b would generally be understood as

(+ a) + ( + b) ; but as it fixes the atten-

tion more precisely upon the algebraic

operations involved, the parentheses were
retained in the left members throughout.

The right members are, of course,

algebraic members, only under a differ-

ent form from the left numbers (see ar-

ticle 10), the results of the combinations,
according to the rules, in both members,
being precisely identical.

The formulae are as follows

:

f(+ a) + ( + b}=a+ b;

n J (-a) + ( + b)=
* * ( + a) + (-b)=a-by

I

a+ b;

(-a) + (—b) = —a—b;

2.

( + a)-( + b)=a-b;
(~a)-( + b)=—a-b/

] ( + o)-(-b)= a + b;

{ (—a)-(-b)= —a + b;

f( + a)X+b—+ab;
J ( +a)x—b=—ab;

J
(—a)x—b=+ab;

I

4.

(+ ab)

+ b

-b

{—a)x + b=—ab }

( + ab)

-b
-ab)

-= —a.
+ b

Now note, that if in the left members
we substitute (—a) everywhere for a and
perform the indicated operations, as far

as may be, that the result is precisely

the same as if we substitute (— a) for a
in the corresponding right members and
reduce according to the laws established.

Thus put (—a) for a in both members
of the first formulae of each series, we
obtain

(— a) + (+ b)=—a+b
(—a)— (+ b)= —a—b
(-a)x( + b)= + (-a)b=—ab
(-a)b

= (—a)=—a.
+ b

Thus having deduced a formula, as

aXb= ab, we can ascertain the result for

(—a)xb by substituting (— a) for a in

the right member, or performed multipli-

cation, giving ( — a)b=—ab.
25. Again to multiply (a + b) by a, we

indicate the process as follows

:

a+ b

a

a? + ab

This may be called a general formula,
true whether b is + or — ; for if b
is minus, so that we have to multiply a +
(—b) by a, we have only to change b to

(—b) in the result and reduce by the laws
of signs, giving the correct answer, a2—
ab. This follows from the principle just

noted.

In the formula,

n(a+ b + c)=an+ bn+ en,

if we put a= —x, b= —y, in both num-
bers, the results must be identical by the
principle or law that was found to exist.
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.-. n (—x—y+ c)= —xn—yn + cn.

In the multiplication or division of

polynomials by polynomials, the same
general principle as to substitution exists,

for the results are derived from the mul-
tiplication, division, addition and sub-

traction of monomials according to the

rules affecting single numbers.
Thus by actual multiplication, we de-

duce the formula,

(a + by=a' + 2ab + b*

By substituting (—b) for b in this

formula, both sides, and reducing, we
find the correct formula,

(a-y= a i-2ab + b\

We can put the actual multiplications
side by side to make this plainer

:

a + b a + (—b)
a+ b a+(— b)

a2 + ab
+ ab + b*

ai + 2ab + b
i

a* + (—ab)
+ (-ab) + (-b)*

a*-2ab + b
2

Thus if in the partial product (a + b) X
a=a2 + ab we substitute (— b) for b, we
get the first partial product on the right.

Similarly for (a + b)Xb. Now since, by
article 15, we can write + (— ab)= —ab,
and by article 23, (—by= + b\ the re-

sult on the right is a^—^ab + b
1

,
just

what we find by putting (— b) for b in
the final result on the left.

Now it is readily seen that all this fol-

lows from the general principle enuncia-
ted above, so that it is not necessary to
analyze every case in this way, but we
may consider that the principle of sub-
stituting (—a) for a on both sides of any
formula giving identical results as estab-
lished.

Again having deduced the general
formula,

(a + b + cy= a* + b
2 + c

2 + 2ab + 2ac+ 2bc,

if in any particular example b and c say
are minus, we have at once without the
necessity of multiplication, by substitu-
tion only,

(a-b-cy=ai + b* + c'-2ab-2ac+ 2bc.

26. The principle in question is like-

wise evident if the minus quantity is

always kept in a parenthesis, thus simply
taking the place of the corresponding +

quantity throughout. Thus to cube (a-

b), we may multiply as follows

:

a + (-b)
a+'i—b)

a2 + a(-b)
+ a{-b) + (-by

a* + 2a(-b) + (-by
a+(-b)

a* +2a\-b)+a(-by
+ ai(-b) + 2a{-by + (-by

a' + Sa'i-^ + Sai-by + i-by
= as-Saa

b+ 3ab'-bB
.

If we had formed the product (a + b)*

along side of this, we should have noted
the identity throughout, except that b is

everywhere simply replaced by (

—

b)
f
so

that the final result can be obtained from
that pertaining to (a+ b) 3 by simply
changing b to (—b) and reducing accord-

ing to the laws of signs.

Similarly from the developments of

(a + b)n , we deduce the formula for

(
a-b)n=an -?ian-ib +

n( 7

! 7^ an~W-
&C.

27. Numberless illustrations may be
given of the application of the rule. We
shall content ourselves with mentioning
two more general formulae : the first per-

taining to simple quadratic equations, the
other to simultaneous equations of the

first degree with two unknown quan-
tities.

From the general equation of the 2d
degree

x*+2ix + q=o,
we deduce

pi /X—2±2Y p--±q

Now if we have given the equation

aa-a:-20=0,

on comparing it with the first one we
note that

p=(—1) and 2= (
— 20),

hence, substituting these values in the

expression for x, we find the value in this

case.
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~*?*Wi- -l)
2-4(-20)

.*. x—\±1=5 or -

Again take the equations

ax + by =c )

a'x + b'y=c'
\

By elimination we obtain

cb'-bc'

4.

If-

ab'—ba'

ac'—ca'

ab'— ba'

.

In case any of the numbers a, b, c, a',

b', c' are minus, in any particular ex-
ample, we can at once write the values of
x and y from the last two equations by
a simple substitution, without the neces-
sity of an actual elimination process.

This is evident, because in this process
in the general case we should have only
to substitute (— a) for a, etc., throughout,
to get the corresponding expressions
where a, . . . were minus.

We have now deduced all the funda-
mental rules of algebra from a few com-
prehensive definitions relating to the
meaning of + and — signs in connection
with numbers, combined in various ways,
and have shown the wonderful generality
given to formulae by the use of the alge-
braic negative quantity.

28. We shall now discuss some prob-
lems where we shall similarly reach the
greatest generality by the same means.
In fact the use of negative quantities is
necessary in certain problems, where al-
though (a— b), to take an illustration,
may be assumed as plus at the beginning,
yet it may turn out in the end that a < b,

so that we have supposed an impossible
subtraction if a and b are regarded as ab-
solute numbers. By the use of the alge-
braic series, however, all difficulty disap-
pears, not only in the work but also in
the interpretation of the answer when
minus

; though here it is necessary to
state in the beginning the positive sense,

when the negative will be just the re-

verse.

29. Problem 1.—A's age is now a
years, and B's age is now b years, how
many years before or after this epoch to

the period when A's age is m times B's.

Let x=number of years, regarded as

+ if reckoned in the future, — if in the

past ; then in any case

a + x=?n(b +-x).

We see that if x turns out to be plus,

the formula is correctly stated, as well as

when x is minus, or when the period

antedates the present.

Solving we at once find

a— rob
x= —

m— I

Now, if a=40, 5= 15, m=2, then x—
+ 10 years; i. e., in 10 years A's age will

be double B's.

But if a=35, 5=20, m=2, then x=
— 5, that is, A was twice as old as B5
years ago. It is not necessary to make
a new statement of the problem, so that

x shall come out -I- , as is generally done.

The result is perfectly intelligible as it

stands.

30. Problem 2.—The celebrated prob-
lem of the couriers. Two couriers, at a

certain instant of time, are at certain

points on a straight road, and moving
towards or from each other at certain

uniform velocities. When were they
together, or when will they be together ?

It seems impossible, at first glance,

that one solution can cover all the cases

that can be imagined, but we shall find it

to be so.

In the figure below the first courier is

supposed at the point A, distant a from
O, the same instant the second courier is

at some other point A' (not shown in the

figure), distant a' from O.

Now, the two couriers are supposed to

meet at B, distant x from O, either t

hours before or t hours after passing the

two points A and A' ; in the first case t

will be called minus, in the second case

plus. Similarly,
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x, a and a' will be + if measured to the

right of O, otherwise —

.

The rate per hour, or velocities v and
v', at which the couriers travel, will be
called + if the motion is to the right, —
if to the left in either case.

We are thus carrying out principles al-

ready employed in article 11, that dis-

tance to the right will be called + , if dis-

tance to the left is minus ; time after is

+ , if time before is — , and motion to

the right -t- when motion to the left is

called minus.

Where all the quantities are plus, we
can at once write the formula for the first

courier,

x=a + vt ay
But, by art. 11, this formula holds in

all cases, for x=a+ vt is the algebraic

sum of two numbers, and thus gives the

distance of the courier from the origin

O at the time of meeting, this distance

being measured to the left if x is minus,
•otherwise to the right.

This can be made plain by noting that

if v is + and t + , the product vt=dis-
tance AB is + ; if the courier is going
to right still, but he met the other one
-f hours before reaching A, then + is —

,

and vt is — , as it should be, since B is

to the left of A.

Now, for the two cases where the mo-
tion is to the left, or v minus, t may be +
or — ; if t is 4-; or the time of meeting
was t hours after the courier passed A
going to the left, then the term vt will

be minus in the formula; when t is —
also, vt will be plus, for now the point of

meeting is to the right of A.
The reader can readily illustrate the

various cases, dependent upon the signs
of a, v and t, by diagrams. For the sec-

ond courier, we should have the analo-

gous formula for the distance OB,

x=a' + v't (2),

whence, placing the twovalues of x equal,

we deduce,

*£=Zr,.. (3),V— V

va'—av'

v—v' (4).

At the same instant of time the two
couriers are respectively at the distances
a and a' from O, so that (a'— a) in (3) rep-

resents their distance apart at that in-

stant (article 13). Likewise {v—v') is

the arithmetical difference or sum of their

velocities according as they are going in

the same or opposite directions ; hence
we know eq. (3) to be correct independ-
ently of previous considerations.

As a particular case, let a'= 10 miles,

«=(— 20) miles, «=4, and v'=6 miles
per hour, then from (3) we find,

,_ 10-(-20)
'- 4-6

SO

-2 -15.

That is, they met 15 hours before the

time first courier was at A, distant 20
miles to the left of O.
Now, in 15 hours the first courier

travels 4x15= 60 miles, so that thev
met 60 + 20 or 80 miles to left of O,
which we likewise find from formula (4),

.-. g= * xl0-(- a0>6= -80.— A

For the special cases when v=v', (3)

gives,

a'—

a

t= =cc;
o

or they will never meet, as is evident,

since the assumption is, they have the

same velocity and are going in the same
direction.

If, besides, a'— a=o, or they are to-

gether at the start, they will be together

at all times, so that t can be anything.

Here the equation takes the singular

form,

_o
~ o

31. We have now given the theory and
a sufficient number of illustrations of the

use of the algebra of algebraic numbers
to show the generality obtained by its

use. The theory has been developed by
giving comprehensive meanings to the

signs 4- and — , so as to include arith-

metical algebra as a special case when
the numbers or symbols representing
them are all plus quantities.

It is not proposed to develop the

theory further, except to note an exten-

sion of meaning given to " greater than
"

or "less than," with a necessary caution.

Thus an algebraic quantity is said to

be greater than another when it lies in

the positive direction from it.

Thus, we say that 5<— 1, and —2<
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— 3. This is a very useful convention in

generalizing results, but it must not be
inferred from it that there is such a thing

as a ratio between a -f and a — quan-
tity.

Before the algebraic series of numbers,
with the use to be made of it, had been
brought forward, there was considerable

difficulty in the comprehension of nega-

tive quantities as they appeared in an-

alytical investigations, especially where a

minus quantity was denned or under-
stood, in some fashion, to be less than
zero.

Thus Camot follows D'Alembert in

quashing the whole business as follows:

Consider the proportion.

1 : -1: :-l : 1

If — 1, is less than zero, then we have a

greater is to a less as a less is to a greater,

which is an absurdity ; and yet the prod-
uct of the extremes is equal to the prod-
uct of the means, so that the four
quantities should be in proportion ap-

parently. Q. E. D.
But we have tacitly assumed here that

there is a ratio of 1 to — 1, and it is just

here that the absurdity is introduced, for

from the original definitions of X and —
quantities we see that they are of such
opposite character that they can have no
ratio, though by the technical rule for

division, (which is deduced from that for

multiplication) the quotient _\ — (\ and
the direction reversed) giving — 1 for the

result, is the same as -|.

If we choose to extend the ordinary
arithmetical meaning of ratio to include

algebraic numbers, well and good ; but
with such merely conventional defini-

tions, it would be next in order to ascer-

tain, if in any proportion, we must
always have,

greater : less : : greater : less.

And we should soon find, by the con-
sideration of this very example in fact,

that such a criterion does not exist.

32. This example should serve as a
valuable caution to the student, against

assuming anything that may turn out
to be inconsistent with the definitions.

The algebraic series of numbers is essen-

tially much more comprehensive, in most
respects, than the natural series, so that

in using it as the basis of an algebraic

system, we should be all the more careful

to give few and comprehensive defini-

tions that are consistent throughout, and
deduce the laws of the new algebra en-

tirely from these definitions and obvious
elementary principles.

I have fault to find with writers of text

books in this very respect, that a num-
ber of definitions or rules pertaining to

tbe fundamental operations are given,

which to the student seem not to have
the proper connection, or in fact may be
conflicting; so that he cannot give his

full assent, or at least reserves his

judgment until the whole ground can be
carefully reviewed and the bearing of

each case upon every other closely an-

alyzed.

We have endeavored, in what precedes,

to deduce the laws from obvious princi-

ples, after giving precise, though com-
prehensive definitions of the meaning of

+ and — whenever used, whether in

multiplication or division, addition or

subtraction.

There must be but one meaning to

each of these signs, and that meaning is

very simple : plus meaning counting for-

wards, or in the usual direction ; minus
counting backwards or in the reverse

direction. And yet from these simple

definitions, we devise the algebraic series

of numbers ; and then deduce, with def-

initions consistent with the first, all the

fundamental ground rules of addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division

for both simple and compound expres-

sions.

Thus we have not to give new defini-

tions of + and — under the various

heads enumerated, and perhaps leave the

student to find out if these meanings be
consistent, but we agree in the first in-

stance that wherever + or — occur, we
shall understand but one meaning to

each of them. Then there can be no in-

consistency ; for a sign, as — , before

either a single term, a product, a quo-

tient or any compound expression, means
simply but one thing, that the indicated

result must be counted in the reverse di-

rection to that assumed for the positive

direction.

Again, supposing the ground rules

established in a logical manner, illustra-

tions should follow, without which the

student of algebra often wonders why
isolated negative quantities are intro-

duced at all ; and then again whilst the
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principle of substitution in a general

forrnula,as illustrated in previous articles,

is universally made use of, yet I am un-

acquainted with any attempt at demon-
strating the universal correctness of the

process.

The truth is the books give too little,

and that in too disconnected a form, for

the student unaided, to grasp the en-

tire subject. Especially is this true in

the transition from multiplication of

simple to that of compound expressions.

33. It would lead us far beyond the

scope of this article to take up the num-
berless applications of the algebraic

numbers to trigonometry and the higher
analysis. Besides in trigonometry, mod-
ern text books have already shown the

generality of all the formulae by the use
of negative numbers, so that little re-

mains to be said. In analytical geometry,
though, there is a singular lack in demon-
strations going to show the universality

of the formulae deduced, to all angles

and quadrants ; and yet this very gen-
erality is often assumed, as if either,

sufficiently evident, or following from
some sort of general principle previously

demonstrated. Now, neither of these

suppositions are correct. No student
finds the generality assumed, either self-

evident or following from principles

already demonstrated. In fact, it is ab-

solutely necessary to show, for each case,

that the formulae deduced is general, for

problems can easily be given, in the appli-

cation of algebra to geometry, where this

generality cannot be attained. This is

an important difference between purely
algebraic formulae and those used in the

solution of some geometrical problem.
Further, it will often happen that a

formulae deduced for a certain case, may
include other cases of a different kind,

where the algebraical transformations
have been such as to increase the num-
ber of the roots, over those originally

contemplated. Thus in squaring an
equation and then reducing and solving,

we can introduce double the number of

roots intended originally ; but generally
the false solutions are easily detected.

34. It will be found, too, as a rule, that
the generality of the formulae of analyti-

cal geometry and trigonometry rests on
the tacit assumption that the rules of

signs, as laid down in algebra, are to be

observed, although there may be no
meaning attached to some of the opera-

tions in themselves in certain cases. To
make my meaning clear to the students
of analytical geometry, let us find the
analytical expression for the distance be-

tween two points whose co-ordinates are

respectively x
x , y x

, and cc
2 , y2

.

Let A and B in the figure, represent

the points, so that drawing AC and BD
parallel to OY, we have 00= ^,, AC=y,

;

OD=a;
2 , BD=y„.

+ Y

A

B

E

-X

-Y

C 1) -tx

Then, by the theorem that " the square
on the hypotenuse of a right triangle is

equivalent to the sum of the squares on
the other two sides," we have,

ab'=0»2-O 2 + (y.-y
i Y-

To ascertain if this formula is general
or true, no matter what the co-ordinates
x and y, let us first suppose y Y

and y„ to
remain constant, so that A and B will

both be above the axis of X, and remain
at the same distance from it. Then if B
lies to the left of A in the first quadrant,
(x„ — x

x )
will be negative, but its square

(x
2

2— Zxjc
1
+ x

l

2

) will be the same as be-
fore, so that the formula is unchanged.

Again, if A and B are both to the left

of OY, then as, and aj
a
are both minus, but

(cc
2
—x^f is equivalent to the square of the

projection of AB on OX, as in the former
case. Similarly, when A and B are on
different sides of OY ; for now- (a; —aj)

will no longer be an arithmetical differ-

ence, but a sum, or minus a sum, which
is the projection of AB on OX, so that

(&2
—x^ will be equal to the square of

this projection, as before. It is, more-
over, evident that the term (»s

—xy will

remain of the same form whether A and
B are both above, both below, or one
above and the other below OX.
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We can prove in an exactly similar

manner that be"— (2/2
—

2/i)

2

'
n0 matter

1

in what quadrants A and B may be found,

or what the relative values of y n and yr
So that the one formula is true for every

supposable case, with the understanding,

;

implied as it is, that the rules of signs as

!

deduced in algebra are in force here, and
of course the signs of x and y as given in

analytical geometry. Thus, to take a

numerical example, let

x
a
=-5, x=+% y 2

=+4, y= +6,

then,

AB2=(-5-( + 2))
2 + (4-6) 2

= (-7)
2 + (-2) 2

,

=49 + 4=53,

.% AB=V53:

Now, the point that I have to make is

this, that the formula in the form,

AB'=(-7)
2 + (-2) 2

means nothing, though it leads to a true

formula,

AB2

=(7r+(2r,
which carries out the theorem that the

square on the hypotenuse equals the sum
of the squares on the other two sides

;

whereas (— 7)
2 cannot be said to repre-

sent the square on aside, for —7x —7=
(
— If conveys no such meaning as the

square on a side. Hence, although the

general formula, as it stands, does not

seem to carry out the principle of tho
square on the hypotenuse, &c, for any
values of the co-ordinates, yet for any
such values at pleasure, it can be at once
transformed into a formula which is an
analytical expression of this theorem, so

that the formula is said to be general.

We note, further, that on extracting

the square root, in the example above, ac-

cording to the laws of signs, that we get

two solutions,

AB= ± ^53;

but the minus result must be discarded,

since AB was tacitly assumed as positive

from the beginning. This illustrates,

another point noted above.

THE CONDITION IN WHICH CARBON EXISTS IN STEEL.

From " The Engineer."

An inquiry into the condition in which
carbon is present in steel as it is left by
the cold-rolling—as well as in its hard-

ened, annealed and intermediate states

—

has been made by Sir F. Abel and Mr.
Peering for the Committee on Steel of

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

Two series of experiments were made,
the earlier ones showing difference in the

behavior of the hardened steel as com-
pared with the cold-rolled and annealed
steel, and in the amount of carbide of

iron left by the oxidizing solution ; and
the second series were devoted to ascer-

taining the limits of strength of the

chromic solution, within which the same
percentage of carbide of iron would be
obtained.

First Series,—Discs of steel, weighing
about 6.5 grammes, were employed, about
2.5 in. diameter and 0.01 in. thick. Twelve
were used, all of which were cut from
the same strip of metal, the odd-num-

bered discs—1, 3, 5, etc.—being cut
from one side of the axis of the strip,

and the others—2, 4, 6, etc.—from the
other side. The discs 1, 4, 7 and 10 were
as received for the cold-rolling ; Nos. 2,

5, 8 and 11 were annealed ; and Nos 3,

6, 9 and 12 were hardened. The discs

to be hardened were placed between two
cast iron blocks, one being recessed to

receive the plates, the other being quite

flat. These blocks were equally heated
to a bright red, a disc was then placed
between them and allowed to remain till

thoroughly heated ; it was then instan-

taneously removed, and as quickly as

possible caught and pressed between two
cast iron surface plates. The discs to be
annealed were bolted between wrought
iron plates, § in. thick, and so enclosed
in a thin sheet iron box, 5 in. square and
2 in. deep. This was enclosed in a cast

iron box about 15 in. by 6 in., and the in-

tervening space filled up with flue dust

—
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thoroughly burnt soot—and the whole
was then raised in an annealing furnace

to a bright red heat, sufficient to scale

but not peal the iron of the box. The fire

was then slackened off, banked up with
ashes, and the box left undisturbed in.

the furnace for twenty-four hours. From
certain estimations made, the steel discs

in contact with the wrought iron plates

appear to lose carbon during the anneal-

ing. Of the annealed discs Nos. 2 and 11

were those which were in contact with
the wrought iron plates. Disc No 6 was
used for estimation of silicon, which was
found to amount to 0.2 per cent. Total
carbon was estimated in one disc of each
kind, but an inside disc of the annealed
series was examined to compare with
those which had been annealed in imme-
diate contact with the wrought iron.

Total carbon was, as usual, estimated by
decomposing the metal with cupric chlor-

ide containing sodium chloride. The
filtration was conducted in the combus-
tion tube itself, so that no loss could en-

sue from transferring the filtering bed
and the carbonaceous matter. The discs

were in all cases rubbed with fine emery
and cleaned with ether before being used.
The total carbon was found to be

:

per cent, carbon.
Disc No. 1 (cold-rolled) gave 1.108

" 3 (hardened) " 1.128
" 5 (annealed, inside disc) . . " 0.924
" 11 (annealed, outside disc). " 0.860

An estimation of the so-called uncom-
bined carbon in three of the discs was
made by generally heating them with
hydrochloric acid of specific gravity 1.10.

The annealed and cold-rolled discs dis-

solved much more rapidly than the hard-
ened disc, the cold rolled disc furnishing
the largest amount of dark-colored resi-

due. The residue, collected on asbestos
in combustion tubes, washed successively
with water, alcohol, ether and water,

were dried, and the carbon estimated by
combustion

:

per cent, carbon.
Disc No. 7 (cold-rolled) gave 0.096

(annealed, inside disc).. " 0.052
(hardened) " 0.935

Of the remaining four discs, three
were submitted to the action of an oxid-

izing solution—potassium bichromate
with sulphuric acid—made by adding to

cold concentrated solution of bichro-

mate one-twentieth of its volume of con-

centrated sulphuric acid. The discs

were placed on sieves of platinum gauze
in the center of 500 cubic cm. of the
liquid with the following result: No.
4 disc (cold-rolled) solution of metal
began at once with rise of temperature,
and a very slight evolution of gas. Black
particles in small quantity remained at

the end of five days on the sieve, they
were attracted by the magnet and ap-

peared spangly under the microscope.

No. 2 disc—annealed— solution did not
commence till after the lapse of five

hours ; afterwards solution proceeded
slowly ; scaly residue left on the sieve re-

sembled the above. No. 12 disc—hard-
ened—metal at once attacked with con-

siderable evolution of gas. At the end
of five days a little buff-colored matter
remained on the sieve, as well as spangles^

the light-colored matter was probably
silica. The residues which remained on
the sieve were placed in the liquid for a

further thirteen days. Finally collected

and washed, dried, and burnt in oxygen
as usual ; the iron estimated after the ex-

periment.

The following quantities, calculated on
100 parts of the discs, were found

:

Carbon. Iron.

Per cent. Per cent.
No. 4 (cold-rolled) 1.039 5.87
No. 2 (annealed, out-side disc) 0.830 4.74
No. 12 (hardened) 0.178 0.70

It will be seen that very nearly the
whole of the carbon for the cold-rolled

disc is left in the form of a carbon-iron

compound ; and from the annealed disc

still more nearly the whole of the carbon.

Thus:
Carbon in residue

Total from chromic
carbon. treatment.
Per cent. Per cent.

No. 1 disc (cold-rolled) 1.108

No. 4 " " — 1.039
No. ll(annealed,outside disc) 0.860 —
No. 2 " " " — 0.S30

On the other hand, only about one-

sixth of the total carbon of the hardened
disc was left in the solid residue of the

chromic treatment. In the latter case,

too, the ratio of carbon to iron in the

residue was greater than in the residue

for the other two discs, thus :

Carbon. Iron.

No. 4 (cold-rolled) 1 5.64

No. 2 (annealed) 1 5.72

No. 12 (hardened) 1 3.93
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It is interesting to observe that in the

case of the annealed and cold-rolled discs

the ratios correspond very closely ; they
also correspond closely with the propor-

tion of the elements of the iron ' carbide

having the formula Fe
6
C

B
. The last disc

was used to see whether the iron car-

bide would resist the action of a chromic
acid solution containing a large excess of

sulphuric acid. There was left 0.84 per

cent, of carbon and 1.104 per cent, of iron

per 100 of disc. With this large excess

of acid the carbide broke down.
Second Series.—The strength of the

solution of chromic acid and the amount
of sulphuric mixed with it was varied,

and the different kinds are described as

Preparations 1, 2, 3 and 4. From these

points it was desired to ascertain whether
its composition is independent, with
rather wide limits, of the strength of the

chromic solution employed ; whether,
within these limits, a constant quantity

of carbide is obtained per 100 of steel

;

and how much of the carbon of this car-

bide, upon treatment with hot hydro-
chloric acid, would remain unconverted
into hydrocarbons. The chromic acid

solution used may be conveniently refer-

red to that used for Preparation 2, con-

taining 99 grammes of salt per 1,000 cub.

cent, solution, sulphuric acid being add-

ed in the proportion of 0.9 gramme of

acid to 1 gramme of the bichromate. The
solution used in obtaining Preparation 1

was a little weaker, being 0.8th strength
of the solution of preparation 2. Prep-
aration 3 was produced with a much
weaker chromic solution, its strength be-

ing 0.44. For Preparation 4 a hot solu-

tion of bichromate was mixed with the

requisite quality of sulphuric acid, and
the strength aimed at was double that of

Preparation 2. The mode of treatment
with the chromic solution was in all in-

stances alike, and the experiments were
made at ordinary laboratory tempera-
tures.

Preparation 1.—Four pieces of the
steel—from 7 to 7.5 grammes each—were
exposed in separate vessels to the
chromic acid solution ; 1,000 cub. cent,

to each piece of steel. At the end of two
days there only remained small quantities

of a black grey powder which was worked
off into the liquid and exposed for several

days to the action of the chromic solu-

tion, and were then collected together

and treated with some fresh chromic
acid. In a similar manner other por-

tions of steel were treated with Prepara-
tions 2, 3 and 4, which led to the follow-

ing: results

:

Carbide obtained per 100 of steel

Composition per 100 of carbide

Carbon
Iron
Water
Atomic ratio

Parts of carbon obtained in form of carbide per 100
of steel

Parts of carbon unconverted into bydrocarbons by
treatment of carbide with H CI

:

Per 100 of carbide

Per 100 of carbon in carbide

Prepara-
tion 1.

13.25

7.31

90.42
2.37

Fe 2 . 65 C x

0.969

(1.410 )

"(1.238 f
(20.87)
"(16.93;

Prepara-
tion 2.

14.16

7.21

90.64
2.27

Fe 2 . 694 C ±

1.021

1.269

17.60

Prepara-
tion 3.

153.4

6.84
91.50
1.63

Fe, C,

1.049

0.836

12.22

Prepara-
tion 4.

4.66
where 400
is Fe 3 C.

11.77
80.57
5.57

0.266

An examination of the foregoing re-

sults suggests the following conclusions :

1. The two chromic solutions used for

Preparations 1 and 2 gave very similar

results both in respect of the percentage
of product obtained from the steel and

of the percentage composition of the

product. The third, a much weaker solu-

tion, furnishes results which, allowance
being made for the smaller quantities of

substance dealt with and inherent ana-

lytical difficulties, must be regarded as
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closely resembling those obtained with

the other two solutions.

2. The results obtained with Prepara-

tion 4, the strongest chromic solution,

indicate that the limit of concentration of

the oxidizing solution which the separ-

ated carbide is capable of resisting has here

been exceeded. Not only has there been
in this case a very considerable loss of

carbon as hydrocarbons—or possibly as

a soluble product of oxidation— but the

iron in the separated carbide has also

been to a considerable extent attacked,

and only a relatively small proportion of

the carbide remains, together with separ-

ated carbon, the latter partly in a hy-

drated form, and possibly also in some
partially oxidized insoluble form.

3. The small amounts of water ob-

tained by the combustion of Preparations

1, 2 and 3 may indicate that, in these

also, small quantities of carbohydrate are

present with the iron carbide. This may
result from the action of the chromic
solutions on the carbide first separated,

and may account for the not very defi-

nite, though on the whole uniform, at-

omic ratio of iron to carbon in the prod-
ucts of Preparations 1, 2 and 3.

4. If the carbon, unconverted into hy-

drocarbons by treatment of the products
with hydrochloric acid, be deducted from
the percentage of total carbon in the

products of Preparations 1, 2 and 3, the

results exhibit a uniformity which, if ac-

cidental, is somewhat remarkable. Thus

:

Percentage ^f total

carbon
Less carbon uncon-

verted into hy-
drocarbons

There remains of

carbon per cent.

Prepara-
tion 1.

7.31

1.38

5.93

Prepara- Prepara-
tion 2. tion

"

7.21

1.27

5.94

6.84

0.84

6.00

The atomic ratio of this residual per-

centage of carbon to iron is as 1 to 3.270

of iron.

5. The carbon separated in the solid

form as carbide and carbohydrate more
nearly approaches the total amount (1.144

per cent.) of carbon contained in the
steel in the case of No. 3, when the
weakest chromic solution was employed—
a result which was anticipated.

These results serve to confirm the
view that the carbon of cold-rolled steel

exists, not simply diffused mechanically
through the mass of the steel, but in the
form of an iron carbide, a definite prod-
uct capable of resisting the oxidizing ef-

fect of an agent which exerts a rapid sol-

vent action upon the iron through which
the carbide is distributed. It is to be
hoped that opportunity may be found to
continue these experiments with unfused
cementation steel, and with other ingot
steels in the same and in different condi-
tions of temper, using the weakest
chromic solution which gave the most
favorable results.

MOTION ON THE SURFACE OF A SPHEROID.
By J. E. HENDKICKS.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

As several articles have been published
in this Magazine during the past year, in

which the deflecting force of the surface

of a revolving spheroid, as the earth, for

instance, has been considered, and as the
results obtained by the respective writers

differ, and mine, at least, is defective and
incorrect, I beg leave to substitute for

my papers, published in the October and
January Nos., the following proposition
and discussion :

Proposition

:

—" When a body rotates
about an axis, it is in consequence of this

Vol. XXX.—No. 3—17

rotation, simultaneously rotating about
any other axis which passes through the
same point, with an angle of rotation
which is represented by the projection
upon this new axis of the line which rep-
resents the original angle of rotation."
(See Peirce's Analytical Mechanics, Sect.
25).

Let P represent the point where the
new axis pierces the surface of the sphe-
roid, and let A denote the latitude of P

;

then, by the above proposition, the tan-
gent plane will rotate about P with an
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angular velocity = V -4- B sin A. Hence
a body moving over the point P, in any
direction, with a velocity v, will, by the

rotation of the tangent plane, be con-

strained to describe in space the spiral of

Archimedes, whose equation is k = a ;

and, when 6 = 2/T, u = v multiplied by
the time occupied by the tangent plane

in making one complete rotation about
P, = 24 v -*- sin A. ; therefore a = 24 v
-* 2 n sin A, and ya = 6v -* n sin A.

Now the deflecting force at P is repre-

sented by the centrifugal force due the

velocity v at the origin of the spiral,

which is equal to v" divided by the radius

of curvature at P ; but the radius of cur-

vature at the origin of the spiral of Archim-
edes is known to be j4a, hence

f = v
2
-r- ya = 1 v n sin A.

Because V = y^ttR, and V2-i-R=-^¥ mg,

•
' • f' rk^: 'i V7t sin x '• V2

-5-R,

whence, substituting for V 2

, we get

f_ ^mg2± v sin A
'"

?rB

No account is taken here of the centrif-

ugal force, resulting from the relative

motion of the body about the earth's

polar axis, as was done in my former
papers, for the reason that this force

affects only the position of the origin of

the spiral, and not at all the elements of

the spiral, and, therefore, not at all the
deflecting force at P.

If we suppose the velocity v to be 60
ft. per second, which is equivalent to

about 40 miles per hour, and for A=45°
and B=3956 miles, we get

f = Ws-ff m9,

that is, the lateral pressure will be -g-rVs

of the weight of the moving body.
This result agrees with that obtained

by Mr. Ferrell in the Math. Monthly.,
Vol. II., p. 380, but is obtained by a
more simple analysis than that employed
by Mr. Ferrell.

FIRE PROTECTION IN THE DRY GOODS DISTRICT.
By FRANCIS B. STEVENS.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

The Herald has thoroughly shown the

great danger threatening the City of

New York from what has aptly been
termed " the coming conflagration." Not-

ably, its editorial of August 28th sums
up the risk, and the consequences of a

great conflagration in the drygoods district

The list of uncontrollable fires in cities

is a long one, but is so, for the very ob-

vious reason that improvements in the

methods of extinguishing fires have

never kept pace with increased difficul-

ties and dangers to be met.

By the great fire in London in 1666,

the number of dwelling-houses destroy-

ed, exclusive of other buildings, was 13,-

200. These houses were low, built gen-

erally of wood, or of wooden timbers

filled in with brick ; and the only means
then relied on to extinguish fires were
water buckets passed from hand to hand.

This fire led, almost immediately after-

wards, to the introduction of fire engines

and leather hose from Holland.

By the great fire in New York in 1835,

six hundred and, seventy-four buildings

were destroyed. This fire occurred in

intensely cold weather, accompanied by a

high wind, and the means relied on to

subdue it were a succession of hand fire

engines extending from the river to the

fire ; one engine pumping into the other,

and the last one delivering a feeble and
intermitting stream. These engines did
not produce the slightest effect on the

fire, which, fanned by a furious north-

west wind swept everything before it

—

broadening as it progressed—until it

reached the East Biver. The destruction

of some of the buildings by gunpower did

not arrest the fire, but merely restrained

it in a limited degree from spreading
laterally. The causes assigned for the

destruction of three hundred and two
buildings in a portion of the same dis-

trict—in fair weather in the summer of

1845, by a fire spread by an explosion

—

were the deficiency in the capacity of the

water pipes, and the want of a sufficient

number of proper hydrants.
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The Fire Department of New York,

with its present efficiency, system, and
appliances, could certainly have controll-

ed and arrested the fires of 1832 and
1845 ; for the buildings were low and in

great part altered from dwelling-houses
;

but the experience of the Boston fire

shows that the means at present avail-

able in New York—although its fire de-

partment is probably the best in the

world—would be insufficient to control

with any certainty a great fire in the dry
goods district, even with an independent
supply of water from the Central Park
Reservoir. The completion of the new
aqueduct cannot alter the case materially,

as far as this district is concerned, for

the Reservoir now contains many times
the quantity of water that could be used
on any fire.

The danger threatening the dry goods
district arises from the great height of

the buildings, combined with the great

quantity of combustible material stored

in them up to this great height ; and com-
bined also with the great number of

these buildings—occupying about one
hundred acres—and their contiguity,

front and rear.

It has been held, that it would be im-

possible to arrest a great conflagration

in the dry goods district excepting by
the use of explosives ; but this cannot be
taken for granted, on the contrary it may
be that the opinion of engineers best

qualified to judge, would be against rely-

ing on the use of explosives to isolate a

fire by the destruction of a sufficient

number of buildings ; and that with the

modern improvements and appliances,

water would be the better means to rely

on. Since the Chicago and Boston fires,

a great advance has been made in fire

protection, both by the improvements in

the methods and appliances, and by the

treatment of the subject by able en-

gineers. Prominent among the improve-

ments are those in the application and
extension of the stationary system by
which water under pressure is delivered

directly on a fire, without the interven-

tion of movable engines—a system that

in its most simple form, the application

of water led from a reservoir placed on
an elevation, was in use by the Romans.
The introduction of the steam pumping
engine, and its many improvements, has

made this system applicable to any local-

ity, and has given the means of increas-

ing both the volume and the pressure of
the water used to any extent. The diffi-

culty of making a complete application

of this system arises from the fact, that
a pressure sufficient for the purpose
would be too great for the strength of

the existing water mains and plumbing
work, and also for general convenient
use. But while this objection, on ac-

count of the expense involved, would
preclude its general adoption in New
York—excepting, perhaps, in the far

future—it may be found not unwarrant-
ably expensive to apply it to certain

parts of the city, where the risk of an
uncontrollable fire is greatest.

The following plan, based on the sta-

tionary system, is submitted in an en-

deavor to show that the risk of a great
conflagration,either originating or spread-
ing in the dry goods district, could be
made as small as in any other part of the
city, at a cost within the repaying limit.

The objects sought are, 1st: That in
the case of an ordinary fire, there shall

always be a certainty of having water in

sufficient quantity and under sufficient

pressure, ready for instantaneous use ;.

and that the time elapsing between the
alarm and the application of water shall

be reduced to the lowest possible limit

;

so that the damage done by fire and
water may both be diminished ; 2d, that

by the machinery kept always in reliable

working order for effecting the first ob-
ject, additional means be added ; by which
a great fire either originating in the
district or threatening from without, may
be controlled or repelled.

The map annexed shows the district.

It occupies compactly the whole space
shown, with the exception of a small por-

tion on West Broadway and on South
Fifth avenue, shown by shaded lines

;

and extends in length from the center of

the block between Duane and Thomas,
streets to Spring street, a distance of

about 3,350 feet ; and in breadth sup-

posing it to reach 300 feet east of Broad-
way, about 1,300 feet, containing includ-

ing the streets about 100 acres. The
highest point is at the intersection of

Leonard street and Broadway, which on
the street level is 35 feet above high-

water mark ; and the lowest point is at

Canal street and "West Broadway, and is

7 feet above high-water mark. The po-
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sition of the water mains and branch
pipes are shown by the dotted lines.

These mains and pipes are to form an
independent system, connected to steam
pumps, located on West street, at any
available place within three or four hun-
dred feet from Canal street. The water
is to be taken directly from the river,

whenever it may be necessary to do so
;

and a connection is also to be made with
the Croton pipes in "Washington street,

that fresh water may be used if desir-

able, and if only a limited quantity is

wanted. The maximum pressure at the
pumps available in emergencies, is to be
173 lbs. per square inch, equivalent to a

head of 400 feet of fresh water; and
for ordinary use a lower pressure

—

about equal to that generally kept on the
steamer engines—is to be always main-
tained in the pipes and at the hydrants,
and subject to regulation there. This
pressure is to be increased immediately
at the pumps when necessary, up to the
maximum pressure. The maximum quan-
tity of water delivered, is to be 12,700
gallons a minute, equal to the quantity
that would be delivered from forty-eight

steamer engines ; supposing each to de-

liver continuously, and without intermis-

sion, 265 gallons a minute. This maxi-
mum quantity of 12,700 gallons a minute
is to be always available for use within
four minutes after call ; and the quantity
kept available at any hydrant in the dis-

trict for instantaneous use under a press-

ure of about 100 lbs. use is to be equal to

that delivered by four steamers.

The water mains are to be 24 inches in

diameter, duplicated, and to run in pairs
from the pumps in West street to West
Broadway; thence south through West
Broadway to Thomas street, and north
through South Fifth avenue to Spring
street. The branch pipes are to be 20
inches in diameter, and are to run, dupli-

cated in pairs, from these mains through
each of the eleven cross streets shown on
the map, to a distance of 300 feet east of

Broadway ; and at every intersection of

two streets throughout the whole dis-

trict, are to connect by pipes 8 inches in
diameter with four hydrants—one being
at or near the corner of each street. The
branch pipes are also to connect with ad-
ditional hydrants placed in the cross
streets at a distance of 100 feet apart.

All the hydrants are to have four nozzles

for hose delivery.

By the means described, no spot in the

district would be farther than 300 feet

from 12 hydrants, capable of delivering

the whole maximum quantity of 12,700
gallons a minute, and under a pressure
—if necessary—of 173 lbs, a square inch.

And as the greatest distance of any
building from a hydrant in the eleven
cross streets would not be over 50 feet

—

in the three longitudinal streets below
Canal street would not be over 100 feet,

and in the five longitudinal streets above
Canal street would not be over 220 feet

;

the interval of time elapsing between an
alarm and the certain application of

water, could be reduced to the lowest
limit, supposing the management to be
equal in discipline and efficiency to that

now maintained by the Fire Department.
But these means— powerful as they

are—would not be sufficient to depend
on in case of a great fire in the district,

originating either within it or outside of

it, if spread by a combination of acci-

dents, and fanned by a high wind.

In such a case, water could not be
thrown from the street level to the neces-

sary distance from the leeward ; and on
account of the narrowness of the streets

and the height of the buildings, it could

not be directed to cover any given point

off the direct line of the streets.

The means proposed to control such a

conflagration are, that at or near the inter-

section of every two streets, two wrought
iron stand pipes, each 8 inches in diameter,

are to be placed, and are to run upwards
on the front of one of each of two corner

buildings to its top. These pipes, simi-

lar in construction and position, but

lai'ger than those now common for fire

protectionon the fronts ofmany buildings,

are^ach to connect with one of the 20-inch

branch pipes, and each are to terminate

in a play stationary pipe, arranged to be
pointed in any direction, having a nozzle

three inches and three-eighths in diam-

eter, and estimated to throw, from an
elevation eighty feet above the street

level, with an available head of two hun-
dred and twenty-eight feet, 3,175 gallons

of water a minute, to a horizontal dis-

tance—in calm weather—of four hundred
and four feet. The especial use of such
heavy streams would be to arrest from
the leeward, either directly or obliquely,
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a great fire urged onward by a high
wind, and although the horizontal dis-

tance reached against a high wind would
be very much less than four hundred and
four feet, it is submitted that the streams
from the elevation of their delivery, from
their pressure, and from their size and
weight, would be sufficient to arrest any
fire. No spot in the district would be
distant over 270 feet from four noz-
zles, throwing unitedly 12,700 gallons

a minute, and the district, by the plan
described, would be fenced around its

whole circumference by stand pipes ar-

ranged that the streams from four of

them would be available to repel at any
point, a fire originating outside of the
district. Of course, such streams should
not be thrown excepting in a case of ex-

treme necessity, smaller ones could be
used when sufficient.

The management of using the water
should be placed absolutely under the
control of the Chief of the Fire Depart-
ment, that the stationary system might
not work in conflict with the present one.

Estimated Cost.

Pipes and hydrants $360,000
Engine house, engines, pumps and

boilers 140,000
Eighty stand pipes and attachments.. 60,000
Contingencies 60,000

$620,000
Maintenance.

Yearly cost of attendance, fuel and re-

pairs $75,000

A fair time for executing the work
would be five months. The steam
pumps and pipes are of merchantable
sizes, and the boilers could be made
within three months.
The 24-inch mains and the 20-inch

branch pipes are of sufficient diameter to

allow the plan to be extended by con-

tinuing the mains from Thomas street,

through West Broadway, Church, Morris
and Whitehall streets, to the foot of the

latter street; and by running branch
pipes from these mains to the eastward
of Broadway and to the westward of

West Broadway.
The plan proposed may be criticised

for overdoing the matter, for having
available for use more water and greater
pressure than necessary, for the large

size of the pipes, for the nearness of the
hvdrants, and for the use of streams of

the exaggerated size of three inches and
three-eighths in diameter from elevated
stand pipes. The answer is, that the
case to be provided for is exceptional,

both as to the amount involved and to

the impending danger, and history of
great fires teaches, that the means em-
ployed should be in excess rather than
deficient.

Any plan that would accomplish the-

object, must be far in advance of existing

methods, and as it would be applicable
only to a particular districts where extra-

ordinary precautionary measures should
be taken, it is unlikely that it could be
carried into effect unless by an organ-
ization of the owners of the district

to be protected, aided by the insurance
and acting under legislative authority.

Memoranda of Detail and of Estimates

engine house.

The engine house is to be placed on
any available lot about 25 feet front, and
100 feet deep, on West street near Canal
street. The building to be of brick, plain,,

two stories in height, and without a base-

ment or partition.

The lower story is to be on the street

level.

suction pipes.

From a well sunk in the engine house
to a depth of 13 feet below high water
mark, two suction pipes, each 24 inchea
in diameter, are to run side by side to

the face of the bulkhead, a distance of

200 feet, and are to be continued at the

same level, suspended under the pier

selected, nearly to its end, a distance of

about four or five hundred feet, for the

purpose of obtaining clear water, and are

to terminate in a strainer capable of be-

ing raised for examination. Two suction

pipes, each 10 inches in diameter, and
each with water gates, are also to lead

from the rear of the engine house and to

connect with the Croton main in Wash-
ington street.

DELIVERY PIPES.

The 24-inch delivery mains are to be
1.04 inches thick, and the 20 branch pipes

are to be 0.92 in. thick. The pair of 20-in.

branch pipes, running through each of

the cross streets are to be connected at

their extremities— 300 feet east of Broad-
way—by a semicircular bend pipe 10
inches in diameter, that the water may be
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forced through one pipe of the pair of

mains, and returned through the other

pipe ; so that a circulation may be main-

tamed in winter or when necessary. In
each of these connecting pipes a 10-inch

water gate is to be placed, so that one
pipe of the pair throughout the whole
system may be always available for use,

in case the water should be withdrawn
from the other pipe for repairs, or to clean

or to paint the interior surface.

No other water gates than the 10-inch

ones mentioned are to be placed any-

where on the lines of mains and branch
pipes.

The mains are to be emptied and the

suction pipes are to be flushed, by con-

necting in the engine house, each 24-inch

main and suction pipe by a 10-inch pipe
having a 10-inch water gate.

HYDRANTS.

The hydrants, 300 in number, are to

be connected alternately to one of each
of the pair of 20 branch pipes by an
eight-inch supply pipe. Each hydrant
is to have a main water gate at its bot-

tom, and an independent water gate at

each of the four nozzles for hose de-

livery.

STEAM PUMPS AND ATTACHMENTS.

To be eight direct-acting horizontal

steam pumps, such as are now sold here
by at least four reliable makers.
Each pump to be capable of delivering

1,588 gallons of water, under a head of

400 feet. These engines are to be placed
on the first floor of the engine house at

about the street level. The eight pumps
are to be divided into sets of four pumps
each, and each pump, in each one of the
two sets, is to be connected in the engine
house to one of each of the pair of 24-

inch suction pipes by a 12-inch pipe hav-
ing a 12-inch water gate, and to one of

each of the pair of 24 delivery pipes by a

10 pipe having a 10-inch water gate. A
relief valve with an area of 200 square
inches and loaded to 173 pounds to the
square inch, is to be placed on each of

the 24-inch delivery pipes in the engine
house, and each is to be connected to a
12-inch pipe discharging into the river at

the face of the bulkhead, to prevent
over-pressure in the pipes. Also, when
a circulation is to be maintained in the
pipes, one of these valves is to be raised

by a hand attachment to allow for the
discharge.

BOILERS.

To be eight locomotive boilers, of the

consolidation pattern, each 25 feet long,

and 54 inches in diameter, and each to

have its grate surface enlarged to meas-
ure 36 square feet. These boilers are to

be placed on the second floor of the en-

gine house. ' The fires are to be urged
by the contraction of the blast to the same
extent as in locomotives. Steam is to be
held on all of the boilers day and night,

by means of the fire kept in the furnace

of one ; the fire boxes of the other seven
being filled with kiln— dried wood ready
for instantaneous ignition ; the kindling

being aided by a fan blast. The net

horse power required to deliver 12,700
gallons of water a minute, under a press-

ure of 173 lbs. per square inch, is 1280
;

and these boilers would be ample for that

service. Fresh water should be used in

the boilers.

ESTIMATE OF AVAILABLE HEAD.

The pressure at the pumps being
maintained at 173 lbs. per square inch,

equivalent to a head of 400 feet of fresh

water, the head on the street level at

the highest point of the district, viz., at

the intersection of Broadway and Leon-
ard street would be 31 feet less, or 369
feet ; and the head at the top of the
eight-inch stand pipes, supposing the
water at rest and no losses to occur by
its movement, would be 369 feet, less the
height of the stand pipe—80 feet—equal
to 289 feet.

The losses of head resulting from the
motion of the water in delivering 12,700
gallons a minute through the mains,
branch pipes and four stand pipes, would
be as follows

:

Ft.

Loss by friction in the two 24-inch mains,
each 4,000 feet long 16.20

Loss by friction in the two 20-inch branch
pipes, each 1,000 feet long 10.10

Loss by friction in the four 8-inch stand
pipes, each 110 feet long 27.10

Loss at the intersections of the 24 and 20-

inch pipes 0.65
Loss at the intersections of the 20 and S-

inch pipes 6.35
Loss at the 8-inch bends 0.60

Total loss 61.00

Deducting this from the static head of

289 feet, there remains 228 feet available
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head at four nozzles—each three and
three-eighths inches diameter—in the

highest part of the district, estimated to

throw the water a distance of four hun-

dred and four feet.

THE USE OF FRESH WATER.

The damage done by salt water over

that done by fresh water, in extinguish-

ing a fire, cannot be very great.

Salt water was exclusively used in New
York up to the year 1842 ; and it is be-

lieved that the introditction of fresh

water made no marked change in the

damage by water. But if it should be
deemed advisable to use fresh water for

an ordinary fire, the Croton main in Wash-
ington street would be sufficient for that

purpose. In the case of a great fire the

difference in the damage, by salt over

fresh water, would be too small for com-
putation in comparison with the loss of

property. To bring the maximum quan-
tity of 12,700 gallons a minute from the

Central Park Reservoir would require an
independent main 36 inches in diameter,

costing over $300,000, without allowance

for excavation in rock. A smaller pipe
would not answer, for the whole head of

the Reservoir above high water mark of

119 feet would be absorbed by the fric-

tional resistance of 12,700 gallons of

water a minute, led in a pipe 30 and
3-4ths inches in diameter, and 24,500 feet

—the estimated distance—long.

LOCATION OF ENGINE HOUSE.

If no available lot for" the engine house
could be had near Canal street, any lot on
West street, between Duane and Spring
street, would answer ; and the mains
could be led thence directly to West
Broadway.

Detailed Estimated Cost,

the 24-inoh pipes.

Under the pier, 500 feet long ; in Canal
Street, 2,600 feet long; in West
Broadway, 3,400 feet long ; and this

duplicated is 13,000 feet for the pair,

which, at $5.70 a foot, including
manholes and outlets, and at $1.80
a foot for laying, is $97,500

Additional contingent cost for laying
the suction pipes across West Street 13,500

Strainers and attachments at the ends
of the suction pipes 2,000

Total $113,000

THE 20-INCH PIPES.

The total length in the eleven cross

streets is 15,000 feet, which dupli-

cated, and taken at $4.50 a foot for

pipes and $1.50 feet for laying, is. . $180,000

Cost of mains and branch pipes $293,000

THE OTHER PIPES.

Two 12-inch relief pipes, with relief

valves 4,000

Two 10-inch pipes connecting with

the Croton 1,500

In the engine house, eight 12-inch suc-

tion pipes, eight 10-inch delivery

pipes, and two 10-inch pipes con-

necting suction and delivery for

flushing 3,500

Connecting the branch pipes and hy-

drants, three hundred 8-inch pipes,

each 30 feet long 6,000

Laying and connecting them 5,000

Cost of all water pipes $313,000

WATER GATES.

In the engine house, ten 12-inch and four-

teen 10-inch water gates; and at the

terminations of the branch pipes, eleven

10-inch water gates $3,000

HYDRANTS.

Three hundred hydrants 44,000

Cost of pipes and hydrants . . . $360,000

ENGINE HOUSE, STEAM PUMPS AND ROILERS.

Land, 25 feet by 100 feet $25,000

Brick building 38,000

Eight horizontal direct-acting steam

pumps, each to deliver 1,588 gallons

a minute, at $2,500 each 20,000

Connecting, and cost of steam pipes,

feed pumps, valves, gauges, and
tools !8»500

Eight locomotive boilers, [consolida-

tion pattern 25,000

Main chimney, eight feet in diameter

and 80 feet high, and eight connect-

ing chimneys, all of No. 8 iron 3,500

Boiler attachments 10,000

Total $140,000

STAND PIPES.

Eighty 8. inch stand pipes, 85 feet long

made of steam pipe, at one dollar

and thirteen cents a foot net, costing

each
Erecting each
Play-pipes, with nozzles three and three

eighths inches in diameter, and at-

tachments for direction, costing each

Connecting each stand-pipe and the 20-

inch branch pipe
Two water gates for each pipe, one be-

low the surface of the ground, and
the other at the nozzle, at $50.00 each

54

150

100

100

Cost of each pipe and nozzle. $500
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Add to each pipe for contingencies $250
Cost of the eighty pipes erected com-

plete, with nozzles $60,000

YEARLY EXPENSE FOE MAINTENANCE.

Pay roll of 15 men stationed night and
day in the engine house $20,000

Coal to keep steam constantly on the
boilers, night and day, at three tons
of anthracite a day 6,000

Fuel for extinguishing fires, estimated
at the maximum at 200 tons of Can-
nel coal and 500 cords of pine wood. 5,000

Repairs 10,000
Contingencies 34,000

Total $75,000

RECAPITULATION.
Pipes and hydrants $360,000
Engine house and pumps 140,000
Stand pipes 60,000
Contingencies 60,000

$620,000

Maintenance per annum $75,000

ON THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF IRON AND STEEL.
By PROF. D. E. HUGHES, F. E. S.

A Paper read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

In a paper read before the Royal So-
ciety, May. 5th, 1879, entitled "On an
Induction Currents Balance, and experi-

mental researches made therewith," the
author showed that this instrument was
extremely sensitive to all molecular
changes in metallic bodies. Finding that
its powers were remarkably suitable for

researches upon the molecular change
which takes place in iron and steel when
tempered, he made with it a series of re-

searches to determine the cause of tem-
pering in steel. The results of these the
author laid before the Institution of Me-
chanical Engineers (Proc. 1883, p. 72) in

a paper " On the Molecular Rigidity of

Tempered Steel.'' In this paper the
author advanced the theory that the
molecules of soft iron were comparatively
free as regards motion amongst them-
selves, whilst in hard iron or steel they
were extremely rigid in their relative

positions.

The author has since widened the field

of research so as to embrace all the phys-
ical changes which occur in iron and
steel through chemical alloys, mechanical
compression or other strains, annealing,
and tempering. The results of these re-

searches he now embodies in the present
paper. Believing it necessary that we
should be able to tell the physical state

of any piece of iron, without destroying
or changing that state, the author has
sought for and tried several methods,
which gave any hope of success in this

direction. The physical state of iron has
a marked influence upon its electrical

conductivity. The differences thus in-

dicated, however, are not wide enough to

be appreciated except with metal in the

form of wire; and in order to perceive

small changes, such as small differences

of temper, we should require a wire at

least 250 yards in length. The author
has found, however, that by the applica-

tion of certain phenomena belonging to

magnetism we are enabled to perceive

clearly the slightest change in the mole-

cular structure of iron or steel, through
all degrees of annealing to the finest dif-

ferences in tempering, and this with

pieces of any form or dimensions.

It is already known that soft iron will

take a higher degree of magnetism, and
retain it less, than steel ; and that tem-

pered steel retains magnetism more than
soft steel. Consequently we might ex-

pect, that by the aid of an instrument
which could give correct measurement of

degrees of magnetism, we should be able

to include all varieties of iron and steel,

between the two extremes of softness as

in annealed iron, and hardness as in

highly tempered cast steel. The author
soon found that this was not the case

when pieces of iron were magnetized to

saturation, or even partially so.

In a recent paper upon the theory of

magnetism* the author said :
" During

these researches I have remarked a pecu-

liar property of magnetism, viz., that not

only can the molecules be rotated through
any degree of arc to its maximum, or

saturation, but that, whilst it requires a

comparatively strong force to overcome

* Society of Telegraph Engineers, May 2-lth, 18S3.
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its rigidity or resistance to rotation, it

has a small field of its own through
which it can move with excessive free-

dom, trembling, vibrating, or rotating

through small arcs with infinitely less

force than would be required to rotate

it permanently on either side. This

property is so marked and general that

we can observe it without any special iron

or apparatus.''

The author has found, by employing
extremely feeble magnetizing powers,

such as a weak current of electricity only

just sufficient for measurement (or the

current from one Daniell cell reduced, as

found best for the dimensions of the iron,

by passing it through resistance-coils

varying from 10 to 100 ohms), that the

following laws hold with every variety of

iron and steel :—

1. The magnetic capacity is directly

proportional to the softness or molecular
freedom.

2. The resistance to a feeble external

magnetizing force is directly as the hard-
ness, or molecular rigidity.

The author has proved this to be the

case with sixty different varieties of iron

and steel furnished direct from the manu-
facturers. And he has found that each
variety of iron or steel has fixed points,

beyond which annealing cannot soften,

nor tempering harden ; consequently, if

all varieties were equally and perfectly

annealed, each variety would have its

own magnetic capacity, or its specific de-

degree of value, by means of which we
could at once determine its place and
quality.

]f in place of several varieties we take
a single specimen, say hard-drawn Swed-
ish iron wire, and note its magnetic
capacity, we find that its value rises

rapidly with each partial annealing, until

an ultimate softness is obtained, being
the limit of its molecular freedom. We
are thus enabled to study the best meth-
ods of annealing, and to find at once
the degree of softness in an unknown
specimen.

Similarly, when we temper annealed
iron and steel, we find that we can follow
out each degree of temper up to ultimate
molecular rigidity ; and we may thus ap-
preciate in an unknown specimen of un-
known temper the degree of its hardness.
We have thus in each piece of iron or

steel a limit of softness and hardness. In
soft Swedish iron, tempering hardens but
25 per cent, on the scale adopted, whilst

mechanical compression, such as hammer-
ing, hardens it 50 per cent. In cast

steel, tempering hardens it 400 per cent.,

whilst mechanical compression gives but
50 per cent. Between cast steel and
Swedish iron we find a long series of

mild steel, hard iron, &c, varying in their

proportionate degree between the two
extremes just mentioned.
The theory which the author has ad-

vanced, of molecular freedom as in soft

iron, and molecular rigidity as in cast

steel, fully explains all the changes which
we are enabled to perceive and measure

;

but it is not absolutely necessary to ac-

cept the theory in order to appreciate the
results. For, leaving theoretical con-
siderations aside, we have one proved
fact, viz., that the magnetic power or

capacity of a piece of iron, under the in-

fluence of an external limited magnetizing
power, depends upon its softness ; and
that the retention of magnetism, when
the external power is withdrawn, depends
upon its hardness. The same degree of

temper or annealing, upon the same iron

or steel, gives invariably the same read-

ings ; but the slightest change—say from
a straw-colored temper to a blue—gives

very wide differences.

Description of Apparatus.

The instrument which the author has
constructed and used in these experi-

ments, and which he has named a " Mag-
netic Balance," consists of a delicate

magnetic needle, suspended by a silk fibre-

it is 5 centimetres in length, and its point-

er rests near an index having a single

fine black mark for its zero. The move-
ment of the needle on either side of zero

is limited to 5 millimetres by means of

ivory stops or projections. When the

north end of the needle and its zero in-

dex are north, the needle rests parallel

with its index ; but the slightest external

influence, such as a piece of iron 1 milli-

metre in diameter placed at 10 centi-

metres distance deflects the needle to the

right or left, according to the polarity of

its magnetism, and with a force propor-
tionate to its magnetic power. If we
place on the opposite side of the needle,

and at the same distance, a wire possess-
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ing absolutely the same polarity, of simi-

lar name and force, the two balance each

other and the needle returns to zero

;

and if we know the magnetic value re-

quired to balance the first piece of iron

we know the magnetic value of both.

The iron, B (which may be in the form

of wires, rods, bars, plates, or any shape

or size desired),* is placed at a fixed dis-

tance (preferably 10 or more centimeters)

resting against a fixed brass stop. The
centre of the iron should be in a line with

the centre of the needle, and it should

be placed at right angles to the needle,

lying horizontally east and west, so as to

be free from the directing influence of

the earth's magnetism.
The compensator, placed upon the op-

posite side of the needle, and at a dis-

tance of 30 centimetres, consists of a

powerful steel bar-magnet, 3 centimetres

width, 1 centimetre thick, and 6 centi-

metres long. This turns upon its axis,

carrying with it the pointer to indicate

its degree of angular displacement on the

graduated circle. Generally this bar-

magnet is parallel with the needle, the

pointer of the compensator and the needle

being at zero ; but when we wish to
. I

measure the amount of magnetism in the

piece of iron the bar-magnet is made to

pass through an angular displacement
j

necessary to balance this force, and its

index readings on the graduated circle

are taken as the comparative values.

In order to magnetize the iron by an
electrical current, a coil of insulated cop-

per wire is placed near the needle, the I

iron then becoming the core of an electro-

magnet.
Now as this coil, independently of its

iron, acts upon the needle, this action

must be balanced by an opposing coil, G,
on the opposite side. The position and

!

power of these two coils can be adjusted
|

by means of the lever H, which allows us
to find a position where the two coils

completely neutralize each other. If we
introduce iron in the coils on either side,

the balance is destroyed, and we have
solely the magnetic influence of the iron

!

core, whose value we find by an equal
j

opposing magnetism brought into play
j

by the rotating magnetic compensator.
A reversing key serves to change the

* The smallest rods yet tested have been fine sewing
j

needles, and the largest bars of 5 centimeters diameter,
1 metre long.

direction of the current, and thus any
difference between north and south polar-
ity in the iron core can be observed.
One Daniell cell is all that is required as
a battery ; but great care must be taken
that its electromotive force is a constant,
otherwise all variations in the battery
would be read as variations in the qual-

ity of the iron itself ; and we need in ad-
dition a series* of resistance coils from 10
to 100 ohms, in order to reduce the cur-

rent sufficiently to bring the whole series,

from soft Swedish iron to cast steel, into

j

range. Separate and finer determination
can then be separately made by an ex-

i
tremely weak force for soft iron, and full

;

or increased battery power for tempered
i

steel. A series of different sized coils is

necessary, whenever we vary greatly the
I
diameter of the core. The first size, with

j

an internal core-opening of one centi-
1 metre, will test bars and rods of wire,

|

from one centimetre diameter to the
finest needle ; but for larger bars, plates,

!
&c, coils must be used which allow free

|

passage for the iron into the core. Great
|
care and some practice is necessary in

|

the use of the instrument, so as to ensure
that the iron is placed in a neutral field

;

but when we have really obtained the
necessary conditions we can take several

readings in a single minute, with an in-

variable result for the same kind of iron.

All irons and steel have some traces of

remaining magnetism ; it is therefore
necessary that a double reading (north
and south) should be taken by means of

reversed currents. In this case the quad-
rant is divided into 360° on each side of

zero ; and the total value of north and
south polarity added together is that-

given in the following tables of magnetic
capacity.

Several methods of observation can be
employed with the magnetic balance, the
usual one being that already described ;

but there are many others, such as mag-
netizing all specimens to the same value
and noting the amount of current re-

quired. We may also observe the re-

maining magnetism after the cessation of

the current ; the influence of a weak cur-

rent after the passage of a strong, £c.

Many of these methods give interesting

facts, particularly useful to those making
researches upon the cause of magnetism.*

* The author has not patented this instrument, giv-
ing it freely to the scientific and manufacturing world.
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By means of this instrument the author
has tested sixty brands of iron and steel,

mostly in the form of wires. A wire one
millimetre diameter and ten centimetres
long was the standard size used, as we
can more readily temper small wires than
large rods. In all comparative experi-

ments between iron of different grades,
we must have one standard form to which
all the rest must be similar in form and
size. Thus we could not compare a
square or flat bar with a piece of wire;

but if all pieces have the same form, then
any difference observed between them
must be due to their comparative soft-

ness, from which we can deduce the
quality and place of each on the line

ranging from soft iron to cast steel.

Influence of Annealing upon the Molec-

ular Structure of Iron and Steel.

The magnetic balance shows that an-

nealing not only produces softness in

iron, and consequent molecular freedom,

but it entirely frees it from all strains

previously introduced by drawing or ham-
mering. Thus a bar of iron drawn or

hammered has a peculiar structure, say a

fibrous one, which gives a greater mechan-
ical strength in one direction than another.

This bar, if thoroughly annealed at high
temperatures becomes homogeneous in all

directions, and has no longer even traces

of its previous strains, provided that there

has been no actual mechanical separation

into a distinct series of fibres.

Table I.

INFLUENCE OF ANNEALING UPON SWEDISH IRON, SAMPLE G.

Wire hard-drawn as furnished by maker.

.

Annealed at black heat
Annealed at dull red
Annealed at bright red
Annealed at bright yellow
Annealed at bright yellow white

Approximate
Temperature.

Cent. Fahr.

500° 950°
700° 1300°

1000° 1800°
1100° 2000°
1300° 2300°

Degrees of softness indicated
upon the Magnetic Balance.

230°
255°
329°

438
3

507°

525c

From Table I. we see that a regular in-

crease of softness occurs as the temper-
ature at which Swedish iron is anDealed
increases, the maximum being at a point
under that of fusion.

Some difficulty was experienced in an-

nealing all wires to the same standard.

The method employed at first was to

place the wires in an iron tube heated to

the desired temperature ; but the temper-
ature of the tube was extremely variable,

and also it was found that an interchange
of carbon takes place between the tube
and wires. Steel wires rapidly lose

their carbon, and thus become softer

at each successive annealing; whilst the

purest iron absorbs carbon, until it

contains exactly the same proportion as

the tube itself. It is well known that

iron wires at red heat, placed in a porce-

lain tube through which a current of car-

bureted hydrogen is passing, will absorb
sufficient carbon to become hard steel.

Experiments regarding the time re-

quired for perfect annealing showed that

whilst hard steel required several hours,

soft iron might be cooled in a few min-
utes without losing its degree of softness;

consequently, knowing the great value of

high temperature, the author adopted the

following method. The tube was heated
to a white heat or otherwise, the iron wires

to be annealed were introduced quickly,

and the instant they had the same tem-
perature, they were withdrawn and simply
allowed to cool in the air. The wire em-
ployed being 1 millimetre diameter, the

whole operation was complete in two
minutes. This is not suggested as the

best practical method of annealing, al-

though in the case of these wires it pro-

duced the best result; but the experi-

ments show that, whatever method is

employed, the heating should be as rapid

as possible to a high degree of temper-
ature, and that the wire should cool in

a completely neutral medium or atmos-
phere.
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The facts regarding annealing, as

pointed out by the measurement of the

magnetic capacity of iron wires, have no
doubt been in a great measure perceived

by ordinary mechanical methods. The
results of the author's researches may be
thus formulated :

—
1. The highest degree of softness in

any variety of iron or steel is that obtained
by a rapid heating to the highest temper-
ature less than fusion, followed by cooling
in a medium incapable of changing its

chemical composition.
2. The time required for gradual cool-

ing varies directly as the amount of car-

bon in alloy.

Thus in absolutely pure iron rapid
cooling, as in tempering, would not harden
it, whilst steel might require several hours

or days, even for pieces only one milli-

metre diameter. Slow cooling has no
injurious effect upon iron, when cooled in

a neutral field: consequently, where time
is no object, we may employ slow cooling
in every case.

A wire or piece of iron thoroughly an-
nealed must not be bent, stretched, ham-
mered, or filed ; the hardening effect of a
bend is most remarkable, and the mere
cleaning of the surface by sand-paper
hardens that surface by several degrees
on the scale.

The following Table shows the effect

of annealing upon a series of wires, kindly
furnished expressly for these experiments
by Messrs Frederick Smith & Co., of

Halifax.

Table II.

Description.

Magnetic Capacity.

Mark.

Bright as sent. Annealed.

G
F
T
s

Best Swedish charcoal iron, 3d variety

Swedish Siemens-Martin iron

Degrees on Scale.

230
236
275
165
212
150
115
50

Degrees on Scale.

525
510
503
430

H Puddled iron, best best 340
Y' Bessemer steel, soft 291
Y Bessemer steel, hard' 172
z 84

From the above Table it will be seen
that annealing had a great effect on the

iron wires, doubling their value, and that

Swedish iron stands far in advance of

puddled iron ; consequently, for the cores

of electro-magnets in telegraph instru-

ments—as in fact for all electro-magnets

—Swedish iron is the most suitable, and
the magnetic balance may find a field of

practical utility in measuring each core

before it is used in an electro-magnet,

and may also aid us by its measurements
iu finding the best methods of annealing.

Tempering.

ity, has been shown in every piece of iron

or steel yet examined. Swedish iron

hardens but 10 to 20 per cent, by tem-
pering, whilst cast steel hardens 300 per
cent.;* the molecular rigidity of tempered
steel being 18 times greater than that of

soft iron. The influence of different

methods of tempering on crucible steel

is shown in Table III., ranging from its

ultimate molecular rigidity to its ultimate

softness when annealed.

* For instance, in Table IV. below, the figure for

Swedish iron No. 7 annealed is 525, tempered hard 415.

m, . „ ,. . • , i !
On the other hand, the figure for cast steel annealed is

The influence of tempering upon the
84 , tempered hard 28. The reciprocals of these figures

magnetic retentivity, or molecular rigid- l

give what may be called a scale of hardness. •
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Table III.

Crucible Fine Cast Steel Tempered.

Bright yellow heat, cooled completely in cold water.

Yellow red heat, cooled completely in cold water. . .

.

Bright yellow, let down in cold water to straw color

Bright yellow, let down in cold water to blue
Bright yellow, cooled completely in oil

Bright yellow, let down in water to white
Bed heat, cooled completely in water
Red heat, cooled completely in oil

Annealed

Mark. Magnetic Capacity.

A 28
B 32
C 33
D 43
E 51

F 58
G 66
H 72
J 84

We may from this represent graphically

a diagram which includes all methods of

tempering ; and another diagram which
shall include all varieties of iron, from
the softest iron to the hardest steel, in-

termediate qualities of bard iron and mild
steel finding their place between the two
extremes.

The numerous specimens of wires tested

have been forwarded direct from the

manufacturers, at the request of the
author's friend, Mr. W.H. Preece, F. R. S„
Electrician to the General Post Office.

The chemical analyses of most of these

wires have not been furnished ; but
Messrs. Frederick Smith & Co., of Halifax,

not only supplied a beautiful series of

wires, but had them specially analyzed
by Mr. Henry S. Bell, of Sheffield, in

order that the results should be as exact
as it was in their power to make them.
The author therefore neglects in this

paper all other samples except those of

Messrs. Frederick Smith & Co. : they all

stand between, or are included by the
two extremes, of Swedish iron and cast
steel.*

Table IV. on next page gives the com-
plete results of the mechanical, chemical,

and physical tests upon these wires. The
tensile strength and electric conductivity
are as furnished by Messrs. Frederick
Smith & Co., the chemical analyses are as
given by Mr. Henry S. Bell, and the mag-
netic capacities of the bright hard-drawn
wires, as of the annealed and tempered
wires, were determined by the author
with the aid of the magnetic balance.

* The author does not desire that Swedish iron
should be considered as the softest of all possible irons,
or tempered cast steel as the final limit of hardness.
They are simply the limits found during these re-
searches, but they may possibly be widened by a mere
extended series of irons and steels.

Table IV. will aid us in drawing sev-

eral conclusions. Taken in conjunction

with Table III., it shows

—

1st. That the degree of temper in cast

steel is dependent jointly on the heat to

which it is raised and the degree by which
this is lowered in rapid cooling ; the ex-

tremes in Table III. giving the relative

molecular rigidity of the softest and hard-

est steel.

2nd. That a peculiar mild and homo-
geneous temper is obtained in oil.*

3rd. That the tempers or degrees of

hardness, when steel is let down through
the various colors, vary with the kind of

steel tempered, as well as with the heat
from which it has been let down..

In these experiments the author has
noticed that the highest degree of temper
has not been obtained with wires contain-

ing the relatively highest proportion of

carbon. The maximum thus far was ob-

tained with but 0.62 carbon; whilst in a

series of steel wires, made expressly for

these experiments, but in which the manu-
facturer stated only the amount of carbon,

the results were as in Table V. on page
256.

It will be seen that the hardness as in-

dicated in column " tempered '' is not
directly as the proportion of carbon ; a
marked example being the wire with 0.75

carbon, which is far softer than that with
0.62. The author might here have doubted
the truth of the magnetic balance, if he
had not previously verified its results by
mechanical tests. In order hower to test

the accuracy of the results, the wires S 5

* The author has found, by a method more compli-
cated than here described, and by the use of the in-
duction balance, that all tempers heretofore tried.
(excepting these in oil ) give a steel not homogeneous

;

and a temper let down to straw or blue has external
strains differing from those of the interior.
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and Z were bound together, heated to-

gether to the same temperature, and
plunged together in cold water ; this was
repeated several times, with the invariable

result that the wire Z with 0.62 carbon
was glass-hard and could not be marked
by a file, whilst the wire S 6 with 0.75

carbon could be easily cut by the same
file. Again we notice that in Table IV. the

wires T, called Soft Swedish iron, con-

tain precisely the same amount of carbon

(0.15) as those Y' in Table V. called Besse-

mer soft steel : but that whilst T' is

comparatively hard when tempered, it

does not become greatly softened by an-

nealing. This is due probably to its

greater proportion of some other ingre-

dients. Similarly the wire S is much softer

than H in Table IV., both having a simi-

lar amount (0.10) of carbon. The hard-
ness of H when annealed is probably due
to its greater proportion of phosphorus
or some other substance.

It may be too soon to try and correlate

the physical changes occurring in temper-
ing with the corresponding chemical an-

alyses: but the author believes that he
has shown reason to hope that we may
eventually obtain, by uniting chemical
with physical analysis, a more clear in-

sight into the mysteries of iron and steel.

Dividing line between Ikon and Steel.

Mechanical tests, as well as chemical

analyses, have failed to find any distinct

line of separation between the numerous
varieties of iron and steel. The physical

method which the author has employed
shows clearly that there is no dividing

line between iron and steel. If we glance

at Table IV. we see that we have a con-

tinous series from the softest iron to the

hardest steel, and between them we have
every variety of intermediate quality. In
point of fact the sixty brands which have
been tested fill up all the gaps : and by
their means we could choose irons grad-
ually hardening into steel, or steel grad-

ually softening into iron. Thus ordinary
iron is physically a suft steel, and steel a
hard iron. All are hardened by temper; all

are hardened by mechanical treatment.

as hammering and rolling ; all are hard-

ened by strains and stresses of any
nature whatever : the difference, though
large, is only in degree. At the extreme
end towards iron, mechanical hardening
has a greater effect than tempering. At
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Table V.

Mark.

Magnetic Capacity.

Annealed. Tempered.
Carbon.

Y'

S'

S 8

S 3

S 5

S*

Y
Z

Degrees.
291
348
250
209
195
144
172
84

Degrees.
255
206
160
133
107
61

60
28

Per cent.

15

1. !< (( t<

it it it H
(< (1 1( CC

(( I« (( <«

Bessemer hard steel

0.40
0.55
0.60
0.75
0.65
44

Fine crucible cast steel 62

the steel end, tempering has a greater

effect than mechanical hardening. We
might here suppose we could find a

physical dividing line : but the author
has found some mild steels to stand just

on that dividing line, which had previous-

ly appeared the most satisfactory. We
are thus forced to adopt an arbritary

line. Neither the mechanical nor physi-

cal methods will suffice to overcome the

difficulty. Mechanically a certain tensile

strength has been proposed—the objec-

tion to which is that unless we take note
of the physical conditions (such as

whether soft, tempered, &c.) we shall

have very different magnetic readings for

what would stand as the same material.

The addition of the ultimate elongation

might to some extent weaken this objec-

tion, but would not remove it. The
physical method would allow us to fix

upon a certain molecular rigidity, or dif-

ference in the readings of the same metal
annealed and tempered, as the boundary;
it would have, however, all the objection

of being a purely arbitrary line. Chemical
analysis also fails to show a dividing line,

as the same proportion of carbon is ac-

companied by very different physical re-

sults, if sulphur, phosphorus, &c, are

present. In the author's researches he
has adopted the plan of simply reading
an unknown piece of iron or steel in its

j

annealed state : if the figure stands above
400° it is classed as iron, if below as mild
or hard steel, according to its magnetic
capacity. This happens to agree with
the general classification at present in

use, and suffices as a general division.

Relations of physical fokces in Iron and

Steel.

Iron is by far the richest of all metals
in its physical nature. It stands almost
alone in its magnetic qualities, as well as
in its tempering properties, and, while
there is an evident relation between
capacity for temper and loss of magnet-
ism when tempered,* so these experi-

ments show an intimate if not absolute
relation between the electrical conduc-
tivity of iron, and its magnetic capacity.

In Table IV., in the column of electrical

resistance as given by Messrs. Smith &
Co., we find a progressive increase of re-

sistance, just as we find a progressive
decrease in magnetic capacity. And
there is an exact correspondence between
the two variations. The molecular
rigidity, observed by the author as the

cause of hardness, gives at once decreased
magnetic capacity, and increased electri-

cal resistance ; so that from the magnetic
capacity we might deduce its electrical

resistance, and vice versa. A very re-

markable phenomenon is that this only
holds true in the limited sphere of elastic

rotation, which the author has already

described.

This demonstration the author believes

to be of great theoretical value, and in a

future paper, upon the theory of magnet-
ism, its importance will be shown. In this

paper the author has tried as far as pos-

sible not to brinar theoretical considera-

* This is shown in Table TV. where the proportion
of magnetism lost by tempering is seen to increase
markedly as we pass from soft iron to hard steel.
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tions forward ; in the results presented

we are dealing with proved facts.

Another extraordinary relation of phy-

sical to mechanical tests may be men-
tioned. In Table IV. the tensile strength

bears no relation either to the magnetic

or electric qualities. On increasing the

electromotive force in the magnetic bal-

ance, all the readings became confused
;

there was no longer any fixed relation as

to hardness, nor any other quality. But
on again forcing the magnetism to a very

high point, the figures for magnetic ca-

pacity were found to bear exactly the

same relation to each other as those for

tensile strength. This, however, may
have been only an accident, as it only

seems true at present in relation to the

wires in Table IV. ; but it gives hope
that by a new method we may some day
be enabled, not only to deduce electrical

conductivity from magnetic capacity, but
also tensile strength. Already in Table

IV. we notice a close relation between
molecular rigidity, as indicated by the

figures for the annealed wires, and tensile

strength.

Leaving aside all theoretical consider-

ations and hoped—for improvements in

the methods of observation, the author
believes that he has demonstrated clearly

that, by the aid of the instrument and
methods described, we can at once de-
termine the physical state of iron, as in-

fluenced by tempering and mechanical
hardening, from the ultimate degree of
softness to that of hardness ; that we
can at once determine the best iron for
electro-magnets, and the best methods of
softening it, as well as the best steel for
permanent magnets, and the best temper
to be given to it. He therefore ventures
to hope that the Magnetic Balance will

prove an aid of "no small value in all re-

searches into the physical state of iron
and steel.

THE UNIFICATION OF LONGITUDES AND OF TIME—RESOLU-
TIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL GEODETIC COMMISSION.

From "Science."

The seventh general conference of the

International Geodetic Association held

at Rome, and at which representatives of

Great Britain, together with the direct-

ors of the principal astronomical and
nautical almanacs and a delegate from
the Coast and Geodetic Survey of the

United States, have taken part, after

having deliberated upon the unification

of longitude by the adoption of a single

initial meridian, and upon the unification

of time by the adoption of a universal

time, has agreed upon the following reso-

lutions :

—

1°. The unification of longitude and of

time is desirable as much in the interest

of the sciences as in that of navigation,

of commerce, and of international com-
munications. The scientific and practical

utility of this reform far outweighs the
sacrifice of labor and the difficulties of

rearrangement which it would entail.

It should, then, be recommended to the

governments of all the interested states

to be organized and confirmed by an in-

ternational convention, to the end that

Vol. XXX.—No. 3—18

hereafter one and the same system of
longitudes should be employed in all

institutes and geodetic bureaus, for gen-
eral geographic and hydrographic charts,
as well as in astronomical and nautical
almanacs, with the exception of those
made to preserve a local meridian; as,

for instance, the almanacs for transits, or
those which are needed to indicate the
local time, such as the establishment of
the port, etc.

2°. Notwithstanding the great advan-
tages which the general introduction of
the decimal division of a quarter of the
circle in the expressions of the geographi-
cal and geodetic co-ordinates and in the
corresponding time-expressions is des-
tined to realize for the sciences and their
applications, it is proper, through con-
siderations eminently practical, to pass it

by in considering the great measure of
unification proposed in the first resolu-

lution.

However, with a view to give satisfac-

tion at the same time to very serious
scientific considerations, the conference
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recommends, on this occasion, the exten-

sion, by the multiplication and perfection

of the necessary tables, of the application

of the decimal division of the quadrant

;

at least, for the great operations of nu-

merical calculations for which it presents

incontestable advantages, even if it is

wished to preserve the old sexagesimal

division for the observations, for charts,

navigation, etc.

3°. The conference proposes to govern-

ments to select for the initial meridian
that of Greenwich, defined by a point

midway between the two pillars of the

meridian instrument of the observatory

of Greenwich ; for the reason that that

meridian fulfills, as a point of departure
for longitudes, all the conditions wished
for by science, and because, being at

present the best known of all, it offers

the most chances of being generally ac-

cepted.
4°. It is suitable to count the longi-

tudes, starting from the meridian of

Greenwich, in the sole direction from
west to east.

5°. The conference recognizes for cer-

tain scientific wants, and for the internal

service in the great administrations of

routes of communication—such as the

railways, steamship-lines, telegraphic and
post routes—the utility of adopting a

universal time, along with local or nation-

al time, which will continue necessarily

to be employed in civil life.

6°. The conference recommends as the

point of departure of universal time and
of cosmopolitan dates, the mean noon of

Greenwich, which coincides with the in-

stant of midnight or with the commence-
ment of the civil day, under the meridian
situated twelve hours, or a hundred and
eighty degrees, from Greenwich.

It is agreed to count the universal time

from hour to 24 hours.
7°. It is desirable that the States which,

with a view to adhere to the unification

of longitudes and of time, find it neces-

sary to change their meridians, should
introduce the new system of longitudes

and of hours as soon as possible.

It is equally advisable that the new
system should be introduced without de-

lay in teaching.
8°. The conference hopes that, if the

entire world agrees upon the unification of

longitudes and of hours by accepting the

meridian of Greenwich as the point of

departure, Great Britain would find in

this fact an additional motive to make
on its part, a new step in favor of the
unification of weights and measures by
adhering to the Convention du metre of

the 20th of May, 1875.
9°. These resolutions will be brought

to the knowledge of the governments,
and recommended to their favorable con-
sideration, with an expression of a hope
that an international convention— such
as the government of the United States

has proposed—for confirming the unifica-

tion of longitudes and of time should be
decided upon as soon as possible.

REPORTS OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—
The last issue of the transactions con-

tains :

No. 266. The cost of steam power, by Chas.
E. Emery.
No. 267. The Shubenacadis Canal, Edward

H. Keating.
No. 268. The Nasmyth Pile-driver, Don J.

Whittemore.
No. 269. The effect of passing trains on iron

bridges, masonery, etc., James L. Randolph.
No. 270. An economical and efficient railroad

bridge floor, W. Howard White.

T^ngineers' Club of Philadelphia.—Regu-
Jjj lar meeting January 19th, 1884.

Col. William Ludlow, President, in the chair.

After calling the meeting to order, President
Ludlow said

:

"I deeply regret, gentlemen, that almost my
first official duty as your President is to appear
as a harbinger of ill tidings, and to announce
to you the death of our past President, Mr.
Strickland Kneass ; a man whom you all knew,
and knowing, held in the highest esteem—

a

typical good citizen and good engineer, faithful

in every relation of life, full of industry and
conscientiousness, devoted to duty, warm-
hearted, clear-headed, capable and honorable.

A special meeting of the Board was held on
Thursday, for the consideration of the best

method by which our appreciation of Mr.
Kneass, and our deep regret at his loss, might
be expressed for transmission to his friends and
incorporation into the records of the Club.

It was thought fitting to substitute for the

drafting of the ordinary resolutions, which
bear, perhaps unavoidably, a somewhat per-

functory character, the preparation of a
Memorial, containing such a recital of the his-

tory of Mr. Kneass as should more effectively

set forth his distinguished services and example,
both to the profession and to the community.
The Special Committee to whom this duty is

assigned, consists of Messrs. Graff, Chairman,
DuBarry, Worrall, McClure and Dye, the

gentlemen best qualified to discharge it."

Mr. Wilfred Lewis read a paper upon the

"Resilience of Steel," reviewing some of the
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means employed for the storage of energy, and
showing the place occupied by steel among
them.
Among the means now employed, compressed

air, hot water and the storage battery were
cited from an English writer as being about
equal in value^ and as giving out about 6,500
ft. lbs. of work per pound of material used.

Steel springs, according to the same writer,

were said to yield about 18 ft. Ubs. per pound.
In this connection, the project of using steel

springs as a motor for street cars was referred
to as the most hopeless of all possible means of
locomotion.
To test the accuracy of this statement in re-

gard to steel, several experiments were made
by the writer upon tempered specimens, both
for tension and flexure. Contrary to expecta-
tion, the highest results were shown by the
flexure of a small spiral clock spring weighing
2040 grains, which gave out, when wound up,
about 45 ft. lbs. of energy, or in other words,
154 ft. lbs. per pound.
The transverse strength of this steel within

the elastic limit was found to be about 300,000
lbs. per sq. in., and its modulus of elasticity

about 30,000,000. Such extraordinary strength,
with such ,a low modulus, was so far beyond
conjecture that it seemed to give a new hope
for the success of the project referred to ; but
after making the necessary allowances for
weight of car and efficiency of driving mechan-
ism, it was found that not more than about 20
ft. lbs. per pound of car would be available for
locomotion. It was therefore improbable that
such a car could ascend a hill over 20 feet

high.

It was also a matter of doubt whether larger

springs could be made to show results which
would even approach these figures, and on this

account the experiments about to be tried

might be looked for with some interest.

Mr. H. C. Luders presented a description,

illustrated by photographs, of the ancient ship

found near Sandefjord, in Norway.
He also exhibited specimen of rolled and

annealed phosphor-bronze of maximum duc-
tility, and consequently of minimum tensile

strength, and submitted the following data of

the test thereof: length, 2": diameter, 0.57"

;

subjected to a strain of 13,020 lbs., equivalent
to 53,400 lbs. per sq. in.; elongation, 70.5 per
cent.; reduced area at point where fracture
would occur, 0.3" ; elastic limit, about 18,000
lbs. per sq. in. Hard rolled rods tested without
turning off the surface, have shown a tenacity
exceeding 90,000 lbs. per sq. inch.

The Secretary presented, for Mr. Louis C.
Madeira, Jr., the Record of American and
Foreign Shipping, containing an interesting set

of drawings for the details of construction of
iron ships.

Mr. Percival Roberts. Jr., gave some account
of the results of experiments, now being con-
ducted by Mr. James Christie, at Pencoyd, up-
on the relative elasticity of iron and steel

structural shapes.

Regular Meeting, February 2, '84.

President Wm. Ludlow in the chair.
Mr. Wm. Lorenz presented a comprehensive

discussion of steel and iron railroad ties, illus-

trated by numerous full-sized models and draw-
ings.

Mr. C. J. Quetil, introduced by Mr. J. J. de
Kinder, gave an illustrated description of his

wire truss railway.
President Wm. Ludlow exhibited specimens

of obstructed water pipe, discovered in his

practice, and explained the chemical causes
which led thereto.

Mr. J. Milton Titlow exhibited and described

a full set of general and detail drawings for the

proposed stone bridge over the Schuylkill River

at Market Street, Philadelphia. As the cost

thereof is estimated at $1,200,000, in the dis-

cussion which followed, President Ludlow
suggested the alternative of building two $600,-

000 iron bridges therewith—one at Market
Street and one at Walnut Street, over the

Schuylkill, the latter bridge being very greatly

needed at this time.

Mr. E. F. Loiseau presented a description of

the process of manufacture of Portland cement
by the application of his solidifying apparatus.

Mr. Robt. W. Lesley, visitor, supplemented
Mr. Loiseau by explaining the difference be-

tween the old and the above-mentioned methods
in actual practice.

ENGINEERING NOTES.

The Brown Hoisting Apparatus.—Briefly

described, the Brown bridge tramway is

as follows : It is a trestle bridge supported on
movable piers. In the rear of the docks the

piers are placed upon double tracks and so ar-

ranged as to be transferred easily along the

docks. One great improvement in the applica-

tion of this latest patent is the ability to move
either the rear or the front piers separately or

with each other. The tramway over the front

pier is arranged with a "U" brace, on a ball

and socket movement, thus allowing any posi-

tion of the bridge for the convenience of load-

ing or unloading without causing a strain upon
any of its parts. The front pier is run upon a

single track for this purpose. This pier is

thirty feet high to the bridge, which slopes

gradually upward to a height of forty-five feet

over the rear piers, which are erected through
an engine-house 40x16 feet in dimensions at

their base. In the plant now erected are three

bridges, two of which are connected with the

engine-house, as it is usually unnecessary to

move them more than a few feet in front to

accommodate themselves to the rear hatches of

a vessel. A third bridge is entirely detached
and is used in emptying the fore hatch. The
total length of the stringers is 210 feet, and the

bridge has a clear span of 180 feet. Its bottom
cords are of wrought iron ; the top cords and
stringers of wood, amply braced for its own
weight and the wind pressure, besides the

weight of the load, and in such a manner as to

!

permit of a free movement of the bucket. The

j

apron extending over the ship is raised to escape

masts and rigging when not in operation. The
distinctive feature of the apparatus and one not

I

possessed by any other hoisting and conveying

j

machines is the ability of the operator to hoist

i
and lower at the upgrade end. Its operation s
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are performed in a positive and automatic man-
ner without aid from springs by the direct

action of the hoist rope, and is thus placed un-
der the perfect control of the operator. The
capacity of the machine is limited only by the

speed with which the men on ship board can
load the buckets, but with the usual speed now
attained, and, with three buckets for each
hatch, it is an easy matter to get out 1,000 tons
of ore in ten hours.

rr^HE Cleveland Institution of Engineers held
_L the third meeting of the present session
at Middlesbrough on Monda}r last. Mr. G. J.

Clarkson's paper on the new patent law, read
at the previous meeting, was thoroughly dis-

cussed, and subsequently Mr. Lowe, of Haswell
Colliery, read an interesting paper on a new
" mechanical coal-getter." The object of this

apparatus is to supersede the use of gunpowder
in breaking down the coal after it has been
undercut. Holes must be made at the top ©f

the seam as usual. Then the instruments

—

which are long and narrow—are introduced,
one into each hole. By turning a crank at-

tached to the outer end, the collier has the
power of thrusting apart two loose blocks near
the inner end of the apparatus, by forcing a
wedge between them. The result is to separate
the whole block of coal under treatment from
the strata immediately overlying it. By means
of this invention far less small is made than
where gunpowder is employed; and besides
this advantage, there are the still greater ones
of avoiding any vitiation of the air, and of run-
ning no risk of firing any combustible gases
which may have accumulated in the vicinity.

TFIhe subject of fuel economizers was before
JL the members of the Manchester Associa-
tion of Employers and Foremen, at their usual
fortnightly meeting on Saturday. The question
was introduced in a paper read by Mr. Daltry,

of Manchester, who urged that nothing like the
best possible results had yet been attained by
the economizers at present in use. If they sup-
posed that with any economizer the temperature
at which the issuing gas entered the chimney
was as low as 400 deg., there was still a deal

more of heat wasted than if it were possible to

let them emerge at the temperature of the feed-

water. By a rough calculation he estimated
that this would give an increase of economy of

15 per cent, of the coal burnt ; and supposing
that with a forced draught and a suitable econ-
omizer this result could be attained, nothing
could better it. A somewhat animated discus-

sion followed. Mr. Nasmith expressed the

opinion that the present form of economizer
was not a perfect one, nor did he think that

any form of economizer would be perfect until

they got a more efficient system of heating
their boilers. They would have to adopt some
method other than the use of green fuel before
they could apply any system of economizing
the waste heat with the best results, and in his

opinion they would only be able to effect this

by the use of gaseous fuel. There was a wide
field not only for a radical alteration in the fuel

economizer itself, but also in the method of

raising and applying the heat. Mr. Marmock
did not see that much advantage was to be

gained by the use of gaseous fuel ; in some
cases the use of gaseous fuel had given worse
results than direct firing with coal. Mr. Bald-
win was of opinion that under certain condi-
tions gas fuel might be used with great benefit
in the heating of boilers. The chairman—Mr.
Thomas Asbury, C.E.—thought there were
many points in connection with fuel economiz-
ers that would have to be considered all round;
the whole subject of fuel economy was one
about which they had been rather careless, and
in his opinion engineers had been rather remiss
in taking advantage of every possible point.
With regard to gas fuel, he thought the time
was fast hastening when this method of raising
heat would become pretty general.

The Fokth Bridge.—Considerable progress
is now being made with the works of the

great bridge across the Firth of Forth, which
includes two spans of the unprecedented width
of one-third of a mile each, or about four times
that of any existing railway bridge. Some
£30,000 per month is the present expenditure
in temporary and permanent works, at which
rate the bridge will be completed in the antici-

pated period of five years from the date of the
contract. Only four classes of materials will

be used in the permanent works of the bridge,
and these being steel, granite, whinstone, and
Portland cement, they will be of the most dur-
able and trustworthy character. Some idea
may be formed of the magnitude of the under-
taking from the statement that the materials
required for the Forth Bridge would fill 1,000
goods trains of average length and capacity.
This enormous weight will, of course, require
to be handled several times, the whinstone
alone being found on the spot, the granite being
shipped from Aberdeen, the steel from Glasgow
and South Wales, and the Portland cement
from different places in England. As it is in-

tended to manufacture the steel superstructure
of the bridge on the spot, very extensive works
have been constructed at Queensferry, and the
plant provided includes about fifty steam
engines of various classes, and a large number
of specially designed hydraulic appliances,

drilling machines, and other tools for dealing
with the 45,000 tons of steel which will be used
in the bridge.

At the present time ten of the smaller piers

have been founded and carried up to varying
heights, and the rock has been prepared by the

aid of diamond drills and rock drills of other

types for the founding of some of the main
piers. Each of the three main piers will con-

sist of a group of four cjdindrical masses of

granite and whinstone, ranging from 70 feet to

60 feet in diameter at the base, and founded
either upon rock or upon boulder clay of an
exceptionally hard character. Where the bed
of the river is of rock, it will be leveled and
otherwise prepared for the piers by means of a
large diving bell of special construction, where-
in are a series of rock drills driven by com-
pressed air, the whole being lighted by incan-

descent electric lights. Where the foundation
is on clay, a considerable thickness ofmud and
silt has to be cut through, and preparations are

now complete for putting in the first of the
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piers by what is known as the pneumatic pro-

cess. A caisson, or diving bell, 70 feet in

diameter, and 65 feet in height, will be sunk to

the required depth by a large number of men
working in the bell, which will, of course, be
constantly fed with compressed air, to prevent
the water from flowing into the chamber, and
to supply the men with the required amount of

•oxygen. Many bridge piers and other suba-

queous works have been successfully carried

out on this plan, but in the present case the

appliances for removing the earth and the de-
tails generally are of a novel and interesting

'Character.

Simultaneously with the building of the piers,

the manufacture of the superstructure of the
bridge will be proceeded with, and several

hundreds of tons of steel plates are now on the
ground. One of the peculiar features of the
Forth Bridge is that all the important members
subject to compression will be of a tubular
form—a form which the instinct of an ordinary
person and the deductions of theory and ex-
periment alike indicate as best adapted to resist

compressive stress, but which difficulties of
manufacture have excluded from nearly all but
American bridges heretofore. About three
miles of steel tubes, ranging from 12 feet to

5 feet in diameter, and from 1\ inch to h inch
in thickness, will be required for the Forth
Bridge, and this great quantity justifies the ex-
penditure which has been incurred in the special
plant for the manufacture of the tubes. The
proper plant being provided, it is as simple to

make a tube as any other shaped member.
Thus the steel plates will be heated in gas fur-

naces, and, when red hot, be stamped to the
desired curvature in a 2,000 ton hydraulic press;
the edges will next be planed all round and the
plates be temporarily clamped together to form
a tube about 400 feet in length. Traveling
drilling machines will then traverse the tube
and drill all the holes required to rivet the
plates together, but this riveting will not be
done until the bridge is being erected, plate by
plate, across the Forth. All of the machinery
required to commence the manufacture of the
tubes is on the ground, and has been found to
work very satisfactorily, which reflects credit
on the designer, Mr. Arrol, one of the con-
tractors of the bridge.
To fix the position of the piers of a bridge

having two clear spans of 1,700 feet, and two
of 700 feet, across a channel 200 feet in depth,
is not so simple a problem as may appear to
some persons. In the case of the Forth, the
banks are more or less precipitous, and the
country is undulating, so that it was difficult to
get a base line for a trigonometrical measure-
ment. At the request of Mr. Fowler, the Ord-
nance Department kindly sent a party of sap-
pers to recover the old stations used in the Ord-
nance Survey of Scotland, and to take the
necessary additional observations to determine
the width across the Firth of Forth. The cal-
culated result differed about 1 foot from that
obtained by Messrs. Fowler and Baker's engi-
neers, which is not much, perhaps, in a diffi-

cult measurement of over a mile across deep
water, but enough to make it desirable
that it should be set right. Mr. Baker

held the view that it was possible to meas-
ure the 1,700 feet span to the eighth of an
inch if necessaiy, and the measurement has
just been made without any difficulty what-
ever. A length of 1,700 feet was first measured
with what may be termed absolute exactitude
along a straight piece of the North British

Railway, and posts of a certain height were
firmly fixed at each end. A steel pianoforte-

wire was then hung from these posts with a
sag or droop of 24 feet at the center, and marks
were fixed to each end of the wire to indicate

the 1,700 feet length. The wire was then coiled

on a i oiler and taken on board a steam launch,
from which it was laid like a submarine tele-

graph cable across the channel of the Forth. It

was then hauled up above the surface of the
water till it hung with the original droop of 24
feet, when, assuming the temperature to be the

same, the marks put on the pianoforte wire
should indicate the required span of 1,700 feet.

This process was repeated several times, and
the wire taken ashore to the railway to test

whether it had stretched, but all the observa-
tions were in exact accord. The sensitiveness
of this simple mode of measuring the span with
a wire weighing only 8 lb. in all Avas quite as-

tonishing. Thus, when Mr. Baker slacked out
the wire only|-in. in the 1,700 feet, Sir Thomas
Tancred, one of the contractors, who was in a
boat in the center of the Forth, at once signal-

ed there was too much droop in the wire. At an-
other time he signaled that it was too high, but a

reference to the thermometer showed that the
temperature had fallen 2 deg., so that the wire
proved itself a most delicate indicator of changes
of temperature. The officers and crew of Her
Majesty's ship Lord Warden, the ironclad
guardship anchored immediately above the site

of the bridge, have always taken much interest

in the works, and while the measurement was
being made, they very kindly manned their

boats and regulated the traffic past the spot.

Engineers and contractors engaged in carrying
out a giant bridge across a stormy estuary and
reaching to a height twice as great as that of

the topgallant masts of the Lord Warden, could
desire no better neighbors than Captain Ken-
nedy and his well-disciplined and willing crew
of 300 bluejackets.

—

Times.

IR0N*AND STEEL NOTES.

Blowholes in Steel.—The winter session of

the Manchester Association of Employers,
Foremen and Draughtsmen was opened on Oc-
tober 18, when a well-attended meeting was
held in the Mechanics' Institution. An inter-

esting paper on "The Manufacture of Steel"
was read by Mr. W. Annable, of Govan, Glas-

gow. The paper was mainly devoted to a dis-

cussion of the best methods to be adopted in

overcoming one of the serious difficulties—the

existence of blowholes—in the manufacture of

steel. Mr. Annable, having quoted several au-

thorities to prove that gases were occluded as

well as mechanically mixed with the metal, said

they were told that the mechanically mixed
gases tried to escape during the time the metal
was passing from the fluid to the solid state.

but as steel set so rapidly, a goodly portion of this
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gas was entrapped and formed blowholes. This
theory appeared very feasible, as cavities were
more numerous near the top end of ingots than
at any other part, and this seemed to demon-
strate that, if the metal had remained fluid a
little longer, these gases would have escaped.
In practice, however, this was not the case, for

metal that was not " dead melted "and contain-

ed these gases was always the longest in setting,

and instead of going down in the mould as con-
traction took place, did the reverse, began to

come up, and, unless force were applied, would
come over the top of the mould. As it seemed
to be the mechanically mixed gases that gave
us the blowholes, these were the gases that
makers and users of steel were interested in,

and to overcome the effects of which many
methods had been adopted. Having described
several of the best known of these methods, Mr.
Annable said his own experience told him that,

if the steel were well saturated with any of the
five following properties— carbon, manganese,
silicon, phosphorus and sulphur—which were
always associated with iron and steel more or
less, the metal would sink down in the mould,
and would be found quite free from blowholes.
He believed that iron founders found the same
thing, that common iron was easier to deal with
in casting than the better brands were. But
this metal, although free from "blows," would
not be suitable for our everyday requirements,
as we must have a definite composition for each
and every purpose. Consequently the import-
ant question arose as to how they were to ob-
tain these definite tempers without blowholes.
What was needed was a simple, practical meth-
od whereby they could produce all classes of
steel free from blowholes or cavities. He had
tried several methods with success. One was
dead melting, but this did not always give the
desired results when dealing with large masses
of metal, as they could not get rid of the metal
before the temperature became reduced, and
this gave rise to some changes. With small
quantities, however, as pot metal, dead melting
was all that was required ; it answered admir-
ably, and could be depended upon. One meth-
od he had tried, and which he would recom-
mend, was to cast the ingots in closed top
moulds. These were run from the bottom, and
inside each mould a small quantity of combus-
tible material was placed, whjch was fired by
the incoming metal. This at once expanded
the air in the mould and created a pressure, as
it could not readily escape by the holes in the
top of the mould, which were only two, each
f-inch, whilst the head of metal they had in the
runner counterbalanced the pressure, and the
gases rushed out of the two small openings with
a loud roar. It was not, however, pressure to
which he wished to draw their attention, but to
one fact, that the metal was being cast free from
atmospheric air, to which Dr. Muller and others
assigned the cause of blowholes. The metal
was being cast in an atmosphere of carbonic
acid, brought about by the combustion of the
shavings which were placed in the moulds
before casting began. Besides, they had all

the ingot cast at one temperature, one density,
and it would be found perfectly homogeneous,
which could not be said of those cast from the

top, whilst it would be also free from blowholes.
In addition, the " pipe" in the top <n the ingot
would be found much reduced, according to

the length of the runner, as the ingots received
a supply of metal from it during the time they
passed from the fluid to the solid state. Another
method was to place the ladle on to the
center runner, and then they excluded all air

besides using the weight of metal in the ladle to

force the metal home against the pressure of

gas set up in the mould. The open-topped
mould, so much used for Bessemer and Siem-
ens ingots, was objectionable in more than one
sense. When the metal fell from the ladle to

the bottom of the mould, sometimes 8 or 9 feet,

it not only took down with it a stream of air,

but in falling on the bottom of the mould, the
first twenty or thirty pounds of metal were
splashed in all directions, and if they were to

examine these splashes they would find them to

be covered with a blue scale, which was oxide
of iron. As they went on pouring the hot fluid

metal, it re-melted the splashes, and quite a re-

action took place in the steel at the lower end
of the ingot ; the oxide of iron gave up its oxy-
gen, and attacked the carbon and manganese of

the steel, just the same as when ore was thrown
into the furnace, and they could at any time
see the brownish red fumes leave an open-top-

ped ingot mould when casting. These fumes,
which were the result of the chemical action

below, became less and less as the metal got
nearer the top. He had stated that open-top-
ped ingots were not homogeneous. To prove
that this theory was correct, he had several in-

gots analyzed, and the result showed that at any
rate carbon was eliminated by the reaction of

which he had spoken, caused by the interfer-

ence of the atmospheric air. Some might think
he had exaggerated the effects of oxygen on
molten or heated metals, but what he had said
would be confirmed by the practical experience
of any smith, as a small bar of iron or steel at a
red-heat under the hammer would yield a thin

film of scale at every blow. This scale was ox-

ide of iron, and showed with what avidity oxy-
gen attacked metals even at a red-heat. They
might, therefore, assume that, with fluid metal
broken up or disintegrated, as it was when fall-

ing some feet to the bottom of the mould, oxid-

ization would take place at a greater ratio than
when metal was only just red hot. He had
seen ingots cast in the manner just described.

When brought under the hammer, the bottom
end had dropped off at the first blow, after

which the remainder of the ingot had hammer-
ed all right and given good blooms and billets.

This he attributed to the manner in which the

ingot was cast. What they wanted was some
simple method of treatment, which would give

them all tempers of steel free from cavities. Pot
metal, which gave them all kinds of tools, they
could get free. Castings also might be made
free by conforming to certain treatment and
chemical mixture, by skill and care in preparing
the moulds, and by judgment in allowing for

fluid contraction by giving the metal plenty of
head large enough in diameter. As the bulk
contracted in cooling, it would get its feed or
supply from the center of this head or column
of metal put there for the purpose, and by mak-
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ing provision in coils for that large amount of

contraction in steel, this would take place with-

out tearing the casting asunder. The ordinary
Bessemer metal was very frothy and lively

when cast below carbon 0.3, mild steel temper,
and it was with difficulty that it was kept in the

mould ; but even should it be prevented com-
ing over the top, it was not free from blow-
holes, which would be found to penetrate to

half the depth of the ingot. Solid castings were
being produced in steel, but the great difficulty

arose where they had to make ordinary soft

steel free from blowholes, and this was a diffi-

culty which led to enormous waste in manufac-
turing operations. The subject was, however,
receiving the fullest attention, and he had not
the least doubt but that the difficulty would be
shortly overcome, and that they would be en-

abled to produce ingots and castings that would
be as sound and free from cavities as though
they had been forged under the hammer.
A discussion followed the reading of the

paper, and Mr. Annable, replying to a few ques-
tions, said a good reliable cylinder could not be
made without putting a large head upon it ; if

it were made in any other way, it was sure to

be a failure on account of the contraction which
took place all the way down. In his opinion
the steel made by compression was really no
stronger than steel made in the ordinary way,
provided, of course, that it received proper
treatment afterwards. He believed the report

with reference to the large output of steel in

America was perfectly true, but, speaking for

himself, he would only say that he had never
gone in for quantity, but for quality. He did
think they could get a reliable tool steel from
the Bessemer process, because the proportion
of manganese was too great ; and they could
not get the amount of carbon which was re-

quired. Tool steel must have its chemical ele-

ments mixed to a nicety, because if this were
not secured, it would be unsuitable for the pur-
pose. The chairman, in closing the discussion,

observed that the difficulties connected with
the manufacture of steel were being grappled
with in a manner which gave them confidence
in ultimate success. Good sound ingots and
sound castings were the great desideratum in

the use of steel, and he had no doubt the time
would soon come when solid steel would be
relied upon quite as much as in any other
metal. The varieties of steel were so great that

it was sometimes difficult to discover where
steel began and where iron ended. One great
mistake that was made was that the user of

steel did not always specify the purpose for

which the steel was required, and if engineers
or other persons designing anything where steel

was required would be frank and tell the maker
what the steel was required to do when it was
in position, they would frequently get more
satisfactory results. With the tools of such
immense power as were now being produced,
many of the difficulties which had hitherto
stood in the way of the manipulation of steel

would disappear.

—

Iron.

RAILWAY NOTES.

The railways of South Australia bring in a to-

tal revenue of £469,000, yet the actual net

receipts to be set against the interest on cost of
construction is only £140.000. The Colonies
and India says economical management might
make these railways indeed a splendid property,
equal in value, perhaps, to three-quarters of the
national debt. But as things are at present it

can only be said that they pay about half the in-

terest on their cost of construction.

ORDNANCE AND NAVAL.

HHhe many erroneous statements made in the
JL daily and weekly papers with regard to the

efficiency of primary batteries, induces me to
send the following figures, relating to the quan-
tity of fuel required to produce 1 horse-power
per hour by means of steam, and by electricity.

Perhaps these figures may be thought of suffic-

ient interest for insertion in your next issue.

Foot-pounds.
1 Heat-unit (Fahrenheit) = 772

Ditto (Centigrade) = 1,390
1 Horse-power per minute = 33,000

Ditto per hour = 1,980,000
Ditto ditto in heat-units

—

1,980,000
= 1,425

1,390
Heat-units (Centigrade) contained in

—

lib. of coal = 8,000
1 lb. of hydrocarbon (liq-

uid) = 11,000 (about)
1 lb. of hydrogen = 34,000

Assuming with Professor Adams (see opening
address at the Society of Electricians), the
greatest efficiency of a theoretically perfect heat-
engine to be = 23 per cent. We have

—

for coal 23 per cent, of 8,000 - 1,840
for hydrocarbon " " 11,000 = 2,530
for hydrogen.... " " 34,000 = 7,820

Hence, 1 horse-power requires for its develop-
ment in such a theoretically perfect engine at

least

—

1,425
= 0.774 lb. of carbon,

1,840
1,425

or = 0.563 lb. of hydrocarbon,
2,530
1,425

or = 0.182 lb. of hydrogen.
7,820

The efficiency of a perfect voltaic battery and
electric motor may, at the lowest estimate, be
assumed as 90 per cent.

1 lb. of zinc = 1,300 J : 90 per cent. =
1,170. One horse-power developed in an
electric motor bjr a current from a voltaic bat-

tery requires hence at least

—

1,425
= 1.133 lbs. of zinc.

1,170

The above will elucidate the assertion about
1 horse-power being produced by 0.166 lbs. of

hydrocarbon, against the lowest possible 0.563

lbs.: but it also shows Mr. Reckenzaun's
modest estimate of 2 lbs. of zinc per horse-

power per hour in its proper light.
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I may here add that D'Arsonval (see La
Lumiere Electnque, vol. v., p. 90) has obtained

368 kilogramme metres with 1 gramme of zinc:

this corresponds to a consumption of 1.42 lbs.

of zinc per horse-power per hour.

C. GODFEEY GUMPEL.
—In Journal of Society of Arts.

BOOK NOTICES

rr^HE Air We Breathe, and Ventilation. By
L Henry A. Mott, Jr., Ph. D., F.C.S.
New York : John Wiley & Sons.

It requires but little technical knowledge to

read this book understandiugly. It is a small
volume, but has a good deal of practical science
condensed within its leaves.

In the portion relating to Ventilation, a large

proportion of the space is devoted to illustra-

tions of methods and apparatus employed in

aiding or forcing ventilation.

Notes on Electricity and Magnetism. By
J. B. Muedock. New York : Mac-

millan & Co.
This is the book of an instructor who finds

that students require additional aids to those
furnished by such text books as Sylvanus
Thompson's Elementary Lessons.

Direct reference is made to Prof. Thompson's
book, and the subjects are treated in the same
order.

It will doubtless prove a valuable supplement
to the larger book.

Energy in Nature. By Wm. Lant Car-
penter, B.A., B. Sc. London: Cassell

& Company.
This is a popular treatise on Physics, and is

especially designed by its style to interest the
general reader.
The separate chapters treat successively of

—Force and Energy, Heat, Combustion, Elec-
tricity and Chemical Action, Magnetism and
Electricity, Energy in Organic Nature.

TABLES FOR CALCULATING THE CUBIC CONTENTS
of Excavations and Embankments. By

John R. Hudson, C.E. New York: John
Wiley & Sous.
The author's method of calculation is new

and improved. The tables are well printed,
and constructed for road-bed-widths of 10, 14,

18, 24 and 28 feet, and for slopes of 1 to 1, 1 to

\\ and 1 to H.
The book is of more convenient size than

most similar treatises.

The Wine-Press and the Cellar. By E. H.
Rixford. New York : D. Van Nostrand.

This is designed as a practical guide to the
vine culturist who designs also to make wine.
Although the treatise is small, no necessary de-
tail seems to be omitted.
The subjects treated in separate chapters are:

Gathering Grapes, Must, Sugaring and Water-
ing the Must, Stemming and Crushing, Fermen-
tation, Red Wine, White Wine, Casks, Sul-
phuring and Aging, Cellars, Racking, Clarifi-

cation, Sweet Wines, Defects and Diseases,
Wine in Bottles, Cutting or Mixing Wines,
Wine Lees and Piquette, the Composition of
Wine, Miscellaneous.

The advice is adapted to American Viticul-

turists, especially those of California.

IT" night's New American Mechanical Die-
^ tionary. Section Four. Boston:

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
The present section includes the articles from

Printing-Press to Zoogyroscope, and completes
the edition. The five years that have elapsed
since the former edition was completed have
produced an abundance of material widi which
to enlarge the work. Indeed, the superabund-
ance of material led to the adoption of an en-
tirely new feature in the present work—that of

references to technical journals which con-
tained fuller accounts of late inventions.

Fifty-six full page illustrations and number-
less smaller ones now illustrate the text.

It is an indispensable aid to the mechanical
engineer.

ANew System of Laying Out Railway
Turnouts. By Jacob M. Clark. New

York : D. Van Nostrand.
This useful little essay is accompanied by

tables which will enable the practical engineer
to locate a turnout instantly. The text gives

the mathematical demonstrations upon which
the tables are based. The author's method is

intended, so far as it differs from others, to save
time and labor.

The solutions heretofore published regard the

turnout track as located on a curve which is

tangent to a switched or deflected rail. It is

generally more convenient to locate the turnout
upon a curve which is tangent to the main
track at a point not far from the heel of the

switch. The head-block is then placed where
the departure of the center lines from each
other is equal to the necessary deflection or

throw of the switch bar, which, in turnouts
from straight tracks, should not be less than
half, nor more than the entire distance from the
head-block back to the tangent point.

In this way the exact solutions for all but very
rare cases are reduced to three, each of which
involves a simple case of plane trigonometry.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MDuchartre was led, by the influence

. which a light of very feeble intensity ex-
ercises upon heliotropic movements, to vary
some experiments by using moonlight. He
sowed seeds of plants which were very sensitive
to light, such as Lens esciolenta, Ervum lens,

Vicia sativa. When the plants were a few centi-

metres in length he put them in a dark place,
where he kept them until the night of the ex-
periment. The stalks became slender, long
and white ; the leaves developed slightly with
a light yellowish tinge. On three successive
nights when the sky was exceptionally clear
the plants were placed behind a large window
with a southern exposure, so that they received
the direct light of the moon from 9 p. m. to 3
a. m. According to the Comptes Rendus, from
the very beginning of the exposure the stalks

began to bend, so as constantly to present their

concavity and the terminal leaf bud to the
moon, following it in its course.
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STRAINS IN HIGH MASONEY DAMS, AND THE METHOD OF
COMPUTING THEM.
By E. SHERMAN GOULD, C. E.

Contributed to Van Nostkand's Engineering Magazine.

The designing of a masonry dam of

moderate dimensions—say up to 50 feet

in height—involves no particular diffi-

culty. Not to speak of that sheet-anchor
of the constructing engineer, the study
of existing works, the resisting and de-

structive forces are so easily determin-
able, that very simple calculations suffice

to fix the proper, or at least the safe, pro-

portions in any case.

As we pass to greater heights, how-
ever, the subject becomes a more difficult

one. Not only do we find fewer prece-

dents, but other considerations, beyond
the mere balancing of the inertia of the

structure against the exterior forces
tending to overthrow it or thrust it for-

ward, enter the problem as essential fac-

tors, and render its solution a matter de-

manding a deeper study.

Thus, as we pile up stonework to a
height of 100, 150, 200 or more feet, we
find ourselves menaced by a danger here-

tofore safely ignored, namely, the possible

crushing of the lower courses of our
structure under its own immense weight.

Mere weight, as regards inertia only, is

an element of safety ; in high clams it

may become an element of danger.

This possibility of crushing presents
itself under a two-fold aspect. If we
suppose the reservoir to be empty, then
the pressure tending to produce crushing

Vol. XXX.—No. 4—19

is the weight of the dam itself alone. If

we suppose it full we combine with this

the horizontal thrust of the water, modi-
fying the pressure and changing the po-
sition of its point of application.

If, in order to diminish the pressure
upon the foundations when the reservoir

is empty, we reduce the weight of the
superincumbent mass by rapidly dimin-

ishing the thickness as it rises above the
foundation, we will thereby increase the
pressure when the reservoir becomes
filled ; for the resultant of pressures will

be then carried nearer to the outer toe

of the dam, concentrating the strain upon
a small resisting area.

If, on the other hand, we increase the
mass of our structure with the view of

crowding the resultant of pressures,

when the reservoir is full, back from the
outer toe, then, when the reservoir be-

comes emptied, and the sustaining thrust
of the water withdrawn, the dam is al-

lowed to settle back, as it were, upon its

foundations, and we have a perhaps dan-
gerous stress nearer the inner toe.

Again, it does not suffice to confine

our calculations to the lower course, or
base, of our structure. Our work must be
not only safe but economical, and the ne-
cessity of economy increases with its size

and importance.
These being the facts, it will be readi-
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ly conceded that the problem of deter-

mining the section of equal resistance

—

or, in other words, the section of maxi-

mum economy—of such dams, combined
with a proper but not extravagant factor

of safety, is one calling for deep and in-

telligent study on the part of the engi-

neer.

It was to the solution of this problem
that the French engineers charged with

the work addressed themselves when the

construction of a masonry dam 164 feet

high was projected for the purpose of

controlling the waters of the river Fu-
rens, near St. Etienne.

Let lis glance for a moment at the re-

quirements and data of the problem.
If we suppose a wall of homogeneous

material and symmetrical transverse sec-

tion—a " plumb " wall, for instance—we
shall find the pressure upon the base, or

any other horizontal section, to be uni-

formly distributed over the entire area of

such section, the pressure per square inch
being equal upon all parts of the same,
because the vertical line drawn through
its center of gravity cuts any and all of

the horizontal sections which we may
conceive to be passed through its mass in

the middle.

If, however, from want of symmetry it-

self, or from being subjected to the action

of exterior forces, or from any cause
whatever, the line passing through the
center of gravity of the mass situated

above any given horizontal section, or
the resultant of all pressures upon such
mass if subjected to exterior forces, does
not cut such horizontal section in the
middle, the pressure per square inch is

not uniformly distributed over the same,
but reaches a maximum at the edge near-

est to which the vertical line or resultant
passes, and a minimum at that from
which it is the most remote, the press-

ure varying according to some law which
it is essential to determine.

This law is established by Monsieur
Debauve in his Truit'e cles ponts en Ma-
connerie, and the ensuing formulae given,

with some modifications in the 4th chap-

ter of the 19th fascicule of his Manuel
del' Ing'enieur des point et Chaussees.

I copy the following from a translation

of the same made by me under instruc-

tions from Mr. Isaac Newton, Chief En-
gineer of the Croton Aqueduct, at the
time when the projected extension of the

New York City water supply was being
studied in his office.

Fig.l

" Let us consider (Fig. 1) a body of

masonry, a wall for example, of which
the transverse section made by a vertical

plane is ABCD, and of which the base is

represented in plan by the rectangle mn
pq. On the median line of this rectangle
there acts a vertical pressure P, applied
in E. This pressure is distributed un-
equally at different points of the base,

and it is important to ascertain the law
of its distribution.

"Let the length mn of the mass be
equal to unity ; let I equal the depth AB
of the base, and u the distance BE of the
point of application of the pressure P
from the exterior edge B of the prism.

" The elementary pressure at the point

p, that is to say, the pressure per square
foot, is given by one or the other of the
two following formulae :

(l)p=2 (-T)f

according as u is greater or less than \ I.

" The Discussion of the preceding
formulaB gives the following results :

" When the point E is in the middle of

the base, the pressure is uniformly dis-

tributed, and the elementary pressure at

P
the point B, as elsewhere, is equaj. to - .

" As E moves from the middle of the
base and approaches B, the pressure
upon that edge augments, while the press-

ure upon the edge A diminishes.
" When BE, or u, is equal to ^ I, the

2P
pressure on B is equal to -y, that is to
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say, to the double of what it was under
an uniform distribution. The elementary

pressure diminishes proportionally to the

distances from B to A. It is nil at A.

" "When BE becomes less than & I, the

formula (2) is to be used. The pressure

on the edge B augments continually, as

the point E of application approaches

this edge. The opposite edge A sustains

negative pressures, that is, tension. But
the mass is supposed to simply rest upon
its base, BA, and no account is to be
taken of cohesion. There can, therefore,

be no tension at A, and consequently

there is, starting from A, a certain zone
sustaining no pressure, a zone of which
the extent increases in proportion as E
approaches B.

" The pressure, P, concentrates itself,

therefore, more and more upon the edge
B. It is distributed over a zone of which
the extent is constantly diminishing, and
when the point of application actually

coincides with the edge B, the elementary

pressure upon the same becomes infinite,

as is shown by formula (2).
" If the point of application, measuring

from the middle of the base, should pro-

gressively approach the inside edge, A,

instead of the exterior edge, B, contrary

results would occur. The elementary
pressure would increase up to infinity at

A, and decrease down to zero at B, over

a zone increasing in extent from the

edge B.

"The important point is to know the

maximum pressure in each case, and for

this the formulae (1) and (2) suffice."

In conclusion, Monsieur Debauve re-

marks that: "It always remains true that,

in adding to or taking from the mass, we
affect the distribution of pressure, and
may, therefore, by these means, approach
as nearly as we please to a uniform dis-

tribution."

This law and its inferences, as given
above upon the authority of Monsieur
Debauve, form the key to the entire prob-
lem.

The calculations for the Furens dam
were made by Monsieur Delocre, and
are fully set forth by him in the Annates
des ponts et chaussees, 1866. These cal-

culations are somewhat intricate, and the

matter may be better understood from the
simplified processes—combined calcula-

tion and graphics—of Monsieur Debauve,

as given by him in the volume mentioned
above. It is not neccessary, however,
except as a matter of very great scientific

interest, to follow the steps by which the

proper section for such dams was arrived

at. When the investigation was com-
menced, it was impossible to say precise-

ly what form of cross-section would bft

reached. The problem was ; from among
all conceivable forms, to detect that one
which fulfilled the desired conditions.

Mathematical processes, employed with
an intelligence and skill far beyond any
praise which I am adequate to bestow,

lead up to the desired result as unerring-

ly as if the question had been one of

simple maxima and minima. The general

form having been thus established, the

problem is solved once and forever, and
the only task left for succeeding design-

ers is the safe, though humble, one of

imitation.

I will now rapidly trace the successive

stages of the investigation.

If we had only the weight of the dam
itself to consider, that is, if our reservoir

was to be always empty, it is shown that

the proper form of cross- section would
be a double, symmetrical logarithmic

curve (Fig. 2) ; for this form secures a

section of equal resistance ; the increment
of surface increasing in the same ratio as

the increment of pressure, and the weight
would be uniformly distributed over any
given horizontal projection.

The formula foi\ this curve is as fol-

lows:
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x=-.X . L.^
e

in -which

x

=

any vertical height corresponding
to a given half width y.

A= limiting height of a vertical wall

sustaining only its own weight.
This limiting height is determined
by fixing upon a limiting pressure
per square foot=K and dividing it

by the density per cubic foot of
the masonry = 6, thus,

L=hyperbolic logarithm of y
e=any given half-width of top of wall.

If unity be assumed, the above
formula becomes

a;=A. L y

.

Ifgthe reservoir were to be always full,

then calculation shows that its proper
form of cross-section would present a

vertical face on the side next the water,

and on the lower side a curve determined
by the formula,

Y E
in which

£==length of any horizontal section.

h=height corresponding to same.

7t=weight of cubic foot of water

=

62.5 lbs.

R= limiting pressure per square foot.

This would give a cross-section such as
is roughly shown in Fig. 3, where the top
width has the theoretical dimension of

zero.

But the reservoir is subject to be alter-

nately full and empty, and moreover must
have, in practice, some actual top width
instead of the theoretical width = zero,

shown in Fig. 3. We should have, there-

fore, to adopt a compromise section, sim-
ilar to that shown in Fief. 4.

These forms are general. The precise

form decided upon for the Furens dam
is shown in Fig. 5, and that of the Ban,
built soon after that of the Furens, by
the same engineers, is shown in Fig. 6.

As a basis of practical calculation, it is

first necessary to fix upon the limiting

pressure per square foot or square inch

to which it is proposed to subject the

masonry. In the designing of the

Furens dam considerable caution was
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exhibited in this respect, and the limit

was fixed at 92.5 lbs. per square inch. In
the case of the Ban dam, this limit was
advanced to 114 lbs. per square inch.

Observation shows that masses of ma-
sonry sustain much greater pressures

without injury. On the other hand, in-

stances are not wanting of crushing tak-

ing place in the lower courses of high
buildings ; and besides, the saving of

masonry consequent upon adopting a

high limit does not increase as rapidly as

oi-iginal process of calculation in order to

determine at once the proper form of

cross-section, since we know that it must
finally closely resemble that of the

Furens or the Ban, it will be best to

sketch a similar section, conforming to

the desired conditions of height and top-

width, and test it by the formulae (1) and

(2), having previously determined upon
the limiting pressure per square inch. If

not satisfactory, a few trials will readily

decide the necessary modifications.

S^SffiSS:
the pressure, in the case of dams. Thus,
Monsieur Debauve shows that the sav-

ing of masonry between the limits of 86
and 200 lbs

4
per square inch per running

foot of a dam 164 feet high, is only about
one-quarter, while the pressure is con-
siderably more than doubled. In other
words, in this particular case, the saving
is to the increased pressure about as 1 is

to 9.

Sufficient has been now said to show
how such dams may be designed. Instead
of going through, in each case, with the

As some engineers may not be familiar

with the processes to be employed in

testing the cross-section, I will give an
example.

I will premise that for the purpose of

calculation, it is convenient to transform
the section from one bounded by curve
lines, to one composed of rectangles and
trapezoids. These can be made more or

less numerous according as we wish to

approach more or less closely to a curvi-

linear figure, or to test a greater or less

number of sections.
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Let Figure 7 represent the cross-sec-

tion of a darn 120 ft. high, divided into

three masses. Let AB and CD = 16 ft

;

= 10 ft. "We will suppose the density

of the masonry = 144 lbs. per cubic

foot.

EF = 60 ft., GH = 100 ft., AC = 30 ft.,
|

The object of our investigation is to

CE = 60 ft., and EG in vertical projec- 1 ascertain at what points the resultants of

tion = 30 ft., and in horizontal projection
J

pressures cut the lines CD, EF and GH,
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both when the reservoir is full and when
it is empty, and their different intensities

in order to apply the formulae (1) and (2.)

With the given data, the weights of

the masses ABCD, CDEF and EFGH
are respectively 69,120 lbs.; 328,320 lbs.;

and 345,600 lbs., while the weight of the

prism of water AEGI, at 62.5 lbs. the

cubic foot, resting on the sloping face

EG, is 65,625 lbs.

We will first deal with an empty reser-

voir, and proceed to fix the position of

the vertical lines passing through the

different centres of gravity. There are

several ways of determining the centre of

gravity of any given figure ; one is to

operate mechanically by suspending a

piece of card board or other suitable ma-
terial, cut into the form of the figure.

But I think calculation, when it can be
easily done, or otherwise one of the well-

known graphic processes, is much prefer-

able.

Thus, let Fig. 8 be a trapezoid having
the two horizontal sides A and B, and

the vertical side C. Then the co-ordi-

nates x and y of the centre of gravity G,
are given by the relations

—

<3)

(4)

x=i(A +B-
AB S

a+bJ
_C/ 2A. +B >

y~3\ ITBy
A convenient graphic process for find-

ing the centre of gravity of any quadri-

tateral figure (Fig. 9) is given by Moles-
worth, from whose pocket-book the pre-

ceding formulae were also taken. Thus,
" In any four-sided figure ABCD draw
the diagonals, intersecting at E. Lay off

DF = BE, and join FA, FC ; then the
centre of gravity of the triangle FAC is

also the centre of gravity of the Figure
ABCD," (marked G in the figure).

Fig. 9 B

In combining the successive masses,

we will take their moments from the line

IG passing through the inside toe of the

dam. I give below the entire work. A
little careful attention to what follows

will render any lengthy explanation of

the successive steps unnecessary.

The centre of gravity of ABCD of

course, is in the centre of the figure.

Hence, it is 8 feet from AC, and 18 from
IG. The centre of gravity of CDEF is

found by (3) to be 21.12 from CE, and
therefore 31.12 from IG. The distances

of the centre of gravity of AEFDB from
IG and AE are therefore obtained thus:

18x69120
31.12x328320

397440

11461478.4

397440

Distance from IG

1244160

10217318.4

11461478.4

28.84

28.8 ft.

" " AE = 18.8 ft.

Again, the distance of centre of gravity

of EFHE is found graphically to be 45.5

ft. from IG. The distance of centre of

gravity of the entire section AEGHFD-
B from IG, is therefore

:

397440 11461478.4

45.5x345600 = 15724800.0

743040

27186278.4

743040

2718627S.4

36.59

Distance from IG = 36.6 ft.

As we shall presently want the dis-

tance of the centre of gravity of the

entire mass combined with the prism of

water AIGE from IG, we will obtain it

at once, thus : the distance of centre of

gravity of AIGE from IG being obtained

from (4) and found to be 4.76 ft.:
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743040

.

4.76x65625

,27186278.4

312375

808665

27498653.4

808665
-

27498653.4

= 34.00

Distance from IG = 34.0 ft., all of

which is shown on the figure.

We have thus the distances of the lines

of vertical pressure from the inside face

of the dam, when the reservoir is empty.
We now must find the distances, from
the outside face of the resultants of these

pressures, when combined with the hori-

zontal thrust of the water, the reservoir

being full.

The thrust of the water, being at right

angles to the line of action of the weights,

cannot add to nor diminish the intensity

of these last, but only throws their point

of action further away from the water
side of the dam.
The surface of the water being sup-

posed to be level with the top of the

reservoir, its thrust upon that portion of

the dam situated above the line CD is

given by substituting the height AC in

the general formula

~2~ :

(30)' 62.5
' 2

= 28125 lbs.

This thrust is applied at one-third the

height AC = 10 ft., and is combined
with the weight 69,120 lbs. of the mass
ABCD, at the vertical line passing
through its centre of gravity. By con-

struction, we obtain the triangle of forces

shown in the figure, and by scaling the

same get the distance = 4 ft. from the

point D at which the resultant cuts the

line CD.

We may also obtain the distance very
rapidly, and of course more accurately,

by calculation. Thus, since the thrust of

the water is applied 10 ft. above the line

CD, the distance between the resultant

and the vertical component at the line CD
is given by the proportion

:

28125
~
69120'

x

The distance from D can then be ob-

tained by addition and subtraction; thus

:

16-(8 + 4.1)= 3.9ft.

The distance of the resultant from F
s found in a similar manner. Weight of

mass AEFDB= 397440 lbs. Thrust of

water 253125 lbs. Height of point of

application of thrust of water above EF
= 30 ft. Then

30

253125 397440
,c=19.10

and
60-(18.8 + 19.1)= 22.1 ft.

For the distance fz'om H, we have;

weight of entire mass and prism of water,

808665 lbs.; thrust of water 450000 lbs.

Height of thrust above GH=40 ft. Then

x 40

450000 ~~808665
:

And,

:22.2 ft.

100- (34.0 + 22.2) =43.8 ft.

All these results are shown in Fig.

7, which is the reproduction of a tracing

taken from the drawing upon which all

the previous work was laid down. The
cross-section is to a scale of 200 ft. to

the inch ; the triangles of forces are laid

down on varying scales, decreasing as the

forces augment. It is recommended to

calculate all the necessary elements, and
then check by construction.

We are now prepared to apply formulae

(1) and (2), and obtain the maxima press-

ures per square inch. Having calculated

the distances so carefully, we see that it

will be permissible to force the figures to

even feet, except in one case.

We will first investigate the strains on
the inside face, the reservoir being
empty, taking the maximum pressures

upon C, E and G successively.

The upper mass ABCD, being sjanmet-

rical, exercises an uniformly distributed

pressure over CD, all parts of which
sustain therefore a weight of 4,320 lbs.

per square foot, or 30 lbs. per square
inch.

In the mass AEFDB, the center of

gravity is distant 19ft. from E. As this

distance is less than —-, we use formula
3

(2), putting w= 19 and P =397440 ;

whence we obtain the maximum pressure

upon E=13945.26 lbs. per square foot, or

96.84 lbs. per square inch.

In the whole mass the line drawn
through the center of gravity cuts GH at

a point distant 36.6 ft. from G. As this

distance is greater than A
|
A

, we use for-
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mula (1), putting w=36.6, Z=100, and P
= 743040; whence we obtain the maxi-

mum j)ressure upon G= 13404.44 lbs. per

square foot, or 93.10 lbs. per square inch.

We will now investigate the maximum
pressures upon D, F and H, the reser-

voir being full. As we have seen, the

horizontal thrust of the water merely

throws the weight further along towards

the outside face of the dam, without in-

creasing it.

The first distance being 4 ft., which is

less than -^-, we use formula (2), putting

w=4 and P = 69120, whence we obtain

-the maximum pressure uponD= 11520
lbs. per square foot, or 80 lbs. per square'

inch.

The second distance being 22, which is

greater than -6
¥
(L

, we use (1), putting u=
22, J=60, and P= 397440, whence we ob-

tain the maximum pressure upon F=
11923.2 lbs. per square foot, or 82.8 lbs.

per square inch.

The third distance being 44, which is

greater than J-g-fi-, we use (1), putting u=
44, £=100, and P= 808665, as we must
now employ the weight of masonry aug-
mented by the vertical component of the

prism of water resting upon the oblique

face EG. We thus obtain the maximum
pressure upon H= 10997.84 lbs. per
square foot, or 76.37 lbs. per square
inch.

In examining these results it will be
seen that while the pressure is nowhere
excessive, it is greatest at E and F. If it

were thought best to bring the section

into one of a more uniform resistance, a

slight modification, when it is so nearly

correct, will suffice. Even merely joining

the tangents by curves would produce a

quite perceptible effect.

It will be perceived that the ordinary
calculation of the overturning and static

moments is passed by in this investiga-

tion. It is implicitly included in bhe pro-

cess used, and need not be considered
separately. It is well, however, to see

that the frictional resistance of 75 per
cent, of the weight be sufficient to neu-
tralize the tendency of the horizontal

thrust of the water to provoke sliding.

In the preceding calculations the ac-

tual weights have been used. It simpli-

fies the work very much, however, to con-
sider only the areas, assuming the weight
of a cubic foot of masonry to be equal to

unity. The area of water must then be
affected by a coefficient ; in our example

the proper coefficient would be -jj^ =
0.434. Our assumed density of masonry
being the same number of pounds per
cubic foot as there are square inches in a

square foot, still further simplifies the

calculations, as we may use the areas in-

stead of weights throughout, getting our
answers directly in lbs. pressure per sq.

inch.

Thus, to calculate the maximum press-

ure uponH : The total area of cross section

= 5160 square feet. Area AIGE of water,

reduced to equivalent area of masonry=
1050x0.434=455.7, making a total area

= 5615.7. Using this as the value of P
in formula (1), we obtain at once ^= 76.4

lbs. per square inch, as before.

Other simplifications, or convenient
modifications, may suggest themselves in

practice. Thus, it will be found, I think,

more convenient to write formula (1) in.

this form :

(5) p=z2(2l—Bu)

In using the design of the Furens dam
as a precedent for similar works, the ex-

ceptionally favorable site upon which it

was built must always be kept in view.

The " Gouffre d'Enfer," across which it is

thrown, is a narrow gorge, showing ex-

posed rock, or rock under a shallow
cover, at the bottom and on both sides.

It is so narrow and steep that the dam,
seen in elevation, shows almost the form
of a triangle with its vertex downward.
Its height is 50 meters, and its length on
the top 100 meters—only twice as loug
as it is high. In plan it shows the

arc of a circle with its convexity turned
up stream. It thus forms an arch, solid-

ly abutted against the rocky fianks of the
ravine, its short length enabling the prin-

ciple of the arch to assert itself with ef-

fect.

The "Ban'' dam is built on some-
what bolder lines, and under somewhat
less favorable circumstances. Its total

height is 47.80 meters, and its length,

over all, about 160 meters. The i
-atio

of height to length is therefore as 1
to 3^. The masonry of which it is built

seems to be of somewhat inferior quality.

It is circular in plan, like the Furens.
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GAS ILLUMINATION AND ITS ECONOMY
Br JAMES CHEESMAN.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

Nearly ten years have passed since the

electric arc light appeared on the market
as a probable competitor with gas. Manip-
ulators of stock, and the varying condi-

tions of the public faith in the new il-

luminant have left gas stock in pretty

much the same position as it was when
the markets were first disturbed. The
public have seen many and various instal-

lations of electric light plants for private

and public purposes. The new light has
made its way in the face of great ob-

stacles, it has scored many successes, has
enabled a few to make fortunes, has
shown its shortcomings and its suscepti-

bility of improvement ; and it has also in-

dicated very distinctly what its future is

to be and how it may be related to gas as

a co-worker, friend and competitor. Gas
managers have ceased to tremble, the

public mind has regained its balance, and
the two systems of lighting have settled

down to quiet and sober work. Each has

its own appointed sphere, each its peculiar

merits, and if one is capable of develop-

ing greater efficiency as an illuminant, so

also is the other ; if gas can boast of econ-

omy, it must not be supposed that its

rival has attained finality in that respect

either. Physics and chemistry have not
yet altered their last words on these sub-

jects, and enterprise and industry still

pursue their undisturbed course, working
on gas with a faith and hope undaunted
by the rivalry of its competitor. Elec-

tricians were not afraid to enter an un-
tried field, and are not, therefore, likely

to abandon the contest in face of the

threatened economies. While this is so,

it is also true that as each system of

lighting pursues its way, they must in

the nature of things continue to advance
at very different rates of increase. It is

not on the score of cheapness only that

gas will advance in public favor, but be-

cause it can be made purer, be more eas-

ily distributed, and burnt in a manner to

yield steady and incandescent light.

The improvements in the manufacture
of coal gas have economy in their favor,

nearly all the impurities met with in com-

mercial gas being such as have a market
value. Seldom a month passes without
some record of advance being made in

the gas works of European countries. In
the United States, gas has always been
high in price, owing partly to the higher
cost of the raw materials used in the con-

struction of the works, the higher rates of

interest paid on capital, partly because
legislation is less stringent in the public

interest, and partly also to the fact that

there is so much to divert enterprise and
capital in the South and West. It is in

England that the greatest economies
have been wrought in the processes of

manufacture. The present condition of

the gas manufacture of Great Britain

represents a degree of completeness un-

attaiued in few industries and surpassed
by none. Whatever savings have been
reaized have always been the fruit of ap-

plied science and that in a prominent
degree. In the best managed works,
chemical analyses ai'e constantly made of

the raw materials, and the products of

distillation. The purifying mediums are

also subjected to close scrutiny, so that

nothing is lost sight of which may help

to improve the processes of manufacture.

In a very large number of cases works
have adopted the method of retort heat-

ing by gaseous fuel. Experience has

shown the great economy of a uniform
and controlled heat during the working
of a charge. When the best possible form
of retort is in use there is always a great

strain from unequal and insufficient or

excessive heating. The best remedy yet

found for this defect is the gas furnace,

which enables the engineer to work out

a charge in about one-half the time it

takes when raw coke is burnt. Under
this system of heating, not only can a

large charge be worked, but it can be
done in less than half the time, the re-

torts have a much greater durability, and
the yield of gas shows a larger percent-

age. Heating by gaseous fuel made
from the coke has another advantage,

which effects a saving of from 40 to 60
per cent, in the consumption of coke.
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Instead of beating but one bencb of re-

torts, as is done with the coke ovens,

two may be worked from the single gas
furnace. As an instance of what may be
done by economical methods the City of

Carlisle (Eng-) affords a first-rate illustra-

tion. The population is about 35,000 in-

habitants: At a recent meeting of tbe

gas committee of the Municipal Council,

the chairman stated that in 1868 they ob-

tained but 7,715 feet of gas from the ton

(2.240 lbs.) of coal, while now more than
10,000 feet is the quantity, or 34 per cent,

increase. In 1868, 2,251 tons of coke
were made, against 4,703 tons for the
year ending 1882, or double the quantity

of coke for an increase of only one-third

more coal. Formerly they had but ten
gallons of tai-, now they get thirteen, the
ammonia liquor was 12 or 13 gallons per
ton, now it is from 26 to 27. While these
improvements have been effected, coal

had advanced in value 20 per cent., and
wages have also increased. In 1868 the
price of gas in this place was 75 cents

per thousand feet, now it is 50 cents, with
a prospect of further reduction as soon
as the additional improvements have
been carried out for utilizing those by
products now allowed to run to waste.
Many such cases might be cited to show
what can be done by improved processes
of manufacture. Kecent examinations
of gas in large cities have revealed the
fact that some of the impurities and dilu-

ents have been removed. A great point
to be kept in view is the prevention as

far as possible of those deleterious com-
pounds, by guarding against leakages in

the retorts, improper heating, and in effi-

cient modes of purification. Much atten-

tion is being given to the separation of

the carbon anhydride, sulphuretted hy-
drogen, carbon disulphide and sulphuret-
ted hydrocarbons. The percentages of

these substances are to some extent con-
trolled by employing moderate tempera-
tures for heating the retorts, but this

does not get rid of the evil entirely, nor
does the various schemes of after treat-

ment which have latelj* been tried dis-

pose of the difficulty. Just now the dis-

tinguished gas examiners of the English
metropolis are establishing additional
test stations with a view of more effect-

ively checking the evil of impurities.

Never was applied science more earnest-

ly practised than now, and at no period

of our history has sanitary requirements

made stronger demands on the resources

of manufacturers to reduce to the lowest

minimum the impurities of their wares.

The .threatened competition of the elec-

tric light will be found to bear its quota

of fruit in obliging gas engineers to get

rid of the noxious matters associated

with gas. It may be confidently antici-

pated that ere long the only impurities

which the use of gas will be attended

with will be those of carbonic anhyride

and water—the products of combustion

substances which may be ejected from

our apartments by suitable appliances if

we choose to go to the necessary ex-

penses.

Another important consideration is the

distribution of the coal gas from the

works to the consumers. At present

nearly every city gas works suffers from

an excessive leakage, due mainly to imper-

fect joints in the mains. Wherever there

is waste there is a cause of increased cost

of the gas. In some places this is simply

enormous, the loss by leakage reaching

eight millions of feet in a single year, and

this in a city of less than 150,000 people.

At another place the reduction of the leak-

age was from 39 to 13 millions, a large

waste for a city of ninety thousand people

only. In Carlisle it was formerly 15 per

cent., now it is 5 only. In Bradford

(Eng.) it was high, now it is but 4 per

cent. When ail the items of waste in a

gas works are considered it is not diffi-

cult to understand how it is rates are so

high.

The combustion of gas for illuminating

effects is a matter which the consumer

must debate thoroughly for himself.

Whether the article be good or bad. high

or low in price, it will devolve on him to

see that he burns it properly and under

the best conditions for the emission of

light. The ordinary gas burner is a

poor tool at best, which neither governs

consumption nor effects steady combus-
tion. The result is very much what we
see in the ordinaryopen fire or a n

vice for burning crude coal with a supply

of cold air. When pressures are unequal

combustion varies, giving a great divers-

ity of illuminating effects. Governed at

the meter the waste under the most
favorable circumstances is seldom less

than 20 per cent., so that some form of

efficient governor at the tip is the most
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certain of complete working effect. A Lara tip, 3 feet burner, and decided
recent test was made with an ordinary ! some very interesting results :

Common Open Burner. G. Check Burner.

Pressure in Pressure Consumed Pressure Pressure Con- Illumi- Decrease of
Supply Under per in Service Under sumed nating Candle
Pipe. Tip. . Hour. Pipe. Tip. per hour Power. Power.

4-10 3-10 3 feet, 10-10 4-10 3 feet. 8 c. p. .016 p. ct-

7-10 5-10 4 "< 15-10 8-10 4.7 11.21 .18 %
9-10 7-10 5 " 20-10 12-10 6 13.06 .32

"

11-10 9-10 6 " 25-10 17-10 7 11.2 .50"
14-10 11-10 7 " 30-10 21-10 8 10.24 60 "

17-10 14-10 8 " 35-10 26-10 9 10.08 .65 "

20-10 16-10 9 " 40-10 32-10 10.5 10.05 .70 "

Efficient Governor Under Tip.

Pressure on Service Pipe. Pressure Under Tip. Consumed per Hour. Illuminating Power.

10-10 3-10 3 9.6 c.

15-10 3-10 3 9.6
20-10 3-10 3 9.6
25-10 3-10 3 9.6
30-10 3-10 3 9.6
35-10 3-10 3 9.6
40-10 3-10 3 9.6

From the above tests it appears that

ordinary burners are most wasteful con-

trivances for burning gas, and that in

proportion to the loss by excessive con-

sumption the illuminating power is de-

creased. Thus with a check burner, and
an average pressure on the service pipe
of 25-10, there was exerted under the tip

an average of 17.14-10, and which con-

sumed an average of 6.88 feet per hour,
giving a light equal to only 10.54 candle
power. The efficient governor under
the tip would give for the same consump-
tion a light of fully 25.5 candles. The
waste in this case is clearly 60 per cent.

It is easy to see that whatever improve-
ments which may come to us with reduc-
tions of prices, unless our present modes
of consuming gas be abandoned we shall

not only paj much more than we ought
but lose a tremendous amount of the il-

luminating power of the article. Again,
at $2.50 per thousand a consumption of

four feet per hour is exactly one cent,

and equal to 13.5 candle power, burned

under fair conditions. Ten such burners
in operation for five hours per day means
fifty cents per day or $45.50 cents per
quarter. For families of small means
this is a serious matter, and for the well-

to-do and wealthy it is no less so either.

For those who must spend $100 per
month on gas bills it is above all import-

ant that they should avoid waste and
get the greatest possible illuminating re-

sults from their consumption.

At a recent exhibition a well-known
system of regenerative burner was dis-

played for the purpose of illuminating

large spaces with steady and pure light.

It was the invention of the late Dr. Sie-

mens, the celebrated inventor of the re-

generative gas furnace for metallurgical

work. In this burner the gas is made to

pass downwards, and is heated before

combustion takes place. The air needed
for combustion is also heated to a very

high temperature before it comes into

contact with the gas, and when combus-
tion takes place an intensely white if not
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incandescent flame is the result. An in

candescent light is the great object to be
aimed at, and is the point at which all

gas engineers must aim if they hope to

perfect gas illumination. Hitherto this

burner has been suitable only for out-

door use, and has found no sphere in do-

mestic service. If the principle can
work so well for large open spaces there

is little reason to doubt that it may work
equally well for domestic requirements,

when a burner of smaller capacity Las
been made. It ought to be quite pos-

sible to obtain from a burner of twenty-
five feet per hour capacity an illuminating

power of at least 10.0 candles. Experi-

ment in better modes of combustion for

light with ordinary gas may give fifty

candle power from a burner consuming
only ten feet per hour. What has been
attained in heating results with the gas
furnace may doubtless be repeated in il-

lumination by the adoption of a well-de-

vised system of regeneration of the gas
and the air required for its combustion.

In the International Gas Exhibition,
shortly to be held in Holland, we rnay
look for some such results. The saving
on -consumption from the use of such a
burner would be enormous, and would
far outweigh any reduction in price if the
present modes of consumption were
maintained. Consider for a moment the
comparative value of probable reductions
of price and the saving from more econ-
omical consumptions. There is no reason
why gas should be more than 81.00 oer
thousand in cities where the coal is laid

down at $5.00 per ton and the consump-
tion is 2,000,000 feet daily. In the large
towns and cities of England the cost of
the raw materials are not nearly so much
less than they are here, as to justify the
high prices of American gas. The fol-

lowing table will show how they are
served as to quantities and prices :

City. Population.
Consumption

Daily.
Cost of Coal.

Price of Gas
1,000 feet.

Consumption
per Capita.

Leeds 350,000
200,000
42,000
180,000
35,000

14,000,000 ft.

6,750,000
215,786

3,158,000
406,300

$2.50
2.50
4.00
2.75
2.75

44 c.

60
78
60
50

40 feet

Carlisle

33.75
5.13
17.5
11.6

Four of these five cities own their own
works and run them to pay interest on
the capital at four per cent., and to make
a small profit which is used for improve-
ments besides free lighting of the public

streets. Reading works are owned by a
company which is paid to do the street

lighting, and makes profit enough to pay
a dividend of eight per cent. only. It

will be seen that coal costs $4.00 per ton,

the daily consumption is less than a

quarter million feet, and the average
quantity used five feet only, while the
price is seventy-eight cents the thousand
feet. Suppose this little city be taken to

represent the cost of coal to gas com
panies in American cities of more than
one hundred thousand, and we take the
per capita consumption at ten feet, then,

with one million feet daily consumption
any company might supply gas at $1.25,

and pay 10 per cent, dividend. Now, if

the reduction in the price is just fifty

per cent, all round, how much better off

will the average consumer be if we con-
tinue the present wasteful methods of
gas consumption 1

? Very little indeed.
By the adoption of some efficient gov-
ernor a saving of from 25 to 50 per cent,

may be realized, and if some inventors
will give us a regenerative burner for
domestic use we may have an incandes-
cent gas light of high power, which may
enable us to enjov an illuminating power
of fifty candles $ith a consumption of

ten feet per hour. The most efficient

burner we now have hardly exceeds 18
candle power for five foot capacity, or
barely 40 candle power for a ten' foot
burner. If we can regenerate the gas
and air required for its combustion, it is

a very moderate expectation to hope for

an increase of only twenty per cent, in
the lighting power of the iiluminant. A
chandelier fitted with three five foot
burners of eighteen candle power would
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consume 15 feet per hour and give the cost of gas for light must soon undergo
yellow light we now get of 54 candles. A reduction, but so must the quantity con-

ten foot regenerative burner of fifty i sumed be cut down. Reform must corn-

candle power would give us a light nearly
,
mence first at the burner's tip, combus-

incandescent. If such can be realized,
i
tion must be more complete, and given

and there is little doubt that it can, our
|

a gas of fair quantity, the nearer we
gas bills may be reduced to the extent of

j

come to it the better and cheaper will be
75 per cent, on what we now pay. The I our light.

WHAT IS FRICTION?
From "The Engineer."

It is now just a century since Coulomb
first investigated the laws of friction, and
half a century since Morin made at Paris

the series of experiments which Las ren-

dered his name immortal; and yet it

would hardly be too much to say that, it

is only at the present moment that we
are beginning to arrive at a clear concep-

tion of what we mean by so familiar a

term. In saying this we by no means
wish to insinuate the slightest disparage-

ment of the illustrious physicists we have
named. The fault lies not with theinbut

with us. They had no desire— in the

case of Gen. Morin, at least, we have his

own authority for saying so—to impose
their investigations on mankind as the

last word of science, as absolutely and
everywhere true, beyond as well within the

limits within which they were tried. They
claimed to have laid the foundations and
to have laid them aright, but they looked

for other workmen to come forward and
complete the edifice. Until very recently,

however, such workmen have been less

than few, their contributions more than

scanty. To the past generation of en-

gineers, immersed in the practical details

of construction, and in the thousand-and-
one cases of commercial manufacture it

was much easier to take Morin's results

as they stood, and work by them, than
to investigate the question any further

for themselves. The same spirit of in-

difference has crept into our text- books;
which quote Morin's results—with or

without the courtesy of mentioning his

name—as if they were no less rigidly true

and general than the theory of gravitation

itself. Yet it required the labors of a

whole generation of astronomers to place

Newton's theory beyond the reach of

cavil ; while the question of its possible

limitation remains in dispute to the pres-

ent da}T
. In the sharpest contrast to this

keen activity on the part of the votaries

of science, the question of friction, whose
practical importance it is scarcely possible

to overrate, has been allowed to sink

back, after the light flashed on it by the

experiments ~\re have referred to, into a
hazy twilight, from which it is only just

beginning to emerge.
To illustrate the present state of the

case, let us begin with the treatment of

friction, as it will be found in any stand-

ard book on "Applied Mechanics.''

First, we shall probably find a distinc-

tion drawn between statical friction,

where the two surfaces are initially at

rest, and dynamical friction, where they
are already in motion. There we shall

find a statement of what are called the
" Laws of Friction," in something like

the following terms

:

(1) Friction, whether statical or dyna-
mical, varies directly as the force which
presses the two surfaces together.

(2) This force remaining the same, it

is independent of the area in contact.

(3) Under the same conditions the
value of dynamical friction is much less

than that of statical friction, but it is

constant at all velocities. To the state-

ment of these laws may be added, in

more elaborate and theoretical treatises

—

such as Moseley's " Engineering and
Architecture "—a few words as to the
limiting cases in which the laws cease to

be exact, as, for instance, where the
pressure approaches that of abrasion

;

and also of the state of things which pre-

vails when the surfaces are fully lubri-

cated with oil or grease,, in which case
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Morin concludes that the friction, what-

ever the nature of the surfaces, ap-

proaches to a constant value at between

7 and 8 per cent, of the pressure. Then
will follow tables, taken almost exclusive-

ly from Morin's results

:

(a) For plane surfaces at rest, some-

times dry, sometimes wet, sometimes
lubricated.

(b) For plane surfaces in motion,

under similarly varied conditions.

(c) For gudgeons or axles revolving

upon their bearings, and more or less

lubricated with ingredients of various

descriptions.

In collections of formulae and rules,

such as those of Molesworth and Ran-
kin e, these tables in an abridged form
will be found to be the whole that is

offered upon the subject. So deeply

rooted is this '' orthodox " doctrine, that

we are acquainted with but one work on
mechanics in which it is even hinted that

the third law, as to dynamical friction, is

by no means universally true ; or that

the friction of dry and lubricated surfaces

are not phenomena of the same character

vehicles sliding on rails showed that the

co-efficient of friction diminished very
much as the velocity increased. Between
the limits of 900 ft. and 3600 ft. per min-
ute the coefficient of friction in the c«.se

of wheels sliding on rails diminished from
.2 to .13. It is obvious that this is alto-

gether contrary to the so-called law of

dynamical friction, but it does not seem
to have really awakened the sense of en-

gineers to the question. There is noth-

ing further chronicled until 1877, when
Professor Kimball presented to the Royal
Society a paper on the relations between
friction and velocity. At ordinary speeds
he found that the friction between pieces

of pine wood diminished rapidly as the

speed increased. Again, with a wrought
iron shaft 1 inch diameter, running in

a cast iron bearing and well oiled, an
increase of velocity from 6 ft. to 100 ft.

per minute caused the co-efficient of fric-

tion to fall as low as three-tenths of its

first value. The same result was found
with lower pressures, the pressure having
in the first case been 77 lb. per square

j

inch. About the same time Professor
Yet scepticism on these points has long i R. H. Thurston was carrying out in

existed, but it is only within the last few
j

America a number of experiments intend-

years that it has broken out into open
j

ed to test, under varying conditions of

rebellion. We are now able to assert

positively two facts of which the compil-

ers of our text-books have not had the

slightest glimmering. The first is that

what is called friction in the case of dry
surfaces, and what is called friction in

the case of fully lubricated surfaces, are

not analogous phenomena, but totally

different in every respect, observing dif

speed, temperature, pressure, &c, the
friction of well lubricated journals. These
were subsequently published in his well-

known book, "Friction and Lubrication/'

As to velocity, his conclusion was that

the co-efficient of friction at first de-

creased with increase of velocity, but
after a certain point increased, and that

the point of change is different at differ -

ferent and even contrary laws, and hav- 1 ent pressures and temperatures. On the

ing nothing whatever, but an unfortu-
1 whole he considers that, with well lubri-

nately chosen name, to bindthem together. I cated bearings, the friction increases

The second is that dynamical friction is with the velocity at all speeds exceeding
constant for similar surfaces only within ' 100 ft. per minute, and that the rate of

comparatively narrow limits of velocity ; I
increase is approximately as the fifth root

and that beyond those limits it either of the speed. Almost contemporaneous-
increases or diminishes, as the speed
varies, in a very unmistakeable manner.
It is evident that these two facts com-
pletely overthrow the sweet simplicity of

the laws and tables of friction as they
appear in our existing manuals.

It is worth while to dwell for a moment
on the steps by which this change in our
view of the question has been brought
about. As long ago as 1852 the experi-

ments made by Poiree and Bochet on
shoe brakes and on the wheels of railway

ly with these researches of Prof. Thurs-
ton, another American, Mr. George
Westinghouse, was carrying out, in con-

juctio > with Captain Douglas Gaiton, the
magnificent series of experiments on the
brake question which have since become
classical under the name of the " Galton-
Westinghouse Experiments/' These
threw much light upon the question of

friction as between metals—generally cast

iron and steel—which were rubbing over
each other without lubrication, and at
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very high speeds. In every case they !
rested. The results of these first experi-

showed a remarkable diminution of fric- 1
ments were very remarkable. In the first

tion as the speed increased. This result place, it was found that the absolute fric-

held throughout the whole range of the ex- 1
tion, that is the actual tangential force

periments, in which the speed varied from
j

per square inch of bearing required to

400ft. to 5300ft. per minute. It should ,
resist the tendency of the brass to go

be observed, however, that, owing to the round with the journal, was much smaller
nature of the instruments used, the ob- 1 than had ever > been suggested before,

servations only lasted half a minute, and
j

falling in many cases as low as foVo °^

it was found that during- that time the the pressure existing on the same area

;

coefficient of friction continued to dimin-
ish. The ultimate values assumed by it

secondly, it was found that this friction

was nearly constant under all loads within
under different circumstances cannot,

j

ordinary working limits, and certainly it

therefore, be exactly known ; but from did not increase in direct proportion to

the appearance of the curves, obtained the load, as writers on friction have al-

by plotting the results, it is clear that the i
ways assumed. It only began to vary

values for high speeds would still be considei'ably when the pressure became
much smaller than for low speeds. Pro- excessive, and then the friction rose very
fessor Kennedy has deduced from the

|

rapidly and the bearing heated and seized.

experiments the result that the coefficient

of friction was sensibly less at high than
at low pressures, and that between the
wheels and the rails—where the pressure
was, no doubt, far greater than that on
the brake blocks—the friction was not
more than one- third of the amount found
for the latter. This experiment is in ac-

cordance with Professor Thurston's re-

Frora this result it was naturally deduced
that the friction of bearings in such cir-

cumstances is rather liquid than solid fric-

tion. The theory of liquid friction is that
it is independent of the pressure per unit
of surface ; is directly a dependent upon
the extent of surface, and increases as the

square of the velocity. In the case of

these oil-bath experiments the friction, as

suits as to pressures, with ordinary veloc-
J

we have seen, is nearly independent of the

ities and loads ; but the latter found that
j

pressure, and it was also found to increase

after a certain point a change took place, I with the velocity, at least with speeds be-

and further increase of pressure occasioned
j

yond 150ft. per second. The question of

an increase in the friction. These results
j

its variation according to the surface . in

varied greatly under various circum
j

contact was not gone into. As regards
stances, and they applied to lubricated i other results, it appears that an increase

journals, which, as we have seen, are i
in temperature caused a very marked

really in altogether different circumstances ' diminution in the friction. For instance,

from those of dry friction, as illustrated
\

with lard oil, the coefficient with the tem-
by the behavior of brake blocks. perature at 120 deg. Fah. was only one-

Such was the state of the case when
j

third of what it was at 60 deg. Fah. This

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers !
is in accordance with previous results,

took up the question. Their progress in
[

but shows remarkably the advantage de-

determining it has certainly been of the rived from keeping bearings warm. Again,

slowest ; but they have lately issued a I
it was discovered, though by accident,

report which consolidates and advances
j

that the pressure existing in the film of

our knowledge of the question in a re- !
oil at the top of the beaiing, where the

niarkable degree. The experiments, which
j

external pressure^ was highest, was very
large ; indeed, so great as to force the oil

up through a small hole against a press-

ure of at least 200 lb. per square inch,

this pressure being more than double the

were conducted with great care by Mr.
Beauchamp Tower, were first directed to

ascertain the friction of journals under
the best possible circumstances of lubri-

cation; in other words, with a journal
j

mean load oh the horizontal sections of

running in what may be described as an
j

the journal.

oil bath. By this it is not meant that I Subsequent experiments with ordinary

the journal was absolutely buried in oil, I methods of lubrication were by no means
but simply that its lower surface was

j
so satisfactory. The methods for intro-

always in contact with fresh oil, the upper ducing the lubricant, which are found to

surface being that on which the pressure ,
answer in the case of railway vehicles,
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were found to fail altogether with this

experimental journal. The cause is at-

tributed, and no doubt rightly, to the
absence of any shock or vibration in this

case, such as goes on continually with a

railway vehicle in motion. Fair results

were, however, obtained by using an oily

pad, pressed lightly against the under-
surface of the journal. Although the
supply of oil was so small that the journal
scarcely felt greasy, yet the bearing car-

ried about 500 lb. per square inch ; but
in this case the results approximated
much more closely to the laws of solid

friction. The coefficient was approxi-
mately constant at about 1 per cent, of

the load, and no very definite variations

of friction with the speed could be ob-
served. The lubricating of the journal
by means of side grooves fed from a si-

phon lubricator was also successful, and
gave somewhat the same results, as far

as the constancy of the moment of fric-

tion is concerned, with those obtained by
the oil bath ; but the absolute amount of

the friction was about four times as great.

Now it will be observed that these results
are practically coincident with those of
Professor Thurston, and may be taken to
establish the first of the two facts with
which we started, viz., that the friction of
thoroughly lubricated journals is a totally

different phenomenon from what is com-
monly known as friction between dry
surfaces. A complete reformation in the
treatment of the subject by text-books,
and in the tables supplied therein, be-
comes an imperative necessity.

It will be observed that none of the
investigators we have mentioned commit
themselves to any theory as to the real
nature of friction, whether solid or liquid

;

they are content to record facts, and leave
others to frame hypotheses from them.
It is, however, a well-known rule in the
history of science, that the most fruitful

progress in any department is made un-
der the influence of some definite hypoth-
eses, which it is the object of experi-
menters to confirm or disprove. Any
physicists, therefore, who would put for-

ward a good working hypothesis on the
|

question of friction, or rather on the two
questions of solid and liquid friction, I

would probably deserve well of the en-
gineering profession and the world at I

large. There are plenty of problems, be-

1

sides those we have indicated, which such \

a theory should embrace. For instance,

Vol. XXX.—No. 4—20

we know of a case some years ago where
steel tubes were manufactured by pulling

an annular ingot of steel, in the cold state,

through an opening in a plate, much after

the fashion of wire-drawing on a large

scale. In this process the finished tubes
as they came out were generally perfectly

cool, a result which probably few would
have expected; on the other hand, one
would occasionally appear which was sen-

sibly warm, if not hot. But the cause of

this was well known by the workmen en-

gaged in the manufacture ; it could al-

ways be traced to the presence of a mi-

nute piece of grit or other substance which
had got into the hole, and had drawn a

fine scratch upon the surface of the steel

as it passed through. This is surely a
remarkable fact. We do not at all say
that it is impossible or even difficult of

explanation, but we may at least com-
mend it to the attention of our readers

;

and it would not be hard to mention
many others of the same kind. To at-

tempt an answer to these problems would
lead us far beyond our present limits, but
taken in conjunction with the experiments
here described, they may at least justify

us in putting forward the question placed
at the head of this article, viz., What is

friction %

Bouedalotj, having stated in 1864, in his
work, " Nivellement General de la

France," that the average level of the Mediter-
ranean is by. 0.72 metre lower than that of the
Atlantic, this result was received with some
distrust by geodesists. General Tillo points
out now, in the last issue of the Russian Izvestia,

that this conclusion is fully supported by the
results of the most accurate levelings made in
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Spain,
which have been published this year. It ap-
pears from a careful comparison of the rnareo-
graphs at Santander and Alicante by General
Ibanez, that the difference of levels at these
two places reaches 0.66 metre, and the differ-

ences of level at Marseilles and Amsterdam ap-
pear to be 0.80 metre when compared through
Alsace and Switzerland ; the Comptes Rendus
de la Commission Permanente de l'Association
Geodesique Internationale arrive at 0.757 metre
from the comparison with the Prussian level-

ings, whilst the fifth volume of the " Xivelle-
ments der Trigonometrischen Abtheilung der
Landesaufnahrae " gives 0.809 <oid Alsace, and
0.832 via Switzerland. The difference of levels
at Trieste and Amsterdam, measured rui Silesia

and Bavaria appears to be 0.59 metre. Each
of these four results—0.72, 0.66, 0.80, and 0.59
—having a probable error of 0.1 metre, their
accordance is quite satisfactory, and we may.
Mature saj's, admit thus that the average level

of the Mediterranean is in fact lower"by 0.7
metre than that of the Atlantic.
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In this Magazine for November, 1883,

Professor William H. Burr directed at-

tention to a column formula first pub-
lished in June 1882, and in terms not the

most complimentary. Pressure of du-
ties and engagements has prevented me
from earlier pointing out the existence of

overdrawn statements in the criticism,

statements, indeed, which can easily be
shown to be more applicable to the criti-

cism itself than to the criticised.

Relative to applying the theory of

flexure to columns, it will probably be
admitted by most thinkers, that when
the ultimate resistance of a column is

less than that of a short block of the

same section and material, it is because
the column gets out of line under load.

In support of this, it will be conceded
that if the column has side stays so nu-

merous as to entirely prevent the devia-

tion of the column from a straight line,

the supporting power of the piece will be
that of a "block." It is equally certain

that the stiffer the piece is, that is, the

higher the co-efficient of elasticity, the

more will it stand before the deviation

from line occurs. Again, when a column
fails, under load, it appears to be certain

that the greater the ultimate compressive

resistance of the material the greater will

be the load-sustaining power of the

column. These considerations warrant
the conclusion that a rational formula
for columns, applicable within certain

limits of length over some function of

diameter, should contain both the co-

efficient of elasticity, and the modulus of

crushing ; except for such material as

cast iron where, beyond a certain length,

the modulus of tenacity displaces the mo-
dulus of crushing with some modification

of form of expression. Again, beyond a

certain length for a given diameter and
section, deflection will become so great

before any crushing occurs, that the fail-

ure, by deflection alone, of the column is

wholly independent of the modulus of

crushing-, for which the formula will con-

tain only the coefficient of elasticity to

account for properties of the material,

as shown by Euler's "the oldest col-

umn formula." These notions are sanc-

tioned by eminent European authority,

as well as formulas in accordance there-

with containing the coefficient of elasti-

city and modulus of rupture, and re-

duced to practical form for cast-iron,

wrought-iron, and wood. (See Sankey's
Bitter, p 343). These formulas, as well

as my own, are assailed to equal extent

by the remark, "it is not possible to pro-

duce a formula," "based upon the com-
mon theory of flexure" that will give

"results agreeing closely with actual

tests " "unless the'columns are excessive-

ly long." (Euler's formula being in mind
in the last remark.) It is proposed to

show, further on, by computed results

compared with experimental ones, that it

is, instead of " is not " " possible to thus

produce a formula which shall repre-

sent with tolerably close approximation
the ultimate compressive resistance" of

bridge columns.
Professor Burr states that the com-

mon theory of flexure becomes only ap-

proximate for pieces under combined
compression and flexure, at a limit, which
according to experiment, is not below a

length of two hundred radii of gyration

of section. If he means by this that that

theory is only approximate for beams in

general, except within the elastic limit, he
may be indorsed. But if he means that

beyond this, the theory is not applicable

to columns as well as to beams, there

must be dissent, at least to such extent

as flexure precedes failure, because the

stresses are the same in kind in the col-

umn as in the beam, accompanied with a

neutral axis, and terminate in the same
way when carried to excess, viz.: by
crushing or tearing of some portion of

the cross-section of the piece. Hence
the Professor should revise his state-

ment, and make it read, " within 200 or

more radii of gyration of section, the
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common theory of flexure serves for

columns as for beams carried to rupture,

while beyond the 200 radii it applies as

to beams within the elastic limit."

That the limit is not less than 200
radii, is probably true, my criterion for-

mula (106) being that to fix its value.

This for ordinary channel columns with
flat ends, gives the length at about 250
radii of gyration. At this limit my for-

mula gives the same results as Euler's.

The latter formula, for failure of columns
by springing out of line, is therefore to

be used for computing columns of greater

length, and the former for failure by
combined springing and crushing for

shorter columns, down to a length in the

neighborhood of 20 to 30 radii of gyra-

tion of section. Thus, instead of "prov-
ing altogether too much," the new for-

mula proves about right; it being that

upon which the criterion formula de-
pends. Experimental tests will be cited

in support of the same point further on.

Another objection to the new formula
is in the form of a doubt of its agreement
with experiment through a wide range of

length over radius of gyration, the range
which I have previously cited being re-

garded as too limited. Though this range
cited reaches about to 150, and includes

nearly if not all bridge members, yet I

shall, further on, show that it will work
up to twice this value ; indeed up to

where the criterion calls for Euler's

formula, from which limit the latter

formula will be compared in continuation

of length over radius of gyration to

over 600.

One of the strongest points which
Professor Burr doubtless flatters himself
for having made, is to the effect that " as

a matter of fact he takes the compressive
resistance of a long column as given by
the oldest column formula'' (viz. Euler's),
" and introduces it into his own equa-
tions," and hence if the resistance of the
column is thus made to depend on
"Euler's formula, what is needed if his

eqs. (97), (98), (99), and (100)?" But,
unfortunately for this flattery, Euler's
formula need not be mentioned or
thought of in producing my formula.
Though it was used for convenience sake,

yet the object was not to inoculate my
formula with Euler's and thus impart
virtue to the former. The object was to
obtain an expression for the radius of

curvature of the axis of the column at

the point of greatest deflection.

To produce my formula without the
slightest reference to Euler's, take eq.

(93) as written by aid of Fig. 21, viz

:

ad=l= y±+A
€ P

(93)

to start with. Next, knowing that the

axis of the column, when deflected under
load, is a sinusoid, its equation may be
written in the general form

y= a sin v.

Now for Fig. 18, of the original article,

regarding I as the length AB of the col-

umn with rounded ends, and taking the

origin of co-ordinates at A, we have
y=o for v=o; also y=o for v=l. To
meet the last condition put

U= 7T-

giving

y=a sin 7T- (a)

In this, y= o, for x=o or for x=l, as

required for this particular curve. The
deflection at the middle of the column
being greatest call it y 1

and for this x
I

should =^. Introducing these for y and

x, and

y x

=a.

Putting this value of a, into equation

(a), we obtain for the equation of the

curve of the axis of the particular col-

umn of Fig. 18,

y=y, sinTT-,
<fi)

Now, to find the radius of curvature

for the middle point of the column to

introduce in (93), differentiate (b) twice,

and introduce the differential co-efficients

into the differential equation for the
radius of curvature, viz.

:

1 +
dx*)

dry_

dxz

(«)

Hence from (b) we obtain

d>/ 7t x
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and

whence

cPy it" . x

(
1+^? C0S7r

l)

for the radius at any point. At the mid-

dle of the column £=~, and p becomes

i°r

y,

2 2 ?n 7t
2

y^
(d)

If the curve of the axis of the column
be regarded as a circle instead of a sinu-
soid, with the origin of co-ordinates at

the middle of the column and on the
axis, we find the radius of this circle to
be the radius sought. The equation of

this circle is

or dropping y as small compared with

2p and, observing that y=y
x
for x=-^

we obtain

r
Pl=

8y
1 aPProx ' (e)

which is the same as eq. (d), except 8
takes the place of 7r

2

; a difference due to
the difference of the curves, and one
which would not very much affect the
results given by the final equation for
columns.

If the curve of the column's axis be
assumed to be a parabola with vertex at
Ttl, we obtain

r
P— K~ exact, (/)

Combining (d) with (93), we obtain an
expression for y1

which is free from p,
and the same as (96) of the original
article. That value of y x

combined with
(96a), viz

:

d. T
fe'v.y+g. (96 a)

results in an equation, which solved for
T, is found to be my column formula
(97) for round ends.

Had we combined (/*), instead of (d)

with (93), the resulting formula (97)

would have had 8 in place of 7r
a

, the

latter being preferable from the fact that

the elastic curve of the column is known
to be a sinusoid instead of a parabola

or circle. Euler's column formula is

not required for showing this fact.

By comparing Fig. 19 with Fig. 18r

the equation of the axis curve can be
stated for flat end columns. Working
out the radius of curvature similarly as

above, and applying it in (93), the col-

umn formula for flat ends results. Like-
wise for flat and round ends.

Hence, Professor Burr's own expres-

sion becomes applicable here to himself,

viz., "nothing could be more erroneous''

than to state that my formula depends
upon the ancient formula of Euler's, or

that I take the compressive resistance as

given by it and introduced it into my
own equation. Also, the argument drops
equally fiat as found in the flimsy state-

ment that " with a little consideration the

reason is obvious'' why my formula does
not varymore from actual test results, viz:

because it is " such a melange of Euler's

formula, and of that for blocks as not to

give results at random, but which are far

enough from expressions of a true law."

Professor Burr should try to avoid draw-
ing statements with such haste, as to

leave them with no foundations in fact,,

and take a second look before declaring

my column formula simply Euler's, doc-

tored with such a heavy dose of errors

as not to give results at random.
Another example of this sort of argu-

ment is found in the statement that " a

Phcenix column is equally liable to fail

in any direction," ends flat, "while d
x

has
different values in different directions."

Testimony opposed to this statement is

found in several good published author-
ities, among them the recent work by
Prof. W. H. Burr on The Elasticity and
Resistance of the Materials of Engineer-
ing, an authority which my opponent will

doubtless accept as sound. On page
448, the formulas of C. Shaler Smith,

C. E., are quoted, three of which are

for Phoenix columns. These formulas, in

conformity with the original Gordon's,con-
tain d, the least diameter as is supposed,
though no statement is found in the
book to indicate what diameter. But as
d is the only quantity in these formulas
referring to the cross section of the col-
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umn, it is certain that different result for

strength is obtained when d is taken the

least instead of another diameter. But
as the formulas are given without ad-

verse comment, the supposition is that

they are acceptable to the author of the

work, or that, so far, the column is most
likely to deflect in the direction of its

least diameter when failure occurs, this

being the supposition respecting d in

framing formulas containing the diam-

eter. Other authorities than Gordon,
Smith, and Burr indorse the same for-

mulas, and also formulas differing in form
of expression, as for instance Prof. Wm.
Cain, C. E., in an article in this Magazine,
Vol. XVII., p. 459.

But, without borrowing authority, if it

be granted that the incipient flexure is as

likely in one direction as another, as

seems conclusive as far as considerations

of the moment of inertia of the cross-

section of the Phoenix column go, this

one fact asserts positively the conclusion
that the column will, as a general rule at

least, commence fracturing on a remote
edge of a rib in Phoenix columns in-

stead of on the body of the tube between
ribs; that is, where the radius is greatest

instead of least or indifferent ; because,

with equal flexural tendencies, as for

fixed or pointed ends, the column it-

self remaining fixed with respect to

rotation, the slightly curved axis of the
loaded column will admit of free rotation

about the primitive unflexed axis, the
latter line becoming an axis of a conoid
of revolution described by the bent axis.

Such rotary movement would find no
resistance as far as the moment of inertia

of the Phoenix section can affect it. But in

this rotary movement of the flexed axis,

those elements of the column which are

most distant from the axis suffer the
greatest strain due to the flexure, and
hence as the strain is increased under
the above action we must look for initial

rupture on the edge of a rib, viz., at the
distance d

x
.

This is true for all column sections for

which the moment of inertia is constant
for all axes, such as the square section,

even hollow, if the section of the cavity

is similar and symmetrical with respect
to a pair of axes at right angles to each
other (Burr, p. 412). Hence, for a square
column, the failure will, as a rule, be in

the direction of the diagonal of the

section, and in Phoenix columns it will

be in the direction of the flanges, &c.

These conclusions are supported by ex-

perimental test—the largest proportion

of the Phoenix column tests cited by my
critic, deflected in the direction of the

flanges as the columns failed under load.

See Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. XL, June
1882.

A Phoenix column laid across supports

and loaded for transverse strain as a

beam will, according to classic engineer-

ing literature, offer a resistance

RI RA&2

<(, d.

where R— modulus of rupture, I=princi-

pal moment if inertia of the cross section

&=its radius of gyration, <r^= the distance

to the most remote fiber on the side of

initial rupture, and A=the section.

According to this the Phoenix column
(beam) will be weakest when the flanges

are in the plane of flexure, because I or k
is constant for all positions of the cross

sections, while c/
x
varies with position of

flanges, and is greatest when the flanges

are in the plane of flexure as stated.

"When I or k is constant, and d
x
variable,

the numerator of the above expression is

constant, while the denominator is vari-

able, making the expression least when d
1

is greatest. From this it is certain that

if a Phoenix column (as such) is admitted
to be in any measure subject to flexiu'e

under load, it must be more liable to fail

by deflection in the direction of a flange

than otherwise. It may be observed, fur-

ther, that as a result of flexure, columns
having the same constant I and variable

d^s, the weakest will be those having the

greatest value of d
x
. For a single col-

umn the same may be stated with refer-

ence to k and dv as indeed is stated above
for Phoenix columns ; and, in general, the

strongest column with given weight and
length is nearly that which has the greatest

value of Jc over d
x
. These truths are not

recognized in any of the 38 formulas
found in a recently published work, or

any other formulas which have come to

my notice except the one called in ques-

tion by my critic; truths which are as

essential to correct column formulas, as

are the fundamental truths to any correct

formulas. These statements relative to d
1

apply only to columns varying in length
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from 20 to 30 radii of

about 200 or 300.

gyration up to

I might indeed add that there are

cases where the column will even be
theoretically strengthened by cutting off

portions of these outstanding flanges.

This is the case with Phoenix columns
when computed by my formula, the

entire removal of the flanges affecting

the strength but slightly. This is analo-

gous to the strengthening of triangular

beams by removal of a large percentage
of the sharp edge. (See Trapezoidal
Beam in Professor Woods' " Resistance

of Material," about p. 170). Columns
with triangular sections are also likewise

strengthened, for deflection in a particu-

lar direction.

The remark that I " hold that Euler's

formula contemplates only pure bending,
and not combined bending and compres-
sion," is an error, and due to a most
palpable oversight ; that is, if the term
bending is intended to signify deflection

within the elastic limit, or an elastic

spring of the column under load from its

original line. This is plain from the fact

that Euler's formula, (85) &c, in the

original article, are deduced from equa-

tions worked out for simultaneous action

of both compressive and transverse forces,

from which the latter are finally dropped,
and with the supposition that the former
may deflect the column, causing flexure.

That the column is supposed to fail by
" springing out without breaking," does
not debar the idea of compression. It is

supposed that the column has failed when
it has sprung badly out of fine, even
though no crushing has commenced and
yet compression is experienced.

In comparing the formula with experi-

ment, we are at liberty to use our judg-

ment as to the proper value of the crush-

ing resistance and coefficient of elasticity

proper to the material in hand. The
short blocks of Phoenix column section

tested with the columns, indicate that

a higher value of the resistance to crush-

ing than 40,000 should be taken in com-
puting for the 10 Phoenix columns cited.

Using 42,000 for. t, 31 million for E, and
the distance to the edge of the flange

for d
lt

then by substitution into my for-

mula, viz. (See Science Series, No. 60)

:

T

we obtain

1 +
2/,-= (• 1 +

at I'

(1)

K :

7t~ed*

42000

L.82|/;1 +
P

(2)

27000 ft
5
-.82

For both flanges cut off as suggested
above, we obtain

T
K :

42000

V1+
r

(3)

15000 tf

both of which give practically the same
values for the Phoenix columns cited,

viz.

:

l+k. Experiment. Above Formula.

112 34,650 30,900
100 35,150 32,510
88 35,000 34,140
76 36,130 35,730
64 36,580 37,280
52 37,000 38,710
40 36,440 39,940
28 40,700 40,970
16 50,400 41,650
27 57,200 42,000

Mean discrepancy, 3778.

These results compare better than
those presented by Prof. Burr in the No-
vember Magazine, due mainly to the fact

that the constant t was taken too small

for material found in Phoenix columns, and
to an unsuitable value of d

x
.

To indicate how the above results com-
pare with such as obtained from other

formulas for the same Phoenix columns,
apply the Eankine formula,

T 36000

1 +
i r

(4) or (114)

36000 k2

a general formula for wrought-iron col-

umns. For this we obtain the

mean discrepancy=7645.

From a general formula much used by
leading bridge companies, where the nu-

merator of (4) is taken at 40,000.

mean discrepancy=4452.

And from a formula found in the Elas-
ticity and Resistance of the Materials of
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Engineering, page 442, especially for

Phoenix columns, the

mean discrepancy=3685.

Of these, only the latter result is found
superior to that of the new formula, and
in this case less than three per cent. It

may be remembered that this superior

formula is empirical, deduced from
Phoenix column experiments, and not fit

for other columns, nor claimed to be.

This point is mentioned because a gen-

eral formula is desirable for use in gen-

eral specifications, into which it is not

convenient to introduce several dozen
formulas for as many cross sections which
might be proposed by bidders.

In applying the new formula above, the

ends have been treated as though fixed,

for two reasons : first, because the col-

umns were especially prepared by double
riveting of segment joints at ends ; and,

second, because of tbe indifference of the

flanges upon the results as pointed out
above.

Doubts for the new formula were ex-

pressed by my critic for its having com-
pared with experiment only through a

Cylindrio Tubes with Flat Ends, Ranging
from 20 to 120 Inches in Length, and 1^

to 4 Inches in Diameter.

Ultimate By New
Formula.

Rankine's, or
l+k. Resistance. Gordon's

Experiment. Formula.

240 14670 15430 13850
179 23206 19650 19000
160 21900 21370 21040
141 29800 23350 23190
120 27670 26490 26310
120 31180 25840 25710
90 29790 30000 29390
89 33300 30170 29510
87 26960 30440 29740
80 29330 31500 30570
80 30000 31500 30570
71 35100 32870 31580
67 26800 33470 32010
65 33330 33770 32220
60 34220 34510 32730
45 32200 36620 34080
45 36980 36620 34080
40 35660 37300 34470
40 36000 . 37300 34470
39 36910 37380 34500
39 39570 37380 34500
35 36490 37820 34800
28 37390 38610 35210
21 48200 39030 35570

limited range. To compare through a

wider range, experiments of Hodgkinson
and others are cited. First, from Elas-
ticity and Resistance of the Materials of
Engineering, p. 473.

In adapting the new formula to these

tubes, we find for all very nearly

2Z?
n

a in eq. (1) =

H)
= 1.44, (117)

see original article, or Science Series, No.
60, p. 130, and taking £=40,000, E= 30
millions, we obtain from. (1) for the re-

sistance per square inch,

T 40000

K
v.Hy i + .000084'

(4)

1

¥

from which the quantities in the third

column of the above table were com-
puted.

From the table we find the

Mean discrepancy re-

gardless of sign
Dropping last result in

the table do

New
Formula.

2501.

2211.

Rankine's
Formula.

2967.

2541.

By noticing the value of I over k in the

above table, it is seen to cover the entire

range, and even more called for by Prof.

Burr at the outset of bis criticism, within

which the stress is one of combined bend-
ing and compression.
But in the following table we find a still

greater range of I over k, one indeed
which goes beyond the limit set by the

criterion formula, viz

:

r

k'
2

a\ k
*'+l)

E

T (106) or (116)

(a being the same as in eq. (117)), below
which value of I over k the new formula

is to be employed, and beyond which Eu-
ler's. See Science Series No. 60. p. 109.
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Solid Rectangular Bars with Flat Ends,
Ranging from 4 to 120 Inches in Length,
and from 1" Square to about 6x1 Inches
in Section, Including 3x1,3x3^ Inches,

&c.

l~k.

643
540
414
400
311
300
272
270
207
207
206
204
200
135
104
100
50
25
13

New
Formula.

2410 2550
3380 3660
4280 6220
5630 6662
9600 10680
9750 11180
10170 12400
12970 12410
18070 16040
17700 16040
16850 16110
19990 16260
17270 16560
27770 23220
29660 28000
25330 28720
34550 38790
48680 43610
50400 44500

RanMne's, or
Gordon's
Formula.

2885
3956
6250
6604
9921

10290
11790
11900
16440
16440
16500
16620
17050
23900
27690
28180
33600
35390
35830

^ The experimental results in this table

are found in the Elasticity and Resist-

ance of the Materials of Engineering
•,

p. 474.

The new formula takes the form

T_ 45000

2<Kl + .00009p -i
(5)

and the criterion fixes the limit at about
Z=300&, beyond which Euler's formula
was^applied, viz

:

5= 1066000000^, (6)

In (5), a has the value 1.6.

In (6) this is omitted for the reason
that no crushing or cocking is supposed
to take place at the end bearing until

after the column has sprung out in fail-

ure.

From this table we find the

Mean discrepancy re-

gardless of sign
Dropping last result in

table, do

New
Formula.

2230.

2026.

Rankine's
Formula.

The last result in this, and in the pre-

vious table, is proposed to be dropped,
for the reason that Rankine's formula is

considered by some as inapplicable below
where £n-/v= about 25 to 30.

The experimental results of the last

table are those from which the constants
in Rankine's (sometimes called Gordon's)
formula, were in the main determined,
giving the formula the specific form
stated in (4).

It is therefore fair to this formula to

compare its results with those by the new
formula, as done in the 3d and 4th col-

umns of the table.

We therefore find that the new formula,

which was not made with a view to rep-

resenting the experimental results of this

table any more than all others, when
placed in comparison with a formula
which is made to do its very best by
special calculation of its constants from
these very results of test, does not ap-

pear at a very great disadvantage.

The high value of £=45,000 was taken,

for the reason that the solid, flat, English
bar iron experimented upon may be sup-

posed to have a high crushing resistance.

Only one more comparison will now be
made with experiment, and with other

formulas. The results of experiment are

quoted from the same work as previously,

p. 476.

Angle Bar 3 x 3 xX Inches with Flat Ends.

l~k. Experiment.

100 23600
80 29480
60 35380
30 39400

Mean of discrepan
cies regardless of

siscn

New Ran-
kine's

Formula Formula

25400 28180
29190 30850
33480 32730
37270 35120

1530 3220

Special

Formula

23740
26760
30860
43600

2895

2736.

2073.

The radii of gyration are taken for a

diagonal axis, for the reason that it is

less than that for an axis parallel to a leg of

the angle which seems to be that given

in the table quoted from. The last col-

umn is quoted from the same work, p.

477, computed by a special empirical for-

mula probably by aid of radu given in

the table.
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In the new formula the compressive re-

sistance is taken at £=42000. The angles

being of English iron. Also e=25000-
000, a=1.8, k=M, ^=1.22, and

T
K :

42000

2.1v 1 +
14000 F

(8)

These various comparisons will per-

haps serve more satisfactorily than a

theoretical discussion to show the capac-
ity of the new formula, both as regards
the range of I oy&c 7c, and the form of

cross section of column. In both respects

they considerably extend the previous
comparisons with over 30 full-sized col-

umns given in Science Series, No. 60, and
a good idea of how the formula meets
this enlarged demand is at once obtained
by reference to the magnitudes of the
mean discrepancies.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS—ADDKESS OF THE
PRESIDENT, SIR J. W. BAZALGETTE, C.B.

In addressing you as President of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, I desire

first to thank you for the honor you have
conferred upon me by electing me to that

position. For, although our Institution

cannot boast of an ancient origin, its ex-

istence dating only from the year prior to

the birth of our Most Gracious Majesty
Queen Victoria, the presidential chair has
nevertheless been filled by men whose
names are engraven, not only in golden
letters upon these walls, but will also be
impressed upon the memory of future
generations, as the pioneers of some of

the greatest achievements which have
been attained in practical science.

Forty-six years have elapsed since I
was first elected a graduate of this Insti-

tution, and it has been my privilege,

therefore, to have known it in its early

days, and to have become personally ac-

quainted with many of those honored
men who have passed away, as well as
with those who still remain as shining
lights in our profession. But these rec-

ollections impress upon me the more
deeply a sense of the responsibilities

which attach to the position it has now
become my duty to endeavor to uphold,
and induce me to ask at your hands the
same kind consideration and support
throughout the coming session which you
have always shown to my predecessors,
and by which I have been placed in this

chair.

Each annual report of the council
forms a fit comment upon the rapid
strides with which our institution has
progressed. When I joined it in 1838 it

was only twenty years old, and its mem-
bers and associates did not include 351,

including 33 graduates ; whereas there

are now 3,665 members and associates,

and 778 students, making a total of 4,443,

or between twelve and thirteen times the

number registered forty-six years ago.

Whilst the profession of the engineer

has been described by Tredgold in terse

and emphatic prose, as " the art of direct-

ing the great sources of power in nature

for the use and convenience of man,"'

which has changed the aspect and state

of affairs in the whole world, Pope has
described its achievements in poetic lan-

guage of great beauty in the well-known
lines

:

" Bid harbors open, public ways extend
;

Bid temples, worthier the God, ascend

;

Bid the broad arch the dangerous flood con-
tain,

The mole projected break the roaring main
;

Back to his bounds their subject sea command.
And roll obedient rivers through the land.

These honors peace to happy Britain brings
;

These are imperial works, and worthy
'kings.'"

Had the poet lived until these days he
would probably have added some lines on
the influence of engineering on the health,

comfort, and longevity of mankind. The
rapid development of engineering science

has, in fact, created the profession of the

civil engineer.

In 1856 Eobert Stephenson showed
that in the United Kingdom alone there

then existed 8,000 miles of railway, or a

length equal to about the diameter of the

globe, and the actual length of rail laid

was sufficient to orirdle the earth. 2S6
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millions of pounds sterling, or one-third

of the national debt, had then been ex-

pended upon these railways. But there are

now over 18,000 miles of railway, nearly

10,000 miles of which are double, or more
than double lines, having an authorized

capital of over 800 millions, and upon
which the gross annual receipts are 67
millions, and the annual working expend-
iture 35 millions. These railways carry

623 millions of passengers annually, be-

sides half a million of season-ticket hold-

ers, and 246 millions of tons of minerals
and general merchandise. Nor is this

surprising seeing that railways and com-
merce stimulate and react upon each
other. Thus, for instance, the output of

coal alone in this country, the bulk of

which is carried by rail, now exceeds 156
millions of tons per annum, whereas in

1855 it was only 64 millions.

Europe and America are the only con-

tinents which can be said at present to

be moderately well furnished with rail-

ways, harbors, and other works which
have now become necessaries of a civil-

ized community. Yet out of the 1,334
millions of inhabitants of the globe, Eu-
rope contains but 328 millions, and
America only 100 millions, making to-

gether barely one-third of the world's

population ; whilst Asia contains 700
millions, or more than double the popu-
lation of Europe. Africa contains 200
millions, and China alone contains 280
millions, or neai'ly as much as all Europe,
and nearly three times the population of

America. What a vast field, then, still

lies dormant to engineering enterprise,

and who in the present day would ven-
ture to fix a limit within which the ener-

gies of the rising engineer shall be fet-

tered ?

Every passing year widens the pathway
by opening up new discoveries and new
subjects for employment. Those, how-
ever, who seek to follow the profession in

these days without careful preparation,

combining with sound practical experi-

ence, the mathematical and scientific

principles which lie at the root of all en-

gineering, and without a study of what
has already been achieved by others, and
of new discoveries as they are developed,
would soon be left behind in the race in

which they had embarked.
Although not specially designed for

the better education of the younger mem-

bers of the profession, the delivery of a

series of lectures on the varied applica-

tions of electricity, at extra meetings
held specially for the purpose during the

past year, cannot have failed very materi-

ally to promote that object. It has also

introduced into the history of the insti-

tution a new and marked feature. The
announcement of the names of the emi-

nent men, who had kindly consented to

deliver those lectures, was a sufficient

guarantee of their intrinsic value and in-

terest. They were enthusiastically wel-

comed, and attended by overflowing num-
bers. The advantages to be derived

from them, like their subject, are unlim-
ited by time or space, and this institution

is deeply indebted to their authors.

The success which has attended them
has induced the council to inaugurate a

second series of six lectures, during the

present session, on the subject of " Heat
in its Mechanical Appliances."

At the commencement of 1882 Sir

William Armstrong drew attention to the

manner in which the science of the en-

gineer is now invoked for the purposes
of war, the issue of which, he considered,

would in future be chiefly dependent upon
the superiority of the mechanical re-
sources displayed.

The vast engineering and commercial
enterprises referred to by Mr. Brunlees

result from the more happy condition of

peace, and it is proposed this evening to

dwell more especially on those engineer-

ing works which promote the health and
comfort of the inhabitants of large cities,

and by which human life may be pre-

served and prolonged, and to furnish

data from which some estimate may be
formed of the sanitary condition and
municipal management of some of the

largest cities.

Civilization induces people to congre-

gate in the neighborhood of cities and
towns, for by daily intercourse, com-
merce, wealth, and intellectual develop-

ment are encouraged. The geographical

limits within which they can be brought
into daily communication with each other

have been enlarged by the introduction

of railways, tramways, and other means
of cheap and quick transit. But the

rapid growth of cities constitutes the

great difficulty of adequately providing

for the requirements of the inhabitants.

Few, if any, cities, nor even docks
s
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railways, or other engineering works
have originally been laid out with suffi-

cient regard to the probable demands of

the future. It is difficult to induce the
present generation to expend its capital in

providing for the requirements of after

generations. The thoroughfares, sewers,
and water supply, constructed for a city

containing a few thousands of inhabit-

ants, become totally inadequate to the
wants of a population which has grown
into millions; and the difficulties and
costs of providing open spaces or widen-
ing thoroughfares in after years are very
seriously increased. Thus, for instance,
the first cost of forming a road which has
subsequently become one of the main
streets of a city was probably covered by
the purchase of some vacant land and the
structural works. But when in after

years the road has become a crowded
street, and costly buildings have been
erected, and leases and trade interests of

great value have grown up, the cost of

their purchase becomes so great that not
unfrequently the improvement is delayed,
or its dimensions are cranrped for want
of funds.

London affords such an instance of rapid
growth. It is now without a rival as re-

gards its size and population, not only in
the present, but as far as we know in the
past history of the world. Our data as
regards the past are very imperfect ; but
the population of Carthage, during the
height of its prosperity, and shortly be-
fore its destruction, and the population
of Rome about 300 years b.c, have each
been estimated at about three quarters
of a million, whilst that of Babylon was
probably even less.

In defining its limits, London has been
divided into what has been termed Outer
London and London; Outer London, in-

cluding several populous suburbs and
the area over which the jurisdiction of
the metropolitan police and some other
metropolitan enactments extend, and
London proper, which forms the subject
of our more immediate consideration this

evening, being limited by the municipal
boundaries and under municipal govern-
ment.
London, or the metropolis, as defined

by the Metropolis Management Act of

1855, contains at present nearly 4,000,-
000 of people, covering an area of 117
square miles, upon which are built 500,-

000 houses, giving an average of eight

persons to each house, and nearly seven
houses and 53 persons to each acre. Its-

population 'is equal to that of the whole
State of Holland, is greater than that of

Scotland, and double that of Denmark,
and if it continues to increase at the same
rate until the end of the century, it will

then equal that of Ireland, as indeed
Outer London now does.

Its population has quadrupled since

1801, when it numbered only 959,000.

From that date the increase has been at

the rate of from 16 to 20 per cent, every
ten years, estimated upon the population

at the end of the previous decade.

It now increases at the rate of about
70,000 per annum, and when it is remem-
bered that this is equivalent to the ad-

dition to London every year of the whole
of the population of another city as large

as Geneva or of Plymouth, one is in-

clined to ask in astonishment, Where will

it end?
The value of property in London has

increased even more rapidly than its pop-
ulation. In 1841 its rateable value was
6 millions sterling, in 1855 it was ] 0£
millions, and now it is 28 millions, hav-

ing increased nearly five-fold in the last

43 years.

But the traffic through London has in-

creased even more rapidly than either its

population or rateable value. The arte-

rial lines of thoroughfare, which were
wide enough half a century ago, are now
altogether insufficient. Thus, for in-

stance, although the Strand and Cheap-
side have been relieved by the formation

of a new route between Charing Cross
and the Bank, along the Victoria Em-
bankment and Queen Victoria Street, and
Holborn has been relieved by a new route

from Oxford Street to Shoreditch, andnew
and widened streets continued to be made
throughout the city and other crowded
localities, the old lines of thoroughfare

still remain congested by the traffic.

384,000 pedestrians and 75,000 vehicles

now pass over the metropolitan bridges

daily ; and the number of pedestrians in-

creases at the rate of 4^- per cent, per
annum, whilst the vehicles have increased

at the rate of 13 per cent. The traffic

on three metropolitan railways, viz., the

Metropolitan, the Metropolitan District,

and the North London, together in-

creased between 1871 and 1881 from 79
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millions to 136 millions per annum, or to

373,000 passengers per diem.

The government of the ancient City of

London, by its Lord Mayor and Corpo-
ration, has up to the present time re-

mained intact, with all its privileges and
wealth ; excepting that as part of the

general municipality it sends three mem-
bers to the Metropolitan Board of

Works.
But the metropolis has from time to

time been placed under the management
of various local authorities. Prior to

1848 there were seven independent com-
missions of sewers. These were then
consolidated into one commission. In
1S55 the principle of local self-government

was adopted, and 38 vestries, or district

boards, subject to some general control

of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
were substituted, being representative

bodies. The Metropolitan Board was
also clothed with additional powers and
duties, and these have in almost every

subsequent year been enlarged, until it

has now become the administrative

authority for over one hundred Acts of

Parliament affecting the metropolis. The
present Government, however, have con-

templated the creation of a new munici-

pality, which shall include the city, and
govern all the interests of the metropolis

as a whole.

The demands for improvements of the

metropolis, involving large expenditure,

are still very pressing, for although the
population in 1855 was more than two and
a-half times greater than at the beginning
of the century, little had been done up to

that period in forming new, or widening
existing thoroughfares, in sewerage, or
other metropolitan improvements ; and
the onus has therefore been cast upon
the present generation, not only of pro-
viding for the demands of their own
rapid growth, but also for the growth of

the previous half century ; and, although
33 millions have been expended by the
metropolitan authorities on such im-
provements since 1855, the arrears of the
years of previous inaction are still far

from having been wiped out, whilst the
growth of each year brings with it fresh

and irresistible demands for further ex-

penditure. Hitherto the coal dues,

which touch but slightly the pockets of

the poor, and lighten the burden of mu-
nicipal taxation to the extent of 2^d. in the

pound, have stimulated the introduction
of many of those improvements upon
which we now look with satisfaction ; and
should those dues be allowed to expire,

it will doubtless act as a damper upon
the execution of works of urgent and
growing necessity.

In 1878 there were 1,710 miles of

streets, roads and courts, 1,338 miles of

which were macadamized, or flint roads
of an average width of 30 feet between
the channeling, and upon which was laid

in the course of the year 307,700 tons of

macadam, flint or hoggin ; 274 miles

were granite-paved roads, and 61 miles

were paved courts, 15 miles wood paving,

and 22 miles asphalte ; but sir ce that

period wood paving has been extensively

substituted for some of the other kinds.

From the surface of those roads were
removed in 1878, by scavenging, 616,500
cubic yards of scrapings, about 40 per
cent, of which consisted of road detritus,

40 per cent, of water, and 20 per cent, of

garbage from markets and refuse from
the houses and streets. Upon the sides

of the roads are fixed 67,500 catch-pits,

from which also were removed 133,000
cubic yards, and about 25,600 cubic yards
from the sewers.

Subways have been constructed under
the Victoria Embankment, Queen Vic-

toria Street, Garrick Street, Southwark
Street, Commercial Street, and Northum-
berland Avenue, in which are laid gas

and water mains and telegraph wires, in

order to prevent the breaking up of the

pavements of the streets.

There are now about 2,300 miles of un-

derground covered sewers, more than

half of which have been constructed dur-

ing the last twenty-seven years. They
vary in size from 9 inches to 12 feet 6

inches in diameter. All the houses are

connected with them, and the house re-

fuse and the most offensive decomposing
matter is removed through them by the

water supplied to the houses flowing

through the sewers after use, in an unob-
trusive, inoffensive, and economical man-
ner, and without manipulation of any
kind. The waste water thus becomes
the motive power or carrier for convey-

ing the refuse to covered reservoirs on
the banks of the Thames 12 miles below
London Bridge. These reservoirs are 16

acres in extent, and capable of contain-

ing 60 millions of gallons ; and an aver-
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age of about 150 millions of gallons of

sewage and rainfall are discharged at the

outfalls into the river daily on the ebb
tides.

There are also forty-eight outlets at va-

rious points for the overflow of storm
water into the river during heavy rains.

Engines of 3,520 nominal HP. are em-
ployed at the pumping stations, which
lift the sewage of the lower districts to

heights varying from 18 to 36 feet.

The main intercepting scheme was
practically completed and came into op-

eration in 1870-71 ; and, considering

that the mean annual death rate in Lon-
don was, in the decade ending 1850, 24.8

per 1,000 ; in that ending 18(50, 23.7 ; in

that ending 1870, 24.4, and in that end-

ing 1880 it had been reduced to 22.5,

and for the year ending 1882 was only

21.4, it may not be unfair to claim for

those works a considerable share in this

decrease of the deaths. But a decrease

from 24.4 to 21.4, or three persons per
thousand, represents about twelve thous-

and lives saved every year in London,
and a proportionate increased length of

life to the living. The death rate for

the past year has not yet been published,

but it will probably be found to be about
1 per 1,000 lower than in 1882, so that

the improvement since 1870 has been
continuous, and the annual saving of life

now, as compared with 1870, is about
16,000.

London is at present supplied with
water by eight independent water com-
panies, under the authorities and re-

straints of certain Acts of Parliament.
They supply in the aggregate 140
millions of gallons daily, of which from
15 to 18 millions are consumed outside
the metropolitan boundaries. The con-

sumption within the metropolis is at the
rate of about 31 gallons per head per
diem. Of the total quantity 69 millions

of gallons are obtained from the Thames,
and 71 millions from the River Lee, the
New River, and other sources. One hun-
dred and forty-three pumping engines,

of 16,490 nominal H.P., are employed,
the head of pressure on the district sup-
plied varying from 20 to 380 feet. They
have ninety-three filter-beds, covering 95
acres ; 54 subsiding reservoirs, covering
465 acres, and capable of containing 1,290
millions of gallons ; also forty-nine ser-

vice reservoirs, the capacity of which is

154^ millions of gallons, and 4,000 miles

of mains laid, of which 3,000 are within
the metropolis.

The charges of the water companies
for the water are, with minor exceptions,

based upon the rateable value of the

houses supplied, and not according to

the quantity of water consumed ; that is

to say, by their Acts of 1852, the Chel-

sea, the Grand Junction, the New River,

and the West Middlesex Water Com-
panies are authorized to charge 4 per
cent, on houses rated under £200 ; and
three per cent, on houses rated over £200;
and the East London, and the Southwark

'

andVauxhall to charge 5 per cent. ' on the
rateable value of all houses ; whilst the
Lambeth, by their Act of 1848, may
charge water rates varying from 1\ per
cent in small houses to 5£ per cent, on
houses rated over £100 ; and the Kent
Company, by their Act of 1864, may
charge from 6 per cent, on small houses
to 4 per cent, on houses rated at £90 and
upwards ; and all the companies are au-

thorized to make additional charges, fixed

according to rateable value, for baths and
water-closets, and in some cases for high
service. But inasmuch as the rateable

value of the houses in London has risen

since 1855 from £4 per head to £7 per
head of the population, and the consump-
tion of water per head has remained the

same, the price of water, as based upon
the rateable value, is now 75 per cent,

dearer than it was in 1855 ; and there is

no reason to doubt that so long as the
price remains a fixed charge upon the
rateable value of the houses, the cost of

each gallon of water consumed, and the

value of the property of the water com-
panies, will continue to increase in every
future year in the like ratio.

The total capital employed by the

water companies is about £13,200.000, or

at the rate of 61.7d. per 1,000 gallons of

water supplied, and the net income for

water amounts to 7.3d. per 1,000 gallons;

whilst the annual cost of pumping and
maintenance of works is Lid., which,

added to the cost of engineering and
management, makes the outlay 2.7d. per

1,000 gallons, showing a net profit of

4.6d. per 1,000 gallons.

In 1880 it was proposed to purchase
the interest and property of the water
companies, and place the water supply
under the municipal authority, as it is at
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Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, and in

most foreign cities ; and an arbitrator

between the Government and the water

companies valued their interests at that

time at £33,000,000.

The mode of charging upon the rate-

able value of the houses, instead of by
meter, moreover, makes the payment for

the quantity consumed fall very unequal-

ly upon the consumers. If charged by
meter a very effective check would be put

upon the serious waste which now takes

place.

Five per cent, upon the present rate-

able value of £28,000,000 would produce

£1,400,000 a year, which is about the in-

come of the water companies for water

supplied within the metropolis, and
which is equivalent to 7.37d. per 1,000

gallons of water supplied, or at the rate

of 7s. per head per annum, on the pres-

ent average rate of consumption.

Four per cent, upon a house rated at

£400 a year would make the water rate

£16 per annum ; whereas, if there were

twelve inmates to such a house, charged

according to the average consumption of

water at 7s. per head, the water rate on

that house would be only 4 guineas per

annum.
But a house rated at £30 per annum,

and charged 5 per cent., thereon for

water, would pay, according to rateable

value, £1 10s. per annum ; and if it con-

tained 6 inmates, and were charged ac-

cording to quantity consumed, it would
amount to £2 2s. per annum, supposing

the quantity consumed were equal

amongst all classes ; but inasmuch as the

poor do not consume so much water as

the rich, these figures are only illustrative

and approximately correct.

A purer and more copious supply of

water, on constant supply and at high

pressure, is demanded, and whether this

is to be attained by purchase, or by some
regulation of the present water com-
panies' powers, it is obvious that each

year's delay will only increase the cost

and the difficulties involved.

The lighting of the metropolis is ef-

fected mainly by three gas companies, at

a cost varying from 2s. lOd. to 3s. 2d.

per thousand cubic feet. Over 20,000

millions of cubic feet of gas per annum
are manufactured out of 2 millions of

tons of coal, and it is distributed through

pipes, the total length of which is about

2,500 miles ; and they vary from 3 inches

to 4 feet in diameter. The cost of light-

ing London by gas is therefore about
£3,000,000 per annum, or more than
double the cost of its water supply. The
quality of the gas is tested by gas exam-
iners at thirteen different stations, and is

required to have an illuminating power
of 16 candles when consumed at the rate

of 5 cubic feet per hour, to be entirely

free from sulphuretted hydrogen, with a

maximum of 4 grains of ammonia, and
from 17 to 22 grains of sulphur in 100
cubic feet of gas. In 1880 85,300 meters
were tested.

But electric lighting is rapidly advanc-

ing ; and, in confirmation of Dr. Hopkin-
son's opinion, that it may be looked upon
as the lighting of the future, it may be
mentioned that when, in 1878, the Jab-

lochkoff Company commenced lighting a

portion of the Victoria Embankment, the

charge for each lamp was 5d. per hour.

At the end of three months the price was
reduced to 3d. Six months later it was
reduced to 2^d., and, since June, 1881,

forty lights on the Embankment and ten

on Waterloo Bridge have continued to

be lighted at the rate of L}d. per light

per hour.

Each of the electric lamps on the Em-
bankment gives an illuminating power
of 265 candles, so that, at the charge of

1^-d. per hour per lamp, the cost per

thousand candle power is 5.66d. per

hour ; whilst gas, at 3s. per 1,000 cubic

feet, and consuming 5 cubic feet per hour
for every 16 candles, costs per 1,000 can-

dle power 11.25d. per hour. In other

words, twice the illuminating power is at

present obtained on the Embankment by
electric lighting for the same money, if

expended on gas. But it has been stated

that the Jablochkoff Company are losing

money on this contract. Incandescent
lighting though much more costly in

production, is more economical in the

regulation and distribution of the light.

Eleven of the bridges over the Thames,
on which tolls were levied, have been
purchased and made free of toll within

the last five years. At Hammersmith,
Putney, and Deptford Creek new bridges

are in process of construction. A new
bridge at Battersea will shortly be built,

! and others have been strengthened with

J

new chains or deeper foundations. But,

;

considering that over 1£ millions of
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people live east of London Bridge, that

is to say, a greater population than exists

in any city in the world, except London
and Paris, it cannot be doubted that

there is still a great need of improved
communication across the river below
London Bridge.
The Victoria, the Albert, and the Chel-

sea Embankments of the Thames are a

total length of about 3 miles, and by
them 52^- acres of mud foreshore have
been reclaimed from the river and con-

verted into thoroughfares and ornament-
al gardens.

Since 1865 the extinction of fires and
the saving of life and property from fire

has been a duty cast upon the munici-

pality, and a brigade is maintained, under
the direction of Captain Shaw, containing

54 land-engine stations, 4 floating en-

gines, 124 fire escape stations, 576 fire-

men, 41 steam and 115 manual fire en-

gines, besides tugs and other appliances.

There were, in 1882, 1,926 fires, of which
only 164 resulted in serious damage, and
only 36 persons lost their lives, owing to

the able management and gallant con-

duct of that small staff. The consump-
tion of water in extinguishing fires is

about 17 millions of gallons, and the cost

of the brigade is rather over £100,000 a-

year.

The Metropolitan Police outside the

city are under the supervision of commis-
sioners appointed by the Government

;

but the corporation of the city appoints
its own police. They number in all

13,000 ; the area protected by them ex-

tends over Outer London, and covers

700 square miles, and the proportion of

police to the population is rather less

than in Paris, which is 1 in 373. But the

area over which the Metropolitan Police
are scattered is 23 times larger than in

Paris, and it is satisfactory to know that,

in spite of the amount of crime which
escapes detection and punishment, Lon-
don is the safest capital for life and prop-
erty in the world. There are in London
about 10,000 cabs, and 2,000 omnibuses
or stage coaches under the management of

the Metropolitan Police.

The parks, commons, and open spaces
which are available for public recreation

within the metropolis, and which form
the lungs of London, are forty-two in

number, and contain about 4,490 acres,

exclusive of the squares, or about 6 per

cent, of the whole area of London

;

whilst just outside the boundary are Ep-
ping Forest, Bichmond Park, andWimble-
don Common, together containing 9,000
acres more.

There are fourteen markets of various
kinds. The most important of these are:

Farrington dead meat and poultry mark-
et, and Deptford Foreign Cattle Market

;

Islington Cattle Markets, 15 acres in ex-

tent ; Billingsgate Fish Market and Co-
vent Garden Vegetable Market ; and in-

to these markets are imported annually
for consumption in London, about 800,-

000 head of cattle, 4,000,000 of sheep,

calves and pigs, also 9,000,000 of fowls,

game and rabbits, and over 100,000,000
of eggs, and a like number of oranges
and lemons. About 320,000,000 of

quartern loaves are consumed in London
annually.

Billingsgate Fish Market covers only

half an acre, and being insufficient for

the supply of fish to the whole of Lon-
don, a new market is contemplated.

35,000 vessels and 100,000 fishermen are

employed in catching fish upon the coasts

of the United Kingdom, and, besides the
fish exported, 400,000 tons of fish are

consumed in this country, of which 130,-

000 tons are sent to London, two-thirds

by rail and one third by water. The av-

erage wholesale price of fish sold in Bill-

ingsgate is 1^-d per lb., but the consumer
does not get the benefit of this low rate,

and to enable the poorer classes to enjoy
the food which so abundantly surrounds
our shores, a market is needed which
shall be accessible to all railways, having
the means of storing fish in dry air at a
temperature of 34°, and accompanied by
the means of rapid distribution to all

parts of the metropolis.

Paris contains a population of 2,240,-

000, occupying 77,000 houses, and cov-
ering an area of 30 square miles. This
gives an average of 29 persons per house,
and four houses, and 116 persons per
acre. Paris, therefore, is more than
twice as densely peopled as London, and
each house in Paris contains nearly four
times as many inmates as the London
houses. Its rateable value is twenty-four
millions sterling, being not quite one-
seventh less than that of London.

It has 582 miles of streets, upon which
are laid 73A- miles of tramways, and the
total leno-th of its sewers is 440 miles.
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Great care and labor are expended in

cleansing and watering the streets and
ornamental sjDaces in Paris. From a sur-

face of over thirteen millions of square

yards of street are removed annually

1,193,550 cubic yards of deposit, equal

to a depth of 3| inches of mud, dust and
garbage spread over the whole surface.

The cost of street cleansing in 1881 was
£215,000, with a further expenditure of

£82,000 for removing snow. The an-

nual rainfall is 22 inches.

The water-supply amounts to eighty-

two millions of gallons per diem, being at

the rate of thirty-six gallons per head of

the population. Two-thirds of this are

obtained from the rivers Seine, Marne
and Ourcq, and one-third from distant

springs and artesian wells in Paris. Its

sewers vary in size from 6 ft. 6 in. X 3ft.

to 18 ft. 5 in. X 14 ft. 5 in., but the larger

ones are in fact subways, containing gal-

leries with a channel in the center, and
waterpipes overhead. The construction

of these has cost over four millions, and
their cleansing and maintenance about

£50,000 a year. A small portion of the

sewage is disposed of by the irrigation of

garden ground in the neighborhood of

Paris, but by far the greater portion is

still removed out of the city in cans by
carts. In 1869 600,000 cubic yards were
thus removed at an annual cost of about

2s. 3^d. per head of the population. There
are four abattoirs under the administra-

tion of the municipality. Paris is lighted

by gas lamps equivalent to 44,000 lamps
of one burner each, which consume 770
millions of cubic feet of gas, at a cost for

gas of £130,000, or about 3s. 4d. per

1,000 cubic feet, and a total cost of £190,-

OOl) per annum, including lighting and
maintenance. This latter sum includes

also the electric lighting of the Avenue de
l'Opera, the Cours de Louvre and the

Carousel ; but this does not include the

cost of lighting the private houses.

There are in Paris 600 omnibuses, 520
tramcars, 500 steamboats on the Seine,

over 8,000 cabs, and the city is protected

by a force of 6,000 men acting as police.

The city of New York contains a popu-
lation of 1,350,000, occupying 100,000

houses, and averages 13.5 persons per

house ; and the population of Brooklyn
is 585,229. New York has 350 miles of

paved streets, through which are laid 200

miles of tramways, and 391 miles of sew-
ers.

Its water-supply is derived mainly from
the Croton River, and the supply amounts
to 60.t gallons per head. Its annual rain-

fall is 46.68 inches; over a million of loads
of refuse are removed from its streets

per annum at a cost of £206,000.
Through the kindness of the British

Consuls and other persons in authority I
have been enabled to obtain, in a more or
less complete form, some information
with reference to 75 foreign cities. I do
not propose to weary you this evening
with all the data thus collected ; but I
have epitomized and tabulated it in a con-
venient form for reference, and it enables
such a comparison to be drawn between
some of the conditions existing in Lon-
don and other large cities, as will justify

the assertion that London is without a
rival as regards health, extent and popu-
lation. Next in importance to it is Paris,

although it contains little more than half

the population, and covers little more
than one-fourth the area of London. The
population of New York and Brooklyn
together is nearly two millions, being
rather less than that of Paris. Berlin,

Philadelphia, St. Petersburg and Tokio
(Japan), each contain about one million

of people, and are equal to the joint popu-
lation of Liverpool and Bmningham.
Bombay, Vienna and Constantinople each
contain about three quarters of a million

:

whilst Chicago, Pekin, Canton, Naples,

Hamburg and Cairo, each contain about
half a million, and are about the size of

Glasgow. Calcutta, Baltimore, Boston,
Buda Pesth, Madrid, Barcelona, Mar-
seilles and Amsterdam, are about equal

to Birmingham, each containing about
400,000 ; whilst the population of 40 of

the remaining foreign cities varies from
about 300,000 to 100,000, and they com-
pare respectively with either Leeds, Hull
or Brighton.

The rapidity with which the population

of most of these cities has increased

within the last forty years has been much
greater than the rate of increase of the

population of the globe. Thus, for in-

stance, whilst the population of London,
Paris, St. Petersburg and Vienna, has in-

creased about 200 per cent., and that of

Constantinople, Naples, Madrid, Rome
and Amsterdam about 100 per cent., the

population of the globe has increased
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only 40 per cent., the greatest increase

having been in America, and the least in

Asia.

The rapid growth of cities is doubtless

due to the development of civilization

and of engineering science, which have

stimulated manufactures and trade, and
have turned those who were formerly

agriculturalists into artisans, obtaining

more lucrative employment in large cities.

But these altered conditions demand com-
mensurate civic improvements.
The ultimate object of all sanitary sci-

ence is the comfort and convenience of

the living, and the reduction of the death-

rate ; and although this will necessarily

vary according to the climate and other

local surroundings, in spite of all that

human skill can accomplish, the death-

rate may be largely reduced by the ap-

plication of our improved knowledge of

medical and sanitary science; and a re-

duced death-rate is therefore an indica-

tion of such advance. Thus, for instance,

the death-rate of London has already been
shown to have been gradually reduced
from 24.4 per 1,000 in the decade ending

1870, to 21.4 per 1,000 at the end of

1882.

In Baltimore the death-rate is 21.9 per

1,000 ; in Boston, 22 ; Philadelphia, 22.3
;

Chicago, 23.6 ; Amsterdam, 24.3 ; Ham-
burg, 24.8 ; Kome, 26.1 ; Paris, 26.3 • Ber-

lin and Bombay, 26.4 ; Vienna, 29.2

;

Calcutta, 30.1; New York 30.6; Buda
Pesth, 34.2 ; St Petersburg, 35.2 ; Cairo,

37 ; and in Pekin, though no accurate ac-

count has been kept, it is believed to be

50. These figures represent a saving of

life in London which is worthy of special

consideration ; for whilst we indulge in a

grumble at the atmosphere we breathe, at

the water we drink, and the sanitary ar-

rangements by which we are surrounded,
London is, in fact, the most healthy city

of magnitude in the world. If its death-

rate were raised to that of Paris or New
York, then from 20,000 to 36,000 persons
who now live in London would die every
year, or from 55 to 100 persons every
day ; and if the London death-rate were
raised to that of St. Petersburg, then
55,000 more deaths would occur each
year, or an average of 151 persons every
day, in excess of the present deaths.

Now it should be borne in mind that

whilst the difference in the death-rate be-

tween London and Paris at the end of
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1882 was 4.9 per 1,000, the average
death-rate in England and Wales for the

nineteen years between 1861 and 1880
was 21.9 per 1,000 ; and in France dur-

ing the same period it was 23.7, being
only 1.8 per 1,000 in excess of the death-

rate in England and Wales, so that the

improvement of the health of London
cannot be attributed to its natural sur-

roundings.
The comparative density of the popu-

lation, and the number of persons resid-

ing in each house, vary very largely in

different cities. In Chicago the average
number of persons residing in each house
is 4, in Baltimore and Naples 4 k, in Phila-

delphia 6 ; in London, Boston and Cairo,

8 ; in Marseilles 9, in Pekin 10, in Cal-

cutta and Amsterdam 11, in New York
13^-, in Hamburg 17.07, in Rome and
Munich 27, in Paris 29, in Buda Pesth
34.2, and Madrid 40 ; in St. Petersburgh
43.9 ; in Vienna 60^-, and in Berlin 63.

The rateable value of the cities per in-

habitant affords some indication of the
cost, and therefore of the extent of ac-
commodation of the houses, as compared
with the number of their occupants

; al-

though the difference in the mode of ra-

ting, and in the cost of building, vary so
greatly in different cities that this test
cannot be altogether relied on.

In Pekin the rateable value of the city
is £2 8s. per inhabitant ; in St. Peters-
burg £1, Amsterdam £3 5s., and Calcutta
it is £2 16s.; in Naples £3 12s., in Buda
Pesth £4 4s., in Marseilles £5 2s., in
Vienna £6 2s., in London £7, in Ham-
burg £7 9s., in Berlin £7 4s., Paris £10
14s., Brussels £11 8s.

The following tables give a compara-
tive view of the quantities of water and
gas supplied to the inhabitants of some
of the most important cities in the world,
the cost of providing the supply, the cost
at which it is sold, and the maro-in of
profit.

It remains to be determined whether a
separate house for each family, however
humble, or larger houses divided into
separate flats for the accommodation of
several families, is most conducive to
health and comfort.

With larger houses divided into flats,

it is practicable to give more air-space to
each individual, to have wider streets
and at the same time to house a larger
number of persons upon, a smaller area.
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Population.

Daily Water Supply.
Cost of

Prouction
per 1,000
Gallons.

Charge per Profit per
Name of City.

Total Gallons
Gallons. per Head.

1,000
Gallons.

1,000
Gallons.

London 4,000,000

2,240,000

1,350,000

1,190,659

1,000,000

929,090

125,000,000

82,000,000

79,152,389

12,812,800

54,156,898

19,807,700

31.0

36.0

60.5

13.3

54.15

21.3

d.

3.2

7.5

1.17

d.

7.3

10.0

3.44

d.

4 1

Paris

New York

Berlin 2\

Philadelphia

"2

2.27

Annual Consumption of Charge per 1,000
Gas. Cubic Feet. Profit

Name of Popula- Cost of Production
per

per
1,000

City. tion. Cubic 1,000 Cubic Feet. Cubic
Total Cubic Feet. Feet per Public. Private. Feet.

Head.

Net. —-v—

-

London. . .

.

4,000,000 20,000,000,000 5,000 l/9i 3/1 1/3^
Mean

2,240,000 9,726,709,281 4,342 3/8

Deducting value of

residual products,
and including dues

3/6 7/-

Mean
6/

2/4

of all kinds paid to

the municipality.

1/4 3/9 4/6*
1,190,659 3,416,397,640 2,869 Including general

expenses, but ex-

cluding rents,

sinking fund, &c.
2/4

Including the latter

items.

4/3t

Supplied by Municipal Gas Works. t Supplied by Imperial Continental Gas Association.

When, therefore, it is stated that Paris,

with more than half the population, cov-

ers only rather over a fourth of the area

of London, and gives an average of 116
persons per acre, as against 53 persons
per acre in London, it does not follow

that Paris is therefore necessarily over-

crowded. These conditions may exist

with either superior or inferior house and
street accommodation and sanitary appli-

ances, and the expression "over-crowd
ing " should have reference rather to an
insufficient air- space per individual in the

dwellings and the thoroughfares, than to

the density of population per acre cov-

ered.

The condition of the few who can af-

ford to live in well-built mansions, each

as his separate castle, leaves but little to

be desired ; but for the masses of the

population, who occupy smaller establish-

ments, and more especially for the poorer
classes, larger houses, laid out in separ-

ate tenements, appear to offer many ad-

vantages. The streets of a city in which
such houses prevail will be shorter, and
the cost of maintenance and cleansing

therefore less, than when the population

is spread in smaller dwellings over a

greater surface. The working classes are,

moreover, thus brought into closer con-

tact with their employers than when
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driven into poorer neighborhoods in the

outskirts of a city, and at a distance from
those business localities which afford

them employment. Ground rents are

reduced, the houses are more likely to be
well built and to have their sanitary ar-

rangements attended to, to have thicker

walls and less exterior surface, as com-
pared with the interior space, and there-

fore to be warmer and dryer. There has

been of late years, and still is, a growing
tendency in this direction in London, by
the erection of such buildings as the

Queen Anne's and Westminster Mansions,
and many others at the West End for the

rich, and the Peabody and other Arti-

sans' dwellings for the poor.

In contemplating any comprehensive
improvement or extension of large cities,

the following are some of the questions

which present themselves for considera-

tion :

What should be the widths of the

streets?

To what height should the houses be
restricted?

What should be the minimum air-space

allotted to each individual in the houses ?

What proportion of the area of a city

should be set apart for its lungs and re-

creation grounds

?

What public buildings and markets,

and what water-supply, sewerage, and
means of lighting should be provided

1

?

What should be the regulations to be
enforced in order to secure the effectual

combustion of fuel, and to prevent the

contamination of the atmosphere by
smoke ?

The widths of the streets of a city

should have reference, not only to the

amount of traffic which may be expected
to pass through them, but also to the
heights of the houses surrounding them.
When the houses are large and the popu-
lation dense, the traffic in the streets will

be greater, and, in order to secure the

free admission of light and air, no street

should be of less width than 40 feet, and
not less than two-thirds of the height of

the houses surrounding it.

The limit of the height to which houses
may be carried with advantage is becom-
ing extended by the more general use of

hydraulic lifts, but it must have reference

also, not only to the height at which the
upper stories can be supplied with water,

but also to the height to which a useful

jet of water can be thrown in cases of

fire, as well as to more general considera-

tions of economy in construction and
convenience.

The sizes and positions of the public
buildings, markets, and open spaces for

air and recreation, and the works neces-

sary for water-supply and sewerage all

require adaptation to the varying local

conditions, and each will form the sub-
ject of special study for the engineer.

In London 5,800,000 tons of coal are

consumed per annum, being at the rate of

nearly 1£ ton per head of population, in

addition to the 2,000,000 tons used in

the manufacture of gas ; and bearing in

mind that each ton of coal consumed
generates 56,000 cubic feet of carbonic
acid gas, and that in a pure atmosphere
there are not more than 3^ parts of car-

bonic acid to 10,000 parts of air, the
mode of dealing with this product be-

comes a subject of grave importance. It

is, however, the imperfect combustion of

coal which causes the more apparent an-

noyance of smoke, soot and fog, and the
appliances and regulations necessary to
secure the effectual combustion of fuel,

so as to prevent its waste and unneces-
sary contamination of the atmosphere,
may be carried out in new cities without
difficulty, and at no great cost. But there
must always be great objection to the in-

troduction into an old city of any im-
provement, however simple, which ren-

ders necessary some structural alteration

in every house. Our past-president, Sir

John Hawkshaw, recognizing this diffi-

culty, bas offered some valuable sugges-
tions on the subject, advocating the more
general use of semi-anthracite cOal in the
ordinary fire-grates in London.

Prior to the introduction of the
Artisans' and Laborers' Dwellings Act
of 1875, much had been done by pri-

vate efforts to improve the dwellings
of the poorer classes. No less than
twenty-eight associations had been form-
ed with this object, and had provided im-
proved homes for thirty-two thousand
four hundred and thirty-five persons, at

a cost of about £1,200,000, and at an
average rental per week of from 2s. to 2s.

9d. for one room, 3s. to 3s. 6d. for two
rooms, and Is. 6d. to 6s. 6d. for three

rooms. The return realized upon the
outlay varied from 2-f to 6^ per cent.

The average cost of eight blocks of build-
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ings erected by the Metropolitan Associ-

ation, including the purchase of land, or

where leased, the ground rents, capital-

ized was at the average rate of £41 per
inhabitant, vaiwing from £29 to £81.
But these associations had the advan-

tage of selecting such vacant sites as

they could obtain on the most favorable

terms, whilst under the operation of the

Artisans' Dwellings Act the houses on
any unhealthy district for which the new
buildings are substituted must first be
purchased compulsorily, as well as the

public- houses and shops which are fre-

quently mixed up with them, with all

their trade interests, at a very heavy cost,

and then cleared and new thoroughfares
and sewers constructed.

Twelve areas, situate in different parts

of London, embracing an aggregate area
of 40 acres, in which the houses were
overcrowded and declared to be unfit for

human habitation, have been already

dealt with by the Metropolitan Board of

Works, at a cost of £1,500,000, and some
further areas by the Corporation. In
several areas the houses have been pulled

down, new streets formed, and new build-

ings for the working classes erected on
the sites, and in others the works are in

various stages of progress. The cost of

the new buildings has varied from 6d. to

8d. per cubic foot of the building, and
the sites which have been cleared for

their erection have been sold at piices

ranging from 2s. to 5s. per foot super.

Inasmuch as the cost of a building de-

pends mainly upon its size, it becomes
necessary to consider what is the mini-

mum air-space which can, with due re-

gard to health, be aUotted to each in-

mate. In the dormitories of poor houses
and prisons a breathing space of from
450 to 500 cubic feet, with proper ventil-

ation, has been deemed requisite for a
healthy man ; and two children have been
estimated as equal to one adult.

The police requirements for the com-
mon lodging-houses are 210 cubic feet

per head, and 450 cubic feet are allowed
to each policeman lodged at a station.

The Poor-law Board allowed 500 cubic

feet per head in sick wards, and 300 feet

for every healthy person in dormitories.

Now 300 cubic feet per head means a

room for two people, 8 feet high and 8f
feet square, or for four people a room 8

feet high and 12^ feet square ; whilst 500

cubic feet per head means a room 8 feet

high and 11£ feet square for two people,

and a room 8 feet high and 152- feet

square for four adults . 500 cubic feet

per inhabitant have been generally al-

lowed in carrying out the provisions of

the Artisans' Dwellings Act ; and as the
doors and windows of the new buildings
are larger, and the surrounding streets

and open spaces much wider than pre-

viously, the ventilation of the new build-

ings is superior to that of the old ones,

and the condition of the atmosphere is

thus rendered purer, although this air-

space is less than could be desired.

Nevertheless, in comparing the death-

rate, which has been below the average of

that of the metropolis, in the new build-

|

ings, and the death-rate of the unhealthy
:
localities for which they were substituted,

1

it must not be forgotten that the com-
parisons refer to a totally different class

of persons ; all the habits of the persons
displaced being eminently conducive to
the shortening of life.

A practical difficulty is, morever, in-

volved in every attempt to provide suit-

able houses compulsorily for the poorer
classes, namely, that they object to be
placed under any supervision or restraint,

and cannot afford to pay the rents neces-
' sary to defray the cost at which the im-
proved accommodation can be so pro-

vided, and even where low rents have
offered it has been found that the new

' dwellings became inhabited by a better

;
class than those who have been displaced

from the unhealthy localities, and the oc-

cupants of these are driven into other

|

poor neighborhoods which are thus again

, rendered overcrowded and unhealthy.

This, in fact, constitutes a great social

dilemma, for whilst on the one hand the

importance of suitable and healthy dwell-

ings for the poor will be readily admit-
ted, it may fairly be questioned whether
it is just to throw the increased charge
upon the rates, so that the man who is

I able only by industry and self-denial to

pay his own rent, should be taxed for

the rent of his less industrious and more
self-indulgent neighbor ; and why, he may
fairly ask, if he is to pay a portion of

his neighbor's house rent, should not the

cost of his neighbor's food and clothing

also be defrayed out of the public funds?
In order to be brought under the oper-

ation of the Artisans' Dwellings Act it be-
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comes the interest of the landlord of the

dwellings of the poor to allow them to fall

into a condition which renders them unfit

for human habitation, so that they may be
purchased compulsorily, and the higher

the rents the larger will be the amount
of compensation he will obtain. It ought,

on the contrary, to be made a disadvan-

tage and loss to him to have his property
declared unhealthy.

This property is frequently sublet to

middlemen who collect such rents as pro-

duce a very high rate of interest on its

value. What is needed is a more strict

supervision by one competent authority,

having no local interest, so that all places

may be judged by a uniform standard.

The provisions of the Common Lodging
Houses Act, 1851, or of the Public
Health Act of 1866, and the Artisans'

Dwellings Acts of 1868, 1879 and 1882,

might be modified, and the authority

armed with more summary powers to ob-

lige the landlords to repair and maintain
their houses in a habitable and cleanly

condition, and to prevent the demoraliz-

ing influence of overcrowding ; and in

cases of default, after due notice, such
houses should be pulled down in the
same manner in which " dangerous struc-

tures" are now dealt with under the
Building Act of 1855. If the sites so
cleared were sold for the erection of new
dwellings for the poor, and money ad-

vanced for their erection at a low rate of

interest, coupled with restrictions as to
the class of building, and limiting the
number of occupants, and the rents to

be charged, the existing dwellings of the
poor would be maintained in a proper
manner, or new ones would be substi-

tuted at low rents.

The new dwellings would, neverthe-
less, become occupied by the laboring
classes in receipt of regular wages, to

whom, undoubtedly, a preference would
be given ; and the helpless and the de-
praved, who now seek shelter in over-

crowded slums, would eventually be
driven into the workhouses or common
lodging-houses.

Longevity and premature decay are
doubtless influenced by the food and
general habits of the people, and by tem-
perature and other local atmospheric
conditions, although all these may be
largely modified and brought under con-
trol by attention to sanitary laws and ap-

pliances. Artificial atmospheres are in

fact created in large cities according to

the character of the buildings, the air-

space allotted in them to each inmate, and
the mode of ventilation and warming, as

well as by the width of the streets, the
sewerage, and other sanitary arrange-

ments. Moreover, the hereditary con-
stitutions of the citizens become in after

generations affected by the condition of

the cities in which they and their fore-

fathers have lived.

The facts and figures before us point

to many of the causes for so great a
variation in the death-rate as has been
shown to exist in different cities. A high
death-rate will, in most cases, be found
to be the companion of defective house
accommodation, ventilation, water-sup-

ply, sewerage, or scavenging. Thus, for

instance, St. Petersburg, with a popula-
tion of nearly a million, and the high
death-rate of 35.2 per 1,000, is without
sewerage, and its water-supply is taken
from the River Neva, more or less con-

taminated by percolation from the sub-

soil. Cairo, with a death-rate of 37 per
1,000, is supplied with water from the

Nile, having no sewers, and the sewage
filtering through the subsoil into the

Nile above the water intake. Vienna,

with a death-rate of 29.2 per 1,000, has
an average of sixty people in each house,

or twice as many as in Paris, whilst the

rateable value of the houses in Vienna is

only one-sixth more than of those in

Paris. Pekin, with a death-rate of 50 per

1,000, is without proper sewerage, water-

supply, street-cleansing, or other proper
sanitary arrangements.
The subject thus briefly touched upon

largely affects the life and well-being of

mankind, and is sufficiently interesting

to invite closer and more exhaustive in-

vestigation under every variety of cir-

cumstances. For those members of the

institution who have made sanitary en-

gineering the subject of their special

study, a wide field is open which will well

repay its cultivation. The data which I

have collected would form a starting-

point for any member who will undertake
the preparation of a paper for the institu-

tion. The Institution of Civil Engineers
is the acknowledged representative head
of our profession in all parts of the world.

To be admitted to full membership has

always been the just ambition of the ris-
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ing engineer, because it is a real guaran-
tee of professional status and qualifica-

tion. It lias, moreover, proved itself

invaluable as the channel of communicat-
ing professional information, and of bring-

ing its members into contact with each

other, advancing their common interests,

and encouraging good feeling.

It is the duty, and has always been the

desire of its members, to embrace every

opportunity to promote the objects of

the institution. In doing this, the rep-
utation of not a few has been first es-

tablished through the ability displayed in

the papers read, and in the discussions

upon them at these meetings, all of which
are widely circulated in the printed min-
utes. Allow me, in conclusion, to express
an earnest hope that the meetings of the
present session may be as productive of,

at least, as valuable papers, and as good
attendances and discussions as have
characterized those of previous years.

THE TEST AND CHOICE OF LUBRICANTS BASED UPON A
MECHANICAL METHOD OF TESTING.

By E. JAHNS.

From "Organ fur die Fortschritte des Eisenbahnwesens," Abstracts of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

In testing a lubricant the two follow-

ing conditions should be fulfilled:

—

(1.) That the particular lubricant pos-

sesses those qualities necessary to reduce
the friction, between two metal surfaces,

to a sufficient degree for the purpose re-

quired.

(2.) That the particular lubricant has
the power to resist, for a sufficient period

of time, the destructive action of the work
which it has to perform in its applica-

tion.

Under the term " work " which the

lubricant has to perform in the last con-

dition, is understood the overcoming of

the resistance of cohesion in the layer of

lubricant between the two metal surfaces.

This work not only produces heat, but
also changes the chemical affinity of the
constituents of the lubricant, and destroys
and produces changes in their physical

properties. The lubricant between the

two metal surfaces is subject to no other
action than this, and it must therefore

appear advisable to base the test of the
powers of resistance or endurance upon
the examination of this action. Mechani-
cal means must be preferred to the
chemical tests generally employed, be-

cause the results of the former discover
the effect of the action of all that takes
place in the lubricant, which could not
be perceived or followed by the chemical
method alone. The author remarks that

lubricants are still, in very many cases,

solely judged and compared by their be-
havior in practice, and that this method
only gives results, after a period of weeks
or months, which are not even then reli-

able, as a regular and complete inspec-

tion cannot continually be made of the
subjects of the test, whilst other factors,,

such as heat, cold, and dust, come into

play. In the mechanical method these

factors disappear, and the results of the'

test can be rapidly arrived at. For this

purpose the test should deal with a mini-

mum quantity of the lubricant, and the

testing machine be constructed with this

object in view.

To discover whether the first condition

be fulfilled, the lubricant to be tested is-

applied to the outer surface of a hollow
spindle and to the inner surface of a steel

bearing, whose cross - section being a
semicircle of a greater radius than that

of the spindle immediately below it, the

contact between the two metal surfaces-

is reduced to a minimum. Round the

bearing, and attached to it,, is hung a
metal stirrup.

On the spindle being rotated, the per-

pendicular, passing through the centre of

gravity of the stirrup and that of the
cross-section of the spindle, is inclined at

an angle from its original direction when
at rest. This angle is directly proportional

to the intensity of friction between the
spindle and bearing with lubricant be-

tween them, and can be measured by a
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scale on the lower portion of the stirrup.

In testing to see how far the lubricant

satisfies the second condition, that is,

what amount of heat it develops in a
given time, a testing-machine of the fol-

lowing construction is used.

To produce a satisfactory test, the heat
generated must be solely derived from
the lubricant. To this end a spindle,

whose central portion is parabolic, is em-
ployed ; on the top of this the segment
of a bearing is accurately fitted, and held
down by a weighted lever attached to the
mountings of the machine. The spindle

is supported below by two mounted roll-

ers with flanges to their ends. A certain

quantity of the lubricant to be tested is

now poured upon the parabolic portion
of the spindle, over which it is equally

distributed by a strip of leather between
the rollers and the spindle being moved
to and fro by an oblique ridge on one of

the rollers.

The spindle, which is hollow and closed
at one end by a thin corrugated steel

plate hermetically sealed, is now filled

with sulphuric ether fumes, whose aver-

age expansion, within the limits of tem-
perature occurring here, is about ten
times that of the atmosphere.
On the spindle being caused to revolve

by means of a belt passing round its

centre, the heat given off by the lubricant

is imparted through the metal of the

spindle to the ether fumes within ; these
expanding, exert a pressure on the yield-

ing corrugated plate, and set in motion
the pricker, to which it is attached by an
arm. Below this pricker is an endless

sheet of paper stretched round two re-

volving cylinders, whose axes are parallel

to that of the spindle from which motion
is transmitted to them by a screw and
wheels. A certain number of revolutions

of the spindle is thus represented by a

corresponding length of paper; the pro-

portion in this case being chosen so that
" two hundred and fifty revolutions of the
spindle per minute move the paper 3.75
millimetres (0.15 inches).

To avoid any hindrance to the pro-
gressive motion of the pricker mechan-
ism is employed, by means of which the
paper, at the end of every fifteenth sec-

ond, presses against the pricker, releasing

it again immediately.
The curve thus traced, after at first

rapidly rising, soon becomes a straight

line parallel to the direction in which the
paper moves; after a time, if the lubri-

cant be not renewed, its power will be
exhausted, the temperature of the spindle

increased, and the curve consequently
again rise.

The abscissa of the curve represents

the number of revolutions of the spindle,

whilst the change of condition of the

lubricant is represented by the ordinates ;

the product of the two, that is, the area

between the curve and its abscissa repre-

senting the destructive action of the

work in the lubricant.

Thus the power of endurance of a lu-

bricant is inversely proportional to the

area enclosed by the curve and its ab-

scissa after any given period of time.

The author then goes on to express
the relative value of two lubricants in the

Contents of two parallelopipeds of equal
base, whose volumes are respectively

equal to the areas enclosed by the curve
into the sines of the respective angles
representing the values of the lubricants

in the first case. It is recommended that

tests be made of good lubricants, such as

olive and rape-seed oils, and these used
as standards with which to compare all

other tests.

At a recent meeting of the Berlin Physical
Society Prof. Neesen gave a short account

of the contrivance by which in his lectures he
measured the mutual attraction of two magnets
by means of scales. In conclusion, he reported
experiments instituted by him with a view to
determining the influence of magnetization on
electrical conducting power. In these experi-
ments he had made use of a magnetic substance
of high specific resistance, a solution of chloride
of iron. Two equal tubes were filled with the
same solution, and inserted as the two branches
of Wheatstone bridge into the circuit of a gal-

vanic battery ; the two other branches being so
arranged that the galvanometer stood at zero.

The electrodes in the two tubes consisted of iron
plates, and were exactly alike. The tubes, that
is, the fluid conductors, had in the diffent ex-
periments different shapes and different diam-
eters. The contents of the one tube were then
magnetized either by a magnetizing spiral or by
a powerful electro-magnet, and the galvan-
ometer was observed during this process of mag-
netization. The result of the experiments was
in every case a negative one. Very slight de-
flexions were indeed observed in the galvan-
ometer needle in the case of the experiments with
the magnetizing spiral, but these proceeded
from the slight heating of the fluid, an effect

which, notwithstanding the solution of chloride
of iron was surrounded by a casing circulating

water, had not been wholly avoided.
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THEATRE VENTILATION.*
By Mr. JOHN P. SEDDON, F.R.I.B.A.

From "The Building News."

In his introductory remarks, be urged
that every cowl disfiguring our chimneys
was an unnecessaiy evil, as a smoky room
was caused generally by want of a proper
supply of fresh air to the fire, or else by
some wrong construction of the fireplace

or flues. Great as was the evidence of

neglect of ventilation in our houses, the

condition of our theatres was even worse.

Dr. Angus Smith, in his work on " Air
and Rain," gave a tabular statement of

analyses of air from various sources, and
showed that some samples from the dress

circles of theatres were even more foul

and prejudicial to health than others col-

lected from within street sewers. Many
people, though enjoying dramatic repre-

sentations, seldom went to a theatre, be-

cause, although not particularly de licte

or fastidious, they invariably suffered af-

terwards from the effects of the bad and
heated atmosphere in them, or from colds

caught in consequence of the efforts made
to escape from it during the intervals be-

tween the acts. Theatre audiences had
to imbibe such a noxious compound of

the products of gas burners and human
lungs as often converted the comedy they
went to see into veritable tragedy. There
is (continued the lecturer) no great practi-

cal difficulty in providing our theatres with
fresh, and extracting foul, air, except
what arises from attempting half-meas-
ures only; and it has been in conse-

quence of such half-measures that the
failures made hitherto have occurred.

What is wanted is simply a plentiful sup-
ply of fresh air forced into every part of

the building of a theatre, and not into

the auditorium only, together with the
extraction of the foul air from the sev-

eral parts where it collects. This, then,

is the problem—one of paramount im-
portance— the solution of which appears
to be still waited for alike in private and
public buildings. I propose now to con-
sider it specially in its relation to theatres,

than which there is probably no descrip-

* A lecture delivered at the Parkes Museum of
Hygiene.

tion of building more capable of being ef-

ficiently warmed and ventilated; while
yet there is certainly none other that is

so generally devoid of all rational pro-
vision for health and hygienic comfort.
It is obviously opposed to the interests

of the manager of a theatre to have his

house ill ventilated, for the very fact of

its being so is a most powerful, perhaps
the most powerful, reason that so large a
number of the population avoid theatres
altogether. This deterrent is infinitely

more potent and active than any consci-

entious scruples respecting the morality
of the stage, and it alienates a much
larger proportion of the public. Relig-

ious disapproval does indeed keep away
some persons from the theatre, but their

number is as nothing to that of those
who absent themselves solely and purely
on account of the intolerable stuffiness of

the atmosphere therein, and the almost
inevitable headache that follows an even-
ing spent in the majority of theatres.

On the contrary, a well-ventilated theatre
means, cceteris paribus, a full house for

most nights of the week. I have been
told that a theatre at Manchester was
some years ago notorious for the ex-

tremely defective state of the atmosphere
within it for want of proper ventilation,

and that it was, in consequence very
generally avoided— one lessee after

another failing. But at last a manager,
more enterprising and more enlightened
than his predecessors, hit the right nail

upon the head. He not only took the
theatre, but he thoroughly ventilated it,

and in a few years he retired with a
handsome fortune. To the managers of

theatres, and especially those of the lyric

stage, good ventilation is a matter of spe-

cial importance, because it immensely im-

proves the acoustic qualities of buildings.

That annoying echo which muddles up
the notes in tantalizing confusion is in-

stantly removed as soon as a good sys-

tem of ventilation is applied to a build-

ing. Then it is seriously to be remem-
bered that few buildings in the present
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day are wholly disconnected from the

street sewers, as their drain-pipes, in

spite of traps, do form a means of con-

nection therewith. Now, theatres being
the most highly heated buildings of any,

act the most powerfully as pumps to

draw up the gases and vapors under-
ground into their interior, with what re-

sults it is easier to imagine than describe.

This is another cogent reason why
greater care should be given to the ven-

tilation of theatres than even to build-

ings generally. Now, if it be, as I have
stated, not so extremely difficult to ac-

complish so desirable a purpose, why
have almost all the efforts in that direc-

tion been otherwise than successful ? The
answer to this question I believe to be :

Because those efforts have been generally
confined merely to the extraction of the
vitiated ah* by means of mechanical or
automatic appliances, and that in scarcely

a single instance has there been in addi-

tion any intelligent effort to introduce by
the same means a sufficient amount of

fresh air, constantly flowing in, in order
to take the place of the vitiated air that

has been sought to be extracted, and
at such a regulated temperature as to be
inoffensive, by reason of the absence of

cold draughts impinging upon persons
sitting near the inlets. In consequence
of this oversight the utmost that they
were able to effect, therefore, was to draw
in cold fresh air from the various acci-

dental or temporary opening chinks
around doors and windows, down chim-
neys, &c, so creating draughts ; or to

drain towards the auditorium the still

fouler and more vitiated air from other
wholly unventilated parts of the build-

ing. The above remarks apply likewise

to sunburners, and to the great gas chan-
deliers so much affected in the old
theatres. These only succeed in heating
and expanding the air, and expelling, pro
tanto, the amount so expanded. Me-
chanical extractors, such as fans, cylin-

ders, pumps, &c, do indeed extract a
considerable quantity of air from the au-
ditoriums to which they are applied, and
anemometers in consequence register

thousands of cubic feet of air removed
per minute, to the satisfaction of the pat-
entees of such appliances. But, how-
ever satisfactory these results may prove
to those gentlemen, they are not equally
so to the unfortunate occupants of dress

circles, as the semi-exhausted condition
of the atmosphere so produced there is

more intolerable than a surfeit of even
vitiated air would be ; while to the stall-

holders, blasts of the comparatively cold,

but far more highly vitiated air, from the

parts of the house behind the stage front,

for which no attempt at ventilation is

ever made, sweeping over the footlights

and carrying the gaseous products with
them, are even more offensive. Some
persons imagine that because theatres

are lofty buildings that, therefore, they
must be airy as well as spacious ; but no
mistake can be more fatal for they only
form vaster receptacles of foul air and
are far less easily emptied of the same
than buildings of more moderate height

would be, unless a proper system of

ventilation is applied to them. Even
when inlets to admit fresh air are pro-

vided for auditoriums of theatres, thev
are ordinarily upon an altogether insuffi-

cient scale, and being situated, as, in-

deed, they should be in ordinary build-

ings, but not in a theatre, at a level above
the heads of the audience, they fail, in

consequence, of producing the expected
effect, because there are no exhausting
outlets at a lower level to induce a circu-

lation of the fresh air. In the rooms of

other buildings the fireplace is the princi-

pal outlet for vitiated air, and at a low
level. It, therefore drains off the heavy
carbonic acid which falls as it cools. But
in a theatre there is generally no extract-

ing outlet fixed at so low a level, and.

therefore, the occupants of the pit and
stalls are placed, as it were, in a bath of

carbonic acid, which rises, as it accumu-
lates until they are forced to breathe it,

to their discomfort and deadly peril.

The foregoing remarks apply principally

to the auditoriums of theatres ; but the

importance of extending a proper system
of ventilation to the entire structure

must not be overlooked for an instant.

The stage, the greenroom, the dressing

rooms, the refreshment rooms, the prop-

erty rooms, and all the other parts of a

theatre in which the numerous employes
are engaged, need, though they seldom
receive, equal consideration in this re-

spect. These subordinate parts in al-

most every theatre, as in Covent Garden,

for instance, are in a far worse condi-

tion than those portions that are devoted

to the public. The condition of the
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dressing1 rooms, and passages and corri-

dors leading to them, are almost invari-

ably exceptionally frightful, for they are

numerously occupied with quantities of

gaslights continually burning in them;
and there are seldom any or but few out-

lets provided for the vitiated air gener-

ated in them, and they have no inlets for

the supply of fresh ah. Under such cir-

cumstances how can actors perform their

parts with alacrity ? Languor, the pre-

cursor of disease, must sap their energy.

Yet again, the lobbies, the halls, and cor-

ridors should be most plentifully supplied

with fresh air regulated in temperature,

whereas, as a rule, these parts of a the-

atre are absolutely neglected in this re-

spect. "Were these filled with an ample
supply of warmed or cooled fresh air,

they would become feeders for the re-

mainder of the building, and the cold

draughts now complained of in even the

best ventilated theatres, which sweep
into the auditorium as soon as any of its

doors are* opened, would be entirely

obviated. But, it may be asked, how can
the whole of the multifarious parts of

such a building as that of a theatre be
sufficiently ventilated and warmed, or
cooled, as occasion may require 1 My
reply is, as before : By avoiding the half

measures only, which alone hitherto seem
to have been attempted in this country.

The thorough principle I am laying down
is but the same that is universally, and
on the whole successfully, adopted in

America. It is only in points of detail

that it would seem that the methods
adopted by our trans-Atlantic cousins

need some modification, such, for in-

stance, as taking care that the warmed
air is not burnt, and by increasing the
freshness and volume of the warm -air

supply needed in winter, or of the cooled
air desirable in summer. The great es-

sential for theatre ventilation is, that the
whole structure, from basement to roof,

should be completely filled throughout,
by mechanical means, with pure air, regu-
lated in temperature as required. At
the same time, although it is the inlets

that primarily demand attention, me-
chanical means should also be used sec-

ondarily for the constant drawing off of

vitiated air from the several places where
it is apt to collect, such as the floors of

the pit and stalls, under the galleries, up-
per and dress circles, over the footlights,

&c. The opposite plan to the above

—

that, namely, of relying mainly upon the
exhausting appliances, and leaving the
fresh air to enter as it can, to siipply the
place of the air that has been extracted

—

is fraught with evil from its liability to

produce draughts from the various points

whence the semi-vacuum created can
succeed in obtaining a supply, such, for

instance, as temporarily open doors, and
even from the chimneys, down which the

smoke is actually drawn by this abnor-
mal demand for air. Indeed this is one
of the most fruitful causes of the smoky
chimneys, which cowls are supposed to

remedy. The system I have thus recom-
mended, if fully carried out, will get over

the difficulty of having to decide whether
the inlets should be vertical or oblique

—

a question that could only arise when
they are small and few, and when the air

they admit is unregulated in temperature;
or whether the breezes needed should
be obtained by utilizing the mouths
of all the cupids, angels, and gods and
goddesses that a fertile invention of the

decorator of a theatre may introduce ; or

whether the cornucopias and such-like

gauds should be made hollow or not.

Given power enough, which is easily ob-

tainable, to flood the whole building with
air tempered as required, and it will mat-
ter less as tu the precise distribution of

the inlets in the auditorium itself. There
is one thing that will doubtless tend to

render this problem of the ventilation of

theatres, which has been found so diffi-

cult, easier to accomplish—I mean the in-

troduction of electric lighting instead of

by gas. This has already been done by
the enterprising manager of the Savoy
Theatre—I doubt not to his own mate-

rial advantage, as well as to the comfort

of his ever-crowded audiences. Freedom
from draughts has not, however, yet been,

attained in the auditorium of this theatre..

The refreshment rooms, however, though
situate some twelve feet below the level,

of the street adjoining, are admirably
ventilated, much in the way I have pro-

posed, by the iEolus Waterspray and
General Ventilating Company's appli-

ances, and it would only seem to be nec-

essary to adopt the same system gener-

ally throughout the building to insure a

complete success. We cannot afford,

however, to let this present generation

pass away stifled and incommoded, while-
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electricians are perfecting their methods
of lighting. Nor is it every theatre that

has a spare acre or two, in the middle of

London, alongside of it, for the accom-
modation of a puffing steam-engine to

create the light, nor an untenanted em-
bankment as a convenient neighborhood
to put up with the noise of one. In the

meantime the gaslights in theatres should,

as far as possible, have their products of

combustion conveyed outside the build-

ing without being allowed to mingle with
and contaminate the atmosphere of the

interior. Yet, notwithstanding this seri-

ous drawback of the ordinary gaslighting

to contend with, we have scientific re-

sources at command sufficient to enable

us to overcome all the difficulties that at

present retard the proper development of

this essential of civilization—proper and
adequate ventilation. Another advantage
of this system I am advocating that de-

pends upon an ample supply of air forced
in, rather than upon means of extracting

the vitiated air, is that all those ugly
cowls, which you must have noticed are

my special betes noirs, become needless.

A tax ought to be put upon every such
excrescence in proportion to its size and
unsightliness. This tax should be quite

prohibitive of all such monstrosities as

those that disfigure the roof of St. James'
Hall, and make London a laughingstock
to foreigners, who pay a little more atten-

tion to the beauty and sky line of their

streets than we do of ours. We should
soon then see the last of those metal
pipes which obtrude from our roofs, look-

ing as if they had sore throats wrapped
round with comfortless comforters, and
which in pretty little models seem some-
times to extract air with marvelous ease,

but which somehow always fail to do so

when most needed, as, for instance, when
there is no wind to blow, or when it may
happen to blow a little too hard. The
system is applicable at moderate cost to

old theatres as well as to new ones ; and,

of course, it is our oldest theatres that

stand most in need of being ventilated,

since most of them are but death traps to

all concerned with them— audience and
actors, and supernumeraries. It would,
perhaps, be invidious in me, who, as an
architect, cannot have any interest what-
ever in any of the numerous patent and
other inventions for ventilating appli-

ances which are offered to the public, to

specify which of them I should particu-

larly recommend. Assuredly, the proper
course for any one desiring to build a

new theatre, or to improve an old one, is

to consult some professional man whose
business it is to consider scientifically all

the conditions of the special case with
which he has to deal. Managers of the-

atres are evidently learning wisely to take

this course ; and without doubt most of

the recently-built theatres are vast im-
improvements upon those that preceded
them. This is certainly due to the great

skill and care bestowed upon them by
their respective architects. If no theatre

is yet absolutely perfect in this matter of

ventilation (and I do not know one that

is) I shall be glad if any hints or sugges-
tions of mine, with regard to the general

principles that should be followed, be of

use or assistance to any of my profession-

al brethren in their future works ; and my
object in bringing forward this matter
will have been attained. I am not able

to speak much from personal experience

as to the condition of theatres on the
Continent in regard to their ventilation.

But I think it may be assumed that the

general experience there is much on a par
with that here. In the Builder for Sept.

22nd, 1883, the following statement ap-

peared :
" As for the matter of ventila-

tion, that also requires, in the interest of

the public, most earnest consideration.

There at least we have but little to learn

from our Continental neighbors, who suf-

fer in their theatres quite as much as we
do in ours. The day that the last grand
chandelier shall have disappearedfrom our
theatres will be a memorable one in the
history of the stage. Then, at length, a

visit to the theatre will cease to be what
it is, at present, too often proves—a singu-
larly uncomfortable mode of enjoying
one of the most instructive of all pleasur-

able relaxations." There is, however, in

this museum an example of French in-

genuity devoted to the endeavor to rem-
edy the state of things I have been de-

scribing. This is an elaborate design
setting forth a scheme for a system of

ventilation applicable to a theatre. It un-
doubtedly shows a considerable amount
of cleverness and thought, and the dis-

position of the extracting flues, applied
to the level of the floor of the pit and
stalls, is admirable. But the author has
certainly not to my mind grasped the
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general principles that I have been en-

deavoring to prove to be the right ones.

This may be seen from the very title that

has been adopted—namely :
" Ventilation

des theatres: Injection, centrale, gratuite,

Evacuation peripheric." That is to say, the

admission of the fresh air is to be concentra-
ted in the auditorium and is to be attained

by what is called natural (as opposed to

mechanical) means, to supply the place

of the vitiated air to be extracted by flues

placed round that part of the theatre, no
other than which has ever been consider-

ed. The author, a Parisian architect,

commences by saying that " no place is

more easy to ventilate than a theatre "
;

which renders me curious to know if he
has ever reduced his theories to practice,

because I should anticipate that he would
simply have succeeded in making the
building a veritable "temple of the
winds." The reason, however, that he
gives for considering that this class of

structure is easy to ventilate is, " that the
people in it occupy fixed places in the
circumference, leaving the whole central

part empty." From which remark it is

obvious that he ignores the remainder of

the building with all its exceedingly com-
plicated arrangements, and the numerous
parts where foul air can and does collect,

and thence invade the auditorium. " The
injection of the fresh air," he continues,

"is easily obtained gratuitously." That
is, it is suffered to come in at its own
good will and pleasure, if it will do so, to

replace what is drawn off by the exhaust-
ing appliances. I have, however, already
explained what the result of such an ex-

periment would be. "This injection of

fresh air," he says, "being made far

enough from the spectators, so that none
of them are inconvenienced by it ; it is

also made under such conditions as to
make the transmission of the sound-waves
from the scene to the public.'' Now, the
position he has chosen for this concen-
trated inlet of air is at the back of the
stage, facing the auditorium, whence it

would rush, charged with all the dust
raised by the motion of the actors on the
stage and by the shiftings of the scenes,

over the footlights right into the faces of

the stallholders. "We may, I think, turn
with greater advantage to consider the
attempts that have been made in Ameri-
ca, where necessarily, from its climatic

extremes, the subject of ventilation has

been much considered. The following
particulars I have just met with (after the
foregoing remarks had been written) in

a paper, by Mr. Arthur J. Gale, upon
" American Architecture," published in

the 7'rcmsactions of the Royal Institute

of British Architects for 1882-84. These
seem to show that ventilation upon (as far

as I can judge) the identical principles I
have laid down, has been successfully

carried out in the Madison Square The-
atre in New York. Mr. Gale says that

this is not a very large but a very success-

ful house. He then describes it as fol-

lows :
" The fresh air inlet is by a de-

scending flue, 6ft. square, lined with
wood, in which is a conical cloth bag 40
ft. deep, to filter the air, which afterwards
passes over ice in summer, four tons be-

ing used each night—two tons before and
two tons after the air passes the fan at

the bottom of the inlet shaft. This fan
forces the air into a brick duct, from
which sheet-iron pipes lead it into four
brick casings surrounding steam radia-

tors that supply the required heat in

winter. This fresh air, so regulated in

temperature, is conveyed by 4in. tin cir-

cular pipes to the four sections of 90 seats

each in the auditorium. Other special

ducts supply additional cooled air, when
needed, to other parts of the building.

All the gaslights are incased in glass, and
have ventilating shafts. By these and
other exhaust shafts the vitiated air is

drawn off from various parts of the build-

ing by means of another fan in the roof.

The footlights are ventilated by the same
means. Tests have proved the ease with
which the system can be worked and the

excellent results which have been attain-

ed by it. The temperature on one occa-

sion at 9.30 p. in. was outside 85 degrees
Fahrenheit in the delivery, just beyond
the ice 70 degrees, and at the main out-

let 86 degrees. I really think now that,

having cited the last two examples, the

one showing, as I think, how not to venti-

late a theatre, and the other being a rec-

ord as to the manner in which one has
been successfully treated, I need say no
more in support of the general principles

that I have advocated. As to the special

appliances which are required to carry

them out in practice, they must neces-

sarily vary according to circumstances.

I shall conclude, therefore, with the rec-

ommendation to managers to give the
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system proposed a fair trial, and not to

be content with half-measures, and, as a

parting piece of advice to be cautious not

to allow themselves to be led, or misled,

as in all probability they would be, by
the specious advertisements of patentees

of particular appliances, the value of

which (if any) depends entirely upon the

manner in which they are employed. In
all cases they would be wiser to place

this class of work in the hands of a pro-

fessional architect in whom they have
confidence, and whose reputation would
depend upon the success of the result as

a whole, and who, of course, has no in-

terest whatever in anything that would
form part of the details of the general ar-

rangement. Since the foregoing paper
was written, my attention has been called

to a description of the ventilation and
warming of the Metropolitan Opera
House of New York, given in the Sani-

tary Engineer paper of that city, for

December 20th of last year. The system
adopted seems to be exactly what I have
recommended, and to have been designed
and carried out by the architect, Mr. J.

Cleveland Cady, and the ventilating en-

gineer, Mr. Fredric Tudor. The principle

involved is stated to be that of '* plenum
ventilation," the object being to have an
excess of air entering the building to that

which is leaving it by the regularly pro-

vided foul-air outlets, the result of which
is to have a pressure within the building

slightly in excess of that of the air with-

out the walls, so as to insure an outward
current through crevices of doors and
windows, or accidental openings. To
accomplish this in a practical manner a

blowing-engine is used, and the supply of

air almost unlimited. The air is drawn
in at a height of 75ft. from the ground,
down a shaft to what is called a settling

chamber, 48ft. by 20ft., by 10ft. high,

whence it is drawn through heating coils

by a fan to a main air-duct. The air is

admitted to a space under the audito-

rium floor, through numerous openings,
and thence through the risers of the steps

on which the drains are set. The boxes
are supplied from the main air-duct by
flues in the walls leading to spaces be-

tween their floors and ceilings. By this

means every stationary chair in the house
has air admitted to it. Outlets for foul

air are provided where the several gas-

lights afford extracting power. There is

a principal controlling valve to the vent-

ilation in the center of the dome-shaped
ceiling of the auditorium. By the adjust-

ment of this the pressure within the
house is regulated, and the condition of

plenum maintained under varying condi-

tions of the speed of the fan. The stage
has separate ventdating and warming ap-

pliances, by means of which a difference

of pressure is kept between the house
and the stage when the curtain is down,
enough to belly the latter slightly to-

wards the stage ; the rising of the curtain

then allows air to pass from the house to

the stage ventilators. I am told that the
Criterion Theatre is constructed below
the level of the street, and consequently
a most difficult place to ventilate, and
when first built almost insupportable
from foul heated air ; it was made pure
and sweet, and the temperature kept
down by a ventilator of the " Norton "

system, which consists of an extracting

appliance of great power without, how-
ever, provision for fresh air to replace

that extracted, other than what might
find its own way downward from the
street. Unfortunately this ventilator has
been removed to gain space in some re-

cent alterations. In the Prince's Theatre,
recently opened, and built by Mr. Phipps,
as at the Savoy, the basement, the most
difficult portion of a building to ventilate,

has been most efficiently ventilated and
warmed by the '*iEolus Waterspray Com-
pany.'' The success attending this sys-

tem thus partially employed renders it a
matter of regret that it was not applied
to the whole structure in the thorough
manner I have advocated. Had it been
so, I think we should have had as mem-
orable an example of improvement to re-

cord as that at New York, which I have
been describing. I think, at any rate, it

is evident that this system affords ample
power to completely warm and ventilate

any building, and no doubt there are
others that can accomplish the same end.

It remains for architects, or rather their

employers, to make proper use of the
means now placed at their command.
The comfort and health of the actors and
employes at theatres woidd be very great-
ly enhanced if, in their dressing rooms,
which as a rule are wholly neglected and
in a parlous condition, the simple pre-
caution were taken which should be
adopted in the rooms of all buddings

—
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that, namely of providing a supply of

fresh air to every fireplace, and extract-

ing the foul air by ventilators into the

smoke flues. There are numerous excel-

lent appliances for this purpose, such as

Boyd's, Shillito's, and other ventilating

grates, now so constantly and properly
employed in school buildings. In fact,

every grate, stove, or other heating ap-

paratus ought to be compelled to be
made a place for the admission of fresh

air, because it is easily tempered and ad-

mitted there without causing draughts.

I consider that some public authority

ought to condemn as uninhabitable every

room to which fresh air is not thus sup-
plied, and I am sure that by such a

simple regulation the annual death-rate

of the community would be at once great-

ly diminished. Smoky chimneys would
become almost things of the past, and
cowl manufacturers extinguished. If a

chimney smokes, the last place that

needs to be looked to is the top of the

chimney ; the first is the fireplace and its

surroundings. A chimney smokes. Why?
The room has no supply of air, or the fire-

place has been badly constructed, leaving

a reservoir of stagnant cold air above it

;

or the flue is too large, which is gener-

ally the case ; or too straight, with no
provision of expanded space for gusts

of down draughts to expend themselves

in ; or lastly the top may be without any
protection against wind or special cur-

rents of air. But whatever the cause,

sufferers from smoky chimneys can, as a

rule, conceive of no remedy but a cowl,

whereas that is the last that should be
tried. Take out and reset the grate, or

replace it by one to which air can be

freely admitted, or contract the opening
above the fireplace, or make an expan-
sion in the flue for down draughts to ex-

pend themselves in, or put a slightly

architectural finish to the top of the
chimney, to shield it from the wind which
injuriously affects it. But do not put up
an ugly twisted ^twirling corkscrew ex-

crescence to distract your neighbors as

.well as yourself, to ruin the skyline of

your buildings, and proclaim to all the
world your misery and ignorance, as well

as that of your architect and builder.

There are in this museum and elsewhere
many useful appliances for the construc-
tion of all the several parts of a building
used in the consumption and extraction

of smoke ; but it seems to me evident
from their compai-ative scarcity in houses
generally, that the public does not real-

ize their utility'—I might even say their

necessity. I think this arises from their

being presented to their notice in what
I may call a desultory and isolated man-
ner. I have therefore arranged with a

firm to show the proper construction of

fireplaces with their flues and chimney
tops as they ought to be built, at the
forthcoming Health Exhibition, in a com-
plete system. By this means the public,

I think, will be able to see the nature of

the general problem which has to be
grasped, and then can judge which of the

appliances exhibited in that exhibition

are the most suitable for each special

purpose. Otherwise they are likely to

become bewildered among the multitude
of articles presented to their notice, most
of which, though good in themselves, are

liable to fail unless combined and applied
with intelligence.

MAINTENANCE AND ROLLING- OF MACADAMISED ROADS.
By A. DEBAUVE.

nslated from "Annales des Ponts et Chaussees," for Abstracts of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

A detailed comparison is drawn be-

tween the relative advantages and disad-

vantages of the maintenance of roads in

the country by patching and by rolled

layers; and also between rolling with

horses and by steam. The advantages of

the system of repair by patching are,

great simplicity, and a regular profile of

road ; the disadvantages are, loss of ma-

terial, and injury to the traffic. The sys-

tem of layers appears more costly in the

first instance than patching; but the

expenses of cleaning and sweeping, the

crushing and shorter duration of the

metalling, and the inconvenience and the

harm done to the traffic in the latter case,

more than balances this in the case of

roads of any importance. The advantage
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of layers over patching is greater in pro-

portion to the cost of the road metal

;

and the only serious drawback to the sys-

tem is that, towards the close of the life

of a layer, the road, having become hollow

in the centre, is liable to be rapidly dete-

riorated in a very rainy season.

After giving some information on the

best thicknesses for layers of metalling,

and the points to be attended to for se-

curing a good road, the author proceeds

to the consideration of horse and steam
rollers. As the resistance to traction is

much greater over a new layer at the

commencement of the rolling than to-

wards the end, whilst the number of

horses harnessed to a roller remains the

same, it is advantageous to be able to

double the weight of a roller. The Mo-
quet roller realizes this condition, having
a weight of from about 3^ to 4§ tons when
empty, which can be increased to, from 7

to 7£ tons by filling two large, deep cases

with gravel. The balance is secured by
placing one case in front, and one behind
the roller; and the lowness of the centre

of gravity gives great stability. It is im-

portant that the roller should turn easily,

to avoid having to unharness the horses

;

and the system in which the roller is

formed, of four similar rings side by side,

accomplishes this. An index recording

the number of revolutions, with which
the steam rollers are provided, would be
a very useful adjunct to horse rollers. The
heaviest rollers are the best for rolling

new layers of metalling; but the weight
is practically limited to what six or seven
horses can draw, the largest number
which is readily procurable, and which
can be easily managed ; and about 7 to 8

tons is the heaviest roller they can draw
properly. The cost of traction with
horses on main roads, with gradients not
exceeding 1 in 33, allowing a turn for

every 220 yards, is about 3s. 6d. per mile,

and about 13f miles are traversed in a

day of ten hours.

Four steam-rollers were purchased,
within the last three years, for forming
and repairing several main roads in the
department of Oise, as it was doubtful
whether sufficient horses could be pro-

cured for rolling in the ordinary way.
Each roller cost £480, and weighed from
10 tons to 11£ tons, according to its load

of water and coal. The minimum press-

ure exerted by the steam roller per foot

of width is \\ ton, which is the same as

that of the half-loaded horse roller,whose
smaller width compensates for its lighter

weight. Owing to the greater width of

the steam roller, a day's journey of 8|
miles with it is equivalent to the 13|
miles of the horse roller, and this dis-

tance is easily accomplished by the steam
roller, so that its effective work is at least

equal to that of a horse roller with six or
seven horses, on roads with moderate
gradients. In the exceptional case of
gradients from 1 in 33 to 1 in 20, the
steam roller is much more advantageous.
The cost of traction with the minimum of

six horses, is 38s. 4c7. per day ; whilst with
the steam roller it is as follows

:

Driver 8.0

Coal, 3.2 cwt. at 32s. per ton 5.12

Oil, waste, wood, &c 2.08

Allowance for cleaning and stoppages 2.0

Total per day 17.2

which is less than half the cost of trac-

tion with horses. The actual cost of trac-

tion with a steam roller, in the author's
district, per cubic yard of material used
for repair, during 1880-82, amounts to

8^d.; whereas the mean cost in another
district, with horse rollers, was 15rf.,

making a saving with steam rolling of

%\d. per cubic yard, or a total saving of

£366 in two years. On this estimate, the
cost of the steam roller would be saved
in three years ; and as, in the special

work accomplished by the steam rollers,

the cost with horse rollers would have
really reached 25^c/"., instead of 15c/., the
steam rollers have already effected a sav-

ing exceeding their cost. The possible
objections to the use of steam rollers are

shown to be immaterial ; and the conclu-
sion arrived at is, that steam rolling1

marks an important progress in the main-
tenance of ordinary roads.

MChevkeul lias probably enjoyed a longer
. working period than any* other great

scientific worker. About a month ago he com-
municated a paper to the Academie des Sciences,
at the close of which he remarked :

" The ob-
servation is not a new one to me : I had the honor
to mention it here at the meeting on the 10th of
May, 1812."
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ON MORE CONVENIENT EQUIVALENTS FOR CONVERTING
BRITISH INTO METRICAL MEASURES THAN

THOSE HITHERTO IN USE.

By G. JOHNSTONE STONEY. D.Sc, P.R.S.

From "Nature."

Capt. Clarke's determination of the

length of the British yard in metrical

measure, made at Southampton in 1866
for the Ordnance Survey (see Philosophi-

cal Transactions for 1867), differs by a

small amount from that which had been
previously made by Capt. Kater, and it

is noteworthy that the small difference

between these excessively careful deter-

minations is greater than the difference

between Capt. Clarke's determination and
the very simple equivalent,

The yard— 914.4 millimeters
;

so that the outstanding error which will

be incurred if this very convenient num-
ber is adopted is of an amount which is

inappreciable in ordinary good scientific

work . It is less than the expansion pro-

duced in iron standards of length by one
degree of temperature . Again, the pound
avoirdupois differs, according to Prof.

Miller's determination (which is the most
elaborate we possess), from the simple

equivalent,

The pound=453. 6 grammes,

by only one-quarter of a grain avoirdu-

pois in a kilogramme. This is about 1/70
of the correction which would have to be
made in weighing water in order to re-

duce its apparent weight to its weight in

vacuo, and is of small account even in

carefully conducted scientific work . The
value of the gallon, which follows from
Capt. Clarke's determination of the meter,

is 1.000027 times that adopted in Dowl-
ing's Metrical Tables, and differs from the

simple equivalent,

The gallon=4544 cubic centimeters,

by an amount which is less than a cubic

centimeter in ten liters, an error which is

inappreciable ; measures of capacity not
admitting of being compared so closely

as weights and measures of length. Hence
we may take as our fundamental units

—

The yard=914.4 millimeters,

with an error of less than a fifth-metret

in the meter, on the authority of Capt.
Clarke

;

The pound=453.6 grammes,

with an error of one-quarter of a grain

avoirdupois in a kilogramme, on the au-

thority of Prof. Miller
;

The gallon=4544 cubic centimeters,

with an error of less than one cubic cen-

timeter in ten liters, on the authority of

the best previous determinations correct-

ed by Capt. Clarke. It is a truly re-

markable circumstance that the first of

these numbers happens to be divisible by
3

2 and 2 3

, the second by 2
3 and 7, and the

third by 2
6

. Divisors more conven-

ient could hardly have been chosen for

dealing with the disorderly way in which
British measures are subdivided. They
furnish the following tables, which may
be safely recommended

:

Table I.

—

Measures of Length.

The yard = 914.4 millimeters.

The foot

The inch

304.8
25.4

Table II.

—

Weights.

The pound = 453 . 6 grammes

.

The half-pound =226.8
The quarter pound = 113 .

4

"

The ounce = 28.35
The grain = . 0648 "

[This last gives the gramine= 15. 43210
grains, a number which it is singularly

easy to recollect.]

Table III.

—

Measures of Capacity.

The gallon

The quart

The pint

The half-pint

The noggin

=4544 cubic centimeters.

=1136
= 568
= 284
= 142

The fluid ounce= 28.4

* By metrets are to be understood decimal subdivi-
sions of tbe meter. The fifth-metret is the fifth of
these, or the hundred-thousandth of a meter. It is

about the diameter of one of the red disks in human
blood.
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If any person using these tables wishes

to carry refinement farther, he may do so

by subtracting one in every hundred
thousand after using Table I, by subtract-

ing one in sixty thousand after using

Table II, and by subtracting one in ten
thousand after using Table III. These
corrections will carry accuracy to the
limit of Prof. Miller's and Capt. Clarke's

determinations.

THE THEORY OF STADIA MEASUREMENTS ACCOMPANIED BY
TABLES OP HORIZONTAL DISTANCES AND DIFFER-

ENCES OF LEVEL FOR THE REDUCTION OF
STADIA FIELD OBSERVATIONS.

By ARTHUR WINSLOW, Assistant Geologist, Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

The fundamental principle upon which

stadia measurements are based, is the

geometrical one that the lengths of par-

allel lines subtending an angle are pro-

portional to their distances from its apex.

Thus if, in Fig. 1, a represents the

length of a line subtending an angle at a

distance d from its apex, and a' the length

of line, parallel to and twice the length of

a, subtending the same angle at a dis-

tance d' from its apex, then will d' equal

2d.

This is, in a general way, the underly-

fitted for stadia work, there are placed

either two horizontal wires (usually ad-

justable) or a glass with two etched hori-

zontal lines at the position of the cross

wires, and equidistant from the center

wire.

A self-reading stadia rod is further

provided, graduated according to the

units of measurement used.

In a horizontal sight with such a tele-

scope and rod, the stadia wires seem to

be projected upon the rod and to inter-

cept a distance which in Fig. 2 is repre-

sented by a.

In point of fact there is formed, at the

position of the stadia wires, a small con-

jugate image of the rod which the wires

intersect at points b and c, which are re-

spectively the foci of the points B and C
on the rod. If, for simplicity's sake, the

object glass be considered a simple bi-

ing principle of stadia work ; the nature

of the instruments used, however, intro-

duces several modifications, and these will

be best understood by a consideration of

the conditions under which such measure-
ments are generally made.

In the telescopes of most instruments

Vol. XXX.—No. 4—22

convex lens, then, by a principle of optics,

the rays from any point of an object con-

verge to a focus at such a position that a

straight line, called a secondary axis, con-
necting the point with its image, passes
through the center of the lens. This
point of intersection of the secondary axes
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is called the optical center. Hence, it

follows that lines such as c C and b B, in

Fig. 2, drawn from the stadia wires

through the centre of the object glass

will intersect the rod at points corre-

sponding to those which the wires cut on
the image of the rod. From this follows

the proportion:

da 7 p- =-.:d=^a,pi I
• (1)

Where

:

J=the distance of the rod from the
center of the objective;

j5=the distance of the stadia wires from
the center of the objective

;

«=the distance intercepted on the rod
by the stadia wires

;

I= the distance of the stadia wires
apart.

If p remained the same for all lengths

p
of sight, then y- could be made a desir-

able constant and d would be directly

proportional to a. Unfortunately, how-
ever, for the simplicity of such measure-
ments, p (the focal length) varies with
the length of the sight, increasing as the
distance diminishes and vice versa. Thus
the proportionality between d and a is

variable.

The object, then, is to determine ex-

actly what function a is of d and to

express the relation in some convenient
formula.

The general formula for bi-convex
lenses is:

1_ 1 1

P
+
P'~f'

(2)

/ is the principal fo:al length of the
lens, and p and p' are the focal distances
of image and object, and are approxi-
mately the same as p and d, respectively,

in equation (1)

:

therefore, - +- =-, approximately.

/? dand-=-—

1

p f

-n /IN ^ a
From(l),-=

I

ad

whence d=-a+f (3)

In this formula, it will be noticed that,

as f and I remain constant for sights of

all lengths, the factor by which a is to be
multiplied is a constant, and that d is

thus equal to a constant times the length
of a, plus /. This formula would seem,
then, to express the relation desired, and
it is generally considered as the funda-
mental one for stadia measurements. As
above stated, however, the equation

1 1_1
P
+
d'~f

is only approximately true and the con-
junction of this formula with (1) being,

therefore, not rigidly admissible, equation

(3) does not express the exact relation.*

The equation expressing the true rela-

tion, however, though differing from (3)

in value, agrees with it in form and also

in that the expression corresponding to

f.= is a constant and that the amount to

be added remains, practically, f. The
f

constant corresponding to '= may be

called kf and thus the distance of the
rod from the objective of the telescope is

seen to be equal to a constant times the
reading on the rod, plus the principal

focal length of the objective. To obtain

the exact distance to the center of the in-

strument, it is further necessary to add
the distance of the objective from that

centre, to f; which sum may be called c.

The final expression for the distance,

with a horizontal sight, is then

d=ka+ c (±)

The necessity of adding c is somewhat
of an incumbrance. In the stadia work
of the United States Government sur-

veys an approximate method is adopted
in which the total distance is read di-

rectly from the rod. For this method
the rod is arbitrarily graduated, so that,

at the distance of an average sight, the

same number of units of the graduation

are intercepted between the stadia wires

on the rod, as units of length are con-

* This is demonstrated on page 318.

tAis dependent upon I and can, therefore, be made
a convenient value in any instrument fitted with ad-
justable stadia wires. It is generally made equal to
100, so that a reading on the rod of 1 corresponds to a
distance of.100+/.
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tained in the distance. For any other

distance, however, this proportionality

does not remain the same ; for, according

to the preceding demonstration, the

reading on the rod is proportional to its

•distance, not from the center of the in-

strument, but from a point at a distance
" c " in front of that center ; so that,

when the x'od is moved from the posi-

tion where the reading expresses the

ment was, however, bulky and difficult to

construct, and never came into extensive

use.

For stadia measurements with inclined

sights there are two modes of procedure.
One, is to hold the rod at right angles to

the line of sight ; the other, to hold it

vertical. With the first method it will

be seen by reference to Fig. 3, that the

distance read is not to the foot of the

exact distance to a point, say half that

distance from the instrument center, the
reading expresses a distance less than
half ; and, at a point double that distance

from the instrument center, the distance

expressed by the reading is more than
twice the distance. The error for all

distances less than the average being
minus, and for greater distances plus.

The method is, however, a close approxi-
mation, and excellent results are obtained
by its use.

rod E, but to a point, f, vertically under
the point, F, cut by the center wire. A
correction has, therefore, to be made for

this. An objection to this method is the

difficulty of holding the rod at the same
time in a vertical plane and inclined at a

definite angle. Further, as the rod
changes its inclination with each new po-
sition of the transit, the vertical angles

of back and foresight are not measured
from the same point.

The method usually adopted is the

Another method of getting rid of the
necessity of adding the constant was de-

vised by Mr. JPorro, a Piedmontese, who
constructed an instrument in which there
was such a combination of lenses in the
objective, that the readings on the rod,

for all lengths of sight, were exactly pro-
portional to the distances.* The instru-

* A notice of this instrument will be found in an
article by Mr. Benjamin Smith Lymon, entitled " Tele-
scopic Measurements in Surveying," in Jour. Frank-
lin Inst., May and June, 1868, and a fuller description
is contained in Annates des Mines, Vol. XVI, fourth
series.

second, where the rod is always held ver-

tical. Here, owing to the oblique view

of the rod, it is evident that the space in-

tercepted by the wires on the rod varies,

not only with the distance, bat also with

the angle of inclination of the sight.

Hence, in order to obtain the true dis-

tance from station to station, and also its

vertical and horizontal components, a

correction must be made for this oblique

view of the rod. In Fig. 4,
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AB=«=the reading on the rod
;

MF=d=the inclined distance=c + GF
=c + kCT>,

MP=D=the horizontal distance= d
cos n,

FP=Q=the vertical distan ce=D tan n

ft= the vertical angle,

*AGB=2m.

It is first required to express d in terms
of a, n and m.
From the proportionality existing be-

tween the sides of a triangle and the sides

of the opposite angles,

AF _ sin m
"GF~sin [90° + (w—m)]

1
or, AF=GF sinm

,BF
and^r— :=

cos (n—m) '

sin m
GF~sin [90

or, BF=GFsin m

(n + m)~\

1

AF-i-BF=GFsinm(
V

(cos n + rn)

1

cos n— rn)

+

AF +BF=a, and GF=

(cos (n+ m)

CD 1

2 tan in

CD cos in

a

'A sm in

By substituting and reducing to a com-

mon denominator,

CD os?ft [cos (n + m) + cos (n—m)~]

2 cos (n + m) cos (n—m)
Keducing this according to trigono-

metrical formulae,

n-^ cos
2 n cos2 in— sin

2 n sin
2 mCD=a

5
' cos n cos in

as d='MF=e+ k.GD,

cos 2 n cos 2 m— sin
2 n sin

2m
\ d=c+ k a

cos n cos m
The horizontal distance, D~d cos n.

,\ D=c cosn+ kacos*n—k a sin
2^ tan2 m.

" The third member of this equation
may safely be neglected, as it is very
small even for long distances and large

angles of elevation (for 1500', w=45° and
£=100, it is but 0.07'.) Therefore, the

final formula for distances, with a stadia

kept vertical, and with wires equidistant

from the center wire, is the following:"

D=c cos n + ak cos 2 n . . (5)

The vertical distance Q, is easily ob-

tained from the relation: Q=D tan n.

.
-..Q=c sin ii + ale cos n sin n

„ . 7 sin In :*.

ov(4=c smn + a/c —=— . (6)*
A

"With the aid of formula (5) and (6) the
horizontal and vertical distances can be
immediately calculated when the reading
from a vertical rod, and the angle of ele-

vation of any sight are given ; and it is

from these formulae that I have calcu-

lated my stadia reduction tables. The

values of ok, cos'n and ale—~—were sep-
A

arately calculated for each two minutes
up to 30 degrees of elevation ; but, as
the value of c sin n and c cos n have
quite an inappreciable variation for 1 de-

gree, it was thought sufficient to de-

termine these values only for each de-

gree. As c varies with different instru-

ments these last two expressions were
calculated for three different values of c,

thus furnishing a ratio from which values

of c sin n and c cos n can be easily deter-

mined for an instrument having any con-

stant (c).

Similar tables have been computed by
J. A. Ockerson and Jared Teeple, of the
United States Lake Survey. Their use
is, however, limited, from the fact that

the meter is the unit of horizontal meas-
urement while the elevations are in feet.

The bulk of the tables furnish differences

of level for stadia readings up to 400
meters, but only up to 10° of elevation.

Supplementary tables give the elevations

up to 30° for a distance of one meter.

For obtaining horizontal distances refer-

ence has to be made to another table,

which is somewhat an objectionable fea-

ture, and a multiplication and a subtrac-

tion has to be made in order to obtain

the result. Last, but not least, these

tables are, apparently, only accurate

when used with an instrument whose
constant is 0.43 meters.

* The above demonstration is substantially that
given by Mr. George J. Specht, in an article on Topo-
graphical Surveying in Van Nostrand's Engineering
Magazine for February, 1880, though enlarged and cor-
rected.
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As stated in the preceding discussion

(p. 314), the generally accepted formula
expressing the relation between the dis-

tance in a horizontal sight, the reading on
the rod, the distance of the stadia wires

apart, and the focal length of the object-

ive is

fd=j a+f (3)

where d, a, I and f represent these fact-

ors respectively.

This formula is derived from the con-
junction of the two equations :

a—- a

A 1 1 1
and-+—=-;

P P f

(1)

(2)

p and jo' in (2) being considered as equal
to p and d in (1). p and d in (1), it will

be remembered, are the distances from
the center of the objective to the image
and object respectively. But the general
formula for lenses, (2), is derived on the
supposition that p and p' are measured
from the exterior faces of the lens, and
therefore p and d in (1) are each greater,
by half the thickness of the lens, than p
and p' in (2). Further, this formula is

derived on the supposition that the ob-
ject glass of the telescope is a simple, bi-

convex lens, whereas, in fact, it is a com-
pound lens composed of a piano concave
and a biconvex lens. Now, though these
points may seem insignificant in them-
selves, they may greatly influence the
final result, as a difference of only 1 in
the denominator of such a fraction as
1,000,000 u .,

2 may alter the result by as much

as 500,000. Considerable thought and
time has, therefore, been given to the
consideration of the effect of these cor-
rections, and, as a result, it was found
that the formula (3) does not express the
true relation even within practical limits

;

and that if it were attempted to calculate
the distance, d, by this formula, when
the factors f, p and a were given, a re-
sult would be obtained which would dif-

fer considerably from the real distance.
The inaccuracy lies in the expression

f mi
- one to be substituted for it is,

of this constant by actual trial and not
from a knowledge of the values of f and
I, the correction to be made will not af-

fect the practice.

Considering first the case of a tele-

scope with a simple, biconvex lens, the

optical center being, here, in the center

of the lens, d and p, in equation (1), as

before stated, are measured from the

center of the lens, while, in equation (2),

p and p' are measured from the exterior

faces. If the thickness of the lens be
taken as 2x, then

p in equation (l)=p in equation (2),

minus x ; and

d in equation (2),p' in equation (1)

minus x.

Therefore, while (1) remains

7 P
or p=-d

a

by substitution, (2), becomes,

1 11
/V- x a—x

I

(la)

(2a)

Substituting d- for/.? in (2a)

d—x
a

X d—x

d—x+ d a5=-.(<?—x) id x.)

1 72 I 1
7
I 1 , 1 ,—- d-— d-x—-dx + -x

f a f a / f

The

however, like it, a constant for each in-

strument
; and, as we determine the value

whence, —2x— - a;
2

-d
f

1 ^ 1
=- a -

or
f a

di(H(H)
Multiplying both sides by

II

a f\

1
x +-x

J

Adding to both sides

af

/ f or

a f ( \a
+1 )(i,+1

)[

)(H)f
2 squared,
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m^-?,M»
=(4-)'-4-
A fa) fa

KHIHI* 1^!^
Extracting the square root of both terras,

'KHMF
11/. 1 A

7
1I

fa\ f I fa

(h )(?"+1 )

Therefore,

im^Wi
fa

(2x + -o^

+(H(H)l af-k
i

•

or, tZ:
(I + a) (85+/)

21

+/
This is the exact formula correspond-

ing to (3), for biconvex lenses. This can,

however, be considerably reduced with-
out materially affecting its value. With
a telescope of the dimensions of that of

an ordinary engineer's transit, the term

- (ar
2 + 2xf) diminishes the result by about

-if
of an inch and, therefore, may be neg-

lected. Formula (3a), then becomes :

J _ (I + fl)(g+/)

la;+ 1/+ ax+ af

=a—^~ +f + x

The addition of x (half the thickness

of the object glass) would be inappreci-

able in the length of any ordinary sight,

and may be omitted. The final expres-

sion becomes, then,

d=
X-±f

a +f (3b>

This formula, it will be observed, dif-

fers from (3) in that the reading on the
rod (a), is multiplied by x+f instead of
f. The numerical difference between the
results is seen in the following examples:

Consider first the case with a one-foot
reading on the rod, and let x= .18",

/=9.00", and I=.08" *

Formula (3) becomes, then:

d=^£ 12.00" + 9.00"=1359"=113.25';
.(Jo

Formula (3b) becomes:

, .1S"+ 9.00"
1200„

+ 9.00"=1386=115.50'
.08"

Difference= 2.25'

"When the reading on the rod is 5 feet

(or 60") then, (3) becomes

:

d= ^-°~ 60.00" + 9.00= 563.25'r

and (3b) becomes:

1 8''-i- Q 00"
d= \*'

/f
60.00" + 9.00=574.50'

.08'

Difference =11.25'f

The above demonstration shows, then,

that, with a simple biconvex object glass,

the usually accepted formula expressing
the relation between the distance, the

reading on the rod, the distance of the
stadia wires apart, and the focal length

of the objective, is not accurate even
within the limits of accuracy of such
measurements. With the usual combi-
nation of lenses in objectives this error

would still remain. The derivation of a
formula similar to (35), for such lenses,

would, however, be extremely difficult,

and would only hold for the special lens

in question. For, with such a combina-
tion of lenses, the optical center would
no longer remain in the center of the

lens, but would vary its position accord-

ing to the relative thicknesses of the two
glasses, their radii of curvature and their

* These are very closely the dimensions in Heller &
Brightly's large Surveyor's Transit (5-inch needle), as^

kindly furnished me by Mr. Heller.
t As the difference is evidently proportional to the

length of sight, with a 1000' sight it would amount tO'

22.5', etc.
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indices of refraction ; and, after its posi-

tion had been determined by abstruse

calculation and refined experiment, its

distance from the two exterior faces of

the compound lens would be expressed

by two different values (x and x') instead

of two equal values (x) ; and this would
very much complicate further calcula-

tion.

It was seen that, in the newly deduced
formula, for biconvex objectives, like that

heretofore accepted, the factor by which
the reading on the rod is multiplied is a

constant for each instrument, and that

the practical method of adjusting the

instrument remains the same. The
question now arises, does this remain the

case with a compound objective !

In view of the difficulty of demonstrat-
ing this mathematically it was decided to

make a practical test of this point with a

carefully adjusted instrument. A dis-

tance of 500 feet was first measured off

on a level stretch of ground, and each 50
foot point accurately located. From one
end of this line three successive series of

stadia readings* were then taken from
the first 50 foot and each succeeding 100
foot mark. The following table contains

the results

:

Spaces Intercepted on the Eod

Distances.

1st Series. 2d Series. 3d Series. Mean.

Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet.

50.00 .4850 .4860 .4855 .4855
100.00 .9850 .9870 .9830 .9850
200.00 1.9850 1 9860 1.9840 1.9850
300.00 2.9890 2.9875 2.9870 2.9878
400.00 3.9830 3.9800 3.9890 3.9840
500 00 4.9850 4.9850 4.9900 4.9867

Multiplying the mean of these readings
by 100, and subtracting the result from

the corresponding distance, we obtain

the following table

:

Mean of Variations
Distances. Stadia Readings Differences.

times 100. from Mean.

Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet,

50.00 48.55 1.45 + .02

100.00 98.50 1.50 + .07

200.00 198.50 1.50 + .07

300.00 298.78 1 .22 -.21
400.00 398.40 1.60 + .17

500.00 498.67 1.33 -.10

Sum of Differences = S . 60
;

Mean of Differences = 1.43.

The variations between the numbers
of the column of differences are slight,

the maximum from a mean value of 1.43

feet being only .21 feet. A study of the
tables will show that these variations have
no apparent relation to the length of the
sight ; in the maximum case, the variation

corresponds to a reading onthe rod of only

.0021 feet (an amount much within the

limits of accuracy of any ordinary sight).

We are, therefore, perfectly justified in

concludmg- that these variations are acci-

* The readings were taken from two targets, set so
that the sight should be horizontal and thus also pre-
venting any personal error or prejudice from affect-
ing the reading.
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dental, and that the " difference " is, for

all practical purposes, a co?ista?it value.

We thus see that with a telescope hav-

ing a compound, plano-convex objective,

whatever the formula may be expressing

the relation between d, f, x, etc., the

horizontal distance is equal to a constant

times the reading on the rod plus a con-

stant, and may, as in the other cases, be
expressed by the equation,

d== ak+ c*

The many advantages of stadia meas-
urements in surveying need not be dwelt
upon here, both because attention has
been repeatedly called to them, and be-

cause they are self-evident to every engi-

neer. Neither will it be within the com-
pass of this article to describe the various

forms of rods and instruments, or the
conventionalities of stadia work.

A few precautions, necessary for accu-

rate work, should, however, be empha-
sized. First, as regards the special ad-

justments : care should be taken that in

setting the stadia wires| allowance be
made for the instrument constant, and
that the wires are so set that the reading,

at any distance, is less than the true dis-

tance by the amount of this constant.^

For accurate stadia work it is better to

take the reading for both distances and
elevations only at alternate stations and
then to take them from both back and
fore sights, in such a manner that the
vertical angle is always read from the
same position on each rod, which should
be the average height of the telescope at

the different stations.

Cases will, of course, occur where this

method will be impracticable, and then
the mode of procedure must be left to the
judgment of the surveyor. If it be desired

* This may seem a statement of what was already a
well-known fact. But, heretofore, it has been "as-

sumed to be a direct deduction from optical principles,
and as, according to the preceding article, this is not
so clearly evident, it seemed necessary to redeter-
mine the point.

t This applies to an instrument with movable stadia
wires, and not to one with etched lines on glass. In the
latter case the graduation of the rod is the adjust-
able portion. It has been claimed as an advantage
for etched lines on glass, that they are not affected by
variations of temperature while the distance between
stadia wires is. A series of tests which I made with
one of Heller & Brightly's transits, to determine this
point, showed no appreciable alteration in the space
between the wires, as measured on a rod 500 feet dis-
tant, with a range of temperature between that pro-
duced in the instrument by the sun of a hot summer's
day, and that produced by enveloping the telescope in
a bag of ice.

X This is assuming the measurements to be made
by the ordinary method, and not by the approximate
one of the U. S. Engineers.

to have the absolute elevation of the

ground under the instrument, the height

of the telescope at each station will have
to be measured by the rod, and the dif-

ference between this measurement and
the average height used in sighting to

the rod either added or subtracted as the

case may be. This difference will ordi-

narily be so small, that in a great deal of

stadia work no reduction will be neces-

sary. In sighting to the rod for the

angle of depression or elevation, the cen-

ter horizontal wire must always be used.

By this means an exactly continuous line

is measured.
For theoretical exactness it is necessary

that the stadia wires should be equidis-

tant from the horizontal center wire, for,

if this be not the case, the distance read

is for an angle of elevation differing from
the true one by an amount proportional

to the displacement of the wires.

With reasonable care a high degree of

accuracy can be attained in stadia meas-
urements. The common errors of stadia

reading are unlike the common errors of

chaining, the gross ones (s*uch as making
a difference of a whole hundred feet) be-

ing, in general, the only important ones,

and these are readily checked by double
readings. To facilitate the subtraction

of the reading of one cross hair from that

of another, one should be put upon an
even foot mark, and in the check reading
the other one.

A general measure of the efficiency of

stadia measurements is furnished in the
professional papers of the Corps of Engi-
neers, U. S. A., for 1882, on the Primary
Triangulation of the Lake Survey, where
it is stated that, in computing coordin-

ates of stadia work for 1875, the average
amount of discrepancy in 141 lines, vary-

ing between 965 and 6,648 meters (mean
2,450 meters) when compared with lines

determined by triangulation or chaining,

was found to be I in 649. The maximum
limit of error is put at 1 in 300.

Mr. Benjamin Smith Lyman, who has
made extensive use of stadia work both
in this country and Japan, considers it

decidedly more accurate than ordinary
good chaining, if the gross errors be
carefully avoided.

The results of stadia survey which
have come to my notice fully support this

view. During the past summer' I had
occasion to run a continuous stadia line
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between two points some twelve miles

apart. It was necessary that the position

of these points with reference to each

other "should be determined as closely as

possible with the means at hand. In
consequence, the work was checked by
taking duplicate vernier and stadia read-

ings, and by taking a series of check

sights to prominent objects. The lati-

tudes and departures of this survey were
afterwards calculated out, and the check

angles computed and compared with

those observed. The results are shown
in the accompanying diagram and table.

From the results of the tests tabulated

on p. 323, Mr. Lyman has kindly furnished

me with the following deductions, as an
indication of the exactness of stadia

measurements.*
Taking the mean, 1.43, as exactly cor-

rect, we see, then, that the total error of

the eighteen sights was only .06 feet, or

TTToo" °^ ^ne whole distance measured,
4,650 feet, a precision (as it happens)
seven times greater than I suggested in

my paper for a telescope magnifying ten

times. But the mean . of the errors

.000817 (or j-g^j), which, so far as the

insufficient number of eighteen sights can
show, would be the mean of the errors of

an infinite number of trials, would cor-

respond to a probable error for any one
of the number of trials (that is, in gene-

* I wish to take this opportunity to acknowledge
my indebtedness to Mr. Beajamin Smith Lyman, for
the kindly interest he has taken in the above discus-
sion, for his valuable suggestions, and for his assist-
ance in referring me to various sources for informa-
tion.

DIAGRAM. OF CHECK SIGHTS
SCALE,10000'=1"

Table of Check Angles.

Sights.

Course as

read.

Course as

Deduced.
Difference.

Minimum Pro-
portional Linear
Displacement.

19-1 N. 26° 9' E. K 26° 8' E. 0° 1' 1.3' E.

28-a N. 28° 8' E. N. 28° 3' E. 0° 5' 5.6' E.

59-e N. 5°9'E. N. 5° 12' E. 0° 3' 7.6' W.

73-N S. 87° 14' E. S. 87° 19' E. 0° 5' 3.6' S.

77-N N. 72° 8' E. N. 72° 7' E. 0° V 1.0' S.

94-N N. 72° 26' E. N. 72° 24' E. 0° 2' 6.0' S.

97-N N. 73° 35' E. N. 73° 34' E. o
3 1' 3.6' S.
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Distances.

50 feet.

100
200
300
400
500

Variations from Mean.

+ .07 -.03 +.02
+ .07 -.13 +.27
+ .07 -.03 +.17
-.33 -.18 -.13
+ .27 +.57 -.33
+ .07 +.07 -.43

+ .22 +.27 -.43=6

Error (or Variation from Mean
Magnitude.

Mean) in Parts of the

Distance Measured.

+ .0014 -.0006 +.0004 .0008

+ .0007 -.0013 +.0027 .0016

+ .00035 -.0015 +.00085 .00045
-.0011 -.0006 -.00043 .00071

+ .C00675 +.0014 -.00082 .000965

+ .00014 +.00014 -.00086 . .00038

6). 004905

.000817

ral) of the same kind, of .00069, or
1 4^ .

This is within half the exactness I claimed

as possible for the stadia in my paper.

The difference may be due to several

causes that I neglected to consider, such
as a slight leaning of the rod forward or

back, imperfect graduation of the rod,

imperfect cleanliness or transparency of

the glasses or of the air, imperfection in

the shape of the lenses, or in their adjust-

ments to one another, waviness from the

varying refraction of the air with the

heat from the sun and the ground, inac-

urate focussing, inexact placing of the
center hair upon the center of the target

or graduation. This last difficulty might
be avoided by taking one edge of the up-
per or lower cross hairs, and by special

painting of the target for the center hair.

* * * But at any rate the superior
exactness of stadia measurement over
chaining is shown, so far as eighteen trials

could do it."

Tables of Horizontal Distances and
Differences of Level for Stadia

Measurements.

The formulae used in the computation
of the following tables, were those given
by Mr. Geo. J. Specht in an article on
Topographical Surveying, published in

Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine for

February, 1880. These formulae furnish

expressions for horizontal distances and
differences of level for stadia measure-
ments with the conditions that the stadia

rod be held vertical, and the stadia wires
be equidistant from the centre wire. They
are as follows :

D=c cos n + ak cos ''n.

Q=D tan n=c sin n +
ak sin 2n.

D= Horizontal distance.

Q= Difference of level.

c=the distance from the center of the

instrument to the center of the

object glass, plus the focal length

of the object glass.

&=the focal length of the object glass
' divided by the distance of the

stadia wires apart.

a= the reading on the stadia rod.

n=th.e vertical angle.

ak is the reading on the rod multiplied

by k, which is a constant for each

instrument (generally 100.) In the

tables the vertical columns consist

of two series of numbers for each

degree, which series represent

respectively the different values

„ , „ , ak sin %% .

of ak cOs n and r tor
A

every two minutes, when ak=100.
To obtain the horizontal distance

or the difference of level in any
case, the corresponding value of

c cos n or c sin n must further be
added, and the mean of each of

these expressions, for each degree,

with 3 of the most common values

of c, is given under each column.

As an example, let it be required to

find the horizontal distance and the dif-

ference of level when, n=-\- 6° 18', ak=
570, and the instrument constant, c=.75.

In the column headed 6°, opposite 18' in

the series for " Hor. Dist.," we find 98.80

as the expression for ak cos
2n when ak

= 100, therefore, when ak=570.
ak cos

3n=98.80x5.70= 563.16.

To this must be added c cos n, which
in this case is found in the subjoined col-

umn to be .75.
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M. 0° 1° 2° 3° M. 8° 9° 10° 11'

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff.

Dist. ffilev. Dist. Mev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Di.-t. Elev.
0' . . .

.

100.00 .00 99.97 1.74 99.88 3.49 99.73 5.23 0'.... 98.00 13.78 97.55 15.45 96.98 17.10 96 36 18.73
'•

.06
"

1.80 99.87 3.55 99 72 5.28 2 98.05 13.84 97.53 15.51 96.96 17.16 96.34 l-.'-

4
"

.12
" 1.86 " 3.60 99.71 5.34 1 4 98.03 13.89 97.52 15.56 96.94 17.21 96.32 1-.-4

6
"

.17 99. .96 1.92 " 3.66 " 5.40 6.... 98.01 13.95 97.50 15.62 96.92 17.26 90.2:. i -

8
"

- .23 " 1.98 99.86 3.72 99.70 5.46 8 98.00 14.01 97.48 15.07 96.90 17.32 96.27 18- 95
10

"
.29

" 2.04 " 3.78 99.69 5.52 10 97.98 14.06 97.46 15.73 96.88 17.87 96.25 19.00

12
•<

.35
" 2.09 99.85 3.84 " 5.57 12 97.97 14.12 97.44 15.78 96.86 17.43 96.23 19.05

14
"

.41 99.95 2.15 3.90 99.68 5.63 14 97.95 14.17 97.43 15.84 96.84 17.48 96.21 19.11

16
"

.47 " 2.21 99.84 3.95 " 5.69 16 97.93 14.23 97.41 15 89 96.82 17.54 96.18 19.16

18
"

.52
" 2.22 " 4.01 99.67 5.75 18 97.92 14.28 97.39 15.95 96.80 17.59 96.16 19.21

20
"

.58
" 2.33 99.83 4.07 99.66 5.80 20 97.90 14.34 97 37 16.00 96.78 17.65 96.14 19.27

22 • '

.64 99 94 2.38 " 4.13 " 5.86 22 97.88 14.40 97.35 16.06 96.76 17.70 96.12 19.32

24
"

.70 " 2.44 99.82 4.18 99.65 5.92 24 97.87 14.45 97. .33 16.11 96.74 17.76 96 I 9 19.38

26 99.99 .76 " 2.50 " 4.24 99.64 5.98 26 97.85 14.51 97.31 16.17 96.72 17.81 96.07 19.43

28
"

.81 99.93 2.56 99.81 4.30 99.63 6.04 28. .

.

97.83 14.56 97.29 16.22 96.70 17.86 96.05 19.48
"

.87 " 2.62 " 4.36 " 6.09 30 97.62 14.62 97.28 16.28 96.68 17.92 96.03 19.54

32 «
.93 u 2.67 99.80 4.42 99.62 6.15 32 97.80 14.67 97.26 16.33 96.66 17.97 96.00 19.59

34 "
.99 " 2.73 " 4.48 " 6.21 34 97.78 14.73 97.24 16.39 96.64 18.03 95.98 19.64

36... .
-' 1.05 99.92 2.79 99.79 4.53 99 61 6.27 97.76 14.79 97.22 16.44 96.62 18.08 95.96 19.70

38
"'

1.11 (G 2.85 " 4.59 99.60 6.33 38 97.75 14.84 97.20 16.50 96.60 18.14 95.93 19.75
40 "

1.16 ft 2.91 99.78 4.65 99.59 6.38 40 97.73 14.90 97.18 16.55 96.57 18.19 95.91 19.80

42 «
1.22 99.91 2.97 " 4.71 " 6.44 42 97.71 14.95 97.16 16.61 96.55 18.24 95.69 19.86

44 99.98 1.28 " 3.02 99.77 4.76 99.58 6.50 44. ... 97.69 15.01 97.14 16.66 96.53 18.30 95.66 19.91
46 "

1.34 99.90 3.08 " 4.82 99.57 6.56 46 97.68 15.06 97.12 16.72 96.51 18.35 95.84 19.96

48 " 1.40 " 3.14 99.76 4.88 99.56 6.61 48 97.66 15.12 97.10 16.77 96.49 18.41 95.82 20.02
50

"
1.45 " 3.20 " 4.94 " 6.67 50 97.64 15.17 97.08 16.83 96.47 18.46 95.79 20.07

52 «
1.51 99.89 3.26 99.75 4.99 99.55 6.73 52 97.62 15.23 97.06 16.88 96.45 18.51 95.77 20.12

54 "
1.57 u 3.31 99.74 5.05 99.54 6.78 97.61 15.28 97.04 16.94 96.42 18.57 95.75 20.18

56 99.87 1.63 " 3.37 " 5.11 99.53 6.841 56 .... 97. 59^ 15.34 97.02 16.99 96.40 18.62 95.72 20.23
58....

"
1.69 99.88 3.43 99.73 5.17 99.52 6.90 58 97.57 15.40 97.00 17.05 96.38 18.68 95.70 20.28

60 1.74 " 3.49 5.23 99.51 6.96

c- .75

c=1.00

c=1.25

97.55 15.45 96.98 17.10 96.36 18.73 95.68 20.34

c- .T5 .75 .01 .75 .02 .75 .03 .75 .05 .74 .11 .74 .12 .74 .14 ..73 .15

c=1.00 1.00 .01 1.00 .03 1.00 .04 1.00 .06 .99 .15 .99 .16 .98 .18 .98 .20

C=1.25 1.25 .02 1.25 .03 1.25 .05 1.25 .08 1.23 .18 1.23 .21 1.23 .23 1.22 .25

M. • 4° 5° 6° 7° M, 12° 13° 14° 15°

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff-

Dist. ilev. Dist. EleT. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev.
0' . . .

.

95.51 6.96 99.24 8.68 98.91 10.40 98.51 12.10 0'
. . .

.

95.68 20.34 94.94 21.92 94.15 23.47 93.30 25.00
2 " 7.02 99.23 8.74 98.90 10.45 98.50 12.15 2 95.65 20.39 94.91 21.97 94.12 23.52 93.27 25.05
4 99.50 7.07 99.22 8.80 98.88 10.51 98.48 12.21 4 95.63 20.44 94.89 22.02 94.09 23.58 93.24 25.10

99.49 7.13 99.21 8.85 98.87 10.57 98.47 12.26 6 95.61 20.50 94 86 22.08 94.07 23.63 93.21 25.15
8 99.48 7.19 99.20 8.91 98.86 10.62 98.46 12.32 8 95.58 20.55 94.84 22.13 94.04 23.68 93.18 25.20
10 99.47 7.25 99.19 8.97 98.85 10.68 98.44 12.38 10 95.56 20.60 94.81 22.18 94.01 23.73 93.16 25.25

12 99.46 7.30 99.18 9.03 98.83 10.74 98.43 12.43 12 95.53 20.66 94.79 22.23 93.98 23.78 93.13 25.30
14 " 7.36 99.17 9.08 98.82 10-79 98.41 12.49 14 95.51 20.71 94.76 22.28 93.95 23.83 93.10 25.35
16 99.45 7.42 99.16 9.14 98.87 10.85 98.40 12.55 95.49 20.76 94.73 22.34 93.93 23.88 93.07 25.40
18 99.44 7.48 99.15 9.20 98.80 10.91 98.39 12.60 18. ... 95.46 20.81 94.71 22.39 93.90 23.93 93.04 25.45

20 99.43 7.53 99.14 9.25 98.78 10.96 98.37 12.66 20 95.44 20.67 94.68 22.44 93.87 23.99 93.01 25.50

22 99.42 7.59 99.13 9.31 98.77 11.02 98.36 12.72 22 95.41 20.92 94.66 22.49 93.84 24.04 92.28 25.55
24..... 99.41 7.65 99.11 9.37 98.76 11.08 98.34 12.77 24 95.39 20.97 94.63 22.54 93.81 24.09 92.95 25.60

26 99.40 7.71 99.10 9.43 98.74 11.13 98.33 12.83 26 95.36 21.03 94.60 22.60 93.79 24.14 92.92 25.05

28 99.39 7.76 99.09 9.48 98.73 11.19 98.31 12.88 28. ... 95.34 21.08 94.58 22.65 93.76 24.19 ! 3.89 25.70

30 99.38 7.82 99.08 9.54 98.72 11.25 98.29 12.94 30 95.32 21.13 94.55 22.70 93.73 24.24 92.86 25.75

32 99.38 7.88 99.07 9.60 98.71 11.30 98.28 13.00 32 95.29 21.18 94.52 22.75 93.70 24.29 92.83 25.80
34 99.37 7.94 99.06 9.65 98.69 11.36 98.27 13.05 34 95.27 21.24 94.50 22.80 93.67 24.34 92. SO 25.85

36 99.36 7.99 99.05 9.71 98.68 11.42 98.25 13.11 36 95.24 21.29 94.47 22.85 93.65 24.39 92.77 25.90
38 99.35 8.05 99.04 9.77 98.67 11.47 98.24 13.17 38 95.22 21.34 94.44 22.91 93.62 24. -14 92.74 35.95

40 99.34 8.11 99.03 9.83 98.65 11.53 98.22 13.22 40 95.19 21.39 94.42 22.96 93.59 24.49 92.71 26.00

42 99.33 8.17 99.01 9.88 98.64 11.59 98.20 13.28 42 95.17 21.45 94.39 23.01 93.56 24.55 92.08 26.05

44.... 99.32 8.22 99.00 9.94 98.63 11.64 98.19 13.33 44 95.14 21.50 94.36 23.06 93.53 24.60 92.05 26.10
46 99.31 8.28 98.99 10.00 98.61 11.70 98.17 13.39 46 95.12 21.55 95.34 23.11 93.50 24.65 92.62 26.15
48 99.30 8.34 98.98 10.05 98.60 11.70 98.16 13.45 48 95.09 21.60 94.31 23.16 93.47 24.70 92.59 26.20

50 99.29 8.40 98.97 10.11 98.58 11.81 98.14 13.50 50 95.07 21.66 94.2S 23.22 93.45 24.75 92.56 26.25

52 99.28 8.45 98.96 10.17 98.57 11.87 98.13 13.56 52 95.04 21.71 94.26 23.27 93.42 24.80 92.? 3 20.30
54 99.27 8.51 98.94 1(1.22 98.56 11.93 98.11 13.61 54 95.02 21.76 94.23 23.32 93.39 24.85 92.49 26.35
56 99.26 8.57 98.93 10.28 98.54 11.98 98.10 13.67 56 94.99 21.81 94.20 23.37 93.36 24.90 92.40 26.40

58... . 99.25 8.63 98.92 10.341 .98.53 12.04 98.08 13.73 58....; 94.97 21.87 94.17 23.42 93.33 24.95 92.43 26.45

99.24 8.68 98.91
10.40J

98.51 12.10 98.06 13.78

.74 .10

60....

c= .75

c=l 00

c=1.25

94.94 21.92 94.15 23.47 93.30 25.00 92.40 20.50

C- .75 ' .75 .06 .75 .07 .75 .08 .73 .16 .73 .17- .73 .19 .72 .20

c=1.00 1.00 .08 .99
.09J

.99 .11 .99 .13 .98 .22 .97 .23 .97 .25 .96 .27

C=1.25 1.25 .10 1.24 .111 1.24 .14 1.24 .16 1.22 .27 1.21 .29 1.21 .31 1.20 .34
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M. 16° 17° 18°

0'.

2..
4..

6..

8..

10..

Hor. Diff.iHor. Diff. Hor. Diff.

Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev.! Dist. Elev.
92.40 26.50 91.45 27.96! 90.45 29.39
92.37 26.55: 91.42 28.01 90.42 29.44
92.34 26.59 91.39 28.06 90.38 29.48
92.31 26.64: 91.35 28.10 90.35 29.53
92.28 2J.69

1 91.32 2S.15 90.31 29.58
92.25 26.74 91.29 28.20 90.28 29.62

12.

14.

16.
18.

20.

22.

24.

28.

30.

32.
34.

36.
38.
40.

42...
44...
46*.
48...
50...

92.22 26.79 91.36 28.25
92.19 26.84; 91.22 28.30
92.15 26.89; 91.19 28.34
92.12 26. 94

1

91.16 2S.39
92.09 26.99 91.12 28.44

92.06 27. 04 91.09 28.49
92.03 27.09; 91.06 28.54
92.00 27.23 91.02 28.58
91.97 27.18 90.99 28.63
91.93 27.23 90.96 28.68

91.90 27
91.87 27.33
91.84 27.38

90.92 28.73
90.89 28.

90 86 28.82
91.81 27.43| 90.82 28.87
91.77 27.48; 90-79 28.92

91.74 27.52
91.71 27.57'

91.68 27.62!
91.65 27.671
91.61 27.721

90.76 28.96
90.72 29.01
90.69 29.06
90.66 29.11
90.62 29.15

90.24 29.67
90.21 29.72
90.18 29.76
90.14 29.81
90.11 29.86

90.07 29.90
90.04 29.95
90.00 30.00
89.97 30.04
89.93 30.09

89.90 30.14
89. S6 30.19
89.83 30.23
89.79 30.28
89.76 30.3:

89.72 30.37
89.69 30.41
89.65 30.46
89.61 30.51
89.58 30.55

Hor. Diff.

Dist. Elev.
89.40 30.78
89.36 30.83
89.33 30.87
89.29 30.92
89.26 30.97
89.22 31.011

89.18 31.06
89.15 31.10
89.11 31.15;
89.08 31.19
89.04 31.24'

52 91.58 27.771 90.59 29.20 89.54 30.60
54

;

91.55 27.81J 90.55 29.25 89.51 30.65
56 1 91.52 27.86 90.52 29.30! 89.47 30.69
58 91.48 27.96 90.48 29.34 89.44 30.74
60 91.45 27. 96i 90.45 29.39 89.40 30.78

C= .75

c=1.00

c=1.25

.72 .21 .23

.28 .95

.24

.95 .32

19° M.

89.00 31.281 -22..

88.96 31.331.24..
88.93 31.38i 26..

88 89 31.42 28..

88.86 31.47 30..

88.82 31.51
88.78 31.56
88.75 31.60
88.71 31.65
88.67 31 69

88.64 31.74! 42.

88.60 31.78! 44.

88.53 31.83 46.

88.53 31.87] 48.

88.49 31.92 !50.

88.45 31.96 52.

88.41 32. Oil' 54.

88.38 32.05 ! !56.

88.34 32.09,58.
88.30 32.14 ,60.

.71 .25

.94 .33

1.20 .351 i.i9 .38' l.m .40 1.18

C= .75

c=1.00

c=1.25

24° 25°

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff.
Dist. Elev.lDist. Elev. Dist. Elev.lDist. Elev.
83.46 37.16) 82.14 38.30, 80.78 39.40J 79.39 40.45
83.41 37.20| 82.09 38.34! 80.74 39.44 7D.34 40.49
83.37 37.23 82.05 38.38; 80.69 39.471
83.33 37.2'

83.28 37.31
83.24 37.35

83.20 37.39
63.15 37.43
83.11 37.47
83.07 37.51
83.02 37.54

82.98 37.58
82.93 37.62
82.89 37.66
82.85 37.70
82.80 37.74

82.76 37.77
82.72 37.81
82.67 37.85
82 63 37.89
82.58 37.93

82.54 37
82.49 38.00
82.45 38.04
82 41 38.08
82.36 38.11

82.32 38.15
82.2? 38.19
82.23 38.23
82.18 38.26
82.14 38.30

82.01 38.411 80.65 39.51
81.96 38.45

1

80.60 39.54
81.92 38.49; 80.55 39.58

.31

.91 .41

81.87 38. £3
81.83 38.56
81.78 38.60
81.74 38.64
81.69 38.67

81.65 38.71
81.60 38.75
81.56 38.78
81.51 38.82
81.47 38.86

81.42'38.89

81.38 38.93
81.33 38.97
81.28 39.00
81.24 39.04

81.19 39.08
81.15 39.11
81.10 39.15
81.06 39.18
81.01 39.2:

80.51 39.61
80.46 39.65
80.41 39.69
80.37 39.72
80.32 39.76

80.28 39.79
80.23 39.83
80.18 39.86
80.14 39.90
80.09 39.93

80.04 39.97
80.00 40.00
79.95 40.04
79.90 40.07
79.86 40.11

79.81 40.14
79.76 40.18
79.72 40.21
79.67 40.24
79.62 40.28

80.97 39.26 79.58 40.31
80.92 39.29 79.53 40.35
80.87 39.33 79.48 40.38
80.83 39.36 79.44 40.42
80.78 39.40 79.39 40.45

.68 .32

.90 .43

1.13 .54

.67 .33

.89 .45

.Mi

79.30 40.52
79.25 40 55
79.20 40.59
79.15 40.62

79.11 40.66
79. C6 40.69
79.01 40.72
78.96 40.76
78.92 40.79

78.87 40.82
78.82 40.86
78.77 40.89
78.73 40.92
78.63 40.96

78.63 40.99
78.58 41.02
78.54 41.06
78.49 41.09
78.44 41.12

78.39 41.16
78.34 41.19
78.30 41.22
78.25 41.26
78.20 41.29

78.15 41.32
78.10 41.35
78.06 41.39
78.01 41.42
77.96 41.45

.66 .35

.89 .46

1.11 .58

M. 20° 21° 22° 23° M. 28° 29° 30°

Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff. Hor. Diff.

Dist Elev.lDist. Elev. Dis. Elev.lDist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev. Dist. Elev.
o-.... 88.30 32.14! 87.16 33.46 85.97 34.73 84.73 35.97 0'.... 77.96 41.45 76.50 42.40 75.00 43.33
2 88.26 32.18i 87.12 33.50 85.93 34.77 84.69 36.01 2 77.91 41.48 76.45 42.43 74.95 43.30
4 88.23 32.23: 87.08 33.54 85.89 34.82 84.65 36.05 4 77.86 41.52 76.40 42.46 74.90 43.36
6 88.19 32.27 87.04 33.59 85.85 34.86 84.61 36.09 6 77.81 41.55 76.35 42.49 74.85 43.39
8 88.15 32.32 87.00 33.63 85.80 34.90 84.57 36.13 8 77.77 41.58 76.30 42.53 74.80 43.42
10 88.11 32.36 86.96 33.67 85.76 34.94 84.52 36.17 10 77.72 41.61 76.25 42.56 74.75 43.45

12 88.08 32.41 86.93 33.72 85.72 34.98 84.48 36.21 12 77.67 41.65 76.20 42.59 74.70 43.47
14 88.04 32.45 86.88 33.76 85.68 35.02 84.44 36.25 14 77.62 41.68 76.15 42.62 74.65 43.50
16 88.00 32.49 86.84 33.80 85.64 35.07 84.40 36.29 16 77.57 41.71 76.10 42.65 74.60 43.53
18 87.96 32.54 86.80 33.84 85.60 35.11 84.35 36.33 18 77.52 41.74 76.05 43.68 74.55 43.56
20 87.93 32.58 86.77 33.89 88.56 35.15 84.31 36.37 20 77.48 41.77 76. 0C 42.71 74.49 43.59

22 87.89 32.63 86.73 33.93 85.52 35.19 84.27 36.41 22 77.42 41.81 75.95 42.74 74.44 43.62

24 87.85 33.67 86.69 33.97 85.48 35.23 84.23 36.45 24 77.38 41-84 75.90 42.77 74.39 43.65

26 87.81 32.72 86.65 31.01 85.44 &5 27 84.18 36.49 26 77.33 41.87 75.85 42.80 74.34 43.67
28 87.77 32.76 86.61 34.06 85.40 35.31 84.14 36.53 28... . 77.28 41.90 75.80 42.83 74.29 43.70
30 87.74 32.80 86.57 34.10 85.36 35.36 84.10 36.57 30 77.23 41.93 75.75 42.86 74.24 43.73

32 87.70 32.85 86.53 34.14 85.31 35.40 84.06 36.61 32 77.18 41.97 75.70 42.89 74.19 43.76
34...... 87.66 32.89 86.49 34.18 85.27 35.44 84.01 36.65 77.13 42.00 75.65 42.92 74.14 43.79

36 87.62 32.93 86.45 34.23 85.23 35.48 83.97 36.69 36 77.09 42.03 75.60 42.95 74 09 43.82
38 87.58 32.98 86.41 34.27 85.19 35.52 83.93 36.73 77.04 42.06 75.55 42.98 74.04 43.84

40 87.54 33.02 86.37 34.31 85.15 35.56 83.89 36.77 40 76.99 42.09 75.50 43.01 73.99 43.87

42 87.51 33.07 S6.33 34.35 85.11 35.60 83.84 36.80 42 76.94 42.12 75.45 43.04 73.93 43.90
44.... 87.47 33.11 86.29 34.40 85.07 35.64 83.80 36.84 44 76.89 42.15 75.40 43.07 73.88 43.93

46 87.43 33.15 86.25 34.44 85.02 35.68 83.76 36.88 46..... 76.84 42.19 75 35 43.10 73.83 43.95

48 87.39 33.20 86.21 34.48 84.98 35.72 83.72 36.92 48 76.79 42.22 75.30 43.13 73.78 43.98
87.35 33.24 86.17 34.52 84.94 35.76 83.67 36.96 50 75.74 42.25 75.25 43.16 74.73 44.01

53 87.31 33 28 86.13 34.57 84.90 35.80 83.63 37.00 52 76.69 42.28 75.20 33.18 73.68 44.04

54 87.27 33.33 86.09 34.61 84.86 35.85 63.59 37.04 54 76.64 42.31 75.15 42.21 73.63 44.07

56 87.24 33.37 86.05 31.65 84.82 35. 8£ 83.54 37.08 56 76.59 42.34 75.10 43.24 73.58 44.09

58 87.20 33.41 86.01 34.69 84.77 35. 9£ 83.50 37.12 58 76.55 42.37 75.05 43.27 73.52 44.12

60 87.16 33.46 85.97 34.73 84.73 35.97 83.46 37.16 60

C= .75

C-=1.00

<:=1.25

76.50 42.40 75.00 43.30 73 47 44.15

C= .75 .70 .26 .70 .27 .69 .29 .69 .30 .66 .36 .65 .37 .65 .38

C=1.00 .94 .35 .93 .37 .92 :38 .92 .40 .88 .48 .87 .49 .86 .51

c=1.25 1.17 .44! 1.16 .46 1.15 .48 1.15 .50 1.10 .60 1.09 .62 1.08 .64
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563.16 + .75= 563.91, which is the re-

quired horizontal distance.

In a similar manner,

10.91x5.70 + .08= 62.27 is the re-

quired difference of level. One multipli-

cation and one addition must be made in

each case.

It is to be noticed, that, with the

smaller angles, cos n maybe neglected in

the expression e cos n, and e sin n may-
be entirely neglected, without appreciable
error.

For values of c which differ from those
given, an approximate correction propor-
tional to the amount of difference may
very easily be made in these two expres-
sions.

TESTING MACHINES, THEIR HISTORY, CONSTRUCTION AND
USE.

By ARTHUR V. ABBOTT.

Written for Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

II.

QUALIFICATIONS OF TESTING MACHINES.

A testing machine should possess the
following qualifications

:

First, Accuracy.—The accuracy of a
testing machine should be commensurate
with the work that it is required to per-
form. A testing machine used for break-
ing bridge bars would not need that ac-

curacy or sensitiveness which would be
necessary in a contrivance designed to

test silk thread.

Second, the Capability of Being Test-
ed.—Even the most perfect mechanical
contrivances are liable to derangement,
and the testing machine, used for heavy
work, constantly being subjected to the
most severe shocks, its parts being strain-

ed to an amount exceeding that provided
for in the original design, is especially

liable to get out of order. Obviously, a

machine so designed as to be tested with
ease and facility is exceedingly desir-

able.

Third, a Design Embracing a Ready
Adaptability to Various Shapes and
Sizes of Specimens.—In the miscellaneous
practice of making experiments on vari-

ous kinds of material in various stresses,

it becomes exceedingly important to a

rapid and economical use of the testing

machine that it may be readily changed
from tension to compression, from com-
pression to torsion, from torsion to trans-

verse stress, and that it should be so
planned as to take in a long or short
specimen with equal facility.

Fourth, a Rapid Means of Manipula-
tion.—The method of applying the
stress, of adjusting the specimen in the
machine, and of arranging the various

parts, one with reference to another,
should be so designed that even in the
largest machines all the manipulation that

is necessary to making a test itself can
be accomplished by a single skilled oper-

ator.

Fifth, Self-recording Devices.—As far

as is possible in mechanical construction,

the machine should be so planned as to

make its own record. The advantages of

this may be readily seen in the fact that

it prevents the possibility of mistakes on
the part of the operator, who, even with
the most perfect machines, has so much
to do in watching the behavior of the
specimen during the test, in regulating
the rapidity and direction of application

of the stress, as to render it expedient to

make the machine itself record, as far as

possible, all the important facts that are

developed by the experiment. In the
light of the foregoing qualifications a
number of machines may be now consid-

ered.

The Gill machine may be regarded as

an exceedingly compact and in many re-

spects desirable form of testing machine
for investigating the qualities of speci-

mens of materials. The machine oc-

cupies comparatively little room. It may
be readily manipulated by means of a

hand wheel and belt for communicating
power to the screw. The two cross-heads
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of the machine are accurately bored after

all parts of the machine are set up. As
a consequence of this, the axis of the ma-

chine coincides almost exactly with the

axis of stress applied by the machine, and

if the specimen to be tested be carefully

turned or planed from end to end, and if

exceeding care be exercised in setting the

piece in the jaws so that the center of the

piece shall agree with the center of the

testing machine, it is probable that the

axis of stress will nearly or quite coincide

with the axis of the piece. The stress

produced on the specimen is estimated

by the system of levers placed above it.

There is, however, no method of testing

the accuracy of the machine, except by
calculating the ratios of the levers or by

taking the machine apart and testing each

lever separately, and when first built

there is no doubt of a reasonable amount
of accuracy. Still there being no method
of testing the co-efficients of friction of

the levers in their actual place, and no
method of ascertaining how accurately

the entire apparatus weighs, there would
arise in minds at least some question as

to the results. The Gill machine is

simply arranged for tension and requires

additional appliances occupying some
considerable time in attaching and ad-

justing to enable it to operate in com-
pression, while the other stresses, such

as shearing, bulging, punching, torsion

and the like require special appliances

not furnished with the machine.

The Olsen machine possesses some
points of advantage over the Gill. Here
the stress is transmitted through the

specimen to the small platform mounted
on a different lever contained under-

neath. By removing the columns, and
the crossheads with the screws from the

machine, weights to any amount may be
piled on the platform by placing thereon

a support large enough to contain them.

By this means it is possible to test the ac-

curacy of the machine. The use of the dif-

ferential lever may, however, be somewhat
criticised as being liable to a much greater

variation in accuracy than the ordinary

simple lever system. Here the change
from tension to compression is compara-
tively easily made, for all that is neces-

sary is to place the specimen under the

cross-head instead of on the top of it.

The change to transverse, shearing and
torsion specimens is made with consider-

able difficulty. In fact the transverse

specimens of any great length are with
difficulty accommodated.
In the Riehle machine, tension and

compression specimens are easily ar-

ranged, but like the Gill machine there

are no facilities for testing the machine
itself, and reliance must be placed on the

accuracy and the care of the makers.
The Emery machine exemplifies one of

the best possible contrivances for rapidly

changing from tension to compression.
Here the hydraulic support is so arranged
as to weigh equally as well on either side

of it. The jack is sustained on the ad-

justing screws of the machine by two
large bronze nuts, so that all that is nec-

essary to do to change from tension to

compression is to reverse the direction of

the fluid in the jack so as to cause it to

pass from the front to the back of the

piston. The method of providing for

different lengths of specimens is exceed-

ingly rapid. Along the bottom of the

machine there passes a driving shaft con-

necting with a system of gear work for

turning the bronze nuts. By simply
starting the belt for communicating
power to the shaft, these nuts may be
turned either backward or forward at

pleasure, and the jack in a short time ad-

justed to any different length of speci-

men. The machine, however, has no ap-

pliances for making tests in other stresses

than those of tension and compression.

Being a horizontal machine, it is not sus-

ceptible of an easy test. In order to as-

certain whether the accuracy of the ma-
chine is maintained, it is necessary to

take the weighing end of the machine
apart, turn the hydraulic support from
its seat, and build a platform to contain

the necessary amount of standard weights.

While there is every presumption that

the Emery machine, having been once
carefully and accurately standarized, will

for a long time retain this accuracy, there

will arise in the minds of those subject to

accurate scientific considerations, that

the change in the molecular constitution

of the diaphgram and of the suspended
metallic strips, may sooner or later intro-

duce some (be it very slight) error in the

accuracy of this contrivance, so that with-

out some easy method of frequent stand-

ardization, the results of the. machine are

liable to criticism. The only method of

insuring the coincidents of the axis of
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stress and the axis of the specimen is by
carefully measuring and centering the

piece with reference to the axis of the

machine, and in one built on so large a

scale as that at the Watertown Arsenal,

much more time may be consumed in this

process of centering than in any other

part of the test.

In Fig. 8 a large machine on the Fair-

banks' system may be seen, which has re-

cently been constructed with a view to

improve on previous machines, and to

fulfill the foregoing conditions as far as

possible. The lower part of the machine
consists of a frame-work of wrought-iron
I-beams, standing on two heavy cast iron

legs. This frame-work of I-beams supports
in the center two screws that may be ro-

tated by the belt or a gearing shown at

the left hand. These screws rise in the

center of the testing machine and carry

the lower cross-bead to which one end of

the specimen to be examined is attached.

Just outside these screws stand a second
pair of screws, carrying a top cross-head
for the reception of the other end of the
test piece. These screws are suspended
from a large casting supported on four col-

umns that stand on a second frame-work
of I-beams that form a platform of the
machine. This large platform some 4 ft.

by 10 ft. stands on four levers in a man-
ner similar to that described in the previ-

ous testing machine of this system. These
levers transfer their stress to two central

levers, whence it runs to a couple of

multiplying levers, shown in the front
of the machine, and then directly to the
scale beam. Just in front of the testing
machine, standing over the first one of

the multiplying levers, may be seen a
small frame-work composed of iron col-

umns, carrying on its top a hand wheel
and lever. This is an auxiliary testing
machine adapted to making tests on
small specimens. The large machine has
a capacity of 200,000 lbs., and is adapted
to take in tension specimens up to 8 ft.

in length, transverse specimens to 10 ft.,

compression specimens to 4 ft., and speci-

mens in sheering, bulging, punching and
torsion to, the 200,000 lbs. capacity, the
smallest reading on the beam being 10 lbs.

The auxiliary machine is adapted to mak-
ing tests in tension and compression up
to 2 ft. in length, and has a capacity of

10,000 lbs., and reads to \ lb. Thus it

will be seen that the apparatus is suscepti-

ble of doing work of all kinds up to its

maximum capacity. Should a specimen
of wire be presented, it may be tested in

the auxiliary part of the apparatus to a

half-pound, rapidly and easily, while if

the next specimen be a 15-in. I-b?.r, 10 ft.

in length, it may be placed on transverse

blocks of the large machine and broken
in a few moments. The general features

of the machine being here illustrated, a

more complete idea may be obtained by
reference to the following cross-sections :

the first one being taken longitudinally

through the center of the machine, and
the second transversely through the
main levers of the scale system. The
cast iron legs supporting the platform
will be seen here in side elevation and in

cross-section, the main levers c and c

hang from the ends of these I-beams,

supported by two cast iron blocks placed
over the swinging bearing pivots from
the loops suspended by pins placed
through these blocks. The ends of these

main levers may be seen to be attached

to the two center levers e and e, where-
by the stress is conveyed to the end of

the testing machine, and to the two
multiplying levers previously alluded to,

and thence to the weighing beam. Di-

rectly under the I-beams, supporting the

scale may be seen a secondary frame-
work, carrying the screws with their ap-

propriate worm-gears. By means of the
main shaft I, with its system of gearing,

the worms meshing into the worm-gears
at the base of the screws may be rotated.

The power is derived from the belt I
s

,

which derives a counter shaft set directly

over the main shaft I. By means of the
gears on the shaft, several different

speeds may be obtained according to the
judgment of the operator as he may deem
it best to apply the stress to the speci-

men rapidly or slowly. Directly at the
right of these multiplying gears is a

system of reverse gears very similar to

those employed in a large engine lathe.

A lever at the side of the testing machine
enables the operator at pleasure to re-

verse the direction of rotation of the

main screws. The worm-gears and main
screws are cut respectively right and
left-handed, so that the friction of one
neutralizes that produced by the other.

and all tendency on the part of the piece

to twist or get out of order is thereby
avoided. On the pivot c of the main
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*/*

Fig. 9.

levers there stand two eastings b".

These support frame-work of I-beams ¥
that forms the platform of the testing

machine. On these I-beams stand a

second set of beams, c, and also the col-

umns j and j that support the castings

from which hang the adjusting screws H.
The object of these secondary screws is
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to form a means of rapidly and conven-

iently adjusting the machine to all the

lengths of specimens. For example, the

piece in the machine may be 8 or 10 in.

in length. At the completion of the test

on this piece a bar 5 or 8 ft. will be the

next in order. To make the main screws

long enough to accommodate such a vari-

ety of length of specimens, would require

them to be made too heavy, in order to

insure sufficient stiffness for preventing

lateral vibration. By means of the crank

and bevel gears on the upper cross-head,

this part of the machine can be rapidly

raised and lowered so as to make the dif-

ferent adjustments with great speed. As
the upper cross-head hangs on the screws
H, they are always subjected to tension,

and the compressive reaction comes on
the platform by means of the columns j
and j.

In this machine, while strict attention

is paid to the relative centering of the

cross-heads, there is a device to make the

testing machine automatically self center-

ing, so that any possible error in the

setting of the specimen or in the align-

ment of the machine may be corrected by
the apparatus itself. It will be noted
that the cross heads b and c are ex-

tremely large and are provided in the

center with a spherical socket. In this

socket there stands a segment of a sphere,

carrying the wedges for gripping the

test piece.

Let it be supposed that the specimen
is placed in the machine eccentrically.

As soon as any application of stress oc-

curs the piece swings, and moving the

spherical segments in their sockets, ad-

justs them so as to render the axis of

stress coincident with the axis of the

piece. The spherical sockets are lined

with an anti-friction metal, and the

spherical segments are of polished steel

constantly lubricated. As a result, the

coefficient of friction falls as low as about
5 per cent., and the weight of the seg-

ments being less than 200 lbs., the total

cross' stress that could come on any piece

previous to the movement of the segment
is about 1 lbs. Inasmuch as the specimens
to be tested in these machines will always
rise nearly, or up to, 100,000 lbs., this pos-
sible cross strain of 10 lbs. can be regard-
ed as an error not large enough to take
into account. The facility with which
tests in other stresses may be made can

Vol. XXX.—No. 4—23

be readily understood from the examples
in compressive and transverse stress.

The two anvil blocks 40 slide on the
screws 42, and then the I-beams A may
be readily and quickly run in and out
by means of the crank 43, so as to adapt
the testing machine to any length of span
either equal or unequal from the" center
of the cross-heads. On the top of the
anvil blocks the piece for transverse ex-

amination is placed, resting on the jaws
44, which are semi-cylindrical pieces of

hardened tool steel. The obj ect of these

jaws is to facilitate the deflection of the
test piece under stress. Right under
the cross-head c a triangular nose iron

is placed, which, by the action of the
cross-head, is depressed and brought on
the top of the transverse specimen. As
fast as the piece deflects the jaws 44
swing in their sockets and adjust them-
selves to the constantly increasing de-

pression of the piece, swinging around
their center and so preserving a uniform
length of span, while a broad bearing
is constantly maintained under the test

piece, and any tendency to cut at its

edges is thereby avoided. Simply re-

moving the transverse specimen, a com-
pression test may be made by placing
under the cross-head c a heavy iron
plate for the reception of the specimen,
and continuing the downward motion of

the cross-head. It will thus be seen
that the changes from long to short
specimens, and from one kind of stress

to another may be readily and easily

made in this form of testing machines,
requiring only manipulation enough
simply to introduce the piece to be test-

ed in its appropriate place, while the
machine rlself is constantly ready for

any of the different forms of stress. The
same may be said of the appliances for

shearing, bulging, punching, torsion and
the like.

The platform of the machine, as

has already been stated, has consid-

erable size, and when the machine is

built each lever is sealed separately, that

is, the lever is hung up from its fulcrum,
and standard weights are placed on the
pivots, and the distance between the
edges slightly varied until these weights
exactly balance each other. After the
machine is erected in place, standard
weights are piled on the platform, and
every graduation on the beam is adjusted
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to the weights previously placed on the

platform. It is obvious that the accu-

racy of the machine is not dependent on
the calculation of lever ratios, or on any
alteration in the parts of the testing ma-
chine, but inasmuch as the platform gives

sufficient size on which to place any de-

sired number of standard weights, the

machine can at any time easily and in-

expensively be proved to be either right

or wrong ; in fact the weighing of ones-

self on the testing machine by simply

stepping on the platform is a simple, ac-

curate, and very expeditious mode of

making an examination of this kind. Re-
garding the sensitiveness and the accuracy

of the lever system of testing machines,

the following experiments may be quoted
as derived from actual practice

:

A machine, similar to the one illustra-

ted in Fig. 8, has been constantly in use

in the " Department of Tests and Ex-
periments " for the past two years. The
following experiment was made within a

month : When the machine was entirely

unloaded, weight of f lb. of the platform

caused the beam to rise promptly. A
test piece was then introduced into the

machine, and 100,000 lbs. placed on the

platform, when a weight of 6 lbs. caused
the beam to move equally with the origi-

nal £ lb. Inasmuch as this machine has

been subjected to the wear and tear of

all sorts of tests, it may be considered

that a weight of 6 or 7 lbs. is probably its

maximum error, even under the most se-

vere loads. The least reading on the poise

of the beam in question is 10 lbs. so that

its sensitiveness and accuracy are with-

in about 60 per cent, of the least read-

ing on the beam ; consequently if all co-

efficients of friction and inaccuracies of

mechanical construction are eliminated

within half the smallest beam reading the

machine may be considered practically

correct. Again, with regard to what ex-

tent it is desirable to carry the accuracy

and sensitiveness of a testing machine, it

will be generally conceded that engi-

neers rarely care for anything in full-

sized pieces beyond the hundredths place

of figures. There are few lathes in the

country that may be relied upon to turn

a test piece perfectly round. There are

fewer men who, with a tool capable of

such extreme accuracy, have the skill of

manipulation sufficient to produce a per-

fectly round piece, and there are still

fewer gauges whose delicacy and accu-
racy are sufficient to measure a test piece
of an inch or more in diameter to an er-

ror less than a thousandth of a square
inch. Now, if it is impracticable to

measure the area of the test piece less

than one thousandth of a square inch,

which in iron corresponds to a variation
in the testing machine of 50 lbs., and in

steel to a variation of 80 or 90 lbs., and
if the testing machine reads to ^ or y

1^ of

the possible error of measurement in the
test piece, is it not more desirable to

direct endeavors to a more accurate
gauging, rather than to a refinement of

the weighing capacity and sensitiveness

of the testing machine ? Of course, in

making experiments on turned or ma-
chined test pieces, accuracy of measure-
ment and of weighing are both desirable,

but the knowledge to be derived from
such test pieces is simply the knowledge
of the character of the material of which
the piece consists. "While the quality of

the materials is a very important item,

the consideration in the design of a struc-

ture the actual strength of the various
members employed is, to the practical

engineer and architect, of far greater
importance. To cut a piece out of the

center of an I-beam and to break it in a
testing machine may give the investigator

a knowledge of the material of which a
beam is composed, but when it is wished
to know what load may be safely put on
that beam when placed on the floor of a

building, it is necessary to know the ac-

tual strength of the beam as a whole,
and not the theoretical quantity obtained
by calculation from a test piece, broken
under circumstances entirely different

from those which occur in actual use of

the beam. Consequently the infor-

mation desired at the present day is of

the actual strength of members employed
in construction, just as they are used,

rather than that of carefully prepared
test pieces which are broken under espe-

cial circumstances.

The difficulty of measuring a test piece

increases about as the square of its size.

If the piece be carefully machined, the
errors of measurement may be estimated

to be from lo
1
0O to 10

s
00 of a sq. in. per

inch of area, while if bars direct from the
mill are to be experimented on, the er-

rors induced by variations in rolling, by
flaws, seams and inequalities, by oxida
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Fig. 10.

tion and scale on the piece, may arise to

an extent so large, that in I-bars of from
4 fco 8 square inches in area there may
be an error of yjj-g- or yf-g-

of a square
inch. Thus, a possible error in the
measurement of the test piece corre-

sponding to from 2,500 to 4,000 lbs. may
be introduced ; consequently, if the test-

ing machine is reliable to 25, 50, or even
100 lbs., and the error in the measure-

ment of the test piece may amount to 10
or 20 times that quantity, the refinement
of the testing machines seems to be
hardly so much desired as refinement of
measuring facilities.

One of the largest items of expense
in making tests has been the ne-
cessity of carefully preparing each
test piece to adapt it to the jaws of

the testing machine. In many machines
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it)has been necessary to select a piece

considerably larger than was desired, and
turn or plane it in the center so as to se-

cure it to the testing machine. In fact,

some specimens not long ago tested on
one of the Rodman machines in Wash-
ington, the author was informed that

some small test pieces of steel about 2

in. long and half an inch in diameter cost

$10 each, simply to prepare them to be
placed in the testing machine. This
large item of expense has a very depress-

ing effect upon the tendency to make ex-

periments on the strength of material.

The machine now under consideration

has been specially planned to take in sec-

tions of any shape whatsoever in original

size, so that those desiring to make ex-

periments on real shapes, such as I-

beams, channels, stars, and even railway
rails, can simply cut a piece off the bar in

question, send it to the testing machine,
have it broken without the necessity of

any machine work.
The spherical sockets previously al-

luded to for suspending the gripping
wedges have four sides. These sides

are inclined to the axis of the machine at

an angle of about 12 degrees—two of

them being curved and two of them be-

ing straight. By means of a series of

wedges having curves and straight backs,

pieces of any section whatsoever may be
placed in the testing machine and com-
pletely surrounded by the gripping
wedges, so that the stress of the testing

machine is firmly and equitably distrib-

uted over the entire test piece. Of course
this applies simply to tests made in ten-

sion, while it will be perceived that trans-

verse and other tests may be accom-
plished by similar contrivances.

Referring to Fig. 10 (the cross-section

of the machine), it will be seen that the
battery G is attached to the top of the
adjusting screws HH. These screws
are carefully insulated from the rest

of the machine by standing on rub-
ber bases and passing through rubber
bushings held in the interior of the top
casting, consequently these screws, with
their corresponding cross-head, are elec-

trically insulated from the rest of the
testing machine, and being joined to one
pole of the battery, form the only means
by which the current can flow into the
machine itself. As soon as the test piece

is connected with the top cross-head it be-

comes thereby connected with the battery-

On the lower end of the specimen may be
seen a small clamp carrying an electro-

magnet. One end of the wire of this

magnet is in connection with the speci-

men, while the other end of the wire is

joined to a little binding screw on top of

the magnet, to which the other pole of

the battery is attached, so that the cur-

rent actuating this magnet flows through
the test piece under examination. A mag-
netic clutch M, for holding the driving

belt on the tight pulley, is also included

in this part of the battery circuit. As
long as the specimen remains intact, the

current flowing from the batteiy, excites

the two magnets and attracts their arma-

tures. "When the rupture of the test

piece occurs, the current is at the same
instant broken, the magnets are demag-
netized, the magnetic clutch M is re-

leased, the belt slides, by means of

a counterpoise weight, to the loose

pulley, and the testing machine stops.

On the top of the specimen nearest to

the upper cross head is attached a second
clamp, carrying a small sheave or pulley.

Around this pulley, parallel to the speci-

men and attached to the armature of the

lower clamp magnet, passes a flexible

steel tape y. Referring to Fig. 11 an
enlarged view of the specimen and
clamp with its magnet may be seen.

Here it will be noticed that the tape,

after passing alongside the specimen,

runs down to a pencil, or stylographic

pen that is held in a carriage, placed

over a metal cylinder carrying a sheet of

cross-section paper. It is at once obvi-

ous that as fast as the specimen elon-

gates under the action of the stress, the

pencil is drawn along the cylinder par-

allel to its axis. This axis (the axis of x
in analytical geometry) is assumed to be
the axis of elongation. Inasmuch as the

cross-section of the tape is very large

in comparison with the friction of the

pencil carriage and the supporting pul-

leys, the tape itself is subjected to com-
paratively little stress, and is always kept
tight and in its place by means of the

counterpoise weight y' ; consequently,

every deformation of the specimen is

accurately recorded on the cross-section

paper by a corresponding motion to and
fro of the pencil. In actual practice it

j

may be said that the record of the cross-

I
section paper corresponds within y^g- of
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Fig. 11.

an inch to the elongation measured on
the specimen, and this for ordinary ex-

perimental work is sufficiently near. It

will be noticed that the clamp is supplied
with a spring and screw w. These screws
are employed for securing the clamp to

the specimen, and the spring serves to

take any reduction of area caused by the
drawing down on of the piece, and to

constantly keep the clamp tightly secured
in its place. Nearest to the magnet

the side of the clamp is supplied

with two edges, one rounded and one
sharp. The sharp edge slightly indents

itself into the specimen and secures the

clamp rigidly into its place, while the

round edge forms a zero mark from which
the percentage of stretch may be readily

calculated. The top clamp is made in a

corresponding manner, and the sharp

edges are placed next to the jaws of the

cross-heads. Consequently it is very
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Fig. 12.

rare that a specimen can break outside of

these edges, and they then form data

marks of reference, from which the de-

formation of the specimen may be calcu-
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Fig. 13.

lated. The autographic record of the
deformation of the specimen is by this

means made plain. It now simply be-

comes necessary to record, at the same
time the stress producing the deforma-
tion. Turning to Fig. 12 an enlarged
view of the beam with the registering
cylinder may be obtained. From this

illustration it is perceived that the beam is

composed of two parts, a top bar and a
ower bar, each carrying its appropriate

poise. The large poise is ten times as

heavy as the small one, consequently the

small one must move ten times as far as

the large one to produce a corresponding
effect on the scale. The entire travel of

the small poise is equivalent to a weight
of 10,000 in the testing machine, while

the entire travel of the large one is equiv-

alent to the entire capacity of 200,000 lbs.

On the end of the beam will be seen two
mercury cups 16 and 17. The skeleton
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view of the beam with its apparatus
shown in Fig. 13 may perhaps render
this operation a little more obvious.

From the lower cross-head of the testing

machine, connected with the specimen,

the electrical current flows into the butt

of the beam. The two mercury cups at

the end of the beam are so arranged that

when the beam is in the center neither

cup is included in the electrical circuit

which is consequently broken. If the

force on the platform increases, the beam
rises and the upper cup is brought into

circuit and the current flows. Should
the weight in the testing machine de-

crease, the beam falls into the lower cup,

and the electric circuit is also completed
by the drop of the beam. The lower
poise is connected by means of the steel

take with a little countershaft r. This
countershaft is joined by an open and
closed belt to two magnetic clutches t*

and t'". These clutches are placed upon
the shaft that is driven by the clockwork
t. When the beam rises, the magnetic
clutch t is excited by the completion
of the circuit through the mercury cup
16. As a consequence the small poise is

immediately drawn out along the beam,
tending to rebalance it. Should the mo-
tion of the poise equal the weight on the

platform, the beam then sinks to the

center, the circuit is broken, and the

poise stands still, If, in any case, the
force on the platform decreases, the beam
drops into the lower cup, the magnetic
clutch f is excited, the cross belt p* be-

gins to move, and the poise is moved
backwards on the beam, tending again to

rebalance it. Keturning to Fig. 12 a

switch will be seen at 21, so placed that

when the small poise reaches the maxi-
mum extent of its travel it strikes against

this switch and automatically closes the
electrical circuit through the magnet o

3
.

The effect of this circuit is to excite the
magnet, release the large poise g*, and
cause it to move out T

]

¥ of the travel on
the top beam, which is exactly equivalent

to the total travel of the small poise on
the lower beam. Instantaneously with
the motion of the large poise the beam,
superweighted, drops, closing the circuit

in the lower cup and returns the small
poise to the butt of the beam. It is

plain that the rise and fall of the beam
absolutely controls the motion of the
poises, as the beam forms an automatic

shunt for so circulating the electric cur-

rent as to cause the poises to move to

and fro. This motion of the beam is

entirely dependent on the pressure ex-

erted on the platform, so that a piece be-

ing placed in the testing machine the

weighing may be done by the machine
automatically in a way far more sensitive

and accurate than is possible to accom-
plish by any hand labor however skilled.

In order to accomplish the registration

of the motion of the poises which is all

that is necessary to record the stress on
the specimen, the cylinder previously

mentioned is magnetically connected with
the shaft r, so that as fast as the poises

travel out, a worm-gear connected with
the magnet on the cylinder causes the

cylinder to revolve circumferentially, thus
making the axis of y the axis of stress.

The motion of the pencil, as previously

has been shown, records the deformation
of the specimen, while the motion of the
cylinder records the motion of the poises.

By so proportioning the pitch of the

worm-gear that an inch on the circumfer-

ence of the cylinder corresponds to a

definite number of pounds on the testing

machine, it becomes an easy matter to

read from the motion of the cylinder the

amount of force which has been applied

to the specimen, consequently the curve-

linear line that is marked on the cross-

section paper by the combined motion of

the pencil under the influence of the tape

and of the cylinder, gives a record whose
abscissse and ordinates are measures re-

spectively of the stress to which the piece

is subjected and the resulting strain. As
soon as the piece breaks, the current which
actuates both the motion of the testing

machine, the motion of the tape and the

motion of the cylinder is ruptured. The
machine stops, the poises stand still and
the pencil comes to rest, leaving the rec-

ord on the cross-section paper for any
future inspection.

The preceding method of obtaining
autographic diagrams possesses many ad-

vantages for adapting it to testing ma-
chines that are to be built especially com-
pactly. There is another method of ob-

taining the same results, whereby the

registering cylinder may be located at

any distance from the the testing machine,

in Figs. 14 and 15 are two photo- engrav-

ings from the beam and the registering

cylinder employed in the " Department of
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Fig. J 4.

Fig. 15.

Tests and Experiments.'' In Fig. 14 it Along the top of the beam, there is cut
will be seen that the beam consists of a i

an exceedingly fine rack and the motion
single bar suspended on a stand at one !

of the poise is obtained by a pinion placed
end and enclosed in a guard at the other,

[

inside of the box and gearing into this

while on this beam there rests a semi-
j

rack. At the end of the beam may be
circular brass box forming the poise. I seen the mercury cups alluded to in the
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former method for making the electrical

connection as the beam rises and falls.

The operation of this piece of aparatus is

substantially as follows : The clock-work
motor for driving the poises to and fro

on the beam, is connected with the mer-
cury cup by means of some brass strips

placed in the rear of the steel bar form-

ing the beam. These 'strips are connected
with two electro magnets on the inside of

the poise, consequently when the beam
either rises or falls, one or the other of

the magnets is excited, the corresponding
train of clock-work thrown into action

and the poise gradually rolls to and fro

until a balance is re-established. This
part of the apparatus, that is the accom-
plishment of the motion of the poise to

and fro on the beam, is exceedingly sim-

ple. The knotty part of the problem
being to correlate the motion of the poise

with the motion of the cylinder exactly so

that in a given travel of the poise along
the beam, the cylinder may move a cor-

responding quantity. Of course the ratio

between the two movements is simply a

matter of proportioning so as to accommo-
date the ordinary cross-section sheet to

the circumference of the cylinder, but an
exact and constant ratio were very im-
portant. To solve this problem was to

accomplish the solution of one similar to

the autographic telegraph or electric

clock and similar pieces of mechanism, but
with some peculiar features arising only
in this special instance. To go a little

more into detail of the poise, there are

enclosed in a brass box two large wheels
about 8 in. in diameter. The wheel placed
nearest the front of the poise is gradu-
ated with a series of numbers, corre-

sponding to similar weights in the testing

machine. The pinion carrying the poise
along the beam is an inch in circumfer-

ence, and consequently a single revolu-

tion of the pinion carries the poise one
inch along the top of the beam. The
dial wheel is secured directly to the pin-

ion shaft so that there can be no backlash
between the two, and being 8 in. in diam-
eter one revolution of the pinion causes
the dial wheel to travel 25 in. in circum-
ference. In the testing machine in ques-
tion, a motion of an inch along the beam
corresponds to a weight of 4,000 lbs. in

the machine ; and the dial wheel being
graduated into 400 parts, each graduation
corresponds to a weight of 10 lbs. in the

machine. The other wheel is constructed
in precisely the same manner as the dial

wheel, excepting that in the place of the
graduated marks there are little strips of

india rubber so that the wheel presents a

series of teeth, alternately made of india

rubber and of brass. On the circumference
of this wheel, there presses a brass com-
mutator strip so arranged as to include

the cylinder in its electrical circuit. When
the poises commence to move along the
beam, the teeth, alternately of metal and
rubber, move under the commutator strip

and with every passage of a brass tooth
under the strip, an impulse of electric

force is transmitted into the cylinder. In
Fig. 15 a detailed view may be seen taken
from the working drawing the cylinder.

Inside of the cylinder are two toothed
wheels, which are mounted on a central

shaft and are capable of being ratcheted

round by means of the little lever arm
and pawl, operated by a magnet placed

directly under each of the wheels. One
of these wheels is intended to drive the

cylinder in one direction and the other in

a contrary one. One electro-magnet is

connected with a mercury cup on the bot-

tom of the beam and the other with a

mercury cup on the top. Consequently,

when the beam makes connection with

either cup and the beam commences to

move, the corresponding electro-magnet

in the cylinder is excited, the armature
is attracted and commences to ratchet the

cylinder wheel around. By means of a

series of gears placed at the extreme
i-ight-hand of the cylinder, the drum is

moved one way or the other in such a

proportion that the motion of the poise

may be accurately correlated with the

motion of the cylinder. If the gears in

the cylinder are accurately cut and prop-

erly proportioned, and if the armature of

each magnet makes one stroke for every

tooth on the poise wheel, the cylinder will

be moved to an amount that is exactly

commensurate with the poise itself. At
first it may perhaps seem that so accur-

ate an arrangement would be almost im-
possible to construct, yet the same ob-

stacle is presented in all machines of

precision, but nobody objects to an en-

gineer's transit or to astronomical teles-

cope in consequence of difficulties in con-

struction.

In machines already built it has been

j

found perfectly possible to so correlate





Fig. 17.
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Fig- 16.

the motion of the poise with the motion
of the cylinder that in the entire travel of

each one, there should be a discrepancy
between the two of less than 1-100 of an
inch.

If the strip of cross-section paper on
the cylinder be 40 in . long giving a stress

of 4,000 lbs. to the linear inch, 1-100 of

an inch corresponds to 40 lbs. This is

about as fine a reading as can practically

be made on cross-section paper, and as

it is 4 times as large as the smallest read-

ing of the poise it is obvious that this

error of 1-100 of an inch on the entire

travel of the cylinder is too small to be
of any practical value.

Over this cylinder is a track carrying a

little carriage and pencil connected with
the specimen by means of a steel tape, in

a manner similar to that previously de-

scribed. The cylinder and the poise are

only connected, in a manner similar to

the connection existing between two tele-

graph stations, consequently, if desired,

the cylinder may be placed in one locality

and the testing machine in another, so

that it is perfectly possible for the cylin-

der to be entirely exterior to the control

of the operator manipulating the testing

machine.

Fig. 17 gives a photo-engraving taken
from a sheet of cross-section paper bearing

a half dozen of the curves autographically

drawn by the testing machine. In this

illustration the cross-section paper has
been ruled in feet and decimals of a foot,

and each of the specimens were one foot

between the stretch clamps ; consequently
the percentage of stretch of the specimen
may be at once read from the cross- sec-

tion paper. The lower half of the sheet

contains three steel curves which it will

be readily seen, bear to each other a

strong family resemblance. The curve

commences with a straight line slightly

inclined to the axis of stress at a constant

tangent of one whose equation may be de-

scribed as y=ax. When the elastic limit

is reached a sudden point of inflection

occurs, the tangent swinging around and
becoming nearly or quite parallel to the

axis of strain. Very soon, however, a

second point of inflection makes its ap-

pearance, and the tangent nearly returns

to its former inclination and the curve

takes on a general parabolic form. These
steel curves as well as the curve given by
the specimen of Ulster iron may be taken

as typical forms of curves to be obtained

from a material which is nearly or quite
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homogeneous. The lines are quite true

and regular, and the curve manifests little

indications of non-uniformity in the mater-

ial. As soon as the maximum stress in

the specimen is reached, the material be-

gins to reduce more rapidly at some point

or other of its length than the testing

machine can keep pace with. Conse-
quently, the stress on the specimen de-

creases gradually, while at the same time
the strain rapidly increases. As a conse-

quence of this, a third point of inflection

occurs, the tangent inclining toward the

axis of strain, and changing from a posi-

tive to a negative value. This proceeds
until the specimen is ruptured and the

apparatus comes to a stand still.

The other three curves given here were
made by a piece of boiler plate and two
specimens of muck-bar. These are ex-

ceedingly good illustrations of the value
of the autographic method. It is well

known that both boiler plate and muck-
bar are decidely non-homogeneous, and
as a result here the curves are exceed-
ingly irregular, especially after passing
the elastic lhnit. While a general resem-
blance may be traced to the preceding
ones, they are full of points of inflection,

and would seem to indicate that the ma-
terial, being made up of fibres which were
alternately elastic and brittle, was rupt-

ured by the continuing action of the
stress in the testing machine, breaking
one fibre after another, in very much the
same way that a rope or cable is parted.
To give a general record of a test it is

believed that the autographic method is

without parallel. As here described, how-
ever, it is not sufficiently accurate' for
careful investigation, into the limit and
the modulus of elasticity. For instance,

it is impossible to read on the cross-sec-

tion paper nearer than about 100th of an
inch, and as any arrangement to magnify
the stretch up to the elastic limit would
so increase the elongation after passing
that point, as to extend the curve beyond
the capacity of the cross-section paper
that is of an ordinary sheet. The auto-
graphic diagram will give the elastic limit

within 1000 lbs. per square inch of cross-

section and the modulus of elasticity

within 100,000 lbs. Yet for many pur-
poses it is desired to obtain a more accur-

ate approximation to these quantities, and
in Pig. 18 may be seen an illustration of

a piece of apparatus devised by Col.

William H. Paine, of the East River
Bridge, and used by him there in the in-

vestigations of the steel to be used in the
trusses. It will be seen that the appar-
atus consists of two steel bars a and b,

so arranged as to slide parallel to each
other. At the ends each bar is supplied
with a knife edge, f held in the sliding

piece of brass m, which may be adjusted
at any end of the bar. By means of these

knife edges the whole apparatus may be
clamped to the specimen by the use of

the springs g. On the bar a, a small steel

projection o, bears against one of the

knife edges of the multiplying lever e,

and the other end of this lever comes in

contact with a supplementary vernier and
scale d, e. Now as the piece under exam-
ination elongates, the bars move by each

other, the multiplying lever c turns on its

fulcrum, pushing the vernier d outwards
along its scale. Thus it is obvious that

the whole apparatus after being placed

on the specimen works entirely without

any intervention from the operator..

In the case of micrometer screws it be-

comes a pretty difficult matter for the

same person to make readings twice

alike, on account of the varying coeffi-

cient of friction and of the varying per-

sonal equation. And again the operation

of making a reading with micrometer
screws is exceedingly slow, and should,

as in the hydraulic machines, the press-

ure have any tendency to relax, it is al-

most impossible to obtain a correct read-

ing, whereas in the gauge in question the

reading may be made as fast as the eye

can gauge the coincidence between the

vernier and the scale. In fact, in making
many thousands of tests in the East

River Bridge, at the Cambria Iron Works,
the author used this instrument, and em-
ploying one man to place weights upon
the beam of the testing machine, was ac-

customed to sit where he could see the

vernier of the stretch gauge, and the

moment that the beam raised to catch

the reading on the scale, so that the en-

tire operation of making a test on a bar

one foot long, and an inch square, in-

cluded the taking of some 20 to 30 read-

ings, did not occupy a time of more than

8 to 10 minutes, which is a speed never

to be obtained by any arrangement of

micrometer screws. By means of the

extension piece and clamp I and m, the

sliding bars of this apparatus may be ex-
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tended to any entire length, and by this

means it becomes an exceedingly valu-

able instrument in the investigations of

stress which occur in structures already
existing, such as bridges, roofs and the

like. As a case in point may be mention-
ed an examination made by the author at

the opening of the new cantilever bridge
at Niagara. Two gauges were employed
at the test of the cantilever bridge, ver-

nier a being screwed to a tie-bar of the
truss extending over one panel, and ver-

nier b attached to the bar extending over
two panels from the anchorage end of

the cantilever on the American side. Ver-
nier a extended over a distance of 4.75

feet, and vernier b over a distance of 5
feet of the bars. Readings taken at the
various points at which the loading trains

came to a stand, and arave the extensions
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produced by a quiescent load, during the

movement of the trains, the verniers flut-

tered a little, showing even at slight

speed that there is a sensible effect from
the shock, and as a loaded train moved
off on the American side there was a

negative reading of about y^M-or of a

foot, showing a slight compression in the

tie-bar. The following are the readings

of the verniers reduced to a length of

one foot of bar :

Train at Canadian abutment,
vernier a r^f^ .

Train at Canadian tower,

vernier b 10 S§ 00

vernier a
vernier b

74
10

h 1A
10

Train at Canadian end of center span,

vernier a l0\\%
vernier b WA^10

Train at American abutment, giving the

maximum stress in the rods under ex-

amination, vernier a 6 5
1

vernier b ^AVVn-

10 6
10
102

Center span entirely loaded,

vernier a
vernier b

Bridge unloaded, verniers returned to

zero. Assuming the modulus of elastic-

ity on the eye-bars at 32,000,000 lbs., the

following stresses per square inch are ob-

tained from the preceding measure-
ments :

Bar extending from two panels, 6780
pounds per square inch.

Bar extending from one panel, 5280
pounds per square inch.

Thus far vertical testing machines have
occupied our attention. With the ex-

ception of the Emery testing machine,

there are few machines of this class

whose points of excellence demand at-

tention.

During the construction of the St.

Louis bridge. Capt. Eads built a couple

of large horizontal machines, having a

capacity of 500,000 lbs. While these

machines, however, were superior to any-

thing of the kind at that time, they were
not sufficiently accurate to give results

which were received with great confi-

dence. They simply consisted of a long
heavy framework, carrying a cross head
at the one end, with a hydraulic jack, and
a pressure gauge attached for straining

the specimen.. Consequently the only
method of estimating the amount of

J

stress applied was by calculating the

j

pressure per square inch on the ram. As
1
was conclusively shown in experiments
with the Watertown machine, the coeffi-

cients of friction in the jack are constant-
ly varying, sometimes introducing errors

as high as 40 per cent, of the actual

stress. Several long horizontal testing

machines have been built by the Eiehle
Bros, for the purpose of making tests of

chains, &c. These, however, were of

small capacity, rarely rising over two or
three hundred thousand pounds. One of

the oldest horizontal machines of large

capacity is that used in the Washington
Navy Yard for investigations on chain

cables, and with which all of the prelim-

inary work of the U. S. Board to test iron

and steel was made. This machine con-

sists of along horizontal framework of mas-
onry, carrying a hydraulic jack on one end
with a scale at the other composed of two
levers. On the extremity of the second
lever there hangs a large platform upon
which a series of weights may be piled as

fast as the stress upon the specimen in-

creases, due to the action of the hydrau-
lic jack. Of course this machine is la-

borious and cumbersome to manipulate,

on account of the large number of heavy
weights that have to be actually lifted

and piled on the platform of the scale.

In Fig. 19 may be seen an illustration

of a large horizontal machine which has

just been constructed by Messrs. Fair-

banks & Co. for the Edgemoor Iron Co.

This machine consists of a long horizon-

tal framework of wrought iron channels,

upon which travels a hydraulic jack,

carrying a three-piston pump, and driven

by a belt supported on two idlers at the

end of the frame. To accommodate the

different lengths of specimens the jack

can be run to and fro along the frame at

pleasure, and be secured by means of 4
heavy steel pins which pass directly

through each of the four columns com-
posing the frame, between the parts of

which run steel legs connected rigidly to

the jack. A system of valves on the jack

provides for the admission of fluid on
both sides of the piston, so that the jack

may be used either in tension or compres-
sion at the pleasure of the operator. At
the front end of the testing machine
there stands a large bed plate of cast

iron, to which the columns are attached,

and which also supports the weighing
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Fig 19.
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Fig. 20.

mechanism for estimating the stresses.
This mechanism consists of two heavy-
levers hung from the framework of I-

beani, so as to swing directly in front of
the cross-head of the jack. On the center
pivot of these levers there is hung a
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second cross-head for the reception of

the other end of the test piece. By
means of two horizontal links these levers

are attached to two knee levers for trans-

forming the horizontal stress into a verti-

cal one and carrying it to a differential

lever which conveys it directly to the

beam. The beam in this machine is an

autographic beam, and the registering

cylinder may be seen just behind it. The

principal feature of this machine, which is

different from those heretofore described,

is the ease and facility with which it may
be changed from tension to compression

and conversely. Inasmuch as the jack is

the double-acting one, all that is necessary

in the straining mechanism is to alter

the position of the valves at either end,

so as to change the direction of the fluid

in the pumps. The jack being secured

to the frame by means of pins passing

directly through the columns no change

at all is necessary in this part of the_ ap-

paratus, and the only remaining detail is

to arrange the scale system so as to

weigh, equally, stresses in tension or com-

pression.

In Fig. 20 may be seen an enlarged

detail of the main levers, with the device

whereby this change is readily accom-

plished. Here it is seen that these levers

are furnished with 5 pivots, the lower one

bearing against a projecting toe on the

main casting. The center has two edges

instead of one and is surrounded by the

casting forming the cross-head. The

nest one bears against a projection is-

suing from the front of the main casting,

while the two on the top of the lever

have seats in the link for conveying the

stress to the knee levers. Suppose, for

example, a piece in tension : as soon as

the jack commences operation, the tend-

ency is to pull the lever towards the

jack, the lower pivot catches against the

toe of the main casting, and the linear

motion is now converted into a rotary

one around this pivot as a center, and the

stress of the jack is conveyed to the knee

lever by means of the link joining the

two. Suppose the tension piece to be re-

moved and the compression test substi-

tuted therefor, the tendency then upon

the operation of the jack is to push the

main lever away from it, and towards the

large casting, £ of an inch play being al-

lowed between the vertical lines of the

pivots ; the lower edge moves away from

the toe of the casting, and the third edge
strikes against its projecting seat. The
result, as in the previous case, is to
change the motion of the lever into a ro-

', tary one around its pivot edge, and the
stress produced on the jack is again con-

[
verted into tension on the link connect-
ing the top of the main lever with the
knee lever, or, in other words, when the
machine is acting in tension, the main
levers are levers of the second class, and
when it is acting in compression they are
levers of the first class. By proportion-
ing the pivot distances so that the multi-
plication is in both cases the same, a
single set of levers answers both for ten-

sion and compression by simply turning
down the little eccentric handle shown at

the top, and throwing either one or the
other of the link pivots into play. This
machine in question has a capacity of

600,000 lbs. in either direction, and is

capable of testing specimens between the
first of the cross-heads up to 12 feet in

length. A peculiar feature, however, is

that the scale cross-head has an extreme-
ly large opening, and the framework is

entirely open directly behind it, so that

eye-bars or tension pieces of any length
may be easily tested. If, for example, it is

wished to test an eye-bar 40 feet long, the

bar is introduced through the opening in

the scale cross-head and the eye screwed
to the cross-head of the jack, while the
metal of the bar is gripped by means of

wedges placed in the scale cross-head.

That this is a fair test and gives all the

information to be obtained from a test-

ing machine of much longer dimensions
will be readily seen from this fact : First,

if the material of a bar is to be tested

it can be done equally as well in a length

of ten ft. as in a length of 40 ft., and if

the construction, method of formation, or

proportion of the eye is to be tested in

relation to the bar, this is secured by the

presence of one eye attached to the cross-

head of the jack. Should it be desirable

to test both eyes of the bar, this can
readily be done by first breaking one and
then turn the bar end for end and break-

ing the other one. Of course, this double
test of a single bar requires a little more
time, but to compensate for this the

space occupied by the machine, the ex-

pense of construction, and the labor of

manipulation, are reduced to an enor-

mous extent.
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American Society of Civil Engineers,
February 20, 1884.—A Paper on Struct-

ural Steel,by E. B. Dorsey, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

was read. The paper gave the results of an ex-

amination by the writer into the subject during
two recent trips to Europe . The steel used for

structural purposes is called generally in Eng-
land mild steel, and in Germany, homogeneous
iron. Experts in Great Britain generally rely

more upon physical tests and the reputation of

the manufacturer, than upon chemical compo-
sition. The physical requirements are stated,

and the manufacturer uses his discretion as to

the composition which will answer these re-

quirements. The rules for testing steel adopted
by the British Admirality, by Lloyd's Register,

and by the British Board of Trade, were given.

The tendency among English engineers is to use
steel still softer than has heretofore been thought
best. Some large builders use nothing in their

boilers over 26 long tons tensile strength per
square inch, and 25 per cent, elongation in 8

inches. Others advise the use of steel of from
23 to 25 long tons tensile strength, with the

same elongation.

American engineers require from 15 to 20 per
cent, higher tensile strength than the English.

The Siemens-Martin, or open heart steel, is pre-

ferred by nearly all experts for structural pur-

poses, the Bessemer steel being principally used
for rails. Ship builders are decided in their

preference for the open hearth steel. A much
larger number of plates would be condemned
of the best wrought iron than of steel. Data
were given as to loss of strength in steel plates

by punching. Steel can be manufactured into

much heavier, longer and wider pieces than
wrought iron. Steel rivets are used on the

Clyde exclusively in riveting steel. The new
Forth bridge is to be built of mild steel. The
use of mild steel is extending very rapidly in

Europe, and has fast superseded iron for struct-

ural purposes.

The paper was discussed by members present.

During the discussion Mr. Theodore Cooper
referred to the conservative stand taken by him
in a paper presented to the Society some four

years since, and expressed the opinion that at

the present time he would feel still more con-

servative in regard to the use of iron instead of

steel for structural purposes, particularly for

bridges or similar constructions.

For boilers, for ships, &c, steel has answered
very well, but for structures he would be in-

clined as yet to advise the use of wrought iron.

In compressions, in his opinion, steel has not

been proved to be as strong as wrought iron,

and the necessity for most careful inspection is

greater for steel than for wrought iron.

Mr. M. N. Forney referred to the increasing

use of steel for rails, for wheel-ties, and for

various parts of locomotive machinery. He
referred to the record of accidents which
showed that some 66 per cent, of accidents in

this country are due to derailment, and only 8

per cent due to the same cause in England. In
this country the number of broken wheels is

very great, and the tendency towards the use of

steel for tires is decided.

Vol. XXX.—No. 4—24

Vice-President Paine gave details of the
methods of tests of steel in use during the con-
struction of the Brooklyn Bridge, and expressed
an opinion favorable to the use of steel.

The paper was also discussed by Messrs.
Collingwood, Frith and North.

March 5, 1884.—A paper by Hiram F. Mills,

C. E., describing the construction of the Pacific

Mills Chimney at Lawrence, Mass., was read by
the Secretary. This chimney was built by Mr.
Mills in 1873,and consists of an outside octagonal
shell 222 feet high above the ground, with a
distinct interior core 8 feet 6 inches in diameter
inside, extending one foot above the "top of the
outer shell and eleven feet below the ground.
The chimney is founded 19 feet below the
ground, upon coarse sand, the foundation being
35 feet square enclosed by pine sheet piling.

The base is concrete, one foot thick, then rub-
ble masonry of large pieces of granite in cement,
this stone work being 7 feet high. Upon the
stone work is placed the brick chimney, the
outer shaft being at the base 20 feet wide, and
at the top under the projecting cornice 11 feet

6 inches wide. This brick work is 28 inches in

thickness at the base; at 12 feet in height it be-
comes 24 inches, which continues 18 feet; then
20 inches for 20 feet; then 16 inches for 40 feet;

then 12 inches for 60 feet; then 8 inches to the
top. The inside core is two feet thick to a
height of 27 feet and one foot thick for the re-

maining height of 154 feet. The top of the
chimney is of cast iron plates f-inch thick. The
horizontal flue entering the chimney is 7 feet 6
inches square. The vertical flue of the chimney
is a cylinder 8 feet 6 inches in inside diameter,
and 234 feet high with walls 20 inches thick for
20 feet, 16 inches thick for 17 feet, 12 inches
thick for 52 feet, and 8 inches thick for 145
feet. The foundations were laid in mortar of
Rosendale cement and sand; the outer shell in

mortar of Rosendale cement, lime and sand;
and the flue walls in mortar of lime and sand

.

During the winter of 1873, the flue being 90
feet above the ground, boilers having 452 square
feet of grate surface were connected with the
chimney with satisfactory results. Between
June and September, 1874, the chimney was
finished. The approximate weight of the
chimney is 2,250 long tons, the number of

bricks being about 550,000. The chimney is

opposite the middle of a line of 2S boilers,

and 210 feet distant from them. It was de-
signed to serve for boilers having 700 square
feet of grate surface, burning about 13 tons of

Anthracite Coal per square foot of grate surface

per hour.
A description was then read of the chimne}'

of the Merrimack Manufacturing Co., at Lowell.
Mass., built under the direction of J. T. Baker,
C. E., in 1882. This chimney is founded on a
ledge of sand stone. The foundation, 30 feet

in diameter, is built of granite blocks laid as

they come from the quarry. At the surface of
the ground there is a dressed granite base two
feet six inches in height, laid in clear Pordand
cement, the remainder of the foundation being
in Rosendale cement and sand. Upon this base
is placed the brick work consisting of three
cylinders, the outside one 28 feet in diameter.
24 inches thick, the middle one IS feet in diam-
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eter 8 inches thick, the core 12 feet inside

diameter and 16 inches thick. The middle
cylinder is carried up vertically 75 feet 6 inches;

the outside ring has a batter of^ of an inch
per foot to a height of 100 feet. At the height
of 75£ feet the middle ring connects with the
exterior ring, making the masonry at that point

36A inches thick; it is then 20 inches thick for

an additional height of 60 feet; 16 inches thick
for 70 feet; and 12 inches thick thence to the
enlargement for the chimney head. The core
is uniformly 12 feet inside diameter to the top,

the first 100 feet being 16 inches thick ; then
12 inches tjiick for 60 feet; then 8 inches thick
for 90 feet: and then 4 inches thick for 29^ feet

to the top. It is entirely separate from the

outside masonry except about the door-ways
and openings for the flues. The core was laid

in mortar of lime and sand; the outside shell in

lime, cement and sand.

A description was then given by Dr. Charles
E. Emery, M. Am. Soc. C. E., of the construc-
tion of the chimney built under his direction, of

the Greenwich Street Boiler House of the New
York Steam Heating Company. This chimney
was a creature of circumstances, it being neces-
sary to place within a very limited area, a very
large boiler capacity, viz., 16,000-horse power.
This was done by making four stories of boilers

—the chimney was therefore necessarily located
with reference to these boilers, and the plan of
the chimney was determined by the shape of
the lot. The beach of the Hudson River was
at some time at this locality, and the founda-
tion of the chimney was placed in fine clearbeach
sand with some packets of coarser sand and
a little stone. The foundation is one foot below
high water. The chimney is 27 feet 10 inches
in the clear inside, and 8 feet 4 inches wide.
The height is 220 feet above high water—221
feet above the foundation.

Mr. F. L. Griswold, M. Am. Soc. C. E., de-
scribed a chimney erected in Mexico for a cot-

ton factory about 160 feet high, which had
been in use for over 12 years, which was built

of apparently sun-dried bricks, and which
seemed to be now in excellent condition. This
chimney was built by Indians and seemed to be
very symmetrical and well made. The bricks
were about 10x3x7.

Mr. H. W. Brinkerhoff, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,
described a chimney constructed of old rails,

which was in successful use in Pennsylvania.
It was generally known as a Crinoline chimney.

Mr. Win. E. Worthen, M. Am. So. C. E.,
referred to several chimneys built by him, and
expressed a doubt as to the necessity of very
great height in chimneys.

~Vp ngixeers' Club of Philadelphia.—Record
JPj of regular meeting, February 16, 1884.
Mr. Chas. A. Ashburner detailed his experi-

ence in the use of Aneroids in Leveling. He
exhibited a collection of various forms of in-
struments and described their advantages and
errors, and the means of correcting the latter,

the graphical method being specially recom-
mended.

The Secretary presented, from Mr. Edwin

Ludlow, a description of the Exhaust Injector,

with results of experiments therewith.
The Secretary presented, from Prof. J. A. L.

Waddell. an illustrated paper upon Lateral Sys-
tems for Iron Pratt Truss Highway Bridges. The
accompanying tabular data are based upon a
lower than maximum wind pressure, upon the

assumption that travelers do not venture upon
highway bridges during gales of maximum
velocity, and could not escape injury if the}'

did, even if the bridge were proportioned as he
considers railroad bridges should be, for maxi-
mum wind pressure when covered by a train.

In the same connection the relative inconven-
ience of loss of highway and railroad bridges is

also considered.

March 1st, 1884.—President Ludlow de-
scribed tests of the crushing strength of ice

which were made by him in order to learn, ap-
proximately, the strength required for an ice

harbor of iron screw-piles, in mid-channel, at

the head of Delaware Bay. Eighteen pieces
were tried with government testing machines
at Frankford, Philadelphia, and at Fort Tomp-
kins, Staten Island. The specimens were, care-

fully prepared 6 inch and 12 inch cubes, and
roughly cut slabs about 3 inches thick, of dif-

ferent qualities and from different localities.

For pure Kennebec ice the lowest strength
obtained was 327 pounds, and the highest 1,000
pounds per square inch. For inferior qualities

the strengths varied from 235 to 917 pounds.
The higher results were obtained, generally,

when the air temperature in the testing room
was from 29° to 36

D
F.; as against 55° to 68° F.

for the lower results. The pieces generally
compressed ^ to 1 inch before crushing.
The Secretary exhibited for Mr. C. A. Ash-

burner a set of blues of some yet unpublished
details of the Chicago Cable Railways.
The Secretary presented a note, by Prof. W.

S. Chaplin, upon a prevalent error in data given
for determining the true meridian, by observing
the instant at which Polaris and Alioth come
into the same vertical, and then following
Polaris for a certain time at the expiration of

which it is said to be on the meridian. He
gives, as the true time, the following: Latitude
40°, 25 minutes, 36 seconds; Lat. 50°, 25 m. 24
s.; Lat. 60°, 25 m., 5 s.; Lat. 70°, 24 m. 29 s.

Mr. C. J. Quetil, visitor, exhibited models of

the Wire Truss recently described by him.
Prof. Mansfield Merriman presented a state-

ment of the progress of the triangulation carried

on in Pennsylvania by the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey, and exhibited a map
showing its present condition. The sta-

tions located are twenty-seven in number, of

which nineteen have been occupied for the
measurement of angles. These are in the

southeastern part of the State, in the Counties
of Bucks, Montgomery, Delaware, Chester,

Lancaster, York, Dauphin, Lebanon, Berks,
Lehigh, Northampton, Monroe, Carbon and
Schuylkill. The geographical positions of the

stations have been computed from two of the

sides of the primary cost triangulation, one near
Elkton, Md., and the other near Trenton, N. J.,

which serve as bases for the work thus far exe-

cuted.
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rpM leading organ of German free trade,

1 commenting on the recent discussion in

the Chamber of Deputies on the coalition of

the steel rail works, remarks that since the new
iron duties came into operation in 1879, the

German steel works have drawn about sixty

millions of marks from the ratepayers in the

shape of subventions. That is to say, that

almost invariably, when quoting for foreign

contracts, German steel manufacturers have
quoted about 30 to 60 per cent, less than they
charged for the same goods to German railways,

being enabled by the heavy customs duties to

take advantage of the latter.

HHhe Danube Kegulation Committee has de-

JL cided to spend the sum of 1,488,00011. on
works of regulation along the river in 1884.

These works will extend from Stein to Deutsch-
Altenburg, on the Hungarian frontier. The
chief of them are the continuation of the inun-
dation dikes below Vienna, to which 600,000 ft.

are to be devoted, and the great regulation
works at Deutsch-Altenburg, on which, as a
first instalment, 168,000fl. are to be expended
this year. According to the opinion of experts,

the imperfections experienced near Vienna are

entirely owing to the works not having been
carried out to a sufficient distance down stream.

Ajoint for driving bands, in which great
strength is combined with an even sur-

face, has lately been offered to the public, al-

though it has been used privately for upwards
of five years. Messrs. Bailey Bros. , of Chan-
cery Lane, were applied to by a large firm of

mill-band makers to supply a cement, so modi-
fied from that which they have long made for
mending china and glass, that it might be used
for joining machine belts. The ends of the
belt to be joined are cut to a long scarf, not,

however, so long as the width of the belt. The
cement is supplied hot, the two parts are put
carefully together and the joint is subjected to

pressure from a weight or in a vice. The joint

becomes set in twelve hours ; but it is prefer-

able not to use the belt before twenty-four hours
have elapsed, when, it is said, the joint is the
last place at which the belt will break. The
practice is to suspend the belt, with a heavy
weight on the joint, for the double purpose Of
testing the joint and of stretching the belt. We
are assured that the joint will stand both heat
and damp, and that one has never been known
to give way.

^',HE trial at Lyons has been announced of a
large dredger for the Corinthian Canal,

which is to connect the Gulf of Athens with the
Lepanto. This canal, according to measures
more recently given in continental journals, is

7600 metres in length, 8 metres deep, and 23-5

metres in width. Amongst the largest dredgers
in use on the works are two, one of which has,

as above stated, been recently tried by the
makers, MM. Demange et Satre. Each dredge
is to extract 5000 cubic metres of material per
day of ten hours ; the buckets each have a
capacity of 750 litres. A compound engine of

300-horse power raises fourteen of these buckets
per minute. The hulls of the dredger were

made by M. Debianne at Vaise. At the trial,

M. de Lesseps is said to have expressed himself

so astonished with the quantity of work done
by it that he means to have the same kind to

dig out the central parts of Africa so as to make
that central sea, which, says a French paper,

"he has in preparation with his ordinary- ac-

tivity—without neglecting the Suez Canal or

the works at Panama— and which is to crown
his career according to the opinion of the Grand
France."

ri^HE Macquarie Lighthouse, at the entrance

JL to Port Jackson, is one of the largest and
finest in the world ; it is also the finest example
of electric lighting of which the southern hemi-
sphere can boast. It was commenced on March
1st, 1880, and the light in connection with it

was brought into operation on 1st June, 1883.

The old lighthouse, which the new one has re-

placed, was built in 1816, and was the first

structure of the kind in the southern hemi-
sphere. The light is of the first order, a sixteen-

sided, dioptric, holophotal revolving white
light, of the system of Teulere, commonly at-

tributed to Fresnell, showing a flash of eight

seconds in every minute, and having a range of

twenty-five miles seaward. It is, however, dis-

cernible for a considerably greater distance,

owing to the luminosity produced in the atmos-

phere by the electric beam before the direct

rays become visible. It was constructed by
Messrs. Chance Bros. & Co., of Birmingham,
under the supervision of Sir Jas. N. Douglass,
engineer to the Trinity Board. The lighthouse

is fitted with gas and oil apparatus as well as

electric light. The Macquarie Lighthouse is in-

tended only to illumine half the horizon, it is

therefore possible to make use of the landward
rays by means of a dioptric mirror. This is

probably the first instance of the use of a

dioptric mirror for an electric light.

IRON AND STEEL NOTES.

'The Bessemer Steel Industry of Great
-*- Britain in 1883.—The following report has
just been published by the Secretary of the

British Iron Trade Association, Mr. J. S. Jeans.

The total production of Bessemer steel ingots

in the United Kingdom in 1883 was 1,553,380

tons, against a total of 1,673,649 tons in 1882.

This amounts to a decrease of 120,269 tons, or

7 per cent.

It is probable that 1883 was the first year dur-

ing which there was a decreased production of

Bessemer steel in the United Kingdom since

that industry became fairly established. It is. at

any rate, the first year that has shown a decrease

since 1878, when the returns of the production
were first collected by the British Iron Trade
Association, as the following figures show :

Production of Bessemer Steel Ingots in the

United Kingdom in each year from 1878 to 1SS3,

both inclusive.

Make of Ingots,

Year. Gross Tons.
1878 807,527
1879 834,511
1880 1,044,382

Make of Ingots,

Year. Gross Tons.
1881 1,441,719

18S2 1,673,649

1883 1.553.380
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The principal decrease of make in 1883 has
taken place in the Sheffield district, and is, of

course, due mainly to the removal of one of the

largest works to another part of the country.
In the Cleveland district the decline of 25,018
tons is mainly due to labor difficulties.

The production of Bessemer steel rails in the

United Kingdom in 1883 was 1,097,174 tons,

against 1 ,235,785 tons in 1882. There has there-

fore been a diminished make of 138,611 tons in

1883.

RAILWAY NOTES.

An electric locomotive, fitted with the ap-
paratus of Mr. Leo Daft, is now running

experimentally on the Saratoga, Mt. McGregor
and Lake George Railway, a somewhat steep
and crooked 3 ft. gauge line 10 miles long, laid

with 321b. rails. The following particulars are
given in the Electrician and Electrical Engineer:
" A mile of this road was fitted for electric op-
eration by tightening the joints of the existing
track, and laying a special middle rail or con-
ductor upon wooden blocks, which were satu-
rated with pitch. Starting from the terminus
the track ascends gradually for 600 ft., and then
descends for 2,000 ft. more, when a sharp curve
and an ascending grade of 93 ft. to the mile is

encountered. The. electric motor is designed
for heavy work. It bears the name of ' Am-
pere.' The motor is 9 ft. 6 in. long, 5 ft. wide,
stands 3 ft. above the rails, and weighs 4,500
lbs. The armature and field magnets are in-

closed in a box at the rear of the platform, in
front of which is the driver's seat, and a dash-
board carrying three controlling switches and
a keyboard. The right switch makes and
breaks the current, the left switch controls an
electric brake, and the center switch and key-
board control the combinations of the coils of
tbe motor answering to the cut-off of the steam
locomotive. The reverse lever is on the right.

Two phosphor-bronze wheels press firmly upon
the center rail by the action of a spring upon
their pivoted supports. The current passes
from this rail through the wheels to the
switches and keyboard, thence to the electric
engine, and through the driving wheels to the
outer rails. The generators are two in number,
of Mr. Daft's manufacture, each occupying a
space 5 ft. by 4 ft., and weighing 1,200 lbs. They
were driven by a 25 horse-power Fitchburg en-
gine, and the current led thence to the rails—

a

distance of about 200 ft.—through underground
conductors. On the day of the trial the motor
was attached to an ordinary 10-ton passenger
coach, into which sixty-eight passengers—near-
ly double its ordinary capacity—were crowded,
while the motor carried six more, making a
total load of about 17 tons. The ' Ampere

'

started slowly, but surely, and ran to the end of
the mile without stopping, at the rate of about
8 miles an hour. Descending the 93 ft. grade
on the return trip, a considerable speed was at-

tained, causing the motor to jump the track at
the curve, by which accident its running gear
was slightly damaged. The trip was made in
the presence of nearly 2,000 spectators, many

j

of whom amused themselves by trying to ob-

1

tain shocks from the' track. But the sensation i

was found to be scarcely perceptible. Since
the first trial the ' Ampere ' .has been run in

wet and snowy, as well as dry, weather, with
satisfactory results. The results of this trial

show that an electric locomotive under perfect

control, weighing 2 tons, will haul an ordinary
passenger coach, weighing, with its load, 15

tons, over heavy grades and sharp curves at a

speed of eight miles per hour, by means of an
electric current, generated by a 25 horse-power
ensrine, and transmitted one mile."

ORDNANCE AND NAVAL.

VTew Cruisers.—The Senate, by a vote of 38
_LN to 13, passed the bill for the construction of

steel cruisers for the navy on Feb. 29th. The
bill as passed authorizes the President to direct

the construction of seven steel vessels for the

navy, consisting of one cruiser of 4,500 tons

displacement, one cruiser of 3,000 tons, one dis-

patch vessel of 1,500 tons, two heavily-armed
gunboats of 1,500 tons each, one light gunboat
of 750 tons, and one gunboat not to exceed 900

tons. It further authorizes the construction of

one steel ram, one cruising torpedo boat, and
two harbor torpedo boats. It provides that the

Naval Advisory Board shall examine all the

plans, specifications and contracts, and ma-
terials for the vessels, and shall give the Secre-

tary of the Navy advice and assistance thereon,

but that the Board shall have no authority to

enter into contracts ; that no contract shall be
entered into until full and complete plans and
specifications shall have been prepared and ap-

proved in writing by the Board or a majority

of its members.

Mr. C. Moller's steamship circular for

January says, the extraordinary amount
of tonnage which has been constructed during
the last three years both in this kingdom and
abroad has far exceeded the requirements ; and
although many new trades have been opened
and the losses been very heavy, it has become
impossible to find profitable employment for

many of the ships now afloat. Instead of lay-

ing them up in the same way as the sailing

vessels used to be in. former times during dull

periods, owners have kept them running at

freights which, in many instances, left a loss,

and the result has been amply verified by the

small dividends received by the shareholders.

During the past year no less than 720 steamers
with a total of 1,102,801 tons, were added to

the mercantile fleet in the United Kingdom
alone, and if to this be added 674 steamers of

982,961 tons, built in 1882, and 630 steamers of

925,000 tons in 1881, we obtain the respectable

total of 2,024 steamers and 3,010.762 tons in

three years. And although small in compari-
son, yet the number of ships constructed on the

Continent, especially in France, Sweden and
Germany, form also a not inconsiderable fleet.

The Armament Question.—A lecture on this

subject was delivered at the Royal United
Service Institution by Captain C. O. Browne, R.
A.; this officer occupies the position of lecturer
on armor plates at Woolwich, and he may there-

fore be looked upon as an authority on the
subject.
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The lecturer commenced by stating that his

chief object was to call attention to features in

the position of the armor question that were
peculiar and of importance. He then pro-

ceeded to give the data on which he based his

arguments, and which were the results of ex-

periments carried out at Meppen in March,
1882; at Spezzia at the end of 1882; at St.

Petersburg at the beginning of 1883 ; and at

Shoeburyness in August and September, 1883.

We can summarize these trials as follows:

At Meppen the trials were of perforation of

soft armor.* A 110 lb. shot, with a velocity of

1,749 ft., and striking energy of 2,330 foot-

tons, went through a target of two 7 in. wrought
iron plates, with 10 in of wood between them,
and passed on over 800 yards, uninjured. This
projectile would probably have penetrated 11|
in. of wrought iron, and the extra 3 in. accom-
plished here is due to the two plates being so

far separated. The same gun fired at 35 deg.

to the normal, against an 8 in. plate, with 10 in.

backing of wood, penetrated. There were also

trials made of large bursting charges, and
stronger envelopes for common shell.

At Spezzia the trials were of hard armor steel-

faced plates, 19 in. thick, from Cammell & Co.
and Sir John Brown & Co., and steel plates

from Creusot. The 100-ton gun was used, and
the result of two rounds on each target was de-
cidedly in favor of the Schneider steel.

The St. Petersburg trials were carried out be-
tween Cammel's steel-faced armor and Schnei-
der steel plates, 12 in. thick, an 11-in. gun being
vised. The result of three rounds was that the
latter plate fell to pieces, while the former tar-

.
get had by far the best of it.

The experiments carried out by our engineers
were to ascertain the protection afforded to

granite walls by iron plates. The 80-ton gun
was used, the targets being of 2.8 in. iron
plates with 5 inches of wood between them, and
12 in. Wilson's steel-faced iron.

The battering projectile from the 80-ton gun
passed clean through the plate and 10 feet into

the masonry beyond. Another round being
fired at the 12-in. plates broke up in the iron.

This projectile was supposed to be capable of
'penetrating 25 in. of iron. The fact of a 12-in

plate being able to keep it out must, the lec-

turer considered, be attributed to the hard
granite backing.

Captain Browne then went on to discuss our
system of calculating effects. In Russia, Italy

and England the blow is estimated on the power
1 of the shot to perforate, and this, he says, is

true enough when wrought iron is the target,

but where steel faces are used, and perforation
is not effected, the action is more that of a
pointed wedge striking and splitting the plate
before it has entered very far. The effect would
probably be proportional to the total energy of
the blow delivered, but without reference to

the full diameter of the shot, which never comes
into play ; thus the advantage of a small diam-
eter would not be apparent. With a steel-

faced target the shot are generally matched
against the plate on two standai'ds. On the low-

* By soft armor is meant that which yields to per-
foration. By hard armor that which cannot he per-
forated, but is destroyed by breaking- up.

er one the shot has just sufficient power to per-

forate wrought iron of the same thickness. On
the higher standard it has sufficient penetrating

power to perforate a wrought-iron plate of per-

haps 20 per cent, more thickness than the plate.

The lecturer illustrated his meaning by the fol-

lowing example

:

A 9-in. Woolwich gunandS^-in. Krupp were
fired in comparison ; the former had 118 foot-

tons of energy per inch circumference, and the

latter 123. Their penetration, according to the

wrought-iron standard, would therefore be
about the same, but their total energies were
respectively 16,400 and 5,800 foot-tons. It

seems absurd that these two should be taken as

having the same effect on steel armor. The
lecturer then illustrated his meaning practically

with three bullets of the same weight, shaped
like punches, with diameters of \ in., £ in. and
1 in. respectively. His object was to test the

two systems by comparing the projectiles. The
equation of drop being W h=~ D i- K, where

W=weight
7t=height of fall

D=diameter of projectile

£=thickness of sheet punched
K=some constant,

it follows that everything else being constant
the height from which the projectiles must be
dropped in order to perforate a soft material
will vary with the diameter. The experiment
was then shown as follows : A piece of felt

was used as representing the soft armor, and
the 1 in. diameter projectile perforated it when
dropped from a height of 60 in.; the projectile

with the \ in. diameter being then substituted,

it was found that a drop of 15 in. sufficed for

perforation. In order to show the difference in

the case of hard plates, brick was taken as the

material, and the \ in. broke it from a height
of 19 in.; the same weight of projectile with the

1 in. head broke another similar plate from 25
in., hence the law of perforation cannot be
taken as giving a measure of the relative powers
of the projectile in this case. The lecturer then
proposed, as a check on the perforation stand-

ard, to divide stored-up work by the number of

tons in each plate and thus get the shock per
ton of plate. He admitted, however, that the

question is full of difficulties, and that it is \>j

no means easy to fix a fair standard.
Turning to the consideration of projectiles,

he maintained that more experiments should be
tried with our projectiles against foreign armor,
such as Gruson's, and that we should ourselves

further the manufacture of steel projectiles by
all means in our power. He attributed the

hanging back of the manufacturers in submit-
ting steel projectiles for trial, to their in-

ability to obtain plates to test these projectiles

on beforehand. Hence, when the projectile is

submitted it is really only in an experimental
state, and manufacturers are not willing that

their reputation should be endangered in this

way. He suggested that plates left from pre-

vious experiments should be used for this pur-

pose.' As a matter of fact, we understand that

this has already been done with the plates tested

in the Nettle at Portsmouth.
Captain Browne considered that experiments
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against hard armor are specialty needed in this

country, and maintained that our service pro-

jectiles have never been tried against either

Schneider steel or Gruson's chilled iron. As
the lecturer very wisely remarked, it is against
foreign armor we will have to contend, and
therefore our projectiles should be capable of

damaging it. He said that Krupp had tried

chilled projectiles against Gruson's armor, and
they failed to do anything, simply breaking up,
and that eventually he had to use steel shot.

Finally, the lecturer summed the points of his

lecture as follows

:

1. The need of a better system of estimating
effects on hard armor.

2. The need for developing the manufacture
of steel projectiles.

3. The necessity of making trials against
Gruson's or other very hard armor.
An animated discussion followed, in which

Admirals Boys, Hamilton aud Selwyn, Sir

Chas. Nugent, Captain McKinley, R.A., and
Mr. Walter Browne took part. Nothing throw-
ing much light on the points raised came out in

this discussion. Admiral Selwyn considered
that the principle of the anvil was the one we
ought to go on, but Mr. Walter Browne and the
lecturer in his reply did not think the two cases
analogous. It appears to us that all the lec-

turer's points are worthy of serious attention.

Krupp appears to have manufactured good steel

projectiles, and there is certainly no sound
reason why we should be behindhand in this

matter.

Steel Deckplate Teials.—Further experi-
ments with steel deckplates have taken

place at Eastney. The targets in this instance
consisted of five two-inch armorplates, strongly
set in a wooden frame and placed at a slight

angle to the line of fire. They were attacked
with the 9-inch muzzle-loader, with uniform
battering charges, each plate receiving a couple
of rounds. Considering the severe test to which
they were subjected at a range of about 100
yards, the targets withstood the ordeal remark-
ably well. One place only succumbed to the
attack, the damage being inflicted apparently
by the blow of the butt end of the projectile as

the point glanced off. Two of the plates were
not perforated, the graze of the shot where it

struck and glanced off to sea being only marked
by a well-defined bulge. The result of the ex-

periments demonstrates the advantage which is

likely to attend the peculiar contour which has
been given to the under water deck of the Im-
perieuse.

Kecent Trials of Machine Guns.—Some
doubts having been expressed as to the ac-

curacy of the published results of the trials in-

stituted by the Greek government with the
Nordenfelt li-inch machine shell-gun at Athens
in May and June last, on which occasion this

gun succeeded in penetrating a 3.4-inch tai-get

(made up of several thinner plates), at a range
of 210 yards, further experiments were made
with a similar weapon at Dartford, on October
16, in the presence of numerous foreign at-

taches, colonial representatives, and others, the
particulars of which we {United Service Gazette)

herewith give. The Nordenfelt l^-inch gun,

placed at a distance of 50 yards, was tired

against a target made up as follows : Four iron
plates, with an aggregate thickness of 2. 68
inches ; five steel plates, with an aggregate
thickness of 0.59 inch; thus the total thickness
of the compound target was 3.27 inches. The .

steel bullet fired from this gun completely pene-
trated this target, and buried itself to a depth
of four feet in the sand butt behind. This re-

sult confirms in the most practical and conclu-
sive manner the accuracy of the Greek experi-

ments. Further confirmation of the great pene-
trative power of the Nordenfelt H-inch gun is

afforded by the official trials, which have been
lately carried out in Roumania and in Brazil.

The Brazilian target No. 2 was formed of four
i-inch iron plates, with a space of 15£ inches
between the first and second and second and
third, the last two plates being placed close to-

gether. All the targets were easily perforated,

with the exception of the Brazilian 4-inch solid

iron one ; in the latter case the steel bullet en-
tered the plate to a depth of 2.7 inches. An
ordinary 9-pounder gun was also fired against

this 4-inch plate at the same range, but only
penetrated 2.28 inches, showing nearly h inch
less penetration than the Nordenfelt H-inch
gun, which throws a projectile of 1.75 lb. weight.
In the Roumanian trials the accuracy of fire of

the Nordenfelt H-inch gun was also tested with
the following results : At a range of 1,432 yards
14 out of 15 shots hit the target, fired with de-

liberate ainvwith a mean deviation of 12 inches,

and at a range of 820 yards 16 out of 22 shots,

fired as rapidly as possible, struck the target,

16 feet by 16 feet, the aim being unaltered after

the first shot. In the Dartford experiments the

rapidity of fire of this Nordenfelt gun was also

tested, on which occasion seven shots were fired

in 12 seconds, and six shots in 10i seconds, or

at the rate of 35 shots per minute. Further, it

was shown how easily and rapidly the mechan-
ism of this machine gun, consisting of only ten

pieces, could be taken to pieces and put to-

gether, the times being respectively for each
operation 24 seconds and 64 seconds. Another
very important question was also considered at

the late Dartford trials, viz., the possibility of

firing Boxer cartridges from rifle calibre ma-
chine guns. Two series of 100 rounds of Boxer
ammunition were fired from the Nordenfelt 10-

barreled gun, each in seven seconds; and from
the Nordenfelt 5-barreled gun 150 rounds of

the same ammunition were fired in twelve and
six seconds respectively ; that is for the former
weapon a rate per minute of 855 shots, and for

the latter one of 500 shots, which must be con-
sidered satisfactory when the nature of the

cartridges used is considered. The importance
of these experiments lies in the fact that the

Boxer cartridge must remain for some years
longer as the ammunition for the Martini-Henry
rifles used by our volunteers, Indian and colo-

nial forces, and also for some considerable time
as the rifle ammunition of our regulars at home.
Recently, by order of the Sultan, trials of the

Nordenfelt gun took place at Tchataldja, in

presence of a committee composed of His
Excellency Ristow Pasha, three generals of

artillery, and Mehemet Bey, Edham Bey, and
Ali Bey (captains in the Imperial Ottoman navy)
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In the trials the target, composed of four plates

of Cammell's compound, was placed at the

distance of 500 meters, when the bullets pene-

trated three of the plates and smashed the

fourth. Amongst the trials for precision, one of

the most important was at 2,000 meters, against

a target 5 meters square. At this long range

the result was most satisfactory, two of six

shots having struck. The report of the com-
mittee has not yet been submitted to his ma-
jesty, but it is understood that the adoption of

the Nordenfelt gun will be recommended fo*
-

the Turkish navy, as it is the only one satisfy-

ing the conditions required for modern warfare,

especially in its defensive power against tor-

pedoes. We published the results of a series of

trials with Nordenfelt guns, which took place

at Dartford on July 26, in Iron of August 10.

BOOK NOTICES.

TI^he Creators of the Age of Steel. By
1 W. T. Jeans. London : Chapman &

Hall.

This is a series of short biographical sketches

of modern workers and inventors in the field of

metallurgy of iron and steel.

The greater portion of the work is devoted to

Sir Henry Bessemer, Sir William Siemens and
Sir Joseph Whitworth. A less amount of space
is awarded to Sir John Brown, Mr. S. G.
Thomas and Mr. S. G. Snelus.
The whole is related in a pleasing style, omit-

ting irrelevant details, and reciting fully the
successive steps of development of the import-
ant inventions and discoveries.

The book is without illustrations ; the topog-
raphy is good.

ABibliography of Electricity and Mag-
netism, 1860 to 1883, with Special Ref-

erence to Electro-Technics. Compiled by
G. May. London : Trubner & Co.
A convenient handbook for scientific writers.

The index is classified under the languages in

which the works are written, and enables, there-

fore, the reader to find under one heading all

works on any specialty.

Although prepared for students, mere school
books are omitted from the list.

Absolute Measurements in Electricity
and Magnetism. By Andrew Gray,

M.A., F.R.S.E. London : Macmillan & Co.
This book is not offered as a full treatise on

Electrical and Magnetic Measurements, but is

designed to give a clear account of the system
of absolute units as now adopted, and of some
methods and instruments by which the system
can be applied in practical work.

Separate chapters treat of Determination of

the Horizontal Component of Earth's Magnetic
Field, Absolute Unity of Magnetic Pole and
Field, Measurement of a Current in Absolute
Units, Definition of Absolute Units, and Deriva-
tion of Practical Units, Graded Galvanometers
and their Graduation, Potentials in Derived Cir-

cuits, Comparison of Resistances, Measurement
of Energy in Circuits, Measurement of Intense
Magnetic Fields, Dimensions of the Units of

Physical Quantities.

I"p
lectrio Lighting : Its Principles and

ii Practice. By A. A. Campbell Swinton.
London : Spottiswoode & Co.

A summary of the methods at present em-
ployed in Electric Lighting is a convenience to

any reader of current scientific literature. The
author of this treatise begins by an elucidation

of the theory of the production and transmis-
sion of Electric Energy, denning accurately the

technical terms, and describing with precise

phraseology the mechanical appliances which
are common to all devices employed for such
purpose. The question of quantitative measure-
ments of electricity is next treated in a satisfac-

tory manner. The "Sources of Power" for

Electric Machines occupy but little space, and
deserve perhaps less. The principles of the

various Dynamo Machines are presented with-

out mention of the bewildering complexity of

mechanical details, which so often obscures the

description in current technical literature.

Arc Lamps and Incandescent Lamps are

next treated, and with full descriptions of all

the devices that have sufficiently stood the test

of trial to deserve mention.
"Accumulators" are briefly described, and

then " arrangement of the different complete
systems," and " applications, advantages and
cost" complete the work.
The book deserves success for the clear, con-

cise treatment of an interesting but technical

subject.

rj Topographical Surveying. Science Series

L No. 72. By Geo. J. Specht, Prof. A. S.

Hardy, John B. McMaster, C.E., Henry F.
Walling, C.E. 18mo. Price 50 cents.

It is seldom that so much that is valuable to

the student of surveying is found in so small a

compass.
The separate parts were originally prepared

as contributions to this magazine, and while
compactly written in the interest of economy
of space, they were full enough to clearly set

forth the newer methods of surveying.
The Stadia method is fully described in Mr.

Specht's article, and the proper time and meth-
od of its application clearly explained. This
method is now widely used in general surveys.

Prof. Hardy's essay is an elucidation of the

method of topographical surveying as practiced
in France ; that the author is a master of the

art of teaching this essays plainly shows.
Mr. McMaster's portion of the book relates to

special cases that frequently occur in any gen-
eral survey. As neat applications of Modern
Geometiy they are no less interesting than
useful.

The last essay is a valuable contribution to

science from a surveyor of wide experience in
the art of measuring large areas, with reference

to the correct delineation on maps.
The illustrations of this little book are numer-

ous and good.

Mulhall's Dictionary of Statistics. Bv
Michael G. Mulhall, F. S. S. Lon-

don : George Routledge & Sons.
The author, in a brief preface, says :

i- Hith-
erto every science has had its Dictionary ex-

cept Statistics," and claims this is the first Stat-

istical Dictionary in any language.
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The subjects are presented in alphabetical

order, beginning with Abbeys and ending with
Zinc Industry. Variable statistics are presented

for several dates ending with 1880.

Statistics relating to Debts, Banking, Steam
Power, Cattle Raising and money are repre-

sented graphically by full-paged colored dia-

grams.
It is a book which a large number of people,

whether writers, teachers or students, may find

exceedingly useful.

MISCELLANEOUS.

M Mauser has succeeded in sending a tele-

. phonic message to 100 listeners at the

same time, at a distance of 250 kilometres—155

miles—namely, from Paris to Nancy. This he

is said to effect by the use of stronger currents

than usual, but this must involve special con-

struction of the telephone.

Dr.Hammerlhas devised aningenious method
for measuring the intensity of the light of

electric lamps, by which the necessity for plac-

ing them at a great distance from the standard

candle is avoided. He interposes a revolving

disc, in which are cut out sectors, allowing only

a portion of the rays to pass. For instance, if

the sum of the angles of the sectors be 180 deg.,

half the light will be intercepted. It has been
found that three sectors are sufficient to give a

uniform light with a moderate speed of rotation.

Consequently, to reduce the light to a third three

sectors of 40 deg. are employed. With three

sectors of 12 deg. the light is reduced to one-

tenth of its actual power. By employing two
discs, each provided with three sectors of 60

deg. cut out, and arranged one behind the other

on the same axis, they may be made to give as

great a reduction of the luminosity as may be
desired.

IN an article on Gutta-Percha in the Journal

of the Society of Arts, Mr. James Collins

says :—"Df. Oxley calculated that to supply the

6918 piculs—1 picul equal 133^ lb.—exported

from Singapore, from the 1st of January, 1845, to

1847, 69,180 trees were sacrificed; and, according

to the Sarawak Gazette, 3,000,000 trees were re-

quired to supply the 90,000 piculs exported from
this district during 1854 to 1874. These are

only two instances, the nrst,|showing the trade in

its infancy ; and the second, that of a limited and
comparatively small locality. In fact, the gutta-

percha tree has only been saved from utter an-

nihilation because trees under the age of twelve

years do not repay the trouble of cutting down.
Still, it is clear that the growth of young trees

of the best varieties has not kept pace with the

destruction, but are becoming much scarcer, so

that recourse now, more than ever, has to be
had to the products of very inferior varieties.

At the present time there is a great difficulty in

obtaining sufficient supplies of the best varieties,

especially for telegraphic purposes. The Indian
Government, acting on the advice of the late

Mr. Howard, F.R.S., Mr. Markham, Dr. Spruce,

and others, have taken up the india-rubber

question. The Colonial Government should

now take up the question of gutta-percha."

A pigmy voltaic battery of great power for

its size has been devised by M. Skir-

wanov, and is now employed to furnish the
star lights on the heads of the ballet of "La
Farandole," Paris. The Times says, it gives an
ampere for one hour, and has an electro-motive
force of 1.45 volts. Two of these cells, con-
tained in ebonite cases buckled to the belt of
the performer, keep a. star light going, and the
light is readily controlled by the"wearer. Each
cell consists of a zinc plate bent into the form
of a U, and holding in its inside a plate of silver,
surrounded by chloride of silver, as in the
ordinary De La Rue chloride of silver cell used
by electricians for testing purposes. The zinc
plate forms one pole, of the cell and the silver
the other. A solution of caustic potash—75
parts potash to 100 water—is filled in, and as a
porous diaphragm, the chloride of silver is cov-
ered with parchment paper. The vessel is of
ebonite, with closed mouth, which, however, is

opened when fresh liquid is put into the cell.

This is necessary after every hour's run, and the
chloride of silver has to be replaced after three
or four hours of use. The cell is thus expen-
sive, but this is of minor importance in the-
atrical work as compared with its small size

and weight—100 grammes.

Will electricity enable us to transmit power
in large quantities more efficiently than

other means ? Will it enable us to transmit
small quantities ? These questions were put to
the Society of Arts, and answered by Professor
Osborne Reynolds in his Cantor lectures as fol-

lows : Thanks to the experiments of M. Deprez,
we can say that a current of electricity, equiva-
lent to 5-horse power, may be sent along a tele-

graph wire -j-inch in diameter, some ten miles
long—there and back—with an expenditure of
29 per cent, of the power, because this has already
been done. Compared with wire rope, this

means falls short in actual efficiency, as Messrs.
Hems send 500-horse power along a §-in. rope.
To cairy this amount, as in the experiment of
Deprez, 100 telegraph wires would be required

;

these wound into a rope would make it more
than 1.4in. in diameter, four times the weight
of Mr. Hems' rope. With the moving rope the
loss per mile is only 1.4 per cent., while with
the electricity it was nearly 6 per cent. ; so that,

as regards weight of conductor and efficiency,

the electric transmission is far inferior to the
flying rope. Nor is this all. With the flying

belt, Mr. Hems found the loss at the ends, in
getting the power into and out of the rope, 2£
per cent. ; whereas, in M. Deprez's experi-
ments, 30 per cent, was lost in the electric ma-
chinery alone, which is very small as such
machinery goes. But this is not all. No ac-

count is here taken of the loss of power in
transmission to and from the electric machin-
ery. Taking the whole result, it does not ap-
pear that more than 15 or 20 per cent, of the
work done by the steam engine could have
been applied to any mechanical operation at

the other end of the line, as against 90 per cent,

which might have been realized with wire rope
transmission. To set off against this, electricity

has the enormous advantage in the conductor
being fixed, and in the fact that it is likely to

be, if anything, less costly and more efficient

for small quantities of power than for large.
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Contributed to Van Nostband's Engineering Magazine.

Rankine, in his work on " Civil Engi-
neering-," treats upon the employment of

the Hydrostatic arch modified or trans-

formed to suit earth pressure for the pro-
file of a tunnel. This transformed curve
he terms the Greostatic arch, and he gives

approximate formulae for its calculation.

He also goes pretty fully into the use of

the Catenarian curve as a figure for

bridges when suitably transformed to

suit the depth of load. He does not,

however, place the matter in a very clear

light, and, as a consequence, it is to be
feared that little or no use is made of

his deductions in practice, but that too
frequently the arches of bridges and tun-
nels are struck merely to the circular

curve without reference to the question
of equilibration, the possibly excessive

depth of arch ring being sufficient to

contain the curve of equilibrium within
or near to the middle third of its thick-

ness.

In Rankine's work, also, this subject
is treated somewhat disconnectedly, be-
ing spread over different pages in vari-

ous sections of the book, so that consid-
erable labor is involved in collecting the
full amount of material necessary to com-
plete the calculation of an arch.

The writer therefore makes no apology
for the present essay, for the materials
of which he has drawn upon Rankine's

Vol. XXX.—No. 5—25

" Civil Engineering," but hopes that the
examples he has worked out may serve
to show the real simplicity and elegance
of the methods employed by Rankine,
and be of assistance to students who
would closely follow the natural line in

the design of engineering structures.

The symbols employed are the same
as those used in Rankine, which may be
of assistance in farther study.

Commencing with the tunnel, the in-

trados of which should be a transformed
hydrostatic arch, the words used by Ran-
kine may be quoted here. Describing
the hydrostatic arch he says it "is a lin-

ear arch or rib, suited for sustaining nor-
mal pressure at each point proportional,
like that of a liquid in repose to the
depth below a given horizontal plane.

" The radius of curvature at the given
point in the hydrostatic arch being in-

versely proportional to the intensity of

the pressure, is also inversely propor-
tional to the depth below the horizontal
plane at which vertical ordinates repre-
senting that intensity commence." Tims,
if c.c be a submerged arch, and TT be
the surface of the water above it, the ra-

dius at the point a will bear the ratio to
Yc

the radius at c=— . being greater than
oa ° °

the radius at c in proportion as it is

nearer to the surface. This arch then is
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exposed to a constant thrust throughout
every part, the intensity of the thrust be-

ing simply the product of the intensity

of pressiue at any point by the radius of

curvature at that point, and the arch can
yield only by the crushing of the mate-
rial of which it is composed.

Liquid presses equally in every direc*-

tion, but the pressure of earth varies ac-

cording to its nature, and the intensity

of the lateral pressure of earth upon a

buried arch is less than the vertical press-

ure in a ratio dependent upon the angle
of repose cp of the material comprising
the strata through which the tunnel
passes.

Calling £>£ the vertical pressure andjt?y

the horizontal pressure against a tunnel
or culvert, the width of a hydrostatic

arch suitable for a liquid load, the inten-

sity of which is %>x at the crown, must be
/pv

contracted in the ratio c=y ^ at points

below the crown when intended to with-

stand earth pressures. The transformed
archway is therefore much less in width
than its corresponding hydrostatic linear

arch, the reduction being greater in the
more stable earths than in those whose
angle of repose is low, e, near the horizon-
tal. Calling the angle of repose of earth

qj the value c may be thus written

:

C= Py (1-Sin:^)
^ px~ V (1 + Sin <p)

Now, Rankine states that in designing a

tunnel by transformation from the hydro-
static arch, knowing the depth x of the

tunnel crown below the origin of press-

ure, u the surface above, and also the
depth x

1
of the greatest horizontal diam-

eter below the same datum, it is merely
requisite to design the hydrostatic arch
as for fluid pressure, and then to contract

the horizontal ordinates in the ratio — to

obtain the profile of the tunnel.

This would certainly obtain such a tun-
nel as would be perfectly safe, and it

might happen that the various dimen-
sions would be correct also ; but this

would not always be the case, in fact sel-

dom so.

As a rule—an almost invariable rule

—

the data given to the designer would be
the width and the height of the tunnel,

and the depth x
n
of the crown below the

surface would also be known.

If then, the greatest horizontal diam-
eter of the tunnel was taken at the floor,

this would give with a height from floor

to crown= A, x
1
^x + h.

Now, the width of the tunnel is fixed

by two axiomatic rules. In the first

place it must be sufficient to allow of the
required traffic through the tunnel,

whether this be by boat, or one or more
railway trains, or otherwise. In the sec-

ond place, it is requisite, as a matter of

structural economy, both in excavating
and masonry, that the width should not
exceed the minimum safe dimensions.

_, .

'

, . c „,, Geostatic ordinate
But the ratio- ot the =^^ t—. T:—

—

1 Hydrostatic ordinate

is a fixed quantity depending upon the

frictional stability of the earth through
which the tunnel is pierced, -and if x
and x

1
are also fixed there would be no

escape from the necessity of making the

tunnel either too wide or too narrow, un-
less the alternative of increasing or dim-
inishing the height were resorted to.

If such a way out of the difficulty had
to be followed, the only two methods
practically available would be an increase

in either height or width to maintain a

minimum possible traffic requirement of

with, width a corresponding increase in

cost of excavating and masonry or brick-

work.

To the student of Rankine, the omis-

sion on his part to indicate the meth-
od of procedure is often embarrassing,

but the solution is simple, and consists

in fixing the greatest horizontal diameter

above the floor line instead of at that

level. The total height of the tunnel be-

ing h, if we made x
1
=x + h we should

find that our geostatic arch, unless in

very stiff material, would be far wider

than we required, but by making x^=x
+ a we may obtain any suitable width we
please, a being anything less than h, and
representing the distance of the greatest
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horizontal width of tunnel below the

crown of the archway.

It is a difficult problem to accurately

calculate the hydrostatic arch, but we
may make our calculations with a degree

of exactness quite sufficient for practical

purposes.

Greater clearness will be attained if we
take a numerical example. Let it be re-

quired to run a tunnel through sand,

which has an angle of repose <p=23°, the

height and greatest width to be 27 feet

each. Required the form of the archway
at a depth at the crown=40 feet below
surface. The following will be our data

:

Height from crown to invert = A= 27 ft.

Extreme width ... 27 ft.

Half span . . . !S=13.5ft

Depth of crown below surface=x = 40ft.

<p=23
'

From the above we must obtain the

following dimensions:

Depth below surface of greatest

horizontal diam = x
a

Rise of arch above greatest

horizontal diam = a
Thickness of brickwork at crown = t

Ditto at depth x
1

. = t
1

Radius afr crown . . . — r

Radius at depth x
1

. . = r
1

Hydrostatic half span . . = y
The first operation necessary is to find

the value of the coefficient C.

9>=23°.\Sine<p= .39073

1—Sin cp= .60927. 1 + Sin>=1.39073

..yi=^= /.4381 = .662 = d
T l=Sin cp '

Now C is the ratio of the

half geostatic span

orC=

half hydrostatic span

S has been fixed at 13 ft. 6 in.

,. y=||=20.4 ft.

We have now to design a hydrostatic

arch with a half span of 20.4 feet, and a

crown depth of load of 40 feet, from
which, by a horizontal contraction of

KrT-± , we obtain the tunnel we require.

The one dimension we require for this

is cc°zz:ic
c
+ «, a being the depth of great-

est width below the crown, and a;, below
the surface. This dimension a must be
obtained by a process of trial and error,

the first trial often being sufficient.

The full height h being 27 feet we will

approximate to a by making it to equal,

AX— = 27x
y

135

204

or nearly, 18 feet, and we will take it as

18 feet. Then, using Rinkine's approxi-
mate formula, make

y* on ,
41616= 21,17

this gives one value to b calculated with
the factor a as in the denominator.
Another value of- b is obtained from the
formula

^m = 18
58

V40
Here the factor a18x1-13185= 20.3733.

is in the numerator.
Taking the real value of b as a mean

between these two we have

b= .5 (21.17 +20.3733) =20.77

Now we have also from Rankine a
b

2

value of y— b——- and taking b at 20.77
outl

we may place the formula, thus assuming

still that we retain 1 8 as the value of a

y =20.77-^^ or y= 20.77- . 799=
540 J

19.97 feet. Now, the true value of y as
calculated from c and the proposed half

span of the tunnel is 20.4 feet, the result

obtained as a first approximation is thus
.43 of a foot too narrow.

Multiplying 19.97 by c we get

19.97 X.662= 13.22, as compared with the
intended half span s=13 ft. 6.

a discrepancy of less than three inches
and a half on the half span. "We may
judge from this that the first approxima-
tion to the height a of the crown above
the greatest horizontal diameter was
slightly in error, and that a should be a
little over 18 feet, but it is unnecessary
in the present instance to obtain a nearer
approximation to the exact dimension,
because if the half spar; of the tunnel is
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made 13£ feet instead of 13.22, the in-

creased outward thrust of the side walls

will be sustained by the resistance of the

earth ; whereas, if made exactly to theoreti-

cal dimensions, there is a greater probabil-

ity of lateral collapse taking place, and
though we may not exactly in theory build
to theoretical lines, it is as well to know
exactly what these lines are, so that with
the knowledge of the strata obtained by
experience we may make a just and
proper allowance for this contingency,

the sidewalls of a tunnel being more li-

able to fail by crushing inwards than
the roof. Thus we see that the greatest

diameter is by no means necessarily at

the floor level, but the sidewalls incline in-

wards in a curve below the level of greatest

depth, their tendency to slip inwards be-

ing resisted by the invert, which it is es-

sential should be well bedded on the sub-

stratum, and curved to such a radius that

if the material underlying it tends to

force it upwards it may resist that tend-

ency equally with the sidewalls' resist-

ance.

A very near approximation to a would
be obtained by taking a mean value be-

tween «=Axc and y.

Thus in the present case the true value

of a is very nearly 19 feet or

18 + 20.4= 19.2

We will, however, adhere in our draw-
ing to the first approximation, 18 feet, as

allowing the above margin for lateral

thrust.

It maybe as well remarked here that for

deeply buried tunnels the profile may be
made truly elliptical, no deference being
paid to thegeostatic form, because the ratio
of x : k, is so nearly unity in such a case,

and a circular profile transformed into an
ellipse merely be an alteration of the

horizontal widths in the ratio - is the re-

quired section for such an archway.
In designing an elliptic tunnel the

half span s is first to be decided upon,

and from this the circular radius y=-

is to be found, then y is also the major
axis of the ellipse, of which the tunnel is

a portion, just so much of the ellipse be-

ing appropriated as is required to give

the required height. When the depth of

earth above the tunnel crown is very
small the ellipse is quite unsuited, and it

is important that the geostatic fomi be
considered, for it is evident that if the

tunnel crown be only 5 feet from the sur-

face of the ground the value of the ex-

pression mv
becomes much increased.

With the prevalence of underground
railways at small depths this becomes
important, and in the tunnel above con-

sidered we should get, as the value of a,

about 14 feet, or, in other words, the

line of greatest width of the tunnel

would be but little above its half height.

Hence we see the necessity for strong

wiry walls at the mouths of tunnels, and
a rapid surchargement of the earth

above, so that the necessity of so nearly

a circular section may be surmounted for.

The profile of the above tunnel would
evidently be nearly circular, the greatest

horizontal diameter being so nearly at

half height, and the side walls below this

point sloping inwards with almost the

same slope as their inclination above
the same point.

For a double track tunnel especially,

this would be very inconvenient, necessi-

tating a great amount of ballast filling

to give room for the track and vehicles.

Above the line of greatest width, how-
ever, there would be better accommoda-
tion for the upper part of the vehicles

than in a tunnel like that shown in Fig.

2, for instance.

When, therefore, it becomes requisite

to cut a tunnel very near the surface, it

may sometimes be found better to give

it a width greater than is absolutely re-

quired, in order that the dimension a,

being thus increased, the figure of the

tunnel may include a smaller part only

of that portion below the greatest diam-

eter. Such a correction is less difficult

on account of the greater headroom al-

lowed in the more circular archway. In
fact, the^nearer we approach the surface

the more does the figure of the arch ap-

proximate to the hydrostatic arch, and
the greater is the extra [otherwise un-

necessary] width of excavation necessary.

A glance at Fig. 2 will show this, for,

supposing the figure of the tunnel were
made to accord with the hydrostatic
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curve it is evident that if the inner arch
was calculated to give a sufficiency

of headway at the line N, then with
the wider arch the floor might be
raised by the amount N, and the clear-

ance would still be sufficient, and thus
the greater amount of excavation due to

width would be in part compensated for

by the decreased amount at the floor.

It is important that a tunnel section

should not at the sides be flatter than the
geostatic form would allow, though there

appears, as a rule, to be no objection,

especially in firm ground, to the eurva-
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ture being increased, for the outward
thrust in this case is taken by the earth

behind, whilst in the former case the

sides crush or are in danger of crushing

inwardly. In fact the outward thrust is

in stone arches, as Rankine remarks,

specially counted upon the arch tending

to spread, laterally compresses the mate-

rial of the spandrils at the haunches, un-

til the spandril resistance is equal to the

thrust of the arch. On this account,

therefore, the arch centering of ellipti-

cal and similar approximately hydro-

static arches should not be struck until

time has been allowed for the settlement

and hardening of the material of the

spandril filling- Rankine says the back-

ing should be solid up to the level of the

crown.
It now remains for us to draw in the

figure of the hydrostatic arch, and by
transformation the tunnel section, to do
which we must find the radius of the hy-

drostatic arch at the crown and at the

greatest horizontal diameter, that is at a

depth x and x + a, or x
x
.

Rankine's formula for this is as fol-

lows : Calling r the radius at the crown
and r

1
that at the depth x

x,
we have

a? , a 2

r =a + ^— and r, =«—— -

Substituting known values of a and x
we get

182

r
Q
= 18 + -g =22.05ft

and = 18-
18

2

'2x58
= 15.2 ft.

to draw in the hydrostatic figure (Fig. 2)

the crown radius r =22 ft. 0.6 inches

must be set out from the crown upon the
center vertical. The springing radius r,

= 15 ft. 2.4 inches must then be set off

from the end B of the greatest horizontal

diameter. Then the points C and D
thus found are two centers. Then from
C, with the radius CF, draw an arc inter-

secting at E, another arc drawn from D
as a center, with a radius equal to FA—
BD, i.e., to the difference of the least

and greatest radii of the arch. Then CG
drawn through E, and EH drawn through
D, mark the limits of the arch curve
struck from the three centers C, E andD.
Having drawn in this curve, the true pro-
file of the tunnel may be found by reduc-

ing the breadth of the tunnel at several

horizontal lines, as MM in the ratio C
to 1.

The radius at the crown and at the
greatest diameter may be calculated thus :

The reduced arch crown radius is to

the radius of the hydrostatic crown, as

C 2
: 1, and at the greatest horizontal di-

ameter the same ratio is -, the crown ra-
c

dius becoming smaller and the springing
radius larger.

Now the value of c was determined
from the frictional stability of the earth

to be .662, and having fixed our half

span as 13 ft. 6, we found our hydro-
static span to be 20 ft. 4.8 inches. Hav-
ing, however, chosen a somewhat too

small we found the width of the arch

which resulted come out as 19.97 instead

of as 20.4, and as in our drawing of the

hydrostatic arch we have made the half

span FB= 19.97 we must alter the value

of c proportionately. The new value is

a 20.4xC 204x662
19.97 1997

= .676

and the horizontal ordinates of the tun-

nel will be less than the corresponding
hydrostatic ordinates in the ratio .676

to 1, to which ratio a scale of reduction

can be made. Practically the ratio is f

.

For the alteration of the radii with .676

=ce the new value of c, we get c
3 =.457,

and -=1.48 nearly. Then the geostatic

radii at crown and springing r
Bg, and ?\,g

respectively are found to be

r <7=22.05x.457= 10.07,

7-^=15.2 x 1.48= 22 5.

With these radii the crown and spring-

ing curves may be drawn to such limits

as are indicated by the intersections of

the radii at R and P with the horizontal

projection from the limiting points G and
H of the hydrostatic radii, as already

indicated, the intermediate portion of the

arch RP being struck with a radius found
by producing the limiting radii at R and
P until they intersect at K, which is a

point in the locus of centers. The coin-

cidence, or approximate coincidence of

the tunnel profiles found by this method
and the method of reduced horizontal

co-ordinates will show the extent o

error or difference in the method of re-
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duced ordinates, though both are for all

practical purposes sufficiently accurate.

The method of intersection of radii for

the intermediate portions of the geo-

static arch does not give exactly accurate

meeting of the three arcs with the three

centers alone, but the crown and spring-

ing arcs being struck Avith the radii as

calculated. The remaining portion is to

be drawn in by a few trial approxima-
tions. The centers of curvature all lying

upon the curves marked locus QKV,
which curves are drawn from the centers

W to pass through the three determined
points Q, K and V.
The method given by Rankine of find-

ing the hydrostatic arch by an approxi-

mation of the centers CED is stated by
him to give a curve too full at G and too

contracted at H. This shows itself, in

the present case, the method of trans-

formation by reduction of the horizontal

ordinates, producing a tunnel section

(shown dotted) which falls beyond the
section, found by calculated radii, at the
level of c and the locus of centers f e s

for striking it approximately, having the
centers T in place of W.

It is unnecessary to go into calcula-

tion s of greater refinement for the pur-

pose of tunnelling, and indeed it may
be said that the sections of tunnels were
fixed before the subject ever received the
attention of mathematicians, these forms
being merely empirical alone, and found
by experiment, that is, by actual practice,

for in the early days of railway engi-

neering the brick linings of tunnels

would frequently give way, and when
this took place the section would be made
of sharper curvature at the point of weak-
ness thus indicated, and in time the tun-

nel form was correctly developed to be
afterwards explained mathematically.
There is, however, good reason that en-

gineers should understand the principles

underlying buried archways. They are

thus enabled to design their structures

to approximate to correctness. In study-
ing Rankine, a young engineer is often led

to attach undue importance to theoretical

forms, especially in regard to stone or
brick archways, which are stated to be
insecure when the middle third of the
arch ring does not contain the curve of

equilibrium. Doubtless, for a simple
arch ring, this may be very true, but in

practice with the solid spandril backing

carried up almost to crown level, and
with a considerable depth of ballasting

and roadbed, it is almost impossible for

an arch, as usually constructed, to give

way in the manner indicated by Ran-
kine, the thrust being by no means en-

tirely borne by the so-called arch ring,

but by the mass of backing or spandril

walls also.

The thickness of tunnel walls is usually

determined by practical experience, and
is rarely less than 18 inches. It should
be sufficient to withstand the superin-

cumbent weight of earth which, for each
foot of length of tunnel will be

the minus quantity in the equation be-

ing the approximate area of the half tun-

nel above the»line of greatest breadth,

and w being the weight per cubic foot

of the superincumbent earth.

It is only in archways near the sur-

face and in loose earth that it can be as-

sumed that the side walls of a tunnel

bear the whole weight of material be-

tween the tunnel and the ground sur-

face, and when no other data are as

hand it is best to assume a thickness at

calculated from the empirical formula

generally used for the purpose, namely,

t in feet = |/(.12 to .5)

according to the firmness o» slippery-

ness of the material, r being taken as

a2

— , which in the present case will give
s

23 feet.

With the coefficient .2 this will give

= |/.2x23= y 4.6 or say 2ft. 3 in.

It is, of course, specially important

that as the lining of a tunnel is built in

the void between the brickwork or ma-
sonry, and the excavated sides of the tun-

nel be firmly rammed up solid and close,

so that when the earth pressure comes
upon the tunnel, possibly with great ex-

force at first at some point than at

another, the archway may not be able to

crush in at that particular point, owing
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to the remainder of the arch being un-

able to yield outwardly by reason of the

support of the well rammed earth be-

hind.

It is this precaution in practice which

has no doubt contributed to the stability

of many rule -of-thumb structures which
do not coincide at all closely with the

theoretical form as deduced from the

principle of the hydrostatic arch.

ELECTRIC LAUNCHES.
Bt a. reckenzaun.

From the "Journal of the Society of Arts."

It is not my intention to treat this sub-

ject from a shipwright's point of view.

The title of this paper is supposed to in-

dicate a mode of propelling boats by
means of electrical energy, and it is to

this motive power that I shall have the

honor of drawing your attention.

The primary object of a launch, in the
modern sense of the word, lies in the

conveyance of passengers on rivers and
lakes, less than for the transport of heavy
goods ; therefore, it may not be out of

place to consider the conveniences aris-

ing from the employment of a motive
power which promises to become valu-

able as time and exjoerience advance. In

a recent paper before the British A ssoci-

ation at Southport, I referred to numerous
experiments made with electric launches

;

now it is proposed to treat the subject

in a wider sense, touching upon the
points of convenience in the first place

;

secondly, upon the cost and method of

producing the current of electricity ; and
thirdly, upon the construction and ef-

ficiency of the propelling power and its

accessories.

Whether it is for business, pleasure,

or war purposes, a launch should be in

readiness at all times, without requiring

much preparation or attention. The
distances to be traversed are seldom very
great, fifty to sixty miles being the aver-

age.

Nearly the whole space of a launch
should be available for the accommoda-
tion of passengers, and this is the case

with an electrically-propelled launch. We
have it on good authority that an elec-

tric launch will accommodate nearly
double the number of passengers that a

steam launch of the same dimensions
would ; therefore, for any given accom-
modation we should require a much

smaller vessel, demanding less power to

propel it at a given rate of speed, costing

less, and affording easier management.
A further convenience arising from

electromotive power is the absence of

combustibles, and the absence of the

products of combustion — matters of

great importance ; and for the milder

seasons, when inland navigation is prin-

cipally enjoyed, the absence of heat,,

smell, and noise, and, finally, the dispens-

ing with one attendant on board, whose
wages, in most cases, amount to as much
or more than the cost of fuel, besides the

inconvenience of carrying an additional

individual.

I do not know whether the cost of

motive power is a serious consideration

with proprietors of launches, but it is

evident that if there be a choice between
two methods of equal qualities, the most
economical method will gain favor. The
motive power on the electric launch is

the electric current; we must decide

upon the mode of procuring the current.

The mode which first suggested itself to

Professor Jacobi, in the year 1838, was
the primary battery, or the purely chemi-
cal process of generating electricity.

Jacobi employed, in the first instance,.

a Daniell's battery, and in later experi-

ments with his boat on the river Neva,

a Grove's battery. The Daniell's battery

consisted of 320 cells containing plates

of copper and zinc ; the speed attained

by the boat with this battery did not
reach one mile and a quarter per hour

;

when 64 Grove's cells were substituted,,

the speed came to two and a quarter

miles per hour ; the boat was 28ft. long,

7-^ft. beam, and 3ft. deep. The electro-

motor was invented by Professor Jacobi,-

it virtually consisted of two discs, one of

which was stationary, and carried a num-
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ber of electro-magnets, while the other

disc was provided witb pieces of iron

serving as armatures to the pole pieces

of the electro-magnets, which were at-

tracted whilst the electric current was
alternately conveyed through the bobbins
by means of a commutator, producing
continuous rotation.

We are not informed as to the length
of time the batteries were enabled to

supply the motor with sufficient current,

but we may infer, from the surface of the

acting materials in the battery, that the

run was rather short ; the power of the

motor was evidently very small, judging
by the limited speed obtained, but the

originality of Jacobi deserves comment,
and for this, as well as for numerous
other researches, his name will be re-

membered at all times.

It may not be generally known that an
electric launch was tried for experimental
purposes, on a lake at Penllegaer, near
Swansea. Mr. Robert Hunt in the dis-

cussion of his paper on electro-magnet-
ism before the Institution of Civil Engi-
neers, in 1858, mentioned that he carried

on an extended series of experimeiits at

Falmouth, and at the instigation of Benk-
hausen, Russian Consul-General, he com-
municated with Jacobi upon the subject.

In the year 1848, at a meeting of the
British Association at Swansea, Mr.
Hunt was applied to by some gentlemen
connected with the copper trade of that
part, to make some experiments on the
electrical propulsion of vessels ; they
stated that although electricity might
cost thirty times as much as the power
obtained from coal, it would, neverthe-
less, be sufficiently economical to induce
its employment for the auxiliary screw
ships employed in the copper trade with
South America.
The boat at Swansea was partly made

under Mr. (now Sir William) Grove's di-

rections, and the engine was worked on
the principle of the old toys of Ritchie,

which consisted of six radiating poles
projecting from a spindle, and rotating
between a large electromagnet. Three
persons traveled in Hunt's boat, at the
rate of three miles per hour. Eight large
Grove's cells were employed, but the ex-

pense put it out of question as a practi-

cal application.

Had the Gramme or Siemens machine
existed at that time no doubt the subject

would have been further advanced, for it

was not merely the cost of the battery

which stood in the way, but the ineffici-

ent motor, which returned only a small
portion of the power furnished by the
zinc.

Professor Silvanus Thompson informs
us that an electric boat was constructed
by Mr. G. E. Dering, in the year 1856,

at Messrs. Searle's yard, on the River
Thames ; it was worked by a motor in

which rotation was effected by magnets
arranged within coils, like galvanometer
needles, and acted on successively by
currents from a battery.

From a recent number of the Annates
de UlSlectricite we learn that Count de
Moulins experimented on the lake in the
Bois de Boulogne, in the year 1866, with
an iron flat-bottomed boat, carrying

twelve persons. Twenty Bunsen cells

furnished the current to a motor on Fro-
ment's principle turning a pair of paddle-

wheels.

In all these reports there is a lack of

data. We are interested to know what
power the motors developed, the time
and speed, as well as dimensions and
weights.

Until Trouve's trip on the Seine in

1881, and the launch of the Electricity

on the Thames in 1882, very little was
known concerning the history of electric

navigation.

Mr. Trouve originally employed Plante's

secondary battery, but afterwards re-

verted to a bichromate battery of his own
invention. In all the primary batteries

hitherto applied with advantage, zinc has
been used as the acting material. Where
much power is required, the consump-
tion of zinc amounts to a formidable

item ; it costs, in quantity, about 3d per
pound, and in a well-arranged battery a

definite quantity of zinc is transformed.
The final effect of this transformation
manifests itself in electrical energy,

amounting to about 746 watts, or one
electrical horse-power for every two
pounds of this metal consumed per hour.

The cost of the exciting fluid varies, how-
ever, considerabty ; it may be a solution

of salts or it may be dilute acid. Con-
sidering the zinc by itself, the expense
for five electrical or four mechanical
horse-power through an efficient motor,

in a small launch, would be 2s. 6d. per
hour. Many persons would willingly
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sacrifice 2s. 6d. per hour for the conve-

nience, but a great item connected with
the employment of zinc batteries is in the

exciting fluid, and the trouble of prepar-

ing the zinc plates frequently. The proc-

ess of cleaning, amalgamating, and re-fill-

ing is so tedious that the use of primary
batteries for locomotive purposes is ex-

tremely limited. To recharge a Bunsen,
Grove, or bichromate battery, capable of

giving six or seven hours work at the

rate of five electrical horse-power, would
involve a good clay's work for one man

;

no doubt he would consider himself en-

titled to a full day's wages, with the

best appliances to assist him in the opera-

tion.

Several improved primary batteries

have recently been brought out, which
promise economical results. If the resid-

ual compound of zinc can be utilized and
sold at a good price, then the cost of such
motive power may be reduced in propor-
tion to the value of those by-products.

For the purpose of comparison let us
now employ the man who would other-

wise clean and prepare the primary cells

at engine- driving. We let him attend to

a six horse-power steam-engine, boiler,

and dynamo machine for charging 50 ac-

cumulators, each of a capacity of 370
ampere hours, or one horse-power hour.

The consumption of fuel will probably
amount to 40 lbs. per hour, which, at the

rate of 18s. a ton, will give an expendi-

ture of nearly 4d. per hour. The energy
derived from coal in the accumulator
costs, in the case of a supply of 5 elec-

trical horse-power for 7 hours, 2s. 9d.
;

the energy derived from the zinc in a

primary battery, supplying 5 electrical

horse-power for seven hours, would cost

17s. 3d.

It is hardly probable that any one
would lay down a complete plant, con-

sisting of a steam or gas engine and dy-

namo, for the sole purpose of charging
the boat cells, unless such a boat were in

almost daily use, or unless several boats
were to be supplied with electrical power
from one station. In order that electric

launches may prove useful, it will be de-

sirable that charging stations should be
established, and on many of the British

and Irish rivers and lakes there is abund-
ance of motive power, in the shape of

steam or gas-engines, or even water
wheels.

A system of hiring accumulators ready
for use may, perhaps, best satisfy the

conditions imposed in the case of pleas-

ure launches.

It is difficult to compile comparative
tables showing the relative expenses for

running steam launches, electric launches

with secondary batteries, and electric

launches with primary zinc batteries

;

but I have roughly calculated that, for a

launch having accommodation for a defi-

nite number of passengers, the total

costs are as 1, 2.5, and 12, respectively,

steam being lowest and zinc batteries

highest.

The accumulators are, in this case,

charged by a small high-pressure steam-

engine, and a very large margin for de-

preciation and interest on plant is added.

The launch taken for this comparison
must run during 2,000 hours in the year,

and be principally employed in a regular

passenger service, police and harbor
duties, postal service on the lakes and
rivers of foreign countries, and the like.

The subject of secondary batteries has
been so ably treated by Professor Sil-

vanus Thompson, and Dr. Oliver Lodge,
in this room, that I should vainly attempt
to give you a more complete idea of their

nature. The improvements which are

being made from time to time mostly
concern mechanical details, and although
important, a description will scarcely

prove interesting.

A complete Faure-Sellon-Volkmar cell,

such as is used in the existing electric

launches is here on the table ; this box
weighs, when ready for use, 56 lbs. ; and
it stores energy equal to 1 horse-power
for 1 hour=1,980,000 foot-pounds, or

about 1 horse-power per minute for each

pound weight of material. It is not ad-

vantageous to withdraw the whole amount
of energy put in ; although its charging

capacity is as much as 370 ampere hours,

we do not use more than 80 per cent., or

300 ampere hours ; hence, if we discharge

these accumulators at the rate of 40 am-
peres, we obtain an almost constant cur-

rent for 7^ hours ; one cell gives an
E. M. F. of 2 volts. In order to have a

constant power of 1 horse for 7^ hours,

at the rate of 40 amperes discharge, we
must have more than 9 cells per electri-

cal horse-power ; and 47 such cells will

supply 5 electrical horse-power for the
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time stated, and these 47 cells will weigh
2,632 lbs.

We could employ half the number of

cells by using them at the rate of 80 am-
pere?, but then they will supply the power
for less than half the time. The fact,

however, that the cells will give so high
a rate of discharge for a few hours, is, in

itself, important, since we are enabled to

apply great power if desirable ; the 47
cells above referred to can be made to

give 10 or 12 electrical horsepower for

over two hours, and thus propel the boat
at a very high speed, provided that the

motor is adapted to utilize such powerful
currents.

The above-mentioned weight of battery

power—viz., 2,632 lbs., to which has to

be added the weight of the motor and
the various fittings—represents, in the
case of a steam launch, the weight of

coals, steam-boiler, engine and fittings.

The electro motor capable of giving four
horse-power on the screw shaft need
Tiot weigh 400 lbs., if economically de-

signed ; this, added to the weight of the

accumulators, and allowing a margin for

switches and leads, brings the whole ap-

paratus up to about 28 cwt.

An equally powerful launch engine
and . boiler, together with a maximum
stowage of fuel, will weigh about the
same. There is, however, this disadvan-
tage about the steam power, that it occu-

pies the most valuable part of the vessel,

taking away some eight or nine feet of

the widest and most convenient part, and
in a launch of 24 feet length, requiring
such a power as we have been discussing,

this is actually one-third of the total

length of the vessel, and one-half of the
passenger accommodation ; therefore I
may safely assert that an electric launch
will carry about twice as many people as

a steam launch of similar dimensions.

The diagram on the wall represents
sections of an electric launch built by
Messrs. Yarrow & Co., and fitted up by
the Electrical Power Storage Company,
for the recent Electrical Exhibition in

Vienna. She has made a great number
of successful voyages on the River Dan-
ube during the autumn. Her hull is of

steel, 40 ft. long and 6 ft. beam, and there
are seats to accommodate forty adults
comfortably. Her accumulators are

stowed away under the floor, so is the i

motor, but owing to the lines of the boat

the floor just above the motor is raised a

few inches. This motor is a Siemens D
2

machine, capable of working up to 7

horse power with 80 accumulators.

In speaking of the horse-power of an
electro-motor, I always mean the actual

power developed on the shaft, and not the

electrical horse-power ; this, therefore,

should not be compared to the indicated

horse-power of a steam engine.

I am indebted to Messrs. Yarrow for

the principal dimensions and other par-

ticulars of a high-pressure launch engine

and boiler, such as would be suitable for

this boat. From these dimensions I pre-

pared a second diagram representing the

steam-power, and when placed in a posi-

tion it will show at a glance how much
space this apparatus will occupy. The
total length lost in this way amounts to

12 feet, leaving for seating capacity only

15 feet, while that of the electric launch

is 27 feet on each side of the boat ; thus,

the accommodation is as fifteen to twenty-

seven, or as twenty-two passengers to

forty, in favor of the electric launch.

Comparing the relative weights of the

steam power and the electric power for

this launch, we find that they are nearly

equal, each approaches 50 cwt. ; but in

the case of the steam launch we include

10 cwt. of coals, which can be stowed
into the bunkers, and which allow 15

hours' continuous steaming, whereas the

electric energy stored up will only give

us seven and a-half hours with perfect

safety.

I have here allowed 8 lbs. of coal per

indicated horse-power per hour, and 10

horse-power giving off 7 mechanical

horse-power on the screw shaft ; this is

an example of an average launch engine.

There are launch engines in existence

which do not consume one-half that

amount of fuel, but these are so few, so

rare, and so expensive, that I have neg-

lected them in this account.

Not many years ago, a steam launch
carrying a seven hours' supply of fuel

was considered marvelous.
Our present accumulator supplies 33,-

000 foot-pounds of work per pound of

lead, but theoretically one pound of lead

manifests an energy equal to 360,000
foot-pounds in the separation from its

oxide ; and in the case of iron. Prof. Os-
borne Reynolds told us in this place, the

energy evolved by its oxidation is equiva-
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lent to 1,900,000 foot-pcmnds per pound
of metal. How nearly these limits may
be approached will be the problem of

the chemist; to prophesy is dangerous,

whilst science and its application are ad-

vancing at this rapid rate.

Theoretically then, with our weight of

fully oxidized lead, we should be able to

travel for 82 hours ; with the same weight
of iron for 430 hours, or 18 days and
nights continually, at the rate of 8 miles

per hour, with one charge. Of course,

these feats are quite impossible. We
might as well dream of getting 5 horse-

power out of a steam-engine for one
pound of coal per hour.

Whilst the chemist is busy with his re-

searches for substances and combina-
tions which will yield great power with
small quantities of material, the engineer
assiduously endeavors to reconvert the
chemical or electrical energy into me-
chanical work suitable to the various

needs.

To get the maximum amount of work
with a minimum amount of weight, and
least dimensions combined with the nec-

essary strength, is the province of the
mechanical engineer; it is a grand and
interesting study ; it involves many fac-

tors ; it is not, as in the steam engine and
the hydraulic machine, a matter of press-

ures, tension and compression, centrif-

ugal and static forces, but it comprises a
still larger number of factors, all bearing
a definite relation to each other.

With dynamo machines the aim has
been to obtain as nearly as possible as
much electrical energy out of the ma-
chine as has been put in by the prime
mover, irrespective of the quantity of

material employed in its construction.
Dr. J. Hopkinson has not only improved
upon the Edison dynamo, and obtained
94 per cent, of the powers applied in the
form of electrical energy, but he got 50
horse-power out of the same quantity of

iron and copper where Edison could only
get 20 horse-power—and, though the ef-

ficiency of this generator is perfect, it

could not be called an efficient motor,
suitable for locomotion by land or water,
because it is still too heavy. An efficient

motor for locomotion purposes must not
only give out in mechanical work as near-
ly as possible as much as the electrical

energy put in, but it must be of small
weight, because it has to propel itself

along with the vehicle, and every pound
weight of the motor represents so many
foot-pounds of energy used in its own
propulsion ; thus, if a motor weighed 660
pounds, and were traveling at the rate of

50 feet per minute, against gravitation, it

would expend 33,000 foot-pounds per
minute in moving itself, and although
this machine may give 2 horse-power,

with an efficiency of 90 per cent., it

would, in the case of a boat or a tram-
car, be termed a wasteful machine. Here
we have an all important factor which
can be neglected, to a certain extent, in

the dynamo as a generator, although from
an economical point of view, excessive

weight in the dynamo must also be care-

fully avoided.

The proper test for an electro-motor,

therefore, is not merely its efficiency, or

the quotient of the mechanical power
given out, divided by the electrical energy
put in, but also the number of feet it

could raise its own weight in a given

space of time, with a given current, or,

in other words, the number of foot-pounds
of work each pound weight of the motor
would give out.

The Siemens' D
2
machine, as used in

the launch shown in the diagram on the

wall is one of the lightest and best mo-
tors ; it gives 7 horse-power on the shaft,

with an expenditure of 9 electrical horse-

power, and it weighs 658 lbs. ; its effi-

ciency, therefore, is -Jths, or nearly 78
per cent. ; but its " co-efficient" as an en-

gine of locomotion is 351—that is to say,

each pound weight of the motor will

yield 351 foot-pounds on the shaft. We
could get even more than 7 horse-power

out of this machine, by either running it

at an excessive speed, or by using excess-

ive currents ; in both cases, however,

we should shorten the life of the ap-

paratus.

An electro-motor consists, generally, of

two or more electro-magnets so arranged

that they continually attract each other,.

and thereby convey power. As already

stated, there are numerous factors, all

bearing a certain relationship to each

other, and particular rules which hold

good in one type of machine will not al-

ways answer in another, but the general

laws of electricity and magnetism must
be observed in all cases. With a given

energy expressed in watts, we can ar-

range a quantity of wire and iron to
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produce a certain quantity of work ; the

smaller the quantity of material employed,

and the larger the return for the energy
put in, the greater is the total efficiency

of the machine.
Powerful electro-magnets, judiciously

arranged, must make powerful motors.

The ease with which powerful electro-

magnets can be constructed, has led

many to believe that the power of an
electro-motor can be increased almost in-

finitely, without a corresponding increase

of energy spent. The strongest magnet
can be produced with an exceedingly

small current, if we only wind sufficient

wire upon an iron core. An electro-

magnet excited by a tiny battery of 10

volts, and, say, one ampere of current may
be able to hold a tremendous weight in

suspension, although the energy con-

sumed amounts to only 10 watts, or less

than ^th of a horse-power ; but the sus-

pended weight produces no mechanical
work. Mechanical work would only be
done if we discontinued the flow of the

current, in which case the said weight
would drop ; if the distance is sufficiently

small, the magnet could, by the applica-

tion of the current from the battery,

raise the weight again, and if that opera-
tion is repeated many times in a minute,
then we could determine the mechanical
work performed. Assuming that the

weight raised is 1,000 lbs., and that we
could make and break the current two
hundred times a minute, then the work
done by the falling mass could, under no
circumstances, equal J^th of a horse-

power, or 440 foot-pounds ; that is, 1,000
lbs. lifted 2.27 feet high in a minute, or

about one-eighth of an inch for each
operation ; hence the mere statical pull,

or power of the magnet, does in no way
tend to increase the energy furnished by
the battery or generator, for the instant

we wish to do work we must have motion
—work being the product of mass and
distance.

Large sums of money have virtually

been thrown away in the endeavor to

produce energy, and there are intelligent

persons who to this day imagine that, by
indefinitely increasing the strength of a

magnet, more power may be got out of

i t than is put in.

Large field-magnets are advantageous,
and the tendency in the manufacture of

dynamo machines has been to increase

the mass of iron, because with long and
heavy cores and pole pieces there is a

steady magnetism ensured, and therefore

a steady current, since large masses of

iron take a long time to magnetize and
demagnetize ; thus very slight irregulari-

ties in the speed of an armature are not
so easily perceived. In the case of elec-

tro-motors these conditions are changed.
In the first place, we assume that the
current put through the coils of the
magnets is continuous ; and secondly,

we can count upon the momentum of the
armature, as well as the momentum of the

driven object, to assist us over slight ir-

regularities. With electric launches we
are bound to employ a battery current,

and battery currents are perfectly con-

tinuous—there are no sudden changes
;

it is consequently a question as to how
small a mass of iron we may employ in

our dynamo as a motor without sacrific-

ing efficiency. The intensity of the mag-
netic field must be got by saturating the
iron, and the energy being fixed, this

saturation determines the limit of the
weight of iron. Soft wrought iron, di-

vided into the largest possible number of

pieces, will serve our purpose best. The
question of strength of materials plays
also an important part. We cannot re-

duce the quantity and division to such a
point that the rigidity and equilibrium
of the whole structure is in any way en-
dangered.
The armature, for instance, must not

give way to the centrifugal forces imposed
upon it, nor should the field magnets be
so flexible as to yield to the statical pull

of the magnetic poles. The compass of

this paper does not permit of a detailed
discussion of the essential points to be
observed in the construction of electro-

motors ; a reference to the main points
may, however, be useful. The designer
has, first of all, to determine the most
effective positions of the purely electrical

and magnetic parts ; secondly, compact-
ness and simplicity in details ; thirdly,

easy access to such parts as are subject
to wear and adjustment ; and, foiu'thly,

the cost of materials and labor. The in-

ternal resistance of the motor should be
proportioned to the resistances of the
generator, and the conductors leading
from the generator to the receiver.

The insulation resistances must be as
high as possible; the insulation can
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never be too good. The motor should

be made to run at that sjDeed at which
it gives the greatest power with a high

efficiency, without heating to a degree

which would damage the insulating ma-
terial.

Before fixing a motor in its final posi-

tion, it should also be tested for power
with a dynamometer, and for this pur-

pose a Prony brake answers very well.

An ammeter inserted in the circuit

will show at a glance what current is

passing at any particular speed, and volt-

meter readings are taken at the terminals

of the machine, when the same is stand-

ing still as well as when the armature is

running, because the E M.F. indicated

when the armature is at rest alone deter-

mines the commercial efficiency of the

motor, whereas the E.M.F. developed

during motion varies with the speed un-

til it nearly reaches the E.M.F in the

leads ; at that point the theoretical effi-

ciency will be highest.

Calculations are greatly facilitated, and
the value of tests can be ascertained

quickly, if the constant of the brake is

ascertained ; then it will be simply nec-

essary to multiply the number of revolu-

tions and the weight at the end of the

lever by such a constant, and the product
gives the horse-power, because, with a

given Prony brake, the only variable

quantities are the weight and the speed.

All the observations, electrical and me-
chanical, are made simultaneously. The
electrical horse-power put into the motor
is found by the well known formulae C X
E-f-746 ; this simple nrultiplication and
division becomes very tedious and even

laborious if many tests have to be made
in quick succession, and to obviate this

trouble, and prevent errors, I have con-

structed a horse-power diagram.

Graphic representations are of the

greatest value in all comparative tests.

Mr. Gisbert Kapp has recently published

a useful curve in the Electrician, by
means of which one can easily compare
the power and efficiency at a glance.

The speeds are plotted as abscissae,

and the electrical work absorbed in watts
divided by 746 as ordinates ; then with a

series-wound motor we obtain a curve.

The shape of this curve depends on the

type of the motor. Variation of speed is

obtained by loading the brake with dif-

ferent weights. We begin with an excess

of weight which holds the motor fast,

and then a maximum current will flow
through it without producing any exter-

nal work. When we remove the brake
altogether, the motor will run with a
maximum speed, and again produce no
external work, but in this case very little

current will pass. Between these two
extremes external work will be done, and
there is a speed at which this is a maxi-
mum.

I have now to draw your attention to

a new motor of my own invention, of the
weight of 124 lbs., which, at 1,550 revolu-

tions, gives 31 amperes and 61.5 volts at

terminals. The mechanical horse-power
is 1.37, and the co-efficient 373.

Ohms.

Armature resistance ...

.

Aw.
Field-magnet resistance.. .17ic.

Insulation resistance. . .. 1,500,000m;.

This motor was only completed on the
morning before reading the paper ; it

could not, therefore, be tested as to its

various capacities.

We have next to consider the principle

of applying the motive power to the pro-

pulsion of a launch. The propellers

hitherto practically applied in steam
navigation are the paddle wheel and the
screw. The experience of modern steam
navigation points to the exclusive use
and advantage of the screw propeller
where great speed of shaft is obtainable,

and the electric engine is pre-eminently
a high-speed engine, consequently the
screw appears to be most suitable to the

requirements of electric boats. By sim-

ply fixing the propeller to the prolonged
motor shaft, we complete the whole sys-

tem, which, when correctly made, will do
its duty in perfect order, with an effi-

ciency approaching theory to a high
degree.

Whatever force may be imparted to
the water by a propeller, such force can
be resolved into two elements, one of

which is parallel, and the other in a plane
at right angles to the keel. The parallel

force alone has the propelling effect ; the

screw, therefore, should always be so con-

structed that its surfaces shall be chiefly

employed in driving the water in a di-

rection parallel to the keel from stem to

stern.

It is evident that a finely-pitched screw,

running at a high velocity, will supply
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these conditions best. With that beauti-

ful screw lying on this table, and made
by Messrs. Yarrow, 95 per cent, of effi-

ciency has been obtained when running
at a speed of over 800 revolutions per
minute, that is to say, only 5 per cent,

was lost in slip.

Reviewing the various points of advan-
tage, it appears that electricity will, in

times to come, be largely used for pro-

pelling launches, and, perhaps, something
more than launches.

In conclusion, quotiug Dr. Lardner's
remarks on the subject of steam naviga-

tion of nearly fifty years ago, he said :

"Some, who, being conversant with
the actual conditions of steam engineer-

ing as applied to navigation, and aware
of various commercial conditions which
must affect the problem, were enabled to

estimate calmly and dispassionately Ihe

difficulties and drawbacks, as well as the

disadvantages, of the undertaking, enter-

tained doubts which clouded the bright-

ness of their hopes, and warned the com-
mercial world against the indulgence of

too sanguine anticipations, of the imme-
diate and unqualified realization of the

project. They counseled caution and re-

serve against an improvident investment
of extensive capital, in schemes which can
still be only regarded as experimental,

and which, might prove its grave. But
the voice of remonstrance was drowned
amid the enthusiasm excited by the prom-

ise of an immediate practical realization

of a scheme so grand.
" It cannot," he continues, " be serious-

ly imagined that any one who had been
conversant with the past history of steam
navigation could entertain the least

doubt of the abstract practicability of a
steam vessel making the voyage between
Bristol and New York. A steam vessel,

having as cargo a couple of hundred tons
of coals, would, cceteris paribus, be as
capable of crossing the Atlantic as a
vessel transporting the same weight of

any other cargo."

Dr. Lardner is generally credited with
having asserted that a steam voyage
across the Atlantic was " a physical im-
possibility," but in the work from which
I .took the liberty of copying his words
he denies the charge, and says that what
he did affirm was, that long sea voyages
could not at that time be maintained
with that regularity and certainty which
are indispensable to commercial success,
by any revenue which could be expected
from traffic alone.

The practical results are well-known
to us. History repeats itself, and the
next generation may put on record our
weak attempts, our doubts and fears of
this day. Whether electricity will ever
rival steam, remains yet to be proved;
We may be on the threshold of great
things. The premature enthusiasm has
subsided, and we enter upon the road of
steady progress.

ELECTEICAL UNITS OF MEASUREMENT.
By Sir WILLIAM THOMSON, P.R.S., M. Inst. C. E.

Prom the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

In physical science a first essential

step in the direction of learning any
subject, is to find principles of numerical

reckoning, and methods for practicably

measuring, some quality connected with
it. I often say that when you can meas-
ure what you are speaking about, and
express it in numbers, you know some-
thing about it ; but when you cannot
measure it, when you can not express it

in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre
and unsatisfactory kind : it may be the

beginning of knowledge, but you have

scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to
the stage of science, whatever the matter
may be. I may illustrate by a case in
which this first step has not been taken.
The hardness of different solids, as pre-
cious stones and metals, is reckoned by a
merely comparative test. Diamond cuts
ruby, ruby cuts quartz, quartz, I believe,

cuts glass-hard steel, and glass-hard steel

cuts glass ; hence, diamond is reckoned
harder than ruby ; ruby, than quartz

;

quartz, than glass-hard steel ; and glass-
hard steel than glass ; but we have no nu-
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merical measure of the hardness of these,

or of any other solids. We have, in-

deed, no knowledge of the moduluses of

rigidity, or of the tensile strength, of al-

most any of the gems or minerals, of

which the hardness is reckoned by min-

eralogists in their comparative scale, be-

ginning with diamond, the hardest of

known solids. We have even no reason

to believe that the modulus of rigidity

of diamond is greater than that of other

solids ; and we have no exact under-

standing of what this property of hard-

ness is, nor of how it is related to

moduluses of elasticity, or to tensile

or shearing strength, or to the qual-

ity of the substance in respect to its

bearing stresses exceeding the limit of

its elasticity. It must, therefore, be ad-

mitted that the science of strength of

materials, so all-important in engineer-

ing, is but little advanced ; and the part

of it relating to the so-called hardness of

different solids least of all ; there being

in it no step toward quantitative meas-

urement or reckoning in terms of a defi-

nite unit.

A similar confession might have been
made regarding electric science, as

studied even in the chief physical labora-

tories of the world ten years ago. True,

Cavendish and Coulomb, last century,

and Ampere and Poisson, and Green,

and Gauss, and Weber, and Ohm, and
Lentz, and Faraday, and Joule, this cen-

tury, had given us the mathematical and
experimental foundation for a complete
system of numerical reckoning in elec-

tricity and magnetism, in electro-chem-

istry, and in electro-thermodynamics

;

and as early as 1858 a practical begin-

ning of definite electric measurement had
been made, in the testing of copper re-

sistances, insulation resistances, and elec-

tro-static inductive capacities, of sub-

marine cables. But fifteen years passed
after this beginning was made, and re-

sistance coils and ohms, and standard
condensers and micro-farads, had been for

ten years familiar to the electricians of

the submarine-cable factories and testing

stations, before anything that could be
called electric measurement had come to

be regularly practiced in most of the sci-

entific laboratories of the world. I doubt
whether ten years ago a single scientific

instrument maker or seller could have
told his customers whether the specific

conductivity of his galvanometer coils

was anything within 60 per cent, of that

of pure copper ; and I doubt whether
the resistances of one in a hundred of

the coils of electro-magnets, galvanom-
eters, and other electro-magnetic appa-
ratus, in the universities, and laboratories,

and lecture establishments of the world,

were known to the learned professors

whose duty it was to explain their prop-
erties, and to teach their use to students

and pupils. But we have changed all

that ; and now we know the resistances

of our electro-magnetic coils, generally

speaking, better than we know their

lengths, and our least advanced students

in physical laboratories are quite able to

measure resistances through a somewhat
wide range with considerable accuracy.

I should think, indeed, that with the ap-

pliances in ordinary use they are more
likely to measure resistances of from 100

to 10,000 ohms to an accuracy of -^ per

cent, than they are to be right to 1 milli-

meter in a meter in their measurements
of length. It certainly is a very surpris-

ing result, that in such a recondite phe-

nomenon—such a subtle quality to deal

with—as electric resistance, which is so

very difficult to define, and which we are

going to learn is a velocity, every clerk

in a telegraph station, the junior stu-

dents and assistants in laboratories, and
even workmen in electric lighting estab •

lishments, are perfectly ready to measure,

more accurately than you would measure
the length of 10 feet of wire, the resist-

ance of electric conductors in definite ab-

solute units.

I suppose, too, that nearly every ap-

paratus room and physical laboratory

possesses a micro-farad, but I am afraid

its pedigree is not often known ; and if

its accuracy within 10 per cent, were
challenged, I doubt whether, in many
cases, any one, whether maker or possess-

or, or other electrical expert, could be
found to defend it. As for our electrostatic

apparatus, I confess that I do not know
the capacity of a single one of the two
or three dozen Leyden jars which, in 1846,

I inherited in the Natural Philosophy ap-

paratus room of the University of Glas-

gow, or which I have made from time to

time during the thirty-seven years passed

since that date. I would fain hope that

I am singular in such a confession, and
that no other professor of natural phil-
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osophy in the world would let a Leyden
jar be put on his lecture-room table with-

out being able to tell his students its ca-

pacity in absolute measure. The reckon-

ing of Leyden jar capacity in square

inches of coated glass—thickness and
specific inductive capacity not stated

—

ought to be as much a thing of the past

as is the reckoning of resistances in terms
of a mile of wire—weighing 14 grains to

the foot, of ordinary commercial copper,

specific resistance not stated (perhaps 45
per cent.? or 70 per cent.? or 98 per
cent % of the conductivity of pure cop-

per). And as to practical measurement
of electro-motive force, we have scarcely

emerged one year from those middle
ages when a volt and a Daniell's cell were
considered practically identical—to the

higher aspiration of measurement Avithin

1 per cent. It seems, indeed, as if the

commercial requirements of the applica-

tion of electricity to lighting, and other

uses of every-day life, were- destined to

cause an advance of the practical science

of electric measurement, not less impor-

tant and valuable in the higher region of

scientific investigation, than that which,

from twenty to thirty years ago, was
brought about by the practical require-

ments of submarine telegraphy.

There cannot be a greater mistake

than that of looking superciliously upon
practical applications of science. The
life and soul of science is its practical

application, and just as the great ad-

vances in mathematics have been made
through the desire of discovering the

solution of problems which were of a

highly practical kind in mathematical sci-

ence, so in physical science many of the

greatest advances that have been made,
from the beginning of the world to the

present time, have been made in the ear-

nest desire to turn the knowledge of the

properties of matter to some purpose
useful to mankind.
The first step toward numerical rec-

koning of properties of matter more ad-

vanced than the mere reference to a set

of numbered standards as in the miner-

alogist's scale of hardness, or to an arbit-

rary trade standard, as in the Birming-
ham wire gauge, is the discovery of a

continuously-varying action of some kind,

and the means of observing it definitely,

and measuring it in terms of some arbit-

rary unit or scale division. But more is

Vol. XXX.—No. 5—26

necessary to complete the science of

measurement in any department ; and
that is the fixing on something absolute-

ly definite as the unit of reckoning,
which, with reference to electric and
magnetic science, is the subject of my
lecture of this evening.
In electricity the mathematical theory

and the measurements of Cavendish, and
in magnetism, the measurements of Cou-
lomb gave, one hundred years ago, the
requisite foundation for a complete sys-

tem of measurement : and fifty years ago
the same thing was done for electro-

magnetism by Ampere.
I speak of electricity, of magnetism,

and of electro-magnetism. Now, I must
premise, as a matter of importance in

respect of some of the technical details

which we shall have to consider a little

later, that magnetism must be held to in-

clude electro-magnetism. Electro-mag-
netism and magnetism are one and the

same thing. Electro-magnetic and elec-

tro-static force, which are very distinct

just now, are two things which deeper
science may lead us to unite, in a manner
that we can scarcely see at present. We
have the foundation in the last century
of Cavendish for electricity, and of Cou-
lomb for magnetism, which falls in per-

fectly with what I shall have to say a

little later on in respect of Gauss and
Weber's work, of magnetism and electro-

magetism. I say this, because there has
been some little discussion in respect to

the magnetic unit and the electro-mag-

netic unit, as if the magnetic unit might
be something different from the electro-

magnetic unit, or the electro-kinetic unit.

It will simplify matters if we think
merely of a magnetic force, whether it

be due to a steel magnet, or to a wire
conveying a current, and make no distinc-

tion so far as measurement is concerned,

through the range of the science of

magnetism, including electro-magnetism.

We shall find that we have the two capi-

tal subjects: electricity and electro-static

force, one of them ; magnetism and elec-

tricity and motion through conductors,

and magnetic and electro-magnetic force,

the other. The first complete method of

scientific measurement for any of these

subjects was that of Gauss, in his system
of absolute measurement for terrestrial

magnetism so splendidly realized by
Gauss and Weber in their Magnetic So-
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ciety of Gottingen, which gave the start-

ing impulse for the whole system of ab-

solute measurement as we now have it,

throughout the range of electric science.

In fact, Weber himself, after realizing ab-

solute measure in terrestrial magnetism
in conjunction with Gauss, carried it on
through the field of electro-magnetism in

his " Elektrodynamische Maasbestimmun-
gen,'' and thence into electro-statics in his

joint work with Kohlrauscb, under the

same title, "Elektrodynamische Maasbe-
stimmungen." The now celebrated " v

"

(velocity) which Maxwell, in his electro-

magnetic theory of light, pointed out to

be not merely by chance approximately
equal to the velocity of light, but to be
probably connected physically, in virtue

of the forces concerned, with the actual

action or motion of matter which con-

stitutes light, was found to be approxi-

mately 300,000 kilometers per second.

As early as 1851 I commenced using
the absolute system in the reckoning of

electromotive forces of voltaic cells, and
the electric resistances of conductors, in

absolute electro-magnetic units ; and
after advocating the general use of the

absolute system, both for scientific in-

vestigation and for telegraph work, for

ten years, I obtained in 1801 the appoint-

ment of a Committee of the British Asso-
ciation on Electrical Standards.

This committee worked for nearly
another ten years through the whole field

of electromagnetic and electro-static

measurement, but chiefly on standards of

electric resistance, until in its final re-

port, presented to the Exeter meeting in

August, 1869, it fairly launched the abso-

lute system for general use ; with ar-

rangements for the supply of standards
for resistance coils in terras of a unit,

first called the British Association unit,

and afterwards the Ohm; of which the
resistance reckoned in electro-magnetic
measure was to be, as nearly as possible,

10,000 kilometers per second..

In regard to the name of "ohm," I may
mention that a paper was communicated
to the British Association in 1861 by Sir

Charles Bright and Mr. Latimer Clark, in

which the names that we now have, with
some slight differences, were suggested ;

and a complete continuous system of
measurement was proposed, which did
hot fulfill certainly all the conditions of

:

the absolute system, but which fulfilled I

some of them in an exceedingly useful

manner for practical purposes. To Sir

Charles Bright and Mr. Latimer Clark,

therefore, is due the whole system of

names as we have it now, ohms, volts,

farads, and micro-farads. From 1870 or

1871 forward, the absolute system, with
the approach to accurate realization of it

given by the British Association unit,

has been in general use in England and
America; but another decade has passed,
a rather long one, before the definitive

practical adoption of the absolute sys-

tem by France, Germany and other Eu-
ropean countries, as decreed by the In-
ternational Conference, for the determin-
ation of Electric Units, held at Paris in

October 1882. The decision adopted
was, not to take the British Association
unit. Doubt was thrown upon its ac-

curacy, which we shall see was well

founded. The question of a strict found-
ation fov a metrical system was before
the conference, and it was inclined to

adopt the absolute system, but the ques-
tion occurred, " What is the ohm ? " Who
can see an ohm"? Who can show what an
ohm is? Who can measure the resist-

ance of any conductor for us, in this ab-

solute measure of Weber's ? Weber's
own measurement differed greatly from
that of the British Association. Several

experimenters, in endeavoring to verify

or test the British Association measure-
ment, arrived at results which were dis-

cordant among themselves, and therefore

could not be confirmatory of the British

Association measurement. Things were
in this doubtful state, and the conference
had a very important practical question

to decide. A proposal had been before

the world for ten years at least, to found
accurate measurement of electrical resist-

ance upon a material obtainable in uni-

form quality and by easy precautions in

a state of perfect purity, or sufficiently

nearly perfect to fit it practically for the

jDurpose in question, which is—the giving

of a standard for the measurement of re-

sistance. The Siemens unit, founded
upon the specific resistance of mercury,
had been proposed. The great house of

Siemens (Berlin and London) our dis-

tinguished confrere, Sir William Siemens,

and his distinguished brother, Dr. Werner
Siemens, worked upon this subject in the

most thorough and powerful way—the

measurement of resistances in terms of the
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specific resistances of mercury— in such a

manner as to give us a standard which shall

be reproducible at any time and place, with

no other instrument of measurement at

hand than the meter measure. I say, the

system of measurement of resistance on
a mercury standard had been worked
out, and its practicability demonstrated.
Werner and William Siemens themselves
were both present at the conference, and
they joined heartily in the proposal to

adopt an absolute system, but the ques-

tion was how to make a beginning ; and
the answer adopted by the conference
was to ask for a definition of an absolute

system in terms of a column of mercury.
The column of mercury was the one
standard in existence, that could be re-

produced otherwise than by merely copy-
ing from one wire to another ; and it was
naturally adopted as the foundation upon
which a standard, if not a practical unit

to be used, should be founded. In short,

then, the finding of the conference was to

this effect : that as soon as good evidence
is given of a sufficiently near measure-
ment for practical purposes, of the resist-

ance of any conductor—be it a piece of

wire or a column of mercury—as soon as

such measurement should be made, with
evidence that it is accurate enough for

practical purposes, then the unit which
the British Association had aimed at

should be adopted ; but it was to be left

to the judgment and the convenience of

the users of standards when to make the
change, should a change be necessary,
from the British Association unit as the
ohm, or from the Siemens unit, to bring
measurement into more close agreement
with the absolute reckoning. What had
been done by Lord Rayleigh and Mrs.
Sidgwick, had left very little room for

doubt but that the British Association
unit was in error to the extent of 1.3 per
cent. The Siemens unit had the advan-
tage of being somewhat approximately
equal to the desired absolute unit, though
not professing to be an absolute unit at

all. It was simply the resistance of a
column of mercury at zero temperature,
a meter in length and a square milli-

meter in section. There were great diffi-

culties in the reproduction of the Sie-

mens unit, in the earlier times of the
investigation ; but Dr. Werner Siemens,
and Lord Rayleigh, and Mrs. Sidgwick,
and many other workers^ ^besides, all

working to compare with the British As-
sociation unit, obtained results which
finally left no doubt whatever as to the
true relation. Dr. Werner Siemens' re-

sult found the mercury unit to be 0.9536

of the British Association unit ; Lord
Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick found it

0.9542, which is an exceedingly close

agreement, being within fo per cent, of

the result of Dr. Werner Siemens. A re-

sult differing by nearly 1 per cent, had
been obtained by Mathiessen and Hockin
a good many years before, when the pre-

cautions necessary to reproduce the mer-
cury standard with absolute accuracy,

were not so well known as, in the course
of a few years after their work, they
came to be known. The final conclusion

of Lord Rayleigh's work was, that the

Siemens mercury unit is 0.9413, of what
the conference at Paris agreed to define

as the ohm ; and that is the resistance

measured by 1,000,000,000 centimeters
per second. I am afraid that conveys a

strange idea, but it is perfectly true as to

the absolutely definite meaning of resist-

ance. I shall have occasion to refer to

the subject later, when I hope to explain

this mysterious velocity of 10
9

centi-

meters per second. In the course of the

thirty years from the time when tele-

graphy began to demand definite measure-
ment, a great deal of accurate measure-
ment in terms of variously defined units

of resistance had been made. Many sets

of resistance coils had been produced by
the Varley brothers, and other instru-

ment makers, and many scientific investi-

gators in laboratories had produced
standards, and sets of resistance coils

were made according to those standards

;

but within the last twelve years all have
merged into, either the Siemens, or the

British Association unit. The British

Association unit, as I have said, was an
attempt at absolute measurement, which
succeeded in coming within 1.3 per cent,

of the 10
9
aimed at. Copies of the Brit-

ish Association unit were accurate to ^
per cent. The Siemens unit was founded
on another idea, but it gave results no
less definite and no less convenient for

a great multitude of practical applica-

tions, than did the somewhat nearer ap-

proach to a convenient absolute unit

realized by the British Association Com-
mittee.

Gauss' principle of absolute measure-
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ment for magnetism and electricity, is

merely an extension of the astronomer's

method of reckoning mass in terms of

what we may call the universal-gravita-

tion unit of matter ; and of the reckoning

of force adopted by astronomers, in com-
mon with all workers in mathematical dy-

namics, according to which the unit of

force is that force, which, acting on unit

of mass for unit of time, generates a

velocity equal to unit of velocity. The
universal-gravitation unit of mass is such

a quantity of matter, that if two quan-

tities, each equal to it, be placed at unit

distance apart, the force between them is

unity.

The universal-gravitation method I re-

fer to for this reason. There is a terres-

trial-gravitation reckoning of force, ac-

cording to the weight of the unit of mass

;

and after all, when we terrestrial crea-

tures take a mass in our hand and feel

the weight of it, it is a kind of measure-

ment that we cannot do away with. The
kilogramme, or the pound, or the ounce,

is a thing we have to deal with ; we have
it in our hand, and we cannot help using

it to give us by its heaviness a reckoning

•of force. A local gravitation unit of

force means the weight of a gramme in

London, in Glasgow, at the Equator, or

anywhere else; and it is a convenient

unit ; but the common mode of measur-

ing force by reference to weight without

reference to locality is not definite, be-

cause the weight of a gramme is different

here from what it is at the Equator. The
heaviness of a pound or a gramme is

greater by a two-hundredth at either pole

than at the Equator ; or to give the exact

figures, 0.00512. That is a difference of

\ per cent., and if your accuracy is to be
within a \ per cent., you cannot ignore

the difference of the force of gravity in

•different places. But a vast number of

measurements in engineering, and in teh

most ultra scientificwork of scientific

laboratories, does not aspire to so high
a degree of accuracy ; and for all such
work the local or terrestrial-gravitation

unit suffices, without specifying what the

particular place is—only that it is some-
where or other on the face of the earth.

For instance, moduluses of rigidity,

moduluses of rupture, breaking strains

of material, are stated accurately enough
for engineering purposes, in terms of a

ton weight per square centimeter, or

pounds weight per square centimeter, or
any other such mode of reckoning; or if

I had not vowed never to mention inches,

I would say tons per square inch, which
is common (perhaps too common) in en-

gineering. All such measurements ignore
the difference of gravity in different

localities, except some more precise meas-
urements, in which an allowance for the
force of gravity to reduce it to a stand-

ard of lat. 45° is made, or it is left to the

person using the measurement to make
the reduction. For all purposes, how-
ever, in whieh it would be desirable to

apply a correction for the varying force

of gravity in different places, it is conve-

nient to use Gauss' absolute unit, and not
the terrestrial-gravitation unit of force.

I may say in passing, that the mere idea,

which lurked or was visibly manifested,

according to the degree of understanding,

in the old formula of elementary dyna-

_. dv
mics F=m^-, was an immense step

;

dt

and the realization of that idea, the

bringing of it into practical use, has con-

tributed more than anything else I know,
to the intelligent treatment of the dyna-

mic problems and their applications to

both scientific and engineering matters.

The system of absolute reckoning of force

by Gauss cannot be too much commend-
ed, as a great and important practical

improvement in the fundamental science

of engineering and physics, the science of

dynamics. It consists simply in defining

the unit of force as that force which, act-

ing on a unit of mass for a unit of time,

generates a velocity equal to the unit of

velocity. It leaves the units of mass,

space, and time to be assumed arbitrarily

;

the gramme, the centimeter, and the

mean solar second, for example, as in

the now generally adopted "C. G. S."

system.

But the universal-gravitation system of

the dynamical astronomer defines the

unit of mass in terms of the unit of space

and the unit of force. I need not repeat

the definition. Thus we have the inter-

locking of two definitions : the unit of

force defined in terms of the units of

mass, space, and time ; the unit of mass
defined in terms of the unit of force and
the unit of space. It might seem as if

we were proceeding in a vicious circle
;

but the circle is not vicious—the two
definitions are logically and clearly inter-
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dependent. We have, as it were, two
unknown quantities and two equations

;

and the elimination of one of the unknown
quantities from the two equations, gives

us the other explicitly. The two are mixed
up in a somewhat embarrassing way in

the primitive definitions, but when we
disentagle them, we arrive at the simple

result, which I shall state presently, of

independent definitions of the unit of

mass and the unit of force, each in terms
of units of space and time chosen arbi-

trarily.

Though the units of force and mass
thus defined are essentially implied in

all the regular formulas of physical

astronomy from those most elementary
ones, which appear in the treatment of

the undisturbed elliptic motion, accord-

ing to Newton's inferences from Kepler's

laws, up to the most elaborate working
out of the lunar, planetary, and cometary
theories, and the precession and nutation

of the earth's axis ; it has not been usual

for physical astronomers to found any
systematic numerical reckoning upon
them nor even to choose arbitrarily and
definitely any particular units of length
and time on which to found the units of

force and mass. It is, nevertheless, in-

teresting, not only in respect to the ulti-

mate philosophy of metrical systems, but
also as full of suggestions regarding the
properties of matter to work out in de-

tail the idea of founding the measure-
ments of mass and force on no other

foundation than the measurement of space
and time. In doing so we immediately
find that the square of an angular veloc-

ity, is the proper measure of density or

mass per unit volume ; and that the
fourth power of a linear velocity is the

proper measure of a force. The first of

these statements is readily understood by
referring to Clerk Maxwell's suggestion,

of taking the period of revolution of a

satellite revolving in a circle close to the

surface of a fixed globe of density equal
to the maximum density of water, as a

fundamental unit for the reckoning of

time. Modify this by the independent
adoption of a unit of time, and we have
in it the foundation of a measurement of

density, with the detail that the density of

the globe is equal to 3/(47r) of the square of

the satellite's angular velocity in radius*

*The radian is the unit in which angular ve-

per second; that is, the square of the satel-

lite's velocity, multiplied by 3 and divided
by A.7t, measures the density of the globe.

It may be a hard idea to accept, but the
harder it is the more it is worth thinking
of, and the more instructive in regard to

the properties of matter. There it is, ex-

plain it how you will, that the density
of water, the density of brass, the mean
density of the earth, is measured abso-
lutely in terms of the square of an angu-
lar velocity. I do not know whether it

is generally known that to Fourier are
due those dimensional equations that ap-

pear in the British Association's volume
of reports, and in Clerk Maxwell's book,

and in Everett's useful book, " Units and
Physical Constants." The dimension for

the reckoning of density is the square of

an angular velocity on the universal

gravitation absolute system, and is there-

fore T-2
. Equally puzzling and curious

is a velocity to the fourth power for the

reckoning of force, which we have next to

consider.

The universal gravitation reckoning of

force, which we shall see is by the fourth

power of a linear velocity, may be ex-

plained as follows : Find the velocity

with which a particle of matter must be
projected to revolve in a circle around an
equal particle fixed at such a distance

from as to attract it with a force equal to

the given force. The fourth power of

this velocity is the number which meas-
ures the force. Sixteen times the force

will give double the velocity ; eighty-one

times the force will give three times the

velocity, and so on.

Now, if I were to say that the weight

of that piece of chalk is the fourth power
of twenty miles an hour, I should be con-

sidered fit, not for this place, but for a

place where people who have lost their

senses are taken care of. I suppose al-

most every one present would think it

simple idiocy if I were to say that the

weight of that piece of chalk is the fourth

power of seven or eight yards per hour,

yet it would be perfectly good sense.

/1S0°\
locity is expressed. It is an angle of

about57°.o ( or more correctly 56°.2958 ). Thus
an arm, or radius vector turning through an
angle of about 57°. 3 per second, is moving with
unit angular velocity : or if the arm makes a

complete circle in one second its angular ve-

locity is 2 rr.
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Think now of an infinitesimal satellite

revolving around the earth—you ask,

what is an infinitesimal satellite ? To be

"infinitesimal" for our present purpose it

must be very small in comparison with
the earth, so as not to cause sensible mo-
tion by its reaction on the earth. Well,

a 500-lb. shot is an infinitesimal satellite,

though it is not, perhaps, infinitesimal

in some of its aspects. There niust be
no resistance of the air, of course. Now
fire it off with such a velocity that it will

have a very flat trajectory, neither more
nor less flat than the earth, and it will

continue going round and round the

earth. Find the velocity at which you
must fire off the shot to make it go round
the earth, and, if there is no resistance of

the air, there is our infinitesimal satellite.

These somewhat pedantic words are justi-

fied, because " infinitesimal satellite " is

nine syllables to express three or four
sentences ; that is our justification.

The semi-period of an infinitesimal

satellite revolving round the earth, close

to its surface, is equal to the semi-period
of an ideal simple pendulum of length
equal to the earth's radius, and having
its weighted end infinitely near to its

surface ; and, therefore, when reckoned
in seconds, is approximately equal to the
square root of the number of meters

(6,370,000) in the earth's radius ; because
the length of a seconds pendulum (or the

pendulum whose semi-period is a second)
is very approximately 1 meter. Thus we
find 2,524 mean solar seconds for the
semi-period of the satellite, arid its angu-
lar velocity in radians per second is,

therefore
(K
7r/2524=)0.001244; hence the

earth's mean density, reckoned on the
universal-gravitation system, with the
mean solar second for the unit of time, is

_[(0.001244)
2 x 3/(47T)= ]3.70xl0- 7

; and,

if we take (from Bailey's repetition of

Cavendish's experiment) 2 the earth's

mean density as 5.67 times the maximum
density of water, we find 6.53X10-

8
for

the maximum density of water according
to the universal gravitation reckoning.
To measure mass we must now introduce
a unit of length, and if we take this as 1

centimeter, we find that as the mass of a
cubic centimeter of water at maximum
density is very approximately equal to

what is called a gramme, the universal

gravitation unit of matter is [1/(6.53X
10-9

) =]15.3 X 10 8grammes, or 15.3 French

tons ; hence, the unit force on the uni-

versal-gravitation system is 15.3x10'
dynes, or 15.6 times the terrestrial

weight of a kilogramme.
15.3 French tons, then (a French ton

is 1.4 per cent, less than the British ton),

is the universal-gravitation unit of matter.

The time maj' come when the universal-

gravitation system will be the system of

reckoning; when 15.3 tons will be the

unit of matter, and when the decimal

subdivision of 15.3 French tons may be
our metrical system, and grammes may
be as much a thing of the past as grains

are now.
There is something exceedingly inter-

esting in seeing that we can practically

found a metrical system on a unit of

length and a unit of time. There is

nothing new in it, since it has been
known from the time of Newton, but it is

still a subject full of fresh interest. The
very thought of such a thing is full of

many lessons in science that have scarcely

yet been realized, especially as to the

ultimate properties of matter. The
gramme, it will be remembered, is found-

ed on the properties of a certain body,

namely, water ; but here, without invok-

ing any particular kind of matter, simply

choosing a certain definite length marked
on a measuring rod, and a unit of time

(how obtained we shall consider present-

ly), we can take up a piece of matter and
tell, in any part of the universe, how to

measure its mass in definite absolute

units.

Think now of the two units on which
this universal-gravitation metrical system
depends, the unit of length and the unit

of time. The unit of length is merely
the length of a certain definite piece of

brass, or other solid substance used for

a measuring rod, or the length between
two marks upon it ; it may be an inch, or

a foot, or a yard, or a meter, or a centi-

meter, the principle is the same. The
meter, it is true, was made originally

as nearly as possible equal to the ten-

millionth of the length of a certain

quadrant of the earth, estimated as accu-

rately as possible from the geodetic op-

erations of MM. Mechain and Delambre,
in 1792, performed for the foundation of

the metrical system. But this merely
gave the original meter measure, and
what is meant by the meter now is a

length equal to it, or to some authentic
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copy of it, which has been made from it

as accurately as possible ; and the one •

hundredth part of the meter thus defined

is the centimeter which we definitively

adopt as the unit of length.

Thus our unit of length is independent
of the earth, and is perfectly portable, so

that the scientific traveler, roaming over
the universe, carries his measuring rod
with him, and need think no more of the

earth so far as his measurement of space

is concerned. But how about the mean
solar second, in terms of which he meas-
ures his time ? What of it if he has left

the earth for good; or if, even without
leaving the earth, he carries on his scien-

tific work on the earth through a few
million years, in the course of which the

period of the earth's rotation around its

axis, and its revolution around the sun,

will both be very different from what
they are now ? If he takes a good watch
or chronometer with him, well rated be-

fore he leaves the earth, it will serve his

purpose as long as it lasts. What it

does is merely to count the vibrations of

a certain mass under the influence of a
certain spring (the balance wheel under
the influence of the hair spring). If, for

any secular experiment he has in hand, he
wishes to keep up a continuous reckoning
of time, he must keep his watch always
going, and not a vibration will be lost in

the counting performed by the hands.
But if he merely wishes to keep his unit
of time, and to make quite sure that any
number of million years hence, this shall

be within one-tenth per cent, of its pres-

ent value, he should take a vibrator bet-

ter arranged for permanence and for ab-

solute accuracy than the balance wheel
with its hair spring of a watch or a chro-

nometer. A steel tuning-fork, which has
had its period of vibration determined for

him before he leaves the earth, by Prof.

Macleod or by Lord Rayleigh, will serve
his purpose. By measuring the period
in terms of mean solar seconds, with the
prongs up, and horizontal, and vertically

down, he will be able to eliminate the
slight effect of terrestrial gravity ; and
he will have with him a time standard
that will give him the mean solar second,
as accurately as his measuring rod gives
him the centimeter, in whatever part of

the universe, and at whatever time, now
or millions of years later, he has occasion
to use his instruments.

I hope that you will not feel that I am
abusing your good nature with an elabo-

rate frivolity when I ask you to think a

little more of the unital equipment of our
ideal traveler on a scientific tour through
the universe. For myself, what seems
the shortest and surest way to reach the

philosophy of measurement—an under-

standing of what we mean by measure-
ment, and which is essential to the intel-

ligent practice of the mere art of meas-
uring—is to cut off all connection with

the earth, and think what we must then

do to make measurements which shall be
definitely comparable with those which we
now actually make, in our terrestrial work-
shops and laboratories. Suppose, then,

the traveler to have lost his watch and
his tuning-fork and his measuring rod,

but to have kept his scientific books, or at

all events to have in his mind a full rec-

ollection and understanding of their con-

tents : how is he to recover his centi-

meter, and his mean solar second?
Let us consider the recovery of the

centimeter first. Wherever he is let him
make a piece of glass, like this which I

hold in my hand, out of materials which
he is sure to find, in whatever habitable

region of the universe he may chance to

be ; and let him with a diamond, or with

a piece of hard steel, or with a piece of

flint, engrave on it one thousand equi-

distant parallel lines, upon a space which
may be about the breadth of his thumb,
and which he may take as a temporary or

provisional unit of length. He may help

himself to engrave the glass by means of

a screw cut in brass or steel, which he
will easily make, though he has no tools,

not even flint implements, to begin with.

With a little time and perseverance he
will make the requisite tools. Let him
also make a temporary measuring rod,

and mark off equal divisions upon it,

which may be of any convenient length,

and need not have any relation to the

definite provisional unit. Let him now
make two candles, and light them and
place them as you now see those on the

table, at any convenient distance apart,

measured on his measuring rod. He
holds the piece of ruled glass in his hand,

close to his eyes, as I hold this, and sees

two rows of colored spectrums, each with

one of the candles in its center. He
turns the glass around till the two rows
of spectrums are in the same Hue, and
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adjusts the parallelism of its plane, so

as to make the distance from spectrum
to spectrum a minimum. He moves
backwards and forwards as I do now,
keeping- his eye at equal distances from
the two candles, until he sees each candle

shooting- up out of the yellow middle of

a spectrum of the other candle, with no
spectrum between the two candies. With
this condition fulfilled he measures the dis-

tance from the grating to the candles.

Then, by the theory of diffraction he has
the proportion : as the distance from the

grating to the candles is to the distance

between the candles, so is the distance

from center to center of the divisions on the

glass, to the wave length of yellow light.

This, he remembers, is 5.892 x 10- 5
of a

centimeter, and thus he rinds the value

in centimeters of his provisional unit.

[How easily this determination might
be effected, supposing the grating once
made, was illustrated by a rajnd experi-

ment performed in the course of the lec-

ture ; without other apparatus than a

little piece of glass with two hundred
and fifty fine parallel lines engraved on
it, two candles, and a measuring tape of

unknown divisions of length (used only
to measure the ratio between two dis-

tances). The result showed the distance

from center to center of consecutive bars
of the grating, to be 32 times the wave-
length of yellow light. The breadth of

the span on which the two hundred and
fifty lines of grating were ruled, was thus
measured as (250 X 32 X 5.892 xl0~ 5 =)
0.47136 centimeter. According to the
instrument maker this space was said to

be 0.5 of a centimeter.]

Thus you see, by this hurried experi-

ment with this rough-and-ready appara-
tus, we have been able to measure a
length to within a small percentage of

accuracy. A few minutes longer spent
upon the experiment, and using sodium
flames behind fine slits instead, of open
candles blowing about in the air, with
more careful measurement of the ratio of

the distances, might easily have given a

result within one-half per cent, of accu-

racy. Thus the cosmic traveler can easily

recover his centimeter and his meter
measure.
But how is our scientific traveler to re-

cover his mean solar second, supposing
he has lost his tuning-fork ? He may
think of the velocity of light, and go

through Foucault's experiment. That is

a thing that can be done from the begin-
ning, with nothing but cutting tools and
pieces of metal to begin with. Let him
get a piece of brass and make a wheel,

and cut it to two thousand teeth. I do
not know how many teeth Foucault used y

but. our traveler can go through the

whole process, and set the wheel revolv-

ing at some uniform rate (not a known
rate, because he has no reckoning of time):

and he will tell what the velocity of the

wheel is in terms of the velocity of light,

which is known to be about 300,000
kilometers per second. If he is electric-

ally minded, as this evening we are bound
to suppose our scientific traveler to be,

he will think of " v " or of an ohm. He
may make a Siemens unit ; that he can do,

because he has his centimeter, and he
finds mercury and glass everywhere.

Then he goes through all that Lord Ray-
leigh and Mrs Sidgwick have done. Pie

will, with a temporary chronometer or

vibrator, obtain a provisional reckoning
of time, and he will go through the whole
process of measuring the resistance of a

Siemens unit in absolute measure, ac-

cording to his provisional unit of time.

His measurement gives him a velocity in,

let us say, kilometers per this pro-

visional unit of time, as the value of the

Siemens unit in absolute measure. Then
he knows from Lord Rayleigh and Mrs.
Sidgwick, that the Siemens unit in ab-

solute measure is 9,413 kilometers per
mean solar second ; and thus he finds the

precise ratio of his provisional unit of

time to the mean solar second.

Still, even though this method might
be chosen as the readiest and most ac-

curate, according to present knowledge
of the fundamental data, for recovering

the mean solar second, the method by
" o " is too interesting and too instruct-

ive, in respect to elimination of the prop-

erties of matter from our ultimate metri-

cal foundations, to be unconsidered.

One very simple way of experimentally

determining " v<
v

is derivable from an
important suggestion of Clark and
Bright's paper, referred to above. Take
a Leyden jar, or other condenser of

moderate capacity (for example, in elec-

tro-static measure, about 1,000 centi-

meters), which must be accurately meas-
ured. Arrange a mechanism to charge it

to an accurately measured potential of
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moderate amount (for example, in elec-

tro-static measure, about 10 c.g.s., which
is about 3,000 volts), and discharge it

through a galvanometer coil at frequent
regular intervals (for example, ten times
per any convenient unit of time). This
will give an intermittent current of known
average strength (in the example, 10*

electro-static c.g.s., or about 1/300,000
c.g.s. electro-magnetic, or 1/30,000 of an
ampere), which is to be measured in elec-

tro-magnetic measure by an ordinary
galvanometer. The number found by
dividing the electro-static reckoning of

the current, by the experimentally found
electro-magnetic reckoning of the same,
is "#/' in centimeters per the arbitrary
unit of time, which the experimenter in

search of the mean solar second has used
in his electro-static and electro-magnetic
details. The unit of mass which he has
chosen, also arbitrarily, disappears from
the resulting ratio.

But there is another exceedingly inter-

esting way—a way which, although I do
not say it is the most practical, has very
great interest attached to it, as being a
way of doing the thing in one process

—

that is, by the method of electrical oscilla-

tions. I should certainly like to see how
a person who has lost his standards, after

having recovered his centimeter (which
he certainly would do by the wave-length
of light), would succeed in recovering his
unit of time by the following method.
Take a condenser—a very large Leyden
jar; electrify it, and connect the two poles
through a conductor, arranged to have as
large an electro-magnetic quasi inertia,

electro- magnetic self-induction— as pos-
sible. The method is given in Clerk
Maxwell's "Electricity and Magnetism"
(vol. ii. chap, xix.) : it is too long to ex-
plain the details. Read the mathematical
parts of Clerk Maxwell, read the British
Association volume of Reports on Elec-
trical Standards, and read Everett's
" Units and Physical Constants "

;
get

these off by heart from the first word to
the last, and you will learn with far less

labor than by listening to me. Take a
resistance coil of proper form for maxi-
mum electro-magnetic inertia, and dis-

charge the condenser through it; or
rather start the condenser to discharge
through such a coil, and you will have a
set of oscillations, following exactly the
same law as the oscillations of the water-

level in two cisterns, which, having initi-

ally had the free water-level in one higher
than in the other, are suddenly connected
by a U-tube. Imagine two cisterns of

water, connected by a U-tube with a

stop-cock, and having the water higher
in one cistern than in the oth*er ; now sud-

denly open the stop-cock, and the water-

level will begin to fall in one cistern, and
rise in the other. The inertia of the
water, thus made to flow through the

connecting U-tube, will cause it to flow on
after it has come to its mean level in the

two cisterns, and rise to a higher level in

the one in which it was previously higher,

and sink to a correspondingly low level

in the other. Thus the water-level in

each cistern would alternately be above
and below the mean free level : the range
of motion being gradually diminished, in

virtue cf the viscosity of the water, until

after a dozen or two of oscillations, the

amplitude of each becomes so small that

you cannot notice it. Precisely the same
thing happens in the case of the discharge

of a condenser through a resistance coil

of large electro-magnetic inertia : the

resistance of the copper wire being like

the viscous influence which causes the

oscillations of water to subside. If, in

his investigations throughout the uni-

verse, our traveler could meet with a

metal which is about a million times as

conductive as copper, he would make
this experiment with much greater ease ;

but it is practicable with copper. It is

certain from the observations made by
Feddersen, Schiller, and others, that a

great number of oscillations can be ob-

served, and that the period, or semi-

period of oscillation, can be determined
with considerable accuracy.

If our scientific traveler wishes, by
this beautiful experiment, once for all to

determine his time reckoning, let him
proceed thus. Let him take a coil, of

which he knows the dimensions perfectly,

having already gone through the prelim-

inary process of measuring its electrical

dimensions ; or if he cannot measure
these with sufficient accuracy (and there

is enormous difficulty in finding the elec-

tric dimensional qualities of a coil by
measurement), let him do it partly by
direct measurement of its length and of

linear dimensions of the figure into which
it is wound, and partly by comparing it

electro-magnetically with other coils. By
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an elaborate investigation he can find the

electro-magnetic inertia of the coil in
I

terms of his centimeter. And here, again,

there is a curious kind of puzzle and ap-

parent incongruity, when I say that the
i

electro-magnetic inertia equivalent of a

coil, is a lerfgth, and is measured as a i

numeric of centimeters. Let him make
a condenser, and by building it up from
small to large, let him learn the capacity

of it in electro-static measure. Let him
begin with two plates or cylinders, or a

sphere enclosed within concentric sphere,

and go on multiplying till he gets a ca-

pacious enough condenser of which he
knows, in electro-static measure, the

electro- static capacity. This, again, is a

line. Now let him take the rectangle of

those two lines, and construct the
equivalent square—let him, geometric-
ally or arithmetically, take tbe square
root of the product of the two lines

—

and let him observe the period of electric

oscillation that I have spoken of. Let
him imagine the hand of a watch, going
once round in the observed period. He
has good magnetic eyes, and he sees the
electro-magnetic oscillation, or he has ap-

pliances by which he can test it : the thing
has been done. He sets in motion a little

piece of wheel-work, with a hand going
once round in the period of the oscilla-

tion. Now, for a moment, let him im-
agine that hand to be equal in length to
the square root of the product of those
two lines— several million centimeters, or
several thousand kilometers, if the coil

and condenser are of dimensions conve-
nient for the actual experiment, as we
terrestrials might do it. The velocity of

.the end of that hand is "«." There he
has this wonderful quantity " v." He has
a hand going round in a certain time, and
he knows that if that hand be of the cal-

culated length, the velocity ©f the end of

it is "v." This is interesting and in-

structive, and though I do not for certain

know that it is very practicable, it is still,

I believe, sufficiently so to be worth
thinking of. I think it will be one of the
ways of determining this marvelous quan-
tity "y."

It is to be hoped that before long " v "

will be known, in centimeters per mean
solar second, within 1/10 per cent. At
present it is only known that it does not
probably differ 3 per cent, from 2.9 X 10 1 °

centimeters per mean solar second. When

it is known with satisfactory accuracy, an
experimenter provided with a centimeter

measure may, anywhere in the universe,

rate his experimental chronometer to

mean solar seconds, by the mere electro-

static and electro-magnetic operations

described above, without any reference

to the sun or other natural chronometer.

I have tried your patience, I fear, too

long, but I have now only reached the

threshold of my subject. We now must
commence the consideration of electrical

units of measurement. I need not go
round defining quantities electro-static-

ally and electro-magnetically ;
you will

find it all in Everett, and in the British

Association volume of collected Reports
by the first Committee on Electric Meas-
urement. It is not for me to tell you of

an ohm, a volt, a micro-farad, and so on ;

but there are two or three points that I

should like to notice, and one is, the

limitation of the so-called practical sys-

tem. The absolute system goes from
beginning to end in a perfectly consist-

ent manner, with the initial conditions

carried out all through ; one of which, in

the electro-magnetic system, is that the

electromotive force produced by the mo-
tion at unit speed, across the lines of

force of a field of unit intensity, of a unit

length of conductor, is unity. That you
must carry out if the system is to be
complete and consistent, and the dimen-
sions of all your instruments and ap-

paratus must all be all reckoned uniform-

ly in terms of the unit of length adopted
in the absolute definition. The ohm is

1,000,000,000 centimeters, or 10,000

kilometers, per second. If we are to

make the ohm an absolute electro-mag-

netic unit with the second as the unit of

j

time, we must take the earth's quadrant

I as the unit of length. If we take that

[

consistently throughout, we need never

leave this particular system, and we need
have nothing to do with C. G. S. We
should have the Q. G. S. system, pure and
simple ! But it would be obviously in-

convenient to measure the dimensions of

! instruments, the diameters of wheels, and
the gauges of wire in submultiples of the

;
earth's quadrant. Imagine the horror of

a practical workman, on hearing a scien-

tific person say to him, " Give me a wire

1/1,000,000 of an earth-quadrant long,

|

and 1/10,000,000,000 in diameter.'' Now
j
wherein does the so-called practical sys-
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tem differ from the absolute system, and
why is it not to be as logical and com-
plete as the absolute system ? We would
never leave the absolute system, if it

gave us in all cases convenient numbers

;

and it does give us convenient numbers
for the measurement of a current, its

unit being ten times the " ampere '' of the

practical system. The unit of resistance

in C. G. S., however, is too small, so is

the unit of electromotive force. To get

convenient numbers, we give names to

certain multiples of units, that is all; and
we use these multiples just as long as it

is convenient, and not any longer. That
is my idea of the practical system—to

use it for convenience and as long as it

is convenient ; the moment it ceases to

be convenient, to throw it overboard and
take C. G. S. pure and simple. The con-

ference at Paris decided upon the prac-
j

tical system, by adopting the units which
are now so familiar, the ohm, the volt

(taken from the British Association rec-

ommendation), and the ampere. The
coulomb was also added, and it was most
satisfactory to get old Coulomb's name
in—one of the fathers of electrical sci-

ence. Then the watt was added by Sir

W. Siemens, and it has been generally

accepted, and has proved exceedingly
convenient. But when you go farther

with , the practical system, and take any-

thing that involves a magnetic pole or a

magnetic field, you get lost in the trouble

of adopting the earth's quadrant as unit

of length, and the deviation from C. G. S.

ceases to be convenient. Return then to

C. G. S. pure and simple.

I spoke of the resistance of an ohm
being measured in terms of a velocity. I
should like to explain this in a few words.
Imagine a mouse-mill set with its axis

vertical. Put a pair of brushes at the
tops and bottoms of the bars ; put the
brushes in the magnetic north and south
plane through the axis, . and set the
mouse- mill to spin at any rate you
please. Take a galvanometer like a tan-

gent galvanometer, but with only an arc

equal to the radius—an arc subtending
an angle equal to about 57.3°—and elec-

trodes perpendicular to the plane of the
arc connected with the brushes. The
mouse-mill must be placed so far from the
galvanometer, as not sensibly to influ-

ence it. Now take the galvanometer, and
turn the mouse-mill ; let the length of

each bar of the mouse-mill be a centi-

meter; but that would be a flea-mill

rather than a mouse-mill—say, let each
bar be 100 centimeters ; turn the mouse-
mill round fast enough to cause your
galvanometer to be deflected 45°. Then
one hundred times the velocity of the

bars is equal to the resistance in the cir-

cuit. Double resistance requires double
velocity ; half resistance requires half

velocity to give the prescribed 45° deflec-

tion. There, then, is the rationale of

10,000 kilometers per second, or 1,000,-

000,000 centimeters per second being the

measure of resistance. While we thus

measure resistance in electro-magnetic

measure by a velocity, we measure a con-

ductivity in electro-statics by a velocity.

I have given a very simple explanation

of this also in a statement quoted by
Sir William Siemens in his presidential

address to the British Association at

Southampton in 1882. The velocity at

which the surface of a globe must shrink

towards the center, to keep its potential

constant, when it is connected to the

earth by a wet thread, measures the con-

ducting power of that wet thread. Double
conducting power will require double
velocity of shrinkage, that is, the globe
must shrink twice as fast not to lose its

potential. With a very long semi-dry

thread the globe may shrink slowly.

Suppose we have a globe insulated in the

air of this room for electrical experi-

ment, and connected with the ground by
a silk thread. If you have an electro-

meter to show the potential, you will see

it gradually sink. You might imagine
that dust in the air would carry off elec-

tricity, but in truth practically the sole

loss is by this semi dry silk thread. When
you see the potential sinking, imagine
you see the globe shrinking slowly, so as

to keep its potential constant, while it is

gradually losing its electric charge little

by little : the velocity with which the

surface must shrink towards the center

to keep the potential constant, measures
the conducting power of the thread in

electro-static ineasvu'e. Thus we learn

how it is a velocity which measures in

electro-static measure the conducting
power of a certain thread or wire. But,

as we have seen in electro-magnetic

measure, the resistance of the same
thread or wire is measured by another

velocity. The mysterious quantity u v "
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is the square root of the product of the
;
example (as in the case of my own house,

two velocities. Or it is the one velocity temporarily, until I can get two-hundred-
which measures in electro-magnetic meas-

j

volt lamps), that the proper potential is

ure the resistance, and in electro-static

measure the conductivity, of one and the

same conductor : which must be of about

29 ohms resistance, because experiment

has. proved " v " to be not very different

from 290,000 kilometers per second.

I have spoken to you of how much we
owe to Sir Charles Bright and Mr. Lati-

mer-Clark for the suggestion of names.

84 volts. But in the current galvano-

meter there are so inany divisions indi-

cating, it may be, the number of amperes
in the current. But after all, what do we
want besides a knowledge of the poten-

tial ? It is the sum of the reciprocals of

the resistances in the circuit. In the

multiple-arc sj'stem each fresh lamp
lighted adds a conductivity. Id a circuit

How much we owe for the possession of I of Edison or Swan hundred-volt lamps,

names, is best illustrated by how much in each of which you have a current of

we lose—how great a disadvantage we
are put to—in cases in which we have
not names. We want a name for the

reciprocal of resistance. We have the

name " conductivity," but we want a name
for the unit of conductivity, I made a

box of resistance coils thirty years ago,

and another fifteen years ago, for the
measurement of conductivity, and they

j

it at once in general use
both languished for the want of a name.
My own pupils will go on using the re-

sistance box in ohms, rather than the

conductivity box, because it is so puz-
zling to say, " The conductivity is the re-

ciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of

these resistances." It is the conductivity

0.7 of an ampere, and therefore a resist-

ance of 143 ohms, how convenient it

would be, in putting on a lamp—adding

a certain conductivity—if we could say

we add a mho, or a fraction of a mho, as

the case may be. I do not say that mho
is the word to be used, but I wish it

could be accepted, so that we might have
We shall

have a word for it when we have the

thing, or rather I should say, we shall

have the thing when we have the

word. The Appendix to the 1862 Report
of the first British Association Commit-
tee on Elective Measurements contains a

description of a " Resistance Measurer "

that you want to measure but the idea is
|

invented by Sir William Siemens, and a

too puzzling ; and yet for some cases the "Modification of Siemens' Resistance

conductivity system is immensely supe-

rior in accuracy and convenience to that

Measurer," by Professor Jenkin. This

instrument gives directly the resistance

by adding resistances in series. For the ! of a conductor, by means of an instru-

reciprocal of an ohm in the measurement
j

mental adjustment, bringing a magnetic
of resisting power—for the unit reckon- 1 needle to a zero position for each ob-
ing of conductivity which will agree servation. In the original Siemens in-

with the ohm—it is suggested to take a
j

strument the adjustment is a shifting of

phonograph and turn it backwards, and i two coils by translational motion, and the

see what it will make of the word "ohm." conductivity is read on a scale of equal

I admire the suggestion, and I wish some
one would take the responsibility of

adopting it ; we should then have mho
boxes of coils at once in general use.

With respect to electric light, what is it

we want to measure by the current gal-

vanometer % We have a potential gal-

vanometer, and we have a current gal-

vanometer. Everybody knows what we
want to measure with the potential gal-

vanometer. The servant in every house
that is lighted electrically knows about
potentials ; and if in reading the galvano-
meter he sees it is down to 80 volts he
knows that something is wrong, and will

at once go to the engine-room and cause
84 volts to be supplied ; supposing, for

divisions adapted, by means of a curve

determined by experiment, to give a

reading of the required resistance. In

Jenkin' s modification the mechanical ar- -

rangement is much simplified by the

adoption of a different electro-magnetic

combination ; and the required resistance

is given by the tangent of the angle

through which the coils must be turned

to bring the needle to zero. A similar

instrument to give conductivity by a

simple reading, without any adjusting or
" setting " for each observation, is easily

made. I made such an instrument in

1858, being simply a galvanometer with,

controlling resistance coils instead of

controlling magnets. Such an instru-
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merit at once gives conductivity, and you
want a name (suppose you adopt mho)
for the unit of conductivity, and call the

instrument a milometer . The rule would
be, the reciprocal of the sum of the

reciprocals of mhos, is equal to the num-
ber of ohms ; and the reciprocal of the

sum of the reciprocals of ohms, is equal

to the number of mhos. The number of

mhos, or of millimhos, will then measure
the number of lamps in the circuit. The
domestic incandescent lamp of the early

future ought to be, and we hope will be,

a one-millimho lamp, to give a 10 or 12-

candle light with the Board of Trade
regulated 200 volts of potential. Thus
the lamp-galvanoineter, or lamp-meter,
may have its scale divided to one milli-

mho to the division, and the number
read on its scale at any time will be sim-

ply the number of lamps lighted at the

time. The instrument will also have the

great advantage of being steady, not-

withstanding the variations of the en-

gine. A potential instrument on an
electro-light circuit at best is always
somewhat variable, because the potential

varies a good deal—within 1 or 2 per
cent, perhaps—but the resistance in the

lamps varies exceedingly little. The
mho-meter will in these circumstances be
an absolutely steady instrument; you
will not see it quiver, even though the

engine is irregular. The potential gal-

vanometer will show you how much un-
steadiness there is to be complained of

or to be corrected.

Lastly, as to the objects to be aimed
at in respect to the use of this great

system of units. Nothing can be much
more satisfactory than is the measure-
ment of somewhat large resistances, as

we have it habitually at present ; but if

we want a little more method for low
resistances, it will be helped very much
by the use of the mho boxes of conduc-
tivities which I have indicated. The
great thing we want now in the way of

practical electric measurement, is a good
standard of electromotive force. That
was the chief object of a recent British

Association Committee, but it has not
yet been satisfactorily attained for practi-

cal purposes. Standard cells serve for the

purpose to some extent, but we want
something better, something of the nature
of an electro-dynamometer, to give a good
steady idiostatic potential gauge, by

which the constant of any electrometer or
ordinary galvanometer may be easily and
accurately tested. That is an object to

be sought ; there are plenty of ways of

attaining it, and I hope, before another
year has passed, to see it realized in many
ways, certainly in one way.
As to the science of electricity, the

great want in the way of measurement
just now is the accurate measurement of

(" v ") the ratio between the electro-static

and the electro-magnetic units ; and I

hope that scientific investigators will

take the matter up, and give to it an ac-

curacy like that which Lord Bayleigh
has given to the measurement of the
ohm.
A most interesting point remains. It

is Joule's work, reported on by the Brit-

ish Association Committee: see volume
of Keports on Electrical Standards, p.

138. It was only in my preparation for

this lecture that I came upon it, and put
the figures definitely together. Joule,

with a modesty characteristic of the man,
and with a magical accuracy characteris-

tic of his work, made, at the request of

the British Association, an investigation

of the heating effect of a measured cur-

rent in a definite way, according to the
measure of resistance of the British As-
sociation ohm, supposed then to be 10

9

C. G. S. units of resistance ; and he him-
self considered that the electrical meas-
urement which he then made, was more
accurate than his old frictional measure-
ment of the mechanical equivalent of the
thermal unit could be. The result ob-

tained, assuming the British Association

ohm to be absolutely correct, gave the
mechanical equivalent as 782.2 foot-

pounds, instead of 772 which he had
made it before, and he expressed himself

willing to make a new determination of

it by the frictional method. But now let

us put ourselves in the position of 1866,

the date of this report, with these com-
peting determinations of the ohm : that

obtained by the British Association
method of spinning coils ; and by Joule's

electro-thermal method with the dynam-
ical value of the thermal unit, as was
given by his frictional method. Suppos-
ing that his electro-thermal method was
right, then what we are to infer is not
that the result is the mechanical equiva-

lent, but that the British Association

unit was not 10", as it was supposed to
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be, but 10
9 X 0.98699. Thus this experi-

ment was virtually Joule's determination
of the resistance of the British Associa-

tion ohm in absolute measure. Lord
Rayleigh' s determination is 109 X 0.98677,

a difference of 2 in the 4th place, within

about 1/50 per cent. There is perfect

magic in the accuracy of Joule's work
;

it is not a matter of chance. I think be-

tween Joule, Lord Rayleigh, Mrs. Siclg-

wick, and others, we cannot have much
doubt now, what is the absolute value of

the Siemens unit, or of the British As-
sociation unit. I advise everybody to

take the Rayleigh ohm unit, instead of

the British Association ohm. I have be-

gun to do so, and I mark everything R.

O. You may have everything in the

British Association unit, but reduce, if

you please, to Rayleigh ohms by the re-

ducing factor 0.98677. Volts must be

reduced in the same ratio. The old
estimate which I made in 1851 from
Joule's experiment, for the absolute elec-

tromotive force of a standard Daniell
cell, was 1.07 volts ; and after thinking
it was 1.078 for ten years, because of the
British Association unit, we come back
to correct it, and find it is 1.07. So
much for the volt. But we want far more
accurate instruments and methods con-
nected with other parts of electric meas-
urement, especially electromotive force

and capacity, electro-static, or electro-

magnetic, with the comparing number
"y."

These are the things we want to

advance and perfect, to give a satisfac-

torily scientific character, to this great
system of absolute measurement, of

which I have endeavored to trace and ex-

plain the origin.

TESTING MACHINES, THEIR HISTORY, CONSTRUCTION AND
USE.

By ARTHUR V. ABBOTT.

Written for Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

III.

SPECIAL MACHINES.

Passing now to our second general

subdivision of testing machines, we come
to the consideration of those which have
been designed for special purposes, and
perhaps the first and most notable among
these is the autographic torsion machine
of Prof. Thurston. Pig. 21 is a perspec-

tive view of this machine, and in Fig.

22 a front elevation, a longitudinal sec-

tion on line au, and a transverse section

en line aa' may be seen. The machine
consists of two A-shaped frames AA, AA,
and shown in all the figures. These are

firmly mounted on a heavy bed-plate. Near
the top of each of these frames are spindles

C and D, each of which has a rod E and H,
with a jaw to receive and hold the heads
of the specimens. The two spindles are

not connected in any way to each other,

except by the specimen itself when placed

and adjusted to be tested. To the spindle

a long arm HB is attached. It carries a

heavy weight B attached to its outward

end. This spindle has a norm wheel driven

by a worm P on the shaft LL, which is

turned by a hand-crank K. When the

specimen is placed in the two jaws, and
the spindle is turned by the worm-gear, the

effect is to twist the specimen. The po-

sition of the arm and the weight will at

all times be a measure of the torsional

stress which is exerted on the specimen ;

but as this torsional stress is increased

the specimen commences to give way or

be twisted by the stress, according to

the quality of the material. In making
such torsional tests it is essential that the

amount of twist should be known. If a

record of this could be procured, it would
be an indication of the capacity of the

material to resist such stresses, or, in

other words, of its quality. This testing

machine was designed for this purpose.

The record is made in the following way

:

To the spindle C a cylindrical drum is at-

tached, which is covered with a sheet of

cross-section paper. To the arm N a
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Fig. 21.

pencil holder is attached at F, and carries

a pencil D, the point of which bears upon
the paper of the drum. Supposing that

the specimen in the machine should offer

no resistance, and should merely twist,

the pencil would then remain stationary,

and as the drum is revolved the pencil

would trace a straight line on the pa-

per, the length of which would measure
the amount which the specimen was
twisted. If, on the other hand, the speci-

men be supposed to resist and to twist

simultaneously, as is always the case, it

will be seen that the spindle B would be

turned, and the arm N would be moved
from a vertical position to a distance pro--

portionate to the stress resisted by the
specimen. The pencil holder attached to

the arm would move with it. To make a
record of this distance a guide curve FF' is

attached to the frame of the machine, so
that when the arm N and the pencil

holder are moved out of their vertical

position the pencil is moved towards the
left by the guide curve, which is of such
a form that the lateral movement which
it gives to the pencil is proportional to

the moment of the weight on the end
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of the arm. In this machine each inch

of ordinate denotes 100 foot-pounds of

moment transmitted through the test

piece, and each inch of abscissa ten de-

grees fo torsion. By use of this machine
the metal tested is compelled to tell its

own story, and to give a permanent rec-

ord of its strength, elasticity, arid every

other quality which is brought into play

during the test.

The transverse testing machine of the

Stevens Institute, Fig. 23, built by
Messrs. Fairbanks & Co., consists of a

heavy platform scale, on the platform of

which stands a cast-iron frame, to which
are fastened the supports dd at the re-

quired distance apart. The pressure on
the specimen is applied by means of a

j

hand wheel on the upper end of the screw
i
k, which screw passes from the nut e, and

j

terminates in the sliding cross-head i.

This cross-head serves both as a guide

|

and as a pressure block. The test piece I,

rests upon mandrils mounted upon the

supports dd, at the required distance

apart. All the loads are weighed in the
usual manner at m.
A second example of transverse testing

machine given in the illustration Fig. 24,

is one which is especially designed to

meet the requirements of makers and
users of cast iron. The construction of

the machine is exceedingly simple, and
may be almost seen at a glance. A
wooden framework supports a hand-
wheel for applying the stress to the
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specimen, which is hung from the end
of a lever supported close to the wheel.

The end of this lever carries the stress

to the weighing beam, where it may be

estimated by sliding the poise to and fro,

and adding the weights to the weight

counterpoise.

the scale work of the machine. Perhaps
its operation may be clearly understood
by describing the method of making the
experiment. The cement being mixed
with the necessary quantity of water, is

pressed into the moulds M, and having
stood a sufficient time to set, the mould

Fig. 25.

Perhaps next to iron and steel the ma-
terial most frequently tested is cement,
and in the illustration, Fig. 25, may be
seen an automatic cement-testing ma-
chine. On the pedestal of the machine
there stands a column A, supporting on
the top a receiver B, to which is attached

is removed by opening the clamps and
sliding the two side pieces away. After

the briquette has attained the requisite

age it is placed in the clamps NN, the

hand wheel P is turned, drawing down the

lower clamp and taking up the slack so

as to raise the scale beam nearly or quite
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to the top of the guard K. The reservoir

JB has previously been filled with shot,

and by opening the valve J this shot is

allowed to run from the tube I into the

pail F. The weight of the shot flowing

into the pail constantly increases the

stress on the briquette between the

clamps NN. As soon as this stress

reaches the tenacity of the specimen in

question, the briquette breaks, the beam
D drops, and striking the valve J, shuts

it up, cutting off the supply of shot.

The pail with its shot is now detached

to 200 lbs., and with the addition of four
small weights a capacity of 1,000 lbs. is

obtained.

The elasticity of car springs, and the
amount which they will deflect under a
given load has lately become a matter of

much investigation, for the railway com-
panies constantly increasing the loads in

their cars and running at higher speeds,
require springs which shall be correspond-
ingly safer and more durable to support
the heavy use to which they are subjected.

Fig. 26 is an illustration of a machine

Fig. 26.

from the end of the beam, and hung on
the hook on the under side of the bal-

ance ball E. In the place of the pail is

hung the counterpoise G-, which exactly
balances the weight of the pail, thus leav-

ing only the amount of the shot contained
therein to affect the scale. By sliding the
poise R to and fro on the beam, or by add-
ing on the counterpoise the weightsH the
amount of the shot required to break the
cement may be readily and directly read
from the beam The beam is graduated

designed to meet the wants of car spring

manufacturers, so that every spring that

is made may be, as fast as it is completed,
tested, to ascertain whether or not it ful-

fills the specifications that it is intended
to meet. A heavy cast iron framework
supports a cross-head carrying an adjust-

able plunger. This plunger may be raised

or lowered by means of a screw thread
cut on it, so as to accommodate any length

of spring from two inches to three feet.

Directly beneath this plunger there is a
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bed plate for supporting the spring,

which forms a platform of scale. The
other end of this lever stands on a lever

directly inside of the casting that conveys
the stress received by the spring to the

scale beam, where, by means of a sliding

poise and the large weights, its quantity

may be correctly estimated. The gearing

and the belt at the back of the machine
form a means by which the plunger may
be moved up and down. For example,

supposing a railway company has issued

specifications for 10,000 springs 6 in. in

height, which shall carry 10,000 lbs. and
deflect 7-8 of an inch under a load. The
spring maker coils a spring which he sup-

poses will answer the requirements, and
placing it in a testing machine, so adjusts

the cross-head that it shall depress the
spring 7-8 of an inch. The machine is then
started and the weights added to the scale

beam until a balance is obtained at the
given deflection of the specification. If

the weight thus indicated corresponds
with that of the specifications, the spring
maker knows that the spring in question
will answer the requirements, and he goes
on to fill his contract. If, however, the
spring be either too stiff or too weak, a
corresponding change must be made in

the article. Having completed the entire

contract the machine is adjusted to give

a deflection of 7-8 of an inch, and as fast

as the springs are ready, each one is placed
in the machine. A glance at the spring
balance, attached at the underside of the
weight counterpoise, will tell the exact
number of pounds that the springs sus-

tained with a deflection corresponding to

that inserted in the specification. All the
springs which fulfill the requisite of

weight may be confidently shipped by the
manufacturer, while those that for any
reason fail, may be returned to the fac-

tory. With a machine of this kind the
manufacturer has a guarantee that all of

the entire product must be accepted by
the railway company as fulfilling their

specification.

THE USE OF THE TESTING MACHINE.

The investigation of the physical
properties of materials used in construc-
tion may be analytically divided into four
parts

:

1st. The investigation of the qualities

of a special material. For example, the
engineer may wish to ascertain the ten-

sile strength, ductility, and resilience

of a special steel.

2d. The manufacturer may wish to as-

certain variation in quality produced by
a change in the chemical composition of

the metal forming his output. For in-

stance, in the processes of the open
hearth or the Bessemer converter,

changes in the relative proportion of

carbon, manganese or phosphorus may
produce the greatest changes in the
physical properties of the steels pro-

duced.

3d. The manufacturer or the consumer
may wish to ascertain the changes pro-

duced in material by means of the differ-

ent mechanical processes to which it is

subjected while being shaped into the

proj3er forms required by different struc-

tures. A noteworthy example is the
various methods by which eye-bar heads
are formed.

4th. The actual strength, elasticity, or

resistance of a member forming one of

the parts of a bridge or other structure

may be desired, either for information

as to the best method of design, or

from which the actual strength of the

structure in question may be ascer-

tained.

These various subdivisions will now be
treated in their appropriate order.

CAEE ON THE PART OF THE OPERATOR.

The manipulation of the testing ma-
chine in order to obtain therefrom the

most accurate and reliable information,

embracing all the facts and data to be
obtained from an experiment, is an oper-

ation requiring on the part of the manip-
ulator the greatest exercise of care and
skill and watchfulness. In making ex-

periments on ordinary test pieces of a

few inches in length, the operator is

constantly dealing with two sets of

quantities : one the measurement of the

size of the test piece, and the amount of

deformation produced by the stress pre-

vious to the elastic limit— involves the

use of the most minute quantities. An
error in the measurement of the piece

of a thousandth of an inch, a quantity

far too small to be appreciated, except by
the most delicate means of measurement,
may induce errors in the result sufficient-

ly large either to condemn an otherwise

good material, or to accept one which is

inferior. In the measurements of the
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deformation of the piece under the ac-

tion of the stress, the quantities are still

smaller, reaching to a ten thousandth, or

even to a millionth of an inch, so that it

will be obvious that during this part of

the operation the greatest care is neces-

sary to observe most carefully and accu-

rately all of the circumstances which
take place. The measurement of the
stresses exerted by the machine running
to thousands or hundreds of thousands
of pounds, requires an exercise of skill

in quite a contrary direction. It is not
only necessary to measure these stresses

accurately, but at the same time the

mind of the operator must have suffi-

cient flexibility so as to turn rapidly and
easily from the consideration of a very
small quantity to one which is exceed-

ingly large. The entire behavior of the
piece under the operation of the stress is

one which requires the minutest atten-

tion. The equal or the unequal yielding

of one side or the other, the appearance
of the piece as under the operation of

the stress, the fibers are torn apart, the

surface becoming blistered, seamy and un-
even, appeal in the most eloquent manner
to the eye of the skillful investigator. The
amount of deformation produced by the
stress, and the way in which it takes
place, whether the piece uniformly yields

under its stress, or whether the yielding
takes place at one particular point, may
convey most important information as to

the character, qualities and suitability of

the material under investigation.

Placing the test piece in the testing

machine is an operation requiring most
careful attention. It is necessary that

the piece should be so arranged that its

axis may coincide with the axis of stress

produced by the testing machine. Even
in the machines so designed as to furnish

automatic means of centex-ing it is still

necessary for the operator to exert the
most unceasing vigilance to see that the
piece is correctly surrounded by the
jaws of the machine, to insure that these
jaws exert an equal bearing all over the
surface, that it is properly set in line, and
that the entire adjustment with reference
to the various parts of the machine is

done in the most careful and accurate
manner. This adjustment of the test

piece is especially essential in experi-
ments upon metals which are crystalline,

stiff, and unyielding, such as cast iron.

Mr. Hodgenson states that the strength
of a rectangular piece of cast iron so

placed in the machine as to cause the
stress to pass along the side of the piece

is only one-third of the strength to resist

a central stress. It is evident that this

ratio would perhaps be given only by a

few forms, subjected to tension in a pe-

culiar manner, and that it probably
would vary with every change in shape
and position of the test piece. In ma-
chines not furnished with self-adjusting

jaws the importance of this care in set-

ting the test piece can hardly be too

strongly insisted upon. It has frequent-

ly happened in the experience of the au-

thor that in making experiments upon
plate iron the piece would be so placed
in the testing machine as to be torn apart

rather than fairly broken. In many ex-

periments the bend of the test piece after

rupture was markedly perceptible to

the eye. The errors in such experiments
may rise as high as twenty or thirty per
cent, of the actual strength of the piece

in question.

THE AFPEABANCE OF THE FEACTUEE.

After the completion of an experi-

ment a careful examination of the test

piece should be made, and the character

and appearance of the fracture should be
carefully noted as an index of the qual-

ity of the material. Good wrought iron,

when broken by tension, should present a
fracture resembling a bundle of fibers,

having a dark gray color. There should
be little or no appearance of lamination
due to the piling and the rolling of the

bar, and no appearance of any bright or

crystalline spots. The fracture should
be irregular, inclining towards cup
shape. The general appearance of the
fracture of good wrought iron is indi-

cated in Fig. 27. In the poorer qualities

of wrought iron it is very customary to

find the bar interspersed with a greater

or less number of bright, shining crys-

talline spots, similar in appearance to

cast iron, excepting that the crystals have
very much higher metallic luster. The
relative proportion that the crystalline

spots bear to the whole area of the
piece may be taken as a very fair index
of the quality of the material. Fig. 28
gives a representation of the fracture of

the medium quality of cast iron, showing
about one-third of its area to be com-
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posed of these hard crystals. Such iron

may stand a very high tensile stress, but

it will show very little ductility. This

crystalline structure of the bar may be
due to one of two causes. Either the iron

contains too large a proportion of phos-

phorus, and so is termed cold-short, be-

ing exceedingly brittle and unworkable
when cold, or else during some processes

of the manufacture the bar was over-

heated (burnt, as it is said in the black-

smith's shop) and allowed to cool with in-

sufficient mechanical work. The cold-

shortness attributable to too large a

quantity of phosphorus is not indicated

by any exterior appearance of the bar,

whereas, if the iron has been burnt, the

exterior is blistered and rough, showing
to the practiced eye that there has been

Fig. 27.

overheating, by which the more fusible

parts of the bar were actually melted.

The length or size of the fibers in the

fracture is an exceedingly good index of

the value of the material. Fractures
which occur with short and apparently
brittle fiber, rather fine in texture, gener-

ally indicate an iron which will when cold

possess considerable ductility, yet prob-
ably has such a proportion of sulphur as

to make it red-short and exceedingly

troublesome to manipulate under the
hammer. The results of irons of this

kind may be fairly good in the testing

machine, yet as far as is possible they
should be avoided in construction on ac-

count of the difficulty of obtaining good
results from shop manipulation.

During an experiment on wrought iron,

as soon as the elastic limit is passed the
surface of the specimen, if it has previous-
ly been machined, gradually loses its

bright metallic luster and becomes rough
and mottled under the distorting effect

of the stress. In the finer and most su-

perior irons this motthng of the surface
is exceedingly delicate. The fibers of the
piece seem to be rumpled and distorted

by the stress so that the whole of the
surface is thrown into an innnumerable
number of minute ridges. In the coarser
and less valuable irons this mottling of
the surface is comparatively heavy and
uneven and the want of homogeneity in

the structure of the metal is clearly indi-

cated by the uneven appearance of the
test piece.

The fractured surfaces of steel bars

Fig. 28.

present a far greater variety than those

of iron specimens, in fact there are at

least a dozen or fifteen different appear-

ances in steel indicating corresponding
changes in the value of the metal. The
appearance of the fracture of good con-

structural steel, having an elastic limit of

from forty to fifty thousand pounds, and
an ultimate of from seventy to eighty

thousand is a light silky gray. One end of

the test piece, broken by tension, being

a slightly truncated cone that fits into a

corresponding concavity in the other end.

Steel fractures, excepting those of the

poorer varieties, should rarely be termed
fibers, for the texture of the metal is so

exceedingly delicate as to be only com-
parable to the finest silk. Steels made
by the Bessemer process generally pre-
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sent a fracture which is darker and a little

more corky in appearance than those
made by the crucible or the open hearth
methods. As the amount of carbon in-

creases, the tensile strength and the elas-

tic limit are increased, and at the same
time the silky and conical appearance of

the fracture gradually decrease, until,

when the tensile strength rises to a hund-
red thousand pounds per square inch, the
silky api)earance is almost entirely lost,

the fracture becomes square, showing
little reduction in the bar and presenting
a granular appearance made up of small
brilliant crystals. The same appearance
of the fracture may be produced by an
excess of manganese. In such steels the
tensile strength may not rise over sixty

to eighty thousand pounds, yet the char-

acter of the fracture is by the presence of

the manganese entirely changed from that

of the fine delicate texture of the carbon
steel to a coarse and granular appearance
almost resembling that of cast iron.

The effects of phosphorus and sul-

phur are similar to those produced
in iron. An excess of phosphorus ren-
ders the piece cold-short, reducing the
amount of reduction and giving the frac-

ture a more granular character.

The following classification of the char-

acteristics of fractures is presented, hoping
that it may in some measure aid towards
uniformity in description.

STEEL FRACTURES.

First, square.—Those in which the
plane of the fracture is nearly at right

angles to the axis of the test piece.

Second, irregular.—Those in which
the plane of the fracture is inclined more
or less to the axis of the test piece and
in which the fracture presents one or
more jagged points.

Third, concoidal.—In which one end of

the test piece presents a cone matching
in a corresponding conical socket in the
other half.

as to molecular structure.

First, fine crystalline.—Fractures
such as are presented by the rupture of

the best quality of tool steels, in which
the bar seem to be made up of an iufinite

number of exceedingly fine and irides-

cent crystals

Second, crystalline.—Such fractures

as are presented by the coarser qualities

of tool steels, or by the higher grades of

structural steel containing large amounts
of carbon or phosphorus. Here the

fracture is composed of larger crystals,

losing to a great extent their iridescence

and seeming to be grouped in radial lines

around the center.

Third, silky.—Fractures which are

manifested by the best varieties of struc-

tural steels in which the crystalline ap-

pearance is entirely lost, inasmuch as the

crystals seem to be merged in long bun-
dles of the finest and silkiest fibers.

Fourth, granular.—Fractures of this

kind are manifested by the inferior vari-

eties of structural steels and seem to con-

sist of a large number of granular crys-

tals of considerable size, grouped in radial

lines around a central axis.

Fifth, coarse granular.—Fractures of

this class are only manifested by the in-

ferior qualities of structural steels and
are generally indicative of too high a per
centage of -manganese. In such cases the

crystals are large and coarse, presenting
many glimmering facets and having al-

most the appearance of the poorer quali-

ties of wrought iron.

Wrought iron fractures may be classi-

fied into square and irregular, as follows :

Square fractures are presented only by
the inferior crystalline varieties that

break sharply and shortly with but little

or no reduction or elongation. As the

quality of the iron becomes better, and
the crystalline texture disappears, the
fracture becomes more and more irregu-

lar, until, when a pure fibrous iron is at-

tained, the fracture may occur at a plane

inclined to the axis of the test piece at any
angle, and presenting many jagged irregu-

lar points. The square fractures are always
exceedingly crystalline, presenting a
great number of large crystalline facets,

having an exceedingly high metallic

luster. The irregular fractures may be
divided into long fibrous and short fi-

brous, depending simply upon the relative

length of the fibrous structure.

Fractures of cast iron may be divided

into, simply, fine crystalline and coarse

crystalline, depending upon a relative

size of the crystals. The coarser and
less refined varieties of cast iron present,

when broken, a fracture which is made
up of a large number of dark grayish

crystals, interspersed here and there with
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traces of graphite. Upon remelting and
refining the texture of the fracture, by
each succeeding operation it becomes
finer and finer, until, in the best refined

iron, we have a fracture which is made up
of exceedingly fine gray crystals, hav-

ing but little metallic lustre and giving

no evidence of graphite.

EFFECT OF THE SIZE OF THE SPECIMEN.

In making experiments upon the qual-

ities of material the first point to be con-

sidered is the size and shape of the test

piece and effect which this produces
upon the results to be obtained from the
testing machine. The variation of the

form of the test piece considerably modi-
fies the apparent tenacity of ductile ma-
terial ; consequently it is necessary to note
the size and shape of the specimen to be
tested, in order that the results obtained
from the experiment may be correctly

compared with those of previous or fu-

ture results. When a piece of metal is

subjected to tensile stress, and slowly

drawn in two, it will yield at the weakest
section first, and if that section is of con-

siderably less area than the adjacent

parts, or if the metal is crystalline and
unyielding, it will break sharply and with-

out appreciable stretch, the fractured

surface having a granular appearance.

On the contrary, if the test piece has a

uniform section of considerable extent, it

will gradually stretch with a uniform re-

duction of section from end to end. To-
ward the ends where the piece is grasped
by the machine this reduction of area is

least perceptible. "When the stress has
obtained so great an intensity that the

weakest section is strained beyond its

elastic limit, the molecules of the metal
commence to flow, and the piece gradu-
ally reduces in cross section, the particles

immediately adjacent to the over- strained

portion flowing towards the section of

greatest stress. If, however, the shape
of the specimen is so arranged as to pre-

vent or to retard this flow of metallic

molecules, the result is to largely increase

the apparent tenacity of the material.

This increase of tenacity due to the

shape of the specimen has been suspect-

ed for many years past ; but has only re-

ceived a complete demonstration within

a comparatively short space of time. The
United States Board for making tests of

iron and steel, made a series of experi-

ments to ascertain the relative value of

specimens having long or short uniform
sections. The results of these tests are

presented in Table I.

Table No. 1.

Prog. Specimen E.LimUltSt. Elong. Reduc.

No. L" lbs. U" lbs. Q" % %

1 5 00 26795 51989 30. 49.3
2 3.938 28194 52389 32. 50.0
3 4.500 28062 52495 30. 46.3
4 3.500 27268 53052 31.6 48.0
5 3.000 52984 33.0 48.0
6 2.472 52852 32.1 45.6
7 1.989 53169 32.9 45.0
8 1 500 52666 35.0 45.2
9 1.000 53169 35.4 43.5

10 .500 57318 41.6 36.6

Some experiments have given the fol-

lowing results from Bessemer steel speci-

mens:
Table No. 2.

Grooved Specimen

—

Highest 162974
Lowest 136490
Average 153677

Long Cylinder

—

Highest 123166
Lowest 103255
Average 114460

In Fig. 29 may be seen the curves that

have been obtained from a series of speci-

mens of open hearth steel, made under
the direction of the author in the follow-

ing manner. From a bar of steel sixteen

feet long there were cut twelve pieces.

Each of these pieces was placed in a lathe,

and one cut taken over it so as to render
the piece perfectly straight and true. The
series of steel pieces thus obtained, all

cut from the same bar, were turned to

lengths of uniform diameter, as seen in

the column headed " Lengths" in the ac-

companying Table 3.

From these experiments it will be seen

that the uniform length of the piece

under examination exercises an exceeding-

ly important part in the results obtained
from the experiment.

In explanation of the cause of the dif-

ference in the flow, and the increased

tenacity of the grooved specimen over

one having for considerable length a uni-

form section, let it be supposed that a
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Table No. 3.

Dimensions of Test Piece. Stress Tension in lbs. per Square Inch.
Elongation
in inohes.

Length Diameter Area in Elastic Maxi- Ulti- On re- 3s o

in in square duced Ultimate. ?
inches. inches. inches. Limit. mum. mate. Area. «

Groove 1.000 .785 °a sL p 79286 78930 99614 Infinite. 20.77

.25 t< "
limii fall otpe befo )int.

71138 70070 88530 100.00 20.85

.500 (i a 66446 64306 84983 60.00 24.33

.75 k it « b^ CD ft

1 a d§-3
63036 61224 87114 46.66 29.72

1.00 " " 62637 59707 87771 40.00 31.97

2.00
3.00 <<

it 61671
61161

57398
56122

89463
94017

30.00
29.30

35.84
40.31

4.00 a " 39642 61253 56226 94602 27.50 40.54
5.00 it a 39667 61125 56226 94421 25.00 40.41
6.00 it a 39515 60778 56250 94839 23.66 40.69

8.00 it a 39235 60778 56226 94218 22.50 40.43
10.00 39158 60735 56250 94839 22.00 40.69

single chain of molecules of a ductile

metal be subjected to tensile test, and let

the length of this chain be ten inches.

Under tension, each molecule would be-

come separated from its neighbor, as far

as their cohesive attraction would allow,

on releasing the stress the molecules
would resume their original places, no
permanent extension having taken place.

The greatest distance which one molecule
could be separated from its neighbor
would be an infinitely small quantity, and
the total of the numerous extensions
would probably not exceed one or two
hundredths of an inch in the length of a
ten-inch chain. This separation would
represent the real limit of elasticity,

which, if exceeded, would be followed by
rupture. The stress causing this tem-
porary extension would be the elastic

limit, the tenacity and the tensile strength
of the material. If the extension were
carried beyond this, the chain of mole-
cules would break, but each of the
broken parts of the chain would show
no indication of permanent set.

A test bar may be conceived to be
made up of a number of these chains of

molecules, each link having the peculiar

property under high tension of leaving
its own chain and taking up a position
hetween the two nearest links of the
next chain of molecules. These chains
may thus become permanently elongated
by the addition of new links, but they
are at the same time reduced in number.

The permanent elongation of the speci-

men is an indication that such a flow of

molecules has occurred. The direction

of this flow is from the exterior to the

interior, as is proved by the reduction

(always observed at the point of fracture)

in a ductile material. Each chain in the
aggregate may be supposed to be capable
of bearing the same stress as if tested

alone, or as if it had not become elong-

ated by the addition of the neighboring
molecules ; but as the chains are fewer
in number, the total stress carried by the
whole, prior to rupture, is less than if the
flow of molecules could have been pre-

vented. For example, it is obvious that

one hundred feet of ordinary iron

chain, having a strength of one hun-
dred pounds may, be divided into ten
equal lengths of ten feet each, which
by their combined tension might be
made to support a load of one thousand
pounds ; but if the chain be divided into

five parts, each twenty feet long, the
united strength would only be five hun-
dred pounds. In the case of a test piece,

each molecule is not only a link of the
chain in longitudinal direction, but it

may also be regarded as a constituent

link in all directions. In an ordinary ten-

inch cylindrical specimen the end links of

the transverse train of molecules come to

the surface and are free. They therefore

offer no resistance to flow in the trans-

verse direction. In a grooved specimen
the transverse molecular chains are not
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Fig. 29.

free, but are united to the ring of exter-

nal metal. If this ring be of sufficient

strength to resist the transverse stress, the
reduction of the area of the piece would be
almost, if not entirely, prevented, and con-
sequently the tensile strength per square
inch will approximate to the tenacity of
this specimen—using the word tenacity
to mean the strerigth calculated on the
reduced section of the piece. Conse-

quently, in a grooved specimen the addi-

tional strength thereby obtained may be
regarded to be the sum of the tensile

strength of the piece, plus the amount of

force requisite to prevent the flow of
metal and the ordinary reduction of area.

In proof of this an examination of col-

umn of " tension per square inch of re-

duced area," in the above series of steel

tests, will show that the ultimate tenacity
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of the piece obtained by calculating the

ultimate breaking strength as the re-

duced area of the piece, is nearly a con-

stant quantity. To measure accurately

the exact size of a broken test piece is a

matter of considerable difficulty, and the

variations in the foregoing column may
probably be regarded to be due more to

the inaccuracies in the measurements of

the reduced area rather than to devia-

tions from the above expressed law. Ex-
periments of various grades of iron and
steel have certainly indicated the prob-

ability that each particular grade of metal
has its own ultimate of tenacity, so

that if the tenacity of the piece be cal-

culated upon the reduced area after frac-

ture, a constant quantity would be ob-

tained for each of the different grades of

metal for every different length of test

piece.

The importance of specifying in con-

tracts for iron work, the exact size and
shape of the pieces to be tested, has thus
been rendered very obvious.

It is to be regretted that the size of

test pieces has not been even more rig-

orously proscribed, and it is now sug-

gested that engineers in framing iron and
steel specifications, would do well to

carefully indicate the exact size, shape
and other circumstances governing the

specimens to be tested.

THE EFFECT OF TIME OCCUPIED IN MAKING
THE TEST.

It has previously been indicated that

one of the hrst effects of stress on a

ductile material is to cause the molecules

to flow from the exterior towards the

center. The question of the time occu-

pied in making an experiment would
seem to be an important one, and doubt-

less if the rapidity of the test is so great

as to cause the stress to approximate to-

wards a blow or a shock, the material

has considerably less resisting power
than it would have to a slowly and grad-
ually applied stress. Yet the time occu-

pied by most machines in making an ex-

periment is so considerable that no
approximation towards shock is ever
reached.

In making a large number of steel tests

for the East River Bridge, the question
of the time to be occupied in making
each experiment was gravely considered.

The machine upon which most of the tests

were made was worked by a hydraulic
press actuated by hand power. In order
to determine the effect of the time nine

pieces of steel, one inch square and two
feet long, were cut from the same rolled

bar. These pieces were carefully meas-
ured and were placed in the testing ma-
chine without any preparation whatever.

Three of the pieces were broken in ten

minutes each, three were broken in six

minutes each, and three were broken in

twenty minutes each. The results ob-

tained from these nine experiments only
indicated a difference of some three or
four hundred pounds, and no greater dif-

ference was observed between the test

made in six minutes each, than those
that were made in twenty minutes. It

was inferred that on this particular grade
of steel little or no difference could be
attributed to the time occupied, provided
it did not exceed the above maximum
and minimum limits.

As a mean of a number of tests on
wrought iron, Kircaldy found that with

a suddenly applied stress an ultimate

resistance of 46.500 pounds per square
inch was obtained, while with a stress

gradually applied the resistance rose to

fifty-seven thousand two hundred pounds.
Unfortunately the report from which the

above is quoted does not give any infor-

mation as to size or kind of specimens,

or to the manner in which the suddenly
applied stress was exercised. In making
many experiments upon wrought iron

and steel the author observed the follow-

ing phenomena : If the testing machine
be run comparatively slowly—so slowly

that the motion of the cross head was a

little slower than the natural flow of the

metal—the test piece yielding gradually,

giving a good elongation and reduction.

By increasing the speed of the machine
so as to quicken the motion of the cross

head to such a speed as to a little more
than keep up with the flow of the metal,

a higher breaking stress was reached, ac-

companied with less elongation and re-

duction of area. By still further increas-

ing the speed of the cross head a point

would be reached where there was still

less elongation and reduction and where
the breaking strain was higher than in the

first instance, and lower than that ob-
served in the second instance. It would
therefore seem that for each metal there

is a particular rate of flow to which, if
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the testing machine be carefully adjusted,

the maximum resistance may be obtained.

Tet, for the ordinary experiments upon a

commercial product, or even for the pur-

pose of comparing material with specifi-

cations, the time occupied in making the

experiment may be considered as com-
paratively of slight moment, provided it

be kept within the limits of from five to

twenty minutes for each experiment.

Tests in tension require the observa-

tion of five points :

First, the elastic limit.

Second, the maximum strength.

Thikd, the ultimate strength.

Fourth, the elongation.

Fifth, the reduction of area.

In order of importance, as well as in

order of occurrence, the elastic limit

possesses by far the greatest interest to

the engineer and the investigator. The
elastic limit, as usually understood, is

that point at which the metal, under the
influence of the stress to which it is sub-

jected, takes the first appreciable set. In
the previous autographic diagrams it will

be observed that the famous principle,

known as "Hook's law," that the strain

produced in the piece was proportional

to the stress causing it is certainly true

within the elastic limit. Here it will be
observed that as fast as the stress on the

test piece increases the pencil of the

registering cylinder draws a straight

line slightly inclined to the axis of Y at

a constant tangent. This straight line

continues until the elastic limit is reached,

when, by a sudden breaking down of the

molecular structure, a sharp point of in-

flection occurs and the curve turns

rapidly towards the axis of X. Several

methods have been used for the deter-

mination of the elastic limit. Formerly
it was customary to place upon the test

piece two center punch marks, occupying
a distance from eight to ten inches. A
pair of divides were carefully set so as to

exactly coincide with the center punch
marks. The piece was then subjected to

stresses increasing by preconcerted in-

crements; after the application of each
succeeding increment or stress was re-

moved, the dividers applied to the center
punch mark to ascertain whether the
piece had indicated any permanent set.

It will at once be seen that this was a
comparatively rough method of making

so delicate a determination. In fact,

strains smaller than one hundredth of an
inch are scarcely to be observed by any
such method. It will be readily seen
that unless the test piece is very long, so

as to present a very marked increase of

length at the first permanent set, the
elastic limit, as determined in this way,
is almost certain to be several thousand
pounds too high. An improvement on
this method is obtained by the employ-
ment of naicronometer screws, one or
more of which are attached to the speci-

men, and the strain produced by the stress,

together with the resulting set, if any,

are recorded by measurements made with
these screws. The objection to micro-

nometer screws is two-fold. In the

first place, the time occupied in making
thirty or forty readings on a single test

piece is so great as to make the operation

of testing exceedingly tedious and weari-

some ; second, considerable personal

equation is almost invariably introduced
in ascertaining if the screw makes a fair

contact.

To overcome this, electrical and fric-

tional contacts have been devised, so as

to insure that the pressure applied to

the screw head, by the operator was a

constant and uniform quantity. These
methods have succeeded to a great degree.

At the same time the micronometer screw,

except in the hands of a very skilled op-

erator, is liable to a considerable per-

centage of error. Again, the micronometer
screw has to be placed at such a distance

from the axis of the specimen that the

slightest bending or twisting on the

part of the piece introduces very grave

errors into the results obtained.

Several forms of vernier gauges have
been contrived, which may be applied di-

rectly to the specimen, and readings of

extension and set obtained with them.

One of the most compact and easily man-
aged of these may be seen in Fig. 18.

Determinations of elastic limit, either

by the micronometer or vernier gauge,

generally give results which are five to

ten per cent, lower than those obtained

by the use of dividers and center punch
marks. Prof. Thurston has shown that in-

termittent applications of stress to a test

piece, especially at or near the elastic limit,

tends to raise that quantity higher and
higher. The author has therefore be-

come accustomed to make determinations
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of the elastic limit, simply by applying
gradually increasing increments of stress

to the bar, and reading the vernier gauge
at the moment when the rising of the

beam indicated that the requisite stress

had been reached. So long as the incre-

ments of strain are proportional to the

increments of stress, it is assumed that

the strain on the piece is within the elas-

tic limit. The moment, however, that

the strain becomes disproportionate to

the increment of stress, it is assumed
that the limit has been passed.

Another method of very rapidly deter-

mining the limit in a testing machine
worked by screws, is obtained by care-

fully regulating the speed of the machine
with reference to the motion of the poises

along the beam, and watching the motion
of the beam itself. As an example in

the machine used in the Department of

Tests and Experiments, the multiplica-

tion between the end of the beam and the

platform of the machine is 24,000. That
is, in order for the platform to move
downwards one inch, the end of the beam
would have to move 24,000 inches. If

the cross head of the testing machine be
carefully driven by the screws, so as to

apply the stress to the piece, no faster

than the poise travels out along the beam,
the moment that the elastic limit is

reached and the piece under the applica-

tion of the stress suddenly elongates,

the beam will quickly drop to the bottom
of its surrounding guard, and remain
there stationary for a few moments, un-

til the motion of the cross head catches

up to the flow of the metal in the test-

piece. Experiments on test pieces of va-

rious kinds have shown that this method
of obtaining the elastic limit is fully as

accurate as that by means of either the

micronometer screw or the vernier gauge.

It, however, does not give the amount of

elongation that the test piece has under-
gone, and so is comparatively useless in

those investigations requiring that elon-

gation, for the purpose of calculating the

modulus of elasticity. The observations

on the elastic limit are by far the most
important as furnishing data for the

guidance of the engineer and the archi-

tect in construction, for it is now a well-

established fact that if material is never
strained to a point approaching the elas-

tic limit, it is safe for an indefinite life
;

consequently, the chief point to be ob-

served in making experiments on mate-
rials is the careful determination of the
elastic limit and the modulus of elas-

ticity.

THE MAXIMUM STRENGTH.

After passing the elastic limit, the

curve on the cross-section paper proceeds
forwards gradually, inclining more and
more towards the axis of X, and assum-
ing a general parabolic form. After

proceeding in this way for some time,

the maximum strength of the material is

reached. At this point the rapidity of

the application of the stress is equaled

by the flow of the molecules in the test

piece. For a few moments the curve
becomes approximately parallel to the

axis of X, and the entire work done by the

testing machine is consumed in moving
the molecules from the outside of the

test bar towards its interior. In a few
moments, however, this rapid movement
of the molecules is attended by contrac-

tion in the size of the bar. As the result

of this contraction there are a less num-
ber of molecules in the cross section to

resist the force applied to the test piece,

consequently the stress begins to de-

crease, the flow of the molecules becomes
more and more rapid, until at last

the rupture of the piece is obtained.

In previous experiments very little ac-

count has been made of the difference

between the maximum and the ultimate

stresses to which the test piece in tension

is subjected. In fact, excepting in those

machines in which the weighing is done
automatically, this difference is hardly

perceptible, and even when it is percept-

ible, it is difficult by hand to remove the

weights from the testing machine with
sufficient precision to catch acciu'ately the

ultimate stress at which the piece is rup-

tured. By means, however, of the auto-

graphic testing machine the entire be-

havior of the test piece may be readily

observed. Generally the ultimate and the

maximum are regarded as almost one and
the same quantity. In steel and wrought
iron it will be seen from the foregoing
diagrams that they are exceedingly differ-

ent. Whereas, in experiments made on
brittle and hard materials, having little-

or no ductility, these quantities are so

nearly the same as not to require any
special mention.
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LONG COLUMNS—A NEW DEMONSTRATION OF PROFESSOR
ROBINSON'S FORMULA.*

By W. S. WESTON.

Contributed to Van Nostband's Engineering Magazine.

Having lately published tables com-
puted according to Professor Robinson's
formula?, the author feels justified in pre-

senting in this article a new demonstra-
tion of formula? which he believes to be
perfectly rational.

Professor Robinson's column formulae

differ very essentially from other rational

formula? that have been presented hither-

to in the introduction of a new relation

which limits and gives a maximum value

for the deflection of the column. A little

thought will show that such a limit does
exist. If a column is loaded it deflects

;

increasing the load increases the deflec-

tion. Is there not a limit to this deflec-

tion at which, if the load be further in-

creased the column will fail ? Professor

Robinson called attention to this fact

;

determined the value of the limit, and then

with obvious propriety used it in produc-
ing new formula? for columns.

It has been objected by Professor Wm.
H. Burr, in the November number, 1883,

of this Magazine, that Robinson's and all

other rational formula? are vitiated by the

assumptions of the common theory of flex-

ure; and also that Robinson's are only

Euler's formula? with a mixture of errors.

Hence, before proceeding to demonstrate
and apply the limiting value of the maxi-
mum ordinate y 1

(the nomenclature in

this article being the same as that used
by Professor Robinson, see Van JVos-

trand's Magazine, vol. 26, page 490), it

will be well to consider the effect of the

assumptions of the common theory on
the reliability of the formula?, and to

justify the use of Euler's formula?.

The assumptions of the common theory
of flexure are four in number : First, the

co-efficient of elasticity is assumed to be
constant ; second, a plane section of a beam
or column before flexure is assumed a plane

after flexure ; third, the resistance to com-
pression is assumed equal to the resist-

* This article was sent in for publication before the
appearance of Professor Robinson's answer to Pro-
fessor Burr in the April number of this Magazine.

ance to tension
; fourth, the reciprocal of

the radius of curvature is assumed equal
to the second differential coefficient.

Other assumptions, differing in name,
will be found on analysis to be but modi-
fied forms of these four. That for incipi-

ent flexure these assumptions represent
actual conditions must be admitted by
all. The question is, at what limit of

flexure will they cease to be justifiable?

It is contended that this limit is never
reached in a safely loaded column. The
following are the reasons :

By experiment we know the coefficient

of elasticity is practically constant within
a limit always recognized in loading col-

umns. The error of the third assump-
tion can not affect the formula?, because
the neutral axis is generally without the
column, and, as will be shown, may never
approach nearer the center than the ra-

dius of gyration. The second assump-
tion is justified by our knowledge of the
infinitesimal nature of the change in a sec-

tion of a metallic column when safely

loaded. The error of the fourth assump-
tion can be computed and is known to be
very small for small changes of curva-
ture. This will be true for stable col-

umns. For, a short column fails by
crushing, mainly, while a long column
fails by bending when, as will be shown,
its deflection exceeds the radius of gyra-
tion ; and hence the change of curvature
in either case will be small.

One other assumption is made in the
development of the new formula?. A load
on a column produces compression by
virtue of its bending effect and also by
virtue of its being transmitted through
the column. It is assumed that the total

resistance to compression is equal to the
sum of the resistance to compression due
to bending and the resistance to direct

compression, these actions being con-

ceived to take place independent of each
other. There is no reason for question-
ing this assumption for strains within
the elastic limit.
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With this brief discussion of the as-

sumptions we are now ready to establish

the old as well as the new relations em-
ployed in developing- the new formulas.

For the sake of simplicity only columns
with round ends will be considered.

Question has been raised as to the

propriety of using Euler's formulas

T _7C*

If this does not give the strength of a

column, how can it be used to produce
an expression which will ?

Equation (1) is deduced from the

general equation of moments,

(1)

shall always be the elastic curve. The
above equations imply this condition. If

then we can obtain from them a relation

independent of e, we shall be justified in

using it in the solution of a new formula.

Combining (1) and (2) gives

7f
(3)

9
(2)

and results from the fact that the elastic

curve of a stable column is a sinusoid.

The elastic curve is that curve which the

axis of the column takes when the ma-
terial is nowhere strained beyond the

elastic limit. These equations (1) and

(2) are thoroughly theoretical and do not
recognize the fact that the material has
what may be called perfect elasticity

only within very narrow limits. It is in

the use of the quantity represented by
the symbol s that our trouble is to be
found. In these equations, s enters as

an absolute quantity, whereas, it can not
be and never was intended to be used
otherwise than as a coefficient to denote
the elastic nature of material within a

very close limit. The coefficient of elas-

ticity does appear in the new formulse,

but, as will be shown, in its true office of

a coefficient. The quantity T in (1) and
(2) may be looked upon as a load which,
if the material has unlimited perfect elas-

ticity, would give the column its elastic

curve. It may also be concluded that so

long as the curve of a column is the elas-

tic curve, so long will (1) and (2) be true
equations. But there is little in equation

(1) to show how much a column will bear
before its curve will cease to be an elastic

curve. We know that not only the length
of the column, but also the elastic limit,

and a limit to the deflection, must be con-
sidered in determining the load.

It is plain then that neither (1) nor (2)

can be used for a column formula. A.

legitimate and very proper use, however,
is made of these expressions. It is de-
sired that the curve of a loaded column

1

Equation (3) is an equation of condition.

When it is true, perfect elasticity exists,

as shown above. When it is not true,

perfect elasticity has been exceeded, and
the column will be unsafe. Therefore, in

view of these conclusions, and the fact

that the elastic curve should be recog-

nized, we are justified in the use of Eu-
ler's formula.

It will be admitted that the resistance

to compression within the elastic limit

should enter the formula. But, as noted
in the fifth assumption, the compression

consists of two parts. Let t equal the

total resistance to compression ; t
t , the

resistance to compression due to bending,

and t_, the resistance to direct compres-

sion. Then,
d T

(4)

The value t
1
is found from the equation

of moments,

%,=£!, (5)

It is now necessary to mark carefully

the difference between equation (5) and
equation (2). They are both true so long
as the column preserves its elastic curve ;

that is, so long as the material is strained

within its elastic limit. One equation re-

cognizes this limit, while the other does
not. Equation (2) implies, in the use of

e, the existence of unlimited perfect elas-

ticity ; while (5), by the use of tv recog-

nizes this quality only within limits well

defined by experiment. We may say

then with truth that T, as given by (5),

is a much more reliable and a safer quan-
tity than T, as given by equation (2).

To the relations expressed by equa-
tions (3) and (4), Professor Robinson has

added a third. The limit and maximum
value for the maximum ordinate y, may
be proved in the following manner

:

Take the moment equations,

f=Ty, ... (6)
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and

—=—^-K'BD=T(w+BD). (7)

P P P

in which BD is the distance from the

center of gravity of the cross-section to

the real neutral axis. Subtracting (6)

from (7) gives

- K-BD
9=T-BD

P

Then dividing by BD and multiplying by

y x
we get

^KBDy^Ty,

But since in (6) I^KA;2
, k being the

principal radius of gyration, we will have

P
yi

P
Therefore,

BD.y=F ... (8)

This is a true relation and is independent
of the quantity T.

Equation (8) shows that the ordinate

of deflection varies inversely as the dis-

tance of the neutral axis from the center

of gravity of the section. For

BD>&, y x
<k ;BD=k, y x

=k : and

BD<&, y,>k.

If the ordinate has a limit it must be

sought by discussing the equation of

moments.
In (7) the moment of internal resist-

ance is placed equal to the moment of the

external force. Note now the effect of

varying the value of BD in this equation.

First, taking HD=k=y
1
, and substitut-

ing in (7), we find a true equality verified

by (6). Second, taking BD>&, and hence
y,<.k, we find that the first member of

(7) becomes the greater, or that the in-

ternal moment is greater than the exter-

nal. Third, taking BD<&, y>k, we
find the first member the less, or the in-

ternal moment less than the external.

But the moment of internal resistance

should never be less than the mo-
ment of external force. Hence, the con-

clusion drawn from this discussion is

this : BD may never be less and y 1
never

more than k, and at the limit BT>=/c=y
1
.

In other words, the neutral axis of a

safely loaded column may never approach
nearer the center, nor the deflection be

greater, than the principal radius of gy-
ration of the cross section.

Equation (8) is an important relation,

and may be deduced independent of the

equations of moments. The resistance in

the section of a column is undoubtedly
analogous to the resistance of free

bodies. "When a free body is acted upon
by an external force, it begins, by virtue

of its resistance, to rotate about an axis

which is called the axis of spontaneous
rotation, or more properly the axis of in-

cipient rotation. So also, when the re-

sistance in the section of a column is

brought into effect by an external force,

the section will begin to rotate about an
axis which passes through the neutral

axis of the column. In both cases the
axis of rotation is an axis of zero strain.

Now, by a well-known principle of ana-

lytical mechanics, the distance from the
center of gravity of the body to the axis

of incipient rotation, multiplied by the
distance from the center of gravity to the
action line of the external force, is equal

to the square of the radius of gyration.

But BD is the distance from the center of

gravity of the cross-section to the axis of

incipient rotation, that is, to the neutral

axis, and y 1
is the distance to the* action

line of the load. Therefore, ~B>T>.y
x
=Jei

.

Professor Robinson adopts at once
the limit BD=y

2
. It is proposed in this

article, however, to wave for the present
the choice of this limit, and to use in the

further demonstration of the new formula
the expression BD = ny

}
, where n may

be any value greater than unity. The ef-

fect of giving n its limit value one may
be more thoroughty discussed when it

appears in the column formula itself.

Let ad represent the shortening for a
unit's length of the fibers which will fail

first, and (BD + c/,), the distance of these

fibers from the neutral axis (see Fig. 21,

Van Nostrand's Magazine, vol. 26, page
490). Then we shall have the propor-
tion

ad: (BD + tfJ :: 1 : p.

From this, substituting for BD its value

P
Now, remembering that the shortening

ad is to be produced by stresses always
within the elastic limit, we shall have for

the resistance to this shortening.
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t=s . ad
"Whence

P
(9)

.Since t has been determined by experi-

ence it is plain that the quantity e enters

this equation as a coefficient qualifying

the value of the second member.
Combining (3) and (9) and solving for

y, we get

y^=kWi+
4tntr

ea\
r
7?

(10)

Substituting this value of y x
in equation

(4), and transforming we obtain the for-

mula for round end columns

T= iK
(11)

Now it will be seen that for n=l, the

formula gives a value less than it does
for n equal to any quantity greater than
one. Hence the choice of the limit BD—
y x

will not affect the safety of the for-

mula. This method introduces an ap-

proximation which, however, is quite

small because of the position in the for-

mula in which n is found. Omitting n,

we get the formula as given by Professor
Robinson.

In the same manner may be produced
the formula for columns with ends fixed,

and ends fixed and round.
It now becomes our duty to consider

an objection which, so far as the writer

knows, has not been made hitherto ; but
which is really the only well-founded ob-

jection to the new formulae. It will be
noticed that, although a maximum limit

for y x
has been determined by choosing

BD=&=y
t

the minimum limit of BD,
and, therefore, n=l

;
yet y x

, as given in

equation (10,) is still an unlimited vari-

able dependent on the length of the col-

umn. There is then an objection to the

unqualified use of (10), inasmuch as it

does not recognize the fact that the de-

flection of the column may never exceed
the radius of gyration.

It is obvious that the deflection before

incipient failure is quite small for short

columns, and also that this deflection will

increase as the length until it reaches its

maximum limit. If a column fails with
its deflection less than the limit, we know

Vol. XXX.—No. 5—28

that the failure was caused directly by a

failure of the material ; but in case the
deflection is equal to or exceeds the limit

before the material itself fails, we know
the column was in unstable equilibrium

as soon as its deflection passed the limit,

and that therefore the failure was caused,

primarily, by excessive deflection. Now
the new formulas are to be applied

only to columns which will fail directly

by a failure of the material. Hence,
equation (10) may be used only so long
as it will give a value of y :

less than Jc.

Substituting for y x
andn their limit values

Jc and 1, and solving for I, we shall obtain
the length of column (in terms of Jc and
d

t
) which marks the limit of application

of the formulas. Fortunately, by giving

to t the value of a safe working stress,

the length as thus found is beyond the

range of ordinary practice. The lowest
limit of length belongs to solid round
columns with round ends, and with t=
10,000, and e= 27,000,000 is equal to

283Jc. If we recognize, then, the limit of

length for which y 1
will have a value less

than Jc, there can be no objection to the
use of equation (10). Although the for-

mulas are not completely universal as

they were supposed to be, yet they are

still sufficiently so for all kinds of col-

umns having practical lengths.

Finally, from the foregoing demon-
stration and conditions there implied, we
are prepared to draw the following con-

clusions :

First, the new formulae are perfectly

rational. The demonstration itself is the

proof of this conclusion.

Second, the new formulas can not,

with justice, be compared with experi-

mental results obtained in the usual
method of breaking columns. It is a

question whether practice would really

desire the new formulas to agree with the

results of experiments for ultimate

strength. It will be remembered that,

in the demonstration, it was conditioned
that the material should never be strain-

ed beyond the elastic limit. Under this

condition the failure of a column is con-
sidered to begin at the moment when the
elastic limit has been exceeded. This is

exactly the condition which should be rec-

ognized in practice. With this defini-

tion of incipient failure, the new formulas

will give the strength of a column only
when t is given a value within the elastic
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limit. In the usual method, of testing the

strength of columns the material is strain-

ed to its ultimate resistance and consid-

erably beyond its elastic limit. But the

conditions near the point of crushing are

quite different from those within the

elastic limit, and from those belonging
to an elastic column.
The irregular agreement of experiment-

al and computed results, when t is given

a value approximately equal to the ulti-

mate resistance, does not prove or dis-

prove the new forraulse, but, on the other

hand, rather weakens the confidence in

the usefulness of the experimental results

for ultimate strength. It is believed that

ultimate resistance is not so important a

factor in practice as the elastic limit. The
ultimate resistance should be looked upon
only as a margin for safety in case of

strain beyond the limit. If comparisons
between the formulse and the results for

ultimate strength are made, t should be
given a value greater than the experi-

mental result, since the ultimate resist-

ance of the material is necessarily greater

than the ultimate strength of the col-

umn.
With the doubt as to whether the ul-

timate strength of experiment can be
used with confidence, comes the doubt
as to the reliability of empirical formula?.

This is but another proof of the superior-

ity of rational to empirical formuloe.

Experiments may be devised to deter-

mine the greatest load which a column
will bear and remain stable, and still re-

tain its perfect elasticity. Such a meth-
od of testing is exemplified by that used
in the testing of finished structures. A.

bridge is tested not by a breaking load

but by a load which, according to the

calculations, should not strain the ma-
terial beyond the limit ; and the return

of the bridge to its former condition

after the removal of the load is consid-

ered an evidence of its strength.

To sum up, it may be said of the new
formula? : they are perfectly rational

;

they apply only where the material is

strained within the elastic hmit
t
and

therefore give the strength of an elastic

column: and they are applicable to all

kinds of columns and for all lengths

within the range of ordinary practice,

when t is given the value of a safe work-
ing stress—a value considerably within

the elastic limit.

NOTES ON GEOMETRY, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THE METHODS EMPLOYED.

By WM. CAIN, C. E., South Carolina Military Academy, Charleston, S. C.

Written for Van Nostrand's Magazine.

II.

Geometry is justly considered one of

the most exact of sciences, since the ax-

ioms and definitions that form its bases
are regarded as such that every one is

willing to admit, whilst the propositions

are just deductions from the true as-

sumptions.
It is evident, however, that if any of

the hypotheses can be simplified, there

will be a real gain in the perfecting of

the science, which should be founded on
the fewest number of things regarded as

self-evident, especially if there should be
the slightest suspicion that any of them
may be contradictory. Again as to the
methods of reasoning employed in de-
ducing the various propositions from

the given data, there is evidently choice,

though modern authors have confined
themselves so strictly to the deductive
method, that the inductive or ancient an-

alysis has scarcely received a passing
notice from them. As the latter method
is of such great value in scientific discov-

ery, its complete exposition as a perfect

method of reasoning, when rightly un-
derstood, is very important, and is well

worthy of the most attentive consideration.

In developing the subjects under con-
sideration, a brief exposition of general

methods, applicable to all sciences of rea-

soning, is first given as naturally preceding
the critical notes and applications to ge-

ometry.
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Whatever of value is found in the fol-

lowing pages is due mainly to Duhamel,
whose " Methodes clans les Sciences de
Raisonnement " has been freely used in

the preparation ; and it is hoped that

none of the acute, searching thorough-

ness, so characteristic of that author,

has been lost in the transfer.

Methods Common to all Sciences of

Reasoning.

1. Necessary truths exist by them-
selves ; reasoning and methods are only

means that man employs to discover

them or to recognize them, and their ob-

ject is to produce in him the knowledge
and certainty of the truths.

This state of certainty is caused in

man by the clear conviction of the truth;

in other words, as Descartes long ago
observed, by the evidence or proof of it.

Truths whose obviousness occurs to all

minds are used as the starting point, and
the methods serve to discover other

truths which can then be admitted with
the same certainty as the first.

2. The ordinary form of the syllogism

is a form of reasoning in which the char-

acteristics belonging to a group are sim-

ply reaffirmed with respect to the indi-

viduals of that group, which is so simple

that it scarcely needs giving a name to.

It does not help to discover anything,

for we must know or ascertain the qual-

ities of the individual before we can af-

firm them for the group, and therefore it

will not be included in the general expo-

sition of methods.
3. The errors that we commit in rea-

soning proceed less often from a vicious

deduction than from the inexactness of

the propositions admitted, which are

often, not those called axioms, which
every one would admit from experience

to be true, but rather plausible hypoth-
eses, not so evident, which may be true

for special cases, but are not so in all

their generality, which, however, is often

assumed as evident.

The only way to escape error in this

direction is to examine carefully and per-

haps tediously, every case that the state-

ment involves, and verify it in each in-

stance, or state the exceptions where the

statement is not general, before proceed-
ing with the investigation.

4. The operation of deducing a result

from known results is called deduction y

it corresponds to synthesis, and is the
method generally used in communicating
truths, that have been previously ascer-

tained, to others.

5. The method of induction is the op-
eration by which we refer the knowledge
of a thing to that of other things of which
it will be a consequence.

This corresponds to the ancient an-
alysis, and is generally the march of dis-

covery. It will therefore be fully devel-

oped as we proceed.

6. Propositions that cannot be true at

the same time are said to be incompat-
ible. Thus, to say that x is greater than

y is incompatible with the statement that

y is greater than x; but .both statements
can be false at the same time, which
would happen if x were equal to y.

But if each proposition is the negative

of the other, or contradictory to it, if one
is true, the other, which denies it, will be
false ; and, if one is false, the other,

which only denies it, will be true. "We
must be careful, though, not to omit
any of the cases of the contradictory

proposition, otherwise we should have a
proposition that was simply incompatible
with the first. Thus, if we assert that

x>y, the contradictory proposition

would assert that x was not greater than

y, which includes two cases, viz., x<.y,
and x=y. If we simply said that x<y,
the two propositions would be incompat-
ible, but not necessarily contradictory,

for both would be false if x equals y, so

that we could not, if we recognized the
falsity of one, thereby infer the truth of

the other.

7. It must be carefully borne in mind,
also, that truth may sometimes be de-

duced from falsehood, so that it does not
follow because a deduction is true that

the propositions from which it is de-

duced are true. They may be, one or
more, false.

Thus, Aristotle gives the following odd
illustrations, in the first of which the two
premises are false, and the conclusion
true

:

Man is stone
;

All stone is animal

;

Then mankind is animal.

In the following, one premise only is

false and the conclusion true

:

All horses are animal

;

Man is not animal

;

Therefore, a man is not a horse.
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Many illustrations could be given, but
it suffices to remark that we may reach a

true result from a false principle, either

because the latter is a mixture of true and
false, and we employ only the true, or

that the errors made in the deductions

compensate each other ; thus it is proved
that if we reach a true result, it does not

follow that the relations admitted in de-

ducing it are true.

8. It is equally important to observe,

that if in going from certain relations we
deduce, by just reasoning, a false conclu-

sion, that the first relations are not all

true.

For if they were we could only deduce
true conclusions.

9. The science of a thing is the whole
of the laws of that thing, so that the sci-

ence of reasoning involves the laws of

reasoning.

10. A theorem is a proposition to be
demonstrated ; a problem, something to

be done, satisfying given conditions.

In a problem we indicate the result we
wish to obtain and demand the means of

attaining it. A theorem is true or false,

a problem possible or impossible.

11. Analysis. The " ancient analysis?
which alone we shall consider in this

paper, does not seem to be well known
by modern logicians. "We find the first

traces of it in the elements of Euclid,

though Pappus of Alexandria refers the

invention to Plato.

The method can be applied both to

theorems and problems, which applica-

tions will be considered separately.

12. Analytical methods for the demon-
stration of theorems.

When we have to find the demonstra-
tion of a given proposition we shall seek

first if it can be deduced as a necessary

consequence of admitted propositions, in

which case it should be admitted; it will

thus be demonstrated.

If we cannot perceive from what known
propositions it can be deduced, we shall

seek from what proposition not admitted
it can be, and then the question will be
to demonstrate the truth of the last. If

this can be deduced from admitted prop-

ositions it will be true, and consequently

the proposed will be ; otherwise we shall

seek from what proposition not admitted
it can be deduced, and we then have to

prove the truth of the last, if possible.

We shall continue thus until we reach

a proposition that may be recognized as
true, and then the truth of the proposed
will be demonstrated.
We see, therefore, that this method that

we call analysis consists in establishing

a chain of propositions, commencing with
the one we wish to demonstrate and
ending with a known proposition, so
that in going from the first, each may be
a necessary consequence of that which
follows ; whence it follows that the first

is a consequence of the last, and therefore
as true as it is.

13. Definition. When two propositions
are so related that either one can be de-

duced from the other as a necessary con-
sequence they are said to be reciprocal.

14. Now, if any two successive proposi-
tions, found after the general method above
are reciprocal, we can consider the second
as deduced from the first, and if this re-

ciprocity holds from the first to the last,

we can say that the analytical method
consists in establishing a series of prop-
ositions of which the first is the one to

be demonstrated, and such that the sec-

ond is deduced from the first, the third

from the second, and so on to the last

proposition which is recognized as true.

15. It is by no means necessary that

all the successive propositions be recip-

rocal ; only if some are not so then the
general method of art. 12 must be ap-

plied to such propositions.

If we employ the second manner of

proceeding (art. 14), which is often easi-

est (as it is generally simpler to deduce
a consequence from a proposition than
to find another of which this will be a
consequence), and do not ascertain that

the successive propositions are reciprocal,

if for only two, say ; the second of the

two can be true without the first being
true, since the truth can sometimes be de-

duced from error (art. 7) ; so that we
can not say that the first proposition is

demonstrated.
Duhamel is the first author who has

insisted on this reciprocity test, and it is

well to call especial attention to it, for its

neglect may lead to grave errors. Of
course, where it does not obtain, the gen-
eral method of art. 12 must be used.

16. The analytical method for the so-

lution of problems.

The object of a problem is to deter-

mine one or more things of given kinds,

so as to satisfy given conditions. If we
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can refer the problem, then, to another

whose conditions satisfy the first, so that

the knowledge of the second compre-
hends at least some solutions of the first;

if the new problem is easier to solve than

the first, the question will be advanced.

If the second cannot be resolved, refer

it to another as the first was referred to

it, and so on until we reach a problem we
can resolve. Its solution will furnish

one or more solutions of the proposed.

17. Now, in this general method the

successive problems have been so chosen
that the conditions of any problem satisfy

those of the preceding. Now, if the con-

ditions of any one satisfy as well those of

the succeeding one, the two conditions

are said to be reciprocal.

If this does not obtain, the general

method may not find all the solutions, so

that there may be lost solutions in this

case; for, calling any problem (1), and
the succeeding one, whose conditions

satisfy those of the former (2), it is plain

that a solution of (2) will give some of

the solutions of (1) for the same condi-

tions or requirements that satisfy (2) sat-

isfy one ; but some solutions of (1) may
not be solutions of (2), for, by assump-
tion, all the conditions of (1) do not
necessarily satisfy (2), so that there will

be more solutions of (1) than we should
find by solving (2). But if, on the con-

trary, the conditions of the second prob-
lem and those of the first are reciprocal

when the first is satisfied the second is

also, therefore all the solutions of the

first problem will be solutions of the sec-

ond, and vice-versa / so that if we find

all those of the second none will be lost.

Reasoning in the same way for' the
others, we can state generally the follow-

ing proposition :

If in the p>roblems that we substitute

for the preceding, in going from the

proposed, the conditions of any two con-

secutive ones whatsoever are reciprocal,

the solutions of the first involve those of
the last, arid of any one tohatsoever of
the others, and reciprocally.

In the above reasoning we have not
required that the things demanded be
the object of research in each problem

;

but if they are different, we call the con-

ditions of the two problems reciprocal,

when knowing the things satisfying the
imposed relations in either one of the
problems, the corresponding things of

the other satisfy the conditions imposed
upon them in this other ; in other words,
when the complete solution of either prob-
lem entails the complete solution of the
other.

18. It may conduce to clearness to

mention the successive steps in the analyt-

ical solution of a problem given by Du-
hamel in his second book, which is too
long to reproduce entire.

Problem—To draw a circle tangent to

three given circles.

It is easily shown that the solution of

this problem involves that of this prob-
lem, to describe a circle which pmsses
through a given point and is tangent to

two given circles and vice versa.

The two problems thus have reciprocal

conditions, for the things satisfying the
conditions of the one require as a neces-

sary consequence that the corresponding
things satisfy the conditions of the other.

We have thus referred the given prob-
lem to another whose solution embraces
that of the first.

Similarly we refer the second problem
to a third

;

To describe a circle ivliich passes
through two given points and is tangent
to a given circle,

whose solution involves that of the sec-

ond, the conditions being reciprocal
;

when again, we refer the last to the prob-

lem,

To pass a circle through three points,

and with reciprocity.

It is to be understood that the con-

structions effected in referring the first

to the succeeding problems have all been
made, so that when the centre of the
the circle corresponding to the last prob-
lem is found (which we know how to do),

this is none other than the centre of the
required circle, which is thus easily drawn
tangent to the three circles, and the orig-

inal problem is solved.

19. Let us next take the case, where
the conditions of the new problem sub-

stituted for the first, are simply conse-

quences of those of the first, but not re-

ciprocal to them.
It follows that any solution of the first

involves the solution of the second, since

all that satisfies the conditions of the first,

necessarily satisfies the conditions of the

second; but all the solutions of the sec-

ond are not necessarily solutions of the

first, since the hypothesis is that the con-
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ditions are not reciprocal, and it will

therefore be possible to satisfy the con-

ditions of the second without satisfying

those of the first. The second problem
in this case has, then, all the solutions of

the first, but it may contain strange solu-

tions in addition.

20. Remaek.—The writer is constrained

to think that the reasoning of Duhamel
in the preceding article is obscure and
possibly requires elucidation. First, it

seems to be tacitly assumed that the sec-

ond problem substituted for the first is

not simply a particular case of the first,

for then the solution of the second might
not include all the cases of the first, but
that the conditions of the second are just

as comprehensive as those of the first and
include every case of the first, so that the

solution of the second gives every solu-

tion of the first. Bat then it may be
asked, why should it contain more, if it is

simply a consequence of the first? How
can a consequence, if it is simply a con-

sequence and nothiug more, include more
than the original proposition 1

The truth is, that in the examples
illustrative of " strange solutions," it will

be found that the so-called consequence,

is a consequence only for certain values

of the quantities entering it ; whereas, in

solving it, we tacitly assume it to be true

for all values of its quantities, so that we
find strange solutions to the original

problem.
In fact the assumption, in art. 19, that

the old and new conditions are not recip-

rocal, implies that the new conditions are

more comprehensive than the first, and
that only part of them are direct conse-

quences of the first ; for if all were, there

would necessarily be reciprocity. For
these reasons, I prefer to put the deduc-
tions of article 19 in the following form

:

"When the conditions of the old and
new problems are such, that all that sat-

isfies the first satisfies the second, but not
reciprocally ; then the complete solution

of the second problem will certainly give
all the solutions of the first, with perhaps
strange solutions, if the conditions of the
second problem are more general than
those of the first and not all strictly con-

sequences of the first. The solution of

the following problem will elucidate what
has been said

:

21. Problem.—Knowing the hypothe-
nuse of a right triangle, the sum of the

other two sides and the altitude, to com-
pute the last tl\ree quantities. Call a this

sum, b the hypothenuse regarded as the

base; x and y the two sides, and z the

altitude. The known properties of the

triangle and the relation imposed in the

enunciation give the three following

equations

:

x+y+z= a . . . . (1)

xi/=bz ... (2)

x* + i}= F- .... (3)

Thus we refer the geometrical problem
to one of numbers. To solve the latter,

transpose the z in eq. (1), and squaring,

we have,

x" + 2xy + y-= (a-zy ... (4)

subtracting eq. (3) from this, and double

eq. (2) from this result we obtain, on re-

ducing,

£- — 2(a + b)z+ cr— b*=o . (5)

whence,

z=a+b± s/%ib + 2b* (6)

But it would evidently be wrong to take

the solution that corresponds to the -f

sign of the radical, for z, the altitude of

the triangle cannot be greater than a + b
;

whence substituting the other value in (1)

and (2) , we find the values of x and y by
elimination between the first three equa-

tions.

But, we can ask, why have we found
two values for z when one only applies,

the other being " strange " to the solution.

Duhamel says, "now we have truly demon-
strated, that eqs. (1), (2) and (3) were
consequences of the geometrical condi-

tions, but not the reciprocity, whence the

strange solutions." The truth is (1), (2)

and (3) are not simply consequences of

the geometrical conditions, but enclose in

themselves other solutions, for if x and
y are both written with the minus sign,

we shall obtain the same value of z, eq.

(6) just found. This is plain, for eq. (4)

can equally be written (x + yY=(a— z)
2

,

or (x +yY=(z—df and the results of the

calculation will be the same. Therefore,

eqs. (1), (2) and (3) satisfy not only the

geometrical conditions of the problem,

but likewise another problem of num-
bers, in which x and y are both negative

at the same time.

22. The conclusions arrived at concern-
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Ing the solution of problems may then
be summed up as follows :

1° If the conditions of the successive
problems to which we refer the proposed
are reciprocal, in order, beginning with
the proposed, the solutions involve each,

the others.

If the successive conditions, in order,

are not reciprocal, then :

2° If some of the conditions relative

to any one whatsoever of these problems
are simply consequences of those of the

following, all the solutions of any one
whatsoever are solutions of the proposed,
but may not include them all.

3° If some of the conditions of any
one are consequences of the preceding, so
that what satisfies the latter will satisfy

the former, the sohitions of any one what-
soever comprehend all those of the pro-
posed, and may include strange solutions.

If several of these cases hold successive-

ly in the solution of the problem we aj>

ply the proper principles in turn to each
case.

23. The synthetical method.—By this

method,for the demonstration of theorems,
we start with known propositions and
deduce the others successively as conse-

quences until we arrive at the theorems
proposed, which is thus recognized as

true.

Similarly in the resolutions of prob-
lems we start with a known solution and
deduce a new one from it, a new one from
this and so on, until we reach the pro-

posed, whose solution is. thus obtained.

24. The synthetical method is generally
used in communicating results to others,

and often in discovery, whether deducing
consequences from known results at ran-

dom, or by intelligently combining known
results with a view to a certain end. As
it is often difficult to know from what
known problem or theorem to start, we
can often make a series of fruitless essays

before hitting upon the proper solution.

The analytical method possesses the

advantage of a starting point, as-we know
from what result we have to go to seek
one from which it is to be deduced ; and
this is often a great advantage, even in

communicating results ; for by the syn-

thetical method, the reader often sees no
object in the various steps of the demon-
stration or solution, until the end is at

tained.

No rules can be given as to the best

method to employ—sometimes both may
be employed in the same investigation-
for by deducing certain results having
more or less analogy to the proposed, we
stand some chance of applying them in

the course of the analytical march.
25. The ancient authors did not per-

fect the analytical method. Thus Euclid
and Pappus both regarded a proposition
as demonstrated when they could deduce
from it a proposition known to be true.

The examples solved by them carry out
this idea, which is evidently defective,

since we have seen that false premises
can sometimes lead to true conclusions.

After reaching the true proposition, if

they had then reversed the order and
verified the preceding results syntheti-

cally, the results would be proved true

;

or still better, if they had shown the reci-

procity in the successive theorems or in

the conditions of successive problems,
the results would be true without the
necessity of a synthetical verification. It

is little wonder that the analytical method
should be treated with so little favor,

when its limitations and requirements
were so imperfectly perceived.

26. HOW TO DEMONSTRATE THAT A PROP-

OSITION is false.—If we can deduce by
just reasoning from a proposition, tem-
porarily admitted, a false proposition, or
one incompatible with any of the preced-
ing, the assumed proposition is false; for

if the first was true, all those deduced
from it would necessarily be true, and
could not consequently offer any incom-
patibility with it or any of the others.

This method is analytical, in that it

takes for a point of departure the prop-
osition in question and goes to some de-

sired result, whose truth or falsehood

thus establishes that of the first prop-
osition.

27. Reductio ad absurdum.—Two prop-
ositions, of which each is the simple

negative of the other, are contradictory

(art. 6), and consequently, if one must be
true, the truth of one involves the falsity

of the other and reciprocally ; so that if

we can prove that the contradictory prop-

osition to one is false, that one will be
demonstrated true, provided that every

contradictory case is stated. This method,
called the " reductio ad absurdum," sim-

ply amounts to this

:

Let A, B and C represent all the pos-

sible cases of a certain proposition, one
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of which must be true. Now if we can
prove that cases B and C are false (art. 26),

then it must follow logically, that A is

true, for one must be true, and case A is

the only one not discarded as false. The
latter method of putting the case is seized

much more readily by students than the
former, and amounts to the same thing
as B and C are here contradictory to A, so

that the first demonstration applies with
the same results in both cases.

' We have now given a rapid resume of

the laws of reasoning, and will now pro-

ceed to their application to geometry.

Application of General Methods to

Geometry.

28. We are met at the threshold of the
science of geometry with difficulties rela-

tive to proper definitions of the straight

line and plane.

Euclid defines a straight line as one
which rests evenly on its points, and
adds, as an axiom, that two straight lines

cannot enclose a space. The definition

gives but little meaning, and should be
rejected.

Modern authors define a straight line

as the shortest distance between two
points, and assume that any two
straight lines can be made to coincide,

besides often giving as an axiom a third

property, that a straight line has the
same direction throughout its whole ex-

tent, without inquiring whether some of

these requirements may not be incompat-
ible. Duhamel evidently takes a hint
from Euclid's axiom, and defines a
straight line as such that through any
tioo points toe can only pass one straight

line. It follows that such a line will co-

incide with any other straight line when
it has two points in common, and that
the form of the line is everywhere the
same.

This is a precise definition, but it does
not immediately give us an idea of the
form of the line meant by it.

If we define a straight line as one hav-
ing everywhere the same direction, we
form an idea at once of the kind of line

meant, though the word direction must
then be defined, as it is often associated
with the path of a certain course on the
earth's surface. It would be more pre-
cise to define a straight line as one every
point of which is in line with any two
points of the line assumed at pleasure.

We sight along a straight edge to see if

it is "straight," or satisfies the above
condition, and this is really the first and
most lasting impression we get of a
straight line. Something has to be as-

sumed as the result of observation or ex-

perience, no matter what definition is

used. If we employ the last definition

then it follows as a consequence that but
one straight line can be drawn between
any two points, which thus includes Eu-
clid's axiom as a consequence, as well as

Duhamel's definition, and the further

fact that two indefinite straight lines co-

incide throughout their whole extent

when they have two points in common.
Accepting one of these definitions it

should be next in order to prove that a

straight line is the shortest distance be-

tween two points, and not assume it, as

is done by the followers of Legendre.
We shall enter into this demonstration
directly, after defining a plane and show-
ing some of its characteristics.

29. The usual definition given of a
plane—such a sm'face that a straight line

connecting any two of its points will lie

wholly within or on the surface—is cer-

tainly the one derived from experience,,

for on looking over a smooth sheet of

water we notice that it looks straight

from point to point. Any one trying a

straight edge on a blackboard will rest

satisfied that there is such a surface, so

it may be pertinently asked why not ac-

cept the definition, since we know that

there is just such a surface as is described

by it.

There can be no objection, that I see,

from a practical point of view, but it is

very desirable in pure theory to assume
as little as possible, especially if the thing-

can be deduced from previous assump-
tions and axioms.

Therefore Duhamel conceives a plane

to be generated by a straight fine re-

volving about a point in another straight

line and remaining always perpendicular

to it. It is very evident that such a sur-

face can exist, and we have only to show
that a straight line passing through any
two points of it lies wholly within the

surface.

To prove this, conceive the surface

completely turned over, so that the fixed

straight line shall be in continuation of

its first position, then if the point, the in-

tersection of the perpendiculars to the
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fixed line, is the same for the two sur-

faces they must necessarily coincide,

since both are the loci of perpendiculars

to the same fixed line at the same point.

[For the same reason, if we revolve

either surface about the fixed line it will

coincide throughout with the other sur-

face, though this fact is not necessary to

the demonstration below.]

Now pass a straight line through any
two points of the common surface, it will

coincide with the surface throughout its

whole extent. If" you deny it, then "it

must leave the surface somewhere, either

on the one or the other side ; but any
reason that may be given for its leaving

the first surface on the side of the fixed

line or the reverse, will apply equally

well to the second surface, so that the

line would have to be on both sides of

the common surface at the same time,

since the fixed line (or directrix) for one
surface is on the opposite side of the

common surface to that for the other sur-

face.

Hence, as the straight line drawn
through any two points of the plane must
either lie in it entirely or not, and we
have found the latter supposition absurd,

the fact must hold (article 27).

It must follow, likewise, that any indefi-

nite straight line which passes through
any point outside of this locus (the plane
surface), can have not more than one
point in common with it, for if it had two,

all its points would coincide with it,

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

30. From the property just proved of

the plane we can easily show that any two
planes having any three common points,

not in the same straight line, will coincide

throughout. For, draw a straight line

through two of the points, it will coincide

with both surfaces throughout, and if we
conceive an indefinite straight line to re-

volve about the third common point, al-

ways touching the line drawn, it will co-

incide with both surfaces at the same time
in all its positions, since it has two points

in common with them ; therefore the two
planes present a common surface, and co-

incide throughout.

31. If preferred, a plane may be de-

fined as a surface generated by revolving

a straight line about a fixed point, and al-

ways touching a fixed straight line not
passing through the point. For, revers-

ing the surface, and reasoning- as before

(29), we prove that a straight line will co-

incide with it from point to point, whence
the conclusion of art. 30 holds.

32. We have given the reasons why
the definition, that "the straight line is

the shortest between two points,'' should
not be accepted. It is a thing to be
proved in due course, and we shall now
give the few theorems, necessary to prove
it and which should form some of the

first theorems of any treatise. The demon-
strations are taken mainly from Euclid,

who did not fall into the error of modem
geometers of assuming the principle in

question when it was susceptible of proof.

As the reader is supposed to be versed in

geometric processes the demonstrations
will be made very brief.

33. Using Duhamel's definition, that a

straight line is such that but one straight

iine can be drawn through two points ; or

if preferred, the other that I suggest, that

a straight line is such, that every point of

it is in line with any two points of it

whatsoever, which includes the above defi-

nition, we easily show in the usual man-
ner, that,

If two straight lines cross each other,

the vertical or opposite angles are equal.

Also, by superposition, it is shown in the

usual manner that,

Two triangles are equal when they

have an equal angle comprehended be-

tween two sides equal each to each.

34. Next we shall show, that,

The exterior angle of a triangle is

greater than either of the opposite interior

angles.

Let ABC (Fig.l) be a triangle, and
ACD the exterior angle that we wish to

prove greater than either BAC or ABC.
Take E the middle of AC, draw BE and
extend it to F, a distance EF = BE.
Then the triangle AEB is equal to the
triangle CEF (article 33) having the op-

posite angles at E and including sides,

equal each to each. Therefore the angles

A and ACF are equal; but as ACF
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is less than ACD, from the construction,

it follows that angle ACD is greater than
the opposite interior A.

In a similar manner, by bisecting BC,
&c, we can prove that the exterior

angle BCH is greater than ABC ; there-

fore, since BCH=ACD, (33), we conclude
that any exterior angle is greater than
either of the opposite interior', Q.E.D.

35. "We shall next show that,

In an isosceles triangle, the angles op-

p>osite the equal sides are equal.

In the triangle ABC, let AB = AC
(Fig. 2),

Turn the triangle ABC over, and sup-

pose it to take the position A'B'C, the

angle B falling at B', C at C. Now slide

the second triangle so as to coincide with
ABC, which it can be made to do com-
pletely, since the angles A and A' are

equal, side AB=A'C and AC = A'B'.

Therefore, the angles B and C'=C, are

equal, which was to be proved.

36. If two sides of a triangle are un-
equal the angle opposite the greater will

be the greater.

Let AC>AB (Fig. 3); take AD=AB,
the triangle ABD will be isosceles, and

If it was smaller, the angle opposite

would be the smaller of the two (36),

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

If it was equal to the other side, the

opposite angles would be equal ( 35 ),

which is likewise contrary to the hypoth-
esis. These two suppositions being false,

the only remaining one, which agrees

with the enunciation, must be true.

38. In any triangle, any side tvhatever

is smaller than the sum of the two other

sides.

In the triangle ABC (Fig. 4), prolong
BA so that AD=AC; the triangle CAD
will be isosceles and the angles D and

Fig.3

consequently, the angles ABD and ADB
will be equal (35). But the angle ABC>
ABD=ADB; and ADB>C (34): then

for a stronger reason, ABC>C, which
was to be proved.

37. If two angles of a triangle are un-
equal the greater side will be opposite the

greater angle.

There are only three possible cases

and one of them must be true ; either the

side opposite the greater angle must be
less than, equal to or greater than the

other side.

Fig.

4

ACD will be equal ; it follows that BCD>
D, and consequently, in the triangle BCD
the side BD will be greater thanBC (37).

But BD=BA + AC, hence the sum of the

two sides BA, AC of the triangle ABC is

greater than the third. Q.E.D.
39. Corollary.—It results from this,

that a straight line is shorter than any
broken, line having the same extremities.

In Fig. 5, we wish to prove, that the

straight line A B is shorter than the

broken line AEDCB. Draw the diago-

nals AC, AD, then by (38)

D

AB<BC+AC
AC<CD+DA
AD<DE+EA

Adding and cancelling like terms we
find that,

AB<BC+CD+DE+EA
which was to be proved.

We cannot take up the subject of lim-

its, in this short discussion ; but regard-

ing any curved line as the limit of any

inscribed broken line, as the length of
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each side becomes smaller and the num-
ber of sides increases indefinitely, we
easily prove from the result above that a

straight line is shorter than any curved
line having the same extremities. So
that we can state, generally, as a deduc-
tion from known principles, that a straight

line is the shortest between two points.

40. It is evident now that there is no
simplification, even in Legendre's method,
of assuming the principle just proved

;

for the propositions necessary to prove
the principle are theorems that should
be proved in any case, hence we repeat

that the unnecessary assumption should
be rejected.

In fact it is very desirable to deduce
all the theorems in geometry from the

fewest possible assumptions, and those,

too, so evident that every one recognizes

their truth without hesitation ; and this

was plainly the aim of the older writers,

who were obviously impelled to it by the
many objections of the sophists ; who thus
incidentally assisted in making geometry
as perfect a science as it is.

It would lead us too far to allude to

some other minor objections to existing

discussions of certain geometrical jnin-

ciples, we therefore resume the consid-
eration of the application of the general
methods previously exposed.

41. The proof for the theorems just
given follows the synthetical method,
which gives the results so quickly that
nothing better can be desired.

We shall give some applications now
of the analytical method, which in many
cases it is more desirable to follow than
the other.

Theokem. /Similar triangles are to each
other as the squares on their homologous
sides.

We are to prove that the areas, or half

the products of the bases by the alti-

tudes, are in this ratio.

Call a and h, respectively, the base and
altitude of one triangle ; a' and h', the
base and altitude of the other. Then we
are to prove the following proportion.

ah : a'h' : : a1
: a'*,

which entails the following, on cancelling
the common factors,

h' : : a :a ;h

and, reciprocally, since the first propor-
tion can be deduced from the last.

Now the last proportion is true, since

in two similar triangles the altitudes are

as the sides, therefore the theorem an-

nounced is true (Article 14), since it can
be synthetically demonstrated from the

last mentioned known result.

Contrast the usual demonstration by
deduction, as given in the books.

42. The following little exercise is

taken, almost at random, from a text-

book.

Having described the semicircle AIC,
on half the diameter of semicircle ABD,
as shown in Fig. 6, and drawn the line

CD from the center of ADB to any point

D on its circumference, intersecting the

smaller circumference at I, to prove that

DI=DH where DH is the perpendicular
from D to the common tangent at A.

Now, by analysis, we start with the

relation DI=DH, we have to prove, and
refer it, if possible, to another easier to

prove. Thus we see at once, drawing
the line AIN through I to intersection

with ADNB, that AID is a right angle,

being equal to AIC, an angle inscribed

in the semicircle AIC ; so that the two
right triangles AHD and AID, having a

common hypothenuse, would be equal
(whence DH would equal DI) if we can
only prove that the acute angles HAD
and DAI are equal. We thus refer the

proof of the original proposition to prov-
ing the equality of two triangles, and
this in turn to proving the equality of

two angles, and it is plain that the prop-
ositions are reciprocal.

Now the angles HAD and DAI are

equal, the first being measured by one-

half the arc AD, the second by one-half

the arc DN ; which arcs are equal, be-

cause CD being perpendicular to the
chord AN bisects the whole arc ADN at

D. Therefore the proposition is proved.

This going from the thing to be
proved to known relations is much more
natural, in the march of discovery, than
the synthetical method in this case. By
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the latter method of deduction we should
first notice all the relations that had
been previously proved about the lines

in the figure, -when by combining certain

of them we could deduce the theorem.

The contrast in the two methods is

much more apparent, though in more
complicated exercises, where a number of

successive steps have to be made, but we
cannot enter into them.

43. There are certain other methods
sometimes used in the resolution of

problems.
It is sometimes easier to construct a

system like the one we wish, and after-

wards reduce it to the proper dimen-
sions ; or it may be desirable to construct

a part of the new system by itself to an
assumed scale and complete the construc-

tion by putting the given lines in to the

same scale and afterwards reducing.

The modern graphical statics and its

apjDlications afford many examples.
44. Another expedient is the method of

geometric loci, or finding the position of

a point by tracing a line, which is the

locus of the point when one condition of

the problem is omitted, and noting.; its

intersection with another line on which
the point should be found likewise. The
following problem is an example, though
it is not the best solution of this particu-

lar problem.
Given the base = BC (Fig. 7), the

length of the altitude=MH, and length
=AN, of the line bisecting the angle op-
posite the base, from the vertex to the

base, to construct the triangle.

A
H \

\\
\\

0\ \

bV~ N\\
\\

If we draw a right-angled triangle with
the altitude for one side, and the length
AN for the hypothenuse, we get at once
the inclination I of this bisector to the
base. The problem is to find the vertex
A. It is, of course, on the line HK

parallel to the base, and at the distance

HM from it. Suppose the problem
solved, and that ABC is the required tri-

angle, about which circumscribe a circle,

then extend AN to E, its intersection

with the circumference, and draw EH
perpendicular to BC, intersecting it at M.
The last named point is the middle of

BC, since arc BE= arc EC, being double
the measure of the equal angles BAE and
EAC respectively. Also, angle I=angle
ACE, since double their measures are
arcs (AB-fEC) and (AB + BE) respec-

tively, which arcs are equal ; therefore it

looks probable that the last relation may
give a locus for point A.

Thus, from some point E' on the in-

definite line HME', passing through the
middle of BC and perpendicular to it,,

draw E'A', making the required angle I
with the base, and lay off at C the angle

E'CA'=I ; the intersection of the dotted

lines A', will give a vertex for a triangle

BA'C (not drawn entirely) that satisfies-

every condition but that of altitude of

the required triangle.

For conceive a circle to pass through
B,E' and C ; it will likewise pass through
A', otherwise it will cut the lines E'A'
and CA' in some points F and G.

Then, since angle E'CA' was laid off

equal to I, their respective measures are

equal; whence

arcs GB-t-BE'=FB + E'C,

arc GB=arc BF.

That is, the points F and G must coin-

cide, which is only possible when they
are identical with A', therefore the cir-

cumference that passes through BE' and
C will likewise pass through A', hence
we see that A'E' is a bisector of the

angle BA'C, so that triangle BA'C satis-

fies every condition but height.

It follows that taking other points as

E' on HE, and constructing the corre-

sponding angle at C equal to I, and find-

ing the intersection of the lines such as

E'A' and CA' that we have a locifs A'. . .

for the vertex with one condition omit-

ted. The intersection of this locus

with HK produced gives A the vertex re-

quired.

45. Application of Algebra to Geom*
etry. Equations corresponding to Geom-
etric Loci.

We shall now, rather abruptly, enter

the domain of co-ordinate geometry
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whose origin is due to Descartes, at least

when the science is considered in all its

generality.

Geometric loci are here represented by
an equation between the co-ordinates of

each of its points, these co-ordinates be-

ing supposed to be laid off in opposite

directions when they have unlike signs.

Thus if + x represents a distance laid off

"to the right, from a given origin, along a

certain line ; —x will represent the same
distance, laid off to the left, from the

same origin, along the given line, a con-

ception that forms the base of the

modern algebra of algebraic numbers.
Unfortunately Duhamel has made no
use of this algebra, and thus is con-

strained to remark, after verifying the

generality of an equation for both + and
— values of the variables, that from an
algebraic point of view, there is no sense
in these operations upon minus quanti-

ties ; but that applying the usual rules

of multiplication of polynomials, etc., to

them, they can be treated as real quanti-

ties, so far as giving the greatest general-

ization to the results is concerned.
This limited view of the subject we do

not concur in, and refer to modern
treatises on algebra, or to a previous
article on algebra, by the writer, where
the theory pertaining to the algebraic
series of numbers is logically developed
from comprehensive definitions given to

+ and — in connection with elementary
principles.

However, this very generality, obtain-

ed by conceiving the variables to have
both plus and minus values, in the equa-
tions of geometric loci, should cause the
greatest care to see that no strange solu-

tions are introduced by too great gener-
ality, or that none are lost by introduc-

ing too many restrictions. These dis-

cussions are sometimes difficult, but if

we neglect them we are not completely
assured of the result.

It is with such interesting discussions

that we purpose to continue the subject

of the application of general methods
previously exposed.

46. Let us propose first to find the

equation of the locus ofpoints such that

the ratio m of their distances to a point

and a given straight line may be con-

stant, a condition expressed, for the fol-

lowing figure, by the equation,

AM=m. MP. . . (1).

A representing the given point, and
BD the given straight line.

Assume A as the origin, and let the
axis of x be perpendicular to BD, the
axis of y parallel to it, and call the dis-

tance AB=«.

Fig.

8

Now, whether x and y are -f or —

,

that is, wherever the point M is, we
have

AM=yV+y2
.

As to MP, when M lies between AY
and BD, MP=a-x; when M is to the
right of BD, MP=x- a; finally, when
M is to the left of AY, since x is essen-
tially negative, we write, MP = a — x,

though (a— x) here is really an arith-

metical sum.
The condition, eq. (1), is then replaced

by the two following, the first referring

to points to the left of BD, the second
to points to the right of BE

:

V^2 +y"~=m(a— x)

V^2 + y'i=m{x—a),

whether the point M is above or below
AX.
Now if we square these equations, they

can both be expressed by a single one.

x'
2 + y"-=m\a—xy . . (2),

which is thus the equation for the geo-
metric locus required, for it includes

every position of the point M, giving

the corresponding value of y for any as-

sumed value of a;., There are thus no
solutions lost ; neither are there strange
solutions ; for in squaring the two equa-
tions above the result is the same if both
radicals are negative as well as positive,

as assumed, and the effect of changing
the signs of the radicals above from -f-

to — would simply transform the right
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member of one equation into the right

member of the other ; so that the final

result (eq. 2) will be the same as before

;

so that equation (2) of the locus contains

no strange solutions.

47. Equation of the locus of points

such that the sum of their distances to

two fixed points mail be constant.

Let F and F' (Fig. 9) be the two
points, 2c their distance apart, and 2a
the constant sum.
Let us take for the axis of x the

straight line FF' ; for the axis of y the

perpendicular to FF', erected at its mid-
dle A, and call x, y the co-ordinates of

any point M whatsoever of the locus.

Fig.9

The condition to which it is subjected
will be expressed by the equation,

FM+ F'M=2a,
or,

Vi */;y
Q + (x-cy + y y* + (x+ cy=2a (1)

the co-ordinates having signs correspond-

ing to the position of the point M. The
formula is evidently true for any of the
positions of M.
On changing the second radical to the

right member, squaring and reducing, we
find,

CX- -W

.

y* + (x+ c)*

Squaring again and reducing, we have

ay + (a
2- c

2

) x'= or (a
2- c

2

) (2)

Now we should get the same equation,

by this repeated squaring, no matter
what the signs of the radicals in (1) ; so
that although (2) comprehends the locus
required itmay contain some loci "strange"
to the question.

To examine into the other solutions,

we observe first that we must exclude the
case of minus signs to both radicals at
once ; but one radical may be + and the

other— , with the same result, eq. (2)
above. This correspO)ids to the differ-

ence of the tioo distances FM and FM',
no matter which is the greater.

We should naturally infer that (2) rep-

resents two loci at the same time, the
one corresponding to the condition FM
+F'M=2«, the other to FM-F'M=2a

;

but 'it is easily seen that this cannot be,

for since FM + F'M>FF' or 2«>2c or
«>c, for the first locus, in the second we
must have 2a<2c, since in any triangle

the difference of two sides is smaller than
the third. Therefore if, «>c we have,
placing q*—c*=¥

for the equation of the first locus, called

an ellipse, and if «<c, placing c
2—a2=b,

a%

y
i—Wx*= —a"*b

2

for the equation of the locus of points
such that the difference of their distances

from F and F' maybe 2a, a curve known
as the hyperbola. We thus have incident-

ally found the equation of another locus

than the one corresponding to the orig-

inal enunciation. We see plainly that it

is introduced by the elimination of radi-

cals, so that eq. (2) the so-called " conse-

quence " of (1) (see articles 19 and 20) is

really more comprehensive and includes

more than the consequence of the orig-

inal enunciation.

48. Equation of the locus of points
such that the sum of their distances to a
point and a fixed straight line may be

constant.

Let F and UV (Fig. 10) be the point
and straight line respectively; AX, per-

Y"
V

P'
M'

M p .^
A

Q ' M

A F B X

Fig. 10 U

pendicular to UV, the axis of ,r, and AT
perpendicular to AX, the axis of y, drawn
through a point A sufficiently far, so that
all the points M that we shall consider
may be on the same side of this axis.
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Let x and y be the co-ordinates of any
point M of the locus, situated between
UV and AY; m the given sum, FB= a
A¥=b, the condition of the question is

expressed by the equation FM +MP=m,
or,

VV+ (a— by + (a + b—x)=m (1)

and we see that we evidently have my a
for this case. But if we transpose (a + b
— x) to the right member and square both
sides we see that we shall obtain the same
result, if eq. (1) was written,

—Vy2 + {x — by + (a + b—x)=m,
which corresponds to the geometric locus,

expressed by the condition, MP—FM
=m; for whicb, however, we evidently

always have m < a. Rationalizing, either

equation reduces to the following,

y
1—2(m—a)x=(m— a)

2—2b(m— a) (2)

which is the equation of & parabola, which
thus evidently corresponds to two loci

;

the one when my a answering to the orig-

inal problem, the other when m<«, cor-

responding to a new geometric problem.
But so far, we have only considered points
to the left of UV. For points to the
right xy a + b and the first member of (1)

becomes the difference FM'—M'P'. Call-

ing this diffeience m, we have for points
to right of UV, my a, as is evident from
the figure. Equation (2) which embraces
this locus, also corresponds to the case
when the radical is minus, i. e., FM'
—M'P'=—m; but as this has no sense,

we exclude it.

Equation (2) thus corresponds to two
geometric loci for points to left of UV,
according as m is greater or less than a,

and one locus for points to right of UV,
which requires that m be greater than a.

As this equation then, for points to right
of UV, does not correspond to the orig-

inal enunciation, let us find the equation
that does. Calling x, y the co-ordinates,

of a point N such that FN + NQ = m
there results,

(3)VV+ {p—by +x—a—b=m
which becomes,

2/

2 + 2 (m + a) x—{m + a)
2 + 2b (m + a) (4)

It is easy to see that eq. (3) which sat-

isfies the geometrical condition where
x>AB, does not satisfy it, if we take x<
AB, for then the first member becomes

the difference FM—MP, which corre-
sponds to the second case mentioned as
belonging to eq. (2).

The problem proposed cannot then be.
completely resolved, except by two equa-
tions, and each of the two represent loci,

of which a part belongs, whilst the other
does not belong to the question, and yet
it is impossible to separate them.

This interesting example should teach
caution in assuming that an equation
deduced to represent the position of cer-
tain points is necessarily general or cor-
responds to all points of the locus.

49. In the preceding cases the strange
solutions have been introduced by the
elimination of radicals. They may like-
wise be found when an equation contains

F (x v)
a term of the form -

,
'
y

, and we multi-
cp (x,y)

ply both members by cp{x,y). The new
equation will admit necessarily of values
that annul cp(x,y) and F(x.y) at the same
time.

_
If these solutions pertain to the

question, there are no strange solutions
introduced by the multiplication ; other-
wise there will be, and it will be impos-
sible to suppress them.
A case in point is the equation of the

conchoid.

y y—a
\Zy2 + ;

(1)

Making x=o, we find y=a±?n; but if

we clear of fractions, the values cc=0
y=o satisfy the equation, but not the
geometric condition (as is well known),
and is thus strange to the question. The
left member of eq. (1) takes the form

- for these values.

50. Loctis of all the points from ich ich
ive can view, tender the same angle, a
straight line of given length andposition.

Let BB' (Fig. 11) be the given straight
line, 2a its length, and t the tangent of
the angle under which it must be "viewed
from any point M of the locus. .

Take BB' for the axis of x, and the
perpendicular erected at its middle for
the axis of y.

The equations of the straight lines
drawn from B and B' to M, calling m and
on' the tangents of a and a' and a and a,

the intercepts on the axis of x, are,

y=m(x—a), y=m'(x+ a).
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u Fig.ll

If the point M is above the axis of x,

the angle under which BB will be seen
is (ct— a'), and we have

t:

1 +mm' (1)

But if the point is at M', below AX,
the angle under which BB' will be seen
will be (a'— a), whose tangent is,

1 + mm'

The points of the plane satisfying (1)

will be such then, that from those above
AX we shall see BB' under the angle

whose tangent is t, whereas from, those

below AX, BB' will be seen under the

angle whose tangent is —t, that is under
the supplementary angle. We make this

explanation now, as we necessarily include

this result in making use of the single

equation (1), and cannot get rid of it.

Finding the values of m.and m' from the

equations of the straight lines and sub-

stituting in equation (1) and reducing, we
find,

y* + x2-a?=—^-;

which can be put under the following

form,

{y-if +*-ai 1+l) (2)

which we recognize at once as the equa-

tion of a circle, whose centre has x=o,

y=-, and whose radius is = zS Jrt h

Xts upper and lower parts are segments
capable of supplementary angles, as we
have foreseen.

The locus of points below AX, from
which BB' would be viewed under the

given angle whose tangent is t, would cor-

respond to eq. (1) if t were replaced in

it by — t, and both the resulting equa-
tion and (2) above would correspond to

circles, of which only a part belongs to

the question proposed.
We have here an example of lost and

strange solutions at the same time, for

eq. (1) does not include the locus of all

the points above and below AX, from
which BB' can be viewed under the same
angle, so that by Article 17 there will be
lost solutions ; but we recognized at the

start, also, that eq. 1 satisfies two differ-

ent geometrical conditions for points

above and below AX, so that all the solu-

tions of eq. 1 are not solutions of the
original problem or the conditions are

not reciprocal, whence by the reasoning
of Article 19 the strange solutions are

accounted for.

We see here again how erroneous it

would have been to have assumed that

an equation deduced by considering one
point only, M above the axis of x, was
general and applicable to all points of

the required locus.

An attentive consideration of the pre-

ceding examples, in connection with the

exposition of general methods, previously

given, shows that great care must be
exercised, in endeavoring to find a single

equation to represent a given geometric
locus, in order to avoid lost or strange

solutions, which will surely be found if

the conditions of the two problems are

not reciprocal.

51. The converse problem, that of

finding the geometric locus correspond-
ing to a given equation, is often simpler,

for here there are no lost or strange
solutions, but only those that can regu-
larly be deduced from the equation ; but
even in this case we must consider both
plus and minus values of the quantities

that admit of them entering the equa-

tion ; for when an equation is given we
tacitly assume it to be general, unless it

is expressly stated that it pertains only
to certain values or quadrants or other
limits. But this very generality, without
which analytical geometry could not
exist as a complete science, demands a

corresponding circumspection in all the
discussions pertaining to it.

This observation naturally suggests,

certain remarks relative to formulae ex-

pressed in terms of polar co-ordinates,
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with which we shall conclude this discus-

sion.

52. If we consider a point in a plane
referred to rectangular co-ordinates x, y,
the formulae for passing to polar co-

ordinates are

:rcos <£>, y—rsm cp (1).

where r — radius vector from the origin

of rectangular co-ordinates and cp, the

angle made by it with the axis of x.

Now, since cos cp is positive or negative

with x, and sin cp positive or negative at

the same time as y, it is evident that the

above formulae are general, and hold for

any values of the angle cp, provided we
take the signs of the functions establish-

ed in trigonometry, and regard x and y
as positive in one sense and negative in

the other, r being regarded always as

positive and in absolute value. But a

little inspection of the formulas will show
that if we put {cp±.7t) for cp, and — r

for r, that the formulas will pertain to

the same point, if we agree that r must
be laid off in an opposite direction from
the origin to the radius vector, since r

and the trigonometric functions both
change signs at the same time, so that the

products giving the values of a; and y
will be the same as before. (Puckle, in

his conic sections, page 8, has assumed
this principle, without deriving it from
any formulas, and given illustrations of

its application.)

Now let the equation of a locus ex-

pressed in rectangular co-ordinates be

F(x,y)=0;

its polar equation will be

¥(r cos cp, y sin cp)-=0 . . (2)

and we have seen that, taking positive

values of r corresponding to any angle
cp, eq. (2) will give all the points of the

locus represented by the eq.

F(x,y)= 0;

which we should likewise find by sub-

stituting (cp± 7t) for cp at the same time
that we put — r for r, since the same
point of the locus is given by the co-

ordinates {cp± n), and — r as by cp and
+ r, with the distinct understanding that

all angles are to be laid off, going around
in the same direction from the axis of x,

and that — r is to be laid off on the ra-

dius vector produced and of the same
absolute value as -f r. Tnus we can

Vol. XXX.—No. 5—29

either regard r as always positive, and
vary cp from to 27T to get all the

points, or admitting negative values of r

it will suffice to vary cp from to 7t.

53. It is important to observe that if

the original equation in rectangular co-

ordinates F (x, y)= 0, was subjected to

any restriction, that Eq. (2) will likewise

be subjected to the same restriction.

To illustrate, suppose F {x,y) contains

a radical of the form y\Jmx2 + nxf
1 that

must always be regarded as positive.

Transforming this into polar co-ordinates

by means of eqs. (1), the radical be-

comes,

+ \/m r'
2
cos'

2
cp + n r

2
sin

2
cp,

and will remain the same when we put
cp + 7T and i

—

r in place of cp and r.

Now, if we had passed the factor r1

outside of the radical and written it

r\/m cos
2
cp + x sin

2
cp,

we must always take r positively, for

changing cp and r to cp + n and —r, would
give a minus radical. The double con-
struction then only applies in this case
when the radical can be taken with the
double sign.

54. Again, when the transformed equa-
tion (2) can be decomposed into factors,

the double construction will not apply
necessarily to each factor separately, for

it has not been so demonstrated.
Thus the polar equation of the ellipse,

with the focus for a pole, is

(a
2-c2

cos
2
cp) r* + 262

cr cos cp-b i=0,
and we see that if r and cp satisfy the
equation, — r and cp + 7t will likewise
satisfy it; but if we decompose the first

member into two factors, and put them
equal to zero, we find the two equa-
tions,

- b
*

- ?"

a-fccos<£>' —a -\-c cos cp'

neither of which is satisfied when we re-

place r and d> by —r and cp+n, although
one is converted into the other.

In constructing the locus from either

one of these equations, we notice that
the first always gives positive values of

r, whereas the second will always give
negative values of r, since a>c; there-

fore if we use the last equation we must
ba careful to lay off tlie values of r in

ai opposite sense t3 those for +r. Tue
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values of the last Tvill agree with those
pertaining to the first equation, when cp

in the first corresponds to cp+n: in the
second, as we have seen.

A similar investigation can be made
for the hyperbola, with corresponding
results.

55. Where the angle cp, and not its

trigonometric function, enters an equa-
tion, the previous reasoning does not
apply. Let us take a simple example,
the spiral of Archimedes, and ascertain

if any generalization can be effected by
the use of minus radii vectors, and
whether a double construction is possible.

Suppose a point moving uniformly
along a straight line which turns uni-

formly around one of its points in a

given plane.

Let us take for a pole the fixed point
A, and for an axis AU ; call KB— a, AM=
r, and MAB=<£>; then if b designates

the amount the point moves along the
straight line, whilst it turns an angle equal

to unity, taking for the measure of the
angles at the center the ratio of the arcs

Fig.!2

intercepted to the radius, we have,

r=a + bcp . . (1)

for the equation of the locus, if a — AB
gives the value of r on AU when (p=0.

This equation holds for all values of cp

from to oo . But can it represent the

positions of the moving point anterior to

its arrival at B? "We can answer this

question in the affirmative, if we agree

that angles counted in the opposite direc-

tion to cp shall be minus, for then the

equation above takes the form r=a—
bcp', if cp is the absolute value of the

angle reckoned to the right.

If this turning in the negative direc-

tion is continued, so that bcp' becomes
greater than a, the same equation suffices

to represent the position of points in the

indefinite past, before A was reached,

provided we agree to lay off the minus
values of r in an opposite direction to

the plus values. The equation now
takes the form —r=bcp'— a.

With the conventions established we
see that negative values of r and cp serve

to generalize formulas in equations where
the angle, and not its function, enters

;

so that one formula, (1) in this instance,

suffices to represent all the points of the
locus.

But the double construction, previous-

ly mentioned, for the same point, does
not hold in this case. Thus equation (1)

is not satisfied when we change the co-

ordinates cp and r to cp + 7t and —r.

It is seen from the preceding investi-

gation that a negative radius vector is

not always admissible, but that when it

is, there can be no possible objection to

its use, especially if an investigation is

thereby simplified in any way.
In fact the use of both plus and minus

quantities, in the sense of opposition

throughout the whole range of mathe-
matics, allows a condensation in the ex-

pression of results, without which the
science would be in a very imperfect

state ; but this very contrivance imposes
a corresponding attention to every phase
of a question, in order to establish the

generality, when it exists, or the proper
limitations when it does not exist.

It is hoped that the preceding exposi-

tion and illustrations of the methods to

be used will prove of assistance in such
researches.

In 1862 Count de Lauture tried to simplify the
Chinese language so that it could be used for

telegraphing, but he was unable to solve all the

difficulties of the problem. In 1866 M. Viguier
experimented with autographic telegraphs, and
proposed to employ a cipher code, by which
the 44,000 Chinese characters could be trans-

mitted by the Morse apparatus. This code was
first published in 1870, when a cable was laid

between Shanghai and Hong Kong. Every Chi-

nese character is composed of two parts—one
is called the radical or key, the other is phonetic.

Every Chinese character can be classed under
one of 214 radicals. In his first essay Viguier
used three numbers to represent each character

—that of the radical, that of the column under
the radical, and that of its order in the column.
This system required the use of numbers vary-

ing from three to six ciphers, which rendered
the transmission of despatches slow and difficult.

By eliminating the characters which are rarely

used, and employing those which occur in or-

dinary correspondence, he was able to simplify

his system, so as never to require more than
four figures for a single character. To this

improved method he added Chase's system of

holocryptic ciphers, so that messages can now
be sent readily and with perfect secrecy.
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I.

Fifteen months ago, I had the honor
of delivering in this place a course of

three Cantor Lectures on " Dynamo-elec-
tric Machinery." In the first of those
lectures, the endeavor was made to trace

out a physical theory of the action of

dynamos, and to follow the theory into

its bearings upon the construction of

such machines. In the second lecture a

large number of actual machines were
considered and compared with one an-

other and with the theory ; and in the
third lecture, the dynamo was consid-

ered in its functions as a mechanical
motor.
As the present paper may be consider-

ed supplementaiy to the Cantor Lectures,
it will be convenient to treat of the fea-

tures of progress which come to-night

under review in a similar order of topics.

I, therefore, ta*ke up first the theory of

the dynamo.
There are, in fact, three distinct the-

ories of the dynamo : (1) a physical

theory, dealing with the lines of magnetic
force and lines of current in which these

quantities are made, without further in-

quiry into their why or how, the basis of

the arguments
; (2) an algebraical theory,

founded upon the mathematical laws of

electric induction and of theoretical me-
chanics ; and (3) a graphical theory,

based upon the possibility of represent-

ing the action of a dynamo by a so-called
" characteristic " curve, in the manner
originally devised by Dr. Hopkinson, and
subsequently developed by Frolich, De-
prez, and others. The last of these three
methods, though it has not received any
great or striking development during the
past year, has proved itself to be the
most invaluable aid in the practical con-

struction of dynamo-machines. One has
only to refer to the use made of charac-

teristics by Mr. Kapp in his articles on
the winding of " compound " dynamos,
and, still more recently, by Dr. Hopkin-
son, in solving certain problems in the

electric transmission of energy, to see

how invaluable the method is.

In the algebraic theory much progress
has been made during the past year ; and
there certainly was room for it. Mon-
sieur Jouberb has published, in the

Journal de Physique for July, 1883, a
long mathematical article, the object of

which is to deduce the equations of the
dynamo, taking into account not only
the action of self-induction in the circuit,

but also some of the terms of the second
order usually neglected in first approxi-

mations. It is a question whether he has
not still omitted some terms of quite as

great an importance as those retained in

the complicated formula deduced by him.

But the matter can hardly be discussed
in the present paper. Still more recently,

Professor Clausius has published in

Wiedemann's Annalen, for November
last, a paper expounding a mathematical
theory of dynamo-electric machines far

more comprehensive, and, I venture to

say, far more true, than any other yet
put forward. Without shirking any of

the mathematical difficulties presented
by the complications of mutual induc-

tion between, and self-induction in, the
various organs of the machine, and by
the admitted incompleteness of all our
formula for connecting the magnetism of

an electro-magnet with the strength of

its exciting current, Prof. Clausius has
succeeded in putting the equations into a
shape, not only far more satisfactorily

from the point of view of completeness,
but in framing those equations in a man-
ner that must commend itself to every
engineer. The relative simplicity attained
by Clausius is, in fact, due to his lavish

introduction of a set of arbitrary con-
stants, each one of which having values
that must be determined by experiment,
for each machine or type of machines.
The number of new symbols thus intro-

duced is considerable ; and it would be
very desirable to find names for the
separate constants to be determined. An
excellent translation has appeared in the
Philosophical Magazine of this year,

and another is in process of publica-
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tion in The Electrician, in which jour-

nal the series of articles on the the-

ory of dynamo-electric machines from the

pen of Professor O. J. Lodge is still con-

tinued. It cannot be said even yet that

the mathematical theory of the dynamo
is near completion. A further paper by
Professor Clausius is promised ; and it

remains to be seen whether this article

will deal with some of those points in

which the graphic method has been so

useful in practice, for example, in deter-

mining the proper quantities of wire for

the coils in " self-regulating " or "com-
pound " machines, and in finding the

best shape to give to magnets and pole-

pieces.

Turning to the physical theory of the

dynamo, there is much to record. Our
knowledge of the inductive actions which

go on between the field-magnets and
armatures of dynamos, has received con-

Fig.2

that these indications might with advan-
tage be plotted out round a circle corre-

sponding to the circumference of the col-

lector. Figs. 1 and 2, which are repro-

duced from my Cantor Lectures, serve to

show how the potential in a good gramme
machine rises gradually from its lowest

to its highest value. The same values as

are plotted round the circle in Fig. 1 are

plotted out as vertical ordinates upon
the level line in Fig. 2. I made the re-

mark at the time that if the magnetic
field in which the armature rotated were
uniform, this curve would be a true
" sinusoid," or curve of sines ; and that

the steepness of the slope of the curve at

different points would enable us to judge
of the relative idleness or activity of coils

in different parts of the field. About the

same time, I developed this method of

observation a little further, and used two
small metal brushes, at a distance apart

Fig. 3

ISO 180

Horizontal Diagram of Potentials

at Collector of Gramme Dynamo.

Diagram of Potential
round the Collector
of Gramme Dynamo.

siderable additions during the past year

from the researches of Isenbeck, Cun-
nynghame, Pfaundler and others. There
is a good deal to be said on this head,

and I have several new results to an-

nounce as the result of my own observa-

tions. Let me take as my starting point

a matter mentioned in my Cantor Lec-

tures, namely, the distribution of poten-

tial round the collector or commutator of

a dynamo. Mr. W. M. Mordey, who first

drew my attention to the fact that this

distribution was irregular in badly-de-

signed machines, had devised the follow-

ing method of observing it. One terminal

of a voltmeter was connected to one of

the brushes of the dynamo, and the

other terminal was joined by a wire to a

small metallic brush or spring, which
could be pressed against the rotating

collector at any desired part of its cir-

cumference. I then made the suggestion

Method of Experimenting
at Collector of Dynamo.

equal to the width between the middle of

two consecutive bars of the coUector of

my little Siemens dynamo, for the same
purpose.* As the collector rotated, these
two little brushes (see Fig. 3) gave on
the voltmeter an indication which meas-
ured exactly the activity of the induc-
tion, in that section of the armature
which was passing through the particular

position in the field corresponding to the
position of the contacts. I found, in

the case of my Siemens dynamo, that the
result was fairly satisfactory, for the dif-

ference of potential indicated was almost
nil at the sections close to the proper
brushes of the machine, and was a maxi-
mum about halfway between. In fact,

the differences of potentials was rising

most markedly at 90° from the usual

* Dr. Isenbeck has also independently used a simi-
lar arrangement to investigate the induction going
on in a Gramme dynamo.
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brushes, or precisely in the region where
(as seen in Fig. 2) the slope of the curve

of total potential was greatest. One im -

mediate result of Mr. Mordey's observa-

tions on the distribution of potential, and
of my method of mapping it, may be re-

corded. I pointed out to Mr. Mordey
that in a dynamo where the distribution

was faulty, and where the curves of

total potential showed irregularities, the

fault was due to irregularities in the in-

duction at different parts of the field

;

and that the remedy must be sought in

changing the distribution of the lines of

force in the field by altering the shape of

the pole pieces. I am able now, after

the lapse of fifteen months, to congratu-

late Mr. Mordey on the entire and com-
plete success with which he has followed

out these suggestions. He has entirely

cured the Schuckert machine of its vice

of sparkling. The typical bad diagram
given in my Cantor Lectures was taken
from a Schuckert machine before it re-

ceived from his hands the modifications

which are so signally successful to-day.

Since the experiments above detailed,

I have experimented on my Siemens dy-

namo in another way. The machine was
dismounted, and its field magnets separ-

ately excited. Two consecutive bars of

the collector were then connected with a
reflecting galvanometer having a moder-
ately heavy and slow moving needle. A
small lever clamped to the collector al-

lowed the armature to be rotated by hand,
through successive angles equal to 10°,

there being thirty-six bars to the collector.

The deflexions obtained of course meas-
ured the intensity of the inductive effect

at each position. The result confirmed-
those obtained by the method of the two
wire brushes.

I mention these methods, which have
been used in my laboratory at Bristol,

and have not been published before, be-

cause they relate strictly to the physical
theory of the dynamo as developed in

my Cantor Lectures, and also because of

their practical application to all dynamos
in which any such defect appears. They
are also very closely related to the re-

searches of Dr. Isenbeck, which next
claim attention.

Dr. Isenbeck described, in the Electro-

technische Zeitschrist for last August, a
beautiful little apparatus for investigat-

ing the induction in the coils of a Gramme

ring, and for investigating the influence

exerted by pole pieces of different form
upon these actions.

Isenbeck's apparatus (Fig. 4) consists

of a circular frame of wood placed be-

tween the poles of two small bar-magnets
of steel, each 25 centimeters long, lying

Isenbeck's Apparatus.

25 centimeters apart. On the frame'

which is pivoted at the center, is carried

a ring of wood or iron, upon which is

placed at one point a small coil of fine

wire. This corresponds to a single sec-

tion of the coils of a Pacinotti or of a

Gramme ring, of which the ring of wood
or iron constitutes the core. The coil

can be adjusted to any desired position

on the ring, and the ends communicate
with a galvanometer. On vibrating it

isochronously with the swing of the

needle of the galvanometer, the latter is

set in motion by the induced currents,

and the deflexion which results shows
the relative amount of induction going on
in the particular part of the field where
the coil is situated. The vibrations of

the frame are limited by stocks to an
angle of 7° 5'. Pole pieces of soft iron,

bent into arcs of about 160° so as to em-
brace the ring on both sides, but not
quite meeting, were constructed to fit

upon the poles of the magnets. In some
of the experiments a disc of iron was
placed internally within the ring ; and in

some other experiments a • magnet was
placed inside the ring, with its poles set,

so as either to reinforce, or to oppose,

the action of the two external poles. In

Dr. Isenbeck's hands this apparatus
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yielded some remarkable results. Using
a wooden ring, and poles destitute of

polar expansions, he observed a very re-

markable inversion in the inductive ac-

tion to take place at about 25° from
the position nearest the poles.

Fig. 4 is a sketch of the main parts of

Isenbeck's instrument, and shows the

small coil mounted on the wooden ring,

and capable of being vibrated to and fro

between stops. When vibrated at 0°, or

in a position on the diametral line at

right angles to the polar diameter, there

is no induction in the coil ; but as the

coil is moved into successive positions

round the ring towards the poles, and
vibrated there, the induction is observed
first to increase, then die away, then be-

j

gin again in a very powerful way, as it
j

nears the pole, where the rate of cutting (

the lines of force is a maximum. This
j

powerful induction near the poles is,
j

however, confined to the narrow region
j

within about 12° on each side of the pole.

It is beyond these points that the false
j

inductions occur, giving rise in the coil,

as it passes through the regions beyond
j

the 12°, to electromotive forces oppos-
ing those which are generated in the re-

gions which are close to the poles.

These inverse inductions were found
j

by Isenbeck to be even worse when an
iron disc or- an internal opposing magnet
was placed within the ring ; but a rein-

forcing magnet slightly improved mat-
ters. Of course such an action in a
Gramme armature going on in all the

coils, except in those within 12° of the

central line of the poles, would be most
disastrous to the working of the ma-
chine ; and the rise of potential around
the collector would be anything but reg-

ular. In Fig. 5 I have copied out Isen-

beck's curve of induction for the con-

secutive four quadrants. From 0° to
90° the exploring coil is supposed to be
vibrated in successive positions from the

place where, in the actual dynamo, the
negative brush would be, around to a

point opposite the S pole of the pointed
field-magnet. From 90° to 180° it is

passing around to the positive brush
;

J

from 180° to 270° it passes to a point

opposite the N pole ; and from 270° to
j

360° returns to the negative brush.

Now, since the height of this curve, at
;

any point, measures the induction going
j

on in a typical section as it moves

'

through the corresponding region of the
field, and since in the actual Pacinotti or
Gramme ring the sections are connected
all the way around the ring, it follows

that the actual potential at any point in

the series of sections will be got by add-

ing up the total induced electromotive

force up to that point. In other words
we must integrate the curve to obtain

the corresponding curve of potential cor-

responding with the actual state of things

around the collector of the machine. Fig.

6 gives the curve as integrated expressly

for me from Fig. 5 by the aid of the

very ingenious curve integrator of Mr.

C. Vernon Boys. The height of the

ordinate of this second curve at any
point is proportional to the total area en-

closed under the first curve up to the

corresponding point. Thus the height

at 90° in the second curve is proportional

to the total area up to 90° below the

first curve. And it will be noticed that

though the induction (first curve, Fig. 5)

decreases after 90°, and falls to zero at

about 102°, the sum of the potentials

(second curve, Fig. 6) goes on increasing

Fig. 6

up to 102°, where it is a maximum, and
after that falls off, because, as the first

curve shows, there is from that point on-

wards till 180° an opposing false induction.

If this potential curve were actually ob-

served on any dynamo, we might be sure

that we could get a higher electromotive

force by moving the brush from 108° to

102°, or to 258°, where the potential is

higher. Any dynamo in which the curve
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of potentials at the commutator present-

ed such irregularities as Fig. 6, would be
a very inefficient machine, and would
probably spark terribly at the collector.

It is evident that the induction in some
of the coils is opposing that in some of

the adjacent coils.

Two questions naturally arise: Why
should such detrimental inductions arise

in the ring ? and how can they be obvi-

ated? The researches of Dr. Isenbeck
supply the answer to both points. Dr.
Isenbeck has calculated from the laws of

magnetic potential the number of lines

of force that will be cut at the various
points of the path of the ring. He finds

that the complicated mathematical ex-

pression for this case, when examined,
shows negative values for angles between
12° and 90°. The curves of values that

satisfy his equations have minima exactly

in those regions where his experiments
revealed them. This is very satisfactory

as far as it goes. But we may deduce a
precisely similar conclusion in a much
simpler manner, from considering the
form and distribution of the lines of

magnetic force in the field. These are
shewn in Fig. 7, together with the ex-

ploring coil situated as in Fig. 4. A
simple inspection of the figure will show
that at 0° a certain number of lines of

force would thread themselves through
the exploring coil. As the coil moved
around toward the S pole, the number
would increase at first, then become for

an instant stationary, with neither in-

crease nor decrease ; after that a very

rapid decrease would set in, which, as the

coil passed the 90° point, would result in

there being no lines of force through
the coil. But at the very same instant

the lines of force would begin to crowd
in on the other side of the coil, and the

number so threaded through negatively

would increase until the coil turned
around to about the position marked T,

where the lines of force are nearly tan-

gential to its path and here the inversion

would occur, because, from that point

onwards to 180°, the number of lines of

force threaded through the coil would de-

crease. We see, then, that such inver-

sions in the induction must occur of ne-

cessity to a small coil rotating in a mag-
netic field in which the lines of force are

distributed in the curved directions, and
with the unequal density which this dis-

position of the field magnets presents.

The remedy is obvious ; arrange a more
uniform field in which the lines of force

are more equally distributed, and are

straigfhter.

Fig. 8

yo°

If an iron core be substituted for the

wooden core the useful induction is

greater and the false induction less

;

there is still an inversion, but it takes

place at about 25° from the pole, and is

quite trifling in amount. The introduc-

tion of iron pole pieces extending in

two nearly semi-circular arcs from the

magnets on either side has, if the wooden
ring be still kept as a core, the effect of

completely changing the induction, so

that the curve, instead of showing a
maximum at 90° from starting, shows
one at about 10°, and another at 170°.

If, however, we make the double improve-
ment of using the iron pole pieces and
the iron core at the same time, the effect

is at once changed. There are no longer
any inversions, though the induction

shows some peculiarity still. Fig. 8
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Fig. 9

shows the curve of induction adapted
from Dr. Isenbeck's paper, and Fig. 9

the curve of potential, which I have had
integrated from it. Looking at Fig. 8

we see that on starting from 0° induc-

tion soon mounts up, and becomes a
maximum at about 20°, where the coil is

getting well opposite the end of the en-

circling pole piece. From this point on,

though the induction is somewhat less,

it still has a high value, showing a

slight momentary increase as the coil

passes the pole at 90°, and there is

another maximum at about 160°, as the

coil passes the other end of the pole

piece. My integrated curve (Fig. 9) tells

us what would go on at the collector if

this were the action in the connected set

of coils of a Pacinotti or Gramme ring.

The jDotential rises from 0° all the way
to close upon 180°. Still this is not per-

fect. In the perfect case the potential

Fig. 10

curve would rise in a perfect harmonic
wave form, like that shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 9 departs widely from this, for it is

convex from 0° to 90°, and concave be-
tween 90° to 180°. But there are no in-

versions. The cause of the improvement

300°

is easily told : The field—such as there is

between the pole jnece and the core—is

" straighter,'' and the density of the lines

of force in it more uniform. I proved
this experimentally in 1878, by the simple
process of examining the lines of force

in such a field by means of iron filings -,

the actual filings, secured in their places

upon a sheet of gummed glass, were sent

to the late Mons. Alfred Niaudet, who
had requested me to examine the matter
for him. Fig. 10 shows the actual field

between the encircling pole pieces and
the iron ring. It will be seen that,

though nearly straight in the narrow in-

tervening region, they are not equally

distributed, being slightly denser oppo-
site the ends of the pole pieces. One
other case examined by Dr. Isenbeck, we

will glance at.f p The effect of introduc-

ing within the ring an interior magnet,
having its S pole opposite the external S
pole, and its N pole opposite the external

N pole, was found to assist the action.

The induction curve is represented in

Fig. 11. As will be seen, there are two
maxima at points a little beyond the ends
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of the pole pieces, as before ; but in be-

tween them there is still a higher maxi-
mum, right between the poles. This case

also has been integrated on Mr. Boys'
machine, and shows the potential curve
of Fig. 12. This curve is a still nearer
approach to the harmonic wave form, be-

ing- concave from 0° to 90°, and convex
from 90° to 180°.

Fig. !2

in a frame so as to give us a magnetic
field, and there are pole pieces that can
be removed at will ; in fact, there are

three sets of pole pieces for experiment-
ing with different forms. Between the

3CU
J

I pass from Dr. Isenbeck's researches,

and the integrated curves of potential

which I have deduced from them, to

some further researches of my own,
which were undertaken with the view of

throwing some light on the question
whether the Pacinotti form of armature,
with protruding iron teeth, or the Gramme
form, in which the iron core is entirely

overwound with wire, is the better. It has
been assumed without, so far as I am
aware, any reason assigned, that the
Gramme ring was an improvement
on that of Pacinotti. Pacinotti's was
of solid iron, with teeth which pro-
jected both outwards and inwards,
having the coils wound between.
Gramme's was made " either out of one
piece of iron, or of a bundle of iron

wires," and had the coils wound "around
the entire surface." Now the question
whether the Gramme construction is bet-

ter than the Pacinotti or not, can readily

be tested by experiment. And experi-

ment alone can determine whether it is

better to keep a thickness of wire always
between pole pieces and the core, or to

intensify the field by giving to the lines

of force the powerful reinforcement of

protruding teeth of iron. The apparatus
I have constructed for determining this

point is now before you. It is sketched
in Pig. 13.

First there are a couple of magnets set

poles is set an axis of brass, upon which
the armatures can be slid. These arma-
tures are three in number. One is shown
in Figs. 14 and 15, and consists of two
coils of fine wire wound upon a wooden
ring; another armature is exactly like

Fig. 14 Fig. 15

this, but is built up on a ring of iron

wire ; a third (shown in its place in Fig.

13) is constructed upon a toothed ring

made up of a number of plates of ferro-

type iron, cut out and placed flat upon one
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another. On each of the armatures are
wound two coils at opposite ends of a di-

ameter. The coils contain precisely

equal lengths of silk-covered copper wire,

cut from one piece. The cross section

of the core within each of these coils is

in each case a square, of one centimeter
in the side, so that the number of turns
in each coil is as nearly equal as possible.

I can slip any one of these armatures in-

to the field, and connect it with a galvan-
ometer. There is a lever handle screwed
to the armature, by means of which it can
be moved. I have used two methods of

proceeding in order to compare the coils.

One of these methods is to turn the arm-
ature suddenly through a quarter of a
revolution, so that the coils advance from
0° to 90°, when the "throw" of the needle
of the galvanometer—which is a slow
beat one—gives me a measure of the total

amount of induction in the armature.
The results are as follows :

Gramme.
Wooden
Ring.

5

Gramme. Pacinotti.
Iron Toothed.

Iron Ring. Ring.
24 50

My second method of using these arma-
tures consists in jerking the coils through
a distance equal to their own thickness,
the coils being successively placed at dif-

ferent positions in the field, the throw of
the galvanometer being observed as be-
fore. Each of the coils occupies as
nearly as possible 15° of angular breadth.
Accordingly I have two stops set, limit-

ing the motion of the handle to that
amount, and at the back there is a gradu-
ated circle enabling me to set the arma-
ture with the coils in any desired posi-
tion. If we move the coils by six such
jerks, through their own angular breadth
each time, then starting at 0°, the sixth
jerk will bring us to 90°. I have plotted
out in Fig. 16 the three curves thus ob-
tained, and the corresponding numbers
are given in the following table

:

Gramme. Gramme. Paotxotti.

Wooden Iron Iron Tooth'd
Ring. Ring. Ring.

0°-15° 5 25 30
15°-30° 10 60 70
30°-45° 120 140
45°-60° 45 195 320
60°-75° 40 200 380
75°-90° 30 220 360

These figures leave no doubt as to the
question at issue. The Gramme pattern
of ring armature, so far from being an
improvement on the Pacinotti, is dis-

tinctly a retrograde step ; always sup-
posing that the cost of construction, lia-

bility to heating, and other kindred mat-
ters be equal for the two. The signifi-

cance of this point will be resumed at a
later period in this paper.

Fig.!6
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Before leaving the theory of armatures
to pass to that of field magnets, I should
wish to say that the experiments which I

have made, and also those of Dr. Isen-

beck, have been so instructive to myself
that I have already begun a similar series

of observations on other forms of arma-
ture. I hope in due time to make known
the results of my investigations.

But little advance has been made in

theory so far as relates to field magnets.
The law of saturation of an electro-mag-

net remains still an empirical law. It is

satisfactory, however, that such widely
differing authorities as Prof. Clausius,

M. Marcel Deprez, and Professors Ayr-
ton and Perry, agree in accepting the

empirical formula of Frolich as a suffi-

ciently accurate expression for the law of

saturation.

Some progress has been made in the
theory of the lead that must be given to

the brushes of the dynamo. Formerly
this was ascribed to a sluggishness in
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the demagnetization of the iron of the

armature ; but in 1878 the late M. An-
toine Breguet suggested as a reason the

influence of the actual current circulating

around the armature coils, which would
tend to produce in the iron of the arma-
ture a magnetization at right angles to

that due to the field magnets.
Breguet showed that there would be a

resultant oblique direction of the lines of

magnetization in the field, and therefore,

since the " diameter of commutation '' is at

right angles to this direction, the brushes
also must be displaced through an equal
angle. Clausius accepts this view in his

recent theory, and adopts for the angle of

the resultant field that whose tangent is

the ratio of the two magnetizing forces

due to the field magnets and the current
in the armature respectively. Professors
Ayrton and Perry have also pointed out
that there will be an additional displace-

ment of the resultant poles of the arma-
ture, consequent upon the self-indixction

going on in the armature coil between its

different sections. In their paper on the
government of motors, in which they
have brought out this point, they, how-
ever, take the view that part of the dis-

placement of the pole is due to the slug-

gishness of demagnetization of the iron.

I do not think, however, that this can be
maintained. No experimental proof has
ever been given that there is any such
thing as a true magnetic lag ; the appar-
ent magnetic sluggishness of thick masses
of iron is demonstrably due to internal

induced currents ; and no one uses solid

iron in armature cores for this very rea-

son. Neither has it been shown that
thin iron plates or wires, such as are
used in armature cores, are slower in de-
magnetizing than magnetizing. Indeed,
the reverse is probably true ; and, until

further experimental evidence is forth-

coming, I shall assume that there is no
magnetic lag in properly laminated iron
cores.

It may here be pointed out that, as-

suming as a first approximation that the
rule that the tangent of the angle of lead
represents the ratio between the magnet-
izing power of the field magnets and of
the armature coils, the lead may be dim-
inished to a very small quantity, by in-

creasing the relative power of the field

magnets, a course which is for many other
reasons advisable. All practice confirms

the rule that the magnetic moment of the
field magnets ought to be very great as

compared with that of the armature.
Further than this there ought to be so

much iron in the armature as to be just

saturated when the dynamo is working
at its greatest activity. If there is less

than this it will become saturated at a

certain point, and when any currents
greater than this are employed, the lead
will alter, for then the magnetic effect

due to the current in the armature will

be of greater importance relatively to

that due to the field magnets. For the
same reason the lead will be more con-

stant when the field magnets are under
their saturation point than when quite

saturated. In short, every cause that

tends to reduce the lead makes the lead
more constant, and therefore tends to re-

duce sparking at the brushes. And the

best means to secure this is obviously to

use an unstinted quantity of iron—and
that of the softest kind—both in the
field magnets and in the armature, for

then the currents circulating in the arm-
ature will have less chance of perturbing
the field.

In relation to the magnetism of field

magnets, it may be pointed out that the
"characteristic" curves now so much
used for the study of the action of dy-
namo machines, which show the rise of

the electromotive force of the machine in

relation to the corresponding strength
of. the current, are sometimes assumed,
though not quite rightly, to represent
the rise of magnetization of the field

magnets. Now, though the magnetiza-
tion of the magnet may attain to practi-

cal saturation, it does not, under a still

more powerful current, show a magnetiz-
ation less than saturation. But the charac-

teristics of nearly all series-wound dyna-
mos show—at least for high speeds—a de-

cided tendency to turn down after at-

taining a maximum ; and for some ma-
chines, for example, the Brush, this dim-
inution of the electromotive force is very
marked. The electromotive force dimin-
ishes, but the magnetism of the field mag-
nets does not. An explanation of this

dip in the characteristic has lately been
put forward by Dr. Hopkinson in his lec-

ture on "Electric Lighting," before the
Institution of Civil Engineers, attribut-

ing this to the reaction of self-induction

and mutual induction between the sec-
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tions of the armature. No doubt this

cause contributes to the effect, as all

such reactions diminish the effective

electromotive force. I am inclined, how-
ever, to think that the greater part of

the effect is due to the shifting of the ef-

fective line of the field in consequence of

the iron of the field magnets becoming
saturated before the armature is so. It

is at least significant that in the Brush
machine, where the reduction of the elec-

tromotive force is very great, there is

also such a mass of iron in the armature,,

and so variable a lead at the brushes.

THE COMPOUND STEAM ENGINE, CONSIDERED IN CONNEC-
TION WITH ITS STEAM-GENERATING PLANT.

By RICHARD H. BUEL, C. E.

Contributed to Van Nostband's Engineering Magazine.

Thk compound, or " double-cylinder "

steam engine, as it is often called in dis-

tinction to the non-compound or " single-

cylinder '' engine, has practically sup-

planted the latter for marine purposes, is

largely used in factories, and has recently

been applied to locomotives.

Simultaneously with the introduction
of double-cylinder engines, the steam
pressure carried in marine boilers was in-

creased, and in genera], the ratio of ex-

pansion also ; so that there were many
engineers who were inclined to attribute

the economy of the new system, which
was indubitable, to these latter changes
rather than to the compounding. Indeed,
there are many engineers to-day, who
hold this opinion,—and although the
disputes in relation to the matter, which
have for several years occupied, so much
space in technical journals, are less ani-

mated than they formerly were, they have
not wholly ceased. The greater number
of these discussions have been theoretical

rather than practical, and experiments,
when they were presented, have frequent-

ly proved to be of little value, on account
of differences in important conditions.

Many experimental results that are val- i

uable have, however, been published ; and !

the writer proposes, in the present article,
j

to give a brief summary of results that
seem be of practical importance and in-

terest, relating, as they do, to the various
means that have been employed to secure
economyin theproduction of steam power.

\

The economy of a steam engine, con-
j

sidered as a whole, depends upon the
cost of producing the steam in the boilers,

and the efficiency of the motor in which
this steam is used. Thus, if one -steam
engine produces an indicated horse-power

with 23 lbs. of steam per hour, and this

steam is furnished by a boiler which evap-

orates 8 lbs. of water per lb. of coal,-while

another engine requires 25 lbs. of steam
per hour for each indicated horse-power

developed, and obtains its steam from a

boiler which evaporates 9 lbs. of water

per lb. of coal, the consumption of coal per
hour for each indicated horse-power de-

veloped will be, for the first engine, 2.875

lbs. and for the second, 2.778 lbs. In
order to make a perfectly accurate com-
parison of the cost of coal or steam per

horse-power, the useful power exerted, or
the indicated }30wer less the power ab-

sorbed by friction of mechanism, should

be used as the basis of calculation. As.

a general rule, however, the useful or net

horse-power is not determined, in making
experiments, so that it is necessary to

refer the expenditure of steam and coal

to the indicated horse-power, with the as-

sumption, which is not far from the truth,

that the pressure required to overcome
the friction of well designed steam en-

gines is practically constant.

In comparing experiments made with

different engines, or with the same engine

under different circumstances, if the steam
pressures vary in the several experiments,

as is generally the case, it is more accu-

rate to reduce the weights of steam used,

to equivalent weights at the pressure of

the atmosphere. This is particularly use-

ful, when the engines are considered in

connection with the boilers, since it is

customary to compare the performance
of different boilers, with respect to their

"equivalent'' evaporation, or evaporation,

from and at 212°, that is to say, the evap-

oration at atmospheric pressure of water
whose temperature is 212°. In the ex-
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Table I.

Factors for Reducing Evaporation from Different Temperatures and at
Different Pressures, to Evaporation from and at 212°.

1 Fg

Pressure of Steam in lbs. per Square luch above the Atmosphere.

.fto^:

Tem Feed

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

32° 1.187 1.195 1.201 1.206 1.210 1.214 1.217 1 .220 1.222 1.224 1.226
40° 1.179 1.187 1.193 1.198 1.202 1.206 1.209 1.212 1.214 1.216 j 1.218
50° 1.168 1.176 1.182 1.187 1.191 1.195 1.198 1.201 1.203 1.205 1.207
60° 1.158 1.166 1.172 1.177 1.181 1.185 1.188 1.191 1.193 1.195 1.197
70° 1.148 1.156 1.162 1.167 1.171 1.175 1.178 1.181 1.183 1.185 1.187
80° 1.137 1.145 1.151 1.156 1.160 1.164 1.167 1.170 1.172 1.174 ! 1.176
90° 1.127 1.135 1.141 1.146 1.150 1.154 1 . 157 1.160 1.162 1.164 1.166

100° 1.117 1.125 1.131 1.136 1.140 1.144 1.147 1.150 1.152 1.154,1.156
110° 1.106 1.114 1.120 1.125 1.129 1.133 1.136 1.139 1.141 1.143 1.145
120° 1.096 1.104 1.110 1.115 1.119 1.123 1.126 1.129 1.131 1.133 1.135
130° 1.085 1.093 1.099 1.104 1.108 1.112 1.115 1.118 1.120 1.122 1.124
140° 1.075 1.083 1.089 1.094 1.098 1.102 1.105 1.108 1.110 1.112 1.114
150° 1.065 1.073 1.079 1.084 1.088 1.092 1.095 1.098 1.100 1.102 [1.104
160° 1.054 1.062 1.068 1.073 1.077 1.081 1.084 1.087 1.089 1.091! 1.093
170° 1.044 1.052 1.058 1.063 1.067 1.071 1.074 1.077 1.079 1.081 ,1.083
180° 1.033 1.041 1.047 1.052 1.056 1.060 1.063 1.066 1.068 1.070 1.072
190° 1.023 1.031 1.037 1.042 1.046 1.050 1.053 1.056 1.058 1.060; 1.062
200° 1.013 1.021 1.027 1.032 1.036 1.040 1.043 1.046 1.048 1.050 1.052
212° 1.000 1.008 1.014 1.019 1.023 1.027 1.030 1.033 1.035 1.037 1.039

amples of engine performance that follow,

this reduction has been made, on the as-

sumption that the temperature of the feed

water was 32°, and using the pressure

noted in each experiment. Such reduc-

tions are facilitated by the factors of

Table I. For the sake of illustration

suppose, in the case of experiment 1,

Table IV. that the result there given is

to be reduced to the equivalent evapor-

ation of water which is actually evapor-

ated from a temperature of 150° and at

a pressure of 67.6 lbs. sq. in. above the

atmosphere. By Table I. it appears that

the equivalent evaporation, under these

circumstaces, is

1.097

L2T9
X 22.4=20.2 lbs.

In discussing the cost of the produc-
tion of steam, and its use in an engine,

it will be convenient to treat these two
topics separately.

I. The Engine.

Experiment and theory both show
clearly that in order to use steam eco-

nomically in an engine, it must be allowed
to expand in the cylinder. Precisely

what ratio of expansion it is most econ-

omical to adopt for any special case may

not be so well settled; but this much
seems to be clearly established : that such
ratios of exj)ansion as are known to be
economical cannot be used without seri-

ous inconvenience in engines which, as

is the case with those of the marine type,

are not provided with fly-wheels. This
is because the pressure on the crank-pin
of an engine in which steam is used with
a high ratio of expansion, varies so much
that the frame and other parts of the en-

gine are unduly strained. The effect of

a fly-wheel in preventing serious injury

to an engine subjected to varying strains,

and the effect of these strains when they
are transmitted directly to the machine,
can be most simply illustrated by experi-

ment. The following test was made by
the writer : A vertical steam engine, with
plain slide-valve admitting steam for the
full stroke, was used to drive a train of

wire rolls in a steel mill. The speed of

the engine was controlled by a centrifu-

gal governor which acted on a throttle-

valve, and on the engine shaft there was
an enormous fly-wheel, 23 ft. in diameter
and weighing 27.5 gross tons. The maxi-
mum power of this engine—436 horse-
power—was exerted when 8 simultane-
ous passes were made in the rolls (6 in

the wire rolls and 2 in the roufifhins
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rolls), and this power was instantly re-

duced to 36 horse-power when the rolls

were running idle. Under these circum-

stances, there was no perceptible change
in the speed of revolution of the engine,

and it had been used in work of this kind
for a number of years, at a very slight

expense for repairs. In the same mill,

connected to another train of rolls, where
the work was not so hard, was an automa-
tic cut-off engine, of much greater power
than the vertical engine, but with a very
light fly-wheel,—and after this engine had
come to a stop several times, when two
simultaneous passes were made in the

rolls, the fly-wheel was taken off and a

heavier one was substituted, which change
put an end to the trouble.

A striking example of the effect of ex-

pansion in an engine which had no fly-

wheel, is contained in Chief-Engineer J.

W. King's "Report on European Ships
of War, etc.," Washington, 1877, as fol-

lows :

" The most expensive and notable at-

tempt to realize the benefits of the com-
pound system by the simple engine at

sea was made two years ago by the pro-

prietors of the Allen Line of steamers.

This company made the comparative test

on a large scale. Two ships were built,

the one fitted with compound engines,

and the other with simple expansive en-

gines. The boilers were identically

alike, made from the same drawings, hav-

ing the same grate and heating surface,

and the same pressure of steam was
used in each vessel.

" I have not at command all the details

of these ships, but I received from the

designer of the machinery the following

particulars

:

Name of Name of

ship, ship,

Polynesia. Circassian.

Length, feet 400 360
Breadth, " 42 40
Draught of water.ft. 25.5 23
Kind of engines. . .

.

Compound. Non-Comp'nd.
Number of cylinders 4 2
Diameter, inches. .

.

43 and 80f 62
Stroke, feet 4 4
Number of boilers.

.

10 10
Number of furnaces 20 20
Pres're of steam,lbs. 60 60

" The expansion valves were fitted in

the simple engines to work the steam,
when desired, to the same degree of ex-

pansion as in the compound engines.
The workmanship and materials were
equally good, and the parts equally
strong in each set of engines. The two
ships were put on the line between Liv-
erpool and Quebec, Canada, and, as was
anticipated, the results as to economy of

fuel were not materially different, about
two pounds of good Welsh coal per in-

dicated horse-power per hour being ex-

pended in each ship. This satisfactory

result, however, soon found an offset in

the shape of unexpected difficulties with
the simple engine, consequent upon the
serious shocks resulting from the rapidly
varying pressures on the crank-pins. So
serious were these, that not only the
crank-shaft, but also the stationary parts
of the engines, began at an early day to

show signs of weakness, and in a short
time gave out altogether. The superin-

tending engineer of the company was
the designer of the machinery, and it

was only after his skill and efforts failed

to keep the ship running that he reluct-

antly decided to remove the engines and
to substitute compound engines in their

stead. The engines substituted had a
pair of vertical inverted cylinders, with a

diameter for the high pressure of 55
inches, and for the low pressure of 92
inches.

" The performance of the Polynesia
was satisfactory from the first, the voy-

ages never having been interrupted ; and
the performance of the Circassian has
also been satisfactory since the substitu-

tion in her of the compound engines for

the simple ones."

It frequently happens that a wasteful

single-cylinder steam engine can be made
much more economical by changing it to

a compound engine. The principal rea-

son for the economy that results from
such a change seems to be the suppres-

sion of a large part of the cylinder con-

densation. The cylinder of an engine is

exposed, during each stroke, to the ex-

tremes of temperature due to the enter-

ing steam and the exhaust. Now, if

the steam is used in a double-cylinder

engine, the extremes of temperature in

the small cylinder are inconsiderable, and
in consequence the condensation in this

cylinder in usually slight in amount, and
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the extremes of temperature in the large
| Tables II. and III. contain the results

cylinder are also less than they would be I of some experiments made by the writer
if the small cylinder were removed.

| with small engines, both before and after

Table II.

Test of Small Engine before and after Addition of Second Cylinder—Cylinders
not Jacketed—Cut-off alike in both Cylinders—Volume of Large Cylinder
=2XVolume of Small Cylinder.

t

1 2 3 4 5

- Single Cylinder. Compound.

Item.

Cut-off,

i

4"

Cut-off,

i
6*

Draining water from
steam before admis-
sion into 2d cylinder.

Not drain-
ing water
from steam

Cut-off, i. Cut-off, §. Cut-off, h

Initial pressure of steam, lbs.

per sq. in. above atmospbere 90 99 106 100 97

Lbs. of water evaporated per
hour from and at 212°, per

47.1 51.9 29.5 33.2 34.8

Table III.

Experiments on Small Engine, Single Cylinder and Compound, Large Cylinder
Steam Jacketed, Superheater for Steam Discharged from Small Cylinder, and
Feed Water Heater—Cut-off Alike in Both Cylinders—Volume of Large
Cylinder=2XVolume of Small Cylinder.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Single cylinder,

condensing.
Compound, condensing.

Compound
Non

Condensing

Item.
Steam
jacket
in use.

Steam
jacket
not in

use.

Steam jacket,

superheater and
heater in use.

Steam
jacket and
superheat'r

in use.
Heater not
in use.

Steam
jacket,

superheat'r
and heater
not in use.

Steam
jacket,

superheat'r
and beater
in use.

Cut-off,i Cut-off,! Cut-off,| Cut-off,J Cut-off, i Cut-off,i Cut-off,

£

Initial pressure of steam, lbs.

per sq. in. above atmospbere
Lbs. of water evaporated per
hour from and at 212°, per
indicated horse-power
Water per hour not account-
ed for by diagrams from

Water per hour not account-
ed for by diagrams from

89.8

34.8

157

90.4

41.1

341

84.7

29.9

76

368

90.3

29.

26

141

93.5

29.3

43

143

95.3

30.4

22

304

90.7

35.6

38

95
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compounding. These experiments show,
in addition, the gain produced by the
means usually employed to prevent cylin-

der condensation, viz., superheating and
steam jacketing. It will be seen that the
effect of the various changes made in the
engines is to furnish examples of nearly
every form of single and double-cylinder
engines in use to-day, with the exception
of double-cylinder engines having both
cylinders jacketed, illustrations of which
are given in subsequent tables. These
examples may be classed as follows :

Experiment.

1, 2 Single cylinder without jacket.
2 Single cylinder without jacket.

1 Single cylinder, steam jacketed.

3, 4 Double cylinder, with receiver, large
cylinder not jacketed.
Double cylinder, without receiver,
large cylinder not jacketed.
Double cylinder, withreceiver,large
cylinder not jacketed.

3, 4, 5, 7 Double cylinder, with receiver,

large cylinder steam jacketed.

The results of some experiments made
with engines of United States Revenue
steamers are contained in Table IV.
These experiments are selected from a
large number published in the " Trans-
actions of the American Society of Civil

Engineers," III., 368, and in the "Re-
port of the Trial of the Steam Machin-

Table.

II.

in.
iii.

ii.

n. 5

in. 6

m.

ery of the United States Revenue Steam-
er Gallatin," Washington 1875.

It will be seen that the several experi-
ments of each set are not in all cases
strictly comparable, owing to variations
in steam pressure and ratio of expan-
sion, although the results here given have
been selected with care from all the ex-
periments, as being the most available for
comparison. It is probable, however,
that these experiments, taken as a whole,
represent about the best, as well as the
average performance of single and double-
cylinder marine engines using saturated
steam.

It has been stated that one of the
means employed for preventing cylinder
condensation is to superheat the steam
before its admission into the cylinder of

the engine ; and the results obtained with
a single-cylinder engine, not jacketed,

and given in Table V., show that this

method is very efficient. In these ex-

periments, which were made in 1862, the

amount of water evaporated by the boilers

was not measured. After the completion
of the experiments with saturated steam,

however, and before putting in the super-

heaters, the evaporative performance of

the boilers with anthracite coal was deter-

mined, so that an estimate can be made,
with considerable accuracy, of the evap-

Table IV.

Experiments ox Single and Compound Engines of United States Revenue Steamers.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Rush. Bache Bache Dext'r Dallas Gallatin.

Compound,

condensing,

with

receiver.

Both

cylinders

steam

jacketed.

Compound,

condensing,

with

receiver.

Large

cylinder

steam

jacketed.

11

fcC«

S >>

o2 u

P <a

"go £i

<L> 03
fO"r"

s

of a>

~T3

.s«
P O
V 03
rQ-r-i

§1
o" 5

p .P

02 1^,
o

Single, con-
densing.

Single, con-
densing with-
out vacuum.

Item.

o
p

« .

O 03
a P

•g.a

a
02

05

P
.3

o
03

1
o
02

o
p

<^ .

03 P

03
<u

02

o5

P
_P.

<BM
o
03

o
02

Initial pressure of steam,lbs.
per sq. in. above atmosphere

Ratio of expansion
Lbs. of water evaporated per
hour from and at 212°, per
indicated horse power ....

67.6
6.22

22.4

74.1
5.1

27.3

76.0
5.11

28.3

65.7
4.46

29.2

32.2
5.07

32.3

39.2
5.07

29.0

40.0
4.49

30.0

41.6
5.92

31.5

64.1
3.52

33.0
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Table V.

Experiments with Saturated and Superheated Steam in Engine of Steamer Geoegeanna.

1 3 3 4 5 6 7

Item. Saturated steam. Superheated steam.

Cumberland coal. Cumberland coal. Anthracite coal.

Initial pressure of steam, lbs.

per sq. in. above atmosphere.
Cut-off

Indicated horse-power
Coal per indicated horse-power
per hour.

33.1
0.45
439

3.38
365°

17.3
0.65
393

3.71
353°

33.5
0.45
466

3.91
344°

38.3
0.65
453

3.99
338°

31.3
0.38
.456

3.43
336°

33.45

33.7
0.45
451

3.53
336°

34.41

16.4
0.65
433

3.73

Probable evaporation per hour
from and at 313°, per indi-

cated horse-power, lbs

333 d

36.35

Table VI.

Experiments wirh Saturated and Superheated Steam in Small Non-Condensing Engine.

Item.

Initial pressure of steam, lbs.

per sq. in. above atmosphere.
Cut-off

Temperature of steam in steam
pipe near throttle

Temperature of steam in (

cylinder (

Temperature of steam in ex-

haust pipe , . o

Saturated steam.

50.4
0.347

50.3
0.465

303°
378°

to 397°

303°
379°

to 396°

310° 310°

50.3
0.701

303°
383°

to 300°

313°

6

Superheated steam.

50.4
0.348

478°

313°

317°

50.0
0.461

441°

316°

310°

50.3
0.685

406°

315°

313°

oration in the engine experiments when
anthracite coal was used. "With regard
to the temperatures given in Table V., it

is stated in the original report of the trials

that they are all probably too low, but
it is probable also that the temperatures
of the saturated and superheated steam
all differ from the true figures by an
amount which is sensibly constant. Ob-
jections have frequently been made to

the use of superheated steam in the cyl-

inders of engines, on the ground that it

is injurious to the rubbing surfaces, since

it prevents thorough lubrication. This
objection is undoubtedly well founded,
if the superheating is excessive, but when
it is just sufficient to prevent condensa-

tion, the foregoing objection loses its

Vol. XXX.—No. 5—30

force. This is illustrated in Table VI.,

which contains the results of some ex-

periments made with the apparatus de-

signed by Mr. G. B. Dixwell—consisting

of a superheater so arranged that super-
heated steam could be mixed with satu-

rated steam before its admission into the
cylinder of the engine, to produce a mix-
ture of any desired temperature—and a
sensitive cylinder pyrometer by means of

which the changes of temperature in the
cylinder during each stroke could easily

be determined. These experiments show
that the amount of superheating neces-

sary to prevent cylinder condensation is

different for each ratio of expansion, and
that if the required temperature is not
exceeded, the resultant cylinder tempera-
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tures are by no means excessive. Many
instances are known to the writer of the

benefits of superheating steam before ad-

mitting it into the cylinder of an engine,

the effect of superheating being ordi-

narily to render the engine more eco-

nomical and more powerful at the same
time.

The double-cylinder engine is largely

used on land, particularly in the case of

engines employed for pumping water for

public supply. The designer of a land
engine is not limited to the space pre-

scribed for the engine of a vessel, and
there are several considerations which
render it possible to make a land engine,

in general, more economical than one of

the marine type. Table VII. contains

but few examples, but these have been
chosen from a large number, with the

idea of giving the extremes and average
of the economy obtained from the most
prominent types of double-cylinder land

engines.

The modern forms of stationary steam
engines, commonly known as automatic

cut-off engines, are ordinarily single-

cylinder engines, of excellent construc-

tion, and their performance is exceeding-

ly economical, more so, in fact, than that

of the average double -cylinder engine.

The results obtained with such engines

seem to be due to the high piston-speed,

the small fraction of clearance, and the

carefully designed valve-gear ; the effect

of these conditions being to maintain the
cylinder pressure nearly equal to that in

the boiler, until the point of cut-off, when
the admission valve is quickly and tightly

closed-while the high piston-speed makes
the cylinder condensation a comparative-
ly small fraction of the total steam con-
sumption. A few examples of the per-
formance of automatic cut-off engines,
single-cylinder, with and without steam
jackets, are shown in Tables VIII. and
IX.
The examples that have been given in

the preceding tables, although compara-
tively few in number, are believed to be
representative ones. It becomes, there-

fore, an interesting question, to deter-

mine the commercial economy of these
different forms of engines, when using
steam furnished by boilers of varying
evaporative efficiency.

In order to do this, the most economi-
cal and the most wasteful examples of

each type of condensing engine have
been selected, and the cost in coal and
combustible of the steam used per hour
for each indicated horse-power developed
has been determined, with data given in

the second part of the present article, for

the most economical and the most waste-
ful boiler performance there illustrated,

excluding the experiments in Table XXVI,
where the conditions were abnormal.
The results of this comparison are con-
tained in Table X.

Table VII.

Tests of Compound Pumping Engines.

1 2 3 4 5

Item.
Holly,

Buffalo, no
receiver,

Cylinders
steam

jacketed.

Leavitt,

Lawrence,
no receiver
Cylinders
steam

jacketed.

Warden, Cincinnati,
receiver, Cylinders

not jacketed.

Worthing-
ton, Rox-
bury, no
receiver,

Cylinders
not

jacketed.
1st trial. 2d trial.

Initial pressure of steam, lbs. per
sq. in. above atmosphere

Ratio of expansion
67.9
6.9

26.2

89.5
16.4

20.1

125.

3.33

39.2

125.

3.38

39.1

39.
3 1

Lbs. of water evaporated per hr.

from and at 212°, per indicated

35.7
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Table VIII.

Tests of Single Cylinder Steam Engines Automatic Cut-off, Condensing.
Cylinders not Jacketed.

Item.

Initial pressure of steam, lbs. per sq. in

above atmosphere
Ratio of expansion

,

Lbs. of water evaporated per hour from
and at 212° per indicated horse-power

Engines at Miller's International
Exhibition, Cincinnati, 1880.

Reynolds-
Corliss.

92.5
6.67

23.9

Harris-
Corliss.

91.6
6.95

23.7

Wheelock.

91.4
6.35

23.6

Harris-
Corliss

Engine at

Works of
National

RubberCo.

70.1
9.72

23.3

Table IX.
Test of Corliss Steam Engine, Condensing, with and without Steam-Jaoket, at Mui.house.

1 2 3 4

Item.
Steam-
jackets

not in use.

Steam-
jacket

of cylinder
in use.

Steam-jackets of

cylinder
and piston in use.

Initial pressure of steam, lbs. per sq. in.

above atmosphere 66.2
7.9

30.45

68.1
10.83

23.11

67.9
10.83

22.56

67.2
Ratio of expansion 7 9
Lbs. of water evaporated per hour from
and at 212° per indicated horse-power.

.

22.59

Table X.
Pounds of Anthracite Coal and Combustible per hour per indicated Horse-Power, used by

different types of condensing engines, obtaining steam from
Boilers of different Economical Efficiency.
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REPORTS OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

American Society of Civil Engineers,
April 2d, 1884.—The Society met at 8

p.m., Vice President Wm, H. Paine in the Chair,
John Bogart, Secretary.

Ballots were canvassed and the following
candidates elected:

—

As Members :—Thomas W. Baldwin, Bangor,
Me. ; Thomas E. Brown, Jr., New York City;
Oren SB. Colton, Chicago, 111. ; Stewart Der-
bishvie, Aylmer, Canada ; Joshua L. Gillespie,

St. Paul, Minn.; Minard L. Holman, St. Louis,
Mo. ; William T. Jennings, Toronto, Canada

;

Henry F. Juengst, St. Joseph, Mo. ; Moritz
Lassig, Chicago, 111. ; John F. O'Rourke, New
York City ; Geo. W. Rafter, Fredonia, N. Y.

;

Irving A. Stearns, Wilkesbaire, Pa.
As Juniors :—Frank E. Bissel, Sedalia, Mo.

;

Joseph A. Powers, Landsingburg, N. Y. ; Com-
modore P. Ruple, Wilson's Point, La ; William
H. Starr, Buffalo, N. Y.
A paper by the late Wm. R. Morley, M. Am.

Soc. C. E. on the Proper Compensation for
Railroad Curves, which had been read at a pre-
vious meeting of the Society, was discussed.
Mr. A. A. Robinson, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

stated that the location of the New Mexican
Extension of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad was made with the standard of

compensation, based upon the theory that each
degree of curvature was the equivalent in re-

sistance to the movement of trains of T^ of a
foot of ascent. After the construction it was
found: first, that upon maximum gradients 0.6

per cent, where a full train was 30 to 32 loaded
cars, this compensation was hardly sufficient;

second, upon maximum gradients lyYo per
cent, with full train of 18 to 20 cars, it was fully

sufficient; third, upon maximum gradient of

3.4 per cent, with full train of 7 to 8 cars it was
evidently greater than was needed. Mr. Robin-
son considers that the resistance due to curva-
ture is affected by so many conditions that it

cannot be determined by mathematical formula
except for the particular conditions assumed in

a special case. The speed of the train, the ele-

vation of rail, the greater length of outer rail,

the gauge of track as compared with that of the

wheels, all affect the question, and the resultant

of all the forces will be a function not only of

the rate of curvature and of the gross tonnage
of the train, but also of the number of cars in

the train. A train of 10 cars will produce a
resistance greater than 10 times that of a single

car. Upon a division of the railroad where
locomotives can pull 30 cars, the rate of com-
pensation should be greater than upon a division

where engines can pull but 10 cars. In prac-

tice Mr. Robinson has adopted the following
rules for compensation

:

Rate of maximum grade 0.0 to 0.6 per 100,
Compensation 0.06 per 100.

Rate of maximum grade 0.6 to 1.6 per 100,

Compensation 0.05 per 100.

Rate of maximum grade 1.6 to 3.0 per 100,
Compensation 0.04 per 100.

Mr. Wm. H. Searles, M. Am. Soc. C. E., dis-

cussed mathematically the nature and amount
of the increase of resistance on curves due to

the increase in number of cars upon a train,

and deduced a general formula for the total

tractive force necessary to be applied at the
head of a train of cars moving at a uniform ve-
locity on a given curve, and presented tables

giving the coefficient for solving such formula in

terms of the number of cars and the degree of
curve. He also presented tables of resistances for

given trains upon certain grades, and asummary
of equivalent grades per station per degree for a
given train upon various curves and grades.
Also a table of resistances for a consolidation

engine of 60 tons hauling its maximum train on
a 20 degree curve. He also expressed the opin-

ion that widening the gauge on curves was not
an advantage as far as a four-wheeled truck is

concerned.
Mr. Lewis Kingman, C. E., stated that on the

Atlantic and Pacific Railroad the compensation

y^ per degree was adopted for all curves ; that

10-degree curves were the maximum, and that

all curves were cased off at both ends by com-
pounding gradually from the tangent to the full

degree of curvature. This practice he consid-

ered of great value and of very slight additional

expense. From careful observation upon the

action of locomotives pulling trains upon curves,

it is his opinion that the compensation should
vary with the grade.
Mr. A. M. Wellington, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

said that the rule adopted by him was for the

high grades, the same as that of Mr. Morley,
viz : x% per degree of curvature, but that Mr.
Morley increased this to & per degree on lower
grades. The theory upon which this was done
was formerly advocated by Mr. Wellington, but
he now believes from further investigation, both
experimental and theoretical, that no sensible

difference exists due to the longer trains which
could be run upon the lower grades. No abso-

lutely fixed rate of compensation ought to be
made. Circumstances of location may make
it inexpedient to adopt a rate of compensation
which otherwise might be desirable. The rate

of compensation of T'o
per degree is higher

than is ever necessary unless in certain cases at

stations or where it may become a question

whether to admit certain sharp curves at all.

It is extremely probable that curve resistance

is materially greater at very slow speeds. It is

unfortunate that further and more complete ex-

periments cannot be secured than have already

been made.
Mr. M. N. Forney, M. Am. Soc. C. E., re-

ferred to the fact that the conditions of rolling

stock and of track were very important ele-

ments in any experiments that could be made
upon this subject. Different car-builders made
cars and trucks and wheels according to their

individual notions. Engineers made the section

of rail according to their individual notions.

The actual condition of the rolling stock of the

countiy was such that it was doubtful whether
any experiments could be relied upon as de-

termining results which could be applied gener-

ally.

Mr. Wellington expressed the opinion that

while it was "perfectly true that the condition

of rolling stock was as stated by Mr. Forney,
yet that experiments properly made could be
relied upon to give fair average data.
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The subject was further discussed by mem-
bers present.

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia- Regu-
lar Meeting, April 5th.—Past President

Henry G. Morris in the chair ; 36 members and
2 visitors present.

Mr. Henry G. Morris exhibited, on behalf of

Mr. Israel W. Morris, two ancient and curious
works upon mining :

'

' The Golden Treasury,
or the Complete Miner ; being Royal Institu-

tions or Proposals for Articles to Establish and
Confirm Laws, Liberties and Customs of Silver

and Gold Mines," by Thomas Houghton, Lon-
don, 1699; and "A Collection of Scarce and
Valuable Treatises upon Metals, Mines and
Minerals," by James Hodges, London, 1740.
The latter contains, inter alia, " How to know
the Condition of the Earth by Taste," "Of
Juices, and first of Allum." "The Opinion
that Quicksilver and Sulphur are the Matter
whereof Metals are made, is defined." "How
to know the ill Qualities that infect the Oar,
and how to Purge them away." " Wherein is

showed how true and perfect Gold may be
made by Art, with loss to the Workman," etc.

Mr. Henry G. Morris gave a brief description
of an atmospheric elevator, consisting of a
•closed cage or car working in an air-tight well,

the air pressure, supplied by a "root" or other
pressure blower, being admitted to the top or
bottom of the cage in descending or ascending.
The doors at the different stories opening in-

wards, the pressure of air keeps them closed
until the interior of the car is brought opposite,
when the pressure being relieved the door can
be opened into the car. The car being counter-
balanced, only a comparatively slight pressure
of air, equal to a water column of 6 to 8 inches
only, is required to move an average load on a
car six feet square. The escape of air beneath
the car being at all times readily controlled by
the attendant, it is impossible for the car to de-
scend at a dangerous speed, and other obvious
features render this form of elevator compara-
tively safe.

Mr. Henry G. Morris also exhibited a sample
of seamless copper tube which had been com-
pressed endwise under a steam hammer, and
showed peculiar foldings of the metal into
overlapping equilateral triangles forming an in-

terior hexagonal section. The absence of fract-
ures showed great purity of material.

Mr. John T. Boyd described a new design
for parlor cars for the Pennsylvania R. R.
The Secretary presented, for Mr. Edward

Parrish, an illustrated description of Powers'
Disinfecting Tank and Automatic Siphon.
The Secretary presented, for the Reference

Book, a table which he had prepared of vulgar
fractions of 1 in. reduced to exact decimals of
1 in.

Mr. Wm. L. Simpson exbibited a remarkably
perfect casting of a toad, the pattern used being
the toad himself.

ENGINEERING NOTES.

An Artesian Well, at Bourne, Lincoln-
shire. By James Pilbrow, M. Inst., C. E.

The subject of artesian wells is not without in-

terest to the engineer, whose attention is chiefly

directed to the supply of towns and other
places with water. For tbis reason, the descrip-
tion of a small but productive artesian well,

completed at Bourne, in Lincolnshire, in 1856, is

presented. The well was intended to supply
the town of Bourne with water, the undertaking
being in the hands of a small joint-stock com-
pany. The town had been until then without
any public supply, and almost without a pri-

vate one. The wells were shallow, as in most
of the towns in that part of the county; but
many houses were wholly dependent upon
carts, which fetched water from a considerable
distance. These circumstances gave increased
importance to the fact of such a supply be-
ing found under the site of the place.

The boring, 4 inches in diameter, passed
through several oolitic strata, to a depth of 92
feet. Below the alluvial soil and gravel, a hard
shelly limestone, 32 feet in thickness, was en-
countered. The bore hole here was made
slightly conical to admit of the taper end of a
cast-iron pipe being inserted and driven tightly,

to exclude any surface water, and to prevent
water from the bore escaping into the gravel,

and thus lose its full power to rise above the
surface. The boring was then continued,
through various beds, till it reached a stratum,
6 feet thick, of compact and hard rock, in pass-
ing through which, at 92 feet below the sur-

face, the tool fell suddenly about 2 feet, evi-

dently into a chasm or hollow, striking upon
the hard surface of the underlying rock. '1 he
water immediately rushed up with great force,

and drove the men from their work ; and it

was not without difficulty that the joints for

attaching the curved pipe and sluice-valve at

the surface could be accomplished.
The site of the town of Bourne partakes of

the ordinary character of the county, and is

flat ; the highest part, where the well is situ-

ated, being only about 6 feet above the general
level. It had been the intention of the author,
should the water rise with sufficient force, as he
believed it would do, to supply the town direct

from the boring, and in this way the work was
carried out, the flow and pressure having
proved even greater than was anticipated.
An air chamber was fixed at the well to regu-

late the pressure, and to equalize the supply of
water to.the town. The water rose at the Town
Hall exactly 39 feet 9 inches above the ground.
The yield at the bore and surface level, ascer-

tained by filling a tank capable of containing
5,000 gallons, was at the rate of 567,000 gallons
per day, and there was no diminution on let-

ting the whole run continuously to waste. The
yield was also tested by a " notch-board," which,
by using the coefficient 0.563, and measuring at

still water and not at the "crest," save 575,-

201.8 gallons.

The author knows of no other boring of like

dimensions, either in this country or on the
Continent, which yields so large a quantity of

water, or where, the boring being made on the
general level of the surrounding district, the
water from which flows to so great a height
above the ground.

It is needless to say that the town of Bourne
has since enjoyed an unlimited supply of pure
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water without the assistance of engine, pumps.
or reservoirs, and in far greater quantity than
it requires. The town of Spalding, several

miles distant, has subsequently been supplied
from the same source, the water being conveyed
by pipes laid under the turnpike road.

The water mains were laid under every
street, with fire-cocks at intervals, and it was
satisfactory to all, and surprising to some, to

see the water thrown upon the roofs of houses
by a hose and jet-pipe, as from a fire-engine,

and that only by the natural pressure of the
spring.

The water, by Professor Brand's test, gave
19.4 degrees of hardness, arising chiefly from
the presence of bi- carbonate of lime; but by
boiling it is rendered much softer.

—

Papers of
the Institution of Civil Engineers.

IRON AND STEEL NOTES. '

The American Bessemer Steel Industry.—
The following table shows the compara-

tive production of ingots and rails by Great
Britain and the United States in the last four
years

:

rpHE New B.G. Wire Gauge.—The following
JL is a copy of the new B.G. wire gauge,
which has been drawn up by the South Staf-

fordshire Mill and Forge Wages Board, and
submitted to the Board of Trade for approval:

—
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00
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It will be observed, says the Bulletin (New
York), that since 1880 Great Britain has annu-
ally made more Bessemer ingots than the

United States, and that in the last four years
the United States has' annually made more
Bessemer Steel rails than Gre^t Britain. The
shrinkage in the production of Bessemer steel

rails in the United States in 1883 as compared
with 1882 was 151,601 net tons, or 135.358

gross tons, which is 3,253 tons less than the

shrinkage of 138,611 gross tons in the British

production in the same period.

No. Milli-

Gauge. Inch. Inch. metres. Lb.

3/0 .. h . 0.500 .. 12 700 .

.

20

2/0 . . 0.4452 . 11.308 .. 17.808

1/0 . . 0.3964 .. 10.068 .. 15.856

1 . . 0.3532 .. 8.971 .. 14.128
2 . . 0.3147 .. 7.993 .. 12.588

3 . . 0.2804 .. 7.122 .. 11 216

4 .
x

. 0.250 .. 6.350 . 13

5 . . 0.2225 .. 5.651 . 8.90

6 . . 0.1981 .. 5.032 . 7.924

7 . . 0.1764 .. 4.480 . 7.056

8 . . 0.1570 .. 3.988 . 6.28

9 . . 1398 .

.

3.551 . 5.592

10 .
x

. 0.1250 .. 3.175 . 5

11 . . 0.1113 .. 2.827 . 4.452

12 . . 0991 .

.

2.517 . 3.964

13 . . 0.0882 .. 2.240 . 3.528

14 . . 0.0785 . 1 994 . 3.14

15 . . 0.0699 . 1.775 . 2.796

16 .

i_
. 0.0625 . 1,587 . 2 50

17 . . 0556 . 1.412 . 2.224

18 . . 0.0495 . 1.257 . 1.98

19 . . 0.0440 . 1.118 . 1.76

20 . . 0.0392 . 0.996 . 1.568

21 . 0.0349 . 0.886 . 1.396

22 i
. 0.03125.. 0.794 . 1.25

23 . 0.02782. 0.707 .
1.1128-

24 . 02476. 629 . 0.9904

25 . 02204. 0.560 . 0.8816

26 . 01961. 0.498 . 7844

27 . 0.01745. 0.4432. 0.698

28
i

. 0.015625 0.3969. 625

29 . 0.0139 . 0.3531. 0.556

30 . 0.0123 . 3124. 0.492

31 . 0.0L10 . 0.2794. 0.440

32 . 0.0098 . 0.2489. 0.392

33 . 0.0087 . 0.2210. 0.348

34 . 0.0077 .
• 0.1956. 0.300

35 . 0.0069 . 0.1753. 0.276

36 . 0.0061 . 0.1549. 0.244

37 . 0.0054 . 0.1371. 0.216

38 . 0.0048 . 1219. 0.192

39 . 0.0043 . 0.1092. 0.172

40 . 0.00386. 0.0980. . 0.1544

41 . 0.00343. 0871. . 1372

42 . 0.00306. 0.0777. . 0.1224

43 . . 0.00272. 0.0691. 0.1088

44 . . 00242. 0.0615. 096

45 . 0.00215. 0.0546. . 0.0868-

46 . . 0.00192. 0.0488. . 076

47 . . 0.00170. 0.0432. . 0.0688

48 . . 0.00152. 0.0386. . 0.0608

49 . . . 0.00135. 0.0343. . 0.054

50 . . 0.00120. 0.0305. . 0.048

51 . . 0.00107. 0.0272. . 0.042S

52 . . . 0.30095. 0.0241. . 0.038

rphe Oxidizability of Iron—M. Gruner has

JL published in La Metallurgie the result of

a year's researches on the oxidizability of iron

and steel under the influence of moist air, fresh,

sea, and acidulated water. The results ob-

tained are very instructive. Iron is dissolved

rapidly by sea water, cast iron losing about half
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as much as steel, and spiegeleisen is the most
powerfully acted, on by sea water.

Long Steel Rails.—The Osnabruck Steel

Works have recently been manufacturing
steel rails 88 feet 6 inches long, which have
been laid down on railway bridges crossing the

city of Hanover. It was found that the noise

caused by passing trains was becoming such a

nuisance that a remedy had become a necessity.

The cause of it was the violent vibration at the

rail joints, and the engineers hit upon the ex-

pedient of having rails made long enough to

cover the whole length of the bridges. Since

they were laid down, the nuisance caused by
the rail joints has ceased. The use of rails of

the length stated is, as far as we know, with-

out a parallel in the history of railway con-

struction, and reflects credit alike on the engi-

neers who suggested it and the manufacturers
who made them.

^Trials of Armorplates.—A competitive
trial of armorplates took place on the

island of Amager, near Copenhagen. There
were four plates in all, one of steel from the

Creusot Company, in France ; one plate by
Marrel, Rive de Gier, in France ; and two com-
pound plates from Sheffield, one made by Cam-
mell & Co., and the other by Brown & Co.

These plates were 9 inches in thickness, and
were about 6 feet 6 inches long by 5 feet wide,

and were attached by bolts to a wood backing
9 inches in thickness, supported by iron skin

plates and frames in the. rear. The guns used
were the 6 inch and 10 inch rifled guns, with
steel projectiles. The shot from the 6-inch gun
appeared to have much the same effect upon
each of the plates, the Sheffield plates showing
the least penetration. The shot from the larger

gun knocked the left half of the Creusot steel

plate completely away, thus laying open the

target without any protection whatever from
any other projectile, that might be fired at it.

The same projectile passed through the other
plates, but it was broken up by the English
plates, which were not otherwise seriously

damaged. It appeared as if the energy from
the 10-inch gun was too great for any plate hav-
ing a thickness of only 9 inches, but it was evi-

dent that the Sheffield plates proved to be the
best under the exceptional conditions of firing.

figures the cost since 1852 has been £25,000,000
sterling, and yet the quantity of goods carried

by water has only increased 4,000,000 tons.

While the increase in the goods traffic upon the

railways has been 4 per cent., upon the rivers

and canals it has not exceeded 1 per cent., and
this the writer in the Economists: Francais at-

tributes, not to the unfair competition of the

railways, but to the fact that canals cost as

much to make as railways, and that the time

occupied in transit is so much longer by water

than it is by rail.

ORDNANCE AND NAVAL.

The Russian Minister of War has ordered a
large number of Krupp guns, which were

procured from Essen some years ago, to be con-

siderably lengthened, and they are at present

undergoing this process at the St. Petersburg
Arsenal. The barrels of the guns are first

bored out to a considerable depth, and steel

tubes of the required length are then inserted.

Guns converted on this principle are reported

to have given satisfactory results.

A steel gunboat for the French Navy was re-

cently launched at Rochefort : she was
named '

' Le Gabes," and is of the following dimen-
sions : Length between perpendiculars, 149ft.

9in. ; extreme breadth of beam, 23ft. Tin. ,-

depth of hold, 10ft. 6in. ; draught of water,

8ft. Gin. Her displacement ready for sea is 455

tons, and she will be fitted with engines of 450
indicated horse-power. It is estimated that

she will realize a speed of upwards of 10 knots
an hour.

RAILWAY NOTES.

A writer in the Economiste Francais de-
scribing the present condition of com-

munications by water and railway in France,
states that there are now 4,575 miles of navig-
able rivers, and 2,900 miles of canals. In the
year 1852 there were only 4,190 miles of river

navigable, and 2,440 miles of canal, the increase
in the length of river being 385 miles, and in

that of canals 460 miles. But, as the writer in
the Economiste Francais points out, this in-

crease has been effected at an enormous ex-
pense, the total amount spent from 1852 up to

the year 1878 being close upon £14,000,000,
while since then, under the scheme of M. de
Freycinet for the development of communica-
tion by land or water, a further sum of £ 11,-

€00,000 has already been spent. Thus in round
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Publications Received.

Proceedings of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences

;
papers XXL, XXH.,

XXIII.
Geological Survey of New Jersey. Annual

Report of the State Geologist for 1883.

Notes on Cylinder Bridge Piers. By John
Newman, As. M. I. C. E.
Papers of the Institution of Civil Engineers

;

the following have been received from Mr. Jas.

Forrest, Sec'y

:

Water-Raising Machines in Holland, by G.
Cupari.
Mining and Treatment of Gold Ores in Japan,

by Robt. James Freckeville, Assoc. M. I. C . E.
Examination and Testing of Portland Cement,

by Henry Faija, Assoc. M. I. C. E.
Timaru Water Supply, by Arthur Dudley

Dobson, M. I. C. E.
Electrical Conductors, bv William Henry

Preece, M. I. C. E.

Energy in Nature. Bv Wm. Lant Carpen-
ter, B. A., B.Sc. London : Cassell & Co.

This is a popular treatise designed to afford
useful hints to teachers of physical science.
The topics treated are Matter and Motion, Heat,
Chemical Attraction, Electricity and Chemical
Action, Magnetism and Electricity, and Energy
in Organic Nature.
The book is tastefully printed and illus-

trated, and may be read with profit by young
learners.

E'
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Heat. By P. G. Tait, M. A. London

:

Macmillan & Co.
The intention of the author in preparing this

work was to satisfy the wants of "the students
who. without any intention of entering on a
scientific career, whether theoretical or experi-

mental, are yet desirous of knowing accurately

the more prominent facts and theories of mod-
ern science to such an extent as to give them
an intelligent interest in physical phenomena."
The book will doubtless be widely read, but

the learner will be frequently at a loss to com-
prehend the exact meaning of the author, and
at those points where special pains have been
taken to be precise and clear.

TABLES FOR COMPUTING MeTEIO AND NoN-
Metric Weights and Measures. By W.

A. G. Emonts, C. E. Philadelphia : William
Syckelmore.

Inquiries are often made for convenient
tables for reduction of weights and measures
from the yard to the meter and vice versa. This
little pamphlet of Mr. Emonts' fulfills the de-

mand completely. In six pages of tables are

all the ratios between the two systems which
can reasonably be asked for.

r"pHE Principles and Practice of Electric
t Lighting. By Alan A. Campbell Swinton.

New York : D. Van Nostrand.
The aim of this work, as explained by the

author, has been to prepare a treatise which
should be on the one hand sufficiently simple
and devoid of technicalities, to be easily under-
stood by unscientific readers, and on the other,

sufficiently comprehensive and up to date to

give reliable information on all the principal

appliances and systems. The plan is well car-

ried out. Starting with the theory of electric

lighting and explaining the nature of the prob-
lem to be solved, the author next gives a clear

though popular account of the systems of units

and the appliances for their measurement.
Sources of Power, Generators, Lamps, Ac-

cumulators, Systems of Lighting, are then pre-

sented in order The work closing with appli-

cations and their cost.

To people desiring the clearest and briefest

exposition of this very interesting subject we
recommend this book.

T"pHE Art of Soap Making ; a Practical Hand-
_1_ book of the Manufacture of Hard and Soft
Soaps, &c. Including many new Processes, and
a Chapter on the Recovery of Glycerine from
Waste Leys. By Alexander Watt. With nu-
merous Illustrations. London : Crosby Lock-
wood & Co.
Our London contemporary Engineering, in

an introduction to a long review of this book,

"In a short preface, the author of this book
modestly disclaims all pretension to originality,

assuming only the credit due to an industrious
compiler from many sources, and to a pains-
taking recorder of some of the chief processes
in a great and ancient industry, unrepresented
previously in this country by any special vol-

ume devoted to it. We think the readers of
Mr. Watt's work will be disposed to accord to

him more credit than he appears to consider

his due, and manufacturers will doubtless de-
rive much useful information from its pages."
The manufacture of many varieties of soap

is described with special reference to the chemi-
cal and mechanical details, and to the improve-
ment of new over old methods. Nine different
modes of recovering the glycerine are de-
scribed.

Useful notes and tables are appended, to-
gether with an excellent index.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MHeddebault nas discovered a method of
. preparing soluble wool from tissues in

which wool and cotton are combined. When
subject to a current of superheated steam, under
a pressure of five atmospheres, the Scientific

American says, the wool melts and falls to the
bottom of the pan, leaving the cotton, linen,

and other vegetable fibres clean and in a con-
dition suitable for paper making. The melted
wool is afterwards evaporated to dryness, when
it becomes completely soluble in water, and is

called azotine. The increased value of the rags
is sufficient to cover the whole cost of the oper-
ation, so that the azotine is produced without
cost. It contains all its nitrogen in a soluble

condition, and can, therefore, be compared to

dry blood, which is worth 2.50 francs per kilo-

gramme of nitrogen. M. Ladureau regards
this discovery as one of great interest for agri-

culture and mechanical-industry.

Durand has explained the spontaneous igni-

tion of coal as being due to the presence
of pyrites, which on oxidization under suitable

conditions inflames and then sets fire to the coal

in which it is imbedded. According to Fayol's
experiments, however, the real cause of this

phenomenon is the oxidation of the coal itself

and not of the pyrites. The absorption of oxy-
gen by coal—carbon—takes place more or less

readily according to the temperature and the
coal being more or less finely divided. Accord-
ing to the "Journal " of the Society of Chemical
Industry, lignite in the state of fine dust takes
fire at 150 deg.

,
gas carbon at 200 deg. , coke at

250 deg. , and anthracite at 300 deg. or above.
On heating a mixture of finely-powdered coal

and pyrites to 200 deg. for four days the coal

took up 6 per cent, of oxygen, whilst the pyrites

absorbed only 3.5 per cent. Hence coal ab-

sorbs oxygen much more energetically than
pyrites does, which has also been confirmed by
the following experiment : About 900 grams of

powdered coal and 3,350 grams of powdered
pyrites were placed in tin cans and put in a
drying chamber. Up to 135 deg. both behaved
similarly, but from there the temperature of the

pyrites remained almost stationary, whilst that

of the coal quickly rose, ignition taking place
after a few hours. Two other samples of coal

and pyrites were put in a chamber at 200 deg.

The temperature of the coal quickly increased.

After forty minutes it got up to 200 deg. , and
the coal took fire, whilst the pyrites had at the
same time only been raised to 150 deg. The
ignition of the coal was not at all hastened by
an admixture of pyrites.
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II.

II. The Boiler.

The use of higher steam pressures in

marine boilers, which was a part of the

change made in introducing the double-

cylinder engine, rendered it necessary to

abandon the rectangular form of boiler,

and to replace it by a boiler with cylin-

drical shelh this shell containing large

flues in which the furnaces were located,

and return fire-tubes over these flues.

Such a boiler may be regarded as the

standard type adopted for marine use at

present. The material composing the

shell and flues must be made very thick,

so that a modern marine boiler is not
only very heavy ; but the great thickness

of the flues prevents the ready transfer

of heat, and repairs are frequently neces-

sary. It is very evident, from the costly

experiments made by steamship com-
panies with several types of water- tube
or sectional boilers, that a reliable and
efficient substitute for the cylindrical

marine boiler would gladly be adopted, if

it could be found. Some examples of

the performance of the most prominent
types of steam boilers may aid in the

solution of this question, and may fur-

nish some hints to those who use boilers

in connection with stationary engines.

How much water a good boiler ought

Vol. XXX.—No. 6—31

to evaporate for each pound of fuel con-
sumed is a question which requires for

its answer some knowledge of the theo-

retical value of this fuel, or its total heat
of combustion. Messrs. Favre and Sil-

bermann have determined the total heat
of combustion of carbon and hydrogen,
which form the combustible elements of

coal, and it has been inferred, very natur-
ally, that the results obtained by these
experimenters could be used to determine
the total heat of combustion of a variety of

coal whose analysis was known. So natural,

indeed, did this inference appear to be
that, so far as can be determined from
published records, it was not until 1867
or 1868 that any one thought of testing

the truth of the inference by experiment.
About this time Messrs. Kestner and
Meunier commenced to make experi-

ments on the total heat of combustion of

the elementary combustible compounds
of the coal, and then of the coal itself.

These experimenters made use of appara-
tus substantially similar to that employed
by Messrs. Favre and Silbermann, and
obtained results which were nearly the
same as those given by the earlier experi-

ments. On testing the total heat of
combustion of different varieties of coal,

however, Messrs. Kestner and Meunier
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Table XI.

Summary of Experiments by Messrs. Kestner and Meunier on Heat of

Combustion of Various Coals.

£

1

2
8
4
5

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Name.

Saarbruck, Sulzbach
" Von der Heydt

Creusot, caking (Chaptal shaft)
" anthracite (St. Pierre shaft)
" semi-bituminous (St. Paul).

naming (St. Paul) ,

Blanzy, Montceau,
'

' anthracite

Anzin
Denain
English, Bwlf

'
' Powell Duffryn

Russian, Grouchefski anthracite
'

' Miouski caking
" Goloubofski naming

Lignite, blue, from Rocher
" flaming, from Manosque . .

.

" lean, from Manosque
" caking, from Bohemia
'

' changing to fossil-wood
Fossil-wood, changing to lignite ....

Russian lignite, from Toula

Combustible and volatile

constituents.

Hydro-
Carbon.

gen.

83.05 4.95
81.56 4.98
88.48 4.41
92.36 3.66
90.07 4.1
90.79 4.24
78.58 5.23
87.02 4.72
84.45 4.21
83.94 4.43
91.08 3.83
92.49 4.04
96.66 1.35
91.45 4.5
82.67 5.07
72.98 4.04
70 57 5.44
66.31 4.85
76.58 8.27
66.51 4.72
67.60 4.55
73.72 6.09

Nitrogen
and

oxygen

12.

13.46
7.11
3.98
5.13
4.97
16.19
8.26

11.32
11.63
5.09
3.47
1.99
4.05
12.26
22.98
23.99
28.84
15.15
28.77
27.85
20.19

Heat of combustion
per lb. of combusti-
ble, by experiment.

Thermal

units.

15,485
15,232
17,320
17,021
16.965

16,673
14,985
16,400
16,663
16,290
15,804
16,108
14,866
15,651

14,438
11,669
13,253
12,584
14,263
11,444
11,360
13,837

Pounds of

water
evaporated
from and
at 212°.

16.02
15 76
17.92
17.61
17.55
17.25
15.5
16.97
17.24
16.85
16.35
16.66
15.38
16.19
14.94
12.07
13.71
13.02
14.76
11.84
11.75
14.31

Table XII.

Combustible Constituents of American Coals, and Pounds of Air supplied per
Pound of Coal, as determined by Prof. Johnson.

Combustible con- Lbs. of

O ni Locality. Designation of Coal.

stituent

in ]

Fixed
Carbon

s, parts

LOO.

Volatile
combus-
tible.

water
evaporated
from and
at 212° per
lb. of com-
bustible, in

experi-
mental
boiler.

Lbs. of air

supplied
per lb. of

coal.

1

2
3

Pennsylvania

.

Maryland . .

.

Virginia
Pennsylvania.

Beaver Meadow, Slope No. 3.

Beaver Meadow, Slope No. 5

.

Forest Improvement

97.38
97.11
96.71
96.77
94 41

95.61
85.33
85.47
83.16
60.77
63.23

2.62
2.89
3.29
3.23
5.59
4.39
14.67
14.53
16.84
39.23
36.77

10.11
10.84
11.02
11.05
9.75

10.93
10.63
10.81
11.87
10.18
7.88

20.4
28.5
21.7

4 Peach Mountain 18.4
5 Lehigli 47.9
6
7
8

Lackawanna
Natural Coke of Virginia
Neil's Cumberland

19.4
19.7
20.1

9
10
11

Atkinson & Templeman

Cannellton

18.3
19.9
15.9
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found that it exceeded, in every instance,

the heat as calculated from the combined
effects of the combustible elements of

the fuel. Their experiments were very

extended, and their mode of experiment-
ing and their results have been published

in the "Bulletin de la Societe Industri-

elle de Mulhouse," 1868, 1869, 1871; in

the " Annales de Chimie," 4th Series,

XXX., 5th Series, II, XXI, 6th Series,

II ; and in the " Comptes Kendus de
lAcademie," 2d Series, 1869. Table XI.
contains a summary of the most impor-
tant results of these experiments, and
shows conclusively that the ordinary
method of estimating the heat of com-
bustion of a given fuel from its element-

ary analysis is entirely erroneous. There
are no American coals in this table, but
as the best anthracite coal of the United
States contains more fixed carbon than
any specimen of Table XI. (See Table
XII.) It is reasonable to suppose that it

is at least equal in heating effect to the
best European coal tested by Messrs.
Kestner and Meunier.
The results given in the preceding

table are now generally used by Euro-
pean engineers in their calculations. Dr.
Percy, in referring to the experiments of

Messrs. Kestner and Meunier, states that

more extended data will be necessary for

the explanation of the results. M. L.

Gruner, however, in a very interesting

article on " The Classification and Heat-
ing Power of Coals " (a translation of

which is published in the Engineering
andMining Journal, vol. XVIII.), shows
clearly that it is the generally accepted
formula which is anomalous, rather than
the results. He remarks as follows

:

" Dulong proposed the formula :

P= 14544 C +62032 (H--^-) ; where
8

P=heating power in thermal units, C=
weight of carbon in pounds, H—— =

o

weight of free hydrogen, i. e., the total

hydrogen less that already burnt to

water by the oxygen that the coal con-
tains. Doubtless Dulong considered
this formula as giving only a kind of

industrial value, for he knew well
enough that we cannot, in a calorific

sense, assimilate a ternary chemical com-
pound to a simple mixture of C and II

;

and that the H is not simply combined

with the in coal. But at that time, at

least, it was thought that C and H, con-

sidered as simple bodies, possessed always

the same calorific power. The influence

of molecular construction on the calorific

power of bodies was ignored ; it was not
known that the heat of combustion of a
body, simple or compound, is, in general,

greater in proportion as its molecular
condensation is less advanced.

" It is now established by the labors of

Favre, Silbermann, Regnault, Berthelot

and others, that the heat of combustion,
like the specinc heat, varies with the

density.
Heat units.

'We know that if carbon from wood
charcoal develops 14544,

The charcoal of gas retorts, which is

more dense, gives only 14485

.

Natural graphite 14035

.

The diamond only 13986.
We know also that the heating power of

crystallized sulphur is 4072,
While that of the denser amorphous S,

run in a melted state into water, is

only 3991

.

"It follows from this that to apply
Dulong's formula to coals, we should
substitute for the calorific power of hy-
drogen in a gaseous state that of hydro-
gen in a solid state, and, instead of

14544, which represents the heat of com-
bustion of carbon having, according to

M. Violette, a density greater than 2, we
should put the greater number corre-

sponding to the less condensed state of

the carbon in coals.

" The actual heating power of all fuels,

except the bituminous lignite of Bohemia
(which, from the large amount of hydro-
gen it contains, resembles the petroleums)
is not only greater than the heating
power calculated by Dulong's formula,
but. also, for the anthracites and bitumin-
ous coals, it is greater than the sum of

the heat units due to the entire amount
of carbon and hydrogen contained in

them, taking them as isolated, and after

making deduction for the oxygen.

"Thus, coal from the Chaptal mine gave
17320 heat units against C+H=15606

Coal from the Roncbamp mine save
16399 heat units against C+H=lo822

Coal from the Denain mine gave
16290 heat units against C-j-H=1495S

Coal from the Louisenthal mine gave
14787 heat units against C-j-H=140S3
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" M. Scheurer Kestner, noticing this ap-

parent anomaly,concluded that the combin-
ation of carbon and hydrogen in coals was
attended with absorption of heat, as

is the case with explosive compounds.
The anomaly is, however, only apparent.

Coal has none of the properties of explo-

sive substances, and if the actual heating

power is higher than that obtained from
calculation, it is, as we have already re-

marked, because we take the figures

14544 heat units for carbon, while, in

reality, we should take a number nearer

to 20186, which is the theoretic heating

power of carbon in the form of gas.
" The number 20186 heat units is ob-

tained as follows : "We know that carbon
develops 4451 heat units when it is

transformed into oxyd of carbon, and
this gas, in its turn, gives (14544—4451)
= 10093 heat units in combining with a

new equivalent of oxygen ; that is, equal

quantities of oxygen apparently develop
very unequal quantities of heat; I say

apparently, for in the first case the solid

carbon passes to the gaseous condition,

while in the combustion of carbonic oxyd
it is carbon in the condition of gas that

burns. Now, if we admit with Rankine
that Welther's law obtains so long as the

chemical reactions are neither accom-
panied nor followed by a change of con-

dition, we see that the excess of (10093
—4451) = 5642 heat units should corre-

spond exactly with the heat absorbed by
the gasification of carbon, and conse-

quently gaseous carbon would develop

(14544 + 5642)= 20186 thermal units, if

it gave carbonic acid directly.

" In any case it is evident that consid-

ering this number 20186 heat units mere-
ly as the result of a purely theoretical

speculation, the but slightly condensed
carb.cn of bituminous coal should pro-

duce more heat than pure carbon from
wood charcoal. On the other hand, for

solid hydrogen we should take a number
smaller than 62032 heat units, which cor-

responds to gaseous hydrogen producing
water, which is also taken in the gaseous
state.

"We can readily satisfy ourselves that

we would obtain values nearer the truth

by assuming, for example, 16200 heat

units as the heat of combustion of carbon
in coal, and 54000 heat units as that of

solid hydrogen ; we would thus find, after

deducting for the oxygen :

"For coal from Anzin. . .15957 instead of 16663
For coal from Denain. . 15989 " 16290
For short-flaming fat coal
from the Chaptal mine
(Creuzot) 16715 " 17320
For coal from Konchamp. 16893 " 16399
For dry coal from Mont-
ceau 15554 " 14985
For dry coal from Louis-
enthal 14980 " 14787

" The agreement is not, however, satis-

factory; we note that the calculation
gives too low a value for coals rich in

fixed carbon, and, on the other hand, too
high a value for those which leave but
little coke. In brief, it is evident that
the manner of combination of the ele-

ments in coals is too variable to make it

possible to determine their true heating
power from simple elementary analysis.

We must, therefore, determine by direct

experiment the heatingpower of each kind
of coal, or else we must be satisfied with
the mean results which we obtain by
combining the Mulhouse exj)eriments—

a

summary of which is given in the above
table—

w

Tith the numerous industrial tests

made by Dr. Brix, in Berlin, and by the
French and English navies."

The useful heating effect obtained from
coal consumed in the furnace of a boiler

is, of course, considerably less than the
total heating effect, on account of such
inevitable losses as the amount of heat
carried off in the products of combus-
tion, the unconsumed fuel that drops
through the air spaces of the grates, the

loss due to imperfect combustion, and
the heat radiated from the external sur-

faces of the boiler or its setting. The
useful heating effect depends also upon
the proportions and design of the boiler,

and upon the amount of air admitted to

the furnace. In regard to th« amount of

air required for combustion it is com-
monly assumed, from the experiments of

Prof. Johnson ("Report to the Navy De-
partment of the United States, on Ameri-
can coals,'' Washington, 1844), that with
natural draft, the air supplied should be
twice the amount theoretically required,

or about 25 lbs. of air per lb. of coal

burned. The experiments of Prof. John-
son hardly bear out this idea, as will ap-

pear from an inspection of Table XII.,

which has been taken from the report

cited above. Messrs. Kestner and Meu-
nier, after determining the total heating
effect of different varieties of European
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Table XIII.

Heat of Combustion of Foreign Coals, and Pounds of Air Supplied per Pound
of Coal, as Determined by Messrs. Kestner and Meuniee.

Designation of Fuel.

Heat of com-

bustion, in

thermal units,

per lb. of com-

bustible, by

experiment.

Useful effect, per
pound of combusti-
ble, in experimental

boiler.

Pounds of

air

supplied

a as

Thermal

units.

Pounds of

water
evaporated
from and
at 212°.

per pound

of

coal.

1 Ronchamp, No. 1 16,346
16,411
15,223
15,703
14,787
15,539

15,277
15,212
15,232
14,985

16,380
16,942
16,758
16,758
14,544

10,057
10,438
8,928
9,484
8,348
9,421

8,941

8,847
8,789
8,446
9,920

10,472
11,268
11,131
8,698

10.4
10.8
9.24
9.81
8.64
9.75
9.25
9.15
9.09
8.74
10.26
10.83
11.66
11.52
9.

12.6
2 No. 2 12.8
3 Friedrichsthal 12.6
4 Duttweiler 13.4
5 Luisenthal 11.5
6 Altenwald 12.8
7 Heinitz 11.8
8 Sulzbach . 13.5
9

10 Blanzy, Montceau
12.6
10.6

11 '
' anthracite 12.5

12 Greusot 20.5
13
14
15

§ Creusot, ^ Eonchamp No. 1.

.

§ Creusot, ^ Ronchamp No. 2.

.

Wood charcoal

17.1
16.1
23.4

coal, experimented with several of the
varieties in the furnace of a steam boiler.

They also tried the effect of admitting
different amounts of air, and found that
the best results with natural draft were
obtained when the air supply was about
1^- times the amount theoretically re-

quired. A summary of the results ob-
tained by Messrs. Kestner and Meunier
is given in Table XIII.

It may be useful to illustrate by an ex-
ample, the effect of employing an erro-
neous assumption instead of an experi-
mental result in a discussion of boiler
performance. The experiment selected
for discussion is No. 9, Table XXV., and
the actual performance will be compared
with the maximum that is theoretically
possible by experiment and by assump-
tion.

The reader will find the results of a
number of boiler experiments in the fol-

lowing tables, experiments generally re-

garded as being among the most reliable

that have ever been made, all of which
must be repudiated by those who believe

that the maximum heating effect attain-

able from the combustible in the best va-

Total heating effect of a lb.

of combustible, thermal
units
Per cent, of combustible in

a lb. of coal, Table XXV,
Experiment 9

Thermal units per lb. of coal,

maximum heating effect. .

.

Temperature of fire-room .

.

Temperature of escaping
products of combustion, at

least

Lbs. of air supplied per lb.

of coal

Specific heat of products of

combustion
Thermal units carried off in

products of combustion . .

.

Maximum possible evapora-
tion, thermal units

Evaporation by experiment,
thermal units

Temperature of furnace. . .

.

OH 05

Pv*xH W
> — •-

17,320

82.'

a |_^°
o

14,544

82.

14.324
68°

12,028
68°

600
D 600°

19 25

0.23? 0.238

2,406 3,165

11,918 8,863

10,636 10.636
2440"

rieties of American anthracite is 14. 544
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thermal units per lb., and that the aver-

age amount of air supplied to furnaces
consuming American anthracite is from
25 to 30 lbs. per lb. of coal.

Supposing the furnace of a boiler to be
so arranged that the proper amount of
air for economical evaporation is admit-
ted, it will be found that the evaporation
actually obtained depends upon the pro-
portions of the boiler, and the character
and disposition of the heating surfaces.

The rate of transmission of heat through
a metallic plate covered with water on
one side, and exposed to the action of
flame or heated gases on the other, has
been found by experiment to depend
upon the difference of temperature on
the two sides of the plate, or rather upon
the square of this difference, from which
fact it can reasonably be inferred that the
heating surfaces nearest to the fire are
the most efficient, so that, other things
being equal, the boiler which has the
largest proportion of furnace heating-sur-
face will be the most efficient and the
most economical. This inference is fully

sustained by experiment, as will be
shown. To determine the effect of dif-

ferent arrangements of heating-surface
and other details, it is useful to examine
the results of experiments in which the
same kind of coal was used and the same
method of experimenting, with boilers of

various design. Such a series of experi-

ments is contained in the " Reports and
Awards, group XX," of the United States
International Exhibition, 1876. Phila-

delphia, 1878. In this report will be
found full details of experiments made
with fourteen different boilers, eight of

which were of the sectional or water-tube
variety. These experiments have some-
times been incorrectly reported in the
trade circulars of boiler manufacturers,
and have been accompanied by discussions

of results that were generally in the in-

terest of particular boilers. The report,

however, is of great value to any one who
examines it impartially, and the writer
hopes that the following tables will prove
useful both to boiler manufacturers and
steam users. Nearly all the boilers

tested at the Centennial Exhibition were
of well-known forms, and designating
letters have been applied to them, as fol-

lows :

Boilers Tested at Centennial Exhibi-

tion, 1876.

A.— Wiegand, water-tube boiler.

B.—Harrison, sectional boiler, cast-iron.

C.—Firmenich, water-tube boiler.

D.—Rogers & Black, vertical cylinder,

suspended over grate, the cylinder

having external water-tubes ar-

ranged vertically around it.

E.—Andrews, double-return tubular, with
sheet-iron smoke-connections.

F.—Root, water- tube boiler.

G.—Kelly, water-tube boiler.

TI.—Exeter, sectional boiler, cast-iron.

I.—Lowe, cylindi-ical tubular boiler, with
combustion chamber in front-con-

nection.

J.—Babcock & Wilcox, water-tube boiler.

I£.—Smith, cylindrical tubular boiler,

with generator attachment, consist-

ing of water bridge-wall, and pipes

at sides of furnace and under
shell of boiler beyond bridge-wall.

L.— Galloway, flue boiler, furnaces in two
flues, which unite beyond the

grates in an elliptical flue which is

crossed by conical water-tubes.

L'.— Galloway, same as preceding, tried

with bituminous coal.

M.—Anderson, water-tube boiler.

N.—Pierce, tubular cylinder, revolving on
trunnions over the grate.

An attempt is made, in the following

discussion, to determine the relative com-
mercial value of each boiler, and to find

the reasons that influence this value.

Table XIV. shows the relative standing

of the boilers in respect to their economi-

cal performance, and in Table XV. the

relative consumption of fuel per unit

of capacity or horse-power has been de-

termined, on the assumption that a boiler

horse-power is represented by the evap-

oration of 30 lbs. of water per hour, from
and at 212°. The same unit of horse-

power is used in all the boiler experiments

that follow. The results given in Tables

XIV. and XV. show that the effect of in-

creasing the rate of combustion generally

decreases the economical performance to

a marked extent, so that a boiler which is

quite economical when tested for economy
may have its position materially changed
when it is operated at full caj>acity. The
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Table XIV.

Centennial Boiler Tests.—Pounds of Water Evaporated from and
at 212°, per Pound of Combustible.

Relative
Capacity Tests. Economy Tests.

Average of Capacity
and Economy Tests.

Number.
1

Boiler. Evaporation. Boiler. Evaporation. Boiler. Evaporation.

1 K 11.926 1/ 12.125 K 11.916
2 1/ 11.609 F 12.094 L' 11.867
3 L 11.216 C 11.988 I 11 543
4 I 11.163 I 11.923 C 11.526
5 C 11.064 K 11.906 L 11.400
6 F 10.441 J 11.822 F 11.268
7 J 10.330 L 11.583 J 11.076
8 H 9.974 E 11.039 B 10.410
9 B 9.889 B 10.930 E 10 392

10 N 9.865 A 10.834 M 10.093
11 E 9.745 M 10.618 H 10.008
12 M 9.568 G 10.312 A 9.990
13 D 9.429 H 10.041 N 9.943
14 A 9.145 N 10.021 D 9.521
15 G 8.397 D 9.613 G 9.355

Table XV.

Centennial^Boiler Tests.—Pounds of Combustible per Hour, per
Horse-Power Developed.

Relative
Capacity Tests. Economy Tests.

Average of Capacity
and Economy Tests.

Number.
Boiler. Combustible Boiler. Combustible Boiler. Combustible

1 K 2.51 L' 2.47 K 2.52
2 1/ 2.58 F 2.48 L' 2.53
3 I 2.67 C 2.50 I 2.60
4 L 2.67 I 2.52 C 2.61
5 C 2.71 K 2.52 L 2.63
6 F 2.87 J 2 54 F 2 68
7 J 2.90 L 2.59 J 2.72
8 H 3.01 E 2.72 B 2.S9
9 N 3.04 B 2.74 E 2.90

10 B 3.04 A 2.77 M 2.98
11 E 3.08 M 2.83 H 3.01
12 M 3.13 G 2.91 N 3.02
13 D 3.18 N 2.99 A 3.03
14 A 3.28 H 3.00 D 3 15
15 G 3.57 D 3.12 G 3.24

economical performance of a boiler, gen-
erally speaking, depends upon the rate

of combustion per unit of heating-sur-

face, the economy ordinarily decreasing
as the rate of combustion increases. It

is important, therefore, in considering
tests of boilers where the rates of com-
bustion per unit of heating-surface vary,

to reduce the results to some common

standard before comparing them. This
can be done approximately in a manner
which will be explained. Prof. Rankin

e

has deduced, from experiment, some
formulas for determining the efficiency of

a boiler at different rates of combustion.
The results obtained from these fomiu-
las agree well with the actual perform-
ance of boilers of e-ood design, are larger
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Table XVI.

Efficiency of Boilers, at Different Rates of Combustion,-

from Prof. Ranktne's Formulas.
-Calculated

Evaporative efficiency.

Pounds of com-
bustible perhour,
per square foot

Natural draft. Forced draft.

of heatirjg sur-

face.
Ordinary With fuel Ordinary With fuel
setting. economiser. setting. economiser.

5. 0.282 0.300 0.399 0.412
4. 0.330 0.350 0.456 0.468
3. 0.397 0.420 528 0.542
2. 0.503 0.525 0.632 0.644
1. 0.678 0.700 0.780 0.792
0.9 0.705 0.724 0.805 0.811
0.8 0.729

'

0.750 0.824 0.831
0.7 0.761 0.778 0.844 0.851
0.6 0.790 0.808 0.865 0.873
0.5 0.827 0.840 0.888 0.896
0.4 0.861 0.875 0.911 0.919
0.3 0.906 0.913 0.941 0.945
0.2 0.946 0.955 0.969 0.971
0.1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.009

Table XVII.

Centennial Boiler Tests.—Ratio of Actual and Theoretical Efficiency.

Relative
Capacity Tests. Economy Tests.

Average of Capacity
and Economy Tests.

Number.
Boiler. Ratio. Boiler. Ratio. Boiler. Ratio.

1 L' 1013 L' 0.992 L' 1.003
2 K 0.982 L 0.976 L 0.975
3 L 0.974 F 0.953 K 0.964
4 N 0.953 K 0.946 N 0.928
5 I 0.914 J 0.941 I 0.915
6 D 0.889 C 0.918 J 0.908
7 J 0.875 I 0.916 F 0.906
8 C 0.870 A 0.910 C 0.894
9 B 0.858 N 0.902 B 0.874

10 F 0.858 G 0.897 E 0.865
11 E 0.841 B 0.890 D 0.860
12 M 0.832 E 0.889 A 0.858
13 A 0.806 M 0.864 G 0.849
14 G 0.801 D 0.830 M 0.848
15 H 0.795 H 0.765 H 0.780

than the actual results obtained from
boilers whose design or proportions are

faulty, and are too small for the most
economical and efficient boilers, as will

appear from the applications that follow.

Prof. Ranldne has tested his formulas by
comparison with a number of experiment-
al results, in his " Manual of the Steam-

Engine and other Prime Movers," and the
writer has applied these formulas to nu-
merous boiler experiments, with very sat-

isfactory results. Table XVI. is com-
puted from the formulas referred to. In
order to compare the insults given in this

table with those obtained experimentally,

it is necessary to assume a figure for the
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Table XVIII.

Centennial Boiler Tests.—(Evaporation per Pound op Combustible)

(Reciprocal of Combustible per Horse-Power)+(Ratio op Efficiency).

Relative
Capacity Tests. Economy Tests.

Average of Capacity
and Economy Tests.

Number.
Boiler. Sum. Boiler. Sum. Boiler. Sum.

1 K 13.305 L' 13.522 K 13.277
2 1/ 13.010 F 13.450 1/ 13.265
3 L 12.565 C 13.306 I 12.843
4 I 12.452 K 13.249 C 12.803
5 C 12.303 I 13.236 L 12 . 755
6 F 11.64? J 13.157 F 12.547
7 J 11.550 L 12.945 J 11.352
8 N 11.147 E 12.296 B 11.630
9 H 11.101 B 12.185 E 11.602

10 B 11.076 M 11.835 M 11.277
11 E 10.911 G 11.553 N 11.202
12 M 10.719 N 11.257 A 11.178
13 D 10.632 H 11.139 H 11.120
14 A 10.256 A 11.105 D 10.698
15 G 9.478 D 10.764 G 10.513

evaporation corresponding to an efficiency

of unity, and in order to conform to the
principles on which the table depends,
the writer has assumed that the evapora-
tion corresponding to this efficiency is

equal to 13.5 lbs. of water from and at
212° per lb. of combustible. This figure,

like the several efficiencies in the table,

will be found to agree well with a good
average performance, to be too large for

an inferior performance, and smaller than
the best actual results. Applying these
figures to the experiments under consid-
eration, results are obtained as shown in

Table XVII., which table probably rep-

resents the true economical values of the
different boilers under the different con-
ditions of trial.

By adding the several figures of Table
XIV. to the corresponding figures of

Table XVII., and to the reciprocals of

the corresponding figures in Table XV.,
the results shown in Table XVIII. are
obtained ; and these figures seem to rep-
resent the relative commercial value of each
boiler to the steam user, with the excep-
tion of the comparatively unimportant
question of first cost, and other questions,
by no means unimportant, of relative

safety and durability. The last point is

scarcely suitable for consideration in the
present discussion, but it may be well to

remark that any boiler of good design and

material, substantially constructed, is quite

as safe, under intelligent management
(judging from experience and from the

premiums demanded by boiler insurance

companies), as the best forms of sectional,

or, as they are sometimes called, safety

boilers ; so that a safety boiler managed
by an attendant who can be hired cheaply

because he is incompetent, will frequently

cause a loss to the steam user that

would more than pay for the services of

a reliable attendant for a more economi-

cal boiler which would be quite as safe as

the other in all things except the name.
As this view of the matter is not accept-

ed by all engineers, it may be well to cite

the opinions of a very high authority on
the subject of boiler explosions. The
following extract is from a letter addressed
to Mr. Charles T. Porter by Mr. L. E.

Fletcher, Chief Engineer of the Manches-
ter Steam User's Association. This letter

is published in the " Reports and Awards.
Group XX." of the United States Inter-

national Exhibition, Philadelphia. 1S7S.

"No. 1. Term of Existence. — The
Association was established in the year

1854, and has been in active work ever

since, increasing in the number of boilers

and the area of its operations.
" No. 2. Average and Present Num-

ber of Boilers in charge.—The number
of boilers now under inspection is. as
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nearly as may be, 3,000. The average
for the last five years has been 2,500.

No. 3. Character of the Boilers, and
if of Different Types, the Number of
Each.—By far the greater number of

boilers enrolled with the Association are

horizontal and internally fired. Speaking
approximately, the relative number of

the various types is as follows :

" 50 per cent, are what are termed
' Lancashire ' boilers—that is to say, hav-

ing two internal tubes running through
them from end to end in which the fires

are placed.
" 15 per cent, are of the ' Cornish

'

type—that is to say, having one furnace
tube running through it from end to end,
in which the fire is placed.

" 15 per cent, are externally fired, such
as plain, cylindrical, egg-ended, colliery

boilers ; French or ' Elephant ' and ' But-
terly' boilers.

"8 per cent, are variations of the
' Lancashire ' and ' Cornish ' boiler, with
a number of small flue tubes, some termed
'Multiflued' and others 'Multitubular,'

etc.

" 6 per cent, are of the ' Galloway ' type.
" 6 per cent, are of the miscellaneous

types, such as boilers at iron-works,
heated by flames passing off from pud-
dlingandironfurnaces, water-pipe boilers,

locomotive aud marine boilers, and ver-

tical internally hand-fired boilers, etc.

" These proportions vary somewhat
year by year as boilers are changed.

" No. 4. JPressure carried between what
Limits.— All the ' Lancashire ' boilers

made for the members under the inspec-

tion of the Association, the ruling di-

ameter of which is 7 feet in the shell,

and 2 feet 9 inches in the furnace tubes,

are fit for a working pressure, as a mini-

mum of 75 pounds on the square inch.

Many are fit for a working pressure of

85 pounds, others 90 pounds and 100
pounds. No new boilers are made to the

Association's standard for a lower press-

ure than 75 pounds on the square inch.

Many smaller boilers are carrying 120
pounds.

"No. 5. Character of the examinations
made, and their frequency

.

—A complete
examination of each boiler is made both
inside and outside, when at rest and
properly prepared, at least once a year,

and more often if necessary—that is to

say, if the boiler does not appear tho-

roughly sound or repairs have to be
examined. Hydraulic tests are also had
recourse to when necessary. In addition

to the annual thorough examination, two
external examinations of each boiler are

made per annum with the boilers at work
and steam up. This number is a mini-

mum.

"No. 7. Instructions given to Owners
and Firemen.—We have no written code,

but are thinking of preparing a list of in-

structions to firemen. All we ask from the

owners is to get a good boiler and a care-

ful man. We impose no arbitrary con-

ditions. Information to the owners is

always accessible at these offices.

" No. 8. The Guarantee afforded to

Members.— The Association guarantees
the members freedom from explosion

year after year. As a pledge of good
faith, the reports are endorsed with a

pecuniary guarantee of £300 ; but the

Association has no explosions. The only

exception to this was the rending of a

furnace through over-heating, in con-

sequence of misuse by the owner, who
charged the boiler heavily with caustic

soda and arsenic, bringing down the in-

crustation, but yet neglecting to blow out.

We warn our members against using com-
positions and neglecting to blow out.

Tear after year we are able to report,
' No explosion from, any boiler guaran-
teed by the Association?
"No. 9. The cost to Members of the

Inspection and Guarantee.—The charge
for inspection is one guinea and a half

per annum each boiler, within a radius of

10 miles of Manchester ; beyond that dis-

tance, according to arrangemeut. There
is no charge for guarantee. The Asso-
ciation's guarantee is neither to be bought
nor sold. If the Association considers a

boiler unsafe, nothing will induce it to

say it is safe. If a boiler is safe, there is

no need to charge for saying so. The
expense is incurred in inspection, and the

Association has no explosions to make
compensation for.

"No. 10. The Besidt of the Work
of the Association in Immunity from
Accidents.—It is presumed by the word
' accidents ' is meant ' explosions' We
do not approve of the word ' accidents

'

as applied to explosions. Explosions

in the great majority of cases are not

accidental : they arise from known
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causes. Inspection is able to prevent

their occurrence, and is found in the ex-

perience of the Association to be quite

adequate. See here reply to question

JVo. 8.

" 11. Upon what do you rely for

Safety?—Upon competent periodical in-

spection. See reply to questions 8 and 10.

With regard to the relative first costs

of the boilers tested at the Centennial

Exhibition, they can only be inferred

from the relative amounts of heating-

surface in respect to capacity. If all the

boilers were alike in design and made of

the same materials, differing only in their

proportions, a comparison of this kind
would give a close approximation to the

relative costs. In the actual case, where
one boiler is composed principally of

cast-iron, another of wrought-iron, and a

third of steel, the comparisoD, as made
in Table XIX., will merely afford an ap-

proximate idea of the selling prices.

In the use of steam boilers the de-

mands for steam frequently vary to a

considerable extent, so that the boilers

are run at times with slow rates of com-
bustion, and at other times are forced to

their utmost capacity. Under such cir-

cumstances the most economical boiler

for the steam user is one that has its

evaporative capacity changed the least by
a change in the rate of combustion, or,

in other words, the boiler which shows
the best ratio of evaporation at high and
low rates of combustion. The final com-
parative table of the Centennial boiler

tests, Table XX., shows this ratio, as also

the theoretical ratio, calculated by Table
XVI., together with the actual rates of

combustion, and some of the most impor-
tant proportions of the boilers.

It would, of course, be possible to ex-

tend these comparative tables much
farther, but it is thought that the most
important points determined by the tests

have been presented. The tables are so
fully detailed that a number of interest-

ing conclusions can be drawn from them.
It may be interesting to state briefly sev
eral of the most useful. It is to be no-
ticed that the sectional or water-tube
boilers represented in these tests were
generally less economical than the others,

except at slow rates of combustion. Con-
sidering only the tests with anthracite
•coal, it appears that boiler F, the most
economical of the sectional boilers in this

collection, which was the most economi-
cal of all the boilers at a slow rate of

combustion, occupies the Gth place under
a high rate of combustion, and the same
average place. The great loss of economy
that occurs in the case of most sectional

boilers, when their rate of combustion is

fixed at the limits that obtain in ordinary
practice, has long been recognized by ex-

perienced engineers, and although at first

thought it seem unreasonable that boilers

whose heating- surface is composed of

thin tubes should be less economical than
shell boilers composed of thick metal,

there is a very good reason for this dif-

ference, and an attempt will be made to

point it out. Referring to Table XX., it

will be seen that the difference in actual

evaporation at high and low rates of

combustion for the first seven boilers in

the table is either practically the same as,

or considerably less than, the theoretical

difference ; and a reference to the designs

of these seven boilers shows that each of

them has a large amount of furnace heat-

ing-surface, all the heating-surface, in

fact, of boilers D and X being in the fur-

nace Now, it has already been stated

that the transmission of heat through the

heating-surface varies as a function of the

square of the difference in temperature of

the two sides of this surface ; and some
experiments will be presented, before con-

cluding this paper, to show that in a boiler

with good furnace heating-surface, this

surface evaporates the greater part of all

the water that is made into steam by the

boiler. It is probably true that with any
design of boiler the evaporative results

can be made to equal the best that have
been recorded, if the heating- surface is

sufficiently extended. But heating-sur-

face costs money, and requires consider-

able space, so that, if the same results

can be obtained with a less amount of

heating-surface, properly distributed, the

latter design is to be preferred. It seems
to be the neglect of the principles here

stated which causes most water-tube boil-

ers to give such inferior results at high
rates of combustion.
The experiments detailed in Tables

XXL, XXII. and XXIII, while of con-

siderable interest, are not as useful for

purposes of comparison as those that

have just been considered ; being made
generally, in different localities, with dif-

ferent kinds of coal, and under different
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Table XIX.

Centennial Boiler Tests.—Square Feet of Heating-Surface per
Horse-Power Developed.

Relative
Capacity Tests. Economy Tests.

Average of Capacity
and Economy Te<ts.

Number.
|

|

Boiler. Square Feet. Boiler. Square Feet. Boiler. Square Feet.

1 N 4.48 N 5.87 N 5.18
2 D 5.17 G 6.83 G 6.18
3 G 5.53 L 7.18 L 6 36
4 L 5.54 D 7.61 D 6.39

1/ 5.93 A 7.90 1/ 7.05

6 A 7.15 L' 8.16 A 7.53
7 B 7.25 B 9.50 B 8.38

8 M 7.30 M 9.89 M 8.60
9 E 7.50 E 10.36 E 8.93
10 J 7.81 J 10.75 J 9.28
11 K 8.03 K 10.78 K 9.41

12 I 9.24 F 11.60 F 10.48
13 F 9.35 I 13.59 I 11.42
14 H 12.60 C 15.53 C 14.33
15 C 13.12 H 18.85 H 15.73

Table XX.
Difference of Evaporattve Efficiency,Centennial Boiler Tests

Capacity and Economy Tests

Per cent of differ-
1

Pounds of com-
!

o ence in evapor- bustible per Temperature of

a ation, capacity square foot of flue. Ratio of
3

>

and economy heating surface
Boiler tests. per hour.

"el

Theo- Capacity Econo- Capacity Econo-
Heating to

grate-

Draft area
to grate-

surface.
retical. tests. my tests. tests. my tests.

surface.

1 K 0.2 3.6 0.313 0.234 435°. 06 411°.48 46.16 0.130

2 H 0.3 4.1 0.239 0.159 438°. 12 429°. 94 52.1 0.143

3 N 1.6 7.4 0.679 0.509 455°. 62 373°. 82 13.97 0.046

4 D 2.0 9.2 0.615 0.410 649°. 3 571°.75 19.04

5 L 3.3 3.1 0.482 0.361 322°. 18 303°. 23.68 0.223

6 L' 4.5 6.6 0.436 0.303 383°. 324°. 62 23.68 0.223

7 I 6.2 5.9 0.289 0.185 359°. 71 332°. 29 33.5 088

8 C 8.4 2.5 0.207 0.161 418°. 415°. 5 66.91 0.130

9 B 10.5 6.6 0.420 0.288 584°. 13 517° .5 39.17 0.285

10 M n.i 7.1 0.429 0.286 5H4°. 417°. 30.97 0.300

11 E 13.3 7.2 0.410 0.263 382°. 63 419°. 6 27.49 0.102

12 J 14.4 6.5 0.372 0.236 472°. 81 295°.82 37.67 0.202

13 F 15.9 4.2 0.307
i

0.214 393°. 33 38 06 0.120

14 A 18.5 5.0 0.458
i

0.351 604°. 62 523°. 81 31.89 0.119

15 G 22.8
1

9.7 0.646 0.426 23.11 148

conditions. Some notes are added to show i ments made with a water-tube boiler,

the relative value of the different experi- ' which, while it was not the most economi-

ments in respect to precision and other ; cal boiler of that type tested at the Cen-

necessary items. !
tennial Exhibition, is very largely in use,

Table XXI. contains results of experi- 1 so that records of its performance are
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Tests of Babcock

Table XXI.

Wilcox Water-Tube Boilers, at Different Bates of

Combustion.

Natural Draft.
Forced
Draft.

Item.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Heating surface, sq. ft 2807.16 1558 1676.32 1558 2122 4080 1592 1676.32 2807.16
Grate surface, " 70 30 44.5 30 50.75 103 46 44.5 70
Ratio of heating to grate

surface 40.1
153°

51 9
204°.

8

37.67
63°. 98

51.9
205°

41.81
165°.

8

39.61
110° 59

34.6
150°

37.67
57°. 6

40.1
Temperature of feed water. 160°
Temperature of flue — — — — 326° 453° 23 467° 472°. 81 —
Pressure of steam, lbs. per

sq. in. above atmosphere

.

75 76.3 70 81.5 62.5 71.63 70 70 85
Per cent, of refuse 25.5 17.12 10.997 16.18 13.708 14.94 21.43 7.842 26.

Lbs. of I Total 617 367 396 407 568 1301 563 623 1247
combustible

-j ^[J grate*. .

.

per hour. ( f)[]' heating*.
8.81 12.23 8.89 13.58 11.22 12.63 12.24 14.00 17.82
0.220 0.235 0.236 0.261 0.268 0.319 0.354 0.372 444

Lbs. of water ( Total 6725 3974 4678 4519 6591 14583 6339 6436 11294
evaporated per \ ~ni—1/ ±. ^.

hour, from and \ f^L] grate*. . . 96.07 132.15 105.12 150.63 129.86 141.58 137.81 144.64 161.34
at 212°. ( f []' heating * 2.40 2.54 2.79 2.90 3.11 3.57 3.98 3.84 4. 02

H. P. developed, at 30 lbs.

per hour, from and at 212° 224.2 132.2 155.9 150.6 219.7 486.1 211 :

3

214.5 376.5
Lbs. of coal ^ hour per H. P. 3.69 3.35 2.85 3.23 3.00 3.15 3.39 3.15 4.48

" combustible " " 2.75 2.78 2.54 2.70 2 59 2.68 2.67 2.90 3.31
[]' of grate surface " " 0.312 0.227 0.285 0.199 0.231 0.212 0.217 0.207 0.186

" heating " " " 12.52 11.79 10 75 10.34 9.66 8.39 7.53 7.81 7.46

%£BS? J fib- of coal

from and at 212° ( Combust e

8.13 8.96 10.52 9.30 9.99 9.54 8.84 9.52 6.70
10.91 10.81 11.82 11.10 11.58 11.81 11.25 10.33 9.05

Actual efficiency 0.808 0.801 0.876 0.822 0.858 0.830 0.833 0.765 . 671
Theoretical efficiency 0.938 0.932 0.931 0.921 0.918 0.906 0.882 0.874 0.901
Ratio of actual and theoreti-

0.861 0.859 0.941 0.893 0.934 0.917 0.945 0.876 0.744

* Surface.

more available than those of most other

varieties.

Experiments 1 and 9 were made with
the same boiler, as were experiments 2

and 4, but in these latter experiments the

quality of the steam was not tested, and
the feed water was measured with a

meter. Experiments 3 and 8 are the

Centennial tests. In experiment 5, the

quality of the steam was not tested.

Table XXII. is intended to show the
value of furnace heating-surface in im-
proving the performance of wasteful

boilers, and in rendering boilers economi-
cal when forced to their utmost capacity.

The heating-surface known as a genera-

tor attachment, the effect of which has
already been illustrated in the Centennial
tests, is placed close to the hottest fire

and the most highly heated gases of the

furnace. The idea of such an attach-

ment is very old, but it is only within a

comparatively short time that the manu-

facturers of these devices have succeeded
in rendering them durable. It needs no
argument to demonstrate the ' utility of
such an attachment, if experience proves
that it does not burn out. The table

also shows the economv of extending the
heating-surface, or what is the same
thing, running a boiler at about half ca-

pacity. This is not the usual practice in
large establishments, nor is it generally
desirable ; for the experiments show that
the six tubular boilers, experiments 4. 5,

6, could readily be made to do all the
work of the 16 cylinder boilers in addi-
tion to their reported performance, and
with more economy than is obtained by
the combination of cylinder and tubular
boilers. Experiments 1, 2, 3, Table
XXII., were made with the same quality

of coal. In experiments 2 and 3 the
boilers were forced to their utmost capa-
city with natural draft, a special effort

being made to burn as much coal as pos-
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Table XXII.

Tests of "Water-Tube, Fire-Tube, and Cylinder Boilers.

-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Cylindrical

p; tubular boil-
cs

cj

&C

M «^ ou oS
cj a

IS

ers, with
Stead's gen-
erator attach-

ment, consist-

ing of water
bridge-wall,

and coils in

furnace and

6 cylindrical tubu-
lar, and 16 cylinder
boilers. Tubular,

6 feet by 15,

100 tubes, 3 inch.

Cylinder boiler,

30 in. by 30 ft.

Three cylinder
boilers, 30 inches
by 30 feet, with
and without

Stead's generator
attachment.

Item. +j o

a> co

I§
oj.3

.&o
(3,0

5 3
OS CS

IS

CO

OS

connection
chamber.

fj
co a

S CO

CJ CJ

II

ts s
CO jj*

°H o
CNJ •«

* «T

P -°

s 3
03 -+J

^3 w

cj

"o

03

P

P

0J

'5

u
CJ

.2

PS
o

CO

OS

s s

fl^O
GO °*-l 0J
cj a
fcfl 5
OS
^ —

OJ
CO

>>

"eS

P
"So

o

OS

f£ CO

oj 0J

be a
ro o
•r1 J2

S 03 'O

ts S

'cS ..

i OJ oj
0J _ y
c£-p oS

"2,2 P^3—u OJ «t-t

ShT3 _,
0j p »

| p
-o

P =2 o
oj eS

rjl
"h ao o

o „-
oj fco^ P
JO o

P
O

p
O

>
<1

< 5 o
.13 o

Heating surface, boiler. . .sq. ft. 1516.4 1202.6 — 353.4 353.4
" generator attachm't " — 259.3 213.7 — — — 232.8 353.1

Heating surface, total sq. ft. 1989.3 1775.7 1416.3 1319.5 117.8 9801.6 353.4 586.2 706.5
Grate surface 33

60.3
33

53.8
39

36.3
27.75
47.5

11

10.7
342.5
28.6

32
11

32
18.3

32
Ratio of heating to grate surface 22.1

" tube vent " — 0.170 0.108 0.149
37° 37° 37° 107°.7 152°. 7 130°.2 150° 150° 150°

'
' flue 621° 433° 564° 319° 494° 406° 3 — —

Pressure of steam, lbs. per sq.

in. above atmosphere 67 80 61 70.5 69.4 69.9 88 90 90
Per cent, of refuse 15.6

403
12.1

14.4
534

16.1

13.4
555
14.2

13.3
179

6.43

14.6
102

9.24

14.2
2697
7.88

14.6
176
5.5

14.6
182
5.67

14.6
Lbs. of ( Total 192

combustible < «$[]' grate surface 6.

per hour. ( " heating " 0.204 0.301 0.392 0.135 0.863 0.275 0.498 0.310 0.273
Lbs. of water ( Total 5337

162.

6187
187.5

5332
136.7

2370
85.4

885
80.4

28888
84.3

1609
50.3

2118
66.2

2338

ro
a
u?

OT
fro

e
m
d

a
p
n
e
d- f' grate surface

at 212°. ( " heating "
73.1

2.69 3.86 3.76 1.8 7.51 2.95 4.55 3.61 3.31

H. P. developed, at 30 lbs. per
hour, from and at 212° 177.9 206.2 177.7 79. 29.5 962.9 53.6 70.6 77.9

Lbs. of coal per hour per H. P. 2.68 3.03 3.61 2.61 4.04 3.26 3.84 3.02 2.89
" combustible " 2.27 2.59 3.12 2.27 3 44 2.8 3 29 2.57 2.47

[]' of grate surface " 0.186 0.160 0.219 0.351 0.373 0.356 0.597 0.453 0.411
" heating " " " 11.18 8.61 7.97 16.7 3.99 10.18 6.6 8.3 9.07

Lbs. of water $ Per lb. of coal . .

.

11.16 9.92 8.32 11.5 7.38 9.19 7.8 9.97 10.39

fro^'ftpl " Combustible 13.31 11.59 9.6 13.29 8.64 10.71 9.13 11.67 12.17

Actual efficiency 0.986 0.859 0.711 0.984 0.640 0.793 0.676 0.864 0.901
944 0.901 0.865 0.985 0.714 0.915 0.828 0.901 0.916

Ratio of actual and theoretical

953 0.822 0.999 0.896 0.867 0.816 0.959 0.984

sible. Boiler, experiment 2, is arched, so show the inferiority of this mode of set-

that the products of combustion return ting when a boiler is forced. ' Tubular
over the top of the boiler. Boiler, ex- boilers, experiments 4, 6, are arched, and
periment 3, is not arched, and the results have fuel economizers in the flues, repre-
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Table XXIII.

Tests of Cylindrical Tubular Boilers, at Different Rates of Combustion.

1 2 8 4 5 6

bit

7

<U CI. 05 cm beg oii U.7, * j 05 . 5 CO
oh oj 5 CJ5 o »$3

*-' 9 — ia g^3 s s^ +^ a r=i «h ,q += 3 JS. 035^
Tt< o o _, 2 « O) O O _u O CJ 05 C 0,

*zz 45 7"
.9 T ~

° « m g Seo "* jjW -tf «-<* % gco ^ S^h 5 T -f
Item. <U =~ • . • 5*-l „ 0> "4-t -=t-c .

bo"3 ^ gco S 05 ""T 05 05 *-~ 05
I,

CO So S X '{-

- firtfl OjtH ^ .'S
1-'^ "r-i^

J"!
i—1 o 0. 7- ~

05 _„ £
"o r1 *»X oj

O .- S
-1 D

O .- 3 05 __ £

£ += o

sla
05 ^<» ~ 05 CO >" o- o q 05 ic

5 |.a 2 --* ~
&y & H'O j> 'O

f* ^ £ ^ £ -c £ E-c: 5:

2990.8 3372.4 626.74 688.72 2990.8 688.72 1284
Grate " " 64

46.73
75

45.
18

34.82
14

49.19
64

46.73
14

49 19
58 62

Ratio of heating to grate surface 21 9
" tube vent " 0.155 0.135 0.112 0.193 0.155 0.193 0.074

18.5 20.5 23 28 18.5 28
153° 87 109° 157°91 52°.59161°55 71°. 05 150°

flue 371° 73
98.86

476°

41.3
292°94 331"14i387-72 373°18

70.67

543°

Pressure of steam, lbs. ^[]" above atmosphere 67.42 70.38 87.37 70
12.07
282

4.41

17.31
519

6.91

3.8
120

6.68

7.24
138

9.84

8.49
635

9.90

6.54
259

18.49

20 84
Lbs. of ( Total 640

combustible -j Per sq. ft. of grate surface 10 92
0.094 0.154 0.192 0.200 0.212 0.376 0.499
2970 6699 1154 1471 5796 2385 6767

rated per hour, ] Per sq. ft. of grate surface,

from and at 212°. ( " " beating "
46.41 89.32 64.12 105.06 90.56 170.36 115.43
0.99 1.98 1.84 2.13 1.94 3.46 5.27

Horse power developed, at 30 lbs. per hour,
from and at 212° 99. 223.3 38.5 49. 193.2 79.5 225.6

3.24 2.80 3.25 3.03 3.59 3.49 3.59
2.85 2.32 3.13 2.81 3.16 3.18 2.84
0.646 0.336 0.468 0.286 0.331 0.176 0.260

30.21 15.1 16.29 14.05 15.48 8.66 5.69
Lbs. of water evaporated j Per lb. of coal. . .

.

9.25 10.70 9.23 9.90 8.35 8.61 8.36
from and at 212°

(
" combustible 10.52 la. 92 9.60 10.68 9.13 9.21 10.57

Actual efficiency 0.777 0.957 0.711 0.791 0.676 682 783
Theoretical efficiency 1.003 0.971 0.950 0.946 0.941 872 827

775 0.985 0.748 0.836 0.719 0.782 0.946

senting, both in theory and practice, the

most economical mode of setting a plain,

cylindrical tubular boiler. In experi-

ments 7. 8, 9 the quality of the steam
was not tested, and the weight of ashes,

not being reported, was assumed as

equivalent to the refuse in experiment 5.

Table XXIII. has been prepared to

show the performance of cylindrical tu-

bular boilers in practice which repre-

sents the average, and which is generally

bad.*
Experiments 1 and 5 were made with

the same boilers, not arched.

* This is exemplified by the common practice of
having boilers set by masons who may be good brick-
layers, but are not familiar with the laws of combus-
tion ; and also by the practice of many boiler makers
who set boilers by a fixed rule, with the same grate-
bars and flue proportions, regardless of the character
of the fuel which is to be used.

Boilers, experiment 2, were not arched,
and the results of this experiment were
obtained after resetting the boilers, their

original evaporation of water from and
at 212° having been 10.01 lbs. per lb. of

combustible. The experiment shows
that the setting without arch may an-
swer very well for slow combustion.
Experiments 4 and 6 were made with

the same boiler, not arched, but having*

the Jarvis air- setting. Experiment 7,

Table XXIIL, gives the results of what
is called in the report a comparative
test with the boilers, experiment 7, Table
XXI. ; but an examination of the rates
of combustion in the two sets of experi-
ments, renders it probable that it would
be more accurate, if real comparative re-

sults are desired, to compare experiment
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Table XXIV.

Tests of Horizontal Fire-Tube Marine Boiler, at Different Rates of Combustion.
Evaporation at Atmospheric Pressure.

Item.

Heating surface sq. ft.

Grate " "
Ratio of heating to grate surface

" draft area "

Temperature of feed water
'

'

fire-room

flue

Per cent, of refuse

Lbs. of (Total
combustible < ~$W grate surface

per hour ( " heating "

Lbs. of water ( Total
.evaporated per ) sgrT o;rate Surface
hour, Irom and )

l'i~i e
at2l2c

( heating

H. P. developed, at 30 lbs. per

hour, from and at 212°

Lbs. of coal per hour per H. P.
" combustible "

.[]' of grate surface
" heating "

Lbs. of water ( Per lb. of coal . .

.

^omTnTat
6^] " Combustible

Actual efficiency

Theoretical efficiency

Ratio of actual and theoretical

efficiency

pq

949.93
36

26.4
0.128
62M
77°.

3

371°

13.5
135'

3.75
0.142
1766
48.8
1.85

58.9
2.71
2.35
0.612
16.13
11.31
13.08
0.969
0.977

0.992

&

949 . 93

18
52.8
0.256
50°. 2
65°

399°

20.3
152

8.43
0.160
1868

103.7
1.96

62.2
3.06
2.44
0.289
15.26
9.80
12.29
0.910
0.968

0.940

- bjo

§3 5
p,
P as

-r =>

326.01
36

9.1
0.014

51°. 12
55° 04
a83°
21.3
88

2.43
0.267
1197
33.1
3.63

39.9
2.80
2.21
0.902
8.17
10.70
13.60
1.005
0.919

1.099

r=

to

949.93
36
26.4
0.100

74°. 08
78°. 47
477°
13.6
370

10.26
0389
4370
121.5
4.60

145.7
2.94
2.54
0.247
6.52
10.20
11.81
0.875
0.866

1.012

'-pen

gto

949.93
27

35.2
0.148

72°. 25
74°. 2

22.4
513
19.00
0.540
6628

245.1
6.96

220.9
2.92
2.27

122
4 30
11.03
12.92
0.957
0.812

1.179

pq

949.93
36
26.4
0.128

77°. 74
94°

600° +
20.3
549

15.24
577

6681
185.4
7.02

222.7
3.09
2.47
0.162
4.27
9.70

12.17
0.901
0.799

1.134

.a

u &
<D

P.
Oh

P

860.04
36

23.9
0.114
72M7
93°

600°+
20.8
546
15.16
0.634
6579
182.7
7.64

219.3
3.14
2.49
0.164
3.92
9.54

12.05
0.893
0.7S0

1.144

481.99
36
13.4
0.043
48°

48°.45

600° +
21.4
310

8.62
0.643
3807

106.

7.91

126.9
3.11
2.44
0.284
3.80
9 65
12.28
0.910
0.778

1.169

£ a>

o to

On 73

. .O

o
to

637.97
36

17.7
0.71
56°

57°.69
600°+
21.

417
11.57

654
5325

147.2
8.32

177.5
2.99
2.35
0.203
3.59
10.09
12.77

946
0.774

1.222

7, Table XXIII., with experiment 9,

Table XXI.
In all the experiments of Tables XXL,

XXII., XXIII. , where the exceptions

have not been noted, the quality of the

steam was tested, and the proper correc-

tions have been applied.

Among the boilers that have been no-

ticed in the preceding tables, the only

one of the sectional variety which seems
to have been designed with any very pro-

nounced idea of the importance of the

disposition of the heating-surface is that
j

of experiment 1, Table XXII., and the;

results of this disposition seem to be

very favorable. This boiler differs from
most others of the water-tube variety in

being composed of horizontal tubes ar-
j

ranged in sections connected at the ends
by castings which have the general form
of return-bends, and which are provided
with hand-holes so as to give access to

the interior of the tubes. The boiler is

of quite recent design, and, not having
come into very extensive use as yet, its

true commercial value can only be settled

by further experience. It is noticed in

this connection, on account of the fact

that it seems to possess many charac-

teristics of — together with improve-
ments upon—the only sectional boiler

that has has ever been successfully em-
ployed for marine purposes, so far as the

writer is aware. Reference is made to the

Belleville boiler, which is manufactured
in France, and which is largely used on
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Table XXV.

Tests op Vertical Water-Tube Marine Boiler, at Different Rates of Comrustion.

Evaporation at Atmospheric Pressure.

Item.

Heating surface sq. ft.

Grate : ' "
Ratio of htg. to grate surface

" draft area " "
Temperature of feed water.

" " fire room .

.

"flue
Per cent, of refuse

Lbs. of ( Total
combustible

-j f?[]' grate*. . .

per hour. (
'

' heating *

Lbs. of water ( Total
evaporated per ) ggn' orntP*
hour, from and ^ f>U graTe . . .

at 212° ( " heating*
H. P. developed, at 30 lbs.

per hour, from and at 212°

Lbs. of coal $ hour, f H.P.
" combustible " "

Q'grate surface "

" heating " "
Lbs. of water j TO

] b f COal

.

evaporatedtrom < v

and at 212° { combusti e

Actual efficiency

Theoretical efficiency

Ratio of actual and theo-
retical efficiency

Grate
surface
and
draft

area re-

duced.

1264.81
18

70.3
0.111
40°

59°. 66
316°

19.5
180
9.96
0.142
2396

132.5
1.88

79.9
2.80
2.25

0.225
15.84
10.72
13.31
0.986
0.977

1.009

Grate
surface

re-

duced.

1264.81
18

70.3
0.308
49°. 7
57°
264°

25.3
228
12.66
0.180
3028
168.9
2.40

100.9
3.02
2.26

0.178
12.53
9.94
13.28
0.984
0.957

1.028

Boiler
as

built.

1264.81
39

32.4
0.142
58°

68°. 1

299°

20.4
254
6.51

0.201
3442
87.9
2.71

114.7
2.78
2.21

0.340
11.02
10.79
13.55
1.001
0.946

1.061

Grate
surface

re-

duced

1264.81
24

52.7
0.231
48°

57°. 8
287°

23 9

292
12.17
0.231
3957
164.7
3.13

131.9
2.91
2.21

0.182
9.59
10.31
13.55
1.001
0.933

1.101

Bars between tubes.

5 6

1264.81 1264.81
39 39
32.4 32.4

0.100 0.111
75° 72M7
91° 93°

322° 361°

20.8 23.8
304 337
7.78 8.84

0.240 0.266
4517 4738
115.9 121.5
3.58 3.75

150.6 157.9
2.55 2.80
2.01 2 13

0.259 0.247
8.40 8.01
11.77 10.71
14.86 14.06
1.101 1.042
0.930 0.919

1.184 1.133

1264.81
39
32.4
0.100
38°

39°.7

352
D

18.6
369
9.47

0.292
4908

126.

3.89

163.6
2.77
2 26
0.238
7.73

10.83
13.30
0.985
0.908

1.085

Bars between
tubes.

Forced draft.

1264 81

39
32.4
0.111
77°. 74

94°

440°

20.9
545
13.97
0.431
7298

187.6
5.79

243.3
2.83
2.24
0.160
5.20
10.59
13.39
0.992
0.850

1.167

1264.81
39
32.4

0.100
58"'

67'.7

600
c+

17.3
736

18.87
0.582
9804
251.4
7.75

326.8
2.72
2.25
0.119
3.87
11.02
13.32
0.987
0.797

1.238

* Surface.

land, and has been employed successfully

for several years, according to official re-

ports, in vessels belonging to the French
Navy.

In the experiments detailed in Tables
XXL, XXII., XXIII. it will be ob-

served that the actual and theoretical ef-

ficiency, together with the ratio of these

efficiencies, have been given for each ex-

periment, calculated from the data of

Table XVI., on the assumption that the

evaporation corresponding to an efficiency

of unity is 13.5 lbs. of water from and at
212° per lb. of combustible. With ratios

so obtained, the effects of the different

rates of combustion are equalized, so that
the different economical results are

strictly comparable, except for the differ-

ences in size or quality of fuel. The
Vol. XXX.—No. 6—32

reader will doubtless understand that
the rate of combustion spoken of is re-

ferred to the unit of heating-surface.

Experiments with boilers are sometimes
compared with respect to the rate of

combustion per unit of grate-surface or
of time ; but if the ratios of heating to

grate-surface differ in the several boilers,

such a comparison determines absolute
rather than relative economic values.

The preceding tables cover a wide
range of boiler design and management,
and are worthy of careful examination by
all those who are interested in the use
of, or manufacture of, steam generators.

The present discussion is far from ex-

haustive, but it is hoped that it will be
suggestive to the reader. In this con-
nection it seems proper to present some
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Table XXVI.

Experiments Illustrating Efficency of Furnace Heating-Surface.

Item.

Heating surface sq. ft

Grate " "
Ratio of heating to grate surface
Ratio of draft area to grate surface .

Temperature of feed-water
Temperature of fire-room
Temperature of flue

Pressure of steam, lbs. per sq. in. above atmosphere
Per cent, of refuse

Lbs. of ( Total
combustible < Per sq. ft. of grate surface
per hour. ( Per sq. ft. of heating surface

Lbs. of water evapo- i Total
rated per hour, from < Per sq. ft. of grate surface.

.

and at 212°.
( Per sq. ft. of heating surface

H. P. developed, at 30 lbs. f) hour, from and at 212
Lbs. of coal per hour, per horse-power
Lbs. of combustible per hour, per horse-power
Sq. ft. of grate surface "

... .

Sq. ft. of heating surface "

Lbs. of water evapo- j Per lb. of coal
rated from and at 212°.

j Per lb. of combustible . .

.

Per cent, of evaporation due to furnace htg. surface
Actual efficiency

Theoretical efficiency

Ratio of actual and theoreical efficiency

Horizontal

fire-tube

marineboiler.

Boiler
as

built.

Tubes

closed

949.93
36

26.4
0.128
58°

68°.

1

510°

0.

19.6
256
7.12
0.270
3254
90.42
3.43
108.5
2.94
2.36
0.332
8.76
10.22
12.71

0.942
918

1.026

213.23
36

5 92
0.06?
67°.4

70°. 9

0.

17.

259
7.19
1.215
2133
59.3
10.01
71.1
4.39
3.64
0.506
3.00
6.84
8.24
64.8
0.610
0.640
0.953

Vertical

water-tube

marine boiler.

Boiler
as

built.

1264.81
39
32.4

0.142
58°

68°.l
299°

0.

20.4
254
6.50
0.201
3442

87.89
2.71

114.7
2.78
2.21
0.340
11.02
10.79
13.55

1.001
0.946
1.061

Horizontal
fire-tube

marineboiler,
Brooklyn

Navy Yard.

Tubes Boiler

as as

closed built.

180.73
39

4.63
0.068
67° .4

70°. 9

0.

16.3
261

6.70
1.45
2123
54.54
11.80
70.8
4.41
3.69
0.551
2.55
6.81
8.14
60.

0.603
0.599
1.006

150.3
10.8
13.9
092

100

20.

14.7
101

9 38
0.674
919
85.2
6.12
30.6
3.86
3.30
0.352
4 91

7.75
9.08

0.672
0.769
0.875

Tubes

closed

45.5
10.8
4.21
0.023
100°

20.

27.2
93

8.57
2 035
731

67.8
16.08
24.4
5.24
3.82
0.443
1.87
5.75
7.9

87.

0.585
0.499
1.173

of the maximum evaporative results that

have been obtained in accurate trials,

with sufficient detail to show the reasons
for the same. These results are selected

from the " Keport of ' The Board of En-
gineers ' on the Experiments tried with
the Horizontal Fire-Tube and the Verti-

cal "Water-Tube Boilers." Philadelphia

:

1868. Table XXIV. gives results obtained
with the horizontal fire-tube boiler, and
Table XXV. results of experiments with
the vertical water-tube boiler, the rates

of combustion for each boiler covering
about the same rates as obtained in

the Centennial boiler tests. In these
tables the value of furnace heating-sur-
face is shown most decisively, the highest
evaporative ratio of each boiler corre-

sponding to the highest rate of combus-

tion, and all the actual results, with two
exceptions in the case of the horizontal

fire-tube boiler, exceeding the theoretical

results which have been found to agree

so well with the practical performance of

what may be called good in distinction to

the best boilers. The marine boiler of

the future ought certainly to be as eco-

nomical as the marine boiler of 1868.

Now, in all the preceding tests with an-

thracite coal, there is only one boiler

whose actual performance exceeds the

theoretical result, and that is a sectional

boiler, experiment 1, Table XXI., with
some very efficient furnace heating-surface.

This is a suggestive fact.

The evaporative result, experiment 5,

Table XXV., 14.86 lbs. of water from and
at 212° per lb. of combustible, is the
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Table XXVII.

ExPEEIMENTS IlLUSTEATING THE EFFECT OF ADDING TUBULAR HeATIXG-SuEFACE TO

THAT OF THE FUENAOE.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Item.

Horizontal fire-

tube boiler.

Vertical water-
tube boiler.

Horizontal fire-

tube boiler.

Tubes

closed.

As

built.

Tube
spaces
closed.

As

built.

Tubes

closed.

As

built.

Relative heating surface
Relative evaporation from and
at 212° per lb. of combustible.

.

Relative horse-power developed.

1.000

1.000
1.000

4.455

1.543
1.525

1.000

1.000
1.000

6.999

1.666
1.621

1.000

1.000
1.000

3.303

1.149
1.257

largest obtained by any reliable experi-

ment with which the writer is acquainted.

Prof. Rankine reports an experiment
(" Manual of the Steam Engine, and
Other Prime Movers," 5th edition, p. 298)
with the Earl of Dundonald's boiler, using
hand-picked Llangennech coal, in which
the evaporation was 14.2 lbs. ; and in an
experiment made by the writer (see " En-
gineering," XXVIII., 378) with two
boilers of the flue and return-tubular ma-
rine type, using anthracite coal of excep
tional quality, fired by an expert, the

evaporation was 14.54 lbs.

The experiments made by the " Board
of Engineers " were so varied in charac-

ter, that it is possible to determine the

value of nearly every portion of the heat-

ing-surface of the boilers which they
tested. Table XXVI. contains four ex-

periments selected from the report of this

Board, and two from " Experimental re-

searches in Steam Engineering," illustrat-

ing the value of furnace heating-surface.

In each pair of experiments all the condi-

tions were approximately the same, ex-

cept the amount of heating-surface. It

will be noticed that the per cent, of evap-
oration due to the furnace heating-sur-

face varies in the several sets of experi-

ments, and this is because the ratio of

furnace to total heating-surface also va-

ries. The latter ratio is :

^or experiments 1 and 2 .

.

. 0.224

3 and 4.. . 0.143
" " 5 and 6 .

.

. 0.303

The experiments in Table XXVI.,
which are there arranged to show the

value of the furnace heating surface, also

illustrate in a striking manner (see Table
XXVII.) the relative inefficiency of the
tubular heating-surface, or the compara-
tively great extension of this heating-

surface which is requisite for a slight in-

crease in economy or capacity.

Although the experiments cited in this

paper have not been presented in full de-

tail, the most useful items have been se-

lected or calculated from the original

data, and only those experiments have
been quoted that were sufficiently de-

tailed in the original reports to render it

easy to verify every calculated item. Any
one who consults for the first time the

original reports of experiments, for the
purpose of making such a selection, will

be surprised to find what a small propor-
tion of the whole number contain all the

original data necessary for checking the

calculated results. The original data

given in a report ought to comprise all

the observations and measurements made
by the experimenter, so as to enable any
one to check his calculations or to extend
them if it is desirable. A good illustration

of conformity to this principle is to be
found in the logs accompanying the re-

port of the Centennial tests, and it is

believed that data are there given for

checking every item in the tables of re-

sults, except that the measurements from
which the heating- surfaces and draft
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Observed Data.

u a

1

2
3
4
5

6

7

8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Item.

Trial commenced at

Trial ended next day, at

Lbs. of wood used to start fire

Lbs. of coal put into furnace
Lbs. of refuse

Lbs. of feed 'water (apparent evaporation)
Index of meter, at commencement of test

Index of meter, at end of test

Average steam pressure, lbs per sq. in. above atmosphere
Average temperature of feed water
Average temperature of flue

Average steam pressure, lbs. per sq. in above atmosphere, in tests

for quality of steam
Average weight of steam condensed, lbs

Average temperature of condensed steam
A verage weight of condensing water, lbs

Average initial temperature of condensing water
Final " "

Boiler as

originally

set.

CALCULATED RESULTS.

Heating-surface of boiler, sq. ft.

Heating-surface of generator attachment "
Heating-surface total "
Grate surface "
Tube cross-section "
Chimney cross-section "
Ratio of heating to grate-surface
Ratio of tube cross-section to grate-surface.

Ratio of chimney cross-section to grate-surface
Duration of test, hours
Total weight of coal, including wood, lbs

Total weight of combustible, lbs

Per cent of refuse

Quality of steam compared with saturated steam (= unity)

Actual evaporation, from temperature of feed, at observed steam
pressure, lbs

Actual evaporation from and at 212°, lbs

Lbs. of ( Total
coal -] Per sq. ft. of grate-surface

per hour ( Per sq. ft. of heating-surface

Lbs. of I Total
combustibe - Per sq. ft. of grate-surface
per hour. ( Per sq. ft. of heating-surface
Lbs. of water evaporated ( Total

per hour, from temperature - Per sq. ft. of grate-surface

of feed, at actual pressure. ( Per sq. ft. of heating-surface
Lbs of water evaporated I Total

per hour, from -j Per sq. ft. of grate-surface
and at 212°.

( Per sq. ft. of heating-surface
Horse-power developed, at rating of 30 lbs. of water evaporated

per hour, from and at 212° per horse-power
Lbs. of coal per hour per horse-power
Lbs. of combustible per hour per horse-power
Sq. ft. of grate-surface per horse-power
Sq. ft. of heating-surface "

Lbs. of water evaporated at actual press- fPer lb. of coal
ure from temperature of feed. (Per lb. of combustible.

Lbs. of water evaporated \ Per lb. of coal
from and at 212°. ( Per lb. of combustible

Relative heating-surface
Relative evaporation from and at 212°, per lb. of combustible
Actual efficiency

Theoretical efficiency

Ratio of actual and theoretical efficiencv

6.48 a. m.

6.48 p. m.

270
21,030
3,112

156,205
11,275
13,779
69.5
44°

536°

70
10 1

115°

200
44°
99°

1414.4

1414.4
33

4.86
3.53
42.86
0.147
0.107
36

21,138
18,026
14.6

0.9942

155.294
187,163
587
17.8
0.415
500
15.2
0.354
4314
130.72
3.05
5211
157.91
3.68

173.7
3.38
2.88
0.190
8.14
7.35
8.62
8 87
10.41
1.000
1.000
0.771
0.882
0.874

Boilerwith
generator
attach-

ment.

6.54 a.m.
6.54 p M.

270
22.830
3,494

208,394
18,398
21,731
70
44°

419°

70
10.3
122°

200
44°

100°

1414 4
272.4
1686.8

33
4.86
3.53
51.12
0.147
0.107
36

22,938
19,444
15.2

0.9991

208,198
251,504
637
19.3
0.378
540
16.4
320

5783
175.25
3.43
6986
211.7
4.14

232.9
2.74
2.32
0.142
7.24
9.08
10.71
10.97
12.94
1.193
1.242
0-958
0.897
1.068
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areas were calculated have been omitted.

It may not be amiss to conclude this

paper with a report of a boiler test, de-

tailing all the observations and measure-
ments, with the exception of the log

from which totals and averages have
been computed. The observed data from
which the calculations have been made
are distinguished by italics. It will be
seen that there are some important ob-

servations necessary for the calculation

of results, and others, perhaps quite as

important, which are not used in calcula-

tion, but which may be valuable for pur-
poses of comparison, or to enable others
to extend the calculations. After what
has been said in regard to the value of

furnace heating-surface, no excuse will be
necessary for selecting an example which
shows the effect of adding such surface
to a boiler.

Test of a Horizontal Tubular Boiler, as
Originally Set, and after the Addi-
tion of Stead's Generator Attach-
ment.

Measurements, &c.
One cylindrical tubular boiler, diameter

of shell, 6ft./ length, 18ft./ with 64
tubes, 4 inches outside diameter, and with
steam dome 3ft. in diameter and 4ft.

high. Boiler set in brickwork, without
arch over top, the products of combus-
tion passing from the front-connection
through a short flue into an iron smoke-
stack (which is connected with the flue
of another similar boiler), 3ft. in diam-
eter, and 56.5ft. in height above the
grate. Furnace is 6ft. wide, and 5.5ft.
long. One-half of the shell of the boiler
is exposed to flame and heated gases, T\
of the back tube-head and all of the front
tube-head. Boiler is set 28 inches above
grate. Generator attachment consists
of bridge-wall drum, diameter, 17 inches;
length, 7 ftet / one-half exposed / side
coils, 2 pipes, Sin. by 5^ft. / 6 pipes, 3
in. by 8ft. / 2 pipes, Sin. by 9ft./ and 8
return bends, 3 in./ bottom and bach
coils, 12 p)ipes, Sin. by 9ft./ 6 pipes, Sin,
by 5ft./ and 24 return bends, Sin. / fur-
nace arch, containing \5ft. of2-in.pipe,
and three headers, each a piece of <l-in.

pipe lft. long.

The test was conducted by hauling the
fire from the furnace, starting a fresh
fire with dry wood, which was weighed,
and was charged as T

4- of so much coal. All
coal put into the furnace was weighed,

and at the conclusion of the trial, the fire,

which had been allowed to burn down, was
hauled, and the contents of the furnace

and ash-pit were charged as refuse. The
coal used was Lehigh anthracite, egg
size, and the test was made with damper
open, but without any special effort to

force the fire. The general feed connec-
tion of the boiler was broken, the blow-
off pipe was blanked, and an independent
feed pipe was attached to the boiler and
connected with a steam pump, which
drew its supply from two tanks placed
on platform scales. The feed water, be-

fore entering these tanks, passed through
a 2-inch Worthington meter. A pyrom-
eter was placed in the front-connection

of the boiler, and the steam gauge was
compared with a standard gauge before

commencing the trial. The quality of

the steam generated by the boiler was
tested hourly by condensing a small por-

tion in a surface condenser, and noting
the pressure of the steam before condensa-
tion, its weight and temperature after con-

densation, and the weight, initial and final

temperatures of the condensing water.

Hourly observations were taken of steam
pressure, feed temperature, flue tempera-
ture, and index of meter.

MG. Tissindier has described to the Paris

. Academy of Science his new electrical

motor for balloons. It consists of a screw pro-
peller with two helicoidal blades nearly 10ft. in
diameter, a Siemens dynamo-electrical machine
of new design, and a light bichromate of potash
battery. It is intended to propel an elongated
balloon of about 1000 cubic yards capacity.

The frame of the screw propeller weighs loilb.

,

is stretched with silk varnished with india-

rubber lacquer, and kept taut by steel wire
stretchers. The dynamo-electric machine has
four electro-magnets in the circuit, and frame
parts are of cast steel, so as to bring the weight
down to 121 lbs. It drives the screw by gear,

which reduces the speed in the proportion of

10 to 1 ; thus, if the coil makes 1200 revolutions

a minute the screw makes 120. It gives out 220
foot-pounds per second with a useful effect of 55
per cent. The bichromate battery gives a bet-

ter yield than accumulators of the same weight.

It consists of an element divided into four
series and ai-ranged in tension. The element
consists of an ebonite cell holding four litres

—

or 0.88 gallon—and containing ten plates of zinc

and eleven cakes of retort carbon, arranged al-

ternately. The immersed surface of the zinc is

one-third that of the carbons. This battery,

charged with a highly concentrated and very
acid solution, is constant for two hours. The
liquid becomes heated as it is impoverished,
and the duration of activity may be prolonged
by the addition of chromic acid.
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THE SIX GATEWAYS OF KNOWLEDGE-
From "Nature.'

I thank you most warmly for the
honor you have done me in electing me
to be your president. I value the honor
very highly ; but when I look at the list

of distinguished men who have preceded
me in the office, I feel alarmed at the re-

sponsibility I have undertaken. A very
pleasing duty, however, has been already
performed in the interesting and not
onerous function we have now gone
through. I would gladly speak on the
several subjects, for merit in the study of

which these prizes have been awarded
;

but I am afraid that if I were to do so, it

would be more for my own gratification

than for your pleasure and profit, and I
feel that I shall best consult your wishes
in passing on at once to the subject of

the address which it becomes my duty to

give.

The title of the subject upon which I
am going to speak this evening might be
—if I were asked to give it a title—"The
Six Gateways of Knowledge." I feel

that the subject I am about to bring be-
fore you is closely connected with the
studies for which the several prizes have
been given. The question I am going to

ask you to think of is : What are the
means by which the human mind ac-

quires knowledge of external matter ?

John Bunyan likens the human soul to

a citadel on a hill, self-contained, having
no means of communication with the
outer world, except by five gates—Eye
Gate, Ear Gate, Mouth Gate, Nose Gate,
and Feel Gate. Bunyan clearly was in

want of a word here. He uses "feel" in

the sense of " touch," a designation
which to this day is so commonly used
that I can scarcely accuse it of being in-

correct. At the same time, the more
correct and distinct designation undoubt-
edly is, the sense of touch. The late Dr.
George Wilson, first Professor of Tech-
nology in the University of Edinburgh,
gave, some time before his death, a beau-
tiful little book under the title of " The
Five Gateways of Knowledge," in which

* An address at the Midland Institute, Birmingham,
October 3, 1883, by Prof. Sir William Thomson, LL.D.,
P.B.S., President.

he quotes John Bunyan in the manner I
have indicated to you. But I have said

six gateways of knowledge, and I must
endeavor to justify this saying. I am go-
ing to try to prove to you that we have six

senses—that if we are to number the
senses at all we must make them six.

The only census of the senses, so far

as I am aware, that ever made them more
than five before was the Irishman's reck-

oning of seven senses. I presume the
Irishman's seventh sense was common
sense ; and I believe that the large pos-
session of that virtue by my countrymen
—I speak as an Irishman—I say the large

possession of the seventh sense, which I
believe Irishmen have, and the exercise

of it, will do more to alleviate the woes
of Ireland than even the removal of the
melancholy ocean which surrounds its

shores. Still I cannot scientifically see
how we can make more than six senses.

I shall, however, should time permit, re-

turn to this question of a seventh sense,

and I shall endeavor to throw out sug-
gestions towards answering the question
—Is there, or is there not, a magnetic
sense ? It is possible that there is, but
facts and observations so far give us no
evidence that there is a magnetic sense.

The six senses that I intend to explain,

so far as I can, this evening, are accord-
ing to the ordinary enumeration, the
sense of sight, the sense of hearing, the
sense of smell, the sense of taste, and the
sense of touch, divided into two depart-
ments. A hundred years ago Dr. Thomas
Reid, Professor of Moral Philosophy in
the University of Glasgow, pointed out
that there was a broad distinction be-

tween the sense of roughness or of re-

sistance, which was possessed by the
hand, and the sense of heat. Reid's idea
has not I think been carried out so much
as it deserves. We do not, I believe, find

in any of the elementary treatises on nat-

ural philosophy, or in the physiologists'

writings upon the senses, a distinct reck-

oning of six senses. We have a great
deal of explanation about the muscular
sense, and the tactile sense ; but we have
not a clear and broad distinction of the
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sense of touch into two departments,
which seems to me to follow from Dr.
Thomas Reid's way of explaining the

sense of touch, although he does not him-
self distinctly formulate the distinction I

am now going to explain.

The sense of touch, of which the organ
commonly considered is the hand, but
which is possessed by the whole sensitive

surface of the body, is very distinctly a

double quality. If I touch any object, I

perceive a complication of sensations. I

perceive a certain sense of roughness, but
I also perceive a very distinct sensation,

which is not of roughness, or of smooth-
ness. There are two sensations here, let

us try to analyze them. Let me dip my
hand into this bowl of hot water. The
moment I touch the water, I perceive a

very distinct sensation, a sensation of

heat. Is that a sensation of roughness,
or of smoothness ? No. Again, I dip my
hand into this basin of iced water. I per-

ceive a very distinct sensation. Is this a

sensation of roughness, or of smooth-
ness % No. Is this comparable with that

former sensation of heat ? I say yes. Al-

though it is opposite, it is comparable
with the sensation of heat. I am not go-

ing to say that we have two sensations in

this department—a sensation of heat, and
a sensation of cold. I shall endeavor to

explain that the perceptions of heat and
of cold are perceptions of different de-

grees of one and the same quality, but
that that quality is markedly different

from the sense of roughness. Well now,
what is this sense of roughness ? It will

take me some time to explain it fully, I

shall therefore say in advance that it is a

sense of force ; and I shall tell you in

advance, before I justify completely what
I have to say, that the six senses, regard-
ing which I wish to give some explana-
tion, are : the sense of sight, the sense of

hearing, the sense of taste, the sense of

smell, the sense of heat, and the sense of

force. The sense of force is the sixth

sense ; or the senses of heat and of force

are the sense of touch divided into two,
to complete the census of six that I am
endeavoring to demonstrate.
Now I have hinted at a possible seventh

sense—a magnetic sense—and though
out of the line I propose to follow, and
although time is precious, and does not
permit much of digression, I wish just to

.remove the idea that I am in any way

suggesting anything towards that wretch-

ed superstition of animal magnetism, and
table-turning, and spiritualism, and mes-
merism, and clairvoyance, and spirit-

wrapping, of which we have heard so

much. There is no seventh sense of the

mystic kind. Clairvoyance, and the like,

are the result of bad observation chiefly,

somewhat mixed up, however, with the

effects of wilful imposture, acting on an
innocent, trusting mind. But if there is

not a distinct magnetic sense, I say it is

a very great wonder that there is not.

Many present know all about magnet-
ism. A very large number of pupils have

gained an immense amount of valuable

knowledge in various subjects, from the

classes carried on nightly within the

walls of the Birmingham and Midland
Institute ; and I can see from the prizes

that have been awarded, and that I have

jiist now had the pleasure of distributing

for excellence and proficiency in this de-

partment, that many have learned of mag-
netism. I had the pleasure of seeing the

class-rooms this morning, and I wished

I could be in them in the evening to see

the studies as carried on in them every

evening. Well now, the study of mag-
netism is the study of a very recondite

subject. We all know a little about the

mariner's compass, the needle pointing

to the north, and so on ; but not many of

us have gone far into the subject,

and not many of us understand all

the recent discoveries in electromagnet-

ism. I could wish, had I the apparatus

here, and if you would allow me, to show
you an experiment in magnetism. If we
had before us a powerful magnet, or say

the machine that is giving us this beauti-

ful electric light by which the hall is il-

luminated, it, serving to excite an elec-

tro-magnet, would be one part of our

apparatus ; the other part would be a

piece of copper. Suppose then we had
this apparatus, I would show you a very

wonderful discovery made by Faraday
and worked out admirably by Foucault.

an excellent French experimenter. I

have said that one part of this apparatus

would be a piece of copper, but silver

would answer as well. Probably no
other metal than copper or silver—cer-

tainly no other one, of all the metals that

are well known, and obtainable for ordi-

nary experiments—possesses, and no
other metal or substance, whether metal-
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lie or not, is known to possess, in any-

thing like the same degree as copper and
silver, the quality I am now going to call

attention to.

The quality I refer to is " electric con-

ductivity," and the result of that quality

in the experiment I am now going to de-

scribe is, that a piece of copper or a piece of

silver, let fall between the poles of a mag-
net, will fall down slowly as if it were
falling through mud. I take this body
and let it fall. Many of you here will be
able to calculate what fraction of a second
it takes to fall one foot. If I took this

piece of copper, placed it just above the

space between the poles of a powerful
electromagnet and let it go, you would
see it fall slowly down before you; it

would perhaps take a quarter of a minute
to faU a few inches.

This experiment was carried out in a

most powerful manner by Lord Lindsay
(now Lord Crawford), assisted by Mr.
Cromwell F. Varley. Both of those emi-

nent men desired to investigate the

phenomena of mesmerism, which had
been called animal magnetism ; and they
very earnestly set to work to make a real

physical experiment. They asked them-
selves, Is it conceivable that, if a piece of

copper can scarcely move through the air

between the poles of an electromagnet, a

human being or other living creature

placed there would experience no effect ?

Lord Lindsay got an enormous electro-

magnet made, so large that the head of

any person wishing to try the experiment
could get well between the poles, in a re-

gion of excessively powerful magnetic
force. What was the result of the ex-

periment ? If I were to say nothing ! I
should do it scant justice. The result

was marvelous, and the marvel is that

nothing was perceived. Your head, in a

space through which a piece of copper
falls as if through mud, perceives noth-
ing. I say this is a very great wonder

;

but I do not admit, I do not feel, that

the investigation of the subject is com-
pleted. I cannot think that the quality

of matter in space which produces such a

prodigious effect upon a piece of metal
can be absolutely without any—it is cer-

tainly not without any—effect whatever
on the matter of a living body ; and that
it can be absolutely without any percept-
ible effect whatever on the matter of a

living body placed there seems to me not

proved even yet, although nothing has
been found. It is so marvelous that

there should be no effect at all, that I do
believe and feel that the experiment is

worth repeating ; and that it is worth
examining, whether or not an exceedingly
powerful magnetic force has any percep-
tible effect upon a living vegetable or
animal body. I spoke then of a seventh
sense. I think it just possible that there

may be a magnetic sense. I think it pos-

sible that an exceedingly powerful mag-
netic effect may produce a sensation that

we cannot compare with heat or force or
any other sensation.

Another question that often occurs is,

"Is there an electric sense?" Has any
human being a perception of electricity

in the air ? Well, somewhat similar pro-

posals for experiment might, perhaps, be
made with reference to electricity ; but
there are certain reasons, that would
take too long for me to explain, that

prevent me from placing the electric force

at all in the same category with magnetic
force. There would be a surface action

that would annul practically the foi'ce in

the interior, there would be a definite

sensation which we could distinctly trace

to the sense of touch. Any one putting
his hand, or his face, or his hair, in the
neighborhood of an electric machine per-

ceives a sensation, and on examining it

he finds that there is a current of air

blowing, and his hair is attracted ; and if

he puts his hand too near he finds that

there are sparks passing between his

hand or face and the machine ; so that,

before we come to any subtle question of

a possible sense of electric force, we have
distinct mechanical agencies which give

rise to senses of temperature and force
;

but that this mysterious, wonderful, mag-
netic force, due, as we know, to rotations

of the molecules, could be absolutely

without effect—without perceptible effect

—on animal economy, seems a very won-
derful result, and at all events it is a sub-

ject deserving careful investigation. I
hope no one will think I am favoring

the superstition of mesmerism in what I

have said.

I intend to explain a little more fully

our perceptions in connection with the

double sense of touch—the sense of tem-
perature and the sense of force—should
time permit before I conclude. But I

must first say something of the other
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senses, because if I speak too much about
the senses of force and heat no time will

be left for any of the others. Well, now,
let us think what it is we perceive in the

sense of hearing. Acoustics is one of the

studies of the Birmingham and Midland In-

stitute, of whichwe have heard many times
this evening. Acoustics is the science of

hearing. And what is hearing? Hear-
ing is perceiving something with the ear.

What is it we perceive with the ear? It

is something we can also perceive without
the ear ; something that the greatest

master of sound, in the poetic and ar-

tistic sense of the word at all events, that

ever lived—Beethoven—-for a great part
of his life could not perceive with his ear

at all. He was deaf for a great part of

his life, and during that period were com-
posed some of his grandest musical com-
positions, and without the possibility of

his ever hearing them by ear himself ; for

his hearing by ear was gone from him for

ever. But he used to stand with a stick

pressed against the piano and touching
his teeth, and thus he could hear the
sounds that he called forth from the in

strument. Hence, besides the Ear Gate
of John Bunyan, there is another gate or
access for the sense of hearing.

What is it that you perceive ordinarily

by the ear—that a healthy person, with-

out the loss of any of his natural organs
of sense, perceives with his ear, but which
can otherwise be perceived, although not
so satisfactorily or completely? It is

distinctly a sense of varying pressure.

When the barometer rises, the pressure
on the ear increases ; when the barome-
ter falls, that is an indication that the
pressure on the ear is diminishing. Well,

if the pressure of air were suddenly to in-

crease and diminish, say in the course of a
quarter of a minute—supjDOse in a quarter
of a minute the barometer rose one-tenth
of an inch and fell again, wouldyou perceive
anything ? I doubt it ; I do not think

you would. If the barometer were to

rise two inches, or three inches, or four
inches, in the course of half a minute,
most people would perceive it. I say
this as a result of observation, because
people going down in a diving bell have
exactly the same sensation as they would
experience if from some unknown cause
the barometer quickly, in the course
of half a minute, were to rise five or six

inches— far above the greatest height it

ever stands at in the open air. Well,

now, we have a sense of barometric press-

ure, but we have not a continued in-

dication that allows us to perceive the
difference between the high an d 1o t

.v barom-
eter. People living at great altitudes—up
several thousand feet above the level of the

sea, where the barometer stands several

inches lower than at sea-level—feel very
much as they would do at the surface of

the sea, so far as any sensation of pressure
is concerned. Keen mountain air feels dif-

ferent from air in lower places, partly

because it is colder and drier, but also

because it is less dense, and you must
breathe more of it to get the same quan-
tity of oxygen into your lungs to perform
those functions which the students of the

Institute who study animal physiology

—

and I understand there are a large num-
ber — will perfectly understand. The
effect of the air in the lungs—the func-

tion it performs—depends chiefly on the

oxygen taken in. If the air has only

three-quarters of the density it has in our
ordinary atmosphere here, then one and
one-third times as much must be inhaled,

to produce the same oxidizing effect on
the blood, and the same general effect in

the animal economy; and in that way
undoubtedly mountain air has a very dif-

ferent effect on living creatures from the

air of the plains. This effect is dis-

tinctly perceptible in its relation to

health.

But I am wandering from my subject,

which is the consideration of the changes
of pressure comparable with those that

produce sound. A diving bell allows us
to perceive a sudden increase of pressure,

but not by the ordinary sense of touch.

The hand does not perceive the difference

between 15 lbs. per square inch pressing

in all around, and 17 lbs., or 18 lbs., or

201bs., or even 30 lbs. per square inch, as

it experienced when you go down in a

diving bell. If you go down five and a
half fathoms in a diving bell, your hand
is pressed all round with a force of 30 lbs.

to the square inch ; but yet you do not
perceive any difference in the sense of

force, any perception of pressure. What
you do perceive is this : behind the tym-
panum, is a certain cavity filled with air.

and a greater pressure on one side of the

tympanum than on the other gives rise

to a painful sensation and sometimes pro-

duces rupture of it in a person going
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down in a diving bell suddenly. The
remedy for the painful sensation thus ex-

perienced, or rather I should say its pre-

vention, is to keep chewing a piece of

hard biscuit, or making believe to do so.

If you are chewing a hard biscuit, the

operation keeps open a certain passage,

by which the air pressure gets access to

the inside of the tympanum, and balances

the outside pressure and thus prevents
the painful effect. This painful effect on
the ear experienced by going down in a

diving bell is simply because a certain

piece of tissue is being pressed more on
one side than on the other • and when
we get such a tremendous force on a

delicate thing like the tympanum, we may
experience a great deal of pain, and it

may be dangerous ; indeed it is danger-
ous, and produces rupture or damage to

the tympanum unless means be adopted
for obviating the difference in the press-

ures ; but the simple means I have in-

dicated are, I believe, with all ordinarily

healthy persons, perfectly successful.

I am afraid we are no nearer, however,
to understanding what it is we perceive

when we hear. To be short it is simply
this : it is exceedingly sudden changes
of pressure acting on the tympanum of

the ear, through such a short time and
with such moderate force as not to hurt
it ; but to give rise to a very distinct sen-

sation, which is communicated through a

train of bones to the auditory nerve. I
must merely pass over this ; the details

are full of interest, but they would occupy
us far more than an hour if I entered
upon them at all. As soon as we get to
the nerves and the bones, we have gone
beyond the subject I proposed to speak
upon. My subject belongs to physical
science— what is called in Scotland
Natural Philosophy. Physical science
refers to dead matter, and I have gone
beyond the range whenever I speak of a
living body; but we must speak of a
living body in dealing with the senses as
the means of perceiving—as the means
by which, in John Bunyan's language,
the soul in its citadel acquires a knowl-
edge of external matter. The physicist
has to think of the organs of sense, merely
as he thinks of the microscope ; he has
nothing to do with physiology. He has a
great deal to do with his own eyes and
hands, however, and must think- of them,
if he would understand what he is doing,

and wishes to get a reasonable view of

the subject, whatever it may be, which is

before him in his own department.
Now what is the external object of this

internal action of hearing and perceiving

sound? The external object is a change
of pressure of air. Well, how are we to

define a sound simply ? It looks a little

like a vicious circle, but indeed it is not
so, to say it is sound if we call it a sound
— if we perceive it is as sound, it is sound.

Any change of pressure, which is so sud-

den as to let us perceive it is as sound is

a sound. There [giving a sudden clap

of the hands]—that is a sound. There
is no question about it—nobody will ever

ask, Is it a sound or not? It is sound if we
hear it. If you do not hear it, it is not

to you a sound. That is all I can say to

define sound. To explain what it is, I

can say, it is change of pressure, and it

differs from a gradual change of pressure

as seen on the barometer only in being
more rapid, so rapid that we perceive it

as a sound. If you could perceive by
the ear that the barometer has fallen two-

tenths of an inch to-day, that would
be sound. But nobody hears by his ear

that the barometer has fallen, and so

he does not perceive the fall as a sound.

But the same difference of pressure

coming on us suddenly—a fall of the ba-

rometer, if by any means it could happen,

amounting to a tenth of an inch, and
taking place in a thousandth of a second

—would affect us quite like sound. A
sudden rise of the barometer would
produce a sound analogous to what hap-

pened when I clapped my hands. What
is the difference between a noise and
a musical sound? Musical sound is a

regular and periodic change of pressure.

It is an alternate augmentation and dimi-

nution of air pressure, ocurring rapidly

enough to be perceived as a sound, and
taking place with perfect regularity,

period after period. Noises and musical

sounds merge into one another. Musical

sounds have a possibility at least of some-

times ending in a noise, or tending too

much to a noise, to altogether please a

fastidious musical ear. All roughness,

irregularity, want of regular, smooth pe-

riodicity, has the effect of playing out of

tune, or of music that is so complicated

that it is impossible to say whether it is

in tune or not.

But now, with reference to this sense
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of sound, there is something I should

like to say as to the practical lesson to

be drawn from the great mathematical
treatises which were placed before the

British Association, in the addresses of

its president, Prof. Cayley, and of the

president of the mathematical and physical

section, Prof. Henrici. Both of these

professors dwelt on the importance of

.graphical illustration, and one graphical

illustration of Prof. Cayley's address may
be adduced in respect of this very quality

of sound. In the language of mathe-
matics we have just " one independent
variable " to deal with in sound, and that

is air pressure. We have not a compli-

cation of motions in various directions.

We have not the complication that we shall

have to think of presently, in connection
with the sense of force ; complication as

to the place of application, and the
direction, of the force. We have not the
infinite complications we have in some of

the other senses, notably smell and taste.

We have distinctly only one thing to con-

sider, and that is air pressure or the vari-

ation of air pressure. Now when we
have one thing that varies, that, in the
language of mathematics, is " one inde-

pendent variable." Do not imagine that
mathematics is harsh, and crabbed and
repulsive to common sense. It is merely
the etherealization of common sense.

The function of one independent variable

that you have here to deal with is the
pressure of air on the tympanum. Well
now in a thousand counting houses and
business offices in Birmingham and Lon-
don, and Glasgow, and Manchester, a
curve, as Prof. Cayley pointed out, is

regularly used to show to the eye a func-
tion of one independent variable. The
function of one independent variable most
important in Liverpool perhaps may be
the price of cotton. A curve showing
the price of cotton, rising when the price

of cotton is high, and sinking when the
price of cotton is low, shows all the
complicated changes of that independent
variable to the eye. And so in the Regis-
trar-General's tables of mortality, we have
curves showing the number of deaths
from day to day—the painful history of

an epidemic, shown in a rising branch,

and the long gradual talus in a falling

branch of the curve, when the epidemic
is overcome, and the normal state of

health is again approached. All that is

shown to the eye ; and one of the most
beautiful results of mathematics is the
means of showing to the eye the law of

variation, however complicated, of one
independent variable. But now for what
really to me seems a marvel of marvels

:

think what a complicated thing is the re-

sult of an orchestra playing—a hundred
instruments and two hundred voices sing-

ing in chorus accompanied by the orches-

tra. Think of the condition of the air,

how it is lacerated sometimes in a com-
plicated effect. Think of the smooth
gradual increase and diminution of press-

ure—smooth and gradual, though taking
place several hundred times in a second
—when a piece of beautiful harmony is

heard! Whether, however, it be the
single note of the most delicate sound of

a flute, or the purest piece of harmony of

two voices singing perfectly in tune ; or
whether it be the crash of an orchestra,

and the high notes, sometimes even
screechings and tearings of the air, which
you may hear fluttering above the sound
of the chorus—think of all that, and yet

that is not too complicated to be repre-

sented by Prof. Cayley, with a piece of

chalk in his hand, drawing on the black-

board a single line. A single curve,

drawn in the manner of the curve of

prices of cotton, describes all that the ear

can possibly hear, as the result of the

most complicated musical performance.
How is one sound more complicated than
another

J?
It is simply that in the com-

plicated sound the variations of our one
independent variable, pressure of air, are

more abrupt, more sudden, less smooth,
and less distinctly periodic, than they
are in the softer, and purer, and simpler

sound. But the superposition of the
different effects is really a marvel of mar-
vels ; and to think that all the different

effects of all the different instruments
can be so represented ! Think of it in

this way. I suppose everybody prestnt
knows what a musical score is—you know,
at all events, what the notes of a hymn
tune look like, and can understand the

like for a chorus of voices, and accom-
panying orchestra—a " score " of a whole
page with a line for each instrument, and
with perhaps four different lines for four
voice parts. Think of how much you
have to put down on a page of manu-
script or print, to show what the different

performers are to do. Think, too, how
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much more there is to be done than any-

thing- the composer can put on the page.
Think of the expression which each
player is able to give, and of the differ-

ence between a great player on the violin

and a person who simply grinds success
fully through his part ; think, too, of the

difference in singing, and of all the ex-

pression put into a note or a sequence of

notes in singing that cannot be written
down. There is, on the written or print-

ed page, a little wedge showing a dim-
inuendo, and a wedge turned the other
way showing a crescendo, and that is all

that the musician can put on paper to

mark the difference of expression which is

to be given. Well, now, all that can be
represented by a whole page or two pages
of orchestral score, as the specification

of the sound to be produced in say ten
seconds of time, is shown to the eye with
perfect clearness by a single curve on a

riband of paper a hundred inches long.

That to my mind is a wonderful proof of

the potency of mathematics. Do not let

any student in this Institute be de-

terred for a moment from the pursuit of

mathematical studies by thinking that

the great mathematicians get into the
realm of four dimensions, where you can-

not follow them. Take what Prof. Cayley
himself, in his admirable address, which
I have already referred to, told us of the
beautiful and splendid power of mathe-
matics for etherealizing and illustrating

common sense, and you need not be dis-

heartened in your study of mathematics,
but may rather be reinvigorated when
you think of the power which mathe-
maticians, devoting their whole lives to

the study of mathematics, have succeeded
in giving to that marvelous science.

The sense of sight may be compared
to the sense of sound in this respect. I

spoke of the sense of sound being caused
by rapid variations of pressure. I had
better particularize and say how rapid
must be the alternations from greatest

pressure to least, and back to greatest,

and how frequently must that period oc-

cur, to give us the sound of a musical
note. If the barometer varies once a

minute you would not perceive that as a

musical note. But suppose by any me-
chanical action in the air, you could cause
the barometric pressure—the air press-

ure—to vary much more rapidly. That
change of pressure which the barometer

is not quick enough to show to the eye,

the ear hears as a musical sound if the
period recurs twenty times per second.

If it recurs twenty, thirty, forty, or fifty

times per second, you hear a low note.

If the period is gradually accelerated, you
hear the low note gradually rising, be-

coming higher and higher, more and
more acute, and if it gets up to 256
periods per second, we have a certain

note called C in the ordinary musical no-

tation. I believe I describe it correctly

as the low note C, of the tenor voice

—

the gravest C that can be made by a flute.

The note of a two-foot organ pipe open
at both ends has 256 periods per second.

Go on higher and higher to 512 periods

per second, and you have the C above
that—the chief C of the soprano voice.

Go above that to 1,024, you get an octave
higher. You get an octave higher always

by doubling the number of vibrations

per second, and if you go on till you get

up to about 5,000 or 6,000 or 10,000

periods per second, the note becomes so

shrill that it ceases to excite the human ear

and you do not hear it any longer. The
highest note that can be perceived by the

human ear seems to be something like

10,000 periods per second. I say '' some-
thing like,' because there is no very def-

inite limit. Some ears cease to hear a

note becoming shriller and shriller before

other ears cease to hear it ; and therefore

I can only say in a very general way, that

something like 10,000 periods per second,

is about the shrillest note the human ear

is adapted to hear. We may define musi-

cal notes, therefore, as changes of press-

ure of the air, regularly alternating in

periods which lie between 20 and 10,000

per second.

Well now, are there vibrations of thirty

or forty or fifty or a hundred thousand
or a million of periods per second in air,

in elastic solids, or in any matter affecting

our sense % We have no evidence of the

existence in matter of vibrations of very

much greater frequency than 10,000 or

20,000 or 30,000 per second, but we have
no reason to deny the possibility of such
vibrations existing, and having a large

function to perform in nature. But when
we get to some degree of frequency that

I cannot put figures upon, to something
that may be measured in millions, if not

in hundred thousands of vibrations per

second, we have not merely passed the
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limits of the human ear to hear, but we
have passed the limits of matter, as known
to us, to vibrate. Vibrations transmitted

as waves through steel, or air, or water,

cannot be more frequent than a certain

number, which I cannot now put a

figure to, but which, I say, may be reckon-

ed in hundred-thousands or a few mil-

lions per second.

But now let us think of light. Light
we know to be an influence on the retina

of the eye, and through the retina on the

optic nerve ; an influence dependent on
vibrations whose frequency is something
between 400 million millions per second
and 800 million millions per second. Now
we have a vast gap between 400 per
second, the sound of a rather high tenor
voice, and 400 million millions per second,
the number of vibrations corresponding
to dull red light—the gravest red light

of the prismatic spectrum. Take the mid-
dle of the spectrum—yellow light—the

period of the vibrations there is in round
numbers 500 million millions per second.

In violet light we have 800 million millions

per second. Beyond that we have some-
thing that the eye scarcely perceives

—

does not perceive at all perhaps—but which
I believe it does perceive, though not
vividly : we have the-ultra violet rays,

known to us chiefly by their photographic
effect, but known also by many other
wonderful experiments, that within the
last thirty years have enlarged our knowl-
edge of light to a most marvelous de-

gree. We have invisible rays of light

made visible by letting them fall on a

certain kind of glass, glass tinged with
uranium — that yellowish green glass,

sometimes called canary glass or chame-
leon glass. Uranium glass has a property
rendering visible to us invisible rays.

You may hold a piece of uranium glass

in your hand, illuminated by this electric

light, or by a candle, or by gas light, or
hold it in the prismatic spectrum of white
light, and you see it glowing according
to the color of the light which falls upon
it ; but place it in the spectrum beyond
the visible violet end, where without it

you see nothing, where a piece of chalk

held up seems quite dark, and the urani-

um glass glows with a mysterious altered

color of a beautiful tint, revealing the
presence of invisible rays, by converting
them into rays of lower period, and so

rendering them visible to the eye. The

discovery of this property of uranium
glass was made by Prof. Stokes, and the

name of fluorescence from fluor spar,

which he found to have the same pro-

perty, was given to it. It has since been
discovered that fluorescence and phos-
phorescence are continuous, being ex-

tremes of the same phenomenon. I sup-

pose most persons here present know the

luminous paint made from sulphides of

calcium and other materials, which, after

being steeped in light for a certain time,

keep on for hours giving out light in the

darkness. Persistence in emission of

light after the removal of the source,

which is the characteristic of those phos-
phorescent objects, is manifested also,

as Edmund Becquerel has proved, by the

uranium glass, and thus Stoke's discovery

of fluorescence comes to be continuous
with the old known phenomenon of phos-
phorescence, to which attention seems to

have been first called scientifically by
Robert Boyle about 200 years ago.

There are other rays, that we do not
perceive in any of these ways, but that

we do perceive by our sense of heat : heat
rays as they are commonly called. But
in truth all rays that we call light have
heating effect. Radiant heat and light

are one and indivisible. There are not
two things, radiant heat and light

:

radiant heat is identical with light. Take
a black hot kettle into a dark room, and
look at it. You do not see it. Hold
your face or your hand near it, and you
perceive it by what Bunyan would have
called Feel Gate ; only now we apply the
word feeling to other senses as well as
Touch. You perceive it before you touch
it. You perceive it with the back of your
hand, or the front of your hand

; you
perceive it with your face, yes, and with
your eye, but you do not see it. "Well,

now, must I justify the assertion that it

is not light? You say it is not light, and
it is not so to you, if you do not see it.

There has been a good deal of logic-

chopping about the words here ; we seem
to define in a vicious circle. We may
begin by defining light—" It is light if

you see it as light ; it is not light if you
do not see it." To save circumlocution,
we shall take things in that way. Radiant
heat is light if we see it, it is not light if

we do not see it. It is not that there are
two things ; it is that radiant heat has
differences of quality. There are quail-
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ties of radiant heat that we can see, and
if we see them we call them light ; there

are qualities of radiant heat we cannot

see, and if we cannot see them we do not
call them light, but still call them radiant

heat : and that on the whole seems to be
the best logic for this subject.

By the by, I don't see Logic among the

studies of the Birmingham and Midland
Institute. Logic is to language and gram-
mar what mathematics is to common sense

;

logic is etherealized grammar. I hope
the advanced student in grammar and
Latin and Greek, who needs logic perhaps

as much as, perhaps more than, most stu-

dents of science and modern languages,

will advance to logic, and consider logic

as the science of using words, to lead him
to know exactly what he means by them
when he uses them. More ships have
been wrecked through bad logic than

by bad seamanship. When the captain

writes down in his log—I don't mean a

pun here, log has nothing to do with

logic—the ship's place is so-and-so, he
means that it is the most probable jDOsi-

tion— the position which, according to

previous observations, he thinks is the

most probable. After that, supposing no
sights of sun or stars or land to be had,

careful observation of speed and direc-

tion shews, by a simple reckoning (called

technically the dead reckoning), where
the ship is next day. But sailors too

often forget that what they put down in

the log was not the ship's place, but what
to their then knowledge was the most
probable position of the ship, and they

keep running on as if it was the true

position. They forget the meaning of the

very words in which they have made their

entry in the log, and through that bad
logic more ships have been run on the

rocks than by any other carelessness or

bad seamanship. It is bad logic that

leads to trusting to the dead reckoning,

in running a course at sea ; and it is that

bad logic which is the cause of those ter-

ribly frequent wrecks ; of steamers, other-

wise well conducted, in cloudy but per-

fectly fine weather, running on rocks at

the end of a long voyage. To enable you
to understand precisely the meaning of

your result when you make a note of

anything about your own experience or

experiments, and to understand precisely

the meaning of what you write down, is

the province of logic. To arrange your

record in such a manner that if you look
at it afterwards it will tell you what it is

worth, and neither more nor less, is prac-

tical logic ; and if you exercise that prac-
tical knowledge, you will find benefits

that are too obvious if you onty think of
any scientific or practical subject with
which you are familiar.

There is danger then of a bad use of

words, and hence of bad reasoning upon
them, in speaking of light and radiant
heat ; but if we distinctly define light as

that which we consciously perceive as

light—without attempting to define con-
sciousness, because we cannot define

consciousness any more than we can
define free will—we shall be safe. There
is no question that you see the thing ; if

you see it, it is light. Well now, when
is radiant heat light? Radiant heat is

light when its frequency of vibration is

between 400 million millions per second
and 800 million millions per second.

When its frequency is less than 400 mil-

lion millions per second it is not light ; it

is invisible "infra-red" radiant heat.

When its frequency is more than 800 mil-

lion millions per second, it is not light if

we cannot see it ; it is invisible ultra-violet

radiation, truly radiant heat, but it is not
so commonly called radiant heat because
its heating effect is known rather theo-

retically than by sensory perception, or
thermometric or thermoscopic indications.

Observations which have been actually

made by Langley and by Abney on
radiant heat take us down about three

octaves below violet, and we may hope
to be brought considerably lower still by
future observations. We know at present
in all about four octaves—that is from
one to two, two to four, four to eight,

eight to sixteen, hundred million millions

—of radiant heat. One octave of radiant

heat is perceptible to the eye as light, the
octave from 400 million millions to 800
million millions. I borrow the word octave

from music, not in any mystic sense,

nor as indicating any relation between
harmony of colors and harmony of sound,

No relation exists between harmony of

sound and harmony of colors. I merely
use the word " octave " as a brief ex-

pression for any range of frequencies

lying within the ratio of one to two. If

you double the frequency of a musical

note, you raise it an octave : in that sense

I use the word for the moment in respect
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to light, and in no other sense. Well
now, think what a tremendous chasm
there is between the 100 million millions

per second, which is about the gravest

hitherto discovered note of invisible ra-

diant heat, and the 10,000 per second, the

greatest number of vibrations in sound.

This is an unknown province of science

:

the investigation of vibrations between
those two limits is perhaps one of the

most promising provinces of science for

the future investigator.

In conclusion, I wish to bring before

you the idea that all the senses are re-

lated to force. The sense of sound, we
have seen, is merely a sense of very rapid

changes of air pressure (which is force)

on the drum of the ear. I have passed
merely by name over the senses of taste

and smell. I may say they are chemical
senses. Taste common salt and taste

sugar—you tell in a moment the dif-

ference. The perception of that difference

is a perception of chemical quality. Well,

there is a subtle molecular influence here,

due to the touch of the object, on the
tongue or the palate, and producing a

sensation which is a very different thing
from the ordinarily reckoned sense of

touch, in the case now considered, telling

only of roughness and of temperature.
The most subtle of our senses perhaps is

sight ; nest comes smell and taste. Prof.

Stokes recently told me that he would
rather look upon taste and smell and
sight as being continuous because they
are all molecular—they all deal with prop-
erties of matter, not in the gross, but mo-
lecular actions of matter ; he would rather
group those three together than he would
couple any of them with any of the other
senses. It is not necessary, however, for

us to reduce all the six senses to one, but
I would just point out that they are all

related to force. Chemical action is a

force, tearing molecules apart, throwing
or pushing them together : and our
chemical sense or senses may therefore
so far at least be regarded as concerned
with force. That the senses of smell and
taste are related to one another seems ob-

vious ; and if physiologists would pardon
me, I would suggest that they may, with-
out impropriety, be regarded as extremes
of one sense. This at all events can be
said of them, they can be compared

—

which cannot be said of any other two
senses. You cannot say that the shape

of a cube, or the roughness of a piece of

loaf sugar or sandstone, is comparable
with the temperature of hot water, or is

like the sound of a trumpet, or that the
sound of a trumpet is like scarlet, or like

a rocket, or like a blue-light signal. There
is no comparability between any of these

perceptions. But if any one says, " That a

piece of cinnamon tastes like its smell,'' I
think he will express something of general
experience. The smell and the taste of

pepper, nutmeg, cloves, cinnamon, vanilla,

apples, strawberries, and other articles of

food, particularly spices and fruits, have
very marked qualities, in which the taste

and the smell seem essentially comparable.
It does seem to me, although anatomists
distinguish between them, because the
sensory organs concerned are different

and because they have not discovered a
continuity between these organs, we
should not be philosophically wrong in

saying that smell and taste are extremes
of one sense—one kind of perceptivity

—

a sense of chemical quality materially

presented to us.

Now sense of light and sense of heat

are very different ; but we cannot define

the difference. You perceive the heat of

a hot kettle—how ? By its radiant heat
against the face—that is one way. But
there is another way, not by radiant heat,

of which I shall speak later. You per-

ceive by vision, but still in virtue of ra-

diant heat, a hot body, if illuminated by
light, or if hot enough to be self-luminous,

red-hot or white-hot, you see it ; you can
both see a hot body and perceive it by
its heat, otherwise than by seeing it.

Take a piece of red-hot cinder with the
tongs, or a red-hot poker, and study it -

y

carry it into a dark room, and look at it.

You see it for a certain time ; after a cer-

tain time you cease to see it, but you still

perceive radiant heat from it. Well now
there is radiant heat perceived by the

eye and the face and the hands all the
time ; but it is perceived only by the sense
of temperature, when the hot body ceases

to be red-hot. There is then, to our
senses, an absolute distinction in modes
of perception between that which is con-
tinuous in the external nature of the thing,

namely, radiant heat in its visible and in-

visible varieties. It operates upon our
senses in a way that I cannot ask anato-
mists to admit to be one and the same in

both cases. They cannot now, at all
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events, say that there is an absolute con-

tinuity between the retina of the eye in

its perception of radiant heat as light, and
the skin of the hand in its perception of

radiant heat as heat. We may come to

know more ; it may yet appear that there

is a continuity, Some of Darwin's sub-

lime speculations may become realities to

us ; and we may come to recognize a cul-

tivable retina all over the body. We
have not done that yet, but Darwin's

grand idea occurs as suggesting that there

may be an absolute continuity between
the perception of radiant heat and by
the retina of the eye and its perception

by the tissues and nerves concerned in

the mere sense of heat. We must be con-

tent in the meantime, however, to make
a distinction between the senses of light

and heat. And indeed it must be re-

marked that our sense of heat is not ex-

cited by radiant heat only, while it is only

and essentially radiant heat that gives to

the retina the sense of light. Hold your
hand under a red -hot poker in a dark

room : you perceive it to be hot solely by
its radiant heat, and you see it also by
its radiant heat. Now place the hand
over it : you feel more of heat. Now, in

fact, you perceive its heat in three ways
—by contact with the heated air which
has ascended from the poker, and by
radiant heat felt by your sense of heat,

and by radiant heat seen as light (the iron

being still red-hot). But the sense of heat

is the same throughout, and is a certain

effect experienced by the tissue, whether
it be caused by radiant heat, or by con-

tact with heated particles of the air.

Lastly, there remains—and I am afraid

I have already taxed your patience too

long—the sense of force. I have been
vehemently attacked for asserting this

sixth sense. I need not go into the con-

troversy ; I need not explain to you the

ground on which I have been attacked ; I

could not in fact, because in reading the

attack I have not been able to understand
it myself. The only tangible ground of

attack, was, that a writer in New York
published this theory in 1880. I had
quoted Dr. Thomas Beid, without giving

a date ; his date chances to be 1780 or

thereabouts. But physiologists have very

strenuously resisted admitting that the

sense of roughness is the same as that

muscular sense which the metaphysicians
who followed Dr. Thomas Beid in the

University of Glasgow, taught. It was
iu the University of Glasgow that I

learned the muscular sense, and I have
not seen it very distinctly stated else-

where. What is this " muscular sense '' ?

I press upon the desk before me with my
right hand, or I walk forward holding out
my hand in the dark, and using this means
to feel my way, as a blind man does con-
stantly who finds where he is, and guides
himself by the sense of touch. I walk on
until I perceive an obstruction by a sense
of force in the palm of the hand. How
and where do I perceive this sensation ?

Anatomists will tell you it is felt in the
muscles of the arm. Here, then, is a
force which I perceive in the muscles of

the arm, and the corresponding percep-
tivity is properly enough called a mus-
cular sense. But now take the tip of

your finger and rub a piece of sandstone,
or a piece of loaf sugar, or a smooth table.

Take a piece of loaf sugar between your
finger and thumb, and take a smooth
glass between your finger and t runib.

You perceive a difference. What is that

difference % It is the sense of roughness
and smoothness. Physiologists and anato-
mists have used the word " tactile

''

sense, to designate it. I confess that
this does not convey much to my mind.
" Tactile '' is merely " of or belonging to

touch," and in saying we perceive rough-
ness and smoothness by a tactile sense,

we are where we were. We are not en-

lightened by being told that there is a
tactile sense as a department of our sense
of touch. But I say the thing thought
of is a sense of force. We cannot away
with it ; it is a sense of forces, of direc-

tions of forces, and of places of applica-

tion of forces. If the places of amplica-

tion of the forces are the palms of the
two hands, we perceive accordingly, and
know that we pereeive, in the muscles of

the arms, effects of large pressures on the
palms of the hands. But if the places of

application are a hundred little areas on
one finger, we still perceive the effect as

force. We distinguish between a uni-

formly distributed force like the force of

a piece of smooth glass, and forces dis-

tributed over ten or a hundred little areas.

And this is the sense of smoothness and
roughness. The sense of roughness is

therefore a sense of forces, and of places

of application of forces, just as the sense
of forces in your two hands stretched out
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is the sense of forces in places at a dis-

tance of six feet apart. Whether the

places be at a distance of six feet or at a

distance of one hundredth of an inch, it

is the sense of forces, and of places of

application of forces, and of directions of

forces, that we deal with in the sense of

touch other than heat. Now anatomists

and physiologists have a good right to

distinguish between the kind of excite-

ment of tissue in the finger, and the

minute nerves of the skin and sub-skin of

the finger, by which you perceive rough-

ness and smoothness, in the one case

;

and of the muscles by which you perceive

places of application very distant, in the

other. But whether the forces be so near

that anatomists cannot distinguish mus-
cles, cannot point out muscles, resisting

forces and balancing them—because, re-

member, when you take a piece of glass

in your fingers every bit of pressure of

every ten-thousandth of an inch pressed

by the glass against the finger is a bal-

anced force—or whether they be far asun-

der and obviously balanced by the mus-

cles of the two arms, the thing perceived

is the same in kind. Anatomists do not
show us muscles balancing the individual

forces experienced by the small areas of

the finger itself, when we touch a piece

of smooth glass, or the individual forces

in the scores or hundreds of little areas

experienced when we touch a piece of

rough sugar or rough sandstone ; and
perhaps it is not by muscles smaller than
the muscles of the finger as a whole that

the multitudinousness is dealt with ; or

perhaps, on the other hand, these nerves
and tissues are continuous in their quali-

ties with muscles. I go beyond the range
of my subject whenever I speak of mus-
cles and nerves ; but externally the sense

of touch other than heat is the same in

all cases—it is the sense of forces and of

places of application of forces and of di-

rections of forces. I hope now I have
justified the sixth sense ; and that you
will excuse me for having taxed your pa-

tience so long in not having done it in

fewer words.

NOTE ON THE OPTICAL FORMULA EXPRESSING THE RELA-
TION OF CONJUGATE DISTANCES, AND ON

THE THEORY OF THE STADIA.
By R. S. WOODWARD, C. E.

Contributed to Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

In No. 4, Vol. 30 of this magazine, in

an article on "The Theory of Stadia
Measurements," by Mr. Arthur Winslow,
some doubt is raised as to the correctness
and range of applicability of the formula
expressing the relation between conjugate
distances and the principal focal length
of a lens or system of lenses. Some new
errors are also added in this article to a
system of optics already abounding in

limitations and obscurities, and the re-

sulting theory of the stadia is left on a

very insecure basis, especially since an
appeal is made to experiment to show
that the usual formula for this instrument
is applicable if the telescope used has
the ordinary achromatic objective instead
of a single bi-convex lens.

It is desired in this note to show, 1st,

that although the formula for conjugate
Vol. XXX.—No. 6—33

distances as commonly understood is in-

accurate, yet, if properly interpreted, this

formula is not only approximate, but ex-

act ; and, moreover, applies equally with-
out modification to any combination of

lenses as well as to a single bi-convex
lens: 2d, that the ordinary formula for
the stadia instrument if properly under-
stood is exact, whatever may be the num-
ber, kind, or disposition of the lenses in

the telescope so long as they are proper-
ly centered.

The theory of the action of a system of
lenses on a ray of light passing through
them was first adequately discussed by
Gauss in his Dioptrische Untersuchungen,
1840 (see list of references below). So
exhaustive was his treatment of the sub-
ject that few improvements have since
been made. His memoir is a master-
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piece of mathematical investigation, and
the results derived possess at once great

generality and simplicity. It is an un-

fortunate fact, however, that this theory
has not found a place in our English
text-books, but instead we have repeated
errors and assumptions which lead to re-

sults confessedly approximate without
showing the degree of approximation,

and, moreover, results no less complex
than the results of the true theory.

The fundamental assumptions of

Gauss's theory of the path of a ray of

light traversing a system of lenses are :

1. The bounding surfaces of the media
(lenses) through which the light passes

are spherical and have their centers of

curvature in the same straight line or

axis.

2. The inclination, i, of the ray at any
point of its path is such that sin i and
tan i may be replaced by i.

3. The angular width, a, of either

spherical surface measured at its center,

is such that sin a and tan a may be re-

placed by a.

Let the centers of curvature of the

several bounding surfaces of a system of

lenses lie in the axis of X (see diagram).

Then whatever the number of lenses or

same medium, E, F,=E
a
F„. These focal

and principal points are fixed for any
fixed system of lenses. For a system
composed of a single double convex or a
single double concave lens, the points
E,, E„ lie somewhat within (not on) the
bounding surfaces. For methods of de-
termining the positions of these points in

any case, reference may be made to the
works cited at the end of this note. These
four points afford the following . simple
relations between the coordinates of an
object and the coordinates of its image.
Let ar, y x

z
x
be the coordinates of any

point of the obj ect, and £c
2 yn z2

the co-

ordinates of the image of this point.

Also denote the abscissas of the points

E,, E
2 , Fj, F„ by these same letters respect-

ively. Then when the incident and
emergent rays are in the same medium,
and / is the principal focal length of the

system,

i i
+-V-xJx-E

2 f •

f ce
2
-F

2

(1)

(2)

(3)

whatever their indices of refraction, there
exist always two pairs of points F

lS
F

2

called focal points, and E
:
, E

2
called prin-

cipal points. Rays parallel before inci-

dence, and traversing the system of lenses

in the direction OX, will be brought to

a focus in a plane cutting OX perpendic-
ularly at F

2 ; conversely, rays parallel

before incidence and traversing the sys-

tem in the opposite direction, will be
brought to a focus in a plane cutting OX
perpendicularly at Fr E

t
F

x
and E

2
F

2

are the principal focal lengths of the sys-

tem, and in case F
x
and F

2
lie in the

Equations (1) and (2) express the re-

lation of conjugate distances according

as they are referred to the pair of points

F
l5
F

2
or E„ E

3
. Equation (3) gives the

ratio of corresponding linear dimensions
of the object and image. From this

equation we have evidently

f- ,-F„ Efl
/'-*

1
+F

1
-E

1
C

1
•

(4)

This shows that the line B
2
E

2
is paral-

lel to 'B
1
E

l5
and in connection with (3),

gives an easy geometrical construction of

the image of any point of an object
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•when the principal and focal points are

given, as indicated by the dotted line in

the diagram.
To apply this theory to the case of the

stadia instrument put

Afi=z\, A
2
C

2
=z'

2

Then equations (2) and (4) become

A
+A~7

(5)

(6)
f2

z
2

z\ z
2
+ z\

Now is
1
-+s'

1
=A

I

B
1
may represent the

space on a stadia target covered by a

fixed interval 2
2
+ z'

2
=A

2
B

2
in the plane

of the image of the target, the optical

axis of the telescope being perpendicular
to A, B, at C

x
. Put

z
%
+ z\=s, and 2

2
+ z'

2
=s

o
.

Then (6) gives

which substituted in (5) gives

A=ys+f

Denote the distance from the center of

ihe instrument I to the target by d, and
the distance IEj from the outer principal

point of the objective to the center of

the instrument by c. Then

d=f
i
+c=£s+f+c . . (7)

This, therefore, is the correct formula
for the stadia instrument (for "hori-

zontal sight '') whatever the kind of tele-

scope through which the space s on the

target is observed. "Whether the tele-

scope be composed of one lens or any
number of lenses it is only necessary to

remember that f and c are distances be-

tween fixed points as defined above, and
that s is a fixed interval in the plane of

f
the image of the object. Hence - and

f+c are constants for any telescope.

It remains to show how the constants

f— and f+c may be determined with

precision. Obviously, if two different

distances d, and the corresponding spaces

s, be observed, these constants can be
computed. In all such cases, however,
it is desirable to have more than the al-

gebraically sufficient data, and resort to

the method of least squares. In apply-

ing this method we might consider both
the observed quantities d and s subject

to error, and hence to correction ; but in-

asmuch as d may be observed with much
greater precision than s, the latter only

will be considered subject to error. Since
the observed quantity must be the abso-

lute term in an observation-equation, we
write (7) in the form

d^-^(f+e)-s=v . . (8)

in which v is the residual or most prob-
able correction to the observed value of

s. The error in s will vary directly as

the distance /"j, or with sufficient accuracy
as d. Hence the proper weight of the

above observation-equation is y„. Now

put

—j=u + Au and (f+ c) =to +Aw

in which u and to are approximate values

of the left-hand members of these equa-
tions respectively, and such that the
product of the corrections Au and Aio
may be neglected. Then (8) becomes

A u(d— id) — xiAw + %cd—uw—

s

= v

with weight
,/-'

Multiply this by the square root of its

weight, and put for brevity^

1 r=^5 ~^—b and
d cl

1,
u—-Auto + s) =—n

d

Then the observation-equation will be
of the type,

aAu—bAw—n—-^ . (9)
d

and the normal equations are,

[eta] Au— [_ab~\\Aw— [««J=o
-lab'] + [bU] +[bn-]=o

(10)

To show the application of these form-
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ulas we take the data furnished by Mr. quantities are shown in the following

"Winslow on p. 319, Vol. 30, No. 4, of this table. The approximate values assumed

journal. These data and the derived I for u and w are :

d s a b n
V

d

50.0 ft. 0.4855 ft. 0.9700 0.0002000 -0.0000100 -170

100. " 0.9850 " .9850 1000 000 +437
200. " 1.9850 " .9925 500 000 +240
300. " 2 9878 " .9950 333 090 -725

400. " 3.9840 " .9962 250 + 025 +392
500.

" 4.9867 " .9970 200 - 030 -177

m=0.01 m>=1.5 feet.

The values of the residuals in the last col-

umn of the table are expressed in units

of the eighth decimal place.

The normal equations are, after multi-

plying them by 10 8

,

587260000^-42010 /Jw— 1915.6=
-42010 +5.3636 +0.22975=

The values of the unknowns and their

probable errors are,

Au= + 0.00000045 ± 0.00000208

Aic= -0^0393 ±0.0213

Hence

1 =/
u+Au s.

Haupt und Breun-Puncte eines Linsen
Systemes, by Carl Neumann. B. G. Teu-
buer, Leipzig, 1866.

4. A brief development of the theory

is also given by Jamin in Cours de Phy-
sique, Vol. 3. Gauthier Villars, Paris,

1879.

—^-= ^-= 99.9541 ± 0.0029

ft. ft.

w+Aw /+ c=1.461± 0.021

These results indicate that the values

of d and s used as data were carefully ob-

served. They also show that a high de-

gree of precision is attainable with the

stadia, as compared with chaining, over

rough ground.
List of works giving Gauss's theory of

a system of lenses

:

1. The original Dioptrische Untersuch-
ungen is contained in Vol. V. of Gauss's
works, published by the Royal Society of

Gottingen, 1867.

2. A complete translation in French of

Gauss's memoir, by M. A. Bravais, may
be found in Annales de Cbemie et de
Physique, Vol. 33, 3d Series, 1851, and
also in Liouviiles Jomnal for 1856.

3. A very clear though incomplete ex-

position of Gauss's theory is given in Die

STEAIGHTENIXG HARDENED STEEL.—It is Well

known that files are not usually drawn
after being hardened, and that the hardening
frequently springs them out of line. But not-

withstanding that the files are made as hard as

they can be by heat and cold water, they
are readily straightened after being hardened.
This operation is performed at once, as soon as the

files have been dipped. The files are takenfrom
a bath of melted lead and chilled while red hot
in a tank of running water. This immersion
for the instant hardens only the surfaces, while
the interior is soft and pliant with heat. At this

time the file may be straightened by bending
over and under bars. By similar means crooks
in steel, arbors, reamers, and other long tools

may be removed, even after they have been
hardened and tempered. A cast steel saw
arbor had received an offset or crook in the
journal at one end just inside the shoulder.

The crook was at the worse end, that next the
saw, and although scarcely perceptible to the
eye when the arbor was turned on its centers,

it was sufficient, when the arbor was in the
boxes, to throw the periphery of a two-foot saw
considerably out. The arbor at the bearing

I part was veiy gradually heated—not enough to

I
change color but to a" black heat." A V-
shaped block was placed in a vice bearing
against the offset side of the journal, and the
vice screwed up. At the thud trial the arbor
came out perfectly true. A tempered reamer
was straightened in the same way, the point at

which it was crooked being heated by an alco-
hol lamp. The heat was sufficient to allow the
steel to give, but not enough to start the temper.
Steel that has a blue temper only may be
straightened by blows with a pony hammer on
a smooth, clean anvil, the face of which should
be warmed enough to remove the chill.

—

Scien-

tific American.
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TESTING MACHINES, THEIE HISTORY, CONSTRUCTION AND
USE.

By ARTHUR V. ABBOTT.

Written for Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

IV.

DEFORMATION.

Upon all materials of a ductile char-

acter the effect of the stress is to pro-

duce more or less deformation irj the size

and the shape of the piece. In tension

specimens the piece is elongated consid-

erably, and the point at which the frac-

ture occurs is by the flow of the metal
drawn down more or less to a conical

point. Pieces that are subjected to com-
pression are shortened in length, and by
a reversed process are bulged out into a

sort of a barrel shape form ; while in

transverse stress the piece is bent into a

U-shaped form. In tension pieces the

amount of elongation and the amount of

contraction of area are regarded as ex-

ceedingly good indications of the value

of the material for structural purposes.

ELEVATION OF THE ULTIMATE AND THE
ELASTIC LIMIT.

It was first observed by Prof. R. H.
Thurston and Commander L. A. Beards-
ley, U. S. N., independently, that if a duc-

tile material be subjected to a stress be-

yond the elastic limit, but not beyond its

ultimate resistance and then allowed to

rest for a definite period of time, a con-

siderable increase of elastic limit and the

ultimate resistance may be detected. In
other words, the application of stress and
the subsequent rest increases the resist-

ance of the material. Table No. 4 gives

a number of experiments made by the U.

S. Board on specimens of various sizes.

Each specimen was subjected to two
tests, and the length of time allowed be-

tween first and second tests is given in the

table. It will thus be seen from the in-

spection of this table that the ultimate

resistance was very largely increased by
allowing the piece to rest more or less

between the experiments. The cause of

this may perhaps be explained by the
theory that, as soon as the elastic limit

is reached and the metal begins to flow,

the molecules, subjected to the force of

the stresses, take up new positions with
reference to each other. As long as this

stress is continued tl?e moving molecules
have acquired a certain momentum.. If,

Table 4.

C3 Strength in Pounds Interval a s
=4-4 per Square Inch. « £
O
03

m

between

Tests.

^£
1st Test. 2d Test. Pr. ct.

m 50,825 51,351 1 minute 1w 48,809 49,110 1 minute 0.6m 49,877 50,614 3 minutes 1.5m 49,024 49,637 3 minutes 1.3

v& 49,865 50,388 3 minutes 1.0

% 49,345 49,993 1 bour 1.3

% 49,358 50,219 2 hours 1.7
7/
/8 49,459 51,362 3 hours 3.8

h 49,484 51,546 4 hours 4.2
% 49,401 51,561 5 hours 4.3

% 49,206 51,996 6 hours 5.6

% 50,257 52,886 7 hours 5
7/
/8 50,013 52,572 8 hours 5

1 51,536 60,631 3 days 17.6

V£ 49,935 58,251 3 days 17
l 49,962 56,207 3 days 12.5

\% 49,175 57,635 3 days 17 2

*K 49,267 58,049 3 days 17.8
1% 50,143 58,136 3 days 14.1m 49,266 57,263 3 days 16.2m 49,438 57,991 3 days 17.3m 48,537 54,655 3 days 12.6
2 48,597 57,124 3 days 17.5

1M 48,853 57,443 8 days 17.6
IK 50,015 59,047 8 davs IS

Ws 50,474 59,864 18 davs 18.6
IVs 50,178 58,314 18 days 16.1m 50,165 54,749 18 days 9

i% 49,676 59,184 25 days 19.1

Ws 49,867 55,949 42 days 12.2
i 51,128 60,902 6 months

j

19.1
i% 50,530 59,626 6 months 18.

im 49,101 57,877 6 months 17.8m 48,819 56,885 6 months
|

16.6
IK 51,838 57,188 6 months 10.3
i% 49,144 58,18S 6 months 18.3
i% 48,792 57,403 6 months 17.2m 49,370 58,880 6 months I 19.4
2}£ 49,250 58,020 6 months 17.7

2K 47,871 58,976 6 months 22.6m 46,702 54,45S 6 months
j

16.6
3 47,665 57,250 6 months 20
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Absteact from Detail of Tests.

Per cent. Tests.

Average gain in less than 1 hour. 1.1 .. 5

Average gain in less than 8 and
over 1 hour 3.8 .. 8

Average gain in 3 days 16.2 .

.

10
Average gain in 8 days 17.8 .. 2

Average gain in over 8 days and
less than 43 days 15.3 .. 5

Average gain in 6 months 17.9 .. 12

however, the stress be removed and the

piece be left to itself, the molecules come
to rest and assume new positions with
reference to each other, and the forces of

cohesion again come into play and give

the piece an increase of tenacity.

EFFECT OF MECHANICAL TREATMENT.

The amount of work that is done upon
a piece of iron or steel, whether under
the hammer or in the rolling mill, plays

an important part in the quality of the

material. It has been found by experi-

ment that bars of ductile material, which
are apparently precisely alike in every

respect, except in area of section, do
do not give the same elastic or ultimate

Tarle No. 5.

f-* S-l u

c c3 Tensile Elastic -2 rt
O 03 Tensile Elastic 3 ti

a> c3 Tensile Elastic

1"° S- 0-°

Q° Strength. Limit. C3 q_,

5° Strength. Limit.
C3 et_i Strength. Limit.

H 59,885 . . i% 58,016 35,879 Iff 50,969 30,814

% 54,090 40,980 51,296 31,992 50,307 29,767

% 62,700 " 50,594 34,940 c< 48,953
59,000 m 57,052 38,417 1$ 55,803 31,031

" 57,700 56,505 32,496 53,100 32,074
" 55,400 a 55,131 83,771

" 52,875 35,641
" 52,275 39,126 " 54,540 " 52,505 32,312

ft
55,450 " 55,415 32,869 " 51,459 27,816
52,050 —— a 54,354 34,617 " 50,363

" 57,660 " 54,544 33,027 i t 51,039 33,067

% 51.546 35,933 " 53,512 " 49,744 35,615:

% 50,630 33,931 " 52,819 34,840 " 48,670 23,250
l 61.727 " 52,736 34,901 2.0 60,213 31,441
"

57,363 37,415 " 52,700 35,880 " 52,914 31,198
"

57,807 39,230 " 52,155 27,708 " 49,164 <

" 56,790 36,885 " 51,994 32,054 " 51,684 33,104
"

51,921 31,300 " 51,456 84,591 " 52,127 32,461
"

52,819 32,267 " 51,047 " 52,011 34,702
". 51,400 34,600

iff 56,344 35,889 " 51,146 28,567

1% 60,458 37,344 57,402 85,701 " 50,000 36,184
57,470 31,900 " 56,227 33,207 " 50,171 28,983

it
57,498 41,311 " 54,834 32,163 a 47,812 35,864

i t 55,927 37,250 " 53,339 83,540 " 48,249 , 31,-413
" 54,644 34,695 " 53,614 30,664 " 46,151 36,050
" 53,900 26,787 " 52,675 33,745 H? 51,559 —

—

a 53,035 34,410 St 52,314 29,364 49,422
"

52,267 32,019 " 52,401 34,012 m 50,481

IX 59,461 38,501 " 51,205 33,318 a 51,225

57,897 32,469 " 50,970 33,625 iC 48,382 30,459
"

55,782 35,596 m 56,595 38,310 3A 51,666
" 56,334 33,921 54,114 2H 51,530
" 55,253 34,784 " 57,789 34,160 49,290 32,163
" 53,893 32,712

iff 57,874
" 48,898

" 53,247 32,520 54,410 31,354 it 46,866 28,241
a 53,752 tt 53,846 36,573 2

Y?
48,475 28,932

"
52,970 32,075

" 55,018 34,283 47,428 29,941
" 53,022 1 1 53,264 " 47,344 29,758
" 50,040 30,730 ** 53,154 35,323 2s/ 46,446 26,333

1M 58,926 37,548 a 51,509 20,404 3.0 47,761 26,400

58,021 32,152 1

1

50,395 36,254 3^ 47,014 24,591
c < 54,949 31,030 " 50,547 35,954 3M 47,000 24,961
1 1 54.277 33,622 n 49,816 31,214 3/ 46,667 23,636
it 52,733 34,«06 " 50,129 32,271 4.0 46,322 23,430
"

53,557 33,650 113
-"16 56,577

(t 52,537 34,469
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Table No. 6.

—

Rectangular Bars.

Stress in Lbs. per Square Inch.

Number. Kind of Iron. Size of Bar.
Elastic Limit. Ultimate.

1 Single Refined. 3X1 inches. 29,000 52,470
2 Double 3X1 31,000 53,550
8 Single " 8X1& " 27,330 50,410
4 Double " 3X1M " 27,170 50,920
5 Single " 3X1 28,330 48,700
6 Double " 3X1 29,170 51,370
7 Single " 5X1^ " 24,830 49,240
8 Double " 5X1M " 27,170 51,010

Table No. 7.

Progress Blow

No.

Bar

Section.

Specimen.
E. Lim.

lbs. []"

Ult. St.

lbs. []"

Elong.

%

Reduc

7°

C.

No. L D" []"

A
B
C
D
Direct...

A
B.......
C
D
Direct..

.

A
B
C
D
Direct. .

.

98190

98204

98221

6"xl

2'x2

lxl

6x1

2x2

lxl
<<

6x1

2x2

lxl

1 1X1
IX- 970

.980X980
980 X- 612

1.002X1-002

1.003X-998
1X1-006

1.007X-990
. 998 X- 605

1.002X-998
i.xi.

1.005X-990
1.020X-995
1.005X1-005
1. 005 X. 598

1X1

1

.970

.960

.600
1.004

1.001
1.006
.997
.605

1.000
1.

.995
1.015
1.010
.598

1.000

46000
50515
44792
46647
50797

44955
46323
44133
41322
42000
43000

43216
43353
42079
41807
43000

81000
82744
79166
79966
80677

76423
76451
76981
75207
69250
69000

72361
72660
70544
72324
72000

21

20
25
25
16.5

21.75
21.75
23
24
20
22.2

24.25
23.

27.

23.

21.

57.75
57.99
58.51
52.42
85.43

56.19
48.43
63.39
39.67
50.30
71.23

40.14
42.37
53.48
57.41
71.91

20.5

15

18

resistance per square inch. Other things
being equal, bars of the smallest cross

section give the greatest intensity of ulti-

mate resistance. Table 5 from the re-

port of the U. S. Board to test iron and
steel, gives a very complete exposition of

the differences in various sized round
iron bars.

The following experiments given in

Table No. 7 were made at the Cambria
Iron Co. during the investigation of the
steel for the East Kiver Bridge, to deter-

mine the difference between large and
small specimens of the same steel. From
several- blows of steel, containing varying
proportions of carbon, three different

sized pieces were rolled. One piece was
rolled to be two inches square, a second
piece was rolled one inch thick and six

inches wide, and the third piece was roll-

ed one inch square. The pieces two

inches square were set on a planer and
two pieces cut out of them. One piece,

marked C, in the accompanying table, was
cut directlyfrom the center, while a second
piece, marked D, was cut from the side. It

will thus be seen that the piece C came
directly from the center of the large bar,

and was taken from the spot where it had
been subjected to the least possible

amount of mechanical work, and had no
rolled skin on it. The piece D came
from the side of the bar, and had been
subjected to a trifle more mechanical
work, and had one surface of rolled skin.

The 6 X 1-inch bar was cut into two parts,

marked respectively A and B. By cutting

from the side of the bar one piece, marked
B, consequently had three surfaces of

rolled skin, while A being cut next to it

had only two surfaces of rolled skin. The
bars marked direct from the rolls were
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rolled to one inch square, and had rolled

skin on all four sides.

Table No. 8 gives a series of compar-
ative tests between specimens as usually

Table No. 8.

Blow

No.

Bar

Section.
L'

Specin

D"

ten.

D"

E.
Lim.
lbs.

D"

Ult.

St.

lbs.

[]"

Elong.

7°

Re-

duc.

%

M. Elas.

lbs. " c.

1.002
93709 l"xl" 1 1.002

1.512
1.004 49004 74203 22. 68.60 28871000 18

flat .483

1.000
.730 52192 75573 23. 54.38 31111000 18

93711 l"xl" 1.000
1.754

1.000 51000 77500 21. 73.95 29411000 23

6" channel C .447

1.385
.784 49489 75893 14. 64.92 29663000 23

a F .336

1.766
.507 53254 78895 19. 59.57 26627000 23

a F " .436

.980
.770 51948 77922 20. 51.66 29514000 23

93854 l"xl"
1 1/" v 9 "
'-72 X TS

ct .980
1.455

.960 49200 767S0 18. 72.6 31049000 21

flat .565
.990

.822 55960 80280 22.4 64.23 29290000 21

93921 l"xl" .990

2.980
.980 53058 82899 20. 77.23 30300000 19

flat .237
1.000

.706 56657 87819 21. 62.61 25753000 19

94187 l"xl"
7" x %"

1 1.000
7.03

1.000 52000 81000 19.5 74.30 27808000 25

Full size flat 3 510
1.002

3.585 49512 84240 11.66 65.91 25

94229 l"xl"
3"x3"

1 1.002
1.178

1.004 49800 76942 19.75 75.72 27977000 21

angle .373

.992
.439 52392 82004 20. 66.97 27894000 21

94855 l"xl"
&'xy2"

" .992 .984 50813 75477 21.5 72.56 26774000 17

flat
it

1.007

— 56833 78484 23.25 63.06 26023000 17

99767 l"xl" t{ 1.007 1.014 49310 76923 22. 69.92 29527000 19
%" round Ct .666

1.000
.348 54885 84770 22.5 43.10 23950000 19

100706 l"xl"
Q"x%"

.998
8.950

.998 52104 81062 20. 71.54 26815000 18

Full size flat .370

1.002
3.311 53126 76292 29. 49.84 18

101079 l"xl" " 1.002
1.504

1.004 50798 80179 19. 67.69 25384000 18

9" channel C C .508

1.501
.764 45812 74607 22.1 54.58 18

F 6 .503

1.505
.755 47682 74172 22.6 65.96 18

Ci F Ci .509

1.000
.766 48303 73107 29.9 62.01 18

101140 l"xl"
5"xy2

"

C 1.000
4.854

1.000 54000 84000 20. 74.82 2425000 18

Full size flat
" 1.524

1.000
7.397 47081 76418 19.4 55.09 30000000 18

101237 l"xl" " 1.000
3.489

1.010 50485 79208 19. 75.80 26710000 18

Full size
"

flat
cc .512 1.786 47368 7 28. 61.82 26200000 18

1.002
104452 l"xl"

6" x %"
ct 1.006

5.980
1.018 49116 77603 22. 65.26 27000000 17

Full size flat 2 .260 1.555 47267 79331 20.4 38.26 26000000 17
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sent to the testing machine, and pieces

cut from the same grade of steel after

having undergone rolling into structural

shapes. Those marked "lxl" were test

jDieces of steel broken at the Cambria Iron
Co's. works in Johnstown. While the

piecesmarked as having been cut from
Tariousshapes were test pieces of channels,

beams and flats of the same blow, num-
bered as each of the preceding jfieces,

but after each steel had been rolled into

the desired shapes, the letters " C " and
a -p » denoting that the piece was cut from
the center or flange of the bar.

Another curious fact observed during
making these steel tests for the East
River Bridge was the fact that the time
which elapsed between the rolling of the

bar ,and the experiment in the testing

machine had a considerable effect upon
the amount of reduction and elongation

obtained. Bars which were placed in a

testing machine as soon as they were
cold were generally found to give a re-

duction and elongation of not over
eighteen to twenty per cent, for elonga-

tion, and not over twenty-five to thirty-

five of reduction ; whereas test pieces cut

from the same bar, after having been al-

lowed to lie quietly for some weeks, gave
an elongation of from twenty to thirty

per cent, and a reduction of from forty

to sixty per cent. It would seem that

the molecular condition of the bar just

from the rolls is exceedingly unsettled,

and if the bar be allowed to remain
quietly for some time, a process anal-

ogous perhaps to that of crystallization

takes place, and the molecules have time
to arrange themselves in more accom-
modating positions so as to present a
great accommodation to the stresses ap-

plied by the testing machine.

UNIFORM SIZE OF TEST PIECE.

It is obvious that some agreement
with reference to the standard size for

test pieces which is extremely desirable.

At the present time experimenters all

•over this country and Europe are con-

stantly making experiments upon a great

variety of materials, and collecting a vast

amount of data which can be only partly

used, from the fact that the pieces ex-

perimented upon are so diverse in char-

acter, in chemical constitution, in size,

and in the shapes from which they are

cut, as to render comparison of various

results almost an impossibility. The
adoption by investigators of some system
regarding the size and dimension of the
pieces to be used for experimenting
would therefore seem to be a necessity.

The following standard sizes, as illus-

trated in Fig. 30, having been found ad-
vantageous by the author, are suggested,
not by any means as absolute and un-
varied standards, but simply as one step
towards the desired end.

Fig. 30.

For making experiments on steel and
iron intended to fulfill bridge and rail-

way specifications pieces direct from the

rolls may be used, as indicated in the

first two samples.

For sample pieces of squares and
rounds, pieces twenty-four inches long

may be cut directly from the bar, having

as nearly as may be one square inch of

ross section. In squares this of course
csimply means a bar rolled one inch

square, while in rounds the piece should

be one and one-eighth inch in diameter.

Similar observation will apply to flats

and boiler plates. In the case of boiler

plates, strips should be cut off having a

length of twenty-four inches and having,

as near as possible, widths so as to give

one-fourth, one-half, three-fourths and
one inch, or one square inch of cross sec-

tion. Rounds, squares or flats which
cannot readily be obtained in lengths of

twenty-four inches, pieces may be pre-

pared, as shown in the second two
samples of the above cut. Here the

pieces are from sixteen to twenty inches

in length, having the center part, for a
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Table 9.

—

Chemical Analyses of Ingot Irons and Steels,

arranged according to per cent. of carbon.

Carbon.
Num-

Sulphur. Phosphorus. Silicon.
ber. Total. Combined. Graphitic.

Manganese.

1 .009 .009 .084 .163 .020
2 .057 .049 .008 .007 .179 .219 .063
3 .130 .116 .014 .029 .045 .011 .192
4 .234 .230 .004 trace .039 .084 none
5 .238 .012 .034 .105 .184
6 .401 .006 .032 .085 .112
7 .463 .002 .020 .121 trace

8 .577 .459 .118 .026 .108 .108 .185
9 .639 .627 .012 trace .007 .154 .050
10 .691 .675 .016 .028 .065 .028 .459
11 .756 .744 .012 .043 .104 .074 .465
12 .806 .793 013 none .019 .172 .193
13 .873 .833 .040 trace .015 .134 .046
14 .923 .908 .015 .002 .014 .141 .036

15 .996 .984 .008 none .019 .157 .245
16 1.072 1.059 .013

" .022 .162 .252
17 1.121 1.108 .013

" .023 .206 .269
18 1.154 1.142 .012 " .020 .204 .282
19 1.32S 1.244 .084 .017 .246 .262

distance of ten inches, planed or turned
so as to give a reduced section. In order
to break a piece of uniform size, so as to
have the fracture occur exterior to the
jaws of the machine, it is necessary to
have the test piece sufficiently long, so
that the crushing or indenting occasioned
by the jaws may be distributed over quite

a large area of the test piece, thereby
avoiding any danger of crushing or cut-

ting into the piece itself, so as to cause a
fracture to occur inside of the jaw. In
order to secure this it is essential to have a
piece which is sufficiently long so as to

present the required length between the
jaws and give an additional quality to
be placed between the gripping surfaces
In order to be certain that no crushing
or indenting action occurs, it has been
found by experiment best to have at

least ten times as much surface in the
jaws of the testing machine as there
are inches in the cross section in the
piece to be tested. If, however, the
piece is by machine work so reduced
in the center as to present a less cross
section than is obtained between the jaws
of the machine, this indenting action is

entirely avoided, and samples which can-
not be obtained in lengths of twentv-four
inches or more, may be prepared as above
shown. The last figure in the cut indi-

cates the shape of boiler plate test pieces
which has previously been used as a

standard size by the Government Inspec-

tors of Steam Boilers. The piece is pre-

pared very simply by cutting a strip from
a boiler plate and planing or milling a

semicircular groove directly in the center

of the piece. AYhile it may frequently be
necessary to make experiments on pieces

of this shape, they are, as has readily

been seen from the foregoing experi-

ments, much to be avoided. There is no
opportunity for measuring the elastic

limit of the piece, as there is no uniform
section upon which to take it ; also the

grooved section of the piece very largely

increases the ultimate strength of the

material, at the same time decreasing the

amount of reduction and entirely preclud-

ing the possibility of any stretch meas-
urement. In order to obtain an accurate

determination of the elastic limit with a

fair estimate of the ultimate -strength,

elongation and reduction of a material, a

length of at least six inches is necessary.

In previous experiments it has generally

been customary to use a length of eight

inches, from the fact that most testing

machines have been built of so small

capacity that longer pieces were not con-

veniently handled. This length of eight

inches is, however, unfortunate for many
reasons. It verges so closely upon the

limiting size of the test as to at last

raise the question of the accuracy of the

I result. All of the measurements made •
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for determining the elastic limit and
modulus of elasticity have to be reduced
to decimals of the length of the test

piece, involving laborious calculation for

each reading of the micronometer or ver-

nier gauge. The length of ten inches

now proposed as a standard of size of

test piece will avoid all computations of

this kind, for every reading thus being
made in inches, is made in per cent, of

the length of the test piece.

Furthermore, the length of ten inches

corresponds to two hundred and fifty

millimeters, approximately the length of

test piece commonly used abroad.

EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION.

The resistance of wrought iron to ten-

sion varies very marked with its chemical
constitution. At present it is quite un-
certain to what extent foreign elements
in the iron affect its quality.

Variation s in the amount of phosphorus
and sulphur in wrought iron play a very
important part in its physical character-

istics, and cannot be too carefully consid-

ered in presenting an opinion of the value

of the material for structural use.

In steel the effect of variations in

chemical constitution is far more marked
than it is in the case of iron. The ele-

ments, phosphorus, silicon, manganese,
carbon and sulphur, all enter into the

constitution of most steels in small pro-

portions. A very slight variation in any
one of these may make a very marked
difference in the quality and value of the

steel. 1 he elements phosphorus, silicon,

manganese and carbon have been termed
by Dr. Dudley as hardening elements, in-

asmuch as each one of them is capable of

conveying to the steel a greater or less

degree of hardness. Dr. Dudley, in some
experiments presented to the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, assumes
the hardening effect of phosphorus, silicon,

manganese and carbon to be in propor-

tion to the numbers three, five, seven and
a-half and fifteen, and reckons the sum of

their effects in what he very aptly terms
" phosphorus units."

Dr. Dudley concludes that the sum of

all these above constituents reckoned in

phosphorus units should not exceed

thirty to thirty-two units in steels in-

tended for rails. The above figures,

thirty-one units, are obtained by adding
together the phosphorus percentage, half

the per cent, of silicon, one-third that of

carbon and one-fifth of manganese. Taken
singly, the limit of phosphorus should be

placed at TV of one per cent. ; silicon at

Tfo of a per cent. ; manganese at -^ to

j\ of a per cent. And carbon from

to -^ of a per cent. Any higher pro-

portions than the preceding make the

steel too brittle for structural purposes.

The experiments in Tables 9 and 10,.

made by Prof. Thurston for the Commit-

tee on Chemical Research of the United

States Board for testing iron and steel,

exhibited the chemical constitution with

the corresponding physical qualities of

ingot irons and steels.

Table 10.

Num- Elastic Ultimate

ber.
Elongation. Limit. Strength.

Per cent. Lbs.pr.sq.in. Lbs.pr.sq.in.

1 29.67 26,500 43,000

2 25.50 34,500 55,000

3 34.33 28,500 52,000

4 20.83 26,000 60,000

5 12.00 49,400 69,700

6 21.67 50,743 71,300

7 20.17 44,000 71,000

8 19 50 47,800 83,100

9 2.75 50,000 94,500

10 3.58 50,500 101,000

11 1.00 65,190 101,400

12 9.75 50,500 112,400

13 8.17 50,500 113,100

14 11.08 51,000 118,900

15 10.08 61,900 122,200

16 7.67 68,100 123,000

17 8.08 6S,100 125,500

18 8.67 75,200 130,3S0

19 7.33 75,300 135,300

A gradual increase in tensile strength

and elastic limit may be observed as

the proportion of carbon is increased.

The quality of the metal isusuaily fixed

by the proportion of carbon but it is

also varied to a large extent by the ele-

ments, silicon and manganese, as well

as by the amount of phosphorus. Prof.

Thurston has given the following for-

mula, by means of which a very fair

estimate of the strength of steel may be

obtained when the proportion of carbon

is known: T= 60,000 + 70.000 C. T is

the tensile strength in pounds per square

inch, and C is the percentage of carbon

for annealed samples, and T= 50,000 -f-

60,000 C. As illustrating this excess
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Prof. Thurston lias made the following

experiments :

Table 11.

Carbon. Tensile Strength—Lbs. per sq. in

Per cent. By Test. By Calculation.

0.53
0.65
0.80
0.87
1.01
1.09

79,062
93,404
99,538
106,579
109,209
116,394

81,740
88,940
98,060

102,020
110,300
113,480

The preceding examples illustrate

very clearly the importance of the chemi-
cal constitution, and in all specifications

for building materials, whether of iron or
steel, the chemical constitution of the
metal should be required by the engineer
or the architect. It is very true that the
knowledge of the engineer is not sup-
posed to be that of the manufacturer, and
it would be highly unreasonable for the
engineer to prescribe to the manufacturer
exactly what formula he should use to

obtain the material wished for. At the
same time a clause inserted under the
head of tests in specifications, requiring
•a chemical analysis of every melt of steel

and frequent analyses of wrought iron,

would add very largely to the amount of

knowledge obtained of the material to be
used, to say nothing of the immense ad-
vantage which would accrue, both to the
manufacturer, to the engineer, and to the
general scientific community, by a correl-

ation between the physical tests and the
chemical constituents. While the manu-
facturer should be allowed a wide margin
of chemical constitution, it would be well
in specifications, especially those design-
ed for steel work, to prescribe limits for
the elements of manganese, carbon, phos-
phorus and silicon, which the manufac-
turer should not be allowed to transcend.
Por it is very possible to make a steel

which may come up to a liberal specifica-

tion and at the time be in many respects
unfit for use in a bridge or a building,
and in order to avoid difficulties of this

kind, limiting maximum and minimum
values to the proportions of carbon,
phosphorus, manganese and silicon should
be assigned in the specifications as well

as the maximum and minimum values for

elastic limit, tensile strength, reduction
and elongation.

WOEK DONE IN TESTING.

One of the most important qualities of

the material is its resilience or power of

resisting shock. This quality is meas-
ured by the mechanical work done dur-

ing the processes of testing. Until re-

cently this quality has been rather over-

looked by engineers, but at the present

time, is demanding more and more atten-

tion. The mechanical work done upon a

piece tested in tension is most readily

obtained by the autographic method, for

it is simply the area of the curve en-

closed between the axis of X, the curved
line given by the test of the piece and
the bounding ordinate parallel to the

axis of Y. It will thus be seen that the

tensile strength, together with the elon-

gation of the piece, are factors in its

resilience, so that a piece very stiff and
brittle, while it might have an exceeding-

ly high tensile strength, would, having

very little elongation, give a very low
resilience, and again, softer material hav-

ing an exceedingly low tensile strength,

but a very large amount of elongation,

might err on the other side and give

equally unfavorable results.

Practical experience has shown that

the quality demanded in our bridges,

roofs and other structures, is the power
of resisting sudden shocks and jars due
to the work to which they are subjected,

and this power of resisting shock is by
far the most important one. A piece of

tool steel, while exceedingly strong, will,

under a suddenly applied stress, snap

like a piece of brittle glass, while the

weaker and more resilient structural

steel will, under a suddenly applied load,

stretch like a piece of india-rubber and
come back again to its normal position.

While the amount of work done in break-

ing a test piece is an exceedingly valu-

able and important characteristic of

amount of work up to the elastic limit, is

by far the most valuable. And this quan-

tity may be readily calculated by taking

the elongation at the elastic limit and
multiplying it by half the elastic limit in

pounds per square inch. Assuming
Hook's Law to be true, this gives the

value of the triangle included by the line

whose equation is Y=ax, and maybe as-
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sumed to be very accurately the measure
of the resilience of the piece up to the

elastic limit. *

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE.

As a result of a mechanical work clone

on the piece by a machine, and of the

flowing of the molecules of the metal, the

piece gradually becomes warm, so that if

the testing machine is very rapidly

worked, and the bar is comparatively

small, the ends near the fracture may at

the end of the experiment become so hot

as to be most unbearable to the hand.
Probably this elevation of the tempera-
ture during the experiment has some ef-

fect upon the ultimate resistance, for un-
questionably an elevation of the tempera-
ture causes the flow of the metal to take

place with slightly increased facility. Yet
in ordinary experiments this elevation of

the temperature is so slight as to pro-

duce no sensible effect upon the test

piece. Some experimenters have gone
so far as to carefully make a thermo-
metrical measurement of the heat pro-

duced in this way. "While all possible

commendation should be given to accu-

racy and care in making observations, it

seems that examinations of this kind are

hardly worth the amount of expenditure
and trouble that they cause.

That the variation of temperature pro-

duces some effect upon the tensile

strength of iron and steel is a well under-
stood fact.

From a recent number of the London
Engineering, a synopsis of some German
experiments is obtained. The resistance
of the materials at zero centigrade is

taken at 100, and that of other tempera-
tures in the proper proportional part of
that number, Table 12.

Table 12.

Sir William Fairbairn gives the follow-

ing as the results of numerous experi-

ments made upon specimens of plate

and rivet iron at different temperatures.

Tables 13 and 14.

Fibrous Fine Besse-
Temperature. Grained mer

Iron. Iron. Steel.

Cent. Fahr.
0° 32° 100 100 100

100 212 100 100 100
200 392 95 100 100
300 572 90 97 94
500 932 38 44 34
700 1,292 16 23 18
900 1,652 6 12 9

1,000 1,832 4 7 7

Table "

.3.

—

Experiments on Plate Iron.

Temperature, Breaking Stress in

weight in lbs. Reference to

Fahrenheit. per. sq. in. Fibre.

0° 49,009 With.
60 40,357 Across.
60 43,406 Across.
60 50,219 With.

110 44,160 Across.
112 42,088 With.
120 40,625 With.
212 39,935 With.
212 45,680 Across.
212 49,500 With.
270 44,020 With.
340 49,968 With.
340 42,088 Across.
395 46,086 With.

Scarcely red 38,032 Across.
Dull red, 30,513 Across.

Table 14.

—

Rivet Iron.

Temper- Breaking Temper- Breaking
ature. weight in lbs. ature. weight in lbs.

Fahr. per sq. m. Fahr. per sq. in.

-30° 63,239 250 82,174
+ 60 61,971 270 83,098
66 63,661 310 80,570
114 70,845 325 87.522
212 82,676 415 81,830
212 74,153 435 86,056
212 80,985 Red heat. 36,076

From these tables it will be observed
that between the ordinary variation and
temperature there is little or no varia-

tion of the strength of iron or steel.

That many accidents occur from the
breakage of railroad rails, tie rods, axles,

and many other parts of our common
structure during cold and frosty weather,
is beyond question; but these failures

must be attributed not to a decrease in

actual strength of the metal, but to ex-

terior circumstances. Under severe cold
of a winter's night the road bed envelop-
ing the track of the railway may become
frozen exceedingly hard, and to the pass-
age of the moving train present a struc-

ture which is firm and unyielding as that

of the most solid granite. Thus the
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blow struck by the engine driver against

a projecting rail end is much more severe

on a cold and frosty day than it is on a

warm and sunny one, so that the possible

breakage of the rail under circumstances
of this kind may be attributed, not to a

decrease in the strength of the iron, but
to exterior circumstances.

CAST IRON TESTS.

The investigator in making experi-

ments on cast iron is obliged to exercise

more care than in experiments on almost
any other material. Cast iron is of such
an unyielding and crystalline nature, that

unless care is taken in setting the piece

in the testing machine the results are

almost certain to be vitiated by the pres-

ence of lateral stresses. Again, unless

the piece is prepared in some manner by
turning and planing at the center, so as to

give a reduced section, there is great dan-
ger that the jaws of the testing machine
will not grip the piece sufficiently tightly

so as to avoid slipping.

If the piece should be taken direct

from the sand, without any machining or

planing, it becomes quite a difficult mat-
ter to get an accurate measurement upon
which to calculate the area of the piece,

for the outside of the specimen contains

a large quantity of sand, which penetrates

to a depth of one or two hundredths of

an inch, so as to almost preclude the
possibility of making accurate measure-
ments.
The effect of remelting on the strength

of cast iron is well exemplified by the ex-

periments in Tables 15 and 16.

Table 15.

Lbs. per sq. in.

First melting 14000
2d " 22900
3d " 30229
4th " 35786

Table 16.

Time of fusion. Lbs. per sq. in.

Y-, hour 17843
1

" " 20127
\% " 24387
2 " 34496

The accompanying table gives a fair

average of the results to be generally
obtained from tension tests on cast iron :

Good pig iron from 15,000 to 20,000
lbs. per square inch.

Tough cast iron from 18,000 to 24,000
lbs. per square inch.

Hard cast iron from 20,000 to 28,000
lbs. per square inch.

Gun-metal from 25,000 to 32,000 lbs.

per square inch.

These are the averages that have been
obtained from a large number of miscel-

laneous irons obtained from various
foundries all over the country. Here and
there will be found an iron that either

exceeds or falls below the preceding
averages, as an example of which may be
mentioned a phenomenal one sent to the
author to be tested by the author within
the past year from the foundry of Mr.
Gridley, at Warsaw, N. Y. This piece,

of pig iron unrefined stood over 40,000
lbs. per square inch.

CEMENT TESTING.

Next to iron and steel, probably the
materials which are most subjected to ex-

periment, are the various cements and
concretes used for all architectural pur-
poses. Among architects and engineers
it is very customary upon buying a lot

of cement to take small samples from
several of the barrels in each cargo, and
after mixing them up and pressing them
into a mold, to break the sample by ten-

sion, and to judge of the quality of the

cement by the results thus obtained.
In making cement tests the following

precaution should be observed :

First, the relative quantity of cement
and water should be carefully meas-
ured, preferably by weighing out the
necessary amount of each.

Second, the cement and the water
should be carefully and thoroughly in-

corporated so as to make a mixture which
is perfectly uniform in every respect.

This is best accomplished by placing the
cement on a plate of glass, and slowly
pouring the water on it while the mass is

being stirred and rubbed by means of a
towel.

Third, after the mixture is completed,
the cement should be pressed into the
mold designed to form the briquette with
a perfectly steady and uniform pressure.

This is best accomplished by arranging
the mold so that it may be filled with ce-

ment, then subjected by means of a press
to an amount of force that can be defi-

nitely weighed.
Fourth, the length of time elapsing

between the mixing of the cement and
the breaking of the sample should be ac-

curately noted.
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Fifth, the temperature of the room in

which the samples are kept between the

mixing and the breaking, should be main-

tained as nearly uniform as may be, and
preferably should be kept at from 60 to

70 degrees Fahrenheit.

Sixth, the fineness of the grinding of

the cement should be carefully noted. It

has been customary among English and
American experimenters to weigh out a

portion of the cement to be tested, and
sift it through a sieve containing 2,500

meshes per square inch. The fineness

of the cement is expressed by the per

cent, of the amount which will pass

*through the measures of the sieve.

Seventh, the hydraulic properties of

the cement are best ascertained by mix-

ing a sample to a requisite quantity of

water, and then testing it in two ways

:

First, by immersing it in water and
seeing whether the cement does not lose

its form after being subjected to the

water for some time and does not show
any cracks or other symptons of disin-

tegration.

Second, by allowing a blunt point to

press upon the cement by means of a

definite weight, the penetration being as-

sumed as a measure of the setting prop-
erties of the cement.
At the commencement of the erection

of. the approaches to the East River
Bridge, it was decided to employ cement
for laying the masonry work. As a con-

sequence of this, proposals for supplying
cement were advertised for by the Bridge
Trustees. A number of manufacturers
sent samples in answer to this advertise-

ment, and Fig. 31 gives a series of curves

that are taken from the results obtained
from these tests. All the samples here
given were made by mixing 4 parts of

cement with one part of water by weight.

The mixture was then rammed into molds
having a cross section of 3 inches, and a

uniform length of 3 inches between the

enlarged ends. After the briquettes had
been in the molds for 15 minutes they
were removed, half the number of bri-

quettes being placed in water, and half

being retained in the air until the time
for testing. After the tension test was
made, the end of the broken briquette

was trued up on a grindstone and tested

in compression. As a consequence, on
the diagram there will be seen 4 curves
for each make of cement, one curve giv-

ing the tensile strength in air, one in

water, one of compressive strength in air,

and one of compressive strength in water.

The experiments were continued till the

briquette had attained an age of one
month, and tests were made at intervals

of 24 hours, 7 days, 14 days, 21 days and
28 days. An inspection of these curves
will reveal the fact that while they vary
considerably in actual strength per square
inch, all the curves bear a general, re-

semblance to each other. Each curve
rising with a slight inclination to the
axis of y, until the seven day test is

passed. There then occurs a point of

inflection, the curve swinging towards
the axis of x, in some cases even taking
on a negative value, and returning to-

wards that axis. This dropping of the
curve continues until the fourteenth day
is passed, when the second point of in-

flection occurs, the curve returns towards
its former position and extends indefi-

nitely. It would seem from these ex-

periments that the hardening of cement
is probably due to two different causes,

one of which reaches the maximum about
the seventh day, while the other does not
come into action until after the fourteenth
day. In explanation of this fact it is

supposed by the author that this harden-
ing is due to two different variations.

When the cement is first mixed, the pri-

mary hardening is due to the hydration of

the salts of lime and alumina by means
of the water used in the mixing. This
hydration reaches its maximum in inten-

sity at about the seventh day. After
that the action of the atmosphere on the
cement probably causes the hydrates of

calcium and alumina to give up part of

the water that is absorbed, and change
to silicates and carbonates. This inter-

change of molecules causes a slight

weakening of the cement. This weaken-
ing goes on from seven to fourteen days,

until after the passage of the fourteenth
day the carbonates and silicates have
only regained the strength of the hy-
drates they have replaced, and then prob-
ably go on hardening and strengthening
for an indefinite period of time.

The Table 17 gives the result of a
series of tests made on cement supplied
by two of the most noted Rosen dale Ce-
ment Company's.

These tests were made on briquettes

mixed in the same manner as those in the
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Table 17.

Cement A. Cement B.

Tensiori in lbs. Tension in lbs.
Age. per sq. in. per sq. in.

Air. Water. Air. "Water.

1 hour.

.

• 45 38 49 32

2 " .. 52 44 53 45

3 " .. 60 55 71 61

4 " .. 63 57 75 62

5 " .. 71 64 79 67

6 " .. 77 65 85 71

7 " .. 82 65 87 74

8 " .. 86 78 86 76

9 " .. 87 69 85 75

10 " .. 88 63 89 74

15 " .. 94 74 97 90

20 « .. 94 77 98 96

24 " .. 88 70 95 90

2 days .

.

81 72 89 86

3 " .. 91 72 91 59

4 " .. . 125 69 117 68

5 " .. . 155 71 115 72

6 " .. . 149 83 149 83

7 "
' ."..

. 103 71 111 62

14 " .. . 117 94 183 86

21 " .. . 148 129 149 113

1 month . 192 205 188 185

2 "
. 202 199 216 220

3 "
. 209 216 196 187

4 "
. 201 217 140 148

5 "
. 243 242 196 186

6 "
. 182 180 232 212

7 «'«
. 186 296 361 210

8 "
. 319 236 311 235

9 "
. 225 216 209 199

10 "
. 264 226 177 209

11 "
. 280 245 178 187

12 "
. 255 244 190 149

13 "
. 263 226 174 142

14 "
. 178 249 184 191

15 "
. 226 213 144 176

16 "

17 "
248 216 292

203

240
190

preceding tests, and treated in the same
way in every respect, excepting that they

were tested at intervals of from 1 hour to

17 months.
PROOF TESTS.

The testing machine is frequently em-
ployed to make proof tests upon parts

of structures to ascertain whether there

may be any concealed defects either in

quality of materials or in character of

the workmanship. For example, in mak-
ing bridge columns, eye-bars, chains and
cables and the like, it is customary to

test each article after the manufacture is

completed by placing it in a testing ma-
chine and subjecting it to a stress which

Vol. XXX.—No. 6—34

is slightly in excess of that which it is

calculated to meet in the structure.

Nearly all eye-bars of the best bridges

are tested in this way, being subjected to

a strain of about 15,000 pounds to the

square inch. This is largely expected to

exceed the stress to which they will be

subjected in the structure, but at the

same time it is not intended to quite

reach the elastic limit of the bar itself,

and so no injury can result therefrom.

Whereas, should the bar be defective in

any way, either from concealed flaws,

welds, or poor material, this proof stress

will make the defect sufficiently obvious

to cause the rejection of the piece. In
many cases, however, it is doubtless that

these proof tests have been too severe,

for if the piece in question be over-

strained so as to injure any of the fibers,

or cause an incipient crystallization, the

test instead of insuring safety insures

the commencement of destruction.

In making proof tests the action of the

piece subjected to the stress should be
very carefully noted, especially to see

whether there is the slightest symptom
of deformation, causing, after the piece

is taken from the testing machine, a per-

manent set in the material, signs of flaws,

cracks, or other imperfections, should be
carefully looked after, and any indica-

tion of weakness of any kind under proof
test should be considered conclusive

either for the rejection of the piece abso-

lutely or for the continuance of further

experimenting thereon.

TESTS TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OF DIFFER-

ENT METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION.

Engineers are very rapidly ascertain-

ing the value of the testing machine in

demonstrating the best forms and the
best methods to be employed in construc-

tion. To accomplish this it is of course
necessary to make tests on the full-sized

specimens exactly as they are to be used
in the structure in question. While many
experiments have been on such forms as
eye-bars, columns, small plate girders
and trusses, riveted joints and the like,

yet the art is in its very earliest stage of

infancy, so that it is almost impossible to
give any rules for the guidance of experi-

menters in this direction, excepting the
very general ones, that the pieces should
be tested in a manner precisely analagous
to that which they will be called upon to
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resist in the structure itself, and that a
1 '

circumstances during the progress of the

experiment should be noted with the

most minute and scrupulous attention,

so that an after consideration of all of the

facts thus obtained, may lead to the de-

velopment of the most perfect knowledge.
The sad and disastrous failures that

have occurred in various structures

throughout the country during the past

history of American engineering has
demonstrated too completely the lack of

correspondence between the physical

properties of materials, as given from the

data supplied by us : all test specimens

and properties which have actually been
developed in actual ]n-actice.

The importance, therefore, of making
experiments on full-sized members is be-
ing more fully and completely realized

day by day, and cannot be too strongly
urged upon architects and engineers,

so that it is hoped before long our
country may be supplied with the requi-

site apparatus for testing any structures,

be they small or large, in such a manner
and on such a scale as to demonstrate to

the world at large that America stands
foremost among nations because she is

foremost in her structures.

RECENT PROGRESS IN DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
Bt Professor SILYANUS P. THOMPSOX, B.A., D.Sc, M.S.T.E., University College, Bristol.

From the "Journal of the Society of Arts."

II.

Another point in which theory has for

long been ahead of practice, is in the ad-

vantage to be gained by working as nearly

as possible with closed magnetic circuits
;

that is to say, with a nearly continuous
circuit of iron to conduct the lines of

magnetic force round into themselves in

closed curves. The enormous importance
of this was pointed out so far back as

1878 by Lord Elphinstone and Mr. C. W.
Vincent, whose dynamo embodies their

idea, Every electrician knows that if a

current of electricity has to pass through
a circuit, part of which consists of cop-

per, and part of liquids—such as the acid

in a battery, or the solution in an electro-

lytic cell—the resistance of the liquid is,

as a rule, much more serious than the re-

sistance of the copper. Even with dilute

sulphuric acid the resistance to the flow

of the currentby a thin stratum is 200.000
times as great as would be offered by an
equally thick stratum of copper. And in

the analogous case of using a field-mag-

net to magnetize the iron core of an
armature, the stratum of air,—or, it may
be, of copper wire—in between the two
pieces of iron, offers what we may term a

relatively enormous resistance to themag-
netic induction. If we take the magnetic
permeability of iron as 1, then the per-

meability of air is something like 20 ^ 00 ,

and that of copper is not very different.

Or, in other words, a stratum of air or
copper offers about 20,000 times as much
resistance to the magnetic induction as

if the space was filled with soft iron.

Obviously, then, it would be a gain to

diminish as much as possible the gaps
between the portions of iron in the cir-

cuit. The values of the magnetic per-

meability for iron, air, and copper, have
been known for years, yet this simple de-

duction from theory has been set at de-

fiance in the vast majority of cases. We
have had, a few minutes ago, an experi-

mental proof that the Pacinotti ring, so

far from having been " perfected '' or
" improved " by Gramme, as some very
high authorities say, is vastly inferior to

it. It will perhaps be intelligible now
why Pacinotti's design was essentially

right.

I now pass on to the progress recently

made in the practical construction of

dynamo- electric machines. Thanks to

the kindness of several of those by whom
this progress has been achieved, I am
able to put before you their very latest

results.

The Edison dynamo has, during the

past eighteen months, received very mate-
rial improvements at the hands of Dr.

Hopkinson, F. R. S. Some of these im-
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provements relate to the field-magnet;

others to the armature. Dr. Hopkinson
has, in the first place, abolished the use

of the multiple field-magnets, which in

the Edison "L," "K,"and "E," machines
were united to common pole-pieces, and
instead of using two, three, or more
round pillars of iron, each separately

wound, he puts an equal mass of iron into

one single solid piece of much greater

area of cross-section and somewhat short-

er length. One such iron mass, usually

oval or oblong cross-section, is attached

solidly to each pole-piece, and the two
are united at the top by a still heavier

yoke of iron. The machines have, conse-

quently, a more squat and compact ap-

This wire packs more closely round the
iron cores than an ordinary round wire.

In the armature the following change has
been made. The iron core in the older

Edison machines were made of thin iron
disks, separated by paper slipped on over
a sleeve of lignum vltcey and held to-

gether by six longitudinal bolts passing
through holes in the core-plates, and se-

cured by nuts to end-plates. These bolts

are now removed, and the plates are held
together by great washers, running upon
screws cut on the axle of the armature.
The size of the central hole in the plates

has been diminished, thus getting into the

interior more iron, and providing a greater

cross-section for the magnetic induction.

Fie. (7

SIDE V,IEW

SCALE OF FEET

PLAN

Edison-Hopkinson Dynamo.

pearance than before (Fig. 17). It may
be remarked, in passing, that the use of

multiple pillars of iron used by Edison
in the "L," "K,"and "E" machines must
have been prejudicial, because the cur-

rents in those portions of the coils which
passed between two adjacent iron pillars

must have been opposing each other's

magnetizing effect. Dr. Hopkinson has
also introduced the improvement of wind-
ing the magnets with a copper wire of

square section, wrapped in insulated tape.

By these improvements, a machine occupy-
ing the same ground space, and of about
the same weight as one of the older "L,"
150-light machines, is able to supply 250
lights, the efficiency being at the same
time improved. In the new 250-light
machine, the diameter of the armature is

10 inches; its resistance, cold, is 0.02
ohm ; that of the magnet is 17 ohms.
The characteristic curve of the machine
shows that even when doing full duty,
the field-magnets are far from being- sat-
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urated. It will be remarked that, in the

older construction, the bolts and their

attached end-plates furnish a circuit in

which idle currents were constantly run-

ning wastefully round, with consequent
heating- and loss. An Edison 60-light

*'Z " machine of the older pattern, tested

by the committee of the Munich Exhi-

bition, was found to give an efficiency

which, if measured by the ratio of exter-

much altered during the past year ; and
it is a little difficult to describe the im-
provements which have been made, as

the firm of Siemens Bros, decline, for

commercial reasons, to furnish data for

publication. Progress has, however,
been made by this firm, especially with
their compound-wound machines, of which
some account has been given by Herr E.
Richter, in the Electvotechnische Zeit-

Fig. 18.

Core of Weston Aematuee.

nal electric work to total electric work,
exceeded 87 per cent.; but its commer-
cial efficiency—the ratio of external elec-

tric work to the mechanical energy im-

parted at the belt—was only, at the most,

58.7 per cent. In a recent test made by
Mr. Sprague, at Manchester, on an im-

proved dynamo ( a 200-light machine ),

the efficiency of electrical conversion ex-

schrift. It appears that three methods
of combination have been tried. The
shunt and series coils have been wound
on different arms of the magnets ; they
have been wound on separate short
frames, and slipped on to the cores side

by side, and they have been also wound
over one another. In the latest machines
the series coils are wound outside the

Fig. 19.

Weston Aematuee.

ceeded 94 per cent., and the commercial
efficiency 85 per cent.

The Edison Company states that " the
weight and cost of the machines per
lamp are greatly reduced," but they add
a table from which it appears that the old
250-light machine cost £250, while the
new 250-light machine costs £265, if

made as a fast-speed machine, and £425,
if constructed as a slow-speed machine.
The Siemens' machines have not been

shunt windings. The regulation, judging
by the curves given by Herr Richter, is

not perfect. The best regulation was
from a " g D 17 " machine, of which two
of the magnet limbs were wound with
shunt coils of 29 layers of a 1 milhmeter
wire, and the other two with two layers

of a 3.5 millimeter wire. The potential

varied from 64 to 69 volts when the num-
ber of lamps was reduced from 20 to 9.

The Weston machine has an armature
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more or less resembling those of the

Siemens' machines. The core is built

up of disks of iron of the form shown
in Fig. 18, strung together, and pre-

senting projecting teeth all along the
surface of the cylinder. Fig. 19 shows
the armature when completed. In this

machine, as is also evident from Fig. 20,

the pole-pieces are laminated to obviate

eddy currents and heating. Recently,
Mr. Weston has adopted a method of

winding the armature with two circuits,

so that an accident to one section shall

not completely break down the machine.
The latest of the Weston machines show
substantial design, and many improve-
ments in detail upon the older forms.

has two Gramme rings upon one axle,

which lies between the poles of two op-
posing field-magnets, each of the two
branched, or so-called horse-shoe form.
These are laid horizontally, so that the
north pole of one is opposite the south
pole of the other, and vice versa, the
poles being provided with curved pole-

pieces between which the rings revolve.

M. Deprez, who has given much attention
to the question how to design a machine
which, with the least expenditure of elec-

tric energy, gives the greatest actual

couple at the axle, is of opinion that the
horse-shoe form of electro-magnet is the
most advantageous. The iron cores and
yokes of the field magnets are very sub-

Weston Dynamo.

The machines of the Gramme type
next come in for consideration. In those
of the actual Gramme pattern I cannot
learn that any important improvement has
been made in this country ; but in the

States the Fuller Electrical Company,
which holds the Gramme and Wood pa-
tents, has brought out several improved
forms of machine, in which mechanical
engineering skill of a high order is ap-

parent. The field-magnets, frames and
pole-pieces are very substantial, the ring

is better built than the European types,

and the collector bars are prevented from
flying to pieces by the addition of an in-

sulated ring shrunk on over their ends.

In France, too, the machine has received

important modifications at the hands of

M. Marcel Deprez. M. Deprez' s dynamo

stantial, but the pole-pieces are not very
heavy. M. Deprez's machine has a very
elaborate system of sectional windings of

the field magnets and a switch board, en-

abling him to couple up the connections
in various ways. The circuits of the two
rings are quite distinct, and each arma-
ture has its own collector and brushes.

M. Deprez has also constructed other
Gramme machines, with armatures of very

fine wire, for his experiments on the elec-

tric transmission of power.
Another machine, having as an arma-

ture an elongated ring, somewhat like

that of the Maxim dynamo, was shown
daring last autumn at the Fisheries Ex-
hibition, ander the name of the Hock-
hausen dynamo. The field- magnets of

this machine are very strangely disposed,
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the ring being placed between two
straight electro-magnets placed vertically

over one another, the upper magnet be-

ing held in its place by curved flanking

pieces of iron, which run down the two
sides of the machine, and connect the

topmost point of the upper magnet with

the lowest part of the lower. This ar-

rangement, which strikes the eye as be-

ing both mechanically and magnetically

bad, is claimed as one of the virtues of

the machine, which, in spite of its mag-
nets, appears to be a very good working
machine. Its armature is constructed

of four separate curved iron frames, upon
which the previously wound coils are

Mr. Gulcher has been steadily at work
improving his dynamo in its various me-
chanical and electrical details. In par-
ticular, he has devoted attention to the
winding of the field-magnets, so as to

secure a constant potential at the termin-

als. After experimenting with various

methods of compounding, he finds that

the best results are arrived at in the fol-

lowing way : In his four-pole dynamo
there are eight cores to be wound. Each
of these receives a shunt coil of fine wire,

and outside this a main coil of stout wire.

The eight fine wire coils are then joined

up in series with one another, and con-
nected as a shunt to the terminals ; whilst

Fig. 21.

Victoria (Schuckert-Moedey) Dynamo (4-Pole).

slipped, and which are then bolted to- 1 the eight main circuit coils are joined up
gether and secured to strong end plates.

I have not seen any report on the effi-

ciency of this machine.
We next come to the class of machines

in which a flattened Gramme ring is

used, and of which the machines of Fein,

Schuckert and Gulcher are the best

known types.

in parallel. In proof of the degree of ac-

curacy attained by this method Mr.
Gulcher has given me many numerical
data from actual tests. All of them show
a very fair approximation to a constant
potential, and an actually-attained con-

stancy for a considerable range. For ex-

ample, a 4-pole machine, intended to give
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65 volts, gave that figure exactly, when
the external current varied from 30 to 88
amperes; and gave 64 volts at 63.5 am-
peres, 63.5 volts at 130 amperes. With
one ampere only, the potential was 61.5

volts. Mr. Gulcher adds that, in spite

of all possible care in manufacture, very
large machines do not give results as

satisfactory as those given by machines
of somewhat smaller dimensions, though
the machines are of identical type, and
their parts calculated from the same for-

mulae. He thinks this, to indicate that to

obtain the same ratio of out-put and effi-

ciency to weight, there ought to be a cor-

responding increase made in the electro-

motive force of the machine. In other
words, the means taken in large machines
to keep down the electromotive force to

equality with that of the smaller machines
are detrimental to the action of the ma-
chine.

The Anglo-American Electric Light
Corporation has been manufacturing dur-

ing the past year a dynamo of the flatter-

ing type, under the patents of Schuckert
and Mordey, to which the not very apt
name of the " Victoria " dynamo has
been given. By the kindness of Mr. F.
Wynne, general manager of the Corpora-
tion, and of Mr. Mordey, and Mr. P.
Sellon, I have been able to learn a great
deal about this machine, and to test per-

sonally its capabilities. There are two
types of the new Schuckert-Mordey dy-
namo, one having 4, the other 8 poles ar-

ranged round the ring. As mentioned
earlier in this paper, Mr. Mordey has
given great attention to the form of the
pole-pieces. These pole-pieces, in the
earlier Schuckert machines, consisted of

hollow iron shoes or cases which occupied
a large angular breadth along the circum-
ference of the ring. Similar hollow
polar extensions are still used in the
Gulcher machines (see Fig. 26 of my
Cantor Lectures). Mr. Mordey has found
my opinion, based upon the diagrams of

potential at the collector, to be correct,

that these wide-embracing pole-pieces

were responsible for false inductions, giv-

ing rise to opposing electromotive forces

and setting up secondary neutral points

at the collectors. He has, therefore, by
long extended experiments, arrived at a

form of pole-piece which completely ob-

viates these effects. As will be seen from
Fig. 21, which represents the 4-pole

Victoria dynamo, the pole-pieces, though
they embrace the ring through its whole
depth, from external to internal periph-
ery, are quite narrow, and do not
cover more than 30° of angular breadth
of the circumference of the armature.
They are of cast iron, and are cast upon
the cylindrical cores of soft wrought iron

which receive the coils. It may be men-
tioned that, in the 4-pole Gulcher ma-
chines, the wide box-like pole-pieces are

also cast on wrought iron cores. The
armature of the Victoria dynamo re-

sembles in its structure the Pacinotti

rather than the Gramme type. Its

core is built up of rings cut from sheet

charcoal iron, and Mr. Mordey has taken
special pains to ensure that there are no
electric circuits made in the bolting to-

gether of these cores, each plate being
both electrically and magnetically insu-

lated from the adjacent plates. Eddy
currents in the core are thus almost en-

tirely obviated, This was far from being
the case with some of the earlier ma-
chines, in which, as in the Edison ma-
chine until Dr. Hopkinson improved it,

the bolts holding together the cores con-

stituted an available path for wasteful

inductions. The core rings of the Vic-

toria dynamo are toothed, as in the

Pacinotti ring, and the wires are wound
in the intervening gaps. There is, more-
over, ample ventilation in this armature,

a point not to be overlooked. Formerly,
in a four-pole machine, four brushes were
necessary— as in the Gulcher dynamo
and the four-pole Gramme. Mr. Mordey
has reduced the number to two, by the

device, firstly, of connecting together
those segments of the armature coils

which occupy similar positions with re-

spect to the poles ; and, secondly, of con-

necting together, by metallic connections,

those bars of the collector which are at

the same potential. In the fovu'-pole

machine opposite bars are thus connect-

ed. Two brushes only are then neces-

sary, and these are 90° apart. Fig. 22
gives the actual diagram of the potentials

at the collector. There being 60 sections

in the ring, there will be 15 segments of

the collector from the negative brush to

the positive. The potential rises steadily

from the negative brush, and becomes a

maximum at the positive brush, at 90°,

whence it again diminishes to zero at

180°. The bars of the collector being
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connected, it will be remembered, to

those diametrically opposite to them, it

follows that the potential will rise from
180° to 270°, precisely as it rose from 0°

to 90°, and will again fall to zero in pass-

ing from 270° to 0°. If the curve from
0° to 180° were plotted again horizon-

tally, we should clearly see how nearly

regular the rise and fall is. If from this

curve we were to construct another one,

in which the heights of the ordinates

should correspond to the tangent of the

angle of slope of this potential curve—in

other words, if we were to differentiate

the curve—we should obtain a second
curve—the curve of induction. It would
show a positive maximum at about 30°,

ular. It is a singular result that while
in those machines in which the ring

armature is extended cylinderwise, there

must be wide-embracing pole-pieces, in

those in which the ring is flattened into

a disk shape, the pole-pieces must on no
account be wide.

The Victoria dynamo is self-regulating,

having all the eight field-magnet coils

doubly wound, with main circuit coils

inside, and shunt coils outside. The
characteristic of this machine is wonder-
fully straight. In a "D2 " machine, wound
for a potential of 60 volts, the following
values were obtained. Open circuit, 58
volts ; 10 amperes, 58.5 volts ; 20 amperes,
59 volts ; 60 amperes, 59.7 volts ; 90

Diagram of Potentials at Collectoe of 4-Pole Schuokekt-Mokdey Dynamo.

and a negative maximum at about 120°,

where the slope up and slope down are

steepest in the potential curve. These
maxima of induction are situated very
nearly opposite the edges of the pole
pieces, on the side toward which the
armature is rotating. Apparently the
lines of force of the field are the thickest

here. In this displacement of the maxi-
mum induction we have, I think, the ex-

planation of the inferiority of the earlier

machines with broad polar expansions.
In those machines the maximum position

of induction was displaced to the very
edge of the broad pole-piece, and, there-

fore, the induction was sudden and irreg-

amperes, 59.9 volts; 120 amperes, 60
volts. It will be seen that for small
loads the potential drops a little ; but it

is under these circumstances that the en-

gine speed usually rises slightly in prac-

tice, so that the constancy of the poten-
tial between the mains is somewhat better

than the figures would show. In actual

practice, the regulation is marvelous. I

have myself opened the circuit of a Vic-

toria dynamo which at the time was
feeding 101 lamps, 100 being at a dis-

tance, 1 lamp attached to the terminals

of the machine. On detaching the main
wire from the terminal, the 100 lamps
were suddenly extinguished. The solitary
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lamp on the machine did not even

wink and there was no flash at the

brushes. The sparking was so slight

it was impossible to tell whether

the machine was an open circuit or

whether it was doing full work.

The lead was the same under all

85.68 per cent. These values assume
the B. A. unit of resistance as the true

ohm, and are, therefore, probably about \\
per cent, too high. Some of these ma-
chines are wound for low speeds for ship

lighting. These machines have an elec-

trical activity slightly higher, and an ef-

Fig. 23.

Victoria (Sohuckekt-Mokdey) Dynamo (8-Pole).

loads. There are not many dynamos
that can show a result of this kind. Ac-

cording to measurements made by the An-

glo-American Corporation's electricians,

who have published the figures entire,

the factor of conversion of this machine

is 96.15 per cent., the electrical efficiency

ficiency slightly lower, than the high-

speed machines. They also have field-

magnet cores slightly heavier, requiring,

therefore, the expenditure of rather more
electrical energy in maintaining the field.

These remarks refer, of course, to a com-
parison between machines wound to light
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an equal number of lamps, and to work
at an equal electromotive force.

A larger type of Victoria machine,
having 8 poles, alternately north and
south, set around the ring, has also been
constructed by the Anglo-American Cor-

poration. This machine (Fig. 23) illu-

minates 750 incandescent lamps. The
ring has 120 sections, there being 15 sec-

tions, therefore, between each pole and
the adjacent pole of the surrounding set.

As each segment of the collector is con-

nected with those situated at 90°, 180°,

and 270° distance around the set, only

two brushes are required.

A rather singular commentary upon
the real superiority of multipolar dyna-
mos having rings of the flattened type
over the more compact ring armatures,
to which we have been accustomed in the

ordinary Gramme machines, is furnished
by the announcement within the past
month of a new and improved dynamo
designed by M. Gramme himself, in

which there is a flat ring armature ro-

tating within a crown of 12 poles. Elab-
orate illustrations and a detailed descrip-

tion of this latest of dynamos are given
in the Revue Industrielle, of January 8th,

1884. From this article it appears that

in the opinion of Mr. Gramme the new
machine still requires some modifications

to make it quite a practical machine. A
glance at this drawing is quite sufficient

to enable one to hazard a guess at the
reasons. The pole-pieces are broad,
nearly meeting one another. I should
confidently predict from such a design
the vice of sparking at the brushes and
heating of the collector segments.
Moreover, there are no fewer than 24
brushes ! Think of the friction of 24
brushes, and the labor of making the
complicated holders. It appears that in

England we are at least a few steps ahead
of France in the matter of designing dy-
namo machines.

Another 4-pole flat-ring dynamo has
been designed by Herr Schuckert, of

Niirnberg, and was exhibited at the late

Vienna Exhibition. This machine, which
had many excellent points in its design,

was compound wound, and was calcu-

lated to give, at 450 revolutions, a cur-

rent of 320 amperes at 100 volts.

The present drift toward multipolar
dynamos of this type is very significant.

There is little difference, save in detail,

between the 4-pole machines of Giilcher,

Schuckert, and the newer " Schackert-
Mordey " dynamo, albeit these differences

are not unimportant. But all these con-
structors agree in adopting the flat ring.

The advantage originally claimed for this

construction, namely, that it allows less

of the total length of wire to remain
" idle " on the inner side of the ring, is

rather imaginary than real, for the total

resistance of the armature is but a small
fraction of the whole resistance of the
circuit ; and it is possible to spread the
field so as to make all parts of the wire
active without any gain whatever, if, by
this spreading there is no increase on
the whole in the total number of lines of

force in the field. The real reasons in

favor of multipolar flat ring armatures
appear to be the following : First, their

excellent ventilation ; second, their free-

dom from liability to be injured by the
flying out of the coils by the tangential
inertia (often miscalled centrifugal force)

at high speeds ; third, their low resist-

ance, due to the fact that the separate
sections are cross-connected either at the
brushes or in the ring itself in parallel

arc. To these may be added that, with
an equal peripheral speed, the armature
rotating between four poles undergoes
twice as much induction as when rotat-

ing between two poles, since it cuts the
lines of force twice as many times in the
former case as in the latter.

I pass on to the improvements made
in the dynamo by Messrs. R. E. Cromp-
ton and Co. To describe the course of

development which the Burgin dynamo
has undergone in Mr. Crompton's hands
would alone occupy a whole evening.

The armature of the original machine, as

it came from Switzerland, consisted of

several rings set side by side on one
spindle, these rings being made of iron

wire wound upon a square frame, and
carrying each four coils. In this form it

is described in Professor Adams' Cantor
Lectures on " Electric Lighting," in 1881.

Mr. Crompton changed the square form
to a hexagon having six coils upon it,

and increased the number of rings to

ten, so that the armature consisted of

sixty segments. He then found it ad-

visable to alternate the positions of these

instead of placing them in a regular

screw order on the spindle, as shown in

most of the public drawings of this well-
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known machine. The next step was to

increase the quantity of iron in the hex-

agonal cores, and to ascertain by experi-

ment what was the best relative propor-
tion of iron and copper to employ. At
the same time Mr. Crompton and Mr.
Kapp introduced their system of " com-
pounding " the windings of the field-

magnets. Another change in the arma-
ture followed, the rings being made
much broader and fewer in number, four
massive hexagonal rings, united to a 24-

part collector, replacing the ten slighter

rings and their 60-part collector. Quite
recently Mr. Crompton and Mr. Kapp
have again remodeled the style of arma-
ture and have produced a machine which,
though it is not yet quite completed,
shows what may be done in the way of

improvement by careful attention to the
best proportions of parts and quality of
material. The new dynamo weighs 22
cwts. Its field-magnets are of the very
softest Swedish wrought iron, compound
wound. The armature is a single ring
of the elongated or cylindrical pattern,
and its coils are wound upon an iron core
made up of toothed discs of very thin,

soft iron fixed upon a central spindle, the
coil being wound between the teeth as
-in a Pacinotti ring. In fact, the arma-
ture may be described as a kind of cross
between those of Weston and Pacinotti,
having also something in common in the
Bergin armature, at least so I under-
stand, for though I have, by the kindness
of Mr. Crompton, been allowed to see
the machine, I have had no opportunity
as yet of examining the armature. Mr.
Crompton's great aim has been to have
as complete a magnetic circuit as pos-
sible, and that of the best quality. He
has sought to increase the intensity of
the field by having plenty of iron in the
armature, and bringing that iron as close
as possible into proximity with the pole-
pieces by means of the projecting teeth.
The result is an extraordinary increase
in the "output," or, as Sir William
Thompson puts it, "activity" (i. e.,

amount of work done per second) of the
machine. The machine is only 3 ft. 4 in.

long, 12 in. high, and 2 ft. wide. The
armature is 17 in. long, and 8 in. diam-
eter. At 1,000 revolutions per minute
it gives 110 amperes at 145 volts, or its
" activity " is 15,050 watts ; but at this

speed it heats too much. The power of

the field magnets is such that, at all

speeds, and under all conditions of the

external circuit, the intensity of the field

over-masters the magnetizing action of

the currents in the armature coils. There
is, therefore, hardly any lead at all at the

brushes, and what lead there is, is abso-

lutely constant. There is no sparking

at the brushes, and it is impossible to

tell by looking at the brushes whether
the current is off or on. Mr. Crompton
is now constructing another machine of

the same general design, but larger, to

drive 1,000 Swan lamps. This machine,
together with its engine, is only about 8

ft. long, 6 ft. high, 2 ft. 4 in. wide, and
complete with its bed-plate, will weigh
only about 8 tons.

It may be mentioned that in Messrs.
Crompton's compound dynamos, as also

in those of the Anglo-American Corpor-
ation, the series coils are wound direct

upon the iron cores, and the shunt coils

outside them, thus reversing the practice

adopted by Messrs. Siemens and by Mr.
Giilcher. It might have been expected
that theory would have something to say

in determining which practice is prefer-

able. If the shunt coils of thin wire are

outside, the prime cost for an equal mag-
netizing effect will probably be greater.

If the series coils are outside the loss by
heating in producing an equal magnetic
effect will probably be increased. It

might have been expected that, as with

galvanometer coils, so with the coils of

field-magnets it would be advantageous
to get as many of the turns as close as

possible to the core, and, therefore, that

the thinner wire should be wound on be-

fore the thicker. But, on the other

hand, it is advisable to keep down the

resistance of the series coils, as they will

form part of the main circuit, whilst the

additional resistance, necessitated by
winding in coils of larger diameter, is not
altogether a disadvantage in a shunt
coil. If this proves to be the right way
of regarding the problem, we shall wind
the shunt coils outside those that are in

series with the main circuit.

Before leaving the subject of ring

armatures I should like to refer to a form
recently devised by Signor B. Cabella,

which I think might be recommended to

amateur constructors of dynamos as be-

ing easily made. The Figs. 24 and 25
show its general arrangements. The
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armature resembles that of the Edison >

dynamo in being built up of copper

;

strips. These are separately cut out,
!

i

Fig.24

Cabella Akmatttee.

and consist each of a straight piece having
two arms, and projecting at right angles.

A sleeve of insulating material is placed
over the axle, and around this these.cop-
per pieces are arranged to the number of

some 240 or so, having their arms pro-

jecting symmetrically around in two ra-

dial sets, one near one end and the other

copper are connected at their two ends
to pieces which project not from the
same internal copper strip but from ad-
jacent strips. Thus an external bar will

connect the anterior end of the first

strip with the posterior end of the second

;

and so on. Every third strip is carried

along the axle and connected to a seg-

ment of the collector. This construction

is certainly simpler than that of the Edi-
son armature, and might be adapted to

many different types of machines. Ac-
cording to professor Ferrini, one of

Cabella's armatures placed between the

poles of a 60-light Edison ("Z," old pat-

tern ) instead of its ordinary armature,
increased its power so that it could be
used over 100 lamps.

Passing from ring-armatures, I come
to another type of machine having disc

armatures. The earliest machine of this

type was due to the indefatigable Mr.
Edison, who built up his disc of radial

bars connected at the outer ends by con-

centric hoops, and at the inner by plates

or washers. Each radial bar communis

Cabella Aematuee. Section.

near the other. The channel formed
thus between the two sets is lined with
insulating material, and then entirely

filled up with soft iron wire wound
around. Then straight strips of copper,

eight millimeters broad and two millime-

ters thick, are screwed across the outside

(like the bars of the Edison armature)
from the ends of one set of radial projec-

tions to the end of the others, forming
the parallelogram section. But, in order
to connect the ring all around in a con-
tinuous circuit, these external strips of

cates with the one opposite to it ; and the
disc thus built up is rotated between the

cheeks or pole-pieces of very powerful
field-magnets, which very nearly meet,

and which therefore yield an enormously
powerful field. I cannot hear of any of

these disc dynamos having yet come into

practical use.

Another type of disc-dynamo has been
invented by Sir. W. Thomson. In this-

case, the armature is a flat wheel, very
like a flattened bicycle wheel. It is

shown at a in Figs. 26, 27 and 28. The-
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radial arms or spokes of the wheel, in

which the currents are induced, are all

connected at their external ends to the

Aematlee of Sie W. Thomson's Wheel
Dynamo.

Fig.27

Sie W. Thomson's Wheel Dynamo.

Veetical Section.

Fig.28

Sie W. Thomson's Wheel Dynamo. Feont Elevation.

copper rim, but at their internal ends
are carefully insulated and connected
each to a segment of a collector or com-
mutator, g. As in Edison's disc machine,
so also in this, the thin disc rotates be-

tween the poles of very powerful field-

magnets, which, in the case of Sir W.
Thomson's machine, are semicircular in

form. Sir. W. Thomson also pivots his

armature with its axis vertical, and spins

it like one of his gyrostats. Unfortun-
ately, the machine has not shown itself

o be in practice a success. Its construc-
ion necessitates a very high speed, else

the electromotive force would be small-

If the radial bars, instead of being all

joined to one rim, were united by over-

lapping insulated rings, each one to the one
next to that diametrically opposite, and a

connection brought round again at the

hub to the next but one from that at

which the outer rim started, then, apply-

ing similar connections all round, the

radii would all be connected in circuit,

and a much higher electromotive force

might be obtained. I am not aware
that any disc so connected has yet been
tried.
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Some improvements have also been
made in the Elphinstone-Vincent ma-
chine. The sections of the armature of

this machine are wound separately in

parallelogram forms like that shown in

Fig. 29, and the separate sections are

then fixed upon the periphery of a papier-

mache cylinder which is mounted so as to

rotate between powerful field-magnets

and internal field-magnets whose poles

reinforce the field. In the improved ma-

Fig.29

Parallelogram Coil from the Elphinston-

Vincent Armature.

chines the parallelograms of wire are so
arranged that the overlapping ends lie

outside the ends of the polar surfaces of
the field-magnets, which, therefore, can
be brought very close to the surface of
the rotating cylinder. Amongst other
improvements, also, segments of the col-

lector are internally cross-connected, so
that only two brushes are needed instead
of six as formerly. Several improve-
ments in mechanical details have also

been made.
In alternate current machines some-

thing has also been clone. The Ferranti-
Thomson machine, which, at the date of
my Cantor Lectures, had just made its

appearance, has been considerably per-
fected. By the courtesy of Mr. Ham-
mond, I am enabled to show Figs. 30 to

33, illustrative of the " 1,000-light " dy-
namo, and of its working parts. Exter-
nally, the machine is scarcely charged at
all ; the driving pulley being a little

larger in proportion. Internally, consid-
erable

%
changes have been made, and in

these the hand of the experienced me-
chanical engineer is apparent. The frame-
work of the machine is now cast in two
halves, which are afterwards bolted to-

gether. Fig. 31 shows one-half of the
carcase of the machine with its project-

ing circle of magnet cores, C, which re-

ceive the field-magnet coils. The arma-
ture, originally a single zig-zag piece of

copper, has assumed the form shown in

Fig. 32, in which it may be seen that the
convolutions are multiplied, and are held
in their places by bolts through a star-

shaped piece of brass which also serves

to carry to one of the two collectors the
connexion with one of the zig-zag copper
strip. There are in fact three complete
circuits of copper strips in the armature
connected in parallel arc. They begin at

three of the alternate four bolts of the
star-shaded piece, and folding around one
another, they all eventually unite with a
second and inner star- shaped piece, which
communicates with the second collector.

Each strip makes ten turns round the
zig-zags, so that there are thirty layers,

all well insulated from one another by
strips of vulcanized fiber. This armature
is 30 in. in diameter, and a little more
than ^ in. thick in the upper convolutions,

so that the opposite poles of the field-

magnets can be brought very close to-

gether, and a very powerful field pro-
duced. The entire armature weighs only
96 pounds. The most extraordinary part
of the machine is, however, the arrange-
ment adojDted for conveying the currents
to the external circuit. The axle carries

on either side of the armature an insu-

lated collector ring of bronze, to which the
afore-mentioned star-shaped pieces are re-

spectively connected. Instead of brushes,
solid pieces of metal, shown atC C, Fig.

33, are employed to collect the current.

These collectors hook on over the col-

lecting rings, and bear against about 180°

of the periphery of each ring. They are
fixed on universal joints, and held by
springs from rotating. Copper strips

connect them to the terminals of the ma-
chine. The arrangements for lubricating

the bearings are extremely perfect. The
machine requires a speed of 1,400, and
weighs 1| tons. Mr. Ferranti has also

designed a slow-speed dynamo to run at

300 revolutions per minute, and feed 500
lamps.

A very large alternate current machine
was shown at the late Electrical Exhibi-
tion at Vienna, by Messrs. Ganz, of Buda-
Pesth. It was capable of furnishing light

for 1,200 Swan lamps (20 candle power
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each). This dynamo, which in some
|

The diameter of the rotating part was 2^

points resembled Gordon's well known 1 meters. A salient feature of this machine

machine, was constructed according to I is the fact that any one of the coils, either

the Mechwart-Zippernowsky system. The 1 of armature or field-magnets, can be re-

The Feeeanti Thousand-Light Dynamo.

thirty-six bobbins of the field-magnet

were set concentrically on an iron frame,

and rotated within an outer circle of

thirty-six armature bobbins. The field-

moved from the side of the machine, in

case such are needed. The whole fly-

wheel can, in this way, be taken down by
one man in a few minutes. An electrical

Fig. 31

Half-Caeoase of Feeeanti Dynamo.

magnet coils were, in fact, the fly-wheel I efficiency of 85 per cent, is claimed for

of the high-pressure compound engine this machine.

which drive the machine and its exciter. Of one other class of machines—the
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unipolar dynamo—I had intended to say

something. It is a remarkable thing

that, though to my knowledge a grea
deal of attention has been paid lately to

machines of this type, no one has yet

succeeded in designing a practical uni-

polar dynamo. There seems to be some
hiatus in the theory of this class of ma-
chines, for the very singular fact remains
that those which are designed in defiance

of precautions to avoid wasteful internal

eddy currents will work, though badly,

and those designed with such precautions

will hardly work at all.

Fig. 32

Febeanti Aematuee.

There are two or three other new de-

signs for machines which, at present, can
hardly be called anything but curiosities.

There is, for example, a design for a dy-

namo (a drawing of which is given in

Fig. 34), by Sir Charles Bright, in which
the field-magnet coils and armature
stand still, but in which the iron cores

and the brushes rotate. There is another
design by Professor G. Forbes, in which
part of the field-magnets rotate. Mr. C.

Lever has designed a machine on some-
what similar principles to the foregoing.

I have myself essayed an alternate-cur

rent machine, in which both armature
and field-magnets stand still, while lam-
inated pole-pieces alone revolve. I hear
also of a dynamo designed in the States

in which there are no field-magnets, only

two revolving armatures.

And now I have left myself no time to

deal with the third branch of my subject,

namely, the dynamo in its functions as a
mechanical motor. In this branch also

much progress has been made. If time
permitted I would speak of the motors
designed by Professors Ayrton and Perry,
which are successful to a very remarkable
degree in yielding a great mechanical
power in proportion to their weight. I

might have been inclined to say some-
thing of the attempts made by the same
able electricians to produce a self-govern-

ing motor by various devices of centrifu-

gal and periodic governors, and also by
using an ingenious differential winding.
I might tell you how I have myself
worked at the question from a .different

point of view, and have sought to govern
motors so that they shall run at a uni-

form speed, by devices which will not
wait until the speed changes before the
act, but by devices depending upon the

variations in the load of the machine, in

short, upon dynamometric governors
instead of centrifugal ones. These things
must, however, wait until some more
convenient season. Time will only
admit of my showing you here, in con-

clusion, a model designed by Mr. C.

Dorman to illustrate the graphic law of

efficiency of motors, which I put forward
in my Cantor lectures, and which I am
happy to learn has since been largely

used in many different countries.

To sum up, then, it may be observed
that in every department under review,

the story of the past fifteen months is

one of solid progress. It has been, it is

true, progress of a quiet and perhaps of

a commercial rather than a scientific

order, yet, as I have shown you, one in

which practice and theory have gone
hand in hand. It is true that in some
few points theory is ahead of practice,

but in a still larger number practice is

ahead of theory. It would be a great

boon to us if our theoreticians could
bring up theory to the level of practice

in some of the simplest facts. We do
not even know the exact law of the

saturation of iron in electro-magnets,

and content ourselves with formulae,

which we Jcnoio to be incorrect. Of the

laws of induction of magnetism in cir-

cuits partly consisting of iron, partly of

strata of air, or of copper wire, we know
very little. We want some new philoso-

pher to do for the magnetic circuit what
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Fig.33

Collectors of Ferranti Dynamo.

Sir C. Bright's Suggested Dynamo.

Dr. Ohm did for the voltaic circuit fifty

years ago. There is ample room for

progress yet in theory as well as in prac-
tice ; and the perfection of theory means
the deliverance of practice from arbitrary

rules of thumb, and from the blunders of

inexperience which have so retarded
progress in the past. The history of the
past fifteen months, however, gives great
encouragement for the future, because it

shows how much may be done, even in

the face of great commercial depression,

Vol. XXX.—No. 6—35

by those whose knowledge~"and experi-

ence give them a deliberate^faitk in the
future, and whose efforts are directed to-

ward no uncertain end. A steady de
velopment toward the yet far distant

goal of perfection is going on unceasing-

ly. The progress of which I am permitted
to be the chronicler to-night is progress
of the good and substantial kind, that

owes nothing to the excited rush of Stock
Exchange speculations, and which, not
having been nurtured at an unhealthy
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fever heat, is destined to be of permanent
value.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman said they were much
indebted to Professor Thompson for the

extremely clear and able manner in which
he had brought forward the progress of

dynamo-electric history, and he was very

much pleased to find that in that progress

he had given the first place to practice,

and the second place to theory. He had
always found theoretical men rather in-

clined to look with a certain amount of

disdain upon practical men, and to think

that practical men knew nothing about
their subject unless they followed the dic-

tates of theorists. But a change seemed
to be coming over the spirit of the dreams
of philosophers, and they were now pay-

ing much more attention to the teachings

of experience than they used to. Pro-
fessor Thompson had shown how, during
the past 15 months' progress, the lead

had been taken by practical men ; and he
had been rather amused at this, because
not much more than a week ago he heard
him make similar remarks upon a paper
brought before the Royal Society by
Professor Hughes, one of the most won-
derful experimenters and discoverers of

the present day. Professor Hughes suc-

ceeded, with pins, bodkins, bonnet wire,

match boxes, tin kettles, and similar

pieces of apparatus, in extracting from
nature some wonderful secrets, and he
had brought out some very beautiful in-

struments, which had been the result of

incessant toil and constant experiment in

every shape and form. Professor Thomp-
son, at the Royal Society, gave the theory
after Professor Hughes had shown his

instruments, and at the end of the paper
expressed surprise that Professor Hughes'
instrument accorded with his theory. This
was much what he had told them now,
though not quite in the same words, that,

after all, experience was the only safe

guide in teaching one how to make in-

struments for real practical work; and
theory was a very good servant indeed
when it came afterwards, and gave a plain,

simple, unvarnished tale, which all could
understand, to enable them to understand
the peculiar action which had taken place.

Professor Thompson had alluded to the
theory of the dynamo machine, and di-

vided his theories into three—the physic-

al, the algebraical, and the geometrical;

and he was bound to say that his own
diagramatical representation of the action
of dynamo machines, and of the perform-
ance of magnetic fields, were perhaps the
most interesting part of his paper. The
way in which he had worked out the mag-
netic field had taught everybody more
about this subject than they knew before.

But he must say that he objected in toto

to this apjDlication of the term theory to

explanations which Professor Thompson
had given of the action of the dynamo
machines. Theory was neither algebra-

ical, nor geometrical. What Professor
Thompson called theory was an explan-
ation—a mode of representing what took
place. But a theory was more than that

;

it was an explanation—a mental picture

—of what took place in nature which
placed it beyond mere hypothesis. For
instance, the theory of light was an ex-

planation of a certain physical action

which took place in the universe, which
enabled the vibrations of the sun to be
represented in our eyes. The theory of

heat was something which enabled us to

conceive of matter itself vibrating and
the space around it also vibrating in

unison ; but he objected to applying the

term theory to either an algebraical or

geometrical description of the actions of

the dynamo or any other machine. He,
and all other electricians, wanted to have
some idea conveyed to . their minds of

what took place in a wire, in iron, and in

the space occupied by the iron and the

wire, which produced those marvelous
results which they saw in the electric light

and in the transmission of force, and to

this sense he would confine the word
theory.

Mr. Liggins said he was not qualified

to speak on the scientific aspect of the

question, but he was much interested in

hearing of the progress which had been
made during the last sixteen months.
He was glad to find that some of the

bubble companies were going to the wall,

and when some of the systems which had
very little merit were out of the way,

there would be a chance for some simple

and practical method to come into use.

One day last week, at the Edgwareroad
Station, he noticed that the electric arc

light was wonderfully steady, and the

superintendent informed him that an im-

provement had just been introduced,

which reduced the cost from £200 to £8.
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That was all he heard about it, for he
had not time to inquire further particu-

lars, but he hoped the time was not far

distant when the public would derive a

benefit from some of these improvements.

Mr. Percy Sellon then gave some par-

ticulars of the Victoria machine. He
said that taking an original Schuckert
machine, capable of giving 60 incandes-

ence lamps of a certain power, by substi-

tuting four poles for two, the mass of

which, both in iron and copper, was very

little in excess of that in the original two,

and using identically the same ring, they
obtained 100 lights and a much better re-

sult in the commutator. From the old

Schuckert machine they got a very sim-

ilar diagram to that which had been
shown, among these integrated from
Isenbeck's as a bad one with false induc-

tions (Fig. 6), the output of the machine
Toeing crowded into two bobbins, and on
the other side there was a back electro-

motive force which caused considerable

sparking. This was almost entirely re-

moved by the use of four poles, and at

the same time the internal resistance was
brought down to about one-fourth what
it was before. In constructing large dy-
namos for 500 lights and upwards, they
were increasing the number of poles to

6 and 8, and eventually, probably, they
would go to twelve for very large ma-
chines. The great advantage of this was
that when you brought the poles together
you had a given number of lines of force

crowded into a very much smaller space

;

the distances of the centers between
north and south polarity were much less,

and whilst the number of poles increased,

the intensity of the field remained the
same, and, therefore, a given length of

wire and iron, revolving at a certain

speed, would give a decidedly higher re-

sult. With regard to the system of com-
pound winding, he should say that a great
deal of the credit was due to an employe
of the firm, Mr. C. Watson ; and it was
applied without any formula or mathe-
matics, and the very first machine con-
structed without any experiments gave as

good a curve as the one shown on the
diagram. It gave a difference of poten-
tial of only about 3 per cent, when the
whole number of lamps was at work, and
when the armature was simply working
on the shunt. That showed theory was
not always necessary.

Professor Thompson, in reply, said

he did not agree with the Chairman's
criticism on his use of the word theory.

He thought that he had indicated that

these three methods were really three as-

pects of the theory. The number of

lines of force which he had been dealing

with might be expressed by certain

length of line, geometrically, or by the

symbol n alphabetically, or when viewed
optically, by a mere pictorial demonstra-
tion. What some people wrote n for,

other people indicated by drawing a line

in a certain direction. It was only

another way of arguing about the things

themselves. He wanted them not to ig-

nore those essential considerations which
constituted the true theory, and which
underlay the mere facts of observation.

They were approximating to that theory

by one process or another, sometimes by
algebra, sometimes by geometry, some-
times by diagrams, and it made all the

difference between working intelligently

and unintelligently to have a principle to

guide one. He had been trying to dis-

cover, both from a priori considerations,

and from the teachings of experience,

what the principles were which ought to

guide practice ; and he thought he
might claim to have vindicated the claims

of theory. It was quite true that theoreti-

cal men had been sometimes loth to allow

any consideration to practical men ; but,

on the other hand, practical men would of-

ten refuse to have anything to do with the-

ory. The vindication he wanted to put
forward was this : in his Cantor lectures,

and since, he had been working diligent-

ly at the curves of potential around the

commutator, and to-night he had con-

nected them with the curves of Isenbeck.

Part of the improvement he had noticed

in the Schuckert machine was directly

due to the advice he had given Mr. Mor-
dey, and to the world at large, on shaping
of the pole-pieces to that form which
would give the best result on the commu-
tator in respect to the rise of the curve

of potentials. Originally the Schiickert

'machine had great shoes of iron as pole-

pieces around it, now they were nar-

rowed and tapered. It was found that

where you had pole-pieces on the two
sides of an ordinary cylindrical Gramme
ring, it was better to have them curved
around through a large arc, because it

gave a flatter field, and the cutting of the
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lines of force was more regular. Now
they were finding that practice was lead-

ing in an exactly ojDposite directions for

flat-ring machines with the poles at the

sides ; the shoes were being cut down into

little narrow pole-pieces. Theory had
led practice to that, and theory, too, had
pointed out the relation between the

curve of the potential and the induction

due to the pole-pieces. After theory had
indicated the source of error and a pos-

sible means of remedy, they had gone
on experimentally cutting down the

pole-pieces until they got the proper
curve on the commutator. He might
further claim, as a vindication of theory,

that M. Gramme, who had had fourteen

years' experience in constructing Gramme
machines, and to whom they owed an
enormous debt of gratitude, had not yet

arrived at the real point which had been
reached in England. M. Gramme con-

fessed that this 12-pole machine of his

was not yet perfect, and he (Professor
Thompson) had little doubt that the rea-

son was that he had great flat pole-

pieces nearly meeting each other. He
would stake his opinion on the fact that

if he had only made the poles narrower
he would have had a better curve of po-

tential, a machine that did not spark so

much. That was the deduction he should
draw at once from the potential curve.

He claimed that it was entirely admis-
sable to call a generalization from which
deductions of that kind might be drawn,
theory ; it was theory in the truest sense
of the term, because it pointed the way
for practice to follow. He did not re-

quire to know what electricity was, or

what magnetism was in a piece of iron,

or what was the ultimate form of the
transfer of force across the space be-

tween them, before he used the word
theory. He regretted that cold water
should have been thrown on his attempt
to raise the construction and design of

dynamo machines above mere rules of

thumb, which were the essence of prac-

tice when unenlightened by theory.

Practice without theory went on blun-
dering in the dark, and though it was
possible to blunder into success, it was
much more easy to blunder into failure.

With regard to the invention which had
been mentioned which would reduce the
cost from £200 to £8, he need hardly say
he should be much interested in further

details ; he believed it was the first in-

stance on record in which an inventor
dared to claim to have reduced the cost

more than 50 per cent., that being the
usual reduction claimed in the stock
phrase of company promoters.
The Chairman, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Professor Thompson, said he
did not apply the word " theory " in the-

sense he objected to. He thought that

certain geometrical and algebraical in-

vestigations were essential in carrying

out any practical question, but he object-

ed to the use of the word " theory " to

explain what was really better expressed
by the word " principle.'' Prof. Thompson
himself used the word " principle," andhad
detailed the principles that governed the

action of the dynamo machines, and it

had been in following these principles

that such vast improvements had been
made. He should like to have heard
some description from Professor Thomp-
son of a class of dynamo machine which
was now coming into use daily very

largely for the production of copper by
the deposit of the metal from its salts.

This was being done both at Swansea
and at Birmingham. Mr. "William El-

more, a hard worker in this field, who
had works at Blackfriars, was setting up
very large works at Swansea for the
extraction of copper from impure ores by
this method, and when next Professor
Thompson brought the subject before

this Society, as he was sure the council

would insist upon his doing next year,-

he hoped that he would pay a little at-

tention to those dynamo machines that

were met with in other fields besides the

production of electric light and the trans-

mission of power. Again, he was rather

disappointed to hear him pass by very

lightly the performance of the Hockhau-
sen machine, which was certainly the

most distinguished feature of the Fish-

eries Exhibition. He did not think that

that machine had received the attention

it deserved, or been studied so carefully

by Professor Thompson as others. Its

performance was simply wonderful, and
though he had not yet seen the Victoria

machine, his own impression was that

of all those he had seen the Hockhousen
was decidedly the best. Perhaps Mr.
Cronrpton's was an exception, for he had
this advantage over Prof. Thompson that

he had seen the performance of the Cromp-
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ton machine. It was certainly a wonderful
little thing. You saw before you appa-
rently a lump of iron which was motion-
less and silent; it appeared motionless
because it went so quickly, and it was si-

lent because it was so beautifully made,
but with that machine currents of elec-

tricity were produced that had increased
the output of the form known as the
Oompton-Burgin machine exactly 100
per cent. The great lesson to be learnt

was this : advance was being constantly
anade in all these machines, an advance

whose future they could scarcely see an
end to, and every day they could perceive
how, by the combination of theory and
practice, they were developing the power
of producing electricity to an extent
which no one had dreamed of. What
with the improvements such as had been
mentioned that evening, with improve-
ments in electric lamps and various other
appliances, he did not think there was
any chance of that end being reached
which gas shareholders were so anxious
to see.

INTERNAL CORROSION AND SCALE IN STEAM-BOILERS.
By G. SWINBURN KING.

From the "Journal of the Society of Arts."

In presuming to offer any remarks on
corrosion and scale in steam boilers, I
have no thought of instructing eminent
engineers and chemists in a matter con-

cerning which it would better become
me to listen to instruction from them.
But, profiting from that which they have
already taught me, my desire is to call

renewed attention to an important sub-

ject, and to endeavor, in popular lan-

guage, to interest the philanthropist and
the economist, to whom it especially ap-

peals, and to lay before the owners of

steam power, and their superintendent
engineers, the results of my researches

;

pointing out what I believe to be the

surest methods of overcoming evils which
are known to cause a considerable loss of

life and an enormous annual waste of

property.

Further discussion and inquiry may re-

sult in the discovery of better methods,
but, in the meantime, those that have
proved effectual cannot be too widely
made known.
A former connection with the Admi-

ralty led me to reflect on the importance
of this question and to take a great in-

terest in it. Since that period I have made
personal investigation into the subject in

the great shipping ports of London, Liv-

erpool, Cardiff, Hull, and other places ;

and in the manufacturing centers, such
as Warrington and the neighboring
towns.

From an economic point of view, the

subject affects the widest interests in

this country, the birth place and home
of steam power. Besides its relation

to the navy and the shipping world
generally, it is of vital importance to every

owner of factory, mill, or mine ; and, as

it must ultimately affect the cheapness of

production, it should concern every class

and every consumer.
Since the days of James Watt, now a

century ago, when the giant steam was
finally subjugated to the will of man,
there has been a constant cry for more
power.

In the earliest days of steam as a mo-
tive power, boilers were sometimes made
of wood, and afterwards of stone ; and
these primitive materials were followed

by the adoption of cast iron, generally in

a spherical or hemispherical form, as be-

ing best calculated to hold in bonds the

expansive force. Copper was found to

be inferior in tensile strength, and too

expensive for the purpose. Cast iron

has now been discarded for wrought iron

and steel, and the spherical form of boiler

has given way to the tubular or cylindri-

cal, with tubular furnaces and flues run-

ning through and within it. The Corn-
ish, the Lancashire, the Galloway, and ma-
rine boilers are all constructed after this

fashion; and the greatest efforts of our
ablest engineers have been directed, not
in vain, to construct a boiler strong to
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resist, strong to drive, and strong to

meet the cry for more power.
But, from the moment one of these

structures is mounted into its position, in-

sidious foes are working, which, sooner
or later, will compass its destruction ;

and among the foremost of these must be
placed corrosion and incrustation, or

scale. Tbese, while constantly reducing
the strength of the boiler, appear to be
the most common cause of explosion.

The Boiler Explosions Act came into

force on the 12th July, 1882, and from
that time to November 1883, fifty-seven

explosions had been reported to the

Board of Trade. This Act, however,
has only a limited scope, and does not ap-

ply to steamships having certificates from
the Board of Trade, nor to H. M. ships,

&c, nor to boiler explosions on railways,

nor to those investigated under the Mines
Kegulation Act of 1872. The total num-
ber of deaths resulting from these partic-

ular catastrophes was thirty-nine, and in

addition, forty-six persons were injured.

Such fatal explosions—happily rare—as

that on board the Royal mail steamer
Severn, last November, by which nine
persons lost their lives, are excluded
from this return.

Mr. Gray, in his report to the Presi-

dent on the explosions occurring in the
twelve months ending July, 1883, states

that,

" The prevailing cause of explosion is

the unsafe condition of the boilers

through age, corrosion, wasting, &c. ; and
[he adds] a noticeable feature in many
cases is the absence of any effort on the
part of the steam user to ascertain the
condition of the boiler, and, consequent-
ly, of any attempt to repair defective

plates or fittings."

The report of the Registrar-General
for 1881, for England and Wales alone,

shows that the total number of deaths in

that year, directly attributed to boiler

explosions, was 51 ; but, besides these,

no fewer than 652 persons were killed by
scalding in various and unstated ways

;

and though it cannot be stated as a fact,

it is fair to assume that at least a pro-
portion of these deaths by scalding, from
ungiven causes, arose from boiler explo-

sions. These, it must be remembered,
are the bare official returns of the killed.

Add to them only an equal number of

wounded, and it needs no vivid imagin-

ation—no affectation of word-painting on
my part, to picture to your minds the
greater suffering, unrecorded, of muti-
lated men and women, of bereaved fami-

lies, and homes made desolate.

If some of these terrible disasters can
be traced to their cause, and a remedy
found—if life can be saved—as I am fully

convinced it can be, this paper will not
have been read in vain. Such is the hu-

manitarian side of the question ; but the

loss of property, arising from decay, is

not indicated by the number of explo-

sions, and is far in excess of that which is

thus suddenly occasioned. Every steam
user knows the heavy annual outlay ne-

cessitated by rapid deterioration of boiler

plates and tubes, the amount of fuel

wasted by reason of scale encrusting the

interior, the injury it inflicts on the boil-

er, and the labor and expense of chip-

ping it out with the scaling hammer.
Mr. Robert Wilson, in his valuable

" Treatise on Steam Boilers," says :

" As a rule, steam boilers explode from
one cause alone—over pressure of steam."
" It often happens," he says, " that boil-

ers are too weak for the pressure they

are worked at, and no accumulation of

pressure beyond this is requisite to bring

about their destruction."

A boiler may be unfit to bear its work-

ing pressure from four causes, which he
enumerates: (1.) Its original design and
strength not being understood by those

who fix the pressure
; (2), the strength

although originally sufficient, having been

gradually reduced by wear and tear ; (3),

by a sudden overtaxing as by unequal

contraction ; (4), by bad workmanship or

material.

I propose to confine my remarks to the

second of these causes, and to inquire

whether the aggregate of casualties which

are attributable to wear and tear cannot

be reduced, and whether a remedy can-

not be found for the weakening of the

various parts of the boiler by corrosion

and " pitting," and by the over heating of

furnace plates and tubes, consequent

upon the formation of lime scale upon
them.

Internal corrosion is a trouble from
which few boilers entirely escape ; but
marine boilers are the greater sufferers.

Land boilers are subject also to very se-

rious and often rapid decay from external

corrosion, but I do not propose to make-
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more than a passing remark on external

decay. The principal causes arise from
undue exposure to the weather, unscien-

tific mounting on possibly damp brick-

work, leakage consequent upon faults of

construction, or negligent management
on the part of the engineer in charge.

These sources of corrosion are common-
ly known, and the measures necessary

to prevent them are now well under-
stood; although it must be admitted
they have been often culpably neglected.

Internal corrosion may be divided

into ordinary corroding (or rusting) and
pitting.

Ordinary corrosion is sometimes uni-

form through a large part of the boiler,

but it is often found in isolated patches,

which have been difficult to account
for.

Pitting, which is still more capricious

in the location of its attack, may be de-

scribed as a series of small holes often run-
ning into each other, in lines and patches,

eaten into the surface of the iron to a
depth sometimes reaching a \ of an inch.

Pitting is the more dangerous form of

corrosion, and the peril is increased
when its ravages are hidden beneath a
coating of scale or fur which may have
gathered over it. For without great
watchfulness this insidious canker may
go on unsuspected until a catastrophe re-

veals it.

Ordinary corrosion has been commonly
accounted for by the presence of acids in

the water, but the mysterious ways of

pitting have been an enigma to engi-

neers ; and although a variety of theo-

ries have been advanced to explain its ca-

pricious and peculiar methods, none
were conclusive until recent scientific in-

vestigation discovered the true agency.
It was long suspected that galvanic ac-

tion, or electricity in some form, had to

do with both corrosion and pitting. One
theory was that voltaic action was set up
between the iron shell and brass tubes,

and another that differences in the qual-

ity of the iron plates produced the
same result. Experiments were made,
from time to time, to test these hy-
potheses, but they seem to have ended,
for the most part, in the conclusion that

electricity was inoperative either as a

cause or a cure. Considered as a cure,

it was set aside by some eminent engi-

neers as mere empiricism ; but most

thoughtful men admitted that the action

of electricity, if it really existed, was not
understood. New light has since been
thrown upon the subject, and altered

views now prevail; but I will not antici-

pate.

There is another form of decay in

boilers, known as grooving. This also

comes under the head of wear and tear.

It may be popularly described as a kind
of surface cracking of the iron, caused
by its expansion and contraction under
the influence of differing temperatures.
It is attributable generally to the too
great rigidity of the part of the boiler af-

fected, and it may be looked upon as

resulting from faults of construction.

It is, therefore, outside the scope of this

paper, except in so far as it may be, and
frequently is, aggravated by internal cor-

rosion, which fastens upon the cracks and
eats them more deeply into the iron.

The hard calcareous scale which is de-

posited by the water on the internal sur-

faces of the boiler may be taken roughly
as identical with the fur which forms on
the inside of a tea-kettle. It is composed
chiefly of salts of lime, and is known by
many names in different districts. I

have collected a few specimens for in-

spection, recently taken from both land
and marine boilers, which will give a
more definite idea to what it really is.

(Specimens produced.) On the whole, it

is perhaps a greater enemy than internal

corrosion, especially in land boilers, as it

brings in its train so many destructive

agencies, and involves so many expenses.

As of fire it may be said that it is a
good servant but a bad master—for a

thin covering of about the substance of

a coat of paint is found to protect the

iron from rust, and is therefore favored

by all engineers.

Beyond this point, however, it is an
unmitigated evil. In the first place, it

necessitates a great waste of fuel, vary-

ing according to the thickness and char-

acter of the incrustation : but the waste
of coal may be fairly put down at an
average proportion of not less than 100
per cent. The reason is this, that scale

is a very efficient non-conductor of heat.

and when it is interposed between the

furnace and the water the latter is un-

able to take up the heat, which, by con-

sequence, goes away unused up the flues.

Then again the iron, or other metal, of
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the furnace and tubes, being no longer
protected by contact with the water, be-

comes red hot, and is burnt and twisted,

to the imminent danger of the boiler,

while a heavy expense is incurred for re-

newing the plates and tubes so affected.

When the scale is thick and hard, the
proper examination of the parts beneath
it is impossible until it has been entirely

removed. Indeed, if it were not removed,
the boiler would become unworkable.
Scale, therefore, being so great a foe, has
to be periodically chipped with hammer
and chisel ; and the process of chipping
is so severe that it tends very greatly to

wear out the boiler. The cost of chip-

ping is in itself a heavy item ; and it

should be borne in mind that a factory

boiler must, during the process, iDerhaps
every six or eight weeks, be put out of

work for several days at a time.

Scale will stop the feed pipe, which
supplies water to the boiler ; or harden-
ing over the fusible plug in the furnace
crown, which is intended to melt and give
warning when the water is dangerously
low, will nullify this precaution ; and it

has thus caused both collapse and explo-

sion.

To dwell on the nature and detail of

all the various deposits that afflict steam
boilers would occupy too much time, and
it is not necessary for my purpose ; but,

concerning carbonate of lime, which is

often a source of danger, I must offer

here a few remarks.
This is deposited as a pulverent j body

;

and under certain conditions, chiefly of

neglect on the part of the engineer in

charge, will form a hard scale similar to

that we have been considering, but by
proper attention a great deal of it may be
got rid of by blowing down, or emptying
the boiler to the extent of a few inches
day by day, by the scum cock, while it

floats near the surface, or by the blow-off

cock when it has settled at the bottom.
If, however, this floury deposit is allowed
to accumulate, and thicken the water, it

will produce priming, which may be de-

scribed as " boiling over," the same proc-

ess which is apt to take place in boiling

a saucepan of milk, or of water thickened
with flour. The water is driven with the
steam into the machinery, and may
knock off the cover of a cylinder, or blow
out the bottom of it. The second great
danger which it involves is, that lying in

a mass upon the furnace plates, it may
prevent the steam from rising, and thus

the water being lifted on the top of the

deposit by the steam held beneath it, the

furnace is left without protection, and is

liable to be over-heated, and to collapse

by the pressure of the steam.

However, these particular dangers may
be averted, as already indicated, by due
care, without which no scientific appli-

ance is of any avail ; and touching this

point, I may quote Mr. Michael Reynolds,

the author of several excellent engineer-

ing works. After inculcating care in

various ways, he says, in his practical and
significant style :

" Any boiler can be
made sensitive and hard to manage. Fire

it on no system, feed it with water just

as the lead plug is in danger, and fill it

to the whistle ; and your boiler will one

day give a big kick." Many a big kick,

it may be added, has been occasioned by
want of ordinary attention to well-known
rules.

The difficult problems that corrosion

and scale have presented to engineers

and chemists are evinced in the number
of patents that have been taken out for

chemical compounds to solve them.

Hundreds of these compositions have

been put into the market, and the num-
ber is still increasing ; a proof, perhaps,

that no panacea has been discovered ; al-

though many preparations are still in use

by different engineers. These compounds
have in truth become so numerous, that

every new one is looked upon as another

nostrum, and perhaps by the majority of

interested persons it is not credited even

with the virtues it may really possess.

The chemical laboratory has been ran-

sacked in vain for an absorbent of oxygen
that will stop corrosion, or an alkali that

can be applied without the risk of caus-

ing priming.

With regard to the inutility of boiler

compositions, I cannot do better than

quote Mr. Hannay of Glasgow, of

whose invention I shall have to speak

later on :

" Boiler composition [he says] can be

classified under two distant heads. First,

there are compounds of the nature of

precipitants, which are intended to render

the incrusting material pulverent instead

of coherent. But these do not at all

prevent corrosion, and the best com-
pounds only partially prevent incrusta-
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tion. The second class, called solvents,

are chiefly ammonia salts, which form
soluble double salts with lime, and so

prevent incrustation. They are, how-
ever, very dangerous, as they dissociate

under high-pressure steam, and act

rapidly on iron, thus increasing the cor-

rosion. Besides, in marine boilers, under
great pressure, the presence of even a

minute quantity of ammonia salt causes

violent ' priming,' that is, sudden ebulli-

tion, driving the water of the boiler over

into the cylinders of the engine, and
sometimes causing the fracture of the

cylinder or piston rod. Experiments
were made with nearly every possible

form of chemical boiler composition, and
they were all found wanting."

If further condemnation is required, it

will be found in a report of Mr. Laving-

ton Fletcher, of the Manchester Steam
Users Association, an engineer of ac-

knowledged and leading authority in

such matters. He is reported as say-

ing :

" The number of anti-incrustation com-
positions was very numerous. Their
component parts were veiled in mystery.
Many of them proved injurious to the

boilers on actual trial. Some lined the

plates with a glutinous coating which,

while it had the desired effect of keeping
off the scale, unfortunately at the same
time kept off the water, in consequence
of which the furnace crowns became
over-heated, strained, and bulged out of

shape. The members, therefore, were
warned not to adopt any of these boiler

compositions without the greatest cau-

tion. As the incrustation compositions
were costly, blowing out was too often

given up when they were used. The
practice of neglecting blowing out was
strongly objected to, and an explosion

that occurred at Bury from that cause
was referred to as an illustration."

Mr. J. A. Kowe, an able engineer and
officer of the Board of Trade, observes
with regard to compositions, that some
of them may be useful to prevent the
formation of hard deposit, but the " ob-

jection to the very best of them is that
their acids tend to injure the boiler. . .

The majority of them have passed into

oblivion, and those that survive seem
doomed."
The superintendent engineer of a Bris-

tol company told me of an instance in

which, after careful trial, he had adopted
a compound which was strongly recom-
mended. It was used in the boiler of a

ship on a voyage to America, and it

answered its purpose admirably ; but, on
the return voyage, the engineer in charge
put too much of the fluid into the boiler,

and the feed-pipe was consequently stop-

ped. The openings into the water
gauges being also stopped, they con-

tinued to indicate a sufficiency of water

until it had fallen to the level of the fur-

nace crowns. The consequence was, the

furnaces burned and collapsed, and the

ship was seriously disabled on the high
seas.

Some compounds cure one part of the

evil, and do not touch others, while

some again are extremely dangerous
to use in a boiler under steam pressure.

Among the many inquiries directed

upon the general subject, some of the

most exhaustive and minute have been
those instituted by the Admiralty, ex-

tending from 1874 to 1880. They were
carried out by committees appointed to

inquire into the causes of decay in the

boilers of H. M. ships. The committees
were invested with very abundant powers,

and were directed to propose measures
tending to increase the durability of

boilers.

The results of their labors are con-

tained in very able reports, full of valu-

able information and practical suggestion

;

but for the purpose of the present in-

quiry, they may be briefly summarized as

follows :

1. With regard to a prevailing belief

that the presence of particles of copper
in a boiler was a source of injury, they

state, first, that the quantity carried into

the boiler is extremely small ; and, second,

that no injurious effect of importance can
be produced by it.

2. That fatty acids resulting from the

use of vegetable and animal oils for lubri-

cation were a source of injury, and
they recommend the use of mineral oils.

3. Moist air, or water containing air.

are powerful corrosive agents. They
recommend increased density in the

water, especially in boilers fed from
surface condensers, and that the boiler

should be emptied as seldom as pos-
sible.

The main conclusion, however, at which
the committee arrived—the great prin-
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ciple that they asserted and demonstrated
—was that galvanic action, induced by
the contact of zinc with the iron of the

boiler, was the best and only trustworthy
remedy for corrosion : and that, so long
as the metallic contact was maintained,

little or no corrosion would go on.

They adopted a plan of hanging slabs

or plates of zinc by iron straps from the

stays or rods within the boiler, the zinc

being held in a clip in which it was tight-

ly bolted. The theory was perfect, but
the weak point in practice was found to

be in keeping up electric contact between
the two metals. The zinc and the iron

not being metallically connected, but only
mechanically pressed together, were li-

able to be so far separated—by the cor-

roding of the surface of the zinc—that

the galvanic current was soon weakened
and destroyed.

The committee endeavored to circum-
vent this difficulty, first, by fixing in

each boiler an excessive number of plates,

so that (apparently) if electric contact
should cease even in many plates, it

might chance to be maintained in some
;

and, secondly, they directed a frequent
examination with a view of renewing the
contact, and putting in fresh plates in

lieu of those destroyed by corrosion.

This system was the best they were
able to arrive at, but it could be maintained
only at such a cost that, to use the words
of the report :

" The expense of the zinc

necessary for efficient protection is un-
doubtedly an important element in deter-

mining how far it should be adopted."
For besides the expense of fitting, exam-
ining, and renewing the excessive num-
ber of plates already referred to, the com-
mittee go on to say that " the actual

waste of zinc is much greater than that
due to the protection of the boiler ; and
it becomes important to ascertain whether
that waste cannot be avoided."

With great care, however, this system
was found to prevail against the inroads
of corrosion ; and herein was a distinct

advance, although it still left the ques-
tion of incrustation by lime-scale com-
paratively untouched. Indeed, it is stated
that the scale which formed in some of

the boilers in which slabs or plates were
used became "harder and more adherent,"
and it was therefore suggested that the
zinc should be periodically removed al-

together, for a limited time, in order that

a slight corrosion forming under the
scale might enable it to be separated more
readily from the iron.

Under the Admiralty system, then, it

must be presumed that the bad effects

arising from scale, such as the burning of

the iron, the waste of coal, and the injury

caused by severe chipping, are still a
source of trouble and expense ; and such
I believe is the case. I have before me
a specimen of the scale which formed in

two months in one of H. M. steam ves-

sels. It was recently taken from a boiler

treated on the Admiralty method, and
considered to be in very good order.

The committee's report attributed this

hard scale to the action of the excessive

quantity of zinc which was found neces-

sary for protection when used in the
form of slabs or plates. This, however,
is now shown to have been an erroneous
conclusion, the real cause being that the

galvanic current set up under the Admi-
ralty system has not sufficient intensity. I

hope to explain this point a little more
fully later on.

Now, having pointed out where the

Admiralty method fails, I must give

credit to the inventor, per contra, for the

large amount of success it has, neverthe-

less, achieved. Experience teaches us
that few inventions cannot be improved
upon, and Mr. "Weston himself, of whom
I am about to speak, would be the last

to claim perfection for his particular

plan of protecting boilers by means of

zinc.

Mr. William Weston is the Admiralty
chemist at Portsmouth, and was a mem-
ber of the Boiler Committee, whose col-

lective labors are worthy of all praise.

It is due to him, however, to state that

the system of protection finally adopted
in the British navy was initiated and
worked out by him, with indefatigable

pains and assiduity ; and that his meth-
od, whatever may be its shortcomings

when viewed in the light of later dis-

covery, has worked so well that near

half-a-million of money must have been
saved to the navy and the British tax-

payer since its introduction.

Before the application of the galvanic

principle, it was not an uncommon oc-

currence for the boilers of H. M. ships to

be worn out in one commission, or, at

least, to become so unsafe to render their

renewal necessary; and, as a case in.
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point, I may mention the JBellerophon,

whose boilers had to be renewed, after

serving only one commission of three or

four years, at a cost of some £30,000.
A man who serves the Queen is con-

tent to do his duty, and must often do
so without being singled out for praise

or reward even for special services ; but
in this paper I am at liberty to mention
the name of Mr. Weston with honor, and
to claim for him the personal credit which
is his just due.

The mercantile marine has in a great

measure followed in the wake of the navy;
and zinc is now very largely employed in

the fleets of all the large companies.
Every possible method of fixing it in the
boilers has been adopted, with more or
less success. Engineers who under-
stood the principle of its action in form-
ing with the iron a galvanic battery, have
sought to secure metallic connection by
many mechanical devices, while others,

convinced of its efficacy, but not under-
standing its methods, have even thrown
it loose into the boilers, to waste and
crumble away to no purpose.

Zinc, indeed, had long been used with
the object of depositing any minute par-

ticles of copper that might find their way
into the boiler. It was useless for this

purpose, as the Admiralty inquiry fully

proved ; but wherever it happened to be
connected with the iron, it became pro-
tective, by setting up electric action,
which would continue for a short time,
until oxidization of the zinc had broken
the electric contact.

A superintendent engineer wbo was
using zinc in his boilers, fixed to the iron,

told me he did not believe in the galvanic
theory, while in practice he was profiting
by it ; and when I pointed out this fact,

and asked him to explain on what other
principle the zinc could be protective, he
was unable to answer me.

Another engineer to an important com-
pany told me he had a theory of his own,
that what was called corrosion and pit-

ting was nothing of the kind, but was
solely the result of friction from the cir-

culation of water in the boiler. On the
other hand, the majority of superintend-
ent engineers who have some knowledge
of electricity and chemistry, are quick to
appreciate the truth of the now ascer-
tained cause, and the scientific remedy.
Among the numerous methods adopted

for fixing the plates in boilers, the plan

patented by Mr. Phillips (formerly a
member of the Admiralty Committee;,
was considered one of the best. It con-
sists in attaching a plate of zinc to a stud
or peg, 3 or 4 inches long, projecting
from the shell of the boiler, the plate be-

ing screwed on tightly by a nut, to en-

sure close contact with the iron. This
system, however, is liable to failure, like

all other modes of mere mechanical at-

tachment, as I shall be able to show ; and
the only means whereby it can be made
at all successful is by introducing an ex-

cessive number of plates, at great ex-

pense, and by constantly examining,

cleaning, and renewing them. I have
known as many as thirty-eight plates

fixed in each of six boilers in one ship on
this system, and as many as fifty-six in

one boiler of a ship of war on the Admi-
ralty system.

Now, it often happens that when one
mind is moved to investigate in a partic-

lar direction, another, at a distance, is

working to the same end ; and men un-

known to each other are working out the

same problem, and arriving at similar

conclusions. So it was in the applica-

tion of zinc to steam boilers. While Mr.
Weston was working up, step by step, to

his present system, Mr. Hannay, of Glas-

gow, an electrician and chemist, alone in

his laboratory, or watching experiments

in steam factory or sea-going ships, was
building up fact upon fact, and coming
about the same time to the same conclu-

sion in principle. In the application of

that principle he made an important ad-

vance on other methods.
I will endeavor, as briefly as possible,

to narrate his proceedings, and describe

his invention. The investigation was
commenced for the Allan Line of steam-

ers, from Glasgow, at the request of

Messrs. Allan Brothers, who, like all

owners of steam power, were deeply in-

terested in the boiler question.

The common theory held at that time

was that free oxygen and carbonic acid in

the water were the active causes of corro-

sion, and Mr. Hannay's first experiments

were directed to absorb the oxygen by the

ordinary methods known to chemists, with

the result, however, that corrosion con-

tinued. When an alkali was added to

absorb the carbonic acid, priming was
caused to such an extent as to be danger-
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ous to the safety of the machinery. He
may be said to have exhausted chemistry

in his endeavor to find a means of stop-

ping the decay ; but, although he suc-

ceeded in removing every trace of free

oxygen and carbonic acid, the corrosion

still continued after six months of patient

trial. He concluded, therefore, that,

•while free oxygen and carbonic acid

might help to corrode the boilers, they

were certainly not the chief causes.

It next occurred to him that certain

parts of the boiler more highly heated
might, for reasons familiar to science,

have their surfaces so altered as to cause
them to become electro-negative to the

colder parts. This view was particularly

impressed upon him from the fact that

corrosion so often took place along cer-

tain well denned lines, as, for instance,

along the sides of the fire tube. Some-
times the corrosion was so deep that
there was reason to apprehend collapse

of the furnace. The cold blast going to

feed the fire kept the part where the cor-

rosion was quite cool, while the flames
kept the top very hot.

Starting, then, from these facts, he de-

duced the theory that thermo-electric

currents were set up between the colder
and hotter parts of the boiler, and that
the colder part, forming the positive pole,

corroded by the natural law of galvanic
action.

To test this theory, experiments were
made with a boiler specially constructed
to allow it to be heated in sections, and
to stand a pressure of 200 lbs. to the
square inch. Two iron plates were fixed

in the boiler, one near the top, and the
other near the bottom, and both were
connected with a galvanometer, so that a
current of electricity passing from one
plate to the other could be detected and
measured. The boiler was heated alter-

nately more strongly at the top or the
bottom, with the constant result that
whenever the temperature rose above the
boiling point, as in a steam-boiler, the
cooler plate became positive, and wasted
away. Thus the theory was lifted into
the region of ascertained fact.

Attempts were made to keep the boil-

ers in actual use more uniformly heated,
but if corrosion were stopped in some
places, it was sure to break out in

others.

It appeared, therefore, that the only

way to prevent this corrosion was by mak-
ing the iron all negative by a current
stronger than that set up in the iron it-

self by differences in temperature. The
current was estimated and found to be
very small ; a weak battery was fitted up,
and the positive electrode, or wire, passed
into the water of the boiler, the negative
electrode being soldered to the outside of

the boiler.

After six months' trial with this ar-

rangement, it was found that corrosion
had entirely ceased.

Two important facts, therefore, were
now made clear ; natural electric cur-

rents, so to speak, caused corosion, and a

stronger artificial current could be made
to cure.it.

The experimental boiler was then
again tried with the same arrangement
as before, but it was first filled with di-

lute acid. The current was kept going
for three months, when it was found
that the interior of the boiler was still

quite free from corrosion, the acid having
been powerless to injure it.

The actual natural current between the

metals being so very small, it was thought
that, instead of a battery a simple gal-

vanic couple, formed by a mass of zinc

within the boiler, properly connected
with the iron, might be sufficient to over-

come it.

Now, the theory of zinc in contact with
iron preventing corrosion may be illus-

trated thus

:

Take two pieces of metal, one of zinc

and one of iron, and immerse them in a

solution of water diluted with acid, both
will suffer from corrosion ; but connect

them with a wire, and you make them at

once into a galvanic couple. A current

of electricity is set up between them—the

corrosion is directed entirely upon the

zinc, which crumbles away, while the iron

is no longer injured. The zinc is the

positive, and the iron the negative pole.

Now you have only to continue the plate

of iron till it extends all round the zinc

and encloses it, and you have a perfect

illustration of the manner in which an
iron boiler, enclosing a block or mass of

zinc, is made as a whole into the negative

pole of a galvanic couple, and is thence-

forward absolutely protected from corro-

sion. It will also become evident that if

the connecting wire be broken, or the

contact between the zinc and the iron
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made imperfect by the intervention of

any foreign matter, the galvanic current

will cease, and the iron of the boiler will

corrode as well as the zinc—just as the

two pieces of metal were seen to corrode

before they were joined by a wire.

The theory, then, of the protection of

iron by contact with a more electro-posi-

tive metal being unassailable, and experi-

ment corroborating it, inquiry was next
instituted to discover the cause of failure

in zinc as ordinarily employed.
It was found that, as zinc had been

previously used, no proper arrangements
were made for ensuring a true and last-

ing metallic contact. To show how this

fact was demonstrated, and at what pains

it was ascertained, a narration of one of

the numerous experiments made will be
interesting : A boiler was fitted with
rolled zinc plates attached to studs, on
Mr. Phillip's principle, as previously de-

scribed. Every precaution was used to

give perfect metallic contact. The stud
was filed bright and made slightly coni-

cal, the hole in the zinc plate made to fit

tightly, and the nut on the stud screwed
home so as to drive the plate into

thorough contact with the clean iron. An
insulated wire was fixed to the plate, and
led, through a stuffing box packed with
india-rubber. Another wire was soldered

to the outside of the stud. When a small

battery and a galvanometer were put in

circuit, the current passed from the zinc

to the stud, and so round again to the
battery, proving that the contact was
perfect: There were six plates put in on
trial altogether, and the result was that,

after three days' boiling, two of the plates

hadbecome metallically disconnected from
the boiler—that is to say,*no current could
pass through the circuit. After five days,

another plate became useless, owing to the
same cause. At the end of twelve days,

only one plate was in electrical contact
with the boiler. The boiler was opened
after thirteen days' steaming, and it was
found that none of the plates were really

used up, but that a layer of oxide of zinc

had formed between the plate and the

stud, and the zinc was thus rendered
useless. It must be remembered that

these six plates were all specially fitted,

and ought to have acted thoroughly well

if anything could. The sixth plate was
sent away with the ship again, but only
remained active two days. It was eaten

through when the boiler was again

opened.
By this and other experiments it was

proved that no mere mechanical attach-

ment of the zinc will suffice to insure

continued maintenance of the galvanic

current, because, no matter how closely

the zinc is fitted to the stud, or bolted to

the iron, the water creeps in between and
soon destroys the metallic contact.

It was also found that the use of plates

was faulty. If they are cast, they split

up and fall to pieces in a few days, and
if rolled, they are only about a quarter
of an inch in thickness, and they soon
dissolve away.
To meet the various defects in the use

of zinc plates, Mr. Hannay designed a
ball of zinc, with a copper conductor
cast through the center of it, the copper
being so combined and amalgamated with
the zinc at the junction of the two metals
as to form brass, and thus no corrosion

could form between them to stop the gal-

vanic current. The zinc is well ham-
mered at a certain temperature, insuring
long existence in an efficient condition.

This ball of zinc is called an " electro-

gen "
; it is fitted in any convenient part

of the boiler by a simple device, and a

wire from each end of the copper con-

ductor is soldered firmly to the iron.

From this moment the electrogen keeps
up an uninterrupted galvanic current,

and the whole of the interior of the
boiler is absolutely protected from cor-

rosion so long as any of the zinc re-

mains.

It was ascertained, by further experi-

ments, that a very small surface of zinc

was sufficient to afford protection for a
radius of twenty-five feet from the point
of contact, and the spherical form of the

zinc was adopted because it would main-
tain perfect protection with a minimum.
of waste, the large surface exposed by
plates, in proportion to their bulk, being
quite unnecessary. Herein, therefore,

was the means of avoiding that waste
which the Admiralty Committee stated

was " much greater than that due to the
protection of the boiler," and for which
they sought a remedy.
Two electrogens are found in practice

sufficient to protect an ordinary " single-

ended " marine boiler, in which, by some
engineers, forty or fifty plates would have
been considered necessary. The electro--
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gens will last for about six months, while

the plates would probably corrode away
in as many weeks.

The advantages that Mr. Hannay
claims for his system, as compared with

any employment of zinc plates, are that

it is less expensive and more effectual,

and that the protection it affords does

not depend upon a chance contact that

may be destroyed at any moment. But
a further gain, perhaps even greater than

these, is that it does not allow scale to

form in a boiler at any time to a much
greater thickness than that of an egg
shell, or a coat of paint.

The zinc ball, with its perfect contact,

generates a current of greater intensity

than zinc plates mechanically fitted, and
the consequence is that a portion of the

water is slowly decomposed, and the hy-

drogen that is evolved at the negative

pole, all over the surface of the iron and
underneath the scale, forces off the scale

in thin flakes by mechanical action, as

soon as it becomes thick enough to be
impervious to the hydrogen. In this way
the scale is kept forming and reforming,

hanging in loose flakes, or falling off as

it becomes detached from the iron.

Thus, all the evils attending incrusta-

tion, which have been before enumerated,

are avoided. Fuel is saved, burning of

the iron is prevented, and chipping be-

comes no longer necessary.

The reason why scale becomes more
hard and coherent under the zinc-plate

method as used in the navy, is that

while the galvanic current sets up acts in

retarding corrosion, it has not sufficient

intensity to decompose the water and de-

posit a layer of hydrogen on the iron ; so

the scale grows on a firm surface, and
is not pushed off by gas evolved beneath
it.

When zinc is merely pressed against

iron, the two metals really touch each

other at minute points only, and thus

great resistance is introduced. Resist-

ance in this case means that the current

is destroyed to a certain extent as elec-

tricity, and converted into heat
; just as

the resistance of the break destroys the
motion of a train and converts it into

heat. Then the water creeping in be-

tween the two metals, and forming a non-
conducting oxide between the two sur-

faces, increases the resistance, and ulti-

mately prevents the j^assage of the cur-

rent altogether.

When resistance is prevented, and the
full intensity of the current is allowed to

pass from the zinc to the iron, and back
through the water, hydrogen is slowly
accumulated at the iron surface, yielding

protection from corrosion, and, at the
same time, loosening and throwing off

the scale.

The value of any discovery that will

prevent the formation of hard scale in

land boilers can scarcely be over-rated.

These boilers in which fresh water is

used do not suffer so much from inter-

nal corrosion ; but the calcareous scale

which forms in them has been always a

great source of trouble. Compositions
have failed, and zinc plates are ineffect-

ual to remove it.

The electrogen, however, seems to have
solved the problem ; and, to make it suf-

ficiently active in fresh water, the home-
opathic principle is applied of similia

similibus curantur. A small quantity of

salt, which is the active corrosive agent
in sea water, is made, not only to cure

the disease of corrosion which it actu-

ates, but to stimulate an electric current

which entirely disposes of incrustation.

Sea water contains on an average 32
to 38 parts of salt in 1,000. Mr. Han-
nay's homeopathic dose is a-half an ounce
to a gallon, or 4 parts to 1,000 ; and,

as no proportion less than 8 times this

amount has any effect on iron, no harm
can be done to the boiler, even if it were
not protected by the zinc. Into brewers'
" tanks " and other boilers, the water from
which is used for manufacturing purposes,

salt, of course, cannot be admitted ; but
this difficulty is overcome by a simple de-

vice, by which the salt is kept separate

from the body of the water.

Land boilers, in many districts, would
become quite unworkable through the ac-

cumulation of scale, if it were not
chipped off every five, six, or eight

weeks—of course at considerable expense
—the boiler lying idle during the process.

With electrogens it has been proved that

boilers will work more than twice the

usual time without any necessity for

opening them, and that then the loose

flakes of scale may be cleared out in a
short time with a hose and a broom.
Meantime, no thick scale being allowed

to form, it becomes perfectly harmless
;
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the coal consumed does its full work,

and steam is made more freely.

Engineers who have witnessed the re-

sults in several recent trials, have stated

their opinion that the discovery will revo-

lutionize the treatment of land boilers.

In conclusion, a further and valuable

addition has been made to the marvelous
applications of electricity, which have
pre-eminently distinguished the last de-

cade of scientific discovery.

But there is no finality in human in-

vention. More light will dawn, and with

it new marvels will arise. It may be that,

before another decade has run its course,

electricity or atmospheric power will have
superseded steam, and the huge iron

boiler of to-day will be looked upon as

the clumsy expedient of an ignorant gen-

eration.

Till then, while the evils we have been
considering exist, and are potent for the

destruction of life and property, inquiry

into their nature and origin is both de-

sirable and necessary, and time will not
have been wasted in seeking to discover

the most effectual remedies.

REPORTS OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

American Society of Civil Engineers,
May 7, 1884.—Vice-President Wm. H.

Paine in the chair—John Bogart, Secretary.
Ballots were canvassed, and the following

candidates were elected

:

As members—Willis D. Chapman, Akron,
Ohio ; John E. Cheney, Boston, Mass.

;

Arthur DeW. Foote, New York City ; George
S, Gatchell, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Henry L. Marin-
din, Boston, Mass. ; Evelyn P. Roberts, Fort
Hamilton, New York Harbor, N. Y. ; Jesse W.
Walker, Pittsburgh, Pa.
As juniors—Henry Goldmark, NewJYork

City ; Samuel C. Weiskopf , Milwaukee, Wis.

;

Herbert A. Young, Toledo, Ohio.
As honorary member—Gen. John Newton,

Chief of Engineers U. S. A., Washington,
-L). G.

A paper by James Christie, M. Am. Society,
C. E., on "The Strength and Elasticity of
Structural Steel, and its Efficiency in the form
of Beams and Struts," was read by the author.
He said that the various grades of steel possess
such a range of physical properties, that it is

impossible to consider the metal as one might
treat of iron.

It is customary to denominate the grades of
steel by the percentage of carbon they contain.
The higher the carbon, the higher the tenacity
of the steel'and the lower its ductility. Steel

whose carbon is below fifteen hundredths per
cent, is conventionally known as mild or soft

steel. The steels subjected to the tests described
in this paper were of two distinct grades—mild

and hard ; both being products of the Bessemer
convenor, the hard steel having thirty-six hun-
dredths per cent, of carbon, and the mild steel

twelve hundredths per cent. The tensile tests

were made on strips about 24 inches long to

which were clamped plates exactly 12 inches
apart. The compression tests were made on
specimens 12 inches long inserted in a tube and
the space between the specimens and the tube
rilled with fine sand.

The tests on transverse resistance were made
on bars of three or four inches diameter, and
on solid flanged beams from three to twelve
inches deep, all being supported at the ends
and loaded in the middle.
Extended tables were then presented of these

various tests, and it was stated that the results

showed that the elasticity of steel and iron "is

practically uniform ; the steel may stretch less

than the iron in tension, but the steel shortens
most under compression.

Transversely if there is any practical differ-

ence the advantage of stiffness probably belongs
to steel, but the elasticity of both metals is so
close and uncertain that further experiments
may modify the average results here found.
The specimens show that the elastic limits for

tensile and compressive stress for the different

grades of steel are practically equal per unit of

section, and the transverse resistance is approx-
imately proportionate to the longitudinal resist-

ance, and that the strength of the material in-

dicated on tensile stress will serve as a compara-
tive measure of the absolute strength of iron,

or of either grade of steel; but as the trans-

verse elasticity is practically alike beams of

iron or of either grade of steel of the same
length and section will deflect alike under
equal loads below the elastic limit of iron.

Tables were presented of experiments on flat-

ended struts of both mild and hard steel. It

was stated that the experiments on direct ten-

sion and compression prove that the elastic

limits of steel of any particular grade are prac-
tically equal per unit of section for either direc-

tion of stress. A similar equality is known to

obtain with iron. Therefore, for the short
struts in which failure results from the effects

of direct compression, the tensile resistance of

the material will serve as a comparative meas-
ure of strut resistance. As struts increase 'in

length the lateral stiffness becomes a factor of

increasing importance. The transverse elastic-

ity of steel and iron does not vary much. The
tendency will be for struts of steel and iron to

approach equality of resistance as the lengths
are increased. Mild steel will fall to equality
with iron when the ratio of length to least ra-

dius of gyration is about 200 to 1. Hard steel

would fall to practical equality at the point be-
yond the bounds of practice.

This paper, and the paper previously pre-
sented by Mr. Christie giviug experiments on
the strength of wrought-iron struts, were then
discussed.

Mr. A. P. Boiler expressed the opinion that
the variations in the compressive resistance of
iron shown by these very careful experiments
were so great that it was impracticable from
them or from any other experiments, so far as
had yet been made, to prepare a formula which
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would ever give satisfactory results, and that

dependence must be placed upon experimental

charts which will express extreme values for

all sections progressively determined.
Mr. Onward Bates considered that the ex-

periments developed the great importance of

placing the center line of pressure coincident

with the center of the struts. If this could be
done perfectly, a round-ended strut would be
as good as a flat-ended one. In actual practice

in the construction of bridges the methods of

securing the ends of such struts are so various

that it is impracticable to make from such ex-

periments a table of safe loads. The only safe

practice is that of low unit strains correspond-

ing to the lowest results of recorded tests.

Prof. E. A. Fuerkes considered that the areas

of cross sections should be obtained by direct

measurement instead of deriving them from
the weight and length of the bars, particularly

when the specific gravity of the material is not

determined. The reason why an accurately-

centered straight bar behaved as a flat-ended

strut when hinged, is due to the friction de-

veloped by pressure on the bearing of the hinge,

and the early failure of flat-ended struts was
probably due to the want of parallelism between
the planes at the extremities, or the one or both
of these planes being warped surfaces. Since

a bar, very long in proportion to its radius of

gyration, fails with a comparatively light load

without permanent injury, it would seem proper
that such load should be gived a name other

than ultimate load, the latter being restricted to

its bearing on the elastic limit.

Mr. Theodore Cooper considered the experi-

ments of Mr. Christie most valuable, particularly

in carrying out a complete series with different

end connections upon the same class of ma-
terials. The paper shows that slight changes
in the direction of the lines of applied forces

produce great changes in the results. By in-

terchanging different sizes of ball and socket

joints it shows the influence of the size upon
compressive resistance of the struts. It gives

a more complete knowledge of the action of

struts of high ratios of length to transverse di-

mensions than before existed. The method of

using the least radius of gyration, instead of

the least dimension, gives a fair comparison be-

tween the various forms. Attention was called

to the relation of the ball and sockets to the

transverse dimensions of the struts, and dia-

grams were presented by Mr. Cooper, showing
the influence of the size of pins relative to the

width of the struts. From the great effects of

non-centering the line of applied force upon
columns and of initial, though minute, bends
in the materials, and the increased influence of

possible side blows, it is very important not
only to keep the working strains within proper
limits, but also to specify a limit to the number
of diameters to be used in all columns. In re-

cent specifications this limit has been about at

45 diameters, corresponding approximately to

about 120 radii of gyration for the usual forms
of bridge columns. With this proviso a practi-

cal formula may be reduced to very simple
forms.
Mr. E. B. Dorsey presented some compara-

tive tests of iron and steel.

The subject was further discussed by Messrs..
Bouscarew, Chas. E. Emery, Pegram, P.
Roberts, Jr., Towns and Christie.

IJ>
ngineers' Club of Philadelphia. —

JJ Regular Meeting, May 3.—Mr. S. N..

Stewart, Visitor, exhibited a model of his
River or Current Motor. Paddles are placed
upon cranks and maintained in a vertical po-
sition by long floating vanes or tails. The
cranks are placed upon posts, rafts or boats in
the stream and journaled at the water-line, thus
keeping one-half of the paddle surface in action,
while the common floating-wheel or current-
wheel only keeps one-tenth of its surface in ac-
tion. In Mr. Stewart's motor a 10 ft. arm carries
a paddle 10 ft. high. For particulars concerning
this engine, he refers to

'

' Commercial Relations
of the U. S.," 1881, p. 682. or New York Daily-
Tribune, June 21, 1881. Mr. Stewart said " the
only way to utilize the power of large rivers is

by current-motors, for dams are not permitted
and are too expensive ; that a current of five
miles an hour has one hundred times the pres-
sure of wind at ten miles an hour, and that, as
the current soon regains its normal velocity, it

can be used over and over."
Mr. Thomas M. Cleemann read a paper on

an Economical Form of Bridge Truss. In out-
line it resembles Whipple's arch truss, inverted
so as to bring the curved portion in tension,
but differing from it in having the chord made
to resist tension and being anchored to the
abutments. In this way the only parts of the
bridge in compression are the vertical posts, and
the extra material, required to stiffen the upper
chord in an ordinary bridge, is saved. To illus-

trate the correctness of his conclusions, Mr.
Cleemann had a small model made of pink
wrapping twine that broke with five and a half
pounds, and with posts made of wooden knit-
ting needles. This model, by calculation,
ought to have borne about eleven pounds. Af-
ter loading it with a pound weight at each of
the seven panel points and letting it remain for
a little time for the inspection of the members,
he added first two more pounds at the centre,

and afterwards two pounds more. With this
eleven pounds the model hesitated a moment
and then broke at each abutment, nicely illus-

trating the author's conclusions. He likewise
gave the saving of material in such a bridge
over a Pratt truss of five hundred and sixteen
feet span, and pointed out its advantages for
military purposes, where facility of transporta-

tion is a prime object, and a bridge almost
entirely of rope is especially valuable on this

account.
Mr. Henry C. Roney exhibited a section of

four-inch Wooden Water Pipe and Joint, found
about two feet below the surface while excava-
ting a trench for the conduit of the Philadelphia
Sectional Electric Underground Co., on Chest-
nut Street, between Fourth and Fifth, and de-
scribed those which had been found on Chest-
nut and Market Streets during the progress of
the work. These are interesting as showing
the durability of such pipes and connections,
under the conditions to which they had been
subjected.

Mr. W. G. Neilson read some notes on the
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recently published Report of Gun Foundry
Board. The recommendations embodied in

this report, in regard to the establishment of a

gun factory at Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy,

New York, for the manufacture of guns for the

Army, and at Washington Navy yard for the

Navy, and that the Government should depend
upon the steel manufacturers of the country for

its forged steel and should simply finish the

guns in its factories, were referred to, as also

were the interesting facts colleted by the Board,

during their visit to Europe, in regard to the

character of steel used for guns.

The secretary exhibited, for Mr. J. H. Har-
den, a neat Topographical Model of the Jones

Iron Ore Mine in Berks Co., Pa., and briefly

explained the method by which such models are

constructed.

ENGINEERING NOTES.

The Inspection and Testing of Iron Road-
Bridges in Germany.—According to a

decree recently published by the Minister for

Public Works, all iron bridges on public roads
are annually to be subjected to rigorous inspec-

tion and tests.

The parts to which special attention is to be
directed in the inspection are :

1

.

The girder-beds and the brickwork of the

piers and abutments.
2. The bed-plates with regard to normal po-

sition, freeing them from rust, &c. , and event-

ually seeing that they are in perfect working
order.

3. The riveting at the junctions of bracings,

&c, with the booms, especially the existence of

loose rivets at points where the greatest strain

is borne.
4. The separate parts of the bridge ; whether

any fractures have occurred at the rivet holes,

and whether bending, rust, or want of paint
are manifest.
After the inspection of the bridge it will be

evident whether any measurements are re-

quired to be taken ; if so they are to be made
with a view of ascertaining

—

(a) The normal height of the bearing-plates.

(b) The height of the center of the bridge, and
its camber when unloaded.

(c) The amount of oscillation produced by
vehicles passing over the bridge.

11, after the above inspection and measure-
ments have been made, the state of the bridge
should be doubtful, load-tests are to be resorted

to, in order to bring out more prominently any
defects which may exist in the structure.

For measuring the deflection a level is gener-
ally to be employed, but the use of other means
and apparatus in suitable cases is allowed.

—

Proceedings Inst. C. E.

On River Embankments.—The embank-
ments of the Po between Cremona and

Casalmagiore were originally placed from 2i to

3 miles apart, leaving long strips of valuable
land between them and the ordinary channel of
the river. In many places large tracts of this

intervening land have been enclosed by banks,
which might be thought to act as outworks to

t
he embankments, and to afford them additional
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protection. instead of this, however, they
have frequently proved to be sources of danger,

as they are more liable to be damaged byfioods,
and if the river Bursts through them the rupture
of the embankments frequently follows, the

reason being that as these latter always stand
dry, except when the banks have failed, they do
not get the benefit of the action of the water in

filling up small cavities, nor is there any oppor-
tunity of discovering defects till a flood comes
and it is too late. It is believed that in many
instances in which disastrous breaches have
been made in the embankments these have been
due entirely to the effect of the banks. This
danger was illustrated and happily averted in

one instance. The embankment of the Po be-
tween the Olona and the Lambro protects an
area of 14,000 acres, with a population of nine
thousand seven hundred. Between this and
the river several tracts of land have been sur-

rounded by banks. In October, 1882, one of
these banks, enclosing 355 acres, was threatened
by a flood, when the engineer in charge ordered
two cuts, of about 70 feet each, to be made in

it, so as to allow the water to flow through
gradually and to reach the embankment slowly.

It was then found that defects existed in this

embankment, which began to be undermined
by water ; but as there was then time to remedy
them, the country was thus saved from an in-

undation, which would certainly have taken
place had the river forced its way uncontrolled
through the bank, as it would then have poured
with such force against the principal embank-
ment that it would have been impossible to re-

pair it.

Mr. Pestalozza considers that these banks
should either be removed altogether, or else

made entirely separate from the embankments.
or in some cases, when villages have been built

under their protection, should be raised and
strengthened so as to act as the principal em-
bankments of the river.

Mr. Rossi, on the other hand, while admitting
that these banks are often improperly con-
structed and become a source of danger, thinks
that in most cases they afford real protection,

and are, in fact, embankments. He recom-
mends that they should be kept at a lower level

than the embankments, the exact height vary-
ing in different localities, but being somewhat
below the level of ordinary floods, which Avould
then flow over them and give the embankments
the benefit of the wash of water which is re-

quired to keep them in good order
; the damage

which the enclosed lands would sustain by oc-
casional flooding would be compensated by the
deposit of rich mud left by the water.

—

Abstract
of Inst, of Civil Engineers.

IRON AND STEEL NOTES.

On the Burning of Iron and Steel.—Iron
that has been raised too near its tempera-

ture of fusion and slowly cooled, is designated
as "burned" or overheated metal. It fs both
red-short and cold-short, and exhibits a coarse,
crystalline structure, and a bright, glistening
fracture. Such iron contains oxygen. But
this oxygen is not, as is commonly believed, de-
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rived from without during the heating, but it

was previously contained in the iron itself

through the medium of the scoria or slag-im-

purities mixed with it. When the iron is

raised to the fusing heat, or near it, a chemical
reaction takes place ; the metallic iron reduces
the sesquioxide to protoxide, which, by being
dissolved in the iron, alters the properties of

the latter. The coarsely crystalline quality of

iron so treated is not due to the presence of the

oxygen. The metal usually contains a notable
quantity of phosphorus, which is well known
to give a coarse grain accompanied by the
quality described as cold-short. The crystal-

lization takes place during the slow cooling
while at rest. The greater the proportion of

phosphorus present the lower is the tempera-
ture to which the iron may be raised without
being burned. Pure iron should not take up
more than 0.25 per cent, of oxygen in solution.

Though this substance does not greatly affect

the ductility of the metal when cold, it acts like

sulphur on its malleability.

The qualities of steel also undergo change
when heated to a high temperature, or when sub-
jected to a lower temperature for too long atime.
The richer the steel is in carbon, the lower is the
temperature at which the change take place.

Therefore, the harder the steel the more care-
fully is it to be dealt with in the fire. Such
overheated steel becomes coarse grained and
brittle ; that is, cold-short. If the temperature
be increased, showers of sparks are thrown off,

and the steel is said to be "burned." The al-

teration brought about in this way has generally
been attributed to a diminution in the propor-
tion of the carbon constituent, though this as-

sumption is not warranted by the results of an-
alysis. The presence of manganese and silicon

is of more weighty consequence. When steel

containing these is heated it is not the carbon,
but the manganese and silicon that first become
oxydized, and there results an important change
in the properties of the steel. Later the carbon
is oxydized ; and while the oxide of carbon
escapes those of the manganese and silicon re-

main behind, and the whole molecular structure

of the metal is altered. If the heating be car-

ried still farther the iron will next be oxydized.
A cast-iron furnace door, exposed for several

years to the flame of a coal fire, was found to

contain 27.8 per cent, of oxygen, in combination
with iron, sulphur, nickel, copper, phosphorus
and arsenic. The cause of the sparks is not the
combustion of the carbon, and the consequent
generation of carbonic oxide gas, but the

escape of gases imprisoned in the steel. Simi-

lar results may be brought about by exposing
the steel to a lower temperature for a longer
time ; the oxidation of the constituents will, in

this case, be effected in the order mentioned
above, the only difference being in the slower
action. Steel altered in this way is well de-

scribed as "dead." A regeneration of the
metal by mechanical treatment is hardly pos-
sible, since the original chemical composition
cannot be restored by such means.

RAILWAY NOTES.
ry>HE Progress of Canadian Railways.—The
,L official statistics show that 1,275 miles of

railway were built in Canada last year, making
a total of 8,805 miles under traffic, and when
the lines at present under construction are com-
pleted, which will be within two years, the rail-

way system of Canada will comprise over 11,-

400 miles. The paid-up capital was increased
to $494,271,264, or 19 per cent. The gross
amount of freight carried during the year was
13,266,255 tons, the gross receipts for which
were #21,320,208. The gross receipts, together
with those for mails and sundries, were $11,-
924,377, making the gross revenue $33,244,585
—an increase in receipts over those of the pre-
ceding year of $4,216,796. The net earnings
for the year were $8,552,928—an increase of
nearly $2,000,000.

Steam Tramways in Burmah.—Reports have
reached here of the starting of the steam

tramways of Rangoon, owned by Messrs. Dar-
wood & McGregor, of that city. The engines
are by Messrs. Merryweather & Sons, and are
of the Stockton type, which have successfully
run them for upwards of two years. Mr. Hemy
Bateman, from the works of the builders of
these engines, is locomotive superintendent.
There are excellent workshops and first-class

tools for carrying out the necessary repairs.

The report just to hand states that the engines
are running continuously, each drawing three
large cars crowded with passengers, and com-
mercially it is expected that this will be one of
the greatest successes in Rangoon. Some more
engines will be built by Messrs. Merryweather
for the extensions, also some special double
bogie cars of teak with iron frames. We shall

shortly illustrate the cars and workshops of

this tramway.

Indian Railway Statistics.—The second part
of the administration report on the railways

of India for 1882-83, recently published in

Simla, contains elaborate statistics regarding
the lines serving India, and furnishes informa-
tion which is of great interest now that the rail-

way policy of the Indian government is under
discussion. There are four classes of railways
in India, viz., nine state railways under the
control of the government, thirteen provincial
state railways, six native state railways (the

most important of which is in the Nizam's ter^

ritory), four lines belonging to assisted com-
panies, besides six lines controlled by the gov-
ernment of Bombay and two by that of Madras.
As regards the Indian government railways, the

East Indian and some others pay well, while
a few are worked at a dead loss, but, taken all

round, they now yield a surplus in aid of the

Indian exchequer. Speaking of Indian rail-

ways generally—that is, of the whole 10,000

miles of system—they earn about £1,525 gross

per mile, about one-third of the earnings of

English railways. The working expenses, too,

are less than what we might expect, consider-

ing the breaks of traffic, and the fact that most
of the coal used has to be imported from Eng-
land. They amount but to 49.94 per cent, of

the receipts, against 52.34 per cent, for Eng-
land and Wales, 49.51 per cent, for Scotland,

and 54.88 per cent, for Ireland. The net re-

ceipts are sufficient to yield 5.37 per cent, on
the capital expended, that is, a shade over the
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5 per cent, guarantee. The East Indian yields

over 8 per cent., the guaranteed lines 4.94 per
cent. , and the state lines a little over three per
cent. The gauge controversy is opening up a
burning topic. There are no less than five

railway gauges in India—the 5-foot 6-inch, or

broad gauge, the 3-feet 3-inch, or meter gauge,
the 4 foot used on the Azimganj Railway, the

2-foot 6-inch gauge of the Gaekwar of Baroda's
line, and the 2-foot or military gauge of the

Himalayan Railway. Practically the contest
now lies between the broad and meter gauges,
and as the most important lines have been
laid on the former principle, opinion inclines to

the view that the broad gauge is the proper one
to universally survive. At any rate, what is

now desired is uniformity, as the present breaks
of gauge and consequent shifting of goods add
considerably to the cost of transport.

ORDNANCE AND NAVAL.

The collapse of Shipbuilding.—After at-

taining last year to the highest point that

it has reached in the history of the industry,
shipbuilding at the North-Eastern ports has in
the first three months of 1884 collapsed. It has
been definitely stated that there are now about
7,000 shipbuilders unemployed on the rivers

Wear and Tyne. If this statement be even ex-
aggerated, it must be confessed that there is an
enormous falling off in the number and the
tonnage of vessels in course of construction.
On the Tyne and the Wear the number of the
vessels on the stocks is only about one-half of
those on the stocks at the same date last year

;

and at the other shipbuilding ports there is

also a falling off, though not quite so marked.
Again, out of the vessels on the stocks there
are some, the progress of which is stopped ; and
as others are launched their places are not
taken up. It is thus clear that there will be an
enormous falling off in the tonnage of the ves-
sels built at the North-Eastern ports during the
current year, and it is probable that the com-
pleteness of the collapse will be one of the reasons
that lead to the conclusion that the recovery, if

not very rapid, wtll be not so long deferred.
The loss of vessels still goes on, and as the
work of the steamers had been restricted by
the enormous stocks that had accumulated, and
as these stocks are now falling off, it may be
fairly concluded that the demand for tonnage
will recover with more speed than had been
thought likely. So complete a collapse as has
been witnessed, and is being witnessed, may
lead to a revival in the trade at no very distant
date.

rpHE Mann Gun.—Mr. H. F. Mann, of Pitts-

X burgh, has been advised by Sir Joseph
Whitworth & Co. that the steel tube for his
breech-loading rifle has been shipped, and that
the steel jacket and other parts that are being
made by that company will be forwarded
shortly. The tube and other parts are made
of the Whitworth fluid-compressed steel of the
best quality. The tube is 17 feet long, 6i inch
bore, and weighs about 4,500 lbs. All the
parts furnished by the Whitworth Company
will weigh some 14,000 lbs., and will be finished
complete, ready to be put together by the

South Boston Ironworks, of Boston, Mass.,
which has been the contract with Mr. Mann for

completing the gun. The total weight of the
weapon will be about 20,000 lbs. Mr. Mann
has also a contract with the Ordnance Depart-
ment for 2o0 projectiles to weigh 110 lbs. each,

to be used in the test of his gun. These pro-
jectiles are now being made in Pittsburgh, and
will be forwarded to the Government proving
grounds at Sandy Hook, New York Harbor, as

soon as completed. The charge of powder to

be used in testing this gun will be from 30 to

40 lbs.

The Aemoeplate Trials in Denmaek.—The
Army and Navy Gazette gives full partic-

ulars of the experiments carried out on the
Island of Amager on March 20 and 21. The
four plates were bent on an inside radius of 10
feet 9 inches, each formed a separate target, the
English plates being fixed by means of twelve
bolts to the backing, that of Marrel Freres by
eleven, the Schneider solid steel plate by sixteen

bolts. A 15-centimeter Krupp gun, 35 calibres

long, and an 18-ton Armstrong muzzle-loading
gun were used. The projectiles consisted of

5|-inch and 10-inch steel shell of the latest pat-

tern manufactured at Essen, also 5i-inch
chilled-iron shell and solid 10-inch chilled shot

of Swedish manufacture. The latter was only
used against the Cammell compound plate.

The range was 100 meters. On March 20 the

experiments commenced with a round of steel

shell at each plate. All the four shells struck
the plates full in the center, penetrating the

Marrel plate considerably, two large cracks
starting from point of impact to the edges of

the upper and right side of the plate. The
Cammel plate was slightly penetrated, and
showed a few surface hair cracks. The Brown
plate showed deep cracks running from the
point of impact to the left side of the plate.

The shell penetrated the Schneider plate to a
considerable depth, and cracked it in half from
top to bottom through the point of impact.

The next experiment was made on the left-hand

lower corner of each plate, the 10-inch gun be-

ing fired with steel shell. The first shot
knocked the whole left side of the Schneider
plate off its target. The lower part of the 3Iar-

rel plate was completely wrecked ; the shell,

passing through the target, was picked unin-

jured a long distance in the rear. The English
plates broke up the shell as they passed through.
The Cammell plate showed a few additional

surface cracks; the shell, striking the Browne
plate somewhat low down, broke off the cor-

ner. On the 21st experiments were resumed;
a solid 10-inch chilled-iron shot was fired, with
a charge of 63 lbs. of powder, at the Cammell
plate. Although the shot did not penetrate the

compound plate, the target was flung bodily to

the rear. A 5-J-inch chilled-iron shell was next

fired at the Brown plate. This opened up a

horizontal crack in the plate through its entire

thickness, breaking it into three pieces, a simi-

lar shell completely destroying all that remained
of the Marrel plate. In* these trials 4l>? lbs.

weight of metal were fired at the Sehneider
plate, 569 lbs at the Brown and Marrel plates.

and 832 lbs. weight at the Cammell plate.
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BOOK NOTICES.

Shavings and Sawdust. By " Observer."
Buffalo : C. A. Wenborne.

The care, operation and designing of wood-
working machinery form the material for the
work bearing the above quaint title.

The author evidently knows what is most de-
sirable to be learned by the inexperienced in

this branch of industry, and he certainly has a
direct way of imparting the facts and principles
which he desires to communicate.

The Elements of the Heliograph. By
Fred'k. K. Ward. Washington : Signal

Office.
_

The increasing use of heliotrope signaling in

extended surveys will serve to create a demand
for this little essay among surveyors.

It requires but little mechanical skill to con-
struct a serviceable instrument, and the sug-
gestions of this writer explain sufficiently the
necessary dimensions for all practicable limits

of surveying. ,

rriHE Special Characteristics of Torna-
_L does. By John P. Finlay. Washington

:

Signal Office.

This is issued in the form of a report of a
Signal Service officer to Gen'l Hazen.
The phenomena that precede or follow the

tornado, the changes of pressure, temperature
and direction of air currents, the electrical

manifestations, are all carefully grouped and de-
scribed.

All students of meteorology will read with in-

terest this essay, prepared, as it is, by an expert,
who has been fitted by professional training for
the work of collating such data as shall best
aid in the solution of one of the chief meteor-
ological mysteries.

TT^he Student's Hand-Book of Physical Ge.
1_ ology. By A. J. Jukes-Browne, F. G. S.
London : George Bell & Sons.
The author of this compact little treatise ex-

plains apologetically that another book on physi-
cal geology might seem uncalled for while such
works as those of Geike and Green are access-
ible to students. But he adds, "there does ap-
pear to be room for a book of more modest pre-
tensions, arranged on a different plan, and issued
at a more moderate price."
The work is divided into three parts : Dyna-

mical Geology, Structural Geology, and Physi-
ographical Geology. The second part seems
to be of more immediate value to American
students, as it gives a' concise classification of
igneous rocks.
An excellent book for students.

Legal Chemistry. By A. Naquet. Trans-
lated by J. P. Battershall, F. C. S. Sec-

ond edition. New York : D. Van Nostrand.
This new edition exhibits an addition to the

well-known first book in a chapter on Tea and
its adulteration. The interest lately exhibited
in this particular form of sophistication seemed
to the editor to call for a simple and concise
method of examination which would include
the requisite tests without entering upon an
exhaustive treatment of the subject.

The experience of Dr. Battershall in this

line of testing in the United States Laboratory
renders this supplement valuable.
The Bibliographical Appendix has been con-

siderably extended.

MISCELLANEOUS.
rT1HE following method of coloring soft solder,
-*- so that when used for soldering brass, the
colors may be about the same, is given by the

Metallarbeiter : First prepare a saturated solu-

tion of sulphate of copper—bluestone—in water,
and apply some of this on the end of a stick to

the solder. On touching it with a steel or iron
wire it becomes coppered, and by repeating the
experiment the deposit of copper may be made
thicker and darker. To give the solder a yellow
color, mix one part of a saturated solution of

sulphate of zinc with two of sulphate of copper,
apply this to the coppered spot, and rub it with
a zinc rod. The color can be still further im-
proved by applying gilt powder and polishing.

On gold jewelry or colored gold, the solder is

first coppered as above, then a thin coat of gum
or isinglass solution is applied and bronze pow-
der dusted over it. which can be polished after

the gum is dry and made very smooth and bril-

liant ; or the article may be electro-plated with
gold, and then it will all have the same color.

Quoting from a German source, the Scientific

American says ; On silverware the coppered
spots of solder are rubbed with silvering pow-
der, or polished with the brush and then care-

fully scratched with the scratch brush, then
finally polished.

In illustration of the tendency of dust to move
from hot and to deposit itself on cold sur-

faces, the following experiments were recently

described before the Royal Society of Edinburgh
by Mr. J. Aitken :—Two mirrors, one hot and
the other cold, fixed face to face and close to

each other, were placed in a vessel filled with a

dense cloud of magnesia, made by burning mag-
nesium wire. After a short time the mirrors
were taken out and examined. The hot one was
quite clean, while the cold one was white with
magnesia dust. In another experiment a cold

metal rod was dipped into some hot magnesia
powder ; when taken out it had a club-shaped
mass of magnesia adhering to its end, while a
hot rod attracted none. This tendency of dust
to leave hot surfaces and attach itself to cold
ones explains a number of familiar things;
among others it tells us why the walls and fur-

niture of a stove-heated room are always dirtier

than those of a fire-warmsd one. In the one
case the air is warmer than the surfaces, and in

the other the surfaces are warmer than the air.

This effect of temperature is even necessary to

explain why so much soot collects in a chimney.
It explains something of the peculiar liquid-like

movements of hot powders, and perhaps some-
thing of the spheroidal condition. For practical

application, it is suggested that this effect of

temperature might be made available in many
chemical works for the condensation of fumes,
and that it might also be used for trapping soot
in chimneys.
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